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Chevennrd (P ), The Viscosity of ^leeU at High Tern-
peintures, 326

Chilton (Prof fC), A New Isopodao Genus (fam
Onisekhe) from f ake Corangamite, Victoria 444 ,

De-
structive Boilng Crustacea In Now Zealand, 78,
OrckcJhff tucuranna in New Zealaivi 41 j

Cbmncrv (Lieut F W Ifc), * Dengora baiarl Initiation
Ceremony of the Binandere Tribe, 386, People of the
Hilly Country of New Guinea , Stonework and Gold-
fields in Nen QuiAea, 488

( hofordet (P ), Oliservarions of BorrcUv's Comet, 87 , Ob-
servations of Finlay’s Comet made at the Besan^on
Observatory, 387

Chfoo (Dr C ), awarded the Hughes Medal of the Royal

Souety, 395, 3O3 , A Magnetic Storm Recorded at

Kew Observatory, 120, The Magnetic Stoim of Augu»t

ti-12, 1919, 468
Christmas (W D), Exceptional Dryness of Oilober, 1919,

278
Church (Major AG), appointed Secretary of the National

Union of Scicntiriv. Workers, 444 ,
Scientific Workers

and a National Federation, 093
Chunk (Sir Arthur II), The Collection of Precious

Stonrs of the late, iri^ the Natural History Museum,

357
Chunh (A II), I lulassiophyta nnd the Sub-aerial Trans-

migration, 624, The Building of \n Aulotiophlc F'lageF

late, 404
Clitk (W H ), Ibc (icograpliy of Maiyhnd, 703
Clarke (I M ), The New Gaspc Bird Sanctuaries in Canada,

117
Chude (G ), Advantages of the Synthesis of Ammonia at

very High Pressures, 68^, The Industiial Employ
ment of Fxtipmcly High Piessures, 307, The Syn-

thesis of Ammonia at \piv High Prrssuies, 449
Ciiy (prof AT), AmcritOn Scholars nnd Rescaich Work

in Asia, 64
< leinents (A J ), T he Trade In Musk 97
CllfTcMfl (F W ), Ihclibniy of the Chemical Society A

Reiord of a Recent Attempt nt Co-opt ration,

( lowes (Piof F ), nnd J B Coleman, A Treatise on Qu ili-

fatlve Analysis Adapted for Us<» in the I iborntones of

CollegLs and Technical Institutes, Ninth edition, 688

Elementary Practical Chemisiiy, Pait 1 ,
General

Chemistry, Seventh edition, 688
Cobh nt/ (W W ), ind H K ihlei , Cli mge m the Electi 1

ea! Resistance of the Sulphide of Silvei and of Bis-

muth, ^8
Cockayne (Dr L), Ihc Aims ind Aspirations of the New

Zealand Institute, 516, The Papers Prewinted to the

New Zealand Science Congie^s 416

CockeieU (Prof T D A ), Sugnr-bi^t Ved, 66r

Cohn (Prof), A Sixth Membet of the Irojan Gioup of

Planets, 100, Minor Planets, 411

Cokei (Prof F G ), and K C Chikko The Stiess-

strain Piopertina of Nitro-icllulose and thr f aw of its

Optical Behaviour, 617
Coker fR F ), The Habits nnd I lonoinir Relntions of the

Guano Birds of Peru, 378
Coldstinam (Lt Col W M ), lh( Survey of India Maps

and the Modern Dfvflopnicnt of fndian Cartography,

574
Cole (Prof G A I ), elected President of the Irish Geo

gnphiral Association 444 Irehnd The Outpost, 411,
On 1 e luring with the I,nnletii 447

Cote (Dr I J ), and Dr W A I Inpincott, Relation of

Plumage to Ovnrhn Condition, Ri

Colin (H ) and Mile A Chaudln, The Dlnstitic Inver-

sion of Saccharose. 367
(onmil (A) appointed Professor of Surgery In Sheffield

University 185
Conrodv (Prof A E), Mlcroscopicnl Ontica, 448
Convngham fCol I ), Exploration In Tibet and Neigh-

bovirmg Regions, 1864 7{>, 470
Cooper (W R ), Retiiement from the Edltonhlp of the

Rlectrinant 966
Cope (J L ), A British Imperial Antarctic Expedition,

03
Coilat (Dr 1 H) Whit la Psvohoanahaia? 22
ComnoB (Rev J ), Ihe *' Quantico *' Typhoon, 79
Cortle (Rev A, I ), A New Astronomiiat Model, 343, A

Sokir Eruption In a Giant Star, and Spectral Changes,

454
CosBcrat (E ) Some Star* Possessing g Total Annual

Proper Motion of more than o.j', 68
Couch (Sir A puliler). The Teaching of EngHth, 421

Coulter fProf J M ), The Fvolurion of Botanical Re-
varch, 481

CouDtn fH ) The Cauaes of the Elongation of the Stem of

Ktiolftted Plants 683
Coumiont (P ) and A Rocholx, The BacteHol Flora of

Sewage Effluents Punflod by Bone# acihies, 650
Cowdray (Lord), Donations to the Univm)l> of London,

w. S<6
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rrabrm (J II}, Britich ferns and bow (o Identify

Them 410
>anip (Dr W ), appointed Profewr of flectncal Fn*

pneerinfS in Birmingham UnivirMtv 48Q
"rawford (H S ) The Muni Paintings and Inscriptions

at Knockmoy Abbey 47s
!!!rawford (Prof ) and Misws f urfield and Cummings

The Orbit of Finl^ s Comet iqiod -^80

rawfurd (Dr R ) to Deliver the llirvcinn Ontion its
Cremieu (V ) and A I epapo The Separation bv Solidi-

fication of Pure Carbon Dioxide from a Gaw^ous Mix
ture 307

^restani (Prof G ) Mt trorologia Aeron lutiin bs6
^rommelin (Dr AC D ) Results of the Total Solar

I (Iipse cf Ma\ 29 and tht Relalivitv Theory 280

Cinntein s Thior> ^14 Tht m Ro\al Observa
torv 076 Ihe Deflection of I ight during a Solar

Fclipse,i372 The I instein Iheory and Spe tril Dis

placement Ihe Throiv of Rilaiivity 631

Brooke (Dr W ) Cults of the Mother Goddesvei in India

608
lOsMand (Dr C ) Comfort and Health in the Tropus 373

riosBle\ (Prof \ W ) appointed Dirtitoi of Research

to the British Cotton Industry Reseanh \8sociation

aq6 The \ppointment 'll a^ D rector of Reseaich

bv tht British Cotton Induslrv Resemh Association

VP
I)rowlev (Dr J F ) The Use of Electricity m Agriculture

368
rowther (Dr J A) A Mann il of Ph\sics

"’rosier (( ol t P) The M inufncture of High Fxplosnes
during the ^ar 433

TruickShank (Di J ) appointed Gf r^^im McRobert
Lectunr in Pathology in Ab< rdten Universitv 383

[^ummtngs (B F) [ohituiT\l 17** fnjcving 1 if ind

other I Iter ir\ Remains of U VP Barbellion 529
Cunningham fDi Br\sson) H\dro-electric D<\clopment

Works ir I Iriigation in I gvpt and the Sudan 17
The Chippai^a Que nston Ilvdro tie ir c Development
Schemi 283 The H\<lro tie trie Survey >f India

363 Ihe Reductun of Wave Action in Harbours 014

Ihe Sudan Irrigation AAorks 131 \V iter in Action—
ControlUd end free 70

uunninghain (E ) f instein s Rehtniti Theor\ of Gravita

tion 3SA 374 304 Finslein s Theory 3nd a Map
Analogue 437 1 ht Ihtorv of RtlUivit\ 6^

Curtis fR ) Thf “Grillo PI int for miking Sulpliuiic

Acid 34

1

Cutler (D W > The Si enmtogcnesis of Infertile ll)brids

Ik tween Pheasant tnd tKid f amoine Fovl Si

Craplirka (Miss M A ) Relation of History and Flhnology
with spriial reference to North Ccntril Asia 48-

The Turks of (entnl Asia m Histrirv and at the

Present Day 373

Dakin fProf ) Vitalism

Dale (Dr H H) and otheis Ihe of Cipillines

m the ReguhlKn of the Blood flosi 519
Dali fDr W H) New Species cf Molluscs of the FamiK

Tumtida) from the West Coast of America and Adjaient
Regions 98

Dallas (W I ) [obituaiv] 63
Dah (Prof R A) “Clarnl control Theory of the

Growth of Cord Reefs 360
Danden (I leut MM) Dizionario Interna/unale di Aero

navigaxione o Costruzionl Aeronautiche Itdtano
Francese Inglese Fedcsco 636

Danie4 (G ) The Causes of the Immerston of the I easts

of thi Water I ilv 407
Dattiell (G F ) Selection of Flementary Children for

Higher Forms of Education 513
Darling (C R) to deliver 1 course of Irs*tures on the

Commencal AppltratKms of Phvsics 386
' Darfow (h G) The Bovs Own Book of Great Inventions

I

Dautrkhe (P ) The Field of Applu atipn for Aerophoto-^
graphy 09

Davenoort (Dr C B ) and M T Scudder Naval Officers
,

Their Heredity and Devekwnent 306
pnvldson (C «R ), The Solar Fclipse of May ag iqig 4^4 )

Davies (1 J C Fraser) The Sociological Society 663
Davis (Dr A P ) and H M W ilson Irrigation Engineer

ing Seventh edition 70
DavK (J J ) The Natural Fnemiet of Phvllophaga 40
Dtvis and Jordan The Orifice a*, a Means of Meisunng

the Flow of Water through a Pipe 647
Debenham (F) dieted 1 lelkw of Gonvillo and Cams

College Cambridge 616
Dteckc ^rof W) Articles on Petrographic Subjects 673
Deelev (R M ) end others 1 ubncation 451
Delage (A ) Integrating Pitot Fut for measuring tht

average Velocity of Vanible ( urionts 683
Delaporte (P ) Proposed Reform of the Calendar 414
Ddler (Dr F ) apjxiinted Assistant Serretar> to the Royal

Society 37a

Ddlinger (J H) Rtdio J ransmissnn ^nd Reception 543
Delptch (J ) Flameless Poivders 1(7 Ihe Flashes Pro

duied by the lire of Artilhry 187 Th Pure B
Powders 68

Demenitroux (M ) Methods Usid in France for the Pro

durtion of Radium Br mide 419
Dcnd\ (Prof A ) Animal I ife and Human Progress 31

Denham (H J ) Goss}]fHum in Pre I innTan I iteiature in

Densmore (F ) Teton Sioux Musi 437 Th Sun Dane
tf the Teton Sioux 437

Desch (Prof C H ) appointed Prof ssor < f Met illurgv in

Sheffield Lniversih 4O5 The MetallurgKal Position

in this Country and the Central Fmpires 43<>

Devcmlis (P) The Use of Fites n I xiratlini^ Water
from th# Atmospher 491

Deslandrex (Dr H ) Sir Norman t ockver 191 The Con
stitution rf the Atom and the PropeitiC’, of Band
Spt tri a"*! 347

Dewar (W ) Proptsals for a Plumage Bill 564
Dewsnup (Prt f F R) appointed Prtkssor of Railway

Administration in I iverpool ITniversitv 383
Dhar (V R ) 1 d G I rbain The Pol ins it ion Flectro-

motivc lorcts of Iron in Solutions of Conrplex Salts

6x8
Dickson (\ 3 C) Ih Mil Miners and Prospettors

Cull
DicWn (Piof I F) Mistorv of (hi Theory of Numbers

\ol I Di\isihilitv ml Prlmallt^ 4

Dines (W H) Atmospheric and T eries tin! RadlUirn 714
Pr gr ss ( f Meteoix logv 347 Thf C haracteristics of

thf Free \tmospheir 30^ The ITi flection cf Light

during i Solar F Iipse 303 Wind md Barometne
Crali nt 324

Dimv (Dr F \) Presidntiil ^ddrfss to the Zoology

Serti>n of the British Assoc ition 39 lai

OixtKi (Prof H B) and H Stephen The Discovery of

f h micil Ficmenfs sim 1W9 '*21

Dixon (Prif If H) and I C Vfasoi A Crviscopt
Method for the Fstimilion of Suirosc 34> and H H
Pi 1e Ph lo-s\nthesK and the Flettrrnic Iheoiv 68j

DiX(n(R B) wl A I Krabe? Regioup ng the Dialects

rf C lifoi 1 1 341
Dobh n (Dr I ) Formic Acid and the Slinging, Hairs rf the

i ominrn Nettle r4

Dolell (Prof C) The Amrebx I iving in Min 360
Dobson (G M B) Winds and Tompeiaturegndi nts in

thr Stntosnhere
Domvillr Fife (C ) Subm inps nd Si a Power 433
Dorn ifcti r (Prof I ) M ndel sm f <

Donnin fProf T G) Heal of R iction and C ivititionil

Fleld 392
Doodson f\ 1 ) R M C ir^'v nl R Bildw n Theo

retical Dett rminati )n of th I onj^itudinal Scithes of

T ak Geneva 714
Douglas fCapt C K M) The lormiton of Haloes 64X

Douf^las (J A) Ceolog ril Srctions thiough the Andes of

Peru and Bolivia IT 6S1

Dnuvlll/ (H ) The Annul ir F ^ramlnlfi r** (Cvilott^neg)
of Orbif^v 423

Dowl ng (F T ) ''n Apnintus for the PrrKlurlion of High
Eleetrostatir Potentials 438

Downlnr* (F R) A Souue Book of Bir logit i1 Nature
K Studv 464
Doxfo»*d (A F) The Fconoinir Position of the Country

368
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Druoe (Dr G C ) Occurrence in briuln as Native Plants
of Aptga genevtnns and Cwtaunum sctttatdas

Druce var parUnig (Brot
) 406

Druce (H H ) Collection of Lycsenldae and Heipendaa in
the Hill Museum Witlev 77

Duchemln (R P) General Position of Chem cal Indub
tries especially in France s68

Duefxlen (Prof J 1^ Breed ng* Experiments with
Ostriches 155 Pnylogenetic Degeneratiofl in the
Ostrich 6ao Promotion of a Plumage Bill 499
Results of the Crossing of the Northern and Southern
Forms of Afncan Ostrich 81

Duffield (Prof W G ) Relativity and the Displacement
of Frau ihofer Lines 659

Dufrdtioy (J ) Cxper mental Bacterial Tumours n Pmei
168

Duncan (F Martin) Insect Pcsts and Mant Diseases m
the Vegetable and fruit Garden Photographs
ahowing the Actinic Quality of the Light from a
Living P3rrophorus Beetle 345

Dunkerley G S ) appointed a mv Lankestcr Investigator
at the Marine Biolog cal Laboratory Plymouth 701

Dunlop (Sir Nathailel) [obituary] 340
Dykes (W R ) nominated as Secretary of the Royal Hor

ticultural Society 377
Dyson (Sir F W ) The Theory of Relativity 631 and

Mr Melotte Open Stellar Clusters 576

Easterfleld (Prof T H ) appointed Director of the Caw
thorn Research Institute 44a

Eodes (Prof W H ) Special Arrangements of Three
electrode Valves 487 Triode Valves as Electeic Am
pt fiers 401 and others Thermionic Valves 454 and
J H Vincent The Variations of Wave length of the
Oscillations Generated by Three-electrode fhermiontc
Tubes etc 617

Eddington (Prof A S ) Einstein s Theory 377 Observe
tions of the Solar Eclipse at Pr nape 434 Rela
tiv ty 400 The Deflection of I ght during a Sohr
Eel pse 37s The Predicted Sh ft of the r raunhofer
Lines 498 The Sources of Stell r Energy S69 The
Theory of Relat vity 385 631 ind others Rela
tivity 444

Edwards (F W ) Descriptions and Illustrations of Di
pera 64

f ggar (W D ) PreientM on to m Ret rement f om the
Presdency of the Fton College Sacntific Society 444
The Teaching of E igUsh m Relat on to School Saence
5x1

Finstcln (Prof) Intrrv cw w th 441 Rilativity 360
Lkblaw (K J T ) Farm Concrete 494
rigie (J H ) The Stars Night by Night Being the

Journal of a Star Gazer 467
riHot (H ) Modim St ence and Mater al sm 625
Ftliott (S) Bequest to Edinouigh Ln versity 425
nUs (C \ The Hvdrogtnaton of O Is Catalysers and

Catalysis and the i enerat on of H\d ogen and Oxvgen
Second edition 494

Edtvbs (Baron R von) [obtuary] 319
Etbendge (Robert) [obituary article] 700
Pvans (r> A E) Britsh Iion-orcs 564
Fvans (f V) The Present Position of the Chemical

Industry of Germany 484
Evans (Dr J W ) elected IVesldent '^f the Nat onal Union

of Scientific Worke s aq? Presidentul Address to the
Geologv Sect on of the Bnt sh Assoaation 38 loa

Fvershed (J ) Is Venus Cloud covered 675 The Magnet c
Storm of August 11 is 1919 43f

Fwart (A J
and lU

The Synthesis of Sugar from Formaldehyde— Jolymers etc 344 and J R Tovey Con
tnbutkMis to the Flora of Australia No x8 047

twart (Prof J Cossar) A Search for Fine Wool 1*3
Telegony a if

d Eyncourt r F H Tenn\son) Th^ Bnt sh Tanks Usedm the War 48f

Fabm (t>r L ) OealUtions in the Lununosftv of Incan
descent Klectnc lamps Hfuminated bv Mtematlng
Cuoxots 54s

•

Farmer (Prof J B ) awarded a Royal Medal of the
Rtwal Soaety 295 363

Farr (C C ) The Porosity of Porcelalnt 517 and D B
Macleod TTie Viicoaity of Sulphur 71a

Farrer ( 1^ The English Rock garden a voU 664
Fawdry (R C ) IWnamKf Part il 199
Fawiitt (Prof C E ) The Unlformitl^ of Nature 586

and C H F scher The Misctbil ty of Liquids 555
Favet (O ) and K Schaumasae Next Return of the

Periodic Comet 1911 VII (Schaumasae) 19 Return of

the Penodic Comet 1911 Vll (Schaumasae) 347
Fedden (R ) Golden Days fro n the Pishmg I og of a

Painter n Bnttany 391
Ferguson (£ W) aid Marguerite Henry Tabanidm from

Camden Haven District NSW 587
Ferry (L S) G A Shook and J R Collins Practical

Pyrometiy The Theory Calibration and Use of In
strunenu for the Measurement of High Temperatures

47
Fewkes (Dr J W ) A Remarkable Carved Wooden

Object from Santo Domingo 378 Field aork on the

Mesa Verde National Park Colorado 359
F sher (Prof E F ) Resources and Industries of the

United States 131
Fisher (H A L ) to Address the Annual Conference of

Educat onal Associat ont 3f 4
Fisk (Prof W W ) The Book of Cheese 08
Fitasimons (F W) The Natural History of South African

Mammals 4 vols 469
Flack (Dr M) appointra Mltroy l^turer of the Royal

College of Physicians 608
Flamand (G B M ) The Chscoverv of a Lens of Coal at

Port Guidon 307
Flamsteed (j ) The Bicentenary of the Death of 417
Fleck (Dr Al The Separation of Isotopes 465
rioming (A P M ) Industrial Research 470 a^ others

Works Schools 533
Fleming (Prof J A ) ProifreM of Electrical Invent on

339 Speaki^ across the Atlantic by Wireless Tele
phony 179 ihe Thermionic Valve and its Develop
ments in Radiotelegraphy and Telephony 46a

Fletcher (Prof S W ) Strawberry growing 593
Pleure (Prof H J ) The Survival in Remote Parts of

Wales of X Primitive lype 487
Flint (Rev Dr W) Race Consciousness 118
Flower (Major S ) The Destruct on of B rds n Lower

Forbes (?)r H O) The Audih I tv of Thunder 315
Forster (Sir Ralph) The Organic Departmeit of the

Chemical Laboratories of Ut hrersity College London
to be named after 344

Fortescue (Prof ) Ap^icatlon of the Three electrode
Thermionic Valve 487

Fothennigiam (Dr J K ) The Motion of the Moon 613
Fouchd (Ed) Search for a Characteristic Equation Ap

pticable to Atmosphere Air 491
Fowler (Prof A ) awarded a Gold Medal by thf National

Academy of Sciences Washington 396 elected Presi
dent of Ihe Royal Astronomical Society 671 Spectro-
scopic Astronomy 334 The Centenary of the Roval
Astronomical Society 674 The Theory of Relahvitv
633

Fowler (Sir Henry) elected President of the Institution of
Automobile Engineers 638

Fox (H M ) elected a Fellow of Gonville and Calus Col
lejte Cambridge 616

Fox (Dr R H ) Dr John Folhergill and his Friends
Chapters in Fighte^th-century Life t

Frankland (Prof P F ) awarded the Davy Medal of the
Royal Society 394

Franklin (Capt T B ) The Cooling of the Soil at
450 458

(D 0 Newton • Interpoiat on Formulae as
Fraeer (Sir Thomaa R ) (death! 474 (ohetuarr arti^] 40
Freedman (P ) Tuntftten Arc <* Pointolite ) Lampa sfS
Freeman (Or W E ) Bntiah Botanic Gardena and StattW

4^9
Fr4mont (C ) A New Method for Testing the Fragblty of

Metallic Tubes 347
French (J W ) Percussion Figures in Isotropic Solids 311

The Surface la^er of an Optical PohsUng Tool 68a
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Gtindlev (L>r } 11 )
nppointed Principal of th( Dudl«*y

reihnirHl ( olltgr pt)

f«rouL (h h ), ind 1 M Brodiruk Structures in the

Hurnni in Iron b« irinK* Strata of the Megabit Ringe
in Minnesota

(irovrs (( I ) [H ith] (o8 (obituir>], 6 t7
Wudr ((. K ) ( 1m u il Pn Mdciu of the M tlirologir il Society

of J ondon O71

Gudnn (1 W M de) A Sculptured Ilumin Figure Dis
(ovrtcd un th Dolmen of IVhus Cjueinsc\ ^7 Ihc
Megaliths m Ciuernsix, 117

Outlldurne (J ) Obspi \ itions of the Sun m tde at the

Lyons Observatory, 401
(tUillel (I ) Ihi 1 ransfotm ition uniUrgone b\ < ertain

Alujiiinium \llovv 4^1^ J Durmd ind J (ulibourg,
Jho tempering of Certain A1 immium \lluvs 13S

Guthrie (D ), The Buds of South List, 130
Guyot (J ) and I J Simon Action of Hvdrahs Oxides

and C irbotnt <> of llu MU ihm 1 irfhs on Dim th \1

Sulphate 1(7 Vlion of Sulphutu Anhvdtide ind of

Olruni on Mithvl Mcohol *>47

Gwvnne (C omdr ) Suhm irim Mnung 487

Habrr (Piof i ) i\\ irdfd the Nolal Pure of if)i8 for

ChemistM 318
Hadfield (Sir Robert) Anpreti ition of the Woik of the De

pnrtment of Smntilic ind Industri il Reseiich 670
Historv of the Miiroscop and its Applintions in

Mrtnllurgv i;4> Hisioiv if Micioscopinl Jnvtntion
I hr I i1k)ui Situ ition in tin (ouniiv 149 Iho

Work of birido md thi T rod iv Sorietv 439 ind

I (1 1 lliot i hr Studv of llightv M igniftcd Mr til

Sections ^3-

Hadwen (l)i S) md Di \ f ( 1 m ron Hoise Botflies

64
Hahn (O ) and I Mi ilner The Genesis of Actinium 57,^

Haims (H H ) shrubs lir longing to the (icnus C irissa

MO
Haldane f\istouni) Whit is liuth** 4f4

Hale (A J) The Manufictuie of ( hemic ils bv riectrolvsis

520
Ilnll (Sir \ D ) ippointed \ufChurmm of tht Pm si

dm! s \dm nisti ilivc ( ouniil of the B< iid of \gruul
turc and iisbeiirs 343 elected a Member of the
Alhenzum Club (oR

Hall (HR) Prof I W Kinir 37
Halliburton (Prof W D) “Jr tube*’ Wavis 41 S md

ollurs \ir(Ssoi\ ] ood Substmus ^30 J C Dium
mond md R K (. anmn Ihc hood \ due of a

Svnthotic Product Prepared from Olivi Oil md Manni
tol 419

llrtlimond (\ 1 ) lorbcmiti f>4o
KaUmaiin (I i ) N« w (imum of Monaxnnid Sponges

RilnUd to the (iinus C hthrn 444
Iialm (Di ) ( omet iqio^ (112

H immertnn (J \) H innswoith's Iniveisd 1 ncvclopedin

No I, 640
H imoshire ff 11 ) \oUiiiutric Vndvss for Students of

I'haimacputicd md (icniia! ( hemisirv Second
edition 497

Hansin fMtss V) md I isthG- Pitrrscn Piof Wolf M
Fbcll ( omrls 6( Mitcilfs Cumri 12

Haicouit (A ti \crnon) [obiluaiv article] 49
H irdv f(i H) iDpointed Sivilian Professoi of (leometry

in the Universitv of Oxfoid 398
Ilarmer (Dr S h) Antuctic Whdng 377 Progress of

the Na^ral llistorv Museum 343
Harris fIMf D IrivD Ihe Medu il and Allied Pio

fusions as a Stale Service SoS
1

1

ni ns (J A ) and F G Benedict \ biometric Studv of
Bunl Metabolism in Man 644

runs (Prof 1 SJ--Tho Suear Wt In Amencn, 402
Hnrns (Sir Will im Snow) She Work of 417
Hnitison (II I \ \ \ V Form of Pholomc ti r 348
Hnrrison (De* J W H) Pirulnr Sex rel itionships in

Inter genen Hvbnds of BtstoninT 474 Effect of
Mcohol on Sri* ma hilaunrta 609 ,,

Harrison (R) Ri s"gnat c n of ihe Vxsistant Sei m tnrvslilp
of the Rival Son t\ 3O1

Harrison (W ] ), appointed Universttv lecturer In Mathe-

matics m Cambridge Universit), 424
Hartby (BrigtOen), The Development of Chemical War-

^'ire, 445
Hisse (Adelaide R) Index of Fconomic Material m Docu-

ments of thi stitis ot the US 70

1

Hatth (Di r H ) The Iron ind Steel Industry of the

Lmted Kingdom under Wat ( onditionSi 111

Hatridnkis (J ) I xcavations in Lifli 34b

Mavtrlifld (Prof I J ) |obUuai\J, 117 Bequest by, to

Ihc Iniversitv of Oxford, 2bh

Havilind (Miss M D) Preliminary Note on the I ife-

histoiv of I Pioitotrvpid (I vioittus sp ) ll\ per parasite

of Xphidius 36b
Hiwkes (C omnidr i ) ippoinlcd Professor of I rigineenng

It Armstrong ( ollcge 6i(>

H iwk s (J ) \i w Souru s of Aluminium in Norway, 160
Iltwkslfv (the faniilv of thi late C

)
Lift to Univirsity

C oil ge 1 ondun 4Sb

llawtMV (R (» ) Resiorition of the fiold Stand ird 486
lli>ms (Miss D) md Miss 1

1

M Judd Fxpenments with

IS i ssed Apples 37 >

H izen (Dr J V) [deithj <>7
Hf id (Dr) Sensition md the Cinbial Cortf x 267
Hiadlev (J W ) fobituarvl 348
ill (th (Piof R S) Solid (leonirtiv indudtng the Mdisu

rition of Surfaces and Solids Fourth edition 109

lledruk fDr 11 b) Intt ipolatiun J ibits 01 Multiplication

I (bles of Dccimil 1 rKtions 153

Hedbron (l^r I M )
(|>poinied Piofrssc r of Organic

Chemistry (t the (ilisgow Itchnual College 19

Idle Shaw fPiuf) J tmes Walt md Invrniion 74
Ilrmsalnh (ft \ ), Origin of I uminous Ridndonb emitted

bv Vapourb in m IlrcirwHl Resist line Tube Furnace,

491
flemslev (Dr \\ B) The Floia of Aldibri ct( iiS

Hendv (I J R) ih( Inivirsities and the Pruning of

T (chers 68i
HfnriLi (Mi)oi I O) J*ri rise levelling 444
Henrv (Prof V) MTorestalion of W ater 1. itchment Arens

420 454 and Mi3s M G Flood Tht Douglas Firs

\ Rotanii il md Svlvii ultur tl Dcscuption of the

\ snous Species of Pscudotsugi 682

Htrdmin (Prof W Abundanif of Marim Animals

ind I (JuinliUtivt Suivcv of Ihtii Ot turn nee ^27
Pi sidentclnt of the British Assoiiilion 42 Thirtv

thud 3nnu il Report of the I iverpool M irine Biology

t oniinittee 677
Ilcrun \Iltn (I ) md Mi I irl ind Modific itions of Growth

in the T iff historv of loiiminiftra 446
Htriing (Prof P P ) St Andrews Institute for Clinical

Ri St arch O14

He«is (F I ) Proposil of the lerm “ P utite ’ 474
H vwood (H H) Mnthinnlus it the Lnivirsity of Sti i>

bourg, 74
Hicks (Piof W M) \ Ilcliun Si rtfs m tht Fxlrcme

I In i \ inlet 39 ^

Hiikson (Prof S J) Biologic il Scuntc in Secondary
Schools { 93

Hildebrandsson (Prof H H ) ivvardtd the Svmons
Mcmoiul (lold Medal bv the Roj il Meteorological

So letv 340 IVisented with the Svmons (iold Medal
of the Roval Mi tiorological Society 473

llill (Dr V) \spicts of Science nt Inivrrsitus 244
Rtsignation of iht PimiiiMibhip of Univtrsitv College,

Southampton 306
Hill (A V) ippomlfd I'tofes^oi of Physiology m Man

Chester Lntvcrsitv 484

Hill (G F), Xustralim Strotiomyidje (Diptera), with De-
siription of Niw Specie* 271

Hill (H ) Nationil Hvdro-^Uttru Schimes for New Zea-
land, 417

tliUnian (H ) Mirage Fffecte 630 j

Hmdle (Dr F ) elected Professor of Btologv in the School

of Medicine t dm 127 The Hixtorv of laolatcd

Piirs of Body lice and of their Offipring 456
Hinks (3 R) Boundary Dtlinututlnn in Furopf, 444
Hinton (M \ C ) A New Species of Field-mou«e from

Fouh, ai8
llitchioik (Piof C H ) fobituarvl laS
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Hoa^nd (D R
) Experiments m the Cultivation ot

Birle> 446
Hoduvpn (F S) Irilinf^ual Artillery Dtctionarv 3 voN

vol I English—French Italian 333
Hodsmnn (H J ) and Prof Cobb Icits ol the I \p&nsion4

of Refractory Materials 379
Hoftben (I X) Nuclear Phenomen'i in thi Of>c\t(s of

Neuroterus a Oall ft) 346 Studies m Synapsii ]

574
Hoftg (H R

)
Some Australnn Opiliones 713

Holmes (1 V) A\arr(,ns Pre History in rsM.x 112

HoUedahl (Dr O ) Forthcommff Exploring Fxpedition to

Not lya /emiya 3^7 Suess s “Si! and Simi
Magmas 574

Hooker (R H) elected President of the Rovil M ttcro

logical Society 471
Hopkins (Dr ( \nl G) [obituirv riicle] 442
Horton (1 ) and Ann t Divits An Fxpcrimrntil Det r

minuion of the Cnticil I lection \plocitu*i for th

Production of Radiation ind Ion siiion on ColliMon
With Argon Atoms 41b Fffixts of I I ction Collsions
with Pi itmum md with Hidr^en bift Ihe lonis

tion by Electron Collisions in Argon and Helium 4^4
ind Miss D Bml \ The I uminosit> Prcxlui«d n
Helium 4^4

Hosinei (Prof O I ) Text book on Practicnl Vstronom\
Second edition 3

Houstoun (Dp R A ) Plementa of Physics 648
Ho% 4rd (A LI Ihe Timb rs cf Indin 1S9
Ho« ird (Di I O) electei Presid nt of the American

As»>cMtion 613
Howchin (W ) Ih tieologv of South Austrnln In two

Divisions 91
Honorth (Sir I!enr> H ) The Turks of C^ntril Asn 273
Hrdli£ka (Dr A) Ihe Population of Russln 341
Hughes (T S

) ll^uest to the University of I ondon 344
Hull (Rev J F) Gvnmdry among Spi 1 rs 81

Hull (I M) M thod (f Rating Ihirmionu v live (• ne
pitors sto

Hulme (F \V ) Presentation to on \ icating the I ibrarnn
ship of the Patent Office

Humbert (P ) Ihc C ilcuhtiuns of i H Darw n on the

Siabilitv of the Pvriform Figure
Humphrejs (Prof AV J ) Th 1 utors ( ontroll ng Clim to

bio
Humphrv (R HI ojamtet I eciur r m Phvsui it the

Sir John Cass Technical Institute 186
Hutchins (D f ) The Fconomic \ aluo of the F roMfc of

New Zealand 1 39
Hutton (1 H) I eopard men in the N iga Hills 427
Huxley (J ) The Courtship of the Dabrhick 3SO Meta

morph ws of \xo1olt caused by Thyroid f cdinj, 434

Ilford T td A Hud ning Solution for (lelit ne Negatives
It

Inge (Dean) appointed Rommes lecturer for 1920 2(6

Inghs (Prof) Po^t^bIe Mihtarv Bridges 48#*

Innea (R T A > The Blink Miuroscopc 66
Izat (A ) [ofaituarvln <(4°

J (ckson (Rt Hon F Huth) 1 hi Nuonil Alliance of

Fmploycrt and Ftiiplo}ed 484
Tackson (Sir Tohn) [obituary] xoS
Jackson (V H ) and A T Mukerjee Improvements in

MetsuremeflU with Quadrant FUctromclers Part 11

449 The Utility of Desiccants m ricctrostaiic Measure
metna asQ

James (A V F) The Phvaiographv and Geograph} of

the BuIIa-Sydenham Area 6iq

Jamev (R W ) The Antarctic Shackleton’s Expedition of

Jardine (Dr PE) appointed Lecturer on Applied Anatomy
III Edinburgh Univeriitv 434

Jayaram (B ) The Manganese Ore» of the Shimoga ahd
Adlacent DittHcta 137 •

Jeaoa (J H ) awarded a Royal Medal of the Roval Society

onS Relativitv 400
Jeffreys (Dr H > Relativity 401 The National Union of

Sidentiflc Workers md Research 23

Jekhowskv (B) Orbit of the Aletcalf Comet 19106 68
Jesp(*rs n (P ) Iht Notth Atlantic Halibut Fishiry 148
Joid (( 1 M ) I ssavs in Common sense Philosophy 3^2
Johansen (\ C) J he Biomdrici of the Spring span ning

H rrings 148
Johnson (Prof D A\

)
Shoie Ircxesses and bhori line De

velopment 71
Johnston (Sir H inv H ) A rompiralive Study of the

Bantu and Scmi Bantu I inj^uaj^es 129 Ihe Flight
from ( uro to th Capi Avuten and PxploraCion,
bj2 The Prehistory of South \fiK< 414

Johnston (R M) Pioposcd Memorial to thi liie 117
Johnston (\\ J ) A 1 me ir Asaomtive Algebra Suitable

frr Mfctro magnet u Rclntions and the Iheory of
Relativitv

Johnston (Pt if J) The I xtenston of letiUorial Waten
m Relati n to Deep sea Fishing 13-^

Jolibo (P ) A Nlw Method of Phvsi(o-< henui d Anaivsis
of PrecipilutLS 423

Jdv (Prof J ) \ Photo lex trie Ih orv of ( lour Vision
*•4 R litivily ind Radi jctiv tv jbS Scimtifu
Signalling in\ S if tv at S» 1 41 md J H J Poole
kev rsed PI i hro c Haloes 92

Jonis (Prof BrvrtPi) Results of Rr king I p (iiassland in

1318 98
Jones (B (I cted Professcr of Chemistry m the Uni

versitv C< Mege if Wah s Aberyst«>(h elected to

Ih Iran is Mind Professorsh p if Vionautnal Fngi
neering in Cimbridgc University 107

Jrnes (Chapniii) Progress of Phutogri|nv
Jones (Dr D \\ (1 malt) appointed Professor of

Svst mitic Medicine n Otigo Univeisiiv 490
ford in (Dr \ ( ) \ nvs in Mcdual Science 237
jourdam (P F h ) I ibituary] 1 17
Jutson (J T) Dust whirls in Sub and Misi m Ausinlu

611) Rod rvpansioi bv 1 mocr iture Variation in ^ub
irid Western Australia 108 The “Clawing * Action of

R in m Sub an I West rn Auslnlia 11 S

Jutson an! S nvpson Th (• ologv of AUanv 479

Kite (G R) An I nt Hindu Sph riial Astronomv 119

Ivtv (Dr (i W C ) Indubtrid md Med cal R idiologv

bqf
Keehl (Di T \\ ) c 1 1 1 d Shernrd an Professo of Botany

in <Kfo d Inv ts t\ 42(

Keeling (I t C 1 B 1 I ) fobituaiv irlule] ^17

K n (B A) Ic er isiing Frosts 440
K(dm (Dr D) Ihc I aival Stiucturc and I do history of

M I nda eyf^ttata M ig 39)
K th (Piof A ) I ife md Work of Sir Franrii G dton f7o

M nd rs < f th M iimed Ih Amlnmual and Phvsio

leg d ’Sincipl s unleilvmg the J rr itment of Injun s

to Musties Nenes Bones and Joints 493 Nationfliitv

ml Ric from n Anthropologists Point of Aifvv 476
Pr sidentinl Addiess to th Aithiopologv S riion if the

Biitish Association 36 301 Race and N dionality from

in Anti- nipologu i! I omi of View 344 Rat md Per

sonaUiv m
Keltif (Si! John Siott) Pr gress of (jeographv 249 md

Dr M Fpsi m The Statesman s A ear Bn k 1919 143

Kennedy (Prof A F ) and P Velonder A New Form of

Rectangjlu Component Altei mtinf,-cL i nl PoUntio
meter 42

Kenover (I A ) Tlic Dimorphic T cmaU I lowt if Acaly^ha

indtea 297
Kerr (Prof J Graham) T(xt book of EmbrjoU^y Vol 11 ,

Vertebra! 1 with ih» I xc ption of Mammalia 309

Kerr (W ) appointed Rcseanh Assistant in Mechanical

Fngtnccring at the Glasgow Technical College 19

Kidsion (Dr R ) and Prof W H I ang Old Red ^and
stone Plants showing Structure from the Rhvme Chert

Bed A^rdeenshire Part 11 448 The Petrified

PI int« from the Siticified Peat bed m the Old Red
Sandstone of Rhyme 641

King (Pro! I W) H R Hill 27
King (W B R ) appointed Assistant to the Professor of

Geology in Cambridge UmverXitv 364 Geological Woffc
on the Western Front 476

Kmgsett fC T) Suggestion for the AnaUsls of Air obtained

nt High Altitudes 440
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Kitton (A E.)t Discovery of Diamond* in the Gold Coast,

Kling (A), and D Florentin, The Production of Carbon
Monoxide in Flames of IMfferent Gases, 6i8, A. Las-
sieur, and R Schmuta, The Preparation of Chtoro-

methylchloroformates, and E Jacob, The Proper-

ties of the Chlorinated Methyl Carbonates, 6S3
Knibbs (G H ), The Organisatm of Imperial Statistics,

55 <

Knott (Dr C G ), elected President of the Scottish Meteoro-
lo^cai Sodets, The Propantion of Earthquake-
waves through the Body of the earth, 477, and Miss
Dallas, MagMtic Strains In Nickel steel Tub^, 715

Kohn-Abrest (£), Aluminium Spontaneously Oxidisame in

the Air, 6tS
Kopacxewski (W ), and Mme Z Gruzewska, Seric Toxicity

and the Phvsical Properties of Colloidal Gels, 6u
Koppjui (W ), Proposed Alterations in the Classification of

Climates, 418
Kuos (Dr G F ), The Production of Precious Stones in

1919, 610
Kustner (Prof), Barnard's Proper-motion Star, 430
Kuwada (Y ), The Origin of Maize, 639

«

Lacroix (A ), Mineraloglcal and Chemical Constitution of

the Volnnic Lavas of Tibesti, 68
LaiiM (Miss M E )• appointed Research Assistant in

Physical Chemist^ at Bristol University, 306
Laud ^ P ), appoints Professor of Accounting and Busi-

ness Method in Edinburgh University, 425
I«ake (P ), appointed Reader In Geography in Cambridge

University, 364
Laman (Dr K E ), Return from the Congo with Ethno-

graphical Materia], 177
Lang (Prof W H ), Homea Ltgnfert, 36*
Lankester (Sir E Ray), Completion of Fifty Years' Editor-

ship of the Qumrt^fh JtmmcX of Microscopical Sctonce,

, International Relations in Science, 17a , Parasitic

AmoebflB and Disease, 369, The Foundation of Biolo-
gical Sciences, 198

Lapicque (L ), Seasonal Variation in the Chemical Com-
j^ition of Marine Algss, 618
Porte (F

)
Atmospheric Observations at Gfivre by Means !

of Free Rubber wUoons, 71c
I^pslcy (Dr G ), and others, TTie Ameiica of To-day

Being Lectures delivered at thw Local Lectures
Summer Meeting pf the University of Cambridge, 1918,
*5 *

Lapworth (Prof A ), and L K Pearson, The Direct Re-
placement of Glycerol in Fats by Higher Polyhydric
Alctdiols, 399

Larmor (Sir Joseph), Determinatkm of the Strengths of
the Sources of a Disturbance Propagated Into a
Medium, 419 , Genm-aiised Relativity, in connection with
Mr W J Johnston's Symbolic Calculus, 365 ,

Gravita-
tion and Light, 41a

, 530
Larth{ne (A ), A New Form for the FormuUe of Line

Spectra, 387
Lauder (Prof A), Agriculture at the British Association,

(Dr B.), The " Flyioff Gallop ” in Art, ua
I^unay (L de). The Mineral Resources of Alsace-Lorraine,

640
Laurie (Dr R D ), Eugenics Education in the Training

Collsge, and Eugenics Educatkm in the School, 513
I aw (Sonar), and others. Gift to Glasgow University, 335
Lawrence tCoL E.), elected to • Research FellowsUp

at All SoM Colim, Oxford, 306
Lawson (R W), Dinlacement of Spectral Lines, 565.

Entente Scientific Literature In Central Europe during
the War, 436,•The Doubly Refracting Structure m
Silica Glass, 335

I-ayard (Nina F ), Remains of a Fossil Lkm in Ipswldi, 413
Lea (A M ), New Species of Australian Coleopiera Part

Learmonth (Rear-Admiral F C ), appointed Hydrographer
of tN Nayv, yv

Lebm fOr Mane), The Food of Larval and Post-larva]

467 -

r JKiM

Lecat (Dr M ), Peftsdes sur la Scieiics, la et l&ir des

Sujeta trto Varids, 689
Le Chatelier (H ), and B Bogitch, Refractory Properties

of Aluminous Materials, 138

Ledouz-Lebard and DauvlUier, The_ Fundamental Constants

I, s47 .
The

of Jht S^ectrom^ of the X;rays,^ ^Lees (Prof C H ), The Umefaction
Temperature of the Earth’s Interior, 713

Luws (Dr D ), appointed Lecturer on Venereal Diseases

in Edinburgh University, 435
Lefrpy (Prof H Maxwell), end E C Ansorge Report on

an Inquiry into the Silk Industry in India* Three vols ,

47 >

Legendre (J ), The Food of Elsotni Logendreif 347
I,«tper (Prof R. T), awarded the Stnuts Settlement Gold

Meaal, cm. Work of, $73
Leishman (Mi^or-Gen Sir W ), Piotective Inoculation

against Influenza in the Army, 703
Lelean (Lt -Col P S ), Defensive Snence !n Gas Warfare,

646
Lemoigne (M), A Specific Reaction of a 3-Butyleneglyco!

and of Acetyl-methylcarbmol, 651
Lenney (C W ), Bequest by, to BMton University. 167

Le Souef (Dr W H D ), The More Importont Indigenous

Mammals of Australia, 397
Lester-Gariand (L V ), A Revision of the Genus Baphia,

Afzel, 346
Leupp (F E ), George Westinghouse His Life and

Achievements, 503
Leuschner (Prof), Metcalf's Comet, la

Lever Bros (Ltd), Cattle Food Calendar, xiq

Lewis (Dr T), awarded the W J Mickle Feflowship of

London Unnerslty, 436
Lewis (Prof W C McC ), Physical Chemistry, 3
Llghtfoot (G ), Engineering Standardisation, 4^
Lincoln (Prof AT), Text-book of Physical Chemistry, 3
Lindemann (Prof A F ), Relativity, 401 , 633
Lippincott (Dr W A ), The Blue Andahislan Fowl, 81

Lister (G ), The Mycetozoa A Short History of their Study

in Britain ,
an Account of their Habitats Generally,

and a List of Species Recorded from Essex, 333
Lister (Lord), Propel Memorial to, in Edinburg, 507,

Unveiling of Tablets at University Collegs In Memory
of, 333

Little (A* D ), The Paper-making Qualities of Hawaian

Lloy?|i>r ), appointed Head of the Department of

Dyeing of the Bradford Technical College, 343
Lock (C N H ), elected a Fellow of Gonvllle and Caius

College, Cambridge, 616
Loclmr (Sir Norman), Valedictory Memories, 189, (Dr

H D^landres), 191
Lodge (Sir Oliver J ), iCther and Matter Being Remarks

on Inertia and on Radiation, and on the Possible Struc-

ture of Atoms, 15 . iBther and Matter, 8a ,
iEther, Thei,

vortus Relativity, 543 , A Photoelectric Thet^f of Colour
VUlon, 93 , Atomic Energy, 435 , Einstein's Theory, 377;
Gravitation and Light, 334 , 354 37a Relativity, 339

,

400, Retirement of, 483, Sourcei* of Power Known
and Unknown, 397. Sources of Energy The Need of

Encouragement of Scientific Research, 7< The Theory
of Virion, 434, The Utilisation of Atomic Energy,

430
Loeb (Prof J ), Amphoteric Colloids, 15 • elected

Honorary Member of the Royal Institution, 358 , Tm
Sex of Frogs Developed from ParthenogeneBc Bggii
8x

Loisel (P ), The Radio-activitv of the Water from the Largg
Spring at Bagnoleff-de4'Ome and ita Variations, 347

Loin (E de), Synthetic Produp^ of Alcoliol or

Ether, Starting with Coal-gaa, 650
l^pOmas (E K ), The Education^ Aspects of Geograpf^, 317
Longo (Carlotta), The Elementary Electrostatic Law accord-

Ing to Einstein's Theory, 55s
Lossky ^rof N O), The Intuitive Basis of Knowledge,

Trantlated by N A Duddlngton, xio ^
Louis (Prof H.)« British Iron Ores, aao * 565
Loveday (Prof JH, appointed Prindpal of Southamptop

and the Bef; Plant Life and

reday (Prof T), appoint

Utuverrity Coltege, 585
rail (T H>, TheTJowrLovell

PbtUnation, 133
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Iaw (Capt J W )« appointed Aasbtant In the Natural
Hiato^ Dewutsnenti Universiw College, Dundee, 713

Lowe (E. E ), The Taking over of Local Mueeucnt by the
Boanl or Education, 703

Lowe (Cant P R ), appointed Aestitant m Charge of the
Bird Room of the Natural Hletory Museum, 340

Lowe (W ), Zoological Mission to the West Coast of Africa,

Luba^ A ), The Preparation of ^Aminocarvacrol and lu
Use as a Developing Agent In Photography, 79

Lucas (Sir C P ), Islands as Centres of Preservation of
Human Diversities, etc

, 514
Lumi^ and Seyewetz, A Sinmlified Method for the De-

velopment of Auto^rome Plates, 137
Lundahl (C F ), Distances of the Stars of Type F, 479
Lyde (Prof L W ), Holland and International Rivers, 333

,

Presidential Address to the Geography Section of the
British Association, 38, 141

Lydekker (R.), Wild Life of the World A Descriptive Sur
vey of the Geographical Distribution of Animals Three
vols , 69

Lyell of Klnnordy (Lord), Gift of Books on Geology to the
Geology Department of Edinburgh University, 425

Lyman (Prof T ), A Helium Series In the Extreme Ultra-
Violet, 314, 565

Lynes (Capt H), Zoological Expedition to Darfur, 507
Lyons (Col H G), Lt -CoL B F E Keeling, 317
Lyster (Dr C R C ), Retirement from the Posiuon of Head

of the Electro-therapeutic Department of the Middlesex
Hospital, 358, [obituary], 57a

Macalistrr (Prof A ) [deathl 8 ,
fobituaty article], 36

Macassey (Sir L ), The Economic Future of Women in

Industi^, 9
Macfadyen (Lt W A.), An Aspect of Electrolytic Iron

Deposition, ^33
Macfariane (A ), Lectures on Ten British Physicists of the

Nineteenth Century, 561
Macfariane (Prof J M ), The Causes and Course of

Organic Evdudon A Study in Bloenergics, 149
Mackenzie (K. J J ), re-appointM Reader In Agriculture in

Cambnd|te University, 435
Mackie (Miss), Discovery of a Faint Nova, 119, Nova In

Lyra, 704
Mackintosh (I ), The Outlook In Dairying, 5S4
Macleod (Prof J J R ), assisted ^ Dr R G Pearre and

bv others, PhysioU^ and Biochemistry in Modern
Medicine, 389

Macloskle (Prof. G ), [obituary], 540
Macmillan (George A ), Retirement of. from the Honorary

Secretaryship of the Society for the Promotion of
Hellenic Studies, 319

Maemurray (I appomted Lecturer In Philosophy in Man-
chester University, 19

Maepherson Hlev H ), Herschel, 561
MacBride (Prof E W), The Artifkial Production of

E<^inus Larvs with a Double Hydrocoele, 456
MacMahon (Mafor PA), awarded the Sylvester Medal of

the Royal Sodeta. 295 , 3^
McBain (Capt J ^), appointed Professor of Physical

ChemlsuV In thwUnlvemtv of Btlstol, 167, and C S
Salmon, Colloidal Electrolytes, Soap Solutions and their

Constitution, 7x2
McCarrlson (Lt -Col R ), Genesis of CEdema in Berl-beri,

345
MrCaughey (Sir Samuel) Bequests bv, 107 137
McClelland (J A ), and A Gilmour, The Electric Charge

on Rain, 6B3
McCollum (^f E V), The Newer Knowledge of Nutri-

tion The Use of Food for the Preservation of Vitality

amd Health, K*7
McDougall (Dr. W), elected President of the Society for

Psj^hlcal Research, 608 , appointed Profeasor of Psycho-
t lo^ hi Harvard University, 186
Mclntwi (Prof W C ), Sea-firiiery Investigations and the

Balance of Life, aq
McKay (R F ). The Paravane or Otter, 487
McKaWy (E C*), [oUtoaiyl <07
MdCeirarick (Major A G), Statistics of Val

irko^Mo
Valour and Ser-

McLachlan (Dr N W ), An Experimental Method of Deter-
minii^ the Pnma^ Current at Break in a Magneto,

366 , Effect of Pressure and l^emperature on a Meter for

Measuring the Rate of Flow of a Gas, 335
McLean (Prof R C ), Sex and Soma, 407
McLennan (E ), The Endyphytic Fungus of Lolium, 619
McLennan (Prof J C ), Resignation of the Post of Scientific

Adviser to the Bo^ of Admiralty, 340
McMichaet (L.), elected Hon Secretary of the Wireless

Society of London, 8
Maiden (J H ), Notes on Acacias No iv

, 587 ,
The

Coloration of the Young Foliage of Eucaly^s,
Two New Western Australian Species of Eucalyptus,

168

Maitland (Gibb), The Nullagine Formation, 379
Mal^wer (Dr W ), and Dr H Geiger, Tradult de I'Anglois

par E Philippi, Meiures Pratiques en Radioactivity, 6a6
Maltock (A), Temperature In the Sun, 113

Mann (E A ), and T N Klrton, Inertness in Industrial

Explosives, 647
Maquenne (L.), and E Demoussy, Distribution and Migra-

tion of Copper in the Tissues of Green Plants, 65

.

The Richness In Copper of Cultivated Soils, 407
Marbonne (E de), The G^graphlcal Unity of Syria, 97
Marconi (Mr ), Mysterious Interruptions in Wireless Ojwra-

tions, 571
Marett (Dr R R.), Recent Excavations in Jersey, 487
Margerie (E de), appointed Director of the Geological

Survey of Alsace gnd Lorraine, ^7
Deposits Around CamMair (Prof J E ), The Pleistocene

bridge, 386
Marsh (S ), Alternating-current Electrolysis, 617
Marshall (Rev E S ), [obituary], 377
Marshall (Dr F H A ), appoinM Reader in Agricultural

Ph3rsiotogy in Cambrid^ University, 3^
Marshall (T ), An Unnoticed Point In the Theory of New-

ton's Rings, 714
Martin (Dr C J ), Preventive Medicine since 1869, sio

Martin (E A ), Antiquity of the Genus Dollum, 446
Martin (L. C ), A New Form of ** Daylight or Cotour-

matching Lamp. 358, and others, Colour-matching
by Natural and Artlffdal Light, 610

Marvin (F S ), The Century of Hope. A Sketch of Western
Progress from 1815 to the Great War, 130

Matb (Rev M $ ), Catalogue of Philippine Earthquakes

for 1918, 98, Eruptions of the Bulusan Volcano in

1916, 1918-19, 99
Mason (T G ), Plectrolytes in the l^af-sap of Syfinga

vulgaris, 427
Masstngham (H J ). Promotion of a Plumage Bill, 4x3

Massy (Miss Anne L ), The Holothurioldea of the CoasU
of Ireland, 555

Masters (F H ), appointed Editor of the Electrician, s66

Mathews (R H
),
^er-va-val Initiation Ceremony amongst

the Birdhawal Tribe, 40
Matignon (C ), and Mile G Marchal, Some Properties of

Sodium Nitrite, 683 , and E Monnet, The Reversible

Oxidation of Sodium Nitrite, 683
Matthews (Prof E R), Studies in the Construction of

Dams Earthen and Masonry, 434
Matthews (R B), The Aviation Pocket-book for 1919-20

Seventh edition, 563
Mauguin (Ch ), and L J Simon, Cyanogen Chloride, 88

,

Preparation of Cyanogen Chloride by Held’s Method,

44
Mauraln (Ch ), The Wind Velocity In the Stratosphere 618

Mavor (G,), appointed Lecturer in Mechanical Engineer

ing at the Loughborough Technical College, 67
Maxwell (Sir Herbert), Change of Colour in Captive Birds,
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METEOROLOGY AND THE STATE

During the war, meteorology, like xn^y other

branches of science, was utilised to an
|

unexpected extent, and its importance has thereby
i

gained recognition m far wider arcles thm might

otherwise have been the case The rapid develop

xnent of aviation has contributed to this, for

accurate forecasts and a knowledge of the con

(ktions prevailing in the upper air ire of the

greatest importance to the airman nnd the subject

now forms a part of his course of instruction

With the cessation of hostilities, the Meteor-

ological Office has had to consider the reconstruc

tion which would be necessary in its organisation

to meet the larger demands made upon it, and to

maintain the expansion and development of the

scientihc side of the subject which such increased

activity demanded In other countries the meteor

<dogical service h is alwa) s been part of one of

the Departments of State, but m this country its

status has varied from tune to time The Meteor

ological Office began in 18^4 as a Department of

Ihe Board of Trade for the purpose of collecting

mformation about the meteorology of the sea, to

which was added later the study of forecasting

Later, it was placed under a committee appointed

by the Royal bociety, which administered the

funds furnished by an annual grant in-aid Since

1905 the Office has been under the management of

a Committee appointed by the Treasury, and con

sisting of representatives of the Admiralty Board

of Trade, Board of Agriculture and F isheries, and

the Royal Society T^us the Meteorological Office

has for many >ears been a service mainly sup

^rted by State funds, but not attached to any

Department, its policy being determined by the

Committee responsible for its administration

Under these conditions much valuable scicntdic

work has been done, and, whatever the advan-

tages of such an independent position may have

been, the greatly increased utilisation of meteor-

ological information by various Departments of

State lias recently brought the status of the

Metebrological Office under consideration

^ 1^ the xepoit of the Meteorological Committee
for the year ending March 31, 19x9, a proposal

OPl tbe Air Mioutry made m the spni^ of 1918 to

ti^ie^Bver the Office, on account of the importance

of meteqndoigy to aeiatiop and of Ihe uie aviaM
tioa to aeetcofblogy, la prefented, but no definite

eeffion dNja Caken at the tiiqe Later m the year a
Opteodtuedf dteXahiaet teM In fiavpiir el traaafer*

HO, 96264 VoL. loal

nng the meteorological service to the Department

of Scientific and Industrial Research, with a view

to the co-ordination of the vanous meteorological

services then existing Sui;h a scheme appeared

to afford a satisfactory means of meeting the

requirements of the Departments, and also of

maintaining the scientific research essential to

advance m meteorology

Since then it has been announced by the Under-

secretary of State for Air that the Cabinet has

decided that the Meteorological Office should be

attached to the Air Ministry, and the amalgama-
tion of the staff of the Meteorological Office with

that of the Meteorological Service of the Air

Ministry is understood to be in course of execu-

tion \\ e may therefore conclude that the

import ince of the State Meteorological Service

to the modern needs of the fighting Services, as

well as to the other Depirtments of State, is

such as to render its closer connection with them
desirable and apparently the specnl needs of the

Air Mimstry and its exceptional facilities for

obtaining information from the upper regions of

the atmosphere have led to its sdection as the

Ministry to which the Meteorological Office should

be attached

Such recognition of the importance of meteor-
ological suence, and the co ordmation of different

services dealing with the subject, are to be wel-
comed, but men of science will wish to see the

freedom for investigation and research which has
been t. specnl feature of the Office under its former
committees of management fully maintained
under the new conditions arising from its r^
incorporation in 'i State Department Some mis-
givings on this point seem to exist, for the

council of the Royal Meteorological Society, in a
resolution published elsewhere in this issue, while

recognising the advintages which the Meteor
ological Office may gam from a closer association

with the Air Ministry suggests that there may be
a tendency for certain branches of meteordlogy
to be relegated to a subordinate position of import
ance if the management of the Service rests with
a single Department having special interests of

Its own
Here we meet the difficulty of reconciling the

advantages gained from the support and resources

of an influential Ministry with such restrictions as

are laseparable from the adiaimstratten of a large

Semee The speoial interests and requhneilients

of a controUtng Department wdl naturally appeal

more strong^ to lU adoeumatfators^ aM proposals
for eiqienditure On acbemea wUl gtan more sym-
patby and support db«a ediers wMi which they
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are less familiar Such considerations probably

influenced the Meteorological Compiiltee in con-

curring in the proposal for transference to the

Department of ^lentific and Industrial Rei>earch

But, since the incorporation of the Meteor-

(^ogical Office in a State Department is necessary,

as seems to be generally agreed, the important

matter is how advance m all brinches of the

subject may be assured Besides forecists of the

weather and information concerning conditions in

the upper air which especiall> affect the Air

Ministry, there are the needs of the Navy, the

mercantile marine, and the shipping rommunitv m
general, the interests of farmers foresters, and

fruit'g^rowers , the requirements of water engineers,

river conservancies and many other branches of

the community The Wir Office has special

demands of its own in connection with gunnery,

sound-ranging, etc , 'ind there ire many questions

coming within the scope of the Ministry of Health

and other Gkivernment Departments which utihse

meteorological information hot all these lines

of work, scientific investigation must be earned

on continuously in order to obtain fuller know
ledge of the atmospheric processes which can be

utilised to the advantage of the various interests

which have been mentioned To this end observa-

tories are maintained for investigation apart from

their utility IS reporting stations, and it is of the

utmost importance that such scientific reseirch

should be continued and afforded full freedom ot

action

With Its transfer to the Air Ministry, the

Meteorological Office has gained a hrge iddition

to Its st^ff, and with its extended network of

reporting stations its budgetary provision in the

coming hnancial year will doubtless be gre itly

increased The State Ser\iLe is still almost the

only one offering a career to a man who is

attracted to the subject of meltorology, and if

those of the best ability are to hi obtained, it is

essential that scientific research in it should be

encouraged in which their powers may be

utilised No announcement has so far been made
of the constitution of the Committee which con-

tinues the work of the Meleorolc^tcal Committee,

or of itSipowers and responsibilities, but it is to

be hoped that science will be strongly represented

on such a Committee which can advise the Air

Ministry on the^best p(dicy to be pursued for the

advancement of meteorologica] science, and will

be empowered to direct the execution of such

policy By this means the Ministry will be assured

that research will be carried on most efficiently and
to the advantage of all branches of the subject

NO 5626, VOL 104]

THL BIRTH OF OCEANOGRAPHY.
Accounts Rendered of Work Done and Thing*

Seen By J Y Buchanan Pp lvu + 4'^5+ 3
plates (Cambridge At the University Press,.

1919) Price aiJ net

Mr J Y BUCHANAN has passed the

allotted span of years, but we who are

no longer young cannot call him old Yet he was

hard it work in a generation which has all but

pissed away, and his recollection reaches back

to things which are but a tradition to the most
of us He IS the last of that happy band whto

set s 111 from Portsmouth m the Challenger under

Wyvillc Thomson just seven-and-forty years ago;

he was born in another world than ours, when (as

he tells us) the only riilways on the Continent

ran, as kings’ playthings, from Pans to Ver-

sailles, from Berlin to Potsdam, from Hanover

to Herrenshausen Now in this volume, as in

one before, he has “ rendered his accounts ’* (but

only partially) of the abundant work he has uone

and the countless things he has seen The book
contains ess lys both great ind small, from lettera

to Naturf to addresses delivered to universities

and learned societies, and the things of which

these papers treat are both big and little, for

Mr Buchanan has kept a sharp look out, conning

everything—from the rats in a Bordighera garden
(which left the oranges alone, ate the rind of

lemons ind left the fruit, ate the fruit of man-
darins and left the rind) to the great panoramas
of earth and sea which for so many years have
passed before him

Most of the papers deal (as we should expect)

with matters oceanographical, such as*the tem-

perature of the sea, its colour, its saltness, or
the manganese and other nodules lying in its

bed The treatment is in great measure new, or
was so when the papers were written, but the

themes are old and are made all the more attrac-

tive thereby One is reminded of Robert Boyle's
‘ Observationes de salsedme mans,” or, again,

of the ‘ Histoire Physique dc la Mcr”

—

based upon so little, because it was all

there was—of that exquisite writer and gallant

soldier of fortune, Louis Ferdinand, Comte de
MarsiUi Even one or two names like these (and

we do not forget Captain Maury, another great

captain and soldier of fortune) make us hesitate

a little to accept Mr Buchanan’s account of **The

Birthday of Oceanography '* And yet peihaps

he 15 not very far wrong to persuade us that timti

science was born, a httle to the westward of

Tenenffe, on February 15, 1873 For thi^was
the day when the Challenger made her^ first

oceanic sounding, and, unmediately after, the
dredge came up full of new and strange thuiga,»
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4reat corals huge siliceous sponges and what not

more—first-fruits of the noble harvest to be

^thered from the Depths of the Sea

In some things 'ind again it is no wonder Mr
Buchanan prefers the old times to the new He
tells us of the cool comfort of 'in old wooden ship

its perfect fitness for the work of exploration nnd

how we have no ships nowadays like the C hal

itnger We 'ire half tempted to igree with him

He commends even with enthusiasm, the old

fa^oned hempen dredge rope nnd sounding line

am assures us that wire is the very emblem of

treachery In later years, when wire h'ld come

into use he says I never nttiched i thermo

meter to the wire without feeling that I wis

guilty of a form of cruelty—cruelty to instru

ments This is a much harder saying—to those

of us who have used nothing else let us hope

thit it IS the wire which has nllcrcd ind not the

men
It need scarcely be said that this book is well

worth reading It has m iny pages to interest

even the man in the street -ind his both ^in

historical interest ind something more besides

for the present day student of oceinograph> In

these seven 'ind forty years methods hive been

refined new theories ind concepts formed but

we do not forget that birthd iv part> on board

the Challengir nor Mr J Y Huihinan who is

the last of the godfathers

D Arc\ W Thompson

INDUSTRIAL PSICHOIOGI
Lectures on Industrial I sychology B> Bernard

Muscio Second edition revised (I fiieicncv

Books
) Pp lv^ 300 (London George Rout

ledge and Sons 1 td New York I P Dutton

and Co 1920 )
Price 6a 6d net

This book is founded on a course of h\e lec

tures which were delivered before a general

audience at Sydney University but they must

have been consider ibly expanded when put into

book form Ihc author does not liy el urn to

have made iny first hand investigations on the

problems with which he deals but the book is very

far from being a mere compilation It shows
throughout a deep insight into the principles of

industrial psychology and is especially lucid on

the much debated question of scientific manage
ment

Mr Muscio lakes in turn the various objections

to this system raised by the workers themselves

and with great ingenuity tracks down the true

inwardness of these objections, and discusses the

manner in which they may be Overcome He main
tains that the main fact to be insisted on is that

liTO 2626, VOL 104]

the new methods prevent waste of human energy,

ind render it possible to obtain a given output

from a much sm iller expenditure of human energy

than that hitherto found necessarv Labour s

objection that the general introduction of scientific

management would cause widespread unemploy

meat applies cqu illy to every improvement mtro

duced into industry in the past The diflficulty

can be largely overcome by installing the improve

meats gradually and absorbing the surplus

workers by the simultaneous introduction of other

forms of labour

Ag im Labour maintains that scientific man ige

ment le ids to undue speeding up There is much
truth in this assertion but the difficulty can be

overcome by the introduction of longer intervals

of rest and by shortening the working day Other

objections to the system could be avoided by
arranging for an adequate system of industrial

educition Ihc employer and employee must co-

oper itc in the introduction of i scheme whereby

ro time study of an operation shall be made and
no bonus system idopted without the consent of

tht worker

A ver) interest ng md important field of indus

trill psychology (entres around vocational selec-

tion Ihis subject IS discussed at length by the

luthor ind concrete instinces of the methods as

applied to the selection of telephone girls and
clcctru streetcar drivers ire described in detail

Industrial fatigue is treated rithcr briefly and is

the least satisfactory part of the book as the

inform ition adduced is largely out of date That

concerning industrial accidents is fragmentary

and misleiding ind no reference is made to the

safety first campaign and to the effects of sug
gestion on the avoidance of iccidents I he lec

tures were appirentlv written in 1916 and the

author has endeivoured to bring them up to date

It this revised edition by the somewhat irritating

and uns ilisf ictory method of appending foot-

notes H M V

CRI\II\OLO(t\ i\D WLRVOUSNESS
(1) Criminology By Dr Maurice Parmelee

Pp xiii + ^22 (New York Ihe Macmillan
Co London Macmillan and Co

,
Ltd

, 1918 )

Price lOA 6d net

(2) The Mastery of Nirvousncss based upon Self

Re education By Dr Robert S Carroll Thi^
revised edition Pp 348 (New York The
Macmillan Co I ondon Macmillan and Co ,

Ltd
, 1918 )

Price 105 6d net

(i) PARMFI LI has written a very read

L/ able book on the various aspects of enme
and cruninala He has disclosed nothing that is



altogether new but he has brought together and

discussed the varied factors of a large subject in

a lucid ind interesting w'xy He begins with a

consider ition of the evolution of crime and then

discusses in some detail the part ph}ed by en

vironment Ii part in the subject of the orj^anic

and the mental basis of criminality is taken up

together A^ith the classification of criminals and

the problems of juvenile ind female criminality

Part IV deals with criminal jurisprudence and

part V w th a discussion of penology The final

section comprises a study of the problems of poll

tical crime and the crimes ins nj, from oppcsition

to the ftxity of soci I ustom with i chapter on

prevention

Two appendices ire added one dealing with the

relation between the price of ctreils and crimes

against property and the other—of revived in

terest at the present time—a criticism of the late

Dr Charles Goring s book The English

Criminal which appeared m 1913

Dr Goring is taken v ery p< intedly to task for

misrepresenting Lombroso grossly and inexcus

abl} for his gross misrepresentation of the

author of Criminology and for h s ign ranee

of psvchology—although we must confess we think

sever I of Dr Parmelee s beliefs such is the

physiological theory of instinct the James Lange
theory of em tion and his belief in the efficacy

of id^motc r iction are not the most fruitful that

could be ipplied to the elucidation of his subject

Finally he condemns Dr Goring s researches as

carrying the statistical method too fir ind e n

dudes that in spite of his initial disagreement with

Lombroso Dr Goring has proved himself more

Lombrosian than I ombroso himself

The iuthor s urn as he states has been to

make a more or less comprehensive survey of

cnminologv and that he has succeeded admirablv

no one who reads his book will doubt

(a) The Mastery of Nervousness is a zealous

book a volume not only of medic d but also of

ethic il instruction a guide philosopher and

friend to the nervous but chiefly the last The
aim has not been the exposition of any narrow or

restricted doctrine there are consequently a free

dom of style ind treatment and a command of

metaphorical expression which are certainly stimu

lating and doubtless of benefit to many
The author points out the growing prevalence

of nervousness—that is overactive or misdirected

nervous activity—and describes the influence of

various factors—heredity diet, inactivity work
play, and others** On Mastei^ through Work
he writes It is a profound misfortune for any

young person to enter the senous years of life

without having been earnes^ impressed with the
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dignity of work, or taught to feel that ever withiyii

reach are divinely appointed duties

Dr Carroll lays emphasis on the importance oi
the early years of life Loss he writes m the

chapter on Surrender begins in childhood

The babe is king of us all The grim visage of

the warrior softens in the presence of its cooing

innocence nobility stops and turns and docs

hrmige rich and poor high and low young and
old kneel at the cradle to welcome the bright^

new young soul

In the same chapter is a picturesque example
of sublimation or side tracking which describes

how a patient worked her jim jams off in the

garden by viaous jabs into tl e soil with hoe and
spade —a species of horticultural profanity that

brought back memories of I rance and the impres

save language of the trenches which we know,
performed an equally estimable function

The theme of treatment is efficiencv through
harmony If we are to win the battle of personal

master} we must lay hold on a force higher than
reason alone for force of mind not governed by
force of spirit does not m ike man good 1 he great

necessity the author says is for ult m ite control

of the moral idea as the onlv force resolving the

dissonance of jangling nerves into harmony

PRACJKAT CHPMISJRl

(1) Llementary Practical ChtmtUry Part i

(teneral C hetnistry By Prof I rank Clowes
and J Bernard Golem in Seventh edition

Pp XVI + 241 (london J and A Churchill

1920 ) Price 65

(2) A Treatise on Qualitattvc Analysts Adapted
for Use m the laboratories of Colleges and
Technical Institutes By Prof Frank Clowes
and J Bernard Coleman Ninth edition

Pp XV 1 + 400 (London J ind \ Churchill

1920 )
Price 12^ 6d

There are two distinct aims that miy actuate

the writer of a text book on practical

chemistry whether analytical or otherwise

namely (1) the sett ng forth of prmciples and

(2) the enumeration of facts To a certain extent

they are mscparable for principles without facts

are useless and facts without principles are not

ordered knowledge But it is impossible to make
the best of both at the same time If the pnn-
aples are burdened with too great a multiplicity

of facts they are fairly certain to be smothered
by them and facts cannot be set forth in the
clearest possible way if the method of arranging
them is to serve some other end as well

(i) Elementary Practical Chemistry is now, for
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the convenience of students divided into two

volumes, of which the General Chemistry is

the first leaving* Analytical Chemistry to the

second The volume before us deals with the

pnnciples of chemistry, and gives a series of

more than 300 experiments in illustration of

them The text is sufficient to show the bearing

of the experiments in addition to the instructions

for the performance of them but it is presumed

that a course of lectures dealing more fully with

the subject will be given concurrently with the

practical work

(2) The Tre itise on yu ihtative An ilysis h is in

the present edition been rewritten rec 1st ind

enl'irged in order to adapt it to modern methods

of teaching It is essentially a book of facts

for It treats of the detection of the rarer is well

as the more common metals and uids a con

sider iblc number of organic ncids both aliph itic

and iromatic a few hydroc'irbons halogen nitri

and other derivatives alcohols ethers aldehydes

ketones carbohydrates glucosides organic bases

eighteen ilkaloids and finally nineteen diflerent

gases In addition to all this there s e instruc

tions for making stirring rods boring corks etc

for performing various operations such as prt

cipitation filtntion wishing ind drying ind is

to the use of the spettrostopc n description of

labor itory fittings rcioverv (frcsidius lists of re

agents and v irious t ibles 1 here is also a small

section which gives lists of simple silts mixtures

and minerals suitable for practice thiugh thest

do not include organu substances the rirer

elements or gases Thus teachers as will is

students in dl stiges of then work will find

assistance in this volume

It IS curious how long i time it takes for some

facts of first importance to work their way into

text books that are written for students It has

been known for mort than fifty years that man
ganous ihloride when introduced into i fl imi

in the ordinary manner colours it brightly green

but scarcely any text books note the f ict We h ivc

known students to be led istriy by this omission

Ihe authors here state definitely that the com
pounds of the metals Zn Mn Ni and Co show
no characteristic flame colorations and in the

tables a green flame is followed by the mfereme
—Ba Cu exactly as in almost every text

book on the siffiject There is a tendency to be

more theoretical than practical in the statement

that ammonium carbonate and nitrate are decom-

posed by heat into gases, and they are therefore

volatihsed without producing white fumes or a

suUimate **

The fuQ mstmctioaa in the tables, and the very

large number of notes aprcnded to them, are
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evidence of the care taken by the authors and
the many editions that have been issued show
that this care is appreciated and it is deservedly

so by those for whose use the book is intended

C J

A MATHf'MATlCl IN S MISCFFLANi
Ptnstts ^ur la Science la Guerre et sur del Aujetv

frt ^ I art^s By Dr M lurice Lccat Pp vii +
478 (Bruxelles M luricc Limcrtin 1919)

M LhCAl IS a gri it reader with catholic

, tastes For twenty yeirs he has been in

the h ibit if copying out all the p iss igcs that

hive struck him in the reading which occupes his

leisure He has now at the instance of a friend

uiUected ind irr ingcd them in a volume of

480 pages of double lolumns There ire about

II 000 extracts from some i-^oo luthors grouped
under subject headings The first 1200 refer to

V irious br inches of science and its most distin

guishcd exponents Iht rtm under dcihng with

every possible subject grave ind g vy of topical

or perennial interest i omi under titles arranged
ilphabcti illy we proceed in due order from
Abstraction Abus \llem igne (the longest

section) to Voltaire V ovage Yiux /ola The
quol 111 ms whatever the 1 ingu ige of their origin,

are usu illv but not ilwavs tr instated into I rcnch

Ihe whole IS furnished with iwi elaborate indexes

ind the dignity of n appendix

Ihe industry th il his prodiiicd the book is

ima/ing so imazing th U it is surprising th it

obvious slips should h ive been illuwed to p iss in the

inform iton c 'inccrn ng authors A ri viewer who
should tike the opportunitv it tfords for ridicule

would lack even th it sm ill portion of humanitv
usuaJl) illottcd to his k nd But we fear that

M T ec It is too optimistic in his hope that his

collcition will serve is in instrument of intel

lectual reseanh by providing a compendium of

the best thought rf mankind In both selection

and imngcment such a work inevitably bears

the impress of the editor "No one man even
with the voracity of M Lecat can consume all

literature the portion that he cm digest is in

finitesimal Though writers of at least eight

languages are included ringing from David (the

son of Jesse) to Max H irden md from Homer to

the Morning Post it is only natural that those

who have used the I rench language should have
the preponderance Nor do our author s wide
interests and his passionate plea for impartiality

enaUe him to conceal frmn his readers that he i»

a Belgian, a good son of the Church, and a
mathematician Even if he had been able to

avoid the exclamatory sic*
,

his best efforts
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would still have left those whom he addresses with

the impression that they are studying not the

sifted wisdom of the ages but the opinions of

M Maurice Lecat

However the subsidiary claim that he makes

may be heartily supported It is a most entert'iin

ing volume to dip into for a few moments to pass

the time If it were only rather handier and the

type a little larger it would be ideal for the bed

side It IS perhaps the dentist s waiting room
provides for it the proper sphere of usefulness

N R C

OUR BOOKSHELF
Penrose 4nnual Vol xxii of The Process

Year Book Edited by William Oamble
Pp X + 1 12 + pi ites (I ondon Percy I und
Humphries and Co Ltd 1920 )

Price

105 6d net

Olr special congratui itions arc due to the editor

and publishers of this ever welcome annual that

after an interval of three years they have been
able to resume its issue Ihe editor as usual in

his foreword reviews the recent idvinces and
the present condition of the reproductive graphic
arts In the circumstances one could setreely

expect nything strikingly new but we are told

that one bright and hopeful feature of the present
is that work is now being adequ itcly paid for and
that as a consequen e employers are able to give
satisfying wages as well as to improve their plants

Photo lithography is coming more nd more into

use Collotype is coming into its own again
thanks to the absence of Germ in comp>etition

The collotype work now being done in this country
is of excellent quality and probably greater in

quantity thin ever before Half tone and three

colour work stand pretty much where they were
before the war while rotary photogravure is

coming increasingly to the front for newspaper
and periodical work It is now quite practicable

to print both text and illustrations together by this

last process ind there arc signs that before very
long t>pe setting may be rendered unnecessary
Two American ]ourn ils have already been pro
duced wUh ut the aid of the compositor The
volume contuns articles from the pens of many
contributors ind is very rich in illustrations of all

kinds C J

The Occlusion of Gases by MetaU 4 General
JOtscussion held by Ihe Faraday Society
November 1918 (Reprinted from the Trans
actions of the Faraday Society vol xiv parts

2 and 3 1919 ) Pp 93 (London The I ara
day Society n d ) Price 6d

Ibis volume contains a record of another of the
valuable symposia ^held by the Faraday Society
fhe subject of the gases retaihed by solid metals
bears on a number of technical processes so that
the papers contributed cover a wide range Sir

Robert Hadfield s introduction gives a useful sum
mary of the knowledge of the gases in iron and
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steel with a bibliography The theoretical aspects^

are dealt with by Profs Porter and McBain, the

well known case of the absorption of hydrogra
by palladium receiving attention whilst Dr
McCance s paper on balanced reactions in steel

manufacture discusses the question of the equi-

hbna in the steel furnace which determine the

proportions of the various gases which will be
in contact with the metal at the time of tappin^^

The view that the amorphous phase m solid

metals is responsible for much of the dissolved

gas IS maintained by several of the contributors,

but no evidence is adduced to prove that gases
are insoluble in crystals of pure metals The
fact that the solubility of gases in molten metals
increases with the temperature has often seemed
remarkable but Prof Wilsmore points out that

this is probably the normal behaviour water being
exceptional in its diminished solvent power for

gases with increasing temperature The discus

Sion contains much that is of interest both to

metallurgists and to physical chemists
C H D

Fxamples tn Heat tnd Heat hngtne^ By T
Peel Pp 11+104 (Cambridge At the Lni
vers ty Press 1919 )

Price 5? net

TiiE working of exercises forms a very important
part of the course work of an engineering student

Many of the exercises required for the purpose
of elucid iting the subject of heat and heat engines
can easily be made up on the other hand there

are many important facts which c\n be illus

trated only by exercises conta n ng as data observa
tions made during experiments Teachers and
students will welcome the book before us because
among numerous other exercises there is a large

number giving experimental data on steam gas
ind oil engines steim boilers and turbines rc

fngcrators and cal >rimeiric work It is true that
the best data for exercise working are those
obtained by the student in experiments carried out
by h mself Since most heal and heat engine tests

take a rather long time to carry out the amount
of information thus accumulated m the case of any
one student cm have only a limited scope and
the excellent exercises contained in the book will

make \ very useful svpplement

Ihe HtU of I I ton A forecast of the L real War
and of Soci il Revolution with the C omtng of
the New Race Oaiherrd from Automatic
W rtimgs ol tamed } eiween 1909 and 191- and
ilso tn 1918 throuf^h the Hand of John AUcyne
under the Supervision of the Author By
Frederick Bhgh Bond Pp xxv+134 (Lon
don Constable and Co 1919 ) Price 75 6d
net

This book is i sequel to The Gate of Remem
brance which contained an account of the auto
matic script giving instructions for excavations in

Glastonbury The further script now publisued
deals with the war and after but it cannot be
said that the correspondences and verifiaitibfeu

of predictions pointed out are particularly striking
or convincing
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[Th4 Edttof doMs not hold htmself responsible lor

op$ntons expressed by hts correspondents Neither
cm he undertake to return or to correspond with

writers of rejected manuscripts intended for
ihts or any other part of Naturc No notice is

taken of anonymous commumcations ]

OrgmiMtioii of Seiontille Woiic

1 TRUST tht. rmk and filt of scientific in\ estimators

throughout the Empire will wake up to the urmtnt
need of combined tnerm^tic action I he propos'iU to

centralise under tht control of 1 few ofhcial depart
mental heads the bod) of actual scientific inxestig'itors

in India thus creating a few highly paid administra
tive posts for senior men ind efTcctualU killing all

initiative enthusiasm and libert} of action <n the

part of those actuilh tarrsing on the investig itions

18 perfectly in accord with what has happened tn

this country since in in evil di> tht Government
attumed the control of stientihc and industrial re

search It is a proposil that appeals naturiUy to

the official without knowledme of the wav in which
scientific discoveries origin ite ind anxious to secure
a body of cheap ind docilt labour even though it be
mediocre in calibre ind to those who hope to

secure for themselves thiM vonior lucrative idinmistra
tive posts To genuine investigators such posts how
tver highly paid would be unattrutive and undtr
such a system there seems every induiement for men
of originality and scientific abilitv to give the service

I wide berm Whereas thi crying need in India as

everywhere is for men of high calibre in<l honest
independent mental outlook, anxious onh to secure

favourable conditions under which they mav be left

free to pursue their creative work and this* being
secured careless of wealth rank and power sive as

the necessary antecedents to the essential condition

Two assertions which tan be made without the

slightest fear of contradiction maj be put into juxta

position in order to contrast the remedy proposed with
the state of things it is desired to cure First th it

of all great nations the British Empire has most
signally filled in its application of scientific know
ledge ind methods to its national problems ind

secondl) that m the British Empire there exists i

bodvof skilled ind hard working scientihe investigators

second to none and evtn under the most disheartening
conditions utuallv enlarging the boundaries of natural

knowledge in no mean degree ^s the great schemes
for rectifying matters crystallise into iction with th

formation ot a Department of Scientific ind Industriil

Research it home and concrete proposils for actiin

as in the Indian reorganisation suggested more and
more they seem to imount to this Ihe men who
do the worl md against whom no fault is alleged iie

to be deprived even of what little satisfaction and
independence genuine scientific work for its own siko

affords and are to be put under the men against whose
incompetence and lack of knowledge the whole uproar
originally arose In research where as the leading

article in Naturf of February 19 so truly 8a>s the

man is everything that man is to be put under men
who brought an Empire as rich in scientific talent

and genius as any penlouslv low The remedy
surely, is to put the incompetent machine under the

charge of competent men not vice vena
Our roudisant scientific representatives seem still

m the stage once lived through in our anaent uni

vertities where it was at one time deemed politic that

any scientific demand if it were to pass should be put
up and seconded by well known opponents of saence,
thus on the chance of securing a temporary advance
permanently sacrificing the whole future Th4t we
did not in 191^19 repeat the medical horror* of the
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Boer Wat when more died of pestilence than at the
hands of tht foe is surely due to the emancipation
in the interval of the Army medical services from non
qualified misdirection That our food control during
wartime was sutcessful even bv companson with
that of more favourably situated belligerents was
because scientifie men were from the first in charge
of Its scientific aspects a rare condition due probably
to so man) of them belonging to the profession that
exacts due md proper respect for its members Cm
one im igine voung medical graduates after a pro
longed and serious university training being sent
up IS our scientific f,radu ites were sent hauling
about gas cylinders with the rank of torporal? Can
one im igine a director of a medical research associa
tion 1 foreign business man or manuficturer unknown
to the research world’ Can one imagine i proposal
fer State iid for medical reseanh being dismissed bv
in unqualified person so ignorant of the history of
sdontific discovorv as to deem it sufficient tc dub the
proposil as a floating research in order in his own
ives to condemn it’ Neither can I imagine such
happening in the scientific world if its Uaders were
equally ihve
Ordin irv pe^le benevolent to science ind un-

familiar with affairs often wonder why scientific men
are so powerless and peculiarly unable to protect
thimsclves and to advance their subjects to a position
commensuriU with their national importance 'Hie
answer is to be found I think in the obsoIete^
ch iracter of their so-called representative societies
Year after vear in the chief of these the councils*
nominate md elect themselves without anv reference
to their members extept for formal ratification
Through sheet lack of backbone and being out of
conflict with the hodv of their members time and
again the\ sacrifice interests vital to the continued
existence of genuine scientific research I do not
wish to advocate for scientific investigators a close
rorporition keeping Ivnx-eved vigil over their pro
fessional intcnsts and seeking every opportunitv to
enlarge ind consolidate them identic i1 with other
learnH professions for the paramount interest of a
scientific investigator should be his work and his
pnvilfges tmoluments and status are to be regarded
mtrclv as moms nectssarv to secure opportunity and
power t J } it That should be the t st of these
schemes md not tht further subordination of the
men who do the vvorl t5 the organisation atUmptuii;
to th vvorl d ne But unless thev band
together and tikt action tht rink and hie of le

seirch worktrs throughi ut the Fmpire will not even
be abli to rftiin the miser ible position thev occupied
before tht war in the national life and their interests

will continue to be sacrificed to the ambitions and
lovt of power of tlK few Frfdi-rick Soddv

Thf \otcs columns of Naturf for February 19
contained a reftrenco to a suggested conference
between British botanists at home and oversea* at
which matters of common interest would be discussed

From some prclimin iry correspondence which had
taken place in order to ascertain the feeling of our
colleagues overseas as to the prospects of success of

such a conference some interesting communications
were received especially from India which bear on
the subject of the organisation of scientific work
It was urged that this should form a subject for

discussion in the event of a conference taking place,

and It was evident that the wrriters were strongly

opposed to a policy of centralisation On the con-
trary they were seeking greater freedom in their

scientific work and their communicabons hinted at

irritating restrictions and disastrous results due to

official interference—effects which would be much
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enhanced by such a iicheme of centralisation as was
indicated in the leading article m the same issue of

Naturk There may have been some waste of ef!c»t

in the past, both at home and overseas, owing to in-

sufticient co-operation bet\ieen men of science woric*

mg independently, but this is a matter for workers to

set right amon^ themselves, and will not be mended
bv an organisation conceived on the lines of a German
military system Further, it is unlikely that the best

men will be attracted to work under such deadening
conditions
Care must be taken that public money is not wasted

in scientific development, but the kind of official

control suggested by a scheme of centralisation does

not commend itself as an efficient waste preventer

Grants of money to scientific societies or institutions

might be administered b> carefully nelected boards of

trustees, the scientific work being left to the un-
hamper^ initiative of tlu w lentlfic stuff under a
head specMtly suited to the character of the work
TTic management of our Natural History Museum,
a (lovernmcnt institution, is invested in trustees, who
leave to the scientific staff the cair^ing out of the

scientific work as tfTedtvoI} as funds and opportunity

allow Research work of the highest value to agri-

culture is being cifncd out at the Rothamsted Fx-
penmental Station, the original endowment of which
has been generously supplemented by private muni-
ficence and bv Government grants Here also the

management Is vested in a small lommittee the

members of which represent the various scientific sides

of the work carried on A B Rbndir
British Museum (Natural Historv)

Oravftatloiial Dafitotlon of Higli-apood Partioloi.

Ihb investigation of the tonsequences of Einstein's

law as regards the motion of a material pat tide

moving through a gravitational field with a velocity

OOTiparable to that of light brings out some interest-

ing and rather surprising effects As Einstein’s law
U entirely kinematicai, mvolvmg aiielerations instead

of forces, no account need be taken of variation of

mass with \clocilv other than that contained in the

law Itself I«et ni denote the mass of the attracting

body (i e the sun) in astronomical units divided bv

the square of the vdotitv of light Then the motion
of a partido in the field producxKi b\ this body is

determined by

if -(> -a^-o.
the tB plane being that of the orbit From the

Lagrangian equations corresponding to this HumiU
toman statement of the law , the encrg\ relation

is obtained If the vdontv of the moving particle is

lomparuble to the velocity r of light, the second term

in tW parenthesis on the right-hand side may be
omitted as negligible compared to the last term The
resulting approximate exjuntion is easil> integrated,

leading to the expression

where a is the ratio of the velocity of the particle at

hifinitv to that of light.

Consider a particle the velocity 'of which at Infinity

is negligibly small compered to that of light Then
the factor a if small, and the second term in the
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parenthesis which it multiplies may be omitted This
gives the energy equation of the Newtonian Uieory.

If, however, the particle has a high velocity, the
omitted term becomes of importance In fact, when
the velocity is 1/4/3C, this term has the same value as
the third term, but the opposite sign Therefora,
these two terms annul each other, and the velocity
of the moving particle is unaffected in magntiude by
the gravitational field In other words, the tangential
accelerabon of the particle is zero throughout the
course of its motion through the field If it were
headed directly for the attracting centre, it would
move along In a straight line with constant s{>eed just,
as if no field were present

Next, consider a partieje having a veloaty at
infinity greater than i/Vjc The velocity of this
particle is actually decreased bv the gravitational field
If it were aimed straight at the attracting mass, it
would bo slowed down lust as if It were repelled with
a force varying invorselv with the square of the dis-
tance If the velociti of the particle at infinity is

equal to that of light, its velocity decreases as it
approaches the centre of attraction in the same amount
as that of a hght-wave, for Einstein's theory makes
no distinction betw^cen matcHal particles anci olectro-
majjnctlc disturbances

Consider a particle moving along the X axis w^ith
a high velocity v I^et the attracting mass tn be on
the Y axis, a distance R below the origin Then the
components of the particle’s acceleration are

If the particle’s \eIocit\ is greater than i/v'jc, the
tangential component is positive, and the particle
18 slow^ed down as it approaches the centre of the
fit Id The normal iximponent however, causes the
particle to bo deflected towards the gravitating mass
for all velociUes kss than c This deflecting accelcra-
tion betomes less, however, as the velocity increases,
and a particle moving w ith the velocity of light would
travel through a gravitational field in a straight line
Its velocit\, however, dt creases as it approaches the
grasitating centre, and then increases as it recedes
fiom this point For velocities close to that of light
the deflection Is gnen by

R\ 7^ A

Jhe deflection suffcied by a light-wavo is of a nature
quite different from that expenencod bv a matorial
particle \ ra\ of light is not bent towards the sun
by the latter’s gravitational attraction, but the velo-
iitv of that portion of the wave-front closest to the
sun IS decreased more than that of the more remote
portion Therefore, the wave-front is swung round
in exactly the same way as when light passes obliquely
from a rarer to a denser refracting nmium

In conclusion, it mav be noted that the two con-
sequences of Einstein’s law which are of great enough
magnitude to be tested experimentally have been
most conspicuously verified The predicted shift of
the Fraunhofer lines towards the red does not seem
to be n necessary cons(?quence either of Einstein’s law
or of the part of the theorv on which this law ts based,
but rests on the verv doubtful eestenpBeQ that Ae
svatem of a freely moving atom near the sun*B surfacols
Identicai with that of a freely moving atom q3,ooo,<y9o
miles away If space-time had the same prqpi^ei Vk
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the two regions this Identity would be required b>
Hvminetry, wt as the warping of spacc-timc is quite
afferent near the sun from wnat it is at the distance
of the earth, doe^ it follow that these two systems are
necessarily equivalent^ It does not 4€«eni to the
writer that the failure to find this bhtft invalidates

the part of Einstein's thtoiv from which his law of
gravitation is deduced, and it certainly dois not con-
tradict this law itself

Lfioh Pagf
Sloane Laboratnrv, Yale Univorsitv, New

H iven, ("onnecticut, Janunr\ 22

Blologlsal Soienoe in Snoondary Sohools.

I sHOUiD like to direct attention to a very important
paragraph in the Report of the Investigators of the
Secondary School Examinations C ouncil which is not
referred to in the article which appeared In Natuke
of Febtuary 19 (p 669) It is the paragraph whuh
deals with natural bistort and zoologt

It is quite ilear from this paragraph that the

Investigators wish to discourage the leaching of the

animal side of biolo^ in secondary schools—a very

serious matter in itsm But when the Investigafois

proceed to state that ‘‘the principks of biological

science can be [better] illustrated bv means of

botanv,” they are expounding a doctrine as to the

teaching of a science which is bound to have most
serious and harmful results

Phe principles of biological science can bo taught

or illustrated onl\ bv persons w ith i compel nt

knowledge of both bolanv and /oology, and a sug-

gostion such as this issued as the considered judg-

ment of a bodi of educationists tbit a knowlcKlge of

botanv alone is sufficient for this ouipose will onh
exaggerate the present-dav mcHmiix tence of the

teaching of biology In many of our secondary schools,

in which the teachers have hod no training in /oology

This matter has already been considered bv a reprc'-

sentatlve meeting of zoologists in I ondon and steps

are being taken to reoresent the views of zcx>logfsts

to the President of the Board of Education at an early

date
Sydney J HirK‘'0\

Ihe Virlona l^nlversity of Manchester,
February 2 \

Oliwigt of Oolour in Ooptivo Birds.

Mr Haroid Miiiar invites notes on this subject

(NAiimR, February 5, p fxx>) Thu case' of the cross-

bill (Loxia curvirostra, Linn ) seems in point Mv
attention w^os directed to it some yearn ago, when
I saw a number of crossbills—six or eight, if I

remember anght- confined in a large cage or small

aviarv at Glenferness, Nairnshire The brilliant

scarlet plumage which distinguishes the adult male
in a state of freedom had changed on these captives

to yellowish-olive, and I was Informed that this was
the Invariable effect of cnptivitv The late Lord
Lilford kept a number of croubills in hts famous
aviary, and has the following note in his coloured

Figures of Birds of the British Isles” --

"On the vexed question of the plumage of the
crossbiU, I can only say that evorv ted bird that 1

ever possessed lost that brilliant colour at the first

^moult, and never regained it ” (vol iv
, p 76)

In all the stuffed specimens that T remember to
have seen the scarlet hue had faded to the same
dingy olive.

HxRttRT Maxweij
Monreith
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Vdomio Itoak* ki Nftlwni KarttaftM, Mm.
In view of the discovery of the Bayuda volcanic

fi<ld observed by Dr Chalmers MltcbeH during the
African flight, and referred to by Prof J W

CJregorv in Nature of Feoruary 19, some interest
ittaches to a specimen of a vmcanic rock sent to
the Mineral Department of the British Museum for
identification In July, 1913, bv Dr C G Seligmann
Ihc s|Ktimen was colli^cted bv Dr Seligmann at the
base of Jobol Kntul, Northern Kordofan, where he
found m my stone implements made of the same rock

libel K itul is ^^o miles south-west of the volcanic
til Id setn b\ Dr ( halmcrs Mitchell, and is on the
trend of the north-east to south-west depression in-
dicated by Prof Ciregorv ns running from the coast
of th< Red Sea houth of Adal Qaqa, and following the
course of the Nile from Abu Hamed to Korti

1 he lock IS vorv fine-grained and slate-blue in

colour, wcathtring to p.ile green Fxamination shoyvs
It to he a mbeckito-rh\o1ite shoyving “floyy strut ture,”
but t(H> fine >n grnm to enable the nature of the
felspar or the relitive amount of Quart/ present to
lie determined T he rock is noariv allied to the
CM la I kite-rhyolites of Oilgil, north of Lake Nnivashn,
and to the nebeckite-bcarmg trachytes of Sonaf^ and
F.ikiHlfi, North Abyssinia described bv Dr G T
Prior in igoi, both of which occurrences are on the
hm of the Gie.it Rift V illey

W Camphrii Smith
Mineral Department, British Museum

fNatural History), rromwell Road,
S \V , Februniv 2^

Boiiatilie WoHcsrt and a National Fodaration.

('oNsjOFRyBiF misappr<*hension seems to have arisen
w ith regard to the .sction takco by the National Union
of Scientific Workers in connection with the inaugural
C onferemet of Professional Associations on February 7,
convened for the purpose of forming a NoxUk^oI
Federation of Professional, Technical, Administrative,
.md Supeivisor^ Workers I shall be glad if }ou
yyJI! give publicity to the following statement of
fact

This union was invited to send delegates to the
inaugural conference and accepted the invitation, as
there were munv other techniial and scientific asso-
ciations invited with which it was felt this union
had almost identical interests As the result of the
preliminary discussion, it was found that such bodies
ns this yyould he out voted and out-influenced in anv
such federation bv unions with which it has little in

common With the help of other associations we
moved an amendment in an attempt to prevent the
new federation from taking a definite bins at its

inci'ption This amendment was lost, whereupon we
abstained from taking furthei part m the pro-

ceedings
The report ns it appeared in the Press stated that

the resolution to form a federation was earned
unantmouslv, the inference being that this union,
which was represented at the meeting, had decided to

join the federation, and mnn> of our members, seeing

this misleading statement, have assumed that this is

the case I trust that this disclaimer will reassure
them and other such persons who are interested in

the union
A G Church,

Secretary
National Union of Scientific Workers,

IP Tothill Street, Westminster,
S.W I, February 19
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COTTON GROWING IN THE BRITISH
EMPIRE.

'^HE report to the Board of Trade of the Empire
* Cotton GrowiDj^ Comnuttee has just been

issued (Cmd. 523, price is. 6d. net). Briefly, the

story there told may be summed up as follows

:

T^e British cotton mills have been directly adapted

to utilise the Amencan long-staple cottons, and
they produce, in consequence, the high-class goods

for which they are famed. The mills may, in fact,

be described as unable to use up the abundant,

though much shorter, staples of India and certain

other countries of the British Empire For some
years past the mills of the States have begun to

work up more and still more of their home supply

(of superior cottons), so that the position has thus

come about that Britain must be prepared, in the

near future, to dspense with a large amount of

the American raw cottons hitherto regarded as
|

ess^nttaU jin what way and how soon can this

feai ^ accomplished? Delay may mean famine

to the unmense community (something hke
5,qCN>,OQOi pecmle) more or less dependent on
tlk cotton mills of Lancashire.

The answer is presumed to have been given by
the report before us. But the perusal of the

vdume leaves 4 somewhat confused impression,

in twhich we seem to have been studying some-
thing dpsely resembling the meanderings of a
great river which flows through the tropical and
subrtropicfU regions of the world. It engulfs
many great tributaries, and is Anally discharged

into the ocean of British cotton manufacturmg
interests by six mouths or sub>committees. All

thas may he line, and certainly is ingeniously

elaborated, but when we read that it is intended

to flow on for ever, we b^m to wonder if a com-
organisation of impersonal and mutable com-

mittees IS likely to prove the most satisfactory

course for obtaining the very-much-to-be-desired
results,

The raising of funds (Imperial and Colonial,

etc,), the organisation of existing resources; the
institution of greater speciahsation in the working
up of available supplies , the establishment of im-
proements in handling, transporting, and market-
ing the raw staple , the prevention of the practices

of adulteration and damping , and many other such
subjects, are all dealt with ip the report, but they

do not seem to resolve themselves into the pro-
mulgation of a concrete scheme of increased and
unproved production Nevertheless, we are
Usspred that the British Empire can be made self-

supporting m this matter, though we are not toM
whm or how this is to be acconmlished. It must
be Qonfessea that the whole history of cotton

improvement is most disheartening We repd,
for example, of a great scheme having been
floated, some seventgr years agq^ to raise in Man-
chester 8k(sum of 20,000,0001. \o he expended in

Indku during five years, in measures calculated
to forward uklta ae a cotton-producing counti^«
Nothing came of t|iai great conception, thou^
spaUftiodimdty/ after w»ervah cjf heg^ (dt^e to
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increased American supply), Associations, Com^
mittees, and Commissions were formed, and each
in Its day aroused considerable interest, but all

proved more or less futile Meanwhile, two great
new manufacturing centres gradually progressed

into importance—namely, the Unit^ States of

America and India—and now these have to be
reckoned with in the future.

There are, however, in the present report two
important schemes—the training of men, and the

e&tabli^ment of research. In TOth we think the

contemplated methods of accomplishment are

likely to prove unsatisfactory.

But let the Central Research Institution, pro-

posed in the Committee’s report, become a per-

manent department of expert offiaals (not a com-
mittee of voluntary workers), and have handed
over to It a desired programme of work, then

we think a definite step would be taken in the
right direction. The members of that institute

could be held responsible and judged ^ results.

Their programme should be • Research, l^ucation,

and Cotton Production House them, therefore,

in a building lai^e enough to have fully equijmed
laboratories for research, give them as comfuete
a libraiT as possible, and build them a museum
and herbarium But let there be no hair-splitting

separations into research as distinct from informal

tion—no divided responsibilities. Who can be
better qualified to make public the results or

materials obtained than the experts concerned?
Information cannot, and should not, be separated

from research in the way proposed by the report.

One-half at least of all the subjects of research

that have to be investigated can be undertaken
better m Manchester tljan in Egypt—the report

suggests Egypt Establish in Manchester a
College of Cotton—a Central Research Institution,

as It has been called—^where both experts and
planters can be trained, in dose and personal rela-

tionship with the great manufacturing interests

One such centre is quite sufliuent, and far better

than the proposed lectureships and readerships in

half-a-doaen colleges or universities, where plant

physiology, plant genetics, mycology, entomo-
logy

,
and the like ought be taught. In the one,

expert and practical men woulcT be directly and
immediately trained for cotton planting, m the

other, general instructions would be given that
might never mature into cotton plantmg at all

No rinks of thin kind should be run
;
general prin-

ciples of education must never be allowed to take
the place of speciflc training and deflnite results

The Indian Committee insist on the need for more
detailed botanical investigation of the existing kinds
of cotton in most of the cottcn-growlng tracts. «

They consider selection as the Mi st^ in evolving
better types, to be followed by pfam^hreedl^ which,
however, should be entrusted ta selected oflmrs who
ran devote personal attention gnd considerable time
to it

The^ passages we single oqt of the report

becausp, they denote, accqptanbe Qt A.most impodu
ant iuu^. It jias far k^ been the of
hottoo es^rts to nok) systematic up. to
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i ridicule. They have imagined that they uere
operating on certain species, or tbe^ have coined

quasi-scKnttfk; names for equally illusory forms

known to themselves but to no one else There
can be no manner of doubt that not only critical,

but also even hypercritical, studies of all the species

of Gossypium are imperatively necessary The
work accomplished in one countr) must be capable

of immediate adoption m all others This involves

acceptance of definite specific standards throughout

the Empire No plot of land should^ therefore, be

cultivated with cotton, in the research experimental

farms, without carefully prepared botanical samples

being kept of the plant, of its seeds, and of its

lint These should be registered and preserved

in both the herbarium and Hie museum, and, when
found necessary, dupheates sent to all research

stations, as also to the Central Research Institu-

tion All further experiments could then contrast

result after result, until definite progress had
been established or the plant rejected as worthless

We require the history of each species to be
]

worked out in the herbarium, and its habitat

thereby fully established, before it can be accepted

as a unit for investigation

Then, in collaboration with a fully equipped

home institution, there should be opened out

branch institutions in each of the more important

centres of cotton cultivation within the British

Empire. Results worked out in Egypt might be

quite unsuited to India, to Africa, or to the West
Indies Each important centre must discover and
establish its own stocks After the students hsd
passed through the home college, they would be

sent out to the branch college of the locality for

which they were being trained, and made to study

there practical cotton planting, as well as learn

the local aspects of the industry They might
with advantage be also sent, for a few months, to *

an American college.

So much for Research and Instruction, but it is

next to useless to talk of “investigation*’ and
“education *’

if no rational sihemc can be sub-

mitted, side by side, of immediate and direct

application In India, for example, cotton is

grown exclusively by natives, each of whom owns
but a very few acres It is believed that the

Government is averse to granting land (at present

cultivated by the people) to be handed over to

Europeans, Tea planting became a European
industry because it was organised m uncultivated

waibte lands It might, therefore, be recommended
to the Government of India to make every effort to

organise cotton plantations on such conditions as

wefe found possible. The planter, for example,
niight be guaranteed against loss while given all

jurats, but subj'ect after, say, twenty or thirty

years to bemg bought out If some such scheme
could be carrira through, It is highly likely that in

a vei^ few years cotton planting would be estab-

lished on a sound commercial basis, and then for
a cei^nty be greedily taken over the peo^e
dwmstlves. Moredvet, were it biade knowhfin
India that a large cotton-grrbwing scheqie had been

'

organised by the OoeaHlment, landed prbpnetbrs
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might be expected to send their sons to England
to M trained for running home-farms Since India

IS the largest cotton-growing country within the

Empire, success there would give the most imme-
diate results, but what may be said of India is

doubtless more or less true of most other cotton-

growing centres

It has, however^ to be demonstrated that high-
class cultivation will pay in order to overcome the

peasant cultivation of to-day, with its impecuni-
osity that precludes advancement The plantet's

would alt be trained pupils of the colle^, and
given the advantages arranged for on conation of *

carrying out the principles enjoined on them and
also of using the stock supplied from the

local research station
, but their plantationii

should on no account bc^me experimental farms.

The planters should, so far as possible, be freb

agents The local research stations would no
doubt require experimental farms on which to raise

and devdop seed, and these should be provided,

but every effort should at the same time be put
forth to organise a European rotton-planting

industry, or at all events an industry oti European
lines Indian experience (see the re{k>rt of the

Indian Cotton Committee would seem fo estab-

lish at least one great practical conclusion

—

namely, that there are certain very restricted attas
within which the so-called long staples of India

ckn be produced immediately Assuming that td

be correct, cotton planting on a large sc^e should
be at once organised within these tracta as the
initial step

In America success may be described as having
been due to three mam causes (a) There wefe no
vested interests of native cultivators to contend
against; (h) the cultivation wa^ undertaken by
Europeans who were mostly intelligent farmer^,
and (c) the planters finally rejected the imported
stocks, brought from India and the Levant, and
evolved purely American stocks It was thes«

American stocks that gave the world most uf the

prised fine long staples The lesson to be learht

IS that the three directions indicated should be kept
clearly in mind through all future endeavours We
may not be able at once to disregard local \ested
interests, but we can take the most promising
course of ultimately overcoming them—for many
years to come, planting must be on European lines

if success IS to be attained, and finally we must
evolve in each centre its own stocks from purely

indigenous, or at least long acclimatised, plants.

Disregard of the vested interests of the people
IS more dangerous than ignorance of the re-

quirements of the plant As the Indian

Committee says (and very properly), the cul-

tivator’s interests are paramount It is On that

acccaint sailing very much too near the Wind to

speak, as in the rej^rt, of “control of seed and
“compulsory measure against cotton pests “ No^
one, of course, could doubt the value of the argu^
fiienta set forth in these paragraphs, but In certain

countries they dire highly impracticable. They
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could be applied in all Government farms ind

plantations but what of the many millions of icres

outside? No doubt it would be the most obvious

solution of many pests to have a season like the

frost of winter in the United States and in the

northern tr icts of India that would kill the cotton

pi int and tht pests as well so that next year s

sowings would stand i chance of being clean But

in many pirts of the cotton area of India two

cotton crops are taken off the fields every year

the upp tm and ftadam of Madras for ex imple

Colton ma\ in fact be seen growing throughout

the year in almost any province of India one crop

oming immediately ifter the other The soil is

often such that a good staple mav be raised on

one plot of land and an inferior on another closely

adjacent and the seasons of their production

often overlap Obviously while there could not

be xny compulsory or<lers thit

would deprive the indtvidu il of

his rights the persuasion of per

sonal advantage once established

by the success of neighbouring

large plintations would m a few
vears secure ill th jt could be

desired

The salv ition of the position s

thus the est iblishment of inde

pendent large cotton pi int itions

but the most serious difficulty is

the discovery of the alternative

crop or crops most convenient and
profitable It is not cotton grow
ing only (like tea plinttng) that

fuM to be faced but systematic
tropical agriculture with a full

rotation of crops This aspect of

the problem the report has of

course not dealt with and h is

ot^ general principles to offer

The extension into new areas
—more especially lands with
nch soils that need onl> en
hanced schemes of water suppl\

to bring them into beiring is most fascinating

but as the Indian Committee points out better

results may be looked for from an increase in the

tvengc annual jitid ihm from new areas That
view IS certainly correct and should be faced bv
some practical scheme and not by a panorama of

committees Gforcf Watt

wings into branches of activity far removed frotn

medical endeavour and the widening of its

physical scope cannot fail to react beneticially on
the older branch of the subject

Simultaneously comes the iw ikentng of the
medic il faculty generally to the importance and
promise of physical methods and ph> sical igcncies

as a me ms of progress in medical research There
IS little doubt that within a short time every large

ind progressive hospitil will ha\e a physiast of

standing on its staff and in this connection we
would congratulate the Middlesex Hospital on the
good fortune which enables it «to establish what
we believe s the first medical c h iir of physics m
this country

In particul ir as regards radioU the physicist

will hnd work to h md in ne \r\y every branch with
which ht comes in contact \gi n near]\ all the

Fio -<«) of hand txpomira 90 mm
(A>]ua okittph of hand oipoauft 1/ 00 mc

1NPVS1RI4I AND MhDILAI RADIOLOGY
cAent to which radiolog} has widened its

^ scope during recent }e«rs was strikingl)

brought out by the exhibition of radiographs held

very opportunely«by the Rdn|^n Society at the

Royal Fhoti^aphic Societ^T galleries during
January and Kebruary
RadiologV has usually been regarded as a special

province m the physician and surgeon which pro
vides them with a routine means of quick and
exact diagnosis But radicdogy is spreading its
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proUems of equipment and design arc physiol in

character and need physicists to tackle them as
America has already discovered to her profat If

the physicist can further obtain the co operation of
the electrical engineer nil round improvements
should speedily fi^w
What of progress to date^ The exhibition re

ferred to here although confined to radiographic
prints could very fairly be regarded as representa*
tise of present-day radiography^ and as such it

received generous approval from bo^ the public
and the Press Some aoo prints were hui^ repre
senting work by about thirty of the leading
workers
As a radiographer rarely takes his work beyond

the negative stage for the good reason that a
print snows him no more but usually rather less,

than the n^g^tive it was gratifying to find Mthig^
a pitch of ^otQgraphic teduiique in the najohty
of the exhibits On the other hand, few exhibitiHrs
had devoted taucb care or thoo^t td did diooothtg
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of thetr work, a feature which a photographer
would never be guilty of neglecting

About half the exhibition was devoted to medical

radiography and the extraordinary progress that

has Imn made since the discovery of the X rays

twenty five yesrs ago wss strikingly brought out by
the juxtaposition of two prints of the human h ind

fhig 1) one taken m January 1896 by Campbell
Swintqn with an exposure of twenty minutes and
the other in December 1919 bv Knox with i

single impulse flash occupying about i/ioo sec In

the former the bones can be seen though onlv

Uurred in the latter (with i/i 0000 of tie ex

posure) every detail is brilliantly portra>ed Knox
further showed a fine series of flash radiographs tf

the chest (I ig 2
)

Detection of stones in the ktdnc\

Some of the most attractive prints were those of

shells and rare fossils taken by Rodman the

results reminded one irresistibly of the designs
which the harmonograph traces out Henn Beclere

showed a new application of the rays in the radio

graphing of Anger prints The skin is first rubbed
over with red lead and the radiograph shows thi

surf ice markings ind openings of the cutaneous
glands in so vivid a fashion as to suggest that the

method would h tve advant iges o>er that normall)
employed by the Criminal Investigation Depart
ment

Sever il ex imples of ntg itive prints on r idio

bromide piper were exhibited the most remirk
abU being that )f the skeleton of a man This
rad ogr ph which wis coni untd cn \ single sheet

F • frlMh og » o chw (KnoA )

and Uidder is now relatively stra ghl forward
work as the constituent ox dates nd phosphates
irc dense enough to cast good shadows I ntd
recently gall stones (consisting chiefly of chole

sterm) were deemed impossible of detection but
the radiographer acquires istoundmg skill 1 1 the

interpretation of faint shadows and ^th Thurst in

Holland and Knox showed fine examples of

success in diagnosing this troublesome complaint
hig 3 is an example of Thurstao Holland s work
in banum meal radiography
A number of war radiographs were shown one

calling for comment was by 1 inzi of a bullet in

the heart of a man who it may be added is still

auve Of interest also was the radiograph of the

hand of an Egyptian mummy—a princess of the
Second Dynasty (1^00 a c )—with a scarab ring on
the thir^ finger (Evidently an X ray equipnfent
wdlhgve to be added to the Egyptologist s outfit *)
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I 1 till I •€ fo A af rr a U u n n «1 khovlrf appe d « m vm
a* • d nt oon(w b f nir dafiK du« o ma cna growth) an
tdnsyt a 00 Ob a Hoi and)

8 ft by 4 ft w IS taki n bv I order with a C ol dgt
bulb working 8 ft iw i>

The use of the X rays fc r reve ihng the interior

of plant life is comparatively recent Considerable
differences exist 11 the mineral content and
density ind htnee in the transpirency of the
different parts of 1 plant root stem leaf flower
fruit seed etc It thus happens thit even the
most delicate structures of plants can be laid bare
without tearing the plant to pieces in order to

study It Microsctpic detail is of course not re
sealed I ong waved X r ly s are required for such
work of which Knox showed some good flower
illustr itions

In the case of timber the different varieties

absorb X rays to different degrees Peculiarities

in the structure and course of the fibres (such os
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the contortions which produce fi^rc ) ire easily

discerned Ihe denser heirt wood is differentiated

from the sap wood the summer and spring

growths of the annual rings are readily identified

and defects such as knots or grub holes show up
with istoni&hing clearness ka>e and Knox
showed some r idio|«raphs of urcraft timber and
timber^slructures tnken during the war on behalf

^ o f^llwUggnph of Hrep wgw ho low bpx tm ihow ns badly flU og
ntoTMi *ad block opll by ol two. (K«y« Md Kaoo )

of the Veron lutical Inspect on Department (Fig 4)

Ihe method is pirticularl) useful in the case of

hollow or 1 immated components which cannot

otherwise be thoroughly inspected except by
destructive tests Dad gluing shoddy workman
ship and a variety of timber blemishes ire detect

able with cist even on the fluorescent screen

F G 3 Otr bo tbonlfc obwncfl of ton m Sn or mmd mguUr
pMonotUft (MU I MM el Udw Morn )

fhere appears to be considerable scope for this

bringh of ndiography
The radiographihg of minefals is an easy meafis

of detecting the presence of very dense dements
such as unanmtn of tungsten Pilon showed a

good example of the method The structure of

son^what unexpected subject

arie wdbnd 6n a
baiy

(Sfttteh)
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core of heavier rubber bome of the cores were
spherical but others were not— to the probable
detriment of accuracy m long putting or driving

Undoubtedly the standardised championship balls

of the future will have to satisfy an X ray test ^

A neat method of testing the electncally heated
dothing of aeroplane pilots was shown by the
Sunic Research Laboratories The heating strip

IS sewn within the lining of the leather garment

,

and any break or kink in the clement can easily

be spotted on the fluorescent screen The same
laboratories showed radiographs of outer covers of
motor and aeroplane tyres and 1 variety of welds
in metnl tubes ind plates one of these of k steel

plate ^ in thick being of particular excellence
(Fig b) The Cox Ci\endi9h Co showed n some
what similar collection and Chambers and Rankine
displayed examples of their curious diffraction

*

and multiple image X riy photography
Among the most novel exhibits were those by

Heilbron illustrating the X ray examination of old
paintings with the object of detecting ilterations

or additions made since the onginal work Success
in discovering my such falsiflcittons would be

tot wiHd n twl p m« j n I ck (Sun c R«ms ck f gbomtor« >

possible only if the paint used in the original^ ork

were denser than that used in the additions^^^me
of the me lent pigments used by the masters are

obsiure in composition but the blacks for ex*

imple of \ more modern day arc largely ci^bon

and very transparent Two examples of the

method were shown both by Dutch masters of

the early sixteenth century In one a panel of the

Madonna by St J ms the K rays showed that the

irms (which appear m a stiff and unnatural atti^

tudt) formerly held the Child ind in the other^

the CruciBxion b) Engelbrechtsz (Fig
7^ the

radiograph revealed a number of restorations

including the painting of the portrait of a former
donatrice over the picture of a monk As the

Times remarked in a recent leader this method of
deteoting the presence of later additions imposed
on the work of the onginal artists suggests a great
fletd for tbo re'dnvestintioa of pMunpsests and
ancient manuscripts hmierto iSrgafded as carrying
only theh* face value Under the tnviai inscrip

tions of medieval monks there may be re/ealed
older matter of priceless worth We commend
the notion to the directors of the vanoil( art
galleries and museums

Space considerations have cdmpdteif w some*
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d^hat mvidtous selection of exhibits for comment,
Ind we have had to leave much interesting and
:lever work unnoticed But, granting the scope
and veraatihty of the attack we venture to predict
that the exhibition will be as nothing to a similar

one keld, say, in five or ten years tune Great
improvements are imperative and will doubtless
be forthcoming, in the means of registering
X-rays Photographic plates and fluorescent

screens need to be improved out of recognition
A good explorer for use m radio metallography
coiBd doubtless be evoUed by means ot the therm
ionic valve, as m wireless telegraphy
With improved tquipment radiology will acquire

powers which will give it acknowledged status

among the sciences ind medic il radiology will

And an unquestioned place in every medic d cum
culum The diplom 1 of medical r idiology cstab
lished last term by the L niversity of C imbridge

lative effort to succeed The really remarkable
thing about Peary is that the method by which
he achieved success was practically independent
of modern developments in the art of trilvel

Before very long the North Pole will be acce8s;ible

by aircraft it is possible that it might have been
alt unable years ago by a sle imer m an exception
ill) open season, but Pe iry reached the Pole with
out mechanical help by the exercise of the powers
of human mind and body alone and had he been
1 contemporary of Hudson or of Davis there

seems to be no reason why hts genius could not
have won success in the sixteen^ or seventeenth
century as well as in the twentieth

Peary s professional training was that of a land-
sur\e\or and civil engineer and from early youth
he w IS ircust>mcd to find his way through un
m ipped sc hiu ies and to survey routes hitherto
untrodden He was eng iged amongst other

(*)

7-lU Cm ifii <*n

uAdvriy g po CTA t

(/) (O

If CofncT • X g«)l echi s ( 1500X U) N* u a1 photogrAph Ra 1 og Aph shov ng mo k n ttirp! cA AM itol*

>f do Al CA or ghi (lie ib o ) ( ) Na u aI pi otognipb Ak*n du g p ocoA at a to At on rAve«l Pg monk

IS a first step An even bigger one would be the

setting up of an X ray institute in London which
properly staffed md equipped would lead to meal
culable progress We understand that such an
institute form^ part of i forthcoming memorial
scheme to the late Sir James Mackenzie Davidson
which we trust will command generous support

G W C Kave

REAR-4DM1JRAL S 1* PEARY U SN
'^HE! death of Rear Admiral Peary at Washing
^ ton on February 19 at the age of sixty four
removes one of the vpost remarkable of modern
explorers It jis not so much to the crowning
icbtevenieDt ot his Ufe in reaching the Nprth Pole
ihai Pe^ s claim to the respect of the geo-
graphical world 18 due as to the manner in which
he^rsevered, to the face of almQ«t overpowering
dimeulties, with \ocy afeodec resources m a cuftiu
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things on the survey of the abortive Nicaragua
Canal after he had joined the civil engineering

branch of the United States Navy, and hts naval

rink must not be tiken to imply that he was in

any sense a sailor His official work lay in the

construction of harbours and dockyards and the

world owes a debt to the enlightened chiefs of

the United States Navy, who recognised that they

were making a wise use of their powers in grant
ing this born explorer unlimited leave for Arctic

work
Peary was led to visit Greenland for the 6rst

tune in z886 on account of his interest in Baron
Nordenskidld's journey on the inland ice and he
returned from the trip determined to continue the
exploration of the ice-cap m its least loiown parts

In 2891-98 he spent thirteen months in northern
Greenland establishing himself amon^t the Etah
Fskimo on Whale Sound, and mald^ a 1200-

mil^ journey with dqg-stfd^s to the porUiTeastem
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extremiU of Greenland In 1893-95 he spent

twenty-we months in travelling' from the same
headquarters and proved the insularity of Green-

land The result of his three years’ life with

the Eskimo was not only to make a thorough
anthropological study of the tribe ^

but also to

secure the personal friendship of every member
of It, and to become intimately acquainted with
the character of every individual, so that, m
selecting travelling companions from amongst
them, he knew in advance what their powers
were and how far they could be trusted He
found that it was possible to live with the Eskimo
as one of themselves, and so to make himself

independent of the luxuries, and even of many of

the supposed neccssitits, of civilised life without

diminishing his power of travelling or of scientific

study
In 1896 and 1897 Peary made summer trips to

the north-west coast of Greenland, and brought
back from Cape York the famous mass of meteoric

iron weighing go tons the existence of which had
been reported by Sir John Ross nearly a century

earlier. The description of the shipping of this

mass of metal on a small vessel with no appli-

nncca save those which could be improvised on
the spot showed how Pear), in becoming an ex-

piorert l^ad not ceased to be a very able civd

engineer,
By this time Peary *s plan for reaching the North

Pole had been fully matured He resolved to

transport a picked contingent of the best of the

young men of the hskimo tribe he knew $0 welt

to the farthest north point accessible by sea, and
to leave them there with their wives, families, and
full equipment in an absolutely normal settlement

where they would be happy and contented. Prom
this base he was to travel north as far as the land
extended by easv stages, and make a second
s^ttl^nient of the best natives at that point Thence
he proposed to make a continuous march over the

sen ice to the Pole and back, waiting for a favour-
able opportunity, and spending the waiting time,

whether it should be weeks or years, in studying
the effects of wind and tides on the ice-movc-
ments Lord Northcliffe presented to him the

steamer Windward, which had done good service

in the Jackson-Harmsworth expedition to Franz
Josef Land, and, under the auspices of the Peary
Arctic Club of Philadelphia, Peary set out on his

great task in 1898 It was iwa before be re-

turned, having reached only 84* 17', but, in spite

of the severest hardships, he was more convinced
than *ever of the soundness of his method of ex-

ploration In 1904, while recovering from his

privations, Peary presided over the Eighth Inter-

national Geographical Congress in Washington
and New York, impressing all who attended that
brilliant meeting with the confident, yet modest,
assurance of his ultimate success by the methods
he had worked^out *

In 1905 Pear) started m the new exploring
ship Ko(^edelt, bfct had to return in 1906 with
no greater success than the attainment of latitude
87® the farthest north that had been reached
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so far. Finally, in 1908, he went north for the
seventh tune, again in the and ftc

last, by the perfected working pt his original

plan, he hit the fortunate trend of and weather
and reached the North Pole on April 6, 1909. It

will be remembered how the pleasure of this

triumph was marred by the pretension of Dr.
F A. Cook to have attained the Pole a year
earlier, but the unfortunate controversy held at

least this crumb of comfort, that Cook’s claim,

unfounded as it was, was to have attained success
by Peary ’s method of travelling with trusted

Eskimo
Peary had a fine presence and a forceful diction

in speech and writing, his books are amongst the
npst stimulating for the reading of young ex-
plorers, and hig careful inductions and thoroughly
reasoned plans are a model to all who have to do
with the promotion of exploration He was sup-
ported in all his efforts by his wife, who accom-
panied him on two of his expeditions.

H. R M

ROBERT ETHERIDGE

M r ROBERT ETHERIDGE, director of the
Australian Museum, Sydney, died on

J
anuary 4 last at the age of seventy-three years
le was active almost until the end, still occupied

with research, and his decease is a serious loss

to Australasian science The only son of the late

Mr Robert Etheridge, palaeontologist to the Geo-
logical Survey of Great Britain, and afterwards
assistant-keeper of the geological department of

the British Museum, Etheridge adopted the pro-
fession of his father, and made many important
contributions to our knowledge of the fossils of
both Australasia and Britain, Beginning his career
on the first geological survey of Victoria, Aus-
tralia, he returned in the early ’seventies to

become palceontologist to the Geolop^lcal Survey
of Scotland, where he not only did important
official work, but also co-operated with the late

Prof H A Nicholson in describing the Silurian

fossils of Girvan, Ayrshire From 1878 until 1887
he was assistant in the geological department of
the British Museum, where he joined the late

P Herbert Carpenter in the authorship of the
“Catalogue of the Blastoidea,” which still remains
the standard work on these fossils

Colonial life, however, had special attractions

for Etheridge, and in 1887 he returned finally to
Australia as palceontologist to the Geological
Survey of New South Wara and to the Austruian
Museum He started two new serials, the
Records of the Oeol<^cal Survey and ^thc"

Records of the Australian Museum, and pub-
lished many memoirs and piy>er8 on Australian
fossils He also joined R I^an Tack in pre-

paring two handsome volumes on “The Gecdogy
and Paleeontology of QueensIAnd and New
Guinea,” which were published in 1892 In 1895
he succeeded E P. Ramsay as director the
Australian Museum, but his new administrative
duties did not damp his ardour for teseardt,^
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Merely extending itb bcope He added a deep
interest m the aborigines to his earlier pursuits,

and wrote, among omer works, valuable memoirs
on the dingo and on the sculpturing of sacred

trees

Etheridge was always absorbed in his science,

and shunned ordinary social life, so that his re,!!

good nature could be appreciated onW by a \ery

small circle of intimate friends. Ihs scientific

worth, however, was widely acknowledged, and
he received the Wollaston Fund from the Geo-
logical Society of London in 1877, the Clarke
medal from the Royal Society of New South
Wales in 189^* and the Mueller medal from the

Australasian Association in iqii His name is

also associated with the Etheridge goldhcid in

North Queensland, a high peak on the Kosciusko
tableland, and a glacier in AntnrLtKu

A S W

NOJhS
Thk rooort of observations of a gigintic dinosautian

reptile m the Congo n gion of \fiic.i, whith w.is

the subject of sensational arltcks in December last,

proves, as we surmised (\ \ri RK DectmlxT iS, p jejO),

to be without foundation Mr \V<ntworth D Gn\,
Vcting Kepieaontative of the Smithsonian Vfntan Fk-
pedition in the Katanga, w nting from ElisabethsiHe on
January 21 to the Tiwie^ of FebruarN 23,saNs - ‘ T im
authorised to contradict tht statement that thi membt rs

of the Smithsoni.in Nfruan Expedition who pioti'cck'd

to this territory came herr to hunt the Bronlohaurus
Theie is no foundation for this statement 1 ma\
also state that the report of the Brontosaurus aro^t

from n piece of practical joking in the first instance,

and, as regards the prosficctor * Gapelle,’ this gentle

man does not exist oxt'ept in the imagination of a

second jM'actical joker, who ingeniousJv loined tht

name from that of Mr I- I e Page ”

Tint first meeting since i<>i4 of the International

Council for the Exploration of the Sea will be held

in London on March 2 Delegates will be pnsent
from Belgium, Denmark, France, Finland, Holland,

Norway, and Sweden Russia and Germany are not

represented, and France sends delegates foi the first

time llie German investigations, it is now known,
have been resumed, and the steamer Poseidon has been

working at sea since last September The council, it

is expected, will consider arrangements for the

resumption of the prc-wnr investigations, nnd will

devote special attention to tracing the effects of the

restrictions on fishing during the war period on the

abundance of fish in the North Sea Proposals for

the closing bf certain North Sea areas against steam-

trawling arc, it la understood, to be considered

Arrangements are being made by the British Flshen
Departments ior an early beginning of an extended

programme of research The question of the incluMon

of Ctermaiiy has not yet been considered, but. it is

believed that there is a growing feeling in this country

that she should be invited to participate
* *
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Thk Home Secretary, Mr Shortt, announced in the

House of Commons on Februarv 24 that it is proposed

that summer timi shall begin on March 28 and end
on Siotember 27

W K ligrct to announce the death, at seventv-fiee

\eais of 4igt, of Prof J Emin son Reynolds, F R S ,

profissor of chemistrv and rhemual philosophy in

Dublin I niversitv fioin iS75 to 1903

Mr J S 1)1 SkiKiKV, of the l^nlvtisitv of Glasgow,

and Mrs K \V Sexton, of PK mouth, have been

appointed R.i) I ankesler invesligiitors at ilic Marine
Biological Labi>r<ttoi\, Phmouth

liiF letlUK intitUd ' Sonu War-lime nfforls* in

Chemic.il liidustn it Gntna,” arranged to be given

h\ Mr J C Burnham before the fellows of the

Chemical SiKietv on M.mh 4, has been unavoidably

postponed The usual ordinar\ scientific meeting foi

thi reading and discussion of papers wrill be held on

that da\

the melting of the ('‘hiniiial Society held on
Ihursilnv. Februarv k), it was staled that the fol-

lowing th.inges in offiiirs and louncil had been pro-

posed b\ the council \s sciielarv, Dr H R
Sutut iii<e Prof S Smiles \s vice-presidents, Prof

J B ( ohm anil Prof S Smiles vtce Prof \

Sinithills ind Prof S Young \s new ordinary

members of rouneil. Prof A J MImand, Dr E F,

Nrmsirong, Mr F H Carr, and Dr J 1 Hewitt

\ nKi*\RiMK\r \i Committee has been appointed bv

Dr Addison to lonsider the present state of the law^

with legard lo th«» {lolhitum of the air by smoke and

other noxious vapours, and to advise what steps are

desinble and practicabh lo diminish the evils still

atising from su<h pollution The members of the

Committtc are - I^oril Newton (chairman), Ciipt^

Hamilton Benn, Prof J B ("ohen, Mr S Curphey,

Sir John Lithiby, Mr J F MarCabe, Mrs Gilbert

Samuel, Mr K I) Simon Bailie \V B Smith, and

Mr F J Wilhs Mr K C H Salmon, of the

Ministr\ of Health, will b«' sccretarv, and anv com-

muniCtitiofi should )>e nddresstd to him at thc-

MiniMn. Whitehall, S W i

fiih ofhiors ind louniil of thi Ph^slcal Society

elected at the annual meeting on hebruarv i\ are-

as follows -President Prof W H Bragg Fire-

Preudettts Dr H S Allen, Prof W Eccles, Prof

\ S Eddington, and l)i R S Willows Secre-

fariM Dr D Owen (Birkbt*ck College, Bream’s

Buildings, London, F f 4) and Mr F E Smith

(National Physical I-nboratory, Teddlngton) Foreign

Seiffiary Sir \rthur Schuster Ttea^urer Mr
W R Cooper (82 Victoria Street, S VV i), fjtbraruin -

Dr \ O Rankinc (Imperial College of Science and

TeGhnolog>) Other Members of Council Mr C R
Darling, Prof, C L Fcirtehcue, Dr E Griffith*, Dr-

E H Ravner, Dr A Russell, Sir Ernest Ruther-

ford. Dr G F C Searle, Mr T Smith, Dr J H.
Vincent, and Mr F J W Whipple

NATURE
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Tlut Mormng Post of February 17 contained an
article from its correspondent in Paris stating

diat three days previoudy he had witnessed five ex-

periments at a works in the northern suburbs of the

dty, each of which involved the production of a ton

and a half of “high-class steel At the present time

such steel is made either in crucibles or in an
electric or an open-hearth furnace The novelty of

the experiments referred to consists in the fact that

the steels are made in some form of “converter" of

the Bessemer type Usually this process does not

give a sufficiently scientific control of the product to

enable high-class steels to be made It appears from
the account given that certain “secret substances** are

added Vihhdt have the effect of controlling the quality

of the metal produced, so that It can be used os a

basis for the manufacture of high-grade alloy steels

The process is said to have been worked out by four

inventors, two of whom are Belgians The demon-
stration wab witnessed by about a doxen metallurgical

experts, who were engaged In taking samples for

tests. If the claims of the inventors are substantiated

the process will be one of considerable practical im-

portance, and further details will be awaited with

interest* It is stated that they have decided not to

patept their method, but to operate it as a secret

Nnwa has just been received of the death at Cairo

of Mr* Henry Gribble Turner at the age of seventv-

seven years Mr Turner joined the Madras Civil

Service in 1864, and soon gained a reputation by his

successful management of the wild tribes of Vizaga-

patam district on the east coat, a region where the

practice of human sacrifice in honour of the Ecu-th

goddess had recently been discontinued After hold-

big for a time the office of Postmaster-General, he

returned to bif old district, Visagapatam, which he

administered with much credit until his retirement m
1889., It was due to Mr Turner that, in the face

of great t^^position, the standard-gauge railway link-

Ing Calcutta with Madras was constructed He was
a skilled mineralogist, and discovered the Vizaga-

patam manganese depmits, the trade in which has

so rapidly developed that the total export is now
fioOf^oo tons annually He also started the export of

Indian magnesite, which proved most useful during

the war Another of Mr Turner’s projects was a

harbom’at Vizagapatam to serve the rich uplands of

th^ interior, a scheme which is now at last to be undei-

taken He failed to secure election as Member for

South Somerset In 1895, and he thus escaped the fate

of more than one distinguished Indian administrator

who did not succeed in making his mark m the House
of Commons

Ti» umimlttee of the Sheflietd Museums and

Mappin Gsjlerv has issued a consolidated report

for the last 4ve vears. Special attention is directed to

an exhibltk>ri relating to infant welfare which was
held la 1916. Tl|p ei^ibits wm of a comprehensive

character, and a series of dsKriptlonf was prepared

by *Dn tSciirMd, Ifedkal Offi^, and Dr Lui^
NaMi. , wh&Ait la now reppUlabed* The,, instruc-

tkms in all^ijkestlqns rdatlng to the care of cMldreq
are daboratq and arranged with full knowledge and
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much Common sense The authorities of other pro»/^

vincial museums might consider the adv^taMUty of

reprinting the pamphlet, which is likely to be of much
utility

In the February issue of Man Mr A, C Breton
describes a remarkable picture-map from Mexico In

the manuscript department of the British Museum
Ihe museum authorities acquired the map from
Mr If Stevens, who, in his turn, purchased it

from the original finder, Col Campos It was
found on the site of the ancient Indian city of

Metlaltoynca, in a stone chest which appears to have
formed the pedestal of an idol Several remarkable
statues have been found on this site, and the building

depicted in the centre of the map is somewhat like

the existing Castillo, a pyramid on a base with Ax
high steps and a platform, on the summit of whldi
are buildings The interpretation of the figure-grroups

in the map is still to some degree uncert^n, but its

publication wilt doubtless lead to an elucidation of its

meaning

The identification of two statues in the Indian

Museum, Calcutta, found at Patna about a century

ago, has aroused much interest among Indian

archssologists The question of the date of these

statues and of the inscriptions engraved upbn them
is discussed in vol v

, part 4, of the Journal of the

Bihar and On^sa Research Societv Dr Vincent

Smith, in one of the last articles that came from
his pen, was disposed to believe that they are portraits

of two kings who reigned in the fifth century B.&
This conclusion, if it be correct, revolutionise the

current view of the development of Indian art, because

hitherto it has been supposed that stone sculpture

I

began in the time of Asoka, who reigned some two
centuries later than the assumed date of the Patna
statues Moreover, the execution of these pre-

supposes a long prior devoloptncnt of plastic art.

But it must be remembered that the dates of the

statues are not yet quite certain, and the question li

still under discussion by archaeologists

In Sudan Notes and Records (vol il , No 4,

October, 1Q19) Prof G A Reisner announces the

discovery for the first time in the Nile Valley of a
horse cemetery The graves were in four rows, and
four complete skeletons were discovered, the horses

being of a short, small breed, not unlike the Arab
Each horse was buried with its chariot trappings

—

they were not ridden at that penod—-and placed upright

with the head towards the south The regular spacing

of the graves, the division into rows, the chrono-

logical order of the rows, and the uniformity of the

graves In eadi row justify the conclusion that these

horses were sacrificed at funerals of the kings in

order that the spirits of the horses might accompany
the spirits of the kings into the other world. The
idea is widespread, but in this special form It was
hitherto unknown In Egypt. But excavations recently

fiiade at Kerma show that the sacrifice of tnen and
sniffials at funerals was a well-established ancient

Ethiopian custom. In fact« there seems reoM to

bellpve that horse-eecrlfice was due to King PkmUiy,
who was a great coonoisseur, of horpes, a4 Is played
from hit Inscriptions.
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I^ROV. C, £, A. WiNsioWt in an address to the

Amierican Associadoa for the Advancement of Science

enddad '*The UntUled Flel^ of Public Health,'*

cxpf^MSd the opinion that the public health cam-

paign of the future would need the collaboration of

at least the seven following types of highly qualified

experts : the physician, the nurse, the bacteriologist,

the epidemiologist, the engineer, the statistlaan, and

the social woHcer. In addition, there must be inspec-

tors to supervise sanitary and housing conditions,

and, finally, the administrator who organises and
develops the work of all the rest The latter ought

to be medically trained, with subsequent speilalisation

in public health (Sctence, January 9, p 23)

^ Th» febmary number (vol L, No 5) of Medical
Scitnet * Ahsitacit and Revirws^ published for the

Medical Research Committee, has reached us

Reviews of current work on medical subjects appear

monthly, diseases of the respiratory system and cardio-

vascular diseases, among others, being dealt with in

this Issue In the article on the former, reference is

made to the question of the production of emphysema
of the lungs (a condition of permanent distension with
other changes) by the playing of wind-instruments, as

is stated in many text-books Of forty-six professional

players examined, in only three was there slight evi-

dence of emphysema, to that the commonly accepted

view seems to be without foundation
I

Ws have received the quarterlv report of the
|

Research Defence Society, dated January, 1920, when ^

< the society completed its twelfth year of active work i

The societv was founded to make known the value and*
the necessity of experiments on animals, the restric-

'

tions impost on them in this countiy under the Act
^

of 1876, the nature and the purposes of the experi-

ments which are being made, and the discoveries which
;

have come by tibe help of the experimental method,
also to bring about a better undierstandlng between
the few who these expenments and the many
who profit by them The campaign has been carried

out by tile circulation of pamphlets, by articles in the

Press, and by public lectures The president of the

society is Lord Lamington, and the hon secretarv

Mr Stephen Paget

Major-Gbk Sir W publishes in the
Lancet of Februarv 14 (o j66) the n^sults of prolec

tive inoculation against influenza in the \rmv at home
dunng 191A-19 The vaci'ine consisted of a mixture
of three micro-organisms, the influenza bacillus,

streptococci, and pneumococ^ Among the inoculated,

numbering 15,624, the incidence per thousand was -

Of attack, 14 1 ; of pulmonary complications, 1 6 , and
of deaths, o la. Among the uninoculated, numbering

6h* figures were 47 3, 15 3, and a 5 respectively

At least half of the vaednated re< eived one dose only,

and not two doses as recommended, and the vaccine

used at first was considerably “ weaker *’ than that

later. Kevqrtheless, the figures are deridedK
favdurs^ to the value of vaccination, particularly as
a ptevontivo of mostidl^ from influenza

Mk R. B. Lcrwv» in the Mutexs Joumdl (vol. xlx ,

No. 7y, gt^ d timdly Word of warning to the curators
and tdwerh^g bcgflfaf 0^ local )h regai^ tO
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the haste they are displaying to be taken over by the

Board of Education, as recommended by the Adult

Education Committoe of the Ministry of Reconstruc-

tion If this fate ever overtakes them they wiU have
ampU time for unavailing repentance Mr Lowe's
argunR'nts arc stated with considerable ability and
force, and his views on the functions of museums
are eminently sound Ihe modern museum, he urges,

should, among other things, be educational, but he
points out that it would constitute a grave error of

judgment, ns well as a breach of trust, to hand over

museums to the local education authorities

From CaUforma Ft^h and Game (\o] vl , No l)

we learn that extensive plant is being set it

Tropico, (''alifomia, for the preparation of agar-agar

on a commoicial scale Experiments have been earned

out which seem to show that agar-agar of a qualitv

much superior to the imported article can be pro^

duced from the seaweeds native to the coast of

southern California If this venture is successful, It

will create a new industry for the United States In

the same issue a series of figures illustrating the

growth of the >oung of the black sea-bass or jew-fiah

{Siereolepti gigos) is given These furnish a vetf\

striking illustration of the “recapitulation** theory,

and explain how it Is that the fishermen were un-

aware of the connection between the gaily coloured

fish of a few inches long, with enormous dortal and

ventral fins, and the unicotoured giant in which these

fins are relatively extremely small

Thl very handsome volumes issued in I9i6-'i8 by

the Maryland Geological Survey have noW become

available In Europe They arc largely a memorial to

the energy of the director, William Bullock Ctark^

who held office for twenty-five years, dying at

too early an age in 1917, and whose obituary, with a
portrait, appears in vol x , which includes his latest

educational work, “The Geography of Maryland*'

This IS now published as an amplification of the

treatise already used in the State schools. Part 3 of

thi^ volume deals with water-supply, and the tone-

what mubsivc vtylc of publication—a heritage from the

traditions of the United Sutes Geological Survey—

makfs oni wish that the geographical part could

have betn issued separately bound Mr. ClaHc and

his staff also contnbute two fully illustrated volumes

on “Ihe Upper Cretaceous Deposits of Maryland**

These occui mainly on the left bank of the Chesa-

peake Inlet, opposite Baltimore, and are specially

noted for their dicotyledonous flora The Maryland

Geological Survey, in continuation of its series of

county descnptlonSi which recall the ambitious scheme

of the Ordnance Survey of Ireland in 1837, published

In 1917 Its memoir on Anne Arundel County, this Is

written by a fiumber of specialistSi so as to present the

area south of Baltimore from a geographic point of

view The CQ-bperation of the United States Geological

Surv ty enables this finely Illustrated work tc be

accompanied by four lacge folding maps on the aesAer

of i/6a,^oo (four times that of the 1/250,000 sheess)i

showing the topography and pcAtical divisions, the

geology, the SolU, add the forestry and eotiimei^M

areas.
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The Adentific portion of the CitnXfoi Zettung fur

OpUk und Meckantk for January i contains the first

of a series of articles bv Prof von Rohr on the

principal points of i^ticai systems (fnA the graphical

methodb of determining images 'fhe constructions

given are those ^suitable for convex and concave

systems of lahlch the principal planes and foci are

^ven The industrial portion includes a reproduc-

tion of the now regulations under ^hich optical

orkers of eight gears' standing ma\ attend shortened

courses of instruction at the Government optical

school at Jena and, after a qualifying exan\ination,

obtain the ontician’s diploma A list of the optical

and other instruments for which there is at present

u demand in foreign countries Is given. The wages
paid to the various gmdes of workers in metal in

the principal countries of the world form tfie subject

of a further article A list of the publications of the

German Committee on Standards for Industry u pro-

vided, and the importance of the rapid adoption of

the new standards throughout the countrv is oni-

phasiaed ('’cloured wall-charts have been prepared,

so that the information may readily be placed before

the eyes of designers, foremen, and workmen

In a paptT In the Chetntcal Age of February 14
Dr. Stephen Mlall plots the atomic weights of the

elements against their atomic numbers, and shqpws

that ait the elements lie upon a aeries of parallel

lines of three different slopes The atomic weights

may be represented at ftx+a, where x is the atomic
number, a a small integer ranging from o to 5, and
b has the value 7 for the elements from helium to

nickel, 2 1; from copper to tungsten, and 3 from
osmium to uranium The first term, which con-

tributes to the chemical character, he terms “live-

woight," and the second term* which is of no influence

on the chemical character, “ dead-weight Similar

regularities have been previously pointed out, and.
Indeed, since the atomic weights for the most part

conform to integral values, some such relation ai the

above is necessarily true But the diagrams have a
tnlue apart from their interpretation They suggest

a novel basis for classification, and arrange the

elements on parallel lines for which a and b have the
same values They mav be useful to those seeking
for regularities in the nuclear structure rather than
in the atomic shell Hitherto chemists have been too

exclusively obsessed with the study of ( hemical
character to the neglect of the atomic weight—an
independent vanablc, as the studv of radio-active

change has made quite clear. The atomic weights,

however, as the author remarks, mean something
They furnish the onlv present due to the structure of

the nucleus

The Carnegie Institution of Washington has issued

another ^ section of Its monumental “ Index of

Economic Material in Documents of the States of

the United States The section, prepared by \de]aid^

R Haase, is thirst instalment of the index relating

to the State of Feans>lvanla Part i contains llte

titles of collected documents, mainly printed by

authority df the Senate and of the House 4of Repre-

sentatives Port il. Is a topical anaivsis arranged
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alphabetically from A to £ Among the kmger ape-

tjons ue find Agriculture, Canals, Climate, Coals,

COal-mlning, and Education. The period covered is

from 1790 to 1904 The new volume has been pre-

ceded by twelve simitar quarto voltunes, and will be-

followed b\ others, each devoted to a single State

The index undertakes to deal only with the printed

reports of administrative officers, legislative com-
mittees, and special commissions of the States, and also

with Governors’ messages References are given by

volume and page to aft mattnal of economic import-

ance contained m the reports and met^ges indexed

Under each sub-heading the arrangement is chrono-

logical In the alphal^ticai part the compiler has

introduced, in addition to subjert entries, the names of

persons who have exercised an important influence

on the development of the economic life of the State.

After €a<h name there Ia reference to work done

Ihe amount of material which had to be examined

for the preparation of this volume must have been

very great

A SHORT hut UM'ful lint of books on orhuhology and

oology (No 398) has just been circulated b\ Mr F
Edwards, 83 High Street, Marvlebone, W i It con-

tains some two hundred and fifty items, Imluding

several long runs i>f aerials such as the fluk,

1 ransactiofis and Journals of the Ro}al Microscopical

Society ot f.A)ndon, Proceedings of the Zoologioaf

Society of London, etc The list is sent free on
application

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Houixs’b Comet —Dr Schorr reports that the

cometary object iqiqf, found on two plates taken at

Bergedorf bv Dr Baade on December 10, is de-

finitely not identical with Holmes’s comet, as it failed

to appear on two plates taken on December 26, on
w'hich it would have been registered if it were moving
in accord with the ephenwUi calculated for that

comet

Minor Planbt GM —I'his is the object discovered

b) Sefior Comas Sola On January 13, and considered

for a time to be a comet \* it is the brightest minor
planet dtscoverod In recent \ears, it it of interest to aw
give the elements which have been deduced at the

Berkclev Observator>\ California

T-19J0 March 16 36 GMT
^-300’ o'Upaoo

17"59'J
y-»3a6
e -lO 1109

Penod-4 *S3 i 5 years

K^emens for Greenwteh Midfiight

RA. K D«lI Mag.
Km. • 0 /

February a8 > 25 sd 17 33 »i

March 7 ^ 7 34 <4 f6 44
Nova in L\ra—

H

arvard Bulletin No. 705 repofU
the finding of another nova on the Harvara fw>Co*
graphs by Miss Mackle IPMtion for I90o>c. R.A.

'

i8h 49m 3rs , N dccl 29® 6-3^ BetsvMn DeeMtir*
ber 4 and 6 It rose suddenly from mag. t6 orefililter^

to mag 6-5t on January 6 It had sunk to 8^. iKsirtr
Adams and Jov report from Mount Wttton that itr
spartrum shows the striking nova charocteristiet ^
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I
' The Mune metsage reports that these observers find

’remarkable chanf{es in tne spectrum of Mira Cetl, the

TiDsa IN Pipes —In 1914 Messrs A A Michelson
and H G« Gate made a preliminary investigation of
the tidal changes in water-level in two pipes, each

ft long, placed respectively along a meridian and
a parallel, in the grounds of the Yences Observatory
They have now made a more reftned series of observa-
tions (described in the Asirophystcal Journal for

December) The small changes of water level are
registered by photographing interferenre fringes pro-
duced by placing a mirror about i mm below the
surface of the water, and passing a beam of light
from an electnc lamp vertically down through the
water^ilm, then rcdectmg It on emergence into

St camera in which n sensitive him ih moved
clockwork at the rate of 2 cm /hour Soim of tlie

photographed curves art reproduced, 4ind show a
beautiful accord with the theoretical curves, which
were carefully calculated by Prof F R Moulton The
transition from spring to neap tides, and tven the
difference In height of alternate semi-diumal tides,

are obvious at a glance The result shows that the
pipe tides are o6qo of what the\ would be on a rigid

earth, so that the bodih tides in the earth’s crust are
0*3 10 of what they w'ould be if the earth w'ere fluid

Tile earth tides appear to lag behind the impressed
forces by 4® This method avoids man\ of the com-
plications that are present in the observation of ocean
tides. It also appears to be capable of greater relative

preiision, in spite of the smallness of the quantities

Involved
There appears to be a slip in the value of the

rotational velocity « (p 350); it is printed as
sidt dav/solar day , but surely it should be

2» solar dnv/sidl diry, the mean solar dav being the
unit of time employed

LUMINOSITY IN ( ENTIPEDES 1

Ab (.hilupoda have been traced back to the (car-

boniferous age by the palseontologuts, these

lentipedes ma> be presumed to have underiitood their

own interests pretty well in the struggle for exist-

ence Geophtlus etectricu\ (Linn ) had already won
the attention of Aldrovandt in ibr wNtcenth cintury,

and the specific name adopted for it bv I^nnaeus was
obviously based on its observed luminosity 1 he notes

now under review stale that among the lentipodes

only one great group, the (leophiliniorpha, is known
to exhibit the phenomenon^
With so long a historv for the group in the modem

period, it seems strange that biologists should still

need to ask in regard to some of its socties, which
are by no means uncommon Why are they luminous/^
Even those keen observers, Mr and Mrs Hnde-Birks,
after minute examination, with the aid of friends,

and critical companson of recent authorities, leave the
subject mconclusively concluded Microscoplsts will

read with pleasure details of the contrivances bv
which they persuaded their many-lcgged, wriggling
subjects, undfn- just the friendliest squeeze, to sit for

their portraits As definite result of their careful
study of Geophilus carpophagus, they "conclude that
in the excretion which accompanies luminosity there
are generally present* (1) the contents of the white
glands, for TwWh thevT propose the name of proto^
hudfetin, (il) mucin, (Ifl) acid ” The exjMi^lon
“white g^ndi*^ seems to be used rgther vaguely, aa

1 DsrtM Ifaranllpti^ SW ClSb Ocewiaari ^psm. Notm cm Mvrk-
psda. XX **LMImM CKImoHs, mhh Sasald 'SSfaam to... Um Rm. x Onhui
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applying to certain white, rounded iiiat»ses on the
ventral parts of the spcainen, these masses beiitf
groups of pynform, and probably unicellular, glands

intimately associated with the production of light *’

But at IS not madf^ clear wheth^ whiteness is a pro*
perty of individual glands or only an effect of their
grouping into opaque masses

For in understanding of tho debate on the value
of lighting up as displayod In this very limited section
of the animal world, Dr Shipley's brief notice may
usefully be quoted He says —“ Some members of the
family Geophilidee are phosphorescent, and secrete
from certain glands on the ventral surface a luminous
slime, since this is produced by both male and female,
and neither of them has eves, the secretion is regarded
as a means of frightening or warding off enemies
The male Ck uphilus spins a web, and drops a
sp< rmatophore in the middle of it, and tho female
comes and fertilises herself" (“Zoology of the Inverte-
hrata,” p 315) The prewnt collaborators suggest
that, without speiintised organs of sight, the wco-
philids "may be able to appreciate light by a general
absorption of Its waves through the surface of the
bexit ’’ Though this inchoate power of vision might
be otherwise of service, it c'ould scarce!) help in
bunging the two sexes together, and the riddle is

complicated b\ the fact that allied species without
luminosity seem to arrange their affairs very well in

Its absence
In gener d, expc riencc has .howm that animals,

other than boasts of prey, are not frightened, but
attracted, from a dark pn\{ronmi*nt by illumination, so
that among the alternative services of frotoluctfettn
suggested bv the authors anv staring property may
be set aside as very improbable

The system at!St is now warned bv our authors that
Stigmaiogatter xuhterrancus should be attributed to
Shaw So lately as last December in Nevin Foster’s
list of fifty-three Irish Mvrmpcxls, they sanctioned the
long-standing error of assigning the species to I each
TTiev acknowledge themselves hnfiled by the specific
name of Geophtlus eonvolvens on which Fabrc
founded his researches This is said to be not a
phosphorescent species Otherwise one might have
supposed the name evolved from the strange account
which T uccis ntes out of the (" R Acad nt^dicdle
des sciences de Metz in i«|o This records the fright-

ful tortures in Ihe head of a young Fronchyvoman,
which after a year were suddenly terminated “par
rexpulsion d’un insecte qui, jetc^ sur le plancher,
s'agitoit awe lapidit^ et se rouloit cn spirale” It,

however, was determined to be a specimen of Geo-
phiJut carpophagus T^nch Oistel in tRuo writing
of the Feuerwurm Geophtlus electrtrus alludes to the
story, but does not, in fact, discredit it by remarUinn
that such a snecies could not nenetrnte the frontal
cavities of a human head unless the owner of the
hi ad were asleep T R R S

THE POSITION OF THE METEOR-
OLOGICAL OFFICE.

At the monthly meeting of the Royal Meteoro-
logical Society, held on February 18, Capt

r T P Cave brought forward a paper on “TTie
Status of a Meteorc^ogicat Office and its Relation
to the Slate and to the Public “ It was pointed out
that a Meteorological Office la a practical neoesiity,
and, since to be at all efficient it rnunt be aubsidisfd
from public funds, it has to be under some Govern-
ment Department The work of a Meteorolo^^l
Office 18, however, verv wide, and concerns, not one,
but almost every Government Department, and if It

Is to be under one without adequate safeguards, there
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If a great danger that manv important sides of
mcteorolo^ will be neglected l^f^uards are
that the Director of the Meteorological Office should
be directly under the Minister of the Department con
cerned and on no account under other permanent
ofhcials and that the Meteorological Offu^ should
have Its separiU vote and account in the Ebtimates
Hitherto the expends have been controlled by the
Mctcorolopc tl Committee a bodv on which several
Government Departments as well as thi Royal Society
art rej resent 1 there seems to bo n) reison why
this arrangement should not be continued I he work
1 f the Met orological Office concerns not only Govern
ment Departments but also such bodies as count}
counotU mumeipal be dies organisers of engineering
unelortakings md the general public and probably
none of the sc kn >w how great use may be m ede
of mtteoreloj^K I infvrnatun

Iho public is chitfiv concerned with fore asts and
prol ablv the m strust of force asts which undoubtedly
exists in the public mind is due to the deliv thit

occurs be for the f recasts are avail ble Those that
appear in the dail\ papers are based on observations

at 6 D m of the previous dav but if forecasts based
on the I a m or a m < bservations were sent to

everv telegnph office in the country and posted up
ind eoulcT be obtained bv telephone aubwibers it

would probably Drove i great boon especially to agri

coiltunsts and do much to dispel the present mistrust
of weather forte ists

Dunn^ the pist vear the Meteorological Office

forecasts have been issued from the \ir Ministry and
in the \ir Fstim ite there aopears a sum for the
MeUorolof^icil Office From this it appears as though
the Office is to piss under the \ir Ministry In former
times when anv change was made in the status of the
Offic*e an offki 1 inquiry was held but no such inqutrv

has apparently taken place as a prelude to the present

change and nc public announcement of anv kind has
been made There seems no reison for the change
The Meteorological Office had done work on the upper
air long before the war and it was its work which
proved that long distance night flving was a practical

possibititi Meteorology must be a n itional Service

but the oolicy of handing it over to one Ministry
without stpai ate vote and account w ould be
disastrous net only to meteorology is a science but
also to the State at large
The follow ng resolution wafc ndoptei at the

me ting The Royal MeU orological Society observes

that in the \ir Fstimates for iqiqr-20 oublished last

Decemler there appears i sum of 12 ooof as a supple-

ment to the grant in aid of the Meteorological Office

It would ipptnr from this that it is intended that
the finances of the Meteorological Office shall piss
under the ccntrol of the Air Ministry

fhe Meteorological Office deals with a variety of

problems of high scientific and practical importance
some of which have no bearings on the work of the
Air Ministry but are closclv connected with the worl
of other Government Departments While recoi^nising

to the full the great benefits to the meteorology
of the upoer nir likelv to accrue from a close assona
tion with the Service to which a knowledge of the
upper air is so essential and which possesses such
facilit es for Its investigation this society cannot but
feel misgiving that there mav be a tendency for other
branches of meteorology to receive leas than their due
attention if one Government Department has the sole
control of the finances and ipanagement The society
therefore i« of opinion that the Meteorological Com
mittee should continue to have full control of the
expend *tire

It has been the practice m the oast» before anv
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change was made in the body administering the Meteoro-
logical Office for an inquiry to be held by a Depart-^
mental Committee Reports of three such inqulrsea
have been published the last besnjg that issued in 1904
of a Treasury Committee presided over by Sir HeHb^
Maxwell Bart The Treasury dvd not adopt the
whole of the recommendations of this Committee, but
on May 20 190^ it issued a minute constituting
the Meteorological Committee as it has smee existed
Fhe society is of the opinion thit before the future
constitution of the Meteorological Committee and the
status of the Meteorological Office are finally settled,.

It is desirable that an inquiry by a representative
committee should be held

PRE HISrORl Oh MAN IN BRITAIN
I UNI Implfmfms from Tiir CiiAUwY Boulder Cmv

01 Suffolk

M r J RhlD MOiK described to the Roval
Anthropological Institute on February 17 some

interesting (lint implements and Hikes found in two
pits situated to the north of Ipswich and in a pit

at Clay don to the north west ot that town In each
of these pits Boulder Clay of considerable thickness
IS exposed and this deposit in the opinion of Prof

J L Mart who has visited the sections is m stfu

and repre&cnts p irt of the large sheet of Boulder Clay
oif the Ipswich district Mr Reid Moir found many
of the specimens described m stiu in the Boulder
Clay ana the others handed to him by workmen
cmploved in the pits are of such an order as to

make it certain that these implements were also

derived from the Boulder Clay The speamens ore

in nearl} every case made from flakes and exhibit

very little change of surface or signs of abrasion

The two principal types are tdclotrs and pomtes
primitive flake implements and large scrapers are

ilso represented in the series The technique of these

artefacts is in many way^ comparable with that of

barh Mousterian times and it is probable that these

Boulder Clay specimens are referable to this cultural

phase The implements a|^ar to have been lying

in or upon a land surface before being incorporated

with the morainic material in which they are now
found Om well made and deeply ochreous flake

found in the Bould r Clav appears to be of Chellean
It exhibits reflaking along its edges and this

flaking IS patinatid in tht pecmiar manner of some
of the Boulder Chv artefacts

In the discussion which followed the reading of
the paper all the speakers united in dwelling upon
the importance of the contribution made by Mr Reid
Moir to the study of the pre history of man
in Bntiin Prof Arthur Keith pointed out that

the conclusions which followed from the results of

Mr Reid Moir s investigations could only be described
as revolutionary and would involve a reconsidera

tion of the evidence relating to the antiquity of
Stone age implements Mr Reginald Smith said

that the potnie was considered to be the typical un
plement of the Mousterian stage of culture Archsscs.

logists would have to consider the possibility of its

occurrence in other oeriods The peculiar patination
which occurred on certain of the s^unens found bv
Mr Reid Moir in the Ipswich Boulder Clay occurred
at Northfleet and was usually considem to be
typical of the Le Moustier period Mr Smith also
pointed out that some thirty five years ngo Dr j

Skertchlev had raised the question of the occurrence
of paleolithic implements below the Bou1<kr Clay
Dr Barnes remarked that a considerable number of
flakes must be examined before it can be concluded
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With certainty that a particular type of implement
was present Mr Reid Molr’s collection appeared to
him to present all the characteristics which one would
expect to find in a Rroup of implements bclonj^in^ to

the Le Moustier culture

Mr Kennard said that palscontologlsts were firmly
convinced that the Boulder Clay was of late occur-
rence An examination of a continuous senes of
examples of the fauna exhibited no traces of the
variation between warm and cold types, which would
have been expected to occur if tlie theory of alter-

natinff warm and cold periods were correct Fauna
of the cold period were always last in the series

Mr H Bury said that the evidence broufjht forward
bv Mr Retd Moir made it necessary to raise the
question whether Chalky Boulder Clay \^as alwa\8,
and wherever ft occurred, of the same ago The
evidence from Hoxne was diametncallv opposed to

Mr Reid Moir’s results, and this, together with the
doubts which had been expressed as to the character
of the evidence obtained from Hoxne, made it desir-

able that the*borings on that site should bo repented

RECENT ENGLISH MARINE BIOLOGY
13 ECENT English papers on marine biological

research include one by Dr E C Jee on the
hydrography of the Enghsh Channel during the years

190^-17. This forms part i of the Fisheries Inves-
tigation Series 111 , the publication of which is now
resumed by the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries
Periodicities in the t^ysical properties of the Channel
water are discussed, and correlations between these

and the pilchard fishenes are apparently established
A most interesting ** Contribution to the ^antitative
Study of Plankton '* is published by Dr £ J Allen
m part 1 , vol xii , of the Journal of the Marine Bio-
lo^cal A^dation
Plankton mvestigations, in so far as they have been

quantitative, have been a series of approximations to

a complete determination of the number of organisms
of all kinds contained in a umt volume of sea-water
Hensen’s original method consisted in the use of a
net made of fine-meshed silk cloth which was lowered
in the sea and hauled to the surface Experiment and
calculation gave a coefficient for each net, from which
the area of cross-section of the column of water fil-

tered could be approximately determined It has been
found latterly that the greater number of microscopic
organisms in the water escaped through the meshes
of the cloth, and more refined filtering methods were
Introduced bv Lohmann

Finally, it was thought that by centrifuging small
quantities of water a complete enumeration of the
organisms present might become possible, and this

method did, indeed, largely increase the numbers in-

habiting unit volume of sea-water Whv it should not

enable the Investigator to determine all is not easy to

see, but it certainly under-cstimates them, as Dr
Ally's results show In his experiments small quan-
tities of water (lo c c ) were centrifuged and the con-
tained organisms counted. From four such trials a

mean of 14 4< per c c (or 14*450 organisms per litre)

was chtaii^ The same water sample was then

examined by Inoculating i cc in a sterilised sea-

water containing the culture solutions used by Allen

and Nelson for the study of marine diatoms The
Inotftilated medium so prepared was then distributed

Into seventy small flasks, each contolmng about ao c c.

of the liquid, and die latter were allowed to stand for

several weeks Tlte colonies (niainly Diatoms ^nd
Flagellates) growing in the flasks were then identjf-

fied tttd counted, giving an estimated number of at

least 464 orgaidsms per*&c (or 464,000 per litre)
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Even then it is evident that the result Is an undei>
estimate of the actual population of the water sample,
for the medium is apparently selective, and organisms
that appeared in the centrifuged samples ^d not grow
(and were therefore unrecorded) in tM cultures. Bac*
teria did grow, but were not identified and esti-

mated The rebult is therefore anotl^r, and closer,
approximation to a biological value which is of extra-
ordinary interest J J

THE RED COLOURING MATTER OF
PLiNT GALLS.

TOURING recent years our knowledge concerning
plant colouring matters has rapidly increased,

and quite a large number of pigments have been sub-
jected to careful and full investigation \ further
mterebtmg contribution to our knowledge in this field

of research is contained in a recent paper by Dr M
Nierenstem, in W'hich he deals with the colouring
matter of the “ red-pea gall ” (Trans Chem Soc ,

1919, cxv
, pp 1328^2) The galls that were

examined occur on the leaves of vanous Bntish oak-
troLs when galled bv Dryophanta dtvtsa, Adler

It has been generally assumed that the red colouring
m.itteis of these and similar galls belonged to the
anlhocvan class, and one of the objects of the in-

vestigation was to ascertain whether the anthocyan
assumed to be present was related to quercetin Bv
this means it was hoped to obtain some light upon
the relationship between the products present in the
normal plant and those pathologically prtxiured as
the result of the formation of the galls

The investigation resulted in the isolahon of a red
pigment, to which the name " dryophantin has been
given Dr Nierenstein concludes that this colouring
matter is not an anthocyan, but a diglucoside of pur-
purogallin (the first derivative of purpurogallin to be
found in Nature), and that, like gallotannin, it Is of
pathologic origin He is of the opinion that the
other so callpd anthocyans obtained from plant-galls

are in nil probability not anthoevan colours at all,

but related to “drvophantin *’ In view of this

he proposes to classify these red pigments under the
class-name “ gallorubrones ”

This paper is of considerable interest, particularly

if further investigation confirms the presence of pur-
purogallin derivatives as regular constituents of these
and other red galls Tn respect of the conclusion
implied as to the absence of pigments of the anthoevan
group, the present paper is not sufficient evidence of

such alisence, for the process wheiebv the colounng
matter has been isolated is such that there is a verv
considerable doubt whether manv anthoevan pigments
would survive the treatment

IONS AND IONISATION
'T'HE Farad^ Society, though a small body, is very
L active One of the most useful features of its

activitv the holding of general discussions on
matters of scientific and technical interest, and the
publication of these discussions in its Transactions
"The Present Position of the Theory of Ionisation in

Solution ** was the subject of a discussion held on
January 2t, 1919, and the report is now issued in the
form of a separate reprint (to 178, Faraday Society,

10 Essex Street, Strand, W C a, price las 6d ), thus
making it available to a larger public than the
memb^ of ^ society.

The discussion was opened by Dr Senter, who
briefly reviewed the position with regard to su^ out-
standing problems as the hydradon or ions, the devia-
tion of strong electrolyl^es from the mass-action law,
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And the chemical activity of tone and non-ionlacd
moleciUee respectively* Communications on these and
other topics were afterwards read and discussed,

amongst the contributors or those taking part in the

discussion being Arrhenius (the originator of the

theory), Acree, McBain, Bousneld, Sand, Partington,

Porter, Newbery, Lindemann, Philip, and J C.
Ghosh
Fundamental differences of opinion with regard to

the mam problems discussed were vciv marked The
evidence for the hvdratlon of ions is bv some held as

final, by others as having only a limited application,

and b\ >ct others as quite inconclusive Most attention

was given to the problem of the abnormality of strong
electrolytes At extreme dilutions these electrolytes

are regarded bv many as behaving normally, the

dissociation constant for uni-univalent electrolytes

being about 0*02, but owing to the magnitude of the

water correebon, and the difficulty of exactly fixing

the molar conductivity for infinite dilution, this result

must still be looked upon ns uncertain At ordinar>

dilutions the law has no application, and the most
promising explanation is that elaborated b> Dr J C
Ghosh, who proceeds on the assumption that the

strong electrolytes are practically completely ionised

in all dilute solutions, but that there is an electro*

static equilibrium between mdyile 10ns, which con-

tribute to the conduitivilv, etc ,
and inert ions, which

do not An electrical dllubon law is therefore sub-

stituted for the chemical masMction law in the case

of strong electrolytes For weak electrolytes this

electrical action would onK enter as a negligible dts

turbing factor of the mass-nctlon law The further

development of this idea ma^ be awaited with interc st

THE SPECIES CONCEPT AMONG FUNGI

I
N the Iransaitions of the British M>cologicnl

Society (vol vi
, part 11 ,

September, 1919) Mr
W B Bricrley protests against the practice of mjeo-

1^1sts In desrnbing as species the forms which arc

presented lo them in Nature or as Mthological

growths, especial !\ on cultivated plants The descrip-

tion of new fungal species is based on the assumptions

that the distinguishing characters are of a morpho-
logical nature, and that the essential specific characters

are constant and hereditarv and may be determined in

one specimen of one generation But the laborator>

and field experience of the experimentalist shows that

under chants in the environment the whole structure

and facies of the organism mav be transformed, while

under identical conditions there is considorahlo evidence

that the morphological variation of a particular fungus

is definite and constant The so^alled species of the

mvcologist IS comparable with the “ecad” of the cco-

logist, and is the resultant of the organism and its en-

vironment “ Ecads ” indistinguishable from each other

ma\ be produced from two distinct organisms inter-

acting with one and the same envu^nment, or with

two different en\ Ironments Two precisely sunilar fungi

growing on a potato and a decaying tree-stump respec-

rivelv may really be different ttiecies, though the

svstemabft mvcologist would consider them idenbeat

The true organism is a physiological equilibration, a
metabolic entity, the interocbon of which with the

environment results in the growth-form or "ecad ”

h follows that tbwftnorpholof^l species concept must
be given im in favour of thfe pnvriological species

concept The onh exact meoted of determining
species is hy means of quantitative data derived from
cwtural treatment under standardised physico-chemical

conditions, for iMt medud ^one reveals the phyete-
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logical condition of the organism The author sugc- >

gests that even the apparently stable forms of the
higher fungi, Agarics, Polypores, etc , are merely
“ecads,** am that two precisely similar fflorphologknl
enbties of, for instance, Agartcut melletu may con-
ceal totally different physiological constitutions wMdi
under other conditions of growth would diverge
charactenstirally

Mr Bnerley also attacks another concept of mycology,,
namely, the “ educability ’* of fungi, or the js^uctfon
by suitable treatment of permanent modilicatloas in
their biochemical, morphological, or other properties.
This concept is widely held by microbiolo^sts, but if

it implies a possibility of a change in the ^ysiologlcol
consbtution of an organism, it follows that with fuller

knowledge and improved technique a rapid change of
one species into another is p^sible Tlie author
affirms that the condition of knowledge and the avaU-
ahle evidence are not suth as to warrant an hypothesis
so subversive of the foundabons of biological science.
I he presumed mutations may be due to the presence
of mixed populations in supposed pure cultures, or
merely the expression of a developmental stage
previously unrecognised

,
further, no Of^anism In

which sexuality exists or is conceivable must he us^
unless its gametic constitution and genetic behaviour
under nil the conditions of the expenment are known

THE UPPER LIMIT OF UNPLEASANT
BEATS

TT is well known that Helmholtz traced all dls-
* cordant effects of two or more musical notes when
sounded together to the presence of beats occurring
between the pnme tones, between the prime of one
and an upper partial of the other, between the upper
parbals of each, or to beats occurring in some other
way Further, to produce the unpleasantness in ques-
tion the beats must lie between lertain limits of
frequency, which limits varv with the pitch in use

In this connection it is of interest to note that Mr
Narendranath Chatter^, of Chittagong, India, has
recently given a formula expressing the upper limiting
frequency for beats for w^hich the roughness vanishes
rhls formula he writes as follows

n N
Oj+ ft+P

(I)

where B is the number of beats per second for which
the roughness vanishes. N is the frequenc\ of the
lower of the two tones sounded simultaneously, n is

the number of the musical scale containing N and
beginning with per second as the fundamental of
the first scale (the octave of this being the funda-
mental of the next scale, and so nn), and, finally, t is

the Interval between N and the fundamental of the
scale in which it is contained
Thus N, n, and t are connected by the equation

N Mi 32 X 2*‘-l X I (2)

The results of the law compared well wiBi Mayer’s
experimental values, as shown in the following table

Frequtney N
of low tone

356

sw
1034

FreqM&cy B oTbssti wh«B
roofboonnniibn

Mayor'll vohioo

16
36

BilW oflaw

*7
a?

»33

u
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'SLEShAJii.Hhii AT HIGH ThMPfRAlUttl i>

AND PRESSURI-S
By thi- Hon Sir Cu\rlvs \ Parsons KCB

F R S ^

11

T he cnlories evoKed in the lombin ition of ^nphitc
and oxygen arc about 05 per tent less than thos

evolved in the combination of diamond and oxygen
indicating that graphite at ordinary temperature is, to

this extent, a stable state The bulk pressure which
has operate in some of the experiments would how
ever, seem to have been amply sufhcient to turn the
balance in favour of diamond instead of graphite
The uncertainty on the other hand is to tne rom
pressibilibes and specific he its of the allotropic forms
of carbon under high pressures and it high tempera
tures renders specul ition of little v ilue as to what may
occur at the melting point of carbon Ml wc know is

that up to the pressures and temperatures reuhed in

our experiments no mdu ition of a ch ingc from
graphite to di imond has be en produced Tn one
experiment very intense heating was applied for five

seconds but sufficient in imount to melt the graphite
core six times over the onh result being 1 slight

literAtion in the structure of the ^riphitc fhe bun r

in this experiment was calcined magnesia and the
hole in It was suporfici illy convirtecT to magnesium
carbide It appeared howevci, desirable further to
investigate the possibility of carbon losing its elec

tr’ical conductivity when approaching its melting
point as alleged by 1 udwig and others and of shunt
ing the current from itself on to the contiguous molten
livers of the insulating barner surrounding it I here
had been no indication of such x change having
occurred even momentarily it rather seemed that the
graphite core had been p irtmllv vaporised and con
densed in the cooler puts of the charge The expen
ment was repeated with rods of iron and tungst n
embedded in the core so that should the temperature
of volatilisation of the metals under a pressure of

15 000 atmospheres exceed that necessary to liquefy

carbon under the same pressure the presence of these
metals might produce a difTetent result No chmge
however, occurred
Sote “I he temper ituns it wluh c irbc n non incl

tungsten volatilise under i pressure of 15 000 atmo
sph^es are unknown but they cre probably much
higher than at atmospheric pressure

This experiment also tested iron as i solvent of

carbon and as i catalyst /rom diamond to gr q hite

under x pressure of zoo tons and showed thit under
this pressure that action was not reversed

Fig t shows the container arranged for treating
powders by resistance heating with or without the

addition of liquids or gists Iht eketru current is

convexcd from the container to the upper end of the
conductor by a layer of gr^hite whicti rests on the

charge und^ treatment The bottom end of the
conductor rests on or is spigoted into a cast-iron

block which rests on the bottom pole this block is

sometimes partially melted but can be easily renewed
The container is charged by first stemming mag

nesite powder by hand around the bottom pole^ieoe
and Mode, then the charge is placed on the top and
pressed to 5 tons per square inch, the top ram is

then removed, a hole mlled through the charge
and the conductor inserted Liquids if used, or
carbon dioxide snow may then he introduced, lastly,

a layer of graphite is placed on the top and the whde
to the desired pressure for the expermient

^ ^ l>itcoMrw drfwnrad u dw RoTbI ItMihttitioa on Junmrfts
flit
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In one experiment several pounds of carbon dioxide
snow were added to the charge, which consiated of
migncbu ind was so arranged that evaporation of
the heating carbon rod took place m an atmo^bere
of carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide under a
gisejus pressure of 4400 atmospheres the condensate
resulting bcinj, soft graphite X. pwards of two
hundn d chemical reactk ns arranged to d^iosit carbon
were tested under high pressure and central heating
After each experiment samples were taken from
wuus parts of the charge ind carefully analysed
for diamond the methods of the analyses generally
following those of Moissan and Crookes On the
whole there was no evidence that diamond had been
produced by iny of the chemical reactions some of
which \\fr< endothermir such as carborundum and
sfdium carbonate which produced a gre\ solid which
detonated when struck with i hammer and nearly

caused a serious accident In one experiment the
c h w IS olivine and w ater when molu n under
10 t n«i per squirt inch the pressure wis suddenly
remrv d ind artificial pumice was formed by the

expansion cf water vapour absorbed by the oUvinc
wlwn molten
H iving nearly reached the limits of steady pressure

obtainable m steel containers under a prtss experi

ments with imput pressures produced by steel bullets

were tned which produced much higher instantaneous
pressures than are obtainable m any die

A rifle 0303 m bore was arranged for with
standing a chaise of cordite 90 per cent in excess of

the Service charge The gun (tig 4) was fixed with
its murzle 6 in from a massive block of steel in

which a hole 0303 in in diameter had been drilled

to a depth somewhat greater than the length of the
bullet, and in alignment with the bore of the ^n,
cylindncml bullets of steel with a copper dnviM band
were chiefly used shorter than the bervioe bulwt and
about one half the weight The substance to be
compressed was placed either at the bottom of the
hole, when a eonlca) nosed buflet of imld sted was
used or over die mouth of the hole, when a cupped-
nosed bullet of tooUteel woa emplt^ed Nboat m
hundred expenments were made
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The bubitances tested included graphite, sugar*
carbon, bisulphide of carbon, oils, etc

,
graphite and

bodium nitrate, graphite and fulminate of mercury,
finely divided iron and fine carborundum, olivine and
graphite, etc After each shot the bullet and sur-

rounding steel were drilled out, and the chips and
entrained matter analysed Fig 5 shows the bullet

in the hole after finng
Several experiments were also made with a bridge

of arc-light carbon placed over the hole and raised

Munia or <303* flina

flC 4

to the limit of mcandesconce by an clettru current,

and the shot fired through It into the hole at the

moment the carbon commenced to vaporise, as ob-

served in a mirror from without Albo, an arc between

two carbons was arranged to play just over the hole

and the shot fired through it (Fig 6) The residues

were in all cases exccedin^y small, and there was no
evidence of any incipient transformation of carbon in

bulk into diamond that could be detected by analysis

The pressure on impact of a steel bullet fired into

0*1^5 in at the bottom The mild steel bullet was
deformed by the tapered hole, which greatly increased
the velocitv imparted to the nose Progrc^vely
increased cnar^ were used With the 90 oer cent
excess charM the block always spills on the nrst shot,
but this probably occurred after impact, and not until
the full instantaneous pressure ^d been exerted,
which was probably about 5000 tons per square inch,
or about equal to that at the centre of the earth

It would be interesting to repeat some of these
experiments on a larger scale With a proje^le of
6 m or 9 m in diameter and a velocity of 5000 foot-
seconds, the instantaneous pressure would be the
same, but its duration (which is proportional to the
linear dimensions) would be increased firom twenty*
to thirty fold It has been estimated that the nsc
in temperature due to adiabatic compression of In*
candescent carbon when subjected to aooo tons per

Fiu6.

square inch is of the order of about jooo® C , so that

actual melting of the carbon would probabl> ha\e
occurred when the shot was fired through the

incandescent carbon bridge

\nother experiment was arranged which would
ensure that carbon should be subjected to an extremely

high temperature concurrently with a high pressure ob-

tained by the rapid compression of the hottest possible

flame, that of acetylene and oxygen, with a slight

excess of the former to provide the carbon The
arrangement was as follows (Figs* 7 and 8) —A very

light piston made of tool-steel was carefully fitted

to the barrel of a gun of oq in bore, the piston was
flat m front, lightened out behind, and fitted with a
tupped copper gas-check ring, the cup facing forward

,

the total travel of the piston was 36 in To the

Fig. 5.

bv

elocoefficient of compressibility of steel ,
with a velocity

of 5000 foot-seconds it Is about 2000 tons per square

inch Measuremdhts made from a section through

the block and bullet (Fig 5) 'showed that the mean
retardation on the frontal face after the impact until It

had come to rest was about 600 tons per square Inch

Several experiments were made by subsbtutlng a
tungsten iteel bkMk hardened and tempered, and a
hole tapering gently from 0*303 in at the mouth to
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Fia 7

muzfle of the gun was fitted a prolongation of tho
barrel formed out of a massive steel block, the joint
hcing gastight, the ond of the bOrc in the block was
closed bv a 9crew*ed-in plug made of tempered lool-

steel, also with a gastight collar A small copper
pin projected from the centre of the plug to give a
record of the limit of travel of the piston. The fnin
was loaded with 2 drums of black sporting powder,
which amount had been calculated from preliminary
trials The barrel in front of the piston was fifled

with a mixture of acetylene and oxy^n It was esti-

mated that this mixture would ^qdode when the pjston
had travelled about half-way along the botm when
fired, the piston travelled to withm i in. of the
ai had been estimated, giving e total compretdon ratio
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of 388 to I As a result, it was found that the sur-

fares of the end plutf, the fore end of the piston, and
the circumference ot the bore up to } in from the

end of the pluj{ had been fused to a depth of about
OK>i in , and were glass-hard

,
the surface of the

o^yper pin had been vaporised, and the copper sprayed

over the face of the end plug and piston Ttk end plug,

which had been hardened and tempered to a straw
colour, showed sig^ns of compression, and the bore of

the block for | m from the plug was enlarged by
0*023 in in diameter, both indicating that a pressure

above loo tons per square inch had been reached A
little brown amorphous carbon was found in the

chamber, which was easily destroyed b\ boiling sul-

phunc acid and nitre There i^as no dinmorul residue

from this Considering the light weight of the piston

and the verv short duration of the exposure to heat,

the effects would indicate that a very abnormal tem-
perature had been reached, mnn\ times greater than
exists in the chambers of largt guns A caiculation

made by Mr Stanlov Cook, based upon the ratio of

compression and a final pressure of 15,000 atmo-
spheres, indicates that a temperature of between
15,250® and 17,700® C was reached, the exact

temperature depending upon the amount of dissocia-

Flu €

tion or combination existing betwc.en the elements at

the time

Calculation of the Temperature Reached on the

Compression of Acetylene and Oxygen Experiment

By SiAMLBY S Cook
The temperature reached may be estimated from

the final pressure, which the observed deformation of

the block and plug indicates to have been in the neigh-

bourhood of 100 tons per square inch But it must be
remembered that th^ is a cha^e of molecular
volume as a result of combustion Thus the mixture,
which as and 5(0) has 3^ molecular volumes,
would on combustion to 2CO, and H,0 have onlv

3 molecular volumes The final temperature deduced
from the pressure will therefore depend upon the
extent to wnich chemical combination has taken place

The original mixture being at atmospheric pressure

and at a temperature of 390® C absolute, a pressure of

xoo tons per square inch, after compression to i/s88th

of its orwlnal volume, would Indicate a temperature
of 15,350*^C If, however, complete combustion has
taken place, this pressure would correspond to a

temperature gmter In ratio of 3^ to 3, viz. to

C. The actual temperature must therefore

been aomeriilng between these two values
Let us for a moment consider the pressures and
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temperatures possible in Nature (in this I am in-
debted to kind assistance from Prof. Jeans) The
pressure at the centre of the earth is between 4000 and
10,000 tons per square inch, according to the \aria-
tion in density of the concentric layers
Emden has estimated the probable pressure at the

centre of the more massive component of the binary
star S Hercules to be 360,000,000 tons per square inch

\gnin, the densities of the brighter components
of certain binarv stars are estitn ued by Opik
to be ibout that of non, and if we assume that
their diametei is the same as that of the sun, that
each has an initial velocity in space not greater than
30 miles per second, and that they directly collide,

then, owing lo their mutual attraction, Jeans cal-

culates that their velocity will have increased to

450 miles per second, and that the pressures m the
centre as tlie\ strike and flatten would be of the order
of t,OCX),000,000 tons per square inch He also esti-

mates that the heat equivalent of the energy would
be sufliLient to vaporise the whole mass ion,000 times
over This immense pressure would be maintained
for man\ minutes, perhaps for half an hour

I^et us consider what is the greatest pressure that
can be produced artificially If the German gun
which bombarded Pans were loaded with a solid steel

projectile somewhat shorter and lighter than the one
actuallv used, a muzzle velocity of about 6000 foot-

seconds might be reached (manv years ago Sir
Andrew Noole had reached 5000 foot-seconds/, and
if It was fired into a tapered hole, as 1 have desenbed,
in a large block of steel, this would give the greatest
instantaneous pressure that can be produced artificiollv

so far as we at present know, viz about 7000 tons
per square inch it is onh about i/i5o,cxx>th part
of that possible bv the collision of the largest stars

As to the temperature and conditions of matter
under these intense pressures, extrapolation from
known data is valueless We have no knowledge of
the coefficients of compressibility of matter under
these conditions or of its specific fieat What mav be
the effect on the atom? ^nd will elements under
such conditions be transformed into others of higher
atomic weight?
Some of us mav recall that in t888 a lecturer,

after describing in this room the experiment in which
oxygen at atmospheric pressure was passed m close

contact with a platinum surface heated by the oxv-
hydrogen burner to nearly its melting point, and then
immedinteK ccxiled b\ contact in water, said

“In this experiment ozone is formed by the action
of a high temoerature, owing to the dissociation of
the oxygen molecules and their partial recombination
into the more complex molecules of ozone We mav
conceive it not imorobable that some of the clemcntnrv
bodies might be formed somewhat like the ozone in

the above experiment, but at very high temperatures,
by the collocation of certain dissociated constituents

and with the simultaneous absorption of heat “

It seems indeed probable that the centres of the
great stars and stars in collision may he the labora-

tories where the clenyents as thev gradually degenerate
are being continually regenerated Into others of higher
intrinsic energy, and where endothermic processes, such
as rile recombination of lead and helium into radium,
may be taking place, absorbing in this process an
energy 3,500,000 times that developed by the explosion
of an equal weight of T N T
The transformation of only a minute fraction of

the mass of two colliding stars would therefore be
amply sufficient to absorb the whole energy of their

collision

Emerson said many vears ago, “None but the
elements can themselves destroy ”
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UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

A0BK0KKN —Tht* honorary deforce of LL D is to
be conferred on Sir J C Bow, founder of the Bose
Research Institute, Calcutta, Prof VV Bulloch,

rlessor of bactenolofO'* I-»ondon Hospital
, Prof

Wifjht Duff, Armstrong <!^ollege, Ncwcaktle-upon-
Tyne, Sir Daniel Hall, Permanent Secretary to the
Hoard of Vgriculture, Mr J H Joans, secretary of
the Royal Soclet> , and Sir Robert Jones, lecturer on
orthopaedic surgerj, Liverpool University

(>ArT jAMKh \V Ix>w has been appointed aKsistnnt
in the natural history department. University College,
Dundee (University of St \ndrevis)

Applicaiions are Invited for the Radcliffe C rocker
travelling scholarship in dermatology at Lni\er8ity
ColUge Hospital Medical School inc scholarship Is

of the approximate value of 2S0I
, and tenable for one

vear Particulars are obtainable from the Dean,
X^niversltv College Hospital Medical School, Gower
Street, W C i

Thk next eleition—tht seventh -to Beit fellowships
for bcientific rewurch will take place on or about
July 15 next lh< latest lime for n*ceiving applica-
tions IS Apnl 19 Korms of application ana informa-
tion respecting the fellowships arc obtainable, by
letter, from the Rector, Imperial College of Sciente
and Technology, South Kensington

\ MOvxMKMr his been started to form a properlv
constituted Old Students' Xssociation at King's Col-
lege, London V i*ommittee has drawn up a provi-
sional constitution, and a general meeting has been
i ailed for March 4, at 6 p

m
,
at the coll^9^ It has

been possible to send notices of this meeting only to

those old students whose names are on the register,

but It IS booed that the meeting will be made wideh
known, and th it as man\ old students as possible will

be present

The first meeting of the International Federation
of UniversiU Women, which will include delegates
from the women's colleges throughout the world, will

meet in London m Juh next ITie tbairmen of the
International Federation are Dean Virginia Oilder-
sleevi, of Barnard Coihge, (’olumbia University,
IT S \ , and Prof Winifrid Cullis, of the I^ndon
(Royal Free Hospital) School of McdUine for Women,
I^mvcrsity of I^ndon

The Chadwuk trustees announce three public

lectures on “ Mllilar> H\giene in Peace and
War/’ b\ (len Sir John Goodwin, K C B

,

in tne lecture-room, Ro\al Society of Arts, John
Street, Vdelphi, W C 2, on Mondays, March 8, 15,

and 22, at 5 15 p m The titles of the lectures arc —
Army Hygiene prior to the Recent War, Army
Hygiene during the Recent War (Application of Us
Principles to Active Service Conditions), and The
Future of Armv Hygiene (Its Relation to the Hygiene
of the Civil Community) All information about
Chadwick public lectures mav be obtained from the

secretary, Mrs Aubrev Richardson, at the offices of

the Trust, 40 (6tb) Queen Anne's Chambers, West-
minster, SW I

The opening of the British Bureau of the Office

National des Universit6s «t Ecolet Fron^alses at

50 Russell Souare by M Lucien Polncard took place

on Monday, FAruary aj, in the presence of many dis-

tinguished university men o(both counties The bureau
is intended to serve as a university haison office between
the two countries, giving advice to Bntish students
w4m> nrnv adsh to study abroad or French students
seeking to pursue their studies In England, and so
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bnnging British and P'ranch universities Into deter

touch with one another M Pdneard, in declaring

the bureau open, said the work which would be done

in Russell ^uare would be of the greatest use, par-

ticularly to England and France He hoped the day
would come when all Englishmen would speak French
and all Frenchmen would speak English It was too

early, he thought, to say we were internationalists,

using the word in its better meaning We were rather

inter-Allies It was still necessary to struggle for

Livilisation He trusted that the Office National

would he a powerful factor in uniting England and
France in closer bonds and for working for the good
of humanity In the evening, M Millerand, the

Prime Minister of Prance, in the chair, a dinner given
bv the Groupc Inter-Umversitalre Franco-Brltannlque
w as held at the Connaught Rooftis in honour of

M Poincnr6 and to celebrate the formal opening of

the bureau Manv public men were present, and the

general trend of the soeethes dunng the evening was
to emphasise the possibilitv of this alliance of the

universities helping to cement the nlready established

union between France and England

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, pVbruary 12 —Sir J J Thomson,
president, in the chair -J V\ McBala and C S
Salaoa ("oltoidal electrolytes Soap solutionb and
their constitution P'or the first time a comprehen-
sive theory of soap solutions has been set up This
has led to a definition of colloidal clectr(N\ tes, a
class the members of which will probably prove more
numerous than acids and bases put together They
are salts in which one of the ions has been replaced

bv an ionic micelle The ionic micelle In the case

of soap exhibits an equivalent conductivity eoual to

th It of potassium ion, and double that of the pulmitate

ion which it has replaced Its formula may rcirre-

spond to (PO, w(H,0), but more probably it is

(NaP),(P'), where P' is the anion of the

fntt\ and in question In concentrated solutions

soaps ixist chiefly in colloidal form, together with
sodium or ootassium ion, oquivahnt to the ionic

micelle present, whereas in dilute solution both un-
dissociated and dissociated soaps are crystalloids of

simple molecular weight In mixtures of soaps the

tendency is to form more micell® Addition of electro-

lytes, however, exerts opposing influences, dehydr-iting

and driving bad< dissociation The conception of the

ionic micelle serves to explain the behaviour of solu-

tions of dvestuffs, indicators, and proteins \ modi-
hcation of the dew-point method is described, which
has enabled measurements of osmotic activity and
“molecular weight" to be carried out, free from the

uncertainties of interpretation of the results obtained

for colloids bv the osmometer method, and super-

seding the well-knowm but erroneous data of Krafft —
C C Farr and I") B Ma^tvd • The viscositv of

hulphur The results are discussed of a number of

experiments, under a great variety of conditions, on
the viscositv of sulphur with temperatures rising and
falling between 123® C and 278^ C The method
employed was that of rotating rvlinders, usufUlv with
a blfilar suspension A unifitar suspension wa#w
however, employed in the neighbourhood of the
of minimum viscosHv Great care was taken tti

secure that the sulphur had actually attalne^^^ tem-
perature Indicated bv the thermometer uilM Tfle

effects were observed of nrolonged heating, also tlw
effects of the absorption of gases, especkillv NH« and
SO, The relation of the viscosity to the aihoiint
of Insohible sulphur " present Is eonsldaf«d.^-C V
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Raws and B. BtMrli Kaufmann*b theory of the
Hnpact of the pianoforte hammer -Comdi T V
Baker and Prof L N <i FUon \ theorv of the
aecond order longitudinal spherical aberration fot a
•ymmetrical optical svstem The authors c4>tain <«

formula for the longitudinal bphencal aberration in
a symmetncal optical system of the type

Inhere Ax is the longitudinal spherical aberration on
the axis, f is the slope to the axis of the emergent
ray calculated bv Gauss’s mothoclf and \, B, F arc
poly/nnnials in the magnification of degrees 4, 3, and
6 respectively It is shovvn (i) that a fornnila of this
kind 18, on the average, superior in numerical
Bccuracv to the first tv^o terms of the usu.d seias of
aberrationb of buioessive order, and (2) that il re-

moves a number of difficulties Lonnoittd with ton-
vergenev whuh ociur in the mcthiKls at pic sent in

use In parltculnr, de\elopmenls in poi\trs of trigono-

metrical functions of the tiue milinitiun of the
emergent rav an shoi^ntobr uns itisf utoiv firtain
invannnt relations ire obtninid, ronnicting A, B, and
E in general, mil facilitating then tomputation
Formulae are found omhling the functions \, B, md
F to be calculated for a combination of lenses when
the corresponding functions for the mdnidual Unsis
are given, and a mcthiMl is indicated \\ be ^lb^ tin <on-
tnbution of en«h lens to the final image defects t in bt

rapidly traced —Prof J \\ hkhofson Tlx I.iitia!

vibrations of sharpiv pointed hais The paocr is n
sequel to one alr< ad\ oublishcd, which uosl fioni t

suf^gpstion as to the formation of siliceous deposits
on sponge spicules of a certain Bpe The piesent
paper deals with an exception il case, for which the
mccssarv nnnlvsis presents unusu t1 fnturos It is

that of I double rod each half of whicli is r ited

b\ rotation of the paraliola v=\a’ about the axis

of X The in fluent e of sharpness on the frequencies
and nodal positions of the notes is triced numencalK
after the general analysis It is shown that a limiting
frequenc\ and nodal oosition exist, so that the fre-

quenc) is a lower limit to those producible under
anv conditions of support \s the rod bt'tomes
sharper all its freouennes tend to this value, while
of the nodes one foi each freauenev tends to a definite

position, and nil the others to the extreme ends of

the rod The same conclusions appK to a single rod-RE SUde and F C T#v \ mw method of

socctrophotometr^ tn the visible and uUrn-\ioUt and
the absorotion of light b\ siUcr bromide \ new
method of measuring the absorution of light hv a

substante has been devised This method is indi-

pendent of the relation between densiu ancl exposure
of the photographic plate The following values of

the extinction coefficient of silver bromide at various
w^nvc-lengths have been determined

X k \ k

4So/*>‘ 270 4«>W‘ 2(XX1

440 M 410 300 ,, ^
2700

430 .. 600 380 „ 3800
420 „ 900 )70 „ ^TOO

4 T0 „ 13^ 360 6700

This extinction cocffirient is defined bv the formula

where I, and I, are the intensities of the light at
points d centimetres apart in the absorbing m^mm
It is estimated that the average error of anv of these
values is less than 3 per cent —Dr S Clujiaaa A
note on Dr Chree’s discussion of two iqagnetic
•torms,—Dr C, Chfts An explanation of the

on Dr, Chapman^s recent paper, “An Out-
line of a Theory of kugnetic Storms
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Liaaean Soctety, February s —Dr A- Snuth Wood-
ward, president, m the chair—Dr R Rugglea Oates

The cxistencu of two fundamentally different types of
characters in organtbms The expenmentalist point
of view regarding evcdulion, resulting from the work
jn mutation and Mendelism, is frankly antagonistK
to the views of palaeontologists, anatomists, ana others
who deal with orthogenesis and the inhcntance of
acc^uired chanictcis WhiU thc.*«c two factors bear
entirely different relations to evolutionary changes,
both arc neiessarv to n< count for evolution as it has
tiikcn place The conclusion is rcnihed that higher
organisms exhibit two contrast! d types of characters,

which diff<r fundamentalh (i) in their manner of
origin, (2) tn their relation to the structure of the
organism, (3) in their relation to such plwmomena as
tet apitul ition, adaptation, and inhenl'inie, and (4) in

their rol ition to geogiaphu dtstiibutiun To the first

categoiv bilong cell-charactej s, which arise as muta-
tions, arc represent* fl in <vorv icll of thi individual,

ind ate usuaMv inheriteti as distinct entities To the

second entegorv btlong organisnial characters, which
uise g[ adualK through impact of the enviionment or
through orlhogtnetii thangis, ni iv modifv onlv
localised poi lions of the liftMMh, and mav not be
incorporat* d in the germ f>l.i&m from the first

Zoalogical Society, February 10 —Pi of , K W
MarBride, vici -presidt nt, in the chair—II R Hogg
Som< Austrnliin Opthones Iho genern and species

described belongwl to lh( sub-01 ders Pnipatnus and
Lanntotes, tin P.ilpntores bt ing rcpresentixl bv the

gencia P mtcipsalis ind Macropsalis of the f imdv Phalan-
git«fa, and tin Lam iton s bv gcmri of 1 riienobunidar

iind I nasnonv! hida In tht case of thf Phalangiida?

the author hid Inen able to establish that long
mandibles wore a mail ind short niamlibles a female

iharactej - Dr C F Sonatag L'lrvnx and ceso-

ph igus of I loinmon macaqm, exhibiting sovei il un-

usual featun s R F Tumtr and T Watcritoii A
tevision of th( Iihneunionul gtneta 1 abium and
Poeiiloityptus

Physical Society, I ebru irv n -Piof i H Lecs,

pn'sident, m the ihui -Prof C H Lees Presi-

dential iuidress ITit ttmperature of the earth’s

interior In on iverage cubic centimitn of matter

within the eailh’s s»ubstoncc the* energy gonerah'd bv

radio-active matter is equivalent^ to the sum of the

following quantities (i) Heal uliiised in rise of

temjX'ratun
, (2) loss of heat bv condu< tion, etc.,

(3) change in gravitational energv, and (4) thermal

stress The onlv factor known with tertaintv is th*

loss bv conduction, which works out to an average

of 10 ergs per annum per i c The approximate

water equivalent of the material of the earth is o*8,

therefore a ris< of temperature of j® I requires

33,oo<i.ooo ergs Hence, if there was nothing to take

into account but the conduction loss, the temperature

would fall bv 1° in 33 million wars Tht^ discove^

of radio-activity, however, showed that near ^
earth’s surface the average amount of energv radio-

activelv generated is 1000 ergs per c t The quanti^

falls off rapidly as deeper rocks are reached The
present Lord Ravleigh suggests that the avera^ mav
be about 10 ergs—just sufficient to balance the heat

lost from the surface If we accept this theorv, we
have to deal with a steadv state, in which the tem-

perature neither rises nor falls and the calculation

of the temperature at points inside the mass is simple

The equilibrium theorv has been much criticised,

however, and it is necessary to consider other alterna-

tives '^erc are two possibilities Either the tern-

perature mav be rising, due to the radioenetgv ex-

ceeding the surface loft, or ft mav be falling if the

balance is the other wav The geological evi4ence
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renders the first continj{enc\ hif^hlv improbabh For
a nte of chaniite of temperature of 1® per million
vein* thi change in thermal encrg\ involved is ergs
per annum per c c w hilc the ch-ingc in gravitational
entrg> is 20 ergs per annum per c t Thcit quantities
enn be lumpra together and regarded as one bv
assuming the ivater ecpivalcnt of the earth s sub
stance to be 1 6 limes its actual value Thus neg
letting radio active effects the time token to cool
1° >vould be ^ 4 million vears insteid of 3 ^ million
as I ikulitfd TMthout taking gr ivitational tnergv into
account 1 rom the n lative vmounN of lead ind
urinium found in rocks it has been calculated that
the time which must have elapsed since the formition
of the crust is of the order of i 000 000 000 v ears
The temperature of solidification vl is

j
robabU ibout

I ^oo° C so e h i\ e the data necessarv to give the
present rate of cooling From this for any issump
tion regirding the actu tl distribution of radioactive
material the temperature at points within the o irth

can be determini d Sir \rthur Schaster The in

ffuonce of small t hinges of temoeriturc on atmo
spheric rt fraction The pape r 1 in inv< stig tion of
the possible deviation of the light from i stir near
the sun due to the temocrature chingcs in the atrno
sphere produced bv the passage of the moon s shadow
across the eirth during an eclipse It is shown that
while the actual disul icements from this cause varv
widolv for slight differences in the assumed conditions
thev are alwavs negligible small compand with the
effects observed at the last sc 1 ir those

Royal Meteorological Socletv htbruarv 18 Mr
R H Hooker president in the chiir

—

C I P Cave 1 he status of a Meteorological Office
and its reloti n t > the St itc and to the public (see

p 70^) M H Dlnea \tmospheric md terrestrial

ndiation The luthoi endeivouis to folk \v the flow

of ridiint cnergv other than solar both upw ird *nd
downwird across in\ hcn/cntal plant in the itmo
sphere Ccitim theoretical assumptions ar made to
render the c ih ulation possible and it is show n th ct the
curves that rc| resent the mt loss or ^iin if beet from
str ita at ditft n nt heights are all more or less of the

sam char liter whaltver possible values ire asenbed
to the cmissivitv of the various str eta It is feund
that over Furope the ur fiom the earth s surface up
to atiout 8 km is msing he at bv r idi ition ancl that
from S km tc 12 km it 1* gaining heat losing it

vgnin at mere than 12 km The v iliditv of the m
sumptions made is then discussed ind it is pointed out
that the numerical values agree well with those ob
tamed bv entire iv different me *>08 D Bnint Internal
friction in the itmosohcre Mhcn \ steadv statt of
motion 18 atsumed an\ portion of the atmosphere is

in equilibrium under the action of three forces th<

gradient of pressure the deflecting force at richt
angles to its motion and the frictional force The
first two of these are measurable and so the third
can be evaluated The paper gives a comparison of
the frictional force c ateulated in this m inner with
the values derived from i theoretical discussion of
turbulent motion \ new derivation of the solution
of the equations c f motion is given I m ide
of observatu na at the too and base of the Eiffel

Tower to derive the value of the coefficient of eddv
viscositv \n additional note shows that a solution
of the eouation of motion is possible in cases where
the loefficunt of ^4v conductivity vanes with
height

CAMnaiDOK
PUtoiaphtud Sbetety, February q—Mr C T R

\V itson president, in the chair —

T

W Aitaa The
mast spectra of ^e chemical elements By meant
of a soeclal arrangement of electric and mai’netic
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fields it IS found possible to bring positive rays of
definite mabs to n focus inderondent to some extent
of their velocitv so that the dispersion can be made
much greater than hitherto without loss of intentitv
In this way a mass spectrum is formed on whidi the
values of mass can be compared in favourable cases,
to an iccuracv of about one part in a thousand by
comparison with known reference lines such as
O (16) ( (12) etc In this way itmosphenc neon
lb definitely proved to consist of two isotopes of
mass 20 and 23 \rgon giveb a line cxictly at 40
ancl if It IS 1 mixed eUment the other constituents
must be present in verv small proportion Chlorine
j^ivcs a group of four lines cxactlv it 35 36 37 and
38 ind others from which good evidence can be
idduced that this element consists of at least two
isotopes Cl® (3O ind CW (^7) (36) and (38) being
the two torres| onding hvdrochlorie icids Mereoirv
IS also found to be a mixture of isotopes probablv
three in number their ni issos not vet being accurately
determined Ver\ interesting results arc yielded bv
helium and hvdrogen the former appears to be a
pure element of mass 4CX) but hvdrogen is verv

definitely heavier than unity (Os 16 H H, and
H ill ^ivc consititcnt v dues in approximate igrec

ment with that accepted bv chemists 1008 for

hvdrogen When due allowance has been made for

multiple ch irgts it is found that of more than fiftv

atomic and molecular masses so far determined
even one with the exception of the three hvdrogen
lines falK on i whole number within the error of
experiment —K Molta \n examination of Searle s

methcxl for detei mining the viscositv of verv viscous
liquids H \\ Rtehmond Note on the Diophantine
equition ** + x +v*+ *=0 — Prof H F Btksr
Mathematical notes (1) The stability of rotating
liquid ctlipsoics (2) the generil theorv of the
stnbihtv of rotatmi^ masses of liquid (3) the
St ibililv of periodic motions in general dynamics

,

(4) the mvariince of the louations of electro

dvmmics m the Maxwell and in the Einstein forms
^

(0 t prooertv of focal conics md of bicircular

quit tics (6) the Hart circle of a snherital triangle

(7) a proof of the theorem of a double six of lines bv
projection from four dimensions (8) a group of trans
formations of rectangular ixes (q) transformations
with an ibsolute quidric ind (lo) the reduction of
homographv tr movement in thice dimensions

£ DlNBl RCH
Royal Society of Edtabargh, lanuarv 12 —Prof F O

Bower president m the chair —i*rof W
The itomic space lattice in m ignetitc The question
cf the uniqueness of the determination by the \-ray
muhod was discussed It appears that the solution
IS probablv not uniciiM within the limits of accuracy
in obstrv ition —J Marahall \n unnoticed point in
the theory of Newton s nngs By consideration of the
passage of light waves through three media the author
discussed the considerations under which the centre
of the rings was a black spot or a bright spot Ihese
depend upon the relative refractive indices of the three
materials It wax shown that the reason why
Brewster obtained a bright soot at the centre with an
appearanceof interference nngxwas because the refrac-

tive indices of his materials were approxirnatelv in
geometrical progression — \ T Dsedssa R M Carey,

and R BaMwIn Theoretical determination of the
longitudinal seiches of lake Geneva The essential
feature of this caper was the develc^ment of a mathe
matical method (due to J Proudman) of auccessii^
approximations bv which the nodes of seiches in

liregular-ahaped basins can be c ilculated The method
was applied to the seiches of I ake Geneva with satta-
factorv results
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February a —Sir Geor^ A Berry, vice-president,
in the chair ---Dr C G Kaott and Miss Dallas

Magnetic strains in nickel-steel tubes The material
was the usual commercial nickel-steel with 263 per
cent of nickel The four tubes were cut down from
the same bar, being uU of equal length and equal width
and the bores were i, -J, J, ana i in in diameter
The changes in the length of each tube in various
fields were measured, as weie also the corresponding^
changes in volume of the bore of the material and
in the external form when the bores were plugged
so that the tubes were m appearance solid c\linders,
and from these measurements the values of the several
linear dilatations in these fields were calculated The
longitudinal dilatation was alwn>s positne, ittnining

a value of from ssxio"* to nearl\ ^xio-* m field

^00 The corresponding radml and tangential dilata-
tions were negntise, and ranged from - 13x10-* to
— 2 4XIO-* The results indicate that a spherical
element becomes ellipsoidal or spheioidnl, with the
longest axis along the i\is of the tube If the
effect IS to be cxplainH in terms of the orientation
of magnetic molecules, then these molecules tend to

set with their longer axes along the lines of magnetisa-
tion In former experiments with iron and steel the
longitudinal ditatation chmgod sign from oositne to
negative in fields of about 300 to 400 In nukel,
again, the longitudinal ddatntion was alwais negative
and about eight or ten times larger than in the case
of cither iron or steel In nickel steel the diLit ition

remained positive uo to the highest fields used (about
()oo), although in three of the tubes it p issed its maxi-
mum in field 400 or 3<x) So far as magnetic strains
are concerned, the small admixture of nickel docs not
impart to the alloy an\ nickel i haractenstic whatever
- -Prof W Peddle The adequaev of the Voung-
Helmholtr theory of colour-vision and colourblindness
Tnehromasv in normal eves is not now*^ theoietual, but
a proved fact Hering’s theon whuh is favoured
hv some Investigators, is, ns Helmholtz showed, also
a trichromatic theorv', and while both tan iccount for
the observed facts, the Young-Holmholtz theory is the
simplest that tan be formulated T^ack of retonni-
tion of Its nccuracv has been due to non-recognition
of the fact of normal tnehromasv , or to the en oneous
supposition that it is tied down to anv one*definite
view of the nature of the phvsical and phvsiological
actions concerned in vision , or to the equallv
erroneous supposition that il tan account for onlv one
parhcul.ir tvpe of colour-blindness with merely in-

dividual variations It can iccount for anv tv no that
is known, or for anv at ori^scnl unknown which
mav afterwards bv found to exist, provided onlv that
It arises from limitation of the at present known
normal conditions —Prof W Peddle Note on th«
quatemiomc sv^stem as the algilira of the relations of
phvsics and reintivitv The author showed that in nil

cases in w^hirh our observations are uoon directed
phenomena occurring in tridimensional space but
which are actually or mereh dest riotiveU to be re-

garded as infiiienced bv the existence of that space
in space of n higher order, the approonate algebra to
be used in their Invrestigation is that of Quaternions
with the addition of the svmbol of the space Involved

Paris

AcadsMy el Sdeacss, Februarv 2 —M Henri
Deslandrea in the chair —The president announced
the death of Tules Boulvm, correspondant ,of the
Academy—C MMnn and G Mlgneuc The de.

hydrogenation of the prlmarv and secondary aloohols
bv catalytic oxidation A general method of prepara-
tfon <of aldehydes and Intones Finely divided silver

dq>0ilte4 on asbestos was found to be the best
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c^atalyst, and the oxidation is carried out in stages,
only about half (he amount of air theoretically

required for the full reaction being employed in the
first stage The results for nine alcohols are givyen

,

the yields are high—62 per cent for formaldehyde and
70 to 95 per cent for the higher aldehydes --A
Osatkr normal irsonic m living tissues and
the traces of iodine found in air and w^aten* Some
necessary corrections —G \ Boukagsr An extia-
ordinarv tortoise, Te^tudo I overtdgn This tortouie

IS the first example of <t icptile in the adult state
without ribs, and is a unique cast of normal osteo-
Ivsis —M Chodat was elected i correspondant for

the section of botanv m succession to M Mauhault
elected non-rcsident nienibei, and M <b Nicolle a
t orrespondant in the section of medicine and surgorv

in suctt'^sion to the laic M I alpine L de Ptslonaii

\ congruence between Bernoulli’s numb^l^ - P Idrac

Studv of hovering flight in Upper Guinea —

M

Homlenx Mluvial strat t of the Lot in the ncigh-
bouthocxl of Fumcl - L Rrltlonln The continuous
spcitium of X-ravs —b Canac The deteimin ition

of the axt s of svninntrv of a cubic crvstal —

R

Abrard \ Mesohassic fauna of Sidi Moulcv Yakoub
(Western Morocco) F La Porte Atmospheric
observations it (ilvre bv me ms of free rubber balloons

ITie expdiinental results can be fairlv well repre-

sented bv Dines *s formula with a modified numeiical

constant, ^ whoie V is the asccnbiomi
( r 4* r

)

velocitv per minute, F the ascensional force, and P
the w eight of the env< lope in grams —L Embtrgtr

The evolution of the chondriomc in the vascular

Cr\ptogams L Daniel \nl.agonistic reactions and
role of the pad in gr iftixl plants — M Beawmoll
Experimental sexualitv in fungi, situated on the

tv’piral structure of the sexual plasma F Card

Division in Fuglena hmosa —G Andrd The invei-

ston of sa(chaios< in the juice of the orange - F
Hironard Double monsters of the scvphistomt —C
Gassard Pvocvnnoid batiUi

BOOKS RECEIVED
Th< Topoginphu il \natomv of the Limbs of llie

Horsf Hv Di O C Bradiov Pp xi+172 (Edin-

burgh W’^ Green and Son, I td )

HairnsworthN L niversal Em>cIopedM No i

Pp. XIX +128 (London The \mafganiated Press,

I td ) IV 3d
Index of Eionomic Matenal in Docunn nts of the

States of the Unitixl Slates Pennsjivama, 1790-

ic)04 Part i Bv \ R Hasse Pp 810 (Washing-

ton Carnegie Institution of Washington )

Index to I S Documents rcl iting to Foreign

Mfairs 1828 i8fii In three parts Part 11 By
\ R Hasse Pp ros-ij3i (Washington Car-

neme Institution of Washington)
British lournal Photographic Almanac and Photo-

grapher’s Dailv Comonmon, 1920 Fditrd bv G E
Brown Pp 012 (London H Greenwood and Co

,

Ltd ) IS bd net

\ Field and I^boratorv Guide in Phvsical Nature-

Slwlv Bv Prof E R Downing Pp 109 (Chicaeo
University of Chicago Press, Tendon Cambridge
University Press ) t dollar net

Pnictical Pharmacologv For the Use of Students

of Medicine Bv Prof W E Dixon Pp viii+88
(Cambridge At the University Press ) 75 fid net

Chemistrj' for Textile Students Bv B North
Assisted bv N Bland Pp vhi+37q (Cambridge*
\t the Universitv Press ) 30s net

An Introduction to the Study of Cytology Bv
Prof. L. Doncaster Pp xiv+aSo+xxlv (Cam-
bridge At the Universltv Press ) 21s. net
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DIARY OF SOCIETIES.
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ftovAi. IwmTVTioN or OiBAT Bmtaim, at R. Smith lUtutra

tkiRB of Ancitnt Orook and Roman Ufi In Uw nrltbh
Riital Socibtv, at 4 3a— Pm^frt U f RtcfaardBoo Soma

MttaAuritnmti of Atmoinbenc Turbulancc*—V 0» Pnffiold JT H
thurnham, and A A Darb Tba Prauure upon tha Pol«» of MatajiK
ArrSf iDcludma AUc>ya and CompMStc Atxa.—J H H^a Tm
VucouticA and CoinpraHlUUtiaa of Uquida at High Praaapra*-
A KuimII Th« Capacity UwfBcWtita of Spfarrical CoadactW* —
C. CuthbariHon and Maada Cuibbartiion *1 ha RefiracthMi and Dmardon
Of Carboik Dioxide. Carbon Monoxide, and Methane.'-*A. A Cmftth
1 he Phrnomtna of Rpptere and Flow In Solida

iNffrtTUTioH or El rcntiCAL EicoiMaicaii, KdM roue Socirrv^ and Rovat
SoentTT OP MmiciNB (Elactro-Thcrapeutic«Sectu>n)(5t Royal Society
of Medicine), at 5 and fl 15 (lolat DuemMton on Electrical Apparatuain
relation to X rayii)L—Dr R Morton The Efflcicticv of Hiin Tanaton
Tnnufomian ae need for X rrnv Ptirpcnai —Major C £ S Phillipi The
PrableiiHof iDtermptcdand FlacteatingCitfTenl* —R S Wright High
Tcmuoii limonfermen

Cold Storaok and lea A^eociATioH (at Royal Society of Aru), at 5
—

H J Deane The DeretopBcnt of the Cold Storage of the Fort of
London Authority

Rovai Collri a op PHVaiciANr, at s —T>r A CaatrlUm The Higher
In relation to Human PaiWotoity (Milroy licclara).

Royal iNcriiura ov Puaiic Hkaith at 5 —Dr W E. C Dickaon
Soaie Patholoptcal AuectK of luberculova.

CoNCKlTF iNsriTUTii (at Vanxhall Dridiie Road), at 7 ja—E K W
Orimehaw Reinforced Concrete hence* and Peetii.

Society up Amtk/uakibs, at 8 30

FRIDAY^ FrnauAev 17
Rovai Sociaiv op Mbdicimk (Stad> of Diaeaea in Children Scettou),
at 4,30 —Dr MtUanby and Othem DiacuaMon on The liiflaoiK.e of
Acomory Food Facton (Vitiunine) In Infant Foediog

Physical Vicii TV, at ^ —

1

hmiih TbenalanclnK of Eirore —Or N W
Mclochlan The leRting of IlarK of Magnet Steel —O D WeU
The Forces Acting on Heated Metal hoil Snrteoea In RareAed (3aa*s«—
Min N Hoaali r xhibit of Models of Crystalb

iMETiTUiioH OP MacHANiLAi h NriNEicas (Informal MoetlngX ot 7 —
F W C Dean and Other* Di^cu^mon on The EducatHMi of the 1 nvineer

JCKloa iNsTiiuTiOH UP Enc iNKPBs At 7 30 —K H Kenyon Defects
foaad on Inaiieciicn of Builen

WitSLpvi Soctinv OP Lonixin (at Koral Society of ArisX at 8

—

A* A (^mpbell Swmtnn Some Wtrcle*! wonders(PreMdenttalAddreae)
Rovai Sucu-iv op Mbuicinp (Kptdcmiology and Siatc Mcdittne Section),

at 8 3p—Pr M Young An Investigation into the Penod'citv of Epi
demiCM ofWhooping Cough from 187010 1910by meansof the Penodogram

Royal Inshtutjun OP OeiCAT HerrAlN, at p-W H Hardy Problems
of Lubrication

SATURDAY, FBHRUAiiy aS,

Royal Institution op (fRSAr Britain, at 3.—Sir J J Ibomson
Positive Rayi.

MONDAY, Mar^m I

InanTUiB op Chpmisilv qp (ihPAT Britain and Ixki and, 01430 —
Aononl Cteiieral Meeting

Roval Insiitution op GaaAr Britain
Society op Enuinrers (at Oeolngtcal Society), at sya

at 5.—Greneral Mcetin|^
H

Cdnningluim Some Bngineenng Work done by the ayyth Railway Coy
(R E )!& France and Belgium during the War

iNrrmrriON op Ei PcraU ai FNaiNRaesflnformAl Meeting) (at CHurtcred
Infttttnte of Patent Agents), nt 7 - K R Dickinion Tba Future of
Labour in the Engineering Indiutry

Rovai iNsiiTina op Hritish Aarnnaers, at 8.—H Awttn HaO
The Planning of American Dmrfmenial Siore*

Roval Socibiv op Anis et 8-*C F Crem Racent ReMarUiea m
the CeUiilose fndiuttry (Ounor Lecture)

Society op Chpmicai iHDutTav and Panadav Soamr fat Chamtcal
Society), at 6 —Dr T M I owry and F C Hemminga (1) 1 He Oking
of Sails and Other Crystalline hub*taacea. (a) Tbe Setting of Dental
Oment*. *

Roval Gbooraphical Stxnarv (at Axdun Hall), at 8 ya— Lt £ W P
Chinnery The Opemi g of New 1 emtoriee in Pi^a

Medical Sotiety up London, at q.—Dr H K Spencer Tumour*
comple ating Pregnancy, Labour, and tba Poarpertum (Latteoadan
Lectured

TUESDAY Uaxch e.

Royal Institution op Great Britain, at 3.—Prof A Keith Briush
Ethnology—The Invaders of Rogland.

Roval Unii ed bEMvicE iNRTittmoN, at y.—AonlverMiry Meeting
Royal Society or Aa-te<Cotoraal Secuon>,at 4.30.—O ( Scott BUiot
Irade Routot for the Empire in Africa

Rovai Collras op PhvhiciaYN, at 3 —Dr A Qa*cellani The liigber
Fungl in ralation to Human Pathe)o»(MUrw Laeter^

Royal PHorooBAPHic Society op Great B^etTAiN (Lantern MccUngX
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Knowledge and Understanding.

Science and Life Aberdeen Addresses By Prof

Frederick Soddy Pp xin- 229 (London

John Murray, 1920 )
Price lo^ fd net

Hear, Land of Cakes and brither Scots,

Frae Maidenkirk to Johnny Groat’s,
If there’s a hole in a* vour coats,

I rede ye tent it

,

\ (hiel's amang ye takin’ notes,

And, faith, he’ll prent it

PROF SODDY, who has recently removed

from the chair of chemistry m the University

of Aberdeen to the newly creat^ Lee’s professor-

ship of inorganic and physical chemistry in the

University of Oxford, is well known throughout

the scientific world by reason of his work in con-

nection with the subject of radio-activity, to which

he has made very important contributions. But

It was not suspected, at least generally, that from

his northern post of observation he was finding

so many holes in the coats of the inhabitants of

that part especially, and of the institutions of the

country generally, and that he would “ prent it
”

Yet here is a volume which bears as sub-title ‘

"Aberdeen Addresses,” the delivery of i^hich

must have caused many of his “unto* guid ”

neighbours to sit up and perhaps funeusetneni h
penser But, as the old clerk in “ Silas Mamer ”

said. "Where's the use o' talking? You can’t

think what goes on in a cute man’s inside
”

We must all agree with the author in the view
that “the times seem to call for outspokenness,
if one has anything to say, rather than persuasive

propagandism and time-serving compromise. It

may be recalled that scientific men have, for

nearly a century, pomted out the dangers to the

nation of the traditional school and univetsity

training, disastrous cspectany in that it embraces
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even those who arc to be its rulers and states-

men ” So Prof Soddy has spoken out with a

voice which is bound to be heard even by those

who, having no ears to hear, or understanding to

learn, cannot help catching the echoes of this new

trumpet-call

ihe essays may be broadly divided into two

groups, of which one contains an exposition of

ihe marvellous disclosures concerning the physical

constitution of matter which have absorbed the

concentrated attention of so many physiasts

during the last twenty years, while the second

group, addressed to various audiences, shows

the faring of modern scientific discovery on the

philosophies hitherto prevalent

Let us glance first at the former set of essays*

For nearly a century the atomic theory of Newton
and Dalton had been accepted by chemists as the

almost undisputed basis of their theoretical con-
*

I eptions, and for all ordinary chemical pheno

mena the atom is still the fundamental unit of

mass Views as to the nature of the atom and its
%

constitution now assume a different form It is

as though an observer, looking along a street,

having formerly supposed each house to consist of

I

a solid mass of bricks, now finds out that each

contains many chambers and inhabitants capable

of moving about Ihis knowledge has been

obtained in two ways By bombardment the con-

stituent materials and inhabitants have been dis-

tributed in various directions, and m a strange,

unaccountable way the inhabitants of cert^
houses escape from them carrying away portiohs

of the fabric, which is thus gradually led to tumble
down The metaphor can be carried no farther^

but is sufficient to remind the reader of the com
ceptions gradually Introduced as the result m
experimental work carried on first by CrookA
ard later especially by Sir Joseph Thomson, •

and, 00 the other band, by the discoveries of

B
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Mecquerel and the Curies in connection with radio-
j

activity. '

Prof. Soddy has been associated with research

OD radio-activity since 1901, when, in Sir Ernest

Rutherford’s laboratory in Montreal, he joined in

framing* the idea which attributes radio-active

change to the spontaneous disintegration of the

Atom Later, in con)unction with Ramsay, he

proved that the o-pariiclcs escaping from radium

are electrified atoms of helium In 1913 he also

traced, simultaneously with other observers, the

nature of the sucrcssive changes m radio-active

matter which ultimately lesid to the production of

noD-radio-active elements, of which the best-

known case IS lead Phe whole story is told in

a condensed form in several of the essays in this

volume, and it could not be told better Those

who arc interested m such siibjeits should obtain

the book and read it

Turning, now, to the remainder of the contents

of this volume, so many questions are touched

on of which mmy would be regarded as debatable

that it seems probable that renders will be divided

into two camps, those who would cordially

approve and support the views set forth, and

those, chiefly the orthodox, who would deeply

resent the attitude and conclusions of the writer

The first article, entitled ‘‘ Science and Life,” deals

with the influence which scientific discovery has

exercised on the conditions of modern life, seen

from various points of view, and c'ontains little that

IS scnously controversial There are, of course,

passages which seem a little ovcr-cnthusiastic -

e g. the statement that, **if not yet, some time in

the future, the synthesis of food from the material

constituents and any form of available energy will

probably become possible ”—but the review given

of the sources of energy in Nature is useful as

popular instruction The author’s remarks on the

relations of brains, labour, and capital seem
lather lo belong to the views likely to find ex-

pression at the meetings of a young men’s debat-

ing society, though it is certainly true that ^the

exploiters of the wealth of the world are not its

creators/' and is likely to remain so until human
nature undergoes a profound change A similar

remark might be made on the question which
occurs iq the second article : Physical force, the

slave of science, is it to be the master or the

servant of man? ”

Of course, Prof Soddy has a good deal to say
on the subject of education He is an experienced
and distingui^iod teacher, but in one direction be
Heems to bverlook the necessity for clearly differ-

entiating the kind of general education which
must necessarily be provided wholesale for the
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great majority, and that which should be adapted

to the exceptional youth, the genius, that tora

aou for whom is wanted more in the shape of

opportunity than in direct instruction along hnes

which may or may not be useful to him* The

great difficulty in regard to this kind of student ^

is to recognise his qualities early enough In con-

nection with the continued appropriation of more

than their due share of scholarships, emoluments,

and facilities of all kinds by the authorities and

powers which claim to represent humanist interests

at the schools and universities, everyone con-

cerned with such matters remembers Prof

Soddy ’s criticism of the action of the executive

committee of the Carnegie Trust for the Universi-

ties of Scotland in January, 1918, and the inade-

quate reply thereto The whole of the relevant

papers .ire added to this volume m a series of

appendices A, D, and C
Many people will find the lecture given to the

Aberdeen University Chnstian Union on “ Matter,

Energy, Consciousness, and Spirit ” among the

most startling of the utterances contained in this

book There .ire still many serious religious

persons who find the almost universal abandon^

ment of the Mosaic account of Creation and of so

many of the Hebrew legends disturbing to the

whole of their Christian faith and subversive of

all religion But the religious leader may get

some comfort from this chapter it he will read U
thoughtfully and with prejudice discarded as

much as possible Truth in the realm of science

is of a quality and nature quite its own, and the

man of science who frames a hypothesis does so

m the knowledge that, while it responds to every

test applied to it up to that moment, it may be
modified by further discovery or absorbed into

and covered by a theory of a more comprehensive

character The continuous advance of knowledge
proves, hoivever, that the foundations have be^'
well and truly laid “The scientific man seej^ ^

truth as a continually developing revelation, and
he changes his outlook on the world according

as It unfolds itself before his eyes. The priest

teaches that in some remote period of the world
God Himself revealed Truth once and for all

time, and his profession is to guard it against all

comers 1 do not believe that the soul, any more
than the mind, can stagnate It xAust grow or

decay. Chnstiamty cannot be crystallised into a
creed binding for all time, and least of all into

a creed dating back to the century that preceded
the relapse of Europe into intellectual barbarism
The world changes and has changed in the last

hundred years out of all recognition oo^
account of the new revelations of science, though
these have come about by a process the reverse
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of supernatural They constitute an essential

part of the whole truths be our relig‘iou<; convic

tions what they may
And there we must leave this interesting volume

to the judgment of the many readers who will

certainly be attracted by its contentsWAT
A Natural History of the Feelings

The Bntixh Journal of Psychology Mon graph

Supplements No vt Pleasure—Lt pleawe
An Experimental hvestigation cn the heeling

EUments By Dr A Wohlgemuth Pp vii +
353 (Cambridge At the UnivcrMty I ess

1919 ) Price J45 net

WHAT the psychologists of the Wurzburg
school h ive so largely done f 'ir the

thought processes Dr Wohlgem Jih has here

attempted for the feeling elements of the mind

The investigation consists essentially of i lengthy

series of introspections on the affective states pro

duced by V irious sensory stimuli given singly or

in combination—carried out by four trained

observers under strictly experimental conditions

the data thus obtained being submitted to a

detailed consideration and analysis md cventualiv

summarised and expressed in seventy seven rules

Ihese rules the luthor maintains may be re

garded as a first step towards the building up of

a natural history of the feeling elements—a task

which should precede any systematic attempt at

theorisation or at the application of the psycho

logy of feeling to practical life

A novelty in the presentation as regirds work

of this kind consists of the fact that the data

from which the conclusions are drawn (t e the

protocols of the observers) are recorded m full

occupying the largest portion of the book (137

closely printed pages) references in the margin

indicating passages m the protocols from which

the subsequently stated conclusions have been

Jriwn From the purely scientific point of view

this procedure has everything to recommend it

There exist no well recognised and trustworthy

methods of summarising introspective data such

as there arc, for instance in the case of purely

quantitative results, and the presentation of the

complete material enables the reader and critic

to control at each step the author s conclusions

or to draw new and independent conclusions of

his own, in a way that would not otherwise be

possible The opportunity of studying the

observers* gradually increasing power of analysing

and describing the fleeting ^ective contents of

the mind should, moreover, be welcome to all who
are intetested in the possibilities of the modern
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method of exact introspection in psychology On
the other hand the inclusion of the full data has

increased by not a little the size (and doubtless

also the cost) of the present work
It IS impossible to summarise adequately the

weilth of conclusions arrived at from the study

of the protocols A very few only of th^ more
silicnt points cm be mcnticncd here The
observeis find tint the feeling elements are not

attributes or fun tions of sensations or other cog-

nitive processes but a separate class of conscious

prt cesses Although gencr illy closely dependent
upoi the cognitive and tonative processes to

which they belong they often show a certain inde

pendence ind del chment The feeling elements

possess two qu ihties onl} pleasure ind un
pleasure this result supporting the more common
V ew is against the multi dimensional theories

1 K need by Wundt and certain others Un-
plcasure must be clearly distinguished from pain

which IS not a feeling but i sensation—“a sensa

tion of a definite modality whose feeling tone is

mostly unpleasant but which may be neutral or

sometimes even pleasant

As regards the much disputed question con-

cerning the possibility of the co existence in con
sciousness of distinct feeling-elements some
f urlv stro g evidence is brought in favour of

such CO existence the co existing feelings being

cither of the same quality (* e both pleasant or

unpleasant) or of different qualities (t e one
pleasant the other unpleasant) There are how
ever important individual differences in the ease
and frequency with which such co existence can
be observed

A further disputed question—that of the local

isability of the feelings—is also answered in the

affirmative, the localisation of feelings being

closely dependent on the observer s power of

objectifying the feelings in question In this con
ncction it IS interesting to observe that *the

behaviour of feeling elements is inverse to that of

sensations in this way that whilst sensations of

the auditory and visual senses are more readily

objectified than those of other senses, the feding-

elemeots when belonging to the former are less

readily objectified and localised than when they

belong to the latter

An important difference between feeling and
sensation was found in the fact that * there u
nothing on the affective side of consciousness to

correspond with the memory image on the cog-
nitive side The memory of a past feeling dement
IS merely knowledge—1 e soldy cognition The
affective experience attaching to an ekphortd

[1 e recalled] cognitive expenenceisa new feebn^
element, a new pleasure or a new unpleaaure ”
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Another difficult point on which much light is

thrown concerns the influence of attention upon
feeling At first individual differences were dis-

covered which corresponded to the opposing views

that have been held on this subject It was found,

however, that these differences resulted merely

from a difference of attitude “If a feeling-

elemeAt is attended to as belonging to a cognitive

content or as part of a situation or complex, it is

intensified and becomes clearer, but if an attempt

be made to focus the attention upon it to the

exclusion of its cognitive concomitant, the feeling*

clement is destroyed “ On the other hand, the

feehng-element is also destroyed, or at least weak-

ened, if attention is directed exclusively to the

purely cognitive aspects of an experience

Many of these results and of the others which
we have no room to mention here have a practical

as well as a theoretical interest, and the author

antki^ates that, as a result of the further study

of Am feelings, we shall be able to formulate

candAs m order to increase pleasure and reduce

unpleasure, to evolve, in fact, a normative saence
of kalobiotics

The book contains little or no theory, confining

itself almost entirely to an elaborate statement

and discussion of the experimental results As
such It makes, perhaps, a greater demand on the

reader’s powers of corcentration and endurance

thap IS the case with most of the works that have
hitherto appeared on this subject Nevertheless,

it constitutes fairly certainly the most complete

and satisfactory study of feeling from its own
point of view, and is one of the most important

existing scientific contributions to this aspect of

psychology

* I *

Radiological Diagnosia of Disease.

Eadto-Dtagnosts of Pleuro^Pulmonary Affections

By F Barjon Translated by Dr, James A
Honeij. Pp XIX + 183 (New Haven . Yale Uni-

vefsity Press, London Humphrey Milford,

Oxford University Press, 1918,) Price los, 6d.

net

THl£ author points out that the perfecting of

the instruments used in radiological exam-
inations has changed a process regarded at first as

a mere curiosity into a useful scientific and practi-

cal mdtbod Radiology has gradually extended its

province m an extraordinary manner It has

entered the physiological aid pathological study

of all the impartant organs In lesions of the lungs

and pleura the radiologist can determine the topo-

graph} of \ht trouble in a manner aptly called by

Claude Bernard “a hving autopsy ” No other

method of exploration demonstrates so clearly and
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Simply the functions of the heart and lungs. It

shows, without the cardiograph, the pulsatltms of

the auricles and ventricles and the aorta If esti-

mates, without the spirometer, the respiratory

value of the lungs, and shows the movements of

the diaphragm, the intercostal spaces, and the

displacement of the mediastinum in inspiration and
expiration

The author shows that the radiological method
should not be used alone, but always in conjunc-

tion with other methods *‘The radiologist must
be a physician The interpretation of X-ray

results demands a very accurate knowledge of

anatomy, physiology, and pathology ” ICon-

versely, it is well also for the physician to be, in

a less degree, a radiologist

The book contains a very full and complete

account of the radiological appearances of the dis-

eases of the lungs and pleura, with many valuable

hints to help the observer from falling into errors

of diagnosis The subject of pulmonary tuber-

culosis IS discussed in full detail The perusal of

this section leaves no room for doubt as to the

extreme importance of the X-ray method in the

diagnosis of this disease Even in the early stages

the exact position of the lesioA is clearly shown,

and its extent revealed The progress of treat-

ment, also, can be followed, m successful cases

the gradual clearing of the affected portions of the

lungs can be studied

The last part of the book deals with penetrating

wounds of the thorax by war projectiles It shows

how the nature of the projectile is to be recognised,

how Its exact situation within the thorax is to be

localised, and how the radiologist may aid in

deciding whether operative interference 1$ advis-

able 6r urgently needed

The book is pnntcd in good type, and profusely

illustrated by diagrams in the text and by half-

tone reproductions of X-ray prints and negative^

tn plates printed on art paper,

The Manufketure of Artificial Fertilisers.

Mining and Manufacture of FertUtsing Materials,

and their Relation to 5otZs, By Strauss L
Lloyd Pp VI -I- 153 {New York* D. Van
Nostrand Co , London * Crosby Lockwood and

Son, X919.) Price 95 net

There is at present no good hook 10 English

on the manufacture of artificial fertilisers,

but there is ample room for one* Mr. Lloyd does

not quite supply the need He evidently knows
something about the mining and working of

Florida phosphate rock and the making of Super-

phosphate, but instead of giving a dear^'detcrl;^

tion of all this, illustrated by diagrams, be ooctipRS
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valuable space with an account of soils and sod
analysis which the reader could far better obtain

elsewhere. Yet there is scarcely a more vital in-

dustry at the present time than the manufacture

of artificial fertdisers, nor is its importance likely

to dimmish
The best chapters are the two on pebble phos-

phate and on hard-rock phosphate The Florida

phosphates are usually classified into four groups
hard rock, soft rock, land pebble, and river pebble,

all of which occur m the Eocene and more recent

formations Of these the hard rock is the purest,

containing phosphate equivalent to 80-85 per cent

of dicalcic phosphate, the land pebble contains

somewhat loss, while for the soft rock and ri\er

pebble the corresponding figures are about 55 to

68 per cent The method of working is fairly

well described The remaining chapters, however,

are not so good More information might have
been given about the mechanical dons and other

contrivances used in the manufacture of super-

phosphate Scarcely anything is s.ud about the

manufacture of mixed manures, although this is

one of the largest branches of the business Ihe

chapter on the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen is

some vears out of dale , no mention is maiU ol the

Haber or the Ostwald process, the old \iew, now
given up elsewhere, is still put forward, that

cyanamide ihanges to “dicvanamide ** (dicynno-

diamide) and then to ammonia bv bacterial action

Should a second edition be called for, the author

would be well advised to omit the chapters on soil

and the science of manuring It might also be

wise to ask a chemist to read the proofs in view

of his gibe about treatises on agncultural analysis

with methods which the student “would have to

unlearn if he entered a fertiliser faeforv
,
where he

would have to analyse manures against chemists

of some reputation ” The reader would thus be

spared some interesting specimens of t hemistry

which we hope are not typical of the new chem-
istry given in American fertiliser factories m place

of the unlearned college work, such as —
"The sodium chloride decomposed bv the free

phosphoric acid caused the bags to burst in transit,

for there is no substance which rots bags like free

chlorine and fluorine— -two elements given off when
nitrate and damp stiperphosphale are mixed ”

E J Russfil

Our Bookshelf.

Telephony vnthout Wires By Philip R Courscy
Pp xix4‘4i4 (London TTie Wireless Press,
Ltd

, 1919.) Price 155 net.

This book gives a fairly coovpiete account of the
practical ^elopment of radio-telephony Accu-
rate descriptions are given of very many types -of
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apparatus Ihc book, therefore, is more useful

for reference than for learning the principles of

the art Little space is devoted to theoretical con-

siderations, but the author mentions some of the

difficulties encountered, and indicates possible lines

of advance The bibliography is very complete,

some 700 references being given to original papers
on the subject

hrom the commercial point of view, radio-

telephony IS not very attractive at present, as its

applications are mainly confined to those cases

where the ordinary telephone service cannot be
used It is possible by using very costly apparatus
to telephone on land over thousands of miles For
instance, New York and San Francisco were put
in telephonic communication in November, 1917,
although the distance is 3400 miles The experi-

ment was successful, but it did not prove the

commcrdal fcasibilitv of such a long-distance

service, as the value of the apparatus in use when
talking was 400,000/

Radio-telephony was \er} useful in the Kiier

months of the war, as communication was estab-

lished by Its use not only between aeroplanes and
the earth, but also directly between aeroplanes It

has also proved useful in establishing communica-
tion between moving trains and the ordinary fixed

telephone s) stems During the last few years
the rapid development of radio-telephony has been
mainlv due to the researches of the physicist and
the mathematician The problems it furnishes

are of absc rbmg interest, and it is rapidly widen-
ing our knowledge of the laws of Nature

Scientific Method Its Philosophy and Us Practice
By F W Westaway New ^ition Pp xxi-h

426 (London Blackie and Son, Ltd
, 1919 )

Price lov M net

Sir J J Thomson's committee on the position

of natural science in the educational system of
Great Britain expressed agreement with the view
that “some knowledge of the history and philo-

sophy of science should form part of the intel-

lectual equipment of every science teacher in a
secondary school “ There is no more enlightening
and helpful volume from w^hich to acquire such
knowledge than this by Mr Westawav 1 he
implications of scientific reasoning, method, and
practice are tlearlv presented, and the examples
are both apt and instructive Anv science

teacher, whether in university or school, who
reads the book cannot fail to derive profit and
interest from it

In this second edition the chapter on “Philo-
sophers and Some of their Problems ” has been
rc-wntten, and is now a more precise statement
of the specific claims of philosophy than was the

chapter in the original issue A new appendix,
entitled “Retrospect and Reflections,” surveys the

function^ and influence of science and scientific^

method in national life, superseding one on “An
American School Course m Chemistry ” The index
is missing in our copy of the book, though there
was one in the first edition, but its absence is

possibly due to a fault of the binders
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Letters to the Editor.

[7fce Editor does not hold himself responsible jot

opinions expressed by his correspondents Neither

can he undertahe to return, or to correspond with

the wnters of, rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other pari of Nature No notice %s

taken of anonymous communtcattons ]

OrgHiitatioii of SoliiitHIo Work.

luL reldtions between scientific inquiry and cun>

stituted authority, whether ecclesiastical cm* avil, have
seldom bi^en cordial or wholesome Science was once

a fearful dra|i{on, to be destroyed or confined With
the ditcovt ry

that the beast had powers Irom which
profit could be made by cunning masters, it was found
more expedient to tempt him into harness Our former
state uas probably the better, or at least the safer,

!

and must of us will agree with Prof Soddy that the

scheme de\!sed by the Indian Industrial Commission
is simph an offer of servitude undisguised * While
there is time, those with whom the decision rests

should be told vorv plainly that the adoption of such
rules of service as those quoted in the leading article

in Natlrf of February 19 must mean the alienation

of all sinierc and genuine investigators

Research like art, literature, and all the higher
products of human thought, grows onlv in an atmo-
sphere of freedom The progress of knowledge follows
no prescribed lines, and bv attempting such prescrip-

tion the head of a Service would merely kill the
spontaneity and enterprise of his workers No one
fit to be entrusted with research worthy the name
would undertake It knowing that his results might be
burked or withheld from publication at the whim of
his superior in the Service Such conditions may be
appropnate to certain forms of technical or industrial
Invention, where the sole purpose is to get ahead of a
trade rival, but we can scarcely imagine that the vast
and manlfoln undertakings promoted bv the scientific

aervices of the Indian Government are to be conducted
In that soirit W Batr*‘On
Th» Manor House Merton S W m

1 HOPS }0u will allow me to express through the
medium of Nature my concern at the proposal
referred to in the leading article in the issue of
February 19 to centralise in an Imperial Department
the various scientific services in India—a policy whkh
1 believe to be likely to prove detrimental to good
work I was a member of the Indian Forest De^rt-
ment during the years 1871-99, so that my Indian ex-
perience is not very recent, but 1 have kept myself
informed of what was going on Since I left India
researchr institutes have been established In different
provinces with officers attached to them required to
devote themselves to the study of scientific questions
In m\ opinion, it U of the utmost importance that
these officers should have as free a hand as possible,
and be allowed to work in their own way on the
subjects which they know themselves most competent
to study If they are called upon to work under a
centralised Department, and perhaps to turn from
branches of study which they thoroughly understand
to others in whicli they may nave to begin by reading
up, much of their time will be wasted and ‘tne results

A centralised D^rtment, to most people of Indian
expenenoe, means many rcfSarts and returns and
constant correspondence, and I believe the result
of such an innovation will be that some horr^ at
the beginning of each dar will have to be spent on
what mav be called •'clerical duties ” If a sclentifir

worker Is to do his best, he mutt be able to spend
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aU hi8 time on his researches, and not be obliged to
waste much of the day on clerical duties, caiXy

beginning his real work when tired and unable to

do his b^
Centralisation will also mean, in my opinion, the

spending of much money in keeping up clerical staffs,

which, qs most Indian officers will admit, have a
wonderful tendency to increase It will be much
better that the recommendations of the last paragraph
but one of your leading article should be followed
and the money spent in giving financial assistance to

the universities and research institutes instead The
paragraph to which I refer puts the arguments for

the continuance of the present system and Its better
development excellently in a few words, and I trust

It mav have the effect on the administrative authori-
ties that I feel sure it must have had on the scientific

men who have read it J S Gamble
Highfield, E'ist I iss, Hants, February 35

1 HAVE not ^et had lime to study the Report of the
Indian Industrial Commission, ana may, therefore, be
Ignorant of some of the arguments for centralisation,

but 1 am certainly in general ag'reement with
views expressed tn the leading article m Nature of
February ic^, and by Prof Soddy and Dr Rendle in the
issue for February 36, regarding the dangers of that
method of research organisation Investigadons under
centralised bureaucratic control must aimost always
be concerned solely with questions capable of receiving
ea2»y and immediate replies, for the obvious reason
that directors and committees can rarely be persuaded
to authorise attacks u^n difficult or distant objectives,

regarding which, perhaps, no replies at all may be
forthcoming Now the most Important diacoveriea
have generally been made precisely by such attacks,

and investigation is a lottery in which the greatest
prize often Tails to him who takes the greatest risks

Directors and committees do not like nslcs, and, con-
sequently, seldom make discoveries 1 should like

to know, for instance, how anv ••Indian Scientific

Service ** would have attacked the malaria problem,
which 1 commenced to assault (In a very foolhardy
manner 1) in 1890 I am sure it would hiave refused
to authorise mv attempts, and even to publish my
first results On the other hand, it would have
w'abted, with ripe bureaucratic prudence, thousands of
pounds in looking for Plasmodia in marshes, or in

trying to correlate various species of mosquitoes with
local outbreaks of the disease, and 1 am sure It

would have achieved nothing at all up to the present
day
We forget that, like really valuable art and inven-

tion, scientific discovery is almost always due mainly
to the individual One might as well to organise
an Institute for the Writing of Poetrv as Institutions

for making great discoveries or inventions UIccl art,

discovery Is creative It depends much more on the
brain than on the hand, even in work remfaring the
most careful manipulative skill Sclentinc services

will not be able to pick up •'discoverers'' on every
bush All they can U to organise hand-work, for

which thev ma\ be useful But if the Government
of India wishes to obtain great results for Iti expendi-
ture it tnust buy genius Now genius may be defined
as the quality which achieves success, and the only
wav to Duv it is to reward success—as suggested w
the Committee on Awards in NATintx of Jimiary ft.

What we all fear is that the Government of India
will be tempted to spend much larger sums of mpoey
in buying, not genius, but Its opposite.
At the same time certain researclM, even of a

petty kind, wdtl require subsidies, and tne Government
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ou^ht a\vo to potesehs expert adviMr^ in many branches
of fcience Some kind of scientific service will there-

fore be needed, but this should not be allowed to

enfnross the whole field, and the best results are sure
to oe obtained tn the future, as they have been in the
past, bv untrammelled men of capacity working as

they please Rpnaid Ross

In diSLUssing the best ways of fostering research
work It IS important to remember that the viord

** research" is used in two widely distinct senses it

may stand either for the careful collection of observa-
tions, or for the deduction of the principles expressing
the relationship between one set of phenomena and
another The difTerence between them is like that
between the discovery of a new country and the careful

mapping of one kao^n In a ^neral way but not in
full detail

It would be unfair to set either of these kinds of
research above the other, each is indispensable to the
other Experience shows, however, that the poi\er

to collect careful ob^rvations can be imparted to a

large number of men and women, while the power 10

utiuse the» material and deduce from it anything more
than the comparatively obvious is rare and cannot
be Imparted Further, this ability is not equally
divided as between different classes of men or as
between men and women
The recognition of the necessity for each kind of

ability IS essential to the proper conduct of a research
institution, and one of the great difficulties is to find

deducers of new ideas and to ensure that the\ shall

work harmoniously with the eauallv necessary, but
less rare, collectors of observations The difference

between the two groups of workers is fundamental
and far-reaching, manifesting Itself even in trivial

daily actions One difference is particularly import int

for the present discussion the first group greath
resent immediate direction, the second do not, pro-
vided thev see advantages therein In all research
institutions of an\ sire the chief problem is to keep
both groups of workers as nearly abreast as possible

Deductions made in advance of facts are often wrong
and sometimes harmful Farts and observations
accumulated without anv illuminating hvpothesis or
general principle are rather dresrv and soon forgotten
It is one of the tragedies of a life devoted to science
that so often the fruit falls stillborn and is entombed
In some ioumal, never again to see the light We
have all knowm such workers

And, mu ymr Mhmr imr
Vr«li pm^ncn of rheir boiTOn Iftbour foil

From their lirH hondi. and mt
Navar svt com a wore oaiir,

nioom aattlaa «lo«l7 dovn over their braaat

1 he only wav of avoiding the tragedy and its

accompanying waste is to ensure that both groups of
workers keep together

It is not only between these two groups, however,
that co-operation is necessary, under modem condi-
tions there must also be dose relationship between
the workers in different subjects Science Is becoming
increasinglv tpedalised, no one man now knows
much of anv subject except his own For the Inves-
tigation of phenomena such as those of agriculture,
which lie outside the present arbitrary divisfons of
•dance, recourse must be had to team-work; a bodv
of voung workers w^hose minds are still elastic must
be interested In the problem and Induced to work
toother for Its sdutlon
Experience shows that successful co-operatiorv is

achieved onlv when a deliberate attempt is made to
••cure optimum conditions for each individual worker
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How Lan a State system be adapted to fit these various
netesbittcs? her financial reasons complete elasticity

19 impossible, Treasuries must know their liabilities

In any Civil Service system promotion is almost in-

evitably by seniority Individuat action and thought
w'ould bo intolerable, everything must go through a
chief, while anything repugnant to him mubt be sup-
press^ in all these directions the State system is

absolutely incompatible with living research, although
it might be consistent with much careful accumulation
nf with sur\e\ work, an<l with the establish-

ment of some central collecting institute For these
reasons I cannot believe that the intensely' centralised
system proposed for India could succeed One man
may organise work in one institution where he is

accessible to the staff morning, noon, and night, but
he would Indeed need to be a superman of most exalted
degree if he aspired to direct the research Work of a
country
The system devised bv the Fnglish Ministry of Agri-

culture IS, in mv view, much better It possesses
some dcgiee of financial elasticity While it contains
the inevitable regulation ^bout promotion bv senloritv,

this is qualified by clauses undIn* which the best man
available can, nevertheless, be appointed to fill a
vacant post There is no attempt to govern from
Whitehall, no general director, deputy director, or
other official to run the research workers, but onlv
cx'casional fnendlv gatherings of the chief officers to

discuss romnnon problems Could not some such
s\stem be tried In India? E J Riisspri
Rothamsted Fxperimcntal Station, Harpenden

Ihk question of reorganising and developing
scientific work in India discussed in the leading
article in Natusb of February ip is of the utmost
importance to all concerned with the welfare and
scientific reputation of the Empire Now that there

IS a prospect of recognition by the Government of

India and the Secretar} of State of the necessity for

increased expenditure on scientific investigation, it is

essential that the new era should be inaugurated
under the most favourable conditions Two policies

are apparently under consideration, which may be

referred to respectively as centralisation and decen-

tralisation; these are clenrlv defined in the article of

February iq The advantage of organising researdi

within certain limits is generally omitted, facilities

should be afforded for supplying information, for sug-

gesting problems, and for the co-ordination of the

activitieb of individuals or institutions, but it would
seem that the pohev of centralisation advocated bv
the Indian IndustrMl Commission, presided over by
Sir Thomas Holland and " favoured bv a number of

administrators," is much more than this It is, in

short, a proposal to bring scientific investigation into

line with routine official work—a procedure which,

one learns with surpnse, has the support of several

scientific witnesses examined bv the Commission
If there is one thing vital for the successful prosecu-

tion of scientific research of the best tvpe and for the

encouragement of the full development of a re-

searcher^ capacity, It is freedom of action

It IS safe to predict that verv few men possessing

what mav be called the research temperament would
consent to submit to a bondage that would be not
onlv irksome and irritating, but also fatal to Indivi-

dual initiative and enthusiasm If adequate remunera-
tion IS offered and reasonable laboratorv facilities are
provided . good men will be easHv secured Given
the right sort of men, I venture to think that the
onlv rational course is to trust them to work out in
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thclc own way, with such advice or assistance as may
be asked for, the problems entrusted to them.

1 he appointment of a bead for each department of
science with the powers of a dictator would be the
surest means of encouraging mediocrity, and of warn-
ing off ju&t that type ot original thinker and indepen-
dent investigator whose services would be of inestim-
able value to the State It may be contended that anv
State scheme, whether concerned with routine duties

or original work, must be under some central direc-

tion, but there is no reason why the direction should
be of such n kind as would be tantamount to asking
evtrv researcher to place himself, body and soul, under
,i dictator A. C Skward
Botany School, Cambridge, February 26

The Oonstitution of the Elofflonta.

In continuation of my letter on the above in

Natc/kk of December 18, 1(^19, several more elements
have been subjected to analysis, yielding interesting
** mass-spectra ’*

Argon (atomic weight 3988 Kanisay, 3991 l>?duc)

gives a very strong line exactly at 40, with double
chatge at 20 and triple charge at 13^ The last line,

being closely bracketed hy known reference lines at

13 and 14, provides \er> trustworthy values At first

this was thought to be its only constituent, but further

photographs showed in associated faint line at 36
This has not yet been pioved an element by double
and triple charges, as the probable presence of Oil,
and the certain presmte of C pievcnt this, but othci

lines of reasoning make it ixtrenwly probable that this

IB a true isotopr, the pttscncc of which to the extent

of 3 per unt IS enough to account for the fractional

atomic weight quoted
Helium was compared with 0++ (8) bv a special

system of brickeUng, and directly with C++ (6) by
extrapolation Both methods give its mass as 4, with
an accuraev of 2 or 3 parts in icxx)

By the same methods H,, H,, and Hj all give con-
sistent lesults for the mass of the h>drogon atom as
1*008 within experimental error, agienng with the

value given by chemical analysis, and, incidentally,

confirming the nature of H, beyond doubt These
fhree hnei are the only one^ diverging from the whole
number rtde to a defimie and measurable extent

Nitrogen is apparently a “pure” clement, its doubly
charged atom being 7 exactly
Krypton (atomic weight 8202) no fewer than

six constituents 78, 80, 8a, 8-^, 84, and 86 The
last five aie stiong lines most beautifully cvmfirmed

by double- and tnple-clnrged clusters, which can be
compared with gieat iccuracv against A (40) and
CO (a8) These reference lines obliterate one of each
group, but not the same one The 78 line has not

vet been confirmed in this wav owing to its faintness,

but there is no reason to doubt its elemental nature

Krypton is the first element giving unmistakable
isotopes differing bv one unit onK
The partial pressure of \enon (atomic weight

in the gas used was onh sufficient to show its singly

charged lines clearlv These appear to follow the

whole number rule, and rough provisional values for

the five made out ma\ be taken as 128, i^o, iv*
and 13s
Further examination of the multiolv charged mer-

cury clusters ind]patc the orobahility of a strong line

at 202, a weak component at 20A and a strong band
including 197 and 200, unresolvable up to the present

F W Aston
Cavendish T-aborotorv, Cambridge,

Februarv ac
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DaflaotlM ef UgM daring n Sater lolpM.

Prof Andbri>on ha^ suggested in Nature that the
apparent displacement of stars observed during the
solar eclipae may be ascribed to an unusual form of
refraction in the terrestrial atmosphere The discus-
sion which has followed shows some lack of RKtw*
ment as to the importance of such a refraction effect

1 wish to suggest that it might, perhaps, be possible

to form an estimate of the magnitude of this effect

by making measurements of the apparent diameter of
the moon during the eclipse Star photographs would
seem to be somewhat unsuitable, although one dia-

meter of the moon may leave a clear enough trace on
the plates (a diameter at right angles to tM apparent
motion of the moon relative to the stars) It should
be fiossible, however, to obtain sharp silhouette Images
of the moon on plates devoted to this particular pur-
pose, perhaps such photographs are already avail-

able The nature of the clockwork drive neidinl is

dependent on the necessary exposure, and need not be
discussed

I ^ Orvnof

Mr Orangf’s point is, of course that we should
use the one object in the field of which the light has
not been through the sun’s gravitational field in

Older to get rid of the Finslcin disturbance, also

of the suggested lefraction bv gases near the sun
1 have talked the matter over with Mr C Davidson,
who agrees wdth me that nothing is to be done with
existing photographs m this direction -the exposures
wen too long, and the moon’s limb too ill defined,

but it IS possible that in future eclipses short ex*

posures, given siH*eiall\ for the purpose, might vield

somi thing of interest The chief difficulty is that we
do not know the moon’s dark photogrcphic diameter
It cannot h* assumed equ.il to the bright photogranhic
cliaincter, for irradntion (and other similar actions)

go in the reverse direction

^ r n rROMMFiiN
IHundi Ro^d, Blackhf tih, S E ^

Februarv 28

Parimeter of an Ellipsa

Thf following apnioximnfe formula for finding the
perimeter of a foirlv flat ellipse may be found prac-
tuallv useful Suppose a=i, then the length of a
quadrant of the ellipse is nearly

I +06^',

where a is the major, and b the minor, axis The
formula works best from about b=o2 to b = 0 5, after
which the formula of Boussinesq Is more accurate,
M7

But the formula 1 give is for practical purposes
quite satufactorv up to b-*o6, the relative error never
being large It does not work If the ellipse i*

nearly circular Boustlnesq’s formula is of no use
if the ellipse is flat

Other more accurate formuls could be given, but
the above has the advantage that it can be calculated
very rapidly, and, within the range mentioned, I doubt
if higher accuracy is ever required in practiceRAP Roqkrs

Trinity College, Dublin.
Februarv t6
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Scientific Research and the Glass Industry in the United States.

By Dr M W Travers, F R S

The great Amencan glass ^orks engineer, Mr
Owens, referring to the f'lct that he had been

refused admission to an English glass works, once
observed to a friend of mine, If a man refuses to

admit me to his pUnt I generally reckon thit he
IS ashamed of it I had often wondered whether
Mr Owens s countrymen really prutised the

policy which he preached, md last autumn the

opportunity offered of putting it to the test

During a seven weeks tour through the St ites 1

paid almost d iily visits to gl iss plants with no
Other introduction than the inform ition con\cyed

by my pnv itc visiting card ind only one c w is my
visit restricted to the oflice Ocncrilly I was
shown the whole plant and all my questions were
frankly inswered sometimes I was even permitted

to mike a second round of iht wotks on my own
account In the research libonlones of both
private companies ind groat industri il corpora

tions I wis m ide doublv wdremt 1 c in only

express t sense of obligation which I cm never

repay
It w as very frequently th it I heard statements

made to the effect th^t the application of science

to industry in America was only in its mfanc%
It IS a fact that Amencan industry is ibsorbing

the whole output of the universities and tlso draw
ing men from this country America has found
the ipphcation of science to industry to be a pro

position which appears to be a sound one, and, in

conformity with Amene in industrial policy me ms
to give science a fair trial If men cf science

prove their value from the commercial point ol

view they will rank equally with men of business

cipacitv who ^re ible ti diet itc the terms of their

serviee to indiistrv

It must be remembered that the Amc ri< in glass

industry is relitivelv sm ill ind oven in Pittsburgh

where the gl iss factories are most numcicus it

IS entiiely overshadowed by the steel industrv

However so fir as seientifie research goes the

industry is in i rem irkably f ivourable position

The Geophysical I aboratorv at Washington, D C
which I visited IS prim inly an institution for the

investigation of scientific problems connected with
glasses, of which the earth itself so largely eon
sists and the Bure lu of Standards h is devoted a

considerable amount of attention to the subject
In April 1917, soon after America joined m the

war, American industry hid to face a demand
for an immense amount of optical glass The work
done by the staff of the Geophysical Laboiatory is

told in a few words in the director’s report for

1918 Suffice It to say that with a staff of twenty
scientifically trained men, all trained m the hand-
ling of silicate solutions at temperatures required
for the making of glass, and familiar with the con
trol of the most important factors in the problem
It proved pracUcaUe to make rapid progress
After two months the output had doubled, and
rejecticms by Government inspectors had b^me
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very rare A few months liter the output had
reached a magnitude such that an adequate supply
of suitable glass was issund for n itional ne^s,
and many refinements were being effected to
bring the quality of the glass to i higher level

To ichieve these results the staff of the Geo
ph\sical laboritorv did not remain in Washing
ton ind issue idvice to m inufacturers, but actu
lily look over the scientific u ntrol of the plants
some of which were built after America’s entry
into the war ind in such positions I still found
s me of them when I w is m Vmenca Ihe Bureau
of Standards also esl iblished i small manufactur
mg plant m Pittsburgh and here some very im
portint work on glass pots foi optical glass manu
facturc w IS c irricd out by Dr Bleiniger Accounts
of mu h of this work have been published in the
Imentau Journal of Science and the Journal ol

the Xmeruan Ctrimic Society md the work is

described as being carried out at the Geophysical
I aboratory and at the plants of the Bausch and
Lomb Optical Co

,
Spencer Lens Co

,
and Pitts-

burgh Plate Glass Co under the authority of
the W ir Industries Boird Anyone who is in-

terested may learn exac ily what was accomplished
tnd what the position is at the moment, and may
visit such of the pi ints is are in operation Can
anyone siy what really has been accomplished in

connection with optical glass in this country what
remuns to be done in order to establish the in

diislry mil wh it oiganisation exists for doing it?

Ihc Bureiu of Stindards is of course, an
olhc m 1 institution the Cieophysicil laboratory is

mainiunel by the Girnc|,i(: Institution md is not
under the control of (loveinment I do not know
how fir the esperimcnl il work in connection with
oplH il gliss was subsidised bv the Tederil
trovemment but during the war very substintial
funds for n search work were it the disposal of
the N ilion il Rese irch Couned which was organ-
ised at the request of the President by the
Nation il Ac idemy of Sciences and money from
this siurce wis iv iilable for such purposes It

must be noted thit wherever an appointment had
to be mide in any matter of a scientific character
even in the case of oflicials it was made on the

recommend ition of the men of science In this

wc find an essential difference between American
ind British practice

Ihe development of scientific glissware other
thin optic il gliss w IS left to individual effort

and vv is solved with equal success by sever il firms

The Corning Glass Works at Corning N Y sue
c ceded however, in producing v very remarkable
gliss which IS c tiled ‘Pvrex glass, from which
are manufictured both cfiemical hollow-ware and
the so called oven w ire This glass has so low a
coefficient of expansion and so high a tenacity that
one can t ike extraordinary liberties with it, and it

IS much more highly resistant to changes of tem-
perature than any glass previously produced The
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production of this glass u a very remarkable
achievement

**Pyrex'* and the Empire bulb-blowing'

machine were only two of the many interesting

developments which 1 was shown at Corning
When I was there, Dn A L Day, who has long
been connected with the works, was acting as

vice-president of the company
,
and Dr E C Sulli-

van and Dr W C Taylor, assisted by a con-

siderable scientific staff, were in charge o/ the

technical side of the work Dr Taylor told me
that they had been carrying out a systematic

survey of possible combinations in glasses, and
that as each glass was made experimentally its

properties were investigated and recorded In the

Steuben Works, which are under the same
management, and only a few hundred yards
distant, Dr J C Hochstetter was collaborating

Mnth Mr F C Carder in the investigation of
problems relating to coloured glasses

Scientific glassware was also being manufac-
tured at the H C. Glass Works, where I

spent a day with Dr Scholes and his staff, and
at the Macbeth Evans Glass Co *s plant, also near
Pittsburgh, Pa

,
over which I was shown by Dr

Macbeth and Prof Hower, who is consultant to

the firm, I found quite a numerous scientific staff

working m excellent laboratories

In the bottle-making branch of the industry the
engineer predominates I believe that the first

bottle machine was English, and one would like

to know why it is that the development of bottle

machinery has been practically wholly American
The Owens machine, the Hartford-Fairmont flow
feed, the Westlake machine, and the Empire
machine are purely American, and they are
American because Americans understand the value
of science organised in the service of industry, and
are willing to give good brains a fair chance and to

back them with good money Developments in this

direction are entirely a matter of private enter-

prise, in which consumers as well as manufacturers
are often financially interested

To no branch of the glass industry has sctence

been of greater service than to that of the electric

lamp industry 1 was able to spend two days in

the research laboratories attached to the gfeat
plant of the General Electric Co at Schenectady,
m company with Drs* Whitney, Langmuir, Cool-
idge, and Hull, whose names are as well known tn

Europe as in America, The staff of the laboratory

IS said to number more than 150 members, and
the work earned on is in some cases purely scien-

tific, and in others highly technic^, processes

being actually worked in the laboratorv until the

demand for the goods or material produced justi-

fies the erection of separate factories While 1 was
at Cleveland, Ohio, Dr ^ M Clark, the chief

chemist of the National Lamp Association, was
good enough to show me over the whole plant of

nis firm Here a physical laboratory dedicated to

mvestjgations connected with illumination, but
only indirectly with artificial lighting, has been
established in recognition of the services of science

to the industry

In several of the universities research is being
earned out in connection with glass, and I had
the good fortune to meet both l*rof Washburn, of

Illinois University, and Prof Silverman, of Pitts-

burgh University, and to discuss with them their

work on the chemistry and physics of glass *

A short article piermits me to deal only with

isolated incidents m my tour, but the impression

which I brought away with me and wish to convey
to others IS that there are a great many men of

high scientific ability engaged in the American
glass industry, which has learned, as the German
glass industry learned, to our undoing, that indus-

trial progress implies the co-operation of science

and industry American industry is not securing

the co-operation of science for sentimental reasons,

but with a view to competition with us in the
markets of the world To this movement science,

through the National Research Council, organised
by the National Academy of Sciences, in co-opera-

tion with the national scientific and technical

societies of the United States, is giving its hearti-

est support

The Circulating Blood in Relation to Wound-Shock.^

By Prof W. M. Bayliss, F R S

The system of '^^cssels in which the blood is

contained must be conceived of as a closed

system But the walls are distensible and elastic

,

they can therefore stretch and collapse to accom-
modate varying amounts of hquid This is pos-
sible, however, only to a limited extent Althoi^h
the veins have thinner wails than the arteries,

and appear to be less supported by surrounding
structures th^ are the capillaries, it is remark-
able that they oppose a greater resistance to a
buratlng pressure than do the arteries Veins,
moreover, have a muscular coat whidi is in a

1 DImmmm *;TU VoliiiM«riSt VlAodHrdtMSl||nlietii«.’'Mlv4r«d
ai lb« Ro]^ iMUtMKW on Fruity, Fcbnuiry
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more or less contracted state during life Hence
the mtroduction of more fluid into the system
must encounter a certain resistance and raise the
internal pressure, unless the muscular coat
actively relaxes to accommodate the fluid intro-

duced
This dosed system contains, under normal con-

ditions, about four htres of Mood m man. It

consists, as is generally known, of the heart, of
branching tubes (arteries), leading from the hurt
to the tissues, where they break up into a net-
work of much finer tubes, the capillaries which
umte again to form the veins, and so nad the
Uood bMk to the heart. Consider the distribution
of the blood at die time when the heart is at raat*
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1

The amount present in each part including the

heart itself, is obviously in proportion to the

capacity of each part

The heart, however, works as a pump Ihe
way in which the blood is arculatcd w'ls hrst

clearly propounded by Harvey in i6i() although
Leonard da Vinci came very near to the dis

covery more than a century before Hirve> saw
the blood sent out from the heart propelled to the

tissues in the arteries 'ind returned to the heart

by the veins The course of the blood from one
to the other through the minute capillaries could
not be seen until the invention of the microscope
by Leeuwenhoek who m idc use of it m ib8fi to

observe the blood ti ivcrsing the c ipillarus in the

tail of the tadpole

Ihe heart then when it contracts, drives out
the blood which is cont'uned in its cavities or
nearly the whole of it This same quantity must
be returned by the veins otherwise the blootl

would soon ill be lecumulated in the peripheral

p irts of the body 1 urther the heart is c ipiblc

of driving out tht more blood the greitcr the

qu intits It contains when contr iction begins
ihis IS wh It h IS been called by Staring the Hw
of the heart It depends on the f let that

mustultr fibres contr ict the more powerfully the

greater the length to which they are stretched to

begin with within limits of course

Wc sec therefore thit the amount of blood
driven through the orgins of the body m a given
time depends on the imount present in the heart
at rest Sinee this is a definite fraction of the
whole blood, the irrigition as we may call it

of the body is in proportion to the total quantity
of blood available The importance of sufficient

irrigation is obvious The blood conveys to the

active cells the materials required for their work
and of these the most necessa'-y is oxygen If

the supply is too meagre the first few cells with
which the blood meets exhaust it and those
beyond suffer from deprivation Wsste products
are removed at the same time
Although the part played by the volume of thi

circulating blood in relation to the capicity of

the vascular system was realised by Carl I udwig
and his school who made many experimental
investigations on the subject the matter came
especially into prominence in connection with the
explanation and treatment of the state known
previously as surgical shock but which
occurred with alarming frequency in men wounded
in the late war The name wound shock is a
more comprehensive name although the use of the
word shock is liable to give a misleading im
pression as to the rapidity of its onset, and to
cause confusion with shell-shock another un
satisfactory name, but used to designate an affec-

tion of the nervous system of quite a different
nature from that brought about bv the wounds
themselves Wound-shock is not easily define^ in

^uch terms as to distinguish it clearly from other
similar states, such as that due to loss of bjood
but It may be said to be one of »neral collapse
ending in death if not combated in some way
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It does not come on immediately iftcr injur>, but
111 the course of some two 01 three hours It

shows ithtlf b\ p illor coldncbs bwc ilm^ vomit
ing i hirst low blood pressure, ind Itie other

svinptoms which were l irly recognised as indi

I iting I defective circulation

But whit IS the ictu il cause of this collapse

of ihc circulator) mechinismr* It was soon real

iscd bv those who c\ immcd cases ot wound
shock th it It w IS not due to any failure of the

heart itsell nor was the cential nervous svsUm
involved except indirectly in the later stages

On the other hind much dilhcultv w is found in

distinguishing between this state even whin
ittenclei b\ verv htth loss of blood and th it

re suit Irom gre it loss of blood unaceomp inied

by serious injur) Ihe latter is obviuusi) the

result of the defective volume of blood and its-

consequences since blood is known to have left

the bod) But why do the former cases also

appe ir t > be suffering from the same condition

when scarcely any blood has actually been lost

In the endeavour to hnd an explanation for thi'*

wc ma) e ill to mind the circumstance th it blood
may be effectively removed from eireulvtion

by being pooled away in some part or other

of the vascular system as, for ex imple bv

i gieat dilatation of this part The amount
whi h IS ivailible for propulsion by the heirt
l> serve for continuous irrigation of the
tissues is reduced as much as it would l>e

if the blcKxl held in the pool were actually lost

to the outside Such changes in the capacity of
the peripheral blood vessels play i 1 irgc part in

ihc legulition of the blood pressure and the
supply of blood to various organs We may
inquire whether anything of this kind happens
ifttr severe injuries

The first step taken in the course of this inquir)

w is the discovery that some poisonous substance
IS produced in injured tissues This, passing into

the hlcxjd is carried to all parts of the body Sir

Cuthberl Wallace some years ago had noticed

that opcritions in which the tutting of large
misses of tissue was involved were especially

liable to be followed \>y shock Qu6nu and others^

duiing the war were struck by the rapid benefit

frequcntlv ensuing from removal of the injured

parts or even when they are tied off from con-
nection w ith the rest of the blood vessels, if such
IS possible Cannon and myself found that we
could produce the state of wound shock in anses-

thetised animals m the laboratory, and that it waa
due to a chemical agent, not to any effect on
nerves This being so, we see that we can replace

the name of wound shock ” by the more descrip

tive one of traumatic toxeemia "

But can we form any conclusion as to the
chemical nature of this toxic substance or as to
the wray in which it acts? It is evidently pro-
duced too quickl) to be a result of bacterial infec-

tion and, indeed, McNee was aUe to exclude this
possibility quite definiteW Dale and LaidUw,
however showed that there is a compound of
known chemical structure, called histamine,"
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and produced without difficulty from a constituent

of the nitrogenous cell structures, which is able

to produce a state of the circulation like that

present in wound-shock It was found that the

effect was not due to a dilatation of the arterial

part of the system, as was known to be the case

in the fall of blo^-pressurc brought about by
vaso-motor reflexes Here the similarity to

traumatic toxaemia showed itself again, because
it was known that arterial dilatation was not

present in this state Next, Dale and Richards,

bv a number of ingenious experiments, were able

to localise the eflect in the capillaries, which
became widely dilated and thus capable of taking

up the greater part of the blood in the body,
leaving the heart nearly empty, with too meagre
a supply to carry on the circulation with any
degree of efficacy It is to be admitted that

we have not ^et definite proof that it is histamine
Itself which IS responsible for the toxtemia of

injury But that the agent is something which arts

in the same way is made clear by the observations

that have been made on wounded men The
determinations of the volume of the blood tn

circulation, made by N M Keith, may be espe-

cially mentioned keith showed that, in se\ere

cases, It may be reduced to litlje more than half

the normal amount, although scarcely any has
actually been lost by haemorrhage. iSe method
used was that of introducing into a vein a known
quantity of an innocuous dye which does not pa^s
through the walls of the blood-vessels, and, after

a short interval, taking a sample of the blood and
finding how much the dye has been diluted

If the toxaemia is severe, a second property of
the poison shows itself. TTiis is an effect on the

walls of the capillaries such that they allow the

liquid part of the blood to escape b} filtration

In this way the volume of the blood is still further

reduced
The treatment, m principle, is obvious

Restore the blood-volume It would appear that

when blood has been lost it ought to be replaced
by blood The case of traumatic toxaimia is not

so clear at once, because blood has not been
actually lost, and it should be jKissible to kiop
un an effective circulation by some other liquid

until the poison is got nd of and the pooled blood
returned to <ircu]ation In fact, as experience

I

increased, it was realised that the important

I
matter is to maintain the volume in circulattoa,

whether by blood or other solution An innocu-

ous fluid seemed to serve practically as well as

I
blood, and had the advantage of being always at

hand and in as large a quantity as required

\s to the properties of such a solution, it was*
soon found that a simple saline solution is very
rapidly lost from the circulation and is useless.

It is necessary to add to it some colloid with an
osmotic pressure, such as gelatin or gum acacia

The colloid does not pass through the walls of
the blood-vessels, and its osmotic pressure causes

I

an attraction of water to balance that lost by
filtration Thus, although the slow circulation

incidental to a small volume of blood is inade-

quate, this \cry quantity, if diluted to normal

I
volume, is able to serve effectively Comparing the
oxygen carried bv the red corpuscles to rauway
passengers, it will be realised that if we have a
limited number of trains, wi can carry more

I

passengers in a given time if the velocity of the

I

trams is increased Animal experiments made by
I
Gasser showed that this is actually the case with
the blood. After a loss of blcmd the injection of

j

gum-saline »iiight even raise the supply of blood-
I corpuscles to a level beyond what it was before
the haemorrhage.
The general conclusion is that the volume of

the liquid in circulation must be kept up to its

normal value, whatever this liquid may be Of
course, the number of red corpuscles cannot be
allowed to fall below some particular value, and
It has been found that about one-quarter of the
normal quantity is the lowest compatible with
life If they fall below this, moreover, there is

no production of new corpuscles
’ In the later stages of the war gnm-salme was
largely used in the British, American, and hrcncK
Armies, and is reported to have saved many lives.

l^nfortunalcU
,

if too long i time is allowed to

elapse before treatment, nothing avails, not even
transfusion of blood Hence the importance of

the early use of intravenous injection, and also

of removal of the injured tissue by operation

As the war progressed, these procedures were,
therefore, pushed more and more forward to the

I battle area, and with more and more favourable
results

Characteristics of Pigments in Early Pencil Writing.

B\ C Ainsworth Mitchell

P EN'CIL pigments may bo classified in the fol-

lowing groups: (i) Metallic lead or alloys

of lead, {2) jgfraphite cut from the block, (3) early

composite pigments containing graphite, sulphur,

resins, etc , but no day ; (4) graphite powder
compressed into blocks, and (5) composite pig-

ments containing graphite with day and other

ingredients Tmsc pigments usually show dis-

tinctive mtcToscopic ^aracteristics in the marks
which they produce
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When examined under the midroscopc with a
magnification of about twenty diameters and the
light at right angles, ordinary lead shows, in its

vertical markings on paper, a senes of irr^ularly
distributed patches, uniformly and brilliantly lit up,

and marked with regular vertical stnations which
have the appearance of ridges In the case of
Borrowdale ^aphitc (Fig. i) the vertical lines show
relatively few brilliant straight stnations (due to

siliceous impunties), and wim these occur in the
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heavier strokes they are disjointed and irregular markings in ordinary metallic lead for graphite.

The fibres of the paper may be brilliantly Tit up Through the kindness of Mr J P Gilson, of the

by particles of adhering graphite which reflect the MSS department, 1 have been able to examine
light, especially in those places showing a metallic specimens of early pencil marks in the writing

lustre to the naked eye Less pure forms of and drawings in manuscripts in the British

graphite show more numerous striations, but Museum Ihc earliest example was a drawing
these are always more or less disjointed and in the Stowe MSS

,
Arms of Ancient Nobilitie

*’

irregular, and quite distinct from the fine stria- (/05), of the early seventeenth century The
tions in modern pencil markings particles composing the lines of this drawing all

The composite pigments (containing sulphur) in reflected the light brilliantl), but were much
early specimens of ];>encils in South Kensington smaller, and lacked the stnations which are
Museum, which Mr. T H Court kindly placed characl eristic of metallic lead On the other hand,
at my disposal, show a famt greyish pigment, with the lines had not the appearance of any form of
occasional stnations, whilst Brockedon’s graphite graphite, the particles being disjointed and not

(1843) (Fig 2) and other kinds of compressed showing anN connecting interrupted stnations, as
graphite produce lines which show a nth bHik art? often to Ijc seen in lines of graphite having a
pigment with silvery dashes and lines distributed moiallu lustre It is therefore probable that this
fairly uniformly all over
the field

Modern pencil com-
positions, mainly of

graphite, clay, and wax,
all have a similar micro-

scopic appearance in thi

\ertical lines made b\
them on paper, which is

quite different from the

markings of the old

pencils of natural
graphite, and in most
cases from those made
from the old co m -

pn ssed graphite pow -

der In the modern piy-

ments the fine siliceous

particles, derived from
the clay and impurities

in the graphite, au
evenly distributed, and
appear in the pigment
on paper as fine beaded
stnations, which are
uniform and parallel

throughout the line
3) Chemical

methods of d 1 s 1 1 n
guishing between

, ^ ..u
these pigments have lx;cn described b) the present 1 drawing vv is done with a metallic pencil in which

writer {J Soc Chem Jnd
, 1919, xxxviii ,

lead did not pridominali,
, , ^

Some particulars of early pencil markings aie A later MS (lOqi) (Add 22, SS®) includes

gfiven in cl curious book by C T Schdneinann druwinjfs in which the lines show the

fVer^uch etnes Systems der DiplomaUk, Leipzig, isolated particles with the scrtital stnations char-

1818, 2 vols ) upon the codices preserved in the acteristic of metillic lead In anothei Stowe

libraries in Germany In vol 11 (p 108) it is MS
, 086 (tm lO^o), the lines in the drawings have

asserted that lines in hlacklead (Reisblet) had the appearance of ordinary graphite The pencil

been drawn on the “Ccxiex Bcrengarii markings in two note-books ol Sir Thomas Cotton

Turonensis” of the eleventh or twelfth century, (Harles, (X)i8, about 1630 40) and Cotton Ap-

wHich was in the Wolfenbattel library The pendix, xh (1640-44), have all the characteristics

"Codex Guidonis Aretini de Musica ’’ (eleventh or of graphite

twelfth Century) in ^e G&ttingen library contained The writing in Lord Hardwicke s “Notes on
verticxil and horizontal lines showing tracres of Briefs” (1718) is undoubtedly in graphite, but a

hlacklead (p 1 1 a), whilst the “Codex Theophili ” drawing by Vertue (Add MS am) (i74 ')

(twelfth century) m the WolfefibQttel library *. has the appearance of metallic pigment A
showed very fine vertical lines in hlacklead. *note-b<x>k of Hogarth (Egerton MS 3011) (prior

Now, as graphite was not known until about to 1753) contains heavy pencil writing, the pig-

1560, It IB obvious that SchOnemann mistook the ment of which is a particularly rich graphite
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! K 1 I ypi« il c trl> K ajihilc I ir J Hr M krdon h i.i3inpr<!esrtl Fk 3 1 ypical mcidcro Lunipoilte

markitiK 1831 X jo ar^phite, 1841 (M trk mvle pettciL X aa
b) specimeii in (.leoliiftUul

li uMum> X JO



The pencil outline of a drawing on the top of ink

in another of I logarth*s note-books is also

in typical graphite llie lines in the drawings of

a later volume of Stowe MSS (993)1 about i747>

show fine interrupted strue, such as are frequently

noticeable in the marks made by pure graphite

In ‘‘Heraldic Collections” (Stowe MS. 661) of

1703 64 the pigment in the drawings of the coats-

of-irms IS also in graphite, and shows the fibres

of the paper lit up by adherent particles An inter-

esting example of graphite markings is to be seen

in a letter from Prof Herrmann (1780) from Stras-

bourg (Add MS 23
,935 , fol i4oh) This contains

a pencil drawing of a fish, in which the pigment
has formed branching stnations along the lines

of the paper fibres

Flaxman was in the habit of making drawings

on the backs of the envelopes of letters received

by him at Buckingham Street, Fitzroy Square, and
a scries of these, dating from about iBoo to 1814,

preserved in the British Museum In every

instance the pigment in these drawings is typical

of pure graphite, and even intenupted stnations

are onl^ of exceptional occurrence
In view of the fact that Conte’s composite clav

process was invented m 1795 in Pans, it is inter*

ssting to note that a card sent to Flaxman by
the painter Fleury Epinat, of Lyons, between
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1805 and 1814 was written with a pencil produc-

ing the characteristic fine regular beaded strlations

of the modern type of penal This is the first

instance noted of the occurrence of writing in a

composition pigment in the MSS m the Museum
Of the other manuscripts and drawings of the

early nineteenth century, mention may be made
of a letter of Byron ^about 1809) which is written

in a particularly brilliant graphite, and of the

pencil corrections made by Keats (about 1820) in

his manuscript of “Hyperion,” which arc also in

pure graphite The same characteristics of rich

pigment deposit, showing only scanty, irregular,

broken stnations, may also be seen m a letter of

Lord Wellesley written about 1828

ITie manufacture of praphitc pencils by the

original method of cutting from the block was
continued until about 1869, overlapping the

modern process ,
but, as the old pencils must have

been widely distributed, it is not surprising that

the characteristics of pure graphite are frequently

to be found in writing, and especially in drawings,

for several years after that date Hence it 1$

quite in accordance with the development of the

industry that the note-book of James Thomson,
the author of “The City of Dreadful Night,”

for the yesr 1869 should be written with a pem
which produced no silvery stnations
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The Relationship of Education to Research in Aeronautics.

relation of education to research is a
A simple one in most fields of scientific work,

in that the universities provide both one and the

other This simplicity cannot, however, extend to

the subject of aeronautics, because the cost of

oxpenmentation is so great and the organisation

required so complex In the future the universi-

ties may perhaps be equipped even for this exten-

sion of their activities, but at the present time, and
for many years to come, the experimental work
will in general be beyond their means The
Government, however, for its own sake, needs
to continue to carry on aeronautical research, and
the question naturally arises What are to be the
relations between the Government research estab-
lishments and the university teaching establish-

ments’ The Committee appointed m October,

1918, bv Lord Wcir to advise on this matter has
now reported, and its recommendation is to merge
the staff's undertaking these two classes of work
At the present time it is scarcely practicable or
wise to found more than one school of aeronautics,
and the Committee selects the Imperial College of
Science as its home, suggesting that the staff of
the s hool should for the most part be composed
of those members of the Government research
establishments who arc best qualified for the
work, and can be permitted to spend part of their
time at the Imperial College

The Committee also provides that the Advisory
ComniUtec for Aeronautics should come to an end,
and^ that its former powers should—with certain
additions^ -be made over to a new body, the Aero-
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nautical Research Committee The Advisory Com-
mittee has had a very distinguished history Its

composition was mainly non-official, and it heezmt
a watchful and highly independent body able

and ready to intervene in any matter where it

thought such intervention was required With the
many reorganisations of Air Service matters
dunv the war, whether relating to the R N A S

,

the R F C , the Air Board, the Air Ministry, or
the RAF, It became the one continuously
operating bod>, and rendered services to die
State of a value which can be realised only by
those who kept in touch with its wide activities

The Education and Research Committee endeav*
ours to pay tribute to the Advisory Committee,
and It must have had some difficulty m finding
words appropriate to the occasion

It seems that the Government took definite

decisions some six months ago that an Aero*^

nautical Research Committee simuld be created to
replace the existing Advisory Committee; that, in

addition, research work should be undertaken by
a Research Association to be formed hy the
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research,
on the usual terms, if the industry should so
desire, and that the Imperial College should he
the ^ucational centre (although appucationa from
provincial universities for grants would be coo*
sidered) The Committee, taking note of these
decisions, suggests that the new Aeronautical

j

Research Committee (A.R C ) should ewttvife
both research and education Any plan Tor the
supervision of research needs to take into account
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the uRture of the establishments where it is at

present undertaken These places are the Royal Air
craft Establishment fFarntx)rough)

, the National
Physical Laboratory (controlled by the D S 1 R }

,

Martlesham Heath, Biggin Hill Pulham, Gram,
Felixstowe, and possibly other Government aero
dromes All of these, except the R A E and the
N P L are controlled by the Director of Research
at the Air Ministiy on behalf of the Air Counal
which IS responsible for these centres and p*iys

for them Ihe Committee does not attempt to
pursue the 'illocation of responsibihtics further,

but such *iUocation need not be expected to lead
to difiicultx since much of the work from these
centres found its way in the past to the old
Advi50i> Committee and will doubtless in the
future hnd its w'ly to its successor
As regards the educational side the Committee

mentions an estimate that before the war the total

yearly number of honours gradu ites in engineer
ing, including civil, mechanical and electrical and
in naval irchitecture etc from all the universities

in the L nited Kingdom avenged onl) about two
hundred, 'and that of these it rightly considers
onlv a fraction of the future number are likely to

devote themselves enttreh to aeronautics It

certainlv seems prob ible that the number will be
quite small the Government has its own Air
Service establishments and these will nnturally
take s proportion of the possible entrants each
year Moreover, the most promising career for
aeronautical engineering work at present is the
Government service since it is the Government
which controls nearly all the research and no
small proportion of the full scale desi^ to s ly

nothing of the ordinary Service work and its

attraction to the adventurous The only factor
which would seem capable under present condi
tions of adding materially to the numbers ot

students taking an aeronautical engineering course
at the Imperial College nr elsewhere would be if

the Government used this means for the training
of Its own future technical staff

The course, once formed, is to consist of twelve
months specialised teaching coming after the
usual degree or diploma course in engineering
alrcidv provided at the universities and grcit
technical schools The subjects selected for this
course are Aerodynamics aero-engines general
design instruments, meteorology and navigation
The proposed staff includes a general director, who
would be the Zaharoff professor of aviation, two
other professors, and a number of lecturers This
staff should, the Committee suggests act as a
clearing house for the study of the results of
experimental work whether full scale or m the
laboratory, and for the dissemination of con
elusions based thereon as forming the right
foundation for further design As the Committee
naturallv adds no school for providing this
education can be successful unless the students
aie brought into direct touch with practical prob
tens during their tuition, and unless those ch-
^aged in teaching are also occupied in, or direct-
ing, soieptidc research or experimental design
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Some extracts from the Committee s report are
subjoined

Introduction '

Ibe Government has now decided how provision
IS to be made for research m aeronautics We
desire at the outset to emphasise the necessity for

h it research 1 he Department of Scientifie and
Industrial Research is to continue the provision for

fundamental research at the National Physical Labora
torv and to assist the aeronautical industry in the
same manner as othei industries by taking part
\hcn desired in the formation cf a research associa-

tion In our view at the start of a new industry
something more is tequircd At the present moment
the industry is passing through a crisis

,
Govern-

ment support IS necessary if it is to emerge satisfac

toriH The time is critical and the development of

civil aviation is beset bv numerous difficulties and
rails for the fullest consider ilion It is urgentlv
necessary thit the polic\ adopted should command
the support of dl who desire to maintain the
superiority in the iir gained during the past eventful

\ears and that ample funds should be provided for

irrving it into effect

\ diffi ultv which anses in the case of a new
industry of this kind lies in the fact that the

of the work is maiequatc to maintain automatically
sufTrient number of experts in design and produc

tion A research organisation may elucidate problems
md provide general information and specific facts but
before these can bear fruit of industrial vdue the\

must be interpreted and applied bv a suitable technical

staff closelv associated with the works organisation

\t the end of the war most of the works h id collected

a team of technical experts of marked ability many
of these teams have now been disbanded, and further

disintegration is in progress We see no possibilitv

of achieving the desired result except bv suen Govern
ment action as will secure the retention of adequate
lethnital staffs

During the war this lountia obtained the lead in

aeronautical reseanh it would be lamentable to see

the fruits of the work pass from a naralysed industry

to better supported foreign competitors In the later

sect on s of our report wo recommend the establish

ment of an organisation fer aeronautical research to

ass St the Air Couni il and in our view it is im
portant that the work of that organisation should be
available in great measure for the assistance of the

industry and for the advance of civil aviation as well

as for the Services Should an industnal research

association be formed it should be linked up wnth the

organisation we recommend
Education and research are clearlv very closely inter

related The education with which we have chtefty

concerned oursehes is that suitable for aeronautical

enginotrs and constructors that is to sav post

griduate work for which the students will be fitted

bv a previous undergraduate course of cither mechanl
cal or general engineering tr lining at one of the

universities or technic i1 colleges We have not dealt

with the tr lining of pilots or of methanics 1 he course

we contemplate will comprise a special studv of the

following matters Aenodvnamics the laws of

motion of bodies moving in the air illustrated by
experiments and researches in wind-channels the

prinnples of design and construction engines and
the methods of propulsion of aircraft, and the Inves

1 AVn«l|c«d from tit* f tlw Comwittat on VdiicM an «iia lUiMfeh
in AmmuilafCawl 5I4 lo Mr Wwiitna S Hitcn

tary of State lor A r Tie omiMni of the Comm tte« wtra S r R 1
rianSnMA K C B (< h IrmanX Sir Alfrtd Kefi||h G C B H Trjok
H^Mth Kf B SirFrnc^a OkiItiw M T Handl^ Pagt Hr O HoH
THmrr } T PtUvol »noT t C nl H T T »%Ta
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ttgatiofl of infitrumcnt& u^ed tn flight, with problems
in meteorology and navigation The engineer must
also gam the practical knowledge acquired only in

the workshop, and must have cxperienc^e of the full'*

scale researches necessary to test and verify his

theoretical conclusions Such a course mijght

eventually involve one or more centres of theoretical

instruction with experimental aerodromes and labora-

tories where the full-scale problems may be worked
out, but as the number of persons likely to require

this higher post-graduate education will not be great

we consider that it will be wise for the present to

concentrate the work in one central institution with
which the experimental aerodromes should be closely

connected Such a central institution we find in the
Imperial Colle^fe of Science and Technology, at which
the professorship lately founded by Sir Bi**!! Zaharoff
IS to be held
To turn now to n search This is the meins bv

which advance in aeronautics is possible, and it is

required by all interested in the progress of the sub
ject by the State, w'hether for the purposes of defence
or to enable it to lay down the rules necessary for
the safety of aircraft when used for civil purposes,
by the professor, whose aim is to increase knowledge*,
and by the industry

, in order th it it inav maint iin

the superiority which British aircraft has already
achieved Research is difficult, its requirements are
rostiv, and the men who can undertake it are few
To establish senirnte research lalmratories and aero-
dromes for eacn of these special interests is for thf

moment, out of the question
,

here, again, combina-
tion IS called for—combination, too, with the agencies
coniemed in education At the same time we rccog
nlse fully that special problems m ly be dealt w ith at
other research centres, and we trust that every en-
couragement mav be given to these for such work

Since the commencement of practical aeronautiis,
research has been directed bv the ^dvlsor^ Committee
for Aeronautics, a body, under the preslden«v of the
late lx>rd Rayleigh, appointed bv the Prime Minister
in the year iqoq “ for the superintendence of the
investigations at the National Physical Laboratory
and for general advice on the scientific problems aris-
ing in connection with the work of the Admiralty and
War OflTnv in amnl construction and navigation ”

Full-scale lesenrch has been carried out at Farn-
borough, in part at the initiation of the Advisory
Committee, in pait at that of the military authorities,
the Committee, however, hjs no control over th<
work there, and occupies only .in advisory position
with regard to it During the war other centres of full-

scale research woic established— c g the Isle of Uiain
and Felixstowe for sc tplancs, Kingsnoith and Pulham
for airships— incl th* \dvisot\ Commltto Ins been
kept in cloM' touch with the work in progress at all

of these Its 'll ti\ Mu s lin\o been of the gi* 'itest v.ilue

In our Mew, a (eiilral co-ordinating body of this kind
19 essential, ind it is now proposed to i st iblish m
Aeronautical Rivaich Committee, to which the
duties of the Vdvisorv Committee would be trans-

ferred, ind certain other duties and responsibilities
added with regard both to the central research lero-

dromes and to education The proposed Committee
should Iw in u position to supervise effective! \ such
w ork as come s w ithln Its purview
The work in ac‘ronnutirs conducted at the National

Physical I^bqratorv would also, usually, be under-
taken on the initiation of tht Committee the expendi-
ture for such work forming nart of the budget of the
Department of Scantifir and Industrial Research

In order to connect the Committee with the educa-
tional wortc and to render the opportunities of research

at Famborough and elsewhere available both to

teachers and to students, wc suggest that arrnnge-
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ments should be made between the Committee and
the Imperial College for dealing with matters

which mey are jointly concerned In this conivKuOny,

moreover, we suggest that it would be possible m
a number of cases for members of the research atan

to act as professors or lecturers at the college

CONSTirUTION Ob TMB AERONAUTICAL Rb&BARCH
^IIMITTBE

The Aeronautical Research Committee should in-

clude representation of (aj the Department or Depart-

ments responsible for m naval and military aero-

nautics, (11) the regulation of civil aerial transport;

(fr) the Department of Scientific and Industrial Re-
st ,irch, including direct representation of the National

Phvsual Laboratory, (c) the aircraft industry, (d) the

Imperi.ii College, as well as (c) other members of

scientific attainments The chairman of the Com-
mittee should be an eminent man of science, and
in 'i position independent of the Government Depart-

ments representea on the Committee He and the

other non-offin il mombers of the Committee should

ri^cei\e sintnidc remuneration

Fi \t no\s 01 inb Apron AUTicAT KrsFARcir
Committee

It should bo tho dutv of the Aeronautical Research
( ommittee to doyote itself to the advance of aero-

nautical science, ind, with this object, m particular

f 1) to advise on scientific and technical problems relat-

ing to the construction and navigation of aircraft;

(2) to undertake or supervise such research or experi-

ment d work as is proposed to the Committee bv the

Air Ministry, and to initiate any research work yvhirh

the Commiltie considers to be idvisable, to rairy out
such woiU itself or to n commend bv whom the wwk

[

should be earned out, (0 to take oyer complete
icspunsibihty fui the Air Inventions Committee and
for the Accidents Committee, (4) to promote educa-
tion in acron lutics by c.o-operdting with the govemora
of the Imperial College, (5) to assist the leronautical

industry i>f tho country bv scientific adyice and re-

search, and to Lo-operate with any lesearch associa-

tion that may be established, (b) to pupare for the

approval of the Air Counal a scheme of work and*
* stimate of PX|ienditure for the year, and to administer
tho funds pHccd at its disposal by the Air Council;
and (7) to make reports from time to time to the Air
CouncU

COOKOIWIION 01 /HI KbShARCII AND EdI I yTIONAL
Organisation

We have referred to the need for close association
between the research md experimental work and the
strictly uademic portion of the higher education.
No school for providing this education can be success-

ful unless the students are brought into direct touch
yyith practical problems during their tuition, and unless
those engaged In teaching are also engaged In or
directing scientific research or experimental design
The arrangements whereby the student will ^vide

his period of post-graduate instruction between work
on books and at lectures and practical work Tt re-

search stations should apply also in regard to the
duties of the teaching staff These should be such as
to enable a professor or lecturer to spend part of his
time in giving instruction at the Imperiid College,
while giving the rest to investigations at one of the
research centres

The School of Aeronautics should provide advanced
instruction as regards aeroplanes, seaplanes, airships,
and kite-balloons in (i) aerodynamics; (a) aero-
engines and methods of propulsion ; (3) design,
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including structure and materials , and (4) instru-

mentkt meteorology, and navigation It ^vould follow,

therefore) that certain of the professors or lecturers

m each of these sub}ectfc will discharge double respon-

sibilities (a) as members of the sta^ of the Imperial
College and (b) as officers of the research organisa-

tion dim ted by the Aeronautical Research Com-
mittee
The Interim and Final Reports of Special Com

mittee No 5 of the Civil Aerial Transport Committee
contain mu^ valuable information ns to the organisa-

tion of teaching and research One factor of import-

ance uhich they emphasise Is the need for a trained

staff to act as a clearing-house for the lo-ordination

and dissemination of aeronautical knowledge In all its

aspects The Central School of Aeronautics should,

in our view, serve this purpose
The functions of the teaching staff of the School

mav be stated under four distinct, though closelv

related, purposes —(o) To study, lo-ordinate, sum-
marise, apply, and extend the knowledge derived from
the experimental work earned out by the individual

workers at various experimental stations in this

rounti^ and abroad (b) To stimulate research bv
indicating what information is most urgently required

and what line of attack is likely to prove most profit-

able (f) To guide and encourage research bv con-
'Jtructivo criticism based on a careful studv of past

and current work in this country and abroad (d) To
impart this knowledge bv personal teaching to a

limited number of post-graduate students
A similar clearing-house for current knowledge

would be of value In any science, but for aeronautics
It IS, for the present, essential, for whereas in

older sciences—pnyslcs, for instance—the bulk of the
experimental data has, throughout the course of

generations, crystallised into well-defined laws which
form a framework ready to receive any new facts and
1 criterion by which their accuracy ran be estimated,
in aeronautics the facts are the result of the work of

the last five or ten years, and the framework uniting
them exists only in the minds of the few men who
have been personally connected with the process of

development
Before the war the total available knowledge was

xmall, and it was possible for the members of the
Advi8or\ Committee to keep all the facts in mind
while devoting most of their time to other duties
They then provided Xhe necessary co-ordinating
factor This Is no lonf^r possible, and the function
tould best be discharged by the staff of the School
working under their director with the view of co-

ordinating and making available all the knowledge in

each branch of the work as existing at the moment
For these reasons it is essential that the permanent

staff of the Central School should be adequate both
in numbers and in range of experience to the duties
outlined above
The subject of meteorology, including with it

training in navigation and the use of instruments
employed In flight, is one of great importance The
position, however, of the teacher of this subject must
depind on the action taken with regard to research
^Md inquiry Into meteorological science generally We
h ive made orovislon in the estimates for a teacher in
meteorological subiects closelv connected with aero-
nautics who should combine this work with research
at one of the experimental stations His work would
be brought Into connection with the central meteoro-
logical eNtablishmcnt We would add that, quite apart
from the other interests concerned, we feel it our duty
to Press for the establishment of a properly equipped
jvntre of teaching In this subject, the need for which

^

nas been Wt for some years and is now acute
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Notes.
By a majontv of Miventy-five in a House of close

on light hundred Oxford has decided, for good or ill,

that the Greek language shall no longer be a com-
pulsor\ study for any of her aluntnt In favour of

the statule embodying this policy, which came before

^ full meeting of Con\ocation on March s, speech«^

were delivered by Mr C Bailey, of Balhol College,

Dr Farnell, Rector of Exeter College, and Dr David,

Headmaster of Rugby 'Phe opposition was under-

taken by Mr R W Livingstone, of Corpus, Mr R
Carter, Headmaster of Bedford Grammar School, and
Mr John Murray, M P

,
of Christ Church The issue

before Convocation was, perhaps, not quite so clear

as it might have been, for it is probable that many
voters thought that the rejection of the statute would
have meant the perpetuation of the old form of

Responsiuns, an examination which Is allowed on
all hands to be in need of radical reform Ihere is

no doubt that in any case, whether the statute passed

or was rejected, no attempt would have been made bv
the advocates of Greek in Responsions to make that

language compulsory for passm* n or for honours candi-

dates in s( lence or mathematics But the feeling against

compulsory Greek in any circumstances prevailed with
the majority of voters, and Oxford has distinctly and
definitely decided that, so far as she is concerned, the

Greek language, however desirable as a study for

specialists, IS no longer to be considered a neocs&ary

dement in .1 general eduiation The present vote may
be taken as the final settlement of a keenly debated
and long-pi otracted controversy

liiB council of the Royal Soiiety has decided to

recommend for election into the fellowship of the

society the following fifteen from the list of candi-

dates — Dr Edward trankland Armstrong, Sir

jagadis Chunder Bose, Dr Robert Broom, Prof
Edward Provan Cathcart, Mr Alfred Chasten Chap-
man, Dr Arthur Price Chattock, Mr Arthur William
II1II, Dr Cm gill Gilston Knott, Prof Frederuk
Mexandcr Lindemann, Dr Francis Hugh Adam
Marshall, Dr Thomas Ralph Merton, Dr Robert
Cyril Layton Perkins, Prof Henry Crozier Plummer,
Prof Robert Robinson, and Prof John William
Watson Stephens

Ihb Kino has been pleased to approve the appoint-

ment of the Right Hon Sir Auckland C Geddes,
K C B , President of the Board of Trade, as hi^

Majebty^s Ambassador Extraordinary and Pleni-

potentiary in Washington Sir Auckland Geddes was
formerly demonstrator and assistant professor of

anatomy In the University of Edinburgh, professor

of anatomy, Roval College of Surgeons, Dublin, and
late professor of anatomv, McGill University, Mont-
real A year ago he was appointed to succeed the

late Sir William Peterson as principal of McGill Uni-
versity, and he has now cabled his resignation of

this post

During the war little was heard of wireless tele-

graphy except that its use by unauthorised persons

was entirely prohibited, but a great deal of pioneering

research in the development of new methods and the
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perfection of old vvns carried out The oscillation valve

in particular came to its own as a wave generator, an
amplifier, and a detector, and wireless telephony

passed from its experimental to its practical stages

The human voire is now heard aiross the Atlantic and
from aeroplane to aeroplane Notable advances have
also been made m long-distance wireless telegraphy,

especially in the directions of increased speed of trans-

mission and carrying capacity of installations It is

mainly due to these improvements that, ns announced
in the Times of March 3, it has now been found
possible to accept commercial messages to \merica

at rates lower than the ordinary cable rates by as

much as 4d. per word A service on llicse lines was
inaugurated on Mond iv last between the high power
Marconi station at Carnarvon and Belm ir (New
Jtrsev) High-spetd autoimtu transmitters arc em-
ployed, and the installation is duplexed so that mes-
sages can piss simultaneously m both directions

A DEPiriATiON representing the British Midical

Association and the British Sen nto Guild waited upon
Mr Balfour at the IVivy ( ouncil Oflice on luestlay,

March 3, to urge that a sum of about iO,oooi

should set aside annually for the purpose of iwards

for mcdltal discovery on the lines suggested in the

report of the joint committee of the two bodus pub-

lished in Naiukk of January 8 (p 488) The deputa-

tion was introduced by Sir Wntson Cheyne, and its

views were put forward b> Sir riiffoid Mlbutt and

Sir Richard Gregory In i^a the House of Commons
voted Jenner a grant of io,oool in recognition of the

national value of vaccination, and five jenqs later

made him a further grant of 3o,oool The proposal

is that this precedent should be made the basis of an

established system of awards for medical and scientific

discoveries as just compensation for financial sacrifice

commonly involved in producing them The Medical

Research Committee and the Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research have funds from which grants

are made to assist reseat ch, but they cannot offer

reward or even recompense to the investigator

who makes a notable discovery with or without any

such aid Organised work on particular problems

Is necessary, but its character is different from that

of the creative genius, who must be left free to follow

his own course wherever it may lead Devotion to

such research ought not to signify ultimate pecuniary

loss when the results achieved contribute substantially

to human welfare and progress, and a modem State

may well accept the obligation to moke reasonable

provision for those who have thus enriched it Mr
Balfour expressed himself in full sympathy with these

views, and promised to put them before the Prime

Minister, wlio, he reminded the deputation, had

always been ready to give practical support to

scientific work and to show his appreciation of its

essential value in national life*

Mum regret will be felt at the failure of the

Tunes aeroplane, with Dr Chalmers Mitchell as

scientific observer, to complete the flight from Cairo

to the Cape On Friday last, February ay, a forced

descent at Tabora, In the Tanganyika temtorv, due to

the failure of one of the engines, damaged the machine
;
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beyond repair, and further flight with it has had to
be abandoned Fortunately, Dr Chalmers Mitdidl
and his companions are safe, though two of them are

hurt Misfortune has followed the attempt from tha

beginning, owing rhieffv to engine trouble

February 30, soon after starting from Mongala, tha

starboard magneto cut out, and the aeroplane had to

return there T.^iving later the some day, an ufu
intended descent was necessary at Nimule, at the

head of the Nile rapids Then followed two compara-
tively short flights to Jinja, where the Nile leaves the
Victoria Nyanra, and past the archipelago in the

north-eastern part of the lake to Kisumu The visit

to Jinja probably enabled Dr Chalmers Mitchell to

sfttlo the question whether the Ripon Falls, where the

Nile discharges from the Victoria Nyanra, are due
to a dyke of igneous rock, as has been often
asserted, or to a hard band of gn( iss The next stage
of the journey from Kisumu to the southern end of
t -ikc Tnngan>ika was known to present new diffi-

culties, but if thisc had been sui mounted the rest of
ihi route would hive been near railways, along which
there would be better facilities for repairs than
between Khartum and the Victoria Nvanra It 1$

very disnppolntinp that thi disaster should have hap-
pened after the wor^t part of the journey had hew
traversed, vet wc aie confident that the observations
made bv Dr Chalmers Mitthcll in the course of his
flight will abundantly justify the scientific purpose he
had in mind in taking part m it

Wh much regret to spi in the Daily Express of
March 2 the announi eincnt lhat Dr C Goidon
111 wilt, Dominion entomologist, has died in Ottawa

The New York correspondent of the Times reports

that Major R W Schrooder, chief test pilot at

Dayton (Ohio), on February 27 ascended to the record
height of 36,020 ft (nearly seven miles) in an attempt
to attain a height of 40,000 ft At the former height
the ox>gcn supply ceased to flow, and Major
Schroeder fainted He raised his goggles to see if

the emergency supply was working “All at once,*’

he says, it seemH as though a terrific explosion had
taken place Inside my head My eyes hurt terribly

1 could not open them I seemed to be peeping
through a crack There was a tremendous rush of
air, and 1 seemed to be falling 1 do not remem-
ber landing ’*

The news of the death of the Rev Watson Failes

has been received with deep regret by Old West-
minsters and many former colleagues who remember
him with affection Mr Fades was a mathematical
scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge, and graduated
as nineteenth Wrangler in the year 1871 He was
assistant master at Bromsgrove In 1874 and 1875,

and at Dulwich from 1S75 to 1877 In 1877 he went
to Westminster School, where he remained for thirty

years On the retirement of Mr Cheyne and Mr
Jones he became senior mathematical master, and in

1897 he became master of Rigauda Mr Falles

an enthusiastic and stimulating teacher, his

solutions, especially of purely gsometrical problems,

were mo^ls of lightness and elegance* He was the
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uthOT of Solutions of Jones and Cheyne s Alge

raical Exercises ’

'

A GROUP of Ainencen botanical institutions and
individuals has arranged through the Smithsonian

Institution for the continuation of the lease of the

Cinchona Station in Jamaica Both Biitish and
American botanists are welcomed at Cinchona Anv
British workers desiring to use the station should

apply direct to the Jamaican Government I ocal

information could be obtained from Mr William

Hams the Government Botanist at Hope Gardens
Kingston, Jamaica Ihe opportunity of studying ih

peculiarly rich flora of the mountain forests is cxcop

|tionally good, while the station itself provides laboia

tory space Not the least idvantage to British

students would be the intercourse with Americ n

students and the interchange of ideas which would

naturally follow 1 he arrangements for American

students are in the hinds of a committee consisting

of Dr Britton and Profs Coulter and Duncan
Johnson

Ihorstrn Nordbnfkli whose death at Stockholm
was recently announced was best known as the

inventor of the gua which bears hts name and as the

builder of a submarine Gatling, Gaidnet Hotchkiss

and NonUnfclt all achieved success with tlicir

in ichine f,uns but the greatest adv mce was made b>

Maxim who first used the forci of the reioil to work
the mechanism In the Nordenfelt gun the biircls

were placed side by side horizontally tlic fii ing

mechanism being actuated b> i lever moved to and
fro by the gunner A senes of trials carried out oX

Portsmouth in 1880 led to the use of the Nordenfelt

gun in H M ships for defence against torpedo boats

In 1883 Nordenfelt constructed a submarine of about

bu tons displacement ihe propelling michincty con

listed of a compound surface condensing steam
engine of about 100 h p the surface speed being nine

knots Steam generated while on the surface could

be stored and this was used for running short dis

lances when the boat was submerged Ihe crew

consisted of three men and the boat earned White
head torpedoes It was however as the inventor of

kthi gun bearing his n ime that Nordenfelt wis best

known in this country and the firm formed for tlx

manufacture of the gun became amalgamated with

th< Maxim Co and riow forms pirt of the Vickris
t o

Wr regret to see the announcement of the death

of Mr C D Leslie at Fortuna Iransvaal as the

result of a railway collision Mr Leslie was born in

Roso-shire, Scotland, in 1871, and was educated at

Fortrose Academy and (George Watson College Edin
burgh In 1889 he went to South Afnca to take up a
position with the Natal Civil Service and six years
later he left Natal to try his fortunes on the Rand
Here he acquired his practical knowledge of mining

^y working side by side with the miners and his
oarly expenenoe gave him a great insight into under
ground working conditions and a profound knowledge
of the miners His first position on the Rand was
that of contraetpr to one of the mines of the Central
Mimng group, after winch he joined the Consolidated
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Gold Fields group and became manager of the Jupiter

Nigel Deep and Simmer and Jack Proprietary Mines
where his organising poweis and general nuning know
ledge, gamed in his early mining training fitted him
for the position which he ultimately held as consulting

mining engineer to the Consolidated Gold Fields of

South Aftica Ltd During the time that Mr Leslie

held this position he interested himself considerably m
improving general mining conditions being amongst
other things prominent in the org misation of the

earl) trials on dnll sLccU and the interest he took in

the mininf, iiidustr) w is exemplified bv the able

iddress he inidc during his period as president of the

South African Assoaation of Vngineers and by the

stienUfic movement he initiated in 1916 to develop the

industries uf South Africa

Ar the forty second innuil gtncial nutting of the

Institute of Chcmisliy held on March 1 Sir Robert

Robertson \ ice president, occupied the chair in the

place of Sir Herbert Jackson the president who was
absent through illness In moving the idoption of

the report of council Sii Robert read the president s

addrebs m whuh referencx was made to the position

of professional men under prevailing economic condi

Uoni> Th situation is fai more promising than it

the time of the armistice more than ^30 chemists

whose nmus bad been on the appointments registei

have now nc further noi 1 c f this assistance The
roll of the institute is stc idiW met easing numbering
nt irlv throe tluusand fdlows and i&sociates and
more than five hundred rcgistcicd studenU fht

council has taken up the question of securing reprt

sentation of chemistry in the Minutry of Health
with the satisf iction of beeing Sir William J ildcn

appointed a member of the Council of Medical and
Allied Services and Di J F Fochci Chemist
to the Scottish Board of Health Jointly with

the Institute of Metals a committee is engaged
on questions iflicting the status and organisation of

chemists and metallurgists with the Navy Army and
\ir Force The ofhceis and members of council for

the year 1920-21 were elected as follows —President

Sir Herbert Jackbon Vice Prestdtni^ H Ballantvne

Sir J J Dobbie I M Hawkins G T Morgan
Sir Robert Robertson and G Stubbs Hon Treasurer

E W Vockker Membtn of Council W E Adcnc\

W Bacon E C C Bdl> O I Brady F II C nr
\ Chaston Chipman A Cottrell A C Cummins,

J r Dunn 1 Eynon A Fmdlay G VV Gr^y^ F W
Harbord C A Hill P H Kirkaldv J H I ester

W Mdcnab S F MeUing G W Monier Williams

A More F Mollvvo Perkin G H Perry B D
Porritt F M Potti r J Rogers E AV Smith

and W M G Young

An important scheme for the co ordination of the

Health Department of Glasgow has been adopted b^

the City Council Dr A K Chalmers the Medical

Officer of Health will be the head of an enlarged

health department which will now include the sani

tary inspector the veterinary surgeon and the bar

tdfiologist each of whom until now has been head of

a s^arate department and largely independent of the

others It can scarcely be doubted that this arrange

ment will conduce to efficiency and economy
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The firht of three Chadwick public lectures on

* Military Hjgiene in Peace andWar "will be debvered

by Gen Sir John Goodwin, Director of the Army

Medical Department, on Monday next, March 8, at

S 15 P tn * the lecture-room, Royal Society of Arts,

John Street, Adclphi, W C a Immediately preceding

the lecture Chadwick gold medals and pnxes for ser-

vices in promoting the health of the men of the Navy

and Army will be presented to Surg -Comdr E L
\tkinson, R N ,

and Brig -Gen W W O Beveridge,

\ M S

\n extreme^ Interesting account of the nesting
* habits of the storm petrel by Mr Audrey Gordon

appears in Bftfuh Birds for February The author’s

notes were made during a brief stay on one of the

smaller islands of the Inner Hebrides Of the court-

ing habits of this bird nothing is known, but the

author believes that certain weirt noises uttered while

on the wing during dark and stormy nights or when

the nights were misty are to be regarded as part of

the courtship performances of the males During this

time the birds would seem to be circling round the

nesting area at a great pace, like nocturnal swifts

While this IS going on an incessant purring*' can

be heard from the birds, which were probably the

females, ensconced in rocky crevices Mention is made
of the bare patch on the crown of the nestling This

deserves closer investigation It is found also in the

young ostrich and in the nettling of the great crested

grebe, where it takes the form of a vermilion

heart shaped prominence

In the Annals of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Pera-

deniya (vol vii ), Mr T Petch continues the publica-

tion of his work on the fungi of Ceylon “ Revisions

of Ceylon Fungi," port v! , embodies a critical

examination of a large number of species and the cor-

relation of the specimens in the original collections

of Thwaites in Ceylon with those sent by Thwaiten
to Berkeley and Broome, now at Kew and the British

Museum respectively, from which the species were
described Incidentally, an interesting question arises

as to whidi series is to be regarded as containing the

tvpe-spccimens A second paper, Gasteromycetae

ceylamcae^" contains a list of these larger fungi, in-

cluding those originally recorded by ^rkcley and
Broome, as well as more recent additions A full

account of one of these, a remarkable phalloid

form, which the author has studied in detail, appears

in the Transactions of the British Mycological Societv

(vol vi
,
part ii ), where it is described as the type

of a new genus, Pharus

The Annals of the Royal Botanu Gardens, Pera-

dent\a (vol vl
,

part iv ), contains an account, by
Mr G Brvoe, of the structure and development of

the small woody "burrs” or "nodules’* which are

found In the* cortex of the rubber-tree, Hevea
hrasthensts The nodules Increase from the sixe of a
pea to ’hat of a hen’s egg. and mav sometimes pro-

duce large sheets of woody tissue As they
grow larger the stem becomes gnarled and waited,
the cortex cracks and latex ooxes opt, and the tree

becomes useless for tapping These nodules occur
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only on trees which have been tapped, and appear t.

be the result of physiological changes, the nature and

cause of which are at present unknown, in the con-

tents of the latex-vessels They are formed round

altered latex-vessels or round lesions or areas In the

cortex into which latex has ooaed and coagulated

The tendency to nodule formation appears to be con-

fined to certain predisposed individual trees, and this

abnormal condition it apparently not infectious The
nodules in Hevea are somewhat similar In structure

to the isolated woody nodules which occur in the

cortex of beech, pear, and apple They consist of a

central dark brown core, appearing as a point or

line, of cortical elements, surrounded by a rone of
|

wood derived from cambium and forming the bulk qf
the nodule They are quite distinct from the globular

woody shoots, such as are well known in beech, and
are formed by the subsequent growth of dormant

buds which have lost their original connection with

the woody cylinder of the stem These occur in both

tapped and untapped trees of Hevea, but never form

large masses of woody tissue us do the nodules

A CATALOGUE of mcteorological instruments has just

been Issued bv Messrs C F Casella and Co , Ltd , of

Westminster It is interesting to see the return of pre-

war activity in this direction, necessarily a largely

increased cost has occurred m the manufacture of the

instruments, ranging from 33 to 75 per cent Full detaila

are given of the respective instruments, and there Is

much information as to the placing and the exposure

required bv meteorologists to render the observations

of scientifir value Many may require the instruments

only for casual use, but occasions will occur when
the ob<!ervations may be of real value to meteoro-

logists The catalogue gives a large range of choice

with regard to price, and without doubt even the

cheaj>er instruments noted are trustworthy From a

scientific point of view a mercurial barometer should

he prefeir-ed to an aneroid In the class of thermo-
meters, perhaps a Six’s maximum and minimum
thermometer should be less preferable than the more
ordinary maximum and minimum thermometers

;

experience has proved it to be more liable to get out of

order Referring to terrestrial radiation thermometers,

It IS recommended that the instrument should be
placed at a height of about 2 in above short grass;

to fall into line with the recommendations of the

Meteorological Office, the bulb of the thermometer
should just touch the blades of short grass Good
illustrations arc given of the various self-registering

instruments, and the catalogue affords an easy means
of selecting an outfit for all meteorological purposes

In the December, 1919, issue of Terresifud Mag*
neitsm and Atmospheric Electnaty the editor, Dr
L A Bauer, directs attention to the difficulties raised

bv the directors of magnetic and electrical observa-

tories who do not carry out the decisions as to the

observations and their reduction arrived at after

adequate discussion at meetings of the Inteppstional

Commission on Terrestrial Magnetism and* Atmo-
spheric Electricity Although at the Inogbrudc
meeting of the Commission in 1905 it was raaMved
without anv dissentient that future ^latioA^thc
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ma|{iKt2c elements thoukl be in Greenwich time, no

British observatory outside Great Bntain has

carried out the decision With the view of securing

uniformity, Dr. Bauer invites discussion of the fol-

lowing questions Shall Greenwich time or the nearest

standi nteridian time be used for the magnetic

records ? Shall the mean value of an clement be taken

from a full hour to the next or fiom a half-hour to

the next half-hour?

At the meeting of the Illuminating Fngini'enng

Society on February 24 a discussion on ' Lighting

Conditions in Mines, with Special Reference to the

K>esight of Miners,” was opened bv Dr 1 Lister

Llewell>n, a considerable number of members of the

(council of British Ophthalmologists ind of the

Ophthalmological Section of the Royal Socu t\ of

Medicine being present The introductory paper dealt

largely with the disease of the eyes known as “miners*

nystagmus,** the increase in which has given much
concern in recent years. The diseasi is common in

coal-mines, but practically unknown in metalliferous

mines Dr Llcwell>n, by the aid of statistics on eye-

sight, supplemented by data on the actual working

illumination in mines, contended that the disease was
mainly duo to inadequate illumination

,
while Dr H S

HIworthy adduced data Id show that the colour of

the reflected light, depending chiefly on the nature of

the coal-surface, was also an influential factor

Medical men from various mining districts emphasised

the complexity of the problem, but there was general

agreement that illumination and the dark nature of

the reflecting surface in coal-mines were imfiortant

factors A variety of types of miners* lamps were
exhibited, and Mr E Fudge, secietary of the Home
Office Committee on Miners* Lamps now sitting,

made some remarks on possible developments Ihe
question of whitewashing coal-surfaccs in order to

improve the reflection of light was also considered At

the conclusion of the discussion Mr L Castor sug-

gested a comprehensive investigation by competent

photometric experts, aided by ophthalmic surgeons, m
<Mder to obtain data on a uniform basis, establish the

nature of the conditions of illumination to be guarded
against, and consider possibilities of meeting lighting

requirements

An interesting paper on the theory and practice of

lubrication was read by Messrs Wells and South-
combe before the London Section of the Society of

Chemical Industry on February 2 Free fatty acids

in lubricants have hitherto b^n judged mainly bv
the injunous effects which they are capable of causing
It bat now been found, however, that these auds, in

strictly limited amount, can greatly increase the value

uf mineral oils as lubricants Tested In a Thurston
friction machine under conditions of very low speed
and high pressure, It was found that 0-5 per cent
of the fatty acids of rape-oil added to a mineral oil

reduced the friction coefficient from ok)o66 to 00049,
whilst needy 60 per cent of the same rape-oil

from acki was required to produce the same effm
4t appears, tiierefore^ that this discovery affords the
means of diverting to other and more useful jHiiposes

|
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the greater part of the saponifiable oils and fats now
used for blending with mineral oils

In a paper read to the Institution of Petroleum

Teihnolugists on February 17, Dr W R Ormandy
deM:rib('s a number of patents which have been taken

out for mixtures intended to be used as motor fuels

Protesting against the present system, he states that

patents have been granted for admixtures of bodies

which evetv chemist knows will mix, and every

engineer knows will drive an internal-combustion

engine Many of them arc certainl) not inventions or

discovt I les Presumably the patents have been granted

because the patent records of the preceding fifty years

cannot show that anything of the sort has previously

Ijcon patented But it is common knowledge to those

skilled in ihe matter that such liquids as paraffin,

petrol, benzol, alcohol, ether, and acetone will mix
either in any proportion 01 in restricted proportions,

and also that b\ admixture, for example, of petrol

with benzol a certain amount of alcohol can be caused

to dissolve tn the mixture which would not dissolve

in the petrol alone It is equally common knowledge
to rhoinists and engmet rs that any admixture of two
01 more \olatile fuel bodies will tesuU in a third sub-

stanie also capable of being used as a fuel Disclaim-

ing an\ intention of expressing a pronounced opinion

on ail) of the spccifitations, the author regatds it as

prejudicial to the gen^^ral interests of the community
that such patents should exist, and has no doubt that

they contain the seeds of many lawsuits

Wf have received from Messrs Flatters and Garnett^

Oxford Road, Manchester, thek* price-list of stains,

chemicals, slides, cover-gldssts, dissecting instruments,

<U , for use in mu roscopical and histological work
The list of stains, which ate all tested, seemii faltly

complete, and the solids are supplied in quantities of

5i 25 grams With a selection of this

kind to choose from, the worker m these branches of

scunce should be independent of foreign supplies

MesAfA. Methuen and Co , Ltd , will publish shoitl)

a translation by Mr R W Lawson, of the Universitv

of Sheffield, of “The Special and the General Theory

of Relativitv,’* by Prof Einstein The volume is

pnmarily intended for those who arc not conversant

with the mathematical anal) sis used in theoretical

physics, the aim of the author being to give the mam
ideas of the theory of relativity in the cK irest snd

simplest form

A couRSB of lecture* was delivered in the llnivcrsit)

of I.d3ndon in 1913 by Prof E Btesslau, of the Uni-

versity of Strassburg, and a volume based on them,

bearing the title of “The Mammary Apparatus of

the Mammalia in the Light of Ontogenesis and
Phylogenesis,’* with a preface by Prof J P Hill, is

to be issued by Messrs Methuen and Co , Ltd , this

spring It will provide an epitome of Prof Bresslau’s

investigations on the development of the milk-glands

and related parts in the mammalia, and of his con-

elusions respecting the evolutionary history of tha
mammary apparatus, and be fully Illustrated
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Our Astronomical Column.
OccultATiON of a Star by Saiurn —Mr A Bumet

has pointed out that the star I^lande 20654 (ma/; 73}
will be (xrulted bv Saturn on the eveninf; of March 14
Mr I I Comrie f(ives some further details and a
dirif^rani m the Journal of the British Astronomical Asso
elation for January At Greenwich the star disappears
at 7h 5m in position an^le 281°, ^ust to the north of
the iinj*, reappearin|;j at 8h 40m in anj^Ie 121° The
star will pass very close to Titan about i2h ,

and an occultation by that satellite will probably
occur somewheie on the earth, henio it is important
to observe the conjunction with care, and, if

occultation occurs, to take the limes of disapfx'aranee
'ind reappearance, as a useful determination of Titan's
diameter might be made from such obsci vat10ns A
lontral occultation would list about five minutes

The Nauticai Ai manac for 1922 —This volume
has lately been issued, and is of inUresl as being the
last almanac in which the places of the mcxin itre based
on Hansen's tables, Ihesi were first used in the

1862 almanac, but, starting with i88{, Newcomb's cor>

rcctions have been applied to them For ten years

after this the errors of the almanac places of tfa*

moon were vcr> small, Uicn they began to mount up,

and now reach nearl\ i sci in R A Ihe introduc-

tion of Brown's tables in the 1923 volume will groatlv

reduce this eriut, but will not it move it cntireK, since

Dr Brown h.is preferred not to introduce a term of

some sixty years* period which is indicated b\ the

observations

Calendar Kbtorm — This question, which was sus-

pended during the war, is agam coming to the front

Ihe majoiity of tlie refoi intis agree on the tollowlng

points —(j) I hat each quartet should have ninety-

one da>s (thirteen weeks), Iheic being two months
with thirty days and one with thirty-one, these lengths

lepeatmg themselves in the same ordei m each

Q
uarter, (2) that one day in each year, and a second

ay in leap year, should stand outside the week, so

that the week-days repeat themselves alike m every

year, and (3) that the leap day should come at the

end of the year, its position in the second month
being extremely inconvenient Mr Alexr Philip pro-

poses to begin the year with March, thus restoring the

meaning of the names September, Ut He further

suggests that the day outside the week should be

WnVt-Sunday, which is put at the end of the first

quarter (May 31), it Is immediately followed by an
ordinary Sunday, taking advantage of the fact that

the day following Whit-Sunday is already a general

holiday Easter Sunday on this plan would always

be on April 13 The leap day would come os now. at

the end of I'cbruaiy, but this would then be the last

month of the year He further suggests that, if it be

desired to keep the months as nearly as possible at

Iheir present lengths, his scheme would involve no
greater cliange than that August should give one da>

to February
M Flammanon’s scheme, repnnted In the Annuatre

AsiTonomiqu€ for loao, is simitar, but more revolu-

tionary Irfe would begin the year at the vernal

equinox, giving new names to all the months Their

lengths In each quarter would be 30, 30, and 31 davs

Raster would be the aist of the first month (corre-

sponding with Ap^ 10) The extra-week day and
tne leap day woul^fbolh come at the end of the year

It would seem desirable tHht all reformers should

agree to adopt one of the many schemes that have
been proposed, as unanimity Is required to give

sufficient driving power to carrv anv reform The
fact that the present most illogical calendar has sur-

vived so long is a forcible illustration of the strong

conservatism of mankind
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The Association of Technical Institutions.

'^I'HE twenty-seventh annual general meeting of the
^ Assoaacion of Technical Institutions was held in

the Cordwainerb* Hall, L C , on Friday and Saturday
last, February 27 and 28 The meeting was opened by
the retnmg president. Lord S3 denham The Marquess of
Crewe, K G ,

was elected prebident for the year 1920,
and dcliviied his inaugural address, in which he d^lt
at length with the working of the Education Act of
1918, esiiecially in lU relation to continuation schools,
and went on to plead strongly for better education
and training in the science and methods of agriculture,
certainly oui oldest, and possibly our largest and most
vital, industry No industry demands for its success-
ful prosecution a sounder knowledge of the various
sciences, including chemistry, botany, geology, bac-
teriology, entomology, meteorology, and engi^ring
Modern agiitullure is a complex business, and
measures should be taken for the due training of all

tomerned, whether eng igcd in it on a smml or a
large scale, md especially in the scientific study and
practice of fonstry One of the fruits of the ^cat
war was seen in the newly awakened interest of em-
ployers m the applications of science to industry, and
tn their greater readiness to find appointments and
opportuniUes for students who, on tne foundation of
a good general education had specialised in scientific

subjects ind showed thomselves wilting and able to
unefertnke* important research In this regard we
could learn valuable lessons from American practice

It was gratifying to observe also the keenness dis-

played by the general cl.iss of workers, who, under the
auspices of the Workers' Education«il Assocnatlon, are
now, with shorter fraditions and scantier leisure h^in
other Hcx:iaJ classes, interesting themselves In liberal

studies relating to liteiature md history, and in social

and political economy It is all to the good in the
building up of an educated nation
The report for the year 1919 was submitted, show-

ing that the membership of the association now com-
prised 108 institutions, the highest in its history, being
an increase of ten over that of 1914 Steps have been
taken to bring before the Board of Education the
necessity for providing not only facilities, either in full-

time or vacation courses, for persons desiring to be-
come teachers in the new continuation schools set fortb

m the Education Act of 1918, but also opportunities
for present continuation-school teachers who need
further training in this special form of educational
work It was suggested bv the council that full-time

courses might be of one year’s duration or not shorter
than six months and that m the event of approved
teachers so devoting themselves the Board might con-
sider favourably the question of granting a mainten-
ance allowance for such teachers The council was
assured of the sympathy of the Board in this matter,
especiallv in the case of demobilised officers, and that

a maintenance allowance would be made
The question of pensions for teachers In technical

institutions had also been considered and information
thereon sought from the Board, which states that, with
the approval given bv the Treasury, the following will

be accepted as counting for qualifying service, namely.
In private schools (prior to April 1, loio). provkied
thev are conducted on the same standards of efficiency

as schools under public management ; as Inspectors of
schools under any Government Drnartment In Eng-
land Scotland, or Ireland* as officials of the Boa^
of Education or of the Scotch or Irish Education
Denartment ; as officials of a local educAjon
authority whose salaries are paid out of the educa-
tion rate . as officials of anv school or educational In-

stitution (not conducted for private profit), !nriu^‘

a unlversltv, if the institution Is one, teaching
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in which would be regarded a& recognised and quallfv-

ing service; in the case of trade or commerilal in-

structors, five y^rs of practical experience or not more
than seven years in special cases, in any university

or university college, in any school receiving grants
provided by a Government Department, ns a supple-
mentary teacher in a public demcntaiy s<hool, in anv
school in any British Colony or Dependency or in

India, aided or under regular inspection by the*

Government , m any foreign country where there exists

an arrangement for the inten hinge of teat he i s made
Dv the Board of Education
The question of silanes for teachers of ^arlous

grades in technical institutions had been rarofulK
considered, and the following scale was submitted
to, and approved bv, the meeting, and ordered to he
fon\ irdeo to local education authorities and Ih#

governing bodies of ttclinical institutes for their con-

sideration, namdv Piincipals in four grides of
schools tanging fiom 12^0/ down to , and rising

bv annual increments during five years to 1500/ and
•^^ol ,

heads of depnifments in three grades innglng
fiom 6oof down to 400I , 'ind risjn^ In 'innuTl incre-

tn^'ots during ten years to qnol and 600I , heads of

junior technical and commercial schools to be classfd

as h<*ads of departments, lecturers in throe grades
ranging from 400! down to 2^0/ , and rising bv annual
me foments during thiee years to 600I and 400!
respectively

j

In i paper bv Mr \ M msbridge on “Technical
!

Schools md their Part in Adult bdurition,** it

was urged th it a great crusade against the

unworthy use of leisure is a pressing need of the

time There can he no better w tv for the woiker to

tread in his off-hours than that which leads to the

development of his interests or his skill Technical
training can, however, never flourish in 1 community
which does not regard the matters with which it deals
as of fundamental importance to the whole health of
min A nation which tnoreI\ regards it as a means of

outstripping others must always be content with
superficial achievement The education of a man lies

deeper than the pursuit of knowledge or training

Some turn to the irfluenclng or contemplation of the
ideas and movements of men, others to the creation

of material things, and each alike curves his genera-
tion if the direction be tnie Mr Mansbridge pleaded
that the technical institutes should make provision for

adult men and women to study in their leisure time
the matters, technicial or nontechnical, in w^hlch thev
are interested, or rather for which they possess the
necessary aptitude He asked that serious attention
should be given to the notable Report of the Com-
mittee on Adult Education issued In July last

1 A paper was read on “ Dav Continuation Schools “

^ Mr IT T Tavlor, of Dewsbury, in which he urged
that a hearty response should be given to the Invita-
tion of Mr Fisher to local education authorities to

establish these schools voluntarily on the lines laid
down bv the Board of Education in its recent cir-

cular, namelv. that such schools must give as great
a measure of liberal education, both physical and
mental, as opportunitv and time afford Mr Tavlor
contended that the most effective wav In which the
conditions could be met was by arranging for a com-
plete day each week for groups of bov s and girls, and
cited the efforts of the Dewsbury Education Coin-
mlttey and of the employers of the town (without
reducing the wages of their emplovees) to establish
"'uch a school as illustrating its posslbllitv
A further naner was read by Dr R S Cfav, of the

Northern Polvtecbnlc, London, in which he advocated
an ampler provision of scholarships throughout the*
^'hole sphf^e of education bv the Institution to each
ten thousand of the population of six Junior scholar-
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ships from elementary to secondary schools, six indus-
tiial scholarships, three intermediate scholarships to

enable the recipients to continue their education at the
St I Olid irv Mhool until the age of eighteen or nineteen,
one senior stholarship to the university or the technical
institute*, and one post-gi iduatc or research exhibition
t( mbit «it the close of tht graduate course

Kesotutiuns were adopUal dialing with lengthened
vacations, so that teachers of sjiccial subjects
should have facilities foi keeping in touch with
industrial developments, maximum teaching hours
for ordinary lecturers and heads of departments;
the appointment of a consultative committee com-
pnsed of reprcsentativ* s of industry, and including
representatives of universities and tfchniial institu-

tions, to advise the univirsity and technological
bnn< hes of the Haitd of Education on all matters
iff* cling the telationship of universiU ,md higher
technical education to industry, and, finally, the provi-

sion that should be made in the preparation of sc hemes
requned b\ the Education ^( t of ic)i8 for the con
tnnntion of stiulv on the jiart of science teachers bv
means of suit ible tutorial courses of science lectures

and practical work together with facilities to ittend

meetings of «eienlific and technical societies and to

visit sjM'c ml educational lentres and industiial works

The Einstein Deflection of Light.

T he uii a of diK cling the Einstein dcficction by
m< isuiLS of two neighbouring stars has occurred

to ininv people, and Prof C V Raman writes to
suggest that the apparent distance of the two com-
ponents of a bin 11 V star mav be influenced by the
effect It seems, therefoie, worth while to examine
the conditions, and to try to discover whether any
sc nhibli effects are to be expected

First, It IS easy to show that where the linear

distance l>ctwccn the two stars is small compared with
thfir distance from the sun, then the angular shift

of the further star, due to the Einstein effect, is

diminished as scon from the sun in the approximate
ratio Distance between the stars/thelr distance from
the sun That Is, it becomes absolutely evanescent,
and the, effect suggested by Prof Raman Is non-
existent

Secondly, let the two stars be at different distances
from the sun

,
for simplicity, take the dlstanre of the

Fig t —To illuitraie the production of on imago of a di^ant atar
by iho grovhational betiding uf lU light by a ncmier one

nearer star as half that of the further, let their
angular diameters be ok)02* and o-ooi' respectively,
and let the angular distance between them be i'

Then the light from the further star passes the nearer
star at a distance of 1000 of its radii If the bending
of a grazing ray be 2', the bending m the actual case
is 0*002^, and the apparent shift as seen from the sun
0001' It appears that In no case where the two
star-<iiscs arc suflRncntlv far apart to be easily separ-
able is the Einstein shift appreciable
A second Einstein effect htw been Imagined, vlr the

formation of an Image ’of the distant star on the
reverse side of the nearer one From C, the centre
of the latter, draw tangents CA, CB, and produce
them backward to DE Then DE Is one-milllonth of
a second Now it is only along the arc DE that the
Einstein image is produced, and the radial diameter
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of the ima^ ran easilv be shown to bo of the same
x»rder as DE

,
whence the an^^ular «rea of the image

4b, sa\, one-millionth of the area of AB, and since

no optic'll arrangement ran mcreabo the surface bnl-

fiantv of an image, the latter is fifteen magnitudes
famtir than AB, and therefore utterly invisible

It IS only when two stars approach each other
so (lobtiy that their discs ate almost in contact that

an\ sensible Einstein effect occurs
, and since the

two discs are in this case ubsolutelv inseparable, the
Msible effect i\ould be simply i slight brightening

In \iew of (i) the rarity of such close appulses, (2) the

impossibility of nredicting them, and ()) the transient

nature of the brightening, which would last for only
a few da\s, the prospect of detecting such a pheno-
menon IS very small
The outburst of novae cannot be explained in this

manner, as some have suggested, for it could not

possibly produce a ten thousandfold increase In light

,

moreover, the light curv'e before and after m'lxlmum
would be exactly symmetrical, which is assuredly not

the case wMth novae, the increase of light being much
more rapid than the decline

ft is to be noted that e\en if some brightening wen
•observed in an nnnulse it would be impossible to sax

whether the light-bending followed the Newtonian fr

*thf Finstein law A C D Crommuiv

The New Zealand Institute.

publication of the fift>-first volume of the
^ Transactions ind Proceedings of the New

Zeal.ind Institute marks iIk loinmencement of a new
epoch in the historv of that verv vigorous scientific

organisation The volume itself cuinpares very
favourably with those of past years, and Its contents
show that there is it kast one part of the British
bmpiie where pun science is l^ing cultivated as
slronuously as befoic the war Wc are glad to sec

thit the institute is teiclving more support from the
New Zealand Government, while the large membei-
•shlp of the nine constituent societies scattered through-
out the Dominion clearly indicates the influence which
It IS exerting upon the New Zealand public
The volume opens with obituary notices ind por-

traits of three distinguished New Zealanders

—

Alexander Turnbull, who devoted his leisure to the

collection of a mngnificxnt library, bequeathed to the

Dominion, including i2,cxx) bound volumes, dealing
especi'illv with the historv of the Paafic Islands,
Henrv Suter, known throughout the scientific world
as a distinguished student of conchologx, and author
•of the " Manual of the New Zealand Mollusca ”

, and
Thomas Adams, who did great work for his adopted •

(ountrx in the promotion of scientific arboriculture

Of the numerous original memoirs which the
\olume contains, it is not loo much to sax that they

c mbodx a larg^ amount of information of bisfh

scientific value, and if they relate almost exclusixelv

to matters of local interest dealing chicflv with the
f'lun 1, flora, and i?eologv of the islands, this is onlv
i\s It should be, for it is m these fields that the New
Zealand man of science finds his magnificent oppor
t unities Where there is no much to choose from it

is difficult to single out particular contributions for

notice, but the attention of zoologists should be directed
to the very interesting discowrv of n second spenes
of New Zealand fo>g, lAOpelma HamUtom^ found hx
Mr Harold Hamilton on Stephen Island, in Cook
Straits, and described (with excellent coloured illus-

trations) bx Mr A R McCulloch, of the Australian
Museum This species is closelv related to the long-
known but rare tiopelma Hochtteiteti of the North
Island, the onlv oreviouslv known New Zealand
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amphibian In the botanical field Dr J. E Hol-
loway continues his admirable studies on the genus
Lycopodium, while geology well imresented by
papers by Dr P Marshall, Mr R Speight, and
otMrs In the department of geophysics Mr A* W
Burrell contributes a very interesting account of a
working model to demonstrate the manner in whiclvil

ocean currents m'lv be caused by the rotation of the
earth

In conclusion, xxc may note that the Institute has
decided to elect a body of fellows, limited to forty In

number, who arc to have the privilege of xvriting

after their names the letters F N Z Inst —a distinction

which wc do not doubt will have a real value in the
world of science

The Geology of the West Indies.

Early m 1914 Dr l Wavland Vaughan, of the
United States (icological Survey, paid an official

visit to several of the smaller ^\e5t Indian islands,

partly with help from the Carnegie Institution of
Wasnington Hestdos studying the stratigraphlcal
geology of the islands and making notes on thrir

physiography, he also rollecti^ large series of fossils

which were sent for detailed examination to Washing-
ton He thus obtained material for a valuable con-
tribution to our knowledge of the Icrtiary sedimen-
t iry locks which form the greater part of these
Inlands, ind luade possible satisfactory comparisons
with the corresponding geological formations of the
southern Unitea Stites Dr Vaughan has already
published several prelim inarv notes on his results, and
an especially important memoir on some fossil corals

and the formation of coral-reefs His final report,

however, on the details of local geologv and the
general conclusions ire deferred until all the fossils

are examined and desenbed He has just edited a
senes of these descriptions, xxhirh has been pub-
lished bv the Cnrncgie Institution (Publication
No 291 , 1919) in a small volume illustrated by
beautiful photographic plates

Calcareous alg» from the Eocene limestone of St
Bartholomew and from the Oligocene limestone of
Antigu'i md \nguilla ire desc ribed by Mr Marshall A
Howe Lithothamnium and related forms are well
illustrated bv enlarged sections The Foramtnlfera
are not onlv described with excellent figures bv Mr
J A Cushman, but also discussed from the geological

point of view Some of the larger orbitoid spedes
m'lke correlations possible with corresponding rocks
both in continental America and in Europe, while the
sm ill Miocene species allow very definite correlations

with Panama and the coastal plain of the United
State's The Bivo/oa, described bv Drs F Canu and
R S Bassler, arc of Upper Ollgocenc and T^wer
Miocene age, and notes are added on the distribution

of those species which occur in other oarts of the
world The Eocene and Oligocene mollusca, described
bv Mr C W Cooke, are of great geological Import-
ance, and comoarisons nre facilitated bv faunal lists

The account of the Decapod Crustacea, by Miss
Marv J Rathbun, is almost entirely new, onlv two
species of one genus (Rnnlna) having previously been
recorded from the Tertiary formations of the West
Indies A few genera are distinctively American, but
some haxre close affinity with those at present Hxdng
in the Indo-Paclfic region *

We congratulate Dr Wayland Vaugtign and his
colleagues on the thoroughness with whkH thef are
accomollshlng their task, and we look fbrwartKto
the publication of the conduding sections of this great
contribution to the geology and paleontology of the
Central American region.

t
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University and Educational Intelligence.

Bblpast.—'Dr Janies Small, lecturer on botany tn

Bedford College, London, end in the Londoh School

of Pharmacy, nas been appointed professor of botany

in succession to Prof Yapp

Caubiupoe -It has already been announced tliat a
friend of Girton College has given zo,oooi

,
to be

affiled, both capital and interest, durint^ the next
twenty years for the encouragement of research by

women in mathematical, physical, and natural

lienees We now learn that a fellowship of the
value of 3ooi a year is offered by the college for

research m such sciences as chemistry, electricity,

engineering, botany, geology, medicine, agriculture,

etc* The election of the fellow will lake place in

time to permit of the award by the council being
made not later than June 30 Women who art

graduates or have taken honours in a final degtee
I luimination of anv universit\

,
and m< mbors of the

Girton Co|Ie(^e Roll, are cligibk for the fellowship

The fellow will be elected for lhre< years in the first

instance Applications for the fellowship must be
sent to the secretary of the college on or befoie
March 31 Each candidate should describe a tourse
of research and submit a dissertation or published
work, in addition to any other evidence she mav
desire to furnisVi of her fitness to undeitake the pio-
posed courst of research

I ONDON — The St nati has ircti\<*d two Utters from
Visiount Huldint of ("loan, chairman of the Sir

Ernest Cassd Kducutional Irust, ofTcting important
gifts in connection with the new degrees m com-
merce The trustees offer an endowment of 150,000!

in War Loan, producing 7500! a year, for the provi-

sion of eight, or possibly moie, teaching posts in

banking and cunonev, foreign trade, accountancy and
business methods, transport and shipping, mdustn d
organisation, and commercial law, and propose that
Ihi'sc should include three Sir Erni st C assri professor-
ships in banking and currency, foreign trade, and
accountancy and business methods respectively They
further suggest that the teaching in all the above-
named subjects should be given at the London School
of Economics, it being understood that accommoda-
tion for increased teaching Is to be provided in the
new buildings now being erected at tne school, wath
the assistance of the sum of ^o,ooof recently given
by the General Committee for Degrees m C^om-
merce, on the new site granted by the London Countv
Council The trustees also offer to allot to the Uni-
versity an annual grant up to 3000Z a year, for five

years in the first instance, for the provision of addi-
tional instruction in the following modem languages
required to meet the needs of students in commerce
French, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, Rus-
sian, and Arabic, togethw with a further sum of
loool for the current year to meet the expenditure
on additional modem-language instruction incurred
during this year. They atw place at the disposal of
the University a sum of looof a year. In the first

instance for five ^ea^s, for travelling srholarsliips for
the benefit of students In commerce The offers have
been accepted by the Senate, and the Vice-Chancellor
has been asked to convey to Sir Ernest Cassel and to
the chairman of the Cassel Trust “the warmest
thanks of the Senate for these great gifts for the
cause of education, from which they anticipate the
most fruitful results ”
Dr James McIntosh hat been appointed as from

March 1 to the University chair of pathology tenaffie
at the Middlesex Hospital Medical School During
the war Dr Melntotn carried out investigations at
the Royal Hermit Milftarv Hospital, Woolwich on
^^wbro^Inal f^r, and at the l^ondon Hospital on
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gas-gangrene
^
For the last nine months he has been

a full-time investigator on the staff of the Medical
Research Committee Dr McIntosh is the author
of numerous reports and other articles in medical and
scientific journals.

Dt Sidnry Russ has been appointed as from
March 1 to be the first incumbent or the Joel chair of
phvsics tenable at the Middlesex Hospital Medical
hi hool The work of this professor^ip, recentlv

ostabiished by the munificence of Messrs S B and
J B Joel, will deal especially with physics in relation

to medicine From igw to 1910 Dr Russ was demon-
strator in ph\slcs at the University of Manchestci,.
and wa^ npjiointed phssicist to the Middlesex Hospital
in ign He is tm author of a large number of
artuUs and other papers dealing with radioactivity
ind other aspects of medical physics
The following have been anointed fellows of Uni-

\crsit\ (_o!Ioge Mr F J F Barrington, assistant
surgeon, Surgical Unit, University College Hospital,
Mr M ( ( Imton, assistant professor in the depart-
ment of <loctricU enginceiing and Sub Dean of tht

I allege fncult\ of engineering, Miss Ethel M Iildei-

ton, (jilton nse.irih fellow in the diyartment of
applied St itist ICS ind (Ugenics, Dr T H C Steven-
son suprtinti nd( nt of statistics at the Goner il

Register Oftiii, ind fellow and joint secretary of

thi Rova] Statistiial Society, ind Dr Elht! N
I Thomas loctuier in the department of botanv, and
k< ep<'r of the deoartnu iit of botanv in the National
Museum of W ill s

I he decree of D Sr (Fionomics) h is been conferred
on Mr W Rees, an internal student, of the London
School of Fconomics, for a thesis entitled “An
'Vgrariin Suive\ of South Wales and the March,
1784-1415 “

On Wcdnesdai niNt March ro, at i; to n m T.ord
' Moulton will d* liver an address at Universitv College

I

on “The Training ind Functions of the Chemiral
Fngmesr” Prince Arthur of Connaught will preside

Oxford The King has been pleased to approve
of the appointment of Sir Anbibald E Garrod,
KCMCi FRS,tobe Regius professor of medi-
cine in the Universitv In succisslon to the late Sir

Willi im Osier, Bart

The fellowship diploma of the Royal College of
Science for Ireland has been awarded to Mr Hugh
Ramage and Mr R I Wills

Mr W D Egc.ar will deliver a course of four

public illustrated lectures on “ Optics *’ at Gresham
College, Basinghall Street, E C a, at 6 o’clock, on
March 0, 10, ii, and la, in place of the course
nnnounc^ for dehverv by the Gresham professor of

geometrv, who Is suffering from illness

The Master and fellows of Corpus Christ! College,

Cambridge, propose to elect In Julv next a holder of

the Aimeric Paget studentship In political science,

economics, and kindred subjects The studentship is

of the value of 150! , and tenable for one >ear
Applications should be addressed to Mr W Spens,

Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, by, at latest,

Julv 1

The next of the series of lectures for teachers on
“Recent Developments In Science,“ arranged bv the

Education Officer of the London Countv Council, will

be on “The Dv^ Industry,” by Prof G T Morgan^
and will be delivered at Flnsburv Technical College,,

T^eonard Street, Citv Road, E C a, on Saturday,.

March ao, at ri a m The chair will be taken by Dr.
M O Forster *

H R H Prihcf ARTHim of Connaught will preside
on March 19 at a luncheon to be held at the Savoy
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Hotel, when the proposals for the reconstruction and
i( -equipment of engineering laboratories at

University Collie, I ondon, will be explained by the

treusuier, Sir iMncst Moir, and others It will be

remembtMOd that an appeal for loo.oool towards this

ohjei t was recently issued AIrcad> more than
33,(XK)f has bet n collected—that is, about one third

of the total sum required It is urgently necessary
ihst the whole fund should be subscnbetl by June at

the latest, in order that the buildings may be put in

hand Further donations should be sent to II R H
Print e Arthur of Connaught it 42 Upper Grosvenor
Street, W i

In Sthool Ilygune (\(>1 m ,
No February) Dr

A A Mumford puts foi ward in Int* icsling sthem* for

the investigation and standardisation of the ph\sual
efTuiencv of children which is charactensid hv thi

breadth of view wc should c\pocl from the nuthor of
the " History of the Manchosti r firammar School

*'

Grading his subjcits m si\ age-groups fiom two to

eighteen, he indii rites the maifnalislu tests which are
appropriate A hoy of about thirteen, for exnmph

,

should he able to run 100 \ 11 ds in 14 seconds, foi thi

oldest boys Flaik’s manometer lest of ixpiratorv foni
is of vilue But realising, as medicine has come to

realise mote and more in reient \eirs, the influence
of the mind on tht IwuU he emph isises the neiess\t\

of studving the emotion il imentives to he found tn the
imagination, and would have the sihool nitdical olTirer

pnv attention to sulkiness as much ns to ,kU noids
In the dlsnission of the pmxr Dr Temuiierc, of
Hnilevburv, describes the quick, practic d utiUtv of
hclf<ht-w eight rcitios as indues of nlnsinl propress
Athletes are l iller ind heavier tnan the average
“crocks** shot ter and lighter, it is, peihaps, chnrae-
teristir thU nothing is said about the ph\ steal qiiafttics

of the scholars and dumes

Societies and Academ es.

I-ONDOV

Royal Society, bibiuar\ iq Sir T J Thomson,
president, in the chnii —B Moore ana f A Webrter
Studies of photos>ntlK»sis in ficsh-water alga? (i) Jhc
fixation of both torbon .ind nitiogen from the atmo-
sphere to form 01 game tissue by the green pl.int-cWl

(2J
Nutrition and growth produced by high gaseous

dilutions of simple organic compounds, such as
fortnakleh>dG and melhvUc alcohol {\) Nutrition and
growth hv means of high dilutions of carbon dioxide
and ovules of nitrogen without access to atmosphere
The orimcval living organism, like the inorganic coU
loidnl systems which were its precursors, must have
possi^Ssed the powci of fixing carbon and nitrogen,
and budding these up into reduced organic compounds
with uptake of energy The source of the energy was
sunlight This power is still tiosscssed bv the lowliest
tvpe of synthesising cell existing, nameh, the uni-
cellular alga A synthesising cell must have existed
prior to bacteria and other fungi since those can
exist only upon organic matter, and the primeval
world before the advent of life rould contain no
organic matter Their specific reactions show that
even tWe ultra-micToscoplc filter-passing organisms arc
highly organised nroducts on the' path from the in-
organic towards life, and hence It follows that there
Is a long intermediate range of evolution The first

svnthesismg sv^femi dieting upon light was thus prob-
ably an inorganic colloidal svstem in solution, capable
of adsorbing the simple organic «JubstanceH which
it synthesised It is therefore futile to search for
the origin of life at the level of bacteria and torulie
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As complexity increased with progressive evolution,

more and more rapid transformers for the capture of

the energy of sunlight came into existence Such
transformers are found m the green cell for fixation

of both carbon iind nitrogen I he earlier trans-

formers m the inorganic colloidal systems can only

utilise light of short wave-lengths, the later trans-

formers m the living cells arc adapted to utilise lonffer

wave-1 f ngths , and the very short wave lengths, which
are lethal, are tut off bv their colour-screens of thloro-

phvll, etc —W M BayllM The properties of col-

loidal systems iv Reversible gelation in living

protoplasm With intense diik-ground illumin.ition it

ih possible to see that the nppauntlv clear pseudo*
podia of Amoeba aie fillcxi with numerous ver\ minute
particles in Brownian movement, thus affording

further fvidenie of the liquid, hvdrosol n iture of

simple protoplasm B\ ileclruil stimulation this so!

cm 1« reversibh changed into the gc 1 state, evidenced
hv tb( vuddi n cessation of (he Brownian movement —
F J Wyeth fho development of the auditorv ap-
paratus in Sphrnodon punctalus This memoir con-

tains i dctaikd ind fulh illiistialed account of the

development of the auditoiv apparatus and .issociated

structures in the New Zealand ' fiialar i As this

important l\pe is on the verge of extinction, it wag
thought desirable to tieat the subject fuliv, although,
as might be e\|)otted, the developmental historv agrees
closely wMth that found in other reptiles The wwk
was earned out chieflv b\ meins of \v ax pi ite rccon-
staiction models The thud and fourth visceral clefts

are closed bv a baikvvardlv growing operculum but
separate dorsal and ventral openings of the clefts

were not observed The existence of two pairs of
he 1(1 cavities was confirmed, those of each pair com-
municating with each other by transverse canals
The vascular svstem was found to exhibit a number
of primitive foatuies The region investigated in-

cludes cranial nerves vi -xn , the development of which
was worked out in detail The general development
of the internal ear and auditory nerve is thoroughly
normal The development of the cristae and maculae
uusticcx from the piimitive neuroepithelium is given
in detail A well-marked macula noglerta is found
As regards the much-dehaled question of the origin
of the columellar apparatus, evidence is brought for-

ward in supnort of the contention that this is

csscntnllv a derivative of the hvoid arch, and it !s

maintained that the auditorv capsule eontributes at
most a poition of the foot-plate of the stapes

Unacaa Soclet), lubruarv ig

—

Dr \ Smith Wood-
ward, president, in the chair —Major H C Qaafoa •

Entomologic d-mc tc^orological records of ecological

facts in the life of British I^idopler.i The author
bcdieved that inU re sting f.icts would be obtained by
lecording and plotting the results of observations
made hv ,i number of 1 ntomologlsts in various locali-

ties The scheme exhibited was derived from hit
notes from February to December, iqig, within a
radius of four miles from Gerrard’s Cross, Bucks,
which inrUidos oak and beech woods, heath, marsh,
and cultivated land Soccial signs arc used to denote
the occuirenre of species of mncro-Lepidoptern on
sallow-bloom in the spnng, Ivv in (he autumn, sugar,
and light Thlrtv-five species of butterflies and two
hundred and fortv species of moths are thus tabulated
and correlated with meteorologirnl data The diagram
places many facts before the eve, as the long con-
tinuance of certain species, the presence of more than
one brood, and the like Sugar scarcely appeals when
honev-dew' is abundant, and ardfirial light irtneffcK^
tive during bright moonlight Other problems, as of
immigration still await solution
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Paris

Ac«4tny of Sciences, htibnuu <) M Henri
Deslandres in the chair P V Dsngesrd 1 he
plastidomc vacuonu , and sphcronic in SilagtntUa
is^rausstana —G Chsrpy ihc minute fissures in stetl

ingots Ihe mode of formation and method of detci
tion of minute cavities in steel ingots irt disiiitwd
togithcr with in account of their ilteration during
rolling and forging —M lxH.lctc du Sablon w is

elected a correspond int for the section of t>utuiy m
succession to the late M Farlow md M I in^lon
correspondant for the section of niineialog\ in sue
cession to M Walcott, elected foreign assoc inh —
C Rabut The reduction of contut transform itiuns
R Birkaland \ rcdui lion of \beh m integr ils —

J

Boarqoart The QuaUinaiy g] ici ition of Central
Mb inia L and F Bloch Sonu new spatk spectra
in the ixtumc ultri violet Miasuiimcnts foi wavt
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The State and the National Museums.

WHILE teconstruction in almost every direc-

tion IS m the air, there is a very real

danirer that the needs of our national museums

may escape notice The time is, indeed, more than

ripe for the State to consider with all due care

whether their value to the community miRfht not

be vastly increased were there some system of co-

ordination l>etwccn them, the conncctinjf links

l>ein^ of suthcicnt flexibdil) to dlow each of them

to perform its piopcr woik \\ilhout the irksome

trammels that auompan) nndiK centralisation In

the lourse of two reports issued b\ the late

Ministr> ol Reconstruitioii, certain sii^^^eslions

arc made for aihicvmg this end, to them we shall

refer later The proposal whuh wt put forward

is not \er> different, hut wc consider it to be a

more i omplete solution To apprt hend more cor-

reelly the nature of the problem, it will be neres

sarv first to set out bnefl) the origin and the

present position of the pnneipil national museums

Perhaps without exception the museums came

into being, not as parts of some wide and eom-

prehensi\e scheme, but c.isuallv and at haphazard

because some particular contingency arose and

had to be met The oldest and most famous of

them— the British Museum was founded in

for the purpose of housing and tonsirving the

valuable collections whuh had been bequeathed

to the nation by Sii Hans Sloane, a grc.it antiquary

and lolleetor in his da> In the following itntiir\

the growth of the collections was so groat, fed

IS thc\ wire by donations, bequests, and parlia-

mentary grants, and, as regards the library, by

the operation of the Cc^pv right Act, that it became

necessary in the earl> 'eighties to transfer the

natural history collections to the new buildings at

'^ouil) Kensington which h.id been erected for

their reception But 1hc rate of growth of the

collections tended ever to increase, and additional

iccommodation was soon urgently needed at both

blanches of the museum It was only just before

the outbreak of war that a new wing was opened
at Bloomsbury by the King and Queen, while the

plans w^hich had been prepared for relieving thecon-

go'^tlon at South Kensington had, owing to the war,

necessarily to be held in abeyance^ and it is uneTr-

tain when it will be possible to proceed with them/
The original Act of Parliament constituting the

*

museum provided for its governance by a body
<)f trustees, this arrangement still remains, and
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no exception could be taken to it were it not for

the fact that election to the standing committee

of the British Museum has come to be regarded as

a distinction to be awarded on quite irrelevant

grounds, and that, owing in the past to the little

attention given to science in the public schools,

this process has not in general led to the selection

of trustees most suitable for the Natural History

Museum Despite the actual physical distance

between the two branches of the British Museum,
and the gieat difference in the (hirarter 'of the

work carried on at the tw»o institutions, they are

still ofhcially regarded as one museum, and the

Natuial History Museum is subordinated to the

parent cstablishmenl, the ofhciaL titk of its directoi

being Director of the N.atural History Departments

Ihcie L.in, unfortunately, be little question that

the development of the Natural History Museum
has been grievously hampered by the persistent

attempt made to fit it to a system devised for the

older building, and especially for the great library,

whuh has, in fact, always tended to overshadow

the icst of the museum
The institution which was at one time known

as the South Kensington Museum originated m
the collet lions which were purchased at the Exhibi-

tion of 1851 on account of the cvcellencc of their

art and workm.inship Half a century later the

need for expansion had become acute, and plans

for new buildings were put in hand, but in the

reorganisation of this must urn wiser counsels pre-

vailed, and the Science Museum was created a

separate institution, quite independent of the Art

Museum, afterwards known as the \ ictoria and

Albert Museum Ihe title of the former museum
(annot lx; considered altogtlhcr happy, since it

is concerned, not with stitme in gcntral, but

chieflv with cngincumg and applied mechanics

Both museums arc administered bv the Hoard of

Education

The Museum of Practical Geology was a neecs

sary concomitant of the Geological Suivey, which

was instituted in 1832 Plans had been prepared

for bringing this museum and the offices of the

Survey to a now building to lx? erected near the

Natural History Museum at South Kensington,

but the war intervened, and many years are likely

to elapse before they reach maturity Up to a few

months ago the Survey was attached to the Science

Museum under the administration of the Board ol

Education, but it has now been transferred to the

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research,

the creation of which is one of the few beneficent

results of the war
The London Museum, now located at Lancaster

C
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House uas instituted for the conservation of the

intiquities of London The Wallace Collection

bequeathed to the nation in 1897 is contained in

Hertford House which wns acquired by the

Government for the purpose Both the last named

museums are under independent bodies of trustees

The Imperial Institute contains large collections

of the economic products of the Empire and a

scientiRc ind technical staff hns been provided for

their conscr\ ition 'ind stud) it is man ij,ed b> thi

Secretary of State for the Colonies issisted by

an executive committee Tow irds the close of

the wir the Imperi il \\ ir Museum w is founded

for the preservation and custod) of objects and

records connected with the war Besides the

museums there ire the various pictuic galleries

in London^ all under independent bodies of

trustees ind outside 1 ondon there are important

nation il museums at 1 dinburgh Cardiff^ ind

Dublin all under Ihcir own lulhoritics

Owing to the overl ipping of the scope ol

several of these institutions there often irises

duplic ition of work and competition for the

icquisition of specimens Ihus similar ground is

covtred b) certain sections of the British Museum
and the \ ictona and Albert Museum as regards

irt by the Natural Hisiory Museum the Geo

logical Museum and the Imperi il Institute is

regards minerals and rocks by the Natural His

tory Museum and Kew Gardens is regards the

systematic study of plants There is further over

lapping in the tange covered by the associated

tibriries to some extent that is both desirable

and inevitable but at the same time no attempt is

mide to ensure that a copy of every important

book or periodical is accessible in London

Thi lack of coordination bct>^ctn the \ irious

museums was noticed by the Sub Committee

under the churmmship of Lord Haldane which

wis appointed b\ the Reconstruction Committee

in July 1917 to investigate the machinery of

(jovernment and confirmed in its appointment

when the Ministry of Reconstruction began its

brief existence In its report published in 1918

(Cd 9330) the ioilowing important paragraph
occurs

As regards the other nation il museums [1 e

other than the Geologic il Museum the suggested
transference of which to the Department of Scien
tiRc and Industriaf Research was approved]
we think that the responsible authorities might
consider with advantage the possibility of entering
into regular arrangements, by means of a body
representative of each of the museums and estab
lished for the purj>ose whereby the spheres of the
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respective museums should be arranged with a
view to the avoidance of competition for objects^

and to the development of each museum to the

full as a centre of educition and research hrom
the latter point of view it would no doubt be
desirible to secure that the Board of Education
and the general orgintsalion for research and
information should be issnci ted with in\

movement in this direction

In this connection wc mi) refer also to the

third interim report b\ the \dult I ducation Com
mittec which w is also ippomtcd by the Ministr)

of Reconstruction in its report on libraries and

museums (Cd 9237 1919) m which it is urged

th It the powers and duties of the Local Govern

ment Boarc( regarding [the local] public libr tries

and museums should be transferred forthwith to

the Buird of I ducation Those interested in

such institutions prompt 1) took steps to register

their strong dis ipprov il of the course proposed ^

with that dissent we ire in full accord It must

be remembered that it is the business of the Board

of Lducation to allcK ite p irh imentary grants to

schools ind other teaching institutions and to see

thit the range of the curriculum of the studies it

them adheres t3 the offici il regiilitions and not

to take part in the i tii tl pricticc of educuu 1

V department of which the vision is restricted b\

the blinkers of sub he ids ind schedules is not

often ible to tike i bn ad view on questions of

le irning ind research

In our opinion the best solution of the difliculty

would be to exp ind the present Department of

Scientific and Industrial Research into a Ministry

of I e irning ind Research and to bring under it

the national museums ind picture galleries as

well is the national institutions eng iged 111

research To ensure proper co ordination and

continuity of policy the administration of the pro

posed Ministry should be entrusted to a board of

trustees comprising representatives of the stand

ing committees appointed to control each of the

constituent establishments

We recognise the complexity of the question,

and our readers must not issume that we con

stder the solution which we offer to be beyond

criticism and discussion In the House of Lords

on March 3 Lord Sudeley suggested that the

Government should appoint a committee on
museums and galleries to consider and recom-
mend how these institutions can be further adapted

to public needs and espec fitly be made through
out the country of far greater use for pul^ic

benefit and instruction His lordship made it clear^

in the course of the speech with which he intro
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duced the motion that he had m mind the

ordinary member of the publu \nd particularly

the child in the elcmentarv school and ippeirtd

to be under the impression that the expert was

already sufficiently well cared for An instructi\e

feature of the debate is the almost entire absence

of any reference to science in jfentral or to the

\atural History Museum in particular Another

retealing point is suggested by a passige in I ord

Crawford s reply for the Government in which

jn I efert nee to Lord Br> ce s proposal tl it a ct ntr il

-scirntihc depirtmcit of the (io\ernmenl should be

Sit up he said Among the purposes for which

the Scicntihc ind Induslri il Research Department

w IS set up IS actudi) thit of acting is

central advisory bed) i i any scientif e quistion in

relation to my C>\irimcnt Dipirlmint far

ipropos of this St lieme I we must observe that

whereas tvery administr itive Depirtment is ripre

sented bv at least one assessor to the Advisory

C juncil th it Dep irtment appears to be unaware

of the existence of the Natural History Museum
L ird Sudiley s motion was eventually by leave

withdrawn nevertheless we hope th it the matter

will not be allowed to rest there We think

indeed the question of sufficient impoi lance for

the consideration of a Royal Commission the

terms of reference of which should incliidt the

system of remunerating the specialist who at

present enjoys a much lower scale of silaiy than

the idministrator of correspc nding st inding and

we strongly urge the Government to appoint one

w ith the le ist possible delay

Mathematical Cosmogony

Pr blems of Cosmogony and Stellar Dy mmtes

% J H Jeans Being an essay to which the

Vdams prize of the University of Cambridge
fi r the year 1917 was adjudged Pp vui t-

293 + v plates (Cambridge At the University

Press 1919 )
Price 21s net

1
\ a well developed science two branches are

broadly to be distinguished In the one, an

existing state of things is investigated The
subject of research is events immediately con

nected, forms functions and the laws which

govern them The other branch generally marks
a later stage and basing itself on the results of

the first, seeks to reconstruct from the present as

complete a picture as possible of the past and
even of the future As in th^ conception which
underlies the theory of relativity the present

which IS the limited subject of experience Is

merely a section in time from whuh 1 hightr
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m inifold IS t be deduced W hen the subject

m liter is biologic il the outcome is a theory of

evolution When it coincides with the domain of

astfonom) the result is more specificallv recog

nised as a scheme of cosmogony

I here are at least three methods bv which

attempts hive bcin mide to formulite such a

scheme The hrst md m< si triviil as to seize on

some remark iblc phentmenon like Siturii s rings

or a spir il nebula and to see nit i clue whic h

an be foU>wed up more >r less plausibly with

the help of an cMiberanl ind unfettered imagin 1

tion Progress on th it line is 11 itui ill\ s limited

IS It IS precarious Ihe second method is illus

tritid in its highest form by the work of Sir W
Herschel It is the wiy of omparison ind classi

tie It ion Ihe Draper classifu atiun of stellar

speetri by Pickinng is an apt modern ex imple

With>utprte nception txetpt su h isreidilyvin

ishcd 11 tht light of fuller experieiue Ini )st ill

the stirs fell into in ordered sequence which

became more complete ind continuous is the

171 itcrial accumul ited lo connect the ascertained

sequence with i time scale was nilural But the

problem has not proved quite so simple is it one
time It appeared In general when the process

IS exceedingly slow ind the section of experience

correspondingly thin the very direction of the

scale IS ambiguous ind the method requires to

be supplemented by some addition il principle \

third method remains Ihis consists in the study

of models having a definite specific ition as nearly

as possible m aceordince with cosmic examples
but alw ly s within the power of analysis to discuss

The behaviour and development of such i model
ire traced to their logic il consequences with full

mathematic il rigour ind rnlj ifter this his been
done IS an attempt m ide to find their counterparts

n the aituil universe This is the profoundly

difficult but promising method adopted by Sir

Ceorge Darwin by Pome in and b\ Mr Jeans in

the work under notice

It IS curious how great irc the difficulties which
surround problems cipable of the simplest state

ment Three balls are thrown m any given way
in empty space All the intractable difficulties of

the problem of three bodies are involved in discniss

ing the subsequent motion under their mutual
attractions Or again to tike the fundamental
problem of the present subject a mass of liquid is

stirred into rotation tnd left to hnd its shape under
Its own attraction What figure will it assume
when asolitcd in spacer^ Ihe following quotation

from 1 homson ind Tait m ly be worth recalling

During the fifteen years which have passed
since the publication of our first edition we have
never abindoned the problem of the equilibrium
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of a finitt. miss of rotating incompressible fluid

Year ifter jear questions of the multiplicity of

possible figures of equilibrium h ive been ilmost

iritessinlly btforc us ind yet it is only now, under

the compulsion of finishing this second edition of

the second p'lrt of our first volume with hope for

i second volume 'ibindoned that wc hive sue

ceeded in finding anything ipproaching to full

light c n the subject

The full light, It must be idmiltcd was rather

dim especi ill} ns suih results is hid been

obtained ucrc published without proof But it

sufficed to Icid Poinciu to write i ccU br itcd

mimoir on lh< subject nnd this with thi lonlcm

p')r iry nnd indtpindent woik of 1/tipminifT h'ls

been the germ of ill subst quint id\ inic

I he first step hid been tilin b) Muliurin

who sh iwtd th vt the sphi roid w is i possible

figure of iquihbrium Ihi siiond solution w is

found by J uobi in the form f n ellipsoid with

three unequ I 'i\es In the losmicil problem thi

whole m iss Old the moment of momentum ire

given const ints thi ingul ir veloiitv ini re ises

IS thi st itc of contm tion ndv inces but so si iwl)

th It thi development follows a succession of cqui

librium figures Ihus i body trices out the senes

of Macliurin to the point where it meets the scries

of J icxibi, and where secular stibihty is inter

changed between the two senes Proceeding along

the second senes it comes to the first point dis

covered bv J^oincire where another possible senes

intersects I lere the J u obian series becomes
unstable and it w is a question whether the

stability passed over to the senes of deformations

or whether it disippeircd compleiclj at this pi int

in which CISC the hgurcs of stiticil equjlibiium

would come to an ibrupt end md be followed by
i r ipid eh inge under dvnimual conditions

II w IS not in Pc mean s n iture to imbirk on the

compile ited anlhmitic needed to solve thi ques

tion but this part of Ihi work w is supplied bv

I iipounoff ind bj Dirwin who arrived u oppo-

site conclusions the latter mainl lining thit the

deformed figure w is st iblc I hesc three writers

ill used 1 im<^ s functions in the discussion and
earned the development to the second order One
cinnot help feeling that in spite of his courage
Darwin was in thi** instance trying to stretch a

bow a little beyond his strength At any rite the

important problem remained undecided for some
}eirs Mr Jeans began his attack on it by forg
ing a lighter ind handier weapon described ii

chap IV of the picsent work, oa the gravitational

potentiil of i distorted ellipsoid His next step

was to show that no conclusion could legitimate!}

I>e drawn from a development to the second order
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ind hn ill} on prcKteding to the thi^d order, he

proved definitely that the figure at the point where

the senes bifurciti is unstable, thus closing* a

dispute rem irk ible in the c isc of i definite issue

between authorities so eminently qiialihed After

this signal ichievtment is reg irds the incom

prcssible fluid miss Mr Jons extended his

rose Itches to rotating misses of compressible

ind heterogeneous fluid hitherto an almost

untouched field In following out the develop-

ment of such bodies is ixcmphfied in different

seleelid mixlels he his shovv^n ilvvajs the same
orj^inilit\ resource ind pi w r

In the present cssn which will be wirmlv wel

corned Mr Jeans brings together these and olhei

relited rcsi im hes in i < onni fid form but it the

s ime time he idds so miih of the work of hi»t

prede ess )rs th it his own is seen in its pripe

setting and the whole b ok forms i f urlj com
plcle tre itise on the subject 1 he e irlicr eh ipters

prov ck thit firm mithematu i1 found it ion to

which the iiithor his lonlnbulod so iTrgtlv while

iht liter chapters de il in tuin with the different

ilisses of eelesli il objects to whiih the tbeorv e in

be ipphcd rotating nebulae stirilustirs biniry

and multiple stars The oiigin ol the sol ir system

the very point at whiih speculitions of this order

began rem uns ippareiitly more elusive th in over

The 1 iter part of thi hook can be re id with profit

by min) to whom the power of appieei iting the

i irher mathem itu il eh ipters has been denied It

will be found exceedingly interesting ^ind will

rcpiv the most e ireful iltcntion lleic the sptiii

htivc element nciessiril> enters and the per

m inent value which belongs to the abstract

problems dehnitely solved t innot be issumed
But ingenuity and i wide knowledge are alwa)s
in evidence and the cssi\ should hue an imme
di itc V due equally in limiting the arci of proht

able speculation and in suggesting lines which
can be controlled by observation

Of the technical excellence of the production

which IS always a point of real importance in a
mathematical text il is unnecessary to say more
than thit it is worthy of the C imbndgc Lniversitv

Press There is in obvious and therefore harm
less misprint in equation (7a) (p *^8) and
Mc)ers (p 248) for M)crs betri)s an un

verified quot ition On p a pardlaxes arc less

should read greater But these are trifling

exceptions to the rule of accurac) Beautiful pic

tures like the photogriphs of selected nebulae in

eluded by Mr Jems irc an unusual feature in i

m ithematieal work They have been supplied from
the Mount Wilson Observatory and are master
pieces of their kind H C P
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Tropical Medicine

I evers m ihe Froptcs By Sir Leonard Rogers

Third edition Pp xii + 404 + 9 plates (Oxford

Medical Publications
)

(London Henry Frowde
and Hodder ind Stoughton 1919) Pnte '^os

net

This the third edition of Sir Leonard Rogers s

well known work h is in our opinion, been

improved by the pruning process to which it has

been subjected, but it may be doubted whether

the process has been sufficiently drastic and per

sonally we should breathe a sigh of relief if the

Burdwan fever ind some other hardy peren

mats were finiUv laid to rest The distinguishing

character of the author s method is the great

importance which he attaches to the study of tcni

pcrature charts md to leucoi ytc counts as meai s

f di ignosis with the rtsult th il pi.rhips unwit

tingly, he scirccly emph isises sufficiently th it in

diseases of a pinsitK n ilure these can be onl)

f second iry import i net Thus a greit Icuco

penia’ may be greatly in fivour of kala axar

but i diagnosis can be made with ccrl iinty onlv

m one way, viz by finding the ptrasitcs ind as

It IS not stated whether this has been done m tht

many examples accompanied by charts given ol

this disease, we arc uncertain whether they

rtally are this disease or cximples of mother

disease possibly the 43 per cent of kala a/ ir

lases in which parasites are not found and which

for all we know to the conlr iry m ly also show
a greit Icucupenia

The author s exposition of these indirect

methods of diagnosis consumes we think too much
space, so that pathological histology, which should

form our only certain basis for the interpretation

of symptoms, receives rather scint attention

Thus nothing is said of the changes in American

trypanosomiasis and those of malaria and black

water fever, for example, are very incompletely

described

Again, although twenty one pages are allolled to

a discussion of pre suppurative hepatitis, we our-

selves do not know what a liver in this condition

would look like, as no post mortem descriptions

are giveiT

Under blackwater fever it is stated that the

parasite most commonly met with is the malignant

tertian, the other forms being rare If the other

forms are rare, as in a malaria district like West
Africa, or the Duars in India this is only what
one would expect

,
consequently the statement has

little signiAcance but if we are considering a

district like the Panama Canal, where ihe siihple

tertian parasite forms about a6 per cent of

malaria cases, then this statement is not true, for
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wc find th it about the s ime percentage—^viz 24
per cent — of the blackwater rases show simple

teitiari parasites and on the Madera Rivet Brazil,

where simple tertian forms ibout 30 per cent of

the malari i cases, the percent ige for the bl ick-

walcr cases is 42 per cent

On p 66 we find a common trror repeat! d

—

viz that tsetse-flics in the testing position can

be distinguished from all othc r flics by the wings
closed like the bl id( s of a pair of

scissors and on p 86 prob ibly through a lapse

of memoiy it s said that tartar cmctic is specific

for Amtru in tryp mosomiasis unfortunately, it

appears! to h ivc no action on it Misprints are

fithcr numcious ( nntndta for ( nthidta I no
maia for Iriai mi Itnittularts for lectulartus

^ In lor sirdida tr pt at foi iropita ^ahr irum

foi j, 1//1 arum eti

Readers who do not already know the work will

find something different from the ordinary text

book hut we think thev would be glad if the

authoi s well known clinical enthusiasm could

exprtss itself more tersely \nt\ dare we say it?

more (nticaHv J W W S

Practical Chemistry

(1) A It \t book of Quintttaiiic Chemtcal imlysis

By Dr A C Cumming and Dr S A Kiy
Third edition Pp xv + 416 (1 ondon Gurney
and Jackson Fdiiiburgh Oliver and Boyd,

1919 )
1 rice 12^ Od net

(2) A Course of Fracittal thermstry for igti

cultural Students Vol 11 Part 1 By
HAD Neville uid 1 1 Newman Pp 122

(Cimbridgc At the I niversity Press 1919)
Prnc net

(3) Chemtcal Cakidatton lahlts For I ab traiory

Use By Prof H I Wells Second edition,

revised Pp v + 43 (New York John Wiley
ind Sons Inc 1 ondon Chapman and Hall,

ltd 1019) Price 6v 6d net

THhRh IS always a tendency among students

of analytical chemistry to value their work
by its quantity and the nearness of their results

to what IS assumed to be correct, and in this they

are often en<x>utagtd by those who have the

direction of their studies they do as they are

told in their text book—weigh out so much, dis

scJve in 2cx> c c of water, add 20 c c of a stock

reagent heat to boiling wash three times by
decantation and so on and in the end, though

they get an excellent result they have learned not

so much chemistry as if they had made an apple

dumpling by intelligently following the instructions

of a cookery book
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There is only one way to learn practical

chetnistrj^ and that is to study the work as well

as do It A student should not pass from an

estimation until he knows definitely the reason for

every step in the process, how it can be proved

to be complete, and why the operation is done in

the way it is rather than in an alternative way
He should make a rule of proving that his pro-

duct IS whnt he means it to be, and that it is

pure In short, he should make a thorough study

of every piece of work He may get fewer results,

but he will have learned more chemistry, and he

wiU have gained the only true cunhdence, namei>,

that founded on knowledge

We deprecate, as a rule, general instructions,

such as that every precipitate should be ignited

two or more times until it ceases to change in

weight Some products need it, some do not

The point for consideration is, What is present

that it IS desired to get nd of by the ignition,

and what conditions are necessary to eliminate it

with certainty? Unless the student knows this

and concentrates his attention upon it, he is work-

ing by mere rule of thumb As to punt} of pro-

duct, we have known a conscientious and careful

worker to get a good result for one of the minor

ccmstituents of an ore, but when it was suggested

that he should examine the product that he had

weighed, he did so, and found that it did not

contain even a trace of the compound of which

he thought it consisted

(1) The manual by Drs. Gumming and Kay is

an excellent text-book for students It includes

a full course of mineral analysis, finishing with

instructions for the analysis of several alloys and

ores, gas analysis, water analysis, organic

analysis, the determination of molecular weights,

and various desirable tables. There are many
helpful and practical hints, though we think that

some parts might profitably be a little expanded

on the lines indicated above The method of

igniting feme hydrate without separation from the

filter paper containing it is, of course, not original

with the authors, but we think that it will be

fo^nd generally to lead to a notably short weight,

because tfie reoxidation of the reduction products

IS vei^ uncertain.

(a) This “Pert** of Messrs Neville and New-
map’s course deals only with exercises on **pure

organic chemistry ’* It covers the examination of

many dassei^of organic ^)Qdies, finishing with pto-

^ins and epxyme action It is a well-arranged

students of agriculture Like so many
o^r^jWiio refer to the production of acetaldehyde

W ‘djclfctlon purposes, the authors describe its

ddour as characteristically fruit)

(3) The "Chemical Calculation Tables’* include^
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a five-figure table of logarithms with a double

thumb index that enables the user to turn imme*
diately to any desired page either backwards pr

forwards There are extensive tables of factory

and weights, giving both the number and the

logarithm, and tables referring to gas cnlculatiODS

and molecular weight determinations. It is exactly

what one wants to facilitate calculations in the

laboratory C. J

Botanical Guides.

(r) Applied Economic Botany Based upon Actual

igrtcultural and Gardening Profects, By Dr
M. T. Cook (Farm Life Text Series

)

Pp xviii + 261 (Philadelphia and London

:

J B LippincoltCo
, 1919-) Price 75 bd* net

(2) .Some Familiar IVtld Flowers Photographed

by A E Sulman Pp 11-1-65 (Sydney

:

Angus and Robertson, Ltd
,
n d )

Pnee is, net

(3) AuHraltan Wild Flowers Photographed by
A E Sulman Second Series. Pp 11 + 61.

(Sydney * Angus and Robertson, Ltd
,
n d )

Price It, net

(4) A Popular Guide to the Wild Flowers of New
South IFalef By Florence Sulman Vol. n

Pp xxxt f 249+71 plates (Sydney: Angus and
Robertson, Ltd., 1914) Price 6s net

(i) title of Dr Cook’s book is mislead-

JL ing, from the preface wc learn that

It IS intended as a guide to experimental

work in the study of plants, such as should be

carried on in any high school, and as a pre-

liminary work to the agricultural studies which

are now recog^msed m many high schools These
objects would be served by a good general prac-

tical introduction to the study of plant life, and
this, we gather, is what Dr. Cook is attempting

Part J,, "Plant Life,*’ occupies nearly three-

fourths of the volume Beginning with the seed
and seedling, the form of the various plant organs
and their uses to the plant are described in sue-

ctflsWe chapters, and exercises for practical work
are suggested at the close of each chapter A
short chapter on the anatomy of the angtasperm-
ous plant follows, then a brief description of the

chemical composition and a chapter on plant

food and growth, and finally very short chapter’s

on the Gymnosperms, ecological relations,

forestry, plant-breeding, weeds, Ptendophytes,

Bryoi^ytes, Tballophytes, and Bacteria.

The remainder of the book, part 11 , entitled^

"Important Families of Economic Plants," is an
account of a number of plants of ecemofe^ value

arranged in ihM families, with a short antftoftea

very inadequate description of the characters of

each family The general efflk:! is senkppy. Tbei^
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«r* a large number of figures, many of which are

good, but odiers are poor, as, for instance, tome

of those in the chapter on flower-types A photo-

graph of two ripe ears of Indian com is described

as the pistillate flower* The use of the terms ** endo-

genous" and "exogenous" for the stem of the

monocotyledon and dicotyledon respectively 15 not

helpful, and to describe the flower as consisting

of "leaves which have been greatly modified in

shape and colour " may be misleading Annual

rings are invariably referred to as annular rings

The introduction contains excellent advice on

methods of studying botany, but the book as a

whole IS disappointing.

(a) and (3) The two little books by Mrs Annie

Sulman form a senes of very fair reproductions

of photographs of some of the common Aus-

tralian wild flowers, and each is very well worth

the shilling There is no letterpress apart from

the short preface and index, the botanical and,

where such exists, the popular names are given

below each plate, and the colour of the flower is

indicated There is little attempt at arrangement

,

generally the species of the same genus are

brought together, but members of the same family

appear m different parts of the books If the

audior would arrange the plants in some definite

sequence and indicate in each case the family to

which the plant belongs, she would add to the

usefulness of these little volumes

(4) Miss Sulman *s "Popular Guide to the Wild
Flowers of New South Wales" is I'omplementary

to the volume previously issued It forms a very

handy and well-arranged working flora descriptive

of a large number of New South Wales flowering

plants, illustrated by clear, well-drawn, and emin-

ently helpful full-page illustrations The arrange-

ment IS that of ^ntham’s "Flora Australiensis
"

There are a useful illustrated glossary, a list of

books of reference, a key to the families, twenty-

nine of which are included, and, at the end of the

volume, a colour index, by which a clue may be

obtained to the name of a flower The descriptions

of the plants are clearly written, and a great deal

of information is given in a small space

Our Bookshelf.

Agneuliurg and the Farming Business By O H
Benaon and G* H. Betts Pp xvi -1-778 (Lon-

don Kegan Paul and Co , Ltd ,
n.d

)
Price

10s. 6d. net*

Mbssks. Bbnson and Betts have essayed an
athbitioui task; it Is no less than to make their

vduoie a deanng-house for the mass of valuable

soieotifle information about agricultural problems
now aocomulated at ext>erim«nt stations and woi*
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leges, but not always wanted by practical fanners.

Although the book emanates from a London pub-
lisher, It is entirely written for the Amencan
farmer
The scope of the book is unusually wide; it

deals with office equipment, crops, azumals,.

manures, soil fertility, implements, motor-carSf
roads, education, recreation and health, and
finally there is a miscellaneous chapter including

such diverse subjects as the removal of stains^

the quantity of seed to sow per acre, a planting

table, etc 1* ull information aTOUt all these things
could scarcely be expected, and yet a vast amount
of material is collected Unfortunately, it is of
very unequal value , there are few tables of figures

and practically no references
,
the student wishing

to check the d<ita cannot do so, and the farmer
seeking information is not told where he can
obtain It Thus, under "The Origin of Wheat,"
the only information given is "Just where wheat
came from none can say Some think it originated
in the Valley of the Nile or the Euphrates, or
possibly that it may have come from Sicily

Wherever it originated, it seems to have developed
from one of the wild grasses Certain saentists
think It descended from the lily, others tell us
that it IS probably a descendant of the wild ammer "

I'his statement is not very satisfying. Like
many others in the book, however, it might serve
to whet the farmer's curiosity, and some good
would then be served by references to trustworthy
specialised books or bulletins If a second edition
IS called for, the authors might well seriously con-
sider these points

A Geography of A^ia By Joseph Martin (Mac-
millan's Practical Modern Geographies

) Pp,
viii -1-298 (London Macmillan and Co , Ltd ,

1919 )
Price 55

The tendency of school geography to embrace too
much and so to fail m achievement has been
avoided in this book, which is well proportioned
and thoroughly geographical throughout Mr
Martin has the courage to omit considerations of
geological structure where it has no direct bearing
on human activity Physical explanations of
climatic problems are generally omitted. The
diagram of the planetary winds is an improvement
on that produced in most text-books, but should
have the polar high-pressure areas added Asia
IS treated under the larger natural regions, but
these are not allowed to obscure the political units
which are an essential to a full understanding of
world geography.

Each chapter is prefaced by some simple staUs-
tical matter on wjuch is basra a number of exer-
cises desiraed in the mam for oral answers. At
the ehd of each chapter are a number of mapping
exercises The extent to which wide genenuisa-
tions are admissible in school geograjdiy will

always be a disputed point, but statements that
certain climates are unhealthy to Europeans^ if

true, require explanation Even a adiool
geography should emphasise the part playea hf
the mosquito.
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More thaa fifty excellent black-and-white mapsi
tnobt of which show relief, and as many fin^y

reproduced illuslrations add considerably to the

value of the book One or two small points might

he corrected in the next edition The number of

emigrants entering Asiatic Russia was scarcely

250,000 a >ear immediately before the war The
figure given for Siberia on p. 264 ib much too high

It would be more correct to say that the Kara
Sea 15 navigable for two months than that it is

ice-free for that period The railways to Ku7netsk

and Minusinsk should be noted The use of a
volume like this must result m raising the standard

of ^pgraphical teaching, and, incidenlallv, in

ji^tifying full attention to the subject in the s( hool

curriculum.

Subfnartne IVarfare of To-day By Lieut Charles

W. Domville-hifc (Science of To-day Senes )

pp 304* fLondon Seeley, Service, and Co ,

Ltd., 1920) Price 75 fid net

T^E Allied peoples, to whom the defeat of the

German submarine campaign has meant so much,
cenoot fail to be interested in the means by which
that defeat was consummated Hitherto they

have had to rely on scraps of information-—per-

haps true, perhaps not-—whispered in the ear or

appearing furtively m the Press An urgent

demand undoubtedly exists for a comprehensive
statement of the case Lieut. Domville-Fife ha*>

gnxen us that—and more His book is full of

romance as well as of facts The \ ictory over the

submarine was won, not by any sovereign remedy
foi^ their depredations, or by a single weapon
invincible in attacking; them, but by the cumula-
tive effect of a multitude of devices, each itself

imperfect, but employed systematically and in spite

of numerous failures. To which must be added

—

and the author gives this its proper proportion b>

telling actual incidents in a fine Irterary style—the

bravery and pertinacity of the men on the ships

The only criticism which is permissible is that

the book is somewhat lacking in detailed descrip-

tion of the instruments used —the directional

hydrophone, for example Possibly this omission
is due to the continued maintenance of official

secrecy in such matters This probably also

accounts for the lack of all reference to certain

new devices which were used with considerable

effect, or to the development of others which will

in future render the action of the submarine
increasingly difficult.

Hiddon Treasure The Story of a Chore Boy who
Made the Old Farm Pay By J T. Simpson
Pp 3®3 (Philadelphia and London J B Lip-

pincott Co., n.d ) Price 65 . net

Mr. SiMPSoi# has woven many of the features of
modern farming into a «tory of an American
college Youth who went to a Pennsylvanian farm
owned by a very cojvervative unde just about to
marry and set up housekeeping. The young man's
sugg^tions for ipiprovements are received with
tlw usual incrcdulitv, the unde even dedimng to
oil the wheels of t^e grindstone, because he has
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never done it before. But before the ooslasgbt
of the boy’s **git up and git,” and the loaistenoa

of the up-to-date wife, the uncle’s prejudices slowly

break down, and in one wa^ and another tbt old

run-out farm is gradually improved. New con-
crete buildings are put in, the tractor is intro-

duced, the dairy herd is improved, and in course
of lime the farm becomes a completely modem
establishment The young man receives his

reward, the local banker becomes interested in

him, a desirable farm falls vacant, and in

chap xiii (ominously enough) an eligible young
woman turns up equipped with brown eyes and
shy glances, and although the recorded conversa-
tions all relate to .ignrultural improvements, the
perspicacious re.ider will have no difficulty in fore-

r.istmg the end

biota of the Presidency of Madras By J S
(xamble Part 111 / egumtnosae -Caesal-
pintotdcitc to C apnfohatcae Pp 391^577
(l.ondon \diard and Son, and West Newman,
Ltd , 1919 ) Price los net

The third part of Mr Gamble's handy little

fiora contains the remainder of the polypetalous
dicotyledons It includes the Caesalpinia and
Mimosa sectiotis of Leguminosa;, containing many
forest-trees .ind shrubs, and, among others, the
important families Combretacese, Myrtacese,
Melastomacese, and Cucurbitacese As in previous
parts, descriptions are given of families and
genera, but the determination of the species
depends on the keys in which the characters of
the principal organs arc fully contrasted No
typographic distinction is made between native
and introduced genera, such as Parkinsonia
(tropical AmencaiQ and hucalyptus (Australian!

,

jK. globulus, the blue gum, is largely grown in

forests on the Nilgiris and other hills, and is fre-

quently found self-sown Another alien genus
appears undet* the name Uclonix, an unnecessary
revival from Rafine'sque, it includes the familiar
“flamboyant” generally known as Pometana
rcgia As with the previous part, the author has
been restricted in the pn.p.iration of the work to
material available m thi great herbaria m ibis
country, but for future parts the Indian collections
will again be available

/-o I'hdorie Atomique Par Sir J J 'Ihomson
Traduit de I 'Anglais par le Prof M Charles
Moureu Nouveau tirage Pp vi + 57 (Pans *

Gauthier-Villnrs ct Cie, 1919 ) Price a.40
francs net.

This is a translation of the Romanes lecture of
1914, made during the war under the full inspira-
tion of the Anglo-French comradeship in arms.
The translator stipulated that the proceeds should
pro to the British Red Cross

, Sir J T Thomson
insisted that they should go to the French Red
Cross , and, as neither would give way, they finally
agreed that they should benefit the Be^ian
wounded. Prof. Moureu has given an exeeQean
translation, which fully preserves the "intSfH
passiofmant ” of the onginal lecture.
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Lettcrt to the Bditor.

(TKtf AMm* AMt not Md MfiwfJ/ tva^otufM# for opHHOtu
mpNuU h9 hCi corrtipondonu Nsifkst cm ks umdrrtahs to
ftftHTNti or $0 eorrupond wtth iho writora of, rofocUA momf
iertpti intanM for tMs or may otkot port of Natqm* No
nadko U Ukon of anonomoua eommunieoHona ]

OrftvNatlMMd IktllMtloii ef H%lMptfd PartMw.

Mr. LnoH Paob tui ^ven a very simple method of
trsRthlg the motion o7 high-speed particle in a
Mvftatkmal field on Einstein’s theory (Naturb
PetMTui^ s6f p. 69a) In one respect his results differ
from those which have been obtained Dy more
laborious methods, and 1 think that some error must
have crept in, either through a failure of his ap-
proximation or from some other cause He finds
that a particle travelling with the velocity of light
Smuld DC undeflected, whereas a ray of light Is

deflected It would be difficult to reconcile this with
the principle of equivalence, which seems to require
that the trajectory of a material particle should
approach that of a light-pulse as the velocity
appmches that of light.

Tlie differential eauation of the orbit of a material
partide moving with anv speed is fReport Physical
Society, p 51, equation (313)]

d^i«/d^ + u«itn/h*+3m«*, (u^i/r),

where the constant h-rW/di It Is from this exact
equation that the motion of perihelion of Mercury is

obtained For motion with the speed of light is»o,
so that h is infinite, and the equation becomes

d*i#/d^+wex3fntt*
The solution is

•»-^+J',(co.V + a8in'tf),

neglecting m*IR*
in Cartesian co ordinates this becomes

;r=R-'? J‘*+a/
R\/(^*+y)

The asymptotes are found by taking y very large

compared with x, giving

Hence the angle between them is 4ni/R, agreeing
with the result for the deflection of light rays

I have verified by the usual methods the othe**

principal result given by Mr Page, that for radial

motion the force (relative to the« co-ordinates used) is

a repulsion if the speed exceeds 1/^3 times the
velod^ of light

With regam to the question whether the system
of an atom on the sun can be identical with that of
an atom on the earth, inasmuch as the warping of

space-time is different in the two places, it is clear
that the identity cannot be oxaci, but this loophole
for escape from the predicted shift of the Fraunhofer
linea does not seem to be very promising If the
“intervals” of vibration of the two atoms are not
thq same, the difference must depend on some in-

variant of spaee-time which differs at the two places
I do not think that any invariant of order mfr exists
The simplest invariant which does not vanish Is

HO» aeaS. VOL 10^1

Qravftatlsital tUft tf Ipestiral Unss.

The assumption that the equations of motioh ki a
gravitational field can be deduced from a oondklon af

the form is in itself little more than a vary

natural way of expressi^ the prindj^e of least

action The greatness of Einstein's thecuy really lies

m the suggestion, vcufdt apparently on purely a prtora
grounds, that a certain set of six relations betssetn tfte

coefficients in the formula for ds*, which are true
when no heavy body is near, still hold near one.
These are found to make the coefficients detenniaate,
whereas previously they were quite arbltraiy, and the
observed motions of the planets, Including the advance
of the perihelion of Mercury, are at once deiced
The displacement of star images during an eclipse

is based on the further very plausible assumption
that a light-wave moves like a material particle of
zero mass starting from an infinite distance with ^
veloatv of light there. Now that this displaoemeot
has become a result of observation, the data art just
enough to make it possible to reverse the argument
and deduce the fundamental assumption of the thsory
from observation, as I have done In a forth-

coming paper in the Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Sode^ Neither in Einstein’s discusiion
nor in mine is any identification of ds with an inwsri-

able line element in four-dimensional spaoe-time
relevant to the theory; and as the application of the
thoorv IS purely physical, I think it undesirable that
any such abstract idea should be made to appear as
part of it Physically, the invariance of da means
simplv that the motion of a particle can be described
in terms of any sat of co-ordinates we like to dioose

In discussing these phenomena all positions and
times are referred to an observer at the centre of the
sun, and it is not necessary to determine the relations

between hu measures and ours, for the uncertainty in

these would not affect the observed quantities

appreciably The problem of the shift of spectral

lines, however, de^nds essentially on such a com-
panson About part of the theory of it there can be
no reasonable doubt, namely, the assumption that

the vibration on the earth appears to any observer
to have the same period as the vibration on the sun
that causes it What is doubtful is whether the atom
on the sun vibrates in the same time as a similar atom
on the earth Einstein assumes that it does not, but
that the increase in ds in a oerlod is the same for

both, and deduces the shift of the spectral lines

There is nothing very bizarre about this, It only

means that when we move about we must refer our
observations to time standards In the place where
these were originally used, and not expect that they
will serve the same functions if we carry them about
with us. An analogy from colour will Illustrate this

Suppose we have a standard of redness in the form
of a particular red body We judge the redness of
other bodies by comparim with this Now suppose

we go to a place where the prevailing illumination is

green, but where our standard of redness is still vlrible

through a window. We then say that none of the

things in the room look red. but our judgments as to

what outside bodies look rod are the same as before.

Our standard is now brought Into the room. Arc we
going to say that It looks red still? H we do, we
shell have to say that the red external bodies tiuit

have not been moved tigve been dianged in colour

by the motion of our standard, which is at least liw

convenient, and which most people would call absurd
Therefore we say that our colour standard has been
altered bv Its displaoement, and choose another
standard from amo^ the visible externa! bodies.

Similarly, if an observer on the earth went to the
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sun his time standard would dot be that determined
by bodies he had carried with him, but the standard
found by observing from the sun similar bodies on
the earth, and he would lud^ that his time standards
were changed by being oiapTaced Of course, If thev
were not changra, the spectral shift would be aero
The colour analogy, however, shows that there is no
special reason to believe that they are unchanged, and
It certainly seems most likely that the Invariable

quantity in such a displacement ib ds, for this Is

already known to be of fundamental importance in

oth^ problems The shift, therefore, Is probable,

though if it were absent it would not be very difficult

to construct a theory that would fit the fact.

If it were true that dt was the same for atoms on
the sun and on the earth, we might expect our
standards of length also to be the same, but this

leads to a surpnsing result, for if thev were, the

measure of the wave-length of the emittea light would
be proportional to so f^st it would not be
postIbVe to continue to use the wave-length as a
standard of length, thus such a hypothesis would
lead, not to a simplification, but to an added com-
plexity It may also be not?ed that the spectral shift

depends on the part of Einstein's law that agrees

with Newton's, so that the two stand or fall together

If this phenomenon is crucial

Fmsteln'i law, however, rests on firmer ground
th«in the theory of the spectral shift As to whether
this shift exists, the available data on an average point

to one of nearly the predicted amount, and are cer-

tainly much nearer this than xero They show a great

variation in the amount of the shift, which must be
explained before the question can be regarded as

saved Many causes are capable of producing this

variation, but what seems to me likely to be the chief

does not appear to have received much attention The
prediction rests on the assumption that the vibrating

atoms arc in similar surrouiraings, which is plainly

false It Is, indeed, required bv the theory of stellar

evolution that the whole constitution of a star must
alter owing to successive types of atom becoming un-

stable and passing over into more stable forms In

stability demands that the slowest free vibration of

the atom has its frequency reduced to xero, and In the

process the other periods must be affected The
remarkable fact is not that there are shifts, but that

the observed spectra are as much like terrestrial ones
as they are.

Harold Jeffreys
Meteorological Office, SW 7

IIm PositiM af the Mataarologieal OAm.
That the study of the atmosphere and the practical

applications of meteorology should be su{^>orted and
encouraged by the Government is a proposition so
obvious that it is accepted in every civilised country
It does not, however, follow that the metemoioglca!
service of a country should be conducted as a branch
of the dML service, still lest of the military service,

and Bri^h meteorologists must be grateful for the
emphasis laid In the leader In Nature of February 26
on the importance of scientific oontr<d of oflncial

meteorology.
I do not know enoi^ of tbs present constitution

of the Meteoroki^cal Office to offer any criticism of
Che Air Ministry In fdatioa to It, but I am verv
stronglv to agreemeirt with tne resolution of the
Royal Meteorological Society as to,tbs Importance of
full Inquby before chanring the constitution of the
l^teoroloflM CRIIco. wfUch has led to.such remark-
able advemoes In meteorcloricRl sclenoe since iqoj

NO* a6a8, vol. 105]

The transfer to the Department of Sdiotlftc

Industrial Research, whlcn you state to have boon
contemplated at one time by a Committee of tbs'

Cabinet, would, it seems to me, have been a natural

development of the constitution under the Meteoro-^
logical Committee, and it would have been free from
the dangers to scientific progress which are, not un-
naturally, feared from a subordinate position hi the
Air Ministry Had a full inquiry been held, 1 doubt
whether the claims of the Air Ministry would have
been preferred to those of the Board of Agriculture

and Fisheries, the Admiralty, the Board oi Trade,
and, in particular, to those of the Ministry of Health
The union of the British Rainfall Organization with
the Meteorological Office has altered its centre of
gravity so far as to make its equihbnum less stable

m the Air Ministry than it would be in either the

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries or the Ministry
of Health As part of the Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research the Meteorolc^cal Office

would be in neutral territory, and coula be equally
serviceable to all the great Dc^rtments, each of wMch
would naturally be represented on the Advisory Com*
mittee controlling the organisation The position

would then be analogous to that of the Geological
Survey, which, perhaps. Is the official scientific body
most nearly akin to the Meteorological Office

For scientific bodies of this kind freedom from alt

unnecessary trammels of officialdom is necessary {n

order to permit the expansion and development which
are essential to healthy life and practical usefulness;
and In a body of such universal usefulness as the
Meteorological Office in its present expanded form
some representation of the industrial and economic
applications of meteorology upon the advisorv com*
mittee or other controlling board is nearly as Im-
portant as the representation of independent men of
science

Hugh Robert Miu
HiU Crest, Dorman’s Park, Surre\,

March 2

The i&suo of Nature for February 26 contained an
account of the Royal Meteorological Society’s resolu-
tion in reference to the transfer of the Meteorolorical
Office to the Air Ministry, a leading article deuing
with the same subject, and correspondence on the
organisation of scientific work, part of which seems
directly applicable to the tame theme

If It be true that the Meteorological Committee is no
longer to exist, the society’s protest appears anmly
justified Otherwise the position of the MeteorologlMl
Office as a branch of the Air Ministry, with a scientific
advisory committee, would appear not very dis*
similar to that of the Natural History Museum, or
perhaps a better comparison would be with the Royal
Observatory, Greenwich, which is under the Ad-
miraltv, the Astronomer Royal being supported^^ a
scientific advisory committee in the shape of the
of Visitors, of whom onlv one, the Hydr(^apher,
directly represents the Admiralty, the rest bring eitiwf
university professors of astronomy or else «qMPessly
nominaM by the Royal Society or the Royal Astro*
nomieal Society
The Meteorological Department at Greenwich,

'

though now in Its eightieth year, }s too
expect direct representation on the Board,
ns its activities have not generally run in
tion of research, but the fact remains tiwt
at Greenwich has points of contact not
Admiralty, but also with the Board
Office, the Meteorological Office^
and other bodies It Ought not
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Ave due uttmtioci from the Meteoroic^cal Office to

%e ireqiilretntfnts of the Board of Trade and of the
Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, even though
for dmpUdty, and possibly fo^ financial reasons, It is

housed in the Air Minlstiy and its separate expenses
included in the account cu that Daxartment.

Waltsu W Bryant,
Hon. Secpetarv

Roval Meteorological Society.

Organisation of SotontHie Work.

Tux footering and development of the resources of
India by means of saentinc research is not a mere

>.<{068^00 of academic interest, but one on which the
^rsery economic exittenc3e of the country depends For-
^tunately the Government of India has realised the
danger of the situation, and is anxious to develop the
vast potentialities of the country through the applica-

tion of sdenoe, as Japan has dready done with her
far more limited resources. It is obvious that the
success of the proposed scheme will largely depend
on the encouragement of investigation among the
Indian students and workers, who will necessarily be
the principal recruits for the work of the utilisation
cf indigenous talent in the services of their own
country. A quarter of a century ago, when science
tf^aihing was in Its infancy m India, I ventured to
predict that, through an cver-mcreasing ingenuity of
devices necessary for extending the boundaries of
knowledge, there would in the near future be seen
in India an advance of skill and of invention among
our workers, and that, if this skill could be assureef,

practical applications would not fail to follow in many
) netds of human activity

^
Mv anticipations have since been fully realised,

for example, the extremely delicate instruments vhich
have enabled me to carry out all my investigations
have been constructed entirely by Indian mechanicians,
and I have been assured that tne most skilled Ameri-
can insti ument-makers could not have produced ap-
paritus more delicate As regards scientific advance
m Its various departments, it is generally recognised
that the present period in India mav truly be described
as a renaissance.
With reference to the practical scheme now under the

consideration of the Government of India, the leading
article in Naturb of February 19 states very fairly

the comparative merits of the two alternatives, namely,
that of centralisation under a proposed Imperial
I>epaitment, and that of decentralisation, under which
Teseanch workers will be given as free a hand as
posrible Under the centralisation scheme the work
of an investigator would depend on the previous sanc-
tion of the Imd of the Service, who would probably
not be of may scientific eminence, or might even be
without scientific qualification; and, most serious of
ail, he would not be able to publish his results with-
out the consent of the offiual head of his special
departtnent The possible abuses of such conditionsdeparttnent The possible abuses of such coi
are sufldently obvious to all

Every mat investigator is making a Rreat ad

Phsfyaphs of Smn Vooal Nttss.

Diu A O Rankinb, by means of the invention
described by him in Nature of February 5, has placed
me under a great obligation m furnishing ocular con-
firmation, desirable for those wh^e hearing is un-
disciplined or poor, of observations made by the
unassisted ear on the Inherent pitches of vowel
sounds No one who can hear harmonics of a
sustained note from the larynx reinforced suc-
cessively by a continuous change m the fdteh
of the mouth-cavity acting as a resonator should
remain in doubt as to th^r place in the tablature,

for, the pitch of the vc^ce being known, if a harmonic
sequence is heard, such as 4 5 6 7, the vibration

number of any one of these overtones is the product
of a simple multiplication The well-known spherical

resonators, appltra m turn to the ear, cannot be
changed instantaneously, destroy the alUimportant con-

trast, and have failed The late LfOrd Rayleigh’s com-
pound resonator (Phil Mag , 1907, p 331) would do
TCtter service, but I do not know that anyone has
usihI it for this purpose The table in text-books of

physics, physiojp^, etc , shows an extreme error of

two octaves The inherent pitches of the vowels of

ordinary speech from 00 to ee range from about /*l to

d” Taking two octaves as the extreme compaM of

the mouth ^aped for vowels, this supplies such *'reat

< hararters ” for vowel sounds as Bishop Wrikins and
his friends looked for in vain, and the use of an
alphabet thus rectified will make it unnecessary for

Engl[sh>^aking children to team to spell, while the

re-formed print writing will obviate selling reform

I have explained this seeming paradox m a pook now

£i.very real: investigator is making a great adventure
lnto*m unknow^t, and all the InltiaoW and aft the
risk must therefore be his own Nothing could be so
disaigrous for the growth of knowledge as to piece
tompeteot men under an incompetent machine.

FfnlHy, who should be the fud^ of the value of the
work accoRmlished? Such Judgment iffiould not be
«f{uutraenUl or xecret; the verffict should come from
the open WMirt of the sdentlfic worifi Itself, and th&
would ofitoe^feiy put an efid to official or non-officia]

1C Bosk.
33 SqoM, London, March 6
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re«formcd print writing wiu oDviato spelling reiorm

I have explained this seeming paradox m a pook now
in the press

The films were marked before exposure
(i)‘*138 not, ’ 6 ” This means that a note c

physical pitch is to be sung m which the sin^ hears

thp sixth harmonu intensified in the mouth, tne vowel-

qualitv more or less Pesembling the vowel in tiof pro-

longed When the negative was changed back into

sound by Dr Rankine, the harmonic no^ longer In

question (6. gM was clearly heard by him, and after-

wards bv mvscif The octave comes out in the photo-

graph surprisingly strong I suspect that it may be

largely a sclf-combinallon tone I do not with cer-

tainty distinguish the octave in an\ quality of my
voice unless it is strengthened in the mouth, as when
the vowel 00 is sung to a top note of chest register

Six more films were exposed on February 16 Brief

samples of all six are here shown

(3)

” iqa not, ? 4
” The voice being raised a fifth,

to g, the mouth-tone is now harmonic 4 The four

light bands and four dark lines in each period are

evident The inequality of the spacing reminds us that

the thing photographed is not a simple tone with the

double octave imoosed upon it, but a voice in which
the fourth harmonic component is made especially

prominent.

(3) ‘**56 not, ?3 " The voice at middle C, c' phy-
sical pit^, rite overtone g* is now harmonic 3

(4)
**138 book, ?5.” The pitch of the resonator is

lowered to s' by an unusual protrusion and rounding
of the Ups The pitch of the vowel in hook as spedoen

in southern England is constderablv higher than s'.

One vibration in each periodic groim is of the fre-

quency 138x5. The rest appear displaced by the
octave or the double octave

(5)
•* 356 book, ? ,The qualltv of the vowd '

Is not affected, but now the pitch ot the resonator is

too remote fiom the nearest of the lower harmonics
^

of c', a and 3, c' and If*; and the only tone audible

from the mouth Is a very high, thitt sound, noted^

more than once at undoubtedly a sharp F, harmooir'

s «iiu 1^ , curu iiic vftiy lviic «iwuiv«9

the mouth l« * vtrf hV{h, thin eound. noted^

than onco ae undoubtedly a eharp P, harmook'
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11 of c Ho 0uch frequency u visible on the
film, which seems to have records only the funda-
mental and the octave This vocal note might fairly
be called a dud Though sustained with greater
effort than above, there is no nng in it, energy
being wabtedTm the attempt to force a vibration m a
mistuned resonator When a singer happens upon a
note of this kind he Instinctively alters the oral con
figuration Hence the endless complaints that some
vocalists, no matter what language they sing distort
the vowMs It IS impossible always to commne g^
resonance with purity of vowel sound and the higher
the voioe, the more frequent the occurrence of such
an unfavourable conjuncture as here illustrated It is

a matter of arithm^c

(i6) ' AaSnot ?6 The seventh harmonic was not bn
the programme The proposal was to repeat (i) louder
The note began w^U but while forcing the voice I

became dottmful whether 1 could hold out until the
one second which was to receive duration had come
and gboe, and listening anxiouslv for the click of the
shutter list ear-control of the harthonlc In fact, 1

havato confess to a facial lat>Se« as sometimes happens
whm one is having a photo^aph taken A slight

enlargement of the Jip-operting )n the direction of the
vowel in fsf a nlarer aoprofOclk to the vowel In iw*
as 1 speak it naturally introduces harmonic 7 of the
hmdamentfl sa^ tt would b« easy to deoKUistrate
tiUi at anoQier stating The earfier ^rt of the film is

aH at sixea and sevens The strip reproduced with
te iqiparentfy l«H>eMed octave pro^ that the period
ns been cocrecifv mariced In (1) \

NO szSaS, vot fos]

[March ii, r$a!lt

{fi ij8 Somerset R It ww boMd to
why the Wessex or Amenoan r should spbnd
to unaccustomed ears So far, the ear tdUs ms
than the eye

It would be interesting to try a longer film iharfcsd
128 we may, pa, all ^ too, ? 17 to s*W PxRlMTT*
Unixcrsity College, Gower Street, London,

W C I, February 27

Embodixd in Its rules, the National Union
Scientific Workers states that one of its objects
to secure in the interests of national efficiency tfuit

all scientific and technical departments m the
service, and all posts involving scientific knowledge^ I

shall be under tne direct control of persons havi^^
adequate scientific attainments The executive com*
mittee of this union realised that it had to <srs^«

come much prejudice existing against the apellcatloo
of this rule to the older Departments of State

,

but from the very circumstances which Mve btrdi to
the Department of Scientific and Industnfd Research
it imagined that the Department would adopt this

rule as a cardinal prinaple and enforce it in its rela-

tions with the many manufacturers* associations the
co-operation of which was invited in the formation of
research associations for the benefit of British indus-
tries

Until the great war cut off supplies from Germany
the British nation as a whole had realised neither
Its dependence upon that country for dyes, drugs,
instruments and glassware, among other things, nor
the fact that gmt German industries had been
founded upon the original work of Bntirii men of
science war brought enlightenment

,
the nation

discovered that its manufacturers, either from apathy
or Ignorance had failed to exploit British brains for

the Mnefit of the Bntish communities , and it is safe

to assume that the Department of Scientific and Indus-
trial Research came into being to remedy this state of
things and to bring the manufacturing interests into

touch with the real scientific worker is distinct from
the essentially business man
The appointments of Sir Herbert Jackson, Prof

Crossley and Dr Slade as directors of research of
different industrial research issociations were
corned by this union as an indication of the Depart-
ment s acceptance of the prinaple laid down bv aB
men of science, but later appointments have
nse to dismay narticulariy that of Mr R L Fritnc at
director of the Ghas R^earch Association, referred

to by Dr Travers in Nature of February 4 Mrf
Fnnk appears to have been successful as the head ot
a commercial organisation connected with the window-^ and bottle glass trade but careful Ifiquirv bM

to provide evidence that by training or expet}^

cnce he can claim to be a man oif saence
My union feels comoelled, therefore, to protest wWh

ah its power against the appointment It Iws sent
it^ protest both to the Glass Research Assodatioci,
which made the appointment and to the Department
of Scientific and Industrial

“

it From the former no
of Scientific and Industrial Research, which apfRWfMi
it From the former no reply has been
although a month has elaosM since we niade ^

protest, from the latter the foUowing extiwcts ftpfn
the reply are a confession of mrlpotepee to daid effbOi
ttvelv with the matter

It Is the intention of the Oovermnent that, so fiir
as the ccmduct of the affairs of researth aasa

^

is concerned this shall be in the hand* of tM ^

dons themsetves
^^Accordfnjriv, the fdqpondbifity far ttth

a director of researds and far
*
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app6ltttmeot rwts in Mch cate with the research asso-
and opt with this Department "

In m case of the Glass Research Association the

State Dcmtiibution to its funds for the next five years
is three-quarters of the total In view of its relabveK
large contribution^ the State should be able to exor-

/dse more than a merely nominal control over the
appointment of the director; if it cannot do so, it

should take immediate steps to remedy its position

It is the opinion of the National Union of Scientific

Woiters that it is the subordination of the scientific

worker to the business man” which has been
chiefly responsible in the past for the tardy develop-

ment of sdendfic industry In this country It feels

that this appointment negatives the aims outlined bv
the DnMutmentf and that the whole industi^ will

suffer from the consequent neglect of the scientific

> aspects of glass research work and from the un-

willingness of sctpntiflc iKOrkers to submit to such

direc^mn
We firmly believe that the matter is one of the

first importance, and that the result of our repre-

sentation in this matter, not only with a comnwrcnl
organisation, but also with the Department charged
with the care of scientific interests in the country,

may determine the relations of science and industr)

for many years to come A G Church,
Secretary

10 Tothill Street, Westminster,
SW I, March 6

On Uuigmiiir’t Theory of Atoms.

Thf great objection to Langmuir’s theory of atomic

structure is the difficultv of accepting his hypothesis

of stationary electrons In view of the extraordinarv

power of the theory, it is Important to inquire if

I^ngmulr’s argument from the fixity of direction of
the valency fwoes necessarily holds There appear
to be Wonous ways in which the rotation can be
imamnod of the stable groups of electrons formed by
the nihunbinatiqn of atoms The figures rqiresent
dlagMtnunatieally, according to Lan^xnilr’s system,
rotating groups of electrons in the outer shells of
molect^ of neon, fluorine, and oxygen In the case
of the Vuorlpe motecule the six electrons, forming two
quartets with two electrons in common, may revolve
M a whefie. The same thing may happen in the,
ttygen molecule^ or the electrons may revolve as three
WrtM Rfrvphttion of the sttWe groups of eke^ons

stabtfity of the moleades formed by
I'hsfir cotnpiflwoft ttid Itamsse the directional stead!-

VOL. lOS]

i

ness of the valency forces. In this way it may be
possible to reconcile Langmuir’s tbeo^ with tluit of
Bohr. S C Bradford.
Ihe Science Muwum, South Kensington,

London, S W 7, Febniaiy 16

Sesondlng e< Ofliesrs for fltwly at Unlvsraitiot.
Thr War Office Memorandum recently issued

rightly points with satisfaction to the arrangements
made to allow Regular officers to take a full course
of study at a university (A.O 333 of 1919). Unfor-
tunately, however, the conditions under which officers

mav avail themselves of this privilege are such
that only the wealthy ones Will be able to take advan-
tage of It, for while seconded they will receive no
pay or allow'ance from Army funds, indeed, it has
not even been decided whether the whole or any
portion of the period spent at a university will count
towards pension

1 venture to suggest that pressure should be brought
to bear on the War Office to secure that these privi-

logos shall be o;)rn to offiiers of small moans by
allowing them to retain their pay and allowances
during the time they are undergraduates

J Werthrimfk
Merchant Venturers* Technical College,

Bristol, Match 8

Soientifie and Teohnioal Books.
OvF p'lrt of the Dtscriplive Catalogue of the British

Scientinc Products Exhibition organised by the British
Science Guild last year was devoted to selected lists

of books on science and technology
The guild has been asked to extend these lists, so as

to include not only all branches of science, both bio-

logical and nhy steal, but also the chief technical sub-
jects It has undertaken to do this, and a com-
mittee, of which I am chairman, has been appointed
to prepare such a catalogue.
The lists will be limited to books of British origin

actually in current catalogues of the publishers, so
that they can be obtained in the usual way through
bookselk School books and elementary manuals will

not be included, and the general standard will be that
of college courses in scientific and lichnical subjects

or of works libraries Each list will be submitted to

authonttes upon the subject with which it deals, but
in order to secure that no important work Is omitted
the committee invites the assistance of everyone
interested in its task Such aid mav be afforded by
sending (to the Science Guild, 6 John Street,

Adelphi, I.ondon, W C 2) limits or single titles of Bntish
books of standard value or proved worth In any branch
of science or industry. I shall much appreciate help
of this kind which any readers of Naturr may be
able to give R A Gregory

Daylight Saving and the Length of the Working Day.
Summer time this voar is to begin on March 38 and

end on September 37 (Naturr, February 26, p 701)
In this connection it may be of interest to point out
one effect of the Daylight Saving Act which appears
to have escaped notice
During the six months when the Act is in operation

the physiological working day is lengthened by one
hour—-that is to sav, we are all practically compelled
to be in active movement (of body or brain) for an
hour longer than we normally should be. This
lengthened day is accompanied by a curtailment of
sleep, particularly in the case of working mei) who
have to rise early, and children It would be of interest
to know the effect of these conditions on the worker’s

*'ratq of production and the demand for tborter hours.
Aknir D. Bsm

Hill House, Camberley
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. Raitiftifl and Land Draina|;e.*

Ey Dr Brysson CuimoiOHAU,

^PH£ problem of the economical disposal of
^ surplus rainfall in cultivated districts is one

which naturally engages tho attention of the agn-
culturist and, as a consequence of his needs and
^interests, of the meteorologist, the engineer, and
the lawyer. All three aspects of the matter have
been dealt with recently m an article in Engineering
and in two papers read oefore the Surveyors*

Institution.

From a survey of the flood discharges in £1^4
land and Wales, Mr. Clayton arrives at the con*
elusion that, while no general rule can be laid down^
It IS permissible to assume that in average areas the
run-olf to the sea is from 50 to 60 per cent, of Ihe
total rainfall. As the general average
is about 32 in per annum, this means that, rougl^y,

^ 1800 tons of water per acre finds its way
I annually into rills, brooks, streams, and rivers^

The preapitation of atmospheric moisture 1$

counterbalanced m part by the processes of (1)

evaporation, (a) transpiration, and (3) percolation,

the residue forming the run-oft which collects on

the surface of the ground and ultimately finds

its way to sea by watercourses, either natural or

artificid In cultivated ircas it is essential that

the soil should be drained promptly and effec-

tively, and left in a “moist,** as distinguished

from a “wet,** or saturated, condition 111-

dramed land is incapable of experiencing the full

benefit of those seasonal physical and chemical

changes which promote the growth and develop-

Taking into consideration the fact that about 60
I

per cent, of the whole ramfall occurs m the sia

I

months October to March, the general propositioa
IS estaUished that 36 per cent of the total rainfjdl

has to be received by watccourses during a period
of 183 days, whence it follows that an average wet
period run-off to sea is 00633 in per day. In
designing drainage channels and in order to cover
reasonatne cases of abnormal rainfall, Mr. Clayton
advises that this figure should be multipLed

,

by

5, and the result so nearly equals i per cent, of
total annual rainfall t^t he recommends the

adoption of this standard
ment of crops

The article by Lt -Col Craslcr discusses the

proportion of run-off to rainfall, and the author

finds that it vanes in this country, as also in

America, roughly between the limits of 33 and 67
per cent It has betn found that 0065 in of

water is required to wet a crop of rough grass

about 5 in in height, the aftermath in a hayfield,

up to the point at whj6h it commences to dnp on to

the soil It may therefore be assumed thsLt the

amount of water required to wet vegetation and
the surface of ploughed land is not less than o 04 in

or X mm The whole of this amount is lost by
direct evaporation after every fall of rain If the

number of days with a rainf^l of o 04 in or more
be 127 (as in the North-East of England m 1918)

and the number of days with less rainfall be 67,

the direct evaporation for this area will he

004 X 137-1-0*02 x 67»6 42 in As regards tran-

spiration (t e absorption by vegetation), figures

from German sources show that a beech wood
transpires 14*2 ra of Water per year, a crop of

oats, 8*98 in. , and a crop of barley, 4^88 in For
an average of 9 in. per year this would be divided

as follows* July, 25 per cent
; June, 18, August,

!«; ; May* 12 , Apnl aqd September, 8 each , March
and Oct^r, 5 each; and the remaining months,

1 per cent each. Percolation is more difficult to

estimate, owing to variable geological conditions,

but, as a rough rule, may^ be taken at not less than

10 per cent. Summarising these figures for the

North-llast coast of England, there would be
a residue, or rua^off, of 87 in. out of an annual
rainfall of 26*8 in , 32*5 per cent., and for

Fort William, '^Inverness, a rqn-^ of 67 in out
of an annual raSifall of ySy ^ ,

i.s. 67 per cent.
1 Hwr YTfiwQrom Haiiikn R«conU' Bylt. Col J R X

ill* AdmifiNinrir* BoIdi of Vmw ** By S If
Koaffw, ^ two sir popm nod b«at« Uw Survmn InHituhn on

NO ^28, VOL lOSi

The calculation is pursued furllier to the deter*-

mination c f the flow in tidal rivers necessary to
discharge this accumulation of land water A^l) -

ing the rule to a catchment area of half a nulhoft

acres, the total %olume to be discharged within an
ebb-tide period of fourteen hours per day is

576,000,000 cu ft
,
or, sa\, 11,430 cu ft per sec >

which for a distance to sea ol twenty miles would
necessitate a channel with a theoretical mean area
of 2721 sq ft

The maintenance and deepening of these outlet
channels are important considerations, but, unfor-
tunately, the jurisdiction and supervision exercised
over them are casual and unsystematic in the ex-
treme Before the railway tra, river and canal
navigation brought in revenues from tolls which
enabled due regard to be paid to the drainage needs
of the districts through which they passed, but the
decay of inland navigation has resulted m the |o&»
of these finanaal resources, and drainage co^i-
tions have, in many cases, become deplorable lUs
view IS endorsed m Mr Konstam*s paper, which
deals with the legal and administrative point of
view The startling assertion is made that it 1^
doubtful whether there is a single river in Englfit>d
which IS at present in a satisfactory condition as a
means of draining water from agricultural land
Whether strictly or approximately true, si|na*
tion calls for earnest attention Drainage autbori*^
tics—^known as Commissioners of Sewers in ii|2ny
parts of the country-date back to medieval tnpes,
and their powers and functions have, in ijaany
cases, become ineffective and obsolete. The I«and
Drainage Act of 1918, however, does something
towards alleviating the situation by enabling^ the
Board of Agriculture and the Minist^ of Transport
to sanction the transfer of a navij^tibn uiglkPEitak^
ing to drainage functions No doajbt in procfNitf
time some degree of co-ordination
be established ^
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The Work of the Medical Research Committee

EN a certain small fraction of the National

Health Insurance funds was set apart for

ptirposes of research, the experiment was regarded

even by many scientific men with suspicion or

indifference It was suggested that the State aid,

thus provided for research^ would result only in

creating a new dass of Civil Servants, and might,

indeed, lead to the sterilisation of such of the

younger men as had earned ai^intment under

the scheme by the excellence of their early re

searches It was also objected that any concen-

tration of State aid m a central institute or among
a single group of workers would be effected only at

the price of starvation of the work already being

carried out with insuffiuent means in the various

universities and research institutes of the country

The work of the Medical Research Committee
during the first five years of its existence has
brilliantly refuted suc^ O pnon objections, and
has, mdeed, justified the view that the action t iken

in 1914 represents the greatest advance in the

otganuation of scientific effort in the service of

medical science that has yet taken place in this

country The Committee seized the opportunity

afford^ by the war, and initiated and supported
numerous investigations urgently required for the

effective treatment of our soldiers in the field So
well did It succeed that, by the end of the war,
it had secured for practically all the men fitted

for original inquiry not only the opportunity, but
also adequate payment, cither by wny of com
missions in the Navy, or Army, or Air Force, or
by research grants
As the report points out, the casualties and

mortality of peace are not smaller and less painful,

but only less conspicuous and more familiar, than
those of war For example, the epidemic
of influenza killed during a few months more
young people in their prime than fell in battle

during the whole war Fully justified, then, are
the efforts made by the Medical Research Com
nuttee to create and m untain organised scientific

work, which shall repeat and continue for the

maladies of peace the same success as was effected

for those of war Taking the difficulties of the
situation into account, the report is really a won-
derful record of achievement
The Committee carries out its work in two

direcbons In the first place, it maintains a small
nucleus of workers in whole-time service Most
of these will pursue their researches in the central
ih)Btitute, located in the old Mount Vernon Hos
pitaly which has been adapted for this purpose,
thou^, where the object of the work requires it,

these workers may be attach^ to hospitals or
laboratories elsewhere Thus during the past year
both Dr Lewis and Dr Elliott were attached as
whole-time woikers to University College Hos
pital, and other whole time workers pursue their
researches at Cambridge, Oxford, and St

rtftli Antlual fepert of tlx
Pp po. <li«iMloa H M SiM omry

NO '^8, VOL 105]

Bartholomew s Hospital In the second pl*cel the

Committee assists organtsed research alreadi in

progress at different universities and memcai
schools by means of grants made m pa3rmeol| for

part-time work We are glad to sec that m the

Committee declares its desire to assist in this

manner the work of the units which are b ttog

formed in London for higher cbntcal teaching and
research

The record of work for the past year mus : be
regarded as highly credit'ible and a striking i ssti-

mony to the v^ue of the aid which the Comm ttee

has been able to render Scarcely any aspet t of
medical science has been left untouch^ Cc lec-

tivc investig itions have been undertaken on ti ber-

culosis, on dysentery on typhoid and paratypl otd,

on the treatment of wounds, and on cerebri] inal

fever and influenza Fundamental problem i of
I nutrition have been attacked especimly by the

I

Committee on Accessory Food I actors, which has

I

earned out researches not only in this coui itr\

,

but also in Vienna, and thrown much ligh on
the causation of rickets and on the factors ^on

cerned in normal growth The investigatio i of

the disorders of the cardio vascular system, in

eluding the causation of soldier s heart (in which
1 such saluable results were attained during? the

war), has been continued and a special depart

i
ment for this purpose has been instituted iroer
the care of Dr Lewis The research into trench
nephritis is being continued by Dr MacLeanj and
extended to include all forms of nephritis [The
report records also the results of researched on
the effects of oxygen lack, on chronic arthritii, on
wound shock, on industrial fatigue, and on iian>
other subjects

The great value of the Committee s work is

that in a time of transition, when the commanit\
is slowly awakening to the value and neccssi^ of
research in medicine but has not yet provided the
necessary organisation and support it is ramcing
It possible for practically all provided with the
necessary intellectual endowments to like up
scientific work at any rale for a time \o doubt
many of these workers will later pass into prac-
tice, but the Committee by its action is creiting
a reserve of scientific worker«i, from whicn the
country will be able to draw its teachers and mams
of research workers, when once it recognise^ the
need for them and is prepared to provide (such
salaries that a man can devote himself to the
advancement of knowledge without taking vows
of celibacy and jpovert> There wdl always be i

small handful of men in every country who will

devote their lives to this cause Faradays, Ihow
ever, are few and far between, and theivast
majority of men of first class intelligence arj^ not
prepared to make the supreme sacrifice i The
country has need of these men to fill its depleted
ranks of scientific workers, academic and indus-
trial, but it will not obtain their services uiltil it

can provide a career m saence equal in statuh and
remuneration to that afforded bv other profeMions
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The Marine r'ft Compase.

M ore than 300 years ago William Barlow,

writing of the compasses of his day, said

that, though 'the compass needle was ‘*lhe most

admirable and useful instrument of the whole

world,” yet nothing was more “Dungerly and

absurdly contrived.” How httle advance was

made in the succeeding two centuries can be

gathered from Peter Barlow’s remark to the Lords

of the Admiralty in 1820 that “the compasses in

the British Navy were mere lumber, and ought to

destroyed ” It was Barlow himself who made

^ first notable improvements in compasses during

the nineteenth century, and his work was the

prelude to the important investigations of Airy,

Atlchibald Smith, Kelvin, and others The pcac-

tice of " swinging ship ”—that is, turning a ship

slowly round and noting the deviations of the

cQpapass in different positions by taken bearings—

was introduced in 1810 by Matthew Flinders, who
also invented the use of the “Flinders bar,” a rod

of soft iron placed near the compass to correct

for changes in the magnetism of the ship due to

the vertical component of the earth’s magnetism
The gradual increase in the employment of

Wfpught-iron fittings in wooden ships, the use of

iron cables instead of hempen , the placing aboard

of ponderous iron boilers and engines , and, lastly,

the construction of the vessel itself of iron, each

in its turn added difRculties to the problems
ihv6lved Barlow, in his attempts in 1819 to find

a remedy for the large deviation due to the extend-

ing use of iron in ships, made the first experi-

mental investigation of the phenomena of induced

ma^etism. From his inquiry he was able to g^ve

a simple means of correcting ships’ compasses by
fixing soft iron discs in suitable places near the

compass, and he afterwards introduced a type of

compass having four or five parallel straight strips

of magnetised steel fixed under a cara, which
remained the standard pattern until Kelvin brought
out his famous patent in 1876
The mathematical investigations of Poisson a*' *

of Airy about 1838 led to the introduction of

methods of correction bv the use of permanent
magnetd)^ and also of the well-known soft iron
spheres Many of Airy’s experiments were made
in the Iron vessel Ratnhow off the old Woolwich
Dockyard.
The story of Kelvin’s share in the improvement

of the compass has often been told Asked in 1871,
by his friend Norman Macleod, to write an article

for the newly founded magazine, Good Wc/rdt,

Kelvin chose as a topic the manner's compass.
The first part of bis article appeared in 1874^ and
the second not until five years later. “When 1

tried,” he said, “to write on the manner’s com-
pass, I found I did not know nearly enough about
it So 1 had to learn my subject. I have been
learning it these five years ” The Admiralty
standard compass, adopted in 184a, and in use
when Kelvin took up the matter, had a card in

in diameter, and under it four needles, each of
which was a long, straight bar of flat clock spnng
placed on edge The card and the needles weighed
about 1600 grams, and had a period of vibration

of 19 sec So considerable was the friction

that the binnacle was often kicked by the sailors

to make the card move Kelvin *$ “gossamer
structure” of eight small needles weighed about
170 grams, and had a period of about 40 sec
The cold reception Kelvin received from the then
Hydrographer to the Navy, and Airy’s remark
on the compass, “It won’t do,” remind one of the
reply made to Berthon m 1835

• “The screw was
a pretty toy which never would and never could
propel a ship ”

The ultimate adoption of the Kelvin compass
was largely due to Lord Fisher, who had one on
board the Inflexible at the bombardment of Alex-
.rndna in 1882 Torpedo craft, however, continued
to be supplied with a form of compass in which
the whole card floats in liquid, and improvements
made in this type led to its being adopted as
the standard compass about 1906 Since this has
come the invention of, first, the Anschutz, then the
Sperry, and, now, the Drown gyro-compasses, the
introduction of which has taken place during the
last ten years As remarked by Mr S G. Brown
in the Royal Institution discourse reproduced below,
Ihe^ gyro-compass is a necessity in a submarine,
while in larger vessels it has the great advantages
that it can be placed below the water-hne more
or less immune from gunfire, and lends itself to
utilisation with fire-control apparatus and the tor*

pedo director

All the work on compasses for the Navy is

to-day carried out at the new Admiralty compass
observatory at Ditton Park, near Slough, where
the work of the five departments—the gyro-
compass branch, magnetic compass branch, optical

branch, experimental branch, and air compass
branch—IS superintended bv the director, Capt
F O Creagh-Osborne

The Gjrostgtic Compass.

By S G Brown, F.R S ’

Twi subject oL tfab lecture is the gyrostatic
eenmasa, often ^^alled the g>ro-cofnpa$s An
engineer of my accpudotance was asked If he under-

^ KJDamtm Mite JUral loMlumoa oo fVtd«r, Jaamry

NO. 3628. VOL. tOSl

stood what a tfyro^ompasa was, and he railed,
course 1 do, it is a magnetic oomptia mounted
a gyroscope” Now the bM fwmu
to do with magnetism or the magnetio ooMptaw t!bo
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Qtt^ ddAg that theta two inttnunents have in common
li the proper^ of pointing north and south 1 am
aiudoiit diat this shrakl be clearly tinderstood, because
In a recent lecture 1 gave at Bournemouth on this

vefT subject one of the audience asked me after the
lecture bow the g^o-^^mpast was shielded from out-

ride magnetic iMuence I pdnted out, as 1 bad
endeavoured to do during the lecture, that the gyro-
compass had nothing to do with ma^etism, and,
^erefore, did not require shielding The magnetic
compass and the gyrocompass are, in fact, two
absomtely different mstruments operated by entirely

different taws, although they are for the same purpose

As many people do not understand why a gyro-
compass Is needed when the magnetic compass is

already available, It is worth while to describe briefly

tiie Aa^MHc or mariner’s coci^ss before attempting
to eapl^ the gvro-compass The mariner’s compass
consists of a magnetic needle, or of several magnetic
needles flzed side by tide, and balanced upon a sharp
point. A card divided into thirtv-two (points of the
compass) Is attached to the needle, and swings round
with it, so that the point marked N on the card
always points to the north

The earth, as we know, is a magnet, but not a
very powerful one, and it has been calculated that if

it were wholly of iron it would have an intensity of
magnetism 17,000 times greater than it has All the
same, the majgnetlsm is sufficiently strong to give a
good directive action to a pivoted needle. The mag-
netic poles of the earth are not coincident with the
geographical poles, but are situated some distance
away The north magnetic pole was discovered by Sir

J C. Ross to be situat^ In latitude 70^5' N and longi-

tude 96®46'W, in Boothia Felix, just within the Arctic
Cirde some 1000 miles away from the actual pole

With this displacement of the magnetic poles we
have on irregutar distnbution of the magnetism over
the surface of the earth, and thus m magnetic
needle does not point truly north and south at many
parts of the earth's surface In London, for instance,
it points at an angle of 16^ W of the true north
This angle Is called the deviation or variation of the
needle To enable ships to steer by the compass,
magnetic charts have been prepared and the deviation
at different places accurately measured These mag-
netic charts have to be checked and altered from time
to tim^as the deviation slowlv varies from year to
year Thus in London in 1650 the needle pointed true
north, while in 1830 there was an extreme westerly
variation of 34^® Since then it has been slovriy com-
ing back to something like 16^ at the present time
On a wooden ship the accuracy of a good modem

magnetic compass leaves little to be desired, but on
an iron ship the case is quite different The magnetic
field of the earth tends to be weakened In the length-
wise direction of the iron ship, because a portion of
the magnetism enters the ship, while across the ship
the field is stronger; and as It is essential that the
magnetism In which the needle lies shouM be uniform
In atrength in whatever direction the ship mav happen
to point, ft Is important that this stronger field should
reduce by some method of magnetic shielding This

b acoomplisned by fixing a pair of Iron globes athwart
tile riilp on the two sides of the compass The effect of^ Inm of the ship and the oorrectione that have to
b» made to the compass is to reduce the directive force
of ^ eartii’* magnetiam, and thus the compass is

tendered Slow and shi|^sh tn its action. This is

.{wrtietdarfy the case onbo^ t battleship,
h^or rf a sabmaffne the fbroe is stiU fur^

^
Mooed« eo mhch so as to render the magnetic oobw

tor^ clam of vessel.
It Is qtdtst'twmAia on an hw ship to correct the

• , a6a8, vol* 105]

errors of a compass, but as the shto itself may be a
magnet, and its strength a variable quantity, h is

important that the navigator should test the reacting#

of his compass at every available opportunity, and
particularly at the commencement of each voyage
The ship’s magnetism may quickly chanM through me
hammering action of the waves, throu^ the heathm
action of tlW sun on one side of the vessel, or througn
an earth on any of the electric wires that may be
running near the compass; all these things together
add to tho anxiety of me captain, as he is never mite
certain how far the compass is correct in its readings.

The swings of the m^ern compass are damped by
immersing the needles and card tn a liquid such as
alcohol, but as this fluid is attached to the ship and
turns with it, swinging the ship in any direction

carries the liquid round and reacts on the needle and
card, so that the compass has a tendency to be
carried round with the vessel This lag in the Instru-

ment renders it difficult to hold o ship dead on her
course, and the path, ns a consequence, is sinuous,
and mav oscillate even in a calm sea, as much as
7® each side of the correct heading As a ship has
usually to steam entirely bv the readings of the
compass, an\ error is senous For Instance, if thett
is an error of and the ship is steaming at sixteen

knots, she will move one English mile off her course
every hour It Is obvious how necessary it is to have
absolutely correct readings

Lord Kelvin was the first seriously to study the

errors of the magnetic compass He started in 1871*

and in 1876 pmuced his well-known instrument

Although It w as a great advance on anv compass in

the British Navy, he had the greatest difficulty to get

It adopted, finally, m 1879 he proposed to place an
instrument at the disposal of the Admiralty at his

own expense This offer was accepted. In spite of

this, it was only through the acquaintance of Infiuen-

tial naval ofiicm, particularly of Capt (now Lord)
Fisher, that the compass was ever adopted In 1880

eighteen years after the commencement of his experi-

ments, and long after it was in common use in com-
mercial ships, fie received official notification that bis

lo-in compass was to be adopted in future as the

standard of the Navy It is fortunate that we have
an alternative method of securing a north-seeking

property In the gvro-compats, an Instrument of much
greater accuracy than the magnetic and with none
of its errors; for if deviations do occur they are

known deviations, and can therefore be allowed for

Evans and Smith, in 1861, were the first to discover

how important it was to mount the needles oft the

card so that the moments of inertia of the moving
system should be the same about all directions—that

is to say that the system should be in dynamic
balance, otheiwlse the rolling of the ship would cause

deviations in the reading I have lately discovei^

that another deviation mav be brought about, not^bv

an oscillation in one direction, but bv the card being

set wobbling; the needles and card would then have
a force applied trying to carry the moving system

round in the direction of the w’obble

I have a magnetic compass here to demonstrate

this It consists of a heavy brass disc mounted on a
vertical frictionless spindle The needles are to

the disc, and the whole movable system is carried on
a pendulous mounting, as in the gyro-conftpass The
disc and needles are 1a correct static and dvnamic
balance Swinging the pendulum in any one direction

produces no deviation, but bv making it swing fn a
drtular conical oath, thus giving a wobble to tite

g
ate, a serious deviation is causra in the reading of
le compass. Ttw error It permanently maihtdkied

against the earth’s attraction so long at the circular
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niotSon of the pendulum penists When the compat^
!• chrned round in a homontal circular path without
wobble, the plate tbll |i{oeB round or tries to go round
w)ith a circular movement This should be of interest

to mathematicians
Before leaving the instrument I will set it spinning

so as to demonstrate the fnctionlessness of the verticm
axis It is rotating now enttret> by means of the
eoi^fgy of the motion of the plate and I think vou
will hnd at the end of the lecture that it is still

revolving but of course not so fast as at present
The magnetic compass is a simple piece of ap

puatus but It It cocnpUcated in its readings and cor
rertSons and points to the magnetic north 1 he iryro

compass is a complicated instrument but simple in

tt^ readings and it points to the true north
Before proceeding to describe the gvro compass I

wish to direct attention to the equipment here dis

played A gyro compass is in full operation and at
the present moment is recording its mmoment upon
a travelling strip of piper About half an hour before

the lecture started the compass was deflected from
the north position and it has since been left to itself

The record shows that it is engaged in swing ng bad

again to the north tecording a curve upon the paper
strip, and this record can be followed during the whole
of tne lecture
The compass is working two repeaters which

truly copy the readmg of the master compass
Of course any numbW of repeatt rs i ould be

used on board ship if It were necessary The
steering repeater (Fig r) has a card that revolves four
times to one of the master and the divisions are
therefore very much enlarged The other is a cor
region repeater it moves backwards and forwards
veiy slightly and this motion we term the hunt ’

In the steering repeater the hunt** has been cut out
bv provuLiqi; the mechanism Within the case with a
retfttlsite amount of slackness

%bout sixty-eight years ago Foucault did what was
thought a wonderM thmg at tlw time he gave a
lecSMro^oom proof mat the earth was rotating on its

axfelMie looked through a mteroetope at a gyrostat

He eould not get a fnctkmless fihe verBcal axis so
that the expmment could not last for kmg 1 ehall

be Me to enow you a piece of apparatus iriilch carries

out' Pcyocanln idea in a perf^ wav and wftl be
visible to this asaUenoe

NO 3$28, VOL lOSl

A gyrostat coosiets of an accurately baiameed
spinning wheel, mounted with as little filcttoa as
possible, and in such a way that axu cd the
wheel may pmnt m any directum in space Mere
translation m ^>ace has no action on the Wtrumeatf
carrying it about, for instance, does not alter tte
direction of the axis On the other hand, the gyrostat
It acted upon by any force that tends to tilt the axu
or to give the axis a new direction in space
The wheel (big 2) spins round its axis, call the

direction of this oa If we impress a force upon the
wheel tending to tilt or rotate it round another axis oh
then the rule is that the spinning wheel will **preoees ’

or move in such a direction as to try to make the
two axes oa and oh coincide and the direction of sp|n
of the wheel to coincide with the new direction of rota-
tion that wc are trying to produce by the applied force
An electric arruit has similar mathennattcal laws

to those of the gyrostat and mav be used as an
illustration The mrcuit here used (Fig 3) consists of

an outer fixed coil and a central suspended cdil A
strong direct current indicated by a is kept fiowmg
in the central coil this corrcimonds to the 1^ ^
the wheel If a direct current mdicated by b is sent
round the outer coil then the central coil will move
m such a direction as to make not only the axes of
the magnetic fields of the two coils, but also the
direction of the two currents, coincide In fact, the
coils will move or tt^ to move In such a way as to

make the self induction of the whole circuit a iqaxtmum
This IS very much like gyrostat, or m fact,

any piece of mechanism which under immessed foroee
tends to move so as to make the whofe moment of
momentumamaximum Suppose therefore a gyrostat
has Its axis oa fixed parallel to Che earrii*s surtoos,

but free to turn m arimuth,** as it ti caUed,
a frictumless vertical spindle , tiie earth win V|KMi
such an instrument and it wquU be a gyriMsogipMS^
The earth as U rotates U coAtbiiielly wH^the surfp

of the wheel in space, the wheel win thes^yp^ turn
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to iM to «•€ it9 axis of rotatioa as nearly as possible
jaiallel to the axis of the earth. It is only when
he two a?cM coincide that the wheel is free of any
urther tUdng action—that is. when it is pointing
bine north; opiate the axb, however ^Ughtlv, from
this position of rest, and the action of the earth comes
m again to preoess the wheel back again to the
north.

Here is a simple form of gyrostat with three
degrees of freedom. If 1 hold it in my band and
re^ve on my a^s, this does not move the wheel,
which still keeps pointing to the same part of the
room On the otner hand, if I restrain or damp
one of its degrees of fteedom to that 1 am able to
hit the axis of the wheel during m\ revolution, the
wheel IS caused to precess and to set its axis parallel
to the axis on which 1 am revolving Reverting the
rotation^ the wheel also reverses.

This It what takes place with the gyrostat on the
earth’s surface provide it is frictioniesslv mounted
Such an instrument is before you, and I will try to
demonstrate by its means the rotation of the earth
A wheel is rotating inside this case at 15,000 revdu-
tions p^*r minute The case is constraint to move

about this vertical frictionless axis Mere motion
of translation has no effect in changing the direction
of the axis of the wheel, but if this room rotates the
axis of the wheel tends to set itself parallel to the
axis about which the room is rotating
We all believe thot this room is rotating about the

axis of the earth, if so, the axis of the wheel must
set Itself parallel to the axis of the earth, but It
tnust be kept horizontal, and, therefore, it will point
north ,and soutii. Here it is pointing in an east-aniL
west fraction ; It Is held by a stt^g I will now
bum the s^ng, and ft will find for us the true northOWme t^t it is really the true north direction.
Whereas that magnet points to the magnetic north
I ^ it awav from the north, hut on the other side,

c ^ eiqieriinent,
Sueh a simple form of gvro-compass could not be

S. moving ship, because the r<^ ofme th^ would react too violentiv on the spinning
de^tions In the read-

SyrcMwnpaM oti<

«nwl^i5^,Up. The ^nnin|{ wheel le acted
m. *648; VOL. los]

upon by forces which tilt the axis# Now, a roUingii
and pitching ship Is about the worst place to put a
gyrostat to act as a compass, because the shlp*^
movements all tend to tilt the axis tU^

The problem, therefore, is to make the compass
insensible to the movements of the ship and respongit

I

only to the slow angular rotation of the earth Ta
indicate the severity of the ship’s movements, 1 may
recall a recent tnp of this gyro-compass on board a ^

fast destroyer During a severe gale the ship was
|

recorded to roll more than 50^ of total ande. Many
of the crew were forced to lie on the decks, the
lockers emptied their contents, and even some of the
oiUlamps suspended from the ceiling were unseated
by the pitching of the vessel, yet me gyro^compaM
maintained its accuracy, and allowed the ship to be
steered safely into harbour, to which she had to rup^

for safety In all this whirlwind of movement the
gyro-compass heard, and only responded to, the stiU,

small voice of the earth’s rotation

For use on board ship the compass must be
mounted on a pendulum in gymbal rings, and its

period of oscillation is lengthened to something like

85’, which is usual m practice, so that the rolls,

which arc of the order of 7 to 15 seconds* period,

shall have but small effect on the compass in this

rase the rotation of the earth does not act directly

upon the g3rro.whce1. but by means of the force of

gmvitv through the pendulous weight Unfortunately,
this form of mounting introduces troubles of Its own
Suppose we study our simple gyrostat and see what

happens when we attach a weight to the end of the

horizontal spindle, this will give us some idea of
what occurs when the force of gravity Is acting
through the pendulum trying to tilt the gyro-wheeL
We know from our law mat the wheel will preoees

under the tilting action, but the new direction of
rotation that we are trying to produce bv means bf
the weight, unlike that produoea by the earth, which
18 always in one direction, is in this case contlnuallv

carried round bv the processing wheel, and the pre-

cession is, therefore, permanently maintained We
also find that if we hurry the precession the spindle

rises, lifting the weight, while, on the other hand,
if we delay the precession, the spindle drops and the

weight falls The rate of precemon is proportional
to the weight Halving the weight, for instance,

halves the rate at which the wheel rotates round the
vertical support
Coming back again to our pendulous-mounted

gyro-compass (Fig a) , suppose the spindle is pointing
west and is horizontal, men the earth as it rotates

will leave the wheel pointing in this one direction in 1

space, but the weight will try to follow the earth’s *

rotation, and will start precesslng the gyro towards t

the north The rate at which the wheel comes 10

the north depends upon the weight W attachedi

lo the casing All the time the wheel is coming 10 ^

the north the earth is adding to the rate of the pre-

cession, and the spindle Is, as a consequence, tilted,

and deflecting the weight at the north positiofiif

Under these conditions the effect of the weis'ht is to

continue the precession, and the gvro-wheel will swing
through the north position, and continue to movp
until the effect of the earth arrests and reverses the

motion. q
The compass wilt thmfore continue to sating

through the north position with constant amplitude
backwards and forwards, undamped. To render
compass of use, some method of damning the swM
must be introduced so that the compass may fina%^t
settle on the nortit This damping can be carried guif
bv means of frictloii, preferably fluid friction, betweeg^it

the vertical ipindk and its support; but. althoigigi .

this will damp the swings, It Is inadmissible becapsfi.^
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the movement* of the ship would react through the

friction and caubc error* in the reading
Anschufae in hi* early form of compass, by use of

an air bla*t gets rid of this connection with the ^tp
fhe air blast was arranged to oppose the movement
in azimuth when the wheel tilted and thus he ob
tamed an effective method of damping The strength
of the air blast which vanes proporttonall> to the
tilt should be nothmg when the compass is at rest

on the north—that is when the tilt is nothmg—and
this would be true with the compass on the equator

In other latitudes however the compass rests at

the north with a tilt still remaining It does not
come back to the horizontal position because the axis
of the wheel is trving to set itself parallel to that of

the earth This leaves a residual air blast continuously
acting producing a permanent twist in azimuth ind

a constant error It Is therefore preferable to damp
the swings of the compass bv acting upon the t it

rather th^ upon its movement in azimuth because in

this case there will be no latitude error The tilt is a
maximum at the middle of exch swing that i^ when
ft Is moving throu^di the north oosition—nnd it s

the return of the weight to its truly v rticnl position

thst is resoonsible for the contin i ition of the oscilla

tlon therefore require some method of neutralis

mg the notion of the weight not before but after

the compass has reached the north This I accoir

plish m the Brown gyro-compass hv automati ally

moving *1 hauid from one bottle to another md m
such a direction as to counterbalance the weight pre
cessing the gvro a heel nnd 1 dclav its action bv
means of a valve or constriction in the tube joining

(he two bottles

The force with which the compass seekb the north

1* proportional to the product of the rotation (one
reyptution in twenty four hours) and the spin of the
wheel 1 he faster we can spin the wheel the more do
sve obtain directive force It is for this reason that
the wheel is rotated at its maximum speed and
strength consistent w th the rise of temperature
Taking the Brown gyrocompass as an example

the wheel which is 4 in in diamerer and 4^ lb m
weight runs at 1^000 revolutions per minute Tht
maximum directive force of the earth on this wheel-
that Is when the spindle is pointing east to west- is

only the wef^^ht of 50 grams with a leverage of i m
This small force I* continually diminishing m value
as the axis approaches the north direction and
vanishes absolutely m that position If the compass
was deflected sav i® from the north then the force

of restoration is only ) grain at a leveragt of x in

It will therefore he seen how important it is to
eliminate as completely ns possible anv friction on
the vertical axis that would tend to oppose thi durec
uve action of the earth
There arc three forms of gvro-compass now in use

the Anschutz fOerman) the Sperry (American) and
the Brown (British) In the Anschutz the vertical

axb IS auppwted bv a bath of mercuia and in the
Sperry bv a suspended wire the twist if anv being
taken out bv a follow up motor through an electric

contact which switches on the current to the motor
while the Brown is ooerated by a hydraulic system
of suppoirt The lower end of the vertical kindle acts

as a ram and stands upon a column of 011 The oil

Is under great pressure some coo lb per square Inch
and is kept pumning ud and down and thus raising
and lowering thg vertical axis continually some
180 tunes every mihute ^

TV continual movement of the spindlo results m
a practicallv fHrtiontess vertical support so that the
total moving iwrt some 7+ 1b in weight can be
carried roupd in aftmuth bv the smallest force due to
the earth’s ratal on In fort *0 small Is the fncHon
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that the compass if deflected, will alwm coiml
back again to its true north bdsttioci, certahify withlkM
one tenth of a degree I think 1 am safe m layhyt
that It 18 the most perfect frichonlets sdppbrt Jin
given to the vertical stnndle of any gyroIooinfMal^

or, indeed of any machine
In an earlier part of this lecture it was statad

chat tV period of oscillation given to a gyro compaoi
is of ^ order of S5 1 will now try to cx^trf
why this is so The earth has no angular movemOnt
from south to north but has one from west to eigt,

due to the daily revolution on its axis A ship, boaOi

ever saihng to the north at say twenty knots an ioar
introduces an angular movement in that dirn^Ob
Veausc it IS moving over the curved surface oj^KI
ocein and would complete 1 revolution of the gjm
in forty five days

If there were a j^yro compass on the iMp tlib

instrument would be sensible of these arfgolaf

movements set itself so a* to make a ooow
promise between them and as a consequence poifit,

not to the true north but one or more degrees west
of the actual pole This division is termed the north
steaming error Knowing the latitude the speed
of the ship and its direction towards the north ana
south the extent of the error can be accurately cal-

culated and speed correction tables have been pr^
pared so that this error can bo determined for any
latitude speed and heading of the ship and can bo
allowed for

Automatic means have also been devised to make
these necessirv corrections in the reading of the
compass For instance my special form of repeater

has been designed so that the card can be set

eccentric and when once set the correction wall

be autonuiticallv applied without any further refeimot
to the tames
When a ship is in harbour a gvro-compass on board

points due north tut when the ship starts steaming
to the north the compass begins an oscillation so as
to bring the axis of the wheel into the new restmg
position to include the north steaming error
in the reading Getting up speed will howevar,
1 ave another effect on the compass We know Biat
the gyro^wheel is acted upon by a pendulous weight
As the ship changes its speed the acceleration will

act upon the pendulous weight and cause an osctlla

tion to be started This oscillation is termed the
ballistic deflection ”

The perm merit north steaming error and the traniU
ton eiror due to the ballistic deflection are in ths
same direct on and mathematiaans have calculated
that with an undamped gvro-compass if the time of
Its oscillation is set to 81; in anv particular latitude,

the ballistic defleccion can be made exactly the same
as the deflection due to the north steaming error;
this being so the compass should move into its new
resting place without further oscillation This would
be true if as before indicated the compass were un-
damped in its swings but the matherruticians have
overlooked the fart that all gvro-compaoses are
damped and the ballistic deflection must tbanefbre,
include a term due to the damping
This damping term up to the present has besn

neglected but In practice it is found tliat wfm w
ship IS steaming and turning to idter Its course A#
compass does not come dead best to its new pMtion,
but has an oscillation started which Is commoo tO
all jodsting gvro-compasses The extent of (his
oscllfstton mav be termed the 'damping error ' On
a merchant sldp the damping error la of Qttia

but on a war vessel whidi Is manosuvring fAltoy
be serious as it mav swing the compass off Its ootb
rect resding by several degrees

(To U MnfHHied

)
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Obituary

Prof, J Embkson Rbyxoi ns, F R S

PROF. jAMES EMERSON REYNOLDS,
whose death at sevenly-five years of age

was announced in Nature of February 20, was

born in 1844 in Booterstown, a suburb of

Dublin His father was a medical practitioner

and proprietor of a medical hall, and it was while

assisting his father that he hrst became enamoured

of the study of chemistry Destined to follow in

the profession of his father, Reynolds studied

"'inii— r, and became a licentiate of the Royal

of Physicians and Surg-cons of Edinburgh

^though he practised in Dublin for a short time,

ins great desire was to devote himself to chemistrv,

and his chance to discard medicine soon came

when, in March, 1807, he was appointed “keeper

of minerals at the National Museum in Dublin,

and in the following >ear analyst to the Ro>al

Dublin Society It was here that he made

ins first important contribution to ihcmistr}

In 1869 htt discovered ihiocarbamidc, the

sulphur analogue ol urea, which he obtained as

a result of the isomeric transformation of

ammonium thiocyanate This was a discoveiy

i which attracted a good deal of attention at the

time, since 1 lebig and, later, Hofmann had both

been unsuccessful in iheir attempts to isolate the

compound—in tact, Hofmann had previously sug-

jgested that ammonium thiocyanate was probably

j&iourca
r Two }ears later, in a paper communicated to

*thc Royal Sotiety, Reynolds described the pre-

paration of an interesting compound of acetone

.md mercuric oxide, of the composition

2(CHj CO CHs),3HgO, which was the first

example of a colloidal mercurial derivative llie

conditions under which this body is formed con-

stitute Si very delicate reaction for the detection

of acetone
In 1875 Reynolds was appointed to the chair

of chemistry m the University of Dublin in suc-

cession to the late Dr Apjohn, having previously

been for two years professor of chemistry at the

.Ru>al College of Surgeons of Ireland He quickiv

Wablisfaed for himself a high reputation ns i

keachcr and lecturer, and for a few years his

l^nergies were mainly directed towards the

development of the teaching of chemistry on
original lines Shortly after his appointment he
commenced the writing of his well-known
'KxMnmental Chemistry for Junior Students,”
^\htch was ultimately published pin four small
^ olumes. The first volume was a distinctly

work By the aid of a progressive series
of simple and well-tested experiments, the junior
student was enabled to verify for himself the
fundaiqental laws of chemistry by quanUtaitve
X^sults Whilst the quantitative method is now
UQiversaliy adopted in the early trgimng of the
Student, Reynmds must be given the credit of
having been t|ie first to introduce it, now forty
'tisrs ago. experimental illustration of his
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lectures was a matter to which Reynolds gave

great attention and a good deal of his time,
^

If,

from one cause or another, an expenment failed,

which was of rare occurrence, it was always

successfully repealed on the following occasion

As .1 result, his lectures were very attractive, and

the discipline which he maintained in his classes

was proverbial in the college

This, It can be understood, was not attained

without the display of a certain amount of well-

meant seventy, and, though Reynolds always

refused to nourish popularity at the sacrifice of

a surrender ol discipline, he was nevertheless held

m high esteem by all young men who came under

his tuition Past students have many times

spoken to the writer of their great appreciation

ot RtMiulds as a lecturer, teacher, and disciplm-

iri in

W hilst his professional duties absorbed most

of his time, Reynolds continued research, and,

from .1 comp.irison of the spenfic heats of silver

and lierylliunt (glucinum), whuh he had prepared

in a nearlv' pure state, he showed that the atomic

weight of the latter must be taken as 9, and that

the clement was a member of the family of

alkaline earths

In 1885 his researches on organic denvatives

of silicon, in which this element was united to

nitrogen, were commenced The results were

described in n senes of more than a dozen papers

published in the Iransactions of the Chemical
Society up to 1909 Amongst several new sub-

sunces which were prepaid, perhaps the most
interesting was the beautifully crystalline silico-

tetraphonylnmtde, Si(NH C^Hs)^, the carbon

analogue of which has never been obtained, and
by the action of heat siltco-diphenvlimide,

Si(NChH,)2, was obtained, the carbon analogue of

which is well known After twenty-eight years’

(Hiup<ition of the chair of chemistry in the

l^niversity of Dublin, Reynolds retired in 1903,

and went to livt in London, whtre ho lontinucd

work in the Div>-I aradav I^borator^

Revnolds’s last contribution to chemistry,

published in the Proceedings of the Royal Society

in 1913, was an interesting synthesis of the

niimtal anortbile, CaMTSigOs. which he prepared

bv the combined action of oxygen and water
vajKiur at a high temperature on the synthetic

substame ra(SiAI)j, which he had previously

prepared Reynolds had many honours conferred

upon him during his career He was elected a
fellow of the Royal Society in 1880, and vice-

president in 1901, president of the Chemical
Society 1Q01-3, president of the Society of

Chemical Industry 1891-92, and president of the

chemical section of the British Association in

1893 Reynolds died suddenly on Tuesday,
February 17, at his residence in Ixmdon, He was
an honorary M D and Sc D of the University of
Dublin He married, in 1873, a daughter of

*jCanon Finlayson, of Dublin He leaves two
children, a son and a daughter

E. A. W
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We much legrct to see the announcement of the

death on March q of M Lucien Poincar^, Vice-Rector

of the UniversiU of Parih, at hftv-^ight \carfl of

•gc

Dr Samuel Hatch Wfsi, v^ho died on March 2

at the age of seventy-one, was \iell known in London

as a consulting physician He was tiained at Oxford

under Rolleston and Acland, and as KadclifTc trj\el

ling fellow he studied in Vienna and Berlin He was
physician to the Ro>al Free Hospital and to the C it>

of London Hospital for Diseases of the Chest, but

his life's work was carried out at St Bartholomew 's

Hospital, where he received his mediial education,

and held successive medical appointments until he be

came full physician Dr West was a successful clinical

teacher, and many generations of students will be

grateful to him for thorough manner in which he

taught them to examine a patient, 8>8tem bv system,

so that no important organ could be overlooked Dr
West deserved hlb high reputation as a careful clinical

observer Diseases of the lungs were his particular

study, and on this subject he produced a monograph

in two volumes which is a monument of industrs

and a veritable mine of information. He delivered

the l^ttsomian lectuies at the Medical Societv of

London in if)oo, taklog as his subject Granular

Kidney," but It is b> his teaching and his work on

diseases of the lungs that he will best be itmemhered

A CORRESPONDENT, **G P B Writes— All

zoologists who have ever worked at the ' Starione

Zoologlca * of Nbpks will be giieved to read of the

death of Prof Elsig, whose obituary notice by Prof

R Dohm appears in the Zlirlch Zttiung ^of

February 19 Hugo Eisig was bom in Baden in

1847, When Anton Dohm, aged thirty-one, decided to

fink his whole fortune in the building of the Naples

station, knowing that it would suffice to rear up only

the ground story, his friend Kleinenberg went with

him, Eisig, seven years their junior, offered himself

also, Ahd was accepted Many years of great difficulty

followed, and then many years of very great success

Through all Eisig continued the career which he

had chosen as part and parcel of the Stazlone

Zooiogica. His contribution to aoology is not to be

measured by hit published work, even though it m-
dudes his gie^t * Monograph of the Capitellidv ' To
nil of us who worked at Naples he was a friend,

loyal, sympathetic, unselfish, and gentle In 1907

Eisig retir^ on a pension from hts administrative

post m the Zoplc^ical Station, but continued his own
scK>logical work Two years later Anton D<4im died,

and was succeeded by hU able son, but in 1915 Prof

Roinhard Dohm, with Eisig and others of the staff,

had to leave Naples iesr the hospitality of the ZOrich

Zoological Museum and Swiss territory There Eisig

iled on Februtnr to last from the after-effects of an
operation which ttppcBttd to have been successful.

He died in exUa fron^ his home of forty-four years,

but in the warm memory of many friends alt over the

world*’
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A MEKriNo convened by the Chancellor of the Uni-
versity of Cambridge and the presidents of the Royalt

Society was held on Ihurbday, March 4, at the rooma^

of the Roval Societv, to consider the question of a.

memorial to the memorv of Lord Ra>le]gh AfW
a prelimin.iry statement bv the president of the Royal

Society announcing the purpose of the meeting,

speeches in favour of the proposal to erect a memorial
were made by Mr A J Balfour, Sir Charles Parsons,

j

Dr P Giles (Vue-Chanrellor of the University cm
Cambridge), Sir Arthur Schuster, Sir Richard Glaxn
brook, nnd Sir Joseph lairmor It was agreed than
a fund should be raised for the purpose of placing a

memorial, preferably a window, in Westminster^

Abbey A general committee was appointed, as well

as an executive committee, to consider details, and
also the further question of raising a fund in memory
of l.a)rd Rayleigh, to be used for the promotion of
research in some branch of science in which Lord
Ravlcigh w.is speciallv interested

\ PUBLIC meeting was held in the Universltv

Museum, Oxford, on March 6, to Initiate a memorial
to the late Sir William Osier, Bart , Regius professor

of medicine in the Universitv for the past fifteen

\cars The Vice-Chancellor presided Sir Clifford

Allbutt, who introduced the proposal, paid a feeling

and* eloquent tribute to the memorv of Sir William
Osier, to the wide range of his intellect, and to the
singular charm of his ibaracter He referred to hla?

international reputation and to the binding influencr

he hod on the medical profession in many lands, ^

to his love of peace and goodwill, and to the extrn-

ordinnrv power he exerted in diffusing without

diluting friendship The president of Magd4ilen, Sir

Herbert Warren mentioned the manv-sidedness of
Osier's interests and actnilics, the breadth and
accuracy of his scholarship, and the clear and
steady optimism with which he regarded life and iM
progress in nil ages Sir William Church, who
introduced the specific proposed that the memorial
should take the form of an Osier Institute of Geneial

Pathology and Preventive Medicine, stated that such
a memorial as that suggested would be a singularly

appropriate tribute tc the outlook and ideals that

Osier had kept before him In his life-work Prof

Thomson emphasised the need of new laboratory

accommodation in Oxford for teaching and research

The Dean of Christ Church and Sir Archibald Garrod
also spoke It was announced that the 1^. secre-

tary, Prof Gunn, had received expression ol sym-
pathy with the proposed memorial from a large

number of people representing man> interests, and
that a collateral committee had been formrf in

Vmerica to aid in raising the memorial.

A MOVEMENT has been started to commemorate
life and work of the late Sir James Mackenzie David-
son by an appropriate memorial The proposal is

that steps should be taken to found a Mackei^

I

Davidson chair of radldogv at some untversltyi

: whereas nothing could be more fitting as a mmorla!
I

to the work of one who deVoted a Uqrgs part of his

NATURE
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^fe to the drvHofMnent of the subject of rodiolo^^y, it

^•1 urf^ bv the thirty signatories of the appeal that,

if the wider claims of the subject arc to be met, there

should be an X-roy Institute. The applications of

X-rays in medicine have vastly extended both In

diagnosis and in treatment during the last ten mirs,

but the new knowledge us to the properties of X-rays

revealed by crystal analysis has opened out mnnv new

fields both of investigation and of application If thi

, ubject is widening in these respects, there are signs

r> less clear of a growing need for improved teaching

^
’ the many fields of X-rav activity The institution

!?f a diploma m radiology by the University of Cam
bridge is but one Indication of the demand that exists

fct the present day for instruction in the subject of

K-m>s A well-equipped and well organised institute

Ceems the most likely way in which the multifarious

Interests of X-rays can best be welded into an efficient

working whole, and it is hoped that the response

the appeal will ensure that the brilliant X-rav ^^ork

done in this country may be augmented

Tiie first post-war meeting of the International

< ounLil for the Exploration of the Sea was hold m
London Inst week, March 2-6 The countries repre-

sented were Belgium, Britain, Denmark, Finland,

I Irantc, Holland, Norway, and Sweden Fronce sent

a delcgatt for the first time, and the L nited States

of America was informally represented The British

<aovemment entertained the delcgatt s and othtrs at

I a dinner at I^ncaster House, the Royal Socictx held

fa reception nt Burlington House, and the Trustitb of

the Bnti&h Museum and the Ro\al Geogruphical

Society also received the delegates The meeting re-

solved Itself into a number of scttions for the con-

siderntlon of particular questions, these were the

formulation of n scheme of research to enable the

varuHii* Governments to make a convention for the

better regulation of the North Si a fishing-grounds,

the future conduct of the h^'drographlc and plankton

researches, biological, statistical, and historical in-

vestigations with respect to the herring, the European

eel fisheries, the fisheries of the seas to tho south-

west of the British Isles , a limnological survey
,
intci

' iuttlonal fisheiy statistics, and certain basal phvsical

Ind biochemical matters Much interest was ex-

libfted with regard to the "plaioc problem," and Iht.

section concerned held several mcetingii Tht
hydrographic secdonal meetings were very in-

teresting, but it was clear that no Immediate

results were to be expected The ^erjonnel of the

Coundi had not undergone much change. In the

death of Sir John Murray the orgdnlsdtion has
suffered a great loss, but the genial and forceful

personality of Dr Johan Hjort is still an asset of

much value. Prof Otto Pettersson vaedted the chair

to Mr H G Maunce, of the English Ministry of

Agriculture and Fisheries, to whom the continued
lexlstende of the international investigations through-
out the period of war ss largely due

Accorunq to the British MeifeoJ /ottmgl, Sir

Frederick Banbury*s Bill to Prohibit the Vivisection
of Dogs Is dq^ for second reading on March iq It
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will bo remembered that when the same BUI was Intro-

duced last year a Government amendment allowing

experiments to be made on dogs under special certi-

ficates was carried The title was also changed Sir

Fredenck Banbury himself moved the third reading

with these amendments The Bill was, however,

rejected it is now brought forward again In the

form in w hich it existed before the Government
amendments^ that is, prohibiting all experiments on

dogs Although there seems some hope that the

prospects of its progress In Parliament are not very

favourable, its unexpected temporary success last year

must not be forgotten, and careful watch is Impera-

tivelv necessary It is incono-ivable that tho Govern-

ment can allow a Bill of this kind to pass, nullifying,

as it does, the activities of so many of their Depart-

ments Sir Frederick Banbury admitted that he had
“ failed to mention " the safeguards against possible

irueltv already existing in the Statute Hook The
opinion of the medical profession is sufficientlv shown
bv the unanimous vote of the clinical and scientific

meeting of the Bntlsh Medical Association in London
last April It was agreed that such prohibition of

cxpeiiinonts on dogs would have a deplorable effect m
hampering the progress of physiological and pntho-‘

logical investigation, since many important fields of

research are onlv available when dogs can be used

They are the ontv large animals that can be kept in

health and comfort under laboratory conditions

Thb admission of qualified medical wotfien to the

fellowship of the Rovol College of Surgeons of Edm-
bmgh reminds us of the fight waged in the late

sixties and early seventies of lost cenlurv for

the odmission of w^omen to the claws and examina-
tions of the faculty of medicine of the University of

Edinburgh The fight was lost by the gallant bond
of women—septem contra hdinem It has b^n
fought and won in the fifty intervening years, and
this resolution of the Royal College marks the fall

of the last barrier to equality of the sexes in medical
education in this ancient seat of learning Women
medteal students have recently been admitted to the

complete courses in the faculty of medicine, and the

extra-mural Edinburgh School of Medicine for Women
hab boon merged into the University It remains to

be seen whether the new r^gttne will justify those

who have borne much anxiety and labour to promote
it We beliLVC it will The Scottish women proved
their quality In the hospitals they equipped and staffed

in tho various seats of war They have started a

small hospital in Edinburgh staffed by women only
There 11 an increasing b^y of medical women and
women students attached to the Universitv, and
among them will be found doubtless the same capadtv
for work and leadership which was so nobly exem.
plified by the late Dr Elsie Inglis With all the

examinations open to women which lead to ho<,pital

staff appointments, It is hoped that an increasing

number of highly qualified women will present them-
selves as candidates when vacancies occur, and that

appointments will be <^n to merit irrespective of

yoi Much of the work to be done^n the future in

the State-aided ho<ipitnl is obviousl\ of a character to
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demand the aorvit et and judgment of qualified medical

women

Thb twenty-sixth James Forrest lecture will be

delivered at the Institution of Civil Engineers on

I uesda) ,
April ao, at 5 30 p m , by Sir Dugald Clerk,

K H E , h R S . upon tl4 subject of “ Fuel Con-

st rvathm in the l^nihd Kingdom "

Prop A Fowi br, professor of astrophysics.

Imperial ( olloge of Siience and lechnology, South

Kensington, and president of the Royal Astronomical

Society, has betn elertcHl a corresponding member of

the Paris AcRdeni\ of Sciences, in the section of

astronomy, in sut(<sMon lo th« hte Piof h Wiiss,

of Vienna

Prop J Sianif'v Cjarpiner has, at the icqucht of

the Deputv-Minister of Msht ru.8, unikrtaken tem-

poral Ih the direction of th< siKniifii ^\Olk of Iht

Fisherhs Department of tht Ministry of \giiculture

and hUhiTies Prof Gardinti's paiticulai dut\ will

be to restnit fishtt^ irnisiig.itions, whuh have nerfs-

aarily been in abeyance during the war

Tub Faraday Society has arranged a gLiKral dis.

cussion on ** Basic Stags Then Pioduetion and

Utilisation in Agricultural and other Industries,” lo

be held on Tuesday, March J3, from ; 30 to 10 ?o,

in the room^ of the Chemtcal Society, Burlington

House, I^nclon, W i Prof F G Oonnan, vioe-

presidint, will preside over the discussion, and there

will be papers by I)r E J Russell, Prof C H Desrh,

Sir T H Middleton, Sit Dannl Hall. Prof D \

Gilchrist, and others

Thk U S National Research Council has received

a gift from the Southeni Pine Association of

10,000 dollars to meet the incidental expenses of

a co-ordinated scientific study by a number of inves-

tigators of the regrowth of trees on cut-over forest-

lands, with the view of determining the best forestry

methods for obtaining the highest productivity The
investigation wilt be conducted un^ the advice of

the Research Council's special committee on forestry,

and will not duplicate any present Government or

other undertakings along similar lines

It was announced at the ordinary siientific met ting

of the Chemical Society on March 4 that the fol-

lowing had been proposed for election as honorary

and foreign mcml^rs, and that a ballot for their

election would be held on March 18 W D Ban
croft, V. Grlgnard, H Kamerlingh Onnes, E Paterno,

P Sabatier, J B Sendcrens, S. P L Sbrensen, and

G Urbain The anndal general meeting of the society

will be l^ld at Burlington House on Thursday,

March 25, at 5 p m , to receiTe the address of the

president. Sir James ] Dobble, and to elect the

offiicrs and council for the enouing vear

Thr following officers and cdlmdl of the Gcolofleal

ScH.ietv have been elected for the ensuing year —
Prestdent R D Oldham Viei-PrtsidenU Prof

E J Garwood, G W Lampluf^, Col H G Lvons,

and Prof J E Mttr SteretaHes Dr H H. ITiomas

and Dr H Lapworth Forsigti Secretary ^ Sir Archi-

bald Gelkle. Treoiaref Dr J V, Elsden Other
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Members of Council Dr K A Bather, Prof W. S
Boulton, R G Carrutheri, Dr A M. Davlea

J F N Green, R S Hesrries, J Allen Howe, Profi.

O T Jones, Prof P F Kendall, W B R Kmg^
Dr ft T Prior, W C Smith, Prof H H Swini}er4.>

ton, and Pi of W W Watts

Ihk first of the Chadwuk public lectures on mili-

tary hygiene was delivered by Gen Sir John Goodwin*

Dircrtoi, Army Medical Service, on March 8 at tha
Roval Sock tv of \rts, the subject being '*Anw
Hygiene Prior to tlie Ritcnl War ” The lectUK^
dealt with the histoiy of hygiene from the earllcfj

times up to the pKriod iinmcdial<4y preceding the wara
The ravages wrought by dibeasc during the various!

campaigns of the oightCLnth and nineteenth centuries!

and thiir effects upon tlie aimics In the field were
detailed, and emphasis was laid on the lessons gained

during the South African War in the prevention of

disease 'Ihe vinous measures that have been

elaboraitd to improve the health of the Army were
outlined, (ind siriss w is laid on the good results

accruing from <^lu(ation in hygiene of the Army as a
whole In India, during the years 1878-82, the

numb<t mnstrinilv snk among thi European troops

was 681 per looo, with a mortality of 20 s» tn 191a

the corresponding figures were 28 8 and 46 reaper

lively Immedi itelv preceilmg the lecture Chadwick
gold medals ind prizes were presented to Surg -Comdf
Edward L Atkinson, R N

, and Brig -Gon W W O
Beveridge, AMS, fi>r sei vices in promotmf# the

health of the men of the Navy and Army

Wr ate authorised to announce that H R H the

Pnnee of Wales has been graciously pleased to become
the patron of the new British School of Archseology

in Jerusalem, referred to m Nature of December 18

Inst (p 398) Ihe school has been formed for the

study of the wide and important field of archseologicat

research which has now been openi*d up in Palestine

and the surrounding districts The director, Prof J

Garstang, of the University of Liverpool, is shortly

proceeding to Palestine to complete the organisatloli

of the scliool As soon as the political destlay of^

Palestine hns been fixed and a mandate formally

tiMsigned, It is hoped that a department of antiquities

will be formed, under which the school looks forward

to collaborating with the Palestine Exploration Fund
in the excavation of an important site wMch has
already been provisionallv selected Anvone who Is

interested in the school is inrited to communicate
with the secretary at 2 Hlnde Street, Manchester
Square, W 1

The Natural History Museum Staff Assodatioti

opened its series of scientific reunions for the current

year by holding a double reunion on March a and 3
At the first most of the members of the International

Council for the Exploration of the Sea were tKOsent,

and the exhibits arranged in the boord-roOm Induded
many specimens—some being classical type-apedmfft^
collected during the voyage of the ChoRefiger AYShe
second reunion other exhibits were added, so that the

whole series w^as of wide interest, ^nd there was an
attendance of nearly flftv visitors, smoni^ whom mso^
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^AfiCietktloned Lord Rothschild, Sir Ronald Ross, Prof

B Poulton, Lt ^ol Winn Sampson, Mr F F

B^ddard, Prof. J Stephenson, Dr H O Forbes. Mr

R F. Scharff, Prof J P Hill, Dr S Kemp, Dr

t

,
B Davdon Jackson, Prof J Graham Kerr, Mr
S. Monckton Copeman, Mr G T Bethune Baker,

Dr E J Allen, Dr H H Thomas, Dr C Chnstv,

4 and Prof J E ’ Duerden

ThA half-\earlv council meeting of the National

i

inion of Scientific Workers, presided over l)V Mr
S S Baker, of the National Ph>sical laiboratoi^*,

ns held nt University College on March 6 The

Spid grol^th of the union has necessitated the ap-

ointment of a full-time secretary, and Major A G
^hurch has been appointed to fill that office Th<

research committee in its report outlined the function

of this bod\ and th.it of the roseanh council, which

It IS hoped will shortly be constituted It will

lonsider how best industry and public adniimstrntion

should be kept in dose touch with the development

of scientific knowledge, and ensure that the views

and conditions of emplovminl of scientific workers

shall receive consideiation from all bodies bringing

forward schemes for research in science or for the

administration of research It was felt that the State

should not subsidise Industrial research asscKiatums

unlesh such bodies display an anxiet) to ensure that

the direction of research shall be in the hands of

those who have shown capadty for leadership in

scientific work \ report on patent rights presented

l^y
Mr A A Griffith emphasised the opinion ‘‘that

the only satistactorv way of remunerating salaried

inventors is to pay them adequate salaries, a salaried

inventor receiving an adequate salafv should have no

claim whatever to anv extra pa}ment because his

work proves unexpectedly remunerative ** On the

motion of Miss A B Dale, the council unanimously

agreed to “protest strongly against the differential

treatment of men and women as regards the method

of recruitment to the Civil Service and the salary

scales offered therein as recommended by the Re-

organisation Sub-Committee of the Civil Service

National Whitle> Coundl ”

February was unusuallv warm over the southern

poitioa of the British Isles, and at Greenwich Ob-
•ervatory the mean temperature for the month was

W3 9**» which 1» 4® above the normal, the mean, how-

ever, was higher in 1914, when it was 449®, and th**

means of both maxima and minima readings were
also higher There wore four da>8 with a shade tern-

perature of 60® or above, whilst there is no previous

February at Greenwich with more than two such
warm days since 1841, and in all only seven days ns

warm during a period of seventy-nine years Frost

in the shade only occurred on four nights during
the month, and the lowest temperature was ay® The
duration of bright sunshine was cighty-^seven hours,
which Is thirty hours more than the normal, and
'here were three days at Greenwich \yith eight hours
and more of sunshine Rainfall was much i^low the

hpnna!, and in London there was no day during the
ntooth with p fall of o i In

,
the total measurement

^
was 0-39 in , wMdi is the driest February since 1895

NO. a6a8, vol iosI

and 1896 Rain was measured only on eight days

The whole winter, December, January, and February

»

has bet n unusually mild over England, and at Green-
wich the mean temperature for the three months was
42 8®, which It 3 5® warmer than the average for sixty

\ear8 The winter of 1915-16 was slightly warmer^
«ind the winter of i898r-99 was warmer by about i®

Tlic warmest winter during the last eighty yeart»

iS68-6q, was warmer than the winter just ended by
nearly j®

In vkw of the prevalence of diseas'* amongst honey-

bees duiing re<.(nt years, it has become a matter of

practical impoitance to be able to distinguish with
cert.nntv between individuals which have died from
disease and those the death of which is merely the

result of old age or exhaustion Mrs Pixcll Goodrich
contiibiitcs an interesting p.apir on this subjeit to the

Quarterly Journal of Muroscoptcal Science (vol Ixiv ,

pirt 2) It appears that during llic summer, when
adivclv engaged in collecting honey and pollen, the

worker-bees verv soon wear themselves out and die a

natural dc alh at the age of about six weeks
Senescf nee or perhaps one shoiiUl r.ather say exhaus-
tion from o\f r-exeition—Is accompanied by well-

in irked and easily recognisable changes in the nerve-

cells of the “brain ” Ihe cytoplasm of these cells

undergoes gradual reduction in quantity, until only

a vestige remains around the nucleus The examina-
tion of the nerve-cells appears to be the most trust-

worthy method yet proposed for determining the age
of bees, but, iinfortunatelv, it involves a considerable

•irnount of labour in the case of each individual

examined

Phi* Bulletin of the Bureau of Standards for

July 12, 1919, contains the results of the measure-
ments of the index of refraction of air for wave-
lengths 2000 to 10,000 tenth metres at different tem-
peratures and pressures made by Messrs W F
Meggers and C G Peters to meet the demands of

modern accurate speetroscopy The Fabry and Perot

interferometer was used in the measurements, the

pi ites being of glass or quartz 4 2 cm in diameter
and 06 to 08 cm thick They were rendered
partially reflecting bv films spluttered from a metallic

cathode m vacuo Iron or copper arcs and neon or

irgon tubes served as sources of light The inter

ferencL nngs were photographed and the diameters

of the first three measured Between the limits of

pressure used to 76 cm —the refractive index was
found proportional to the pressure The variation

of the index with temperature between o® C and
30° C IS not sufficiently well represented by the usual

fi-i proportional to density law The index of refrac-

tion at normal temperature and pressure is given by

the equation A*- * which shows no

sign of an appreciable absorppon band in the infra

red part of the spectrum

Tub annual report of the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers gives particulars of the various researches

' which are being carried on under the direction of
' the institution The following grants were made by
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the council for the vear —AUovs, aaol 5 steam-

nozzles, 1502 ;
hardneu tests, 1502 , and cutting tools,

lool ThV allo>s research has been earned on at the

National Physical Laborntor>, and the eleventh report

will be presented at an early datt Jhe construction

of the experimental apparatus for the steam-nozzles

rescanh has be<‘n further de!a\ for lack of fiends,

but help has been promised bv a grant of 500! from

the Turbine Blade Kcsoarch Committee of the

British Electrical and Mind Manuf.uturers’ Vs^o-

nation It Is intended to th< apparatus

at the Dickinson Street Po^\c^ Station, Manchester,

and the experiments ^ill be conducted undtr the super-

vision of Prof G Gerald Ston* \ and Mr S L
Pearce Hardness tests have been earned out at the

National Physical Laboratory bv Dr T E Stanton,

and it is hoped that reports ^ili lx prestnted this

year A bibliography on cutting tools is being pre-

pared by Mr G W Burle>, nnd it is proposed to

collect Information from makers nnd users of cutting

tools The work of the wire-ropcs research com-

mittee has Ix^en considerably delayed owing to the

war, arrangements have now been made for exncri-

mentol work to be carried out at Woolwi^ Poly-

technic by Dr W \ Scoble The work of the

refrigeration research committee has been suspended

since 1914 > it IS hoped that investigations may be

mode shortly into the physical properties of the sub-

stances used in refrigeration

A cATALoauB (No '\S7) of rare books and manu-
scripts ha<» just been issu* d bv Messrs Bernard

Quanteh, Ltd » 11 Grafton Street, W 1, and is worths

of perusal It is of a falrh general charm ter as to

the subjects, but two sections will appeol especially

to readers of Nature, vlr those dealing with natural

and physical sciences (a 1 pp ) and with periodicals

(13 pp ) Many scarce volumes and long runs are to

be found in these The price of the catalogue is 15

We notice that Messrs Quintch are about to begin

the publication of the Journal of Pomology It will

appear at quarteriv Intervals under the editorship of

Mr E A Bun\ard, who has secured the promise of

assistance from many experts

An ilkistrated book on “Weeds of bnrm Land,”

the work of Dr Winifred li Bnnchlev, of the

Rothamsted Experimental Station, is trf bo pub-

lUhod by Messn Longmans and Co It will deal

with various aspects of the weed problem, but

especially with the relations existing betweem weeds

and the soHs and crops with which they are chieflv

associated A survey will be given in the volume of

the presept position with rcgaH to the questions of

prevention, eradication, and uses of we^s, also of

thoir habits and method of distribution and the vltahtv

of buned weed-seeds

Rbaobrs of MIkVurb who aSe interested in ancient

herbats and old-time gardening and agriculture should

sec Catalogue No di of Messrs DvUm and Co .

Lid , 34 Margaret Street, W,!, m which are to be

found parlUulars* of tooo works dealing with these

and Dthei scientiTic. subjects, man> the propertv of

the late Sir 'Frank CrUp \n unusual feature is a
collection of volumes on sundlaU
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Our Astronomical Coltuna.

Brichi Meteors.—a fine meteor was observed
February 17 at 8h 5zm by Mr F Wilson, Totteridp,
and Mr S B Mattey, Plumstead It was bri^ter
than Jupiter, and mov^ very slowly from a raidiaiit

at 73° 4- 41^ near aAungae. The approximate height
of the object was 67 to 30 miles, path » miles, and
velocity 10 miles per second It from over
south-west of Neeaham Market to WoodbridM.

Another very brilliant meteor was observed on
February 27 at 8h. c8m by Mrs, Wilson and Mi^
( 00k, and also by Mr S B Mattey at Plumsteacfl
Ihe radiant wab at about 17^+8° near the horlzoR

north of west Ihc height of the object was 53 (H

49 miUs, path qc miles, and velocltv 13 mlleb pA
second It passed from over Lydd, Xent, to abou^
5u miles cast of Calais, France Fireballs from
Auriga and Pisces have been recorded in previous
vears «a about the same liites as those of this veor.

Total Light 01 the STARb - The late Prof New-
comb laid stress on the desirability of obtaining this

observational constant, and several attempts have
been madi to do so The latest is by Mr P J Van
Khijn (Contributions from Mount Wilson Obaerva-
tory. No 173) This paper shows that there is

illumination, which is probably due to (a) a fajnt
extension of the zodiacal light, including the Gegen-
schoin, and (b) faint auroree. The amount of these
was found bv observing regions of the sky remote
from the Galaxy and assuming that the starlight in

these regions could be inferred from the observed
number of stars of each order of magnitude The
amount of each of these is discussed, and it Is con*
eluded that the total amount of light received from
ill the stars in both hemispheres is equal to stars
of magnitude 1^, Harvard visual scale 1m fo4
lowing are the values of cxtia-galactic sky brightness
per square degree found by efifferent observers, thq
unit being a star of magnitude 1 00 - Newcomb,
oojq. Burns, 0050, Abbot, 0075, Yntema, o 140, and
Van Rhijn, o 130 The magnitude of the full moon is

about — la , it is, therefore, about 140,000 times as
bright as a star of magnitude 1 00, or a hundred
times as bright as all thr stars together

Star Clusters Setenita for March contains the

I

fourth of a senes of papers on clusters by Dr. Harlow
Shapley Dr Shapley quotes a remark that distance
iniroduct s simphricritlon in our study of the clusters

;

it makes apparent magnitudes equivalent to absolute
ones, since all the components are at practically the
Mime distance from us He then proceeds to consider
the local cluhter to which the bun belongs, which ha
regards as defined ^ Dr Charlier's research on thq
distribution of the 6 stars in space The conclusionjb
was that they form a flattened cluster, with greatest
diameter 4000 light->cars This is suppOK^ to be
merely one unit out of many that go to make up the
galaxy Its equatorial region is marked by a zone
of bright btars, to which attention was directed by
Sir J Herschel and Dr B \ Gould Its planq (e

inclined some 15® to the medial line of the
Dr Charller puts the centre of the local cluster In

Carina, some 250 llght-viars from the sun, whHe
Dr Shaplev makes the distance only ligbl-s’earli.

Since from analngv the cluster is likely IHitt
moving with respt'ct to its neighbours, the twoMS
drifts would 'ippertam respeotiveU to clutter and raK-
cluster Stars It is left an open question to^^tdeh
category the sun belongs Viewed telescopfcalT^roin
the Hercules cluster,, the local cluster would seem lo
be mmniv composed of B stars, with a smaller number
of giant M ones The sun would be of the
twentieth magnitude, too faint for visual observart€N[i,
though U might be photographed
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»4leteorol0cical Obaerfations at Calcutta.*

THBRE it a pefpetual struggle between the advo-

Citet oi continuity and ^ unifonni^ in such

matter! at meteorological observations. For a net-

wo^ of official stations under a central authority, the

results of which have to be co-ordinated, uniformity is

of veiy great Importance On the other hand, experi-

ments mth different methods are much tebs likely to

be discouraged in an indc^ndent observatory, the work

of which has a value of a totally different kind In

such a place continuity has a special slgnihcance, and

it is refreshing to meet with a volume of data from

a station that has been on the sante site for fifty

years, even though that site was criticised verv soon

ftftier the beginning of the period

The official observatory at Atipore is only two miles

'from St Xavier’s College, so that the latter is not

required as a vital station for the Indian Meteorological

Service, and the Jesuit Fathers, who have maintained

thrir observatory for half a century, have received no
special blame for departures from established practitc,

or any financial supf^rt The Riv E Francotte, S J ,

has been director for thirty-two vears out of the fifty,

and is responsible for the present volume of some

350 pages of very dear print with large figures not

at all crowded His full plan consists of four parts,

of which the volume before us is the first it contains

for each day in the fifty years, 1868-1917, maximum,
minimum, and mean shade temperature, with mnxu
mum solar radiation and minimum terrestrial radia.

tion, barometric pressure, wind direction and velocity,

relative humidity and rainfall, the monthly extremes
in heavy type, with notes on absolute extremes where
^encountered This is intended to show the mutual
j^refations of climatic elements, and to further this

object, in addition to the tables, some graphs are

added The original scheme was to publish at the

end of foitv-six years, and part of the volume is sum-
marised for that period The war, which held back
publication, enabled four more years to be included
in an appendix.
We have not space to consider in any detail the

mass of data contained in the volume, but a few
points of interest may be mentioned In forty-six

years the average number of days with at least i m
of rain was nineteen per annum Dally falls of at
least 10 In occurred five times in the period, including
one tdtal fall of 14 in The shade temperature reached
too® F on 537 days in fortv-eight years 59 in March,
38a in April, 136 in Mav, 48 in June, and only 2 in

July, both in 1897 Father Francotte examines some
of the tables for periodicity, but Is reserving a great
deal more analysis for the second volume, the pub-
lication of which will be awaited with interest bv
those who have seen the first W W B

The Road to Industrial Peace.*
pRQM time to time the Advisory Council of Science
* and Industry In the Australian Commonwealth
issues bulletins dealing with various industrial
problems, -and the latest of its publications is

entltlod "Welfare Work,” though it Is wider In scope
than the title is usually tricen to imply The preface
tHls jus that the bulletin is prepared for the benefit of
all who are seeking for some road to industrial peace
•ud the establishment of more satisfactory and har-

* XwkridoJittwQUwtu. iyf\\
* O»ai.gon on tb« Btmty Ptat \ , Fditriili Vm, 1B6I?

«41»S«Mry. Fw ita Price sJl
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monious relations between capital and labour. Ic

points out that these relations are far wider than
questions of wages and hours of labour. A compre-
hensive induatrw policy considers the responsibilities

which fall on the shoulders of employers, the effect of
industrial conditions on the employee, his well-being

outside working hours, the distribution of the wealth
produced, and the participation of the employees In

thi management and control of industrial operations

Ihe bulletin sets out what has been done on these
lines m Great Britain, the United States, and other
countries, and in order to encouraM its circulation it

IS issued at a very low price It is to be hoped that

it' will receive the w*idc publicity it deserves, not only
in Australia, but in this country ns well It is, in

fact, of more direct interest to us than to its country
of issue, in that all reference to welfare work in

Australia is reserved for publication In a later bulletin

The bulletin is admirably wntten, and affords a
most valuable and impartial summary, especially

of tlie large body of information which has been
acquired during the war through the activity of thd
Health of Munition Workers Committee and other
bodies It describes the motives, scope, and adminis-
tration of welfare work, and the social life, recrea-

tion, education, and housing of the workers It div
(usses wage-pavments, profit-sharing and co-partner-
ship, provision for old age and sickness, and it goes
somewhat fully into what is being more and more-
lecognised as the most important factor of all irr

the attainment of industnal peace, viz co-operation
between employers and employed In control The
health and safety of the worker and the provision of
a healthy Industrial environment are debated at some
length, whilst there is an excellent summary of
problems of industnal fatigue in relation to hours of
Itibour, overtime, and rest pauses An extensive
bibliography is Included H. M V

Wireless Telephony in Aeroplanes.
T N a paper read before the Wireless Section of the
^ Institution of Electncal Engineers on February 18
Major C E Prince lifted the veil from the important
results in wireless tcIephon> from aeroplanes which
were achieved in consequence of the stimulus of the
necessities of war Up to the summer of 1915, the
authix* believes, wureless speech had not been received
in an aeroplane, and, indeed, great were the dlfflcul-

tKs that had to be surmounted before practical
apparatus for working between ground and aeroplane
or between aeroplane and aeroplane could be pro-
duced In the earlier experiments, transmission from
air to ground only was attempted by a small oscilla-

tion-valve set, but an acroplano-carned receiving set,

also of the oscillation-valve type, was successfully used
m 1916 This, however, did not meet the immediate
military requirements overseas, and attention was
more particularly devoted to the urgent but more
diffirult, problem of telephonic commumcation between
machines in the air

Major Prince gave a good idea of the difficulties

encountered and the Ingenuity with which he and hlfr

colleagues surmountea them The crux of the
problem is the method of controlling the radiation
Direct control was found to suffer from grave dis-
advantages Placing a microphone in the circuit

of the Mclllarion valve was tried tvlth some succeM,
but finally a method known as “chedee** control, in
which the modulation is applied to the anode circuit
of a second or control valve, was employed. The
grid of the control valve is acted on by tne micro-
phone transformer, the anode of which is In PuU*
with a one-to-one transformer, or choke coll, In the
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anode circuit of the main valve When variations

take place in the control anode at speech frequency,

very lar^e surges are set up in that of the power
valve, which may approximate to the original high-

teniion direct-current potential, and so sweep the

output from nearly double its steady value to zero

1 he standard RAF set is of tlie 20-watt si/o, with a
high-tension supply of 6oo\o1l8 direct current \ great
advantage in tne system for aeroplane ^ork is that

no uitical adjustments arc required llic 'irrange-

nicnt of the apparatus is such that the set prujHr tan
be mounted in anv lonvtnunt position, and onlv 1

very small control unit bi ought within reich of the

userV hand One switch makes or bnaks tht

dynamo field, filament, ind microphone (irtuit** \

great deal of expcrlnumt was necessary bofoir a suit-

able microphone was found, ns it had to be almost
insensible to sounds of “noist'” intensity, but uspon-
slve to the powerful comentrated waxes of 1 xoui
itrmmging upon it at a vtrv short distanci

The receiving set dofiended imon high-fni|Uoni

v

magnification, and was, in its first foim a ihitt-

valve arrangement It consisted essentulh of a

dc'teitor vaUc with reaction and two note migntfica-

tlons The detector valve was not energised direct

from the aerial, hut through an aperic^u circuit,

which was a circuit approximately ^ntonised bv its

self-capacity The final adjustment for obtaining the

best effect is made on a rheostat in the filament

circuit carried on the “ joystick ” itself ITiese throe

valve sets were employed to a considerable extent

both before and after the armistice, but n five-valve

receiver was developed later in which a choice was
made of two high-frequency magnifications and two
low, with a detector valve This set was very much
more sensitive than the three-valve arrangement and
enabled fixed aerials rlgidlv connected to the wings
and fuselage to replace the trailing aerial, which
latter was a great embarrassment in fighting The
normal safe range of the apparatus is about four

miles from machine to machine, while the range to

a ground station is from twenty to fiftv miles or

more The author anticipates that in the future the’

wireless apparatus will be able to be plugged through
on to the ordinary exchange lines, so that a man
sitting in his office will be able to bold a conversatum
with T machine in the air

Magnetic Storm of March 4*5

T IIL Director of the M(.lcoiologic.ai Office has
l>een good enough to send us the subjoined com-

numuation fiom Dr Three concerning i magnetic
storm vhich orcurn'd on March a and 5 It may be

mentioned that on these days the skv was inositv

overcast in Scotland, though there was \crv fine

weather in the South of England We arc informed
that the only aurora ubservation reported so far was
made at Aberdeen at ih 30m on March 4, 1 e ten

hours before the “sudden commencement** of the

stqrm —
“ \ considerable magnetic disturbanie w'as n corded

at Kew jObservatorv on the night of March 4-5
“There was a well-marked SC (sudden tom-

mcnoement) at about iih 4frtn on March 4 'this

was of an oscillatory character both in D (declination)

and It (horizontal force) 'the first, smaller, move-
ment was a fall In H and an^ easterly swing in D, the
range of the^ oeclllation being about 457 in H and
7' in D H ‘tetalned an enhanced value for four or
five hours after the S C , and no reallv large move-
ments ocTutred juntil after lyh on March 4 The
nKMt disturbed time was from i8h on March 4 to

oh on March 5 On the whole, H was failing from
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lyh on March 4 until after ah on March the
maximum being recorded nt about i6h 20m oni
March 4, the minimum at about ah 5m on March «l

and the range bein^ approximately 3007 The H
cur\'c hnd become qiuet before mb on March but
fctill showed a dcv^ession of about 7^7
“The D trace was off the sheet, in the direction

answering tu casterlv displacement, for fullv twenty
minutes i^tween 22h and 33h on March 4, so the
range recorded, 60', mav have been ronsidmblv ex-
ceeded Ihc maximum westerly displacement oc-

curred nt about i8h on March 4
“From ijjh to i7ih on March a the D trace

was praituallv normal except that the aeclipation was
1' or 2' moil wcbtirl) than usual Thus the dis-

tiiihanri was rnthrr a conspicuous example of the
lull that not infnxiuentlv intervenes between the S C
and movements that would be retognised ns con-
stituting I m ignetic storm *’

University and Educational Intellij^ence.

Camhkhh^l Mr E V Appleton, of St John*b
( ollcgc

,
has Ihh n appointed an assisunt demonstrator

in expcilnuntal physics
It IS proposed to confer the honorary degree of

I> Litt on the Abbe Henri Breuil, professor of the
Institute of Human Palseonlology at Paris

It is proposed to create a reaaership In the morpho-
logy of vertebrates and a lectureship m zoology in
place of the present readership in zoology

Besides 4idclitions and improvements to the chemical
laboratory' and tbc erection of the MoUeno Initiate
for Parasitology, othtr budding schemes are in view
for engineering, physics, and also for the University
libraiv The last proposal to meet the difficulty m
finding nxini for books was to excavate a large
underground chamber The cost of this has bten
found to bo prohibitive, and the Senate has recently
discussed a revival of an old scheme to erect a new
building akin to the Senate House and on the south
side of Senate House Yard If this scheme is adapted
a public appeal will be made for subscnptions tow'ards
the erection of the building

LxFos - Mr W E H Berwick has been appointed
lecturer in mathcmalics in tlw University Mr* ^r-
witk was issist int lecturer in the University of
Biistol foi two years, and afterwards became lecturer
in mathematics m University College, Bangor For
two yens he was engaged on the technical staff of the
Vnti-\irriaft Experimental Section of the Munitions
Inventions Department at Portsmouth, where he made
Important contributions to the experimental and com-
putative ihoorv of gunnery He has published a long
series of p.ipers In the Proceedings of the l^ondon
Mathematical Society and elsewhere

Oxi-ORD—Prof R \ Sampson, Astronomer Royal
for Scotland, has been appointed Hailey lecturer for

1930

The governors and trustees of Tancred's student-
ships propose to elect a student in physic at Gonville
and Caius College, Cambridge, at Whitsuntide The
annual value of the studentship is about 95! Par-
ticulars arc obtainable from Mr E T Gurdon,
28 Lincoln's Inn Fields, W C 2

Thx sixth annual report of the Carnegie United
King^m Trust Is an account of the worlc (km by
the Trust in 1919, and contains a statement of imome
and expenditure for the year The committee had
hoped that the coming of peace would have brought
wdth it a great opportunity for Institutions which
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cxiit for phiJantbropJc purposes But the first \car
of peace has been a disappointment Building opera-
tions, which form a verv large part of the acUvitus
assisted by the Trust, are kept back because huiUtng
{« now so costly 1 he outstanding obligations
already undertaken by the Irust are suffiuent
to absorb the greater pait of the available iiuome
during the next five years It is evident that further
sums will be require to supplement grants ilroadv
mode for building libraries The (omtniltie is, there-
fore, disinclined to consider new requests loi grants
in aid of librar\ buikling The committM considers
that the assistance gi\en to rural hbiaiv schemes Is

among the most import'int and satisfactory of the
Trust's activities Under these scliemes a box con-
taining fift\ books IS sent to a small town or village

and theie used ns a tending library until, the books
having been re id, ii is time to exchange them for a
fresh supply Reports from those in charge of rural
centres shove thit the scheme reallv provides a menns
for spreading education rn thinlv populated districts
Tbf Carnegie Tiusi bns made a grant tow aids the
rmintennncc of the School of Libran'inshin recc^tfv
cstablislied nt Ihuvcrsit\ College, London The
highly trained students who pass through this school
should do much lo make our libraries more useful
The committee of the Carnegie Trust also icooits on
the part it has taken in physical welfare schemes
and in the promotion of music

An appeal h is }ust been issued by the Universilv
of I^don through its Military Education Committee
inviting subscnptions to the war memorial which it

IS proposed to laise to the former officers and cadets
of the University of T ondon Officers Training toips
who have fallen in the war The services tendered
bv the Officers Tiaining Corps during tlie war ar<'

too little known or appreciated When >vir hioke
out the cadets iamc forward practically as oqe man
and to their heroism and the unremitting labours
(often in the teeth of great discouragement and diffi-

culties) of their pic-war instructors wo owe (he fact

that what might have proved a most dangerous gap
in the supph of officers duting the eirlur put of the
war was successfulh bridged The lecord of the

University of London contingent appears to be second
to noftf The number of past and present officers end

cadets^ ho served in the wur as officers is 4x1)7,

of ivhom we have to deplore the loss of no fewer than

6^7 The number of distinctions gained is i6 j
;o . In-

cluding five V C *s (the only two surviving V C ’s,

Major Cloutman md Major While, both graduates
of the ITnlvorsitv, are honorary secretaries of the
appeal) In particular the gratitude of Londoners
must go out to Major Sowrev, who brought down a
Zeppelin in flames, and later a Gotha aeroplane
The scheme is to Include a memorial In London and,
in addition, a peimanent hall in connection with th'

new standing camn of the University of London
O T C at Great Kimble, near Princes Risborough,
where special memorials to individuals mav be out
up, of which the first will commemorate 1 1 -Col

Arthur Egerton, CoMstream Guards, the first adiutnnt
of the contingent, whom nil the original officers and
cadets mourn as a personal friend The opneni com-
mittee is a strong one, rfnd includes manv honoured
names outside the University itself—In particular those
of Marsha! Foch and of Flold-Mnrshals Ixird French
and Sir Henry Wilson It Is to bo hoped that everv
batrtoUc person who realises the part niaved bv the

universities in the great; national struggle and
the Importanre of maintaining this solendid traotltlon

will contribute generously towards the so,ooo/ asked
few ^Contributions should be sent to the hon
treasum at->6 Russell Square, I^don, W C i
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Soctettes and Academies.
London

Royal Society^ bebruar) 26 —Sii J J ThomsoUt
picbidcnt, 111 the ch.ur —L I* HlchsHUoa Some
miasureinent^ of atmospheric turbulence The eddy-
sheatmg stress on the ground is deduced from pilot-

b illoon observations values on land In any con-
sistent dvnamical units are found to range from
o(xx)7 to a(xj7 times the value of m'/pi where m is

the me.in nioinontum per volume up to a height of

^ km and p is the dcnsitv Evidence is given to

show that the eddy viscosity across the wind at

1 indtnberg increases with height, and, except near
the ground, is much greater than the edd) viscosilv

dong thf wind In parts iv and v the spreading of

a lamina af smoki is considered Osborne Reynolds’s
eddv Stresses are studied hor one occasion an
ittempt was made to measuie simultnncously all six

comjjoncnts of stress bv observing the motion of

thistledown The three dinct stresses are easily

nw isured Not so the shearing stresses, howevci,
one w as found to bo a 4 times its probable error

ITie theory of the scattering of particles is summarised,
and numerical values are derived from scattering The
turbuliviti f IS estimnte'd from the rising rumwU

in calm w'cnther and found to be to*, applicable onlv

m the sense of filction fhus the whole range of (
obsi r\cd in the free atmosphere w is from seven to

a million, in centrist with 02 in perfectly still air

The eddv sti esses observed have ranged in absolute

value from 0004 to no dvnes —J II Hyd*

The xisiositiis and lomjirc ssibihtics of liquids at high
pressure In tlie first place, experiments were made
to determine the rh mge in the value of the

kini mnticnl viscosity (?j/p) of the various oils, and
after thiii investigation u is completed apparatus was
ilesigned for the deleimination of the change In

density with pressure The apparatus used for the

defermin ition of the kinimatual viscosity consisted

essontinltv of 1 system evf two horizontal (the upper
one of capillai v dimensions) and two vertical tubes

forming a rlosiel iiicuit of liquor under pressure, the

lower half of the circuit containing mereurv and the

upper half the liquid under test One end of the

tubular frame rests on a horizontal knife -edge, and
the frame 1*1 supported in n horizontal position bv a

spiral spring On the mcrcurv being displaced by
a givtn amount, flow will take place round the circuit

owing to the difTerenoe of head, and it is evident that

if the spring be so designed that its rate of extension

IS rqual lo the rate of change of head of the mereurv,
flow» of the liQUid under lebt will take place through
the canillarv tube under n constant prcssure-difTerence

and at a velocity which can be calculated from the

rate of extension of the spring In this way all the

data required for the determination of the absolute

kinematic visrosiiv of the fluid w'orc determined

The determinations of the variation in density under

pressure were made bv measuring the decrease In

volume of known quantity of the liquid enclosed in a

steel cylinder sealra at one end and closed at tha

other b\ a long steel plunger The cvhnder and
plunger were enclosed in a pressure vessel and the

motion of the plunger for any particular pressure was
measured The density was calculated from the

decrease in the volume thus measured From the

values of tJie densiiv (o) and those of the klnematical

viscositv (n ip) obtained Tor the oils, the values of the

nbsolut* V iscositv (ij) w ere rnicul ited The result*

show' that the absolute viscosity of all the oils te*ted

increases (onsiderabfv with pressure—A Rm**II •

The capacity coefficients of snbenral conductors It

IS provxd that the rapnrltv coefficient of a ji^^ericat
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conductor equali its radius, together with the capacity
of the condenser formed by the spherical surface on
one side and the Imagn in It of oil External
objects connected in parallel on the other This
theorem leads at once to relations between the

capacity coefiiaenta of a tystem of two spheres and
the capacities of certain spherical condensers which
lessens very appreciably the labour involved in com*
puting the values of these coefficients which art*

required in practical work The mutual coefficient

also is given in terms of the caoacitv of a spherical

•condenser, and other relations between the various
capacities used bv engineers and physicists are proved
finally, a method of finding the opproximate value
of the capacity between a sphere and distant large

conductors Is given —C CatUsftssn and Maude
Cathbartssa • The refraction and dispersion of carbon
dioxide, carbon monoxide, and methane The refrac*

(ivity of the above named ga»»es has been measured
at eight points in the visible spectrum between
AA67o8-48(X) The work was undertaken with the
•object of ascertaining the tefructive power of the

carbon atom, on the nssumpUnn of the vn 1 ldit\ of the
additive law Dv cledufting th< refrnctivitv of the

oxygen or hvdrogen atoms from that of the t.irbon

compound values are obtained from which the refrac-

tivltv of carbon enn be expressed in the form

f

,

For Tiwo the expicssions obtained .ire

From earhon dioxidr Carhon mono^ilde Maihanr
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There arc thus wide difference h, not only between the
cmotlents, which give the refractivitv, but also between
tne numeral tors, which should be proportional to the
number of ** dispersion electrons,** and the denomina-
tors, which give the squares of the hypothetical fre^

frequencies The lesuft nffoids i further prcK>f that
the *' odditis r lavN ** is untrustworthy except ns a
rough guidt -A A Qrtfitli TIk* phenomena of rup-
ture and flow in solids Difficulties which had been
experienced in predicting the fnuture of mnihine
ports undi*r certain tvpts of loading suggcbhd the

desirabilih of a fumamental inquiry into the
mechanism of rupture A theom'lical ' criterion of
Ihe rupture of an elastic solid, based on the “ theorem
of minimum energ\,** is enunciated in the paper
This has been shown cvporlm<»ntalIy to be true In

the case of a glas^ nhite which contains n cnick when
unstrained The calculation involves the surface ten-

sion of the material In the experiments the maxi-
mum Ktreu in the glass wns estimated to be more
than teb times the normal tenariu of the material
It Is shown that this result is compatible with the

general criterion of rupture unless the material is

weakened by discontinuities of flaws the dimensions
of which arc at least of the order ten thousand times
the molecular sparing Evidence is adduced to show
that die strength of other substances, including metals
and liquids, is governed bv similar considerations,

and that an enormous increase In the tenacitv of

materials, would be possible If the flaws could be
Snminated Experiments arc described showing how
Jar elimination mav be performed in the cose of glass

and fused Mllca, it having been found possible to
prepare aajnples pf these materials with nearly flftv

times their normal tenaclh The strong phase of
these materials is, however unstable, and changes
soontaneouslv in a few hours to the normal modifica-
tion It is shown that mnnv of the phenomena asso-
ciated with the raechAnicnl propcrtl^ of tnaterlnU,
Including those described In the present paper, are
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capable of explanation in general terms if it be sup*
po9ed that intermokcular attraction is a function ol
the relative orientation* of the attracting moUculeec
Some consequences of this theory are discuss^ In Ihe
paper The paper concludes with a short discussion
of the bearing of the work on engineering practice,

Qsslsgkol Secisty, htbruary 20 --Mr O W,
Lamplugh, prenident, in the chair —^Annual general
meeting —Lr W Laaiflagli Presidential andrw *

Some leaturts of the Pleistocene glaciation of Eng-
land i he address dealt principally with the changes
brought about b> the ice in the surface-features of
our country Viore than tivc thousand square miles
of English land, or about one-tenth of the whole
Lountry, would vanish if the dnfts were removed, as
the ' solid" rocks He below sea-level in tracts of this

extent \ further area of about ten thounand square
miles 18 overspread by dnft of sufficient thickness
wholly tu mask the ** solid " land-forms, so that rather
more than one-quarter of the country owes its present
shape to Glacial and post-Glacial deposits Another
twenty thousand square miles was giaaated, and
mote or less modified, but without losing the

dominating features of its rocky framework Ih**

remainder of the country wus affected only by the

intensification of the atmospheric agencies, whereby
its onginal features were accentuated In a general
sense, the hill-districts have not been greatly ciuinged,

but the low] nds have been in mosp ports completely

altered Tbe source of the huge mass of material

contained in certain of the lowland dnft-sheets was
considtred, and the opinion was expressed that a

large portion of this was an addition to the land,

brought in by the ice from outside our present coast-

line Comment was m^de on the curious rarity of

pent or other hnd-dotntus m Boulder Cinv known
to haw been derived entirely from the land, and this

was thought to indicate that the (onditions for a long

period before the actual glaciation had been unfavour-
able for llv; growth of timlxi or peut-producmg

vegetation

Februar) 25 Mr R D Oldham, president, In

the chair - H C Sargsat Ihc I..owcr Carboniferous
chert-formations of Derbyshire The chert-fom:\ations

occurring in the Carboniferous Limestone and asso-

cmUnl rocks of Derbyshire mav be riasaified under
two heads (1) Those which owe their siUca 10

gaseous or aqueous emanations from igneous rocks

(2) Those which derived their silica from the land bv

means of chemical denudation The author considers

that in both cases the silica was precipitated direct,

and did not, to ary considerable ektent, pass througn

'in intermediate stage of secretion by organisms with
subsequent solution end redeposition He adduces
evidence to show that simultaneous deposition of silica

and calcium carbonate often took place, and It U
believed that, in such cases, segregation ensued, end
sometimes resulted in the formation of nodules and
lenticular m'lsses of chert It Is suggested that the

bedded cherts of terrestrial origin resulted ferom

heavier precipitation of silica, comparatively free irom
calcium carbonate and spread over the {lea-floOr by
gentle currents Metaiomatic replacement of lime-

stone and calcareous organisms by silica hat taken

place at their contact with the dnsxX Impurities Iti

the silica have tended to limit such replacement

Organisms existing in the sea or on the se<*-fbor

would be entangled In the precipitated adllca, and
their presence in the chert is thus ^OTlaInod^,Thp
blackness of some chert Is shown ^
presence of carbonaceous matter Iroo may
possibly have operated sometimes In Se^me way.
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'DetUndret m the ch0lr-"<; Hanbert The poj»lu\e

qoaibatic forms of Hcrmite in an imuguiary quadratic
body —M HdisMsWI Certain solutton& of n funt

^tHMuU differential equation—O BigoaidSB Co-
ordinates, instruments, and work of the Obbervnton
of the College de France — Rstssm The greatest
range and maximum realisable velocities or aero-
pianes«—M Ciamician wan elected a foreign asso-
ciate in succession to the late Sir William Kamsat,
and M L Bianchi a correspondant for the stntion

hi geometry In succession to M Voltcrra, elected

’foreign associate - G Cerf Remarks on n generahsa.
don of Pfaff's problem—B de Featviotant Calcula-

^ tlon of arculor bndges —D Posaplss A condition
equivalent to monogeneity and the demonstration of
the fundamental theorem of Cauc hy Boccsrdl

A diurnal variation of latitudt* - \ QnUlct and M
Asbcft An absolute bispherUnl t lectromctoi lln
numerical calculation of its charnrtenstics —

S

Procsfls Diffraction grating spectra in the lasc
where the incident light is oblique with respect to
the piincipal plane of the lines —A Pirsrd A method
for the comparison and measurement in absolute
value of standards with plane ends hy an interference
method —Ch Baalta and L J Slaisa The action of
water on dlmethyUulphate > F Csnsc The deter-
mination of the parameters of a crystal by the X-tnvs
- M 2ell The ascending movements of the earth's
mist and the csolulion of fossil remains — G Dealzst

Ihe existence of two peneplains in th* Pans basin —
P Qssrifl and Ch Lonasod • The action of chlorine
and various vafmurs upon plants \ftcr one or two
hours' exposure to an atmosphere containing 1/2000
of chlonnc, bromoacetone, and other poison gases,
most plants resist, thov lose their leaves, but new
ones appear, and the plants finish their noimal
growth --H Csapla The firoduction of chlorophill
bv plants exposed to n discontinuous li^ht - 1 Aomr
The index of respliatory onduiance This is defined
as the ratio of the volume of air entering the lungs at
each inspiration to the bod> -w eight —H V VsIMi
Evolution of the muscle svstem of the episome In

vertebrates —L Mercisr Variation of Coroithtum
volutator according to its place of origin —E CfcotlMi

The existence In Radiolnria of pansitlr Peticlintnns
conskfet-cd as forms of reproduction of their hosts
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Science and the New Annjr.

The memorandum of the Secretary of State for

War relating to the Army Intimates for

tgsorai, which baa been recently issued by the

War OflSce *Mn amplification of the speech of the

Secretary of State introducing the Army Esti-

mates ” (Cmd. 565, price is a notable docu-

ment in both its national and scientific aspects

It represents the introduction of a new attitude

towards military and medical science, as is shown

by the following quotations .

—

“Wc must contmuc to develop the power of

our armaments, not by accumulating large stocks

of weapons and stores for a great national Army
in peace time of patterns that may become obso-

lete before they are used, but by scientific

research and experiment which will lead to the

design of the best types, and by preparation

which will enable bulk production to commence
without the unfortunate delays that had such a

lamentable effect during the early stages of the

Great War It is necessary to make
adequate provision for research experiments and
desi^ in connection with war material We
must, unfortunately, continue our studies of what
IS known as chemical warfare . It is our
policy to farm out to civil scientific institutions

such as the universities, the National Physical

Laboratory, the Imperial Cdlege of Science und
Technolc^, etc ,

all pure research that can be
profitably farmed out, and, generally speaking, to

restrict military institutions to appli^ research
and the preliminary design of apparatus **

More could be quoted to encourage the belief

that the Army has learnt its lesson, and, besides,

there is the new Education Corps, as well as

changes at Woolwich, Sandhurst, and the staff

colleges, and new Army schools

Those men of science who have served in the

Army and were at times driven to despair by its

patterns that have become obsolete m high places

may be slow to believe In the seeming change of

iLheart With this memorandum before us, how-
ever, we are given reason for hope in improved
voiditions^ and should assist in realising them,
k IS undeniable that, broadly speaking, early in

the war, the Army was perilously out of touck
and out of comprdiension with req[>ect to sdence,
bitt it must also be remembered Uiat the forces

of sdenee were not mandudled and led by any
means m well as they might' have been. '1^
chsspkt^ h is true, made an attempt to organise,

^bot they approacfied the Board of Trade
' VOL* r05]

with the view of establUhing sotnedung Ul^ a

clearing house, they succumbed to a strange non

ssquttur in the form of an assurance that die

Government was going to establish a Oepaitmeiit

of Scientific and Industrial Research. Before and

after that, chemists drifted to their various posts

under a variety of currents, which only too often

put a wrong man in a place for which the right

one was equally available

No doubt wonders were done, but it is surely

most desirable that, for the future, science should

have some scheme of mobilisation ready. In

saying this, it is not suggested that a rigid sdieme

could, or should, be attempted, but there is some-

thing between detachment and r^imentation that

is better than either, and this at least it should

not pass the wit of man to design.

Over-organisation is one of the reactionary

extravagances of the war, and it is evident to

some degree in the memorandum before us. Some
pnde appears to be taken for the provision of Co-

ordinating Boards, which among other things

“should lead to the detection of overlap [in

research] where such exists, and its elimination.’*

Overlap is the bogey of the official mmd, and

co-ordination the blessed word. So far as the

•idvancement of science for peace or war is con-

cerned, let us hope that philosophers will go to

the stake rather than be deprived of their rig^t

to overlap anybody or anything they may choose.

The overlap of chemistry and physics is main^

taming the credit of our country in science, a^

equal overlap of the General Staff of the Arnty

and the brotherhood of science, if it can >bc

achieved, will do also much for the safety of the

country . That is the vital thing for which

there is perhaps promise, but not yet

adequate assurance. Sciencx linked to the Army
bv fussy research co-ordinators acting under a

nescient soldier will not solve the difficulty It

IS perhaps too much to expect that all officers on
the General Staff will have had a scientific educa-

tion, but until it IS made obligatory for a propor-

tion of them to have bad such a training, the

fundamental reform will not have been effected,
^

and science will not occupy its rightful position

in the new Army.

The section of the memorandum which relates to

the Royal Army Medical Corps is of noteworthy

interest. An important feature is the reorgm^isa-

tion of the medical section of the Territorial Army
'

under the stqiervisfon^ a Terntorial seetkm of

the War Office, In vaiw of the fine work which
was done by Terrttoriai units during the war, it is

t>
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ta be hoped that this branch of the Medical Corpa

will be given the opportunities it deserves The
proposal to form a dental corps is indeed excel*

lent^ and it might be advantageous to unite with

this the plastic surgery which was so intimately

assoaated with dental work in the late war

In our opinion one of the best changes in the

Army medical administration is the establishment

of the new directorates of pathology and hygiene

,

an important consequence of this is that promo-

tion to the highest rank is now open to the

specialists who take up such work m the Army
Efficient collaboration with the civil profession and

with other branches of State medical work will

be ensured by the aid of an advisory committee

of experts, both civil and military It may be

assumed that the work hitherto carried on by

the vaccine department of the Royal Army Medical

College will henceforth be taken under the direc

torates of pathology and hygiene The figures

given in the memorandum show how largely the

work of the vaccine department aided in mam
taming the health of the troops in the held, and
With a very much smaller expenditure than would

have been entailed in private purchase More
than ooo doses of vaccines of various types

were prepared dunng the last five years, the

value of the vaccines is well illustrated by the

case of the protection afforded against the typhoid

group of diseases In the French Army, l^ore
full protection against typhoid, there were from
the outbreak of the war until end of October,

95»^ cases, with 11,690 deaths, after the

adoption of treatment the French figures were
comparable with our own—during the entire war
wo had 7403 cases, with a66 deaths, in our
Expeditionary Force m France
The future of gas warfare is briefly dealt with

in the memorandum This form of c^ensive has
evidently come to stay and it is stated that, owing
to the fact that preparations for the use of gas
can be made in peace tunc with great secrecy, it

18 necessary continually to study defensive

measures capaMe of meeting such a form of
attack Deij^oe against gas involves physio*
logical, quite as much as chemical, measures, as
IS shoWq by the important part played by physio
iogists lA the elaboration of the British box
respirator, which is the most perfect and
wearaUe defence against aff gases hitherto

employed in war It is to be hc^ that the War
Offipe wiU continue to consult both physiological

aM chemical experts m problems connected with
the oonstructtcMt of respirators, end also m the
arrai^fements for training troops in sw^i devices

3639, VOI^^IOS]

The Roast Beef of Old EnffbUKt

CattU <ut& the Future of Beef ProductuM in

Bn^nd By K J J MackensiOk With a
preface and duipter by Dr F H A MarahaU

PP XI+168 (Cambridge At the University

Press, 19x9 ) Price 75 6d net

WITH the advent of peace, British agriculture^

still harassed and bewildered by the

vagaries of a control, painful, like a tooth, in

its going as in its coming, has entered upon a
transition stage towards the establishment of a
new equilibrium the character of which must be

a subject of anxious concern to all who believe

that a prosperous and contented agriculture is the

soundest basis upon which the national welfare

can rest At this juncture wise counsel is needed

from those best quahfled to give it, and it will find

a more sympathetic hearing than was wont to be
the case m the bygone days when farming was
80 generally looked upon more as a mode of life

than as a complex industry of vital importance to

the nation, and requiring the sympathetic and
active support of the community
The change in the direction of an increase of

plough land at the expense of grass land, which

was forced upon the industry by the necessities of

war is already in process of reversal, and this

return to grass is likely to proceed at an increasing

rate unless clear evidence is forthcoming that

arable farming for some years to come is likely

to give such enhanced profits as compared with

grass farming as will compensate adequately for

the greater worries and outlay it entails The
gain to national security which the increased

supply of home grown breadstuffs obtainable

from an enlarged arable acreage can confer is

obvious, and that this is at the same time con-

sistent with a profitable system of agriculture is

amply demonstrated m the practice of Germany,
Be^um, and the Scandinavian countries, where
systems designed essentially for the prodtsction of

corn, vegetables, and milk prevail

It must not be too readily assumed, however,
that these systems are directly ap^cable to

British condittons, which differ in many respects,

and, Mr Mackenne would warn us, in none more
vitally than m the more refined taste m Meat, pot*

$xc$ttenc0 beef, which marks us out as a race

apart The German and the Dutchman are apptr
ently condemned by their systems of agnculturo
to a beef mamly derived from the carcassed ei
worn-out mildi cows and draught oxen, btttWho
could forecast the consequences of a che^ SPouF
agriculture which would restrict the BrfflHi

man—and the British cook to /uch fare t 1^
Mackenzie has no doubt that it wmlA
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feoer^ f«S> m our natiodiif stMdsrd of life/’ end

haw *’a very permcioua eflFect on the efficiency

of ouf race/’

He would postulate^ therefore, that no system

of agriculture can be sound for this country

unless it provide for an abundant supply of prune

beef. We must hasten to exfdaiii, however, that

he is no advocate of reversion to grass farming,

which> indeed, he condemns roundly as ’’stealing

from the land ” Nor is he satisf^ with other

current systems of beef production Taking the

various systems at present in vc^ue, he has no

difficulty in demonstrating that on the average

British farm even the best of them rep^e^nts but

avery mcfficicnt use of the possibilities of the soil

A great deal of our grass-land can be made far

more productive by suitable ameliorative treat-

ment, but more fundamental than this is the need

for improvement of the general quality of our

breeding stock. It cannot be denied that, despite

the pre*eminence of our best stock, the general

level of quality of cattle found on the majority of

our iarms is deplorably low. This is in some
measure due to the great development of our

export of cattle, which (las given to the foreigner

the pick, whilst leaving for the home farmer only

the moderate animals and the outcasts of our

pedigree herds. Moreover, the class of animal

which the foreigner demands is not that which

is best suited to the present home requirements

The export trade must continue to bh an im-

portant feature of our pedigree stock raising, but

It is high tune that organised effort should be

made throi^h State action with the co-<^ration

of landed proprietors and agricultural associations

to encourage the de\elopment of types of cattle

especially suited for our own purposes and to

ensure their distribution over the farms of the

country. With an improved type of cow, capable

of producing a good yield of milk and early-

maturing, well-fleshed progeny, it will be possible

to combine intensive ciiltivation with the produc-
tion at reasonalde cost of the milk, beef, cheese,

butter, and veal which the maintenance of a high
standard of living requires.

There are many signs that the Ime of reorgan-
isa^OQ which Mr. Mackenxie indicates is the one

British sgriculnire is most likely to foUow,
aqd it IB smeerdy to be hoped that his book wiU
circulate widely amongst the leaders of agricultural

op^pioo and the farming community general^.

but not least, h.a exposition of the need for

greater provision for research in^animal husbani^
must be womdy commended. Without this tfie

impBOvhfiieat of live-stock must remaiti to a largS
bxtent gwphig after ends incapable of

C.C.
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Prench Text-books of Cheddstiy.

(i) Notions Fondafnentales do Chtmie Ofganiquo,

By Prof. Charles Moureu Sixiime dditiom

Pp vii-H552. (Pans: Gauthier-Villars et Cie,

1919.) Price z6 francs

(a) Cours do Ckimte it Vusage des Eiudimts
P C.N, et S P.C N. By Prof. R. dc Forcraod.

Deuxiime tfdition. Tome i. GinirahUs-^
Chitnxe mmirale Pp. vui + 437 Tome a*

Chtmie organtque Chinue anaiytique, Afpbea*
tions num^nqties Pp. 537 (Pans Gauthier-

Villars et Cie, 1919 )
Price 14 francs and

18 francs respectively.

(z) A S a science develops and facts multiply

and group themselves into laws and

theories, the system of unparting knowledge is

greatly simplified by using these generalisations

as pegs upon which to hang the facts Whilst this

process is of the very essence of scientific growth,

it is important not only that the theories should

clothe the facts, but also that the tight or k>ose

parts of the garment shoidd be clearly marked m
sartorial fashion for future modification. Nothing

is more misleading than the attempt to adjust

a theory by implication or by omission of details

to limbs It does not fit How flabby many a
theory has looked on close inspection 1

Herein Ues a danger into which present writers

on organic chemistry may fall The mere enu-

meration of compounds has been replaced by the

description of a few typical examples, and broad
generalisations have been illustrated and con-

densed mto a few paragraphs. This system oi

condensation, whilst tt affoids a useful survey of

the whole region of organic chemistry, may m the

process omit those apparently insignificant excep-

tions which, like the mmute foreign substances m
metals, modify the whole character of the material.

We have been led to express these views m the

perusal of Prof. Moureu ’s treatise

The fact that it has reached a sixth edition is

sufficient evidence that, whatever its merits or

defects, the book has established itself as a
popular text-book, and that it sboutd have so
established itself is easy to understand

^
The number of compounds described, thollgl^

sufficiently numerous, is not more than is necessary

to illustrate some general process. Each chapttf

and section is introduced a few paragraphs on
gMraUtis, admirably and lucidly explained. The
weak point of these gSniraltUs is their brenty.

Jhey merely touch the fringe of the subject, and
as there are no references, the student ii not
encouraged to bridge the gaps. Tautomerhun,
which finds a jdace under ketontc adds, is dis-

flihsed m less Area paafea.
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Each n«w subject is introduced by a string of

names of distinguished chemists who have been

concerned in its study (sometimes as many as

eight are given), but there is no indication of the

nature of their contributions, and again no refer-

ences are given. Incidentally, it may be pointed

out that the names of French chemists are much
tn evidence Under “ Valency,*’ Frankland’sname

IS not even mentioned. These are minor points

The arrangement, though somewhat novel to

English chemists, is finding favour both in France

and in America There is no division mto ali-

phatic and aromatic compounds, but the two are

combined Thus chap ii includes all the hydro-

carbons, saturated and unsaturated, aromatic and
hydro-aromatic, and the same system is followed

tbroughcAit. The nitrogen compounds have a

chapter to themselves, and there are others on

organo-metallic compounds, heterocyclic com-

pounds, and colouring matters

(a) Prof de Forcrand’s class-book of chemistry,

which has reached a second edition, is written

for students who are entering on a course for the

P.C.N. and S P.C N.—that is to say, a certificate

sanctioned by the Ministry of Public Instruction

for advanced study tn physics, chemistry, and the

natural sciences, the P C N representing a
standard intermediate between the baccalaur^ai

and the Ucenetd in science, and the S P.C N.

being the equivalent of the latter,

Tte course is divided into two parts, inorganic

and oiganic, which are treati^ in separate

volumes The inorganic section is divided into

gMralttis, metalloids, and metals The book is

not intended for, nor is ?t to be recommended to,

beginners The general principles laid down in

the first section, which include such notions

as reversible and isomeric changes, the phase law,

mass action, displacement of equilibria, etc,»

would be almost meaningless unless the student

were already acquainted with the phenomena upon
which these generalisations arc built. Moreover,

the subjects are presented m a didactic manner,

in whidi general statements are laid down without

any attempt at adducing evidence for them.

It seems to the writer that the old method,

'which was so common formerly among authors of

science 4ext-books, of introducing general prin-

ciples and definitions before kny experimental facts

had been discussed, though perhaps philosophically

sound, is not the btti way of aodying the experi-

mental method—that is, the method oi reasoning
frqm fa^s tq generalisations—and not only so,

but it is almost bound to lead, as in the present

case, to didactic treatment.

The sai|ft criticism applies to the voluiiie on
organic ehemisbry. The linking of carbon atoms

MO. 8639> VOt, log]

by single and multiple bonds U SMumfed vidio

evideoM, and so also is the stmotuni of tho^

various organic groups. < ,

Generally speaking, the book S somewhat oldx

fashioned in its arrangement, iff spite pf para>

graphs on modem topics. It suffers, too, from a
dearth of illustrations Even if the student hat
studied his subject experimentally, and ia

acquainted with apparatus and methods, he is stHl

Ignorant of many practical operations of a tcdi*

meal character or special apparatus used in the

preparation of rarer compounds which some good
drawings would help him to grasp.

Having pointed out what seem to the writer the

chief defects of treatment, it should be added that

the information is well arranged, and covers the

most important facts without unnecessarily multi*

plying the number of compounds. It is curious

to find the subject of analytical chemistry, both

inorganic and organic, relegated to the end of the

volume on organic chemistry

J B. C

Indian Beetles.

'fsThe Fauna of British India, including Ceylon and
Burma Coleoptera Chrysomehdaa {His-

ftnae and Cassidmae). By Prof S Maulik.

Pp xi+439 (London* Taylor and Frands,
July, 1919 ) Price i guinea

There is evidence enough in this volume to

show that many months of assiduous work
must have gone to its preparation; but it leaves

more than an impression that the author lacked

experience to begin with, and had not quite

mastered his subject. His descriptions are gener-

ally too long. An author of experience, using

better judgment, would have confined his attention

to essentials when describing species, and left out

the rest, thus saving himself and his readers both

time and trouble It would have meant a lot in

a volume like this, where 368 species altogether

come under notice, and aO but a few are deserfted

at length Where the descriptions are long and
the differential characters not c^arly marked out,

the keys to genera and spedes ne^ to be uMI
constructed and trustworthy.

Prof. Maulik’s keys do not alway, eoawer to

thif description His key* to speciec not (ofre*

quently oimtam diagnoaes which, though hdrly

long, are not quite long ^ugb to enable '"tlm

text deacnptiotw to be d^ienaed with altog^t^j
and riw key to his first group of generarVi of'

so little aenrioe that the feeder is left (p dedda
which is the more to be trugeM, th« cafhor
his artist, die kcy or tl|e test.* H« Imt oewhliff'
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expUlnect #hy he has rejected certain characters

made use of with great tuoceu by Chapuis in his

grouping of the genera of Hispine, and it is to

be noticed also that he has not stated why there

IS so ve^ rarely any reference to sexual difTcr-

•^nces in bis descriptions, either of genera or of

ipedes, which otherwise appear to show close

observation.

About ninety of the species described are the

author’s own, and to many of these he has given

names which, derived from the ancient language

of his country, form a novel and interesting

feature of the book In a short introduction to

each sub-family an account is given of the few

larvsB and life-histones known, and a list of useful

references to other works in which information

jbout them may be found Mimicry in the His-

pinsa IS touched upon, and Gahan’s observations

on the interesting stridulatory structures met with

in the same sub-family are quoted almost in full,

but without reference to the value they were

expected to have for systematic purposes.

The volume is well illustrated, and the figures,

all greatly enlarged, appear to be carefully drawn,

with the exception of one on p 86, which is not

what It is said to be—the '^mentum” of a genus

which is unique amongst the Chrysomelidm in

having no labial palpi Were it not for defects

of the kind pointed out, and frequent signs of

carelessness in the text, the volume, on the whole,

would deserve much praise, due regard being

given to the fact that it is the author's first essay

tn systematic work on more than a small scale

C J G

Mathematics Pure and Appbed.

(i) 7'he Fundamental Equations of Dynamics and
its Main Co-ordinate Systems Vectorudly

Treated and Illustrated from Rigid Dynamics
By Frederick Slate, (Semi-centennial Publica-

tions of the University of California ) Pp. ix+
*33* (Berkeley : University of California

Press, 1918.)
(a) Projeebpe Vector Algebra. An Algebra of

Vectors Tt^epsndent of ihedxums of Congru-
ence and of Parallels. By^w L Silberstein.

Pp< vU+tS. (London: G Bell and Sons, Ltd ,

1919.) Price 7s, 6d. net.

(3) Elements of Grafhtc Dynamics An Element-
ary Textrhooh for Students of Mechanics and
Engineering. By Ewart S Andrews Pp
viii+i9a^ (London. Chapman^'and Hall, Ltd.\

1919.) Price 10s. 6d. 'net.

14) Calc^us for Colleges and Second-
’ ery By Dr. Charles Davison.

^ TOL. 105]

(Cambridge Mathematical Series.) Pp. vitf^

309. (London : G Bell and Sons, Ltd , 1919^)^

Price bs.

(5) The Analyticcd Geometry of the Straight Uner
and the Circle. By John Milne (Bell's Matbe-^

maticai Senes
]

Pp xn + 243 (London • G.-

Bell and Sons, Ltd., 1919) Price 5a

(i) ItyiANIFOLD adaptations of dynamical

IVl reasoning have given rise to special^

ised treatises of undoubted excellence ProL
Slate sets himself the task of surveying the com*'

mon foundation and the common stock of re-

sources of these adaptations, as w*ell as the trend

of modern development in dynamics Six quan-

tities enter into the formulation of fundamental

dynamical principles * force, power, and force-

moment on one hand, momentum, kinetic

energy and moment of momentum on the other

Each triad can be, and has been, used in the

enunciations of dynamics. But the enunciations

involve the use of reference-frames, leading to the
question of the relativity of such frames and the

transformation from one frame to another—both
when the transformation is that of a mere trans-

lation, and when it partakes of the more general

form of a shift and a rotation The author con-

siders these transformations and the chief kinds

of co-ordinatL s> stems Euler's and Lagrpnge's

equations, and their use tn the study of the
dynamics of a rigid body, conclude a presentation

possessing considerable interest and originality.

A number of notes arc added containing refer-

ences and further elucidations

An objectionable feature of the book, and one
that destroys much of its value, is the difficult

English in which it is written Ihe most intel-

ligible portions are those consisting of xnathe-

matical symbolism—the accompanying letterpress

IS often a puzalc What is one, a g , to make of

the following?

—

"In consequence it has not been displaced as
a tenet ot orthodox dynamical doctrine that
standards by which to judge of the ener^t
momentum and force that ought to appear In its

accounts will not stand on a par if adopted at
random, however interchangeable they have
proved in passing upon rest, velocity and ac-
celeration by the mathematical criteria in the more
indilTcrent domain of kinematics "

The impression one has in reading the book is

that of a laborious progress over a succession of
obstacles. Not every reader can be expected to

persevere when so many of the obstacles are due
to the guide whose function it should be to removit

such difficulties as are inherent m the subject.

(a) In Dr. Silberstein's book on “Projective
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Vector Algebra*’ we have a very load exposition

of a subject somewhat removed from the ordinary

interests of the mathematical teacher or re-

searcher Vectorial representation is a common
feature of many branches of physical science, and

the author’s share in the encouragement of the

use of vectorial methods/amply justifies his further

oontnbuttons to the discussion of the nature and

properties of vectors, whether as means of cal*

culation and research, or as illustrative of funda-

mental geometrical properties of space The
present book aims at the construction of an

algebra of vectors, based solely on the axioms of

connection and of order. Only addition and sub-

traction of unlocalised vectors are dealt with in

the book itself, in a subsequent paper m the

Philosophtcal Magazine the treatment is extended

ao as to include multiplication and division

Opinions may differ as to the utility of the

system thus constructed, there does not seem to

be any obvious application of the ideas to the

discovery of new results in pure mathematics or

in investigations of a physical characten But

the methods are elegant, and the exposition

is admirable The proofs afforded of theorems

on the projective geometry of rectilinear figures

and conics amply repay the few pleasant hours

spent in reading the book and its continuation in

the above-mentioned paper One may perhaps

question whether the book is really adapted for

beginners in geometry ”

It would have added to the value of the in-

vestigation if the book had been divided into

chapters and a reasonal^e number of examples

inserted for exercise in the methods developed.

The construction for scalar multiples of a vector

admits of some simplification.

{3) This is a useful account of the application

cf graphical methods to dynamical problems,

cspeciglly such as are of an engineering character

Tbt process of graphical int^ratton is applied to

vrorlC to space, to vcloaty and accelerapon, and
to action, the auxiliary parabola beu^ used for

the last. Polar diagrams are used with special

applicaUon to simple harmonic motion and to

co^inations of simple harmomc motions, to cams^
etc. Vrioaties changing in direction are then

constdc^ with applications to rotating bodies

and the turbine Linkages and static forces sn

mechanisms are followed by the elements of fly-

wheel design afld the theory of the balancing of

rotating parts There are many diagrams and
cxerDses.

Thoug^h primanly intended for the engineer, the
book contains much that should be incorporated
into ordinary elementary courses on dynamics.
Actual hve problems with their (IracBcal solutions
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are far more valuable, pedagogipally, thatt *tbui

numerous artificial exercises that are given in ipt

many of the books written "for schools

colleger
*’

Mr. Andrews should take more pains with his

notation
,
the needless use of x tor ordinates must

surely annoy the student The statement

- area below curve
mean effort rn:—r

~
length of curve

(p 14) needs obvious correction The definition

of work on p 34 applies only to a force constant

in magnitude and direction On p. 47 simffle

harmonic motion is defined in the usual manner,

but with the addition that the force acts in a

direction opposite to the directum of motion of

the body. This is not an oversight, for it is

repeated on p 64

1

(4) This is not a book for beginners, although

Dr Davison follows the usual practice of indi-

cating what might be omitted on a first reading.

The whole book should be put aside on a first

reading of the subject, and a more suitable pre-

sentation selected for the purpose.

But the student who has already mastered the

elements of the calculus, and understaixls the

meaning of a limit and the notion of differentia-

tion and integration, is ready for Dr Davison’s

book It IS brief, yet full Part 1 contains first

principles—* e differentiation, successive differ-

entiation, expansions, and mdetermioate forms.

Part 11 deals with the applications to maxima
and minima, and to the theory of curves, includiiig

curvature, asymptotes, singular points, curve-

tracing in Cartesian and in polar co-ordinates,

envelopes, evolutes, and pedals There are

numerous examples, including sets of revision

exercises Two excellent features are the proUem
papers and the suggestions for a number of

mathematical essays The form of the book Is

pleasant, and the diagrams are well drawn and
reproduced

A few improvements are possible Hius
and 34 are ambiguously worded. There is a trap In

the formulm of § 61 In the chapter on polar

co-ordinates nothing is said about die ambigmty
inherent m polar equations, as mentioned in these

oolumns m a recent review of another book.

These are but a few blemishes in what is ao
excellent production on well-known troiditional

lines

(5) There is much exceUent matter m
Milne’s discussion of the analytical geontetiy Of

the straight line and cinde. The treahqggit h|

lucid and such as will aj^seal to the beghmSf^ im
subject-matter is very well ^^loaftn, and pee^
sented in abundant detail vdtib mtmhvouit lOn^
tradve exerases, both 'qrotked and
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It is difficulty however, to recommend the book

for general use in schools Attention has been

directed on several occasions to defective figure*

m elementary mathematical text-books. In Mr
Milne's book the fault exists in an accentuated

d^ee. No attempt seems to have been made to

co-ordinate the diagrams and the letterpress,

whilst many of the diagrams printed on squared

paper contiun actual mistakes. These criticisms

apply to diagrams on pp 3, 34, 35, 36-37, 38, 53,

55. 58. 59. 63. 7». 74. 88, 92, 120, 123, 128, 129,

143 (a very bad case), 147, 148, iss, 157. >66,

179 It is surely not right to place such diagrams
before young students

If the book were re-issued with corr^tly drawn
diagrams, it would constitute a valuable addition

to school and college text-books.

S Brodetsky

Our Bookshelf^

Ihe British Journal Photographic Almanac and
Photographer's Daily Companion, igio Edited

by George E Brown Pp 912. (London •

Henry Greenwood and Co
,
Ltd

)
Price is 6d

net

Ai THOUGH this volume has not quite reached its

pre-war bulk, it has gone a long way towards
It, and appears to be now lacking only a little

in Its former plethora of advertisements Un-
favourable conditions still hold, but the editor

has been able to restore the tables, formulas, and
other technical details that photographers have
for so many years been m the habit of consulting
in their daily work. The “ Epitome of Progress ”

is a good summary of the novelties of tl^ past
>car, and there is, we think for the first tunc,

a “Htstorv in Brief of Photographic and Photo-
mecbamcal Processes. The nine pages devoted
to this subject will be of special interest to

the student, for they give the dates of a
very hrg^ number of important facts con-
nected with the development of photography,
starting from the very beginning We notice
that sensitol red and sensitol green are ascribed
to Prof, Pope in 1917. We always thought
that these were pinacyanol and plnaverdol,
respectively, of German origin some years
previoudy, and that to Prof P^ope was due the
credit of tMT^anng them m this country, and also
of introducing sensitol violet, which, however,
does not appear to be mentioned, llie section
on “

4iegiimers^ Failures in Photography," by the
editor, deserves much appreciation C. J,

Toxtnes mi Antitoxines. By M NicoUe. E C^n,
and C. Jouan. I^, VW-H23. (Pans: Masson
et Cie^ 1919.) Price 5 francs ,

Nlcotlt holds such a h^h place amodg those**

have made contnbutioas of real impartance^ oht khdwlec^ of parasites that it seems a
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pity he should put out this disorderly sumxnanr
of some of the researches of himself and his 00I-*

laborators It reads like a bundle of notes ^at a
man might make to define the current position of
his investigations, and to settle which piece of
work he should take up next With trivial except

tions M Nicollc reviews no facts but those of hia

own discovery, and it is impossible to distinguish

between conclusions and hypotheses He pointa
out, for example, the similanty of symptoms and
anatomical lesions produced by various toxins of
different origins, and the diversity and specificity

of the antibodies which result from their intro-

duction into the animal economy He therefore

concludes that toxins consist of two parts, one
poisonous and not an antigen, the other inactive

and an antigen. This is no more than a pos-

sibly fruitful h>pothests on which to base further

experimentation Those who know the subject

well might run through the book with advantage

;

others had better leave it alone A E. B.

Some Wonders of Matter By the Right Rev^
Dr J E Mercer Pp. 195 (London S.P.C K ;

New York The Macmillan Co
,
19x9 ) Price

$s net.

Bishop Mi<kcfr writes for children, and in a

manner in accordance with the Child's Guide of
our grandparents rather than with modern educa-
tional ideals His primary concern is to excite

the naive uonder which he considers so valuable;
so he makes no selection, but ranges apparently
at random from Pharaoh’s serpents to Browniacs
motion without giving any clue to tbe relative

importance of the very varied matters at which
he glances So wide a range in so small a spam
would tax severely the highest powers of ex^si-
tion, and Bishop Mercer has not the genius for

happy analogy that is characteristic of all the
most successful writers for the young Agam,
though the work is free from serious error, we
judge that its author has not a first-hand acquaint-

ance with science If he had, he would scarcely

puzzle the brains of his small charges (and inci-

dentally that of the resiewer) by raising questions
no serious student of science would ask—those,

for example, which give rise to the paradoxes of
Berkeleyan idealism On the other hand, some-
parents will welcome the definitely religious tone
and be gratified that the Divine Intelligence

presented in a form sympathetic to the simplest*

An Anthmetic for Preparatory Schoolst With
Ansivers. By Trevor Dennis. Second edition,

revised. (Bell’s Mathematical Senes ) Pp*
xiv + 37b (London G Bell and Sons, Ltd.»

J919.) Price 4X 6d

Mr. Dennis’s “Antbmeue” well deserves*

the second edition which it has reached Tbe
sequence is based on the syllabus of mathematical
teaching for ages nine to sixteen, for non*-

specialists, issued by the Curriculum Committee of
the Headmasters' Conference. Suitably chosen
exercises and dear type make the bode weB
adapted for the students for whom It is intended.
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MtiMwit and IN StaU*
1 HAVi read with deep interest the leading article

entitled **lhe State and tho National Museunib*’
whicl^ appeared in Nature of March ti As a
aoolofist my interest is chiefly centred in the Natural
Histoi^ Museum at South Kensington, and 1 most
heartily agree with the statement that * the develop-
ment of the Natural History Museum has been
grievously hampered by the persistent attempt made
to fit it to a system devised especially for the
great library [at Bloomsbury], which has, in fact,

always tendra to overshadow the rest of the museum "

Historically, as you point out, the museum at South
Kensington is the offspring of the mother institution
at Bloomsbury, but tne daughter i& now fuUy grown
up, and shouki be completely free from parenUu con-
trol It seems quite anomalous that a man chosen
lor his knowledge of antiquities and literature should
be the supreme head over the greatest collections of
animals and plants which exist anywhere in the world
Few Englishmen have any adequate idea of the

value of tne asset represented by these collectionb

Most of them, like Lord Sudeley, whom you quote,
r^ard the museum merely as an instrument of
DOpular education But this is only one of its

lesser functions. Its main value lies in the fact
that it is the repository of type-specimens of the
majority of the oetermined species of animals and
plants. In these days of the energetic develq>ment
of newer lines of research in soology, it must never
be forgotten that sybtemauc zoology is the basal
science, the pre-requisite for successful advance in

any other branch ot the subject

Just as It is necessary that standard measures of

length, weight, etc
,
bhould be btored in some central

repository, so it is necessary that there should be a
central institution In which every biologist should be
jible to determine accurately the species with which
he 18 working The agricultuiibts of Mauntius are
bothered by an insect pest which they regard as
Jdentiod with one of the common insects of the island

Measures are taken for its extermination, and these
jnrove unsuccessful It is then discoveretl, on refer-

4Mce of the matter to South Kensington, that the pest

its a foreign one accidentally imported from the West
Indies 1 Examples of this kind could be multiplied

Indefinitely, but one more nuiy suffice The fishery

lUthorities of South Africa desired to introduce the
ierring into their coasUl waters, but the experts

4IC South Kensington were able to point out that,

although different species of herring exist in various

•arts 3f the world, in both northern and southern
hemlsidieres and east and west, yet all these species

Ettp confined within the limits prescribed by two
fsothqpns of annual temperatures, and that South
Africa lies outside these limits, so that if herring
were hbenited near its coast, they would, if they

aurvivell, at once swim southward into cooler waters.

The supreme government of the two museums at

Bloomsbury and^uth Kensington is vested in three

principal trustees, vlr. the Archbishop of Canterbury,
the Cnancellor nf the Exch^qp^r, and the leaker of

the House of Commons, not one of whom has any
siScestary connection with or knowledge of science

The scantiness of this knowledge may, indeed, be
gnuged bv the scornful remarks made by the speaker
during the war In reference to the alleged purely
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academic Interest of studies on Mlcrolepkieptsra^
the very time that the War Office was ifn|4orinf tba
aid of specialists in this department in fighting a geafe

which was destroying its stores of blKuits
The article in Naiurb advocates placing the nuM9^

under the control of a Government Departmelt^^
** Ttmeo Danaos et dona ferentes ” It seems t6 ttw

that the ideal of the present Government, vis a small
committee of broad-minded men, Is the correct one;
only the personnel requires to be changed

It has oeen cynically observed that the constitution

of the present committee was chosen at a time when
the Archbishop, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and
the Speaker were the thiee men in England least

E
' to be bribed If for them were suMituted the
lents of the Royal Society, of the Zoolodcsl
ty, and of the Geological Society, the contra of

the museum would be in the hands of a commlttes
of scientific eminence, and one peculiarly susceptibls

to the pressure of scientific opinion

In view of the unique importance of the collections.

It IS surely essential to have a distinguished man of

science presiding over each division 01 the collection,

and for the services of such a man the museum ought
to be in a position to pay generously In the past tne

museum has been far better served than It oeMrved
to be, It has, m fact, exploited the scientific en-

thusiasm of young men In the tong run, however,
low pay will evoke inferior service As the present

holders of positions in the museum die or resign,

clever men vtll be reluctant to step into their places If

to do so meant to embrace a life of poverty. A govern-
ing bodv such as 1 suggest would be in a far better

position to estimate the real value of the services of
these experts than one which is too much inclined to

regard tnem as a set of obscure academic recluses

E W MacBridb
Roval College of Science, Zoological

Department, South Kensln^on,
London, S W , March 12

liiB leading article in Nature of March 11 on “Tl^
State and the National Museums " directs attention to

a reform the need for which has been increasingly felt

by those especially interested In our great national
museums Your summary of their haphazard history

explains why their relation to the Government is out
of date

, why between them there is an overlap which,
despite the advantage of competition, causes waste and
inconvenience and is a hindrance to efficiency; and
why our Museum of Natural Science Is administered

bv a board of trustees planned—so far as It was
planned and has not been a fortuitous aggregate of

distinguflshed men-^in reference to the library and
departments at BiOomsbury The titles of the museums
are a product of this erratic growth and misleading
to the public , the Natural Histo^ Museum Is actuaflv

the British Museum of Natural Science, since, accord-

ing to recent usage (cf eg Webster's D{<monary)«
natural history is restricted to zoology, or perhaps to

biology, while the adjacent museum Is the British
Museum of Physical Science

Dissatisfaction with our museum adminisfratl^
system has t^n clearly growing for years, |Mit ttwre*

has been no particular opportunity to secure refortp
or to organise a sufficient bodv of opinion to convince
the Government of Its need Now however, Ihe PMab*
llshment of the Deoartnient of Sdentlfir and Indtwj-

trial Research has provided aA organlsatioA to
the mannerement of the scientific museums niight'bC
appropriately entrusted
The sup’gesHon, however, to extend that t^ertg^

men^ so as to iiydude alt learning and research reqidrvi

cautimis consideration, since It WouM tiirOv on
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iJepariibent duties so dissimitar as the management
of scufrntific and artistic collections, and would
jeopardise its scientifiL position One {{real

advantage of that Department ii> that it provider
one strong and influential organisation devoted
10 the development and utilisation of science,
but if it had to control all literary and clasbkal re

search its aims would be diffuse, and pure science,

between the claims of the ** humanistic *' and Indus-
Inal sections, might fate poorly
To unite all our museums, artistic and antiquarian,

(l.issiuil and (onimircltil, scientific and military, under
one control would maintain the practu'e that a
museum is .i

‘ rarcc ” show, and be inconsistent with
the modern principle that a museum 19 primarily a
laboratorv of which the genera! policy should be detcr-

I
mint d by the authorities in its own department of

knowledge To place a technical or research museum
undtr the Board of Fducation is as anomalous as to

place some other museums under a lesearch dtpart-
im nt There are museums in I ondon— for example,
tlxit at Bethnal Green- -which would be appropriately
managed b\ the Board of Education or bv the Fduta-
tion Committee of the I^ndon Country Council as the

ck monstration department of the East London sc hools
The foundation and original endowment of the

Biilish Museum by a State lottery introduced into

Btitish museum policy a virus of chance, which has
since been a potent factor in the development of the
museums

, but a commission of inquiry might now
secure sufficient support to establish them on a firmer
found ition ind utilise the unique opportunities of
London as the home of a will co-ordinated group of

world-representative museums The present meolev
m spite of its unnvalled m'lterial, is being outclasscnl

b\ the museums of \merica J W Grpc ory
4

[* irk <Ju idrant, Glasgow

iiiObK who have long viewed with increasing irrita-

tion the waste of time, labour, and monev involved in

the present unco-wdinated condition of our national
museums will welcome the lcadln^ article in Natukk
(d Mrirch II, in which vou have with suih lustice ex-
pounded the situation and indicated i possible solution
of our difficulties It is a little dangerous for a Civil
S(i\.int to express a candid opinion on the w'orkmgs

I

of Cnivernment Departments, but perhaps 1 may be
illowod to go outside that taboo area and to point

|

nut that the duplication of woik and the conmetition
for speamens to which >ou have alluded affect all

thi museums ^including art galleries) of the country
Some of us, therefore, have come to the conclusion
that those also should be co-ordinated with the national
institutions and knit into a single scheme There
nf«d be no interference with the existing direction of
each museum,but there could be much organised help
Me of the geological department of the British

Museum do, in a small, disjointed way, trv to help
our colleagues of other museums, and we nTeive
h^lp fiom them But this is just enough to let us
imagine what could be done if such mutual aid w^re
placed oa a recognised footing , if, for instance, the small
I* md of museum palaeontologists of Great Britain (and
li eland?) was so organised as to cover the field, and
''O employed that each specialist could help and advise
on hi* own subject in all museums as part of his
official duties At the first meeting of the Museums
Association in 1890 a committee was appointed to
consider some such co-operation, but little practical
result has enfued, not for lack of goodwill, but because'*
existing Qooditions stand in the wav What applies
jo palawmtologv applies to all other branches of know-

But this Is only one of the improvements that
might BBnng fronts reform such as w^e have in view
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Many other good results there could be, among
them, perhaps, a better training for curators. But
that the results shall be good it is necessary for the
directing board to be composed of men with museum
sympathies and experience therefore, whether the

Ministrx be tliat of Education or some new Minii>tr>

of Learning and Research, it should exert its financial

01 other control over museums through a special

museum board In thia way those branches of
museum work which do not meet the public eye would
run less tisk of being overlooked \ny large natural
history ot other science museum is part of the arma-
mint cmplcned by man in his unceasing warfare
against tht forcts of Nature lntclk*ctually and
tconomitallv that is its mam purpose \s the Earl
of Craw fold, in replying for the Goveininont on the

debate raised by Lord Sudeley, rightly said “ It Is

not the popular guide-books, but the tcchninl and
Specialised publications issued by museums which
really count They are of vital importance ’* Visits
to a museum, like visits to a battleship, may be of

high edut at ion il value, especially under the guidance
of a qualified demonstrator, but well, the inference
IS obvious Only one point th eds emphasis Museums,
no less iKm battleships, should be under the adminis-
ttation those familiar with the principles and
mithods of the respectiye warfares

F A Baiiipk
Wimbledon, Marth 13

Thi< relation of the State to the national museums,
and of the latter to each other, discussed m Naturr
for March 11, is a mnttei calling for very careful

ronsidcralion at the present time \ Minibtr> of

Learning and Rcsc^xrch, such as is there suggested,
would lender very useful servut if it could (1) see

that the govtrning body of eaih institution was com-
posed of persons duly qualified for their work,
(2) define the scope of eaih institution, so as to

diminish the risk of tumpctUion for desirable speci-

mens, and to provide each with a definite piece of

work for the benefit of the community, (3) provide
each institution with a due pioportion of financial

assistance, and (a) arrange suih a scale of salaries

as would ensure tm appoinlment and retention of the
brains liest adapted for the purpose in view \t this

point central lontro! should cease, and each governing
body be left to do Us own work, with the assistant

e

of Its staff

I he proposal to plate museums and libraries under
the Board of Education to which the article alludes,

has no reference, 1 lielievc, to national museums, but
I should like to place on record my stiong disapproval

of such a step A museum has manv duties to per-

form, and education in the sense in which the Board
deals with it is onlv one, and not the most important,

hf them On the basis of a very extensive a<;qu.iint-

ance with piovincial museum curators, 1 have no
hesitation m saving that they are fullv alive to the

educational possibilities of their work Manv of them
have rendered valuable service to the eduration
authorities of their localities, and manv more would
have done so had they been permitted, but this does
not prevent them from sei ing that their museums
have other functions to perform which do not fall

within the purview of education conimittocs as nt

present constituted In the first nkico, thev are store-

houses of material for enlarging the bounds of humajD
knowledge, secondly, they provide objects of interest

and beautv for the intellectual and aesthetic contem-
nlatlon of the citfren , and, thirdly, thev furnish

material for the university student post graduate and
undergraduate as woW as for children of schoof age
Mn\ T say m conclusion that, in tnv opinion the
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rhief thiriff (hat is ^rong uith museunm, national and
provini lal, is (as Bernard Shaw says of the poor) Ihcsr

poverty? Wu Evans Hoyle
National Museum of ^\ales, Car^ff,

March 15

In the tim« ]\ ind suggestive leading article on
museums in Natuke of March 11 there are references
to tht Museum of Praeluul Geology that need explana-
tion, not because the> arc Incorrect, but because thev
arc svmptomatic of that forgetfulness of the funda-
mental purposes of this museum which has long been
obvious in some quarters

It IS true that “the Museum of Praclual Ooolog)
was a necesbary concomitant of the GeologUal
Survey,** but this was not, and iKvor has been, it**

sole raison d'iire It was founded as the Museum of
Economic Geology that Is, of economic geology in

Its broadest aspeits It had, iherefoio, from its

inception two functions to perform (i) lo ser\<

as tW storehouse and exhibition for all the concrete
documentary material collectcKl during the making of

the geological map^ material of the greatest value
as a demonstration of the facts of British gc ologv and
usefully employed for t>du< ntional, industrial, and
purely scientific purposes, and (2) to act as the
national repository of mnteiial illustrative of ill those

mineral resources that foim the basis of mining,
mrtalliii^ical, and other industries

Tht fiibt of these functions is puiels British in

scope, the second is world-wide
As regards overlapping with the Natunil History

Museum, there is none, and dtcrnatuelv, as the
lawyers s.iy, if tlun is any it sliuuld cease, since the
functions of tht two institutions are c learK
differentiated The scheme of the gt*ologic tl and
mineralogical departments of tht Natural History
Museum ts ncademu , .ind th it of the Museum of

Practical GeologV economic On the other hand, the
Imperial Institute in respect of its mineral exhibits

does overlap the functions of the oldei institution

This is u question requiring attention in anv scheme
of reconstruction Wttiiam G Wacnfr
March 15

Some Methods of Approximate Integration and of
Oomputlng Aroas.

Enoinkhks and shipbuilders are continually requir-

ing to find the area of a surface bounded by curved
lines If both thi upper and lower boundaries are
curved, it is a wmple m itter to divide the surface
into two bv a straight line, find the area of each
part separately, and add them together
Simpson *s rule is almost universally used for this

purpose, but n little conskierntion will show that a
more accurate evaluation of the area can he obtained
in most cases bv using other rules

We will consider an area contained by a base line,

two vertical ordinates at the ends, and a number tf
intermediate ordinates placed at equal distances along
the base line If the base line be divided into m equal
intervals, each of u length h, there will, of course, be
fn+ T, or n, ordinates When the height of these
ordinates is known, and the value of h the interval

also, an approximation to the value of the area can
be ol>tain<y which increases in accuracy with the
number of ordinutes taken and measured, when the
curve is of an anomalous shape

(i) If the .upper boundary dc a straight line, an
exnct result will be obtained by merely the two end
ordinates y, and Vj and the ten^h of the base line k ;

AsAhfv.^v^)
(a) If the upper boundary be a parabola, an exset
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result will be obtained by bisecting the base line, and^
then

where h is half the base line

This IS Simpson's well-known rule If any odd
number of ordinates be taken, say 7, it is considered
as a succession of three areas bounded above by three
parabolas, t e the area from y^ to y, is added to the
area from y, to y^, and this, again, is added to the
irea from to v. The formula used is then

A +> + 2 J'i+.>'.+4

If tn denote the number of additional areas com-
puted by thib method, the general formula will take
the form

^ ^1 + im+ 4 lewj

It should Im especially noted that this formula must
be used only w hen the numbi r n of ordinates is odd
and the number of intervals even In the second
and third terms the values i, 2, t, etc , arc assign^
successively to the symbol m, enaing with that value
of tn which denotes the number of additional areas
that arc to be computed The formula is based on
the assumption that y=sa+bx+cx*, and gives the
best possible approximation to the true area if only
three ordinates are given

(0 If» however, four ordinates be given, we mav
assume that y= a+ftr f + and the resulting
formula based on this assumption,

Will give the best possible approximation if only four
ordinates are given This formula should be used
only when the number of ordinates is 4+3W, and it

then becomes

j'n.i»i+3 j',+ »'»+>’,

(4)

If five ordinates be given, we shall obtain a
more accurate result b\ assuming that y is a quartlc
funitiun of x, and for 9, n, or s + 4ni ordinates
the following formula may be used

A 55 *^[7 J'l+>.,».+ 14 >”1 . „»+

'2 j'i+yi*»«+32 /i+r4+>'i+4»+^«t.«.3
(ij) Similarly, if 6+ 5m ordinates be given, y may

b< regardeii as a quintu function of sc, and the for-
mula becomes

A «2g^g[i9 J'l t .„+ 38

75 f,w.+ 50 ^,+^4+J'» + 4».+>'4*W.J
(b) Again, if 7 i 6wi ordinates be given, y mav be

issumed to lx n soxlir function of sc, and w'e then
have the formula

A
j^J[4« >i + n+wi+*2

2l6 + + +

27 f•»+.)'j+*»+273 J4+.V4**«3*

In all these formulae the first term consists of the
sum of the first and the last ordinate In (a), (4),

(5)

,
and (6) the values 1, 2, 3, etc,, are assi^S sue-

cessively to the symbol m in tibe following terms
according to the number of ordinates. Thus If In
(6) nineteen ordinates are given, i9M 7 + 6m, so m«i
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When m«-o, the ordinates with m as a part of their

subscript are omitted in all but the first term. I

JPxompie,—Suppose the base line be divided into

sbc equal Intervals and the value of the
ordinates be

y,-o >1=05527708
y, =0 7453560 y^=o 8660254

y^ =0 942«o9<) y.=0 9860133
v, = i

As seven ordinates are aiven, we may use any one
of the rules (6), (3) which is adapted to 4+3m
ordinates, and (2) which can be usra when 3+2m
ordinates are employed We should expect to get a
more accurate result when the hii^r-order formula
IS employed, and this wc shall find to be correct

The values given refer to the quadrant of a circle,

so that the true value is or 0785398x6
By method (6), putting' m=o, the result is 0*7791866,

t e o 7972 per cent too small
By method (0 the result is 07758061, or 1342 per

cent too small
Bv methcKi (2) the result i*? 0777531, or 1063 per

cent loo small.
This result is curious, and shows that a small art

of a circle approaches more nearly to a small arc of

a parabola than to a small arc of any cubic curve,
but it will be noted that method (6) gives a much
more accurate result

We n\a\
,
howevei

,
use a combination of the above

rules, for instance, ^^c m<iv take five ordinates b\

rule (4) and the remaining two intervals by rule (2)

As the first three ordinates incrtase more rapidl> than
the last three, wc should naturally leave the last
three to be dealt with b> rule (2) In this wa> a

result of 07784954, or a defect of 00069027, or an
error of only 088067 per cent is obtained Had ue
reversed the order and used Simpson’s rule for the
first two intervals, the defect would have been
00078447, or an error of T0102 per cent
In concluMon, it may be stated that If the nature

of the curve is unknown a more accurate result will

alwa>s be obtained bv using the highest-ordrr formula
that can be used with the given number of ordinates
If two different formulae are used, it has just been
shown that the most accurate result is obtained when
the highcr-order formula is used for that part of the
curve in which the variation of the ordinates is the

greater If the curve be a parabola, an absolutely
accurate result is obtained bv using only three
ordinates bv means of method {2)

It mav be thought that plotting the curve and
estimatinfi: its area mochsmcallv by menns of a plani-
meter will be always the best and speediest method to

adopt, but this is bv no means the case It often
takes far less time to calculate, sav, thirteen ordmate4
and to use method (6) than to trace the rur\e

A S Pkrcivai
WestiK Trd Newcastle-upon Tvne

An lleotronio Theory of iMmerlem.

Tnr inton sting suggistlons made bv Mr W F
Garner in Nmure for February 19 with regard to a
possible explanation of the isomerism of certain
organic compounds mat be examined from a different,
but perhaps simpler, point of view bv employing tljc

||nng electron ” or “magneton ” of Mr A L Parson
The electron is looked upon as n rirrular anchor rlng,^

of negative electricity rotating about its axis at a
high speed, and therefore Mhaving like a small
magnet In cortnection with atomic and molecular
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numbers 1 have directed attention elsewhere to the

“rule of eight, ** aiTording to which a difference of

8 or a muluple of 8 is frequently found between the
numbers of the unit electric charges associated with
analogous atoms or molecules In the theory of the
' cubical atom “ put furwaid b> Prof Gilbert N Lewis
and developed by Dr Irving Langmuir, one ot the
most stable configurations Tut the atomic shell is

that in which eight electrons are held at the corners
of a cube 1 he single bond commonly used in

graphical formulae involves two electrons held in

common by two atoms (Fig i) , tlic double bond
implies that four electrons arc held conjointly bv two
itoms (Fig 2) Oi if the pair of eke Irons be regarded
is the most stable grouping of all, it may be, at

and Langmuir suggest, that the pairs of elec-

trons hi Id in fommon bv two atoms an drawn < loser

—
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toguhei b> th< magnetic attraction between them
Drxtro- and Idevo-rotatorv forms of a compound might
tlien lx represented as mirror images as in Fig )

Thi letters N and S in this diagram mav be taken

to represent the polarity of the external face of the

ring electron

Mr Gamci suggests the possibility of the existence

of a large number of optical isomerides amongst
organic compounds, but the view here put forward
does not lead to that conclusion

,
on the contrarx , it

seems to give exactly the same number of isomerides

as the ordinary structural formula; It is true that

it is possible to reverse m the diagram the magnetic
polarity of one or more pairs of electrons, but even

if the arrangements so obtained were stable, it it

doubtful whether thev would represent different ito-

merldes It would not be possible to explain the

phenomenon of free mobility about a tingle bond
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which lb avsumcd in stereo^eitnbtry if such a
reversal of the magnetic axis were accompanied
a change in the nature of the compound. Such modi-
fications, however, might conceivabfv account for muta-
rotation It was thought that In the case of a double
bond, such as exists in cinnamic acid, it might be

possible to have a larger number of isomerides than

would be given by the ordinal^ theory, but a close

examination of the structural formulm based on the

cubical atom has shown that (subject to the limitation

already referred to) this is not so
Ihc view here suggested appeal s to afford ari

adequate basis for a theory of optical activity Such
activitt arises from a difference effect, and can be
manifested only when there Is lack of compensation
amongst the electrons associated with the various

parts of the molecule If the chemical bond is to be

attributed to a p<ur of elections, it is easy to under
stand how such compensation can be brought about
in the great majority of chemical compounds In the

case 01 a single asymmetiic carbon atom, the svm-
mctruul arrangement of each of the four electron

pairs ]v distuibed bv the ptesenco of the adjacent

groups, lesulting in only partial compensation Thus
in thi* compound C a & c d, the pair of electrons asso-

ciated with group a is under the influence of the
unlike groups < and d, and, therefore, cannot bt sym-
metric il nut if I md d are made alike, th<‘ wnoJe
moletuie will have a plane of symmetry indicated bv
the broken line iq the left half of Fig Thus the

moll tule will be inactive through “ internal com-
pensation ” with respect to the electrons which form
the outiT shell of the cat bon atom I may add that

the ling elictron, constrained to move backwards and
forwards along Us linear axis, is admirably adapted to

replate the ordinal v electron moving backwards and
forwards along a spiral path postulated In Drudt’s
theory of rotators liquids

Tt ma\ he pormissihlo In this connection to

emphasise the remarkable success that has attended
Langmuir’s development of the “octet” theorv, bv
means of whlth it is possible to predicate the ph\sical
and chemical qualities of a substance, and even its

crystal lini structure I^ngmuir states that the theory
•eems to explain all the rases of stereo-isomensm uiih
ivhlch he is familiar “ For example, In the amine
oxides, NR,R,R,0, nitrogen is qundricovalent, so
that these substances exist as i^tiral isomers, just as
In the case of a carbon atom attached to four different

g
roups ” Such a compound is, in fact, represented
\ the diagram nirendv given H S ^iirn
The T^niversitv, Edinburgh, March 2

Thi Prino^plt of Iqidvolonoo and the Nothui of Poroo

I stiAti be grateful to be permitted to make an
inquiry in connection with the principle of equivalence
through the medium of the columns of Natltif

In the recent forms of the theory of relativity it

has been assertt'd that in the neighbourhood of
matter mav alternatively conceive the existente

^ther of a fieid of gravitational force or of a dis-

tortion in the spaie-time continuum, the two con-
ceptions being equivalent The point then arises,
however, as to wjwther, in arranging the bodv of ideas
and propositions constituttng*phv steal science in logical
sequence, the idea of force fit anv rate, “force" in

the sense of “action at a distance") or that of dis

torted space-time should be regarded as logicallv prior
The ijoswbillt) of adopting the idea of distorted mace-
time ns prior and hence of Anally dispensing with the
notion of force from the physical scheme, evidently
depeinis on a further generalisation of the principle
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of equivalence. For a difficulty seems to arise in

connection with other forms of action at a distance,

such as the forces in a magnetic or an electrostatic

held. Apparently we cannot regard these as equivalent
to a space-time distortion, for they lack the unL
ver&ality of gravitation, t^ng that only bodies of
specific tvpoii of material arc ^fleeted by them

I should therefore like to ask two questions:

(1) Is it possible to extend the principle of equi>
valence in any way so as to include all forms of
action at a distance?

(2) If not, IS there anything gamed, even from a
purely logical point of view, by discarding the notion
of gravitational force while we are stlU unable to

discard by the same method the notion of certain

other forces which in many respects exhibit a close

anally to gravitation? ( A Richardson
4 The Crescent, St Bees, Cumbeiland,

March 1

Kxpansas of SelaiitHie Work.

A JOIN! (umiuittec of the British Association of
Chemists, the Institute of Chemistr\, and the National
Union of bcientific Workers is putting forward the
claim that the following exjx'nses should be allowed
as a charge .igiinst income in arriving at the assess-
ment of thosi who earn their li\ing either bv purely
Ncicntihc pursuits or by the application of science to

industry —
(1) SubscTiptions to scientific ind technical societies

and libraries, and to scientific and technical penudu.ils

(2) Purchase «ind tencwal of scientific and technical

books, instruments, appaiatus, chemicals, and other
materials

(3) Rent and expenses of study or laboratory

(4) Travelling and other expenses incurred in attind-
mg scientific moedngs

(5) Provision of special clothing for woik nnd re-

new il of clothes damaged in the i oursc of employ-
ment

(6) Other expenses tncuncxl in the course of
rescaich

\ form of memorial to be presented to the Lords of
the Freasuty is being sent to nil bodies representative
of scicntifii woikor^ for then c onsKleration and sup-
pot t

Some claims for abatements under the above head-
ings have already been made bv individuals with
varying success I should be grateful for any informa-
tion available in support of the petition

A G CHiTRai,
Sccretnrv

National Union of Scientific Workers,
fq 1 othill Street, Westminster,
Tendon. S \V i, March 15

Salaittiflo Raimlofis at tha Natural History Muaaom.
I WRiiE to convit a small error that has erwt into

the note on the meeting of the International Council
for the Exnloration of the Sea which appeared in

Naturr for March 11 When the members of that
council visited the Natural History Museum on
March 2 they were entertained, not bv the Trustees,
but bv the Staff Association, the occasion beiM a
scientific reunion, as was, indeed, stated in a later

note in the same issue ] may add that these reunions
are held with the approval and pormis^on^^ tha
Trustees G F Herukiit Smith,

Hon. Seenkary.
Natural History Museum Stbff ^AssoclaBon ’
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The World’s Production of Silver.

T''HE lecent action of the Chancellor of the

A Exchequer in introducing a Bill into the

House of Commons for the purpose of debasmg
the silver currency from 935 to 500 parts per looo

has directed public attention to the acute shortage

of silver which exists This action is unavoidable

if a silver currency is to be maintained, since the

price of the metal has risen so much that coins

are no longer tokens They are, in fact, worth

to-day considerably more than their face value,

and there is, accordingly, a tcmpMtion to melt

them down and sell them for the considerable

profit that the transaction would bring in Such

a procedure is, of course, illegal In the years

preceding the war the market price of silver,

while subject to fluctuations,^ was never far from

35 per “standard ounce ” " This expression is

rather unfortunate, since it is not the ounce that

IS standard, but the quality of the metal Its

real meaning is a troy ounce of silver alloy con-

taining 92 5 per cent of the metal With
standard silver at about sa 6d per ounce, the

coins reach parity During recent weeks the

market price has fluctuated between 7^

75 5^ per ounce, though it is true that a remark-

able fall of 6J in the price took place on

March 5, and a further fall of 5J on March 11,

owing largely to the improvement in the exchange

with the United States of America As

stated, however, the Chancellor*s action is neces-

sary, sinte the minting of silver coins is possible

only at a heavy loss. Nevertheless, this Bill was
opposed in the House, although the opposition

was not carried to a division

It so happens that in January this year the

report and appendices of the Committee appointed

by the Secretary of State for India to inquire into

Indian exchange and currency were published and
presented to Parliament In %ol 111 will be found
appendix xxx ,

which contains a report on the

world’s production of silver ^ This is the work of

Prof C Gilbert Cullis and Prof H C H Car-

penter, who at the request of the Secretary of

Stale for India undertook an inquiry more than

a year ago into the output of silver during recent

years in the various silver-producing countries,

the prospects, so far as they could be estimated,

of future output, and the causes by which it ^s

likely to be influenced Their report covers some
sixty foolscap pages The subiect-matter is pre

sented in five mam sections dealing severally with
the raw materials from which silver is obtained,

the location and quantitative importance of centres

Where silver-bearing ores are mined, the processes

involved in the extraction of the metal, the dis-

tribution and relative importance of the centres

where refining is earned out, and the condusions
affecting the supplies and price of the metal

It appears from this r^rt that in i860 the

^ * Vol la. Apstwdbw lo iW lUport of th/cbMlttw mipointtd fette
Smusyoi SttMfarladkiolMakvIitolD^ Sadiftmaad CmAwr
SE ***• worM^ Prodmtiao of HW.** By PW
HLCftOMiNMSudPntC OOM Pp. fa«-«4f

,
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world’s production of “fine ”—te pure—silver

was 30 million ounces With some fluctuations

this increased steadily until 1912, when the output
was 333 million ounces, or nearly eight times that

of more than half a century earlier From that

I
date, although a continuance of the upward trend

was to be expected, a decline in production set in

and continued down to the end of 1917, which was
the last year for which complete figures arc avail-

able It IS clear from the report that this reduc-
tion in output is assignable not to any sudden
failure of the world’s resources, but to an inter-

ruption in the winning of them
The mam source of the sunolv of silver ore is

the American Continent, which in 1912 produced

I

82 s per cent of the total output Approximately
three-quarters came from North America and
Mexico, the former furnishing 42 per cent and

I the latter 32 per cent Mexico was the largest

single producer A decrease m Canadian produc-
tion had set in shortly before this, due to the pro-
gressive exhaustion of the Cobalt mines, but this

was more than compensated by an increase in the
production of the United States The key to the
shortage of the world’s supplies is to be found m
Mexico, where, owing to a senes of pohtical
revolutions, the production fell from an average
of close upon 74 million fine ounces for the years
1910-13 to an average of little more than 3oj^

million fine ounces for the years 1914-17, a reduc-
tion of some 43i million out of a total reduction
of 50} million ounces in the world’s output
This senous diminution in the supply came at

a time when, owing to the withdraw^ of gold
from circulation on account of the war, there was
an unusually keen demand for silver, particularly

for coinage purposes The report of the Currency
Committee points out that the coinage of the
British Empire absorbed nearly 108 million ounces
of fine silver in the years 1915-18, as ugamst

I 30} million ounces in the years 1910-13, and there
IS evidence that there have been similar increases
in the coinage of other countries Moreover,
whereas China from 1914-17 was a seller of silver,

and her net exports amounted to more than

77 million ounces, she has since become a per-
sistent buyer, and the recent remarkable rise in

the price of the metal is due to her purchases
India has for many years been a heavy buyer of
the metal, and in times of normal trade was the
largest importer of this commodity War con-
ditions have accentuated this, and in the three
fiscal years April, 1916, to March, 1919, purchases
for the pur^se of liquidating trade balances
amounted to more than 500 million ounces, which
was probably very nearly the entire world’s pro-
duction for the period These have been the chief

I
(but not the only) factors in raising the price of
silver to its extraordinary level

,

It IS clearly seen from the report that silver is

mainly obtained as a by-pre^uct from mines
which are worked for soiqe other me^al or metals.
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Relatively few properties are worked solely or

even mainly for silver^ and only a small propor^

tion of the world’s supply has of late years been
derived from them It is therefore essentially a

by-product 1 he more important economic metals

with which It IS most commonly associated are

gold, copper, lead, and zinc Ihcse live metals

tend to ^ gregarious, and many deposits contain

all of them It is also found with tin, as in

Bolivn, and with nickel and cobalt, as in Ontario,

but such cases are uncommon Although in dif-

ferent regions or m different parts of the same
region the above five metils arc found in a great

variety of combinations, certain of these are par
ticularly common Thus gold and silver almost
invariably occur together either with or without

base metals Again, lead and zinc nearly always
accompany each other, ind ores carrying these

two metals, notably those in which lead pre

dominates, are often richly 'irgentiferous, the lead

and silver forming an especially characteristic

association Copper in like manner is usually

accompanied by small qu intitics of gold or ot

both gold snd silver The presence or ibstncc

of base metals in silver-yielding ores is of par-

ticular importance, since it determines the exist-

ing diversity in their metallurgicil treatment ^nd
occasions their classification into tvio groups,

known respectively as ’ milling ores * and smelt-

ing ores, the former signifying those in which
the values ire entirely or mainly in precious metil
From the figures quoted m the report, it appears
that, broadly speaking, about two thirds of the
world’s supply of silver in iqiz was obtained
from base metal, and onc-third from precious
metal, ores Further, only one-fifth was obtained
from muics worked exclusively for silver, while
four fifths was derived as a by product from mines
which were worked primarily for one or more of
the metals—gold, copper, lead, and zinc—and
would not have been in operation if their silver

had been the only metal present Formerly, the
precious metal ores were the more important
source of supply, but in the last few decades more
and more of the metal has been won from base
metal ores It will be seen, therefore, that the
authors, in endeavouring to estimate the future
production of silver, have been forced to t ike into
consideration the mining and metallurgy of four
other important metals as \icll

It IS staled m the report that in 1912 the New
World—1 c the American Continent—furnished
82 s per cent and the Old \\ orld onW 17 5 per
cent , of the mine production of silver The output
in the British Empire was ai 7 per cent Mexico
led with 32 o per cent

, followed closely by the
United States with a8 % per cent Towards the
production of refined silver the New World con
tnbuted 7-? o per cent

,
and the Old World

27 o per cent
,

the contribution of the British
Empire being 18 a per-cent Tbe?^ interesting fact
emei^s that the United States of America refined
just about one-haH the world’s silver (496 per
cent

) Mhereas Mexico refined onlv 143 per cent
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More than half the Mexican mine productioa was
refined m the U S A ,

and very nearly the same
proportion of the Canadian output It will be

seen, therefore, that the position now held by the

LT S A , as the chief source of supplies of rwned
Sliver, IS one of considerable importance

_
The

same is true to an even greater extent for the

metals copper and zme
The authors’ view of the future is that if

normal industrial conditions are restored m
regions of curtailed production, a silver output at

least as great as any yet attained may reasonably

bt anticipated If, however, conditions affecting

industry in general, and mining and metallufgfical

industries in particular, do not become favourable

in the se regions a long pti lod must elapse before

the world s output can return to the previous

high-w iter level, and a still longer one before

the advance beyond that level interrupted since

1912 can be resumed So long as the political

conditions remain unsettled in Mexico, supplies

from that country will continue to be small This

IS particularly serious, because of the large dimen
sions of the normal Mexican output
With the demand for silver more urgent than

any previously experienced, the restoring of the

mines and mills of Mexict> to unh impered pro-

duetion h is become a matter of pressing inter-

natioodl import met It must be borne in mind,
however, that vny extension m the mining of

precious metal ores will t ike time, and that the

mining of base metal ores is for the moment below
normal and will continue so as long as the surplus

supplies of copper, lead, and zinc produced during
the war remain unabsorbed Silver production
will probaUy, therefore remain for a time at a
low level When, however, increased precious
metal mining reaches the production stage, and
the temporary check to base metal mining has
been removed, the authors anticipate a steady
increase in the output of the metal

It IS well to remember th it, although silver has
long occupied an important position as ^ second
string” among metals suitable for currency, there
are important industrial demands for it for other
purposes It is only necessary to mention two
of these First, in addition to the mechanical
properties which make it valuable as a currency
metal, there are others which have long been
known and utilised in the silversmith’s art

Standard silver lends itself readily to rolling,

stamping, spinning, and mechanical operations
employed in the rn mipulation of the metal in the
arts, and upon them important industries giving
employment to many workers arc basra
Secondly the well known sensitiveness of silver

salts to light, made use of m photography, is

being increasingly utilised in the “moving
picture” industry, which in recent years has
absorbed a considerable proportion of the total
output of the metal Both these industries are
formidable competitors for stiver produced to-day, ^

' and the\ will have to be reckoned with by future”
Chancellors of the Exchequer
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Time reckoning of the

U NDER the title, ‘Calendars of the Indians

North of Mexico (University of California

Pubhcations in American Archceolc^ and Ethno

logy vol xvi No 4), Miss Leona Cope has

collected and arranged a large amount of informs

tion dealing with the divisions of time in use

among the Indians of North America including

much linguistic material The term calendar

must be taken m a very elastic sense, for the

Indian s power of keeping account of an interval

of time IS usually limited to two or three years

and never went so far app irently as even to

ix the number of days m a month The only

general rule seems to be a complete absence of

uniformitN variations of system t^ing found even
among the most closely related groups The basic

period IS naturally the lunation indicated by in
expression which is rehted etymologicallv with
out exception to the moon and reckoned generally

from nc^^ moon but in some cases trom full

moon 1 he month is sometimes divided into

^ecks roughly depending on the lunar phases
but \er\ variable in length and number In
gcienl the seasons are vaguely m irked perixis
m t d rectly connected with the months though
the latter arc sometimes divided into a summer
and i winter series When the wide ringe of
latitude in the area is considered, a corresponding
variety of practice ts natural enough Thus it is

not surprising that the Greenland Eskimo find a
convenient division of the day in the ebb and flow
of the tides or that a Point Barrow Eskimo
should say that there are nine moons and after
that no moon but the sun only But the vana

North Amencan Indians.

tions within connected groups make the study a

complicated one
This appears especially in the attempts to con

nect the senes of months with the year For the

most part covering the whole of the eastern and
central region there is no astronomical founda
tion There is no uniformity in the time of begin

ning the jear In general twelve months arc

recognised and are designated by purely desenp
live names associated with some seasonal event

Some tribes have thirteen or even more months,
but the mode of adjustment is quite crude a
month being sometimes intercalated or omitted

only when a palpable discrepancy with the seasons

shows the need Only m the south west along
the P icific CO 1st ind imong the F skimo of the

far north is an astronomical element introduced

This takes the form of observing the winter sol

slice the equinoxes if recognised are never
used for the purpose A particular variation m
the n iming of the months takes a numerical form
This occurs on the Alaskan coast and further

south only two tribes have \ complete system of

this kind while a third is unique in combining
numbered months with a solstitial basis Ritu^
ceremonies are also represented in the names of

the months imong western tribes Apparently,
the Kaniagmiut Iskimo are alone m naming
months from the rising of the Pleiades or Onon
Altogether the astronomical element in this com
plex subject IS small and the present memoir
which contains three maps representing the
regional distribution of different types or systems
has Its chief interest on the linguistic side and as
a study of primitive culture

Obituary
Dr Charles Gordon Hewin

'T'Hl premature death of Dr Charks (jord in
^ Hewitt Dominion I ntomologist of Canada
u ho succumbed to an attack of pneumonia follow
ing influenza on I ebruary 9 is a serious loss to
bi )Iofti i\ science To an iplitudc for held obscrv i

n ultiv ited from his earliest youth Dr Hewitt
added knowledge and skill in the latest labors
tory methods While eagerly devoting attention
to the numerous economic problems which came
before him he always appreciated the necessitv
lor onstint purely scientific research He
w rked indeed in the most favourable circum
St 1 ices and made the best use of his opportunities
H )rn near Macclesfield in 1885 Dr Hewitt

P **NLd from the local grammar school with a
'‘tlolarship to the University of Manchester After
graduating with honours in zoolog> he was
appoinxcd assistant demonstrator in that science
pnd when a new department of economic zoology
was founded it Manchester, he beedme the first

lecturer During this period he hired a green
house and made an exhaustive study of the life
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history of the house fly which formed the subject

ol his thesis for the doctorate He was a pioneer
in such work in this country and his general
results were cvtntually published in the form of

a Cambridge mininl At the simt time he
underto >k rese trehes on the large larch saw fly

which was ravaging the plantations of the Man
ch sttr Corporation round Thirlmere He was
ilso interested in the feeding habits ^f certun
insectivorous birds

In 1909 Dr Hewitt w is appointed entomologist
to the Dominion of Canada and at once began
to organise laboratory work jn the lines whuh
he hid already proved successful He also paid

much attention to the improvement of the law
relating to injurious insects Gradu illy hts

interests widcn^ until in loiyifhe increas^ hts

responsibilities by accepting the |!>ost of co isulting

foi^c^st to the Canadian C mmtssion of Con
servation He took an active part in the work
of» the Commitfton, and contributed several

papers on the protection of mammals and birds
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to Its annual reports. His advice was duly

appreciated and considered in framing’ legislation

Dr Hewitt was a corresponding member of

the Zoological Society of l-.ondon, and he received

the gold medal of the Ro)al Society for the

Protection of Birds

Bv the death of Sir Robert Mokant at the early

age of hfty-seven the Civil Service loses one of

Us ablest and most lemarkable members His

great powers of organisedion found full scope for

their exercise when he was, m 1902, appointed

Secretary of the recently created Board of Educa-

tion The appointment was well merited, for it

was to his indefatigable industry in supplying

material, to his skill in dealing with details, and

to his ingenuity in overcoming difficulties that the

Education Bill of 1902 was safely earned through

Parliament As permanent head of the Board of

Education his restless energy and ceaseless activity

bore down all opposition, and made him ready at

all costs to carry out his own ideas Organisation

was indeed with him a ruling passion, and the

smooth working of a complicated machine tended

to becomt mure important than the purpose the

machine was intended to serve During the ten

years that he held the post of Secretary he served

under five different Presidents, and the rapid suc-

cession of his temporary chiefs was not altogether

unconnected with his own remarkable tenacity of

urpose and skill m carrying it into effect While
is undoubted talents and magnificent powers of

work have thus left their mark on the educational

system of the country, it still remains to be seen

if the vast and expensive machinery he called into

existence will be more of a help than a hindrance

in the development of our national education In

igi2. on the appointment of Mr J A Pease as

President of the Board of Education, Sir Robert
Mornnt was promoted to the chairmanship of the

English Commission formed under the National

Health Insurance Act He lived to see the early

opposition to this Act graducilly die away, and
the Act itself become part of a great scheme of

health legislation To this Commission he devoted
the same power of organisation and intensity of

effort,• and his early death is probably largely

owing to lb unsparing use of these great talents

m the pumic service A B

Inc death is announced of the veteran Italian

botanist, Dk 1'ifk Andrea Saccakix), emeritus
professor in the Roval University of Padua Elorn

at Treviso in 1845, Prof Saccardo joined the Royal
Botanic Garden of Padua in 1866 as assistant

director, and in 1878 became director~a post
which he retained for the remainder of his official

life He was a^ professor of botan> in the Royal
University He is best known for his systematic
work on the fungi, hit “Svlloge Fungorum
omnium hucusque cognitorum’* has been, since
the publication of vo4 1 in 1882, the working
handbook of systematic mvcology Succeeding
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parts or plumes appeared at intervalt, the loti^

vol xxii in 1913, other eminent mycolcmsW
have co-operated m this great work. Prof,

Saccardo also published numerous separate

memoirs dealing with the fungi His **NoUa
Mycologicse " was a senes of descriptive papers
in various journals devoted to mycology from i8go
to 191 fi, when senes xx appeared in the ATuoro
Gtornale Boiantco Italiano But hts activities

were not limited to the fungp. Under the title

"'La Botanica in Italia" 1901)1 an
exhaustue compendium of Italian botanists and
their work from the Roman epoch onwards, he
made a valuable contribution to botanical biblio-

graphy In 1909 he contributed .% supplemental
volume to the “Flora analitica^ dTtalia " (bjJ^

Fiori, Paolctti, and B^uinot), entitled “Cron(>-
logia della Flora Italia,’* a systematic list of the
earlier records of the species of fernf ^nd flower-

ing plants, native or naturalised in Italy, Prof
Saccardo was also the author of a pamphlet,
“Chromotaxia,” on colour nomenclature, for the

use of botanists and zoologists In recognition of
his eminent services to botany he was elected in

1916 a foreijsjn member of our own I innenn
Society

Wi* regret to nole that Engnu'enng for March 5
records the death of Mr Wiiiiam Richards
Williams on February 23 Mr Williams studied
engineering at the Royal Lngmeermg College,'
Coopers Hill, and was appointed in 1887 assistant

|

engineer to the Public Works Department by
If M Secretary of State for India His work in

India was chiefly connected with irrigation In
1901 he was appointed to the Irrigation Service in

ultimately became Inspector-General
of Irrigation, Lowei Egypt Mr Williams had
been a member of the Institution of Civil

Engineers since 1906

We have received from Dr Aneel (lallardo,

now president of the Argentine National Council
of Education, a copy of his obituary notice of
Dr F P Morfno in FI Monitor de la Educaetdn
Comuti (Buenos Aires, December 31, 19x9) Dr
Gallardo gives some account of Dr Moreno’s
later work for education, to which we briefly

referred in Natphl for January 15, and empha-
sises especially the importance of his efforts to
provide for the children of the poorer classes
Among other institutions, Dr Moreno established
the Bov Scouts in Argentina The notice is

accompanied by an excellent portrait, which is,

however, a little blurred in the printing. ^

We much regret to see the announcement df,

the death, on March in his seventy-eighth!
year, of Prof Charles Lapworth, for many
years professor of gaologv and physiogrSflhy ht
the University of Birmingiwm
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The Gjrostatic Compass.
By S O Brown F.R S ‘

I
HAVE directed attention to several faults that have
to be rectified if the compass is to be of use on a

ship, and 1 shall now dincuss the last, but bv no
mean** the least, of the errors that me^ anse if the
instrument is not properly designed This error was
not known when the gyro-compass was first brought
out, and it proved a most difhcult fault to torrect,

while its elimination has had more to do with the
design of the later forms of gyro-compass than my
other factor

If a gyro-wheel is precessed towards, and kept
'^iointing to, the north bv an ordinary pendulum
^ight, It will work well on board ship provided that

the ship IS steaming on a fairly smooth sea, but if

the direction of the ship points anywhere in the
quadrants—that Is, north-west or north-east, south-
west or south-east—and the ship rolls, the whotl will
try to set itself so as to bring the rim of the spinning
wheel in line WMth the roll, and m a long-continued
and henv\ roll the compass mav show an error of
90® or more- a most serious fault and one that
would render the Instrument qtiit« useless tn a heaw
sea This error is called the ‘ auadrantal error **

The extent of the error demnds upon the violence of
the ship’s rolling and the direction of the axis of the
wheel If the ship points direct noith, south east,

or west the error is nothing but it would be a maxi-
mum in inv of the directionh before mentioned
^ 1 think Anschutz was the first to point out th<

error md suggest a cure This I i^atner from one
fOt his publications In the year kjit, in which, speak-
ing of the tendency of the compass to wander when
on boaid ship, he says - “ Theoreticallv, the influence
of rhvthmit turning movements on a gyroscopic ap-
paratus must disappear complotclv if not onW the
real, but \1so the apparent, movements of inertia
of the movable system become equal for each plane ”

If we go bark again and study our simple gyro
compass, we see that the movable system is not svtn-
metrical In the direction of the axis of the wheel
the effect of tilting movement is more or less resisted

'V the spinning wheel—this mav be termed thi

nbihsed direction, while at right angles to this-
t IS, in the direction of the rim of the wheel—there
10 resistance to tilting encountered, and this direc-

we term the direction of free swing A simple
1 of gvro-compass pointing, therefore, in a direc-

, si\, north-west on board a rolling ship has a
e applied to it tending to turn it so as to bring
direction of free swing into line with the roll

Anschutz gets rid of the error by multiplying the
number of his gyro-wheels and bv making the
instrtiment as symmetrical as possible In England
the auadrantal error was first discovered and staled,
I believe, bv the Admiralty Compass Department In
the vear 10x4 the Sperrv Co claimed to have effected
• cure for the error bv attaching the pendulous weight,
not directlv to the gvro casing, but through a pin
atganged to move in a slot in the rasing In order
that the axis of suspension df the pendulum mav
remain \’ertical when the compass oscillates with the
rolling of the ship, « small auxiliary gvro was rm-

tn stabilise ihe pin connection between the
pendulum and the gvro casing
We therefore see in these applications of AnschiUz

and Spemr two rfeneral Ideas In the first rase tn>
Mee is to make evenrthing symmetrical, like a balU
ao that th|^ is no stabiliaed or free swing direction

at tbs Roys! Tiuiitiitioii on bnday Jsnusry 10
YsSIlMtS frotti p 4t
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to the wheel, and, therefore, no tendency to turn;

while in the second a method is proviOM to pre.

vent the point of application of the pendulum weight
from moving and acting as a crank, and, by keeping
the pendulum weight alwavs vertical in the north-

west direction, to destroy itt power of turning the

compass In the Brown compass the quadrantal error

it eliminated by making the weight operate completely

out of phase with the roll—that is, at 90° displace-

ment
If a gvro compast is >\orkcd by a weight which

tends to precess the wheel in phase with the roll,

th<n there must be a quadrantal error, but there

will be no error if it is forced to operate lompletelv

out of phase with It It is also essential, as Anschutz
hts remarked, that the real moments of inertia shall

be the same In all directions of the movable system
of the compass, that is to sav, the moving system
should he in d\namic balance, as it is termed

If a child’s hoop is suspended bv a string and Is

swinging in one direction the hoop tends to set itself

lengthwise to the direction of the swing On the

other hand, if an exactly similir hoop be placed

over, but at right angles to, the flsst and suspended
as before, then on swinging the hoops there will be

no tendency for them to turn, as thev arc now in

dynamic balance It la for this reason that the mass
distribution of the moving system of the gvro-compass
should be in dvnamir balance, and to carry this out
adjustable weights are fitted, usually in the direction

of the spindto of the wheel, to counteract the weight
of the supporting ring of the gyro casing, and tnus
there is no tendency for the compass to turn, due to

this rinse, when under the action of rolling

The Brown gyro-compass is shown diagrammatically
in Fig 4 \ IS the gvro-whetl in its casing B
This rase is carried on knife edges M m the vertical

ring F and is thus free to tilt under the action of

the rotation of the earth The vertical rinn turns in

azimuth on a frlctionless mounting, consisting of an
oil-pump at the bottom and a ball-bearing, m at

the top XY Is the three-phase motor that drives the

oil^ump
The ^ro-wheel is the rotor of a three-phase motor,

and current is led into the moving system through
the three sets of iron contact rings R and S Thew
rings do not touch, but the outer set are hollow, and
morrurv fills the space between them, so that there
»s little friction The vertical ring is dynamically
balanced bv two projecting weights D Q is the
pendulous mounting, supported bv gvmbal rings and
bv the outer row of springs to take up shock
The gvro-wheel runs at 15,000 revolutions per

minute, and thus acts as a powerful blower, giving

an air-pressure equal to some s in of water Fixed
to the vertical ring but connected through the hollow s

bearing M to the inside of the case, Is the alr-jft L
This let blows into the two halves of the air-box K,
and thence through the pipes T. the air-pressure is

thus transmitted to the oil in the two sets of bottles

C ind D H is another alr-jet slmllarlv mounted,
and employed to act upon a pair of contact-making
vanes I

The contacts. T, through the agenev of the con-
troller, w*hlch is fixed on the switchboard are to work
the repeaters and the step-bv-sten motor V, this

motor forces round the follow-up ring N to kew the
contact.makinr vanes T always opposite the air-iet,

and in doing this all the repeaters on the shio follow
suit U Is the comoass card fixed to the upper por-
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tion of the vertical nng, and O the lubber-line

support

Ify removing' the four screws marked n the gyro-

compass can m completely removed from the gymbal
rings The instrument uius removed is shown tn
"*

5
o explain thi. action of the oil bottles 1 have

introduced Figs 6 and 7
Fig % illustrates the simplest form of compass, in

which the wheel and case B are controlled by the

pendulous weight W When the case tilts, as shown,
W is moved to one side of the vertical support, and
the weight tries to bring the case again to the

honzontiu
Suppose the wheel revolves in the direction of the

arrow a, the righting torque is m the direction of the

arrow h
,
then the wheel and case will turn in azimuth

in the direction of the arrow e Sue h a i ompass would

other At the middle of swing of the pendulum tW
air-jet is at the middle of the air-box, and there la

no difference of air-^ressure, and, therefore, no move,
ment of the oil; and when the swing is at the end
of Its path, and not moving, the air-jet is at one s^
of the air-box and producing the maximiun move*
ment in the oil, it will therefore be seen that the
movement of the pendulum and that of the oil are
out of phase with each other It is for this reason,
given good dynamic balance, that there is no quad-
rantal error whatsoever with this method of control
Fig 7 illustrates the method of damping the

compass Fixed to the same alr-box K are the two
d imping bottles C, C, smaller than E, E, but the
air here ac ts in the opposite direction to that in
Fig, 6

In one of these damping bottles is the adjustable,
needle-valve, and this valve has a constricted passage.

ha\o p qu.idrnntnl mioi Utausp the weight W would
produce siiesMs m ph with the loll

Fifi 6 illustratis tht method of iontrol of tlie

Brown compass \\ hi n thi < ite H is horl/ontnl the
bottles h, r art h ilf-full of oil, and the nir-jtt L is

blowing equMlv into thi two hal\(<i of the nir-box K,
but when the c im* tilts, as shown, then the air-

pressure blows into one side of the box more than
into the other, and in such a direction as to force the
oil from tho low pt bottle into the one raised There Is,

therefore, n considinhle righting torque Indicated bv
the w^cight of the oil W trving to restore the case
back again to the horironTnl
When the pendulum swings under the action of the

r^ls of the shin, the nlr-jet L moves from one side

tw^he other of the alr-box in tune with the roll,

blowing the oil periodif^lty from one bottle to the
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and Ihiu ihi flow of oil from om tiottle to the other
IS suitablv retarded,

\s regards the accuraiv of the (ompas- I may
mention that one on board a flagship in the Nortn
Si 1 during the war was obstivcd with particular care,
especially during very heavy weather, and it wu
repotted that it was never more than ij° from the
true north position during the whole of the tests

Trials on a ccmmerciar ship have demonstrated the
fact thit the employment of a gvTo-compass resulted
in the ship steaming everv dav more than 3 per cent
oriaUr mileage, m other words, one dav’s tteambig
in t1iirt\ would be saved, resulting in a proportionate
sin tng in t o d and all other expenses

I lumi now to a most Important application of the
fw ro f ompass, nnmclv, its employment as a gun
director
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The uee of the f^rostat in the Whitehead torp<d
haa revi^utionised naval strate^v and I believe the
uae of the same instrument in the
form of a ^ro-compats gun director

may posubly produce profound
changes in gunnery practice in the
future
Modern naval u arf ire is entirelv

different from that of the past in the
f'ict that the rival fleets come into

action when separated by manv
miles ,

the guns have therefore to

be worked and fired while the dis

tint tirgctu arc invisible t the

gunners
The guns have to be directed b

observers in in ekvattd position

these observers lommuniratmg th<

distance of the target and its dirtc

tion in space
Fhe direction in space must Ik

supplied by i gyro-comp iss on boar 1

the ship, and it is essential that the
compass for this purpove should be
of extreme accur'icv

Once the guns arc properly
trained they may be jo nod up ind
controlled by the gvrocompTss and
for this purpose the turrets v^ould
be designed to act as huge repeaters
keeping the guns pointing on th^
target, changing only on receiving
new directions from the observer
The compass would hold the guns

pointing on the distant target quite
independently of the movements of
the ship which mav at the
time be steaming at full speed and
manoeuvring Such movements are

It has been sugMted that the day of the big
battleship is over but I am doubtful of this, M 1

f O 5

• great pmtection to ships against submanne and
|
understand that ship** cm be made proof against

•«nal attadc ordimrv submarine attack b\ mtans of blisters filled

NO 2629 VOL 105"]
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with oil, d9 in our Navy, or by coal-dust^ as used
by the Germiuit.
Working the guns with the shiM at full speed, as

I have just stated, wilt be an awitional protection,

while submarine craft will be more dangerous
operating against fixed objects, such as harbour
defences, etc , In which case they could be detected
from the shore by submarine listening devices, such
as mv iKjuld microphone

In closing this discourse, I should like to sav that
a good deal of credit m due to Anschutz for the
murage he dl^layed in being the first to attempt i
giro-o^pass, knowing as he did the extremely feeble
force that is Hkelv to result from the earth's rotation,
and In the fart that the instrument must be earned
on a rolling, pitching, plunging vessel With us who
follow It Is a question over again of Columbus and
the egg For myself, if I h^ known at the com-
mencement of my acquaintance wdth the gyro-compass
—some five years ago— all the diflficultles that had to
be encountered, I think T should have abandoned the
pursuit

Notes
Vi the meeting of the Roval SfKieiv on June 3

thf Bakerim lecture wilt be delivered bv Sir Truest !

Rutherford on *‘Thc Nuclear Conslitutlon of the
\tom ’*

Sir Tvmps Drwar has hc'cn elected a c 01 responding
member of the French Vc.ulenn of Sc u nets m the
section of general physics in succession to thi 1 ite

Pi of P Blnserna

The Institute of Rost.arch in \nimnl Nutrition at

Aberdeen his received a gift of ro.cKiof from Mr
J O Roweit The amount requited from public

sources for the establishment of (hi institution is

25,000/

Mr a \ Campbbi I Swinion, during his presi-

dential addross to the Wireless Soc tetv of I ondon on
February 28, reviewed, with the aid of experiments,
advances in wireless telegraphy since 1014, and
received, In full view of the audience, messiges from
Gen Fem^ in Pans md from the Slough station of
the Radio Communication Co These messages were
received, not on the usual external aerial, but on a
sihipt^ loop of wire standing on the lecture-table

In the course of a speech at a Conference of Pro-
vincial and Suburban Wireless Societies, held on
February 27 under the presidency of Sir Charles
Bright, Capt F C Loring announced that the Post
Oflice Is In favour of granting wireless licences of
about 10 watts where an amateur can prove that he
thoroughly understands the apparatus and is a pro-
ficient operator, and that his transmitting station is

to be used for genuine experimental woric and not
merely for communic.itiun between other stations in
s general way,

VVp an offioialtv informed that Dr Carlos Ameghino
Ids b»*en appointed director of the National Museum
of Natural Hlstorv, Buenos Aires, in succession to
Dr \ngel Gall irdo, who retired In iqi6 to become
Minister of Education The new director Is the
younger brother of the late Dr Florentine Ameghino,
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the distinguibhed palaeontologist, who held the sAme
office from 190a until hia death in iqii During tlje

earlier part of his career Dr Carlas Ameghino ex-

plored many parts of Patagonia and made the greot

collections of fossil vertcl^ate remains which w'ens

studied and dcsctibed by his brother During recent

\earb he has been interested in the evidence for the

association of man w ith extinct mammals in

\rgentina

iiii council of th4 1 inncan Society has issued to

I the fellows a stateiiKnt of the present financial posi-

tion and outlook of the society, recommending them
to increase the annual contribution from 3/ to 4Z

The lost of publication is now so high that the Trans-
actions have already been suspended, and the Journal
is so much reduted that the issue of many valuable

papers lias to he postponed for an Indefinite time

f
The due mnintenante of the library and the prepara-

* tion of an up-to-date catalogue fire impossible in

( xisting iiriumstances, and all establishment charges
still tend to rise If the difficulties appeared to be
temporary some of the small invested funds of the

society might bo used, but as there is no prospect of

a return to former conditions an increased income Is

absolutely essential Nearlv all the loamod societies

are at present faitd with similar problems, and the

time seems to have arrived when there should be some
action in common to tonsidir the possibility of help
from public funds

Thr following are among the lecture arrangements
at the Royal Institution after Easter —Major
G W C Kave, tw^n lectures on recent advances In

X-ray woHc, Prof Arthur Keith, four lectures on
British ethnology I he Invaders of England, Major
C E Inglls, two lectures on the evolution of large
bridge construction

,
Mr Sidney Skinner, two lectures

on (i) Ebullition and Evaporation, (2) The Tensile
Strength of Liquids, Mr R Campbell Thompson,
two lectures on (i) The Ongins of the Dwellers In

Mesopotamia, and (2) The Legends of the Baby-
lonians, Mr A P Graves, two lectures on Welsh
and Irish folk-song (with musical illustrations)

, ProfW H Eccles, two lectures on the thermionic vacuum
tuba as detector, amplifier, and generator of elec-
trical oscillations; Prof Frederic Harrison, two lec-

tures on (i) A Philosophical Synthesis as Proposed
bv Auguste Comte, and (a) The Reaction and the
Critics of the Positivist School of Thought

;
and Prof

J H Jeans, two lectures on recent revolutions In
physical science, (i) The Theory of Relativity, and
(2) The Theory of Quanta (the Tyndall lectures)
The Friday evening meetings will be resumed on
April 16, when Prof J \ McClelland will deliver a*"

discourse on idns and nuclei Succeeding discourses
will probably be given by Prof H Maxwell Lefroy,
Prof F O Bower, the Right Hon Lord Rayleigh,
Prof Karl Pearson, Prof J A Fleming, ProA W L,
Bragg, and other gentlemen

Onx of the Industrial Research Assodationsjormed
In connection with the Department of $dentific/mnd
Industrial Research Is the British fi^re
Research Association If the association iirUms k*
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«r«rk Jdn « aufidently large scale^ and raleea 5000I. a
year from the trade for five yean, granta of the tame
amount and for the same period will be made from
State funds. The offices of the association are in

Evelyn House, 6a Oxford Street, W i The objects

of the association are to establish, in co-operation

with the Department of Scientific and Industrial

R^Marrh, an Empire scheme for the scientific inves-

tigatlon, either by Its own officen or by universittps,

technical schods, and other institutions, of the

problems arising in the sugar industry, and also to

encourage and improve the technical education of

persons who are or may be engaged in the industry

A survey Is being made of the ^Id of research which
is likely to be beneficial to the mdustry, and it is

proposed to establish a bureau of Information to

which any member of the association can apply for

aaglstanoc In the first instance, the whole of the

research undertakdh will be carried out m existing

institutions, and tt wilt be necessary to enter Into

agreements with the bodies controlling these institu-

tions for the use of laboratories and the services of

skilled scientific investigators With regard to the

actual production of sugar, experiments on the cul-

tivation of the sugar-cane and of the sugar-beet will

be undertaken in suitable parts of the Empire In

this connection it is hoped that very close relations

will be established with Colonial Agncultural Depart-

ments The organisation and general supervision of

the research work will eventually be entrusted to a

director of research, and it is hoped to establish a

Central Sugar Research Institute if and when it

becomes necessary.

In Algeria most gun-owners are able to trim roughlv

the flints they require for the long-barrelled murrle-

lo id ng guns and pistols which still form the principal

armament of the nation Mr M W Hilton-Simpson,

while engaged in collecting specimens for the Pitt-

Rivers Museum, Oxford, came across a sptHialist who
trimmed flints for sale This wotker’s mahods are

fully described in the Marih issue of Man lie em-
ployed a rough stone for striking the flakes from the

cone, and for tnmming the flakes thus struck off he

used a small tool resembling in outline the univtrsal

general-utility implement of the country, a combina-

tion of a hoe and pick This man’s features indicate

an infusion of negro blood, but flint-chipping docs

not seem to be a special negro trade, the man being

a resident of one of the oases where there is a negro

stn^ in the populadcm.

Op the eighteen species of ground-squirtels found

in the State of California, four, inhabiting cultivated

areas, have beccune pests The life-histories of these

four aiUi of the harmless species have been verv larc-

' fully described by Messrs Joseph Grinnell and Joseph

Dixon in vol. vii. of the Monthly Bulletin of the

State Commission of Horticulture In one district

tpfsstsd by the Oregon ground-squirrel the authors

abHmated that there were iia adults to the acre or

76^000 to the square mile, and that these would con-

in one day more than two t6ns of green forage,

ntbM wmM be sufildent to feed nirfetv head of cattle

th||t same time.
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Bird-lovers will read with no small pleasure Mr
J H Gurney’s cAmlthologicsl notes from KorfoUc for

1919 in BrUUh Birds for March. Perhaps (he most
interesting of these notes are those relbrnng to the

bittern, which seems to be returning to the Broads
in increasing numbers to breed It is satisfactory to

learn that, so far as can be ascertained, this year no
nests wrere raided, though in one nest the brood, un-
fortunately, died The little owl, he tells us, which
up to 1914 was confined to u few districts in the west
of the county, is quickly spreading throughout the
whole of Norfolk The preyalling prejudice against
this bird he considers scarcely to be Justified, since

**thc test of dissection is rather in its favour than
otherwise ” During the war vast quantities of a tar-

like substance were spread over much of the North
Sea for military reasons One would have imagined
that the need for this had now ceased, but in these

notes are records of numerous divers and guillemots

picked up in an exhausted condition owing to this

compound clogging the plumage

In the fourth part of his study of the Mala-
costracous Crustacea obtained by the Ingolf and other

Danish expeditions from deep water in the seas

round Iceland and South Greenland (“The Danish
Ingolf Expedition,” vol in

,
part 6, Copenhagen,

1920), Dr H J Hansen describes the Cumacea and
Phyllocarida Of the former group no fewer than
sixty-six species are enumerated, of which twenty-

four are new- a surprisingly large proportion of

novelties in view of the attention that has been given

by G O S»ars and others to the Cumaoea of northern

waters Together with Dr Hansen’s previous

memoirs on the Isopoda and Tannidacea, ttiis report

serves to bnng into prominence both the extraordinary

richness of the micro-fauna of the sea-bottom and
the imperfection of our knowledge of it even In the

better-known regions of the ocean From the point

of view of systematic zoology, if not also from that

of marine bionomics, a one-sided impression is apt to

result from confining attention mainly to the more
easily studied species of the plankton In dealing

with the Phyllocarida Dr Hansen Is able to throw

new light on the structure of the limbs and mouth-
parts of the long-known and much-studied Nebalia.

In the March issue of Medical Sctence AhstraeU
and Reviews (vol i , No 6), one of the reviews is

devoted to the subject of typhus fever Owing to the

war this disease has been very prevalent in Europe
during the last four years; for example, in Poland

124,620 cases were recorded between January 1 and
July 27, 19x9 Lice are the agents by which the

disease is transmitted, but the causative micro-

organism IS still unknown The blood-scrum gives

agglutination with a Proteus bacillus, the Well-Felix

reaction, which is of considerable value for the
diagnosis of the disease

An interesting lecture on the history of electro-

therapy by Dr W J Turrell is published tn the
Archives of Radiology and EUdfoXhetapy for February
(No. 235). In England electrical treatment appears
to hhvt been first pra'^tised by the clerical pcofCslon
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In 1756 a boofe on the subject was published at Wor-
cester by Richard Lovett, a lay clerk at the cathedral

m whl^ he records the treatment of a number of

diseases with electricity In 1780 John Weslev the

great divine anonymously published a book entitled

The Desideratum or Electricity made Plain and
Useful In this he appeals to the medical profession

for a trial of the curative effects of electricity and
records many alleged cures

Wa have received the first number of a new British

journal devoted to pathology entitled the Bnitsh

Jounud of Expenmenlal Pathology It is published

bi monthly under the editorship of a board of editors

by Messrs H K Lewis and Co the annual sub

scnption, post free being 2I The journal has betn

founded for the publication of original communica
tions describing the technique and results of expert

mental researches into the causation diagnosis and
cure of disease in man Among the contributors to

this first number are Prof Bayhss ( Is H^emolvsed

Blood Toxic? ) Dr C amcr ( On Symfmthetic

Fever and Hyperpvrexial Heat stroke
) Prof

McIntosh and Mr Smart ( Determination of the

Reaction of Culture Media ) and Mr I tides ( Sero

logical Classification of Meningococci ) Tho journal

IS well produced ind will we believe fill 1 lacuna

in the means of publication of research work at the

disposal of British pathologists

Mr W L Georok who gave evidence before the

National Birth rate Commission has contnbuted to

the Fortnightly Revtvw for March a summary of the

argumenin he presented to that body which does not

appear yet to have amved at a conclusion upon them
Tho lino he tikes is that a high birth rate corresponds

with a low degree of education a low level of com
fort and poor foreign trade He views therefore with
udnujess and indeed with sitisfaction the recent

decline ui the birth rate and would take active steps

in that dirtction bv promoung the understanding of

conCraceptivcs and other presentive measures
Whether this could be done without leading to gra\e
evils may be doubted At any rate, Mr George is

justified in opposing proposals tending in the other

direition such as those for the endowment of mother
hood which would have the effect of encouraging im
[MiKlent mamigcs or illicit connections and as the>

involve an expenditure that he sees is financiafiv

impossible must fall to the ground He would have
us base our quest for national prosperity on good
births rather than on more births on quality rather

than on quantity Like til difficulties diat arise out
of the passions and the insuncts of mankind, the

problem is soluble only b> an appeal to reason and by
a gradual education of the will in men and women
It should be noted that large families have given to

the communitv manv valuable members

A fturpORTiKo expedition for Roald Amundsen s

trans-polar voyage has been organised by the Nor
wegian State Some details from Scandinavian
sources ve published In / a Giographu (vol xxxiu ,

No t) The expedition which reached Greenland last

summer u m charge of Lieut O Hansen, a Danish
naval officer who accompanied Amundsm m the
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voyage of the Gjoa in 1905-^5 Lktft HaBaak Is not
wintering at Buh in about 78* 15' K This snontb
he hopes to leave with a dosen pledges f6r Chpp
Colombia the most northerly point of Grant Land,
in 81^ N Stores and provltsons for a yqar will be
taken Amundsen who proposes to leave his ship,

the Maud at the most northerly attainment of Its

drift 18 expected to make for Cape Colombia, and
may arrive there in March iqai

\t a meetinj^ of the Royal Geographical Sodetv
on March 8 a paper was read by Miss E M Ward
on The E\olution of the Hastings Coastline** We
can scarceh agree that the Wealden dome stretches

from Bench> Head to the North Foreland as it does

not extend bc\ond the Warren at Folkestone where-

the chalk of the North DOwns comes down to the

sea or that the North Foreland «» in the Channel,
ail we might be led to believe It may be pointed out
that the eastward flowing drift of flint beach is general

on the South Coast and that this has resulted in

most of the southern flowing rivers being turned to the

cast whilst forming a spit of beach on the seaward
side of the stream this being the result of the con

fliLt between th eastward flowing tide and the south-

ward flowing stream As the streams lost their

\elocUy and < 1 r>ing power they deposited their silt

and finalh the nflict between sea and mud ended

in the vict^r\ of the former when the sea made
Its bold att ick on the land which is still going on,

and against whi h engineers arc fighting The exist-

ence and continued growth of Dungenest have never

set been satisfactorily accounted for, but tfiere is

some reason to beltevo that the desittictlon of the

Hastings headland let loose vast quanbties of beach

which had accumulated on its western side and that

this gave rise t the vanouii low terraces sHU to be

observed on th west side of the Nest Miss Ward
finds It difficult to believe that at Hastings there was
1 promontorv in Neolithic tunes even so much as

seven miles in length but it is fairly genemlliT be-

lieved that thi passage between Fngland and France
was comparatively narrow in those times and
Prof Bo>d Dawkins even suggested that NeoUthic

man came across on drv land

In the Proceedings of the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences (vol Iv December, 19x9), BImrs.
George F McLwen and Ellis L Michael dekt with

the functional relation of one variable to eachjof *
number of correlated vartables when the representa-

tion by linear regression is unsatisfoctory Tbs basid

idea Is to assume that the dependent variable may
be rquesented bv a sum of functums of the IndepeiN*

dent varisblet and to detenmne these fimeCipns by
dissection of the material Into a series of groups
If for Instance a variable w is to be eKpressed u|

terms of x v and s a serife of groups of sr),

(w yK and (« s) are forned, a firs^ appnaodtna^^
to the relatton between « and a Is obtained by iakhig
the averages of the (w, iff groups, eolrroctiofts grV
then den^ from the averages of Hie 9^ HO#
(w s) groups, from the second sggtfmhtfbipaf
approximations are denved, ooavergedof betkg
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tfthied to the values of w corresponding to variations

of X alone. Sitnilarly the other functional relations

#re obtained. The idea of defining a function by

means of a senes of corresponding values has been

utilUed by various mathemadcians ; the most obvious

criticism of its statistical appHcability Is that an
Immense omount of arithmetic v.ou1d be required to

4etennine more than a very small number of corre-

sponding values The method, however, deserves

further consideration

Th& MtieofoXogicoi Magtistne^ an official publica-

tion of the Meteorological Office, first issued

tinder Its new tide about the middle of February The
journal incorporates Symons^Y Metrorolagiral Vago-
aiae and the Meteofologicdl Office Circular For

convenience in reference, the serial numbers of

Symonr^i MfUorologtcal Magazine are being rarrted

on The change has lome al^t through the absorp-

tion of the British Rainfall Organi/atlon in the

Meteorological Office The cover of the new pub-

lication gives the portraits of four pioneers of meteoro.

1og>, all of whom were associated with the Meteoro-

logical Office Of these Admiral FltrRoy had
charge of the Office at its Initiation, when It was a

hnifneh of the Board of TradCi and Mr Svmons was
an assbtant sixtv years ago, but left after a short

penad and devoted himself to the collection of

ralnfsll returns, from whuh evolved later the British

Rainfall Organization Gens Sabine and Strachc\

were successively chairmen of the Meteorological

Office when controlled by the Royal Society Little

change hat been introduced into the st\le and
character of the nublication and it ts evldendv not

Intended to make any radical alteradon In addi-

tion to the interesting article on ** Weather in

the British Isles’* for the preceding month, which haj.

hitherto regutarly appeal^ in Meteoro^
Jogiaal Magamnef an article is now given on Weather
(Abroad ” which will doubtless be valued by readers

of the journal

On March 10 I-ord Moulton delivered a lecture at

Unlvesdty College on **The Training and Funrlions
of the Chmical Engineer " The lecture was presided

over bv H.R H Prince Arthur of Connaught Lord
Moulton referred to the groat importance of securing
an odrquate and suitable training for those who had
to p^ferm chemical operations on a large scale In
a reaaarch chamlcai laboratofy work Is carried out
m tmalL quantities of pure substances with every

oonvantefioe at band and regardless of cost and
ooooOh^, In chemical industry, on the contrarv, itw aaoeanry to can^r out operations on vast quanti-

of h^ure subttanoes with no conveniences
Mi with the greatest possible regard to the matters
ol coat and ecowmy. The 'question of change of
Mia waa alUmportant, since it was extremely difR>

to secure on a large scale that uniformity of
^Obhdftfegii aaaily obtained in a^ research labora>

IPfT $aiti 'fundamental for the luccass of the
>n|iwatjqg, (.ord Moulton laid great emphadt

aubjact of esatfog and coats, since, as
out, the success of an industrial

vot. 1Q53

operation in the real world of chemical industry,

I

as compared with the succcm of a chemical

I

operation in the Ideal world of the researdi labora-

I

tor>, depended entirely on its cost It was a noble

and dignified business to moke things cheaply so

!

that they could be utilised by large numbers of people

In conclusion. Lord Moulton referred to the fact that

the Ramsay Memorial Committee had given 35,000!

for the building of a laboratory of chemical ea^neer-
ing at University College He e.irnestly hoped that

i
the further sum of 50,000! which was required would
be forthcoming A vote of thanks to l^rd Moulton
for his interesting lecture was proposed by Prof F. G,

Donnan, who referred to the great work Lord Mouhon
had done during the war as Director-General of the

Explosives Supply

Mr. James 7 bm. 54 South Bridge Edinburgh, has

just issued a useful and comprehensive catalogue of

new and snond-hand books on technical and scientific

subjects The prices named In the second-hand section

are very reasonable A laudable feature of the cata-

logue IS the giving of the dates of publication of the

volumes

Thf Oxford University Press will shortlv publish an
English rendenng, bv H L, Brose, of ** Space and
Time in Contemporary Phvsict An IntroducHon to

the Theory of Relativity and Gravitation,” by M
Schlick, with an introduction by Prof. F» A Lkide-
mann The work is intended for the general reader
It deals with the problem of the structure of cosmo-
logical space, discusses the relation of psvehologiral to

physical space, and analyses the significance of

measurements in physics.

The Reader *s /tidex—a bi-monthl> magazine issued
by the Oregon Public Libraries—for March and April
contains much useful guidance for readers, including
a reading hst of books and periodical articles on the
Einstein theorj We notice references to articles In

Nature of June ii, 1914, December a8, 1916, March 7
and 14, 1918; November 13, 1919, and De^mber 4,
XI, and x8, 19x9.

A NEW series of books dealing with the textile indus-
tries has been arranged for by 5fr Isaac Pitman and
Sons, Ltd The editor will be Prof R Beaumont, and
one of the first volumes in the series to be published
will be that by the editor on ** Union Textile Fabrica-
tion,** which will contain three main dblrions dealing
respectively with bi-fibred manufactures, compound-
yam fabrics, and woven unions Another voHune in
the series will treat of “Flax Culture and Prepara-
tion ” It win be the work of Prof F. Bradbury.

Mr, D N. Wadia writes to say that the two llhia.

trations from hb ” Geology of India” reproduced in
Nature of January 15 were not his own phot<^raphs,
but from the collection of negatives at the oflleas of
the Geological Survey at Calcutta. Acknowlcd^ntnt
of this was, unfbrUinately, omitted from the boiti,
and our reviewer assumed, therefore, that the p4toi».
graphs were the author’s.
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Our Astronomical Column.

TAX Total Solak Ecuivk of SBPmnR 20, 1922.

—

Mr. A R HInk* read a paper at the meeting of the

Royal Astronomical Society on March la on the condi-
tions along the track of totality m thU eclipse. The
nearest available station is in the Maldive ArchlpelagOi
where the sun*s altitude is 34}^ and duration ^ iis

It is recommended that an uninhabited islet be
selected, as there la less risk of illness on one of

these, the others having a bad reputation for Euro-
peans Also it should be an islet in the centre of a
lagoon, as the outer ones experience vibration from
the turf, which would spoil fine definition The
weather is likely to be clear but windy

Christmas Ufand, south of Java, is near the noon
point; the sun's altitude u 78)^ and the duration 3^m
at the south point of the island. There are a fiounish*

Ing phosphate industry on the island, a monthly
steamer Kom Singapore, and good jetties and cranes
at Flying Pish Cove, whence there is a railway to the
south coast Much of the island it covers with
forest (haunted by large land-crabs), so some clearing

might be necessary to give enou^ sky room for

adjusting the e^atorial mounting vmich it is intended
to use here The weather conditions in September
promise to be very good
The west coast of Australia offers difficulties, the

country being barten, and there being no port In the
neighbourhood of the track The east end of the

track In Au>tralM is in Queensland, just south of

Brisbane The sun’s altitude here is only 18^, but it

is possible to obtain an altitude of about 26^ by traveU
Hng by rail Into the interior

The programme will include a repetition of the
Investigation of the Einstein shift , there is a fair field

of stars round the eclipsed sun, though they are much
less bright than those of the eclipse of Mav, 1919

Tub Binarv Star f Eridani —This southern binary
star (R A ih, 36m 45s , S deci 56° 36') was
first noted as double by Dunlop in 1826, and ob-
served by Sir John Herschel at the Cape, 18J4 to

1836 It was for some time doubtful whether the

reUtive motion was not rectilinear, but curvature it

now definitely established Mr. B H Dawson gives a
determination of the orbit in the Astronomical Journal,
No 762. as follows —Period 2189 years, T 180614,
e o»7ai, a 8 025*, «> 301 40®, • ± 1 14 a6^, SI 1 03® There
is still much uncertainty, as only one quadrant has
been observed The large sixe of a makes the pair

an interesting one Apastron was passed in 1916,

and the stars are now ^ apart Both are of magni-
tude 6a, the proper motion of the middle pdnt
betsveen them is +0 0336s

, <foosa', according to

Boss

Faint Nbbuub —Publications of the Yerkes Ob-
servatory, vol Iv

,
part 2, is occupied with an account

of a research on faint nebulae by Mr Edwin P
Hubble Mr Hubble toede a series of ^otographs,
with the a4-in. reflector at the Yerkes Observatory,
of some rich nebulous regions, including seven well-

defined clustera, containing more than fi\e hundred
n^lit Hie measures for ascertaining their posi-

tions are given, but, owing to the bad figure of the

images In the outer parts of the field, the precision is

not * oontldered very great The exposures did not
onnerally exccad two hours, as beyond that point verv
Utde seemed to be gained. The average diameter of

Ike nebulae is about 25', but in certain regions, nouMv
In Perseus, they are distinct^ mailer, about
The question of the distance and status 0/ these small
nebulsB ts discussed at some length, but the evkienoe
appears to be Insufficient to dedde whether they are
In the remoter parts ol gslactlc system or'alto-

^getber outiltelt.
^
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International Plsheiy Inveatigattoaik

^HE first meeting since the auttmm of 19^3 4i

^ the International Council for the jSxplofanon of

the Sea took place in the Surveyors* Institution, lyest*
minster, on March 2-^ The Council exists to com
aider and conduct investigations mto the fisheries ol

the North Atlantic
,

to examine how far these fisheries

are being depleted by fishing; to invesrigate natund
methods, such as by breeding, etc , of Keeping up
the stock; and in cases qf certain future failure or
supply to suggest the necessary remedial measures
The Council ras been conducting researches for nearly
twenty years, but its operations during the war were
brought almost to a standstill For the most part it

deals with the sea fish common to all country, but
a special sub committee considers the salmon, and
a second the eel, shellfish are not Investigated The
countries represented were Franc^ Belgium, Hollaodi
Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland, and Great
Bntaii^ each country having two delegates, with
scientific experts fiom the fishery authorities of each
France was represented for the first time, but Ger-
many and Russia dropped out of representation; the
meeting wns too hurriedly convened to allofv of the
U S Congress appointing delegates, and there was
no representative of Canada, the eastern fisheries of
which are mainly coastal Great Britain was repre>-

sented bv Mr H G Maurice and Prof D*Arcv
Thompson as delegates, Mr Holt rmresenting Ire-

land, while most of the scientific staffs of the three
countries took part in the deliberations of the com-
mittees, including Prof. Stanley Gardiner (temporary
Director of Fishery Research) and Comdr. Juiies (of

'

the Scottish Office)

March a was devoted to general business and the
formation of committees, the whole body meeting
together under the chairmanship of Prof Pettersaen
(Sweden) After T telegram of respectful homage had
been dispatched to the King, the chairman referred

in sympathetic terms to the troubles of the last vears
and to the increased importance to Europe of safe-

guarding its supplies of fish Commodore Drechsel
(Denmark) and others spoke of the closure of the
greater part o&tho North Sea as the most gigantic
scientific experiment ever made In respect to the
closure of areas, and one from which we might be^
able to draw the most important deductions in respect

to the conservation of our fish supply Mr Matmcc
pointed out the difficulties under which all countries
are at the present time labouring, and aopealed to all

to help In drawing up practical programmes of wotfc
su'h as each country could guarantee to carry out
The meeting then spilt Into two committees for
fishery investigations and fishery statistics and for
hydrography and plankton (floating life in the sea).

The committees met twice dally during the n^fj
three days to draw up their programmes to be suM
mitted on Saturday, March 6, to the wh^^bqffl
of delegates The main delibmtions of thb rCfi
Committee were in respect to the plaice All
egretd that the fishery statistics of Western Europe
up to 19T4 proved that there had beefl a mc^ ierioU|
depletion of the stock of plaice on the fishlng-groMol
of Western Eurooe^articularly In the soumm hi^
of the North Sea. The apparently probable (SsappfjM!^
ance of this fish, from the point of view froth of the.
industry and of the consumer, was felt Jo tw m
calamkous that even the strongest meas&es WAxR
thought to be justifiable. It sl|s proposed that
Council should suggest to the di^omatJsts to i

a sixerllmlt and the oermanent riosurs m
areas to provide a. i%ive, Irom wldkih the.,
plates might spread S to twitocit the 1

It was pointed out dud Oeo^/if^ tied
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Jbtojl a of nearly lo in , but that Holland did
huft nvotk one of more than about in 1 he repre
Jpe^tivea of Great Britain tonudered that the effect

pt the clgaur«' of areaa on the industry had not been
auflkfent studied, that the closed arias must be as
tfnall as possible consistent with the preservation of
th^ plaiofs stock of the North Sea and th'it the study
of the effect of the war in having closed great arcan
would materially assist the Counal in arriving at the
n>oat practical results

British view was finally adopted -ind it was
decided to undertake a war s intensive plaice inves
Bgation with the view of considering the whole quos
tibn in 19a i and making rm mmendations The
comimttee then proceeded to draw up a programme
of investigations A thorough collection of stot sties

f§ plaice marketed was deemed essential 1 urther

hum an accurate knowledge of the sizes of the fish

both as marketed and as cai^ht on commercial
trawlers was recommended Tne liberation after

mailung of a senes of fish would be necessary to

show their wandering during the year Further ck
penments in the liber ition of marked fish of small

size on the Dogger Bink v^erc recommended Ihe
spawnmg grounds should be more full) inv sti^ited

and charted The liberation of a largo senes of dnft
bottles both surface and bottom vas deemed essential

so as to ascertain the dnft of the ind ycung
larvae which float for many weeks in the water FIk
examination of numben> of cggi so as to ascertain

the intensity of spawning in different areas was
deemed advisable as well as an investigation int the

food on which the larvae feed
As most of tht so iwning areas of the plaice are off

the east coasU of (ireat Britain it was generally recoj;

nised that this country would have to concentrate n the

present year mainly on these plaice investigat ons but
the hope was expressed that the examination of the
life^history and wanderings of the lemon sole would
not be neglected while the other fish occupying
plaice grounds should be c irefuUy recorded 1 h con
tinued examination of the constitution of the herring
shoals and of the other work on the life histor>

growth etc of the herring was recommended Great
Bhtain being requested to collect samples and to s nd
them to Norway the representatives of which (Dr
H}ort Prof Gran and Dr 1 ea) undertook to examine
tbm
The Danish reprosentatnes desiribed their olans

for a second great exoeditun in the Noith Atlantic

to search among other objects for the spawning
ground of the fiesh water eel which their previous

g
showed to be somewhere tn the latitude of

Ira and at depths of at least 1000 or 1^00
ms They also gave an account of the com
al results obtains bv the importation of the

young eels (elvers) and their liberalon tn Danish
rivers and lakes Dr Johansen (Denmark) and Dr
Rosen (Sweden) descnhNl the work of their respre

tWe countries on the movements of salmon and sea

traut tbe-ages of these Ashes for spawning the libera

tlbo of fry etc , showing results of considerable

soQfiomtc fmportanre—results capable of immediate
tapllcatlon in many British rivers could the difficulties

Is fOSpset to poliutfon be overcome
Hvdrographlcal and Plankton Committee

timed Into sub committees for Its two subjects

former Is milnlv concerned with the currents on
dj^lng grounds in respect both to the movements

n fish as henjog mackerel ar^d pilchards andm Miffttotf of flsh-eggs and smvng Tt was
Hr tonaldered that the hope of for^elllng the

of fhe fish and tfie sucoeas or otherwise
hpdwMbg year by year depended on a more
fKW ^ rtfovements of Gulf Stream ^

waters from Barents hta to Iceland and down tho
Kuiopean coasts to Mogador with more intensive
investigations m the North bca ihe nature of the
spawnmg wati dcuiifOd peculiarly important, as on
tniii depends to a large degree the success of the
hbhin^ komc years afterwards when the spawn has
^ruwn into hsh of marketable size Lxtentive tem-
perature records and witer samples from a series of
trin«^canic linerb month by month were recom-
iiHnded and the hope was expressed that the United
States would c > Of^ratc by collecting samples on
liners cutting the Gulf Stream nearer where it leaves
the St#ut8 of hlorida

A full programtne of hydrographic work was recom-
mended in the southern half of the North Sea in view
of the plaice investigations Here the sea is so
shallow that the water is thoroughly churned up from
surface to bottom and in consequence surface
samples only mostly from pissciif^er ships, were pro-
posi'd 1 he dnft bottle pro(^ramme was approved and
somewhat extended in the hope of understanding
bettei the isobanc temperature and salmity charts
of the region in respect to the movements of fish^

with the view of making them usable by fishcrxnen

ihe plankton sub committee under Prof Gran,
drew up a very small programme on account of
present difficulties but it decided to recommend
researches on the physito chemical conditions of sea
water in respect to the life in the sea It regarded
this basd research as impossible ether to initiate or
carry out under the Council and so decided to record
Its opinion as to the necessity of such researches
on living animals in respect to the water in whtch
thes live It was po nted ( ut th it the irid or alka
line niluie (f the w iter aflects the rate of growth of

V ung fish and that further knowledge here in nspect
to trout salmon nd plai c might become at once
of t onomic imfoitmce Animals too show growth
in the most rarefullv filtered sea water—a matter of
the greatest importance the meanmg and utility of
which could not be foretold It is well known that
th blood of human beings can be teplaccd by sea-
w It r but not so cffectivelv by artificial sea water
whi h IS made from distilled water bv dissolving in

it thi various salts The possible mta ing of this
was discovered by Dr Allen (Plymouth) working on
minuU mu*inc animals and points t) those mvs
tenous substances v tamines of whuh so much
has been heard in the last six vears and so little

IS known The s< ircher for economic results in

fisheries must have the basal theory and knowledge in
respect to his living fish duly developed as the foundn
tion on which ht has to build Incidentallv an
mere ise in knowledge of this s duble food etc should
be rapidly applic ibfr to oyster and mussel farming
and the sub committee could only hope that the
requisite genius to give further ideas would soon be
found

Ihe development of lakes and rivers for the pro
duction of food was of speoal interest to Mr Holt
(Ireland) the Swedish and Finnish representatives

and Dr Redeke (Holland) the last giving an
account of the very great development of the fresh
waters of his country So far as fish were concerned
•—salmon is treated seoaratelv—the subject Is of little

importance to Great Britain but the possibility of
the development of a button industry by the cultiva-
tion of mussels was thought worthv of investic^atlon

France was represented bv M Kersoncuf (Director
of Marine Fisheries) accompanied by M Titsier
Prof Behai Prof foubin and Dr fe Dandt A
meeting with the English and Irish representatives
resulted in the formation of a special committee to
consider and report as to fisheries off tfie mouth of
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the Engttsh Ch«niie| and in the Ba> of Biscay and to
the west and south The rhtef nsh of this rej^ion

are the migratory mackerel and mlchard and the
hake which apparently is a great wanderer It is

hoped also to investigate the possibihties m respect
to tunny of which there should be an almost un
limited supply in the Atlantic Fran e undertook the
preparation hi a fishing chart of certain grounds
Ireland particular cruises to meet the French vessel

and England to continue and extend her Investigations
into the waters of the Channel England was also
asked to undertake as soon as nossible regular
cruises to the south west to invcstig le the ch
of the Culf Stream vaters n resoect to mackerel
pilchards and tunnv
At the full meeting on Saturday March 6 tht pro

grammes of the committees \\<re adopted and Mr
H G Miurice vas unanimoush elected pres dent for

the ensuing year the next meet ig to be held in
Copenhagen in 19s i the presnt r ter believes that
the fishery industry aopreaates the vitil importancf
of these ver\ technical investi^ tions m the results

of ^htch the interests of the fisherman ond the re

searcher are identical he appeals to the industry to
ro-operate in cveiw way in its power and in pnr
titular to return emft bottler nd marked fish

Exhibition of DiseMes of the Para Rubber
tree

A N important txhT) t on jlU str iting the fungtl deatrov the m\celium invariably preaent ii

di^eoaes to which the P«ir4 rubber tree (Hevea whole infert<>d area isolated by a trench

bfasUwmu) ts subject in Ceylon nnd Malaya was
opened on March 10 in the Botsnv Gep rtment of
the Impcr il CoUefsC of Science and 1 ethnology by the
M irquess c f C rewe in the presence of leading repre
entatives of the rubber trade The exhibition which
has been organised by Prof J B 1 armer [> re tor
of the Biologic 1 Laboratories of the college includes
B large number r f trunks of rubber trees specially
shipped from the bast showing the diseases as they
occur n the oiantation and torms a striking com
mentarv on the optim sm which obtained in the first

>ears of the industry as to the probable relative im
munitv of Hevea from disease
The warnings issued by botanists at the time that

the Par 1 rubber tree \ ould no more escape epidemic
fungal d seasc than an\ other crop plant has unfor
tunateh been justifie I by eve us \t the present time
there are several diseases wh ch if not checked as the
result cf soind scientifi knowledge ntelllgently
applied may ser ously affect the future of the planta
tion inlustr> The fomur opt misni finds a present
dev counterpart in the eoualh dangerous view held in
rertaVn quarters that sanitation s all that is neoes
aary as a safeguard against disease and that in con
sequence txpend turc on m\c 1 g cal research is waste
of mone) The f ct that the causative organism (If

tirganJun it be) of the most dan^rous disease in me
plantations at the present time ( brown bist

)
is as

yet unknown is sufficient reply to so short sifted a
visw The exhtbtUon comprises three main sections

(1) A scriss of rubber trunks affected b\ the duef
<tiseaae« met with in the East illustrated by admirable
colosiied wall^iftures of the diseases m situ (a) cul
ittTW and mUiilSscopic preparations of living fungi
isolated at the college from the trunks exhibited and
(3) a sect >n devoted to the important bearing of a
knowlcdf;.( f the natomv ol the bark of the tree
imoa questions of latex vidd TMs section also in
etudes trunks illustrating different systems of tapping
All the exh bits ere accompanied by explanatory fab^
The principal diseases represented are as follows
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(i) Brown Bool —This is by far the mhst
disease at the present timsi and is rapkify t

certain estates in lava having as many as 6fr per
of the trees attacked It is an affection of the bgrtc
in the tapping area and » of acute importance^
it quickly results in the complete csssatien w lattm
flow Later the bark becomes disctdoured asrf busri
appear over the affected area The disease ts metwM
on young and dd and on vigorous and badeward
and occurs in every type of soil At present pnWN^
tivc measures are conhned to disinfection and esosion
of the affected tissues but successful treatment Wr
hindered by ignorance of the real nature of the diseasr
Hitherto physiologic li d sturbanoe produced by tarmtig.
has been held to be the cause but recent work
Sumatra suggests a bacterial origin further reseereh
alone can settle this fundamental questKm

*

() Fontes Itgnosus Next to brown bast this h$ tBe
most serious disease of Hevea It is a fungus ol the
familiar Polyporus type attacking the cortex of tbd
roots In cases where it was neglected m the early
stages it has since wiped out large mocks of rubbefi and
from the nature of the disease the replanting of sm^
areas has been impracticable The mycelium •praaos
to the Hevea rxits from old ningle stumps or from
sod m which old jungle roots have been brmg From
the infected Hevea roots it passes to all healthy fqots
in the vie nity finally destroying the trees Treat*
ment consists in exposing the root system and paint*

mg the diseased roots with Bordeaux mixture or
other fungtnde The soil is also heavily tinned td
destroy the m\celium invariably present in it and the
whole infected area isolated by a trench

(3) Fomes ^sctidofcrreus (Porta)— Ihis fungus pene«
trates deeply into the wood of the Hevea room often

leaving the cortex as a Imng cylinder until the wood
IS destroyed by a wet rot The tree thus shows^
little external signs of attack until the disease hat(

reached the final stage In consequence measures ot

dealing with Poria are limited to preven^g its sprmid

Ihc treatment idopted is essentially the same as for

homes Itgnosus 1

(4) Dry Rot {Vstultna onata)—This fungus Is

wound parasite and gains entrance via lesknit mV
roots stems and branches killing the wood, which|^

becomes soft and tindery Owmg to fbrmer nefdMtj
of wounds the disease it greatly Increadng lo oldsr>

plantations Ihe best preventive treatment is a
periodic il dressing of all wounds with tar When
confined to the branches the disease may be remowsd
by pruning but if on the base of the trunk or an liNf

roots the tree is usually found to be Infected With'
Fomes in addition and treatment is ImpractJcabfc

(^ Patch Canker (Fh^phihora Poberf)—
disease is increasing in all therubber-giuwingoawfttrk|
of the East The bark just below the surfhee beeoUKB
claret cdoured and eventually dies off m pettfess

The disease can be controlled by early removWl^hf tlfe

bark and coating the exposed surface with tar Wc
the chief difficulty is that the affected baric It ItpaH

jf

entered by boring beetles which penetrate deefifv mk
the wood carrying with them Wires of ifity rt*
(Ustulma) In consequence nearly every ease oT
neglected patch canker u also infecM with &rf rOt

() Strtpe Canker {Phytohhthora sp ) —Tfeds

was a formidable menace during iqr ftnoen MB

the whole of the tapping surface rote
tunately it it now a|mo*t oompletsly h
J A i iS-x .. T
dativ disinfection of thf taaping cut

(7) Phik Dt$0at* iS

itt

L£IISUsSi

•dnuttUdUt Rum
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.WlMd mudi damage in the Eaat It rarely attacks

iny young trees, and devel<m most rapidly during
pWods of neavy rain Manifestations ot the disease

nr^tOatrerndy variable, but a common form, viz a
encrustation on the branches or main stem,

ghfee the disease its popular name. Once the bark is

penetsated the fungus spreads rapidly, destroying the

eortes, and frequently enters the wood, interrupting

the water-supply to the branches, which turn brown
and die. So far the best treatment has been the

removal of infected branches, or by treating the

^seased parts with tar Except in special cases,

^vraybig is not practicable.

In the section devoted to fungal cultures and pre-

e
rations, the following fungi, among others, have
sn isolated and grown from the trunks exhibited

heveoe, a cause of ** thread blight *' disease,

moUfyodiplodta thtobromae, a cause of “die-back**,
Ugnostis , Hyphomycetes associated with

Bolryodiplodla In addition to living cultures of

these fungi on potato and banana agars, interesting

iKKperlments are In progress with the view of a&cer>

femiing the cflfect of the vitality of the host upon the

potency of the parasite The fungi have therefore

oeM sown (on wounds) on apple-twigs respectively

healthy, of low vitality, and dead, arm the cultures

kept in a saturated atmosphere and at C
The third section well illustrates by means of

diagrams the important relationship between the

anatomy of the rubber stem and the yield of latex

In high-yielding trees the bark shows a large number
of rings of latex tubes and a high relative proportion

of soft bast as compared with hard bast, wnich latter

contains abundant groups of stone-cells interrupting

the rings of latex tubes In good yieWcrs the stonc-

otUs are more or less confin^ to the external part

of the cxirtex, in low yiekiers they are distributed in

'^spth The well-known superior yield of tapping cuts

niade from left to right over cuts made from right to

left It due to the oblique course of the latex tubes in

tlhe bark This unportant fact is explained in a

huge diagram Mr. H Ashpiant exhibits elaborate

stanstics showing individual daily tapping yields ob-

t^ned by different coolies on one estate over a period

of three years The figures show that highly skilled

tappers working a group of trees previously tapped by
average or poor tappm may collect from 50 to

SCO per cent more latex than the unskilled men
This fact results from the variable depth of the cut

made by the inferior tafmers, who do not reach the

more internal rings of latex tubes A further

loterestbig point is the favourable influence of a good

fts^per*s work on the yield obtained by an average

Bper succeeding him in the same blodc

It is much to be hoped that efforts will be made
midntain and develop the present exhibition as a

rmanent museum of the ecorlothic mycology of

fcrai hraHhenm Such sr museum, wfth Its natural

opm^tement of an information bureau, would be of

tbe greatest practical value to the home representa-

tlves ot planting Interests and to the Industry

Mnersny# The exhibition demonstrates in the

lifsarest faghlon the suprarne importance of scientifiu

rteaaith In this vital aspect of rubber-planting

mir diseases are bound to occur in the future,

cgM U may be disastrous to wait until the

~*‘]|iladoQS are seriously affected before taking stens

are €tpert advice Adequate scientific staffs

be oondmiously engaged in studying the com-

^ Jtlology of Hevea. so that in the advent of a
axpcrieaced specialists oautd be detailed

df dihloerto cope with It It is, howevdr, essential that

dmataAi sWh} be composed of nwi of first-rate

iWipy abd tra||tUig, for where so much Is at stake
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anything short of the best is worse than useless.
Moreover, the best men afford the greatest dumoe of
effecting the desideratum In combating all diaease,
viz the btitch in time The industiy must be prepared
to pay for such men, but there can be no question
that money generounly and wisely spent on thew lines

would be repaid tunes over

The Position of the Meteorological Office.

T^R C G KNOTT, president of the Scottish^ Meteorological Societv, has sent us a copy of the
following resolution passed by the coundl of the
society with reference to the present position of the
Meteorological Office —
“The council of the Scottish Meteorological Society

have had under consideration the information pub-
lished regarding the future status of the Meteoro-
logical Office aM its relation to various Departments
of State They recognise that an incoiporation
tn one of the great Departments of State U desir-

able, and realise that meteorology has much to gain
by an intimate connection with the Air Ministry*

At the same time they have In view that the State
Meteorological Office bias many other departments and
interests to serve, not the least of which are those
of pure research They feel that anv system bjy which
the policy of the Office was directed by the interests

of only one Department might in certain circum-
stances hamper Its proper development The science

of meteorology made notable advances In many direc-

tions under the liberty enjoyed by the Director of the

Office with the administrative committee as con-

stituted in iqo% The council urge that, whatever
constitution it may be convenient to give to the Office,

the public, departmental, and scientific Interests of the

science should be safeguarded bv expressly and per-*

sonally charging the Director with the care of

meteorology in all its branches Under such an
instruction the Director could bc^ relied upon to

organise the service upon a scientific plan and to

build up the administrative elements in accordance

with the demands made unon him The council also

feel that any step which will modify the functions and
responsibilities of the Metedrologlcal Committee
should he taken onl\ after searching inquiry bv a
Departmental Committee into the necessity for anv
modification, and the nrohnble effect of such modi-

fication on the work of the Meteorological Committee

Earthworks and Retaining Walls.

I
T is admitted that our knowledge of earthwork
problems is far from complete, and the informa-

tion given in two papers read at the Institution of

Civil Engineers on February 10 forms a welcome
addition Mr. Ponsonby Moore Crosthwaite has made
experiments on the horizontal pressure of sand, and
finds that the angle of internal friction is much less

than the angle of repose The experiments show that

the pressures on a wall, as calculated from the

Rankine and Colomh theories, are much too high,

esp^ally for surcharged walls Further expenments
show that the wedge theories which take account of

the friction between the wall and Its backing give

correct results if the wall Is not surcharged, hut break
down for surcharged walls Bv modifying the wedge
theory so as to neglect the friction on the bark of the

waH, and Introducing the angle of internal friction

instead of the angle of renose, marked agreement was
found with the experiments for surcharged walls.
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BxpMrimentt waro made with the object of tatting

whether the frlctkm between the wall end the backing
wet of Importance, and these showed that this friction

did not affect the horixontal thrust

JThe second paper, by Mr Angus Robertson Fulton,

gives an account of experiments made on the over-

turning moments on retaining walls The method
of direct measurement of the moment was employed,
the fining was of three kinds * (t) clean nver sand,

a gravS, and (3) garden soil The total height

thout surcharge wa^ limited to ? ft , and with sur-

charge it reached 9 ft The experiments without sur-

charge show that results calculated from the Rankine
theory are greatly In excess of the observed values,

while those obtained from the wedge theory approxi-

mate fairly closely to experiment For surcnarc«ed

vertical walls with unlimited slope the wedge and
Rankine formulas give values too great by 20 and
SO per cent respectively In the whole series of

expenmonts the greatest discrepanev occurred with
the 7-ft levels (no surcharge) when gravel-filling was
used, and was worst with the wait mrlined outward
Low experimental values were also obtained In the

sand tests at the lower level under surcharge Mr
Fulton concludes that the wedge theory gives good
results with material uncompact^ for walls in which
the inrlination of the Inner face is not greater than
usuailv obtains in practice

Fellowship of the New Zealand Institute.

AT the annual meeting in 2919 of the Board of

Governors of the New Zealand Institute It was
decided to establish a fellowship of the institute, since

—apart from Hutton and Hector memorial medals*
which can be gained only by very few—there are

no honours attainable in the Dominion for those
engaged in scientific research, the number of whom
has greatly increased In recent >ean», while more
branches of science are pursued than formerly This
fellowship, which entitles the recipient to place the
letters **FNZlntt" after hit name, it limit«l to
forty fellows, and not more than four arc henceforth
to be elected In any one year until the number is

complete, after whiAi only such vacancies as occur
may be filled

In order to make a commencement, and as there
were many who ivell deserved recognition for their long
and valuable services to science, it was resolved that,

tn the first place, twenty original fellows should he
appointed, these to connst of the living past-presidents,

together with Hutton and Hector me^llists (ten in

all), and of ten more members of the institute who
were to be elected by the past-presidents and medal-
lists from persons nominated bi the various affiliated

branches of the institute

The fellowship is to be given onlv for research or
distinction in i^ence, and it is plain that tlie dis-

tinction even now is far from easv of attainment, and
that, as time goes on, Its value wilt greatly Increase
The diction and appointment of the original fellows
took place at the close of tqiq and resulted as
foliowa —Mr, B C Aston *tProf W B Benham,
+Mr Elsdon Best, *tMr T F. Chceseman, *fProf
Chas Chilton, *+ipr L Cockayne, +]^f T. H
Rasterfield, P>rof C C Farr, Mr G. Hogben. Mr

Hudson^ Prof. H. B Kirk, tJDr P Mardiall,
'Dr D Petrk, +Slr Ernest Rutherford Prof H W

t Segnr, Mr S Perev Smith, Mr R Soeight, Pitl
jS P W Thomas, the Hon G M Thomson, and
pr J Allan Thomson * signifies past-pretident

,

+ Hertor medallist* and t Hutton medallist
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Thtt PropoNdi Unhretitty of

T ORD HALDANE’S concqitloa of the divUofi^^ the country into areas in each of wUdi «
university ” caps the provincial education selme k
coming to be recognised as not only wise and ttr<4eetag
but also essential In Georgian aid Victorian dayi
a uqjversity was looked upon as primarily an inslitil

tiim for the ccmipletion of the teaching work of
schools. The wider view is taken now of the univw
bity as a focub of the intellectual life of the cami
muntty which it serves and as a centre for researdu
When in 190s it was prq)Osed that the Vietc^

University should be split up into the University td

Manchester and Liverfyi, many regarded the multi
plication of degree-giving bodies with apprebendoa
It was feared that it would lead to a oompetltioo
downwards* The reverse of this has rappenpd
Leeds, Sheffield, and Bristol have secured incyrndml
universities, and each of them fears, above all thing*,
the imputation that its degrees are less desirable than
those of any other

Reading is now seeking a charter This project {i

not new In 191 x the colfege received great endow
ments from Mr and Mrs G W Palmer, Lady
Wantage, and Mr. Alfred Palmer, given tor the pjtf*

pose of enabling it to qualify for a charter. The
scheme was interrupted by the war, but has now boM
taken up again with the utmost vigour. Three o^

four only of our modern universities have so largs

a permanent source of income Its students are now
more numerous than were those of two diartered
English universities before the war

In the provision of residential accommodation
Reading is unique Its six hostels lodge upwards 0^
four hundred students The college hat also certakt
definite claims to be regarded as a national ini^tu4
tion. In addition to the faculties of letters and wdttm
and the departments of fine arts, music, and domestic
subjects, its distinctive line of study is agriculture,

horticulture, and dairying In these subjects it la a
most important centre of research Students go to
it, not ontv from the whole of the United Klncrdom,
but also from the Continent and the Brltitii

Dominions overseas
The desire for independence it most naturaL As

matters stand at present, its professors and lectureKi
have no voice in determining the conditions for

degrees in settling the syllabuses of teaching, ht
earning out the examinations, or In marking their
studentb’ answer-papers

UnlTersity and Educational IntelHgenca.

Cambridob—Prof Horace Lamb, Sir Thomax
Heath, Prof W*H. Bragg, and Dr. Henry Hcgd ha^
been elected honorary feilwB of Trinity Cdli
Mr A Amoa, Downing College, has been a^.

University lecturer in agHculture, and Mr/'G*
Yule, St John’s College, re-apfxrinted, Unlv^nltl
lecturer In statistlcf. ^

'

A Smith’s prixe has been awarded to S. roHai
fellow of Trinity Cbllege, for an esaask off

Sti^tjes Integral and its Genaraliaationa ”
The following granta have been made

Gordon-WIftan fund —50I -tor plant>tir.pAfi,(
mentf. Kcl for an axpmmantaf tM dmimr Hi mf-i
pbvriolopical taboratorr, .ol to aaabt in^ >

and dia^av of entoinolo„ical tpedmana.
In tba .tudv of Plelatoeene JdiJWli round
and col, toward* a ddldt on tba woiMm
botanical dapartoaant
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of the^ R^al^wvmistion on Oxford
Ibfd CxfAbnd^ UniverviUes flivet notice that all

^tmobera olm University ho desire to submit repre
touations on matters falling within the terms of refer

tMM of the Commission should forward written

Oienioraada m triplicate to him at 2a Cirlulc PI tee

0 W 3 il possible by the middle of \pril

'Prtsh regulations for the diplomas m agriculture

and forestry have been drafted It is proposed to

establish a diploma in horticulture and further to

Uidude horticulture in the subjects to be examined
upon for the degree of B A in agnculture estate

management, and forestry

t Tutc Senate of the University of Dublin has dicidtd
im grant the following honorary degrees —D I tit

William Crooke LL D Lord Bryce and Sir

Donald MacAlister M D Sir Archibald E Garrod
Regius professor of medicine in the University
of Oxford D Sc Prof W H Bragg Quain
professor of pl^sics in the University of London nd
Prof R A Millikan professor of physics m the
University of Chicago

A Royal Commission has been appointed to inquire
Into the financial resources and working of the Uni
versity of Oubhn and of Trinity College Dublin and
to consider the application which has been made by
the University for State financial help Ihe members
of the Commission are —Sir Archibald Geikie S r

John Ross, Dr A £ Shipl^ Prof J S h
Townsend and Prof J Joly Prof G Waterhouse
IS to be the secretary to the Commission

Thb govermng body of the Imperial College of
Saence and Teranology has made arrangements for
the provision partly from its own funds and partly
from the gifts of donors for this special purpoiic of

six post graduate scholarships for ad\anced worl ^nd
research to bo held in the coming yeir at American
iimversiUes It is hoped that arrangements may b
made for mterc^ange by the reception at the Imperial
College of a corresponding number of university
students from America 1 ord Crewe chairman of

the governing body, has received the following letter

from Viscount Grey — It is most desirable that
young men of the rising generation who will do
much of the public work here and in America m the

coming years should get to know each other s uni
versities It will help both countries to realise how
much the British and American peoples have in

common not merely in language but in thought and
m political views and ispirations I am sure the

interchange of students between British snd Amen
can universities is most valuable both to individu 1

students themselves and generallv in promoting fnrnd
•hip based upon true understanding

A WKLL-ATTSNDXD meeting of teachers of the Incor
^ated Colleges and Schools of the Lniversity of

Lpnooo was held at King s College on Friday
March IS, under the chairmanship of Prof W A
Rone, of the Imperial College of Science and
Technology, to consider the position of universttv

Mchers m relatioa to the Teachers (Superannuation)
Acft llie ^Irraan pointed out that as the Act s

uniyerslty teachers are expressly excluded
CrOfi^ Its nepefitA This exclusion will inevitably set

g twitier between the schools and the universities

pftwnt the free tran^ution of teachers from— to .Ae Other, esj^dally as the salaries

tJty lectiirert conf^iare most unfavourably

. j Ih the better secondaft schools Flnan
the bttieftts under die Teaimers Act ere much
r In eliaoft oil respects than under the existing

SgiltM s^ieme for university teachers which
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makes no provision in respect of the years of asn/^ce
of a teacher prior to his joming the scheme whereas
the Act lb retrospective and takes account of aR joars
if recognised service As the scheme was only insti

tuted in 19 rt this is a matter of senous concern to

the older university Uachtrb for whom the provision
on retirement is totally inadequate The new scales
of salaries and th Iracherb Superannuation Act have
made the school teaching profession much more attrac
i ve than in the past and unless the universities are
placed in a position to offer salaries and retiring allow
ances at least comparable with those offered to
teachers in secondary schools they cannot maintain
their eificienLy and attract the abler graduates to tht ir

service After discussion the following resolution was
passed with only five dissentients — That this meet
ing of whole time teachers m the Incorporated C ol

le^s and Schools of the University of I ondon hereby
requests the Government to extend to university

teachers and administrative officers all the benefits of
the School Teachers (Superannuat on) AH qi8
\ c mmittoc w IS appointed to take further action in

conjunct on with the Association of Umvcis tv

Teachers

Societies and Academies

London
Royal Aoctety Mar h 4 —Sir J J Thomsc n prcbi

dent in the chair—Dr F F Blackaua fhe proto
plasmic factor m photo synthesis The centre of
interest in problems ( f the photo reduction of CO« in

l,rcen photo^synlhcsising cells is shifting from the
chlorqihyll to the piotoplasm Ihe quantitative con
trol of photo s> nthesis in the normal green cell is

determine prou plasmically Ihis is illustrated by
the temperature relations which are not those of a
photochemical reaction but of a dark reaction The
photo synthetic ictmtics of leaves of different vatic

tics (green v gulden leaves) md at different stages f

development show no t elation to the amount of chloro
phyll that they contain as is brought out by the
absimilation number* of WillstatUr The relation

between chlortmhyll development and photosynthesis
devel(»mont described in the next cc i munlcation
furnishes another instance of the dominan of f iciors

other than the pigment In many lower organisms
we find the power of reducing CO, to form organic

matter by chemical energy in the absence of p
or light This chemo s\ nthesis may be tht sole or

only an alternative bource of the carbon for the living

cell The process involves of course no cosmic gn n
of energy In these cases the efficiency of energ\
transference from the oxidation of various substances

to the reduction of CO, seems to be as great as or

greater than in the utilisation of light energy for

photo reduction of CO* —G E Briggs The be
ginning of photo-syntlmis in the green leaf In
young leaves development of the power of photo
synthesis is found to lag behind development of chloro

phyll so that a green leaf when young may exhibit

very slight or »ro photo-svnlhetic power This means
that photo synthetic activity demands development cf

some other internal factor than chlorophyll The
potentiality of this other factor rapidly increases with
age day by day even when the leaf Is kept tn datlu
ness continuously By keeping a leaf m a. yefy Ipw
partial pressure of oxygen further development of

chlorophyll can be rocnpletely arrested even In con
tinuous light Here also starting with a of

fedble green tint there is similar daY4>v-day increase

In photo-^thetic power in spite of there being no
forther greening Fxperiments were carried out hy
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mettnt of a new apparatut designed by Dr. F. F
Blackman for measuring a unatl output of oaygen
In photosynthesis The leaf is jlluminated m a
closra circuit in an atmosphere of hydrogen and
carbon dioxide In part of the circuit gases are
carried over palladium black, so that oxygen pro-
duced unites with two volumes of hydrogen
threefold reduction of volume resulting is measured
by a gas burette in the circuit In this apparatus
oxygen pressure is kept so low that no further
development of chlortmhyll takes place, while photo-
synthetic production of oxygen ran bo measurco with
great accuracy. If a leai is cut from a seedling
growing in the dark at an eorlv stage of development,
and then partially greened by exposure to light m
air, Its pboto«s^nthetic activity i\hen transfers to
the apparatus will be verv small or nothing If

exactly the same procedure is repeated a few days
later, the photo-synthetic activity may be nearly as

g
reat as in the normally developed leaf -- Dr B
laare, E WWtIsy, and T K Wetnrtsr Sunlight and

the life of tho sea fStuiies of th< photo-svnthesis in

tnarine algse (i) Fixation of carbon and nitrogen
from inorganic sources in sea-water, (2) incteose of
alkalinity of sea-water as a result of photo-synthesis
and as a measure of that process, and (3) relative
photo-synthotir activity of gnen, biown, and red sen-
weeds in light of varying intensity

|
The vernal out-

burst of green life which occurs at tho spring oauinox
is occasioned bv the rapid change in intensity ot daily

illumination A study of the seasonal variations in

plankton around Port Erin, Islt of Man, has now
been camid on for many years by Pi of W A Henl-
man and his co-workers In many vears the great
outburst of diatoms occurs before the tempi riture of
the water has even begun to move frohi its wintoi
level It thus becomes clear that it is the longer,
brighter day, with increased altitude of the sun, which
Is tne primary factor in the sudden dawn of the life

of the sea each spring This is illustrated by a chart
upon which are shown for each month (1) temperature
of the sea, (a) number of diatoms, (3) hours of bright
sunshine, (4) total radiant energy, and (0 the amounts
of nitrogen peroxide prei»ent In the air (formerly called
“ofone of the air’* or “active oxvgen ”), as taken it

Raddiffe Observatory, Oxford, bv Schonbein's
"Ozone “ papers A sudden riv in radiant energv
in March is accompanied by (i) ihe diatomic outburst
and (a) increased nitrite content It has been shown
that the growing diatoms rapture this enormous in

crease of light, and utilise it for building both carbon
and nitrogen into their organit substances The
source of the nitrogen is the atmospheric elemental
nitrogen dissolved In the sea-water, and not ammonia,
nitrites, or nitrates The source of the carbon is the
carbon dioxide of the bicarbonatts of calcium and
magnesium dissolved in sea-water As this carbon
it removed m photo-svnthesis the sea becomes always
more alkaline, and the change of reaction can be used
as a rough measure of the marine crop Although the
increase of alkalinity is small, vet the volume of sea-
water is so Immense that, as has been pointed out
bv Moore, Prideaux, and George Herdman, suppox.
Ing this to happen to a depth 0? 100 metres over the
surfncG of the sea, then tne crop of moist plankton
per square kilometre would amount to about 1.400,000
kilograms This corresponds roughlv to about 10 tons
per acre

Hsyul'MIcTMcspktf Ssclsty. February 18—Prof lohn
Eyre, president, in the choir --Dr Agnes Afto;
O' Studies on the binucleate phase in tlw plant-cell.
Rudolf »ssr and Dr Agnes After (2) Multinucleate
cqHs. an historical study (xSTq^iqiq), These two
paper. wA-c read as one It was pointed out that in
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1844 Naigeli first stated that the plant-oett lA ess4
dally uninucleate. Those botonlits who have frdH
time to time directed attention to exceptions ti

Nageli’s rule, usually attributed little importance to

them, but recent work has made It dear thqt a bU
nucleate or multinucleate condition is a very constaAt

character of young and active tissues The authors*

observations on the subject were then discussed, the

case of the nuclei of the young Inflorescenoe axis of

Eremurus htmaUucus being described in detail It was
shown that the binucIeatc condition arises by mitosis*

The division is normal up to the formation of the

daughter-nuclei and the initiation of the oeU.p)late.

At mis point the mechanism apparently breaks down,
the ceil plate is resorbed, and the spindle-fibres and
associated cytoplasm—the “phragmoplast** of Errera

—become transformed into a hollow sphere which
encloses the two daughter-nuclei, and eventually, by

gradual expansion, merges with the cytoplasm lining

the cell-wwl For this hollow shell, derived from the

phragmoplast, the authors have proposed the term
"phragmosphere ** (Proc Roy Soc , B, vol. xd ,

IQ IQ, p 10) The question as to how the binudeate

condition of these young cells passes into the uni-

nucleate condition characteristic of mature tissues,

was then considered It was shown that, although

bilobed nuclei often occur, which at first sight suggest

that the two nuclei have fused together, more critical

examination induates that these “nuclei are nngff

nuclei, the lobing of which Is an Indication either of

senilitv (axis of Asparagus) or, in some cases, of an
effort bv \oung and active cells to Increase their

nuclear «urfate (slelar oarenchyma of roots of

Stratiotes, leaf eoldermis of Hemerocallls) The
authors think it more probable that the uninucleate

condition is restored by degeneration and resorption

of one nucleus, than by the fusion of the two nudei
The paper dosed with a biief reference to the dgni-
ficance of the multinucleate phase

MANCHESThR

Literary sod PfcUosepkkal Ssetoty, Febnjai7 3,—Sir
Henry A Miers, president, in the chair.—Prof, E.
KMcht Alpine insolation effects on unprotected wood
Effect of direct sunshine on the wood of Alpine
chalets When exposed for about a hundred years
the surface of the wood waa^socnetimes charrm or
scorched to a uniform black, presenting under the
microscope the appearance of coal The dianges were
probably brought about more by thenno-chemt^l than
by photo-chemical action By prolonged heating of
wood to Q3*^ C the author had produced Indptent
blackening of the surface The temperature of de-
composition of wood appeared to have an important
bearing on the question of coal-formation —W
Ttemsoa and H S Nsw«« The behaviour of
amalgamated aluminium and alundnium wire In-
vestigations on the fine feathery growths produted
when aluminium wire u brought mto contact with
mercury No such growths are obtained from amaL
gamated magnesium, although it undeigoet oxldatkat
more roadilv than aluminium at the ordinary tem^
poratures of the air—C. E. StteStertr. The after,

effects of cannibalism Cannibalism would not be
indulged In bv people with vegetarian tastes, or bj
those who, having a craving for anlmw foOd^
could satisfy it Others who had this crarifife
but no animals to eat, would become canmtedi.
No state in which indfscriminate^|nan.«ating srae
indulged in could have fiourished. OmUsls were
fore appointed who Invented rites which heOB^
religious ceremonies. Human sacrifices weee«
certein extent, discontinued, bqt the rites w«re>OQiiv^
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Religious animal sacniicc4 of the ancients

Afl after-effect of human sacrificea, as is pos8ibl>
^flbr practice of saying grace before meat

i Paru
Autaiy al Sclsnces« February 23 —M Henri

Desiandres in the chair —M L Moagla gave an account
of the life-work of Etnile Boudieti correspondent in
botany*—H Aodsysr The method of Gauss for the

^ calculation of secular perturbations - L MaqaeoM and
£ OsaMVSty The absorption of calcium by plant-
roots and its antitoxic properties towards copper
Calcium does not prevent the absoration of copper
by the roots of plants, and c^per ums not prevent
the assimilation of calcium Ine antitoxic action of
calcium, experimental proofs of which are given* is

of a physiological order, it prevents a dangerouN
ApcutHulation of the poisonous metal Delsgc
Suggestion for the reason for the double fovea of
certain birds of pr^ —W KUUa The repartition of
the facirs of the Palieo-Cretacoous m the strut turnl

units of the south-east of France —j Hsdaaisni
Report on the works examined and retained by the
Ballistics Committee during the period of the wat -

Prof Michelson was elected a foreign associate in
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Knowledge and Power.

r-DAY, in almost every sphere of .irtivily, as

IS widely recognised^ , the majority of the

important problems that have to be handled are

largely technical in character, this is so whether

these problems lie in the broad domain of national

policy, in the narrower limits of administrative

action, or in the restricted fields of executive per-

formance To this situation is due, as is well

'known, the need that has arisen in receni times

for that high degree of specialisation in certain

kinds of knowledge which has revolutionised the

schimc of organisation of the personnel in the

fields of commerce and industry, and is likewise

responsible for the introduction, in many entei-

prises throughout the world, of the of the

expert

Being, comparatively speaking, a newcomer in

the realms of officialdom, the modern technical

expert has still to be assigned his place of prece-

dence there, and at the same time to have the

scope of his authority and the dignity of his status

definitely determined and uncquivoc ably declared

These arc matters calling for early attention, for

a suspicion exists, not without foundation, that,

whilst in comniercial^ltnd industrial circles the

expert has been very generally permitted to occup>

a position of mfluence compatible with the import-

ance of his matter, in the governmental sphere

the expert has, more often than not, been rele-

gated to a position in which his every purpose is

rendered more or less ineffectual, one, moreover,

in which the exercise of his legitimate activities

IS barely tolerated by those occupying the clerical

or controlling positions

During the past few jears the prevailing

uneasiness regarding the unsatisfactory footing

on which the technical staff in the public services

finds Itself has been quickened, owing largely to

an appreciation on the part of the public of the

fact that It was the failure in governmental

quarters to giveiieed to the advice of the technical

expert that was responsible for bringing the

country to the brink of a dire catastrophe—one,

indeed, which, at the crisis of the late war, threat-

ened its continued existence as an independent

people, one from which it escaped with but a very

narrow margin#

The British puUic had be^ persuaded to

believe that any deficiency in the mihtary

' »0 3630, VOL. 105]

n
establishments of the country was more than

counterbalanced and compensated for by reason

of the high perfection to which every detail con-

nected with the Royal Navy had been brought In

the circumstances, the public may w^ll be par-

doned for the belief so firmly held by it before

the (ireat War that the British Navy had

nothing whatever to learn from either friend

or foe

Ihit tHe popular conceptions on the foregoing

matters were in many respects erroneous now
stands out in t'old print in the pages of I.a)rd -

Jcllicoe’s “The Grand Fleet, 1914-10 " t In the pre-

face to this book It IS stated m unequivocal terms

th It the Germans were “ superior to us in

miUrial" The gallant Admiral docs not limit

himself to generalisations, but on many a page
he particularises the specific matters in which the

equipment or arrangements on our battleships

were deficient, defective, or obsolete, and our

defence works wanting For example, he states
“ I he Jutland battle convinced us that our armour-
piercing shell u.is inferior in its penetrative power
to that used by the Germans “ “ Some delay

occuned in improving our range-finders Our
most modern ships were provided with range-

finders 15 ft in length, but the majority of the

ships were fitted with instruments only 9 ft long

During 1917 successful steps were taken to

supply langi finders up to 25 ft and 30 ft in

length, a senes of experiments with stereoscopic

range-finders was also instituted in the same year

It had become known that the Oi rmans used this

tvpe of lange-findcrs “ “ fhe use of smoke
screens was closely investigated as a result of our

experience of the Gorman use ol this device’*
“ Neither our searchlights nor their control arrange-

ments were at this lime of the best type " The
foiegoing are but a few of the specific matters in

which the foremost Navy m the world is recorded

to have been outstripped, at a critical period of

the war, by a rival of new creation

In other directions, too, was Great Britain lack-

ing in the matter of naval defence For example,

reference is made by Lord Jellicoe to the fact that

harbour defences and obstructions were non-

existent in the early days of the war Again,

it IS stated that in the matter of gunnery and

torpedo practices considerable leeway had to be

made good As regards the former, after the out-

break of war a great extension of the system of

director firing, by which one officer or man can

1 PubUiM by CmwII and Co., Iitd. Pnoa 31/ dV oat
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lay and lire all the guns of a ship, was made (<n

August, 19149 only eight battleships had been

fitted with this system)

In the face of the disclosures made m connection

with the Battle of Jutland, it may well be asked

whether the deficiencies and defects to which

attention has been directed could have been fore-

seen in peace tune and provided against Little

doubt on the subject can be left in the minds of

those who read in a spirit of inquiry ‘‘Fifty

Years in the Royal Navy/* the autobiography

of Admiral Sir Percy Scott *
,

the matters

dealt with therein provide a direct answer

to the foregoing question In many of the

pages of this autobiography will be found the

story of the stiiving, over a long period of years,

after prepress and efficiency in relation to various

details connected with the Senior Service, and of

the obstinate opposition to all reforms which

was constantly met with by those who were in

pursuit of essential improvements The remarks

of Sir Percy Scott on every subject the theme

of which relates to the attempt to introduce

Into the public iiervicc Mime new idea or device,

or some improvement on existing apparatus,

machinery, or methods, have all the same ring

about them In relation to every one of the matters

to which the distinguished Admiral refers, the

conduct of those in the controlling positions was

consistent ,
in every instance the advice and assist-

ance of the expert were ignored, either until it was

altogether too late, or until considerable barm

had been done and the waste of much public

money, if not also the loss of valuable lives,

involved

Sir Percy Scott tells us that it wa> so long ago

as February lo, 1909, that battle practice first

took place, at Tetuan, with extemponsed director

firing. Yet it took the Admiralty two years to

come to a decision as to its introduction into the

Navy, and the Board waited for eight years—

inde^, until the nation had for nearly three years

been involved in a hfe-and-death struggle—^before

It adopted the system generally

Another remarkable illustration of Admiralty

methods mentioned by Sir Percy Scott is that con-

nected with the depth charge, which ultimately

turned out to be the antidote to the submarine.

The design of a depth charge, actuated by a

hydrostatic Vklve, was submitted by Capt Pw H.

Colomib on OcU^r i, 1914. The idea was so

sunple that these depth charges could have been

B PdSIUMdlvr John Itnrray Prto* ti# Bit.
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supplied in large quantities within a few weeks

of the date mentioned, but it was not until 1916

that a decision was arrived at on the matter;

meanwhile, the delay, it is stated, involved the

nation in a loss of 200,000,000!

A similar striking example of officialism

occurred in relation lo the Pomeroy bullet, which

was eventually successfully used in attacking

Zeppelins This bullet had been first tried in 1908,

and gave satisfactory results ,
it was submitted to

the War Office in 1914, but rejected. In June,

1915, another trial uas made of the bullet, and

again it proved ^satisfactory
,
however, it Mas not

accepted and brought into use until the autumn of

1916—that IS to say, the country had to wait two

years for the adoption of an essential missile

which was urgently wanted, in spite of the fact

that the efficacy of the invention had been unmis-

takaUy proved many >ears previously..

Instances of official ineptitude and bureaucratic

formalism similar to those referred to m the fore-

going examples, and others mentioned in Sir

Percy Scott *s autobiography, arc, unfortunately,

all too common in practically every Government

Department in this country, and arise all from the

same cause, the ignoring of the advice and

opinions of the technical expert and a fixed dis-

trust of hun Expression was given to this atti<-

tude a few years ago by an official of the adminis-

trative branch of a Government Department during

an inquiry before a Select Committee of the House
of Commons into an important engineering con-

tract—a contract in whuh the technical staff had

been entirely ignored at every stage connected

with its negotiation “I do not think," said thii

official, "these gentlemen, the highly technical

experts, are suited, by their education or their

environment and line of thought, and all that sort

of thing, to decide very often what is the best

thing to do Tb^y jump to a conclusion " Yet
the most superfici^ examination of the evidence

that exists in relation to the measures steps

by which the technical expert has Itmeeded
in providing man with the material comforts
enjoyed by him, and by which there have beca

pl^d at the command of the business community
the powerful aids to commerce ^d^ndbstry odtn-

pns^ in the domain of the public utility servtces,

affords the most complete oontradlctiop of the mis-

chievous doctrine conUuned in the fclfegoing uUdt-

ance.

It must not be imagined that it is alone in

relation to questions of high policy, ^ such; lor
f*
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example, as the Dardanelles Expedition—v^ith

regard to which it is recorded in Lord Fisher’s

** Memories “The Cabinet Council reached its

conclusions without drawing the opinion of the

expert thereat for its guidance *’ -that the tech-

nical experts are ignorea,' onjfthe contrary, many
example^ can be gi\en of instances when, in

relation both to imporUint technical aspects of

departmental policy and to simple matters of

executive detail, the advice of the technicians has

been overruled or not sought

The root cause of the mischief under discussion

lies in the system of the Civil Service A pri\i-

leged class has been allowed to grow up there, a

oia<is which, b> reason of its proximity to the

Minister and of th^ long service of the individual

members composing ^ in one particular oflice,

has obtained too gpent an influence, and is thus

enabled to exercise an ascendancy not on!} over

Ministers, who flit through their Departments, but

also over those ofhciols whose earl) }ears are

spent on executive and technical duties*

The remedy for the present unsatisfactory slate

of affairs as regards the position of the technical

expert IS not far to seek As matters stand to-da\,

the technical staffs in the Government Departments

have too little influence and authority, whilst the

Civil Service clerk too much influence and an

excess of authorit) The disparity between the

powers of these two classes is a source of public

danger, and the way to obviate it is by a thorough

reorganisation of the Civil Service and its s>stem

What is required is that the chief administrative

posts shall forthwith cease to be a monopoly of

the clerical staffs A suitable organisation for the

Ci\j1 Service would be one which provided that

entrants into every branch of it should, as a rule,

begin their careers in an executive grade, and

be promoted to occupy administrative posts at

the hcadquarlers of a Ministr) or Department

only after giving proof that they were familiar with

the practical aspects of the matters they might

be called on to administer By the introduction of

such an organisation into the Civil Service, it

would be possible to select the best qualified

officers m each branch for the important adminis-

trative posts, and, in consequence, render pos-

sible the adoption of a system whereby all matters

referred to headquarters on which decisions have

tb be passed ,^ould come invariably before those

who were experts in the particular subjc*ct upon

which action bad to be taken.
^

jPablbM hy Holder and btoasbUm. Prtca au not
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Aeronautical Research.

Applied lerodynamtes By Leonard Bairstow

Pp XU + 50<> (London Longmans, Green,

and Co , 1930 )
Price 33s. net

MPATIENTLY as we have waited for the

publication of this book, we feel that its

appearance could scarcely have been more oppor-

tune For here, as we believe, will be found

abundant evidence in support of those who, like

the Committee for Education and Research in

Aeronautics, have striven to resist the break-up of

our aerodynamics laboratories and design staffs.

Research is always costly, aeronautical research

superlatively so , and a public whose ear has been

someuhat dulled by the insistence with which its

claims were urged not always wisely— during the

war is somewhat natur.illy deafened now, by

strident calls for economy, to any temperate state-

ment of Its claims It is not promises that are

wanted at the present time, to justify further

expenditure, but a record of things achieved, and

although the tangible results of British science

and imention, as applied to the construction of

aircraft, have appealed, and by the glamour of

long-distnnce flying are still appealing, to the

popular imagination, yet it has resulted from

secrecy necessary m war time that the foundations

upon which these successes have been built—the

patient, detailed investigations which have sup-

plied our designers with the data they requir^

—arc familiar only to a very few, being for the

most part contained in reports of which the circu-

lation, no less than the appeal, has been limited

to specialists

Now, within one volume of reasonable dimen-

sions and large t>pc, we are presented with an

authoritative leview of the work achieved by our

reseat ch organisations during hve years of strenu-

ous activit) We have no fears that impartial

Judgment will pronounce the time and expenditure

to have been wasted Most branches of applied

science have developed rapidly under the stimulus

of war conditions, but of applied aerod)namics it

might without serious exaggeration be said that

the science has been created The pioneer work is

done, but to those who read Mr Bairstow’s book
carefull) it will be evident that on every side

fields for research of which scarcely the surface

has been broken, and that no mistake could be
more disastrous, if we acknowledge the import-

ance of aeronautics, than a refusal now to avail

ourselves of the experience acquired by those few
men to whom its present state of development

IS due

We do not, of course, implv that the bp^k is
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fUerely a record of war developments, still less

an apologfia for the aerodynamics laboratories* It

is, both in intention and in effect, a handbook for

the student, for the designer, and for the research

worker, which assumes no previous knowledge in

the readef, beyond the elements of hydrostatic

theory, and illustrates the applications of aero-

dynamics m all its essential branches Mr Bair-

stow’s qualifications for authorship are too well

known to need description here A leader in aero-

dynamic research at the National Physical Labora-

tory since the formation of the Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics in 1909, his duties as expert

adviser to the Air Board and Ministry during the

war brought him into intimate contact with every

side of aeronautical activity Of great import-

ance, in our opinion, ts the fact that he has had

first-hand acquaintance with research on both the

model and the full-scale aeroplane, and so is

entitled—whether we agree with hts conclusions

or not—to pronounce with authority upon the

vexed questions which relate to "scale effect
"

But copious knowledge has no^ always, in the

past, given us satisfactory text-books, and it is a

real pleasure to find how well balanced is the

structural scheme which Mr Bairstow has devised

After touching lightly, but adequately, upon the

early history of his subject, and having illustrated

its present state of development by brief descrip-

tions of typical modern aircraft and engines, he

passes at once to a discussion of the principles of

flight, and in his second chapter, within some fifty

pages, the reader learns, by actual examples fully

explained, how to make practically all the funda-

mental calculations required in estimating the per-

formance and characteristics of aircraft

In our opinion, this is one of the best features

of the book Aerodynamics is an empirical science,

and design proceeds by the manipulation of ex-

perimental curves which, with rare exceptions,

cannot be represented by fnatbematical functions,

present-day developments consist almost entirely

in refinement of the experimental data and of

the methods of their manipulation, and thus have

a tendency to obscure, for the general reader,

the basic principles involved By discarding all

refinements, whilst extending his specimen calcu-

lations to cover a wide range of problems, Mr.
Bairstow emphasises the fundamental principle

that aO design is conditioned by the experiment^y
determined properties of the wing section, and

* thus prepves his reader for an intelligent

appreciatioa of the more detailed considerations

wluch follow.

Qhap ill , which deals with expenmental
methods of meattirement, as they have been
developed m the aerodynamics laboratories, is
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characterised by the same breadth of view and

neglect of unnecessary refinement In it the

reader, now initiated into the problems which the

saence of aerodynamics has to solve, learns hodr

these problems are attacked on the experimental

side, and what order of accuracy may reasonably

be expected in their solution The account given

on p 115 of the theory of model experiments on

non-rigid airship envelopes might seem to suggest

that the model scale should be chosen so as to

give (in theory) equality of fabric tensions,

increase in scale has the advantage that it reduces

the error introduced by the weight of the fabric

Again, we could have wished that some descrip-

tion had been included of the " cascade ” experi-

ment on aerofoils, which seems so promising a

line of development for propeller theory , but from

a footnote on p 290 we gather that the technique

of this experiment had not been fully worked out

at the time of writing.

Considerations of space prevent us from dealing

as we could have wished with chap vii , an admir-

able fdrum^ of the investigations which have been

made—without very much result, so far, as

regards their practical application—into the

theory of fluid motion, and with chap viii., in
\

which the author states his present position on
the question of "scale effect " Not long ago this

was a question which divided aeronautical experts

into two fiercely warring bands, but the heat

of that battle has since died down, and we
imagine that few will take exception to Mr.,

Bairstow’s summing up of the position Scale

effect, or at any rate its possibility, is indlcatod

by theory, it is proved beyond question to exist

in many of the problems which can be investigated

in wind-channels , and it may very well be present

to a troublesome degree m many of the problems
which concern the complete aircraft; but the

'

order of accuracy hitherto attewaUe in full-ecale

work is too far below the orllbary standard of

wind-channel work to justify us in attnbutiiig to
,

scale effect every discrepancy which has been dis-

covered in the comparison of and full-scale

data. "

^
The remainder of the book, which analyses and

ap{dies the design data from the a&rodynafiiics

laboratones, scarcely affords suitaUe material for

criticism on a first reading, ultimately these

chapters must be judged by
*
the ser^be ^

which they render, in daily use, to the

design ofiBce and the labofteory.' We shah 000*

tent Ourselves by oentiontog one pirticular in

which, at we belfanre, the book could be h^tqwdved

In a second edll^. We do dot fiAokit is mer<^
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a penmal preference 'which has been disappointed

by the scantiness of the references m this volume

to original sources of mfonnation, and to

authors t m our opinion, the more authoritative a

book is, the more importance attaches to complete

references, whereby the reader is assisted in pur-

suing his investigations into any particular ques-

tion which interests him We hold, too, that the

mention 1>f authors' names is important for other

reasons than the mere gratification of their per-

sonal vanity ;
it is an aid to memory and to verbal

discussion (how otherwise—to take examples at

random—shfidl we attain to the definiteness of

meaning which we associate with “Lcnz's law,”

the “Rankine cycle," "Bernoulli's equation,” or

the "Willan's line"?), and it is of enormous

assistance to the reader in helping him to fit each

new fact or theqry into his mental picture of the

scientific structure i We might add that con-

sistency demands either the suppression of all

references to individuals (which is no longer think-

able) or the adoption of the course which we
advocate * no one would accuse Mr Bairstow of

partiality (and if a refutation of the charge were

wanted, it could be found in the entire absence

(rf all reference to his own part in the work which

he describes), yet we have been struck by the

apparent arbitrariness with which authors' names

have been included or suppressed We are

conscious that it would very difficult to

give complete refoglhces at the present time,

mainly b^use of the unfortunate preference for

anonymous reports which was so prevalent in

the early days of the war , but this difficulty should

be removed by the publication of the reports in

their final form, and we shall hope then to see

those additions which will make this book the

standard work of reference in its subject

The printing and paper of the book are good,

and a special word of praise is due to the illus-

trative diagrams, which appear to have been

re-drawn specially for this work. The book is

thick and rather heavy, and those who will make
it a work for daily reference mill probably find it

desirable to clothe it in rather stronger binding

GymiiMpemiic History.

Fossil Plants A Text-book for Students of

Botany and Geology. By Prof. A C Seward
VcL iv. : Gmkgodles, Comforales, GneUdes.

(Cambridge Bioli^ical Senes.) Pp, xvi-)- 543 *

(Cambridge: At the University Press, 1919^)

Price I guinea net

r every licience, works which bring together

iko data of the subject ase essential, and to

acme i^ore so than to palieobotany, which is based
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on the corrdation of fragmentary remains from
all countries and of all ages. Prof. Seward hj£e

served his science well tn completing the almost

Herculean task of writing a text-brok covering

the whole field of these plant remains. The first

volume appeared many years ago, and this, the

fourth, 18 the final one of the senes.

This disappointingly closes with the higher Gynir

nosperms, the series of plant families treated, and

the author does not propose to continue the woric

so as to deal with the flowering plants This is

perhaps scarcely surprising, as the data bearing

on the flowering plants are very complex and of

a fragmentary and unsatisfactory nature, and
have, moreover, been little studied in this country.

Some up-to-date handling of the Angiosperms is

greatly to be deseed, and students will await with

some impatience the appearance of the independent

work Prof Seward promises, in which he proposes

to deal with the generalities of plant distribution,

taking the fossil Angiosperms into account

Prof Seward's text-book should be a useful

tool, not only to palseobotanists in particular, but

also to all students of either botany or geology in

general Somewhat lost sight of in the mass of

fossil species, there are, prefacing each gfroup,

excellent accounts of the living representatives of

each family

In a volume of such laborious detail as the

present one, which appeals to the specialist rather

than to the average layman, there must, of course,

be many comparative trifles which tend to side-^

track any critic by inducing an attempt to deal with

minor controversial matter. To do this, however,

m a general review would be both ungenerous

and unfair, because the amount of public recogni-

tion and the gratitude which scientific authors

receive is small and out of proportion to the

labour and to the sacrifice involved in their tasks

Misprints are remarkably few, and the general

perspective of presentation is well preserved,

although here and there the author has naturally

indulged m rather longer descriptions of one or

two individual species which are first publidied in

this book than such specimens would be allowed

had they been published separately at an eariier

date It is doubtful, as a matter of general poUcy,
whether a text-book is the place to'puUish new
speaes at all, although any research worker must
have in hts notes records of small and rdmtively

unimportant species which scarcely deserve Inde-

pendert memoirs, and the temptation to put them
in the text-book must be very great.

Knowledge oi the higher Gymnosperms kurgdy
depends on petrified material of secondary tiaber,

for although fragments of foliage tmprenlons
with a few cones are known, they are compara*
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tively rare The Me<K>xoic and Tertiary rocks,

Arinve\*er, are rich m sihctfied and other petrified

'woods, many of which belong to the coniferous

f^enera The determination of these woods is a

jmrticularly difficult branch of palaeontological re-

search, demanding great patience and knowledge

uf the liner points of plant structure Wood deter-

minations are often—indeed general))—neglected,

•owing to the difficulty of mastering the technique

,

Jbut, as Prof, Seward truly says, "the student

cannot afford to neglect this line of inquiry if he

desires to obtain u comprehensive view ” of the

essentials of palseontological plant history In

the present volume a considerable proportion uf

the space is allotted to the careful and critical con-

sideration of the spei les based on secondary wood
The terminology of this section is not entirely

that adopted by other leading workers in this

field, but tends perhaps to simpler grouping of

the subject by the elimination of certain "genera "

which arc based on distinctions too subtle for

secure determination, such, for instance, as the

Phyllnclndoxylon uf (lothan The elimination of

doubtful genera, principall) those which have
names suggestive of afiinities rdmote from those

with which they properly are reall) to be asso-

ciated, on the whole tends towards the clanfying

•of the science

In conclusion, one can only urge every geologist

and every botanist not only to possess himself of

Prof Seward text-book, but also to acquaint

himself with its contents

The Nature of Musical Sound
The FoufidaUons of Mustc By Dr Henry J
Watt Pp 1+339, (Cambridge At the

University Press, 1919.) Price i8s net

The author unfolds a new theory to account
for the fact that certain combinations of

sound, called concords, arc ** pleasant," while

others, called discords, are "unpleasant " In
place of the ancient theory by which the "harmony
of numbers " in the sense of proportions of string-

length to pitch has dominated these questions

since the davs of Pythagoras, he considers that

sound possesses "volume/* an attribute some-
what difficult to grasp at first sight So far <is

we ?an understand the new theory, the volume
of a low sound contains within itself the volumes
of all sounds higher than itself; the proportions
of the various volumes coincide with the well-

known proportions of those of pitch Hence the

volume of the sound reptesented by C is exactly

doublq that of the next C above it, and the volume
gf (.1, lying between the two, is two-thirds that
gf the lower C,
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As the lesser volume is Contained in the greAter^

there is "fusion " of volume when two sounds are

heard together This fusion being complete in

the octave, the two sounds coalesce to such an

extent as sometimes to be heard as one sound

We are to understand, thee (so fur a's we can

make out), that the octave is the "pleasantest**

interval Next come fifths and thirds as pleasant

intervals; and the discords, the volume^ of which

do not fuse with the root vc^ume, are classified

as " unpleasant *'
(pp 34 et seq }, or words to that

effect Wc confess that this theory is so novel

that we find it hard to grasp To the musician

a discord is not an "unpleasant" part of his raw
material ,

it is simply a chord that requires to

be "resolved" into a succeeding chord It has,

therefore, the element of motion, while the con-

cord suggests repose

The theory of fusion raises the ancient question

of the prohibition of consecutive fifths and
octaves Ihe author discusses at great length all

the well-known attempts at explanation, and adds

his own Probably the prohibitions are merely

conventions, as suggested by Cyril Scott, quoted

m a footnote on p 133 In the tenth century

Hucbald says of the ancient organiun of his day
" If sung with suitable slowness, you will see

that it produces a sweet concord " The present

reviewer, wishing to scoff at the notion that suc-

cessions of fifths and octaves could "produce a

sweet concord,’* asked the choir of the Plainsong

Society to sing a specimen of tenth-century

organum To his and their surprise they found
Hucbald entirely vindicated And Dr Walt
shows (p 84) that Gevnert, making a similar experi-

ment at Ghent in 1871, found exactly the same
result "The impression made on the audienee
was profound "

The only example Dr Watt gives in musical
notation (p 120) is a senes of consecutive fifths

by Karg-Elcrt, played very slowly on the softest

organ stop He offers an explanation of its

"beauty", we think, however, that the same
passage, if sung or played rapidly and loudly,

would be anything but beautiful

Dr Watt revives the old controversy as to

whether the interval of the fourth is a concord
or discard We thought that musicians had lon^j^

settled that the ,fourth from the bass, since it

requires resolution, is a di&cord, while 'the fout^h
from any other voice is a concord, since it does
not requinrto move.
The book ends with chapters on ‘*Thc Object

ivity of Beauty" and "-^Esthetics a Pure
Science " To' those wishii% to investigate the

niitur^ of sound, its new outlook shotild prove
interesting
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Science of Food.

(t) BacUfxology and Mycology of Foods By Dr
Fred Wilbur Tanner Pp vi + sga+io plates

(New York . John Wiley and Sons, Inc
,
Lon-

don Chapman and Hall, Ltd , iqiQ ) Price

385 net

(2) Food Its Composition and Preparation 1

Text-hook for Classes tn Household 5cichcc By

Mary T Dowd and Jean D Jameson (The

Wiley Technical Senes.) Pp V111+T73 (New

York John Wiley and Sons, Inc , London
* Chapman and Hall, Ltd

, 1918 ) Price net

THKSE two books arc very laudable attempts

by our American cousins to place the im-

portant question of food on a scientific basis I he

war broujyht home to people at larjje the im-

portance of such stud\, but one hopes, in days of

peace, not only that investigations will continue,

but also that their application will be carried out

to a greater extent

(i) The first of the two books mentioned

above is very complete, not only m the

number of important foods dealt with, but

also in the numerous methods of investigation

described to detect impurities and prevent

contamination with undesirable admixtures It

IS the science of cleanliness in technical costume

The preface informs us that the work is written

for those who wish to fit themselves for food

control , but as it pplttupposes a thorough training

in bacteriology and chemistry, we fear it will

scarcely appeal to those who are food controllers

here What is really wanted is a book that he

who runs may read, a book intelligible to the

manufacturer, the packer, the tradesman, and the

housewife To present such with the graphic

formulae of, say, amino-acids and fats would be

simply to terrify them Still, the book should be

useful to a more limited section of the population

- -namely, the analysts and bactcric^ogists Its

price strikes one as exorbitant even in these days

of high chaiges

(a) The second book is of a much more practical

nature, and will be welcomed by all those engaged

in the study of household science It is an excel-

lent chemical introduction to the science of intelli-

gent cookery. The authors have taken care

to provide themselves with a good preliminary

knowledge of physiology and bio-cbemistry, and

if they go a little wrong in a few details, such as

in their account of the vitamines, the slips are

trivial, and do not affect their mam arguments or

their main ei^deavour, which ^9 to rescue cookery

from the domain of empincv^mi and ignorance
• " W D H
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Our Bookshelf.

Petrology for Students An Introduction to the

Study of Kocks under the Mtcroscc^e By Dr
Alfr^ Harken Fifth edition, revised (Cam-
bridge Geological Senes )

Pp viii + 300
(Cambridge At the University Press, 1919-)
Price Ss 6d net

A HEARTY welcome must be extended to this new
edition of one ol our most widely known geo-
logical text-books, which has had considerable
influence in securing s}steniatic and accurate
descriptions of rocks by British petrologists Ihe
present edition contains a few pages less than
the previous issue, but this has been accomplished
by diminishing the space at the headings of
chapters and by the excision of superfluous notes

and references to occurrences of minor interest, so

that the value of the book is m no way diminished
New illustrations have bSeen added, and the

chapters on metamorphism largely re-wntten
As in previous editions, the author re|ects names

given unnecessarily to local varieties, which
he distinguishes simply by reference to the places-

from which the names were formed This process-

might with advantage have been carried very
much further There is, however, already sc
much diversity in petrological nomenclature, not
only in different I'oiintries, but also among
individual geologists, that t)ic author is probably
wise in refraining from attempting any far-

reaching reforms
Perhaps in another edition a certain number of

analyses of the more important rock-species might
be included, as well as their specific gravities,

which afford a valuable means of checking the;

determination of rocks in the field J. W E-

^Chemtstry and its Mysteries The Story of What
Things are Made Of, Told m Simple Language
By Charles R Gibson (Science for Children.)
Pp 246 (London Seele}, Service, and Co.,
Ltd , 1920 ) Price 4s 6d net

Herb is another of Mr Gibson’s wonderful books
for children This time Mr. Gibson treats of the
elements of chemistry, the conception of chemical
constitution, combustion and respiration, electro-

lysis, spectroscopy, and “ queer things ” such as
radium and liquid air The author has not lost

his powers of stating saeatiflc propositions in
simple and attractive form without departing
(except in quite minor details) from the strictest

accuracy We confess that we had thought
modem children rather more sophisticated and apt
to regard as ridiculous analogies drawn from
nursery games, but in this matter we bow to
Mr Gibson’s judgment His success in what he
has set him^f to do is beyond question

;

criticism, if any were offered, would concern
rather hts objects But this is not the place to
inquire whether it is really useful, or even harm-
less, to present the complex and highly theoretical
conclusions of modern science without any serious
attempt to present also the evidence on which
they are ba^
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Ar«iie Beohachtupgm ubsr dan Erreger d&r MaH~
Uni Klau$nseuche Dte Entwtchlung d0s

^ Schmarointers tm Blut, a^aataU tn den roien Blu^
kdfpBTchen By Dr* Hrch. Stauffachen

Pp. 63+platC8 (Ziirich, 1918.) Price

8 franc&

Tub author describes and illustrates 'a number of

curious linear and spherical bodies found in the

red corpuscles of animals with foot-and-mouth

diseasCi and works out a Iife-history for them
along the hnes familiar from the parasites of

malaria The difficulty in all such investigations

is to be sure that the intracellular appearances

represent the cause rather than the effect of the

disease, and to distinguish between a parasite and
some remnant of the nucleus of the erythroblast

seems often to be impossible Sometimes the

nuclear remains are plain as such, sometimes by

special methods they can be brought to take a

basic stain in cells which by ordinary procedures

would appear normal
, it is quite possible that they

may be thus unmasked in consequence of a para-

sitic illness What curious objects may be found

in red corpuscles is readily appreciated by examin-
ing the blood of a dormouse or of a new-born rat

The nail- or tadpole-like bodies shown very clearly

ip the first photograph are extr|bordinarily similar

to those demonstrated some years ago by Braddon
in (or on) the red cells in rinderpest

A Night Raid into Space The Story of the

Heavens told m Simple Words. By Col

J. S F Mackensie. Pp. 143. fLondon Henry
Hardingham, n.d ) Price 2s. 6a net

Tmi book describes in a chatty, discursive way
the elementary facts of astronomy It is avowedly

^
written for those who have absolutely no mathe-

*marical knowled^ Unfortunately, there is in

many places an Asence of {he necessary preasion
df statement* Thus the description of precession

suggests that it affects the earth’s orbit^ motion,
there being no mention of the equatorial plane
Moreover, the action is ascribed wholly to the
sun, tho^h the moon's contribution is twice as
great The description of sidereal time, and

explanation of the spectroscopic determination
of radial velocity, are misleading* Also the
erroneous statement is made that the Babylonian
year contained 360 days, and had an intercalary

month every sixth year. Its real length was la

lunations, or 354 days, and there were 7 Inter-

calary months in 19 years Altogether the book
needs careful revision , if this were carried out, it

could be recommended as a simple handbook

Musings of an Idle Man. Bv Sir R. H. Firfh.

xii-f3S9. (London. John Bale, Sons, and
Difrieisson, Ltd., 1919) Price 7s 6d net.

^Tnfs book comprises seventy-five readable and
spggesbvd eesa/s on the most varied subjects,

raiiglng from “The Origin of Life “ to “Good and
Bad Form.” In an essay on ‘*Tbe End of Life”

the author envisages the final destruction of life by
heat due to radiiwictivity.
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Letter* to the Editor.

{Tks Eebtof dees not hold khmself respontihle fee
epimons expressed hy his eorrespondents. NeUhet
can he undertake to return, or to eorreepond wWt
the writers of, rejected manuscripts inlfiiM far
this or any other part of Nature N6 neiice is

taken of anonymous communtcations ]

Musewm emd the 8tata.

rhB old danger arising from the haphazard applica-

tion of a name surrounds the public institutions

which are called museums." By a perversiem of
its ancient signification, the word " museum " is

now used to designate a collection of natural history
specimens, pictures, antiquities, machinery, wax-
work or other articles (rarely libraries), as
well as the building where it is exhibited to the public
either with or without charge for admission There
are various so-called “museums" supported by public
funds, either national or municipal Ihe proposal to

create a new body of Government clerks (or to
aggrandise an existing one) on the pretence that
museums form a “genus" which all alike require

central control of one and the same “tape and sealing-
wax " type, and that the well-known ignorant, and
therefore impartial, Civil Servant is to have new fields

of plunder thrown open to him—as “administrator"

—

18 not surprising we are familiar with such schemes,
but, none the less, this is one thqt all serious lovers
of siiencc and of art should resist to the uttermost 1

What it needed in regard to our existing national
and other public museums is not the Creation of highiv
paid posts for otherwise unenmloyable "administra-
tors," but definite legislation after inquiry and report
by a Royal Commission as to the specific purpose,
scope, and method of work to be followed in each of
those great museums which in this country receive
support from public funds “Overlapping^’ of col-

lections and neglect of this and that department could
be at once prevented bv assigning to each museum
its proper function and by m^ng its income draend
upon its doing what it is intended that it shall do
No central salaried body, no “committees" of dele-

gates, trustees, or members of governing bodies are
required They certainly would prove incapable and
obstructive, as such "committees" have generally
shown themselves to be ^
The defects in the working of our national museums

have arisen from the fact that they have come irto

existence in obscure, surreptitious ways and by chance
- witness the historv of tne British Museum, of the
Victoria and Albert Museum, and of the new so-called
Sdenre Museum They have no programme, no dear
assignment of scope and purpose to guide them,
and no attempt is made by successive Governments
to define their functions and to ensure for eadt of
them and for other “museums" supported by oublk
funds a reasonable system of management and con-
trol designed so as to ensure ^elr activity and
devel(^>ment as effldent instruments of public service
A central bureau of managing vslerks pretendlM to

deal under a heterc^eous ’^committee " with all We
various brandies of sdence and art concerned in die
life and progress of all our museums Vould bo an
exaggereaon of the worst features of the present
management by Imaponstble and incapable "tnisteea.”

I am convinced that what Is needed is the cepi^
tfon and lAdependence of the dilef d^rtments tmsir

agglomerated In the national museum wad thek
r^latribudon to fbrm a eeriarof Independent Irtstitu-

tions eadi under !ta own hlj^ly eipirt spadaSst an
director, with no other interferenoa than that of a"
vlritatorial board assigned to each igpseum,^ipprotfad
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iff tho GoifWiimmtf and rtportlfig annually on the
a^lc and recpdrementt of its own particular museum.
Such an institudon is Greenwich Observatory Limit-
Ing my suggestions to the natural history fences, I

'wmild have a separate ** museum*' for zoology and
animat palaontdiogy; another for geology (the study
of the history of tne earth's crust, noi merely palm-
ontology) wlUi mlneralo^ and petrology, uniting the
museum of the Geological Survey with certain portion^
of tiw British Museum , another for botany formed b\
the removal to the great and flourishing establishment
at Kew of the botanical department of the British
Museum; and another for anthropology and human
psl)0ontology There seems to me no reason, no
advantage, in mixing up the administration of these
great centres of special study and research with one
another or with the museum of ancient art. or for
associating any of these with the great national public
library.

Our museums are liable to suffer from the erroneous
notion that their chief purpose is to furnish ready
Instruction to school-children and “ the general public "

Speaking with special reference to natural historv, I

think it will be admitted that (as in the case of
precious records, antiquities, books, etc ) the mam
and most important function of a museum ts the
acquisition, study, and safe and permanent guardian-
ship of specimens—specimens which are often unique
or of extreme raritv and value, and form the actual
evidential basis of the natural history sciences This
guardunship is necessanlv to be associated with
perennial study and development of the collections

and abundant nubl(cation of finely illustrated mono,
gnqihs, catalogues, and descriptions by the museum
director and his staff These duties arc. In spite of
obstacles, performed in a hlghh creditable wav, h\

the prei»ent staff of the Natural History Museum,
which, were it free from the dend-weight of an un-
sympi\thetic and irresponsible committee of trustees,

would render even n)^ abundant services to science

and the nation ^
In my judgment, the exhibition of the collections

in gallenes, through which the public mav promenade
or be personally conducted bv itinerant iecturers, is

a matter of subordinate importance But it is one of

great value to the public, and must be scriousfv taken
ft hand and dealt with wisely bv the director of each
museum It is the simple fact that many (bqt not
ah) of the fine thincfs in museums of natural historv

can readily be exhibited to the public so at to give

pleasure and instruction, and It is desirable to enlist

the sympathy and Interest of the public by exhibiting

with the greatest skill and judgment specimens so dis-

played and labelled as reaolly to attract attention and
convey information suited to those who have no special

knowledge of the branch of science in which the

spedmens have their place

It Is, however, of the utmost V inseouence that this

kind of exhibition should be strictly limited in amount,
and that what Is done in tiie way of such exhibition

eh/auld be the very best possible—the specimens most
csowfully chosen pecauee they can be well seen and
appftrdated when in o glass case and without being

handled* and because the Information which thev and
others placed with them afford is of first-rate Import-

anee or of a specially fascinating character It Is a
profbund mistake to attempt to set out the mass of

the coobents of a museum in this way Neither space

rtor Skilful design and handiwork can be afforded for

^eghlUting ” huge collections In this stvie The
ptim » varied and confused bv too li'reat profuslmi,

mti gallsriet which are need^ f6r the predation
dht Mmr of cdlectlons by experts are liable to be

gsaMAsSrito tile satisfaction pf a ndstal^
t^,sMtiM out of a sort of hlgh-claet Noah's Ark

'
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through which a visitor mgy wahdef In a state otf
dreamy contentment, hypnotised ty the endless stretl^
of queer or brilliant tiiiiigt appearing and disappears
before him without any effort or comprehentioo on hie
parti

In any case, it is, I think, important not to allow
the great public museums to become class-rooms for
ill-providod schools I should like to see the system
which Is used in the American Museum of Natural
Historv In New York introduced There is a large
lecture-room in the museum, and courses of lectunn
on the contents of the museum, illustrated by pheso-
graphic lantern-slides, are ^ven by highlv qualified
members of the museum staff Ckmles of the lectures

and the lantern-slides are also supplied by the museum
to schools around New York, so that pupils can be
prepared by them beforehand for recurring visits to
the museum Thouefh the specimens m a museum
ma\ bo verv thoroughly and well labelled, as in Cronw
uell Road, it is the fact that no method of insisting

upon attention to a label has yet been devised The
public seem to be scared bv labels Nothing is so cer-

tain to secure attention as a man standing u;^ in front
cif the visitor and telling him all about a specimen
vvhiUt pointing to this or that part of it

The Natural History Museum has more of its col-

lections in quiet stmy-a'ooms and less of them
paraded in bewildering rows^ in show-enses than
nas anv other public museum in Europe, so far as I

know But It has, nevertheless (in my opinion),

too many galleries and cases given up to public

exhibition Even now (after the heroic efforts of Sir

William Flower, in whose footsteps I followed In this

matter) many of the cases are overcrowded and many
are hopelesslv placed at regards lighting, and should

br abandoned as public show-cases
There appears to have been no attemot on the part

of the architect of tho Cromwell Road museum to

erect a building with the lighting or height and shape
of galleries necessary for such a museum. The
trustees were neither consulted in the matter nor com-
petent to give an opinion if they had been

I should wish, in conclusion, to refer an\ readers

of Natvrk who may wish to sec a little fuller state-

ment of mv opinions concerning the scope and methods
of “ museums ** to the chapter on museums in my
“Science from nn Fasv Chair,” second series, 1013,

pp 310-29. E Ray Lankxstbr

I cORDiALiY welcome the suggestion in the leading

article in Nati rr of M^rch 11 that the Natural

Historv and other science museums should be placed

under the Department of Scientific and Indubtrlal

Research For this Department to take o\er the

Natural Histon Museum, the Science Museum, tho

Museum of Prac tlcai Geology (and the Geo-
logical Survey), and Kew Gardens there need be

no change in its constitution No Ro\al Commission
need be Invoked, for the Deoartment would be merely

undertaking duties for which it was formed, these

institutions being the depositories of most of the haanl

collections, the facts, upon which much of science is

foundnl The administration of all could be carried

out under one scheme, since the wwk of all is akin,

and the men reoulred to recruit their staffs arc drawn
from the same class of university men, having timibr
early training, with diverse specialisations later on/
The present condition in the above museums is ttiost

unsatlslacto^ In respect to dUfferenoes In the oav and
position of their staffs Thus, according to Whitaker,
the asidstants at Kew and in the Science Mutinati
start at 300!. a year, while geologlett and naturalists

with ilmtUir training surt In iha two Others at 150!.;

all have war beouiea at piresent* At Kew there are
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il«v«n in tha lower (3ogt.-$ool.) nod three
ikM; in the Science Mueeum tho numhm are three
joi sic. and in the Geological Survey tw^ty and tM
p the Natural Hiatoty Muacum thm are thirty-two
traded up to 500? a year aa aflainat eight above.
The poaltion in the latter la so Dad that there baa
been a constant leak^ for many years from its

highly specialised stan into university and other
ppointmenu, the salaries in which exceed those paid
tn the museum There is no abundant 6eld of men
with private incomes and natural history tastes upon
which to draw The fact that only about one man
[n four or five who Join the staflf can hope ever to
receive an income above 500!. a year prevents any
of the best students of uoiversituM from entering,
arhile tbs museum, as the basal institute of several
sciences in this country, demands the services of the
best men, and of the best men onl> The Natural
History Museum U, furthermore, out of date in that,
while the sciences it represents have advanced, it has
taken Utde account of these advanoeb; its staff has
sU the same duties as it had twenty or thirty years
ago, and* still numberitu the same, ^an undertake
new duties only by negSctlng older ones It was
PAver intended to be a museum solely for education
and amusement, but the policy pursued in regard to
It in the last twenty years has neglected its other
sides in respect to researdh, and its assistants have
become more and more the cataloguers, arrai^rs.
and deaners-up of specimens The staff less and less

takes part in the proceedings of scientific societies
because it cannot afford to belong to them.
May 1 suggest that the pay, position, and grading

of the staffs in all the above four instltutlont should
be those of the Home Civil Service, and that the
numhert in different grades should be the same as in

that Service? The pmtige and position of the Civil

Service are such th^t it is an object of ambition to
the boy, and no lower position will attract the picked
studenu of science } Staniky Gardinbr
Zodogkal Laboratory, Cambridge March 15

Thk timely leading article which appeared in

Natuiix of March 11 raises the very important ques-
tlon of the future administration of the national
museums and art galleries of this country With the
main recommendations of the article I am in com-
plete agreement There is little doubt that the ad-
ministration of the national museums and art gal-
leries on federal tines from a central Government
Department would make for greater efficient and
economy, obviate considerabfe overlapjdng, and
lead to the fuller use and development of the
unique collections housed witifin their walls The
Department of Sc^tific and Industrial Research has
already assumed control of the Museum of Practical
Gedo^, and the machinery, therefore, for the ad.
ministration of the whol^ of our national museums
Is already in existence, and only requires adapting
and expending

. Such a cen&ed Museum Department could be of the
greatest servloe to the provTndal museums and art
galleries of the country if extended to include them
and link them all up in one comprehensive scheme.
At present the provincial muaeums are Isdated, There
is a lack erf CD-ordtnation and cooperation In their
vmric, and thqr need the advice ana asristdhee of a
central body to help them In tbdr development. The
Mtional muaeums between them cover the whole

eflstd of mi|Sauin activities, and *tbdr amatgamation
into js fedml sdiema would provide a Department
alda to deal with any branch of museum work, and
to tdtider Invdfuabla asslstanoe to the provIiM^ and
private imiseuitui timnighout the count^.

'
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The Naciond Gallbty and the Tate ^aUlitty wook
supply the nucleus for fine arts, the British Mtueun
(Bloomsbury) for pn4dstm,antliropdogy,antlquiti^
and numismatics, the Britirii Museum (Natural
History) for natural history, the Victoria and Aftert
Museum for Industrial and applM aiy, and the
Imperial Sdenoe Museum for applied and techno*
lomcal science

It Is sufficient to indicate one or two ways In

which the assistance of such a Department would be
of the highest value:

(1) In the development of a comprehensive system
of circulating colieimons for all branches on the same
lines as is now done for industrial art by the Victoria
and Albert Museum (a) The provision of a staff of

experts in all branches who could be placed’ at the
service of museums for specialist work on collections.

(3) llie provision and circulation of approved casts

of important and rare specimens (4) The standardisa-

tion of museum cases and fittings to allow of their

production on a cheaper and more efficient scale.

A Department such ab I have indicated, linking

up all the museums into one comprehensive
scheme, wcyiid lead to the co-ordination of museum
work tiiroughout the country The resources of

the museums for each and every ava^ble line of

research would be accurately known The provinclat

and private museums would benefit enormously by
having their collections accurately identified and
Ubetlra, and be able to utilise and develop their

collecticm^ to the best advantage By means of

the circulating loUccUons the vast resources of

duplicate ana reserve materisl In the national

museums would be rendered available and accessible

to the nation at large

The cost of such a scheme would not necessitate

an undue burden being placed on the State

(i) The Government museums are already provided
for b> direct apprtmrlations The extension of their

work on the lines I have indicated would necessitate

larger staffs, but the labours of each expert would
not then be rigidly confined to the one museum to

which he was primarily attached While the plan
would require- organisation and co-operation, it does
not seem to involve any drastic change in the present'

management or governance of such museums
(3) The public museums of the country could

remain, os at present, under the control of the local

governing bodies, and tbeir finannal resources be pro-
vided, as now, by the levy of a rate

(3) Private museums would need financial asrist-

ance from the State, and this might be given in the
form of grants4n-afd based on the amount of tnontiy

pnovided^ the resources of such museums
The institution of a central Government Depart-

ment would naturally necessitate Govemmant control

and inspection of museums, but sudi contrd, wlsdy
and judiciously exerdsed, would stimulate tbeir

development. The Deportment should cleariv Vecog-
nlie that Its function would be to help and advise
museums, not to hinder them by the mibosition of
Iricsome regulations Museums should be encourag^
to oseserve their Individuality and to develop alonR
their own lines

It Is, periiaps, scarcely neoessarv to*^add thft a
oentrgl Department should have as Its chief executive
officers men trained in the various branches of,

museum work, jvhose very trainina and txpqL
ence would jghw them the neesssaiy Tcnowledge^
deal sympathetically with questions tt moseomi
administration, aii4 to foster tiiat spirif of teasaitJi
wMch Is fundamental to the^THropef devriopment cu
musmirns. wTm ,

The Museum. The University, M^dbesh^^ ^
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1 HAYS not read the report of Sir Thomas Holland’s
Commission which has led to a discussion in the
odumns of Nature, and I do not wish to express
an opinion on its conclusions Those who know some-
dllng of the conditions of India and of the many
oocmomic problems awaiting attack will at least agree
that the country offers a great field for the investiga-

tor, and a difficult one from the point of vuw of those
engaged in the administration of funds for research
My purpose in writing Is to support Dr Russell's

views on the importance of team-work in snentifir

investigations (Nature, March 4, p 7) it seems to

me that in discussing the proper relation of the State

to scientific work our conclusions will depend Lliiefl>

on the n*'ecl8e meaning which we attach to ' research **

0 Prof Bateson writes (tbtd , p 6) * Research,

like art, literature, and all the higher products of
human thought, grows only m an atmospher< of

freedom " But should not the word used here be
"science"? Is not "research” the art hv which
knowledge ts advanced? And is it not the lase that

in this art there Is need for the co-operation of men
differently endowed^ " pricklajers” mav be wintcd
as well as "architects ” in the building up of know-
ledge, nor are delays in programmes, other than
housing, necessarily due to the lack of a plan

If by "research worker” one meant only the

"master,” then I should agree with Sir Ronald Ross
(find., p £) that the policy of organising institutes

for sacntific research and institutes for the writing

of poetry might be considered together But research

wwkerB arc not all "masters ” There are other

grades essential to progress in certain branches of

knowledge, never UkcIv to make great diMOvcncs,
perhaps, but, since the State needs them, it must
enable them to live, and it is the function of the
" <^cia1 ” not to durct their work (that must be left

to the " piaster *•), but to see that they live under
conditions llkelv to pga ote efficicncv T am not sure

that I agree with Prof Bateson There mav be
danger In State action, but it seems to me to hi safer

than inaction

While arguing for the recognition of the hnportanie
of co-operation in research, let me add that, whatever
pert tbe worker In a research laboratory may be railed

upon to fill. It IS essential that he should lecogmse
clearly that he Is part of a team for the advancement
of knowledge, and that he should regard himself as a

potential discoverer 1 welcome Dr Russell’s amlvsls
of the functions of the staff of an institution main-
tained for research, as It brings out what seems to me
m fundamental point in this discussion, but I feel suie

that he would agree with me in deprecating any rigid

dassification of workers as tending to cause dis-

couragement Whatever the natural qualifications of

the members of a team of workers mav be. two are

essential for real progress the desire to learn more
and the vWfogness to help others

T H Mtodieton
6a Pean's Yard, Westminster, SW x,

March tg

Iclmes $mi ik% New Army.

YotoA leading article of March 18 on " Science and
tte ,Nesv Army ” directs attention to some hopeful

fottuns in our future military organisation, but many
itoure srith >0u the doubt whether any real funda-

mjMitiat reform has vet been effected The new policy

gt ” farming out ” research woijc to civH institutions

AWmla fii«SdOusty nke the old polity, so well practl^
\m fAit, of gmng tedmicarwork done and advice

"0^ the obligation of paying anything fbr it
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Doubtless it may be argued that so long as scientific

men are comdaisant coou^ to work Toe nothing a
Covemment Department v^lch paid them would be
guilty of extravagance Ultimately, however, It will

be found good poucy and sound economy to recognise
that skilled knowledge is worth its hire, and scientific

men, m their turn, may perhaps learn that in attach-
ing a low valuation to their own labour th^ help to
confirm the widely held idea that expert training is a
thing of small account The Army would keep more
closriy in touch with all scientific progress in any
remote degree affecting the conduct of warfare—and
who con set limits to this qualification^—if It retained
men of proved competence with the duty of posting
the General Staff in all such advances ot knowled)^
These men need not, in fact should not, give their
whole time to the work , it would be an essential
condition that they should bo in full activity as re-

searchers, teachers, or professional engineers, chemists,
etc , and it would be equally essential that they should
be remunerated at adequate rates No unpeud com-
mittee, hovever august the membership, will fill the
want

1 must confess that I scarcely understand what is

ment by "prehminarv design of appardtus," stated to
be part of the functions of the militarv institutions
Of v^ha^ value IS a preliminaiv design if the under-
lying principles are not understood, and wherein does
It differ from a mere statement of what some un-
instructed amateur thinks can be done by " electricity ”

or bv “ cog-wheels Furthermore, unless these mill-
tar\ institutions are directed by trained speclallsti,

the “ aoclied researches ” entrusted to them are not
Iikelv to be irouned with aiu consolcuous measure of
success F H Hirrs

Ootton-grewlng hi the Britieh Imirire.

In Naxurp of February a6 Sir George Watt reviews
in a criti* al spirit the report to the Board of Trade
of the Empire Cotton-Growing Committee Much
of his cntiiism IS baaed on an expressed aversion to
tommittees, which has misled him into stating that
wc propose our central (cotton-growing) research
institution should be staffed by a "committee of
voluntary workers ” This is quite erroneous The
report Itself describes in some detail the permanent
staff which IS suggested
Some of the criticisms arc due to the reviewer not

having realised that the Committee was dealing wdth
*cotton-growlng alone, and that the British Cotton Tn--

dustry Research Association is working in co-operation
with the Empire Cotton Growing Committee through
a joint bodv (of which I happen to be chairman), so
that his desire for the Cotton-Growing Committee to
establish its central research institution In Manchester,
where no cotton will grow, is Invalid

Nor do I think that his suggestion of a programme
for the members of the research institution as being
"research, education, and cotton oroducHon ’’ makes
a suffirlentlv clear discrimination between means and
ends , but chiefly I regret that the reviewer has missed
our main thesis, which concerns the need for know-
ledge, based on pure science, as the essential to pro-
gress in this matter Indeed, he seems to be com-
pletelv antagonistic to this view of ours when he states
that "general principles of education must never be
allowed to take the place of soerific training and
definite results ” It is no little thing that a utilitarian

body, representing all aspects of the cotton trade,
from the native cultivators to sotnners and manufacw
turers, should have come Into die open with such a
plea for the encouragement of pure science, as being
the basis of usefol d^elopment, and it Is Indeed uti^
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the eoluflini of Hailiu
N«t«rthelm Sir George Watt make# a laglilmata

kfCiitlciKn when he eayfl that our |)rropoaat» do ftot

[ eaein to resolve theitieelvet into the promulgation of
a concrete achettie of Iflcfeaeed and improved pro*>

duetkm 1 would like to eimlalrt wh^ we dehberitely
evened advancing suih a BCncme in this report

The eonsklerauon of actual steps to be taken tn

cotton production is the next stage in the Committee s
work to which it has already settled down When
this report was issued we were ponnlless and could
not with any utility consider how money should be
spent until we were assured of ^a) Annual financial

support from Lancashire (b) Regular financial sup
pcit fCo n H M Government Approval of polirv

from the Governments of the Domln ons C olonies

and Protectorates
Since our report was issued (a) the home industry

has agreed to make a voluntarv innual levy on itself

(b) our maintenance charges are assured so that our
executive can be built up while the ouestion of further
support IS undtr cons dcrat on and official informa
don as to (c) Is awnlted A large ticotne is already

in sight and the way Is becoming clear for praoticnl

plarininf;, 'ind guidance ss distinguished from the
enundfltlon of principles It should be noted that the
capital required actually to grow the cotton which this

country now purchises outside the Fmpire is of the
order Of ooo oool being more than a thousand
fold the sum asked for In our reoorf
But those principles had to be settled first and I

for One regret that Sir George Witt should have
missed their significance through misunderstanding
the oresent stage of our development and our inability

to be anything else hitherto but a committee if

we were to represent the native peonies abroad as
well as the ooeratives at home with all the inter

vaning stages of Industry of administration and of
knowledge W I awrsncx Baits

Edafe Derbyshire March 8

•
'

1 AW obliged for the opportunity given me to read
Dr Lawrence Balls s reply to my review in Naturk
of February 26 of the report issued by the Committee
on Cotton Growing within (he British Empire ap
pointed bv the Board of Trade Or Balls seems to
me in the mom to admit my contention namely
that the Committee s report as it stands, does not
resolve itstif into a concrete scheme of increased and
unproved pr<du(tion of cotton In fact it may be
said to be unfortunate that the Committee did fiot

anticipate such criUcisms as mine bv giving the public
some hint of the possible future stages of its opera-
tions The public were anxlouslv awaiting a full

scheme and one that would give distinct prospect of
success but in place of getting such we are noW told

we have only seen (as It were) the first instalment
and must look for better result In the future

But turning to some of Dr Balls s observations
on my review I do not find that 1 have stated that
the report eontemplates the staffing of the centra]

researdh Institution by committees of voluntarv
workers It is surely self-evident that there would
have to be permanent offlcaah appointed to fhe cetw
tral research institution as also to the branch mstitu*
tions But what 1 dM ob|ect to was that these
offiaala shointf be put under a panorama of six eom
mittece as seemed contemplate the authors of
the report 1 am old enoueffi to recollect fhe mreat
Cotton Commission in India Indeed mv offidal

eonneetlon with that country might be eakl to have
L oorameneed with having to try to pklc up the dls-
bevelled threads of thaf futile expeMture of public

wo 3630, vost. xos]
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munsy The late Mr C 9 Ckiket M the prefao*
to his edition of RoKbufgb’s 'Elora of India,
alltidee to the itsue of one of the Coaamiseiea'is
reports as foitows — We have had plwfty of Goveni»
ment and other reports, some very imBo and expeii*

sive ones, it is true but we have very Qttle dhonotnk
wetfk by persons competent as botsinlsts, and whli
reftrenoe to ona large and expetwive report latahf
issued on an Indian economic plant It waa dtecovered
after it was printed that the Commission never learnt
what the plant was
The result of the great Cotton Cooimisaion of India

was officialism Cotton Frauds Acts, and other such
futilities It IS the knowledge of iMt failures having
very largely proceeded from officialism that makes mm
urge with all the earnestness I possess that the staff

of the central and branch research institutions should
be as free and independent as the professors of a
university They need no supervision more than le

exercised by D^rtmental control in the allocatioa

of funds and in the laying down of general rules and
political instructions Official control should be wnth
the (nncipal or prmdpats of the college 01 colleges

of cotton but with no one else

I am at a loss to understand Dr Balls when he
says I have missed our main thnls concerning the
neM for knowledge based on pure science as dm
essential to progress tn this matter The Com
mittee as I understood the report recommends that
certain universities should be asked to establish leo

tureships and readerships mv scheme was that the
research institution or institutfons in addition to con
ducting research should undertake the entire educa
tlon of both the experts and the practical plantera,

and thus have their own professors of plant phvslo-

I —

^

like

My recommendation is th is to concentrate all effort

tn the hands of a body of highly trained scientific and
practical experfs to place all the funds available in

their hands and to hold them responsible not onlv
to Increase the supply but also to improve the quality

of the cotton oroduced within the British Fmpire
Grorgx Watt

(Formertv Reporter bn Economic Products
with the Government Of India) ^

Annandale House I ockefble March 13

TW WpWINn vf

In I recent discussion (Pbil Mag vol xxxvil

p $2% loiq) of a number of methods of separating
isotopes Prof I mdemann and Dr Aston have shoyVrt

that there is little prospect of effecting bv the methods
considered a separation which will yield pure sample#
of the Isotopes in a reasonable tiite Dr Aston hgt
rocentlv announced the discovetv that chlorine eonsistt
of a mixture of at least two isotopes having atpmte
weights 3# and 37 It appears that there is hm a
possibility of effecting a s^ratlon of the Isofones bv
a direct method whUb does not seem to be aoptlcablc
in the case of most other elements The method pro^^
posed depends on the assumption that in the absorp-
tion ^^ecmoim of chlorine, which contgin> a
number of narrow lines there is a difference between
the wave lengths of the absorption lines due to mole-
cutes containing different isotopes
SupposiM tfuit Ottfinary ddoMnaeontalnA the laotppsa

Cl,, sind CL, In the ratio 3 i the moleoulas wttl cmK
sisr of Cltiaw ClttCItft and a»Cl7 ir the title
016 I It f^ws that if mtptrn traverseft a
ODtumn of (Atonne of w<dt a Ifingth that Htfaradiafioga,
absorbed by CLrCl^* are reduced in busily hf^ cprnk^dtiw W
CluCV and CU<Xm aod vegpaQ*
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SuppoM that the h^t after passing through
column of chlorine enters a vesm containing a

ihixture of hydrogen and chlorine, which comlSne
onder the Influence of the light absorbed by the
shlorine, it would appear to follow that the initial

rates of reaction for the mc^eculei CIhCIs^
and Clg-Clj,, should be in the ratio i lo* • lo**

hydrochloric acid thus formed should therefore consist
almost entirely of HCl,, If the reaction Is allowed to

[iroceed /or a suitable time
If this expenment should prove successful! it would

nridentlv be possible to pre^re a filter” from the
^lorine thus obtained which would favour the forma-
don of HCl,,. It is fully recognised that there are a
number of factors which may affect the success of the
Bxperiment, which is now being tned, it is hoped that
results will be obtained before long, but the method
leems worthy of mention as involving principles which
liave noparentlc not been considered hitherto jn this

Mnnection Thouas R Merton
Harold Hartify

Balhol College, Oxford

OalBidir Rfftna.

Vous avet cent fois raison de touhalter un accord
pratique entre les partisans de la rdforme du
zakndrler, et }e vous demanderal, pour ma pait. la

Dermission de r^xmdre quelques mots k votre

ludicieuse invitation

On peut tire dans mon Annuaire aatronomique pour
que la rdfontoe radlcale que i'ai propose en

im, en i88a «t en 1891 dtant trap dlfficUe k r6ahscr,

et Imumanite ^nt incapable d 'accepter des solutions

ratloonelks en qud que ce sdt, nous pourrions nous
twmer k la simplification suivante

,

Douse mois partagi&s en 4 trimestres ^aux de 30,

30 et 3t JourSi le premier mols de cheque trimebtre

pommen^nt un lundi et le dernier jour du trdd^me
nois dtant ua dimamf^

Le Janvier dtant voisin du sdlstire peut 8trc

conserve Ce serslt, tout les ans, un lundi

La de PAques pourralt Atre fixde au dimanrhe
ygvrii

4*" Let qumtre triniestres dgaux de 91 Jours chacun
formant 364 jours, 11 y aurait un jour de fSte*-o pour
les anndes ordinalres et deux pour les anndes bis-

Mxtiles
On aurait alnsl un calendrier perpdtuel et unlversel

CAMlLUt FlAMMARION
Paris, le 8 mars, 19x0

Calondar reformers will welcome M Flammanon’s
alteration of his scheme to one which minimises the

changes from the existing calendar, while it secures

die removal of its anomalies and4intonvcnlenoes It

would seem odvlsable to choose some day for the

extra-we^ day that Is already a public holiday

Chrktmas Day, New Year’s Day, and Whit-Sundav
have been su^^^ed
From the astronomical point of view the most im-

portant amendment is the pladng of the leap-day at

the end of ^ year, so that the interval from the

beglnnlnr df the year to any calendar date is constant
* A C D CRomiKUH

Off l4Mpff«ir*s Tiwonr «f

5 . C. BradsordS cridciim In Nature oflift.

Mftreii ti of Dr^ Lan^uir’s tbeoiy u scarcely Ju^-
AMl. MoiSifiAig th*t th« ktf* cfeariy In hb
iNMr UoSm> American Clum. Sb», vol , p

Mmiibrium pemtioiu oi ^ ^eettoja

In part by tn«in^c. and in part by

NO. #630, VOL. 105]

JtOS

^ectrostatiCi forcesp the foimer necessarily implying
electron roiacions
The electrons are probabl> rotating (some ri^t-

handedly, others leftmandedly) in very small orbits
about certain fixed points, e g the comers ol eadi
cube, the centres of such orbits being the positions Of
Dr Langmuir's ''btationiiry "electrons Such rotations
are exactly what is required for the explanation of
directed valencies and the paramagnetic or diamagnetic
properties of the elements trom magnetic con-
siderations, Ml Bradford's suggestion as to the nature
of the rotation is inconceivably since the one 1m pre.
scribes would make fluoiine and a number of other
elemenS paramagnetic, contrary to experimental data.
Moreover, the fnquencies of such rotations, which he
suggests might be identified with Bohr's s^ctral fre-
queniios, would be affected by temperature changes.

Electrons rotating right- and left-handedlv uout
definite points, in small circles the radii of whldi are
small compared with the accepted radius of
hydrogen atom, appear to be necessary, but there is

little possibility of reconciling such ^mall orbital
motions with the toplanar ones of Bohr, the ra^l of
whuh arc, under normal conditions, essentially of Um
conventional atomic sixe, and under certain conditions
far larger A E OxtBY

University College, London, March is

PirffboH «f Psbrovy 4.

On Wednesday, February 4, at 6 p m , a very
bright meteor appeared m the sky at Nairn Tal
(India). It travelled from west to east at an altftode
of about 60^, and was visible for fully five seconds
The yellow fireball left a bluish-white trail, which
remained hanging in the air for a considerable time,
and then gradually dispersed About half-way
through Its course a big puff of vapour came out
of the meteor, which probably indicated the buist-
ing Half a mipute later a thundering noise was
heard, which continued to rumble for a quarter of a
minute It had been snowing an hour before, but
the sky was perfectly clear at that time*

M* L. Det.
Central Chemical Laboratory, Naml Tal,

India, February 5

It is curious that on the same date a large fireball

was observed in England at 6 14 p.m , but in this

case the object moved from east to west, »« in a
contrary direction to the one seen by Mr Dcy. It is,

however, by no means rare that two or more fire-

balls appear on the same night, though they are

seldom members of the same meteoric system
W F Dsnn|NO

Buxsards and WUsm.
In the Ttttus of March la it is stated that "the

Lakeland buszards are extending their breeding range
and that a nest wa# detected in the Buttermere

VaUey ”

It would thua seem that the buxzard was finding

its way by instinct to a region where, in old times,

It had obtained an easv prey in the bittern, which

g
ave its name to the mere The early name of the

Ittern was "butter,” and a Buttermere Is mentioned
In a charter ascribed to A.O. 863 as occurring {n

shire. There are a number of plaoe-names In the

country Involving the designation w the bird,

its "bump’^ Is no longer hear^ as by Tennysoa’t
Northern Farmer. Edmund McCmftft.
80 EcciHton Square, S W x. Morph 13,
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Oitdch' Study in South Afiricu.

By Prof, J. £ Dubrosn.

E domesdcaticHi of the two^oed ostrich in

South Afnca has rendered a^lrfhblc for

observation and experiinent large numbers of a
creature in many respects worthy the attendoa
of zoologists While this bird's lack of intelligence

and absence of any personal recognition may dis-

courage the lover of animals who looks for some
response for care and attention bestowed, its

towering size, wayward strength, and nuptial

viciousness yet engender a wholetKime regard
The high mdustnaf importance which attaches to

it9 plumage has made necessary an intensive study

of the physiok^cal conditions which influence

feather growth, as well as of the genetical con-

si^rations which determine its advance. It Is

true that, as the foundation of an industry appeal-

ing only to adornment and luxury, the bird fell

on evil days during the war; but the outlook for

the future is now encouraging.
Though in the wild state 3ie ostrich is one of

the most nervous of birds, its instinctive fear of

man the unusual can be kept m abeyance on the

farm by close association and ^constant handbng
from the chick stage onwards, and with intelligent

control It IS rendered amenable to all the necessary
restraints of domestication. Should neglect occur,

however, the wild nature asserts itself, and
restraint is afterwards impossible, irresponsive as
it remains to any ** breaking " process

During the past fifty years or so the farmer
has worked out the main conditions necessary for

the production of plumage of the highest excel-

lence^ without, however,^ any concern as to the
physiological principles involved. As epidermal
out[|TOW&s, growing at the rate of a quarter of
an inch a day, the unnpe plumes are found to

be extremely responsive to any variation in the
condition of nutrition of the bird Even the slight

difference of blood-pressure between day and night
is often found to leave its impress on the growing
feather in the form of an alternation of denser
and^ weaker annulations, while, should the bird
be in a reduced state, a kinking of the feather
sheath at a nng of night growUi may result in

the fonniftion on the opened plume of ^e familiar

def^s known as (Fig i). Reduced
nutntion may even result in complete stoppage
of feather growth, particularly in the case of
chidu, a new plume pushing out the old on the
restoration of better conditions Of all parts of
tbe4»ociy, epidermal structures seem the first to
suffer from insuflSdent nutntion and to retain a
more or less permanent impress of it,, as is so
often exemphntd in nails, hoofs, horns, wool,
and hair ; but in the rapidly growing ostrich plume
the resppnse appears more manifest, and an
economic Importance attaches thereto
The cupping of the plumes is no more harmful

to the bird than is the cutting of the hair or the
trimming' of the nails to oursdves. They are
taken as soon as opened out for fear of detenora-

NO 26^0t VOt. lO<]

tion, while the quiUa are allowed another two
months in which to complete their growth Several
helpful facts are disclos^ on the extraction the
quuls. Thus, the drawing of the quill invariaUy
serves as a stimulus to the germ below, and the
new feather appears at the Up of the socket In

about a mondi’s time All being drawn simul-

taneously, a full, even crop of plumes is secured,

each regular and perfect in its growth, owing to

mutual protection— a great contrast vnth a crop
from a wild or uncar^-for bird, which is sMtfe
up of plumes at aU stages of growth as a result^

of moulting irregularities. Before maturity of
plumage is reached, a fekther drawn out of time
18 intermediate in character between those of the

Vm. 1 plnoM •bowinglMumftg Svftcta ftnd atopug bvlte, rtavite
oindaemd antntion.

plumage before and those comiiv after.
^
The tfaoe

of quiUing’ is^ the most critical of all the operatiQlui

connected with the farming of the bira, as k
determines the nature of the succeediilg

feather crop The state of nutrition, sexual atage,
pa^od of the year, and climatic and food qpn*
ditions have all to he considered. Where oqj^.a
•iQgle dipping annually is secured, adult birds are,

if possible, qiulled at auch a period as wQI oniig
the to ripeness about the b^nqlng of die
breeding season—diat is, the midde of
While the gtowiag plume is respond

to changes of nutntioo, the fanner soon dii-
covered that die reaponAs was » Undted, and d*t
with all Ids car, only certain hMs prodqfgd
superior ptumes. As in other demidstifrMhUlii
where mueh importance is attach^, to* d«la|ls.i)i(
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fonn and production, great variations in the

loinutiiB of (eatiier structure were encountered, all

ol which have a big industrial bearing Scarcely

any two birds produced plumage alike in character,

and the whole object of the breeder has been to

bring together in a single plume the best of all the

characteristics distributed among the original wild
stocks Without any knowledge of Mendelism or
of the factorial hypothesis, the ostrich farmer has
clearly grasped the genetic distinctness of the in*

numerable *' points ” of the plume, and the impos-
sibility of procuring those desired except from
birds already exhibiting them The best plumage
birds in South Africa to-day arc the product of

only two or three original strains , nil the rest have
been discarded as breeders, through not showing
wrffeient merit. No new character or mutation in

plumage Im emr since dotnesttcation

section m breeding is based on phunage alone,

no bodily characters having been found to be
correlated with it It is manifest that ony ostrich

of weak metabolic activity would necessarily pro-

duce a defective plume also and be discarded on
performance alone, however de&irable the plume
factors of the germ might be known to be, hence
the fanner is more justified in selecting his

breeders on production than he would be in select-

ing on pedigree alone. It is not much that the
geneticist can do for the practical breeder m cases
of this kind, he can, however, expound to him
the soundness of the principles on which he as

workmg and thereby encourage him in hts efforts

Along with the other members of the ratitc

group, the ostrich has long been regarded as in

many respects deg^il Me or as updergoing retro-

gressive evolution The relative smallness of the
wings and the presence of only two toes to the

foot are manifest features, but a closer study

reveals many other directions m which loss has
taken place, particularly in connection with the

^idennal derivatives, scales, feathers, and claws
The thousands of speamens available provide

ample material for observing the various stages

in the process and the manner in which the loss

proceeds. In such studies it becomes important
to distinguish between diminution in size and the

loss of constituent parts of a structure Thus,
although the wings are so disproportionately small,

structurally they are actually less degenerate than

tn any other living bird The first and second

digits bear daws, and the third digit has some-
times a free second phalanx and may bear feathers

The outer toe of the foot is far less in size than

would be expected of the fourth in the sauropsidan

sequence, yet It retains all Its five phalanges
Al^, as showing the independence of the de-

generative changes one of another, it may be

observed that, though the wing is structurally less

reduced than in other birds, the foot is unique in

having only two toes
,

it is more degenerate than
in any other living bird

That a typer has undergone* degeneration in smy

tesfiBCtCKnm estabUdied only ^ comparison with

^ted members of the group to which it

^MbtOgsreomiMuati^^ anatomy affording us a safe

" j»0. voi. 105]

ttaadartl. On this basis there cab it no question

of the various lines df degeneration represented

m the ostrich, and if among the multitude of

specimens examined differences of degree are met
with along these lines, it is a fair inference that

they represent the various stages of the process,

and reveal to us the manner in which evolution

proceeds Whether the occurrence of these inter-

mediate stages* within extremes proves that evolu-

tion IS actually in progress ti^day may be a
reasonable inference in the case of such an animal

as the ostrich, but, as Prof Bateson has pointed

out, It can be definitely established only by com-
parisons at long intervals of time showing a
general average reduction

Comparing, then, the various stages in the de-

generation of any particular feature of the ostneb.

It IS found that wherever a sisffkMt monibei of

• f. » h *

Fic • ihowlog tn d^vntnihon of o foatlior

individuals can be got together a continuous series

18 presented, linking up the extremes (Fig 2)

Thus birds are to be found with wing quills vary-

ing m number all the way from 44 to 33, the
under-covering of down may be practically lack-

ing, while all stages occur leading up to a feeble

development over the greater part of the body;
the under-surface of the wing may be naked with
the exception of a much r^uced single row of
under coverts, but intermediate stages occur cul-

minating in three rows of coverts ; many degree*
in reduction of the upper coverts are also encoun-
tered

,
the second ph^nx of the third finger varies

from a free distinct bone to a triangular vestiM
fused to the end of the first phalanx. On the
little toe the daw varies from a starc where it is

well developed to one where it is alto^ther
absent, and the scuteDatioa of the big too m^y
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b« cottttnuou* with tbMX on the t^reue or

fthow etiges in breeks at one or two of w
iointt (Fig 3) These and oAer facts of a like

Storacter^ to prove that the degenerative evc^

tionary processes m the ostrich are all ortho

£§ftst$c in their nature and that a retrogressive

change set up m any one direction is likely to be

continued until final elimination of the part in

question The continuity is probably more apparent

r a I —StriM ihov og va o«$ a Iw lou of icalM om Um b g toe

than real for if the somatic changes correspond
wtth alterations m the germ plasm it must be in
ferred that these are discrete in their origin
and apparent continuity is conferred mainly by
intermixture and owing to the smallness of the
chana^ The stages must however be suoces
stood and represent a definite tendency m the
germ plasm^ in contrast to the haphazard nature
ot the mutations usually studied—a tendency which

IS held to bewboUy wart from oflf coaslderiitiont

as to the wd»re bf the birdi as wbtt as from?
environmental influences

To the highly contentious question of theisiberily

anoe of acquir^ character^ the ostridi would
appear to have a contribution to offer ^ Owing to
the loss of its second toe the crouching bird for

mechanical reasons no longer makes use of the
^mmetncal axial callosity at the aflkle but
dWetops an accessory one to the side This 10

formed anew with eac^ generation and must baTe
done so ever since the second toe disappearedv

though presumably this happened thousands and
thousands of generations ago No hint of the
accessory callosity occurs on the newly hatched
chick t IS not inherited but has to be acquired
mew each time On the other hand the here-

ditary axial callosity though unused for the same
period shows no signs of reduction it has per

I

sisted through the ages though non functional

Further the ostrich rests upon its sternal and

I

pubic projections and a strong callosity is de
I veloped over each These woiud unquestionably
form as a d rect response of the skin to the pres

sure and fnct on involved in crouching but are
found to be hereditary showing on the newly
hatched chick Hence we are presented with an
hereditary structure which would also be formed
independently as a result of the ordinary activities

of tne bird were it npt already provided strongly
compeUing us to suspect that the presence of the
former is in some manner directly connected with
the latter in other words that a character origin

ally developed as a result of external stmiuli has
n time be^me so impressed upon the organism
that it now makes its appearance apart from die
primary stimuli

The question of the ongm of the three or four
species of ostrich also makes some appeal to the
evolutionist No one intimately acquainted widi
the northern and southern ostrich would dispute
their specific distinctness but the East African and
Somah species appear to be founded on inter

mediates of the two Moreover the northern
and southern birds freely interbreed and their

(^spniv are fertile some of the characters Ueod
!hg and others showing Mendelian sw^sgabon
Unquestionably all the representatives of the
genus Struthio are a common stock cootmentel
in their distribution in which mutations have
occurred m certain areas and not in others thii

not of such a nature as to prevent free mter
br^ing

The Contemtioti of Our Coal Sui^liea.*

By pKor J W Gmoory FRS
(^OA.h w^ mam material foundation of Bntt«b
V" indoatnal simremacy The importance of
ooal u given by Mr Justice Sankey as hv first

MMon for Its State ownership The rapid British

b^tistrial progress at the end of the eighteenth
* Hw yuimmSml S»w«ut. Ol«i|Bir
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century was dua to our ahundanOooal Modem
ooal mining began in Belgium easber than ifi

Britain bin Bno^ muM aeon had sha geeatedf
output to tha world In moo they pmduM tMjl
thirtb of the world’s coal, m s86o tis arenortton
was 60 per , nod in 1913 ihe
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tnd Otrmany together produced 87 per
cait. (rf the ^rld’i cold It wae not until 1899
that the BritUh output was surpassed by that of
the United States; but, in spite of the ease of
wctfking of the Amenctn Adds, our yield per unit
of coal area is sixteen times as great as that of
AmerLc^ The British output of neariy 300 million

tons ia irrefutable evidence of the skilful organisa-
tion of the British coal industry and of the courage
and capacity of the British miner
This drain of 300 million tons a year inspires

disqtdetude as to how long it can last The first

authoritative estimate of our coal resources was
that of the Royal Commission of 186^, which
estimated them as roughly 150^000 million tons*

Later estimates have Increased this amount to

about 300,000 million tons, which would main-
tain the 1913 output for 6m years; the United
States supplies would be maintained for i^oo
years, those of Germany for more than 1 ^oo years,
while the coal fields of China would last for several

millenniums The world is in no immediate danger
of a coal famine, but the British industrial position

is threatened b) the continued rise in the price of

coal, which may hamper competition with
countries with cheaper supplies Jevons in 1865
issued a warning of this danger, and hts main
prediction has been amply justified, for during the
seventy yeafs from 1834 to 1904 the price of
coat almost doubled, while that of general com
modities fell by about a quarter The increased
cost of coal cannot, therefore, be explain*^ by
such influences as variations in currency
The maintenance of British output at a price

which wiU enable^ British manufacturers to

compete with those of foreign coal-p^oducing
countries depends on the increase of our coal

reserves by the discovery of buned coal fields,

such as doubtless occur under the younger rocks
of eastern and southern England, while an exten-
sion of the Scottish coal fields may occur m north-
eastern Ireland under the lava sheets of Antrim
The coal field of South Yorkshire and Nottingham-
shire has been enlarged since 1^5 by the dis-

odvery of 400 squsre miles of coal-bearing country,

most of which is already being worked or
devekq»ed The eastward extension of this field

,
is less than was expected by the Coal Commission

its eastern and southern maigins are

stlU uiidetermined The Kent coal field was found,
hi consequence of a geological prediction, during
boriw operations at Dover in connection with
the CEuinae) tunnel. Private bores for water have
thrown light on the possible range of the coal m
the south-east of England, but there are large

^
areas whidi are unlikely to be tested by private

enterprise It is deplorable that they should be
left unproved, as a few bores between the Not-

tfqiS^bamslure and Kent coal fields, and between
thhdon and Bristol, might lead to the discovery

^ v«ry bOMriant additmns to the national coal

feidrvai. Such bores should be put down at the

^bxpense, the cost, if 'Iniccessful, being

the area benefited

AaiqwQh Iteht may be thrown on the distribution
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of concealed coal by private bores, the jounuJa
of all deep bores should be ooitimanicated to the

Geological Survey and published either annually

or, if desired by those who have paid for them,
after an interval of ten years.

The national coal supplies will be increased by
the working of deeper scams. The extreme limit

of coal mining has been regarded as 4000 ft, but
that depth Ims been greatly exceeded in metal
mining, and 4900 ft. is the accepted Continental

limit for coal mintn||f.

The working of thinner seams is becoming prac-

ticable by the use of machinery and by working
mal in conjunction with the adjacent clays, but
the extension of thin-seam working would be hin-

dered by a Government scheme for the national*

isation of coal The nationalisation of all minerals,

since day and limestone often form the ground 10

large areas, would mean the nationalisation of the
land The nationalisation of coal alone would
seriously hamper that combined working of coal

with clay or limestone on which the development
of thin-seam working is mainly dependent.

It may also pay the nation to arrange for the

extraction of seams so thin that they cannot be
worked at a profit, for if the labour be available

the direct loss may be recompensed from the

profits earned by the coal in other industries It

has often been suggested that to make our coal

last longer the output should be restricted, but that

policy, fortunately, appears now to have no advo-

cates. The universal demand is for an increased

output Its restriction is opposed to the sound
commercial principle, “Use an asset while you
can ’* Unrestricted output is, however, justifiable

only so long as coal is used economically Great
savings are possible Sir George Beilby estimates

that Uie average British consumption of coal per
horse-power per hour is 5 Ib

,
and that it should

be no more than ij lb
,
thus saving 56 milliott

tons of coal a year Greater saving appears

possible by economy in the use of coal than

from the numerous alternative soutces of
power, though resort to them will become neces-

sary if coal prices rise

Economy in coal is the most promising method
of reducing the drain on our coal reserves. The
country has used only about 6 per cent of Its

total coal. Our coal supply would maintain the

1913 output for centuries, but if the annual output

increases until," as some authorities expect, it It

trebled, the handicap of Wgh pnee may be on us
in less than a century By economy In coal con-
sumption great industrial expansion is possible on
th^resent output
Tne essential factors with regard to the coal

question are that no other source of power la

available in this country on a large scale ; coal is

still indispensable, while it is limited in aihount
and irreplaceable, and, owing to the exhaustion of

the more easily worked seams, a steady rise in

price will continue, and probably at an acedemted
rate. Ultimatdy the nation must eaforen
economy in the consumption of coal, prevent watte
in mining, and be prepared to worlk seamt at a

f^ATURE
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<;pripM^^ those lines m accordance with three

pobctes^-natumahsation, one coal trust

for all thd British fields, or ^up working by
a oombine for each coal fidd, coH>rdinatM by
national control Which of these poliaes is best

IS not a geological question The problem for

gedogists IS whether one of these pcdicies is neces

sary at once, owing to the dtmtnuuon of our coal

reserves The recent rise in the price of coal has
been due partly to a just increase in miners
wages, partly to the higher costs of supplies and
pairay to some spontaneous hypertrophy of

price in distribution Compared with these influ

ences, the contribution to the soarin^f coal prices

by the geological factors is trivial The conditions
of our coal suppbes do not render immediately
necessary any orastic action in the conduct of the
industry In countries such as India where the
total coal reserves relative to the area and popula-
ttoo are small, nationalisation may be the soundest
economic policy, but we are far from the tune
when the three great coal producing countries

—

the United Kingdom, the United Slates and

[MABCBas»

Germany—will find naUonaltsation neoessaa,
owing to the approaching exhaustioa of their coiX
suppues

direct issue before t^e nation at present is

between national ownership of the minerata with
centralised Government control of mining—which
may give us the drawbacks of oatioaaksattoti

wiltout Its advantages^ and is repudiated by both
the miners and the mine owners—and a scheme
of nationalisation combined with local administra*

tion of the industry by those engaged in it The
issue between nationalisation and the pre-war
system may not be put to the nation unless as a
result of the conflict between the nationaliaers who
advocate central control and those who advocate
local control The pre war system has no chance
of permanence unless develop^ to give the miners
better conditions and i share in me control and
financial fluctuations of the industry, combined
with regulations to enforce economy in the use of

coal and to secure less waste in mining, and with
the determination of the extent of the concealed
coal fields on which the future of the country will

ultimately depend

Obituary
Prof Charles Lapworth, F R S

THE work of Prof Charles Lapworth (who
^ died on Saturday, March 13) in the sciences

of geology and geography will contmue to mflu
ence and inspire the growth of these saences for

many years to come At the moment we can but
mourn the loss of one worthy to be classed with
the greatest of the old masters
Gated with a vivid and flexible imagination

which he kept in his most brilliant excursions well

under the control of his data, with unwearied
patience in the collection of fact by hig own
observation or that of others with an active and
most orderly mind for grouping and arranging
ideas with the moral courage to hold his hypo-
theses in test until the survivors of them became
proved theories, with a perfect gemus for strati

graphy, an insUnct for geometry, and the hand
of an artist, Lapworth had the qualities requisite

to bnoe the study of the older palssozoic rocks
to the level of an exact science to throw new
light on the mechanism of earth-movement, and
to forge the links between geology, "^the geo
graidiy of the past,** and the geography of the

present
In 1864 Lfupfworth mtped the opportunity of

work m ^e Southern Uplands, the country redo-
lent of Scott, his favourite author Speodii^
every leisure omment in walking over ground
thu made sacred to bun. and possessing w gift

of *aoi6 and Sifcurate observation, he could not
help beoomiftf interested m the landscape and the
ro«8, and he soon found hunself studying the
gedlogy of the region in company with bis fnend
Ji^MS WUson
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It happened that the landscape of this area
oonceaM under an aspect of sim{flicity, but
revealed to the eye of genius a rodc-structure

of extraordinary complexity, to which there was
apparently no clue except a few obscure pen-like

markings, called graptoutes, m the Moffat shales

,

and these had teen tried for the purpose, but
^ turned down * as useless Lapwor^, however,
determined to give them a second chance, and, as

a result of systematic collecting, a keen eye for a
country, and a retentive memory for minute but
significant lithological variation, accompanied by
a more elaborate piece of geological mapping than
his predecessors had ever attempted, suocemd m
proving that they could be used to unravel a rock-

succehston, even though it was more crumpled,
imerted, and tangled than any other then known
The rock succession and tectonic structure thus

made out were tested a^nst the supoes-^

Sion and relations and m more normal fossfla ot
the Girvan area, and proved correct At the same
tune, the graptohte aocies that lapwortfr had
established were tested comparison with sue*

cessions made out partly by others, but mainly
bv himself at home, and by workers in Scan-
dmavia, Bohemia, etc

,
proving that he lutd sofft

cessfully perform^ at Moffat the douUe feat of
working out the succession by means of the
structure, and the structure by (be sudcessuui
The correct reading of the Ui^nds haviqg shown

that an apparently simple upward suocessioa
might be altogethermislcadmgyiad that thlsttglQd

Sve sonport, and not cdotradictiof^ to'^nmeral
vs previously estabbihed in the gigaiu^ mait
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fapcgthic ^rtd, suggested the probability that
^tbe varying interpretations oC the Hi^and
orbbletn m^t admit of a like solution. While
Lapwortb was able to carry and apply his tectonic

piindplea to the Highlands, definite organic suc-
cession now failed him, and he was driven to

depend mainly on his stratigraphical methods
applied to variations which were mainly litho-

logical. Again, moat elaborate mapping, and
something akin to inspiration in the interpretation

of It, came to his aid, and in a few months he
had proved that the secret of the Highlands was
that the region was the basal wreck of an ancient
^mountain chain exhibiting tectonic features akm
)h those worked out by Escher and Heim m the
/Jps. Lapworth was passing forward to the fuller

Study of the metamorphic area of the Highlands
vdKn his work was cut short by illness, and, in

spite of his wish to do so, he was never able to
take it up again.

The tectonic work, however, led on to the sug-
gestive study of the rock-fold, which formed the
sul^ect of his address to the British Association
at Edinburgh (1892), in which he passed from the
structure of mountain chains to that of continents
and oceans, and onward to the antilogous crests
and troughs of the earth's crust as a whole, includ-

ing that great “ septum ” the Pacific girdle of fire,

the “ wedding-ring of geology and geography ”

Later, Lapworth laid before Sic Geologists* Asso-
ciation his conception that a great continental
^wave sweeping round the earth would produce
faults analogous to those jevealed by the succes-
sion of stratified rocks this, as in his other
work, while possessing deep and sympathetic know-
ledge of the researches of such geologists as
Suess, Heim, and Bertrand, he held steadily to
the views of the mechanics of the earth’s crust to
which his independent thought had led him
The success of his own graptolite work and the

keenness with which it was being followed up by
ywng observers led him to propose a new classi-

mation of the Rhabdophora, and to contemplate a
monegraph on the Order This has now been tom-
j^teo by Miss Elies and Mrs Shakespear under
nis guidance and editorship

^ AtthQugh his duties at Birmingham, and the
great arnount of professional work involved by
hU position there, kept Lapworth flilly occupied
hi* ideal diversion was always the discovery of
^Bw facts and their ddineation on maps
FieM classes, week-ends, and longer holidays were
always devoted to this, resulting in the completion

^ laig[e-8cale maps of Nuneaton, the Lickeys,
Dadley and the C^-field, the Wrekin, the Long-
ttynd and Caradoc, the Shelve country, and, last

wt by no means least, with his friend Dr Stacey
wBaoni the Hariech area. Little of all this workm published He loved to add to it,

to inoqprofe and po4ah it, to fill in difficult comers
m dkwl, ^pd to show his treasures to his fneoda,
de^ightW that they should realist *some of the

sn&b led to his oondustons, and appreciate

the labour of discovery.
Ai^a gtMt teacher Lr^morth earnestly desired to
*

' Ho, a6j|0, vot, los]

equip tut students to take their share in f
the advance of science and to remove
that could retard its prepress. It was only
that the man who had stilled the Lowland con-
troversy, and wrrested its secret from the High-
lands, should give the law m the “ Silurian *' con-
troversy and make the opponents sink their differ-

ences by the adoption of his term “Ordovician ”

Sir Thomas P Anderson Stuart.

It is with deep regret that we have to record
the death, on February 29, in Sydney, of Sir

Anderson Stuart, the well-known and highly
respected professor of phyaioloigy in the University

of that city, and the dean of its medical faculty

He had been in failing health for some months
previously, but the fatal outcome of his malady
was unexpected by his numerous friends

Anderson Stuart was born at Dumfries m 1856,
and was the son of Alexander Stuart, Dean of

Guild He received his early education at the

Dumfries Academy, and later studied in Germany
(Wolfenbuttel and Strassburg) and in the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh, where he graduated
M B , Ch M with honours in 1880 The next

year he was appointed assistant of the professor

of the Institutes of Medicine at Edinburgh, and
later took the M D at that University, obtaining

the gold medal
It was in 1883 that Anderson Stuart went to

Australia as professor of physiology at Sydney,
which post he held until his untimely death His
was a forceful character, and he threw himself

with enthusiasm into the work of teaching and
research there He will be remembered for many
useful pieces Of original work in connection with

the circulation, the physiology of swallowing, and
the eye iiis various models and schemata, in

which he manifested extreme ingenuity, are

standard helps to teaching m all m^ern labora-

tories His work as dean at a later stage in his

career brought the medical school into high repute,

and at the meeting of the British Association in

Australia in 1914 he pointed out with justifiaWe

pride the new buildings of the mcdic^ school,

fully equipped with all modern appliances and
accommodation for research and teaching, which
formed the successful culmmation of his efforts

But Anderson Stuart was more than a professor,

more even than a dean , he was a sagacious man
of the world, and was appomted on many occa-

sions delegate by his University to various inters

national congresses, and consulted by the Govern-

ment of New South Wales on many questions of

public importance mainly related to educational

problems. He was thus a wetl-known figure, not

only in Great Britain, bvt also in other Europelua

countries

In his adopted countrv Anderson Stuart’s life

was a long story of officTal appointments suocest^

fully discharged. He was twice president of the

Royal Society of New South Wales, He
medical advis^ to tiie Gbvemmefit of that oolonit*
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took a prominent part in all mUic health

educatioiw movements ; he was health officer

to Port Jackson» president of the Board of
Health, chairman of the board of the Royal Prince

AUred Hospital, trustee of the Australian Museum,
and held many other public posts too numerous
to mention. His activities in so many directions

were recoffnised by the conferment of honorary
dtgrteB (M.D , Universities of Melbourne and
Sydney; LL.D., University of Edinburgh; D.Sc ,

UniversItY of Durham), and finally by the honour
of kni^tiiood m 1914*

Anderson Stuart was held m high alfecuon by
his students, colleagues, and numerous fnends
in both hemispheres. He leaves a widow and
several sons (wno saw service in the recent war)

to mourn his loss, and to them our heartfelt

sympathy is offered.

By the death of Mr. J S MacArthur on
Mar^ 16 industrial chemistry has lost a notable

exponent Mr. MacArthur ’s name will always be
remembered in connection with the Forrest-

MacArthur patent for the extraction of ^old

from its ores by means of cyanide It is given

to few men to discover a process which has
hod such a far-reaching effect^ in almost every

branch of civilised life The influence of an enor-

mously increased quantity of gold available for

mankind has been—as, indeed, it must be—pro-

found, no matter whether it is for good or for

evil* Compared with the huge sums of money
involved, the amount accruin]^ to Mr. MacArthur
out of this patent was infinitesimal Hts type was
essentially a pioneering one The initial work^ in

connection with the extraction of gold was carried

out with small funds in a laboratoiy which wa<(

in reality a cellar at the back of a Glasgow tene-

ment house. After this work was completed,

Mr. MacArthur engaged in many commercial
vultures in connection with chemistry and
mining, but, with the possible exception of his

last, none of them teemed to possess the elements

of permanent success Thu was the^ extraction

of radium from its ores, which he carried on first

of all in Cheshire, and then practically on the
stKMres of Loch Lomond, in order to avail himself

of the purest possible water He was proud of
his works there, and delighted to feel that he was
able to carry on his work in the midst of such
beautiful surroundings Mr, MacArthur’s person-
ality was delightful and genial His travds had
been world-wide, and to anyone interested

in mineralogy and travel he was indeed

entertaining.
^

VfR, Jambs Prckter, whose death occurred on
March 6, was bom in 1841 He took a prominent
^part in the design and manufacture of the engines

required Br blast-furnace work and Iron and steel

works, and is said to have been the first British

engineer to construct blowing engioes adth
mechanically controQed valves. Mr. Procter was

' B taember ot the lostituthm of Mechanical Eot^n-
eecs and of the Iron and Sted Inititute. ^
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Notts.
As president of the British Asaociatkm at its

meeting in Cardiff on August next, Btof. W. A.
Hetdman, of Liverpool University, will deal in his
inaugural address with oceanography, of which be
give a general survey, and discuss in detail oertsin
special problems and recent investigations, with par«
titular reference to the sea-fisheries. The following
presidents of sections have been ^ipolnted
A (Mathematics and Physics), Prof A S. Bddngton j
B (Chemistry), Mr C T Heyoock; C (Geology),
Dr P A Bather, D (Zoology), Prof J Stanley
Gardiner, E (Geography), Mr. J McFarUne^
F (Economics), Dr J H Clapham, G (Englneer-
ing), Prof C F Jenkln, H (Anthi^>ology), Prof.

^

Karl Pearson, I (Physiology), Mr J, Barcroftt
K (Botany), Mtsb £ R Saunders, L (Education),
Sir Robert Dlatr, and M (Agriculture), Prof. F W
Keebfe

In the intcrr^ts of ph\ biological and medical re-

search, we may congratulate ourselves that the debate
on the mischievous and unnecessar> Dogs Protection
Bill of Sir F Banburv was adjourned on Friday
last Owing to the length of the discussion on the
really Important Early Closing Bill, th^t on the former
BUI was prolonged until the rising of the House *Tt

may be pointed out once again that no other animal
of the shse of the dog can be kept under laboratory

conditions in a healthy state, and that the genera!
chemical changes in this animal are closely simUar to
those of man, mainly owing to ita omnivorous nature.

The letter bv Dr Thos Lewis in the Ttmss of
March 19 shows how obstructive the exclusion of the

dog would be to one branch of Investigation of great
practical utiLty; and an equally strong case could

easily be made out for many others The report of
the last Royal Commission on Vivlbectlon shows that
adequate provision against any possible cruelty has
already been made, even If it were necessary to do so.

*

Hi. Majutv thk Kino ha. approved the awaid of
the Roval medal, of the Royal Geographical SodaQr
a^ follows —Founder's medal to Mr H. St JMio B.
mibvt for his two journey, in •oudi>ceotral AraUa,*^

1917 and 1918, and Patron's medal to Prof Jovan
Cvijlc, Rector of the Unlvereity of Belgrade, for dia,

tlnguiahed rtuAee of the geopqihy ot the Balkaa''

Peninrala The council of die aodety ha, awarded
the Victoria medal to Lt -Col H. S. L. Wteteitothabi,
for hi. pxoeptional Mrdee. to th. country in tb. iaid|>

tion and devdopmant of Miendflc iMthod. of artUlwy
iurvdy and the production of high-data'map. df ha
acoanible arena. Other award, are '—MurdBaoti
grant to Mtw Caplicka, for her ethnographical ntfd
geegra^cai work In nortlMM S|hertei«:Cuthhatf 1^0it

grant fo Mr. A. W Peareon Ct^naiy, fo aatla( Miii

In continuing h|a amrlc in die unexplofiMt pn^ of Me# ^

GulMat Bndi grant fo MrH M; Wo^la. for hii

•dendflt work on the Antarede Biuedidoifof Mf4elp4«
nnd ^ ffiMMoria! to Mr. Raglnahl^Pan^ tg*,
Jounfoyt on fhe ChfooM hordato of Tfoeh
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Sir Josspu Larvor hat been elected r corrctpond

fng member of the French Academy of Sciences in

the section of geometry

At the meeting of the Royil Insh Academy on
Tuesday March 16 the following were elected

honorary members m the section of science —
M Henri LfOuis le Chdtcher Prof George FUery

Hale, Prof Augustus Edward Hough I ove ind Sir

Ernest Rutherford

A COMMITTSB has been appoinUd lo considei and

report to the Minister of Trinsport on the que*>tion

of the electrification of railways I he C ommittee s

constituted as follows —Sir Alexander Kennedy (cha r

man) Sir John Asptn^ll Mr A R Cooper Mr Ph 1 p
Dawson Sir Alexander Gibb Mr C H Merz Sir

Philip Nash Sir John Sn II Sir H iiv Thoniton and

Major Redman

The Recording Secretary of the Nova Scotian

Institute of Science has been good enough to inform

U8 that at a meeting of the institute held at H it fax

on March 8 on the motion of Mr H Piers se onded

by Dr D Fraser Hams it was resolved that the

Nova Scotian Institute of Science onvey to the pub

Ushers 'ind Editors of Nature I ondon its con

graCulations on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary

of the establishment of that well known si entifir

journal and wish them continued success in the

future On behalf of the publishers and for our

selves also we thank the institute for its kind resolu

tion of appreciation and trust

A PROJECT for systematic exploration in Mediter

ranean oceanography started at n inter

notuxud conference recently held at Madrid Accord

ing to La GSographte for January (vol xxxiu No i)

die States represented were U ranee Italy Spain

Greece Monaco Egypt and Tunis A commission

was founded with headquarters at Monaco and the

Pnnee of Monaco as president This commission will

consider the methods to be adopted Ships for the

work are under construction or being planned bv

France Italy Spain and Monaco A beginning will

be made this spring France and Italy working in the

Dardanelles and Monaco and Spam in the Strait**

of Gibraltar The secretary of the central commission

ts Dr J Richard Mui.de Ocdanographique Monaco

Coi VAN Rynivbtd and Capt Brand amved at

Cape Town on March ao and thus accomplished a

01^ along Africa from north to south Ihree

machines were used The first left Brooklands on

February 4 and igas wrecked at Wadi Haifa on

February ij A new start was made from Cairo on

Februery aa with an aeroplane fitted with the engines

from the first madune, and a flight was made so far

a* Bulawayo, where the machine crashed on March 6

On March 17 a machine was supplied by the Union

Government to replace this, and with it Col van

Bynaveld and Capt Brand completed thdr African

air jQDuto of more than five thousand miles Though

not ateodatad with scientific observation during the

Jdaitwy* ihn Sight IS a notable feat in tiie history of
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Dr Chalmers MircHEix in cablegrams from Dar.
es Salaam published in the Ttmes of March 15 and
16 graphically summai laes his impressions on the

physiography of the Nile basin as seen m his

flight ftom Cairo to Tabor i llis deqiatch depicts

the unity of the pi ice^ses which have moulded the
surface of north eastern Africa Ihc dominant featurM
due to earth movements arc being slowly smothered
by sheets of sand ind silt deposited in river deltas

in the marg lal lakes formed where tributaries are

barred entran e to the mam river by the raising of its

bed and banks ind in wide basins slowly being con
verted to plains bv wind borne dust Dr C halmers
Mitchell represents East \frica as having been
era ked whereas most other lands have been folded

and its vastest plains as due more to wind than to

water 1 he lowlands arc be ng filled bv sub aenal
drift which buries th lower irregularities and leaves

the peaks r s ng abruptly out of the plains like reefs

through the sand upon a shore in the second part

of his report Dr Chalmers Mitchell refers to the

beauty of the country despite its aridity and offers

strong testimony to the progress which has been
ihtcved in the Tanganyika territory, owing to

much ingenuity and vast expenditure of money well

lud out His remarks on the elephants giraffes

ind antelopes observed during the flight show that

the acropline would be of great serviie to sportsmen
ir the scar h for big game

It has frequently been suggested that the very heavy
cylinders uW for compressed gases arc now out of

date and that the advances made during recent years
in the science of metallurgy particularly in connec
tion with steel and its alloys should enable a vessel

to be produced which is lighter as well as safe In con
sequen eof these suggestions the Department of Scien
tific and Industrial Research formed a Gas Cylinders

Committee in 1918 the members of the Committee
being Prof H C H Carpenter (chan man) Prof

( V Bo\i» Prof E C Coker Dr J \ Harker
Major Co per Key Pi of I C Lea Eng Capt J
McLaurin Sir Charles Parsons Major C J Stewart

and Prof J h Thorpe Compress d gases were much
used during the war fui ar ous purposes such as

for example in supplying oxygen for airmen flying

at high altitudes and for poison gas warfare Indus

trially also m war as n piaco thirc has been an

immense development in the use of oxygen and

acetylene for welding f carbon dioxide and ammonia
for refrigeration of hydri gen for ballooning etc which

no doubt will be maintained Arising from the neocs

sity of war very light cylinders have been manufac
tured for the purposes above mentioned and slightly

heavier cyhndm were made to an Admiralty tpecifica

tion The Gat Cylmders Committee in conjunction

with the leading tube manufacturers has made 4
number of tests of cylinders based upon these war
specifications and it is hoped that as a result of this

work It may be possible to recommend the adoption
of cylinders considerably lighter then those now in

general use

The first engineering school to be estaUished 10

London was that at University Coll^ Since
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a succeMion of cngmecrs have been educated the^e

under an eminent scnei of professore and it would
be a thousand pities if its work m this direction were

now to be cramped for lick of funds Ihe cisc was
ibly put bv Pnnce Arthur of Conniught at a lunth

it the Sivoy Hotel on I riday list His Ro\il High
ness explained thit the pri-sent scheme of extensions

of the engineering labor itorics of I niversity Colle^^t

had I pn w ir inc« ption nnd 1h pud a tribute to the

valuable inti submanm md other ebitncil rtSLirch

woik earned out dur ng the wir b\ the professors at

the coltege The wir hid mide us reilisc thi n esmtx

for adequitc provmu n foi si i ntific education in I

research and he u j,ed th need fit the liboi ilor s

opened twenty sc\ n ACirs a^o b\ his fathir t lx.

modernised and iroi^ht un li diti FwenU fout

thousand pounds out of the i x oooi whi h the> wer
asking for hid ilreidv been subscr b d including

10 000/ from Icrd (.owdri\ in m nor of his son

the Hon 1 O Pearson who lost his life during the

war I ord Cowdra> had also promised i furthei

10 ooo/ w hen a total of 70 ooc / ha 1 boi n collected

Dr Russell Wells (Vice Ch incs lloi of the I nivcrsit\

of London) also emphasised the nocessitv for iinpro\ed

technologicil cduc it on for the future prospei itv of

the countn and annemnoed furtl\pi subscriptions

aggregating more thin 4CXW Sir Trnest Moir
(honorary treasurer to the fund) sup|>orted the appeal

and Sir Robert Hadfkld icferrcd to the \ duable

research and educational work done at the collegt

which could not be continued without adequate funds

Sir Gregory Foster (Provost of University College)

explained how important it w is th it the extensions

sh^ld be put in hind without dclav ind pointed

out that although the Government policy was to pro

vide grants for maintenance purposes capit il cxpcndi

hire had to be met entirely by voluntary subscription

A PAMPUtn entitled Currenrv Reform and the

Need for a Nidcel C oinage on a I>ecimal Basis

issued by the Decimal Association directs attention

to the recommendations in favour of decimal coinage

which have been made from time to time by com
mitteea appointed by the Government to consider the

question of currenc> reform The simplilicahon of

account keeping ind c f conversions of values into

foreign equivalents which the introduction of a

decimal coinage would necessarily secure is an
advantage which would benefit the whole of our

business community and in addition effect a great

saving of time in out schools The Decimal Asso

Giation is in favour of the pound mil system which

ictains our gold coins and replaces th< present bronre

coinage by new denominations of 4 per cent lower

value lito main objection to the alternative deamal
systems is that they would impair the prestige of

the pound steiilng which under the pound mil system

ig retained intaet Proposed changes m the materials

of our rotnif tire now under consideration by the

Government and the pamphlet urges that the oppor

tunity should br taken tq get nd of our present in

convenient B>stem and introduce a new ednage on a

dedmal basis
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The second of the Chadwick public lectures otk

military hygiene was deUvered by Gen Sir Johm
Goodwin Diicctor \ M S on March Tbo
lecturer reviewed the \my hygiene during tbo
recent war Ihr clothing served out to tha troopa

was of the best ind special attention was devoted
to feeding, and rationing Ihe water supply in large

nuasure w is subjected to chlorination in order to
purify It bleachmg powder being prinapally used for

the purpose Special measures were taken for
cleansing purposes bathing stitions being established
where the in n bathed and m the meanwhile their

un forms wer slctilised and fresh underclothing was
Mived out to th m Dcsitructot *1 were built or ixtem*
porised out f biscuit tins etc m whuh all the camp
refuse wa*> burnt Special means weie devised to
prevent w iste Ihus in the destructors all the solder

from old tins w s m Ittd out and collected and fat

from the I itchons w is saved and sent home for manu
factun int > er n and munitions By those

measures th health <t the \rmv was preserved to a
degree unkiown in f >rmpr campaigns For example
in ic)t6 ameng i tolil strength of a million and a
quarter of ill n ition ililics the number of cases of
<ntenc fcvci w is 02 pot 1000 men wheieis m tlu

Botr War the figure was 1^3 pei 1000

llfK bcbruirv numlMi of the Museunti Journal
contains the report of 1 conference between Sir

Amherst Selby Bigge Sicretary of the Board of
Fduaition md i eorosentatives of iht Museums Asso
ciation h aded b> Sir Martin Conway on the pro

poaed transfir of museums to the local education

authorities Ihe association piesinted a reasoned
protest laying strew on the fapt that the educational

ac tivitica of muxeum*> must necessarily be subsidiary to

their pnm irv function of collecting and preserving the

works of Nature and of man and to the study of ihiu^

matenal in prosecuting the highest atm of a museum
the d\ iniomentof sctince art and industry It

is» the results of that studv which eventually braomec
available for th cducition of the public Ihe argu
ments in favour of linking up all the museums of
the countrv with the national museums untjer the

control of a separate museum board were advanced
bv Dr Bather who instanced among the prospective

advantages of such an arrangement the loan

circulation of natural historv and other objects from
-the British Musi^um the proMsion of expert help and
the cataloguing of the wealth of our scattered

museums Sir A Selbv Bigge m his reply claimed

that the conception of education had recently widened
so as to include the chief functions which the deputa-

tion assigned to museums The previous numberof the^
Museufns Joumtd reprints with comments^ the recoin

mendations concerning the staffs of the natioAil

museums made by a Roval Commission the report

of which (Cd 7338) issued m Apnl 1914 was
obscured by the smoke of war

\ SpEHAf Report on the Prevention Venereal*'

Diseases ” bv Dr A Mcams ftaser» Medical Officer

of Health for Portsmouth, has recently been addressed

by him to the Health and Housing Committee the
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Borou0i Council, and it worthy of the careful con-

sideration of all authontiet concerned with national

health Dr. Fraser ureses that the hifjhcst aim of a

health authority should be the prevention, not the

treatment^ of dlscabe, and that tht* noccssltv for exten-

sive provision for treatment is CMdence of the nt^lect

Of failure of prevention He shouts clearly that the

succesaful prevention of venereal disease by sclentl-

licatly accr^ited means can be achievetl only bv the

adoption of certain sanitary measures \% hich arc readily

available and easily applicable These measures con-

sist in the use of a solution of |>ennan|^anato of potash

Immediately after exposure to infection and of an
ointment containin^^ calomel Ihe provision of th(<M

disinfectants by any local health authority is not sug-

f^csted, but the authority is recommended to take such

steps as are necessary to spread the knowledge of the

means of selfdisinfection, so that those v^ho insist

on satisfying; their sexuab app< iites by promiscuous

Intercourse may be instructed how to protect them-

^Ives from diseases which, when contract! d, arc

notoriously so often communicated to innocent women
and children Since it is far more easy to disinfect

men than women, it is rif*hllv urj;ed by Dr Fraser

that it IS of the first iitiportamo to prevent the infec-

tivi i^erms from entering; the bodv of thi inde,

for if one iw'x can be protected from infection venere il

diseases will be well on t)u way towards extinction

*lhe report f^ives ample* consideration and reply to

various objections which have lM*en persistcntl% made
against Ihe inclusion of venena! disea^ses m the cate-

gory of infectious and preventable diseases whuh tan

now be dealt with on scie^ifit lines

A CURIOUS case of btom worship is debt! ibid bv

Ml H A MacMichad among thi' Tungur-Fur tribe

In the budan {Sudan Notes and Records, vol tii ,

No I, January, iqao) The stone is known as the

"Bride's Stone*' or the “Custom Stone " Rites are

performed on marriagi, at the circumcision of a child,

at a birth, and when a high ofllcinl visits the place

But that at marriage is, as the name* implies, the

mofct usual After the nurringe rite the pair irc made
to rub some blocxl of a sacrificed animal on the stone

in the form of a cross If the) arc too poor to afford

this, they offer a piece, of cowdung Ihen thc'v iic

laken to a neighbouring well, where the officiant takes

a piece of mud from the pool, daubr i* on the foie-

heads, shoulders, waist'., kncc>s, and loins of ihi

<^^ple, and binds some green grass on then me Us

ankles, and wrists—all dopblkss iniendnl as a fti

tility charm,
^

’ L\sit year the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists*

^»brietv Attained it« jubfkc, and we ix)ngratulnte its

membem on their fifty yeais of good work The
ycry njame of “naturalist** is in clanger of extinction

^ur pursuiti are so 3pccial!>cd that we have ornitho-

marine biologists, and protouwwlogists who vet

WM scarcely be callw naturaljstfc Another peril to the

name pf, nationalist wa> brought about by Mr. Aithgr

^atfopr/a iiso.of the word “ natprafism '* to denote
isftot Other people call “materialism ** It would be a
ihoUtand pities to loso familiarity with this most
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honourable name of naturalist, or to pervert it to a
false use Happily, we are safe so long as the Norfolk
and Norwich Naturalists* Sodetv fiourlshes, and others

like It Its latest number of Transactions (vol. x ,

part V
, icjifi-iq) IS oitogether admirable, with Mr

W P Pycraft’s paper on “Some Neglected Aspects
in the Studv of Young Birds,** Mr Robert Gurney *•

“ Breeding Stations of the Black-headed Gull In the

British Isles,** and Mr W G Clarke’s “The Fauna
and Hora of an Essex Common “ The' whole issue

IS well illustrated md well edited, und Dr Sydnev
I,.ong, the society's hon secretary and editor, says
truly that new problems and new points of view con-
tinually nnse “ It is to be hoped that members of

our society may devote attention In the future to such
questions is the limiting factors In the distribution

of our flora and fauna, to the peculiar physical and
biologu il features of our great asset, the Norfolk
Broads, or even to such practical questions as the

advance ment of agricultural methcxls by the applica-

tion of mcxlcrn ideas on heredity and soil fertility
**

This. Sumatran hare {Nesolagus Neftchert) is one of

the rarest of known mammals Hitherto only two
specimens have ecer fenind their way into a muheuni,

and these are in the Natural History Museum at

Ixyden Messrs F Jacobson and C Boden Kloss

are theretore to be congratulated on being able to

t

describe four recently captured examples In the

Journal of the Federated Malay States Museums
(vol vii , part tv ) The specimens were obtained by

Mr Tacobson aftei a long and almost hopeless search

in soulh.wust Sumatra In its coloration this animal

IS remarkable, being broadl> striped with dark brown
on a “buffv or greyish*' background, forming a strik-

ing pattern, which is admirably shown in two photo-

graphs of a living animal The skin of this creature

is so exceedingly thin that it was possible to prepare

the specimens captured onlv after hardening In spirit

It IS nocturnal in itb habits, and haunts the remote

parts of the forest at an altitude of from 600 to

1400 metres Hence u is almost unknown, even to

the natives So far as can be ascertained, it would
seem to hvc in burrows at the base of big trees or

in holes In the ground made bv oth<^r animals Mr
Jacobson succeeded In keeping one of the specimens

here described for more than t vear, during which
time it fed readily upon cooked ncc, young maize,

broad, and npc bananas But its favourite focxl In the

wild state would appear to consist chiefly of the }uic\

stalks and leaves of different species of Cyrtandi.i,

which plants form a largo part of the undergrowth

of the foiests m which it lives Repeated experiments

showed that these plants were preferred to all others,

and were consumed in large quantities

Tiik Philippine Journal of <*cience (vol xiv , No 6)

contains an account by H A Lee and H S Yates of

the so-called * pink disc,is< ’’ which has rcccntiv

appeai'ed in the Philippint^s, spreading rapidly and
causing Serious stem- and bianth-dise tse of citiqs-

trecs The organism is a w^jll-known fungus. Cor-

Uauni salmomcohr, which, though not previously

reported upon citrus, Is known to cause disease on
rubber-trees (Hevea brasUien^is), cocoa, coffee, aiidf
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other plants, economic and wild, in the Orient, where

it is now widely distributed, though in 1900 the

disease was practically unknown

Tub Journal of the Franklin Institute for February

contains the address on “Sound-ranging as Practised

by the United States Army during tile War “ deUvered

at the meeting of the physics section of the institute in

October last by Prof A Trowbridge, of Princeton Uni-

versitv The methods used were those developed by our

own Sound-ranging Section, and are known to many
of our readers Thev depend on the differenoch of the

times of arrival of the sound of a gun at six stations

near the gun, and are both sensitive and instru-

mentally very accurate The residual errors are

almost all due to uncertain meteorological conditions

at the time of observation As compared with other

methods of location of enemy guns, the American

experience Is summed up In the following numbers —
During a three weeks' rapid advance sound-rangers

accounted for 21 per cent , and flash-ranger*! for 79 per

cent , of the guns located During the two following

weeks, when the advance had b^n chedeed, sound

was credited with 54 per cent , and light with 46 per

cent , of the locations These records are charac-

teristic, and show that the Sound-ran^ng Section

required a little longer to get into efficient action

than the Flash-ranging Section

Wb have received a copy of the first volume of the

Ch^tntcail Age (June-December, 1919) Besides more
or less ephemeral matter, the volume contains a
number of important articles possessing a permanent

interbst Among these may be mentio^ “The
Chemist's Place and Function in Industry," by Sir

Robert Hadfield; “Recent Developments in Indus-

trial Catalysis," by Dr H S Taylor; “The Com-
merdal Synthesis of Organic Compounds from
Acetylene," by Mr M J Marshall; and “The Syn-
thesis of Ammonia," by Dr E B Maxted A useful

feature of the Journal Is the weekly account, with
Ulustrationt, of patent

^
literature , this keeps the

reader early in touch 'with advances made both in

this country and abroad, and will be of value to the

industrial chemist and the chemical engineer. It is

satisfactory to find that the promising standard of the

early numbers is well maintained in the later issues

It Is more than a hundred years since Sir
|

Humphiy Davy first described his wire-gauze safety

lamp to the Royal Society (1818) The chief use of

the lamp has, of course, been in the coat-mining

industry. Danger of gaseous explosions alto exists,

however, in various ^emlcal works where inflam-

mable ll^kU are dealt with, a frequent cause being
'

the use of naked in the repair or cleansing of

large holders in which such liquids have been stmd
Even at some distance from the liquid a naked light

may 49s dangerous, as vapour given off may render
the atmosphere capable of propagating flame. Atten-
tldn is directed to this fact In the Journal of the
Society of Chemical Industry (F^tiuniary sS) by Mr
JV ^Payman. who advocates the use of some form of
eafety lamp where artificial Illumination Is required
^fn sOdi dreumstartoes, apd dpacribes varioua forma
of lamp suitable for the pmpese.

HO. 263^, VOL. 105]
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ENOiNXxaa who have to solve problems based onr
the properties of steam, and eq>edally those connected

with steam turbines, will welcome a new alignmetit

diagram constructed by Mr. D Halton Thomson, and
published in Engmeeting for March 5. The prindpdl

part of the diagram Is based on Callendar’s equations

for the properties of steam, and by af^lying the prin-

ciple of duality Mr Thomson has succeed in pri^uo-

ing an alignment diagram which represents not only the

simpler of l!!he Cailendar equations, but also the others

not hitherto amenable to this treatment. The diagram
has scales showing (a) the total heat of superheated

or supersaturated steam, and also the total heat of

wet steam, (b) the amount of superheat; (c) the dry-

ness fraction, (d) the total entropy, (e) the hydrauHt^

efficiency for multi-stage turbines during superheated

or supersaturated expansion; (J) the specific volume

of superheated or supersaturated steam, and also of

wet steam, (g) the absolute pressure; and (h) the

saturation temperature An auxiliary scale gives the

relation of the heat drop and the steam velocity, and

the Wilson point Is marked on the chart A straight-

edge laid across the scales gives the whole of the

r^uired properties at once As an example of the

kind of complex problems which can be answered In

this way, we quote the following from the artide

In a four-stage turbine the steam expands In thermal

equilibrium from 200 lb per sq In. absolute and
superheat 100° F to 1 5 lb per sq. In. absolute;

the stage efficiency is 065 and the reh^t factor M45.
Requir^ the pressure, specific voluncie, and quality

at the end of each stage By no means the least ^

interesting part of the article Is an appendix showing
the methods employed by Mr Thomson In trans-

forming the equations to the form desired

Dr Grifthh Taylor, the Australian meteorologist,

delivered during the war courses of lectures on
meteorologv to the Commonwealth Flying SchocA and
at the University of Melbourne, and as a result he Is

now publishing, through the Oxford Umvsrsity Prssx.

“Australian Meteorology, with Sections on Aviation

and Climatology The volume will include diapters

on the study of the weather chart, work at a sitaal

Btaticn, the peculiarities of the Australian rainfall, tia

special storms and hurricanes of Australia, actual pro
c^ure in upper-air research, the discusslotfi of long)

distance forecasting and the application of nMteorofogy

to aviation, etc ^

In the Fsterinory Review for February (vol* W,,

No 1) Mr Fred BuUocl^ contributes an Instrdctiva

article on the compilation of bibliographies.

details are given of the proper manner of conjffBBt ^

e bibliography, and a numb^ of examples of correct
^

and Incorrect references to Journals and other pid^
Hcations are given and criticleed.

Mbssrs Crobbt Lockwood and Son, 7 Statlpnen*
Hall Court, London, B C.4, have hist issoed a mAU"
select list of books published by totan eo chenucef

^

techndogy A copy wU be tent to any re^ibr ^
Naturb post free upon apptlcatioo to tills

firm of pnblitbM of mddern etientUlc, indwitiVJ* mf
tedinlcat books. f
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Our Astronomical Column American Fossil Vertebrate Animals.

Thb Tottal Solar Ecupsr of igi8 Junk 8 —
Vd IvJiJ , No 4 of the Procecdinjfs of the Ameruin
Philosophical Society is entirely taken up with a

cuotiOR of the observations made during this e lipst

Tlw photographs taken by the Lovell Obscrvitorv

Expedition at Syracuse, Kansas bring out ver\ clfirly

the connection between the pronunences nd th

coronal arches It is pointed out that this connectun
U much easier to trace at sun spot maximum than at

minimum Dr Slipher s photographs of the coron 1

spectrum indicate that coronium is much me te ahun

dont in the equatorial than in the polar r gions

Qdessrs Jakob Kuiu and Joe) Stebbins were statoned

At Rock Springs Wioming and meisurcd ih* tot jl

light of the corona by photoelectric tails Compati
son was made isith the full moon thtough th tnt^r

mediary of standard candles Allowing for absorption

by the atmosphere the total lij,ht of the corona is

107 candle metres just hilf the value found for the

full moon Comparison of the toron i with the si y
near the sun before and during the eclipse showed that

the corona gave i/ioth of the sky light (same area)

in full sunshine, and six hundred times the si y light

during totality It is obvious thit most of the iltu

mination of the ]and8ca|>e during totality corner not
from the corona, but frimi the distant regions of the

terrestrial atmosphere which are outside the shadow
yBndeavours are being made by Prof H ik at Mount
Wilson to detect the corona in daybght by the Uhe of
jhoto*electnc cells

¥ Mr John A Miller, of the Sproul Observatory
uesenbes some researches to^tect motion in coronal
streamers by comparing ptt s taken at different
stations Recessions from tiit sun of 90 6> and
15 miles per second were indicated for three different

streamers Mr Miller also states that the forms of
many of the stromiers can be explained on ihe sup
position that they arc projected matter acted on by a
repulsive force

A Noon Rkflkctor —Prof C V Boys describes
in the English Mechanic for March 5 an ingenious
little instrument whidi he states to be cipabk of
determining apparent solar time within a second
It is essenually a transit instrument a small mirror

tin in diameter Is mounted on an axis about 3 in
fig, with cylindrical ends which rest in two Y s

mounted on a stand which is capable of being firmlv
meed In a window of southern aspect Full details

and drawings of the vanous parts art given in the
article, with Instructions which should enable any
person with a mechanical bent to construct it Small
movements for fine admstment in level and arimuth
are allowed for m tiw ^sign Some protecting cover
ftOd borne meant of fuung firmly after adjustment it

•ecured are also demanded as it Is somewhat tedious
vnd troublesome to adjust it with high accuracy The
tmrror is so smalt that the reflection of the sun on
the opposite wall is fairly well defined like a pinhole
Image, and tfie author stdtes that he has frequently
been able to see large sun-«pots clearly There is a
'

‘lift amount of penumbra but bv practising uni
Ifitv In observing either the Inside or the outside

^^Jie psaumbrat fringe tha tune of transit of the

jcentre may be determined to a second The
fHrtduin IS maraMl bv a Hne on the north wall of the

tjomf the mam image of tfie sun may be brougrht to

mm pohit at all thnes of the year by rotating
4be axis In die Y*s.

iiOfliieswYot X05]

A MERICAN palfieontologists are making good pro-'

gress with their detaued studies and oescnptions
of the original type specunens of the vanous species-

of extinct vertebrate animals found on their con-
tinent Most of the firit descriptions were necessarily
burned and superficiil often unaccoinp inied with
figures and they aie scattered in numerous small
publications Later discoveries have indicated more
ilcirh the features that arc of special significance
ind need pariicutar attenbon in each case so that
new discriptions arc of fundamental importanie for
\ titud in the scicnci Realising this Prof H T
Osb rn his just completed a valuable work by bring-
ing logt Iher a senes of up to dale technical dcscrip-

tionH and fguics of all the type specimens of fossil

horses from the Oligocenc Miocene ind Pliocene

formaticns of North America (Memoirs of the Amen
c in Museum of Natural Historv new senes vol ii

p irt 1 ) He not onlv deals with every species on a
uniform plan but also discusses in ample detail the*

correlation of the vanous formations from which the

fossils were obt uned Bt sides reproducing the

onginal figures already published he adds many
more and among these the pencil drawings by two
Japanese artists are especially noteworthy A senes
of new drawings collected to illustrate the evolution

of the upper and lower molars of the horses is a
welcome rrmpendium
Other fossil mammals arc dfscnbtd and discussed

in the sixth volume of p ipers on vertebrate pal'eonto

logv extracted from thf Bulletin of the American
Museum of Natural Historv We noticed

•some of these contributions at the time of

their publication and we arc glad to have them
so conv< month collected Several notes on the

mammalian remains of the I ower Focene bv MessrsWDM itthew and W Granger add to our know
led|;c of the tvpe specimens bv comparison with later

discoveries which are described and illustrated in

detail The paper on the Forenc Notharctus by
Messrs W Granger and W K Gregory is also

fundamentally important for a discussion of the origin

of the Primates In another valuable memoir Dr
Gregorv pursues this subject and reviews our present

knowledge of the fragmentary fossils which seem to

afford some information as lo the origin ot man
The skeleton of Dntrvma a heaw running bird

7 ft high from the T ower Focene of Wyoming is

described bv Messrs Matthew and Granger as repre

sentjng a now order of uncertain relationships Some
of the Cretaceous Dinosaurs described bv Prof

Osborn are also remarkably bird like and the won
d rfullv preserved Corvthosaurus described bv Mr B
Brown though evidently an amphibious Dinosaur

related to Iguanodon has a bonv crest which would
make the outward shaoe of its head Hka tfjat of a
cassowary 4

In the volume from the American Museu V4here
are also some notes on the gigantic Dinosaurs related

to Diplodocus but a still more Imoortant contribution

to our knowledge of these reptiles is Prof R S LulPi

detailed description of Barosaurus in the Memoirt of

the Connecticut Academy (vol vi pp 1-43 pts I-
vii ) Barosaurus seems to have a longer neck and
shorter tail th|yn Diplodocus but is otherwise venr
similar to the latter The gigantic Saiiropoda,

Indeed are not easihr classified and we still need
many more technical desermtions Wee that before us
Some of the tvpe-SDedfnens of tite Permian and

Tnasfir reptiles are also redescribed and dlacutaed by
Baron von Huene and Mr D M S Watson In thi
Bulletin of the American Muaetun, but the moat
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of the largeMt weaithieat and moat active of thi^

a<»sociaticms under the Department The annual
income ap*irt from special oonatiiHta and inteveat^ Is.

ne.irly 12 ooui and it m hoped that ultimately the
association will embrace the two thousand hrtna
engaged in wool manufacturing in the Bntuh l^s
I he outstanding feature of the >ear covered by the

report has been th< appointment of a director of

ri search Major H J W Bhs& having token up his

duties on March 24 last year
Among the interesting matters dealt with in the

leport ire the seven reoorts on reseirches or invesr

ti^itions undertaken by the association the partial

engagement of two spiuahsts and the appointment

of two investig itors the development of consulting

work the dissociation from the larger educattonm
institutioni particul irh tht I niver^itv of I eeds 'ino

striking recent addition to our knowledge is n fine

slttl^n of Dimetrodon from the Permnn of lexw
described b> Mr C W Oilmorc in the Proceedingb

of the U h National Museum (vol Ivi pp ^^5 '19

pif 70-73) Mr Gilmore hab restored the reptile Ob

shown in the accompanying figure and none of the

proportions are hypothetical except the length of the

thin end of the tail The tot'll length is about y
ft

whili the greatest heifc^ht at the middle of the dorsal

trest IS nearly 5 ft It must have been in igile

repule and the serrated sabre shaped teeth would be
very effectivt for the c ipturc ind tearinj^ up of its

prey The feet have sharp claws Ihe remarkable

crest on the bvk is formtd b> llw projection of the

greatly elongated neural spines of the \irtcbr<e as

m the existing little luard the basilisk of tropical

America shown in the upper corner of cnir figure

r R« wo fopa v*c* o o s npc l« / er0im^£gm
for h« I S Nr Umml U ^ n WRth fttoa Rboat oae-tir« ch Ml
Co t a A ne rKo vnRdowcotfr olbvprjeC t H

fo h« I« a of r««R BJide y Mr (. bo ImW 0 Inore
r1 «* t «ef I o ex 4 nj^ I » d Ate / 1 ^ m# f o
e»

Ihe UM; of this iTCbt is uncertim but the most
plausible suggebtion sttnis to be that tht reptile lived

imonj^ strubbv ve^etatiin md th outgrow th^ pt

tcttiVils idorned may h \ h Ip it con t I t

'Researetp Ip Textile Industries

RL( FIMNG Its imtiil impetus front tfn actvltus
of the University of Leeds la^cr asp rinj^ to

wide \ ictlvuu s m the West Riding of \ orkblurt tht

BrtUsli Research \bsocialion for th Wool! n and
Wmted Inlustnes has now UtaiiKcf to full stilus

iiAd«r the Dennrtmtnt of Scientific and Industrial

Reseanh and according to the rqiort for igi8 19

of the iounul jtist publishid mnv daim to be om
^ NO 3630, VOL io<;]

tht Bi idfi I I J 1 thn al C oil n 1 the. b art on the
d vdopmint of private liboritontb at hnzinghall
Bradford th institution of a library ind intorma
ton bun cu nd the indexing; of past Uxlilc publi<»#

tions and rcspirch the firmation of two joint Vomw
inittces on to <1 al with woollen caralng and
Hpinninj, md the othci with sheep breeding the

iccriving cf kpututionb ind the formation of five

locd committ b fbr Finland ScotWndf and Wales
fteftnneo is alb) made to the piogress of rcsMirchi

osp cnltvin the United States and i^permanv, attjen

tion iHinc directed to tht large sum^'of money spent
ind tht large staffs engaged by tndividdal firms* and
Iht inference draWn that large as the rescue^ of

,
British Research Assodatioo ate they wtll

I be much augnitnfed if the requirements of th^
industry arc tO M satisfactorily njejt A l^lo homily
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MAeM given on "The Effect of Neglect in the Past/*
'KeineOTfaig the Neglect," “The Basis of Research,*’^

"fteMUxh* What It is not *'

It is to be regretted that the report shows a certain

lack of apprecmtlon of the conditions under which
scientific research and investigations mav be con-
ducted The appointment of a director who ''omes

fresh and unbias^ to the wool industry is an experi-

ment well worth watching in view of future develop-

ments But how comes It that the actual laboratories

are to be divorced from the Yorkshire University of

Leeds? This action appears all the more strange
when it is noted that of the seven researches and
investi^tions undertaken, five have been cnrnid out
in the university of Leeds, of the four appointments
made to the staff, three are from th<' Imiversitv of

iJseds; and of the two large researches conjomtU
undertaken, both originated in the Univirsitv of

Iw^s, the second being started by drawing upon the

Universi^’s unique flock of Soay sheep
It is further somewhat strange to road th it “in

the simplest matters it is not possible to find informa-

tion in a correct and authoritative form/’ in view of

the fact that the country which has been spenallv

commended in the report for its highly developed le-

search activities (the united States of America) adopts

a Yorkshire text book as its standard \\ ork of refer-

ence, and that Australia sunilarlv regards Yoikshire
publications on wool We hope that the tendencies

here indicated are only a passing phase, and that ulti-

mately credit will be rendered to those institutions,

particularly the University of l^eeds and the Bradford
Technical College, 'ind individuals who bv their

labours In the past have made possible the develop-

ment of this association

Research work on wool presents such remarkable
difficulties that appnrenllv the onlv possibility of sound
pro<*rcss in the future lies in the closest and most
amicable association of all instif "^lons and indii iduals

speciallv qualified to assist in introducing science and
scientific method to the greatest possibh < xtent

throughout the wool industries It mav be that the

secrecy Insisted on bv this association is essentinf in

the interests of subscribing members, but the broader in-

terests of research are represented bvan approximately
equal Government contribution, and it is obvious that

these broader interests can best be fulfilled bv a well-

ronsiderod scheme of association between the educa-

tional institutions in question and the Reseat ch
Ansociation

CUuuitology of North-west Russia and
France,*

CINCE the withdrawal of the BnUsh Fo*-ccs from
Archangel and Murmansk, the climate of North-

west Russia has become a matter of less interest to

the average Englishman than was the case six months
ago, but to the nrwtcorologist the district remains one
of tmpmtance The cibiMtlc features of the area in

wintar mutt be considered in relation to its intei*

mediate position between the relatively warm waters
,of the Arctic Ocean and the intense cold of Central

Asia* The effect of these two Influences Is seen In

the approximate equality of temperature in January
at AKandrov^, near tine mouth of the Kola River,

Ul tHb nbrth. and Petrograd In the south, notwith

S^tig a difference of nssrlv 10® In latitude between

statioqs.

;*TlMCISMta oTNofth-^ Riudm.’* Pp. *6+4 ((^omloa

i £i?2’ da la Prancai * Dw*l*m* Fprtl* "

kftdaSttd.** SyAAnfOt Pp* sIslM. (Uiimm
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The comparative warmth of the Arctic coast is
likely to become a matter of considerable economic
importance, as it enables the recently devek^ped port
of Murmansk to be used for navigation throughout
the itar The dates of the forming and breaking*up
of ice on the Nova, Dvina, and Onega Rivers and on
Lake Onega are imown in a tnbk. in the work under
notice, where are qiven not only the mean date, but
also the ])eriods within which the date will occur on
the average, (a) once in two jears, and (6) once In
five >curs, thus indicating the degree of vanabllity
experienced 1 his may be a matter of nearly as much
importance <is the actual mean value

I he climatic conditions of North-west Russia arc
pu vented in n series of tables giving data for seven
stations, while letterpress directs attention to the more
important features It ma) <nuse surprise to Icam
that a temperature of 85® F has been record^ at
Archangel, whik tht average highest reading for July
IS 80** F Ihe percentage of doudy skies in North
Russii lb high even in the summer—a feature which
IS well brought out by diagrams of a novel type, which
show the frequency of mg, preapitation, and over-
cast, cloudy, and clear skies for Archangel and Kola

Upper-air temperatures ate presented for Petrograd,
where trustworthy means are available, and also for

Kiiuna, in Swedish Lapland, where the number of ob-
servations IS less satisfactory In the two tables In
which these data are set out, increasing height tuns
in one case up the page, and in the otner down. It
seems desirable that one or the other of th^ methods
should be standardised There is much to be said for
reversing the older method and following the more
natural way by running increasing heighjts up the
page, so that the greater heights are above the smaller
The paper docs not aim at beiqg a complete treatise

upon the subject of the cibnate of North-west Russia,
but within a small compass a good deal of interesting

information it put together
The second of the two publications under notice ix

of a different and more specialised typo, dealing with
but one branch of climatology, namel>, rainfml, for

the southern and south-western districts of France
This forms the second part of a larger work which
is to cover the rainfall of the whole of France, and,
IS the discussion of the data is left over until the
publication of the whole is complete, the present
volume contains little but tabulated nutter The
region embraced is bounded by the Rhone on the
cast and by the Pyrenees on the south, while north-
ward It stops somewhat short of the Loire
The thirty Departments ir.cluded in the area are

represented bv some 950 rainfall stations, the mean
“density" varying in general in the different regions

from i to I station per lo km square In the main
tables each Department is dealt with separately in the
following manner —First are set out brief particulars

of the different sUtions giving height above sea-level

and the period covered bv the observations Next are
given the mean monthly and annual fail In millimetres

for each station reduced to the common period 1851-

iqcNi Finally, for selected stations the proportionate

fill In each month of the vear is shown The means
from these selected stations show the annual march of

rainfall for the Department as a whole, and in this

case correction is made for the unequal lengths of

the months
M certain stations, more numerous in some Depart-

ments than in others, the rain-gauge is placed upon
a roof, w'hich leads to an unsatisfactory exposure It

IS pointed out that the errors introdiufed bv such an
exposure are proportionately greater in winter than
in summer, so that the annual curve is distorted It

is worth noting that the normal height of the rlnt
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of the gauge above the ground it 1*5 to 1 8 metres in

Prance, to that a correcoon would be neoettary before

making comparison of the results with British records

An excellent series of charts at 'the end of the

volume Indicates the rainfall distribution In each month
and In the year as a whole In the study of these

charts one misses a contour map of the country The
annual fall varies from 500 mm in two small areas

on the shores of the Mediterranean to more than

1500 mm in the mountainous regions* It is note**

worthy that, after the Mediterranean seaboard, parts

of the Atlantic coast take a high place among the

driest regions of southern and south-western France

T^s is particularly the case in the summer months
A wise (IWcretion has evidently been used in rejecting

stations of doubtful accuracy in the preparation of the

district means, and in other ways it is evident that

trouble has not been spared to render the results as

trustworthy as possible J S D

Volumetric Testing of Scientific Glassware.

I Intended to possess the highest degree of aceursey
jsrequired in scientific use Whilst the *'Class
tests are less stringent, the limits of error asidgned
are such as ail graduated apparatus oi good Cooii*

merciai quality should comply wth, and are necessuy
for obtaining satisfactory resultd In ordinary routine
analysis

It is very desirable that the scientific glass-making
Industry developed in this country during the war
should remain as a permanent asset To attain this
end the graduated apparatus produced should be
only well made, but trustworthy in respect of accurate
calibration From the maker’s point erf view, die
advantage of having apparatus guaranteed by an im-
partial institution IS Invaluable for establishing a
reputation for accuracy As regards users, they wQl
no doubt be glad to Imow that it is now possible k>
obtain apparatus the correctness of which has be^
impartinllv verified The monocram of the Nation^
Physical Laboratory is the hall-mark of British
scientific glassware so far as accuracy ot measurement
is ronc:erned

Accurate work in the chemical and physical

laboratory depends not only on the worker, but

also to a large extent on the trustworthiness of his glass

measuring apparatus, such as burettes, pipettes, and
Qslibratea flasks Whilst it is no doubt true that

every operator who is master of bis craft should be
able, on occasion, to verify the accuracy of his

measuring Instruments, it is alto true that both time

and pracuce are requlr^ to do It well, to say nothing
of tM fact that special eouipment is necessary for

some of the verifications Hence it Is important, both
to inak<»'s and to users, that facilities should be avail-*

able for the testing of such instruments by experts,

upon whose testimony reliance can safely be placed*

At the National Physical Laboratory apparatus of

the kind in question has been tested, In respect of its

accuracy, for the past fifteen years, but on a small

scale only Such instruments were mainly obtained

from abroad in pre-war days, and It is only within

the last two or Uiree years that the making of them
has developed appreciably in this country.

With the growth of the industry here it became
necessary to make arrangements for testing and
certifying glass volumetric apparatus on a larger scale

than heretofore Facilities were therefore provided

and regulations drawn up, in co-operation with manu-
facturers and users of scientific glassware, for carrying

out systematically what are known as ’’Class A'*

tests—that It, tests on apparatus required to be of the

highest degree of accuracy A pamphlet describing

the arrangements and regulations was issued in July,

1918, ana a new building has just been completed,

with special equipment for dealing with this class of

Work on a large scale.

Instruments required to bo only sufficiently accurate

for commercial purposes are designated as '* Class B/'
A permanent scheme for commercial testing of such

articles by State institutions, or by other approved

bodlM, is now under the consideration of the Govern-

ment Penang the settiement of this scheme, manu-
facturers may note that the National Physical Labora-
tory IS prepared to undertake Class B ” tests, which
for the present will be carried out at Teddington. It

is hofM eventually to arrange for this work to be
done at local centres.

. A full account of the methods of testing, limits of

Wfw allowed, details of construction, and fees charged
is given In a new edition of the laboratory pamphlet.

Tests on Scientific Glassware ” Copies
this paor^let may bs obtained free of charge on

Ap^ication to the Director,

The ” Class A ** tests are dsMgned for Instruments
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University and Educational Intelligence.

Aberdexn —Mr W G Lraib, formerly assistant
at Kew, and now of the botanical department, £din-
butgh University, has been appointed to tine dudr of
botany vacant by the death of Prof j W H, Trail,

Birmingham —Mr A A Dee has been appointed
an assibUint lecturer in physics

CAMBRiOGb —1 he governing body of Emmanuel
College oflfers to research students commencuig resl-
sidence at the college in October, 19S0, two exhibi-
tions, each of the annual value of 501. and tenable
for two years and, on the recommendation of
student’s director of studies, for such longer period
as the degree course may require. The governing
body may also make adaitioii^ grants to students
whose means ore insufficient to cover the expense of,
residence at Cambridge or whose course of research
may entail any consi^able outlay in the provision
of apparatus or materials The exhibitions will be
awarded at the beginning of October, and plications
should be sent so as to reach the Master of Emmanuel
(The Master’s Lodge, Emmanuel College, Cambridge)
not later than September 18.

The new statute authorising the degree of DoctoCr
of Philosophy for Research has been approved by
Majesty the King in Council, and regulations givif^
effect to the new statute will be offered for accept-
ance at the first Congregation in the Easter term.
Mr F D Smith, of Downing College, has beefi

appointed reader in estate management.
Vacancies are announced in the Cayley lecturesh^

In mathematics and in the University lectureships m
physiology and zoology Candidates must apply to tte
Vlcc-Chancfilor by Kpfi\ ao*

Edinburgh —In consequence of the appointment of
Mr W G Craib, of the botanical department, to
chair of botany in the University of Aberdeen, If Mt
been arranged as a matter of urgency that Sir Ctoorge
Watt, formerly professor of botany In the Uofvarttty
of Calcutta, deliver the couise of lectures on Jndlton
forest trees during the summer tenr *

Mr. James Templeton has been appednted Mtmr
in bt^ny in succession to Mr Pwuling fieslgti^^
and Dr. Bella D MacCaUum fulUffiha asslstaiyrSi
the same department. ^

^

With the assistance of the Scottish Compalttoe
toe Royal ^ronauUcat Society, the aepricto ol^idS
lecturers had been Obtained to^ a sarfM of fechtose
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Lon Oeronaudcf m connection with the eng^inetrmg
^)aMef at the Universities of St Andrews, Glasgow,
\Uhd Edinburgh The University Court voted a grant
of to demy the cost of the lectures in Edinburgh,
and suggested that the lectures should be open to the
public.

^ M i’Abbd Breuii, of Paris, has been nupointed
Mun^ lecturer on prehistoric archaeology for the
academical year 1930-31

LrvBiuPOOL—^The University » through its Chan-
oallor, Lord Derby, has just issued an appeal to its

constituency, the counties of Cumberland, Lancashire,
Cheshire, and North Wales, for funds that will enabh
it to come abreast of present needs Some of the
laboratories have been In existence since 1881, and
are obviously inadequate, while all of them art now
^00 small, thus the practical course in elementary
^Myslcs IS being repeated eleven times each week
The librarv needs to be extended

, the chemical
laboratories are so overcrowded that work is being
carried on in Armv huts; new departments are con-
templated and interesting developments are being
thought out A chair in the mathematical theory of
statistics, a ship-model tank, a department of col-

loidal chemistiv, and a department of manne food
industry are among the '‘futurist** ideas that rrnkc
this appeal so relevant to a great mdustrinl .nnd

tommcrdal centre Tt is hoped that the sum of \

million pounds nn\ h* oht imed and of th*'* tbout
500,000! is urgently required for nitssing <\pin
sions Already about 3oo,oool has been promised

On Saturday last, March 20, the thud annual dinnci
of the metallurgy department of the Sir John Cass
Technical Institute was held, Mr G Patchin, thi

head of the department, bclnj; in the chmr Dr C \
Keane, the principal, replying to the toast of thi

institute, stated tha| at the present time thete are
fi|ore than a thousand individu students attending
the various courses In 1904 there were three coutstv
and twenty -two students in the mctallurgv tkpart-
ment, and this > ear there arc eleven rourw ^ and om
hundred and twenty students

One of the most valuable provisions of the new
Army scheme is that which relates to the education
of the rank and file The intention is to provide men
in the Army with an educational training equal, or
even supenor, to what is available in uvilinn life

Every officer in command of a comi>any will be held
responsible for the Instruction of his men, not only
In drill and discipline, but also in the class-room and
workshop, and the result will certainly be inneased
intelligence and efficiency For the introduction of
his substantial reform Col Lord Gorell, who &ince

-qi8 has been Deputy Director of Staff Duties
(Education) at the War Office, Sir Hcnrf/ Hadow,
and Mr P A, Barnett afc largely responsible, and
they are to be congratulat«^ coraiaflv that the scheme
of Army certificates of education Is to come into

operation on July 1, 1931 Four classes of certificates
4re to be awarded on fhe results of examination
JTor the third-class certificate candidates must be ibte
to riod intelligently a sdected piece of English prose,
write a simple letter, work simple sums up to and
including vulgar fractions in reference to concrete
examples, and answer questions on a course of citizen-

ship and history* The second-class certificate will

flQMrently require a standard of attainment comparable
those of the former Preliminary Local Examina-

tkHis of Qxfofd and Cambridge, and the first class,

fovo^g Eni^h, mathematics, geography and map*
eboduig, and (optionai) an ancient or modern language,
k|)|k09unhtely that of the First School Examination
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By taking, m addition, two or three single subject**

from different groups, a special certificate may be ob-

tained Various practical subjects may be taken for

the second-class certificate, om the groups for the

special tcrlificate include mechanics, chemistry, physics,

botany, zoologv, geolo^, physiology, civil, mechanical,

and electrical enginee^g, agricultural chemistry, and
commerce We shall watch with close attention ihe

application and results of this educational scheme

Societies and Academies.

London
Royal Soilcty, Match ii —Sir J j Thomson,

president, in the chair —W O# DaSlshl, T H.
Bnnliaai, and A A DsvU The pressure upon the

poles of metallic arcs, including alloys and composite

arts In a previous communication (Phil Trans

,

\, texx
, p 2txi, 1910) the authors showed th.it the

poles of a carbon arc behaved as though they repelled

one another, and methods were described by which

the pressure upon tach pole could be measured
Reasons were given for attributing this effect to the

reaction consequent upon the t mission of electrons

fiom the poles under the influence of thermionli or

photoelectric action Ihe piescnt experiments rdate

to arcs between iron, copper, and silver terminals, the

late of variation of thr pressure with (unent density

being mc.cvured for the anodes and cathodes The
pressures were greater than in the carbon xic, that

within the copper arc being the largest Assuming

that the pressure is due to the projection of electrons,

a (ompanson between the kinetic energy of the elec-

tron and th it of the metallic atom at the temperature

of th( poles showed sufficient agreement to suggest

that th(» electrons before pioyrtion were in thermal

equilibrium with the metal of the pole The reactions

upon electrodes tompostd of an alloy of silver snd

copper were also measured, likewise those w'llhm an

arc between n silvci and a carbon polo In this case

the nressurf was determined maintv bv the material

of the pole under examimtion The problem of the

mechanism whereby a gas may be heated is briefly

discussed Some account is also given of the varia-

tion In the potential difference between the poles when
the material of one is altered —-J H Vtecort • Further

expenments on the variation of wave-length of the

oscillations generated bv an ionic vxlve due to changes

in filament current Eccles and Vincent have found

that in an oscillatory ciicuil maintained bv a

theimionic valve with a grid roil coupling, the wave-

length has a maximum value for a certain filament

current This effect is studied further in this p.iper

In order to varv the filament current, rheostats were

designed and used In which the change of resistance

was unaccompanied by anv sensible change in the

seif-lnduction of the filament circuit The methods of

measuring the change of wave-length due to the

variation of filament current were different from that

emploved bv Fccles and Vincent, but it wns found

that the results obtained were independent of the

particulai method bv which the wave-length was
studied It is suggested that change® in several of

the variables of a vnlve-malntalned nreuit produce

effects of the same sism on the wave-length and the

amplitude of the oscillations The wave-length and
amplitude decrease with the decrease of the grid

voltage or of the plate voltage They also decrease

when the coupling of the grid coil with the main
oscillator coil decreases Increasing the resistance In

either the condenser branch or the Induction branch
of the main osciliaring circuit lessens the amplitude
and wave-length, while altering the filament current
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in either direction from that giving the maximum
wave4ongth gives alM> a decreased amplitude —H A
Dayacs The theory of the katharometer A his-
torical introductory note by Dr G. A Shnkespear
gives a description of the katharometer and an
account of its developnient by him for hydrogen pur!tv
measurements and similar work In connection with
H^ter-than-olr craft Tho paper discusses the condi-
tions which determine the temperature of the hot
wire in the katharometer cell, and shows that loss of
heat by conduction through the gas is the most im-
portant factor, convection and radiation tong quite
unimportant Equations are given expressing the
experimental law of heat loss in a single katharometer
wire, and these are applied to the case of two wires
in parallel in the arms of a Wheatstone bridge
These equations are then used to show what are the
copditions for greatest sensitiveness and precision m
various cases arising in practice — H K Dayass The
process of diffusion through a rubber membrnne
The nature of diffusion of gases through rubber
membranes is discussed In the light of some recent
work This all points to n simple process, deter-
mined by the case of diffusion tniough the rubber,
and by the absorption of the gns bv the rubber This
Is introduced mathematical 1\ into the oroblem of dif-

fusion through n memhrAne The unsteady state is

considered, in which the membrane, after being tx
poaed to air, is suddenly exposed on one side to,

^y? hydrogen, and the rate of emission of hvdrogen
from the other side nlculated The passage of gas
through the maternl is treated purely as a diffusion
problem, the boundary conditions only being deter-
mined by absorption It is shown that meo‘njrements
of the permeability of a membrane and of the on
reaching a steady state are sufficient for the deter-
mination of both absorption and diffusion constants
Experiments are described in which these condiH ms
are fulfilled The moasurements of the diffusion are
made bv means of a katharometer From tVese
experiments the constants of diffusion and absorption
for hydrogen, nitrogen, oxvgon, carbon dloxkle,
nitrous oxide, and ammonia are determined I'em-
perature coefficients for tho constants are given for
hydrt^en, ami the high temperature coefficient of
permeability of rubber is shown to be due chieflv to
the high temperature cotflicient of the diffusion con-
stant, The extraordinarily high permeabilitv of rubber
to carbon dioxide, ammonia, etc , is shown to be due
entirely to the high absorption \ relation is niso
suggested betv\een absorption and critical tcinperatu^'e
of the gas

Pbyskal Society, Februaiy 27 —Prof W H Bragg,
president, in the chair—1 Smhli Ihc balancing of
errors In calculating functions from Taylor expan-
sions or otherwise, the results obtained by summing
any finite number of terms will differ to n greater or
less extent from the true results It is shown in the
paper that by suitable modifications of tho coefficients

the results obtained, even when comparatively few
terms of the cxpatision arc taken, (un be made to
approximate very closely to the true results for all

values of tlic variable between selected limits —Dr
N W MicLaeWaa i Notes on the testing of bars of

magnet steel The paper describes the results of
experiments with the Ewing double permcameter It

is shMm that the ipssumption underlying the theory of
the method, vix that the end effects arc the same
with the long and short bars, is not justified, and
that the value of H, as found by calculation on this

amin^on, is m error The enor did not, however,
x^oeca I per rent for any of the bars' tested, but
the author concludes that the method is Inferior as

regards accuracy and convenience to the differential-
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cml method —O D Wsst ; The forces acting oiy

heated metal-foll surfaces in rarefied ^ses. Thib
present paper arises out of two previous p^trs by tho
author on the pressure of light (Proc Phys Soc ,

XXV
, p 324, 1913, and aytviii , p 259, iqi6), and

consists of un experimental Investigation of the nature
of certain peculiar movements of strips of thin metal
foil surrounded by rarefied gases and exposed to ra<flb-

tion The experimentb deal chiefly with phenomena
at gas pressures below 1 cm of mercury, and it is

shown that the apparently diverse results obtained
can be connected by a theory based on the work of a
previous paper (Pioc Phys Soc

,
xxxi., p 278,

1919) Tho author concludes that at the hlgb^t
rarefactions the pressures on the strips arise from
the fact that, if differences of temperature exist in

an enclosure, the pressure of the gns is not uniformj
but varies approximately as the square root of the,

latter *s absolute temperature The simple conditions

that exist at low gas pressures are complicated at the

higher pressurts by gas currents which differ

fundamentnllv from convection currents, but are

closely connotted with the phenomena of thermal
tran^irntion
March 12 —Prof W H Bragg, president,

in the ch iir—F H Newwaa Absorption of

gases in the oleitnc discharge tube - J S G
Theaiu A directional hui-wire anemometer The
i'Wtniment consists of two fine platinum wires

mounted close together, and forming two of tho arms
of a Wheatstone bridge These are he>ited by the

turrent in the bridge When a stream of gas moves
in a direction peqiendicular to the wires, but parallel

to the plane containing them, the leading wire i«

cooled, while the second wire, being shioloira by the

first, IS not cooled *0 much, and may actualw be
heated on account of the air flowing past it being

warmed by the first wire A deflection ot the galvano.

meter is obtained, therefore, which is reversed if the

flow of gas is in the reverse direction The instru-

ment IS much more sensitive than the non-directional

hot-wirc anemometer
LIniMaa Sockty, March 4 —Dr A Smith Wood-

ward, president, in the chair R H A
contribution to our knowledge of Uio botany of New
Caledonia The &ubte<^t of this communication is the

collection made by Mr Compton in New Caledonia

and the Isle of Pmos during 1914 with the aid of

money giants from the Koval Socle^, the Percy
Sladen Trust, and the Wort’s Traveltintf Fund of

Cambridge University The specimens collected have
b«in presented to the British Museum, and the
greater part have been worked out In the department
of botany at that institution Dr Rendle gave ^ short,

account of the position and physical character of the*

island, and referred to previous work on its fibra

and Its general characters Important features any
the Igneous rocks which form n mountain chaia of

gneiss in the north east, ond the serpentine formli-

tion which t overs the southern portion and occurs in

larger or smaller areas througnout the Island* The
flora IS riih, and the proportion of endemic forms
exceptionally high The main affinities of tJlc flork

are with Indo-Malaya and South-East Australia, tho
former represented chieflv hi the forest regions and
tho latter m tho scrub and savannah regions, and A
study of It suggests that New Caledonia h a very
ancient land masi which has been isolated fooea very
long period Dr Rendle also gave a tisumi of
Compton’s account of the fema^md gymnomrmiu
The latter are of great interest; they numbete about
twenty-seven, and are all endemic. Mr.
referred to a number of interesting spedudbns anMiK
the dicotyledonous flowerlAg plants, wMch Ifidikted
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iViafiy novelties M!m Lorrain Smith gave an account
of tne lichen*, which Include a new genus and u fair

I proportion of new species Miss K M Wakefield
'Referred to the fungi, the geograph irat distribution of
which showed point* of interest , and Miss G Lister
described the small collection of M3retozoa

0*M*glc*l Soctoty. March jo —Mr R D Oldham,
OTesIdenjL in the chair - ^Prof A If Cox and A K
VToOs The I-ower Patoeozoic rocks of the Arthog-
Dolgelley district (Merionethshire) This paper gives
an account of the geologv of the country between the
Coder Idris range and the Mnwddach Estuary The
physiography of the district u as described, ana a sum-
ipary of the work of previous investigators given

MANCHRbTRR
Lttarary aai PUIaaorWcal Socloty, February 17 - Sii

Henry A Miers, president, in the chair —Dr 1
’^Grah^ Bfown The function of tlK brain The
activity of an animal, as seen by an observer, consists
in movements of its limbs, changes of its attitude,
changes in its expression, and so on This activity is

usually called “behaviour ” In itself the action is

a physiological one, and nia> be anal\sed and
described In terms of physiological mechanism It

is also used as an index of the mental processes
The separate movements of the parts of the bodv are
tnie^aied^ the nervous s\st<ni in the total be-
haviour This integration mn\ occur at different

levels in Ihi* central nervous system The great br tin

mutt be present if the minimal is to exhibit all the
finer shades of behaviour i^hich characterisi the
normal animat The two general methods of examina-
tion were dcsciibcd and illustrated by expenmental
observations Brain iniuries and their results in men
and animals, with consequential paralysis, and the
theory of the “cenbrni localisation of functions*’
were discussed

Literary and Phlltsoplilcal Stclety (Chemical Section),

February 37 —Mr R H Clayt
, chairman, in thi

chair

—

J AHan Engineering as applied to the build-

ings and plant m chiMnical vsorks

Dubun
Royal DnbUn Sactoty, February 24 —Dr V Hacked

in the chair —Prof Wm Brown Note on lh< dciav
of magnetism in bar magnets Twenty-one bar
magnets of different chemical composition Here re-

tested for magnetic moment per giam after lieing

laid aside for ten years The mo5.t retentive >\ore

found to be magnets with about 1 per cent of C

and those with aTOUl 3 per cent of Cr The gencial
results show that In ten years the manganese group
lost about 25 per cent of their magnetism, the
tungsten group 20 per cent

,
and the chromium group

about 38 per cent - -1 G Mason The inhibition of

invertase in the sap of Galanthus mvalts ^ he inver-

sion of sucrose in the sap extracted from the leuvi«! of

GoZanthuY nivolu takes place with extreme slowness
to that at the end of five days, at a temperature of
39^ C , it is still incomplete The delay is observed
whether the sap is pressed from untreated leaves or
from leaves the cells of which have been rendered
permeable by exposure to intense cold or to toluene

vapour; but the delay is least marked in the sap
extract^ by the first method It is shown that inver-

sion such as occurs is due neltlier to the acids of

the oril-sap nor to the enxymes of organisms external
to the cells, and hence the presence of invertase in

the sap seems established. Efforts wqre made to

demonstrate tlte presence of an invertasednhibitor bv
dtatysis, and by testing the effect of the sap on
veasLlnvertase, with negative results Possibly the
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greater part of the Invertase of the siqp is thrown
down with the colloids coagulated by extraction,

c^dally during exposure to cold or to toluene
vapour The inversion of the sucrose was traced by
thermo-electric observations of the depression of

freezing point of the sap These observations usually

showed a comparatively rapid inversion during the

first few hourfc, followed by a slight reversal or sus-

pension of the process for the next few hours, and
then a steady inversion at a very slow rate The
reversal is remarkable, and mav be attributed to a
condensation of hexoses to form sucrose or to oxida-

tion of the he\ost‘s
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The Anti-dumpiiiff BilL

TH£ BUDL to prevent dumping* and to establuh

a Special Industries Council to advise as

to tihe promotion and assistance of special indus-

tries hiL#^t been introduced into the House of

lUirds by Lord Balfour of Burleigh^ and, as might

nave been anticipated, met with a somewhat

dut^tts reception from certain noble Lords who,

among the faithless, still bow the knee to

V gods of Manchester Autres temps, autres

' mmufs We seem lo remember a time when the

presept sponsor of the Bill made the happy

de^tch ’* rather than obey the behest of the chief

apostle of Tariff Reform and Imperial Preference

to foSow the path he is now treading. But we live

in changeful times, and events are apt to play

havoc with principles Lord Balfour of Burleigh

IS not by any means the only citizen who rccog-

xdaes that the altered economic condemns of the

Empire and of the world are nowadays inconsis-

teftt Hdth the credenda of the Cobden School.

It cannot be said, however, of the new de-

paitlire that the Bill, after all, deals with a

mi^MUre of any very great magnitude Even if

it^ becomes law it is not likely to have any im-

mediate or world-wide oonsequente. As regards

^y^nping, It is primarily aimed, of course, at

Jur late chief adversary The Germans, no doubt,

pvoqld dump again if they could, or saw any

I

advantage in so doing But from all accounts

are not now m a position to consign any

dSM or kind of goods at prices at which goods

the same class or kind are sold by them at home
Q the ordinary course of business It is, therefore,

u the hipest d^ree unlikely that the Board of

^Trade woqld be called upon for many months,

>*q)^even years, to come to prohibit their importa-

[
txoii from Germany under the powers of the

Customs Consolidation Act of 1876.

The present political and economic condition of

^at prostrate nation forbids any hope that she

pn for a long time yet, if ever, resume her

<dd poalilion as a great trading commOnity. Her
^proletariat has now tasted power as never before,

Md conditions of production are altogether

^haaged. It is certain that in the case of some
^sytfteodities, sugar, for example, there is nothing

$0^ deoili, a^l thf profpeSl that there eVbr wiQ

remote. But it must nev^ be

thet Gennkoy is not the ohiy nation that

resort to dumping in the future,

and after our bitter experience we cannot afford

to let the future take care of itself '

The provisions of the Bill are very elastic, and

the Board of Trade is to be entrusted with a

fairly wide discretion as regards prohibition of

entry If the imported goods are shown to be

necessary m the national interest they may be

admitted under such conditions as the Board may
order, and any such order must be brought to

the notice of both Houses of Parliament This

would not preclude the Board from taking prompt

action when necessary, but the Minister would of

course be responsible ultimatel> to Parliament

As an interference with freedom of trade, even

the reasonable safeguards involved in this measure

will no doubt be fiercely opposed, and it remains

to tjp seen what power the doctrinaires of the old

school still retain The plain man will find it

difficult to sec the snake in the grass

The sections of the Bill dealing with the estab-

lishment of the Special Industries Council for

the promotion and assistance of special industries

are, however, of immediate and pressing imp6rt-

ance, and it is to be hoped that, whatever may be

the fate of the clauses directed to the prevention

of dumping, this portion of the measure will not

be sacrificed It is concerned with matters which

may be said to have originated out of and in

consequence of the war, and to have been forced

upon us in great measure by the action of our late

enemies It is notorious that for years prior to

the outbreak of war Germany had by divers arts

and cunning contrivance sought to hamper and

restrain the development of our industries and to

thwart the expansion of our commerce Her
methods at times, especialfy in foreign markets,

had violated every principle of fair trading Her
practices were part of hbr policy of world-wide

aggression—Deutschland uber aUes—no matter

at what cost or at what sacrifice of commercial

rectitude. It was that policy which produced, knd

probably precipitated, a war which practically

every element of German nationality had con-

spired for a generation past to bring about It

was only on its outbreak that the extent and

character of that conspiracy were realised, and

that this country fully recognised how it had

been tricked, and with what subtlety one

after another of, the things that count in the

struggle which was contemplated had been

“cornered** and impropriated. Chagrined as

Germany was by our entrance info the waf, it

was untrue to say, as she alleged, that jealoiuy

of her impending oommercial aupremai^ was at
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the bottom of our action. However diequieted and

perturbed we mii^ht be with Geimany’a repeated

acts of agig^resiion aiul with the truculence and

arrogance of her methods, strained trade relations

would never have induced this Empire to draw the

sword. That was not the issue which welded the

Enghsh-speakiog world together. But that Ger*

many should have so imagined is intelligible. She

had at least good cause for the supposition

The special industries which the Bill seeks to

promote and assist have originated, so far as this

country is concerned, In great measure through

and by reason of the war We were compelled

to take them up by sheer necessity Certain of

them were among the things of which the

Gormans had gradually acquired practically com-

plete control for years past All of them were ne-

cessary to our national welfare, and some of them,

under the conditions of modem warfare, were

essential to our national existence Our late ex-

perience ought surely to have burnt the lesson into

the national mind. Never again must we be de-

pendent on outside sources for our medicaments

and dyes, certain metals, magnetos, glassware,

and optical instruments These special industries

—enumerated in the second schedule to the Bill

—

were in great measure started during the earlier

years of the war. They are defined to be indus-

tries supplying commodities which are essential

to the national safety, as bemg absolutely in-

dispensable to important industries carried on m
the United Kingdom, and which formerly were

entirely or mainly supplied from countries outside

these islands They cannot be said to be

firmly established as yet Some of them, like the

manufacture of synthetic dyes, have made extra-

ordinary progress, and their permanence is only

a question of time. Others are being de\eloped

with more or less rapidity. But every one of them
IS the subject of continued scientific inquiry and

research, and it is the purpose of the projected

measure to foster and protect them during this

incubatory period

To this end it is proposed to create a CouncU
of not fewer than five and not more than nine

persons of commercial and industrial experience,

to be appointed by the President of the Board
of Trade. Its duties will be to watch the

course^ industrial development and, m consulta-

tion with the Depirtment of Scientifo and Indus-

trial Research and any other Government Depart-

fhent interested in any i^>ecial mdustfy, to advise

tkp Boiifd as to the promotion and assistance of

thb s}^al industries named in the sdbedule to the
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Bill, and any other industry which, In die

of the Ck>uncd, i$ a special industry in the

already defined* It is required to examB
any proposals made as to the promotion

sistance, or any suggestions as to the betC^
organisation or management, of any speebd

dustry on the application of any Goverfimeni

Department interested, or any firm or ptfMqfB

engaged, in any such industry, to advise the

Board as to what steps, if any, should be taioen

by way of assistance to conserve or promote
special industry, and to indicate the terms noon
which, in its opinion, such assistance shoulq M
given It IS further required to make V

annual report to Parliament stating what bapt.

been the progress of any special industry to Wldcb

State assistance has been given, and what reemn-

mendations have been made in respect *‘to it*

Lastly, any application made to the Board for

State assistance by any firm or person engaged in

a speaal industry shall be referred to the Ckiundl,'

together with any information in the possesrioO

of the Board as respects that industry, and thfi^

Board may require any firm or persons engaged

m that industry to furnish any information wkkb
the Council may deem necessary under pain

fine or imprisonment

These, no doubt, are somewhat drastic pow^,
but, it must be remembered, they are asked for

in the interests of national security, and it^b
unlikely that in operation they will prove to be

inconsistent with the proper interests of private

trading As the Council will be associated with

the Department of Scientific and Industrial

search, we assume that it will exert a nurturing"

influence upon scientific work through which Isr^

dustnes are created and developed No ott»

desires to assist an industry which is not 4ss^
endeavouring to grow by the use of knowtadgvJ
but when this intention is dearly manifested^

State may very well exercise the function ofvmf
lating It or of removing obstacles to expanaloj

We are faced with the necessity for dobplL
whatever Is within our power to promom^l
the establishment of new industries as
means of increased production, not only bedUV^
our national position demands the use of
gresslve methods, but also to enable us to meet
the vast expenditure which the war has eaffaQ^dr'

We have regained in a measure die oonl^ 0^
raw materials, and for their US^
must co-operate with industry, andooth
the objecu of the fostering care of tbe
new measure seems t6 have been coocehreq
spirit.

^
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Science and Scbolastlcisin.

JifUtwA MtdictM. By Prof James J Walsh

(Medical History Manuals) Pp xii-faai.

(London* A. and C. Black, Ltd » 1920.) Price

yr. 6d net.

P
ROF WALSH has written an attractive and

most readable account of the course of

medieval Piedtcme. He has painkid a good, even

a ^^eakingy picturci but it is not a likeness which

most first-hand investigators of ht$ material will

b^psily recogmsc, nor ;s the voice with which it

iqieaks that which is familiar to them. As to his

lining and competence for bis task, no question

can be raised, but the method he elects to adopt

is one which has brought much work on the

history of science into not unjustified contempt

There are authors, less well equipped than Prof.

Walsh, who occupy their time m ransacking the

printed masses of ancient literature and abstract-

ing passages which seem to show traces of prac-

tices similar to, yet quaintly different from, those

of our own time. This of itself, though neither

history nor science, is an entertaining and harm-

less antiquarian diversion. But it is a different

matter when such extracts, riven from their con-

;text, are gravely pieced together and presented

an account of medieval science to a public

necessarily ignorant both of th< uriginal material

and of the method of research. If an expert, such

as Prof Walsh undoubtedly is, adopts this

method, he leaves no alternative but protest to a

reviewer with first-hand knowledge
Prof, Walsh's attitude towards the medieval

past may perhaps be illustrated by a single critical

sentence: “We have come," he says, “to know
more about Aristotle m our own time, and as a

consequence have learned to appreciate better

medieval respect for him.“ This, we submit, is

not an attitude with which many Aristotelian

scholars or many men of science will be found m
agreement. It is undoubtedly a fact that at the

present time the reputation of Aristotle stands

veiy high indeed as an observer of animal life,

but that was not the cause of his appreciation in

the Middle Ages. In the scholastic centuries his

itput^ldon in physical science,—we omit discusrion

of his position m other departments,—was based

chiefly on his view of the form of the universe

aikb.of the nature of matter and of mam His
fityt-hand and very valuable observations on the

liahita, structure, and tievetopment dfi anttnals

were ^the^ nq^eofrd or they were mtsun(lerstood

a^ placed m serif# vntb his oracular utteiunces

on oircular mptlons Cf the heavenly bodies, the

character ci comets, the existence of

los]

the outer eether and of the pnmum mobile, the m-

telligenccs of the stars, and the continuous nature

of matter. It was these conceptions that earned

for An^totle his position m medieval science, and

on the errors involved in them Prof Walsh is con-

tent to be silent

Prof Walsh similarly places in the forefront of

his argument that “the most interesting feature

of the work of the North Italian sui^eons of the

later Middle Ages is their discovery and develop-

ment of two specific advances of our modem
surgery . union by first intention and anses-

thesia ” Now, since the days of Hippocrates,

and doubtless before, the medical attendant, both

for hts patients' sake and for his own, has never

been reluctant to prescribe narcotic drugs to

those in acute pain The medieval physician was
accustomed to use far more drugs than are con-

tained in the modern pharmacopufia, and he in-

cluded in his long list many sedative and narcotic

substances. The very vices of the nations will

tell of this, for there was never a time when men
did not seek oblivion from care and pain in that

form of unconsciousness which is brought by

poppy and mandragora and all the drowsy per-

fumes of the East Such devices were as

freely used by medical men in medieval as in

pre-medieval or in post-medieval times , in

the nineteenth century they were partly super-

seded by the advent of chloroform and ether,

though many surgeons even yet give a dose of

belladonna or opium in addition to the inhaled

anfcsthetic as a routine in major operations Prof

Walsh, however, seizes on the practice of nar-

cotisation before operation in medieval times, and,

directing attention to a few references to the

admmistration of anodyne drugs by tnhalatton,

—

a generally unsatisfactory procedure with such

substances,—he boldly writes

“ Hugh [of Lucca] seems to have been deeply
intent on chemical experiments, and espea^y
anodyne and anaesthetic drugs . . A great man^
of these surgeons of the time seem to have experi-

mented with substances that might produce anaesc*

thesia . With anaesthesia combined with anti-

sepsis, It IS easy to understand how well equipped
the surgeons of this time were for the develop-
ment of their speciality."

The facts are that Hugh wrote nothing on
surgery, or if he did his work is lost, that the

evidence, such as it is, of his use of anaesthetics

is at best but second-hand ; that among all the tens

of thousands of medieval medical MSS—there

are some fifteen thousand m this country alone

—

perhaps some dosen have a single sentence re-

ferring to this process of inhalation; that inhala-

tion is a measure ill-adapted to the dru^ sidd to
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have been uaed; and lastly, that the principal

author who mention! it—Guy de Cfaauliac—gives

no indication that it was a method that he either

approved or had ever employed

This is the general character of the book

History written on these lines has ceased to be

scientific, and, however attractive, learned, or

entertaining, cannot be regarded as a serious at-

tempt to interpret the past in the light of present

knowledge Chari es Singer

Ancient Camps in Gloucestershire.

The Ancient Entrenchments and Camps of

Gloucestershtre By Edward J. Burrow

Pp. 176 (Cheltenham and London Ed. J
Burrow and Co., Ltd ,

n.d.) Price air net

An observer who casts his eye over one of the

most delightful landscapes in England, the

view of the Severn Valley as seen from the escarp-

ment of the Cotswolds, with the Malvern range

and the Welsh mountains in the far distance, must
have noticed the numerous ancient fortifications

which stud the Cotswold glacis Wave after wave
of conquest and armed occupation has broken
against this hill rampart Goidel and Celt, British,

Roman, Saxon, Dane, and Norman in succession

occupied these uplands, and gradually brought the

rich valley Ifinds under the plough. The camps
remain as evidence of these struggles in the distant

past, down to the time when Cromwell drew his

entrenchments on Churchdown Hill at the siege

of Gloucester.

We have little trustworthy history beyond Neo-
lithic flint implements and similar remains of the
builders of these fortifications, untM some of them,
like Chipping Norton and Landsdown, near Bath,
were occupied by the Romans probaUy before they
reached the sta^ of constructing fortified aties on
the model of the camps of their legionaries, like

Olevum (Gloucester) or Connium (Cirencester).

When Christianity replaced paganism, some of
these camps, like those at Churchdown and Old-
bury, became the sites of Christian churches.

llte oldest form of camp seems to have been
the hill-fortress, generally consisting of a strong
bank and ditch, either cutting ofll a projectit^

headland from the downs, or marking off an area
with an Irregular oval line of entrendunenU, the
two ends resting on the escarpment of the hBL
But the more developed types are infinitely varied,

oftet? showing dbnstderable strat^ical skill in the
s^flection of the site, the alignment of the ramparts,
and the provision of a water supply. O^rs,
agali^, ,ikere not designed for permanent occupa-
hibn, being merely temporary didters for human

cattle, and grain in the event of a sudden
»o. ^63 VOL. 105]

[Ayn.

raid by tbc) SUvures or othytr formi<tab1e

the West Country.

Much information regarding these esmps^

collected by the late Mr, G. B. Witts ^ hts

“Archseological Handbook of GIoucestershire»'*

by the local historianSi and in the Proceedings bf

the local societies Mr. BurroWi though not a
trained antiquary, has done useful work in ooiXfro

piling this monograph After an introduction dealo

ing bneily with the ethnographical and bistorfeaf

aspects of the question, he describes in

belicat order more thnn a hundred encampmeati^

and he is careful to give references to the authors*’

ties on which his notices have been based A dis-

Unguishiog feature of the book is the senes of

excellent illustrations from sketches by the author

of all the encampments described The format

of the book IS creditable to the local pnnters, and

I

the monograph, as a whole, is a good examine of

I
careful field work and artistic taste.

Principlea of Glaas-making.

Glass Manufacture By Dr Walter Rosenhain.

Second edition, largely rc-wntten Pp, xv + asS.

j

(London Constable and Co , Ltd
, 1919

)

I

Price i2s. 6d net.

This volume IS very welcome, because there >

are so few English books on glass-making.

It brings the author’s 1908 edition up^ to date

It IS easy to read and interesting throu^oul The
preface states that the book is intended for those

who are users of glass, and makes no claim to

be an adequate guide or help to glass manufac-

turers, this makes the book rather a disappoint**

ment to a glass-maker, who, from the title, would
expect more explicit information.

The author invanaMy keeps to general prin^

afdes, and does not give any practical partic\^rs„

and in some cases just stops when ^ere is no
need to do so For example, on p. 17 he states

that results serve to show that chemical compost-^
tion has a profound induence on the mechanical
strength of glass, and on p 18 that the mo^idua
of elasUcity was largely dependent on the cbemi^
composition of the ^ss—then why not say ih

general terms in which direction the medumk^
strength aod the modulus of elasticity vai^ with
the chemical compoattion? Qd p. 3^ the pure
sands are stated to conuin 0*3 to 0*3 per cent, pf
inm; this is evidendy can error, and shoflld rf^
o*oz to 003 per cent ^

The chapter on "'Raw Mdteriaki^ is instrucdvff'^

but the author overlooks the fi^ that doloiMite U
by far the cheapest ftwxn in which
magtieida into coming
on dimeoaloa and heijjfht of tank
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M 76 are very good, but the statement on p. 81

t|iat from four to eight fillings are commcmiy

given to pdts IS not a fact m practice The prin*

ciples of annealing discussed in the latter half of

cwp. vii. are most useful, and confirm the

condusions arrived at by Mr. F W. Twyman m
his paper read before the Society of Glass Tech*

'dology at Sheffieid m February, 1917

Bottle glass, rolled or plate glass, sheet glass,

^|d crown glass are well explained in general

^nciples m chaps ix
,
x

,
and xi. Chap xii

,
on

k “Coloured Glasses,” is good on the whole, but

She author has entirely missed the real function

of arsenic and antimony in glass-making The
important question of optical glass is treated in

chaps xui and xiv
,
and the requirements are

\ery lucidly explained, but only old methods are

detailed, modern developments in manufacture

this branch of the industry arc not even mentioned

The book is u^l indexed, and will be read with

much interest by both users and makers of glass

Phjrsicgl Chemlsttir.

y (r) Introduction to Physical Chemistry By Prof

James Walker Eighth edition « Pp xiii -h 433
(Ixindon Macmillan and Co , Ltd , 1919

)

Price i6s. net

(2) Stereochsmtitry By Prof Alfred W. Stewart

Second edition (Text-books of Physical

Chemistry ) t Pp xvi -f 277. (London • Long-

mans, Green, and Co, 1919) Price lar 6d

net

(3) La Tension de Vapeur d^s Melanges de

Ijiquides. L'Aedotroptsme By Dr Maurice

Le^t, Premiire partie Donndes expdrt-

mentalss, Bibhographie Pp xii + 319-

(Gand . Anct. Ad. Hoste, S A ,
Bruxelles

Henri Lamertin, 1918 ) Price 45 francs.

(i)D ROP. WALKER’S ” Introduction to

g Physical Chemistry" has, since its first

appearance in 1899, been fecognised in this^

country as the standard work for beginners in this

branch of science. No great changes from

previous editions appear in the present one, the

“^Seted chapter" method of treatment is em-

ptoycj;!, each branch of the subject being treated

frotm'^^ point of view of shosring how physico-

chemical principles are applicaUe to the student’s

own practical work in inorganic and organic

ctocnistry. Its past success is no doubt due to

this and ako to the so^d apd thorough cnanner

in exptanatory portions ape dealt with,

a^qgemept of the subiecMuattchis much
Ate as iir previous editions; two new

lipwever^ been added, opo dealing

^110^863?, VOt. 10^

with "Atomic Number," and the other with

"Atoms and Electrons " Several o# the chapters

ha\e been revised, and a number of additions

made with the object of bnnging the work up to

date Such additions include brief accounts of

Ghosh's equation (1918) to account for the abnor-

mality of strong eIectrol>^es and of Dieterici’s

equation of state, while mention is made pf

recent work on specific heat at low temperatures

and also of the isotopic elements A useful

feature of the book is a list of important refers

ences to the appropriate literature at the end of

each chapter This is a book which can be warmly
recommended to students of chemistry.

(2) The author states in the preface to the new
edition

“In general I have tried to condense
and re-write the material m such a way as to

convert what was, perhaps, too much of a refer-

ence book into a more readable text-book. At
the same time, by the retention of the references

given in the previous edition, the volume still

maintains its value as a guide to the literature
’*

“Certain reviewers of the first edition cnticised

adversely the amount of space devoted to ateric

hindrance, and in preparing the new edition I

have come to the conclusion that they were right,

the more so since this subject now attracts less
attention than other bvanches of stereochemistry
do The portion of the volume devoted to steric

hindrance has therefore been markedly
diminished "

The plan of the first edition has been followed

throughout, two new chapters have been added,

one being albtted to the Walden inversion, and the

other to “The Arrangement of Atoms m Spaoe>"

a short account of the X-ray work of Profs. W. H.
and W L Bragg. The book contains tl^ec

appendices, the first being an interesting account

of the relation between physiolt^ and stereo-

chemistry, the second giving directions for making
solid models, the employment of which is a great

aid to following the subject, and the third contam-
ing references to literature cm the subject of steric

hindrance. The author has succeeded in giving

a criucal survey of his subject, including recent

important work The book is well got up and
illustrated, but contains a few misprints, which,

however, are of a minor character.

(3) This book, which was published m Belgium
during the German occupation, deals with a very

specialised branch of physical chemistry. Axeo*
tropic mixtures are defined as liquid mixtures

which, under constant pressure, distil at a oon^

stant temperature, their composition ^respood*
Ing to a maximum or a minimum inAe vapour
pressurecomposition ^fiagram. TlMy^rki^U a
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ftort of handbook of the subject, and is arranged

in three divisions. The first comprises sixty

pages, devoted to a theoretical introduction enun-

Mtlfi^ general laws applying to binary and ter-

nary mixtures. The author gives empirical rules

for predicting whether axeotropism will occur in

a given binary mixture and for roughly calculating

tbi azeotropic composition and temperature. This

portion is concisely written, but rather spoilt

by the frequency and length of the footnotes

The second division, which is the largest portion

of the book, consists of tables giving experiment-

ally observed data for about 2500 liquid mixtures,

mainly binary As a result of his own expert*

ments, the author points out that azcotropism

occurs fairly frequently, some 1000 new binary

systems possessing this property having been dis-

covered. In the third division is given a very

complete bibliography, and the book concludes

with an appendix containing notes on the prepara-

tion, in a state of purity, of some of the organic

substances employed m the course of ^e author's

researches

Soils and Manures.

(i) Sotls and Manures tn New Zealand By L J

Wild. (New Zealand *PracUcal Handbooks )

rp. 134. (Auckland, Melbourne, and London

Whitcoffibe and Tombs, Ltd., 1919.) Price

as. 64.

(a) A StiuUnt’s Book on Sotlt and Manures By
Dr E. J. Russell Second edition, revised

and enlarged. (The Cambridge Farm Institute

Senes.) Pp xu + a40. (Cambridge* At the

University Press, 1919.) Price 6s, 64. net

I
T is one of the special charms, as it is also

one of the special difficulties, of agriculture

to the student that it offers such infinite possibili-

ties of variation in its manifestations of the work-

ipg of the fundamental laws of Nature, not only

from country to country, but also from farm to

farm, and even often within the confines of the

same field,

How desirable it is, therefore, that the cultivator

of the soil shall be doubly armed, on one hand

with a sound grasp of the basal principles under-

lying the relations^ of crops to soils, and on die

other with a knowledge of the characteristic local

eavirenmental factors the resultant effdet of which

detemiUies the kgrel of crop production attainable

on the particular area on wht^ his efforts are con>

^Oehtrated I Vet how can the wonderful complex

of dieiiHeal, physical, and biological relatloaships

tnvelved’b the growth of {dants in the soil be so

Uo%dy resolved that he who ploughs may reed I

The exposition of sddp^iffc principles to the

NO. a63t,*voL. 103]

farmer unversed in science, yet engaged in mn
occupation which represents in its fundamentuts

perhaps the very acme of complexity in applied

science, is a ta^ of the utmost difliculty, and baa
rarely been accomphshed with even moderate
success. The common weakness of books of diis

class, written professedly for the practical farmcfi

as distinct from the qpU^e student, is a failure of

the author to keep conaistentiy down to the educa-

tional level of h» mtended reader, to adhere clDsei|f

to essentials, and to repress the natural inclination

to demonstrate his own familiarity with the latest

developments of agncultural research, all-import-

ant and of absorbing interest to himself, but apt

to divert the attention of the reader from the

simple essentials which afford him ample material

for digestion

(1) Mr. Wild IS fortunate in having m the New
Zealand farmer a reader probably on the avera^
better equipped b} genei^ education for serious

study than the main body of farmers in the home
country, and for the particular body of readers to

whom he appeals his book is but little open to the

foregoing criticisms, so far, at any ratef, as the

simplicity and clearness of his exposition are con-

cerned Within the compass of this small book
he has condensed a large body of information,

much of which will be readily assimilated and
found of practical utility by his readers This
applies particularly to his outline of the character-

istics and manurial requirements *of the various

soils of New Zealand In the exposition of under-
lying principles to which the first half of the book
IS devoted, however, we should have ruthlessly

eliminated all but the absolute essentials and
devoted the space thereby gained to a more
leisurely and more fully illustrated discussion of

the nature and the mode of action of the latter

Unless we can assume an elementary knowledge
of chemistry, physics, and biol<^ m the reader,

ic is surely better frankly to avoid the attempt at

scientific exposition and to concentrate upon lA*
planting firmly in the reader's mind a knowledge
of those sim^e but important oooclusioos frpoi

scientific reasoning investigation without
which he must surely often go ^tray in his

practice.
^

(a) It is a pleasing indication of the “revival

of learning” in British agriculture that a second
editi<Mi of Dr. Russeli^s book should haw been
called fpr so closefy upon its first issue. Thli^rk
is specifically btended for the youw farmer tnkipg
a course of instruction of inteiliiMfile gtbde in tbO

type of institution which is now being deve|o|iiM

in most counties und^ the dcs^Tnietiog^
institutes. With the macSer^s hi^ to guMiF
through tbt tnhre dificult portiStt^ the
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fmiier '(Vill <]erhre mipiration, tx>gether with a
umIuI fuod of informatloa, from this book, which

i$ Written with the clearness of exposition and

forcible reasoning which are so characteristic of

all Dr. Russell’s writings. The cqiportunity of a

near edition has been taken to embody in the

section on fertilisers and manures the new
materials and the new points of view which the

difficulties of war-time have introduced into British

agriculture, whereby the book equips the student

with a comprehensive epitome of the resources

now at his disposal. C C

Our Bookshelf.

Mathematics for Collegiate Students of Agriculture

and General Science By Prof A M Kenton
and Prof W V Lovitt Revised edition

Pp. vu + 337 (New York . The Macmillan Co ;

London * Macmillan and Co., Ltd
, 1918 ) Price

10^ 6d. net.

*'Tuis book IS designed as a text m freshman
mathematics for students specialising in agricul-

ture, biology, chemistry, and physics in colleges

and technical schools ” (p v) Whatever may be
the needs of the American student, the book would
scarcely be of use m this countr]^ Onginalitv is

not expected in a small book designed to be ‘^the

entire mathematical equipment of some students

(p v), but the chapter on statics would surely be
much improved if it contained some account of

simple machines. The section headed '^MendePs
Law on p. 28a is defective and misleading

,

witness the follow!^ exercises (p. 284): “A
farmer buys two dimrent kinds of thoroughbred
chickens, but allows them to mix freely How
many different kinds of chickens will he have at

the end of (a) the first, (b) the second, (c) the third

year of hatching? Ans W 3. (b) 5 .
{c) 9.”

R. A Fisher

The Elements of Descriptive Astronomy. By
E. O. Tancock Second edition, revis^, with
additional matter on practical work for begin*
neri with small instruments Pp 158 (Oxford:
At the Clarendon Press, 1919.; Price 3^ net

Mr. Tahcock is the secretary of the committee
appointed by the British Astronomical Association

for the purpose of enootirwing thb teaching
of astronomy in schools, 'nis book is based
on courses of lessons which be gave to junior
forms. A large portion of it is descriptive

of the aspect and nature of the vanoua
orbs, of which excellent photographs and
drawings are reproduced. The remainder is

devoted to explaining the celestial motions, which
is dene in a lucid manner. Inatruetiona are given
for making a model of the celestial qihere on the
surface ttf saspherieal flask that is huf filled with
some dark fluid. A useful series of ^questions and
exeneisea Is appended, also a aet of p^agea rdat-
lag to astfonooiy, sdeeted from BogiiMt literature,

nn erbirii expbmation or critidam u hrvited.
" RO. 863X1 VOL. IPS]

An erratum occurs on p. 55. The time of
revolution of Saturn's outer ring should be

137 hours, not 137

Vital StaUiUcs. An Introduction to the Schnea
of Demography, By Prof George Chandler
Whipple xii + 517. (New York: John
Wiley and Sons, Inc ; London Chapman and
Hall, Ltd ,

19x9.) Price iBs 6d net

This manual is intended for American public

health officials who, m the author's words, have
forgotten most of their arithmetic—not to mention
algebra. A good deal of space is consequently
devoted to the details of tabulation and the making
of diagrams The census and the statistics

births, marriages, and deaths are fully treated.

The absence of uniform laws in the different States
of the Union, and the mixed character of the
population, are sources of many pitfalls for the

student General rates are of little value in deal*

Ing with a population of native-born whites,

foreign-born whites, and negroes, and the author
duly emphasises the need for care in such cases.

The more theoretical parts of the book touch on
frequency curves, correlation, and the structure

of a life table. In the chapter on correlation, a
coefficient o 54 is described as low, and cited

as an example of the use of the coefficient as ** an
admirable weapon for exploding false theories.”

A public health official would need more technical

knowledge than is provided in this book to justify

him in rejecting a coefficient of this magnitude.

Insect Life on Sewage Filters By Dr W H.
Parkinson and H. D Bell Pp. vui-h64*
(^ndon Sanitary Publishing Co., Ltd ,^1919.)
Price 35, 6d net.

The title of this httle book is rather misleading.
The original matter deals almost entirely wiUi
one species of insect, Achorutes viaticus, in rela-

tion to the efficiency of the sewage filters where
It 18 very frequently found m large numbers. The
authors seek to prove that Achorutes attack and
consume the colloidal matter and fungoid growths
which often choke the upper layers of the filters^

and in this way enable a larger volume of sewage
to be purified than is possime when these insects

arc not present. Ex^nments were made with
two filters, in one precautions were taken to
exclude Achorutes; in the other the insects were
encouraged to develop. Analyses of the effluents

produced by these filters showed that where
Achorutes was absent the purification effected was
less than in the other filter, but when the insects
were added to the first filter nitrification improrved
at once. Although the authors” condusion seems
to be justified, their interesting experiment is

scarcely worthy of publication in book form. The
biological details appear to be mostly from Hifg
Johnson’s work on subject

The Transmiuiation of Bacteria, By Dr. S.
Gurney-Dixon. Pp, xviti + tya (Cambride*’
At the University Press, 1919*) Price lot. net

TlHis smsU book deals with certain varisdons,
morphological and physiological, adiich am
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cmcoMAtered amonnt jMitbogamc bacteria^ Tlie

vfwd ^^transmutatfoo ** is emptoyed by the author

to imlicate the transformatioa 01 members of o&e
reoc^^ised specie into those of anotheri and he
refers in detail to the arbitrary methods hitherto

emfrfoyed by bacteriologists for the differentiation

of l»cterial species. Apart from two or three

pages m which the author’s own experimentar

work is briefly described, the book is mainly a

study of bacteriological literature in the English

language A large part of the abundant publics*

tions in foreign Htnguages is either not <k»lt with

at all, pr is analysed from English abatracts There
IS a good deal of reiteration, certain observa-

tions, often obsolete, being utilised again and
again in different parts of the book The use of

the apostrophe in “Aertryck’s bacillus’* seems to

indicate that the name is that of a man instead

of that of a place The last chapter, entitled

"The En/yme Theory of Disease,” deals with the

idea that most of the attributes of pathogenic
bacteria can be referred to the activities of ultra*

mtcfoscopic bodies of the nature of ensymes, and
tike author considers that this may be the means

which bacteria may exchange many of their

racters and functions without themselves under-

going transformation

Tht Examtnahon of MaleruUs h\ Xtays A
General Dtscusston held by the Faraday Soctety
and the Rontgen Society, Tuesday, April 39,

1919 Pp 88+64 (Reprinted from the

Transactions of the Faraday Society, vol xv.,

part a, 1919 )
(London Faraday Society,

19^^) Price 13s 6d

Tub Faraday and Rdnt^n Societies did good
work when they held a joint meeting in April last

year and thrashed out the position as regards the
achievements, possibilities, and limitations of the
method of the examination of materials by X-rays.
Tlie present volume will form a most useful
jumping-off point for the investigator or manu-
facturer who desires to know what had been
achieved m industrial radiology up to 1919. The
contributors to this " symposium number " include
many of the leading radiographers in this country
who have not confined their interests to medictu
radifdogy Not all the noteworthy work achieved
during and since the war was, however, available
foi^UDlication when the diacusaion waa held
Ine first paper, by Prof W. H. Bragg, forms a

delightful introducoon to the subsequent papers
and diilcussions, vidiidi deal with such varied
subjects as steel, light alloys, aircraft timber,
cat'bon electrodes, X-ray plates, etc Thera are
many excellent rMroductions of radu^rapfas

' One realises, irom a close reading of the
volunte, that we sthnd only on tlw threshold of
radiology, and big and unexpected develo^enta
are pncitnble during ^e next ten years. Both the
Rdntgen and Faraaay Sodetks are to be con-

Ctuated qn the result, of the meeting. We
erstand the vo^e is procurable from the

tecretaipr cS either society.

' NO. 2$31, VOL, 105]

CfhBmarcUU Oiti: Vegetable and WtA
Spe^ R^dtente to Oriental Ofte. By I. 7.

Law^. rn, viti+isS. (New Vbtti:

Wiley and ^ns, Inc.; London-: Chapman and
Hall, Ltd., 1919.) Price 6s. net.

This is a handy little book, intended, not fed the

oil chemist, but f6r those p»sons onneernod in the

oil industry who have no knowledge of dwmistjv,
or at least no knowledge of it as applied to ma.
There are no doubt many such who will often

desire to understand what is meant by the vanou:
analytical tests and terms used in the specifica-

tions on which large users of oil base their con-
tracts of purchase. For example, on p 70 of the

book there is a specification for oil to be employed
as a lubricant for aircraft engines; this stipulates

that the oil must have (inter aba) a certain iodine

number, saponification value, flash point, and so
on The author describes m simple terms what
these and similar phrases mean, and how they
are employed as criteria of the purity and quality

of the oil He gives also short descriptions of
the principal oils and fats met with in commerce,
and has some very useful advice to offer on
methods of taking samples Even the expert may
peruse this part of the volume with amraotage,
and the non-technical reader should at least have
an inteUigent idea of the whole subject after study-
ing Mr Laucks’s book

The Birds of the British Isles and their Eggs. By
T. A Coward. First series. Comprising
Families Corvidae to Subdia Pp vii+376+159
plates. (London and New York. Frederick
Wame and Co., Ltd , 1919.) Price sas 6d
net

This volume of “The Wayside and Woodland
Series " of hamW pocket-guides affords a popular
account of our British birds Such a work, espe-
cially if embellished with good coloured ji^tes of
the various species and ueir eggs, and accom-
pamed by trustworthy letterpress, has long been a
desideratum The figures of the birds are dtpro-
ductions. much reduced in siae, of those in the late
Lord Lilford’s much-prued bwk They are iro
in number, and most of them are decidedly good

,

but others are disappointiog from the fact that
the threeKxdour process has not been equal to
doing (bem justice The figures of the eggs, whi^
are from one of the editions of Hewitson’s well-
known book, are disappolotmg for tte same
reason, and will mislead the tyro udio attempts
by their aid to name many of his ^ledmens. 11^
is also an acceptable series of black-and-white
illuatrations devoted to nests, etc.

Mr. Coward's letterpress, as one would expect,
is good, but it IS qaestionaUe if his exempt
descriptions of habits have nob been awarded tqo
much space at the expense^ of other sections,
among them the Britiah distribution of theiAiOfC
or less local speciss. Ghren a knovlbd^
biid and where it is likely to be foond, Its

activities may be observed thos^wbrneam «
devote thdr attention to the dtilAts of blM-
watching. This neat and usefiti tit& volahto--^
first of thq series on ^^rds^-wSl, no doulbt,4l»s
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tnudb ^q>reciated by those who desire a popular
book at a moderate price*

Pract$cal Exetets^s on the Weather and Chmate
of the British Isles and North-west Europe.
By W. F. Stacey. Pp vii + da. (Cambndge
At the University Press, 1919.) Price 2S. 6d«
net

Mr. Stacby has produced an excellently planned
little^ book, a model of the way in which a specific

uquiry into a subject of relatively narrow com-
{jpas should be conducted But, although the
methods he adopts are buttable for school work,
the subject-matter under consideration is not geo-
Lgraphy, and is not necessary for all or perhaps
*for any of the forms of a secondary school Mr^for any oz tne torms ot a secondary scnooi Mr
Stacey hi» select^ a typical set of weatl^er data
for thefor the British Isles frcfin the Daily Weather
Reports, and has based thereon exercises in which
the pupils construct and interpret weather maps
Naturally enough, the work is based upon the
records of pressure observations, and his titles

include the terms “cyclone,” “depression,”
"wedge,” “col,” and “anticyclone ” The exercises

deal with weather records, but not with climate

It IS fairly certain that the study of pressure, as
distinct from the study of isobars, is out of place
in a school geography course unless carefully

correlated wiUi a well-developed course in physics,

and it IS to be feared that Mr Stacey's efforts

will lead to a juggling with words and symbols
rather than to a comprehension of atmospheric
conditions

Alternating Current Work An Outlme for
Students of Wireless Telegraphy By A Shore
Pp 1X+163 (London Wireless Press, Ltd,
1919 )

Price 35 6<i, net.

As shown by the sub-title, this uork is addressed
to students of wireless telegraphy It outlines,

without very elaborate mathematics, the general
pnnaples of alternating currents and their

generation, transformation, etc , in a way readily

intelligible to those having already some general
knowledge of electricity and magnetism. As the
txK^ advances, the treatment specialises more
and more in the direction of wireless working.
Discussions of the influence of inductance and
capacity lead up to a consideration of resonance,
and high-frequency resistance is given a promin-
ence justified by its importance in this dass of
work. A few typical measuring instruments, as
used 10 wireless installations, are bnefiy described
at the end. A reviewer, on turning over the

,

leaves for the first time, might reemve a false i

Impression from the presence of an illustration
in the chapter on alternating-current generators
of ap obscHete, although hlstoricaUy interesting,
tyw of machine. This is, however, not unduly
i^Uafged upon in the letterpress. The book *8

deany written thrm^bout* and should saW those
for whom it is intended much trouble andvwaste
oi time in plddng out the parts of the subiect
Wt thej^r^ulre from the many more complete
and gen^l works on alternating-current working.
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Letters to the Editor.

[Tkt Editor does not hold himself responsible for
opinione expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other pari of Naturx. No notice ie

taken of anonymous communtcaStons ]

•olsaos Md tiw New Army.

Thx leading aiticle on “ Sdenoe and the New Army ”

in Natubb of March 18 raises a number of points of
fundamental Importance with regard to the future
relations between science and me Services The
whole subject may conveniently be considered under
two beads (a) The utilisation of the results of
scientific research for military purposes

, and (b) the
direct employment in times of emergency of smentific

workers themselves
With regard to the first, the difficulty has been the

lack of real contact The university worker is neces-
sarily largely withdrawn from the problems of every*

day life , and this, not through either mental in-

capacity or unwillingness on his part, as manv people
seem to think, but mainly becautte his time is usually
fully occupied with teaming or university routine

Thus he is not, in many cases, even aware of the
problems which need solution, and some organisation

IS required to bnng them to him More, however,
than this is wanted if he is to give active help, and
attention will have to be carefully given to the fol-

lowing points —
(1) There Is a great disinclination among reputable

scientific societies to publish work (even though it

may be of considerable practical value) which does
not constitute a definite advance in science itself

Now, the solutions of manv Service probUms arc,

from the scientific point of view, in vial, though
laborious Nevertheless, it is of great importanro that

thev should be exphiHly worked out and reach the
people interested On the other hand, technical

journals often look askance at what th^ would
probably call “academic “ contributions There is

here a gap to be bridged
(a) Even a SLientlfic worker will expect either

r»»muneratJon or credit for his work, if the Services

expect his collaboration, they must be prepared to pay
for It It has frequently happened that sciimtific men
have given their time and efforts without stint

and received little beyond mere thanks (if as much),
whilst the credit has been monopolised bv some
administrative official

(3) It must also be made clear that scientific

workers are not wealths amateurs, and that the sum
(sometimes considerable) neiessary to finance pre-

liminary experiments must be provided Fiu^ber, the

Services must be willing to take the workei Into their

confidence and to let him observe for himself the

actual conditions to which his work will applv Mott
Service men cannot even state a problem to a re-

searcher, and are incapable of distinguishing between
data which are essential and those which are not It

is entirely useless to expect a scientific man to work
in the dark, on second-hand statements from them
For example, one cannot work on submarine detec-

tion without submannes at oiie*8 disposal Facilities

(which may involve the temporary use of a ship, of
aircraft, or of troops) are necessarv If results are to

be obtained
In this cminectlon I feel doubtful as to the wiadom

of the pollcv quoted in your leading article from the
tnemorimum of the Secretary of State for War of
separating what is called **oure research (qiwkye
Doe< this mean “research in ptire science"’) town
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‘^applied re«earch,*’ which latter It la propoaed to

reatrlct to mlliuiy inititutiona This aeema an unfor-

tunate distinction If a research la Initiated m view
of a definite application, then that application must
never be lost sight of, and the whole should be co^

ordinated by the same brains, or else the **pure’*

and the “ tmplied ** researchers will be at croM-
purposes Tne co^miination should be done tw the

research worker himself, not by semi-scientific omcials
ajminted for the purpose

(4) Hie creation and development of firms willing

to c^riiy out experimental work ought to be en>

couragM and subsidised Even durmg the war, and
with the backing of a Government Department, it

was often a matter of the very greatest difiiruliv to

get firms not to neglect experimental work in favour

of mass production

(5) It would be well if officials would understand

thnt a scientific man does not work in the same wav
or under the same conditions ab, say, an orderly

c^oer or a clerk, and that he should be given the

utmost freedom of movement and of hours, thot he
should not be continually bothered with repqcts and
returns or unnecessary official correspondence; and

usually he does his real work, not in an office,

but in the solitude of his study, and sometimes during
wakeful hours In the night Thev will also have
to realise that research work is Individual, and that

one cannot hand It over from one person to another
ever\ six months, as one docs a platoon

(6) Finally, the Services must be prepared to put up
wltfi negative results without making a wrv face or
putting a black mark against the worker The trail

of science Is dotted with the hones of dead theories

and the remuins of unsuccessful attempts, yet It is

largely bv means of these thst snence hat been built

up
Coming now to the other side of the question,

namely, the employment of scientific woikers in the
Services In an emergency, this Is a problem needing
urgent and careful attention Undoubtedly the treat-

ment of it during the war left much to be desired

The only co-operation which the War Office ap-
parently looked for from the universities, previous to

the outbreak of war, was that, through tne Officers

Training Corps, they should provide n proportion of

Reserve officers—chiefly infantrv - with a minimum of

fnilitarv training of the normal pre-war type The
idea of using Mie specialised knowledge of the uni-

versities for the technical services of the Navy, \imy,
and Air Force took shape only very slowlv, as the
development of the actual fighting made it olain that
Science would play an Increasing, perhans evenlunlK
a prcdomlnanti part In modem warfare Bv that time
much of the promising human niAterlal which the
unlver*iittes might have supplied had alreadi been
wasted The main difficulty, however, which was
thwm encountered (and still exists) was that the
regular military or naval officer upon whom devolved
the tholce of persons for appointments of a auasl-
vlantiflc nature had not. In general, a suitable educa-
tion or tmining for estimating scientific abilitv The
inevitable result wnu| that large numbers of young
men with little or no qualifications got taken on in a
hurrv at their own valuation, while the best use was
not made of nich Ml experts as were available

T feel that the smter of the article in Naturk has
hit the right nail on the head when he says * Until
It Is made hbligatoiy for a proportion of them [the

Generil Staff] to have had such a traiidng Wn sdenoel.m fx|(idain*ntal reform vdll not have been effected **

The same, of course, anplies even more stronglv to

% air Force and the Navy* In the latter the
mentlllc tradition Is much more posrerfuf, and there,
on the whole, far better and more Intelligent cn,
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operation was obtained 1 would auggM» Itoemn
trat what 18 most urgently needed for Genoral Staff

officers 18 a course of scientific classlficetkMi* and
organisation whm they would be tau^t the real

meaning of scientific qualifications and me names or

living authorities m various fub}ects. This would on*
able the military administrator at least to make an
inteiligent selection

1 also agree that **
it is surety most desirable that,

for the future, science should have some scheme of

mobillMition ready " What is wanted is a mobilisation

register of all scientific workers, carried out under the

auspices of a committee on which the various sdentilk
bodUs and the universities should be representea*

This mobilisation register would Indicate, from the

scientific side, the age, qualifications, and grade of

the worker, the nature of the work whldi may be
expected from him, and the remuneration which he
18 entitled to expect The Semite authorities could
then add medical categor\, arm or branch of S«*vice
to which assigned, rank (if it be desired to ^ve a
commission), unit, and place of mobilisation

So far I have dealt purely with the technical tide

of the Services
,

but brains are not unnecessary^ on
the executive side, and the suggested register might
well be extended to cover men with high intellectual

(not necessaiily scientific) Qualifications who hap-
pened also to have had an aoequate amount of raiii*

tar\ training, so that on the outbreak of war they
might be ear-marked for Staff appointments In
1914 we had a highly trained, if small, General Staff

,

unfortunately, most of them (to their own great
honour, but the nation’s Joss) rushed to the front
line, and a large proportion never returned Their
places and the new vacancies created bv the expan-
sion of the Army ^ere necessarily filled in an un
systematic wav, as emergency dictated Manv of thi

junior Staff ipoointmcnts had to he given to met
who had had an inadequate general education and n<

pre-war militarv training
The War Office might well consider the possibility

of instituting a General Staff Reserve, largely drawn
from among university men The officers of this
Reserve should (bv exoanding the Officers Training
Corps organisation or otherwise) be kept in constant
touch with the growth of nulitnrv thought and prac-
tice, thev might be called up at falrlv frequent
intervals for ( nurses, or attachments to Regular units,
or m.moeuvres on n large scale, and thev should b«
cidfquatelv remuntrated for the time thev gave

T- N G Filon
Univcrsjtv of London, University College,

Manh 20

1 ai\p read the leading article on "Science and the
New Army ” in Natcrb 01 March 18 with great interest
but with mixed feelings The meaning of the word
** research ” and the value pf the investigator who
researches have, in my opinion, never been fully
aprareclated by the official or military mind.
The attitude of repression and discouragiement 00

Mneral at the beginning of the war was partiicffiarly

depressing for those of us actually In one of the S«*-
vloes, and therefore not free a^ts. Towards the
end, however, there oertalnly was a dlsthi^ aod
gratifying change Of front—a change which, mt an#
rate in the section 1 knew best, produced excsdlont
results. Yet, with the best intentiW'ln the woi^
the audiorities In thdr experimenter estaibUsimi^^
must needs cal) into eidstence a bewildering andr ste-
necetsary maoe of orgafntsatkm,or rather oveAtomuili#^
tion, in wMdi ten men dk) badly the oreiaSv
and the tew true Investigators and derigners, $pt
whom prasumebfy all this had been
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themielves to tM and hobbled as to bo practically

I? 2it does not seem feasibley In fact, usefully to
oi^ganlse research on such lines Researclv^nd
dttign, for that matter^speakina again of the littie

comer 1 knew, has been almost Invariably the lesult
of the strenuous effort of individuals, and ndt the fruit

of the organisation in which these particular indi-

viduals happen to have been embedded at the time
It is not meant to imply that there should be no
organisation in Government experimental establish-
ments, but, ipeakmg from experience, 1 feel most
strongly that carable investigators and designers will

not produce their best if compelled to work in an
atmt^here of over-or^nlsation
What must surely be a matter for congratulation

to the body of scientific workers in the country U the
facti which the article referred to brings out, that the
Army fand presumably also the Navy and the Air
Force) has learnt its lesson, and hastens to admit that
there is something to be gained even in peace from
the universities and other scientific and technical
institutions Yet here again one seems to detect

—

perhaps in pessimism^a touih of misunderstanding
Ihe Government's policy (expressed in the following
rather unfortunate words) is *Uo farm out to civil

scientific institutions, such as the universities, the
National Physical Laboratory, the Tmpennl College
of Science, etc , all pure rescan h that can bo profit-

ably fanned out ” The universities will surelv be
only too willing to give the most sympathetic con-
sideration to a co-operative scheme of this sort, pro-
vided that the subject-matter of the researches to be
** farmed out is sufficiently interesting and import int
Presumably the Department of Scientific and Indus-

trial Research will be largely responsible for Iho olloca-
tion of those researches, but if at the same time iht'

smallest step is taken towardh t^ . detection of over-
lap [In research], where such exists, and its elimina-
tion,** a feeling the reverse of sympathetic will be
set up

Investigations worthy of the name should surch
be earned out in all freedom of both thought and
action; even the suspicion of interference would he
intolerable The official Interest now taken by the
Armv in scientific research is a groat sign of rogenera-
tion—if. indeed, it is more than a surface interest,

as we all hope Let us pray that over-organisation
of the Government experimental establishments and
unsympathetic treatment of civil scientific institutions
will not dwarf the growth of the new scheme

R Whiddincton
The University, Leeds, March 33

Thx leading article in Natuhx of March 18 directs
dm^ly attention to the need for action bv men of
sdenoe if the lessons of the war are not to be for.

gotten In the Armv of the future*
It was impotable in the war to scrap the oW

Rkachine; years and experience are essential If a
bettw new one is to be made But no memorandum
or paper poliev, or even consultation with experts,
will mfike a good machine unless the right material
it Used
In peace-time the new Armv should have technical

education (in the broad sense) and scientific research
as Its two main functions: tbev are the onlv sound
'bases upon which an efUcimt fighting machine can

^ built. That appears to be accepteiL npt these
luflttlonsr can only be performed by an Armv with an
edutated staff, led bv sdentlfic men who comUne
prttftnagtv witit admiiststrativa ntpacltv Tf the main
body of^abe staff coAslsts of men without the nidi-
msptji oS a scientific education, who will ** administer**
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the men of sdence and centred the allocation of funds,
then there will be a largely unneoessary sacrifice of
the Army if a great emergency arises.

With regard to the co-ordination of research, It is true
that a COM deal of duplication must inevitably occur
if the (ndependente essential for great dlsoDvmes is

to be maintained But there is much unneoessary
waste which can be avoided without real restriction
of independence The direct economy Is, however,
of minor Importance; the greatest advants^ comes
from forming the habit of consulting the right depart-
ment or the right expert , and this ib as ncoessary for

the man of srience as for any other man The late

Lt -Col W Watson, whose untimely death deprived the
nation of an expert with an almost unnvalled know-
ledge of the applications of science in war, once
related how a board of them lets spent half a day
discussing a meteorological problem which could have
been solved in half an hour by a single meteorological
expert E Goi t>

March 22

All scientific workers whose research has brought
them into contact with military authority during the

war must appreciate the leading article on “Sdente
and the Now Army *’ In Naturk of March 18, espodallv

the sentences in which it is urged that science linked

to the Armv by fussy research co-ordinators acting

under a nescient soldier will not solve the difficulty,
’

and that “science will not occupy its rightful position

in the new Army** until the General Staff includes a

due proportion of officers who are endowed with a
scientific spirit and have received a scientific train-

ing Until then some of the outstanding defects

manifest^ during the war will cxintinue These
defects are —

(i) The unthinking application of scientific research

\ good instance of this occurred in the issue of the

ridiculously excessive diet (based on research under

ictive mart hing t onditions) to our soldiers in Flanders

who wore unexorcised In the trenches, whilst wholly

inadequate rations were being supplied during the

period of the soldiers’ strenuous training in England.
(a) The delay in seeking expert advice Too often

Cl H 0 failed to realise how expert advice could help

It, and did not trouble to seek it until too late

(1) The choice of expert The truly scientific

worker rarelv asserted himself spontaneously during

the war, he waited until his advice was asked The
man who forced himself to the notice of the General

Staff as an export was usually unsuentifir Thus
G H Q was “taken in,” and came to rclv too often

on those whom the scientific world considered as being

pretentious in greater or less degree Their one source

of strength was that thev were usually "practical”

men, whereas the men of science in some cases

offer^ suggestions which could scarcely be carried

out during service In the field But in the long run
the Armv suffered Ciiarifs S Mvfrs

10 Montagu Square, W i, March 39

KnowMgt and Pawor.

The leading article "Knowledge and Power’* in

Naturs of March ax strikes a resonant chord I am
a newcomer into toe realms of officialdom, but my
experience relates to a Department of State which is

of new growtii and not yet rooted In tradition. Aero-
nautics In Britain has had its foundations laid on a
scientific basis, and technical staffs have been able to

build on tnistworthv data In view of the fact thgt
Bnfish aircraft obtained an absolute ascendancy over
the craft of anv other country. Allied or enemv. and
that Britain was the only country svith tWs solsntifle
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foundation^ tt U not unfair to regard the two facts as
in some measure, cause ami effect.

Ifie scheme which led to the scientific basis was
announced in im by the then Prime Minister, and was
the result of advfM from scientific and technical men,
of whom it is sufficient to mention the late Lord Ray«
leigh as leader Throughout the vicissitudes of air

developments—eeMrate naval and mihtaiy Forces.
Air Board, and Air Ministry—the Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics maintained a steady course and steady
ou^ut of fundamental data It was, unfortunately,
not responsible for the conduct of full-scale research
at the Roval Aircraft Factory, and the lark of any
definite policy on the part of those in control has led
to the rMuction of the full-scale experimental side to
relative insignificance

During the war large developments in aviation were
calkid for, and scientific and technical men devoted
their efforts to make the best of a very difficult

situation The Technical Department was not .it

inched in an advisory capacity to the Roval Air Force,
but was subordinated to the Department of Aircraft
Production As a consequence of this it would appear
that the responsible advisers of the Secretary of State
too frequently found themselves in the position of
children rrving for the moon The effect during the
war was minimised bv the absence of rigid organisa-
tion, and has bten fundamentally modified bv the
recent absorption of the Department of SuppK and
Research by the Aii Ministry, whereby the technical
side IS directly represented on the Air Council It can
now be pointed out at their Inceotion that certain
policies are technically unsound
The result of relegating the Technical Department

to a position of Infcrlorlu during the war nas been
Uttle short of a disaster Within a few weeks of the
armistice both the Controller and Deputy Controller
had loft, they were followed by the three Assistant
Controllers and the great majority of the senior
members of the staff It is true that many had only
entered aeronautics in view of the war emergency, but
the rapidity with w hlch the offices became vacant was,
I think, an Indication that the atmosphere was one in
which scientific and technical ability could not exist
The process of attrition Is not ended, and the

best British business firms are attracting the picked
men Aeronautics, from the business point of view,
has been a testing-ground of a man’s capacity and
adaptabillt\ ,

nrd as the sriencJc and practice of the
mbiect are still young It aooeJirs to be better for the
Individual to abandon his special knowledge and to
return to r«encraf engineering rather than to remain in
a profession which has no openings or prospects for

those in it Tt Is no exaggeration to sav that the
pottev adooted bv the State towards scientific and
tecImlcAl knowledge in aeronaufics has brought this

side of the profession to a condition in which its con-
tinued existence is dcMibtful

The man of science and the technician, particularlv

the former, is in large measure himself res^nsible for

.this state of affairs He has been content to recog-

nise the Importance of the work he has been doing
as justification for firoeptance. in spite of a non-
commercial salary The conditions now prevailing
have brought home to him the fact that he cannot
maintififf himself in la reasonable standard of life on
this basis. In an age when the value of a man’s
work Is estimated In terms of the monev he earns, it

il not fvise to neglect the criterion applied, although

lU shostid help in the search for the sounder basis

tqwaiMrwhkfi the Industrial worid Is groping Ittvray

Ml a^ifUtntHk man t regret that we are ndt takin<*

IhoUeadL but are ronstderabie l^gards In the search
lor % iust method of payment bv results

Mgrch sfi. *
^ U Bairstow,

aSjt. vot- 10*5]

rn—r Md tha Statt.

In the recent oorrespondenoe on this subject

opinion has been expretoed that a lack of oooperatioo

between the various national museums has dlminiihetk

their efficiency In this connection it may be useful

to recall the report of a Committee upon the Science

Museum and the Museum of Geology in Jermyn StreeC

of which the first part was issuM in 1011 and tho

second in xqia, the former was discussed in Natuhb
at the time (May 4, 1911) This Committee,

on which science was strongly represented, waa
^pointed by the President of the Board of

F^catlon, and consisted of Sir Hugh Bell, Sr
James Dobbie, Sir Archibald Geikle, Sir Rlduitd
Glazebrook, Mr Andrew Laing, the Hon Sir Schom-
berg McDonnell, Sir William Ramsay, Prof W.
Ripper, and Sir W H White They were asked to

advise as to the educational and other purposes which
the collections could best serve in the national Interests,

the lines on which the collections should be arranged

and developed, and to the new buildings to be
erected In order to house and exhibit them suitably

The report therefore deals with the work and func-

tions of the museums, and docs not discuss the form
of control mo'jt suitable for their admlnisti atiom
Here the Committee makes definite recommendatlcmf
on many sections of the collections, and wherever
thesie connect with other national institutions it

insists uoon the importance of co-operation, besides

commenting upon dn\ cases where overlapping may
possibly occur Thus there already exists a definite

scheme governing the relation of these museums to

the Natural Hislorv Museum, the Museum at Kew,
the Imperial Institute and the map collection of tha

Roval Gcograohical Society, and, but for the war,
Its results would doubtless bv now have been apparent.

In concluding its report the Committee notes with
satisfaction the nirangement for providing a"Com«»

mod ition for the Museum of Practical Geology at

South Kensington contiguous to the Natural Hifttorv

Museum ind the Science Museum as contributing
materially to ihnt co-operation which It had recom-
mended
The whole report well repays careful study bv all

interested In museum organisation F R S

The Mognatfe Storm of Morofi 8S<S3 and Aooootatod
PtienomeiuL

A VIOLENT m^netic storm occurred on March 32-^3.
It had an S CT sudden commencement *') about
9h lori on March aa This was not outstaoduiA
except that tho initial increase in H was Immcdlati^
followed bv a reverse movement, bnnging the
clement befow^ its normal value for the next two
hour^ Ihe normal value was sensibly exceeded from
laih to i4h

, and again mo^t of the time from i6)h
to igh The maximum occurred just after xyh
the course of twenty-five minutes, from about
i6h 50m to lyh 15m , H nose sSoy and fell 36oy«
The trace was off the sheet on the negative side for
about SIX minutes near ih

, eight minutes neof
ih 30m , and thirteen minutes shortly after 4h*' It
was rising rapidly after each reappearance, so tb«t
the range shown on the trace, Sioy, was probably
considerably exceeded The largest movement^ wers'
from i6lh to loh. on March aa, and from oh to A
on March 33 There was a comparativety qu^ ffitaiw

'

lude from iQjh to 2^ on Mardi a§^ The tlmea xrf*

greatest disturbance m decimation synchronised Wrly
with those in H The extreme westerly position wA
recorded about lyh 8m on March aa, tn
extreme easterly position hear ih, 40m. on Marcl| a£ ”

when the trace was off the sheet for twtlve
J
There wore sevortil exceptionally large rapid mow-
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mcnts In* the course of about five minutes from
17I1. 8m to i7h. 13m, there was a swing of 35'

U> the east, immediately following a somewhat Icm
rapid swing of 44' to the west In the course of about
tirave minutes from ih« 9m. to ih aim on March
dhare were swings of 76' to west and 59' to east, and
after a minute's pause the latter swing continued, ho

that declination at ih 28m , when the trace went ofi

tiba sheet, was 35' less westerly than it had been
nine minutes before. The range aciualW shown on
the sheet, has seldom been equalled at Kew,
and as the trace was off the sheet for twelve minutes
it was probably sensibly exceeded
The vertical force trace was complete, the range

of duturbance being about Saov. The disturbance m
that element was Uirly normal, the value being en-
hanced on the afternoon of March aa from 1311 to

aih
, and correspondingly depressed on the morning

of March 33 from oh 30m* to yh The times of
maximum and minimum ware respectively about
iSh aom on March aa and 4h lom on March 23
The outstanding features of the disturbance were

the size and rapidity of the largest movements, and
the separation of two very highly disturbed periods

by a comparatively quiet interlude lasting several

hours The disturbance was preceded twenty-seven
days before (February 24) by a considerable, but much
smaller, disturbance, which was in some respects the
antithesis of the later one It lasted only about ten
hours, and the largest movements occurred In the
course of the first three hours C Chrfe.
Kew Observatory

Tins storm was one of exertional violence It

commenced suddenly at oh 6m GMT on March aa
The H F magnet experienced a sharp positive move-
ment of 37y, lollowed immediately by a decrease m
force of 4iy (ly-ILio-* C.G S unit) Similarly, the
D magnet swung shaiply to the *

''st and then to the

east, the range Ming v of arc
After three oscillaFions on the negative side of the

normal, a steady nae of value commenced In the

H.F. magnet at loh 36m , which lasted until

i9h. lom , when the spot of light began to fall steadily

towards the normal value of the force The general
character of the movement was that of one long wave
with oscillations superposed upon it, the storm being
most violent between i6h and i9h lom Dunnp this

period the spot of light passed beyond the limits of

registration In a series of rapid osdlladons between
a4m and i6h. 30m ,

i6b 46m and lyh lam ,

ryh 5^ and i8h , i8h 41m and i8h 47m ,

and i8h 47m and x8h 5xm. The oscillations be-
came leas violent and rapid after i9h 37m At

)
S3h 5ni the spot of light had fallen to a value close

to that of the base line, so that the extreme pange in

this sweep of the curve was from a value greater

than 550Y to say.
At ajh i6m a rapid oscillatory recoveiy and in-

crease of value took place, which attained a maxi-
mum of 376y at ash 36m The spot of light then
went off tne recoraing drum on the negative edge,
crossing the base line on March 33 at oh a4m During
the nm four hours it was several times beyond the
Umks of registration on the negative side in a series of

aednadons, in whidi the greatest range exceeded

laxtreme range in H F during the storm was
mmsr than 7007 Ttds value may be compared with

on the quiet days during Jaifuary and
Fehndify, wMdi had a mean value ol i8yM 4IL aom, the spot oi light returned to a positive
vmee, wiien a series of very rMd dilvetiiigt of the
esedie Sggh places tbhBar to thM whkh temdnated

VO, 463X, VOL. ros]

the violent magnetic storm of August ii-is, 1919*
These oscillations had a range of about t^, and
lasted undl 8h. 50m. This may be regarded as the
end of the vic^ent storm, though the needle continued
to be disturbed moderately untfl midnight of March ac
The general character of a sinuous S-Jlke curve Is

well shown on the trace from the vertical force
magnet It crossed the base line at oh 44m on
March 33 There was a very rapid oscillation of the
needle at ih am The spot of light remained below
the base line until 6h om , when it gradually rose,
with a shivering movement of small amplitude, to Its

normal value On tho negative side the spot ^ light
was off the recording drum from ih aom to ah 40m.
and from ah 40m to 4h om The extreme range
was greater than Qooy, and the greatest positive value
was 042y
Corresponding to the gradual Increase In force in

the H F and V F elements, the declination magnet
gradually swung to the west The maximum disturb-
ance consisted of some rapid swings of the needle
between i6h a^ and 48m The greatest of
these was at 17(1 om , the range being qcr of arc

'A very remarkable rapid doubfe swing of the needle
occurrea on March 33 at ih 12m The range of this
oscillation uas locr This corresponds to ra^fid

oscillations in the force elements The spot of light

was now, on the whole, below the base line until

4h om
,
when there was a rapid movement east and

then w^st between 4h 15m and 5h om , with a
range of 120' A series of shivering oscillatory

movements then supervened until the end of the
storm The greatest total range in D. during the
storm was iw
Judging from the three elements, the general move-

ments both in force and in direction were rising with
reference to the base line during the daylight hours
and falling during the night hours
The storm was coincident with the appearance of a

very great sun-spot group on the sun^s disc which
appeared between March 16 and aq, and was passing
the central meridian on March 22-23 mean hello-

grnphic latitude was - 6®, and it extended from longi-

tude I T4® to longitude 150® It was the biggest group
of sun-spots observed since August, 1917, and hs dM
area, in units 1 /5000th of the visible disc, was 34 on
March a2

It wns a revival of a similar extended group of spots
of large area observed from January ai to February 3
At the next rotation, February 17-27, this group ap-
peared as an insignificant small spot and dots amidst
extensive facuUe But the magnetic elements began
to be disturbed during this second rotation of the spot-
group on February 16-17
Through the kindness of Lt -Col Penny, R A M C.,

the O C Queen Marv^s Military Ho^ital. Whalley,
in the immediate neighbourhood of Stonyhurst Col-
lege, I have received the following account of the
aurora borealis observed bv him in the earlv morning
of March 33 —

** On going out of doors at about 314am I

noticed this display, but I do not know how long
it had been visible It was a clear, starlight night at
the time The aurora was exceedingly fine when I

first saw it, the best I have ever seen It consisted
of about eight broad beams of light, most of which,
except the extreme west and nortii ones, extended to
within S®-io® of the aenith The lights extended oiyr
about 90*^100® from approximately north-north-eastlo
west ^ north

The beams became pale and brilliant again several
times, betides constant tiighter variations In Inteptitv.
On two or three occasions, within about twenty
minutes, most of the beams, more than tiiree-quarteni.
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^iMpp^Ared \tmving one or two longiah ones The
eolpiir was moetly white but sometSnet reddish in

pai^ espedally nearly due north
A curious feature was an oblique band of li^ht

which came and went across near the sxunmlts of the
vertical beanu 1 do not think this was a belt of

Illuminated drrus. as its brightness seemed to va^
independently of the vertical beams but it is possible

It may have been The lights had dumnishra con
Biderably by fl(bout 3 45 a m but had brightened
again though slighay when 1 looked out a few
nunutes later I do not know v(hat time the display

ended*** A L Cortib
Stonyhurst College Observatory March 29

•OM Metfceds ef ApproxMiate litteg^wtleii and ef
OomiKBtliig Areas

Ths formulsB which Mr Percival gives in Nature
for March 18 for approximate integration are well

Imow'n but there are one or two points in connection

with them which are frequently overlooked especially

^ writers of books on mathematics for engineers

(i) The arens bounded by curves the equations of

whira are of the form

y » a+ bx + cx*+ +*

can be obtained from the values of am+i equi

distant ordinates not only when n*^3m but also

whem That this is so it seen most easily

by taking the ongin at the centre of the range of

Integration and noting that

f lixmo
> A

For example Simpson s iirst or three ordinate

rule gives the area of the cubic

y—a+bjr+c** +ia*
with perfect accuracy and for this purpose hi$ second

or four ordinat rule is in no way superior

(3) By a very small change in one of the coefhcients

Weodle threw th seven orainate formula (No 6 in

Mr Percival s letter) into the very convenient form

A- +J', +>.Vi+ SC^t ^ ^J

The loss of accuracy wh ch the change nvolves is

exceedingly small

(3) Formuln based upon the assumption that the

boundary curve can be represented by an equat on of

the form above stated give unsatisfactorv results

when the actual boundary has tangents at right angles

to the «*4xif This IS n^ly the reason whv none of
the results obtamed bv Mr Percival in applying his
formube to the quadrature of a circle possess n
higher degree of accuracy than that represented by
the admission of errors of the order of i per cent

If we suppose ibe curve to cut the ams of x at

tight angles at the origin it is better to assume that

it can be represented by ywmoxi+hx m the neigh
bourhood of that point

If y yi be the ordinates at x>-3h the area
bounded the curve the axis of x and the ordinate

y, IS ^ven by

AiF^[4v'a/iVi]

much higher deem «f eerureev r

mplofmefit «f All formula may be
It to Mf raraval'a euunpia of

The
the employm

iff a cirae
The eeven ordtnatee ere »

resulting froir

Uluctrated by
the quadremt

y,-o
3h“W55»»2*

y wO*8moa54
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jf«Be'9g8o9o

y *09860133
y.-*i

Using the above formula to find the araa between
the ormnates y, and yi and Simpson s first formula
for the part between yt and y«t we obtam fbe vales

07^53^1 vohie u o785398a> hence the
percentage error is only 00014 whkn compares vet^
favourably with the errors ranging from orB to H[4
per cent obtained by using tfw usual formulm for

the whole range *

Mr Percival^s example clearly shows that when tbs
curve has a tangent at n^^t angles to the axis no
material reduction in error is attained by using
formulae with a larger number of ordinates The use
of Simpson s formula over ordinary ranges and of the
formula given above in the neighbourno^ of such
tingents will prove much less labonous and far more
accurate J B Dalx
King s College Strnnd M'lnh 33

In Naturl of March 18 Mr A S Percival gives
an example (the quadrant of a circle) in which ^mp-
son B rule (sometimes called hu first rule) m more
accurate than the three-eighths rule and he
remarks Th s result is curious and shows that a
small arc of a circle approaches more nearly to a
small arc of a parabola than to a small arc of any
cubic curve Permi me to point out that this infer

enoe is not valid and is based on the almost universal

illusion th*!! Simpson s rule is correct to the second
order onlv 1 e for the parabola

It IS easy to show by simple integration th*!! Simp-
son • rule holds to the ihfrd order te for all cubicA
of the form

passing through the three chosen points It is thus
pnedsdy accurate not only for the parabola but also

tor a singly infimte number of curves passing through
the three points even if an inflexion occurs

One would therefore expect (which I believe to be
the case) that where both rules can be applied (r g if

there are seven ordinates) Simpson s rule would be
more iccurate than the three eighths rule which
IS precisely true only for a single curve possmg
through four consecutive points

In some cases when the gradient is not rapid
Simpson s rule is highly accurate Dr I atnb

( Infinitesimal Calculus p 278) gives an exampla
m the evalution of r to six decimal placet from the
equat on

.I+?*4
by taking ten tauidtstant values for x but he does
not notice the illusion to which 1 refer I im sur
pnsed that such a simple and easdy tested teudi
should so long have escaped the notice of many e^Mt
mathematicians RAP RoofeRi
Thn t> College Dublin March ao

Thx result mentioned

ef

by Mr
vended Prof Eddington (Naturb MardixiTpv)
that the gravitattonat effect on a particle travdiaiL
ndiallv te a repulilen if ai^ esceeda tfiM daw*
tlto Itgnt velodQr u ^ven Iqr Hifoatf In the Owffng»>
Haehftektm for 1917 The same papet oonMiaa m.
tareeting renurka on the paffi of a portWo dr fifdd*
puA^ ifioviM ilplratw round Ole aravMaiieff cantrer
Hvmert ^ego, HnU ^ H
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Cotouring Bfotters of Plants.

I
N view of the fact that many of Nature’s most

ftnking colour effects are produced as the

result of barmooious groupings kA highly coloured

plant life, and that it is to the various plant pig-

0ents that Xhtwt fine tints owe their origin, it is

not surprising that chemists have striven, from

S
ite early days of the science, to elucidate the

emical structure of these colourinjgf matteis, and
botanists to discover their relationsmp to the vital

activities of plant life.

During recent years our knowledge concerning

plant pigments has been rapidly and greatly

enlarg^, and observations have been made that

^are of great significance to chemist and botanist

alike, whilst tSe horticultural possibilities which
they seem to indicate should be of interest to even

the most casual lover of Nature’s beauties

When referring to plant colouring matters it

must be tK>me in mind that it is necessarv to

distinguish between the plasttd pigments (chloro-

phyll, carotin, etc
)
and the water-soluble sap-

pigments. The present article will deal only with

the latter group—sap-pigments—but it must not

be imagini^ that this indicates that progress has
not been made in the researches upon plastic

pigments
,

indeed, much knowledge concerning
them has resulted from the extended and intricate

work of Willst&tter and others.

The sap-pigments may be divided into two mam
classes * (i) Derivatives of flavone or of flavonol

sometimes called anthoxanthmes—which are

pale yellow or colourless when in family acid solu-

tion, but bright yellow when d.asolved in alkalis

,

and (11) the anthocyans, which are red when in

acid solution, violet to red-violet when neutral,

and of varying tints from dull red, or red-brown,
to purple and pure blue when in solution m the

form of alkali salts In both groups the individual

pigments differ from each othdr m the amount of
oxygen which they contain in the fprm of phenolic
hydroxyl groups and the arrangement of these

gmups m the molecule
We owe most of our knowledge of the distribu-

tion in Nature of the yellow sap-pigments—^which

usually occur m plant life in chemical combina-
tion with various sugars—^to the work of A. G
Peddn, whilst the actual synthetic production of
a number of these colouring matters bv Kcstaneckl
has confirmed our ideas concerning their chemical
structure. How widely these pi^ents are dis-

tributed in Nature will be gathered from the fact

that members of this group have been isolated

from the fdlowing sources . Heather wallflower,

dover flowers, cotton flowers, delphinium flowers,

onion skins, violas, pofdar buds, parsley, etc
Although y^ow sap-pigments derived from
flaveyoe have been isolated from a large number of
plants and flowers, it is quite certain that pig-
bkants of this group ajQS pMseot in a very muoi
krger number of ftfants than those f«om which
they h«ve tip to the presetit been isolated,

Wbeo we tuni^to consider the pigments of Hie
dose—dw perples, rod^ and blues of

*0. ^631, VOT., lOS]

phuit hfe—the fact of their extremely wide dis-

tribution is obvious to everyone Their presence
in petals or leaves is noticeable even wlme only
a small fraction of 1 per cent of the pigment
exists in the flower, Titat this is so will be fully

realised when the fact is considered that the blue
cornflower contains only about o 75 per cent of its

dry weight of the blue pigment cyanm In con-
trast With this is the case which h^ come to light

in recent investigations, where as much as 25 per
cent of the flower’s dry weight of a yellow sap-
pigment was present in a yellow viola, yet this

targe quantity was completely masked by a mere
fraction of 1 per cent of a pastid carotin colour
that was present m the same flower

The great beaufy of the anthocyan p^ments
has given rise to very nfumerous attempts to obtain
an accurate knowledge of their chemical structure

and also of their function in plant life The name
” anthocyan ” dates back to 1835, and appears to

have been introduced by Marquart Despite the

very numerous attempts that were made to isolate

these pigments in a pure condition, it was not until

1903 that an anthocyan pigment (the colour of the

pelargoniun^ was obtain^ in a crystalline con-
dition by Griffiths In 1913 Willstfltter and
Everest described their investigation of the pig-

ment of the blue cornflower—which they calM
cyanin—and laid the foundation of the fuller

investigation of the anthocyan pigments that has
been developed since that date It is to Will*
statter, to hts collaborators, and to Everest that

we owe most of our knowledge of these pigments.
The identity of a considerable number of the
anthocyans has now been estaNished, and pig-

ments of this group have been prepared synthetic-

ally Among others, the colouring matters of the

cornflower, rose, pelargonium, viola, peony, holly-

hock, cherry, and grape have been obtain^ in a
pure condition and investigated. In almost every
case these pigments occur in Nature chemically

combined with sugars.
As the result of these chemical investigations

the relationship that exists between the yellow
sap-pigments derived from flavone and the antho-
cyan colouring matters has been made clear This
relationship has been the subject of much study

by botanists, particularly by Kceble, Armstrong
and Jones, and Wheldale, and it is interesting to

note that, whilst botanical work appeared to point
to the anthocyan colours being oxidation products
of the yellow sap-pigments of the flavonk aeries,

chemical investigations have proved that the rela-

tionship IS the reverse of this—^the anthocyans are

reduction products of the yellow sap-pigments.
Very interesting m connection with the function

of these sap-pimmnts in plant Hfe it the fact that,

whilst cheimw investigations have made it clear

that the antbo<^gn pigments are reduction pro-
ducts of the yellow sap-pigments, bqtanical work
strongly points to the ooi^itslon that thkse very
anthc^an pigments occur in plant life !n positions

that are the seat <rf ooddtaing mflueDoea.
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It bfti been noticed by many who bare loveati-*

gated the anthocyan pigments that there is always
^

at least a trace of yellow sap-pigment present

alongside the red^ purple^ or blue of the antbo-

cyan From this has arisen the belief that the

anthocyans are produced m Nature vta the yellow

sap^igments, and recent work has shown that

there is verv considerable ground for thinking

that this belief may prove to be correct.

To even the most uninitiatedi the chemical

formulse representing a typical anthocyan [s g.

delphinidin (I )1 and the corresponding vellow

sap»pigi1ient [myricetin (II )] make it obvious

that a relationship exists between them

—

O OH () OH

Naturally » to the horticulturist the interrela-

tionship of the various sap-pigments to one
another is of great interest, also the effect of

these colours upon the lints produced
^
by the

plastid pigments that occur with them in plants

and flowers The proof, by chemical investiga-

tion, that the blue cornflower owes its colour to

the same pigment as the red rose is of the greatest

interest, tor does it not raise hopes of success in

the endeavour to produce a pure blue rose? In

the rose the colour is red because the sap is acid,

whereas the cell-sap in the cornflower is in such

a condition that the pigment can take up enough
alkali to form its blue alkali salt Can the latter

condition be reproduced in the rose?
It is often erroneously stated that the yellow

sap-pigments are responsible for the >elIow tints

in flowers and berries, but in reality the bright

yellows are almost exclusively due to plastid

colours related to carotin, whilst the orange and
brown tints are produced by combinations of these

colours with ibose product by pigments of the

anthocyan group In some few instances, how-
ever, It IS probside that sap-pigments give rise to

fairly strong yellows, but, in general, members
of this cUm of compound produce pale yellow

tints such as the ceflour of the primrose, or are
present in an almost colourless condition in the
acid cell-sap of white- or cream-coloured flowers

It Is exceedingly difficult, even for one who has
studied the pigments minutely, to be certain by
mere observation which of the anthocyan pigments
is present in any flower that may be examined.
Cheoucal work mb shown that plants of the same
botanical group may produce different pigments,
and, indeed, mat more than one anth^an, or
dtow sap-pigm«ht, may be present in the sfune

ower.

. Very naturally the dothing of Nature in such
beautiful tints, as the result of the presence of
these colours, led to die desire on the part of

lio. 2631, vofc. X05]

man to use them for the oolouiing of garmentaj
and otter textile materials. Many of the memberv
of the yellow sap-pigments are capable of indus-'^

trial use as mord^t dyes, and were largely sp^

used before the synthetic colours became available.

Some of them—s g fustic—are sUU employed
in considerable quantities even in European
countries In the East quite a number remam
in use Concerning the dyeing properties of the

anthocyan pigments, much (k>ubt seems to

have existed, but it appears certain that in

1A50-60 the colour of the hollyhock was largely

used m Bavaria for dyeing purposes. Quite
recently these colours have been more fully investi-

gated in respect of their dyeing properties, and.
It has been found not only that they dye wool, bub^
also that they are capable of giving very fine

shades when used on cotton with a tanning mor-
dant Although they have considerable tinctorial

power, and the d>eings produced by them are fast

to light, they do not stand washing sufficiently to

make it possible for them to hold their own
against synthetic colours

Apart from the two mam groups of sap-pig-

ments, with which the above remarks have been
concerned, there are quite a considerable number
of coloured compounds that exist in plants in some
soluble form—usually as glucosides. It should be
noted that, whilst navone or flavonol derivatives

are very widely distributed, and the anthocyan
pigments almost equally so, the remaining colours
are much more restneted m their distribution.

What fdle the flavones, either alone or accom-
panied by anthocyans, play in plant life, other
than that of decoration, has not yet bocn dis-

covered Wide distribution is no indication of
commercial importance as regards plant colounng
matters, and some colours that are by no means
widely distributed are of considerable importance.
Furthermore, the question of plant colouring
matters does not end with the considers- ^

tion of those colours that exist ready-formed in

the plant Indigo, the most important of all plant
colouring matters, exists m plant life as a soluble,

colourless glucoside called indican, which produces
indtg6 only w^en it loses the sugar with which
it is chemically combined, and is oxidised by con-
tact With air or other oxidising medium. Tte
archil or cudbear group constitutes another class

of colours that were formerly of comment
imixirtance, and are produced from soluble
colourless products present in vanous lich^ms.

In conclusion, the important dye alixarine

should not be omitted ; this product was formerly
obtained exclusively from plant sources chiefly

maddef-root, in wnich it occurs partF^ as m
glucoside ruberythric add—whereas almost dl tiie

allsarine that is now used is prepared synthetically
from the coal-tar product anthraoenerf It woul^
appear that the time it not far distant»when oil

juant pigments that are used^ tedinioal porpoass
will be displaced by syntheiST products, but tte
recent shortaM ci syntiietic di^ has Icerteld^
somewbat proionMd tte oonmiercial fife

various natural cwMiriog’ matters. *
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Geodetic Surrey in North America.^

The United States Coast and Geodetic Survey
has long had in progre&a an arc of prunary

triangulation along the ^th mendian of longitude

This arc was completed to the north, up to the

Canadian boundaty, in 1907 To the south there

IS a similar arc aimg the same meridian through
Mexico, originally surveyed by the ** Commission
G4od^(;|ue Mextcaine '* between 2906 and 1910,

terminating to the north at the international

boundary on the Rio Grande and extending south-

ward to the Pacific Ocean.
It was obviously desirable that these two arcs

should be connected, and it was accordingly

arranged to make the connection in 1913, when
the last section of the work m the United States

was done The internal condition of Mexico, how-
ever, did not permit any joint operations at that

time, and a postponement was necessary Oppor-
tunity was taken of the improved condition of the

country in 1915 to re\ive the question llie

arrangements proceeded without hitch and the

final observations were successfully made in May,
1916 The publication under review gives ^an

account of the southern end of this arc in Texas,
surveyed in 19x3, the junction with the Mexican
arc in 1916, and a general summary of the pro-

gress to date of the lines of first order triangulation

m the United States
Since 1901 the Coast and Geodetic Survey has

reduced all its work to a common datum and
computed all positions and nzur 4hs upon Clarke’s

t866 spheroid These, both datum and spheroid,

have been accepted, on one hand by the Cana-
dian, and on the other by the Mexican, Geodetic
Surveys, so that they are now common to the
whole North America An inspection of the
index map of the triangulation bnes in the
United States computed to these data shows, how-
ewr, that there is still a considerable block of
triangulation m the Eastern States not yet re-

adjusted. When this readjustment is made and
when certain lines in the Central and Western
States, now in progress, have been completed, the
network over the whole area will be so close thatw point wW be situated at a greater distance from
1 main triangulation line ibtm about 170 miles
In fact, even this distance will be rarely attained,
and over almost the whole area the maximum
distance will be under x^o mites
Such a network of ab^lutely first-class work is

amply sufficient to satisfy the most exacting
ffoodeslst and Is, of course, more than a suffident

for any possible map upon any practical
•oale We may, therefore, congratulate the
U*S- Coast and Geodetic Survey upon the now not
mstant completion of one of the main sections of
Ita great task.

^ . U a CoMt and 0«nd«tleJtofVqr 0«oS«iqr

» tpIS./ niM 14 49Att*
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The execution of the small section of triangula-

tion under review was marked by no special tech-

nical advances, but as exhibiting a high level Of

technical efiteiency and as being of possible use
for future ^idsuice in similar work that may be
planned m British territories, we may briefly advert
to one or two practical points. One question of

considerable importance is to decide whether it is

desirable to restrict observations to the night

or whether day observations should be inducM.
llic U S Survey adopts the principle of allowing

I
only night observations, for the stated reason that

I experience has shown that there is less deviation

in the geodetic azimuths of the lines when this

I
restriction is enforced than when the observing is

done by day or is a combination of day and night
' work In other words, the atmospheric conditions

are more stable at night and observations of

angles, therefore, more accurate This is in ac-

cordance with general experience and practice

It has, however, b(‘en argued, not without a

certain show of plausibility, that though undoubt-
ecilv the apparent errors are thus reduced, this may
be at the risk of introducing systematic errors,

due, Itt us say, to unsymmetrical atmospheric

refraction operating only when observations are

made upon a ’falling temperature, which might
be eliminated if observations under different

atmospheric conditions were comlwncd Though
plausible, this argument is, we think, not tenable,

or, perhaps more correctly, not applicable to the

case of a triangulation

The ultimate test as to whether, m deriving the

most probable mean of any set of observations,

systematic errors are likely to be diminished by
the inclusion of observations of an inferior degree

of accuracy but differing in their conditions can
be decided only by experience Now in this case

the experience is immediately availaUe, being,

in fact, implicitly contained in the figure express-

ing the closing error of the triangle Any method
of observation and any system of combining tlie

results of the observations into a mean value which
reduce this closing error %pso facto increase the

probable accuracy of the finally derived figures of

position and azimuth Night observations, pre-

feraWy between, say, three hours after sunset and
one hour before sunrise, fulfil this condition and
are therefore rightly accepted as ideal

The U S Survey, operating over a huge area

with a necessarily limited budget, has perforce to

pay attention to the question of cost Survey iSf

in fact, 00 exactly the same basis as other en*

gineering operations The problem is to get the
maximum output of work of a strictly defined

and practicable degree of precision at the mini-

mum cost, and not, as has sometimes been
assumed, to readi the highest attainable precision

regafxDess of cost

The standard for first order work in the United
States is an average triangular error of one second
of arc and a maximum error of under three
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Moonds. This already high oegree of precisioi^

was, however, surpaasM in the particular section

under notice. Thus over a to^ of sixty-eight

triang^ the average closing error was 063^ and
the maximum error of any one triangle 1 86^.

This pitch of exceUence was moreover attained

without an^ increase of time spent at the stations

,

indeed, it is claimed, we think with justice, that

the arc establishes a “record/* both technically

and firuuidally. The average cost per point occu-
pied was, in fact, lower than has been attained
with any previous work of the same class, and
as, owing to the nature of the country, high and
expensive signal scaffolds were necessary, it seems
that the reduction made in the cost of the actual
observing was even more notable than appears on
first inspection

This conveys a lesson which may be taken to
heart by those responsible for future survey opera-
tions. It seems clear that the difference in method
of execution between what we are accustomed to
call first order or pnmary tnangulation {1 e tri-

anpfular error under 1^) and secondary work
(triangular error under 3'') lies mainly in the nature
of the signals If lamps onlv are used it is a
matter of indifferen -e as regards rate of progress,

and hence as regards coat, whether a lafge inf
strument capable of first order precision or a
smaller one capable only of second order is used*

In either case one observer can complete tlie o\h
servations at a station in one night, and no
reduction tn size of instrument, in number of rounds
taken, or m order of accuracy* will enable him tor

do more The difference in cost of transport

between the two instruments is m most^ cases

negligiUe The only extra cost involved is that

caused by the necessity of providing five lamp-
men or lamp parties and moving them from pmnt
to {loint In rough country this might undoubt-
edly prove a formidable addition, but in the case/

of future boundary commissions or land^ surveyd^

in Africa it is anyhow worth serious consideratioo

whether a backbone or net of pnmary tnangulation,

planned so as to fit in with a comprehensive
geodetic scheme, cannot be undertaken without a
prohibitive increase in expenditure.

This is the sort of question for whidi the co-

ordinated experience and authority of a geodetic
institute would prwe invaluable, and it is ro be
hoped that it wiU not be long before such an
institution, long overdue, is established in England
for*the British Empire E. H H

Science and Research in the Air Service.

^T'HE Air Estirndtes for the >car 1920-21,
^ recently presented to Parliament, show a

total estimated expenditure of 21 million pounds
compared with 54 million pounds in the previous

J
ear^ The apparent Stiving in cost is 33 millions,

ut it IS really greater, for in the year 1919-20
the cost of the experimental and research services

was borne jointly by the Admiralty and the
Ministry of Munitions, and is now wholly included
in the Air Ministry vote
As regards the Royal Air Force, the number

of ofiicers, warrant officers, non-commissioned
officers, airmen, and boys provided on the estab-
lishment (exclusive of those serving in India) has
fallen from 150,000 in 1919-20 to rather less than
30,000 in 1920-ai—a striking reduction The
a I million pounds for the new financial }ear
includes rather under a million for avil aviation

and two and a half millions for experiment and
research. This latter sum would have been more
th$n three millions (3,177,0001) had not an
“appropriation in aid,*' due to the sale of certain
airsnips for 600,000! ,

come to the relief of the
vote. The actusl figures arc as follows —

£
Liquidation of war liabiiitiei

Works, buitdings, and lands
Aeronautical* ItiifMctkMn

Mrsl^ construetional establishiOent
R A.E , Parnborough
Technical equipment and materials

and wages
Misrdlaneoua 13*850

1,334,000
1^,000
80,300
3*S»ooo

1,200

90
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An expenditure of more than three millions

for research alone in a single year would appear to

be a generou<^ provibion, but an examination of the
foregoing figures shows that much of the expendi-
ture will not be employed for this purpose
The air vote for metcorolc^icpl services has

risen from 12,000! in 191^-20 to 77,629!. in

1920-21, and part of this will doubtless be used
in leseajch work of some kind, though these
services are not plirt of the research directorate,

but come under the civil aviation side of the Air
Ministry The sum of 77,629! includes the pro-
vision of only 358!. for “experimental stations,

"

which IS such a very modest amount that see as-

sume expenmental research In meteorology is

provided for by other aid In any event, the
amount cannot represent the degree to whiph at-

tention IS given to research, since in meteortdogy
there is ample scope for original work based upon
the observations from what may be termed routine
stations

The printed Estimates convey the intention of
the Government to make liberal provision for
research in aeronautics, but it is impdastl^ lb
determine precisely what sum of mon^ 11 tberelv
devoted solely to "experiment and research,'*
since such work is sommmea carriedf on at
ordinary air stations. Moreover, 40,<x)q|. for the
Nation^ Physical Laboratorr la not borne on tin
Air Estimafes at all, but otf^Vmae* for ^ Cmt
Service The Estimates do, however, inmude tlis

sum of 20,34oL for research ^granty to

bodies, " and doo^oooi. as an encouragement to
ioventiod.
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Obituary
Mr Sbdlby Taylor

The loog* life of Mr Sedley Taylor,

who died recently at the age of
^hty five years nearly all of which were
spent m public activities at Cambridge, was
lo manv ways notable Theology, mathematics,
physical saence practical economics and pre
eminently music, occupied his attention His
withdrawal from active theological pursuits (m
1863 he was ordained to a curacy near Burning
ham) was not merely a personal event it was «ilso

^linkM up with the movement for greater icademic
freedom at Cambridge About the same time
Henry Sidgwick (18^) and Leslie Stephen (i86a)
gave up their fellowships So early as iS6a ap
peared the first edition of Helmholtz s classical
treatise on the sensations of tone A translation
into English published by A J Libs in 1875
increased its reaction m this country both on the
phystcil theory of sound and on the aesthetic prm
ciples of music which it for the hrst time brought
into detailed reasoned connection Its influence
was much forwarded by Sedley Taylor s book
Sound and Music which ippeared in 1873 'ind

was the Earliest general exposition in short com
pass by a writer competent on both sides of the
subject An event which his chirdctenstic energy
rendered prominent was his invention of in
apparatus which he nsmed the phoneidoscupe It
consisted essentially of a resonant cavity with
an aperture over which a soap m wis stretched
when the operator sang to it 1 note nearly in
unison with the c'lvity the lernl vibrations rc
veiled themselves visibly in whirling movement
of the cc^oured stnations of the liquid film

In these days perhaps such phenomena now
more fully understood would be rej;arded as be ir
mg more closely on the properties of the very
remarkable structure exhibited b} bubbles being
too complex to reveal direct knowledge of the
constitution of sound waves ^ But Sedley T lylor s

ratbusiasm was infectious As a testimony to
his Teal in connecting up music with acoustics

also to the relevant state of things m Cam
bndge at this period an extract from Clerk Mix
wcU s Rede Lecture of 1878 00 the telepf^ne (then
newly discovered) is worth quoting —
Helmholtz by a senes of daring strides has effected

B ^«age for himself over that untrodden
Oe^een acoustics and music—that Serbonian boc
wnere whole armies of scientific musicians and
mmfal men of science have sunk without filling it up

jWe may not ^ able even yet to plant our feet In
|

his tracks and follow him right across—that would
the seven league boots of the Germanrequire 1

Cmstus.
Board of w

* *®.**!y C«mbnd|je we have the
--T* MimicbI Studies vindicating for mwdc its
••want pl^ in aJRiml education On the physical^ ** Lord Rayleii^ lariiw fbundation
4^ «n4.a<ronf{ in o1 Souni*. On the
Ristfietfc side we i^ve the University Mustcal SkKietx

fi- hSAiii M a r JoMfk lanatr Ibr Maattaes as

w> 2631, vot 105]

doing the practical work and m the space between
those conferences of Mr Sedley Taylor where the
wail of the Siren draws musician ana mathcdnatician
together down into the depths of their senaational
be ng and where the gorgeous hues of the Phoneido
scope are seen to seethe and twine and coil like the

Dragon boughts and elvuh erabVemmgs

on the gates of that city where

An ye heard a music like enow
Ihcy are building still seeing the city u built

To music therefore never built at all

And therefore built for ever

The special educational value of this combined
study of music and acoustics is that more than
almost any other study it involves a continual appeal
to what we must of serve for ourselves

The facts are things which must be felt they cm
not be learned from any desenpt on of them

1 he economic side of Sedley 1 aylor s work
can be illustrated by a conversation with a
younger friend of his who was accustomed to

see him in his rooms m Tnni^ College during his

last years of feeble health Inc talk turned upon
profit sharing which was introduced by a question

about 1 I rcnch statuette on the mantelpiece To
his surprise the younger man who had to probe

for his information found that Sedley Taylor had
been a pioneer had even been the inventor of

that term and had wntten a book on the subject

for whi h he h id been decor ited for his services

tfwirds industrial copartnership by the French
Government which wis at the time closely in

terested in such matters

Sedley 1 aylor was a pi>necr in at least two
other directions One of them was the higher

education of women He promoted the founda
tion of Girton College and was afterwards its

constant benef tor I ovi ards the end of his life,

in 1911 he received the honour of the freedom

of the boroui^h of Cambr dgc for establishing and
endowing the first dental cunic that was founded

m I nghnd His musical activiues pervaded
Cimbndge and are too widespread to be dis-

cussed here His generosity kindliness and
humour endeared him to a wide circle and in

particular to many gencritions of musical under

graduates Cyril Roothah

Wf regret to note that the death of Mr
Anthony Gforce I yster is announced in Engtn
eenng for March 19 as having taken place on
March 17 at sixty eight years of age Mr
Anthony Lystcr was the second son of Mr G F
Lyster of I iverpool and father and son between
them were responsible for the gpreater part of the

port developments on the Mersey over a period

exceeding fifty years Mr Ly$tcr was educated
at Harrow and served his pupilage under his

father After bolding the p^ition of assistant

engineer to the Mersey D<Kk Board for some
tune during which he was responsible for the
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construction of imporUnt new works, he succeeded
to the position of actit^ engineer-in-chief, and
became eogineer-in-dilef m i8^ He resigned this

post in 1913, and then became a mutner in the

firm of Sir J. Wolfe Barry and Partners, but
remained consulting engineer to the Mersey Dock
Board until the tune of his death Mr. Lyster
became a member of the Institution of Civil

Engineers in 188a, and was president in 19x4.

He served as a member of the International Tech-
nical Commission for the Sues Canal, and was
consulted with regard to improvements of the

harbours at New York, Bombay, Port Elisabeth,

Shanghai, etc. He was also a member of the

Admiralty Committee on Naval Works at Doon
and Rosyth, and associate professor of engineering

at Liverpool University

By the death of Mu W A E Ussher, which
occurred on March 19, many British geologists

will lose an old fnend who, whether in his usual
mood of breezy optimism, or in a rarer phase of
boisterous pessimism, was always good company
Mr. Ussher joined the Geological Survey in 1868
and was engaged in the mapping of various parts
of England, but his name will always be associated
with the Devonian, Carboniferous, and New Red
rocks of Devon, Cornwall, and Somerset, where
he spent most of his ofikial career His principal

contributions to the literature of these formations
appear in the Memoirs of the Geological Survey,
in the Journal of the Geological Society, and in

the Transactions of the Devonshire Association
In his study of the West Country rocks it was
his constant endeavour to secure correlation with
their European equivalents, and thus he was
brought into close association with many Con-
tinental geologists of note In 1914 he was
awarded the Murchison medal of the Geological
Soacty in recognition of his labours Mr. Ussher
retired from the Survey m 1909, unfortunately,
ill-health since then kept him in almost complete
retirement.

By the comparatively early death of Dr R C
Maclaurin on January 15 last, the United States
have lost an accomplished and energetic immi-

g
rant. Dr Maclaurin was born at Lindean, Scot-
ind, in 1870, and in 1897 was placed m the first

division of the first class of the advanced part
of the Mathematical Tripos It was an unusually

S
^od year, the candidates induding Grace and
romwich Dr Maclaurin was also equal for

the hicond Smith's pn^ After graduating, he
at first turned his attention to law, but before very
long became professor of mathematics in

University oJifNew Zeabmd. This post he left in

X907 to occupy the chair of mathematical physics
at Columbia, N.Y

,
and two years later oecame

president of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nohM^. He published one legal treatise, and two
on the of tight; besides tbis, be contributed
variour papers to the Philosophical Transactions
and penodtcals.
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Notes.
A List of 5604 promotions in and sqiipointmeiite

to the Civil DIvidon of the Order of the Brld^
Empire ‘'for services in connection with the war”
was published on March 30 as a supplement to the

London CwHe We notice the following names of

men of science and other workers known in scientific

circles —Knight Grand Cross (G B S ) Dr A. B.

Shipley, F R S , Vice-Chancelks* of Cambridge Univer^h

sity Knights Commanders (K B K ) Prof I Bsyley

Balfour, F.R S , University of ^inburgh, Prof.

W H Bragg, F R.S University CoUege, London;
Dr S F liartncr. F RS , Director of Natural Hls-V

tory Departments, and Keeper of Zoology, British

Museum ; and Dr J E Petavel, F R S , Director of

the N ational Ph^ steal Laboratory Commanders
(C BE) Prof H L Caltendar, F R S . Imperial

College of Science, London ; Dr C C Carpenter*

chairman, South Metropolitan Gas Co ,
Mr F H

Carr, Chief Chemist, Messrs Boots Pure Drug
Stores , Prof F G Donnan, F R S , University

College, London
,
Mr W P Eldcrton , Mr A P M.

Fleming, Prof P F Fiankland, FRS, University

of Birmingham, pr F \V E^idge^reen, Prof.

W A Herdman, F R.S , University of Liverpool t

Prof J C Irvine, FRS, University of St 'Andrews

Mr J G I-awn , Prof T M Lowry, FRS, Mr..

W Macnab, Dr R A O’Brien, Director, Wellcome
Physiological Research Laboratories, Mr J E Sears,

National Physical Laboratory
,
Mr F J Scibv,

National Physical Laboratory, Dr T E Stanton,

FRS, Notional Physical Laboratory , Mr G Stubbs,

Government laboratory, Lieut J R F Wild,

member of Sir E Shackleton’s Antarctic Ezpedifibn;

and Dr Dawson Williams, editor, British Medical

Journal

The impending retirement of Sir Napier Shaw, who
has been the Director of the Meteorological Office

since 1905, and as president of the Intemattonal

Meteorological Committee occupies a unique position,

marks an epoch in the history of British meteorol^y*
Trained prlmanly as a physicist, Sir Napier has
been able to approach meteorological problems in a
scientific spirit His academic experience brought

him into contact with younger men, and by the en-

couragement he extendi to them he raised the level

of his subject As a consequence, there are at the

present moment a greater number of men in the

British Empire capable of dealing with intricate

meteorolc^ical problems than In any other part of

the worid A heavy responsibility rests on Use

authorities On whom the duty of nominating Sir

Napier's successor falls When the Meteordl^cal
Ofl^ was taken over by the Air Ministry lost year

the change was looked upon with grave mlagiringi.
The near future will show whether file aoxie^'^^JS^
felt regarding the wisdom of a step that ygu
against the advice of aU competent authorCKi it ^
be relieved or Intensified It orouid be an Irretrievrtla

calamity If administrative rather than tckntUla
qualifications were to determintr the choice Uniats

I

the whole future of British meteordogy
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j^oparAped, the Obitt^ of thd OfiAoe must be a

Pt of htjfb tdentUlc itandlng who will maintain

leading piaoe which the Office now takes among
Ihe nations of the world For the cre^t of the nation

S
d in the intereata of science we trust that the new
rector will be a worthy successor of the one who

has given so much scientific honour to the post

Mil C B Grovbs, F R S , for some vears lecturer

in chemistry at Guy’s Hospital, consulting chemist to

the Qonscrvators of the River Thames, and vice-

president of the Chemical Society from iSQp-lqoa,

who died on February i, left estate of the gros^ value

of 33 .0232 ., of which amount 30,ooo2 is left in trust

for his five sisters for life, and on the death of the

S
rVivor of them io.ooof to the Royal Institution for

g Groves Endowment Fund for the promotion of

icifotific research

Two scholarships, each of the annual value of '^ool ,

arc being offered by the Grocers’ Company, the object

being the promotion of original research in sanitary

ioteim In addition to the sum named, there will be

an allowance to meet the cost of apparatus and other

^penses in connection with the work* The schoLur-

Phtps will be tenable for one year, but may be ex-

tended for a second or third year under certain condi-*

tloni*. The elections will tc^ place in June next,

and applications have to be made, on a special form

provided, before May i to the Ckrk of the Grbeers’

Company, Grocers’ Hall, Princes Street, E C a
* I

•

In spite of the fact that no regulations have been

Issued concerning standard time In Finland. Hcl&ing-

lors time (ih. 40m fast on Greenwich time) has

been almost generally adopted In .e country The
Inconvenience of following a time which differs from

the international zone system based upon Greenwich
time was the principal cause of a proposal, made last

autumn by the Ge^raphicat Society of Finland, to

fix Greenwich time +3h as the standard time of the

Republic A correspondent, ,** informs us that

on March 13 the Prot>ident arrived at a decision in

accordance with this proposal The new standatd

time of Finland will be adopted by the railways from

May 1, 1921, and the calendars for 1921 will intro-

duce it from the beginning of the year The question

of adopting the twenty-four-hour day is under dia-

ailjMion.

^Th» Works Council Bill has now passed intp law
In Germany* It provides for the formation of a works
council in every works having at least twent> em-
ployees (t^ieratives and offioe staff) Representation

then proceeds pro fsta up to a works employing any
)huinW All male and female workers from the age
hf tightsen who are in possession of citizen rights are

entitled Id vote> Among Che various provi^ons of

tha fym mentbm may be made of the obllgaticm of the

councUs in asdsting the management by advice with
'^the vleer of Obtaloi^ the greatest economy in carry-

out* nmtnufacturing operations. They must also

oMppHifa Ih the appijutloa of new methods^and in

tkfnmrig ^D^utes, and assist In the welfare j^yrork,W prMsidns presuppose considerable

'fhkliBpeht *<thd- IndusCriat knowledge on the pert of the“ ‘
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members of the council—which, It may be added,

must not exceed thirty in any one estabHsluhent*

At the annual general meeting of the Chemical

Society, held at Burlington House on March 35, tha

following were elected officers and council fev the

ensuing year —Ffssidsnt Sir James J Dobbie
Vtce^Preudonts Prof J B. C^ohen, Prof F G*
Donnan, Dr H J H Fenton, Prof S Smiles, Prof

J Walker, and Prof W P Wynne Treasurer ^

Dr M O Forster Secretaries Dr J C Philip

and Dr H R Le Sueur Foreign Secretary * Dr
\ \V Crossiey Ordinary Members of Council

Prof \ J Allmand, Dr E F Armstrong, Julian L
Baker, Francis H Carr, Prof A Findlay, Prof

F E tranciv, J A Gardner, Prof J C Irvine, Dr.

C A Keane, Sir Robert Robertson, Prof J M
Thomson, and £ W Voelcker It was announced
that, the supplementary charter now having been
gninted, an extraordinary general meeting of the

fellowb would be held at Burlington House on April 29
at ^ p m to consider the alterations in the by-laws

proposed by the council

Wf have on several recent occasions referred to the

advances which were made during the war in wireless

telephony to and from aeroplanes There is also

another important use to which electric waves have
been put in connection with aerial navigatiem, in the

wireless direction-finding apparatus, which has like-

wise been brought to a considerable degree of perfec-

tion An interesting demonstration of both these

applications was given under the auspices of the
Marconi Co on a Hardley Page machine on March 25,
when conversations were held with the Marconi estab-

lislunent at Chelmsford, and messages were picked up
and transmitted to the Times office in London The
direction-finding apparatus, which was also demon-
strated. is apparently a development of the “wireless
lompass ’* used at sea, founded on the radio-goniometer

of Bellini and Tosl, in which the angular relation of
two coils connected respectively to two independent
.lerial systems at right angles is varied. By rotating

a pointer carrying one of these coils a position is

found where the signals received reach a maximum
loudness and the direction of the incoming waves is

ascertained Bv plotting cross-bearings of two
stations obtained in this way on a chart, the true

position can be found The Marconi form of the

apparatus has a working range of 200 to 300 miles

when used in conjunction with low-power coast wire-

less stations The converse process was used during
the war for finding the position of enemy craft from
more than one home station, and it is well known
that the Zeppelins used a wireless position-finder ex-

tenstveiy for navigation dunng raids* The pnndple
on which this worked is, however, believed to have
been somewhat different

Thb report of the' Royal Commission on Decimal
Coinage has just been Issued. The majority report,

which represents the views of about two-thirds of

the memtes of the Cmmission, Is not in favour of
making any change In the denomination of the cur-
rency and money of account In Order to j^ace theifi
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on a decimal baait* U maintain! that tbla dedikw
le jufftified by tha followtiig conflderation* In

any echctna for reducing the exUtlng eyitem to a
decimal baaie the poimd should be retained, (a) The
pound and mil acbeme It the only strongly supported

scheme which complies with this condition (3) The
advantage to be gained by a change to the pound and
mil scheme as regards keeping accounts is In no way
coi^ensurate with the loss of the convenience of the

existing system for other purposes (4) Qrave dlffi*'

culties wlH be created by any idteration of the penny

(5) The scheme cannot be tried as an experiment or

on a voluntary basis There are two minority reports

in favour respectively of the decimalisation proposals

of Lord Southwark and Lord l^everhulme. The in-

vestigation makes it clear that many of the difficulties

now regarded as Insuperable would disappear if our

system of weights and measures were such as to

familiarise the general body of the community with

decimal calculation This fact will, no doubt

,

stimulate the advocates of the metric system to

renewed efforts to bring about this useful and neces-

sary reform

Dr. R C Sicnn states in the ScitnUfic Monthly
for February that there U In the popular mind a sur-

prisingly large amount of misinformation and mis-

conception concerning many forms of natuial history,

and this is not confined to exotic, but extends to well-

known plants and animals As instances he quotes

the belief that the beaver uses its tail like a trowel;

that the porcupine shoots its quills at enemies; that

certain squirrels and fish fiy, that snakes swallow

their young in times of danger; that cats suck the

breath of babies, and so on The prevalence of these

beliefs is due largely to the fact that a considerable

portion of the people do little or no reading, or It Is

confined to trashy literature. These misconceptions

are due to vanous causes—to hasty acceptance of the

opinions of others, to mistaken ol^rvation and mis-

interpretation of the facts involved, but mostly to the

fertility of imagination All this points to the necev

slty of senous and efficient Nature-teaching in schools,

by the agency of which misinformation about well-

Imown objects of natural history can be corrected

Wb congratulate the Hunterian Museum at

Glasgow University on its year’s record of steady

progress In the Reports on the Hunterian Colleo-

dons for the Year 1918-19 just received we note

especially the growth of the collections of Insects of

economic and sanitary Importance, through the en-

thusiastic work of Mr R. A. Staig The long list of

aoqulsldons In this department bears witness both to

Mr. Sta!g*s energy and to die admirable Unes upon

which he is develqdng the coUj^on. The gedogical

collections have received a" valuable acquMtlon

through the purchase of the balance of the important

Leeds collections of fossil repdles and fishes from the

Oxfortb Clay. Tttt honorary curator of the coin

cabinet reports thft the resumpHon of intemadonal

omununicadon has been responsible for * conrider-

hble Increase in the number of re^iStts for casts from

erarkei^ abroad, ahd the list of condgnments dls-

pi^ U 41oqu«nt at once of dw worid>wide fame
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of this museum and of what tlfo war hae fkieaiiS*

research wenrkers at homa and abroad*

Among early palmc^lthic flint In^lements found

the river grai^ of the South of England diere ar#

certain specimens with the point slightly turned 40
one side. These are regarded as intermediate between
the still older rostro-carinate flints and the ordinary

paUsollths by Mr. J Reid Molr, who describes seven

examples in detail and discusses them In a recently

published part of the Phllosophica] Transacdetla

(vol cclx
,
B, pp 33^50, pis 51-57). According to

this explanation, the mideers of the rostro-carinate

implements eventually began to Increase the effldeiicy

of their tools by extending the ridge of the beefc

progressively further towards the butt end, wMle Am
chipped the edges of the great flat face until It aBo
became a longitudinal rid^ similarly extended Tho
rostro-carinate Implement, triangular In crost^ecHonf

thus passed into the pakeolithic implement of the

“riverdrift type," rhombic In cross-section; the two
opposite flat faces of the former having httn chipper

away, and the two opposed great surfaces of the latte

being in planes at right angles to them As the croe^

section of a rostro-cannate resembles that of a dog
fish, while the cross-section of an ordinary palasoUA^

corresponds with that of a plaice, Sir Ray Lankester

suggests that the latter should be described as platswd^

form Other early palseoHths In which one ^ face la

fiat may have originated from the rostro-carinate type

simply by the extension of the ridge of the beak and
the simultaneous thinning of the flint, thus resultlDg

in a skate-Ilke or batiform shape.

In the Ph$ltppine Journal of Saence (vol. xiv«.

No 4) Mr E D Merrill continues his work on new
or noteworthy Philippine plants. The present con-

tribution contains descriptlcms of one hundred new
or presumably new species, and eighteen new records

for the islands Of the nine gpnera whldi are for

the first time recorded as Philippine, two are of spedat
Interest from the point of view of gec^raphlcal dis-

tribution One, Cloezia, a genus of MyrUcese, has
hitherto been known only from New Caledonia, where
it IS represented by six species The discovery of g
representative In Mindanao, In forest at an altitude of
1700 metres, adds another genus to the repiaricable

list of genera that are known only from the

pines and the islands to the south and sou0M«5t
of the archipelago l*he second, Citrlobatus, li a
small Australian genus of Pittosporeas, with OQg
species from Java, the range of which is now extended
to Luzon Another Australian species, Ipomoia
morpha, previously known only from Australia and
Formosa, has alto been found in Lump.

Abstracts of scientific papers, whan ^hdng'
bibliographical details and ful^ indexed, are eytdai^
of greater utility than mere eataloguee. An exoepafl?,

aeries of abstracts has for many years been peapisMi*
by the Chemical Society, and S^anco Ahatracis, fapiad

^ the Institution of Electrical Engfneei^
Physical Society, is a welUmown ^Ucatfim/
abridgments of the Patent Offlea poinf td tte*
of abdraots for purpoeee of eeartbu
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few yem the question of abstracting and cataloguing

qdentific literature has been much discussed, and has

become acute. The Mineralogtcal Society has, on its

own Initiative, made a start in this direction, and has

recently Issu^ the first number of a series of

Mtmralogieal AhsttaeU This will give notices of

papers and books dealing with purely scientific

mineralogy and crystallography, and will also direct

attention to matters of mineralogical interest in

original papers bearing more on petrology, ore«

deposits, and economics The work of abstracting is

bdng carried on by voluntary helpers, but even with

Shis help It is evi^nt that the cost of printing will

^he more than a small society can bear It Is hoped,

if this venture proves to be of some general use, that

it may lead to an increased membership of the

aoasty

Much attention has been given in recent years to

(he question of manufacturing akdhol within the

Empire for use as motor spirit In the current

number of the Bulletin of the Imperial Institute the

possibility of utilising the mowra flowers of India

ioT the purpose is discussed. These floi\erb possess

thick, juicy petals nch in sugar They are used by

the natives as a foodstuff, and especially for the pre-

paration by fermentation of an alcoholic liquor called

daru or mohwa spirit A single tree will >ield as

much as 200-300 lb of flowers m a year The tree

also produces a valuable oiUseod, which is exported

in fairly large quantities to Europe. During the war
the flowers were used in India for the production of

acetone, the yield being said to be n times as much
as that obtained by distilling wood, which is the

usual source of this substance The demand for

acetone in India in peace times, however, is not great,

and targe quantities of the flowers would be avaiL

able for the manufacture of alcohol, and would appear

to be an exceptionally cheap source of this material,

as the yield is high compart with that from potatoes

and other materi^s commonly used, about 90 gallons

of 95 per cent, alcohol being obtainable from one

ton of dried flowers It has been estimated that In

the Hyderabad State alone there are already sufficient

mowra-trees for the production of 700,000 gallons of

^proof sidrit per annum, in addition to that necessary

^for the local liquor requirements

In the Weekly Service for February ai, issued by

the Ministry of Agriculture and Fish^es, there

appears some interesting Information on the prospec-

tive yields of cereals fw the season 1919--20 From
this information, obtained frmn the International

Agrtcutoiral Institute of Rmne, it seems that the

world U faced with a conslderabla reduetkm in Its

whittt eupply. In Australia the yield of wheat for

1919^ is estimated at 54*4 per cent of the previous

yea^ production, and tills is only 38*3 per cent of

ftm armga of the five preceding years. Similarly,

vtiie estimated wheat yield la much lower tjban ta^
average ia tiie Union of South Af^, the

Staesf Of Amytea, Rumania, and Argentina.

War tim average soeports of whMt fram

^ Rad India aran'toi^ther «(]ual to the quantity
' IBM ti^ Vidted Kiiwdon from ell aouroae,

VOl.. XP5]

but it will be some time before India can recover

from the famine conditions of 1919, while It is highly

probable that Russia will not rank as a wimt-
exporting country for the next few years There is,

therefore, a vital need for an increased wheat production

in the United Kingdom Not only for this reason, but

also because the scheme is thoroughly sound from the

practical point of view, the Ministry advises the sowing

of spnng wheat, and gives practical advice as to

varieties, soils, etc.

Thb Journal of the Royal Statistical Society for

January contains an interesting summary of the

growth of Canada (1867-19x7}, “Fifty Years of

Canadian Progress," by Mr Ernest H. Godfrey, of

the Domtmon Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa While
Pnnee Edward Island and the North-West Territories

show an absolute decline in population In the period

1871-1911, the total peculation was nearly doubled,

and that of Manitoba increased from 25,228 to 455,6x4

More than a third of a million immigrants entered

Canada in each of the three years i9ia-i3-X4. The
acreage and yield of wheat were more than doubled
in the decade 1900-10, those of oats increased by two-
thirds, and these rates of development were main*
tamed until 1917 In 1870 Ontario produced 85 per

cent of the wheat, 8a per cent of the barley, and

52 per cent of the oats of the Dominion; since 1900
the main farm crops have been obtained further west,

Saskatchewan producing in 19x7 56 per cent of the

wheat, 28 per cent of the barley, and 34 per cent,

of the oats While the numbers of sheep have steadily

declined (X871-1911), those of horses have doubled
and of cattle have increased by 50 per cent Canadian
cheese factories produced annually from x| to nearly

a million cwt (1893-1917), nearly all of which was
exported to the United Kingdom. In 1867 there were
2288 miles of railway line, In x88t, 7331; and in

1917, 38,604 The mineral census of 191 x was of so
different a character from those of earlier years that

it 18 not possible to quote details of the progress In

mineral wealth The paper is worthy of close atten-

tion by all who are interested in Canada

Gbooraphxrs are not likely to overlook the con-
tinuous exploration and illubtration of Alaska by the

officers of the United States Geological Surve),

further evidence of which is seen in Bulletins 683
and 687, dated 19x8 and 19x9 respectivriy The
former contains a number of new maps, where much
still remains a blank, of country stretching in from
the coast north and west of the Lower Yukon River.
The latter provides excellent photographic views,

notably plates v. and vil , of the Kantlshna region,
north of Mount McKinley, where the only population
consists of some forty whites engaged in mining

It is a pleasure in these times to handle and read
so well printed a report as that which huuigurates the
"Scientific Survey of Porto Rico apd the Virgin
Islands" (vol. i, part x, issued by the New York
Academy of Sdeoces, 19x9). The origin of the survey
of this outpost-island oi the United States is given
by Mr. N. L. Britton, and Mr C. P. Berfeey fbr-

nUhes an introduction to the general gaoiogy. The
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rocks of Porto Rico divtde themselves Into an older !

series, meinty volcanic, which Is regarded as Cre-
|

taceout or a little earlier, end a sedimentary Catnos<dc

group, determined by tnanne fossils to be of Eooene, 1

OUgocene, and Miocene age, Oligocene beds largely >

predominating Though It is not mentioned on the

cover of the part, a good map of the island, by Messrs

Reeds and Briesem^ster, faces p 30, The scale is

I 9SOf4<^a and red contours are sketched at 100 ft

,

joo ft , tooo ft , and 1500 ft In his detailed account

of the geology of the San Juan district Mr Douglas K
Scmmes describes the ver\ interesting and very annoy-

ing topography of the lcrtinr\ limestone lielt, where
“peplnos"—we prefer this term, meaning **cucum-

bm,** to Mr Berkey*s "haystack hills'* adopted
In the paper—give rise to a remarkably broken country

ThU topography is due to the irregular falling>in of

waterways m the Cainoroic limestone, complicated by
the occurrence of beds of shale In the petrographU

section wo welcome the appearance of Vogelsang

V

term "vitrophyie"; but the German spelling that is

retained, even in a plural, which is written *'vitro-

ph3rrs,” makes us fear that thfs useful word is here

limited as ROscnbusch desired

Avriai nnMgatlon has become of such vast Import-

ance that any aid which meteorology can affoid is

welcomed, while, on the other hand, the meteorologist

looks with much expectation to the airman for ob-

servations which may advance our knowledge of the

general movements of the atmosphere. The Meteoro-

logical OfHoc has just issued **An Analysis of Cloud
Distribution at Aberdeen during the Years iqi6-i8”

(Professional I^oles No 9, price 4d net) The
analysts is by Mr G A Clarke, assistant at Aberdeen
Observatory It is practically a first effort at averag-

ing the number of days in each month on which cer-

tain cloud characteristics ore predominant, and from

this deducing by the estimated average height of the

cloud the oocarions when air was cloud-free below
certain heights The number of occasions upon which
flying would have been handicapped on account of the

lowness of the cknid is 31 pet cent of the total, and
of the remainder rather more than one-third show no
cloud below 7000 ft. The weakness of the analysis

is that the cloud-heights have been worked on average

results deduced from altogether different observations

It Is recognised by meteorologists not only that the

Heights of clouds may vary at different stations, but

also that the} ore subiect to diurnal and seasonal

Muriafions

In a paper on operating a by-product produoer-gat

olant for powor and heating, read recently tA the

Institution of Electrical Engineers, Mr. W. H Patchell

gives particulars of the running a plant bekmj^ng
to the Hoffmann Manufacturing Co., Ltd The gas
plant Uvon the hymn system, and the power units

consist of four-cylindet horisontal Prender engines of

about goo brake-hOrse-power at 190 revs, per nun
itach gas engine is tiM with an exhaust boiler, and

the b^ns were insMdled with water-heaters. The
^agios wore suppUsd by Messrs. Crompton, and
riiTe p||^ type dlf^-current shunt-wound tnterpole

minddnea ninnUig at igo rtvs per ipin. ; the
‘ HO. ft6xi.-VOL IO<l

[AnuLi,

first two machines work at ito volts, and Id the
second instalment of plant, machines working at

3ao volts are used The figures <fl>tained for a period'

of six months* running show a consumption of ipgr lb. 1

of coal per kw -hour, and a thermal efficiency of

199 per cent on the units delivered Jo the feeders.

The best figure quoted by Mr. David Wilson
(Technical Adviser to the Controller of Coal Mines) for

electric power stations in the South of England is a

consumption of 2 32 lb of coal per unit and a thermal

efficiency of 1305 per cent The best station in the

Northumberland district gave i 80 lb. of coal per unit

and a thermal efficiency of 18 per cent Mr. Patchell

considers that the large-cylinder high-power gaa^

engine will be developed in this country as it has
been abroad—an opinion in which he appears to differ

from some other gas-engine authorities.

A PAPER read to the North-East Coast Institution

of Engineers and Shipbuilders on March 19 by Dr.

W H Hatfield, of the Brown-Firth laboratories, and
Mr H M Duncan, of Messrs C A Parsons iTnd

Co *8 Research Laboratory, deals with the mechanical

properties of turbine steels Unfortunately, the

uuthiiSs were unable to obtain specimens of turbine

steel which had done good service in severely stressed

parts, and a standard with which they could compare
other steels was therefore lacking, but the conclutlon

is reached that design has probably more to do with

the life of turbine parts than the quality of the steel

One disc which failed in practice, however, proved to

be .^eak when tested in a radial direction, and the

defects of structure arc illustrated by means of photo-
*

micrographs The paper contains a number of tests

by different methods, the conclusicms as to the relative

value of impact, bending, hardness, and tensile tests

being, in the main, the same as those reached by

Dr Hatfield m his paper read before the Institution

of Mechanical Engineers An investigation of the

Sankey test is included, the relation between the

I

length, diameter, and resistance of the test piece being
> examined A formula is given which yields a rough

approximation to the values which would be bbt^ed
under standard conditions. Formuise are also ^ven
for the Stadton repeated impact test, and the data

collected should be of interest to engineers who are

concerned with testing

Some interesting particulars regarding the use of'

mechanical reduction gears between the turbtnei and
the propeller in the Ro>al Navy were given in a paper \

read at the recent meeting of the Institution of Kavid
Architects b\ Bng -Comdr H B Tostevin. By 1916

it was considered that enough progress had been made ir

to warrant a complete changeover to this type* Of

driving, and at present there are installed or on’
order 6ia set^ of gears of a total horse-power Of

7,838,000 The largest set transmits 36,000 eba^
horse-power, and there are four sets o^ this

totalling 144,000 fa p. In all naval

spindlea, pinions, and gear-wheels am sappOrfed

rlj^ bearings, and the alignment Is detefy^Ea/^

accurate maridne work la bctrlag. the gear
and fitting the hearings. In fsnerfli^a

"
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of 8 or 9 to I if not exceeded in naval practice of

moderate and hi|2h power. Of the 556 setf in ser*

vice, flome extending up to nearly six years, it ha^

only been necessary to remove three for refit due to

misalignment , no actual breakdown occurred, and the

gears, after dressing up, were afterwards i4k.utili^

Two cases of fractured teeth occurred , the broken or

cracked portions were removed and the damaged teeth

were smoothed up There is a great saving in the

blading of the turbine b\ the adoption of mechanical

gearing, amounting in the case of a destrover to

70,000 ft of blading m a direct dnve, against 77^0 ft

in the geared drive The increase in effitioncA {»

16 1, 17, and 30 per cent respectivelv for light

cruisers, flotilla leaders, and torpedo-boat de$tio\er->

at full power, at onc-fifth power the Increases in

efficiency are 165, 20, and 20 per cent lespectivel)

Msssrs Thomas Murby and Co are publishing

shortly two books likclv to interest geological readers,

VIS **An Introduction to Palaeontology,*’ by Dr
A Morley Davies, and ’’Petrographic Methods and
Calculations,” by Dr A Holmes In the first-named

work the ” type system” of Huxley is applied A
limited numbeir of fossil species arc described in

detad, the relation of the structure to the animal’s

mode of life being pointed out, as well as the effects

of fossillsatlon Each such description is followed

by a general account of the group of which the

“type” IS representative The volunrte will contain

Appendices dealing with rules of nomenclature and
methods of extracting and preserving fossils

In Dr Holmes’s volume the following subjects

receive attention Speciflc gravity and porositv of

rocks--examination of crushed rocks and loose sedi-

ments—mineral analyses by heavy liquid, magnetic,

and electrostatic methods mechanical anal\»i> of

sands—preparation of thin sections and their examina-
tion by stoning, micro-chemical, and other methods
— chemical analyses of rocks and their mterprctnlion

—representation of analyses by diagrams—suggestions

for the description of rocks

Messrs W Heffbk and Sons, Lro , Cambridge,
have just circulated a miscellaneous catalogue (No 186)

of secondhand books which will doubtless bo of

imrvioe to mai^ readers of Naturx The more stnctlv

scientific portion contains 100 items ranging over

most of the branches of aoentific knowledge , a
lengthier section gives particulars of works on folk-

lore, mythology, psydiical research, c^parative
religions, etc The Sanskrit collection of the late

Dr« A, F, R. Hoemie, comprising about 400 volumes,
Ur also listed The catalogue may be had upon
ajpiiti^tioD

Readers of Natcrb interested in biography and
desirous of obtaining books relating to this subject

sman cost should obtain a copy of Catalogue

No. 400 just issued by Mr. F. Edwards, 83 High
l[l^treet, Marylebone, W.i. ^The list Is not particularly

'stfoog In sdeno^, but it contains lives sT Charles

tlthrwlii. Sir l^anks, J J. Audubon,*nrhomas
Sir CcXitH Sooit-Moncrlsflf. and others. There
teefton of W^orfcs on genealogy and family

The catefegue gill be sent on request.

' .HA, 86^1, V/M., lOSl

Our Aitronomicol Colutna.
April Mstbors —Of April generally and its special

meteonc display it can scarcely be said tha^ they often
possess features of striking interest from a spectator’s
point of view The fact Is that the spring months
are usually all deficient in abnormal phenomena of
this kind, and observers are sometimes s^y dis-
appointed with the result of their observations; for if
meteors from Lyra arc absent or few, there is little
else to tngage the student, as meteorb mav fall not
more abundantly than three or four in an hour
There are periodic returns of grandeur attached to

the Lyrids, but the uncertainty of the periodic time
renders it a non-predlctive feature Hence the ob-
server must needs take ud his stand with a very
doubtful prospect before him
But the stream of Lyiid meteors has important

historical associations, and the shower can boast of n
known cometaiy parentage These facts, combined
with the possibility of a bright and abundant display
in any year, lure ob^enors to look for it with an
interest and anticipation sometimes amply justified

SpK^uii OF ijAroOs—Aa Mr Baxandall and
Miss Cannon suspected changes in the spectrum of
this interesting star. Dr Josc|m Lunt took two p^to-
graphs in Februais and April, 1919. Each was ex-
p)ied on three nights with a total exposure of nine
hours The spectrum consists mainly of bright lines r
there are dark lines, but they cannot be Iflentified
with known lines, and may be merely interspaces
^tween bright bands The results for radial motion
diffei according to the lines emploved The enhanced
iron lines give -307 and -282 km./sec from the
two plates The chromium lines are in fair agree,
ment with this, but the hydn^en bright lines give
+46 5 and +48 7 km./sec

, a difference of 77 km /fee
from the other lines On the other hand, hydrogen
dark lines give -iq excluding H/g. or -33 including^it
Dr Lunt suggests m explanation the settling down

of an extensive outer hydrogen atmosphere on to the
central body He refers to Mr Innes’s discovery of
a faint companion, and notes that hitherto no certain
«gn of variable radial veloaty has been detected.
He emphasises the importance of keeping the star
under conbtant watch, both visual and spectroscopic,M the light curve gives expectation of ano£^
brightening about the present time The star is a
^nous link between novas and variables, Miss

a strong resemblance between its
« spectrum and that of Nova Aurlg» on
1893 February 17 (Monthly Notices, vol Ixxix )

Inira-rxd Spbctra of Nebula.—Investigations are
^ing carried out at the Lick Observatory^y Dr K
Bums wiih the object of securing photographic plates

sensitivity to infra-red radiations, and some
plates p^rcd by him have been utilised by MrW H Wright fw exploring the spectra of nebulat
in this region. In the Fublioatlons of the Astro-
n^ical Society of the Pacific, No, 185, Mr Wright
gives an account of his preliminary attempts in m
direction, with the results obtained in the case of the
ptanetary iwbula NXJ C. 7027 The 36-10 refractor
of the Lick Observatofy was used with a tlngle-
prism spectrograph giving the rather small disperd^
of 1 mm to abottt 000 a U, on the plate. ITie focus
was not good In the region required, but fair d^U
tion was obtained between A 6700 and A 8500, and
his photographs show four lines in the extreme led
not previously reported. The corrected waveJengte
are given as ap^oxhnet^y 7009* 7063, 7138, and
73^. and in adffitW to these lines there are othere atA6^ and A6730 which have been measured prevlouely
wdth other appnmtus
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HydrogmptUoU Studies.^

H ydrography u a backward aaencei and the
*

v«iy ooeao sdentifically fl]>eaking ts a neg
loctcd flehl Mr J y Buchanan, an oceanographer
himaelf tells us so m his new book of Accounts
Rendered — It seems almost incredible that the
men of all nations, burning with scientific and ex
jfionng aeal^ should have entirely overlooked and
apparently dMpued this large portion of the world
Our ChclUngBt Expedition had two faults it cost a

g
reat deal of money and it was done too well It

as led two generations of Englishmen to believe

that the thing was done and need not be repeated

and must on no account be asked for agam Vet in

s^ of this great old expedition of ours, and the
various scientinc exploring voyages of the TtavatlUur
the Goiar the Siboga Albatross the Thor and
all the rest which have followed it (m other hands
than ours) we know perfectly well that our know
Icd^ of the oce'in both physical and biological is

in its merest infancw Its fauna we know as we
knew that of tie shore fifty years ago a handful
hm a handful there of its physical and phvsico-

chmical phenomena we know a great deal less

Nor it this true only of the widie oceans Iwenty
years ago we knew to all intents and purposes
alMoluteiy nothing of the hydrography of tne North
Sea Itself with tne one exception of its tides Its

temperatures and densities had never been mapped
their seasonal fluctuations (mvc it a few buore

stations) were unknown Even in regard to the

tidM and in spite of the great men who have
devoted themselves to this favourite subject we
know that we have still a vast deal to learn

in theory and that in practice our tide tables

Ml short of the accuracy which modem conditions

demand Things are beginning to mend The Uni
versitv of Liverpool has established not only a chair

of oceanography but also a speaal Institute for the

•tudv of the tides and under the stimulus of inter

nationil co operat on a certain aspect of hydrography
has come to be an intnnsic part of the scientific work
of our fishery departments

All this IS to the good though not vet nearly

enough The fishery departments are working on
imperfect material with inadequate staffs and still

more inadequate laboratories but better da\s
are coming Even in these hard times the

work wilt go on and under much better

conditions than before but we shall scarcely

satisfied! For the physical studv of the sea Is a
vary great thing indeed Of its problems many are

scarcely formulated many others doubtless are still

unforeseen There is no end to them they range let

us say from the study of the tides to that of

hvdroxvl Ion concentrations from the movements of

the ocean currents to the coefficients of absorp-

tion of the sun's rays In the surface waters of the

sea—nay more they may involve the most funda
mental questions of chemical phvsiok^ in relation

to the life and the nutrition of one grade of orgamsms
after another TheV call or ought to call for the

widest physical and chemical knowledge and high
mathanatical aklll Not only must the offlclala of a
departonent do their daily task bu£ stHI wiser and
more Itemed headi must play theur part

There Is not one of these problems which has not
side—Its Influence direct or indirect on

lives of flidi and the llvtt of men But the prac

NO 2fS5I»VOL 1051

tical outcome of our knowledge lies, for the most
part a good long way off The tanner the dyer^ or
the brewer the malm of soap or of glass, even ths
fanner and the gold-digger come straight to ttte

chemist with their trouble for they have learned ot
lasb that it is ovorth their while yet even now when
they do so as often as not the questions they put
only suggest a new line of investigation instead of
finding an answer to hand And dii^istry ts all but
the oldest of the sciences while hydrogra|diy is a
thing of yesterday—or rather of to morrow
But I have left myself no room after all, to discuss

as they deserve those of Dr Jee s papers published
bv the Department of Agriculture and l^sherles
They form a diligent and meritorious contribution to

the necessary statistics of hydrography They set

forth fully and clearly (1) the variations of tempera-
ture and of salinity during a considerable numbtf of
years at the Seven Stones Lighthouse a station of
vc^ obvious importance in the neighbourhood of the
Scillv Isles (a) the same phenomena on a cross
section of the English Channel from the Isle of
Wight to St Main and (3) the same again for the
surface waters of the NorA Atlantic in a particular
area where warm currents appear to branch off for
the ultimate supply of the soithem and the northern
portions of the North Sea The data which are very
n merouB are furnished by captains of ships and
the keepers of the lighthouse and Dr Jee's business
has been to reduce to order to analyse and q)>ove all

to discuss this large mass of observations Thg pheno-
mena so eluc dated and the deduct ons drawn from
them are too numerous to be discussed here
On one curious point and one onlv we may sav

ft word Dr Jee navs a good deal of attention to a
favourite theory of certain meteorologists (Df Otto
Petter>kSon among them) that there is a marked
altematon of temperatures between the odd and
the even vears that there is at least a tendency
for the vears of even number to be wanner than the
odd Dr Jee finds considerable support for this
theory in the surface waters of the sea but subiect
to cunous 1 mitat ons He tells us that it is a fact
of undoi bted significance that for a verv wide stretch
of the Atlantic extend ng from the coast of Cornwall
at least as far as a*5® W the November means are
In the aggregate of substantialfv higher value In the
vears of even number and that this value culminates
in the area of maximal teinperature This
penodicitv is a general feature of the waters of the
Atlantic east of 15® W and the persistence of its

occurrmce ts amply demonstrated by the tonal means
which regsdafly dUemato high in the November of
an even year and low in the year following "
There is here in short some definite evidence ad

duced bearing on the important question of a regular
I
two year pulse of the Gulf Stream But duiituf
other parts of the vear exceptions become perplexlqiiy
numerous and Dr Jee himaelf tells us ttet
examination of the monthly means ihoste tlUt

only In November do they exhibit anv appreoahle con-
formabiittr to the odd and even rule Even JjF the
phenomenon were only clearly manifested In Novenr
her (in this particular regloim It stlU be of
great Importance and we should hke to know a
great deal more about It The fdet tiiat wo are left

witiiout a firm hold of the thing Is not Dr Joe^ fauH
at all but depends on the fan tiuit he Is sHn*on1^<
able to deal m detail with a partteiMr god ilm^
area A similarly detailed account^ the'" surround
!ng areas would soon I Imagine cOnvInte us wfMbte
sre wore dealing wlA.a rm Ohenemenbi^ at
and if it confirmed would bsfig m help to esejUn Hi

D’Aj^ W TgoMn
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^ Public Health and Welfare.
'T'HB fbitf<elghth Annual Report of the Local
a Government Boaoi, containing the report of the
Medical Department for 1916-19, U noteworthy in

many respecta It ia the laat of what may luatly

be called a famous aeries ; it is addressed, not, like its

predecessors, to the President of the Board, but to

the Minister of Health, and its introduction is written

by the First Medical Officer of the Ministry of Health
Its contents are noteworthy too, dealing with matters
that no one probably even ten years ago would have

* dreamed of seeing referred to in the Board’s report,

and with subjects that the early Medical Officers of
the Board never thought of In relation to the work
of the Board
The introduction, written by Sir George Newman,

takes the form of an interesting little historical note
on the origin and growth of the Medical Department
of the Local Government Boaid To Sir John Simon,
who was the first Medical Officer, to Dr Seaton, who
succeeded him, to Sir George Buchanan, to Sir

Richard Thome Thome, to Sir William Power, and
to Sir Arthur Newsholme, the last of the famous line,

he pays due tnbute Thev were all great men in the

eyes of the Public Health Service, but Sir John Simon
was the greatest of them all As the English Parlia-

ment is the mother of Parliaments, so English public

herilth is the mother of all public health, and this is

due almost entirely to Sir John Simon lhat the
English public health organisation is what it is to-day,

the finest in the world and adopted as the model by
every civilised nation, Is largely thanks to him Thf«
Sir George Newman acknowledges He recognises

also the greatness of the task before the new Ministry,

and admits, though many hard things have been said

of It, that the Local Government Board did work of

tremendous value to the country and the people, and,

“with all Its limitations of machinery, proved Itself

a bodv in search of truth r i having humanitarian
ends " One precious possession it gave was the gift

of method—“a method formulated by practice and
experience, which consists of a combination of

sd^tific work and common-sense administration, both
associated with a wide and comprehensive vision

As to the future medical plans of the Ministry Sir

George Newman has little to say except that steps

have been taken to reorganise the medical arrange-

ments by enlarging the staff and differentiating its

functions For the rroort Itself Dr G S. Buchanan,
Dr R. J Reece, and the Medical Injectors of the

Board are responsible, the first-named providing a
general survey, as well as dealing, like each of his

colleagues, with certain of the special conditions or

subjects be was called upon to Investigate during the

year
The bulk of the articles included relate to epidemic

disease, and the outstandMg feature ot the vear in

this connection having been the pandemic of Influenza,

not unnaturally much space is devoted to this disease,

the duty of reporting u^n It being Imposed upon Dr
Camwath, who act^ as secretary of the f^ial com-
mittee set up to investigate the subiect 'Inis report

contains an admirable and concise description of the
ebtbraaks experienced here, and contains much most
useful Information with re^rd to the natural historv
of the disease Reference it made to a number of
tnvescfMth»t*t bacteriolqtfcai nnd epidemfotoirlral,

oarriod out In various parts of the country during the
epidemic. So far as the former are concerned it

oannot, as Dr Camwath states, “yet be stated that
ufiequivoca} conclusions have been redbhed " Serious
doubt, However, was cast upon the "hlalms of the
Hldltut of PMffer, which for veers had been held to

causattv* organism, to continde to he so
‘ Jfo. a63i» vdi.. 105]

regarded So far as epidemiological InvesClgatlooe
were concerned, attention is directed to tbCM carried
out in Letoester by Dr. Arnold, (me of the Medical
Inspectors, and in certain public schools by Dr. Mao*
ewen, also a Medical Inspector In Leicester Dr.
Arnold made more or less of a general inquiry witib
the view of eliciting information as to age inadence,
'while in the schools Dr. Macewen went into tiie
question of immunity in Influenra Neither inves*
tigator appeared to succeed in obtaining any Inlornuu
tion of practical value

For a section of the report dealing with epidemic
diseases associated specially with war conations 1^.
Buchanan is responsible, while Dr. Reece and Dr

I
MacNalty treat of encephabtis lethargica, the condi-
tion which the Press at first uisisted upon regarding
as botulism, and now persistently and, for some reason
or other, jocularly refers to as “ sleeping sickness **

Of the war-diseases those specially dealt with are
^phu9 and trench fever, malaria and dysentery
The fact that the first two are louse-borne diseases Is
stressed, and In regard to malaria it is pointed out
that, though a few cases of indigenous origin have been
brought to light, only m Kent was there any consider-
able spread of the disease In the leport on encephalitis
lethargica Dr Reece deals with prevalence, and Dr
MacNalty with the general features, of the disease.

Bv both observers a number of references are made
to instances of multiple cases In families and institu-

tions, but both quite definitely hesitate to class the
condition as infective Dr MacNalty ’s ezplanadon of
the sporadic distribution, that It belongs to the group
of maladies, including such conditions as cerebro-
spinal fever (spotted fever) and acute poliomyelitis
(infantile paralysis), m which the agent is present
commonly in the body and inactive until immunity
breakb down, is one likely to be generally accepted
Apart from reports upon diseases, there are some

others dealing with more (general matters. Of these,

two c tiling Tor special reference are that by Dr
Wheaton on maternity and child welfare, and that on
the work of the inspectors of food by Dr MacFadden.
Both chronicle aavances and improvements Dr.
Wheaton shows that there is a steady increase in

enthusiasm for welfare work amongst local authorities,

as evidenced by the appointment of more and more
health visitors and b> the establishment of more and
more centres, consultations, cr^ches, and day nurseries*

The work of the food inspectors on behalf of the Army
and the people, Dr MacFadden states, was carried out
with groat activity, and, if it did nothing more,
showed many openings for reforms Of two im-
portant, long overdue reforms, one has relation to the
inspection of home-killed meat, which Is inadequately
done, because only just over a hundred local authori-

ties have established public abattoirs, and much
slaughtering is still done in private slaughterhouses.
The other matter calling for attention is the super-
vision of places where food is prepared or stored In
most districts there are many places In which food is

dealt with where the conditions arc undoubtedly verv
bad Frcmi time to time such places are discovered
and efforts made to deal with them, but, as Dr.
MacFadden shows, proper supervision is impoosible
for the reason that the powers granted by the Hedth
Acts are inadequate and unsuitable for contrcdllng
them, and, more important still, Che local Inspectors
are too few in number and too much overloaded wldi
work of other kinds
The whole report is exceedingly Interesting, and in

no sense inferior to those of former years. As it was
the last of the series, no doubt those reapoosiWe Ihr
It desired to see it maintain the high level of exo^
lence already attained, and they have succeeded
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Educatkm of Bngineers.^

T he report on the educatkm and training of eleo
trical engineers U a really important and

instructive pronouncement* The iMustry la a com-
Muratively new one, and the con^ttee has
been able to formulate reeommendationa in advance
of the prejudices and customs of older branches
of englneenng An attemot Is made to lay down a
uniform system for manual and technical workers of
various grades, and it is pointed out that industry
should M represented on all committees concerned
with primarjr, higher, and technical education and
with aftcr««ure and juvenile employment The tom-
mittee recognises four classes of apprentices, namely

(i) Trade ApprerUicc$, who enter ^orks between
fourteen and sixteen and are to be trained to become
skilled workmen They should bo selected at an inter-

view and given a trial period The committee sug-
gests that they should be placed under the super-

vision of a trained officer responsible for their selec-

tion* who should keep records of their progress*

(a) Engineering Apprtnhcet, who enter workh
between the ages of sixteen and eighteen, chiefly

from the higher secondary schools These should be
trained by practical experience and technical educa-
tion, up to the age of twenty-one, for junior staff posi-

tkuis* Before entering works they should nave
attained a standard equivalent to that of a university

fnatriculation examination They should bo selected

after an Interview and examination of school records,

and appointed for a probationary period Their prac-

tical training should be directra not so much to

making them skilled workmen as to giving them a
knowMge of various manufacturing processes and of

design, testing, and workshop organisation Their
technical education should be continued during appren-

ticeshb by part-time courses

(3) Student Apprentices, preferably graduates in

en^eering, who enter the works between the

ages of nineteen and twenty-two, and should be

definitely trained for senior positions on the staff

The committee has reached the conclusion that the

need for attracting men of ability makes it imperative,

not only to abolish the premium system, but also to

give dimng apprenticeship a maintenance allowance

Student apprentices should, if possible, have graduated

in honours in engineering, and be taken systematically

through a group of related detriments

(4) Apprentices .—Research is now an
essential factor In industrial progress, and it Is neces-

sary to make definite provision for the training of

research workers* University graduates who have
shown special aptitude for scientific investigation

shoukl be selected, preferabiv from those who enter as

student apprentices In the last year of apprenticeship

thev( should devotto attention to investigations arising

An practice, and then return to the universitv for a
year of ^ post-graduate work or obtain equivalent

obMrtefice In a works laboratory

The report concludes with a discussion of the need
for more scholarships from primarv to junior technical

and secondary schools, and from these to the techno-

fe^cal faculties of the universitiet , also for post-

graduate research
The rep^ Of the Institution of Naval Architects is

briefer and less systematic So far at it goc^. It is

cm the dime lines a« the electrical report It states

1 **ailDeulM ItmhriMi ISr th* XheuvAl *114 Anted iDdUttw '

Mnal a«oort WA Goow Ut« BrliUh BtactrM AQtetf lUim

Twlfttet sf AppvvnUaw la Ship) ante tml wUnm XaflbMHlai;
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that an ammntloeship. or at least a dear understaidU
ing binding on both tides between employer and la^
entering works, is desirable. It suggests seiscttoii oh
results of school work and the neecTfor a sttp«rvi]ROr

of lads learning their business. An appendix contains
information obtained from the principal sldipbulldin^
firms as to the opportunities afforded by them to lai^
entering the worics, and especially as to the Induce-
ments held out to them to improve their educaticmal
equipment An interesting part of the report Is an
ai count of the admirable system of training estab-
lished b} the Admiralty in ll M Doclwardi

W C. U

Tropical Control of Australian Rainfall,

I
T would appear probable that the Australian con-

tinent, extending well within the tropical belt, of
apptoximately symmetrical shape, and free from dis-
turbance by large land masses, especially to the east
and west, ts the very best place to study the
nnechanism of tropical ram control Certainly such
a control, if proved and reduced to a system, should
very greatly auist the forecasting of the alUimportant
Australian rainfall Bulletin No 15 of the Commoh-
wealth Bureau of Meteorology is devoted to a study
of this subject by Mr E ^ Quayle, Supervising
Meteoredogist of the Melbourne Bureau

It must be admitted that the period dealt with,
largely confined to the six years iqn*i6, seems to

demand very strong evidence to justi^ a generid con-
clusion This objection is partly met by an addendum
dealing to some extent with longer penods—up to
twenty-four years in one instance-—but one would be
inclined to wait for confirmation of the great im-
provement in ram-forccattmg claimed by Mr. Quayle
His chosen ** argument ** ic the minimum temperature
in the tropical regions of Australia If this is high,
it may be attnbuted to cloudiness, extra humidity, or
north-east wind, and of these three the second is

suggested as the most important In any case, the
idea is that this high minimum, which is usually
persistent for a few weeks at a time, causes such a
flow of air to the southern parts of the continent
that the approaching cyclonic lows arc compelled to
part with rain
The stations on which Mr Quayle lays most stress

for his prediction are Darwin arid Mein, the latter
being on the north-east coast of Queensland The
influence does not travel directly southward, but Mein
corresponds more closely with the Darling district of
New Sorth Wales and North Victoria; while Darwin
corresponds with South Australia and, to a much lets
extent, with Western AuktralisL Inasmuch as the
Dnr«in temperature^) ore inclined to follow those of
Mein after about three days, the Inference is that a
longer forecast can be made from the Mem figures,
or possibly from figures further eastwards In New
Guinea
Mr Quavie gives figures to show that the average

dail> rmnfall over the southern inland' area* during

minimum fie considers that the slowness of the
changes at Darwin justifies forecasts twenty .days
ahead He discredits barometer readings as qulft un-
trustworthy for this purpose The bdiaviour of «ie
lines of Influence is not the same in djR.yeara, but It

nearly nof#h to south in wet years. TTfa exmttoqjti
wars 1914 end iqi6 hat^ to be indu^ Tn As
•h<»^ period under consid^ation, and these ei^kdy
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ibow up in the diagrams connecting tropical tern- (

peratoret with ralnfim in New South Walei, South
Australia, and the Upper Darling* Tinted diagrams
aiw j^ven showing for me whcde continent the monthly
departures from mean minimum temperature and
mean rainfall, except for the summer months when
rain is inappr^able W W B

Prehittoric Man and Racial Characters.

The annual meeting of the Prehistoric Society of
East Anglia was held on March 23 at the rooms

of the Goolo^cal Society, the members of the Pre-
historic Society being tho guests of the Royal Anthro-
pol^cal Insntute The chair was taken bv Prof
I E Marr, who delivered his presidential address
His subject was **The Relationship of the Various
Periods of Prehistoric Man to the Great Ice Age
He regarded the existence of Fitooene man in East
Anglia as proved, and also accepted Mr Reid Moir’s
views that the ** Mid-GIaclal " implements of Ipswich
were of Lower Palaeolithic age, and that lx>wer Mous-
terlan implements were incor|>orated in the Chalk\
Boulder Clav He brought forward confirmatorv evi-

dence of this from the drainage area of the Great
Oute basin, and regarded the Chelles*Archeul penod
as intermediate between the two glaciations marked
by the Cromer TUI and Chalky Boulder Clav reimec-

tively After the formation of the latter clav tMre
ettYied to be a recession of ice followed bv a rc-

advanoe in Magdalenlan times, but, as O Holst
argues, this need not indicate an inter-glacial period
If there was a Pliocene glaciation in this countrv,
the evidence seems to p<^t to two succeeding glacia-

tions in Pielstooene times, the last being marked by
a peHod of !ce.recession In Aurignao-Solutrd times, In

which case Lower Palasollth^ man lived between the
second and third glaciations, and the men of the
periods from Moustcrian to Magdalenlan inclusive

during the penod of the third Relation, with its

interval of temporary ice-rctreat The questions of
earth movements and diversions of river drainar**
during the periods under consideration were brlefl\

considered
The presidential address was followed bv a paper

bv Mr H Dewey entitled ** Flat-based Celts from
Kent, Hampshire, and Dorset, dealing with a group
of implements that were found lyintf on the surface In

various parts of those counties They differ in out-
line from one another, but agree In * possessing flat

bases Some of the bases were prcMuced bv the
removal of a sinale flidee, and retain the terminal cone
of percussion Others resulted from the removal of a
number of flakes from the sides of the implement,
with the obvious Intention of making the base level

and flat Most of them are pointed at one end, and
have a horixontal chisel-edge at the opposite ex-
tremity In their general fomi thev resemble fat
shigs or caterpillars Sir John Evans fif^res some
examples. Their age Is unknown, but would by
hjpat archmdogists be assigned to the Neolithic period*
The discovery, however. In gravels of similar forms
renders hasty classification hazardous
A very fint collection of stone imolements from

Grime^s Graves was exhlMted by Dr A E. Peake,
In the evening, at a joint meeting of the Royal

An&ropologtcal Institute and the Pn&iistoric Society
of east ArigHa^ Sir Ever^ im Thuvn in the cbjdr,
Prbf,, Arthur IMth gave an addras entitled **How

CPitegpygical Characters Help in Fixing the
lit? of Human Remains?^ Certain characters

ef the nose. oiWt palate, and lower jaw have never
h4ta ilM In Mtlih Skulls belcm^g to any period

_
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older than tho Roman occupation, and become in*

craatingly frequent as we approach the present time
These characters consist of (i) the ‘‘margmatlon or

flanging of the lower border of the nasal opening;
(a) tne retreat of the incUor part of the alveolus of

the upper mw, leaving the nasal spine and lower
margin of the nose as an overhanging jlb and ledgv >

(3) the reduction In size of the malar bone, leadlttf to

the lower margin of the orbit being depressed m a
downward and outward direction, (a) the arching of
the upjMr margin of the orbit; and (5) a reduction in

the de^opment of the* angular part of the lower jaw
If these imaracters are found In a British skull, the
conclusion may be drawn with certainty that it Is of
a Roman or post-Roman date Contraction of the
palate was also a character unknown in Britain until

a Late Celtic date The rounded tyoc of head found
in graves of the beaker period in Britain were not
known in England before Late Neolithic times, but
pure representations of this type of skull are still to

be seen in our modem population A of skull

was found in the deeper deposits of the Thames bed
which were identical with the skulls found under the

Neolithic nile-dwellingi of the Swiss lakes So far ns
our knowledge of Neanderthal man will take us, we
are justified In regarding him as confined to the
Mousterian period of Eurooean culture 1 f any
characteristic part of the skull or skeleton of this race

were discovered In an undisturbed deposit, that deposit

may be safely assigned to the penod of the Mous.
terian culture

A College of Tropical Agriculture.^

A STRONG Committee was appointed in August
last to report to the Secreta^ of State for tho

Colonies upon tne desirability of establishing a tropical

agricultural college in the West Indies and upon
matters conneLted therewith Its report hat just

appeared, and is one which may be fraught mth
important results for the future ot agriculture In our
extensive trc^iLal Dependencies, more especially in tho

West Indies, where, thanks to the work of tho
Imperial De^rtment of Agriculture, general agricul-

tural prosperity has in the last two decades been placed

upon a much sounder footing It is significant of

the trend of modern practice that a Committee like

this, composed of plantere, conunerdal magnates, and
scientific men, as well as administrative offidals*

should have reported unanimously m favour of the
establishment of such a coll^
The selection of a site affords much ground for

discussion, and after careful consideration Trinidad
was chosen as being near to the headquarters of the

Imperial Department, and having good commuidca*
tions with the other Islands, besides a great variety

of crops In cultivation Incidentally, in view of the
growing importance of oil in that colony, a sub*
sidiary school of oil technology is proposed, A post-

script to the report, however, suggests that t^ last

wora may not yet have been said on the subject of

location.

A governing body of about twenty-three, represent-
Ing ail the rnfferent interests involved, Is proposed^

and a staff of ten professors (agriculture, mycologyi
entomology, ’"agricultural diemlstry, organic diemtstry,
agricultural OKterldogy, agricultural and phystew
Meal botany, genetics, sugar technology, and agri-

cultural engining and physics), betidea lecturers In

stock and veterinary science and In bookkeefdng-
Considerable interest attaches to a curriculum tug-

zWwftladiMk Ssport ofthtTropM asrtentowsi CoBsSs Oaattdittfc
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j

Sonar of Aj^Hculture for the West Indies, with which
|

the Committee expresses itself as in general ame.
tnant. It includes (a) a junior course off two or uiree
jfears, suitable for boys leaving the Colonial secondary
adioOls and intending to lollow ordinary agricultural

pursuits, usually in the colonies from wnich they
nave come , (b) a senUu' course of similar instruction
of not less than four years

, (c) a two years*
course, practically the same as the last two years of
the previous course, for students who have already
tiodargone a training In agriculture In a upiverslty

or agricultural collef^, and thus Intended to meet the
case of students going out from Europe to work at
agriculture In the tropics, whether on their own
account or as officials; and (d) post-graduate study of

special agricultural subjects, such at mycology or
gmticty or the study of special crops such as sugar
or cacao It is incidentally recommended that a

school for the study or sugar should be estab-

This is a very Interesting and practical programme,
and it is to be honed that it mav soon be translated

Into reality The only criticism that occurs to one is

to ask whether it Is not just a trifle too ambitious for

SI commencement and too great n change from the
oustomary methods of learning the work of tropical

lUp'icuUure, and whether it mav not lend to mak>
l£a tropleat student at least, and especially him who
must work under seniors trained In the old wav, a
trifle unpractical Great rare will have to be exer-
daed to make the instruction as practical ns possible,

and for this reason we note with pleasure the Insist-

ence upon making the new college work at much as
possible In connection with the Imperial Deparfment

FinaiW, It is suggested that a fund of at least

i^oool be raised bv private subscription for the estab*
lishment of the college, and that for maintenance
annual contributions be invited from the various
Colonial Oovemments, and also from the Imperial
Government, to which the proper development of the
great tropical lands of the Empire Is of such para-
mount importance

Duplex Wireless Telephony.

A NOTHKR of the interesting series of papei
-s* wireless develcpments connected with the

rrs on
e war

before the Wireless Section of the Institution of Elec-
trical Engineers was that of Capt P P Eckersley,

called a ** quiescent aerial" was also eatperimented
with, but m speech was found to be much Improved
by allowing a small permanent oscillation, increased
sympathetically with Die voice Such an arrangementf
called an "augmented oscillation trsitsmitter," has
certain practice advantages, as well os ind^tally
presenting some interesung theoretical points, but
forms only a "partial duplex" system, as an Interrup-

tion during speaking cannot be heard. The author’s

experiments have progressed well on the way towards
the evolution of a practical and trustworthy system
of duplex wireless tekphony for aircraft, and form a

University and Educational Intelligence.

\bbrdkkk \t the spn^ ^aduation ceremony
Principal Sir George Adam ^ith announced a gift of

ao,ooot. from Sir Thomas jaffrey, head of the Aber-
deen Savings Bank, for the establishment of a chair

in political economy in the University There has
been a lectureship in this subject for a number, of

years
The University has just conferred on Sir Jagadls

Chandra Bose the honorary degree of LL,D

Buuhnoiiam Arthur R Ling, consultant In

applied chemistry and lecturer in brewing at the Sir

Jonn Cass Institute, London, has been appointed to

the Adrian Brown chair of brewing «

A bronze memorial tablet in memory of the late

Prof. Adrian Brown has been erected in the Brewing
School bv past students
A gift has been received from the Asiatic Petroleum

Co of a model dnilmg equipment, which will be
exhibited at the forthcoming Petroleum Exhibition at
the Crystal Palace
Mr I*rank Shaw has been appointed assistant lec-

turer in electrical engineering, ana Mr* Raymond B H,
Wyatt lecturer In bacteriology

Cambridge —Mr G E Bnggs, St John's College,

formerly Univerbity Frank Smart student In botany,

hat been elected to the Allen scholarship

The new Statute of the University which gives tile

degree of Fh.D to research students in the Univer-
sity Is the result of the work of a syndicate appointed
in December, 1917, "to consider m means of pro-

before the Wireless section of the Institution of Elec- moting educational collaboration with the universi

read on March 17, describing experiments by Major
Whiddington and himself on the application of duplex
^wireless telephony to aircraft The advantages of
being able to converse freely and timuUaneouslv both
ways, as Is done in a true duplex system, over
using a change-over switch arc obvious, but the elec-

trical difViruItles in the wav of Its successful accom-
'plishment are considerable The main problem lies in

devising a form of drcult which will protect the re-
ceiver, without detriment to Its effickiicv, from the
effects of the relatively powerful high-frequency alter-

upting currents generated by the transmitter
^TVo general principles have been adqited In one,
two separate aerials with different frequencies for
transmission and reception are placed at rij^t angfos
and spae^ more than a quarter of a wavelength
apart Iff the other,* vtiiich mav employ a rliwa
acHali the "earth” connection U split, and the
branches are tuned so that the transndtter current

through one and the reociver current through

of the Empire and foreign universities.” The chief

points of interPht in the proposed regulations for

woricing the Statute ore as follows —Research
students, who must be at least twenty-one years of

age on admission, must have graduated at some unt*

versi^ (Cambridge itself included), or must satisfy

the University as to their general eaucational qualifica-

tions Before admission their proposed course of re.

search must have been approvea, and they must show
that they are qualified to enter upon the course pro-

palkss through one and the reociver current through
the ptiier. Both these systems present difficulties, and
havf bqeu' uard onlv to a limited extent. A cocyro.

tnM mtem, <a which the transmlner oecDtates mU
sm pperatof Is actualty spgsiilkig, with what Is

'
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bodyiatf um ranutt ot th.tr roMwch. ThoM whom
MduatM of Cambrldf^ need only .pdod one of th.
ttirM years at Cambria^; othws mutt tpmd at least

two years at Cambrid^ The remainder of the time
muat be spent at toms pIsM or places of Study ^
proved bv the Unher^ty Retearm studenta who am
camfidates for deftreet at othar urivertittea pod
spend at least two terms In CambrMfte'VMy I'aeellft

certificates of reitular study and Industry to cover tw
dme sprat In Cambr)d((e. A Board of Ksmapth

^

StwHas Is to be formed to eupervias dm canyinff

,
of die new scheme. Ttw proMMa shew a wcfeomp

{ movameAt away froot the on a,^ of **hp^,ndld
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” which has In the past too often been attributed
to Cambridge University

Londom William Nellson-Joncs has been
appointed at from May i next to the Univerbitv chair
01 botany tenable at Bedford College Mr Neilson-
lonet was foundation scholar of Emmanuel College,
Cambridge, and obtained a first class ui pert t of
the Natural Sciences Tnpos and a ^ond class in
part li (Botany) He hat earned out research work at
Cambriogc and for the Health of Munition Workers
Committee of the Medical Research Committee In

1909 Mr Neflson-Jones was appointed lecturer in
botany at Univerhity College, Reading, and in 1913
assistant lecturer in botany at Bedford College, ^nce
1916 he has been head of the department at this

college

It has been revived bv the Senate that the fol-

lowing posts should be established in connection with
the recent benefaction of 150,0001 made bv the Sir
Ernest Cassel Trustees —(1) Sir Ernest Casscl chairs

of accountancy and business methods, of commercial
and industrial law, and of banking and currenev,
(a) three Sir Ernest Cassel readership in commerce,
dealing specially with (a) foreign trade, (b) the
organfsatlon of Industi^ and trade in the United
Kingdom, and (c) the influence of tarifT^ and taxa-
tion respectively, and (3) throe Universttv lecture-

ships in commerce, with special reference to com-
mercial geography, business methods, and transport
respectively

An offer from the Worshipful Company of Vintners
to provide, for a period of five years in the first

instance, two scholarships, each of the annual value
of T50Z , for students for the degree in commerce has
been ac^ted by the Senate with thanks The thanks
of the Senate Kave also been accorded to the relatives

of the late Capt G D Harvey-WeW), formerly of
University College, for their gift of his collection of
shells for the department of jologv at that college,

and to Prof Graham Wallas for his gift of another
collection of shells for the same department to

supplement that of Capt Harvey-Webb
The following doctorotes have been conferred *-

D Sr. Mr F. J North, an externa! student, for a
thesis entitled “On Syrlngothyrls, WInchell, and
Certain Carboniferous Brochlopoda referred to Spiri-

ferlna, d’Orblgny ** D Sc (JEconomtes) The Kev
A W Parrv, an external student, for a thesis entitled
“ Education in England In the Middle J^ges

Keddev FIcteher-Warr studentships, each of the

value of 300I a year for three years, have been
awarded to Dr Agnes Arber, for post-graduate
research in botany, and to Miss Margaret McFartnne,
for post-graduate research in psycholo#^ These
studentships were established under the benefaction

founded bv Mrs du Puv Fletcher. .

The annual report ot Universitv College has ^ust

been issued. The total number of students for the
session 1918-19 was S048, an increase of 977 on the
previous year This increase took place after the
annisriee, and mainly kr Janua^, 191^ and con-
idsted almost exclusively of cx-Service men The
total revenue of the college for the year 1918-19 was
75*7812,, of which a6,304r was from fees The total

wwnditdre was 77,8a4l , causing a deficit of asiol

This deficit arises from the increase in salaries that
has become necessary, and generallv from the in-

creased cost of running the college. The report con-
tidos a vummary of the main wora of the y^r The
new dqwrtments of Scandinavian ’^dm and of
Dutch stodiee^^afi^ali^y inadeagoodmit. The new
school of ItbrarUmship, vmch has been instituted with

provided by die Carnegie Trust, and of wMch

so. 9631, VOL. lOS]

Sir Frederic Kenyon Is the honorary visitor, beotn
with an enrolment of eighty-eight students. The
student body included 253 post-graduate and research
workers The fifth appendix of the report gives
a list of the papers and publications Issued by
them during the past year Nine new fellows are
i Icctcd tu tho College biennially The list for this year
IS remarkable In that it includes the first Chinaman
to be elected to the fellowship and two dbtii^ished
members of the Slade School of Fine Art Ae full

list of fellows IS as follows —F J Fltzmaurioe Bar-
rington, W C Clinton, Ethel M Elderton, Brig -

Gen sir Alexander Gibb, his Excellencv Yuen Hiu,
Augustus E John, Major Sir William Orpen, Dr»
T H r Stevenson, and Dr Ethel N Thomas

Manchrstbr —In connection with the Ellis Llwyd
Jones lectureship for training teachers of the deaf
recently established at the University through the
benefaction of Sir James E Jones, the Came^
United Kingdom Trust has granted to the Unlveru
sity the sum of 2500I for the foundation and main-
tenance of a library for deaf education It is Intended
to make this library as comprehensive as possible, and
to include in it works dealing with the various systems
of teaching the deaf, speech training, psychology of
speech and of hearing, phonetics, acoustics, anntomv,
phvsiologv, and diseases of the ear The books are
to be available to all Individuals, societies, and Instltu*

tions throughout the United Kingdom Interested or
ronremed In the education and training of the deaf,
and they will be ready for consultation and borrowing
immediately after Easter No ( harge bevond the cost
of carriage is to be made for the loan of books, twt
intending borrowers will be required to fill in a form
of application to be obtained from the Librarian,
Library for Deaf Education, The Universitv, Man-
chester

Oxford —The Romanes lecture for iqao will be
delivered bv the Verv Rev W R Inge, honorary
fellow of Hertford College, Dean of St Paul’s, on
Thursday, May 27 The subject will be “The Idwt
of Progress ”

Societies and Academies.

Londok
ArlstotcUan Sackty, March 8 —Prof Wildon Carr ia

the chair—M Olssbsrg Is there a general will?

Ihe term “general will” has been used in many
different senses Especially important are the view
uf Wundt based on an analysis of the mutual Im-
plications of presentation and will, and leading to a
theory of a series of will-unities of varied cominexl^,
and the doctrine of a “ real " will worked out by
Prof Bosanquet and other Idealists. All the theories^

In varying agrees, Involve a confusion between the

act of willing, whuh must alwa>s bo individual, and
the object of will, which mav be common Prof,

Dosanquet’i view in particular is based upon a hvpo-
stadsatfon of contents, and a tendency to denv the

reality of acts, of experience Generallv, in so far as
the psychological forces operative In society are
general they are not will, and in so far as theff la

present self-conadous volition It Is not general Tbs
State and other associations exhibit a kind of unity,

but this unity is a relation based on community bf
ideals and purposes, and must not be spoken of as a
person or will For the purpose* of social theory, what
is required Is not a common self, but a commoa
good Hie latter is on Ideal and not an existent, and *

must not be identified with a general wiH
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Hiaiwtoiiffil iMtaly, March |6*--Slr WUIIam P.

Bciptei Bart., pre^dant, in the chair —A. RaMtt . The
occurrence of ootunnlte, atmetlte, leadh&nte, and
niena on fused lead from tm wre^ of the fire^ip
FiMbrand, Falmouth Harbour, Cornwall The neci-
ment were obtained In 1&46 from the wreck of the
fireihip Ftrebrond, which was burnt in Paltnouth
Harbour about the year 1780 They were found under
the lead pump, most of which appeared to have been
melted am mixed with charcoal, and consist of slaa^

like masses of lead, which has e%'idently been fused,

and upon the surface and interstices of which are
numerous well-defined and brilliant crystals of cotun-

nlte and anglesltc, and more rarely small cryttaU of

leadhUIlte and galena The cotunnite crystals, which
are colourless and transparent, with bnlliant faces,

are nearly always elongated in the direction of the

a aids, and attain a length of 3 mm The habit is

somewhat variable owing to the verv unequal develop-
ment of the faces The forms observed svere 010,

cox, OST, oti, oia, 10 j, Tti, and iia The anglesite
Crystals are of rectangular habit, atkl exhibit the

forms 100, 001, 110, 102, 122, and 113 The lead-

hllUte crystals, thin ^x-sided plates in shape, are of a
brtfwn colour, and show the forms 101, 201, Toi, 301,

ira, 111, Ti 3. and Tli The galena occurs in minute
eulKM>ctahedra An occurrence of cotunnite formed
under almost exactly similar conditions has been
described bv A Lacroix Similar occurrences of lead
oxychlonides at Laurium and of leadhilllte m Roman

from the Mendip Hills were referred to - -

W Campbell Bnlth Rlebetkite-rfiyolite from North
Kordofan, Sudan A rock found by Dr CO Selig-

man at the base of Tebel KatuI, 350 miles south-west
of the Bayuda volcanic field, was described —Dr G T
Msr t The meteoric iron of Mount Ayllff, Gnaualand
Bast, South Africa This meteoric iron, found about
xqoy, is a coarse octnhedrite similar in character to
Wichita Countv (Braxos River) and Magura (Ar\a)
On polished and etched surfaces it shows nodules of
grapmte and trolllte, and abundant cohenlte crystals

arranged parallel to the octahedral bands It con-
taips about 7 per cent of nickel

Books Received

British Antarctic Expedition, 1910*1913 Meteoro.
logy, vol i., Discussion, by Dr G C. Simpson
Pp x+3a6+v plates Vol. h,, Weather Maps and
Pressure Curves, by Dr G C. Simpson Pp 138+
23 plates (Calcutta . Thacker, Spink, and Co.)
The Iheory of Determinants in the Historical

Order of development By Sir Thomas MuirW Uj The fVrlod x86i to tSSi ^ xxvl-i’503.

(London Macmillan and Co., Ltd) 351 net

Inbreeding and Outbreeding* Their Genetics and
Sodcdoitfcal Significance By Drs. E M East and
D. P* Jones, rp 385 (Philadelphia and London •

J. B. Uppincott (^ ) 10s fid net
The P&Hical Basts of Heredity By Prof. T H.

Morgan. ^ 305 (Philadelphia and London : J. B
Lippincott Co.) 10s fid net.

Iwchology from the Standpoint of a Behaviorlst
By Prof J B. Watson Pp xHi + 429 (Philadelphia
and Lofubm: J B Llpygncott Co.) ids. fid^ net
The Theory and PractM of Aerophuw Design By

S T G. Aadrews and A F Benson Pp. lul-f 454
(London. Chapman and Hall, Ltd.) X5S fid. net.
Sdenqp and Tlieolpgy 1 Their Coaman Alms and

MetHod^ By F. W Westaway. Pp. xlH+34d
(Londoor: Bladcle and $on, LtdJ SJs.
Monardip. The Big^r of TOIac By B.

ThQimio».^ton Pp -aij (London* ConsUble
and ^yttd.) 7* « net

NO.,263 1, VOL ros]

[Aiwt li

Anihfal Heroes. By E. Thoimson Seton. Pp.3d3.
(London Constable and Co., Ltd.) 8s. 6i, net j

Farm Management By J H Arnold. vlfrf

343 (New Yoric * The Macmillan Co. ; London

:

Macmillan and Co , Ltd.) 7s. fid. net

Cement By B Blount. AstAsted. by W. H WoodU
cock and H J Gillett Pp xU + 284. (Lo^^.
Longmans and Co.) i8f. net >3
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Some Methods of Approximate Integration sod of
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The Universities and the Army.

More than a year ago—on February 20,

1919—an article on '* Education in the

Army " was published in these columns in which

uigent reasons were advanced for a new policy

Durieg the intervening period* numerous contnbu-

E
is have been made to various newspapers and

lews on the same subject^ and book has $uc>

ded book animadverting on the educational

defects of the Army organisation as revealed by

the war Great disappointment will be felt that

these sincere representations have so far produced

no more useful result than the Memorandum on

the Army Estimates of 1919-20, recently pubhshed

by the War Office '*in amplihcatton of the speech

o( the Secretary of State m introducing the Esti-

mates That speech, delivered by Mr Churchill

on February 23, was able and serious within

somewhat exiguous limits, but it contributed

nothing to the question of educational reform in

its military aspects We are forced, therefore,

to turn to the amplifying Memorandum in the

^xious hope of finding the question discussed

on broad lines and in a scientific ifit It proves

to be a Mother Hubbard cupboard containing

only a schoolboy essay freely embellished with

mixed metaphors Thus

“One of the important lessons of the war has
been Um extent to which the Army is dependent
on the Universities Great strides were made in

this direction before the war, with the result that

the Universities responded to the call for help m
a splendid manner “

. This belated recognition of the valuable work

m the Universities in connection with the war is

well and fair so far as it goes, but it affords no

guarantee to the Bntish public, whose ears

are still attuned to the sad diapason of the war’s

^tragedies, that the reorganisatton of the Army
on lU educational side is to be taken seriously

iQ The fact that the Secretary of State, in

his speech, found the subject unworthy of even

a passing refenmcc is surely disconcerting

Wa pointed out recently that the Memorandum
diba«cveia to be commended for the proof it jiffords

^ recognition^ by the ^Army of the iibport*

l^jof scientific research inducted both finder

stmervfsioa dad In our Uoiversides and

colhiges. ipvery science and every ac^ntific

'
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worker can make some contribution to national

^defence.

To give Mr Churchill his due, he appears to

realise the economy of men and money which

may result from new applications of science He
quoted m hi$ speech, as an example of the possi-

bilities of the Air Force, the case of the recent

Somaliland campaign, which, at a cost of 30,000/*,

achieved much more than an expedition before

the war which cost 2,500,000! , and he described

a new form of tank, which, so far from damaging
the roads, actually improved them, and possessed

an engine which, instead of overheating the

interior, exercised a refrigerating effect But

what we ask, and what we shall insist on know-
ing, is whether this new spirit is to permeate the

whole Army, or whether, when the wounds of

war are healed and its bitter memories pass into

sutKonsciousness, the Army will revert to its old

traditions

Fortunately for the Army and for the nation,

one of the root causes by which these traditions

were fed has been effeclivcly removed Before

the war, officers were not paid a living wage,

and that system was deliberately perpetuated in

order to maintain the tradition of the officer as

a gentleman of means and leisure who did half

a day's work for half a day’s pay As a writer in

the New Statesman observed (January 25, 1919)

“It IS no use pretending now that the system
gave us an efficient Army One does not gather
grapes from thorns The ablest boys in the
country’s schools went almost invariably into

other callings Some few officers, with the

German menace before their eyes, did indeed work
with most praiseworthy, unpaid energy m the

years immediately preceding the war. But no
gratitude to the ’ Old Contemptibles ’ should blind

US to the fact that, however devoted their

officers were, they were clearly outclassed as pro-

fessional men, both by their German opponents
and by their French Allies, and that in spite

of the unique opportunities afforded by Colonial

and Indian war expcnence.”

Under the revised rates of pay of Army officers,

a junior subaltern receives pay and allowances

amounting to 320I. a year if unmarried, or 394L if

married, and is able to look forward to generous

increments on promotion and to an adequate

pension It will be a breach of trust if, under

these conditioQs, the Army Council does not pro-

pose far-reaching reforms as regards standards

of education and training for the comnussioned

ranks.

6
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There ts no rtMon vihj a standard of pro

fessional training at least equal to that required

by other professions, such as aedscme and en-

gineerings should not be required by the Annyt

and the only imaginable obstacle to this reform

are tiie protests of <dd Regular officers, urbo

think that the system which produced them mutt

be the best possible That particular obstacle

has been overcome more than once in the history

6f the British Army, and it should not deter Mr
Churchill if he will devote to this reform some of

the energy which he expends so generously on

more forlorn objects

To pass from destructive to constructive

criticism, we would urge that the standard of

education represented by three years study at

a University should, as a general rule, be

demanded of all Army officers, m other words

that the raw material for the commissioned ranks

should be University graduates rather than public-

school boys The military colleges at Woolwich

and Sandhurst should no longer be used as

seminaries for the elementary education of

adolescents

A great economy of public money would be

effected by this simple reform According to the

Estimates for 1919*20, Sandhurst for 700 cadets

will cost a gross amount of 195,3501 ,
being

279I IX sd per cadet per annum, while Wool-
wich for 280 cadets will cost 86 850I

,
or

310I 35 yd per cadet per annum It is pure ’

education which these young men chiefly require

they should obtain it in the Universities, which

can offer a wide variety of curriculum and abun

dant facikues for social Intercourse with all types

of student The Universty contingents of the

Officers Training Corps are admirably adapted for

providing elementary military training, which

could be supplemented within the Army before

and after the student takes his commission Ina
dentsUy, the Army would be able to select for its

oommissioned ranks mature men possessing a

livelier sense of vocation than can be expected

from schoolboys

If the quality of the raw material were improved
in the way suggested, there should be no ground
for ,rif>nervousoesa^ as to the flnished product

Methods couU opady be devised of advancing and
s^ialtsiog the mUttary traimng of these young
University graduates In time a corpi dihte

formed able to study the art of war
lb att Its aspects end tq apply new scientific ideas

aqd dtscoveries to national defence

Ko aosarVOL 105]

Woods and Water SuppliT.

Fof9Sts, Woods, and Treos tn ITsbiiofi to

Hygiene By Prof Augustine Henry (Hie

Chadwick Library) Pp xu+ 314 (Lradon

Constable and Co ,
Ltd , 1919 } Price i8x net

PROF HENRY writes of forests, woods, a^
trees with an enthusiastic appreciation m

the beneficent part they play m the economy ijif

Nature and m the service of man He has devoted

great energy to the study of bis subject, and
collected data of much value which wiO prove

very useful to those engaged in projects of
afforestation in this country The importance of

the subject is we believe, fully realised by die

Government, and Prof Henry adduces so many
mstances of local authorities which have begun

to move m the matter that we may hopq to see

the restoration of the woods on waste lands

making steady pi ogress year by year

The book before us is an amplification of the

Chadwick Lectures delivered by Prof Henry at

the Royal Society of Arts in 19x7, and the author

no doubt looks upon it in large measure as propa-

ganda m the cause of tree-planting on a national

scale The first three chapters, however, deal

with matters of profound scientific importance

—

the influence of forests on climate, the sanitary/

influence of forests, and forests as sites for sana
tona rhese are difficult matters, as Prof Henry
fully realises and some of them have agitated

students of physical geography for generations
The difficulty of the question of the influence of
forests on dimate arises in great measure from
the fact that climate has a great influence on
forests, so that in wooded areas the interplay of
cause and effect becomes extremely complicated

Prof Henry has read up the subject widely, but
the nature of his book makes it itnpossiUe fof
him to focus the results sharply enough He
abundantly justifies the thesis that an increase
of forest growth is of national importance for
improving the hygteqe and the economK coodidon
of this country

,
but he scarcely attempts a edbeo*

tific demonstration of the mechamsm by which
the benefiaal effects are produced He does>^
indeed, direct the attention of hu readers fo mafiy
recent investigations which it is most useful fo
have brousbt together, and for this guidance tba
student who wjshes to go farther sl^buld be
sincerely grateful ^
We cannot, however, accept results of some

of tBe series of observations r^rred^to v^Rbopt
a more critical discussion of the methods employiM
and the data recorded In different qi
world In pmpticular we agree ^th Ffotv
in hw optnioQ that the elfoct^of liffchWM)w^
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WrcMinfir tib* ffeoetil rainiall ii probably

n^^Ue io tbe Britia]) lalaa.

Tbe greater part of the volume U devoted to

A question of national importance—the afforesta-

tkm of water-catchment areas, with particulars

of the extent to wbidi the work has already pro-

ceeded. This is timely, for the whole question of

the vniter resources tA the country is now under

investigation by a Comouttee appointed by the

President of the Board of Trade and the Minister

of Health. Prof Henry shows clearly that the

^tbeting grounds for the reservoirs of water

.supply by gravitation are well fitted in almost

every case for planting with timber-trees up to

an elevation of 1000 ft , and he adduces some

evidence to show that covering a certam pro-

portpm of the surface with forest growth, so

far from being detrimental to the yield of the

areas, is even helpful. Curiously enough, he does

not rrfer to the important influence of high vegeta-

tion, and especially of trees, in precipitating

moisture from mist, a phenomenon which is shown

very strikingly when one is traversing a road

through a wood in a thick mist. The road

remains perfectly dry, while the drip of water

from the branches on either side gives out the

sound of abundance of rain, and the ground be-

neath the trees soon becomes saturated As Dr
Marloth proved on Table Mountain many years

ago, even sqch inconspicuous growths as a bed A
reeds can draw liquid streams from a cloud dnft-

ing along mountain slopes which would deposit

nothing on a bare stretch of sod or rock No
doubt a certain amount of water is in this way
added to a forest-covered catchment area without

being recorded m properly exposed rain-gauges

On the other hand, if, as certain experiments

made m Germany and quoted on p 3 seem to

suggest, the transpiration of forest trees is gfreater

than the evaporation from an exposed water

surface, the net result may be to reduce the

amount of water reaching a reservoir, ynd this

might be a serious matter in a dry summer. Even

if we a<^t that afforestation does not appreciably

increase the available run-off, it seems unlikely

that it can seriously diminish it, and the b^'ance

of probability is that planting a water-catchment

arek is beneficial. A wide Mt of woodland sur-

rounding a reservoir must reduce the wash of

surface material into the streams, and so retard

the luting up of tte reservoir. But, what is

more important, the vriue of the fq^rests when
once estaMished win justify the acquisition of the

whole dlrainafo Area of their water m^y by
whidi onnld not otherwise jusi^ the

6f such A et^i and it is ody on ground

JO^]

which IS the property of the water authortt&es that

It is possible to keep the area free of populatioo

or of farm stock, and so secure the wnter abso*

lutely from all sources of pollution

This 18 scarcdy the pla^ to criticise the list of

catchment areas for water supply in the United

Kingdom, which fills 135 pages, and appears to

be based on official inures ;
but one cannot hdp

regretting that the data quoted are not more
homc^neous. Rainfall figures, for mstanoe, atO

given only m some cases, and even then they are

often misleading from the lack of information

as to how the average was computed. The
responsibility for this is on the local authorities

themselves, and we can only thank Prof. Henry
for his diligence in bringing so many facts

together that the room for improvement in the

form of statement stares one in the face No
remedy for these ill-assorted statistics can be

found until some central water authority comes
into existence which can co-ordinate all the local

efforts in accordance with one national and scien-

tific system One slip, however, should be

corrected—^the allocation of Haweswater to the

supply of Penrith on p 175 and on the map <m
p. 173, This should be Hayeswater, a small

tarn lying between Haweswater and UUswater^
Hugh Rotbrt Mill.

The Wilds of South America.

(i) In the Wilds of South America, Six Years of

Exploration in Colombia, Veneeuela, British

Guiana, Peru, Bolivia, Argentina, Paraguay,

and Broad, By Leo £ Miller. Pp xiv+ 438.

(London; T Fisher Unwin, Ltd., 19x9.) Price

a IS. net.

(a) University of Pennsylvania, The Umversity

Museum Anthropological Publications Vd ix.,

The Central Arawaks By William Curtis

Farabce Pp aB8+xxxvi plates. (PhiladclphUf

:

The University Museum, 1918.)

(1)
MILLER’S well-illustrated book is the

iVl attractively written personal narrative

of seven exploring expeditions to South Amenca,
all but one sent out the American Museum of

Natural History, maidy to collect mammals and
birds.

There are few wild countries left which have
not been ransacked with the hope that the

amassed specimens may include some specks
*'new to science,” but there are still fewer the

fauna and flora of which have been cc^rreiated

inteUigently with scientific observation of the pns*

vaQing endronmeptal conditions. Several Ameri-
can museums stand in ther front rank ol sueh
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enterprises, well planned, wjth, perhaps, restricted

bat intense purpose* Mr* Miller, of the Atnerican

Museum of Natural History, was a member, or

the leader, of these expeditions, which from the

springs of 1911 to the beginning of 1916 covered

an enormous amount of ground : Colombia, In

which faumstic paradise alone he spent nearly two

years; Venezuela and Bntish Guiana; Bolivia

and Argentina; and Roosevelt’s famous journey

It is worth noting that our active author finished

this book in an aviation concentration camp pre-

paring to **do hiS bit.”

This narrative contains no tedious itineraries.

It is a condensed account of, in the aggregate,

five years’ travelling, with many hundreds of

episodes, observations, and reflections, which cover

a very wide field, from old churches to local

industries, people and scenery, plants and

creatures, just as he happened to come across

them. There are no blood-curdling incidents,

although he had his fair share of danger. Since

we are taken through stcaming-hot tropical low-

land forests, over rivers by raft, canoe, or steam

launch, across desert plateaux on to snow-covered

mountains, to wild natives and modem towns,

a few bare samples or headings must suffice to

indicate the range of the work
A successful search in the highlands of Colombia

for the “Cock-of-thc-Rock,” of which beautiful

bird’s home life, nest, and eggs little was known.
Humming-birds becoming intoxicated with the sap
of some tree tapped by woodpeckers A study of

the different inodes of feeding of various birds

ps observed side by side the parrots climbing

to the tip of the fruit-laden branch
, the large-billed

toucans are enabled to reach n long distance for

the coveted morsel, whilst the trogons, with short

neck, delicate feet and bill, hover about the fruit.

Whilst one river was muddy and potable, another,

close by, had clear red water, unfit for drinking,

and it contained only a few kinds of fish, but no
crocodiles, sandflies, or mosquitoes were about

Mr« Miller suggests that monkeys may keep the

malgria rnfection alive in districts which, bemuse
9f this plague, are practically uninhabited by
human beings.

In some parts of Bolivia vampires were so

common and so little shy that the author was able

not only to watth their biting and sucking, but

hlso to sweep them off the mule with a butterfly-

neha-a feat which fnghtened the suffering beast so

much that it sank to the ground with a groan
* The fiSnond tribe in the same country use bows

^•0 powerful that the huntef has to he down, to

It with the feet, and to draw the fiord with

fiWh hands. They are fierce savages, not Indies

"*redlicidos
**—i.e not tiroken and cowed*-and
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no woflder. They had jitxfid some

a mission station to trees by mefitis numtetida

long thorns. The padre in turn had seven oap«

tives tied to posts, and after foOr of tfaeilt had

died from starvation and sullenness, the prikst

took pity upon the remaining three and rdeased

them.

As usual, the Indian’s mind is radier perplac*

ing A woman asked the exorbitant price of

4 pesos for a fowl, which she said was a firat-

riass game-cock
;
when told that the bird was

wanted for food only, she at once parted with

for 60 centavos {

On a sandstone plateau, at an etevation of

13,400 ft , was growing the gigantic **Puya,” ons

of the Bromelia family, and humming-birds (Pata*

gona gigas) hovered over its numerous flowers.

Monstrous lies grow sometimes from a grain

of truth, and so do colossal horned snakes in

Brazil Iheir size at least is proved by a cunning

mixture of circumstantial evidence and further re

flection for instance, the discovery by trust

worthy hunters that the so-called horned snakM
are really not homed creatures, but such as have

swallowed an o> tail foremost, the spreading

horns ultimately lodging crosswise in the comen
of the mouth- quite a sufficient explanation ic

countries where anacondas are said to grow tc

40 metres in length But there are also very many
observations and valuable reflections by the authoi

himself, frequently concerning the supposed work
mg of natural selection For example, if the

struggle for existence is as keen as is ofter

thought, how can the female insectivorous bat,

encumbered with her baby fully three-quarters at

large as herself, compete successfully with the

unhampered males ^

There is also an important account of the tow*
bird*s (Molothrus) parasitic habits, compared witl

wh ch those of our own cuckoo seem insignificant

dozens of eggs being dropped into a tingle nes^

of the Owen-bird (FurnanuS), so that the lattei

deserts it —That human curse of the tropics, thi

plume-hunters, in Paraguay and elsewhere, xnom

scatter poisoned fish over the egret’s feeding

grounds during the breeding season

(a) Mr Farabee’s work on the Arawaks is 00
of the \dlumes containing the results of an
pedition, from sent to South Americi
by the Museum of the Uohrersity of Penntylvat^
It deals in detail with the Arawak trif^, riieli

somatic characters, mode of life, tradhtiSns atM
beliefs, omamenU, wesfwns ether

menta. One hundred pages ate devoted
langui^. K s
The general acoouht is lAost (btffesdng fOa^^

but the booic is really iatettcM^ tlbe speek%
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Tb«f« ans^ however, fx> fewer than ehirty«stx plates

af esectU^ phot^i4>hs, notMy those which

rqyeaent the people and their mode of life,

rhc grater number of Arawaks inhabit the savan-

Eiahi <tf southern British Guiana and the neighbour-

Uig parts of Brasil The largest of the tribes is

that of the Wapislanas, and they number only

about laoo. O^ers amount to fewer than one

hundred each, all rapidly decreasing.

Mr, Melville, magistrate and protector of

Indians, has hved amongst them for twenty^five

fears, guarding them from the unscrupulous ex-

l^oiter, “No traders or missionaries have yet

estaUbhed themselves amongst them, hence their

natural honesty, their simple purity, and their

primitive religiou* ideas have not been destroyed "

The author says that the coincidence between

our classical and the Wapisiana interpretation of

the zodiacal and other constellations is not to be

wondered at To call Orion the warrior is obvi-

ous enoi^h But the Pleiades are '^thc turtle's

nest full of eggs and father of the rams," the be-

ginning of the June wet season Spica is the corn-

planter; Scorpio, the anaconda; and Antares, the

scorpion's heart, a red macaw swallowed by the

snake, a Cygni is the kingfisher a and ^ Cen-
tauri are a hunter with his wife*

Life and Temperature.

Action de la Chaleur $t du Frotd sur VActmU
des Etres VtvanU* By Georges Matisse

Pp 11+556 (Pans. Emile Larose, 1919-)

M g MATISSE has broi^ht together m book

» form researches made by him on the

influence of cold and heat on living organisms

He reminds us of the fanmus experiments of the

Abbi Spallanzani, prince of biologists, who
showed that dry rotifers could be submitted to

tepiperatures far below zero and up to 62*5^ C ,

and ytrt return to active life on wetting Pouchet

tells of the strange views vMch were mcAned con-

cerning the death and resurrection of these

animals and others experimented upon by Spallan-

zani, and how Fontana, for fear of the Inouiiition,

i&xpenmented in secrecy, while the Abfid fear-

published hit results and speculations

Spallanzani crushed frozen eggs of insects with

the finger-nail and found that small drops of liquid

eMifed* Life is preserved in this fluid, a ‘‘super*

foiion of the colloids and electrolytes of proto*

the tester fretting out. He found seven-

was the greaitest number of freezings and

thawi^ wbidn any rotifers, Tardigrades^ or

iUtgsmila ndthetood. Gradual thawing is essmi-

Ifjgf^^pi^sefvalioooflife. Pktet soecessfuUy
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froze and thawed frogs and fish. Spallanzani was
the first to sterilise infustons by heat.

M. Matisse recalls Ehrenbeig’s observations ot^

osdllana, infusona, and rotifers hvtng in hot

springs in Ischia at 81*85^ C. ; life In similar

conditions, he says, is found m the Yellowstooe

Park, Wyoming, U S.A

We now know that spores of bacteria with*

stand 100° C, more than sixteen hours, 115^ C.

from thirty to sixty minutes, and 140^ C one

minute Not only does temperature count, but

also tune. Claude Bernard found that pigeons

and guinea-pigs died in six minutes when put 10 a
dry oven at 90-100^ C

,
rabbits m nine minutes,

and dogs in eighteen to thirty minutes. A woman
stayed twelve minutes in an oven at 132*^ C. with-

out being strongly incommoded Pouchet men-
tions a man who, at the old Cremome gardens,

walked through a perforated metal tunnel which

was surrounded with burning brushwood.

Adaptation to temperature is of considerable

interest. Paul Bert found that fish, raised quickly

from 12^ to 28" C , died, but that, raised slowly

a® C a day, they survived up to 33® C Tadpoles,

kept a month at 15® C
,
di^ at 40*3® C , otherz,

kept at 25® C
,
died at 43 5® C. (Davenport and

Castle). Snails survive exposure to —110® to

— i2o®C for weeks Spallanzani showed that their

respiratory exchange and circulation cease entirely

in the cold. Protozoa survive —200® C ,* bacteria,

— 250® C for ten hours (MacFadyean).

Seasonal polymorphism depending on tempera-

ture IS of interest—e.g aphis is wingless, and
reproduces parthcnogenetic^y in the summer, it

becomes winged, and male and female In form,

With sexual reproduction, in the autumn Papibo
Vanessa porosa—levana has spring and summer
forms. Salamanders, on the high Alps, are small

and black, and have only two young, which are

born without branchise; those on the plains are

large, blotched with yellow, and have many young
bom with branchisB Inversion of the climatic con-

ditions reverses the characteristics of these two
forms (Kammerer) Tower submitted Coleoptera

{Leptmoiarsa deccmltneaia) at the time of forma*

tlon and maturation of sex elepients to 35® C. and
dry conditions The eggs hatched in normal con-

ditions showed eighty-four mutations in the ninety-

eight individuals which reached adult age.

A gasteropod, Lymnea stagnahs, reproduces its

kM in watcr^ cooler than xa® C., but the progeny
aie small, fn xVater at 15-18® C. the progeny an
larger Tht character of smallness becomes fixed;

snciall individuals transported from cold to wkmipr
water contmue to have small progeny (Semper).
The main part of Matisse's book dimls with the

consideration of the law of vaa*t Hof and
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whidb tbe wriout orgam have to pevfom.'' O^ca-i^rheoius coacemiog the acceleration hy tem-

p^ture of the velocity of chemical reactlona, Imd

the relation of this law to biological functiona.

The author haa carried out a large amount of

experimental work and correlated it wt^ that of

jOthera.

There ia an increaae, an optimum, and a

elecreaae of many biolo^cal fun^ona with tern*

perature, and in several cases the increase over

a certain range is comparable with that of a
dMMulcal reaction—a g. the segmentation of an

ovum, the beat of the heart, or ferment action

^The reactions of the hving animal are, however,

too complicated to come under any simple law.

A Univeriltj Course In Botany.

j^otaiUcal Memoirs No. 4 : Elementary Notes on

Structural Botany, By A H Church. Pp. ay

No. 5 : Elementary Notes on the Reproduction

of Angiosperms. By A. H Church. Pp. a4.

(London * Oxford University Press, 1919

)

Price as net each

CONSIDERABLE interest has been shown
during the past two years m the reconstruc-

tion of botatdcal teaching at the universities, and

It seems opportune, therefore, that one of the

elder universities should pubhsh in some detail

the plan on which its instruction in botany is

based in so far as it relates to the elementary

courses in this subject. We gather from the con-

cluding note of Memoir 4 that the notes have

been written as schedules to accompany, and not

to replace, lectures, it being assumed that the

lecturer can add explanatory emendations and

enlargements on special points. No doubt every

teacher will have his own views as to the arrange-

ment of the subject-matter of an elementary

course, and will desire to give special emphasis

to certain aspects, which he will do by the pro-

minenee assigned to such parts of the subject A
pomewhat general feeling has been expressed in

the rcoeat correspondence on botanical teaching

In the pages of the New Phytologist that

'phy^otoi^dal botany has not always received

'adequate attention or treatment in botanical

teaching..

From that point of view It will be noted with

interedi that the tOxford course of instructipn

begins and ends ia bkdogioal features, and is well

percqpated with tAjreloloflcal considerations. • On
she whde, howcirer, it may be considered a
atoiphologioal treatment of the sshject, as, indeed,

the title “Structural Botany)^' Indicates, though
it k gpfNUttot that, as in itaost eleiaeatary courses,

Mmtdre is eonstdered la the l%ht Of ti>e fbuetiaiis
*

' N0.36$2,VQL

slonaUy this mode of treatment might be mo«e

cioady adhered to. On p 6, for instance, in

dealing with the stem of HeUanthus, it isAnen-

tioned that the endodermis is “in this stem curi-

ously the only layer with etarch,'* and no reason

tor thia phenomenon is advanced or even eug^

geeted at this stage, thoi^h much later ia the

course (p. 24) “falfing starch*' is referred to as

pi^uler Since 1900 as hypothesis of statocyte

nature.

In connection with the palisade mesophyO no

allusion is made to the function of this tissue, nor

are any special reasons adduced for tiw shape

and arrangement of its ceila. The same criticiam

ajqiUes to the paragraph dealing with the spongy

mesophyll The main criticism, however, which

anyone familiar with the difficulties oi instructing

students within a severely limited time will levd

against the course is that it attempts too much
witiim the period indicated by the author as avml-

able Considerably shortened, the course might
gam in thoroughness of treatment what it woidd
lose m extensiveness. Interesting and'enligbten-

ing, for example, as are the leaves of Ficus and
NymphsM, the structure and function of a leaf

may be learnt frpm the cherry laurel alone. Simi-

larly m Memoir 5, some of ffie seeds mentioned,

like those of Aucuba, .lEsculus, Juglans, and
Hedera, are not essential to the proper under-

standing of the structure of a seed in addition to

the two or three more common types. These are

only a few of many passages which might be
curtailed No doubt the better plan would be to

retain the fuller course and to demand a
longer period for instruction, and we heartily

sympathise with the author's difficulties when re*

quir^ to supply what he calls “minimum
botany" for his students. Possibly under the
new rdgune at Oxford this may be remedied. If

the tacts are as stated in the condudii^ paragraph
of Memoir 5, it is, aa the author says, remarka^
that in a university of primary importaaoe the
teaching of plant biology should be of such ji

mesf^ description. We fully share the autitor’i

conviction that a knowledge of life in some form
should be part of the mental equipment of every
educated p^son

Recent Matheointlcnl Texfe4Nioks.
(i) Unified Mathematics, By Prof. L. fc. Kar^
^akl, Prof. Harry Y. Benedict, and
John W. Calhoun. Pp. vUf^ipa.* (Bqam,
Rev York, and Chka^s Ds C. Umm agt
Ca: London: Qem|e 0. Barrto and «o., MM
1918.) Priep lot. eg. nah
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Bl^numtary Calculus. By C. H. P. Mayo.

(With anawer^.) Pp. xx't-345 + xxxix. (Lon-

,
dpa: fUvIngtont, 1919.) Price io«.

(3) Msnsuration for Marin* and Mechanical

Engineers. (Second and First Class Board of

'Trade Examinations.) By John W. Angles

Pp. xxvii4-x6a. (London. Longmans, Green,

and Co., 1919.) Price $s. net.

(4) School Mechanics. Part i School Statics. By
W G. Borchardt. (Without answeis.) Pp. viii+

a66. (London * Rivingtons, 19x9 ) Price 6s.

(x) 'T^HIS text«book by three American authors

X is best described as an elementary

mathematical milange. It ranges over a variety

of to|^, but does not deal explicitly with the

calculus, though the fundamental process of the

latter is used Great pains have obviously been

expended on the compilation, but it can scarcely

be described at an inspiring volume, and is not

likely to find favour in British schools and col-

leges. The authors state in the preface that they

desire to emphasise the fact that mathematics

cannot be artificially divided mto compartments

with separate labels, and that they aim at show-

mg the essential unity, harmony, and interplay

between the two great fields into which mathe-

matics may properly be divided—namely, analysis

and geometry It is to be feared that those who
are to become competent mx..4iematician8 must

coptmue to study the subject in comfiartments,

carrying on, of course, several sections simul-

tancxMisly, leaving famiharity and time to show

the inter-relationship None but the finished

scholar can fully appreciate and realise the inter-

twining of the branches Only those who reach

the hil^ttqM see the harmony of the landscape and

the trend of the watercourses There are several

interesting diagrams and historical references,

and also a number of good examples. The
volume is well got up and printed

(a) Mr. Mayo's ww-printed and finished book is

meant for bc^nners, for geiKral use in 'schools,

to be withm the capacity of the average boy, and

also to meet the first requirements of those who
intend to specialise in mathenwtics. That the

book will realise all diese aspirations is unlikely.

So enrty as p. 6 it presents the beginner with the

expression V 0, and discusses anth-

metioal ajq^ximatimis and negligible quantities.

The introduction to the subj'eet is of that kind

j^hieh sJways kawea the student with* the uneasy

l^SiWtluit thd csleblas is not quite al/

results just jp httJe out. It is the ‘beficf and

cl the reviewer thet the opening peda-

te! the calcultta must be shnpte and not

,'nke eeigf ^(oceases of finding the

l0fiV

gradients of chords of curves of the Nrt4sa
and oC deducing therefrom the giMtei^ of the

tangents are about all that the aveftge hoy
can grapple with for a consideraUe time. The
notation can be explained concurrently^ and a few
easy steps lead on to simple integration and
applications Geometry and intuition must be
relied on to give the start The philosophy of
the limit is beyond the ordinary pupil. From the

school point of view the book covers a fairly wide
range, including triple integrals, singular points^

partial differentiation, and differential equations.

There are many good examples in it, derived fron
geometry, physics, mechanics, etc

,
all likely to

stimulate a smart boy. In fact, it will probably

succeed much better as a second than as* a first

course.

(3) This is a book on mensuration intended for

the use of engineering students of vanous kindr,

as, for example, marine engineers preparing for

the First and Second Class Board of Trade Exam-
inations and for the Extra First Class Examina*
tion It deals in a thorough way with the ordinary

elementary areas and volumes, such as those ol

the rectangle, circle, elhpse, sphere, cone, and
cuboid, refers to the planimeter, explains Simp*
son’s Rule, and discusses valves, speafic gravity,

Sow of water, etc. It includes also some cakuhis

and the theorems of Pappus There is an abun-
dance of good examples m the book, both worked
and to be worked, so that any student who goes
through it conscientiously should conclude hia

examinations successfully

(4} Mr. Borchardt's bMk is part i of a School
Mechames, and deals with sUtics It is intended

for the use of pupils prepanng for the higher

mathematics, for entrance to Woolwich and
Sandhurst, and for the Senior Cambridge Local

Examination. The matter is arranged under the

following heads, according to the sequence given i

the lever, the parallelogram of forces, friction^

work and machines, centres of gravity, couples,

and general equilibrium Then follow laboratory

proUems and test papers. There are plenty (d

illustrative examples in the text, and a cofiovm
supply for the exercise of the student, mosdy of
a numerical type If the treatment of the subject

presents no fresh or original features, the hook
IS one which can safely be used. J. M*

Oitr Bookshelf.

The Romantic RoucstUom In ih$ French PyreneCTa
By Isabel Savory, Pp. xii-Fax44-xxvi plgilsi

^ M. Landsw Mackeniie. (Lomii^

:

Tu Fisher Unwb, Ltd., 1919). Pr^ as#, net.

Tbb audior pf this exceUeptly prinM work icm
not mind our saying at the outset thaf oee of Itf
chkf dianns Is the series of pencil <hawfa^
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Laadaeer Mackenzie. In architectune they
Ifive cxfij^y wfm the trained eye would have u»
aee» in ftnchci^ aa in ‘*The Harbour at Cal*
Itoure,’* an eatquiMte sense of atmosphere is con-
veyed—and, unfortunately, this is the only land-
scape in the book. The travellers had no high
aim in art, history, or geography. They went
to this inlet of the eastern Pyrenees because it

appeared romantic at a distance. They found it

less romantic, but full of charm, the charm that
IS rarely absent in provincial France, They
wandered on foot, and made a spirited ascent of
Canigou; but their real interest lay in the old*
mrlo Viliams, the hospitable reception at inns
that treat the visitor as a friend, and the general
air of remoteness in a land where Catalan ts

common speech In history the Roussillon has
had no special voire as to whether it should belong
to France or Spam To-day it may well be proud
that its lot has lam with France Wai* not

* Marshal joffre, le grand^-phre, born at Rive^tes,
where the wind blow:» in across a great lagoon
upon the frontier, a relic of the Pliocene sea that
once stretched up among the hills From Rous-
sillon also came Commandant Raynal, hero of
the Fort dc Vaux at Verdun, and many a stout
defender of the northern lines

The author, however, is not concerned with such
m^ernittes. We gather that her pleasant pil-

grimage was made before the war turned all
minds to other fields in France , but now the land
lies once more open to adventure, and conditions
of travel, as we are assured by high authority,
are already settling down on their old attractive
Uues. Naturalists are also artists, and they may
WsU practise their art among the eastern spurs
of the Pyrenees G A J C

TAs Journal of the Insttiuio of Metals Vol xxii
No. a 1919. Edited by G. Shaw Scott
Pp xli + 428-f 31 plates (London The Institute

. of Metals, 1919.) Price 31Z 6d net

Tn* new volume of this journal opens with a
report of the May lecture delivered by Prof Soddy
dealing with the aubject of radio-activity The
nemainder consists oi the papers read at the
Sheffield meeting of the in.titute Of these the
loat discussed was one by Dr. HatReld and Capt.
Thirkell on season-cracking, in which a different
view ik taken from that recently put forward by
Rosenhain and Archbutt, and experuneots are
made to determine the intensity of the internal
stress in the case ef cold-worked brass TTte con-
Chunon«is drawn that such stresses approach
verjr dowly to the maximum stress whidi tKe
ttia^ial is capable of resisting. The Vnercury salt
methnd has been found very ueeful for revealing
the presence or internal stress. Some vety
n^rkabie alloys are described by Dr. Steail,
’^^s of tin, antiinoBy, and arsenic, within certain
grow of composition, have the haUt of formingkpM^ kegmenta of striking regularity. Dr.
li. ji Speaeer ghrea a aummary of Infonnatlon
Mp to me eccurreace of etaongly curved crystals

WO. 3632, vot. 1053

in muwraUft but no suthfactoiy expbmatioir h*l
yet been given of the conditions undl^r which such
curved growth takes (dace.

The smhd report to the Beilt^ Committee^on
the solidification of metals describes the isolation
of crystal grains from certain metals, and a com*

S

ianson of their form with diat of foam cdls.^e
acts pointing to the importance of the share taken
by surface tension in determining the grain bound-
aries The remaining papers deal with the early
history of electro-^ting, the properties of
standard silver, and the struaure of bearing
metal, Britannia metal, nideel silver, and dur-
alumin, and the characteristics of moulding sands
tor non-ferrous work C. H, D.

I

Applied fioiany ByG S M Ellis. Pp vai+a48.

(

London Hodder and Stoughton, 1919*)
*rice 45 6d net.

This book is one of a “ New Tea^ng Series
”

of which the publishers state **Tm Senes has
bet I wntten by Teachers possessing v^uable
pra ^al experience and gifM with the inspira-
tion of the hour’s occasion,” The "secrets of
p^nt life” are said to be “the substance of this
extraordinarily interesting volume ” On p 84 the
author infonns us that ” clover is liable to clover-
sickness Turnips suffer from the iingei*-and-toe
disease These diseases are caused by bacteria '*

;

and later we learn that Desmids and Conjugate
Plants are without chlorophyll Treating of the
enemies of plants, the author writes . ‘bacteria
turn the living tissue to a slimy and often smell-
ing pulp The effect is very similar to decay ”

The problems of potato blight have apparently
been solved, for we arc told that the hyphte
"penetrate the stem and reach the tubers,** and
“during the winter resting spores of the fungus
remain in the ground and attack the next season’s
crop ” Wart disease ts a simple matter, infected
soil merdy being “treated with sulphur and gas
hme ” Potato-£^f curl Is still due to Ma^to*
sporium solam, and winter rot to Neciria solant
These are but a few of the “secrets of plant

life” which arc “the substance of this extra-
ordinsnly interesting volume.” In addition, how-
ever, there are many sentences such as the follow-
ing “Free-swimming plants, like Chlamydh*
monas, must have water in which to swim ”

; and
it is with a sorrowful interest that we read: "Very
attractive and useful work may be done by study-
ing the development gf fruit, and how the seed is
in the end successfully disseminated. The student
who undertakes this kind of inquiry becoim at
last a worthy biologist,” The rwt of us Inust
learn to bear our cross with resignation.

W, B. BnixatBv.

By Adolf Cohent^I^aper. Pp, ge,
Johsno Ambrosius Barth, tgia^^rioe iwSC

Th» book is a further atb^pt alblife
phenomena to mechuical prin^esk It lUMtouncttr
an "ontog^etic w^ « MoiST^^ returns ^ a phaA frfim whidi the whtite Id
oevsloped anew^
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Letters te the Bditor
ITIm KHiar do€i not koU hHnsolf rosponttVo for
Pilsfafw OMprmod hy kis corrtspondonU. No^tkor
PM M mniortoko to totnnm, or to eottupond w^k
Im wrjtprr of, fOf9Ctod nwmueripts tnUndod for
tiU$ or any othof po/rt of Natuul Ho noUco %$
IoImw of amonynuhu eommmUaUom^

KnowMSP esd Pmrar.
Trk queidon raised in the leading article on

“Knowledge and Power’* in Nature ot March ^5 ts

of great Interest and importance. It is nothing more
nor less than the question of using experience as a
guide to action, which is the whole purpose of educa-
tion* The suggestion that its solution requires a
fundamental change in the organisation of ttie Civil
Services in order that the best advantage mav be
obtained for the country from the special knowledge
and training of the expert brings to a focus the
essential dinicuity of the subject 1 suppose that tiie

real function of any Department of the ^rvices, civil

or mlljltary, is to carry out the p^icy of the <^em-
ment as formulated or approved by the responsible
Minister; and the staff of tne Department is recruited
in such a way as to secure that object The know-
ledge in the light of which the Minister's policy is

formed is another matter It may be taken for granted
that if it is well advised, the Government will utilise

all the best technical knowledge available A Minister
mav find it in special sections of his own Department,
or he may try to acquire it from outside No doubt
he is largely guided by his chief permanent officers,

and they in tim must use thdr own knowledge and
that of their subordinates or obtain what they can get
from outside. How effectively to provide a Minister
vlth all the pertinent expwence about te<^lcal
problemt is not an easy question It Is made still

harder by the fact that even for experts the recognition
of the value of new knowledge ir ot ncoessar^ auto-
matic The reception that was given to Thomas
Young's theory of light is a reminder for all time
that new ideas requite favourable environment for

assimilation Cons^uently, some knowledge of what
the world is made of is necessary for all executive
authorities But that, as RIpHng says, is another
stosy
Suppose we picture to ourselves the difference

between a youth’s progress m the Civil Service and
in the career of an expert in science The Cml
Servant is selected by open competition in subtccts

whldi may include literature or science, but from
the time of Ms joining the Service the pursuit of
either ceases to be a part of his working life, though
either may be followed as a hobby He mutt leave

even his political opinions at home and begin to learn

the art of giving expression {» the pdlicv of the

Department whidi he joins He learns from his

immediate superiors how titings are done Why thev
are done does not concern Mm He learns also the
discipline of a public office and the art of formulating
documents for his superior to sign His oppor^nlty
la to make himself so loyal and so efficient in carrying
out the poliev that any dunce of prcxnotion that

coom his way is not lost. If he has lofty ambitions
beyond his own steps In the Service, he must post-
pone them until he reachee a poaldon In which he
etm ^n the Minister'a ear. Up to that time his life

\$ a Bfe of NlfaffaoMnant.
Ttte UMMy of tbs expert ii aitogedier different

nia trainin|( leads h)m te^teffln Ms careerln research,
and if is meoaseful he attafna the ffnmsakable
Mdafiietlen of having dlscovend for hfanlstf some-
Wqf of rani haportance. Thereafter he has always
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ideas of his own whidt he strives to realise, and as
his experience grows he forms Hom of poUcw for hhn-
self, and is not very tolerant of otbersa Hla career
is one of continuous self-assertion frosA the beginning
He may derive his ideas from instructioii or Insf^ira-

tion, but the expression of them is his own ;
and what

mav be only the natural expression of his genius may
look like disloyalty to hb supenors m the world of red
tape
The positions of the two types u ith regard tia

finance are equally diverse The Civil Servant has
no difficulty in establishing the position that as the

Minister wants things done he wll], of course, be pt^
pared to provide adequate remuneration for those who
carry out his wishes Money Is therefore forthcomings

But the expert has to convince the Minister, or per-
suade someone else to do so, that his projects ate
worth trying m the public interest and can be histlfied

in Parliament He has to ask for permission and
facilities for research, the results of which are, ex
hypothest, unknown , to ask for pay in addition is to

invite refusal of evei^hing
Moreover, the dis^lme of a body of esMrts is

quite different from that of a public office What Is

wanted from an expert is nis own spontaneous
opinion as a guide to action—a something which a
Civil Servant Is not expected to possess It seems
to follow that experts and Civil Servants are M
different as oil aira vinegar, and the endeav)Our to

mix them promiscuously m one organisation win not
work Hiey belong to different atmospheres; what
stifles one gives buoyanev to the other
Somehow or other an advisory side for formulating

policy ought to be organised on different lines from
those of the administrative side which carries out the
policy But if there is a separate organisation on
the technical side it ought to have direct access to

the Minister finally responsible, and not be fenced off

from him by a secretariat trained on different

lines There are sure to be misunderstandings
and ultimate despair if all the woric of a jwo-
fessional technical staff has to pass upwards and
downwards through the refracting and distorting

medium of an inexpert secretariat The scheme 01

organi<iation must be in sectors reaching continuously
from the Ministerial centre to the circle of recruit-

ment The technical staff itself will want the aariat-

anie of "civil servants" content to fMlow out the
poliev whirii is indicated The mischief begins when
the Civil Service forms a complete belt in the Inner

regions of the organisation In that case an inexpert

Minister is completely surrounded by {nem>ert advisers,

and then power is cut off from knowledge
FO I

The vast conflagration of the late war rendered
conspicuous many truths that were little suspected

by the majority, and not the least of these was the
importance, the necessity, of organised and accurate
scientific knowledge and research for national success.

Unfortunately, tms is already in danger of being
forgotten while we are engaged in the atrenuoua
task of preservinjg for our country its due and fitttf^

place In the Industries and activities of the wofM,
and the leading article in Nature of March has
sounded a very necessary note of warning It rightly

emphaalaes the need that the ultimate administrathe
aumorito should be vested in men with technical
knowledge and experience, and not in Civil Servica
officials appointed originally, for the moat part, on the
basts of purdy llteituy attainments. This authority
wiH, however, never be conceded to the man of srleiipa

untu the acs^ of his remuneration correaponds t»
the importance of his work. It waa repeated^
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4iriionttrated during the wKr thtt fdentiic men vh6
mm tnodvee of (MiriotUla ecmpted a low ecale of

ealaiy for their eervioee ki Government Doertmeoti
wim accorded an equally modest official atatua.

The ultimate haele on whl^ an adequate recogkil-

lion of the importance of the scientific technical eapert
must rest will be the eerimation In wfakdi edenoe and
edwitifk: researdi are held hf the great mass of
Intelligent men and women It must oe realieed. in
the first plaoe> that a training In science on the right
lines and under the right men will be as efficient In
hroadenlng the outlook on the world and edmulating
the ImagitMtion of the student as a detailed etudy
of the viciesitudes of ancient ware or the eccentricities
of Greek and Latin Irregular verbs« It must also be
recognised that no course of science can be con-
ridem complete unless It has Included a eetslon at
least spent in scientific research* humble though It

may be and directed by more eiqierienced workers*
But it must be genuine research, not merely a
*^heuristlc " imitation of the real thing.
The more edenoe graduates who Mve learnt to

tmdsrttand what researdi means there are Kattered
about the country—In factories. In counting-houSes, in
Government offices, in educational establishments of
every kind, and, most Important of all, in municipali-
ties and legislative bodies—the wider will be the
recognition of the value of sclenoe

Unfortunately, scientific studies are seriously hand!-
ca|^>ed In the competition for university students by
dae fact that the fees are, as a rule, disdnctly higher
than those for arts There Is, therefore, a strong
pecunianr Inducement for parents to select an arts
rather than a science curriculum for their children
^Stich a handies^ is obviously opposed to the national
ititefcst, and should not be allowed to continue

In view of the urgent reasons for a«K)ciating
research with higher sdentific education, it is to be
regretted that the general tendency of Government
poucy should be to divorce industrial research from
the universities and to place it In the hands of asso-
ciations of commercial firms The discoveries that
open up new lines of development in great manufac-
tmng Industries are arrived at bv processes essentially
similar to those that lead to advances in pure science,
and If we are to get the best results It will be by the
oo-operatlon of the vigorous univerrity life which
has sprung up in recent years at so many centres in
busy industrial districts with the commerdal enter-
prise In its vicinity

Flnallv, if we are to secure to sdenoe Its full welf^t
la (he councils and policy of the country, we mutt not
confine our propaganda to the “governing “ or upper
daises, or to the ranks of promsional workers, or
to those engaged in commercial pursuits, but we must
devdop by all the means in our power a love of
science in the great army of the manual operatives,
v^iom It would Ktem that in a not distant future we
shalU wlllingty or unwlltln|dy, have to acknowledge
as our masters With thdr Increased leisure there
shhuld be no difficulty in enlisting a large contingent

2
f men and women who will be interested in sdenoe,
tiler for Its own sake or lor its value In analog

them to understand the mining of the work in whidi
tim are engaged. Some of them srill In all probability
definitely emSinsce d sdentific career, aitd In this thky
ebbttld receive evety assistanofe and encouragement,
while others vrin iho^or no less service as smateurs
and Is (rdsdonatte of pdence among tiidr fdlows.
Already, I am toUU a great deal Is being done In this

ffirectlon fn connection wHh University College, Not-
tingham, and no dodbt much is bring accomplished
on similar lines at the lUffiand and Northern uni-
ive^Mee. At present ths operations of ths Workers*
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B^iditional Association are largely confined* tti llie

somewhat restriceed domains of constitatlooa] tgw smfi

history and political eosnoniy, but a few rears may
see a great devriopmeat ol more stinwuiting and
attractive studies in the broad realms of sdenoe.
March 31. J<mN W. Bvam|.

The Ssisadery Ipeotruai eff Hydregen,

Tks recent investigation by £>r. Merton of the effect

of an admixture of helium on the intensity distribu.

tion in the hydrogen spectrum appears to bare given
a very strong due towards the elucidation of that
spectrum On the photogri^hs taken ^ Dr. Merten
(reproduced in part in Troc. Roy. Soc., October,
10x9) the spectra wpear completriy ffifiterent in

the cases of pure hyorogen and of hydrogen mixed
with helium Many lines, in the urst case quite

strong, are totally absent m the second; others remain
practlc^ly unaltered In Intensky; wmle a third set

appears in the second case, tnou^ practically or
coxnpletdy invisible in the first. Such results seem, set

first sight, to point to the existence of at least three

daises of lines which are mutually independent, one
class being unaffected by helium and the ^others

affected in opposite senses

A somewlurt exhaustive investigation which 1 have
made recentW In regard to these photographs, kindly

lent to me by Dr Merton, and the previously pulw
tables of the spectrum has convinced me, how-

ever, that this interpretation is not the ccarect one*

It was known already that the secondary spectrum
of hydrogen contained two sets of lines, one snowing,
and the other not showing, the Zeeman effect A third

and doubtful set were abnormal in regard to the
Zeeman effect Dufour examined many m the strong
lines in the spectrum, and, although his investigation

needs still to be extended much further, a conslori'able

amount of exact knowledge of individual lines is

available
Fulcher also had previously investigated the low-

potential discharge In hydrogen, and Is^ted two band
spectra peculiar to this duidiarge, which spectra we
may call the Fulcher bands Tn^ differ from more
ordinary bands in their large component separations,

and thdr most important part is in each case a set

of triplets which recur towards the red end Although
they do not readily fit the Deslandres type of formula,
I have been able to establish a mathematical rriation-

shlp between the two bands, from which it appears
that they must be consider^ jointly at one bgfid.

In addition to the triplets there are many associated
sets nf single lines, which Fulcher considered, on
experimental grounds, to belong to the same band
system
Dr Merton’s results have nude a valuable cofw

tiibution which enables tu to isolate these Fulcher
bands completely from the rest of the spectrum.

’

The conclusions at which I have already arrived
mav be summarised as frilows •—
The secondary speotnim of hydrogen consists of a

set of band spectr^how far divided into sets which
are mutually Independent In the mathematical senae
Is unoertatn, but at least partially so dfffided^
together with a superpoeed spretnun .of single Hties.
The band lines are tiiose widch show no Zesman
elfect, and the lines of the superposed spectrum alt

show the Zeeman effect This general statiAent stiB
requires considerable experimental work to eStabHrii
its complete truth, but the evtdenae. so far available
is iufficmt to leave litife doubt (nroe nfiittier.

Dr. Merton*s spectra, tshan In the preeeffea ol
helium, preserve vri^it t have called the juperpqM
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iBH>c*rmn Krithout much change of inteniky, and it ii

uadhuhtadlv due^ on all groundt, to a dlfierent atomic
or ntplecular inechaniam from that producing the
benda* This superposed spectrum exhibits very pro-
flotmoed ** constant frequency difference '* effects, and
there is good reason to believe that sets of series

spectra orthe ordinary Rydberg type may be included
in It and fotm the basis of the constant differences of
wave-number The series i^iectra of hydrogen would
then be no longer confined to the Balmer senes
On the photograpiu the behaviour of the band

Wnes Is peculiar. The '4iead''--a word not used in

the ordinary sense, but as denoting the strongest line

of the band and the one most remote from the red
endr^is preserved in intensity in helium, or even
enhanced, while all the other members disappear K
Une in pure hydrogen may be weak, but if it is really

a banuead in this sense, it is prominent in the
presence of helium--the head is not alwavs the
strongest line in a band in pure hydrogen This con-
ridaration is the real clue to the Interpmtation of the
photc^aphs, and it has been found possible to isolate

the entire Fulcher band, which is of a remarkable
structure and accounts for the great majority of lines

between Ha and in part of which region the
previous measures have been very incomplete and
misleading Other strong bandb of similar character
occur in other regions, and it is already clear that
the complete analysU involves only a few such indi-

vidual bands showinjg no Zeeman effect, together with
a line spectrum showing Zeeman effect, and ap-
parently capable of arrangement in constant frequency
differences
These investigations will shortlv be published, but

in view of the importance this spectrum has now
assumed In relation to atomic structure a preliminary
statement of its nature appears to be desirable

f W Nichoisow
University of London, K!ng*'“ College,

March ar

Intematioiial Ooundl for FMiery Investj^iatiom.

A FBRUSAL of the programme of the International
Council for Fisheij Investigations, as outlined in

Nature of March 18, substantiates the criticisms pub-
lished in X903 and 1903, at well as later In the
interests of the fisheries and of the public in these
cridcal times it is imperative to direct attention once
more to the position In the original programme of
about twenty vears ago the Council were to discover
whether the yield of the sea-fisheries was increasing
or diminishing, and espec&ally to demonstrate the
Impoverishment of the sea (as if the myriads of ova
on the fishmongers* slabs every year afforded no
lesson)

, to show to what extent fishing-groumis could
be depleted without danger, ta point out wiiat fiihing

amratus was destructive; to investigate the smau
fish grounds ; to make discoveries of practical import-
ance to the fisheries

\ to publish anntml results ; and
finally tp produce data (even within ^ Wo years) on
whkn Briuih and foreign legislation could be based
• Now, after sixteen to twenty years* labour and a
great expenditure of public monev (for salaries went
on during the war). It is found that the impoverish-
ment plea is drop^, along with most of tne heads
Just mentioned as requiring solution. The new
schttM, to take the heads in the order in which
mejr appear {see Naturr, March x8, p 84),

maudes an Inquiry InSo the result o{ **the most
fitgultfc scientific experiment ever ntade*ki to

the closure of area^' It Is unlikely that^die fMeries

^ file North Sea will be to any extent altarad by the

pmtlaLdoiUra caustd through the operatipnf of die
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Grand Fleet The ways of Nature are net so simple.

Then comes the old ptumtom of the dimhdshlng plaice

and the protection of the race by a iae4lfnit, an
Hnpracttcable idea so far as the security of the younger
plaice goes The larval, post-larval, and smaller forms
are m prodigious numbers, and are safe Nor Is con-
fidence in the Council Increased when the ten years'
work of the Scottish Fishery Board's ship, Gmrkmd^
in the closed areas is now regarded as ineffective, and
the subject not sufficiently studied* In other words,
the deliberate conclusions of the Scottish Board, to

resolutely upheld, and on which the closure of the

Moray Firth and other areas was based, are null and
void That is one way of escaping from an untenable
position The Council may well spare the "Intensive
study " of the plaice so far as the prospenty of the

British fisheries is concerned, and so with further

experiments on plaice-marknig and dnft-boltles, as
well as on the iood of the young Nothing important
on those heads can result from continued expenditure
The lemon-dab requires little attention, for, like other
doomed fishes of the kind, it has re-asserted itself.

There is no urgent need for studies on the bemng,
though this was supposed to be one of the diminishing

fishes not long a^. Yet a word must be said in

favour of the Danish exploration of the North Atlantic,

where, and in the Mediterranean, Dr Johs Schmidt
carried out such excellent work on the life-history of

the eel

The hydrographical and plankton work of the

Council has hitherto borne little fruit in the matter
of the fisheries, and it Is unlikely that, after twenty

\ears* probation, more will be accomplished
The revival of the bathyblus^myth in the form of

the supposed “ vitamlncb ” in sea-water may give

point to a sentence, thus "The searcher for economic
results in fisheries must have the basal theory and
knowledge as the foundation on which he has to

build,** but that is vox et praiUrea nihil unless a prac-

tical acquaintance with the whole details of the life-

history of the sea-fisht s is possessed bv him Mere
collation of statistics without such a check is of little

avail In the complex problem of the sea-fisheries, which,

how ever, now as heretofore, hold their own against the

combined attacks of fijeir own kind, as well as of

man, seals, whales, biralfeand invertebrates Marine
animals have been kept in pure sea water without

food for years, yet the suggested application of the
“ vltamine " theory to the oyster and mussel does not

offer much scope The nest pares for fattening

the oysters have much more than ** vitamlnes,” and

oven the ejectamenta, etc , of the mussels In the

estuaries will by and by raise mounds several feel

ab^e sea-level

Four French names are given as members of the

Council, but they are less familiar then those of

Fabre-Domergue. Canu, Cligny, Ravcret-Wattcl, and

PcUegrln A^ln, one British name is conspicuous by

its absence, viz that of Dr AT Matterman, a

highly trained and talented fisheries expert It is te

be hoped that no Hterferenoe by offidaldom, as dealt

with In the leading article in Nature of March *5, Is

connected with his retirement Those who remember

the case of Sir Joseph Hooker and Mr Ayrton havd

reason to be Jealous of the official status of experienced

men of science In currying out their researches for the

benefit of the country ^
Finally, tWe oan be little doubt that Britain would

be better and more economically served by competent

workers in its marine laboratories, where, moreover^

young zoologists could acquire a competent know
fed^ of tfm marine fisheries

W. C. MeiNTOsa.
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Tus ejection « beautiful and interetdng Urdf ie

Ihe object of Col. Yate’e and Lord Aberdeen*! Bttlnow
Mora Pariiament The ddef end it to dote Great
JMtain (and presumably all parts of the British

Empire controlled from London) as a market In which
die plumaae of wild birds (excepting eider down and
ostrich feathers) may be bought and sold The reasons
for excqiting the down of the cider dude and the

plumes of the ostrich need scarody be explained The
elder duck strips herself of the downv feathers she
develops during the breeding season and Unas her nest

with them Inis down can be obtained without injur-

km the blrdi or even without depriving her nestlings^

who leave the downy nest soon after oirtht Such a
large proportion of ostrich plumes is obtained from
tame blrtu (and the wild ostrich chicks ate to easily

donesticated) that it is scarcely worth while pursuing
the wUd bird for its feathers. Moreover, the plumes
can be removed from the tame birds painlessly

The Bill u drawn so at to protect wild birds

from persecution by closing to the trade In their

tethers the very important British market, which,
together with the strong action of the United States

mmL Canada, wUl far towards extirpating this com*
merce* We should protect beautiful, useful, interest-

ing, and harmless birds—adiecdves which Indude all

the avian class except, perhaps, the house*sparrow,

te tree-sparrow, and the wood^lgeon, because —
(1) They are beautiful In shape. In plumage, in

thnr manner of life, or in their voice, and th^ always
add to the SBsthetic charm of a landscape

(2) The majority of birds feed upon insects, ticks,

laM mollusca, small rodents, or carrion They
ere our principal allies in keeping the insect hosts at
bay and destroying the sources and disseminators of
gi^s which breed disease in man, beast, and plant
They save our food crops and our timber*trees from
destruction by insects, snails, and slugs; thev attack
snakes; and they asdst to maintain the balance of
creation in favour of man.

{3) Sea-birds-^especlaUy gulls, auks, petrels, gannets,
frigate-birds, cormorants, and penguins—are the pro-
ducers of guano useful in agriculture and horticulture

(4) Many fruit-eating biros are great distributors of
the seeds, stones, and nuts of valuable timber-trees
or trees producing spices, dyes, drugs, or fruits of
value to humanity
Ergo, all birds, save the sparrows and the European

wood-pigeon (which is very destructive to crops, and
Is believed to spread the germs of diphtheria), should
be protected from attacks which are not necessitated
by some real human need What would be such o
fted? The preservation of the bulk of a food crop,
or the necessity for the bird's flesh, or the requiring
of its underH>lumage as a material for warding off
oold. The last-named recmfmnent does not affect the
tropics or sub-tropics. Most Insecteating or guano-
producing birds are unfit for food, and are disliked
ittnn thid point of view by the savage quits as much
as by the white man. Penguins and a few other sea-
Urda yield a valuable <^1, but there b no reason whv
penguin rookeries should not be established for that
purp^ provided -tfis species is properly preserved
irocn serious diminOtion. Yet the amount of oil thus
obtained Is trifling In comparison vdtti the yield from
whplM, porpoises, seals, and fWi, and diese In-

babilinta of the Mat and oceans are more* protected
by thrir babitot from devastatiag attacks than are
WMs resorting to a terrestrial life during the breeding
sepsao. At anv rate, the extermination of marine

or of fidi is not sudi a loss to landscape
ty or to the economics of human life as Is the

Ion of sea-birds.
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Wbat Is the offset bgakist this argusnent MA;
bird preswadon? Wbat quality do beaunral
Interesting wild birds sbmijtf bb
attsdeed, pursued, and destroyed until in many ^

they become extinct? They produce feathers and
plumes of great beauty in colour or of exquisite unt-

une or texture whldi are desired as a personal adorn-
ment by certain £urq>ean—not Asiatic, American, or

African—women, who stick these trophies in Ited-

coverlngs or as a trimming on their corsage Thera Is

also in about half a dosen insUnoes a furtiier use of

wild birds* plumage in the making of artifidal fliea

used by anglers.
*

All that European women or anglers can In

reason require m the way of plumes, wings,

tails, or skint of blixls for their decoration or

other purposes can be obtained without cnsdty
from the domesticated or preserved birds that

are killed for food or kept for egg produetkm—
ostriches, the domestic fowl in a hundred varieties,

the common pheasant and other pheasants brOd

in aviaries, pea-fowl, turkeys, guinea-fowl, pigeons,

grouse, partricbes, dudes, geese, certain kinds of wild

duck sumcientiy preserved to be in no danger of dying
out, and so fc^ Trade in such tethers i; in no
way restricted by the Plumage Bill It is not right

that rare arid beautiful or exceedingly useful wild
birds of the tropics and sub-troplcs should be
destroyed, eliminated from the landscapes for the sole

purpose of decorating the persons of Furopean women
We are told that the disuse of this practice would
throw out of employment feur or five th^tand persons

in England. France, and Holland; but surely they
could nnd work in dealing with the feathws of
domesticated birds H H Johnston.

St John’s Priory, Poling, Arundel

It \s desirable in a discussion on the Plumage Bill

to ensure that knowledge is not controlled by senti-

ment, and that the solid facts of the matter are borne
definitely in mind Supporters of the Bill give three

main reasons for it They claim that the Bill will

stop fi) the extinction of rare birds; (a) cruelty in that
it will stop the killing of breeding biras, and so pre-

serve their young, and (3) crueltv in the actual
slaughter of birds at all. Against the Bill are the
statements that it effects nothing in regard to
these ptAntn (in that it has no action in the places
where the bu^s occur) ; that it stops a great
deal of perfectly harmless and legitimate trade; and
that the real protection of birds must be an Inter-

national matter, which was being quite easily brought
about by voluntary effort, which effort wilt be killed
by the Bill

The important points are to consider (i) whether
there is cruelty, (2) whether birds are being nssde
extinct owing to the plumage trade, (3) whe&tr ths
present Bill will prevent cruelty and extinction, and
(4) whether any alternative proposal can be swgestecL
In regard to cruelty, it Is extremely dtfftcuR to
secure real evidence apart from unsupported state-
ments In a letter to tne Tfem a few <jUys ago Mr.
H J Massingham produced a private letter detalQiig
horrible crueltv in China with getting egret pfhmags
There ie an Amertea bulled tet <lmUs the Id^teg
of 150,000 or 300.000 ** atbatmssee and noddies.** Om
may admit the first as cruelty,” but scarcelv the
second so long as hunting and shooting are Arrkd oh
in England The Right Hon Sir H. HibE^
in the House of Commons referrtt|to rni auetkifl of
75fOOO hprocis, and to another of TtIBoo iMfrons, ^«000
mwned pigeons, 25,000 humming-birds, and m,oog
Smymlan klngflshcre^ But Is tiris weangf No
could say that this tradp was ihaklng any MAn?
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tiMe wants them in thounnds, and would not
aw a bird so rare that it was available only in

1 think there is no evidence of any bird being
made exdnct by acts of the plumage dealers, whose
Intcvest lies In bkds being abundant, but the Bill

allows the sclentiflc collector to bring in the rarest

plumage in this connection some persons emphasise
destruction of insectivorous birds as being a pity

,

but an insectivorous bird mav itself destroy beneficial

insects—say, dragon-flies, which themselves feed on
mosquitoas.
Mr. C. W, Mason and 1 have published a very

careful analysis of the food of birds in India, and
we decided that herons were injurious (see Memoirs
of the Agricultural Department of India, vol 111 ,

ipii). I have before me three such memoirs, all by
entomologists, relating to England, Australia, and
In^; and it is necessary to mstin^ish verv clearly

what the value of a blra is Apart from this, no
ont intmsted in Nature could d^iro the extinction

of any species of bird or other life at all, and we
need not restnet our precautions solely to beneficial

birds.

The third point is whether the proposed Bill will

prtAect the birds. It will not, because it simply pro-

nlUtt importation into England of all plumage except

ostrich and eider down, unless it Is worn or is per-

sonal property The plumage goes just the same to

Paris, and no bird Is protect^ at all The same
amount of plumage will come to England, only it will

be all made up in Paris.

The fourth point is What can be offered in its

place? I suggest the Bill should prohibit the import
of scheduled l^rds, and that if evlaence is brought of
cruelty or of approaching extinction, the importation
of the bird from that localttv should be prohibited by
ihnply adding it and Its locality to the sch^ule There
mi^t well be a Standing Coir'' (ttee attached to the

Bmird of Trade to hear reprmntations and to vary

the schedule.

The egret is greatly mentioned It is ^nid to be
dastroyea for its plumes while the voung birds are

still helpless in the nest, but I have photographs
of an egret farm in Sind, and there arc hundreds of

such farms The egrets* plumes are taken without
cruelty, and the blfts are not killed Whv, then,

IhditcrlTnlnatelv forbid egret plumes and destroy an
industry In India? Why not exclude Chinese egret,

and represent the matter to the Chinese Govern-
ment? Why bar also the possibilities of farming emu,
rhea, marabou, lyre-birds, pheasants, etc ?

The Committee for the Economic Preservation of

Binds up to August, 19x4, endeavoured to put this

matter right It is a fact that this Committee had
secured the co-opmtion of the plumage trade

of Paris, Vienna, Berlin, and London, and that the

Whole trade voluntarily stopped the import and use of

the plumage of a number of birds which were thought
to be In danger of extinction or to be ^nefidal This
was tile only effort to secure the real lemedy, inter-

hational co-operation . and the present ^11 completelv

efioM out that possibnitv.
Perhaps the present discussion will produce the

soHd evidence Mipart from opinion) on which the

attoporters of the Bill rest; up to the present there
h* been little other than sentiment
One last point that has a sdentifle bearing Is that

the anows the importation nlumsge for

fldentiSe purposes and" for museums. The scientific

<dned:or spemHies on rarities wMdi the museums
heed, aind It Is exactly this tvpe of collector who

to he stonjpaM; but the nomafve Bill ie baeh^
MeMf vf the onmelorfats who went rere dtine,

•WWfwt «« them

MOu aSjui. VOt. 10^1

I think the Bill nesds a great deal of recon^
sideration, that a reasonable BUI can be drafted
which will protect birds, and that the present one
allows for tne coUection of the needy extinct birds
and does nothing to protect the cases whore there is

cruelty. H. M. Lanunr.

If 1 were stiU in Parliament 1 should give as
cordial support to the Importation of Plumage (Pro-
hibition) Bill as 1 would have done to the late Lord
Avebury’s BUI had I been in the House of Lords whan
be introduced it But 1 recognise that if the measure
18 to receive support from men of scicnoe, It must
be based mainly on scientific rather than on humani-
tanan or sentimental grounds.

1 notice that Prof H M. Lofroy, in a recent letter

to the seems to assume that the advocates of
prohibition are actuated by sentiment only. He asks
whether they consider it less cruel to kill spring
chickens for their flesh than pretty birds for their
plumage If this U meant for argument, it seems
particularly feeble, unless the whole question of
the ethics of consuming animal food is to be raised.

If It were as easy to rear egrets, birds of paradise,
rifle-birds, etc , for the sake of their plumage as it is

to rear cattle, sheep, and domestic fowls for their

flesh, probably none out extreme humanitarians would
raise serious objections, even If the birds had to be
killed, which is not necessary In ostrich-farming
From a scientific point of view, the matter teems to
resolve itself into the question whether the extinction
or drastic reduction of the most beautifully clad birds
can be viewed writh indifference. I cannot speak at
first hand about the extent to which reduction has
been carried, but the evidence on this subject has
proved suffiaent to convince the Legislature of the
United States that restnetIon of the plumage trade
was necessary if some of the choicest specie were
to be saved from extinction

1 cannot but hold the conviction that the true
functions of naturalists are not limited to the mere
work of collecting, recording, and classifying, and
that It Is incumbent upon them to aid in retistance to
the extermination of such existing species as do not
interfere with the welfare of human beings But,
after all, I can claim no higher standing than that
of a field-naturalist, setting more store on a bird In
the bush than two in a glass case or on a lady’s hat *

Hirbekt Maxwxil
Monreith

Thr subject of the Importation of Pluma^ (Pro-
hibition) Bill now before Parliament is one in which
all zooic^ists, and, indeed, all lovers of Nature, should
take a lively interest It seems almost certain that
much cniel^ is involved In the operations of plume-
hunters, and it is difficult to see how it could be
otherwise, especially when the plumes are collected

during the breeding season This question, however,
1 leave to others who have the necessary cridence at
hand, together with the important problem of the part
pfaved by the birds In the destruction of nosioits
insects

The point I wish to empharise is the irreparable

loss, not only to science, but also to mankind in general,
which will result from the extermination of many df
the moat Interesting and beautiful creatures that exist
Unfortunately, thm appMrt to be no limit to the
lust of perst^ gain Were it possible to phiric a
star from the heavens and sell it for the de<x>ratioti

of a lady’s headdress, star-hunters would doubtleei be
at active a* pKune-bunters in destroying man^s rkb
inlMtance.

It Is deariv our duty to preserve for future
tiont, as well as for our own enjoytowtt ai^ edifttau
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tiofii tbe wonderfal producti <A Nature by vhldi m
are etiU turrouaded. Tbe deetructiofii ol a woric of

art would be condemiied as ondaliem all educated

people, and it U difficult to believe that any intelligent

woman would willingly be a party to the dettnicdoo
of tome of Nature's finest mastetpieoes. It has taken
many millions of years to produce a humming-bird
or a bird of paradlw, and what work of art can com-
pare with these living gems? Their destruction, once
accomfdished, would m irrevocable, and future gmera-
Ckoe of sool^sts, with all their sdenoe of genetics,

might strive m vain to produce anything to replace

Should sudi wantonneee be permitted merely to

sati^ the greed and vanity of a few human beinge?

I tl^h not, and therefore I hope the Plumage Bill

now before Partiament will be passed, and that other

nations wiU follow our example in endimvouring to put

a stop to a practice whkh Is a dark blot on civilisation

Possibly an even more hopeful meffiod of accom-
plkhlng thie aim would be by the formation tA

womeire eodetles for the express purpose of dieooun.

tenaedng the fashion of wearing plumage derived

from wild birds, except In the case of those the

deaMction of which b demanded for other and
uffidant reasons Sudi societies might do much
useful work In enHi^tening the Ignorant and thought-

less and in fostering a whobcome public opinion

Possibly they exist already
;

If so, now Is their oppor-

tunity. AbiWUX Dindv

ne Megnstto gterm af Marek ft-fS and Aseeoiated

Tka magnetic storm of March 3S-e3 was one of

the most considerable recorded at Bekdmmuir during
the bst nine years throughout whkh continuous
records have been obtained, it began with the abrupt

dieturbance known as a sudden commencement" at

9h ism GMT. on March as, the rapidity of the

change in the horbontal components at that time
being io great that tiie photcyraphic impression of

the moving light-spot was too faint to enable its

^taib to he traced Tbe main features, however,
be|^ to develop immediately afterwards On the

traces recording the changes in declination and the
westerly component there were no very large motions
in tbe interval between the sudden commencement
and X4|h , but there occurred tite intense agitation

due to osdllatione of ehort period At the same time
the northerly component of force gradually roee,

having superposed upon it eeveral large, slow motions
as w3l as numerous short-period osdllatlons

The larger motions of both horizontst components
began toon after , and by lyh the declination

trace had passed beyond the edge of the recording
eheet At this time, when the extreme weeteriy

declinatkm was reached, Ht vahie nnitt have been
at 4eut 1^ 43' beyond lie undisturbed value The
north component trace wae shnilarly off the sheet
^wards (I c with Increased value) from x6h. to soh
From son. until midnight tbe ffistUibanoe in the

horbontal field was on a bsser scale, but during the

fcnir hours after cfh. tom there occurred a series of

large and rapid osdnatione. For exampb, ip six

mlnutee from jh. torn, to th 96m. the declination

riiifbd eastwards through Thb northerty com-
pbitent fell rntjUly in value after mldni^t, and the
Iraoe was off the sheet downwards several rimes
between oh and ah. The total range of this com-
ponent must, thetefore, have exoeedd yoov-^a un-
usunllv bl0i value. From ^ to loit on March 23
the motions were smMler, but extremely ra^ Xhe
oeriod averaging about four mlmitee. After xoh no
hlkthsaa^ considerabfe dl^rbgrioe occurred, but

3633, VOL. W5J
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nocabb sudden cfaMge, in A dhecttoa finrtkfente'>

downwardS| totdc place srith ita maximutn at ipb tyaw
The vertical force magnetognun for the storm ib

of more than usual interest. $0 far as thb com*
pooent b oonoemed, tbe ordinary course of 4ymts
during a ixiagnetk storm which oeghie before mhU
night mcludes a gradual increase in downwards fores
towards a maximum which b reached before mkU
night, followed by a fall for an hour or more, then
A ch^, followed by a furriter fall, and a grpdoal
recovery to nearly aonxud value, which iSsy be
reachea about Ah. In the present cam flour pre^
mlnent maadma are thown before mkliilght-^t
X4h. aym., xyh. a4m , soh. lom., and a3h. 49aL The
range of disturbance between the seccmd am highest
maximum and the second minimum (at tgh. fim.Ji was
565Y Soon after midnight there occurred an ex-
tremely rapid fall in value which sent the trace oB
the thaet for nearly six houtv. The subssqaaet
recovery was characterised by well-marked pulsation#
tho period of which was irregular, but averaj^ about
five minutes, aiKl were of unusually large amplitude.
The occurrence of these pulsations in vertioat force
M the end of a storm b a feature requiring; attentioo

in any theory attempting td explain magneric etorms.
The dbturbanoe was accompanied by an auroralM, including the ''curtain*' form at a consider-

dtude, ana extending, at oh. 50m on March 33^
to within 30^ of the southern honxon. There was
little cloud at the time, but low miet nuub 6l»erva-
tion of details difficult

A. CUCHTOM hljTCBXIX
Eskdabmulr Observatory, March sd

Hi the New Army.
Natuxb of March 95 pubUthes a leading artlcb

"Knowledge and Power," a letter from Col. E. H
Hills, and a paragraph in the "Unlverrity and
Educational Intelligence," all dealing with rebted
subjects A sentence in the last-named pnmgnnb
throws light on the other communications. It rea<b *

" Every <%cer in command of a company will be MA
responsibb for the instruction of his men." The
paragraph neglects to state, however, that the majority
of these officers entered Sandhurst or Woolwich at an
Immature age, probably without competition, and are
almost as ignorant as the men whose education they
are to supervise
During the war the lade of scientific knowledge

and of habits of exact thought of these officers was
shown not only by their persbtent attempts to preivant
the use of scientific means, but also by their child-
like faith in a formula or parroUcry. "Follow the
bam^,*' "Counter-attack," "Defence in depth," are
some that come to mind—formulm pasa^ down
through the official chanaeb to be applied without
thou^t to all possible rituatlons

In this country war Is still lodeed upon as an Art.
whereas it is rigidly becoming an exact sdenqs.
The firing of millions of i^Jectlles, Involving an

enormoua expenditure of energy, not only In Uves,
but, what counU almost as mu» in the long run, also
of bbour, Is a matter for exact calcubrioA |f tbb<
maximum probable results are to be obtained, M
the present time such probbms are sdved by Intuitive
methods, and will be so whilst the present system of
officering the Army <^ins. ^

All boM of any real progress must be th/mixmed
until A dxanjte is made; Um, paiiiaps, we shall no
loncer see dkectors of rasearcSbfbsduteiy bfionnt
of me problem^ that are being served or awiM solu^
tlon. A, R. RlCBWteqA.

Imperial College el Sdence, South
S.WI7, March 31.
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An TlMory «<

r 1 HAVB tmi with toiutderable bterest die sugaes-

tim of Dr. H S« AUea in Natuu for March 18 Uiat^ Luigmuhr atopi could be applied with advanuge
to ijtm ef or^mic compounds Or. Allen Is, how-
ever, dwbtful if tm ** cubical atom" of Langmuir will

eamlain the existence of isomerhles of tlM type of the

three malic ac^, the glutaconic adds, The cinnamic

adda, /S», and yi^ugars, etc., and It la certainly

<mBcm 8^^ formulse for the triple linkage on the

cuU^ wmi. Theae difficulties ditappear with the

Bohr atom (Nature, February 19, p. 661) and the

modSdCatlon of the Langmuir atom proposed by Ma;or
A. B. Oxley JffM., March 35, p 105) With both

dieories n amTS vatendes are obtained, and, so far as

m qt^tadve examination of valency in organic

iliemlstry is concerned, it Is difficult to dedde between

Se two models. Major Oxley has, however, shown
|mat his theory can give an adequate explanation of

the magnetic properties of organic compounds, and
emial success may be obtained wth a theory of optical

activity

The enidal test appears to lie in the calculation of

the optical activity ot substances In the cnrstal form,

for it 1$ probable that in the liquid condition a large

number of isomeric forms exist

The alterations In optical activity which occur with
change of solvent and the phenomena of muta-
rotation and of racemisation appear to be connected
edth changes in the direction or rotation of electrons

These chugea could, perhaps, be more easily ex-

elned by the small orbital motions demanded by the

ngmuir theory than by the larger orbital motions
in the theory of Bohr W E Garner

University College, London

In view of Dr A E Oxky*s remarks In Nature
>f March 35, I should like to point out that the
sbject of mv letter was to Inqul* whether the sup-
Msibon of stationary electrons is essential to Lang-
nuir's theorv, Langmuir himself expressed the ho^
that if would be pomble to reconcile his theory with
that of Bohr, "which has had such marked success

in explaining, and even in predicting, new facts " I

ventured to suggest that electrons revolving round the
nucleus could^orm stable groups as required bv
Langmuir without needing to be stationary
The difficultv of explaining diamagnetism on the

theo^ of the astronomic^ atom is well known. Possibly
the mfficulty may disappear when the nucleus Is better
understood If electrtms are considered as point-
charjM, the supposlticm that they revolve in very
mall orbits without any constraining force seems
jarbitrary Dr. Allen’s theory of ring electrons is

preferable, and undoubtedly removes certain difficul-

uet. It appears, however, that tg account for spectra]
tines the dlaineter of the orbits must be comparable
with that of the atom, whicdi Implies that the electrons
revolve round the nucleus
Since the structure of the atom is stiH uncertain,

would it not be preferable to gverid, If possible, in a
cnhmteat theory a statement as to the immoblHtv of
the electrons? S C Bradford
SoMtoa Maaeum, South Kensington, S W 7

0. V. Raman desortbes In Naturx of October 9,

^ percusrion figures In Isotn^c solids. These
“ are known in gpology, and are^ found on
^ boutders of compact, homcwite^us rocks,
- fficit ana quartzite. Albert He!m'«descr9bed
f tto **percusiden«cones ” (Schlagoonus)^

“dally pfeeet of fHnt a powerful Nwrl
. , AMnqA CSMairAi^lfr xaras, Mfc

9, 9639 , VOL. xos]

blow with a hammer F. Muhlberg,* of Aarau
(Swltterland) was perhaps the first g^ogist who
described the percussion-figures (Schlagfiguren)* on
rounded boulders (^1885). On some of me quartz-

boulders from the River Aar, near Aarau, he found
from hundreds to thousands of circular cracks, which
be explained by the abrasion of boulders whtdi for*

merly received coniform cracks through the numerous
inlets during their transport through the nver-bed.
These percussion-figures must be intersecting figure*

of cones and the surface of the bouider, and, there*

fore, will form, on sufficiently great boulders, nearly
arcles, ellipses, and paralx^ag Muhlberg described
thus percussion-figures arising from torrent-action,

whereas A Bigot ^(1907) emphasised that the "figure*
de percussion" arise from wave-action He noticed

them on the beaches of Basse-Normandle, partitu-

lariy on quartzite boulders Finally, P. N. Peach’
(rqta) gave a very fine picture of the "bulbs of per-

cussion" found on a rounded stone (chalk funt)
dredged by the MteM Sors about 330 miles south-
west of Mizen Head, Ireland. He pointed out that
these figures indicate timt " the stones had originally

been dashed against each other by torrent- or wave-
action

"

Betides the term above-mentioned, Peach also uses
the term “chatter marks," which seems to me lets

commendable, because this expression is also used by
T. C Chamberlin * for a spedhU type of glacial stri»
on the rodc-bed These curved figures were also
described by Hagenbadi in 1883, and afterwards called

"arcs de Hagenbach " by L Kollier*
Batavia, Java, February 11 B G Eschbr

A IHisaiir Halo.

On March 16 I observed a peculiar halo here, its

form It best shown by a rough sketch The angles
were taken with a pocket sllde-rule held at arm's
length, and are, therefore, only approximations, but
the relative values ere pn^bly fairly correct The
halo was brightest at the point above the sun, and
faded off somewhat on each side, it ended rather
abruptly at the points shown in the sketch The

colours, with red nearest the sun, were not very pure,
but they were purer in the arms than in the centre
The phenomenon was visible from 14x5 to i<i.4o.

With intervals of disappearance when a shMt of alto-
stratus became so thick that nothing could ^ seen
through It but the glare of the sun It was not
possible to see any higher layer of cloud, but the halo
pmbably had Iti origin in a layer of cirro-stratus^

The measurements were taken at rc 40; a few
minutes later the halo disappeared for the la^t time,

C. J. P Cave.
Sherwood, Newton St Cyres, Devon,

March 30

* Rspt. U 8. OaoL SS* vuhjs
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SM-bIntoi Tbdr Relatton to the Pialierieft and Affrioiltufe*

By Dr. Waltbii E. Colungs,

D uring the past few years there has been

a growing q;>inion on the part of the general

puUic and those connected with our fisheries that

the enormous number of sea-birds on our coasts

are inimical to the fisheries and to a leas extent

to agriculture. This view has been fostered to

a large degree by the public expression of

irresponsible statements and by the fact that we
do not possess any exact and trustworthy know-
ledge of the nature of the food of these birds.

Even amongst ornithologists and other students

of wild-bird life widely mvergent views are held

Hitherto no investigation sufficiently compre-

hensive has been made, and in those cases where
the birds of a restricted area have been studied,

or where an insufficient number of specimens has

been examined, the results have proved incon-

dusive, and, owing to the methods employed, to

smne extent misleading.

About two and a half years am, under the

auspices of the Carnegie Trust for the Universities

of Scotland, an investigation was commenc^ in

which it was proposed to examine large senes of

each species from numerous localities during
each month of the year, and to estimate the food
by the volumetnc method Although this research

is not yet complete, sufficient data are m hand to

warrant an expression of opinion upon this

subject, and it is felt that such is highly desirable

at the present time, when so many erroneous
views are being circulated.

Up to the present, fourteen species have been
exanuned, represent^ by upwards of three thou-

sand sp^mens. The sp^es are cormorant,
shag, common gull, herring gull, great black-

back^ gull, lesser black-backed gull, blaok-

headed giiXly kittiwake, common tern, raxorbiU,

S
uillemot, little auk, puffin, and great northern
iver. Whilst it is not possible here to reproduce

the numerous percentage tables showing the

nature of the food for each species during the
various months of the year, or those illustrating

the seasonal variations or the percentages of
different species oi fish destroyed, it is possible

to make a general statement which we believe

futm work will more fully amjriify and confirm.
First, we would point out that the importance

and amount of fish that has been ^nerally
r^arded as forming the diet of most of these
birds are not borne out by an actual examination
of ^leir crop and ntomBch contents Fish does
not (with such exceptions mentioned later) con-
stitnte the bulk of their food or anything like the
major portion of it. Indeed, one haS onl] to watch
carefuUy sueh species m the black-backed guU, the
herring gull, and the lesser black-backed gull on
the shm after the ebb of the tide to realise how
essentially these birds are the scavengers of the
shcs^e. if jthey turn landwards, then injurious
biccts, ^naHhworms, frogs, apd carrion are
greedily^ fM upon Further, if one confines one’s

NO. 2632, VOL. 105]

observations to birds drowned m tbe flsberaitt’s

nets, entirely misleading ideas are obtained, l6r^

these few tgids constitute byt tbe merest fractbS
of ^e huge bird population frequenting our coastsii

The above-mentioned fourteen sc^es may be
divided mto three classes, viz : (i) Purely fish

feeders; (11) largely fish fevers, but most tbe

fish are not utilis^ by man as food; (liil fish

feeders to less than 20 per cent, of the total bulk
of their food Most of the speciea fall

class (ill) In class (1) is placed the cormoradlL

and shag, for, so far as observations go, the >
food consists entirely of fish, and chiefly of food

fishes. In class (li) is plac^ the common tern.

The remaining eleven species must all be placed

in class (iii).

From information obtained from various

sources, there is a general consensus of opiniois

that the cormorant and the shag do an enormous
amount of harm to the fishenes Nothing can be
advanced in their favour, though it is open to

questiofi whether our fish supply would show any
increase even were these birds exterminated.
Respecting the common tern, sand eels consriMe
fully 50 per cent, of its fish diet; the gunnel
butter fish, gobies, young gurnard, herring, and
haddock are also t^en

It is not possible here to give the details of
the analyses for all tbe reroaming species; wtf
shall therefore select one, the black-h^ded gull.

More than five hundred specimens of this speaes
have been examined, obtained from various*
localities and during each month of the year.
This species is selected because it has increased
enormously during the last twenty years, and is

now generally r^rarded as one of the most
injurious both to the fisheries and to agriculture*
Of the total bulk of food consumed m a year,

96 per cent consists of animal matter, and 4 per
cent, of vegetable matter. Of the former the
actual amount of food fishes found was ii*s per
cent

, and of Other fishes (not utilised man as
food) 9 per cent,, or a total fish diet of ao-5 per
cent Edible Crustacea are present to the extent:'

of 4 per cent
, and other forms, non-edible, to

that of 10 per cent Marine yiformu constitute
18-5 per cent., molluscs 4 per cent, eduoodmtQS
a 5 per cent

, injurious insects 22 per cent,
insects i 5 per cent

, earthworms 10 per cent
, atid .

miscellaneous anfanal matter 3 per cent Ot the
vegetable matter^ * 5 consists of cereals,^#
and 1 s per cent of miscdlaneoua matter (Fig, i)*

If the huge bulk of food from whuA these
figures have been obtained means anything at filk

it indicates dearly and definitdy that th» speM
is a highly beneficial one. By no ressoasMd
tion can It be shown to be otherwise,tibr nsh^
two-thirds of Hs food is of a neutral nature, via
60 per <^t (3& per oeqt. of which conristt ^
shore refuse.) Only 18 oar ceo^ k laJurfSbr
and aa per cant^ is fal^y beneficial. We
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fMl tertuff that no one has had experience the verdict is certainly in favour of these birds,

in work of this character wiU for a moment quea- It is very easy to condemn a spedes because at

tldn wbetber thk percentage of foodt which is con- some particular season of the year or in tome
fertiag a benefit upon agriculture, balances the district a certain number have been found to be

bljuiy that is inflicted upon an inexhaustible and feeding upon food fishes, but, as has been fre*

everemareasing fidi supply. quently pointed out, such partial records do not

Very similar figures might be advanced for the give a true estimate of the food as a whole. It

remaining speaes, none of which are taking more must not for one moment be thought that we ate

than so per cent of hsh per annum of th»r total endeavouring to explain away the injuries infiicted»

}balk of food Is the sea so impoverished that we but we contend that it is unfair to judge any

cannot afford these birds this amount of fish^food species of wild bird upon a local or partial record

;

hi exchange for their beneficial action in destroying
/

the nature of the fo^ generally throughout the

ittore than so per cent, of injurious insects (of United Kingdom and over the whole year is what
which 7-s per cent consist of wirewonns in the we have endeavoured to learn

ease of the black-headed gull) ? Very interesting results have been obtained as to

the seasonal changes of food and the variations

in different localities Sex and age also influence

the quantity of food taken, and although the

figures arc yet* incomplete, they point to the fact

that the males take a laiger quantity of food than

the females, and the young birds more than

the old.

It IB not within the province of this inquin to

discuss the question of the impoverishment of the

sea, but it will be impossible to conclude it without

taking cognisance of the leading views on the

subject and their bearing upon this question

I

Fmally, all the work goes to show that with a few
exceptions

—

e,g the cormorant and the shag—
the food of ea^ species is partly beneficial, and,

even if for the moment we admit that the per-

centage of the fish destroyed is an injury, we
must take into consideration the benefits derived

by reason of the nature of the remaining food,

lliis vanes in different seasons of the year and
according to the nature of the locality, but if an
average is taken of the eleven species in

class (lu), we find that the total percentage of

I
injuries is less than that of the benefits, and that

the bulk of the food is of a neutral nature
' It IS obvious that, after examining upwards of

,

three thousand specimens, with the results

obtained, the question of the food of our com-
The records, both individually and collci^vely, moner sea-birds and their effect upon the fisbenes

show that the bulk of the food of these birds is
j
and agriculture can no longer remain where it

not fish, but animal matter of a neutral nature . was, and, whilst not advocaUng any special pro-
of cour^ if one classes aU annelids, non-cdible ' tcction, except in one or two cases, any agitation
Crustacea, and molluscs as fish food, then very for ihcir destruction canpot be condemn^ too
different figures may be obtained; but those who forcibly, for, altogether apart from sentimental
are ecquainted with the abuodanoe and the nature reasons, it is extremely unlikely that our fishenes

of tile marine life^ cast up on the shore wiU agree would benefit or show any marked improvem^t,
with tb m regarding these as a neutral factor even were hundreds of thousands of these birds
U the figures are summansed for aM the species i destroyed annually, whilst agnculture would

^ class (ill) (so far as our investigation has ^ne), certainly be the sunerer by such a loss

The Imperial College of Science and Technology.

The Chanoefior of the Exchequer, speaking in supplies of labour and material which are all that
the House of Commons on March x6, are available Few of us can doubt that this

'expressed concern at the extraordinary expansion concern of the Chancellor is more than justified,

btMfiaeis ki the prdmotion of conmaoies, and but it is not only for purely industrial enterprise
jmiA he was coavlnced that the time Jtad come that appeals to the puUic at large are being made
Ifhw pfiit 0# tbd money thus called for only daily tor large sums of moo^. Owing to the

tncfeased oompmition for the limited > universal rise m prices, educational institudons

KD. 36^^, VOL. 105]
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fitxl thenuietveft s«riou^y handicapped la thett"

endeavours to fulfil^ the functions assigned to

them. In the case of such educational institutions

as the schools and ocdleges mamtalned wholly,

or almost wholly, from rates and taxes, the s<du-

tion IS less dJSlc^t, and may be found in an
increased education rate combined with an
increased Government grant. For the universities

which have to depend largely upon fees and endow-
ment, and can rely only paray on Government
grants, the difficulties created are very senous.

It should, however, be borne in mind that money
expmded on education is one of the most pro-

ductive forms of national expenditure, and, wnat-
ey^ may be the dannrs of the inflation of indus-

trial capital, the nauon Is not yet within remote
danger of Vocational inflation. Rather is it

suffering grievous detriment from the seml-starva-
tion of its higher educational institutions

Anumg the higher educational institutions which
are in, need of finanaal help, the Imperial College
of Science and Technolo^^ holds a prominent
place, and an aroeal issued some months ago by
the governing bVy makes clear the magnitude
and urgency of this want The Imperial College
of Science and Technology was mcorposated
under Royal Charter in Jiuy, 190^, and was
established to give the highest specialised instruc-

tion and to provide the fullest equipment for the
most advani^ traimng and research in various
branches of science, espeaally m its application
to industry.’* The governing body was also
required to carry on the work of the Royal
College of Sacnce, the Royal School of Mines,
and &e City and Guilds ^Engineering) College,
mstituUons previously existing, but which in 1907
became associated as integral parts of the new
institution.

The Imperial College is thus an association or
federation of colleges, deliberately charged by the
terms of its charter to afford facilities for the
highest work in pure and applied saence, espe-
dally in its application to industry. As an indica-
tion of the magnitude of its work, it may be
noted that In die year 1907-^ there were 665
students, including 20 engaged On post-
graduate work, and the annual expenditure on
maintenance approximated to 50,oVl In the
year 19x3-14—the year before the war—the
ntrtnbcr of students was 943, including 185
engaged on post-graduate work, and die annual
expenditure on maintenance approximated to
90,oooZ. During the war the numbers of
students were reduced by about two-thirds, but in
Mdy last year there were 841, including ixo post-
pfraduatea, and at the numbers are rapidly increas-
ing there is evenr incKcation that the college will
soon be bpsier than ever before On the basis
only of the pre-wal^ annual expenditure, die
tmpenel College is as targe as Manchester Uni-
versity, larger than Liverpool University, and
twice as large as Bristol University Its rank in
scienee iui8 technology, whether vUmtd from tte

and standard of its teaching and research.
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or from its equiptneot. is at least h4fh as
of any existing uoiverstty. in Great Britain* ^

In order that the college may rise to tb^ he2|^
of its responsilHUties and fulfil the (unetktito

assigned to it ty lU charter, the gOTernin^ body
esdmates that for pew buildings and equipm^
at least 6oo,oooL is required* axm for the ad^uate
devdopment of the work 01 the ooQqps a further

annual income approximating to xoo,OQ(3l« The
capitalised value « the total additional require^

ment has been put in round figures at more than
a,ooo,<x)ol It 18 large, but much less^ than dm
amount required for a modem batdeship, and is

not incommensurate with the importance to tht

nation and the Empire of the work which tte

college has to do. ^
From a quarter to one-fifth of the total number

of students are carrying on onginal investigavoos

under the direction of their respective prorasors.
and this, together with the research work of the

staff, results in considerable additions to knoW'
ledge annually. The investigatiotts range over p
wide area of science, especially in its appUcation

to mdustry The contributions thus made to
increased industrial efficiency are no mean factor

in the national development and prosperity* At
the same time, in the course of these investigations

the rdevant researches in pure sdence are imt
neglected, and thus much ts done continually to
widen the bounds of knowledge as knowledge. ^

The teaching work carri^ on in the college

may be divided into (a) associateship and (b) po^t-

asiociateship The former consists of courses,

approximately of honours jj^raduate standard, lead**

mg respectively to associateships of the Royal
College of Science (ARCS), the Royal School
of Mines (A R S M ), and the City and Guilds
Institute fA C G,L), and the latter of courses of

study and of research, comparable in standard
with M Sc and D Sc Work, leading to the

diploma of membership of the Imperial College

(D.I C

)

Styled ” Imperial ” from the first, the college baa
constantly to bear m mind the growing industrial

needs not only of the Kingdom, but also of ffid

Empire, and to do this it must possess a flexi^

bility and an adaptability suitable to the ever*,

changing conditions of industry. To take (me/
example, the war disclosed, ai in a flash, the perQ*

ous condition of the optical glass and optical

instrument mdustry in mis country through thp
dependence for many years on foreign sUppUea,
particularly from Germany. A new department
technical optics has bVn established by tfm
governors of the Imperial (ToUege, which,
research, by the supply of trained tVbnologlsts In

this field, and by the educatioA of the users itf

optical instruments, must go far to second vj^
efforts of the manufacturers to build up ahd
stabilise this important and esseadsi oadpnijk^
Industry At no time was the for
Intensive and extensive development^ sdaoep^
both pure and af^ied, more needed then at pr
present time of national rpconstroctioo after
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of * devaatatlxigr world war, and in this taskM snrfandirtif our knowledge of pure science and
«pplleamn to tbe whote fidd of industry the

Inq^Mnul College is called upon to play a vital and
predominant
Tbe reoognitkm of bow great and important are

file rei^oflsitdlitjes thus cast upon the Imperial
College has led to a movement for obtaining for

the college tbe status of a university with the
power to confer degrees in its own subjects or
noulties. The movement is backed by the unani-
mous support of the rector and professors of the

Imperial CoOege, and it is support^, so far as

can be ascertam^ in any organised way^ by the

overwhelming majority ot tbe past and present

students of the college The issue raises, no
doubt, questions that are novel and complicated

in relation to university education in genend dud
to the University of London in particular Nothing
but good can come from a free and frank examina-
tion of the proposition m all its bearings, undis-

turbed and unprejudiced by lesser interest than

that of increasing the cmaency of university

education and especially of scientific education

Magnetic Diaturbances and Geological Structure.^

^HE research described in the report before us
^ was undertaken at the instigation of the Iron

Ores Committee of the Conjoint Board of Scien-

tilk Soaeties. Certain imea and centres of mag-
netic disturbance had been noted in Britain so
IcMOg ago as 1890 by Rbcker and Thorpe, and a
new magnetic survey by Mr. G W Walker in

the years 19x4 and 1915 confirmed the existence

of these disturbed areas It is well known that

iron is the only element which gives rise to mag-
netic effects of considerable intensity, and it was
therefore of importance to determine whether any
n^^nship could be estabhshed between the loca-

tioa of these disturbances and the distribution of
iron ores

The detailed magnetic survey of (1) the proved
sheet of iron ore, mainly in the state of ferrous

carbonate, round Irthliogborovgh, and (s) the

known areas of magnetic disturbance about
JWfelton Mowbray, was therefo** undertaken by
Mr Walken At the same time, Dn Cox reviewed
the geology of the areas and collected specimens
of rocks which promised to afford evidence in the
matter, while the magnetic susceptibilities oi

diese materials were determined by Prof Ernest
Wilson
The results of the magnedc and petrological

examination of the rocks confirm the c^nion that
the magnetic susceptibility of rocks depends
ateroely at all upon the percentage of metallic

iron t^ contain, but upon the condition—i.e.

state of oxidation—of that iron, and that,

edthowh rocks composed of ferrous compounds
Wbow higher susceptibilities than those constituted
os fidly oxidised ferric compounds, only those

tocks in which the iron occurs as the mineral
jotagnetite have notable magnetic susceptibility

It v<nui shown that parts of the granite of Mount
Sorrel have a susce^bility more than «our times

^ great as that of tbe most magnetic of tbe local

Jurisffc iron ores, and ten to fifteen times as
great as^ certain basic igneous rocks, which,
WHigh high in iron, contain no appreciable
.qttiount of magnetite.

Another point oi some interest is the variability

magnetic properties shown by samities taken
fim one continuous rodk mass. Tbe Outer part

pat jc^, soe^ ami A, voL ooit&i pp. rp-iu

•
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of the dolerite siU proved in the Owthoipe borehole

was a fine-grained rock having a glassy base , hs
iron ore occurs as magnetite, and the magnetic
susceptibilr^ of the speamen exammed was
47s X 10-^ QG S units The coarse-grained rock
from the centre of the intrusion, however, m
which the iron ores crystallised as ilmcnite, gave
a susceptibility of only xo 3 x C G S. units.

A like low susceptibility was noted also in the

basalt from the Southw^ borehole.

Tbe magnetic phenomena of tbe Irthlingborough
district are adequately explained 1^ the presence
of such a large, flat-lying sheet of mbly magnetic
rock as the Bajocian iron-ore bed, but in tbe

Melton Mowbray district the proved limits of the

maristone iron-ore bed bear no relation to the

observed magnetic phenomena. Moreover, At
consideratioa of the magnetic irregularities

obtained in the Melton Mowbray district shows
that the source of the disturbance cannot be less

than 3000 ft , and may be as much as xo,ooo ft

beneath the surface The only rocks in this

region which have the requisite magnetic suscept-

ibility and may be expected to occur at these

depths are dolentes, such as are found mtrusive

into the Coal Measures throughout the Midland
cosdfield area, or possibly granites like those
which have invaded the old pre-Carboniferous

rocks in Charnwood Forest.

Mr Walker’s observations show that, near to

Melton Mowbray, there are two main magnetic
disturbances, and that the line joining them
ranges north of west and south of east from
Melton Mowbray towards Rempstone, passing a
little south of the latter place This line agrees
with that of a known fault of small throw which
cuts the Mesozoic rocks, and may be exjpet^ed to

have a much larger throw in the PaUeozoic and
older strata underground Similar magnetic dis-

turbances are not^ near certain large faults in

tbe Nottingham district. RQcker and Thorpe
showed that magnetic disturbances are always to

be expected where a sill or dyke of highly

susceptible rock is dis{daced by a fault, and trat,

if any rock c(»^imng magnetite is intruded as
a dyice among non-suscep|ible rocks, similar

magnebc disturbances must oocuf. It is knoam
that in many districts the place of intrusions has
been determined by faulting, and it is pointed out
by Dr Cox that the oonceiu^ coalfield of Nottidg-
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hamihire should eod off «t as antkUoei pcoboWy The hope is expdesMI Iqr the eifffhqr

faulted, in the regioa about Meltoa Mbirimy. tike method of attiok may prove to pa of usa m
Such so anticUm has an eaat-aad^eat trend* ara a guide to the dmning of She positloo ^
carries round the strike irf the Coal Measures fr<Hn beneath a cover of unoonfOkmabls strata in OUW
lU general aorth-eaat-and*soutbHseat to an eaat- districta^.g. in ooaoetlsd coalfields, ediarP

and-west direction. The Rempstone-Melton Mow- d6teritea or other rocks containii^ a high profiM^
bray magnetic disturbances, therefore, are inter- tion of magnetite are present Unfortultamy>
preted as additional evidence of the existence of however, or fortunately trom the point of view el

a fault which tn the underlyiiw Palaeozoic rocks the coal nuner, doleritSs are iMrt an lovaflalde OCMh
may have a considerate throw; and it is comitant of coal seams, and it theref<m foilowa

regarded as probable that a siU of dolerite is dia- that the use of the method m determiaing ^
placed by this fault, or that an irregular mass of limits of concealed coalfidda would appear to bt
dolente is intruded along it. somewhat restricted.

/ Britiah Crop
By Dr. Sdwaro J

/^ROP production in Britain is carried on in the^ hope of gain, and thus differs fundamentally
from gardeniM, which is commonly practised without
regard to profit and loss accounts Many poets from-
times of old down to our own days have su^ of the

pleasures to be derived from gardening. I^t only
once in the history of literature nave the pleasures of
fanning been sung, and that was nearly two thousand
years ago.
Ah I too Dartunoio tho hatbondiMOt did Uioy but knov ti, oo wboo, for

Soai tbo iJoah of oimi, oorth tboir awot anttnii Uimhoo fro« Um totl

oplootoouMtbMaMooo—**CMorBioftt Bk. II , i » 45I

**Did they but know it’M Even then Sbere seem
to have been worries I

This seeking for profit imposes an important condi-
don on British agriculture maximum production
must be secured at the minimum of cost This condUbis condU

ProductiosL^

, Russxu., F R S

animals or potatoes for human beings. The samtV
general principles underlie all, and as com crops are
of the most general in||rest fthough not neoessarily
of the greatest unportiMte), my will serve to Uhia*
trate all the points it Is^pecessaiy to bring out We
have seen that wheat is cultivated more in tlu» eastern
than m the western portion of the country. ** The
figures for consumption and producdoa are as
fwows .

—

MUluHtt of Tons por Annunk

tion is best fulfilled by utUiiing to the full all the
natural advantages and obviating so far as possible
all the naHiral disadvantages of the farm—in other
words, by growing citms sp^ally adapted to the local

conditions, and avoiding any not particularly well

suited to them
Prom the scientific point of view the problem thus

becomes a study in adwtadon, and we shall find a
considerable interplay of factors. Inasmuch as both
natural conditions and crop can be somewhat altered

so as the better to suit each other
It is not my province to discuss the methods by

which plsnt4>meders alter plants. It is suflAdent to

know mat this can be done within limits which no
one would yet attempt to define The natural condi>
tions are determined broadly by dlmate and by soil

The climate mav be regarded as uncontrollable

“What cdn’t be cured must be endured ** The
scheme of crop production must, therefore, be adapted
to the dhnate, and espcciany to the rainfall

The rainfall map shows that the eastern half of

England is, on the whole, drier than the western hail
Tn agricultural experience, wheat flourishes best in

'dry conditions and grass in wet conditions , the vegeta-
tion maps show that wheat tends to be grown in the
eastern and grass In. the western part The strict

relationdilp is that seed production Is appropriate to
the drier, and leaf produmon to the wetter, districts.

The gmt soil belts of England south of the Trent
fun In a south-westerly direction , nortii of the Trent, ^

ho^vpsor, they run north and soutii A heavy boll, like

a wet dlnMite, favours grass production ; s light soil,

tike a dij climate. Is suitable for arable crops. The
great Influenoe of ctknate Is modified, but not over-
ndden. the toll factor.

'

^Tha arable farmer grown three Idnds of Crops:
com, dover or seeds hay, and fodder crops for his

I XHiMrM d«Ihw«d at tU lUyal laaritattoa on May, Vabmafy ao.
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CoOSlUBp-
iKNt in

Prodnctioii m Eagiud
mod Wain

Piodoctioa m Umfttd
Kingdom

Wheat

XiAsdon
wwr 1Q14 ^

s

tfig Ull
vrariou •

740 lb St 18 17 S b SO
teley I 9d t A IS 1 1 t 6 1*5

Oati 430 1 <4 SO 1*6 3-0 4*5 4Z
During the war very serious attention was paid to

the problem of redudng the gap between consumption^

very considerable proportion of the resulting bi^
was thus produced at home But the war4»read di4
not commend itself, and disappeared soon after the
armistice; since thin the consumptUm of wheat has
gone up, and the divergence between consumption and
production has again become mariced There Is no
hope of redudng consumption; we must, therefore.
Increase production. Additional production may be
obtained in two wap * by increasing the ykdd per
acre, and by increasing the number S acres dsvcMr
to the crtm
The yiel(^per acre is shown In tiw following tabk

Measured Busbris per Acre^

p%ruut

Wheat
Barley
Oats

31-0 39^ 40tom ,6
• 3>'9 354 40toio to

39*3 38^ ootoSo tat

The average remits Indude bad taroMra md had'
aasona, the good farmar eipect, to do ooirtidariily

ww , 6ti to '5 te

owi w*» ss*. 3 #1 I
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iMlWi but trt hw many thing* In his favour superior

tetnvMgei greater conunAiui of capital, and posse*
akM of goM knd, he will, therefore always stand
eAdanre the average Even his results can be improved
IW lyigbest recmed joelds stiow what can be done

present varieties and present method*^ m
emotionally favourable circumstances Ihe figures

^ve the measuie of the scientific problem which is

Id what changes would be necessary in order
to bridge the enormous gap between the aver and
the best In three directions progress is possible we
may modify the plant or the soil or wc mav miti

gate the effects of unfavourable climate
before the soil can be brought mto cultivation at

all it lb necessary to carry out certain major opern
iienS'-*-drainmg enclosing etc —^which have to

be maintained m full ordei Ihese he outside our
present discussion we must assume that they are
pn^rly canned out which is bv no means always
fht. ca&<* Given ad quate drainage soil conditions

are profoundly modified by cultivation which has
developed into n fine irt in England and Scotland

a^ IS indeed far better practibed here than in most
other countries But it is an art and not yet a
science the husbandman ichie\es the results but no
one can yet state in exact terms precisely what ha^
happened A beginning has been made and a labora

torv for the study of soil physics has been instituted

at Rothamsted and placed under Mr B K Keen
where we h(^ gradually to develop a science of

cultivation ror ihe present cultivation remains an
ait* ttnd further it Is essentially a modem art Thi.

mMieval implements as shown m the fiberius MS
(Seventh century) and the Lut rell Psalter (fourteenth

century) were crude and left the ground in an ex
ceedingiy rough condition Great advances were made
throughout tne nineteenth century Robert Ransome
of Ipswich took out his first latent in 1785 to

improve the plough ho was followed in 181a
by Howaid of Bedford and later bv Crosvkill

Marshall Rushton Fowler and others who have
ma^ British implement makers famous throughout
the world Given time and sufficient labour the good
Bntish farmer using modem imnlements can accom
pJliAi wonders in the way of cukivation
Unfortunately neither time nor labour Is always

available Ploughing is possible only under certain

weather conditions and there are many days in our
winters when it cannot be earned out Unless there
fore a large staff of men and horses is kept the
woiic often cannot be done in tinjc to allow of sowing
under the best conditions
The early days of the life of a plant pJav almrst

os important a part m its subsequent histoty as thcN

da In the case of a child Illifstrations are only too

numerous of the adverse effect of being just too late

!

6r good soU conditions One from our own fields

I as follows —
V tld o «hMt

Wetk tOMpIfd Sm 1 VIIS fq 6
( Bwbqli per mere

*Just in time Nov *4 iqi^ a68
|u|t too late Feb 1^ 1916 193

The term horse will not be speeded up but main
takte an even pace of ai miles per hOur According
te tli^ old ploughman*! song still surviving In our

an acre a day ts tm proper rate —
L TC t It nrwrMid III vev
^ Ru«f*SHi«u7wiow
%»t under medem conditions It is Impossible to

atfUCHte than thted-quarters of an acre a di^loughed
W kWff landf aikl the acatdty of taama threatened

f Wag M«bia ttuitemdty into a faopdeaa %mpaw
Icr agrlcuft^ the Intemal-combustiofi

il)jpne appeared on the Mitn at a cntica) moment in

HUi voi, losi

the shape of the tractor and has brought the promise
of a way out
The tractor has two Important advantages oyer the

horse hirst of all it works more quickfy Its pace
IS miles per hour instead of 2i miles It turns
three furrows at a tune instead of one only, on our
land it ploughs an acre in four hours instead of taking
nearly a day and a half as required by horses Thiure
IS no limit to the work it can do even an acre xm
hour IS no wild dream but may yet be accomplished
It therefore enables the farmer to get well forward
with his ploughing dunng the fine weather m late

summer and carl> autumn and thus to obtain the
great advantages of i partial fallow and of freedom
to sow at any desired time On our own land our
xporiencc has been as follows —
Dates of Compleiton of Sowings ( / Wheat and Oat

Vmlt Wheat Oa
1916 Fcbr lary 17 October 161

[

1917 March 16 17 h Horses onlv

1918 Janusiry 26 1

1919 November 26 5 Tractor

further if the plough is correct]) designed and
properly used the tractor does the work fully as
well as horses—even the horse ploughman admits that
It therefore increases considerably the efficiency of
the labourer which as we shall see later on might
idvantageously be raised The cost of working is

apparently less though it is difficult to decide this

until one knows what the repairs bill will be In our
ase the cost is —

ioU of Ploughing per Acre Autumn 1919
B> Ursc o Dy hor M

t d
I abour 77 10 s

Mainten inco ^ 23 6
Oil and petrol 78 —
Depreciation and repairs 63 —

21 6 32 8
Time taken 4 hours li days

The internal combustion engine is only just at the
beginning of its career on the farm and no one can
\et foresee its developments It is being used at

)
resent simply like a horse and is attached to imple

ments evolve to suit the horse But it is not a horse
its proper purpose is to cause rotation while it Is

being used to pull and in some cases indeed this
pull IB reconverted into rotarv motion
The second great method of improving soil condi

tions 18 to add manures and fertilisers Farmyard
manure is more effective than anv other single sub
stance it is likely to remain the most important
manure and if available in sufficient quantity it would
generilly meet the case Realising its importance
IsOrd Elveden generously provided funds for extended
investigations at Rothamsted into the conditions to be
observe !n making and sfonng it This work Is

still going on, and is leading to some highly important
developments
Farmyard manure however is not available m

sufficient quantities to meet all reouiremenU The
chemist has long wnce come to the aid of the farmer,
he has discovered the precise substances needed lor

the nutrition of the plant and prepared them on
a lan{e scale Like cultivation this is largely a
Bntish development It wa* fn London that the
first artifidal manure factorv was established In 1S42,

and for many vears the industry was emtred !a
this country The fertilisers now available afe as
foltows —
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of soda nitrate of lime eul

lihate or ammonia and cyanamide (mtrolta)
Superphoe^ute banc ilag mineral

phoephate rnuuio and bonee
Pokunc-^lf^te of potaeb muriate of potash

and kamlt
Affciculturat chemists have worked out the proper

commnatiofu for particular crops and obtained many
striking results

Without using any farmyard manure they have
maintained and even incr^sed the yield of com
mps fodder crops and bav and in the two latter

eases tbete has been an increase not only in yield

but also in fndlng value per ton In spite of seventy

years eaperimoe there is sttU much to be learned

about the proper use of artificial fertilisers and they

may still bring about even fuller yields from the land
The ;neld of com crops can be increased by

'' artificial fertilisers but not indefinitely the limit is

set by the strength of the straw As the plant

becomes bigger and bigger so the strain on the

Straw increases until finmly when the ^nt is some

5 ft high It cannot stand up against the wind but

u blown down
Little 18 known about the strength of straw It Is

a property inherent in the plant itself and differs in

die different varieties It is affected by the season

bnn^ giaater in some years than in o{|^s It is

adected also by soil conditions At present the

strength of the straw is the wall against which the

agricultural Improver is pulled up The problem can
undoubtedly be solved and the plant breeder and soil

investigator between them mav reasonably hope to

find the solution

Another great effect of artificial fertilisers which
has not >et been fullv exploited is to mitigate the ill

effects of adverse climatic conditions Phosphates
help to counteract the harmful influence of cold wet
weather potassic fertilisers heln the plant In drv
condtions The combination of a suitable variety

widi an appropriate scheme of manuring is capable
of bringing about considerable improvement m crop
production
A demonstration snth the oat cron on these lines

fras arranged last vear in a wet moorland district

and the crops when seen in August svere as fotlows
BVUSMCMi crop

BONWl
Local vantty loctl treatment sy Harvest late

phouhat c msBnnng 4S-*54 earlier

Speeial vanity Vwlder phos \ / sariier

phstic mannnng / \ sundinpweU
The potato crop is governed by the same gsneral

pnnciples as com crops It furnUtm more food per
acre than any other crop but it is much more expm
tive to produce and therefore is grosm chiefly in

ifistncts where the conditions are particularly well
suited to It the Pens Lincolnshire the plains of
Lancashire and the Lothiana though smaller quand
det are grown in almost every part of the country
The production and consumption are as follows

Potetoss Amsuaf Produchon and ConntmpUon
Prod ctoo

aillhocis of acrat 046 063 04S lao 151 isa

We are thue lelf eupportititf 19 the matter of
poteioes We tdo Howeiver tmpert about halt a
^loion tonafier annum of early and odier potatoee
lae alao eajpwt eeed potaloea and eouM for food~-m
9)1 about one million to^i per annum

(To be MNlhuted

)
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Notes
Wa regret to announce the death on Aprd

eighty low years of age ofCi^ E W Creidc^C^
P R S foromly Supenntendant of Conttyasstei

Hydrognqihic Dqwrtment Admiralty

Tub following names were Inadvertently cadttel
from the list of Commanderi of the Order of dra

British Empire (C B £ ) announced In last week%
Issue of Natueb —Mr C £ FagaOi secretary j^citUb

Museum (Natural History) Sir W H Hadow, V«eat>

Chancellor of the Umversity of Sheffield aid
A R Hinks F R S secretary of the Royal GeO
graphical Society

Loan SuDiLBr has given notice of the foliowiai^

motion which he proposes to bring before the House
of Lords on April ai To call attention to the

decision of his Majesty s Government to discontinue

the appointment of an cAdal guide at Rew Royal
Botamcal Gardens and to move to resdve Tfiat the

Government be requested to carry out at dieae gardeita

the system of free popular guide-lectures on ths same
pten as adopted widi marl^ success m the Govtetw

ment museum and picture galleries of tibe MetropoUi^

and to take such further steps as after inquiry may
be found des rable for developing tbe reiburoes

these gardens to the fullest extent in the interests of

scientific and popular education together with the

recreat on of the public

Thb Rioht Hon P D Acland recently asked In

the House of Commons whether the Lord President

of the Council is aware that dissatisfaction is bdag
expressed by saentific wodcers with the appomtment
of a man without scientific qjialificationi as director

of research to the Glass Research Aasocutton

,

whether as the Department of Scientific and Indua-

tnal Research provides four fifths of the funds of tbe

association the Department was consulted before the

appointment was made and does he iqiprove of tbe
appointment as giving a guarantee that State funds
devoted to scientific research will be wisely expended*^ **

Mr Fisher replied to the question and bis answer
inch ded the following statements —<i) the successfbl

candidate has a wide and successful experience Of

scientific research into the problems of the glata

industry and u considered by the assooatton W fie

the man best suited for organising end directmg tbe
research needed by it (s) The responsibility loc the

selection of a director of research riste tn each oast

with tbe research association concerned anS not wxtyi

the Department of Scientific and Induotrlat Researqh*

which has no power to approve or disepptove tbf
appointment of any lodividua] ^ Tbe Dapartmtert
guarantees three-quarters of the expenditure of fihli

research assodatton up to a certain Undt, bat payeasiH
of the grant is oopditiOAal among o0m iUpgfir
the approval by die Di^«itinent of die proiprlmote of

research and of tba estimate of bspeoWurs ddlMRi
(4) The Advisory CounOU of the

considsring all tha Mevant dreumstanate teftfi JfM
cara* reconunenaeu me approval oi um egMiapuMi
umolifld In Ibis ArectM't a^pniQliMiM
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|t«. B. D. PooiOtt hat bean apfK^nted director of

-fitiarrh by ^ Retearch Att^ation of Britith

lUd^ and lyre Manufacturera.

Tub annual meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute

be held at the Institution of Civil Engineers,

t/Vbatmlnstier, on Thursday and Friday, May 6 and 7,

snd wtU be adjourned from May 7 to May 14, when

s Sdal aesrion will be held at the Mappin Hall,

SbafR^. On the opening day the retiring president,

Mf. Euftoa Schneider, wUl Muct into the chair the

presidant^lect, Dr J E Stead, the Besaeaier gold

Ibedal for 1920 will be presented to Mr Harry

BteiHey, and the president will deliver his Inaugural

iddress. The autumn meeting of the institute will

open at Cardiff on September 22

The World Trade Club, of San Francisco, which Is

Donducting an acdve propaganda in favour of the com-

pulsory adoption of the metric system of wdghts and

measures, both in this country and in the United States,

b$2 issued under the title
** Metric Literature Clues a

list of references to books, pamphlets, documents, and

magarihe articles an standardisation in terms of metric

units* Although far from being a complete biblio-

graphy of the metric system, it Includes most of the

bestduiown works on the subject, and contains a fairly

full list of the publications of the United States Govern-

ment and of the Bureau of Standards In some cases

the title of a book or article h followed by a brief sum-

mary of its contents, sufficient to indicate to those in-

terested In weights and measures whether it Is worth

while consulting tiie work m question This Is the

most practical and useful pubf itlon of the World

Trade Club with regard to the metric system that has

yet come to our notice

At a mebting of the Association of Economic Biolo-

gists held on March S4 the following papers were

read- (i) Mr D W Cutler, “The Relation of Pro-

t9tm to Soil Problems*’, (a) Mr J F Martlev, “The
Rel^i^Gaili of the Wood of the Sitka Spruce (Ptcea

»fkians<f)“; (3) Dr.W Lawrence Balls, “The Nature

and of Botanical Research in the Cotton In-

duatiy <4) Dr M C Ravner, “The Caldfuge Habit

In Ling (Cofftma vidgant) and other Ericaceous

Pkatta”; (5) Dr H Wormald, “Shoot Wilt of Plum
TmMs*** Perhapa the outstanding feature of the

sqaeting;, emphasised alike in papers and discussion,

wu tiie necessity of pure research at a basis for all

•OQiioinic iqyf^Ucations of bltdogy* Not only is It im-

pOSiMa to conduct investigations into any applied

aspect of a biological problem in which at the same
riaaa equal attention is not given to the more funda-

conildefatioas, but more usually it is also not

penAile la separate the economic from the pure Issues

A further point of importance, arising particularly In

Ihe diaeusaion on Dr Balls’s paper, ism great shortage

to tbto country of young botanists competent to under-

toho reaeardi on industrial problems. Witii the eat*

peoM development of iCsetrch assocfatftois and the

1 recognitfen by matmfactursri of theHirital place

bdtanlat fai .Industry, this factor will become
ipparent and be a serious menace to
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Tkb Port Erin Biological Station wiU be ood^fed
during tile Easter vacation (Mardi so to April s^ by
nine or ten professors, each with a group of aniior

students, Including Pr^. Doncaster, Harvoy-Gibson,

Johnstone, and Herdman (Liverpool), Prof. Gamble
(Birminghra), Dr Tattersall (Manchesto), Mr. Douglas
Laurie (Aberystwyth), Prof l^jamin Moore (London),

Prof Cole (Reading), Prof Stqibenson (Lahore), and
Prof Dakin (Western Australia) There are aleo

groups of otiier postgraduate workers and senior

studmts from Cambridge, Nottingham, Livetpool, and
other centres, as well as a large botany dass in the

earlier part of the vacabon, to be followed by a
xoology class later The laboratory, accommodation Is

strained to the utmost capadty, and additions to both

building and staff arc urgently required The usual

excursions for shore-collecting and plankton work and
dredging are being arranged, and the ftsh-hatdilng is

in full swing The season Is an early one at sea.

The phytoplankton has consisted for the last ten days
of March mainly of Coscinodiscus and Biddulphla,

and the plaice in the spawnlng-pond have produced

fertilised eggs at least a month eariler than usual^
the first hatched larvm were noticed <»i February 9

—

and herring are being caught each night In the bay.

The Bill transferring the biological station and ffsb

hatchery from the Manx Government to the Oceano-
graphy Department of the University of Liverpool

has now passed through the House of K^rs, and the

University takes over the control of the institution

and the work as from April i last The director

wishes It to be known that thla makes no change in

the use of the biological station by retearchera from
other univeraities

Ths Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries last year
purchased an estate of more than 1500 acres of ty^cal
heath-land at Methwold, m Norfolk This estate u
to be a National Demonstration Farm, and one of

the chief objects for its existence is to show what
can be obtained from poor heath-iand by the adoption

of good husbandry methods The Weekly Service for

March so from the Ministry of Agriculture gives a
short account of the work to be undertaken at this

farm Two hundred acres of the estate have been
reclaimed from bracken land, so that at the present

time 1043 acres are under arable 'cultivation, 43 acrea

under grass, and 441 acres are waste heath The
chief part of the scheme will be the building up and
improvement of tiie land by chalking and by the

addition of organic matter Tobacco-growing on a
comparatively large scale will also be a feature of the

cultivation By encouraging the growing of this crop

the Ministry hope to supplement the experimental

work carried out during ^ past six years by the

Bntlah Tobacco Growers’ Society, Ltd , and also to

assist those smallholders in the neighbourhood who
may be inckned to try tobacco-growing when there is

a central station at hand to supply the necessary
jaformation and to provide for the treatment of tiie

crop. The scheme also includes stock-rearing^ poultry-

keqiing, and pig breeding and rearing on tiw epen-afr

system The result should prove very valuable btgtx for

large-acale farmers and lor kAatUioklers, slace the
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ilelds are of a good iHte and welt adapted to the use

of Implements of a large, up4o-date form, while the

light and early character of the land should render It

specially suitable for small arable dairy holdings.

Thi revival of Oriental reaeardi Is happily marked,

by the reappearance of Prof. Flinders Petrle^s admir-

able Journal, Ancient Egypt. Great changes have oc»

curred since the outbreak of hoetilltles In Egypt the

main actors are gone—Sir Gaston Maspero, his son

Jean Maspero, Legrain,and Barsantl On the English

side the losses have bew equally severe—Sir A Ruffer,

H Thompson, 1 Dixon, and K T Proct, all victims

of the war; and at home the early death of Prof

Leonard King has left history end archieology crippled

But, so far at was possible, work has gone on, par-

tfcuiarly under the new conditions hi Palestine, where

a school of archsDotogy, under the superintendence of

Prof. Garstang, Is being founded The British School

in Egypt IS starting work with a large stdff, and in

the United States, under Prof. Breasted, the Oriental

Institute of the Chicago University has been opened

But funds arc badly wanted botn in Egypt and m
Palestine, and though this u an unfavourable time

for such an appeal, there ts good hope that ^British

orchaaologists wilt provide the necessaiy assistance

In the Museum Journal (vol x , No 3, September,

1919) Mr H. V. Hall discusses the question of African

art So much has been said, Mr Hall remarks, about

the uniforinlty of African culture that the variety

which exists tends sometimes to be overlooked The
people of eastern and southern Africa are chieflv

interested in the products of the animal, those of

central and western Africa in the products of the

vegetable, kingdom Speaking broadly, the region east

of the lakes and south of the Zambezi-Congo water,

shed is the home of pastoral tribes, and the Congo
and the Lower Niger races practise agriculture

Hence the latter have more leisure to devote to art.

work. The question of foreign influence on the negro

is of great importance There are at least four routes

from the north and north-west by which the dark
heart of the continent can be reached A growing
mass of evidence points to the conclusion that, even
Hn historic times, these routes have never been quite

barred to civilising influences , especially in the expan.

tlon of old Egypt the solution of many problems of

cplture apparently indigenous in Central Africa must
be sought.

A ooMMitTits appointed by the Royal Anthropological

Institute is engaged In collecting information regard*

megallthic monuments. As an example of the
j

scientific method of conducting such a survey, Messrs.

J. S Wilson and G. A. Garfltt, In the March issue of

Mon, supply a mqp of the Eyam Moor circle In Derby,
shire This work Is^ important ki connection with
Sir Norman Lodcyer*s investigations. ** In the survey

of the Eyam Moor drde several large stones were
noted on the near horizon towards the N,E. and B.

The path, of the tun at sunrise for the latitude of

the drsfo, after making allorwanoes for refraction, was
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calcuiatod for different deeHnnt&m of tie tm mm
I

plotted on the chart It will be seen that the peeitlie )

! of prominent stones pfotted on the diagram appdgftl tw
marie the position of sunriae at rnktsununer gpd^al

;

the equinox. On the diagram the position of sunrigs >

I

is shown for the present obliquity of the ecliptloi ^
i

sun’s apparent dMlination of 23^’ »/, also for an
' obliquity of 23” 5/, whidi, according to the estfanate»

of astronomers, would have been correct aooo years

before the Christian era The small difference In the

position of the sun Indicates the cUfRcutty^f fixing thd
age of a monument by this means.”

Tub Department of Agricul^re, Federated Malay^
States, in view of the necessity for an Increased loca/^

production of foodstuffs, has Issued a spedal Bulletin
^

(No. 30) on *'Food Production in Malaya,” compiled

by Mr. F G, Spring and Mr. J N Mllstun The
booklet contains 112 pages and 22 plates, costs one
dollar, and brings together a large amount of useful

information It mdudes sections on seasons and
rainfall, types of land (whether coastal or inland),

soils, tillage, agricultural machinery, rotation of

crops, manures, and Insect pests and other diseases

Suitable cereal, pulse, and root crops are deacrlbedv

and their cultivation, harvesting, yield, and economic
uses considered In some detail The principal cereals

are rag! (Rleusme coracana) and rice , variouf

milieu and sorghum form subsidiary crops, the cldef

pulses are green and black gtam, cow-pea, and the

ground-nut, and the chief root-crops sweet potato,

yams, ond manihot (tapioca)
^

A SV8TBMATIC enumeration of the palms of the

Philippines is given by Dr O Beccarl in the

ptne Journal of Setertee (vol xiv , No 3) One
hundred and twenty species are at present known to

be indigenous, which, with the exception of about a

dozen species of relatively wide geographic distribu-

tion, arc endemic form^ In discussing the relation-

ships of the palm-flora. Dr Beccarl concludes that

the Philippine species have in great measure
originated in the archipelago, but their phylogenv

may be traced to species growing chiefly In Borneo,
Celebes, the

^
Moluccas, and Indo-China, excluding

about a d'^zen species which, possessing adaptafkmv
for casv disseminaticm, have a rather wide dlstiibu-'^

don A small Polynesian element is represented by
Adonldia, the only genus peculiar to the archipelago^

and Heterospathe In the Philippines a few latge

genera have given rise to numerous species, whereao

I

In Bolynesia monotyplc or ollgotyplc genera arO'^

numerous, and no genus contains a great number of
species

The MeteoreAogical Magamne for March gives

short notice of the work of the International Mstoom*
logical Conference held in Paris in October lostj^

taken from the account of the conference published In
Paris by the Bureau Central MdtAor6loglq[ue Ptirthir

details will be welcomed when they ar^^bUsbtd
the metecvological authorities in oar Sm opiiim%
The preceding meeting of the body was hdd mt
innsbrude In 1905, so much advaaoe hi the
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ACtodfM had to be reported and rieer rtiethoda of working
\

lor, eipedally with regard to aviation The
magayine contains a reproduction of a photograph of

the membert of the conference.

The Meteorological Office chart of the North Atlan-

tic Ocean for February contains aonnc notes on the

origin and distribution of ioc in these waters, and some

account of the ice patrol of the United States Govern-

ment which was resumed m 1919 after several year<{*

interruption during the war. Two coastguard cutters

have bMn detailed for the purpose of locating icebergs

and pack-ice In the vicinity of trans-Atlantic steamship

routes During the months of April, May, and June

the two vessels alternate on patrol, each taking

fifteen days in the ice region, exclusive of the time

taken In going to and from Boston for c0.1l and sup-

plies Movements of tee are reported by tireless at

fixed hours daily At 6 p m (7$lh meridian time) ac
Infomriation is sent bioadcast with a 6oo-motre waie-

lenglh The message Is repeated three times \t

6 15 p m the same information is sent out, using a

300-metre wave-length At 4 a m a message defining

the native and southern limits of the icc is sent to the

New York Hydrographic Office Ice information is

also sent at any hour to any ship with which the patrol

vessel can communicate It will be recalled that this

is the \iork which was initiated by the Scotia subse.

quent to the loss of the 7 ifantc* The chart also bears

nn interesting map showing the drifts on the east coast

of Greenland, in Baffin Bay, and in Davis Strait of

various sfiips that have been imprisoned in the ice, and
of castaway crews during the lar* hundred >ears Tht
March chart gives an account of the relation of the

North Atlantic ice to currents and fogs

CiiFRRAPUNji, in the KhasI Hills in India, is often

cited as having the greatest known annual rainfall

According to the Indian Meteorological Department,
the mean annual ramfall there is 426 In The greateiit

precipitation is said to have occurred in 1861, when
a rainfall of 905 in was recorded, though doubt has

been expressed as to the accuracy of thU record It

appears, however, that the Cherrapunji rainfall is sur-

passed by records on the mountains In the Hawaian
islands Thus Mount Walaleale is the peak (5080 ft

)

of the Island of Kauai, but Is Inaccessible except to

the most expert mountaineers. On this account it

was very difficult to maintain the station, and the

record has finally had to be discontinued According
to the Monthly Weather Remew (U S Dept of Agric ),

vd. xhrii , No. 5, during the periods Atgust 2, 1911-

fMaCch 36, 1914 and May 31, t9i5-August 13, 1917,

a t^l of 1^2 days, th«re was recorded on Mount
Wwaleale a total precipitation of 2325 in , or an
average of i 3047 in per day In a y®*** ^bis

wouM amount to an annual precipitation of about

4i6 in No records were obtained during the years

1914 and 1918, but these years were considered the

wettest since the local^cather BurealK Office was
ettablislied in the Hawaian Islands. Qpmparative

eMmaSes from trustworthy records obtained at near-

by IndMted that the rainfall at Walaleale

fhust have exoesdied 600 in From May ai, 1915-
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May 30, 1916, the recorded rainfall of Mount Waia-
ieale was 561 In The Hawaian Islands are known
for other very damp spots Thus Puu Kukul, jooo ft

,

on the Island of Maui, had a seven-year average of

369 in (maximum ^62 in in 1918) On the Island

of Hawaii, at a certain Spot of 4ooo-ft. elevation, the-

rainfall in 19x4 amounted to 504 in. At at least a
dozen other spots, all more than 1000-ft elevation, the

rainfall in each of the years 1914 and 1918 exceeded

3^0 in

Ibchnolooic Paper No 123, by Mr D W Kessler,

of the Bureau of Standards, Washington, is devoted

to the tests of the physical and chemical properties

of fifty of the commercial marbles of the United

States Marble has been selected as the first stone

to be tested, but the whole of the deposits of stone

in the country are to come under test in course of

time in order to provide the knowledge required by
arrhiterts in designing structures The tests are of

tensile and compression strengths, specific gravity,

porosttv, absorption of water, effect of freezing,

chemical composition, electrical resistivity, expansion*

with heat, and habilitv to warping The trade name
and origin of each sample are given, and the tabulated

results of the tests fill twenty pages The properties

of the samples differ widely, although the specific

gravities do not differ more than about 5 per cent

from each other On heating, each sample expands,

and on nftei^vards cooling fails to regain Its original

dimensions In consequence of this, marble sub-

jected to frequent heating and cooling is liable to

warp

SciFNTiFic Paper 352 of the Bureau of Standards,

Wvishington, gives the results of the measurements of

the expansion of forty samples of porcelain, about the

same number of samples of bakehte and similar mate-
n.il8, and about a dozen samoles of marbie and lime-

stone, made b> Messrs W II Souder and P Hidnert,

of Ukj Bureau The samples were in the foim of rods

30 cm long and i cm square section, and were heated

in a horizontal electric furnace The expansions were
measured by a pair of microscopes mounted on a bar

of invar For the porcelain sampler the coefficients

per degree Centigrade between o® C and 200® C vary

from 2 to 20 millionths, according to the composition,

and between 200® C and 400® C from 3 to ii mil-

lionths Beryl ponclams have the smallest coeffi-

cients For bakeiite and similar materials no valuer

can be given, as there is K) much contraction on again

bringing the material to its original temperature The
marbles up to 100® C have coefficients between 5 and
15XXO’*, and at higher temperatures larger values.

On cooling to their original temperature they show a
permanent expansion When cooled to —80® C marble
expands to nearly the same extent as when heated to

80® C , so that it has its maximum density in the

neighbourhood of 0° C

The Science Reports of the University of Sendai,

Japan, for December, 1919, contain a paper by Mr, S
Ronno on the heat conductivities of metals below and
above their meltlag points. The metals were tasted In



the form of circular discs about a cm. thick aiMl

sscm.in diameter enclosed la a poroetatn tube betiraa

iron crUndert of the same ^ameter. In the upper Iron

cylinder heat was generated by a measured electHc

Lurrent. The fall of temperature throu^ the disc

was determined by means of thermo-couplM For tin,

teadf sine, and aluminium the heat conductivity de-

creases gradually up to the meldng point. At tha

mating point tiK conductivity decretuMs abruptly, but

in the liquid state Ita rate of decrease whh Increase of

temperature Is slight Bismuth Increases in conduc-

tivity on melting, but change of temperature has little

effect on the conductivity in either the liquid or the

solid state Antimony has its maxiimim conductivity

at the melting point* In all cases the electrical and

heat conductivities change In the same direction on

melting, but neither above nor below the melting

point does their quotient agree with electronic theories

The trouble of woricing gelatine plates under tropi-

cal conditions seems at last to have been overcome* In

the Journal of the Royal Photographic Society for

March, Mr A P Agnew, of Messrs Ilford, Ltd ,

describes the “ Ilford trofHcal hardener ** that is now

supplied by Messrs Johnson and Sons Agnew

found that a "quite weak solution of formalin**

became very effective when certain salts were dissolved

In die solution Many sodium salts were found useful,

while potassium and magnesium salts are not so effec-

tive, and ammonium salts arc unaultable. Some salts

have no effect, while chlorides, bromides, and nitrates

In general have an opposite action—that Is, they soften

the gelatine The exposed plate Is put Into the suit-

ably diluted hardening solution for three minutes, then

rinsed and developed, etc , as usual* Plates so treated

at temperatures vaiying from loo® to more than

140® F , then fixed in a plain hypo solution at 40® F.,

and finally washed for two hours ht more than 100® F
remained firm and did not even show signs of reticula-

tion Such trying conditions as these would never

occur in practical work

A PHOTOORAPKJC developing agent must be able to

reduce silver bromide that has been changed into the

developable condition, as by exposure to light, while

under the same conditions it is unable to reduce silver

bromide that has not been so dianged* There are

many reducing agents that make no distinction

between these two states of silver bromide Some
twenty years ago Messrs* A. and L Lumlire found

certain details of chemical oonstitutlon that appear to

confer developing power, and since then they and

others have extended the Investigation* In the BiiUsh

Jowmai of Photography for March a6 there appears

a translationof a paper by Dr. Seyewetx(of Luml^*s)
in which the author tummarisee our pseaent know-

ledge of this matter* Knowing the necessary con-

stitution, a very number of developers have

besa introduced and actually put upon the market,

j^t the greater number have oommerdally disappeared,

because in some way or other they were incon-

vgoient ta use* Dr Seyeweta says tiiat it it Improb-

shle that new developers will diaplaoe those now In

boAmoo use. As hi tiie cdse of dyes, It seems dllBcult
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no indication of the dhection in adikli to aosk nr
new devdopert that woidd prove acceptable, as, for

example, by permitting a reduction in the period^

of exposure.
I

Bssxpsa the paper on H M S. Hood, read at the

Yecent meeting of the Institution of Voyol Architects

bv Sir Eustace d*Eyncourt, there are important articlaa

In the Engineor and Elnglneering for March s6 dealing
with tills ship The building was commenced In

April. 1916, at the Clydebank yard of Messrs John
Brown and Co., Ltd , the first of the main belt

armour-plates (3a tons each) reached tbq yard in June,
1918, ship was launched on August 22, 1918^
and the fitting out was completed in January of tbit
year, when the huge ship passed down the Clyde to
the open sea On the trial trips the turbines developed

157*000 shaft.horse.power, the speed attained being
32 knots. The overall length is 860 ft, the extreme
breadth 104 ft., the mean load draught 385 ft,

and the displacement at load draught 41,300 tone*

The hull la fitted with a bulge or blister for securing
the ship against effective attack by torpedo The
arinopr ranges from 12 In thidc ami^hipa fo 5 ifi aft*

The deck over the magazines is 3 m thick. There
are eight 15-in guns, all on the middle line, each
pair being mounted in an armoured barbette The
secondary armament consists of twelve 55-in* guns,
and there are four 4-in anti-aircraft guns mounted
on the superstructure The ship is fitted with six

torpedo tubes for si-in torpedoes There are el^t
electric generators, four of which are driven by re-

*

ciprocatlng engines, two by geared high-speed Impulse
turbines, and two by eight-cylinder Diesel oil en^nes.
About 360 electromotors are Installed, rangmg from

i to 140 brake-horse-power

Sir Alfred Ewiko is bringing out almost imme-
diately, through the Cambridge University Press, a
treatise on ** Thermodynamics for Engineers," in whikifa

the author aims at making readers familiar with the
physical beanngof the fundamental ideas of the subject
by means of an elementory introduction and by dealing,

with practical problems in the theory of heat.englnea
and of refrigeration A more mathematical treatment
of general thermodynamic relations follows. There
will also be an appendix sketching in outline the'
molecular theory of gases, with special reference to^

Internal energy and spedfic heat. Another book on
the list ol the Cambridge University Press is by Prof.
A S Eddington, entitled " Space, Time, and Gravita^
tlon ** It Is promised for the coming summer*

A roRTHCoiimo addition to Sfar Edward Thcfpe’a
senes of Monographs on Industrial Chemistry if of

current interest, seeing that it wilt treat of "The
Manufacture of Sugar from the Cane and Beet** It
will be by T H. P. HeHot, of the Royal Tec^mkal
College, Glasgow, and give special attention to^tiie

princ^iles underlying factory operation.

Erratuii.—

O

n p. 138 of Nartmi ofApril i, coL^

line 15 from the bottom of the paga^ fov should

iuri In tilt eipatkm Tha foactioAil Inddn)

was broktn durii^ paging' of the ifcaut.
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to make sensational diseoveriea, and there la eo far
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Our Astronomical Column.

OAPtLLi.—'A knowledge of the parallax of Capella

U of Q>ecial interest owing to the close resemblance
of this star*! ^>ectrum to that of the sun and the fact

ttat it Is a spectroscopic binary with a period of

days Prof. F Smtesinger and Mr. Z Daniel

have made a new determination at the Alleghen>

Observatory {A$ir, /oam., No 76^). They obswed
both the pmapai star and Furuhjelm’s distant com-
panion. The weightbl mean parallax fabsolute) is

0*01^ ±0006* Earlier results are Elkin, 0079*,
Jost, o^jx'; and Adams and Joy, o 105'.

The star B D +61° jo6g, the proper motion of which
is 0 77', was also measur^ for parallax at Alleghenv,

the large value 0139*10007' (absolute) being found

TIm corresponding absolute magnitude is 93 visual

and X05 photographic

Vttempts were made some twenty years ago to

detect the duplicity of Capella telescopically It was
conddered for a time that the dS-in equatorial at

Greenwich gave an elongated image, but, in view of

the failure of the great American refractors, little

reliance was placed on this A tetter from Prof Hale
dated January 6 last {Observatory, March) announces
that success has been obtained bv interfercmcter

methods with the 100-ln reflector It was deduced
that the separation on December to, rqiq, was 004s*,

and the position angle 148^ or 328^ It Is heped that

n continued senes of such observations will give a
determination of the inclination of the orbit, and
hence of the masses of the components There is

even a prospect that the diameters of such mant
stars as &rius, Antares, and Betelgeux may be deter,

mlnable with the interferometer

Cape OasBavAnoxs oi- the auk, MxacunY, and
Vbnus.—

T

he Cape observations of these bodies, made
with the new transit circle and the travelling-wire

micrometer dunng the five vears 1907-11, have just

been distributed, together with a discussion of results

The corrections to the equinox derived from the three

bodies are in good accord, and indicate that New-
comb’s system of right ascensions needs the constant
comscHon -ooss The corrections to Newcomb’s
longitudes of perihelia of Mercury, Venus, and the

earth are -0*78*, +68*, and - 7 4* respectively

These arc of interest in relation to the Einstein con*

tfoversy Newcomb applied the corrections to the
centennial motion of the perihelia given bv the

Aaaph Hall hypothesis, accoixling to which gravita-

tion varies as •«•••»•« This formula gives

+43*37*, +i6q8*, and +1045* for Mercury, Venus,
and the earth, whereas Einstein’s formula gives

+42-9*, +86*, and +38* It will be seen that the
adoption of Einstein’s law of gravitation bv the
Nautical Almanac would mean a movement towards
Newton’s law. not a departure from it

, The following semi-diameters of Mercury and Venus
at distance umty were deduced from the observa*
tioni :—Mercury
(fon^tude;
(longitude
3*34^ and

(latitude observations)
i)379*±oi7*j Venus (latitude)

) 8 ±o 04* The tabular
and 840* As these depend to a

3 36*±oo3*,
8o7'dboo3^
values are
considerable

extent on observations made during transits, the\
«re likely to be somewhat too small

The Cape results mav he too large owing to irradia-

tion, but, since all the observations wdfe made in

jdayllghL this is not likelv to be excessive *Dut as the
SfluMs of Venus Is ^nlv five-sixths that of the earth.
1C UjMobable that Its diameter Is also smaller, whereas^ Cape figures make It equal to the earth

iro. a6$2, VOL. Z05]

Etaslc Sla(^ and its Uses in Acrkcnlture.

An important discussion on basic slag and its uses
in agriculture, organised by the Faraday Sode^i

at which a number of leading 'representatives of the
steel makers and of agricultunsts were present, was
held in the rooms of the Chemical Society on
March 23 Prof. F, G Donnan presided over the
meeting.
The discussion was opened by Dr E J Russell,

who gave a general survey of the subject and indi-

cated the nature of the problems concerned. The basic
slag produced by the basic Bessemer process had
earned a high reputation as a jpotent agent in the
improvement of poor pastures The effect is indirect,

and results from a stimulation of the white clover—
whether the action of the phosphate is on the clover

plant or on the nodule organikm is not yet certain

But whatever the reason, the effect on pasture land
IS very mariced, and Bntish agnculturiitt could absorb
some 300,000 or 400,000 tons a year if this could be
produM Unfortunately for agriculturists, howe\er,
the Bessemer process is in danger of supersession, and
the basic open-hearth process is taking its place This
new process gives two kinds of slag, Doth poorer than
the wssemer slag in phosphates.
One of these slags is made by the use of calcium

fluoride, and m consequence Is less soluble than the

other The great problem before the Investigator at

the present ume is to enrich the low-grade slags so
as to make them better worth grinding and transport
than th^ now are

Open-hearth slag made without fluorspar ha^
hitherto proved practically as effective at the old
Bessemer slag when compared on the basis of eoual
amounts of phosphorus I^uorspar slag has proved to

be of less value, although considerably better than
was at first thought

It 18 usually assumed, though by no means proved,
that the pho^ibate is the only effective constituent in

the slag At various times it has been suggested that
lime, manganese, or iron might be useful, it is also
possible Chat slag contains a stlico-phospbaSe which
might have more value than the ordinary phosphate
The enrichment of the slag cannot apMreiitly be

brought about by any change in the pig iron, owing
to the great disparity in pnee between steel and «Iag,
fractionation is, however, possible, or the addition of
ground mineral phosphate to the molten slag Furthei
experiments would be necessary before any decision
can be made

Sir Thomas Middleton gave an account of the place
of basic slag in the agricultural b>8tem of this country,
British farmers tend more and more to produce animal
rather than human food The two main human food-
crops—wheat and potatoes—occupied no more than
3,000,000 acres before the war, wnile 36,000/100 acres
were devoted to the crop requirements of cattle and
sheep The value of the wheat and potatoes was
about 27,000,000! • ubiJe the live stock brought in
some 125,000,000! The supreme importance of basic
slag arises from the fact that it helps to produce
animal food, it is essentially a pasture fertiliser In
the Cockle Park experiments tne untreated pasture
vlelded about 20 lb of lean meat per acre per annum

,

after treatment with basic slag the yield rose to 105 lb.
of meat per acre The results of many other experi-
ments show that on thousands of acres in ^Is country
the yield of meat m{|^t be increased by the use of
basic slag Nor are the advantages of slag confined
to grass land By (doaghing up more grass, valuable
additions could be made to the tiUi^ land, and if the
remaining grass were treated with basic dag there
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would be no fallinj; off in total yield, in spite of the

^minlshed area
Mr BalnMdge cave an account of the experiments

by Dr, Stead ana Mr, jadcson on the solubility of

basic slag* In citnc and carbonic acids The reason

why fluorspar makes the phosphoric acid In slag

insoluble is that a reaction occurs between fluoride

and phosphate, producing an artificial apatite, which,
08 regaras InsdubiUty, lesembles natural fluorapatltc

Even the most soluble phosphatic slags undergo this

change and become insoluble on memng with fluor

spar Carbonic acid, after long-continued attack,

generallv dissolves out more phosphoric acid than a
single attack by the standard citric acid

Mr G Scott Robertson gave details of the field tests

made to compare the effect of various types of open-

hearth basic slags on grassland These experiments

were made in Essex on London clay, Boulder clay, and
dulk They show that all the phosphatic slags are

effective fertilisers, but tlv're are impc^ant differences

in the agricultural effects, which are not connected

with solubility according to the citric acid tent , indeed,

this test affords no inmcation of the fertilising value

of open-hearth ^lags Details of the botanical exam
Inalion of the plots showed the striking effect of the

basic slags in reducing the. amount of ban space and
in increasing the amount of clovet

Mr. Daniel Sillarit made an important contribution

from the metallurgirnl side, discussing ;the formation
of basic slag in tl^ manufacture of st^l Ihe phos-

phide of iron, FeaP. In which state of combination
phosphorus exists in molten Iron, Is oxidised by
reactions of the type

—

SFe,04+ aP 15FCO + P.O*

sFe,04 +8?“ i5Fe + 4P*Oi

The PfO, formed may combine with FcO to form
Fej(P04)a, which, however, is unstable in the pres-

ence of a large excess of iron, and a reaction such Ob
Fe,(P04)j+iiKe^8Fe0+3FC|P results, and it is in

consequence of this reaction that the acid process of
steel-making is unable to remove pho^borus In the
basic process the presence of lime affords an oppor-
tunity to tlic phosphoric acid to form a stable body by
the reaction^

l'e,(P04)t + Ca4p*0*+ 3FeO

The calcium phosphate formed is only feebly
attacked and decomposed by the metallic iron, but
manganese and carbon attack it more vigorously and
cause the phosphoric acid to be reduced and the metal
to be re-phosphonsed These reactions are, of course,
proceeding concurrently, and it is necessary to main-
tain a ceitain concentration of ferrous oxide in the
slag to minimise, so far as possible, the tendency to
re-phosphonsation Re-phosphonsatlon is protmbly
due to the reaction between ferrous phosphate and
lime being slightly reversible, whereby a small con-
centration of feriWus phosphate is always present,
which is reduced by the carbon unless a source of
oxygen is supplied by ferrous oxide in the slag

in ordinal practice the open-hearth process is

carried out bv allowing the slag formed by the oxida-
tion of the silicon, phosphorus, and manganese to flow
over Chutes made'' in the fore-plates tnto riag^Mts
under the furnaces, and no attempt is usually made
to renum^re slag than that whidi flows out natur-
alty wilnMjhe level of the stag in the furnace is higher
thag»e level of the fore-plate The slag left behind
minted on, and forms part of the flmthlng slag,

HjVUtter is tberefoie much greater In volume, and
eK^iore lower in phosphoric acid, than the slag

NO. 2633. VOL. 105]

removed in the middle of the process By this method
of operation the time spent la tapping tM fumce for
separation of the slag and for the formation of a new
slag is saved, but the slag is Inferior both in rirbncss
and in citrate solubility ii that still forms a critmon
of excellence to the a^cultyrist.
Mr Ridsdaie took part in the discussion, and

exhibited specimens of slags examined in the classic
investigations by Stead and Ridsdaie; and Mr W S,

(

[ones contributed a paper on the improvement of
ow-grade basic slags
As a result of the discussion it was decided to ask

the Ministry of Agriculture to form a Committee
which should study possible practical steps to eff^
improvement in quality and In quantity of the phos-
phalic slags

Verification of Screw Gauges for Munitions
of War.

'T'HL Uullettn de la Soctiti d*Encoufagement pour
A VIndustfte Naftonale (November-December, 1919,
No 6) contains an article by M Cellerter, of tm
Conservatoire des \rts ct Metiers, on the veHficatlon
of screw gauges, with particular reference to the
methods advocated by Mr Bingham Powell, who was
engaged in the United States duiing the war as
Inipector of Gauges and Standards lor the British

Ministry of Munitions Fhese methods related chiefly

to the measuiement of the full, effective, and core

duimeters, the venfication of pitch was neglected
until ouite a late period of the war, owing to the
lack of instruments possessing the requisite precision

and rapidity

Extreme accuracy is of the highest importance in

measurements of pitch, as any error in the pitch

mokes it neccssarv for the maumum limit of effec-

tive diameter to be reduced by double the amount
of this error if the gauge Is to be accepted as correct

Where the permisrible deviations arc verv small,

an error in pitch of a few ten-thousandths of an inch
may thus completely annihilate the tolerance on effec-

tive diameter Inaccuracies of pitch are often
regarded as essentiallv progressive, but this is not
always the case, as deformations due to hardening
may introduce variable errors of quite appreciable

mamitude The method frequently adopted of

verifying the pitch by measurements made on a
length comprising a number of threads is accordingly
mudi less trustworthy than the practice, long in

vogue in France of testing separately a numlm of
consecutive threads
For the latter process measuring machines of the

pattern used at the National Physical Laboratory am
narticularlv suitable, but at the time when the demand
for extreme accuracy in screw gauges for war-nNHk
first became pressing It was impossible to obtain one
of these machines In America without considerable
delav, and accordlnglv Mr Powell found It necessarv
to devise an instrument on the spot. He dispensed
with the optical contrivance wMcb forms an essential

feature of the laboratory machine, and substituted for
the spherical contacts a lever terminating in a small
sphere whidi rests freely In the screw an^ can be
folded convenlentiv In the axial plane from onejthread
to another The lever consists of a verv light needle,
arranged In such a way that the t^mratPS can also
be used for testing Internal screws or nuts by pneans
of appropriate casts taken by an logeniqus ^
delicate method, but only a small segment of
internal tiupead can be obtained In this way fbr testing
purposes.
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A* 1‘egards the measurement of diameters, although
an ordinary micrometer will suffice for the external
dimension, it Is not suitable for determining either

the effective or the core diameter Befote testing the
effective diameters It is necessary to know the errors
of the pitch, in order that the appropriate reductions
may be made In the maximum limit of tolerance A
micrometer with point contacts should never be used
alone for the effective diameter, as it bears onlv on
projecting parts, and, further, the points wear down
milcklv Even when new, its contacts for screw-
threads rarely have the correct angle It is, however,
a useful check on results obtained by the aid of wire
contacts, especiallv for investigating anomalies which
may be apparent in these results

.Mr Powell has made a spociat study of wire con-
tacts for testing effective diameters He employs
systematically two senes of wires for each pitch of
screw. One series is such that the wire bears exactly
on the theoretical effective diameter of a perfect
screw; in the other series the wiie bears on the sides
of the screw not far from the outer edge, but so as
to avoid the rounded-off part in Whitworth threads
The correct diameters for the senes are calruHted
from a simple formula The wires, which are finished
bv grinding, must be perfectly cvlindricat, and then
diameters have to be ascertained to an arcuricy of
000001 in

,
anv error In the diameter of the wire

Is multiplied threefold in the result obtained foi the
effective diameter Thev are made of hardened steel,

and are about s in in length, or longer for very large
screws, but their exact adjustment is onlv necessary
over about half an inch in the centre of the len<»th

The verification of internal screws may be effeited

simply bv emnloving either an external screw havini^
the correct dimensions for external, effective and
core dhmeters, or a screw correct for maximum md
effective dfametem, but slltfh v small for com dia-

meter A plug Is al^ used In this case for verifying
the minimum diameter of the internal screw If
these gauges enter the nut, the test is regarded as
satSsfactorv , but, in reality, this is not alwavs the
case, as the external screw may appear to give a good
result even if It bears on only one diameter of the
nut , while the other diameters may he far outside the
limit of tolerance A large number of different gauges
are necessary in order to verify separately cverv
diameter of an Internal screw
Mr, Powell has drawn up a list of equipment

required In the verification of screw gauges This
includes a pitch-measuring machine, an apparatus for

obtaining casts of internal screws, a projecting or-

rangement, an Instrument for measuring the three
tbaracterlstic diameters of external screws, a collec-

tion of suitable wire contacts, small triangular prisms
for verifying core diameters, standardised micro-
meters, Johansson gauges, and a complete set of

standards for measuring diameters, pitch, and form
of internal threads \ r

A theoretical explanation of the principles of the

methods employed would have been of interest In
its absence some doubts arise, for example, as to the

practical value of profiles of screw-threads prelected
on screens Again the contacts of small cvlindnral

wires on the hellcoidal surfaces of threads cannot be
regarded as the same as that of a circle and two
intersecting straight lines, although the formulae
emptovOd, whkh are stated without proof, appear to

be founds on a consideration of this Jrfnd In con-
clusion, Ml* Poweirs methods are huF no means
antirelv novel* but thev were very successful during
the war, and will no doubt be found instructive bv
aU^dKoSe engaged tn the manufacture and verifleatiofi

of ikrtw gauges,
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The Composition of Salvarsan.
A^HEN salvarsan w is first introduced for use In

medicine the Gtrm.in manufacturers stated that

it contained about 34 pei cent of arfcenic," which is

the percentage ealculatcd for a pure <hh>droxvdlainino-
arsenoben/ene dih>drochloride, C,|H,aO|NsABs,aMCL
This statement was afterwards altered to ' the arsenic
content of the preparation corresponds to the formula
Ci,H,j0,NaAsi,2HCl,2H,0 as a result of Gaebel's

observation that the drug loses 7 P®*" cent by wel^t
on drying, and contains only 31 c pci cent of atsenic.'*

Last vear Kober, in the United States, ventured the

opinion that the combined solvent in salvarsan is not

water, but methyl alcohol, and suggested that tfte

latter might be the cause of vaimblc toxicity m snL

varsan—a suggestion which is rather Lsr-fetihed in

view of the fact that, even on Kober’s assumption, a
maximum normal dose of salvarsan could contain tmly

004 gram of methyl alcohol

InU and other questions connected with the com-
position of salvarsan have been investigated in the

Wellcome Chemical Research Laborntones, and in a

paper contributed to the meeting of the Chemical

Society on March 18 Messrs Fargher and Pyman
showed that the combined solvent In salvarsan is

water; and though small quantities of mcthvl alcohol

may also be present, due to the use of this alcohol In the

liquid from which the drug Is precipitated, ihe amount
never excels 1 4 per cent ,

and is frequently nil It

was also found that the sulphur always present In

commeraai salvarsan as a result of the use of sodium

hvposulphite as a reducing agent in its preparation,

occurs in at least two forms • (i) as a sulphamimc

acid, probably “ salvarsan ” motiosulphaminic add
hydrochloride, and (a) attached directly to arwnlc

,

whilst a third portion may be in physical association

with salvarsan, which has certain colloidal properties

These results support the conclusion expressed in the

recent Special Report (No 44) of the Medical

Committee, that though s ilvarsan is not a chemically

pure substance, there is no known chemical impmity

with the presence or proportion of which its varying

toxicitv can be brought into relation In this con-

nection It IS interesting to note that a spccnlly pure

s.ilvnrsan free from sulphur, prepared bv Messrs

FeUgher and Pvmnn, was tested bv the Medical

Research Committee and shown to be more than

normally toxic Chemical testing alone is thcretoe,

insufficient to determine whether anv partirular batch

of salvarsan is suitable for medical use, and it is oti

this account that the Medical Research Committee

has elaborated the system of biological testing,

described in the Special Report already referred to,

to control the issue of salvarsan in this country It

IS satisfactory that the Committee is able to r^*^
that, from the point of view of permanence of effect,

the British and French salvarsan preparations are

thernpeutlcallv as good ns the German

UniTcrsltf Md Bducfttioiud lotelUsence.

*Thb jjovfmors of the Huddersfield Technlcl Col-

lege have received a gift of 2000I. from Mrs Mary
Blamires, widow of Alderman Joseph Blamlres, In

memory of her late husband* himself a former

student, and afterwards a governor, of the college

The scholarship is to be used for the promotion of

research in chemistry

The headquarters of the Yorkshire Sumfrler School

of Geography, now being organised by the Univ^^
» of LeMs, win this year be the Countv School* Whit^»
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Ih* tchodl buUdintff havinflf been kindly knt hf the

governors for this purpose^ The object of the

Summer SchocA is to provide theoretfeel juid practical

iostructlon In the methods of tfeograplw and to furnish

opportunities for the discussion sum eiuddatlon of

problems connected with the teaching of the subject

The course will consist of lectures, laboratorv work,
field work, and demonstrations* Lectures wul begin

on Morning morning, August a, and the course mil
end on Sanirdw, August ai Among the lecturers

will be Prof Kendall professor of gedipgy in the

Univertitf of Leeds), Dr, A Gilllgan Qccturer in

economic gecdogy), Mr. C B Pawoett (lecturer In

geography), Dr IV. G, Smith (lecturer in stgrlcultural

botany at the Edinburg and East of Scotland Insti-

tute), and Mr. W. P welpton lecturer in education
and master of method in the University of Leeds)
Applications for tickets should be made to the Secre-

taiy of the Yorkshire Summer School of Geography,
The University, Leeds.

BaDVORo Cdlege for Women, a constituent college

of the University of London, and the largest and
otdset university collrge for wpmen in England, has
Issued an appeal for funds At the moment, when
there is an overwhelming demand by women for

higher education and training, the college must either

remse admission to hlghlv suitable students and
starve or close down certain departments, or it must
enlarge Its buildings and increase Its endowments
Seven hundred students now crowd 1^ buildings

adapted for four hundred and fifty, with tm result that

in many cases dasset have to be triplicated and class-

rooms and apparatus shared between different depart-
ments. A sum of ioo,oooi is needed for additional

lecture-rooms and laboratories A second xoo,ooo{ Is

required for endowment, notably for sdiotarships, the
vaHous dmrtments of science, the department of
social studies, and the training department A third

foo,oooi is badly needed for a hostel An opportunity
for acquiring an admirable site just outside Regent’s
Park has presented Itself Whether the cdlege can
take advantage of this must depend on the generosity
of the public It should, pefhaps, be erophansed that,

apMTt from such developments, the income of the col-

lie is by no means sufficient for Its present needs
in view of the enormouslv increased cost of mainten-
ance and the neoessltv for raising all salaries The
work of unIvenlUes in the past could never have been
done had there not lived generous men and women
who believed thev could render no greater public ser-

vice than by endowing colleges and thus furnishing
opportunities for rich and poor to acquire sound
leamlnif Mav we hope that a like genemtv and a
like belief exists to-da\ ? The Queen’s Interest In the
college is well known, and has taken the practical
form of oiving a donation. Subscriptions should be
wnt to Viscountess Etveden, hon treasurer of the
Bedford College Endowment and Extension Fund,
Bedford College, Regent’s Park, N W i

Societies and Aeadeaiea.
Londom.

Rtjrtl Mardi i8.>—Sir J J Tlioinaon, pmU
dent, in the ch«irH~W. B. Brierii, : A form BotryU*
CMur«a with cntourleM iderotUu A form of Botiytts
cfoerea -ritih eoiourleee tderOda le described. This

obtained bjr the iaolatkm and Oroirth of a eolour-
lene jmleradum, whidi wae fortnea in e culture of a

ttratoAderired from a idnSe apore. The
. origtagBBic diange raeultiM fai the albino

1 loeaMilpw hyphal mother-cell frtei whk-h
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the initial odourless sderotiiim arOM, Lotty’s dictum
that ’^certainty of purity is a condirio skis wua nm
to obtain proof of tm existence of piutatioa Si IMng
beings ” is accepted, and It is shown that such « state
If poeslbly not realimble ui the fungi* It Is stqgfestcd
that somatic furions resulting In a Aange of gcno^plc
values are tfie mechanism whereby evoiutlan In the
fungi has taken place.—R R. Oafas * A prellniiiiary
account ol the melotic phenmena In the pollen
mother-cens and tapetum of lettuce (L^kica sol^).
In a prdlminafy study ol meiodt in the polten
development of lettuce, several points have appewed
which have a general bearing on cytologioel concep-
tions and the problems of genetics The exoepdow
condition has been found in kttuoe, in which every
Intergrade occurs between pollen motber-odts aiM
tapetal cells. Even synapsis has been observed In
binudeate tapetal cells, which emphadses the ^yslo-
loglcal aspeM of the synaptic contraction Tf^
tapetal ceils are peculiar in being often very much
elongated and lying lengthwise of the anther.
Ultimately thev breaic down and form a plasmodlum
surrounding the pollen-grains Cytomvxis also
occurs, tivnigh rarely, during the stage of synafuils
in the pollen motber-cetls '

Marcn »—Sir J. J Thomson, president, in the
chair —A k Fersyili Note on the central differential
emjation in the relatlvitv theoiy of gravitation. The
critical equation in Prof Einetein’s tiieory is—

where a, fi, y are proved to be real and positive for
the known planetaiy bodiei m the solar system, and
are arranged so that 9>fi>y
There Is no need for initial approximation The

equation can be integrated exactly, in terms of elliptic

functions The Integral Is—
1 Vcn
1 +</«[(- «)y^}

where at perihelion, the modulus of the elliptic

functions Is given by^

and (a-

Further, the advance of the perihelion in one revolu-
tion is—

^

where K is the complete first elliptic Integral with the
modulus ho These expressions are accurate (and not
approximate) in relation to the initial equation For
aMroximations in connection with the known members
Of the solar system, fc* is small, so that K Is sHghtiy
greater than and p is slightly greater than unl^.
The advance of the perihelion Is ar.3m*/X"; and the
value of u is—

*{!+/«)•(- •)+Ij| *• »m* (- •)

+3 * (-*) •*»

—R. D OMua* The frMiueQicy of eatttqudtat In
Italy In the yeare 1896 to 1914. The papar |a an
atmnpt to dlacover whether there ia any variadm bt
dw frequency of oarfhouabea whidi can ba attribqfod
t» the BtreeMS eet up by die ipa^tational atlaactloo
of the apn and tba moon. In addltioih^ aome iMaB
and mora or leia dobbtful variationa, tlSre waa found
to be a Miy matlcad ntaxlmum foaquaney'etMut tba,
thne of tba new moon, eHten tha dedhtatloM tef tbm
aun and nwon'wera of the aaaio atga and at ifaa M}t
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Krtei' they were oppoeitei together with an equally
marked mliiiimifn frequency at the full when the
dedhiaittotte were the ume, atMl at the new when
they were oppoelte. At the quartere the frequency le

Mhmt avera^ s at the tlinee of minimum the mquencv
it about one^thirdf and at the maximum about hve-
thlrdsk of the average The magnitude, no leea than
the fact that it te contlnuoueiy recognleable throu^
out the record, ehowa that the variation U a real one,
and it le difficult to And any other cause than the
effect of the etreieea set up by the gravitational attrac*
thm of the sun and the moon —A. F. Dattee • A new
apparatus for drawing conic curves. With the ap.
paretue described in this pimer the conic is drawn as
die polaf reciprocal of a circle A four-bar linkage
ccmatralns a pen to trace the locus of the pole of a
ibced straight line enveloping a circle upon paper
pinned to a rotating drawing^oard The instrument
draws conics with jMedsion It traces the curves at
one sweep, and is applicable to alt conics—Capt
J W. Blsphaw An experimental determination of the
distribution of the partial correlation coefficient in
samples of w. The distributions are described of the
oliserved values of the partial and total correlations
from 1000 samples of 30 each The three attributes of
the sampled (artffldal) population are uncorrelated, so
that observed values of the correlations are departures
from the true value, which is aero in each case The
three groups of 1000 total correlations observed are
shown to be nearly Gaussian in form, and to be in
Vffv close accord with the distributions predicted In
general form by R A Fisher, and evaluated in detail
In an important co-operative studv described in

The distribution of partial correla-
is compared with the Gaussian, the Pearson

Tvpe 11 , and the theoretical distribution of total
correlations referred to above It Is found to be
closelv Atted bv the latter, and not to show signi-
Acantiv hlfd^ dispersion than Is Indicated bv the usual
expression for the standard deviation of total correla-

tions, vix Some important practical
bearings of the result are indicated

Paris
Aeataiy of Sclaacss, March i — Henri Deslandres

in the chair nxaisrt The number of classes of
positive quadratic forms of Hermite, of given dis-
criminant, In an imaginary quadratic body—Em
Bsarfislst and M Bridsf A new glucotlde capable of
hydrolysis by emulsin, scabioslne This glucoside was
extracted frtwn the root of Scahiosa succUa (deviPs
bit scabious) Details of Its Isolation and hydrolysis
by dilute sulfuric add and by emulsin are given.

—

A. RsteM j The Al^t altitude which corresponds to a
minhnum consumption of patrol per kHometre, and
the calculation of the best propell^ for a given aero-
plane

—

A RlgU* The expenmental bases of the
theoiv of relativity—A Mesnager was elected a
member of the section of fneduudes u succession to
the laSa Marcel Deprez, and A» Fowler a corre^Tondant
for the section of astronomy In succession to the late

Edmund Weiss—N E HMaad The convergence of
certain series.-^ Bssmblatt; A theorem of A
LUpounoff •^M* T. Habers A rational tbeorv of

In reinforced concrete, conslderad as thin
idatM—Ch. ffr—iat * The radstanoe of steels to
ftmiitg br tool*. It is well known that steels pos-
eetsing the same restotance to fracture by tension
may mffer greatly in the ease witii whith th^ can
be cut by toole. Instead of the usual* calculation,
maxtmitni load dhdded by Initial cross.8ection, the
Htlwf pitpoeea the term ^*Aoal redstance,*’ obtained
by dMiltng die nmxliiium load hw the actual cross-
twetfbci of the broken test fdeoa^J, Oeyet ^ L. J.

at). 91639. VOL. J05]

Sbaea* The combustion of methyl eetera with a
mixture of sulphuric and chromic adds. Analytical
figures are givm for the wet combustion of dxteen
methyl compounds of different types, and tte carbon
dioxideproduced is shown to bepractiwly theoretical««-'

A MaUse and F. de Oeden ; The preparation of fatty
adds by the catalytic oxidation of the primary alocdiols.

With r^uced copper as cati^st, and at temperatures
between a6o^ C. and 370^ C , the primary dcohob
with air give aubitantial yields of tm corresponding
acids Araehydes are always produced at the same
time, and In sMne cases more aldehyde than add is

produced —C Scifambsrgsr • Attempts at the electrical

prospecting of the subsoil—Mme Z. Qruswriui;
Contribution to the studv of laminarine from
LiHfUnaria jUxtcoMlts Laminarine cannot be con-
sidered as belonging to the dextrin group, having
regard to its Ispvorotatoiy power and Its resistanee to

the action of adds and alkalis Its digestibility bv
the plant diastases shows it to be a reserve material
In the nnarine algse —A Saiteiy A new fungus of
the genus Asp^l^llus isolated from a case of
onyclmmycosis—n Wfroa The variation of energy
as a function of the time of stimulation for foveal

vision—A Venss and R Dearls The action of

certain precipitates on the solution of the red blood
corpuscles —R Aatbeay The exorchidia of Meso-
plodon and the re-ascent of the testicles in the course

of the ohvlogenv of the Cetaceans— T L- Lfcbtsa-

stsla llie parasitism of Aphioehaeia (Phora) fasciata

—E P OsUaaa Some histological details of the

arterial heart of Septa officitwlis —O Rlqaeir* Col-

loidal complexes and sera A preliminary Injection of

a colloid , followed after an interval by an injection of

a curative serum, mav produce beneficial effects in

cases where the serum injection alone has proved to

be without effect Several examples are ^alled,-^
\ Trfilat The influence of the variation of the

harometric pressure on the microbial droplets In sus-

pension in the atmosphere

Books Received.

A Geographical Bibliographv of British Ornithology
Bv W H Mullens, H Klrke Swann, and Rev
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The Bncottragetnent of Discovenr.

During the past few years much has been done

by the State to provide faciiittes for research,

but it is sM>t too much to say that even now
neither the puUic nor our statesmen understand

the debt they owe to the peculiar and rare

geniuies to whom the greatest discoveries are due,

or tliat any attempt has been made to discharge

it Grants for research expenses or for the main-

tenance of researefbnworkers are available from

various sources, and'inuch valuable work is being

carried on through this aid What is wanted to

complete the scheme is a fund from which pen-

sions or other substantial money grants could be

made for sdentihc discoveries of an epoch-making

character, somewhat in the manner of the award

of the Nobel prizes* Wc referred a few weeks

ago (March 4^ p 18) to a deputation which waited

upon Mr. Balfour, Lord President of the

Council, to urge that a sum of about 20,000!

should be set aside annually for this purpose , and

we trust that this modest provision for the en-

couragement of genius will be fortbconung

The January number of the Journal of the

British Science Guild cf**tains a carefully

prepared report on the subject of awards of

this nature, with particular reference to medi-

cal discovery. The committee which presented

the report consisted of eleven men of scientilic

disrinction—five representing the British Medical

Asaodation and six the British Science Guild;

and the members of it formed the deputation to

Mr. Balfour, with the addition of several members

of the House of Commons *Two cardinal pro-

posals were made—first, that medical discoveries,

ev^ when made accidentally and not as a result

of designed investigation, ^ould be encouraged

by direct pecuniary reward, secondly, that for

Imsds or outlays incurred by private investigators

engaged in inedkal discovery the ^tate should

recognise the principle of compensmton.

These two proposals rest on the fundameatal

fkd that, owing to the peculiar nature of medical

sarvioa and the necessity for carefully adjusted

edrtnal sanctions, the in^vidual medical mvesd-

gpfoe baa ofiwi to sacnfice the weUnre of huxts^

and Me family, although his inveeVgation may
ham die hlghim todid valm Thd capacity for

l4fmS9fvty^ indudiny itiveoeion, is very unevenly

but in $fetj field of science rsw^«
foiuicta} and honorary, act as powerful

jijCi. 96^ yoL. 105]

I evocatives of faculty. In any sphere except medl-

^

cmc, an invention or a discovery has at least a

“business** chance of bringing a direct toward,

for the investigator can {latent his invention or

protect himself in some other way In medicine

he cannot patent a new microbe or a new method.

The attenipts to patent or protect serums or
similar products are usually failures, and may end

m the removal of a name from the roister “for

infamous conduct m a professional respect.’*

Probably m thu matter the medical profession

is too exacting, but there are obvious good
reasons for maintaining pn the highest ethical

level the sanctions of a profession that touch so

nearly the private life of the subject. These sanc-

tions, therefore, must continue to be a serious

handicap to the medical investigator, who cannot

employ the ordinary business methods to secure

for himself any profit from his invention, or dis-

covery, or new method of treatment

If medical discovery is thus shut out from

normal commercial reward, there is good ground

for the view that the State should estaUish a

system of compensation. To a certain extent,

medical research is itself a career, and in the

future devebpment of mediane research wiU offer

more and more opemngs for talent. But mean-
while It IS certain that the medical inventor or

discoverer has much less chance of making even

a respectaUe living than the clinical medical prac-

titioner Of this It would be easy to give suffi-

cient proof, but It is not seriously disputed.

Within the medical schools there are many
forms of award, such as honorary d^^ecs, monpy
prizes, and the like

; but their distribution

18 largely accidental. Further, the inventor or

discoverer has so to specialise his eneigies that

he may positively disqualify himself for the more
lucrative adnunistrative or dtnical posts. This

is more or less true of every branch of applied

science, not to speak of pure science ; it is over-

whelmingly true of medicd scientific investigation.

The joint committee and the deputation hava
uncovered an important scientific area where the

Sute might well recognise a duty to compensate.

How profoundly the economic motive operates to

increase the production of mventions tte Courts

for the war awards have abundantly shown. It

would be to the ultimate advantage of the State

to pay for medical and other saentific discoveriea

|Wliteh bring no financial gam to the men who

,

made tlMn . the method of payment Is a detail

j

andneed offer no moto dffifculty than that invohod
in making other awardf. The principle is io
sound that it ought at once to be conceded.

K
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Bngllali CytcAoty.

Ah IntroducUon to ih$ Study of Cytology. By
Prof. L. Doncaster. Pp. *iv+a8o+xxiv plates.

(Cambridge: At the University Press, igao)

Price sir. net.

The publication of this volume is to be

regarded as an event in the progress of

cytology. Prof. Doncaster’s new bMk is not

intended to serve as a text-book on cytoli^,

though It contains a wealth of facts; but its aim

is to interest the senior student in the subject by

pointing out the way in which cytology is related

to the great fundamental problems at the root of

all biological research. Quite recently Paul

Buchner, of Munich, published a new “Hand-

buch" of cytology, and it is with pride that we
compare the work before us with its German
prototype. A great deal of the material in Prof

Doncaster’s book is new, and the work is as

strictly up-to-date as is possible when one is deal-

ing with a vast and changing subject such as

cytology. »

The author’s conception of the cell is very

broad, be recognises the important part played

by the nucleus, but pays due attention to the Golgi

Apparatus and miti^ondria, which he considers

eaay be of special importance in the hfe of the

cell; useful discussions on the structure of proto-

plasm, such as are illustrated by Hardy’s work,

and on Hertwig’s conceptions of the “karyo-

plasmattc ratio,” are added to this part of the

book. The question of the origin and relationships

of the centrosome has been treated in a masterly

way, and the author shows how J W. Jenkinson’s

work on the fertihsation of the Axolotl can pro-

vide a middle way between the divergent views

—

that centrosomes arise from pre-existing centro-

somes, and that they may be formed do novo in

the cytoplasm

Prof Doncaster steers a careful course through& troubled waters surrounding the various ques-

tions with regard to astral rays, spindle fibres, and
“mitokinetism.” He gives a fair and luad oxposi

of the vanons ingenious hypotheses brought for-

ward to explain mitotic division, but concludes that,

at present at least» no really satisfactory explana-

tion of the phenomenon of mitosis has bimn given

Students of cytology are often turned away frqm
entering into tlm various problems afsodated with

tbe bpkaviour of the chromotomes in the germ-

oeS cycle by tb4 fact that the whole question is

obscured by a mnltitude of ill-digested descrip-

tions, theories, and hypotheses* Prof. Doncaster

baa writa^ an exceptionally clear and able

VO* 3633, 105]

account of the typical behavioar of the chrqpM^,

aomce. Never poleiiiical, he ipvcs a atra^ht-

forward account which indudes on a broad b^o
all the most modem work on the cbrqinoeomM.

His first description of maturation is written with

an eye to his later accounts of the chromosomes io

sex and Menddism, but he is careful not to con-

fuse his prdiminary survey by bringing in

debatable matter Here the student will find a

conveniently introduced rdsumd of the Chias-

matypy hypothesis of Janssens, which has gamed
such prominence among Mendelians.

The modem work on the behaviour of the qrto-

plasmic indusions during ^rmatogenesis has
been the subject of careful descriptions. Prof.

Doncaster has treated the matter in an able

manner, and the worker unacquamted with the

Golgi apparatus and mitochondria will find in this

book a readable and accurate account of the

present state of our knowledge. The various

questions surround’og the formation of egg yolk

are not treated at length, and should be induded

in a future edition, we refer especially to tbe

work of Weigl, Hirschler, Rio Hortega, etc.

The author exhibits a commendable sceptidsm

with regard to the specificity of the so-called

“chromatin ” dyes, and points out m several parts

of the book that cytoplasmic bodies unrdat^ to

chromatin may stain basophil, and yet not be true

chromatin.

In his chapter on segmentation Prof. Doncaster

succeeds m bringing out the fact that we have
really proceeded a very short distance in tbe

elucidation of the great problems surrounding even
tbe first stages of ammal development. In a later

part of the book the author discusses some of

these problems.

The subject of parthenogenesis is treated at
length, and the author draws fredy from his own
researches on this fascinating subject. He reoog-

mses four main sections with r^fard to the
behaviour of the chromosomes in naturally parthe-

oogeaetlc animals We are sorry to see that be
has not adopted Sir Ray Lankester’a sqggeatioaa
as to the nomenclature of parthenogeneris. In
his treatment of tbe subject of artifidal partbeno-

genesis Prof. Doncaster points out that tiiere are
numbers of problems whi^ are still unsolved tritfi

reference espedally to the determination of sax.

Tbe question of tbe restitution of a diploid ditomo*
some number in some artificially parthenogiaDetio

animals is also peculiar, and its meduumigi HI*

understood. A spedal diapter^ tbe cbooio-
soines in sex-determinathm h«F been addedr
somewhat on the Ones of the author's
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Blatricokttiliwtido of Sek/* The peculiar position of Lept-

doptera and Aves with regard to these matters

is emphasised

A wdcome section on “Germ-cell Determin-

ants” gives clearly the main facts which have

been ascertained. The author is commendably
cautious m his discussion of this interesting

subject, and recognises that “ although these

bodies are evidently strictly correlated with the

genn-cells, there is no absolute certainty that they

are the 'cause of the differentiation of germ-cells

from body-cells
”

'Most cytologists will concur with Prof Don-
caster in his view that the weight of evidence is

in favour of the mam theory of the individuality

of the chromosomes, the author emphasises the

fact that the chromosome itself is m all probability

divisible into smaller units, which may have an
Individuality more fundamental than the chromo-

some as a whole, and he suggests that the

individuality theory should be extended so as to

regard these granules (microsomes) as the funda-

mental units

The chapter on the mechanism of hereditary

transmission introduces a discussion on the most

recent work on Drosophila and Abraxas Prof

Doncaster is here dealing with a subject which he

has himself studied specially, and though he treats

the question with impartiality, he comes to the

conclusion that not only c^s the behaviour of

the chromosomes in the maturation divisions of

the germ-cells provide the mechanism required for

Mendehan segregation of characters, but also that

the work of Morgan on Drosophila carries us a

step farther and gives us some idea how the

groups of diaracters may be related to speaal

^romosomes. The author recognises the diffi-

culties with regard to our full acceptance of the

theories of Morgan and his colleagues relaung to

the mechamsm of “coupling” and “crossing

over/' but states that no other hypothesis which

has been brought forward fits the main facts so

wdL He condudes his book with an

essay on the rdU of the cytoplasm in heredity, and

gives a good account of the organ-forming

substances. ^

Arranged and written as it is, this book is

certain to stir up interest m the subject of cytd-

logy. By pointing out the perfections and defects

of our present-day basic cytobgical theories and
bypdtheses, the author has succeeded in empha-
smng the lines along which fruitful research may
bs foQowed. We h^ that this b<^ will mark
the b^i:iniiiiig of greater activity amqng English

«ytol6|^sts. Fid. Doncaster is to be congratu*

lattad watmly on tins excellent work, J. B G
NO, 3633, VOL. 105]

University of CaleHtta . Readorship Lectures

:

Matrices and Detenmnoids, By Prof. C. E.

Cullis. Vol 11 Pp. xxiii + 555. (Cambridge!
At the University Press, 19x8.} Price 4ar. net

TH£ history of the mathematical term
“ matrix “ is likely to be very interesting.

Its original meaning was an array of Symbols

(n«Mi) forming a rectangle of m rows and n
columns, out of which determinants were selected

by pickmg out columns (or rows) of the array.

A square matrix gives only one associated deter-

minant, but a square matrix is not the same thing

as a determinant

When we change from one set of variables to

another by linear relations

m),

we have an associated matrix or A, which

is square only when the number of variables is

the same in each set. In practice this is the most
usual case, and it will be simpler to confine our-

selves to this for the present. If we take a new
set of variables si such that

i

we have a matnx B (b.,), and by eliminating^ the

symbols yt we deduce

where the symbols e,j are derived from A, B by
a process of “composition,” and form a new
matrix C We write C^AB symbolically, and

thus start the theory of the multiplication of

matrices There are many analogies with the

theory of groups, for instance, BA must be dis>

tinguished from AB, multifdication is associative,

and so on

Cayley seems to have been the first to develop

the theory of square matrices from this point of

view (Phil Trans , vols. cxiviii , dvi
,
and else-

where), other English maAematicians, sudi as

Sylvester, Bucbheim, and Tait, took up ibt subject

later on It may be speaally noted that H. Smith's

memoir on linear indeterminate equations and ooo>

gruences contains a great deal of the fundasaental

theory of matrices, both square and rectangular.

In particular, there is a complete and, we believe,

original statement of the existence and properties

of the dementary factors of a determinant ittae

elements of which are ordinary integers. Welar*
strass, Krooecker, and Frobenius, especially tbS

last«named, have made important contributions W
the subject.

It will be seen that a matrix is now not meraly a
scheme of symbols used to specify a set of deter*
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nitaants, but a kimt of mMy of a very kbatract

and compreheoMve type. A Urge part of group>

theory and many complex linear a^braa can be

expreased in terms of matrices, and this absorp-

tive property of matrix-theory win prdrably

becpme more evident in course of time. Matrices

occupy a specUl section in the International

ScbednJe, and the Royal Soaety Index contains

about sixty titles under that heading Papers

under other headings (especially determinants)

have also more or less hewing on the subject.

Prof Baker's works on Abelian functions show

the importance of matrices in the general theory

of theta functions Some knowledge of the subject

is becoming essential in connection with various

branches of pure mathematics.

Prof. CuUis's second volume, if we understand

the author aright, seems to be a continuatibn

rather different from that which he originally

planned. This is not to be regretted,

because in this portion we have statements

and proofs of well-known and important

theorems in the author’s own ndtation, and

a large number of illustrative examples Among
the subjects treated are ranks of matrix

products and factors, equigradient transforma-

tions, certain matrix equations of the second

degree, and various properties of a pair of matriceg

("paratomy," "orthotomy," and so on). Much of

the argument is put into a quasi-geometrical form.

The outstanding feature of the work, which the

author properly emphasises, is the detailed dis-

cussion of rectangular, as distinguished from

square, matrices. For this reason alone the work
ought to give a great stimulus to the subject, and

we hope that the publication of the whole treatiae

wiU not be long delayed. Until it is finished, it

will be difiScult, if not impossible, to give a proper

ifipreetation of it, espeaally as the author lotro-

ifaiM so many new symbols and technical terms.

Oae thing, however, is certain : we now have the

•ntlinee of a calculus of asatrkes in wbidi tiie

opemtiOBS of addition, subtraction, and mukipliea-

ttoa.are definite. It may be conjectured that soaae

nt tba Bmst important apfdications wiU be to

pcnhlema oonneoted with a compound modutus,

•rithinetknl or aigdbraieal m the case anay be.

As a matter ef curieaity it may be iMted that

ana tar two of the vaty first problems in the theory

af reotaogular otatricea occur in -Gauss’s "Dia-

VfIMtIeoes Arif^ipieticss ” , for instaace, in coanec-

iwith the mory of compositioo of quadratid

larma, we have the protdeiyi ^ finding a matria

(dill) tbit idg determinants of wbldi are to be six

aqsi^sd'latsgers, SubjfSct to a osrtaia ndatioa,

G. B. M.
NO^ 3633, VOL. 105]

Tlia Chemlitiy of Aniinal ProAidbl.
^

Th» SsstnilaU of Chomcal PhysMogy, For ths

Umo of Siii4onts, By Prof. W. D. HalOburtop.

Tenth edition. Pp. xi+sad. (London: tSmg-
mans. Green, and Co., 1919.) Price ys. 6d,
net.

The fact that this well-known and ajqireckted

text-book has readied its tenth edition ia

auffident evidence that h satisfies adequatd||^Uie

need for a short practical course m the chdubtsy

of the substances found in and produced by tiie

activity of living tissues This object is excdleotly

attained It is not to be expected that a detailed

account of the chemical prooessea occurring during

the hfe and functional action of the organs oi the

body IS to be found therem Indeed, it would be

impossible to separate the chenued from the

phyrical aspects of any of these physiological pro-

cesses. Such a separation appears to be an un-

fortunate necessity m a great part of the teaching

pf the subject, but a more intimate unkm between

the chemical side and what is sometimes called

the ** experimental ” side of the student’s work ia

very deuraUe, and might be arranged without

mud difliculty.

There are some important questions which are

apt to fall out in the present arrangement; such

are those of permeability, osmotic pressure,

hydrogen-ion concentration, and the properties of

colloidal solutions. In a future edition Prof.

HaUiburton might find it possible to include a
few simple exercises in these problems. An intelli-

gent grasp of the principles mvolved is not to be
attained by the mere reading of statements about

then, while even a small number of experimentt

have great value. On account of its importanoe

in physiologKsl phenomena, some experiipent

showing the synthetic aapeix of the action ot
otmymtt nugbt well be inserted.

A general criticism which lilies to most text-

books on practical chemistry, especially to those

Oft biological chemistry, is that a nundier of <the

tests given si^gest cookery redpes rsther tiuu)

i
sdent^ ei^enmsnts. A student is very little tin

I

better for performiag Mdtech’s sugar test if he
ia ignorait of what the cesitit is 4us to. And
hour otany uadsrstend, wbso they msfcs tlip

niry some sqgars rsduM oopptt sslts, udiOe otiiero

do not; or why tartrates sre added to PAliqg’ft
sohitioo? It would oftea be better to egrtatt thq
ledtatof what is to be found in gwerittesB-hoeksi
in ofddr to explain tiw leaiao^lpr til^ iqsidto od
the'MtualtoVtrittents made. "

^
Ift the boaic Aefoas na the theoretical 4pwft

tile whole, brougibt up to date, to fit
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«rorft, however, the •tatemeBte with respect

le «ntl>«ns7iiies might well have been more

Bi^tkal. Some of ut might demur to the state-

pwyt <M p. 83 that margarine-makers have learned

to make this fat palatable. W. M B.

Pbysici : Theoretical and Practical.

[1)

A Handbook of Phyticf MeatwomenU. By
Ervin S. Ferry, in cdlaboration with O W.
Silvey, G. W. Sherman, ]un , and D. C. Duncan.

VoL i. Fundamantal Measurements, Properttes

of Matter and Optics. Pp. 4X+351 VoL u;

Vibmtory Motion, Sound, Heat, Electncity and

Magnetum. Pp. X')-333. (New York John

Wiley and Sons, Inc ;
London * Chapman

Md Hall, Ltd., 1918) Price 9s 6d net

each vol

[3) Notes on Magnetum. For the Use of Students

of Electricdl Engtneermg. By C G Lamb.

vdi+94. (Cambridge At the University

Press, 1919.) Pnee ss. net.

[i) TN the two volumes formmg “A Handbook of

Physics Measurements " are given the

theory and mampulation of those experiments

•rhich experience has shown to be most important

b pure and applied science The work is

designed for college and industrial laboratories,

fiwt forms a self-contained manual Each chapter

consists of two parts ;
the firt. includes definitions,

a description of the apparatus, and the general

theory of the methods, while in the seemd each

detanniaation is described in detail, the more

important sources of error are pointed out,

and means are indicated by which these

errors may be minimised or accounted for

Moat of the experiments require no mathematics

beyond trigonometry and algebra, but the authors

have rightly decided to emfd^ the calculus

medioda wherever these would result in economy
of time end mcatal effort

No student except <»e i^iedaHamg in physics

would perform all 108 experimeeta included b the

two Ydumes. Other students, after performing

tiie necessary espenments on tiie pnqierties of

matter, would hmit themseWes to the groups bear-

i^ dimtiy upon tiwir priodpd etu^ Thus the

ekgtiist wouU do the worii oo indices of refrac-

tion, nsiitg various foms of refractometer, such

as Nfrkib, the Zeias, tiie Abbe, the Fdry, or

tikq nmte recent fastnanewt designed by Dawes,
lie whold also mike ikae of q^eotroecopes and

wPQ Nwrn uni^* ipooin>*

ueksiqietiy ’'•^•^the eatimatiew of ibe coaaentration

d# dOhitioaa ty means <ef ^ totensity of the

bands of their spectiU ' b m method

2633, VOL, 105} *

which 0ifty be both more speedy mid more (moiiie

than chemical analysis« The electrical eoyioeer

would do the work on daixq>ed vibratioo add har-

monic analyaUp in addhion to the usual eqwrl*

ments on the determination oi resistanceSp capa-

catiesy or inductances. The mechanical engiriewy

wdl be interested in the methods for the detm^
mination of the economy effected by steam-pipa

coverings and > of the thermal value of both

and gas. The work as a whole is to be recom-
mended as giving a thoroughly up-to-date account
of most of the important physical instruments and
expenmental methods

(s) For the use of students m the engineering

laboratory, Cambridge, Mr. Lamb has drawn up
a convenient set of notes dealmg with the essential

,

parts of the subject of magnetism Starting with

fundamental facts and prinaples, such portions o(

magnetic theory are outlined as are required in

order to read the ordinary technical text-books

with iDtelhgence The work has been well done,

and the latter part of the book, dealing with mag-
netic hysteresis and alternating-current tests, will

be of special service to both students and teachers,

who will welcome the admirable diagrams and the

luad descriptions H S. A

Minerala and Metals.

(1) Ztnc and %is Alloys* By Dr T. £ Lones
(Pitman’s Common Commodities and Indus-
tries. Pp. IX +127. (London. Sir Isaac
Pitman and Sons, Ltd

, p d ) Price as. 6d.

net.

(2) Asbestos and the Asbestos Industry . Tha
WofWs Most Wonderful Mineral and other
Fireproof Materials By A. Leonard Summers.
(Pitman’s Common Commodities and Indus-
tries.) Pp. 1X+X07. (London: Sir Isaac
Pitman and Sons, Ltd., n*d ) Price is 6d.
net.

^

(3) Tin Ores. By G. M. Davies. Pp. x+xti*
^

(4) Afongoners Ores* By A. H. Curtis. Pp. x4-
1x8. {Imperial Institute: Monographs on «

Mineral Resources, with Special Refereooe So
the «British Empire.) (London : Jobxr Miarmyg

1919..) Pnoe 3Se 6d. net each.

The first two df tbese fittle books are two ti
the volumes in a series issued with the

obfect of giving general readers an aocdoirt, kr
languege as aatedurfcal as possible, of the

asode of producthm^ and uses of a number
essential artides employed in iaduStrifs. Thb
object Is an exceUent one, for Hk knowled^ of
hind' duct the user and even the mereheni'^^
these materials tardy possess, dHmgh the advwb
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ii now undoubtedly llieaip*tinpprt*ittaltiM«riif>,

metallic mineral prodneta of die wurldi** or
than anytbiiigr In the animal or vegelaMe hlay

4i^ of having eudi infonnation it aulBdeatly

pbvioue.

(i) The volume on aine U an eeceBeat example

of Midi boolu ought to be; it gives, first,

a brief hisfany of the metal, then a description of

the various ores from whi^ it is extract, and

of the processes employed in dressing these ores

or rendering' them marketable, including, it may
be noted, a very fair summary of the nuxlem

dotation processes. The next chapters give a

good and quite up-toslate account of the methods

employed m smelting the metal or extracting it

from the ores, and a final chapter is devoted to

the alloys of which tt forms an important con-

stituent. It is a pity that the author did not keep

clear altogether of chemical equations, which he

might easily have done in a purely popular

treatise, as he has been somewhat unfortunate in

their use , it is difficult to understand how he ever

came to write such an equation as

sZnS+ aO(B Zii|+ aSO|,

for the context shows that he knows well enough
that no such reaction ever takes place. Again,

he would have done better to omit the

equation aZnO + aCO Zot + aCOt, because

although oxide of sine can be reduced by carbonic

oxide, the reaction can take place normally only

in the presence of excess of carbon, which at once

again reduces the carbonic anhydride to carboidc

oxide. The author’s equation would suggest that

carbonic anhydride is evolved m the process of

£ne smelting, whereas, in fact, the evolved gases

consist almost entirely of carbonic oxide. In a
future edition the author might with advantage
devote a little space to the galvanising of iron,

seeing that about half the world's production of

sine is used for this process,

(a) The volume on “ Asbestos ” decidedly suffers

by comparison with its companion volume, as the

author does not take care to avoid a number of

errors, which, though common enough in the

trade, ought not to find their way into a book of

this description. He does not by any means malm
it .dear, as he should have dooe at the outset,

fihat the trade 'name “asbestos” is applied to

several diffbrent minerals; the name was aiqiar*

endy ghren origiinally to tremoUte, aetiaolite, and
otiiar varieties of amphibolei but it ib also applied

to fibrous forma of pyroxene, to the very different

usineral croddoUte, ffistiagidriied by the large

pt^portion of ferrous iron tiiat it contains, ai^
las^, to chrysolite, a fibrous Tariety of serpen*

which dURtrs from aO the for^joing in that

k is a hydrated riBeate, whereas all the others are

qphydrads. Again, no serious worie should eon*

Sato such statementa w: "Next to <00!, arimtos'

Np. 2633, TOL. T05]

dom”; surdy the author cannot aoppoae tint

adiestos is of more inqiortaooo than sakT f<xr

exanqile, and surely he would not question the

inclusion of, say, Sdurian trilobites to tin aidmal

kingdom. His statement that the works of tin

Umted Asbestos Co., Ltd., at Harefleld, Middle*

sex, ate alongside a coaiUpit is iinintelligibiei

there are certainly no collieries in that part of

Bigland. When he deals with the manufacture

of asbestos into doth, yam, paddni^, bdkr cover-

ings, and the numerous Mtented materials of

wfauffi It forms an essential constituent, he is on
safer ground, and supplies much useful informa-

tion m a oonvement form

(3) and (4) The Imperial Institute is doing ex-

cellent service in issuing the handy monographs
on the mineral resources of the British Empire,

two of which have recently appeared. Theta is,

of course, nothing new m either ot these works,

th^ being careful compilations of weD-known in-

formation and statistics , this does not imply that

the production of such compilations ii at all an
easy task, or that the compiler has not dooe good
service in carrying it out On the contrary, tiw

collection of the large mass of material whi^ haa
here been brought together requires a laborioua

and painstaking search through many and varioua

sources of information, riot aQ of vriiich are

readily accessible to the general reader, aa a gfance

at the very useful iMbliographies appended to both
volumes will at once show. In one respect tba

two mmeral substances discussed m the respective

vidumes show a marked contrast: workitiile tin'

ores occur to rdativdy few locabties, whilst ores

of manganese are very widdy distributed, and
to be found to most parts of world, altixMigh

it IS’ true that large deposits of manganese
ores are far from ptentifid; but to otiier re-

spects the tasks of the authors have been very ‘

similar.

The geperal sdieme of both books is ideoticxb

The first chapter ia devoted to die uses andappii-
eations of tiie meesl and its eompounds, and to tiiq

^

nature and general dmraeters of the oreei the

second deels to some detail wMi the qpnnir

renoes of the osea witiito the British Bmpkef
and the third reviews briefly the main aiureai

of supply to otiier parts of the world. Ing)

both cases the work haa beso careMfy aa4
tiwroqgiily dooe, and the <bpadbeolka may be •

toeked upon es giring truatwortby tofimaatioo

upon dm aubfeeti treated to a cetnfffct ao^too**
fwifiw lonp*
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Our fVy^ln^wM*-

7^ Eagints of th$ Human Body: Bomg tho

^
S^ttmco of Christnuu Lectures Given at Bte

Royal Institution of Great Britain, Christmas,

1016-1917. By Prof. Arthur Keith. Pp.

iw+a84+u plates. (London: WiUians and
Norgate, 1919.) Price 12s. 6d. net

WoBXa on physiology commonly appeal either to

tlw usual types of stu^t, or else to diose engaged
in teaching or research work. The work before

us ***'«"« to app^ m the first place to the general

reader "who dmires to know wnat modem medical
teachers think of the marvellous contrivances of

tlM) human machine.’* The title of the book, with

the forgoing quotanbo* indicates the spirit in

Whidi the author hoi approached the subject

Prof. Keith’s fertile imagination has sought analo-

gies between the various functions of the organs
on one hand, and divers mechanisms of human
design on the other, and he certainly never
seems at a loss for them. In so far as the general

reader has no previous knowledge of the subject,

the method of treatment by analogy alone seems
calculated to give rise to an abundant harvest of
grotesque misconceptions, as all those who have
taught elementary physiology are well aware,
but the book should be truly n^come to a teacher

who, while having some acquaintance with the

sub}^, is yet lacking in the knowledge or
imagination necessary to evolve instructive

analogies to help to fasten m the pupil’s mind
what he wishes to unpart
Many of the mechanical .alogies are quite

new and should be worth adopting, but others

Em superfluous or misleading, for example,
comparison of muscular tissue with an

httemal-combustion engine is a sound and gener-
ally recognised conception, up to a certain point,

but to rmer to tendons as **^piston cords,’’ or to

arteries and veins as supply and exhaust pif^,
is pnsWng a good analog to the point of whim-
si^ty. Por the first tmrteen chapters, however,

in spite of this, the reader should go along
smoothly enough, but after this pomt, when
analpgieB fall tmek as autumn leaves, the general

reader is likely to lose sight of the track There
are some inexactitudes in the book which do not
fall in the category of bad axialog^ ; for example,
the statement that the velocity of the nerve unpulae
is four mDes a second, that nerves are "living and
pulsatiog,” and that nerves are subject to fatigue
(m sfo). The historical fragments which axe Ire-

qantttfy introduced are of considerable merit,

par% on account of the rdief experienced bv the

reader in meetii^ plain, unveiled fact, but uiefly

because they are exceedingly wdl chosen.
C. L. E.

I Ctan^odk of Organic Chemistry, By Prof.

J. B. Cohtti. VoL fl. f’For See(Xid*Yd|p Medical
Students and Others. Pp. vti^>i^ Roden t

I'MactuBlan and Lid., 1919.) Price 4a. 6i.

Ste- ansrage aMiSesil student Is i^ned to regard

SO. a<33, vocn 105}

diemistry aa a subject which has to h* stwSed in

order to pass ceitidn examinatiooSp and having
paaaed th^, he dianuases the subject from hia

minds This ia m large measure due to the fact
that the text-book he has come across has failed

to atimuiate his interest, and the probability is that
he will get rid of the book at the earhest oppor-
tunity.

Tte little volume under review, however, ia

one that we venture to think the student wtU not
be likely to part with, as it gives a very dear,
concise, and readable account of the subject,

which may stand him in good stead in his future
studies ; it is divided Into ten chapters, as
follows Synthesis, Hie Oils and Fata, The
Carbohydrates, Some Natural Ora;anic Bases,
The l^nmidme and Purine Groups, The
Proteins, Fermentation and Enzyme Action,
The Essential Oils, The Alkaloids, and Syn-
thetic Drugs. ]l^ch of the sections is

thoroughly up-to-date, and we know of no
book which, within so small a compass, deals
with such varied subjects as, for examine, the
Gngnard reaction, the synthesis of disac-

charides, the origin of uric acid m the animal
organism, and the theory of alcoholic fermenta-
tion, besides giving the constitutional formulse,

so far as they are known, cl yeast-nudeic acid,

hsemin, £etiophy]lin, and the more important
alkaloids, suc^ as strychnine and morphine. T^
last chapter, in addition to giving the constitution

of many of the better-known syfathetic drugs,
contams^a short account of the more recent anti-

septics, such as chloramine-T, and the dyestuffs
malachite green, acriflavine, etc., as wdl as a
brief sketch of the trypanocidal action of the
organic arsemc compounds
The first volume, published m 1917, was meant

to serve as an int^uction to organic chemistry,
and the two volumes together can be thorouglw
recommended as a most excellent and handy Uttfe

compendium, which should find great favour
among students and teachers alike

Examples m Electrical Engmeermg. ^ J. F.
Gill and F. J Teago. Pp 173 (London r

Edward Arnold, igao ) Price 7s. 6d net

A BOOK of this kind, which consists of a collec-

tion of model examination papers, followed by
model replies, should be not without its uses to
those who are obliged to study the art of passtiy
exaxmnadons, as wdl as the principles of elec-

trical engineering, as a careful perusal of its

contents will enable the student not only to
practise his knovdedge of the various parts
the subject, but also to form good habits in the
way of presentation of the lolutmn of the problema
in a dean form find logical sequences The drawing
of good diagrams and the frequent use <7
graphical methods are very rightly insisted on, and
admirable oondseness is observed. The papers
cover both “interm«Uate** and **advaooed

^

standards, and rdate on the adiole to practical

appUcatioas rather than to theory.
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Ltttafs to tlie Editor.

FTiM Bditor iotM not held hhuolf rotpomtblo lot

o^tdono tK̂ ntU hy his eomspondtntt. Nottkot

tm h* nndirtnki to rtlnm, «r ie eerrttpend wUk
the vnitm of, rejteUd mamnierfpU inUmdtd /m>

tkU ot mty other port of Hxfvu. No tutue U
taken of ononymous eemnumicettont 1

Tht Phmagt M md Mrd Prottttfw.
At the preMiit time there if a meamire before the

Howe of Conunoni known to the Importation of

PbonaM (Prohibition) BUI. ^ object of which U “to
pitoMbS tM importation of the pluma^ of blrda and
the sale or posseMioa of plumane Illegally Imported,"
excepting the plumage of ostrloies uri eider ducks,

but “the prohibition or importation imposed by the

Act tiiall not apply to any plumage imported in the

bsftgage or as part of the wearing mparel of a pas-

SMger " The Bill further provides for the grantmg
of a licence, subject to certain conditions and regula-

tions) authorising the importation ot plumage for

natural histo^ museums, for the purpose of sdfentific

research, or for any othw qiecial purpose.

In connection with this measure numerous conflict-

ing interests are threatened and grave misunder-
standings exist, due ve^ largely to lack of knowledge
of the actual focts Whilst yielding to no one m my
km of wild birds and all the ssathlrtic iqterests asso-

ciated with wildrbird life, I cannot shut my eyes to

the fact that a considerable amount of sentimentalism,

misr^resentation, and exaggeration has been put
fnth by supporters or well-mshers of this measure,

and similarly by the opposers respectiiw trade losaes,

(be extent of the employment tiie trade ensures, the

ah—itee of citielty invohwd in the trade, etc Nwtber
of tfaeee views hdps ua to undaraUrid the lituation or
cdmly and dispaasionately to form an flnbiaased

opinion, for both of them are far from the actual

truth
There is now ample mddencO to show that a con-

siderable trade is done in the plumage and skins of

wild bir^ which are largely utilised for the decoration

of woman’s hats, etc. in different centres, such as

London, Manchester, Paris, Berlin, Vienna, and else-

where, this trade affords employment to a number
of woricers. The “horrors and barbarities of the

tnrflic" have been luridly described by one set of

writers and denied by anotiier. Without accepting

eitiier of theee eeti of exaggerated ctatements,

Information in my- aaeeeieinn ahowa that gross cmelty
it ireqfuenily conmutted. Prof. E M. Foibuah states

(bat bfutal savagery is characteristic of this phase
of bird destruction, and poiats out that (bis “has been
wall fflustiated in the extermination of the egrats of

tba United Statee.” No unprejudioed mind can
oaerate or satisfactorily exwfai away this MgUy
objeriionsble side of the quostion.

Of dw spedea of birds sought after, we are con.
Stantly being assured that aey are injurious, that
they are “aa cemmon ae tedfcs," or that we do not
poeiese any exact infarmatton at to tite effect thle

trade has had upon tbdr niaidwre. The fact te that

die majority of the epodM are beneffdal eo- far aa
agrfcuthire or hortfcultufe fa ooncemad, ond only a
oecy-faw injurious Them la exact end inoentr^
uertnlajwldisioet'lffat where thirty4hre or forty yean
ago mtlBone of Urda exieted, thw are new praedcatfy

fadrpeted. A i|n|le “rodhmy'* of egrets was eetf-

mated by a welUiaown orrikMlofiat to obntain three
mWoQ hirdi in la i88S th^ were rare, and la

mMmmJBC VJUUHX^
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It ii pointed out hf i

prohibition lave daJet in

of tliid that^
AuetraUai ln(4a«

aia| aleewherfy bM< it ie not flpMfttloaed that, in ite
,

opioum of many competent judgee, in coneequence of*

euffered and injurloue ooee unduly incteaeeds
Again, it hae been euggeeted that euch blr^ ae

egrets might be cutdvidra in natural reserves, and
their plumes or “aigrettes** collected as the birds
moult The most perfect of such feathers, so we are
informed, fetch as much as al. apiece. That the
faitnif^ of tiieso birds is a pracDcabte stbeme is

proved by the fact that the Nadonal Assodadott
of Audimon Sodettes in the United Stales haa
established such a colony on a amali island b the
Stone River, near Charleston, and In loiy it wee
tenanted by more than four hundred birds. Again,
on Avery liland, Louisiana, U .S.A. , there is a
“rookery" of snowy egrets which in 1916 was care-
fully examined by Prof J. S Huxley, and reported
to contain between eight and nine hundred nests. It

may be well, perha^ to remind die advocstes ol
such schemes that, lUm all membenB of the hunily
Ardeklss, herons and egrets subsist very largely upon
fish, and there Is littie doubt that the eij^lishw
ment of a series of large rookeries would nave a
disastrous effect upon frmh-water fishenes.

Whilst b no nuuinsr advocating opposltkm to dds
Bill, we mutt face the question Supposing timt it is

plac^ upon the Statute-book, shall we nave dona
anytiiing to stop the trade in the skins and plumage
of wild birds? Personally, 1 have grave doubts
whether the object desired can be obtained by this
measure. As an Act of Parliament its exanmie ai^
Influence may be for good, but it will certainly not
put a stop to the plumage trade It must be rwised
that if we prohibit this trade in London, it will still

flourish in Paris, Berlin, and elsewhere The BiU will

,

simply move the venue of the market, it will not
bring about a smaller demand To put an end to
this we must educate the public, not by glvbg cur-
rency to wild and often inaccurate statements, but byrenc^ to wild and often inaccurate statements, but by
teaemng the rising generation "to view the question
of the preservation cn wild-bird life from a hlmier and
much truer standpoint than heretofore. That wild
birdt have a utilitarian value no one can cleny, but
they also have an assthetlc value far outwel^^g all

others . Surely the general public him some
rights where beautiful natural objects are concerned

Posterity will undoubtedly regard us—and who
tiiall si^ not ri^yT—as ktupid people, dull of
heoslon and proenwtinating in natur^ in that wa
have permitted varioua spetim of wild birdh, one afksr
another, to disappear from our land; and our chfldrsa'a
chUdren will rise up and ask why we did not sscum
to them the natuiai pleasurM wtudi tiieir forefatbsni
could have enjoyed nad they had ejas to see wtCtf
and minds tuned beyond the dhi and bustia of «U
^waya arid l^ays of conunam** <yakb«al
icsvtsw, xoao, p 95)
Whilst tiba cleooratidn of the parson with wtail

and fsathars any ba xegaedad as tin vulgar an4
depravad fancy ot a day, tha fset cannot esoua na
that Is a ta^ ssd^ of tiie geoersl puMkr wfka

*

aiu wmhig to nay Mgh prim fbr then Mods; and
so long as tills deanaa eOntimes, so mig wfll k
supply be forthcoming.
By making thd Plumage BtH a law of fhd land wam sav d^t hi this ceitntry wa wifl have rtniWag in.

do wlifo the tmda and thnttt tiutiTba asoldMsary wmrv on tiw tsnde fo ^ UidtaTS^s^ PwhS
v^lUveanydSbcton thadeatructioa ^ hrlM-uKiL

&

however, fo certtitily ineat toting A fda^foTsi;^^
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tlie ffoods will be forthcoming to long os a demand
jexifisi but ooce it Is regarded at c^enslve—or shall we
^say indicative of a lac^ of good taste?—to wear such

thifigs as the wingSt heads, feathers, or bodies of

b^rda, the demana will cease and the trade, so
lar as this country is ocmcerned, <Usappear. Herein,
we think, lies a remedy far more effecUve than any
Act of PaHiament, Walter £ Coiltnoe
The University, St. Andrews, March 37

The PtiytisiBgy af myationa to tiM isa.

llut flat-fishes of Ncnthumberland m the immature
condition migrate more or less inshore in summer
and offshore in winter. Flounders are relatively static,

t plaice migrate offshore to the north-east and dabs to

f the southeast The migration is not, as a rule, con-
spicuous, and, so far as the young stages are con-
cerned, might be regarded as not taking place.

With approaching maturity, however, these three
ipeues migrate far to the north The flounders for

the mobt part reach the coast of Fife, artd the plaice

deeper water off Che Forth and the Scottish coast to

the north The dabs do not appear to migrate so far
to |be north as the plaice, but we have a record of
one that mi^ated so far as St Andrews Bay Fulton
has shown uiat the Moray Firth plaice migrate to the
north, and even to the Adantic
The migrations may be said, therefore, to be a

senes of seasonal Inshore and offshore movements,
followed by a marked contranatant journey for spawn-
ing. After spawning the spent fish rcbume the
seasonal migrations, and become then, more obvIousU,
fummer inshore migrants
Wr.hnve thus plainly two factors at work one

eiternal, which may be associated with temperature,
the other internal, which wc at onoc conclude to

be due to the action of an internal secretion The
seasonal migrations are obviously independent of the
spawning n^ration, and may be said to be produced

h\drographica1 conditions and the contranatant
abiht\ of the fihh Under the influence of the spawn-
ing impulse fish migiate usuail> to a great, and some
times to an immense, distance The effect is strong
enough to force the ect to descend from fresh
water to the ^ea, and thence to nnd-oceat^, and to
impel the salmon from the sea to the river, and, in
spite of difficulties, to the spawning-ground
The spawning migration is not alwavs so plainlv

marked, but these considerations go to show that all

fuh migrations are of a similar ^aracter, a general
seasonal series of movements affecting all, and .1

special mim-ation under the dominating influence nf

Bill Internal secretion or hormone, whi^, proceeding
frtifn the developing gonad. Is carried by the blood to
tho nervous system With reference to the species

refeired to al>ove, it can be said that the hormone
begins to exert its influence about autumn or tha later

months of the year, and continues its effect during
the whole period of ripening It Is periodic in its

numifestatlons, and the call, when it comes, Is im-
perative Only In special circumstances, as lack of
water.' say, in the river, can the spawning migration
be said to be modified by hydrographical or other
physical conditions The oistinction between the two
kinds m migration must be clearly kept in view If

we are to understand and appreciate the resutts of
marking meperiments. From, say, November to the
Ipawnl^ season maturw plaice are contranatant
m^ants ; after spawning th^ are denatant, or
ufiwy so, until the winter. The target number
of records which have been accumulated, resulting

*•9.3633, VOL JO5]

from the mvesugations of past years, should bo re-

considered with uus in mind.
It is interesting to observe that the only invertebrate

of the migration of which we have direct proof

behaves almost exactly like the plaice and the flounder.

The common edible crab (Cancer faiurus) miipates
inshore in summer and offshore in winter Wim the

g
reatest regularity Maturity inmets the female to

ecomc a contranatant migrant The females migrate
from the Northumberland coast to the southern coast

of the Firth of Forth, some of them still further to

the north, even to the Moray Firth, the general resuifo

indicating a direct relationship between stze and dis-

tance The hormone is therefore secreted in the crab
by the developing ovary, and it reacts in exactly the

same way as that of the fish The expenments have
clearlv proved that the migration does not occur until

the w inter before the season of spawning, and in this

respect the crustacean and the fish are in agreement
It takeb place during the offshore winter migration

and in deep water, but the effect is differential, the

male not migrating It is not necessary for the male
to migrate, as the migration takes place after pairing,

even a year or tw o years after This appears to indicate

that the internal secretion Is under control or may
be withheld in response to evolutions^ necessity

Dr Gurley, In the American Journal of Psychology

(1903 and 1909), brought under review the indications

of the intoxication of the central nervous system bv
internal secretions ai» explaining the spawning migra-
tions of fresh-water fish in North America , so that tho

point is not new We do not know very much about
the internal secretions, but we know enough to be

able to sav that they act directlv and ouickly as an
intercommunication between organs with or without
reference to the nervous svstem In the sea the

effects arc Indicated by migration in the case of such
animals as are capabte of making migrations, but it

IS obvious, that in many cases the internal secretions

derived from the gonad have somalogenetlr as well

as mental effects, as In the development of secondary
sexual characters
The developing gonads of fish and the crab offer

inteiestlng material for the investigation of internal

secretions bv a biochemist Mv main object, however,
is to indicate that we alreadv know the general facts

and laws of migration, that marking must be
done intelligentlv and the results read with due con-

sideration of the laws, and more espedallv that the

spanning migration is due to an intoxiiatiwi of the

central nervous svstem, and brings about a mjgratorv
result Independent of temperature, salinity, and every
other hydrographical condition

Atexander Mffk
\rmstrong College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

March 30

Minoular Ifllolaiiey.

When muscular force is exerted, power is expended
and fatigue Is produced, even when the muscle
remains stationary Again, when no external force

opposes the contraction of the muscle, physiological

causes set a limit to the speed at which contraction

can take place In both cases the whde power ex-
pended is lost in so far as the production of useful
work is concerned When lliere is no velocity the
power is used in maintaining the stress, and when
there Is no resistance, in maintaining a constant
velocity

*

In all ordinary muscular operatkms both these
aources of power leakage act <umultaneou8lv but In

1 Thb tow b hwkptodtst ofmy powir lort in the rotlwdos ofrinpits
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different degree<t and it bacorac* a definite problem

to determine for any muscle or combination of muscles

the relation between the speed of muscular contraction

and the muscular force which will yield the greatest

external power The problem may be solved by means
of the diagram m Fig x

It Is assumed that the muscular machine has a con

slant output of power which is represented bv the

product %y {x pressure y velocity) ot the co-ordinates

of the hyperbola AB Also, that the pressuie avail

able for producing extenor power is lesfc than x bv
some quantity fbO depending on the velodty, and
rewesented in the figure hv the abscissa of the curve

Dfy, the effective velocitv in the same wav being less

A close analogy to the conditioiis of the probie|n

may be found in a fluid contained between two plstano «

\ and B (Fig s) between which there is a leak i

governed by the fluid pressure A constant power
urges A towards B ana A itself is subject to a fnc«

tjonal resistance depending on its speed The Useful

work 18 repreaentea by the velocity of B agamst an
exterior force while the leak stands for and the

frictional resistance of A tor df(y)

A Malukk

A Dynamieat BpeeMeatiM ef tlio MetlOH ef MarsMry.

If we assume that the modified Lagrangean func

tion for two mobile and massive particles is of the

form

+ )*4‘( J(
j

where the symbols have the usual meaning C being

the velocity of light and X a pure number then the

pnncij^e of least ictinn h/htft^o le id tn the following

conclusions

!

i) The motion of the centre of mass is constant

3) Tht orbits of the two jiarticlcs about their contre

of mass ire similar and similarly desenbed pi me
curves, and independent of the motion of the centre

of mass
(3) For the orbital motion the modified Lagrangean

function 15

X
Fio I —X y CO ord n«t«t of liypcrbola XB 4( t*) ord nmiea of CC

obtenu of OD

than y Iw some quantity f{x) depending on the pres
sure, and represented by the ordinate of the curve CC
The useful power is evidently M-iKy) Xv-m)

and the loss of power >s

If the co-ordinates tor x+dx and y+dy arc drawn
as in the figure it 11 plain that the loss is a minimum
(and the useful power therefore a maximum) wl^n

I know of no expenmen cs which would determine
form of the functions # nnd ^—that is what

power xs lost in sustaining a loid or in keeping a
uniform speed Both these bubjects ^re worthy of
investigation nnd with tlie facilities offered bv some

Hence the equations

a

Writing r-i/o wo have

y .

S'*-*.

. %(yj

*^1] asinM '

i*-*-

. * ¥W
1

1

I

From this we may deduce

ViO B or the solution in tiie form

of the modem laboratonee, ought not to prcsMit an\
great difficulties

If f(ac) and ^(y) were simply proportional to x
and y the most economical spm would make, If

and f(y)»^ and if the most
economtcal speed would be the mean between that where
^y)-jr and

In reality, however, ^fy) is, 1 believe, much less

thai|fcf(<), but this remains for eimerlinental deter.
It may be noticed that as ^v)/^sr) de

the most economical speed increases

»o 2633, vot. 105]

where

w-J |i+#coe (pd+e)!

Theie eqiiationB are exact t

In ^i|Nylng tMa argumentW the obeerved msidel
progreee of the planet Mercury, it te to be noted that
theInterpretation of a atMl h olnereall^tiy Cropi what
It would be if X were mro, but to a eidnctm degree of
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«p{Mt>xifXUitlon we find that the apsidal progress per
re^uHon i«

cw
The observed value requires that \ should be ncarl>
3/a, and if 3/a Is taken, we get the result obtained b\
Prof Einstein by his new specification and principleb

It may be observed that the above specification by
the LpOgrangean function could be generalised for anv
number of particles, and that it involves no departure
from recognised dynamics or the normal views of space
and time It does, however, Involve the conclubion that
the Interaction of bodie<* through the aether, vnguelv
called ^avitntion/* is to a very slight degree not
exactly ui accordance with Newton’s specmcation
Whether such conilubion is reallv necessary seems still

n matter of doubt
I have not seen an\ discussion of the problem of

two bodies on Prof Finstein’s specification, but it

npoears to me that an exact determination of the
relative orbit when and arc comparable quanti-
ties is very desirable Gforgr W Walkfr
Portsmouth, March 29

The Oonatnietlon of a Magnatie Shoi Kquhralent to a
Qlvon Eleotrlo Ourrent

\ccORtnNG to Ampere’s theorem, the magnetic field

due to an electric current flowing in an> circuit is

(K|Uivalent at external points to that due to a simple
magnetic shell the bounding edge of which (ointides
with the conductor, and the strength of which is

equal to the stiingth of the current
It IS generally understood that any surface having

the circuit as its boundarv will serve as tlie surface
of an equivalent magnetic shell, and the fait that
there is a restriction on the «urc of the surface
does not oppear gcncrnlh to be recognised
Thus, for example, in Maxwell’s treatise (vol ii ,

p 142) we find thi following --“Conceive any sur-
face S bounded bv the circuit and not passing through
the jpoint P”, while further on he says “It 1^

manifest that the action of the circuit is independent
of the form of the surface S, which was drawn in a
perfectly arbitrary manner so as to fill it up ”

1 proposi* to show by means of a simple example
that the surface is not drawn in a “perferth
arbitrary ” ni inner
Consider a narrow, rectangular strip of paper the

opposite edges of which we shall denote bv a and b,

It^ opposite faces by A and B, and its two ends bv
I and a We shall represent the ends of the edge**

b> thn bu where the suffixes refer to the corre-

sponding ends of the strip Now let one end of the
paper be turned round through an angle r and joined
on to the other end, so that ib joined to b* and
b, to 0.
Then, since o, Is loincd to b,, the edges a and b

form one continuous line, and, since b, is joined to a,,

this line forms a dosed circuit

Thus we mav bend a wire into the form of the
and can imagine an electric current to flow

in It

Although the electric circuit has the fonn of the
edge, yet we could not have a simile magnetic shell

the surface of which was that of the paper

,
This Is easily seen, for since, in oddition to the

edges, the faces A and B have also beconie continuous
one wltfi the other, we can no longer ,,distinguish
one at positive and the other as negative. The same
thing It teen If ww trv to Imagine the surface divided
up Into elementary portions, in the manner conceived

NO. 2633, VOL lOS]

of by Amp^, with a current equal In atreiigtfa to the
given current flowing' round the boundary of each.

It is easily seen that Ampere’s construction failt

for such a surface, which is knowm to mathemabciant
os a M&biut sheet.

Although the surface we have det^enbed would not
serve as uie surface of a simple magnetic shell equiva-
lent to an electric current flowing round its boundary,
\et it » possible to construct other surfaces having
this boundary which would serve as surfaces of
iHiu Ivalent magnetic shells

If we have one suitable surface we can obtain any
number of others from it by continuous deformation
white the edge remains fix^

It is, therefore, desirable to give n general method
of constructing a magnetic shell equivment to a given
electric circuit Ihc following appears to give a sur-

face having the required property —
Let O be a fixed ^int external to the circuit, and

let P be a variable point Let P travel once com-
pletely round the circuit, so that the radius vector OP
traces out some conical surface
The portion of this conical surface containing O

and bounded b\ the circuit might then be taken as
the surface of the equivalent magnetic shell

In the p.irticular case of the circuit we have con-

sidered (as welt as in many others^ the surface will

cut itself, but will, nevertSieless, have two distinct

faces, one of which mav be taken as positive and the

other as negative It thus appears to satisfy the

necessary conditions A A Robb
Marih 30

Votoanio Rooka in tka Aiq^lo-EgyptiMi Sudan.

In connection with Prof J W Gregory’s reference

in Naitrk of February 19, p 667, to the discovery

of the Havuda vole anic field, nnd Mr Campbell
Smith’s record of a riebeckite-ihyolite which con-

stituted A number of stone implements found at

Ifliel Katul, in Northern Rordofan (ib«f , February 26,

p 693), some further notes mav be of interest

Tin rock collected by Sir Herbert Jackson at Merowe
is a basaltic scona, and the specimens either float or

just sink in w ater A few crystals of olivine are visible

to the eye, and, urder the microscope, a regular

basaltic ground mass, including felspar, Iron ores, and
firohnblv glass, can be recognised in the powrdered

rock The specimens have evidently been trimsported

h\ a stream system which drains from the soutiweast

and dc bouches on the nver at the spot where they were
found Save for the ncighbourhoms of the river and
i few routes bv which travellers avoid the long journey

around the Abu H.imed bond of the Nile, the maps
of the Bavuda Desert are almost blank Near one of

the routes n surveyor has recorded “Hosh Bddalam,
crater,” and the name means a dark enclosure Some
of the older travellers mistook ironstone concretions

for volcanic bombs, and as the sui faces of many rocks

are darkened in the desert such a record of a crater

did not call for particular note until evidence of ex-

trusive rocks appeared It is situated In latitude

18° 70* N , longitude 32® 31' E , and consequently

lies to the west of the route taken by Dr Chalmers
Mitchell The volcanic field seen from the air probably
does not lie on the established routes, as it would
certainly have been referred to In reports, even tf It

were not described Presumably there can be no doubt
about the existence of craters seen bv an observer such
as Dr Chalmers Mitchell, but the results of an
examination on the ground wrfll be of Interest, «v«t if

only to know the types of rodcs Involved
Mr Stanley C Dunn records the presence of rhyo-

lites and felsites near Jakdul, and these are doubtfesa
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ftinuiar to those of the Sixth Cataract, about forty
miles north of Khartum, where the volcanic rodcs are
certainly older than the Nubian Sandstone In the

northern parts of Dangelo basalt intrusionb occur in

the Nubian Sandstone and there is a hot spring at

Akasha about eighty miles south-west of Haifa
Turning to more distant regions one of the solitarv

landmarks on the White Nile is Jebel Ahmed Aga in

latitude 11^ N consisting of the remains of a vol
canic cone formed of j^asmtic scoria and evidentiy of
comparatively recent a« Towards the east there are
the plateau basalts of Abyssinia, with outliers extend
ing into the Sudan Along the Langeb Valley north
ot Kassala, there is an mterestlng suite of acid and
intermediate volcanic rocks but we are still m doubt
about their age Similar rhyolites certainly occur
farther north among the Red &a hills The western
parts of Kordofan have been traversed geologic allv

without revealing the existence of volcanic rocks on
the continuxtion of the line rfferred to b^ Mr Cimp
beM Smith Farther i\est Dxrfur nppexrs to be full

of recent volcanic rcKks pnncipallv of sconaceous

N E S W features seen bv Dr Chalmers
Mitchell miy have been to some extent due to erosion
by sand driven from the N N F bv the prevalent
wind The direction of strike among the meta
morphic rocks is another factor to be borne in mind
It Is not constant ewer these large areas but it ts

very often N E SW and would then -account for

some of the features seen from the air Tn these

circumstances caution appeals desirable in basing wide
structural theories on rather scanty data

G W Grsbium
Box 178 Khartum Marth 2^

TIM PitxQorbkMjortnU OontraatlM Tlieonr

In the discussion on relativity at the Royal Society

on Februa^ ^(Natirb February la) Mr Jeans stated

that the FitrGerald Lorentz contraction theory pre
seated grave difficulties in the case of a whi ol rotating

about a hxed xle so that the circumference woull
contract while the radius would not Surelv thes
difficulties are not so grave as would appear at first

sight? Lot us adopt the point of view of the old

fashioned non rel itivist to whom space is iigid and
Euclidean even though his measuring instrumentb may
change and so introduce trroi s in n s measurements
A teak IS not a rigid Invanable unit of length Its

length even if Its orientation U unchanged depends
on Its temperature and the tensile or compression
•tresses to which it is subjetted If we change its

temperature keeping the strcjsscs constant its length
(as measured by a standard scale at fixed temperature)
varies But we may by suitable means pre\ont the

variation of length in which rase th change of tern

perature will ciuse a change of stress SlmilarK on
the pitsGerald Loremtr theorv turning the scale to a
different orientation relative to the supposed ssther

stream causes a riiange tn the electric forces to which
the cohesion of the molecules is ultimately due so

that if the temperature and the external stresses

remam constant the length changes In this case
however w« cannot detect the change directly as il

W0UI4 ^ neretaarv to turn our stancUrd scale also
and it too woiffd' oMngt' If for any reason the
change of length i* prevented the FitzGerald t orentz
effect causes a change of stress

Now In the cpse of the rotating wheel the ratio of
ttie arcMiference to the radius must remain ton
staot so that anv tendenev of one to change its dimen
MonsSvfll affect the other svith the result that both

NO 2633 VOI-

circumferenUal and radial stresses wtU be set up,
and any changes of length caused must be compatible
with the constancy of w These stresses would id any
actual case be almost vanishingly small compared
with those due to centrifugal force, so that the only
1 ffect of the FitzGerald Lorentz contraction would be
to alter the latter stresses to an utterly negtigible
extent Horace H Pools

Physical Laboratory Trinity College
Dublin March 19

Ihk fund founded m the University of Manchester
for the provision of a memorial to im late H G J
Moseley (killed tn action at Gallipoli, 191^, and
originally proposed as a private memodal from
Moseley s personal friends and fellow-workers in
Manchester has now been extended m order to give
other siientific bodies both ip Eoj^and and abroad,
cin opportunity of participating This extension has
been made at the request of a number of scientific
men interested in Moseleys work but not personalty
connected with him and it is in order to rea^ this
wider public that you are asked to publish this fetter

Ihe scheme of memorial proposM is (i) the provi
Sion of a memorial tablet in uie physical Laboratory
and (a) the foundation of a Moseley prize or medal for

physics in the University of Manchester
The fund is administered by a committee consutmg

of Sir Heniy \ Miers (chairman) Profs W L
Bragg and H B Dix n Sii E Kutherfoid and D**

E J Evans
Subscriptions which should bt made payable to the
MoseIe> Memonal Fund and crossed Williams

Deacon s Banl Ltd may be sent to either of the
hon sccrctanec Mr C G Darwin Christ s College
Cambridge or Dr H Robinsi n Ph> sical I aboratory
I nivcrsitv of Manchester
Ab ul 17 Z has already been received comprising

don tlions from Circ u Britain f anada the United
States nd hnnx (in ludiiig contributions from the
Son6t^ Frnn^aise de Phvstque and the Soci^t^ de
Chimic Phvsique)

It s desiiod to losp the fund in Julv ol ifcis year
Henry A Msgs

Chairman
* C G Darwin

H Robinson
Hon Secretaries

The Aurora of Maroh S8 S3

1 HAD a line view of this superb display at Working
ton betwotn midnight and 1 o dock a m ,, in a clear

and bn^t starlit sl^ The whole sky was filled witili

the light except a sioall area in the south east I
could detect no colour except ertamy white the genefxl
mtensitv bci^ to mv tnind at times equal to f^ti

moonlight Curtains of light surrounded a point just
east of the zenith which seemed to mark the hub*
of the display The bright star (a) in Canes VgnaHd
almost exactly marked Bus point and filmv idmts Of
light seemed to dash upwards from the south west
and north east honrons and merge together at this

star The onlv disDla% I have ever seen Jo equu
this was on 1907 Februan 14 at Motherwell In thf*

previous sun spot maximum period It was tfk fact

that I could see the great sun-mt ffsain 00 Mmrcll ax
without telescopic aid that ma« me expect an(| look
out for the aurora that night W B HetsiiAtb

<

Seaton Cottage Wotkington ^onl 0
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The Nitrogen Problem By-products.^

I
T is surely hi^ tune that we, as a nation,

were more itdly alive to the necessity of a

complete investigation of the recovery of by-

products, and that not merely in connection with

nitrogen products* There is still too much of

the feeling—one comes across it quite frequently

—that so-called waste products form a recc^tsed

loss in any process The investigation of the

treatment of any waste product is not looked

upon as the work of the person engaged in the

sp^fic manufacture from which that waste pro-

duct IS obtained. Competition becomes keener

as the years pass, and if our position is to be

retained by-products must be recovered in all

cases where such recovery can be economically

effected. A waste product may even become the

starting point of a new industry The detailed

investigation of the position as regards nitrogen

by-products manufacture comes as a very

wel^me record and as a much-needed indicator

of the forward path
The world’s ammonia production, m terms of

sulphate, advanced between the years 1903 and

1913 from 540,200 long tons to 1,389,790, an

increase of more than 150 per c'ent The chief

producers were Germany, tne United Kingdom,
and the United States, who were respectively re-

sponsible in 1913 for 39, 31, and laj per cent of

the total production The essential sources are

gas-works, coke-ovens, gas-produders, shale-

works, iron-works, and bone, etc
,

carbonising

works
In the years 1911 and 1913 the cokeK>vcn

industry was responsible for 84 and 86 per cent

respectively of the German production, in 1913
for 78 per cent of the United States production,

and in 1911 and 1913 for 27 and 30 cent of

the United Kingdom production TTie United
Kingdom production rose from 233,664 long tons

in 1903 to 432,618 in 1913, of which, m 1903,

gas-works provided 149,489 long tons, or 64 per

cent, of the total, whi<^ steadily increased to

182,180, or 42 per cent, of the total Coke-ovens
in the United Kingdom provided in 1903 onl>

17,438 tons, or hardy 7| per cent
,

but con-

tinual increase brought up the amount by 1913
to 133,816 tons, practicany 31 per cent of the

P^roduction of the country Iron-works during this

period retained a steady output of 19,000 to

30,000 tons, shale-worlu pr^uction increased

gradually from 37,353 to 63,061 tons, and that of

producer-gas, bone, etc
,
carbonising works from

10,265 to 33»^5 tons.

Time are illuminating figures which deserve
consideration and show plainly the development
of the by-product iadusti7 up to the commence-
ment of the war period.

t
In addition to supplying home dqpiands for

ammonia nitrogen, tnere was an average yearly

1 ^ «r tluaUki^ «( W«f MwrittoiM InvtntioM DtpwtMiit
ftottM Prodwts ComkiM. PIimI Rvfiett ** Pp. (Loo^
an Hwfawiry OHot, lyrff.) CrocL 4ti. Pna4Jiit SwalfonATi

NO 2633, VOL. IO5I

export of ammonia, ammonia salts, and products
' made therefrom during the years 1911 to 1913
equivalent to 82 per cent of the totd home pro-
duction This would have been more than suffi-

cient to provide the nitrate and nitric nitrogen
required for all purposes had the means of con-
version been available, which they were not, so

,

that we were dependent on imported nitrates for
various purposes, including agriculture, the manu-
facture of sulphuric acid, mine acid, explosives,
cuid other products

Passing on to the war period, estimates fdr the
}ear 1917 indicate a by-product ammonia increase

of 130 per cent in the United States, 27 per cent
in Germany, and only 6 per cent in the United

,

Kin^om, but Japan has in the meantime taken a

Considerable step forward and increased her output
I more than sixfold—from 8000 tons m 1913 to 50,000
tons in 1917 The production of sidphate from
coke-ovens in the United States had increased by
1916 to 83 per rent of the total output, and in

the United Kingdom to more than 36 per cent
of the total Even during 1915 and 1916 con-
siderably more than haK our production of
ammonia nitrogen was exported, and wc were
using large quantities of imported nitrate, all (rf

which might be produced economically by
ammonia oxidation or by synthetic processes,
details of which arc fully discussed in the report
Wc have now arrived at the stage where synthetic
manufacture begins to complicate the ammonia

I problem and the economics of the various pro-
cesses require the closest attention

With regard to post-war conditions, it is certam
that agncultural demands will be much greater
than formerly many lessons were learnt during

1 the war, not the least being that of the need for in-

creased food production at home The consump-
tion of combined nitrogen practically doubled
during the ten years preceding the war, and there
is little doubt that the increase will continue,
nitrogenous fertilisers being more and more in

demand, especially now that much more land is

under cultivation than in pre-war days, in fact,

our own agricultural demand for fixed nitrogen
I in the form of sulphate of ammonia and nitrates

was more than doubled during the war period
only Moreover, nitric nitrogen will be needed
in increased quantities owing to the extension of
chemical manufactures, such as dyes and drugs,
which hitherto have been too much neglected.

^

and with this will be involved the oxidation of

j
by-product ammonia

I

It would appear likely that the world's produc-
tive capacity should now be able to provide some

to 40 per cent more combined nitrogen than
in 1914, and this does not appear to be greater
than would have been the case imder normal con-
ditions had the ordinary rate of growth in con-
sumption in the pre-war period been maintained
during the four years under consideration

Now, if food production in this country is to
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be rendered independent of imported nitrogenous

fertilisers, as is surely desirable—and recent coo-

ditions have shown that it may at any time

become even absolutely necessary—and if this is

to be coupled with a continued l^e export trade

m mtrogen products, we must have a considerably

increased production of ammonia nitrogen

So far, practically all the by-product mtrc^en
has come from the manufacture oi coal-gas, pro-

ducer-gas, coke, and shale-oil , two possible

sources have been practically untouch^, viz

peat and sewage, though from the latter,

owing to our position, peraups little may be ex-

pected—certainly so unless some simple method
should be discovered for recovering the soluble

nitrogen from very dilute material At the same
tune, It may be pointed out that the estimated

annual amount of nitrogen in the sewage of the

United Kingdom is 234,900 metric tons, 86 per
cent of which is in urine

Power cost is, of course, the great factor in

the question of by-product recovery venus syn-

thetic manufacture, and this is affected by coal

cost . the problem is fully discussed in the report

But questions of the first importance to the by-

products industries, which must strive* to mcrease
production, are such questions as the efficiency

of work on existing processes, the modification

and further development of such processes, and
the introduction of new methods

Reviewing the gas industry, it is seen that,

with existing methods, an increase in the amount
of sulphate of ammonia recovered should certainly

be expected Many small gas-works run to waste
the ammonia liquor, chiefly owing to their isolated

position, a proposal is made in the report to

work up liquors at small works in travelling

sulphate plants, but this has been attempted in

several instances and afterwards abandoned
One would remark, however, that some small
works might well adopt the direct system of re-

covery, which has in some cases served very
well, and a local demand for the sulphate pro-
duced would obviate coat of transport A general
consideration of the direct method of recovery
demands more attention than has been given to
it, much has been done and published m recent
years by the Chief Alkah Inspector Storage of
ammoniacal liquor still needs attention ; there are
in use inefficient methods of running ammoniacal
liquor mto imperfectly covered wells and tanks

this point is strongly indicated in the rtpott. In
dealing with concentrated ammoota liquor, the '

losses are apt to be particularly heavy. It is con*

sidered that several thousand tons of sulphate

might be added yearly to the gas industry ammonia
recovery by attention to such matters as these.

Moreover, it will be necessary to produce a some-
what higher grade and at the same time a neutral

sulphate But a question that demands perhaps
even more attention is the introduction of new
methods whereby the sulphur content of the gas
itself would be made availaUe, and so transport
and use of sulphuric acid avoided. The Burk^
heiser and held prui esses still require to be
worked out satisfactorily, and quite recently

comes the proposal of Ciobb to use sulphate of

zinc as a starting material These methods
are perhaps all the more worthy of careful investi-

gation owing to modem developments m the
manufacture of coaUgas, the increase in the

vertical retort method of carbonisation, coupled
with steaming, has given rise to increaseti quan-
tities of liquor of decreased strength

In the metallurgical coke industry many of the
bee-hivc plants have disappeared in recent years,

and this has, of course, had its effeert on the

ammonia production There is now no longer any
question as to the relative merits of bee-hive and
by-product oven coke, and proper treatment might
lead to an increase of 10 per cent, or more on
the present total production of ammonia from all

sources.

In the producer-gas industry, again, there is

scope for investigation, scarcely sufficient stress

appears to be laid on producer-gas practice as

regards steaming and liming Hydrated lime
certainly has a quite appreciable effect on

I

ammonia production, and it would seem, more-
over, to admit of greater latitude in the choice of

1
the coal used

I

It IS unfortunate that peat has not received

I

more attention m this country, apart from nitro-

I

genous by-products, some of the by-p^ucts from
peat gasification appear to have quite a special

value, judging from results obtain^ in Scotland
and Ireland Moisture and transport are, how-

I

ever, difficulties, yet schemes for the utilisation

of peat on the spot might well be considered from
a power point of view, even though the addition

^ to the by-product nitrogen production would nqt
be by any means of the first order

A Sunre7 of National Physique.^

ONE of the more valuable after-results oi the
great wars in the last century was the

increased interest aroused m regard to national

physique, Icaqi^ to various measures directed

•towards its improvement After the Napoleonic
wars there arose the great gymnastic clubs of

1 MmMtnr of Motioml S«<rtct Rmrtt vol bi upon cho
PhfKiail PunihMi*on of Mdfnf MlliiHr> by Nauo^ Sonrics iUdw

NO. 2633, VOL. 105]

Central Europe and Scandinavia, whidi laid thi

foundations of physical education m a wide scale

The Civil War in America led to the first grea<
demographic survey, the data of whichVere ren
dered public in the report of the Suiweoa4ienera
of the Federal armies on tlN^> stamOcs of the
recruiting- bureaux. The War of i8yo was {f^wed
by surveys of the piqiulation in G^many, an^ oo
a smaller scale m France, which to a hi>^ cfkUht
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formed the basis of our ethni^raphic knowledge
until the present tune The Muth Afncan War
led to the Commission on Physical Deterioration

in England and Wales, and to a similar Com'
mission on Physical Education in Scotland, from
the labours of which resulted the introduction of

medical inspection and treatment of school

children, and perhaps in part also the National

Health Insurance Act.

The Report of the Ministry of National Service

on the Physical Examination of Men of Military

Age by National Service Boards contains a survey

which in extent, in wealth of demographic detail,

and m narration of the associations of inferiority

of physique surpasses all previous efforts m this

country, and is approached elsewhere, as yet, only

by the report of the American Surgeon-Generars
Department mentioned above If similar data

could have been, collected from all examina*
tions from the commencement of the war, a prac-

tically complete survey would have been available

for the use of future social hygienists It is prob'

able that the earher figures are irrecoverable,

which may mean that while we shall in the future

be equipped with a knowledge of the nature and
sources of physical failure, we shall have fewer
data as to ^e measure of physical fitness among
the better-endowed members of the community
The anthropologist will thus derive rather less

from the report than the social economist and
hygienist.

Ihe first volume of the report, which is all that

IS, as yet, issued, contains a brief introduction,

sections on grading as a itcrion of health, the

comparison of grading results, the relation of

occupation and health, the causes of low
grading and rejection

, and regional reports

from the district Commissioners Under each
head there is a series of statistics chiefly

taken from special areas, but an analysis of all

available observations on physique and disabilities

IS promised for the second volume, which is stated

to be m active preparation, and will present
a complete survey of the conditions in Great
Britain The data available are taken from nearly

two and a half million examinations, on a carefully
|

standardised uniform system, the subjects being
classified into four grades Owing to re-examina-
tions, the actual numbers of individuals would be
slightly smaller save in the case of those rejected

as tot^y unfit for service.

Grade i consists of those who attain to the

full normal standard of health and strength, and
are capable of endunng physical exertion suitable

to their age They have no progressive organic
disease or serious disability or d^onnity These
constituted 36per cent of the total.

Grade a —^Inose who fall short of Grade i by
reason of partial disabilities amounted to between
22 and 23 per cent.

^

Grade 3.—^Those "who presented'^'^such marked
l^hyslcal disalliUtles or such evidence of past
disease as to be deemed unfit to undergo the

dtgjres of physical exertion required for the

NO. 2633, VOL. 105]

former, but including those fit only for clcricai or
sedentary work, amounted to 31-33 per cent*

Grade 4—^Those permanently and totally unfit

for any form of military service numbered 10 per
cent
The proportions found in the different grades

varied from tune to time and from place to place
according to whether the numbers coming up for
examination consisted largely of older categories
and those who had been rejected previously, or of
those just attaining military age and those
just combed out from previously protected occupa-
tions In the main the distribution is in accord-
ance with probabilities, with the average, how'^
ever, not, as might have been hoped, among the
fit, but among those with partial disabilities

Pro! Keith submitted a comment on the earlier

reports of the boards showing that on the basis
of the average man being fit 70 per cent ought
to be in Grade 1, 20 per cent in Grade 2, 7^ per
cent in Grade 3, and 2^ per cent in Grade 4
In practice there is a grave deficit from this,

though the results of examinations of certain

groups, as of mmers from the western part of the
Welsh coalfield and of mmers and agriculturists

from Yorkshire during the period of the combing,
showed that this theoretical standard was attained
by the best of the community Bearing m nund
the physique of many who went to military

service in the earlier years, and of many who
remained to ihe end in protected occupations, the
total deficit of the country is probably less than
would appear from the figures in this report, yet

enough is shown to indicate the need for ameliora-
tive measures

Prof Keith points out that from every area, or
at least from numerous and representative sample
di&tncts, there should be not only the full return

of grading, but also frequency tables of stature,

weight, and chest dimensions, so that anomalies
in grading may be manifest and the nature of the
deterioration in physique detected He suggests
that indices of fitness should be determined and
shown on maps, which could then be compared
with maps of other physical and social data. The
indices he suggests are an index of efficient fitness

or the percentage of Grade i men, and an index
of average fitness to be derived by assigning
I unit to each Grade x man, j unit to each
Grade 2, § unit to each Grade 3, and i unit to

each Grade 4, the whole being then added and
expressed as a percentage of the total number of

men examined Many such data are given for

isolated areas, so it is to be hoped that the maps
may appear m vol 11 ,

when they will carry more
conviction than tables or diagrams Graphs of the

frequency of the different gradmgs are given
month by month for the areas, with, in the re-

gional reports, some commentary on the classes

examined. The total results show a relative

inferionly in the southern part of the country/
The measurements recorded m this volume show

an average for Grade 1 of 5 ft 6 in. stature,

130 lb. weight, and 34 in. chest girth. The
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general averages vary from area to area, but

shovf on the whole, a close simtlanty to those

obtained by Roberts and by the Anthropotnetnc

i^mmittee for the artisan classes some forty

years back, though in this volume there are not

enough data to enable the different areas to be

contrasted on an ethnographic basts

fox -^limpbln] rap awntM on of pbTXWBl fltnM n neb ff on of C mt
Br U n The d A(rain« ibow lbr«m b ns OD the ootwl numbm and
pmtnttto for neb grad* m iraU m fb« ndn of Atntn Iboy
pravda, tbtrafurt % oonraiint mnn of comparing ho raatra
pbjtfcal oood on of th« rwpoc ra popaW oob

Physique and general fitness fall off with
advancing years and it is noted from several

areas that after the age of hfty practicilly no
recruits of military value are to be obtained One
Commissioner generalises the obser\ ations by
pointing out that while the phvsical standard of
early manhood was determined by inherit mce
modified by environment above the age of forty

the determining factor was how a man had lived

his earlier life

The variation in physique with different occu-

pations IS very marked as can be seen from the

respective indices of fitness of groups thou^ it

would perhaps be well to defer detailed con>
panson until full figures arc available The follow-

may serve as illustrations »
r door P«r M

0 C pBtO

Munition wotkers and coUi«rs

fi nm n OtinU

St Helens 938 818
Colliers Wigan 917 774
Collicris West Wales 90s 760
\gncuUurists Yorks ^9 748
Engineers Yorks 859 6oq
Iron and steel workers 8S7 603
Lace workers 774 45^
Woollen trade 175
Tailors 130
Cotton operatives Stockport 579 196

This IS also seen by comparison of towns

—

eg in March 1918 Sheffield showed an index

of 83 3 with 61 per cent m Grade i and L^eds
an index of 62 with T4 5 prr cent in Grade 1 It

is evident thit the men of good physique are

found in the heavier occupations Among the

causes of low grading heart disease and tuber

culosis take a high place while in some areas

there is a prevalence of infantile paralysis Con
trary to expectations raised by the recent cam
pxign on public morals the tnadence of venereal

disease as n lause of low grading is ncirly

negligible \ special senes of charts shows the

fun data obtained as to the relation between
occupation grading and disease in the London
area Sedentary occupations show the worst
results and it is a question whether in part it is

not as much that those of inferior physique gravi

tate to sedentary work as that this in itself is

harmful Heart and circulatory disease and to a
less extent congenital or acquired deformities

constitute the chief causes of deflaency
Hie information available in this volume is such

as to require almost a separate description for each
section and the Ministry is to be congratulated
on a volume which should be on the shelves of

every socnl worker and reformer

The Doctor of • Philosophy m England

The neglect on the part of the English uni

versities in not recc^nising a speaal faculty

of philosophy has been remarkable but this singu-
lar arcumstance is of rare mterest to the student
of the history of uhiversities It is a curious fact

indeed that Uie title of doctor itself dates though
with^oome uncertainty to the first half of the

twelfth century at Bologna and to the middle of

that century at Pans About a century later the

doctorate in law and divinity came into use in

England and in the fourteenth century followed

that of medicine In the fifteenth the English uni

Xersittes took the lead in conferring the degree of
di^ietor of masic Vet doctorates in grammar

NO «63J;vol i(^]

and philosophy were p^iven in Germany so
early as the thirteenth century Until compara-
tively recently the M A in England ranked abote
the Mus Doc
To those acquainted with the history* and

the evolution of degrees tiiat of master oi arts

must carry the greatest respect if not venera-
tion from the point of view of antiquity, for it

conveys with it the first traditioas of the spread
of learning ua Europe, being as it is by fsr

oldest of agrees The earliest f^chefs bore the
tides of lord, master, and judge {donums ntagu-
ter judex), whidi wm m common use kmg be^Mq^
that of doiHor In fact, to ttits day the German
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Ph O IS pnmarily a master of arts, the degree

betn{[ properly Mogvsfsr AfUum 0t Doctor Philo*

sophuu, and is given for research, just as the

Cambridge rcscaiSi M A is to-day. whether the

Cambridge research student who has already taken

his M A will be qualified before long to add Ph D
to his name remains, however, to be seen

Rashdall, in his ** Europe in the Middle
Ages» *

* ridicules the practice now becoming
prevalent in England of giving the master’s and
doctor’s degrees m the same faculty, as, for

j

instauic, the LL M and LL D at Cambridge i

Just as a doctor may have been learned in his
I

own faculty, so was the master supposed to be
supreme m his In fact, the terms master^ pro-

fessor, and doctor were in the Middle Ages almost
identical ; and until Cambridge introduced the

anachronism of the LL M m the nineteenth cen-

tury, the master had always been regarded as

equi\dlent to the doctor in his own special faculty

But the fusion of the two in Germany m the Ph D.
was m strict accordance with tradition, and per-

fectly correct

It may be recalled that in England in the
Middle Ages, as In Pans, teachers of law were
styled doctors, and those of theology masters
The doctor of divinity, on the other hand, was
a characteristic of Bologna, and the jealousy exist-

ing betw^een the universities tended for some time

to keep these features distinct.

In recent times, howetcr, the doctorate has
assumed a higher rank than the masteratc The
Universi^ of Yale in i860 first conferred the

degree of Ph D after the German style, and this

uas followed bv other universities in the United
States The c'Otnmernal aspect of the question

,

being of importance, there has been a strong
tcnoency in recent years to recognise the disad-

vantages imposed upon students of research in

this country, as compared with their rivals from
Germany and the Unued States For some time
past—in fact, since 1895—Cambridge has given
a Certificate for Research with the B A and
M A —a distinction which is understood to rank
with a first class in Part JI of the Tripos This
certificate testifies the candidate’s dissertation to

be **a work of importance and distinction as a
record of original research ” It is about the

same standard as the German Ph D But the

general public, being little acquainted with these

innovations, continued to regard the Ph D as
the hall-mark of respectability for all research

workers, even in this country
During the last year or two, however, Oxford,

perceiving the need, has instituted the degree of

D'Phil. for the benefit of those (a) who have
attained the status of advanced student in the

university, by havu^ been placed in the first or

econd in tbe Final Honours School, or in the

first class m an Honours School of the. First Public

Bxambntion, and passed all necemry exam-
inations for the degriw of B A ; (b) students from
other Universities who 'have attained a similar

sUkubrd, and can oroduce evidence of fitness to

NO. 363?, VOL. 105]

engage in research, having pursued a course of
study at one or more umversities extending o\er
four years at least After two years at Oxford,
such students may, as a rule, apply for the
D Phil by presenting a dissertation, which
must constitute an original contribution to know-
ledge, set forth in such a manner as to be fit

for publication tn extenso, being, m the opinion
of the examiners, of sufficient merit to qualify for
the degree.

The example of Oxford has been followed by
Cambridge A new statute authorising the
degree of doctor of philosophy for research has
been approved by the Privy Council, and the
regulations will og put before the Senate at the
first Congregation in the Easter term The statute

will rescind the old regulations relating to research
students As in the case of Oxfora, the status
of an advanced student, known now at Cam-
bridge as research student, must be attained,

whether by graduates of Cambridge or by students
from other universities (a) A student, being a
^aduate of Cambridge, who has from the time of
nis admission as a research student pursued in

the university, or in some other recognised place
of study, a course of research for not less than
three years, one year of which has been spent at

Cambridge, <md two either at Cambridge or at

some other recognised place of study, may, not
earlier than the ninth, and not later than the

twelfth, term from his admission as a research
student, submit a dissertation embodying the re-

sults of his research (h) A student who, not being
a graduate of the university, has kept residence
not less than six terms m a course of research,

and pursued research for not less than three
years, two of which have been at Cambridge, and
one either at Cambridge or elsewhere recognised
by the authorities, mav, not earlier than his ninth,

and not later than his twelfth, term as a research
student, submit a dissertation embodying the
results of his research It is not quite clear

whether, and if so what, provisions are made for

those research students who have already taken
the research M A having w^orked for the pre-
scribed period at Cambridge or elsewhere

At present a master of arts of five years* stand-
ing—that is, twelve years from matriculation

—

may apply for the Sc D The fee vanes from
twenty-five guineas to nearly 50/ ,

according to

the college But very few ever proceed to this,

since by the tune the necessary status is reached
most men consider that they have had sufficient

patronage and paid enough for their education to

trouble about it They are usually by that time
tired of examinations and of submitting themselves
to the cnticism of examiners, some of whom,
havii^ remained at the university, holding small
teaching appointments, may not have attained
quite the same status in the outer world.

It IS a matter of importance that examiners
for such degrees should have the confidence of the
candidates, as well as of the university authori-

ties, as being at least their equals, if not superiors.
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m the knowledge of the special subjecti^ of the

chasertations for at some universities professors

who have never published anything whatever are

asked, as professors, to examine, for the doctorate,

cindidates with a European reputation! An in

stance of this nature has recently occurred in one

of the universities in this country, the professors

being almost unknown outside its walls But no
doubt C^fori and Cambridge may be trusted to

stand above rendering such an injustice to those

who seek their recogmtion and come from afar foi^

the benefits they bestow

British Crop Production^

By Da Edward J Russell, F R S

ryODDER and hay crops play a more important part

^ than cereals in the economy of the f irm because

they arc the raw materials for a highly important pirt

f the farmer s business—the production ol meat

iilk or butter They are too bulky to transport in

ny quantity and farmers use only as much as they

lemwlves grow The output of meat and dairy pro-

uce IS therefore limited by the quantitus of these

pops at the farmer s disposal Tne quantities pro

duced just before the war and in iqi8 were

production of h odder and Hay Crops

Swedes
Mangolcit

Y « d ptr K • Acreftgr

908 7 M llo « o «c «•
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WalM don
to * ton«
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130 146 J 04 091 175 160142228
195 *9 5 043 0 4* 05* 050 9 5 *03
wt cwt

Hay (tenjKinu'y) 291 3a s 155 145 *9® 4S 44
Ptrasnent gra-w 2a 6 27 9 4 79 4 3^ 6 49 5 95 8 j 79
Like cereals nnd potatoes these crops arc greatly

alTocted by artificial fertilisers especially by phos

phates which tnircase not only the yield but 'tiso

the feeding value per ton This is strikingly shown
in the case of swedes and turnips which receive a
large pirt of the superphosphate made in this country

Man(,olds respond remarkably well to poUsme fer

tilisers and to salt There is much to be learned

from a systematic study of the influence of artificial

manures on the comtiosiiton and feeding value of

these crops under the varied conditions of thi«i

country
\ further reason for the important part played bv

these crops in the economy of the farm is that they

prtifourtdlv affect the fertility of the soil They do
not remove from the soil all the fertilising constituents

which must be idded to secure maximum growth
some of these constituents are left behind in the soil

to benefit the next crop- a rare instance of double

effectiveness for which the farmer ought to he pro

foundty thankful In the second place even the fer

tiHsing constituents which ere absorbed bv the crop
are not entireh retained by the animal ccmsiderable

quarttides are excreted and pass Into the manure \nd
again are added to the sod There is therefore the
possibility of constant improvement of the sod
larger fodder crops enable more hvestock to be kept
more livestock make more manure and more manure
gives still larger crops It is sometimes argued that

meat or milk oroductoon is In some wav opposed to
corn production, but on this method there is no
antagXusm on t}io contrarv each helps the other

The production of more meat is consistmt with and
mdaed involves the production of more com
The simplest way of utilising anbnal excretions

without loss IS to allow the animals to consume the
crop on the land where It grows and this Is frequently

DfiM9m dkhimd «i tht Roysl loidm on on FrUty FotvMwy
CfnUmMd from p 17!
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done excepting where the sod is so sticky a^ to
become very unpleasant in wet weather Sheep are
the best animals for the purpose, as they are easily
penned in by light hurdles theM being moved as
each portion of the field is cleared, this folding is a
common occurrence on the chalky and sandy sods of
the Southern and Eastern Counties

Bullocks are less tractable and cannot be enclosed
by light hurdles they are therefore generally kept
in yards roofed in it possible but oftentimes open
Sufficient straw is added to provide them with
bedding ind to soak up the excretions In this wav
the fertilising constituents of the straw as well as of
the fpod are returned to the sod

In the cast of daiia cows the treitment is rather
different thev have to be housed prcnerly in quarters
which are i>ometimcs palatial and for hygienic reasons
they arc allowed but little bedding Their manure
IS removed onee daily—sometimes oftener—the
pnmary object being to jLct it awa> without con
timinating thi milk The investigations already
referred to for which lord Flveden provides the

I
funds are now being extended to the dair\ farm to
sit how far it is possible to save the manure without
pn ludicc to the puntv of the milk

In the old davs when farmyard manure was the
only manure and the old tvpe of implements alone
were available farmers had to arrange their crops

I

on a definite plan in order to get through their work
and maintn n permanentlv the productiveness of the

1 land There thus grew up a system known as the
rotation of crops which contnbitcd very largely to
the agncultural developments of the sixties and
ultimately became a rigid rule of husbandry stnitly

enforced over large parts of the rountry Modern
cultivation implements and fertilisers justify much
more latitude however and no good fanner ought
to be restricted in his cropping provided of course
that h maintains the fertility of his land It is

sometimes a convenience on the dairy farm to grow
the same crop year after year on the same land and
the Rothamsted experiments show that this cm be
done excepting only In the case of clover With this

exception there is no more need to have a rotation of
crops than there is to have a rotation of tenants in a
house Tt IS essential however that the land should
be kept free from other cOmpebtors and from disease
germs Freedom from eompetibon means the exclusion
of weeds In the dd davs this had to be effected by
periodical bare fallows Nowadays a different course
IS possible modem cultivation inwlements worked
by a troctor allow great scope for the suppression of
weeds There is, however one crop that must be
grown penodicallv to enspre the best results—clover
or a mixture of clover and grass Clover afford# valu
able food for cattle during wlflterfy.4md ^t also en
ndiee the soil In highly valuable nitrogenous organic
matter Much of this Is the worts of the olant ftself

and cmild equatlv well be done bv grase^ but ^
enrichment Hi nitn^en lb the work of bacteria refkling
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in the nodulee in the dover*roou, and ii unique
among the phenomena of the farm.
Unfortunately, clover, unlike other cropi ,

cannot be

S
own frequenny on the nme land, and, consequently,

e Darmer Is unable to make as much use of It as
he would like investigators have for many years
been trying to increase the effecuveness of the clover

organism, out without result Inoculation of the soil

with virulent strains has been tried, but it was un-
sujcoessful in this countnr, although results are claimed
in the United States The problem has recently been
taken up at Rothamsted, and one reason found for the
previous failure The organism has several stages

in its life-history, one of which is a period of rest,

some conditions favour a long rest, others a shorter
one, and Mr H G Thornton is endeavouring to find

out how to Increase the activity of the organism in

the soil and ensure that its work shall be done
Attention is being devoted also to the causes of failure

of the crop The clover crop furnishes some of the
most important problems in arable farming liefore us

Tn the meantime, a working solution lies in growing
an admixture of grasses with the clover This reduces
the nsk of failure while conslderablv benefiting both
soil and farmer
\ tvpicnl arable district is thus a busy region in

which both farmers and workers are kept constantly
occupied The crops, claim attention all through the
year, and particularly in summer, while in winter
the animals need attention Four or more men can
be regularly employed per 100 acres An organised
village life has develop^, having distinctive rharac
teriiltes of it^ own and presenting en^css scope for the
intelligent social worker
Grass farming, on the other band, stands out in

sharp contrast with all this The grass farmer puts
his animals into the fields, and Nature does the rest,

when they are fat he sells them to the butcher It
Is essentially summer work the winters are left

free As no man can long remain idle, there has
been an extensive development of hunting and its

attendant occupation, horse*breeding, In the English
grass regions While the grass farmer's life Is not
all idyllic joy, It is, at any rate, free from much of
the worry and uncertainty of arable farming, and it

brings in sufficient money to ensure a modest rom-
petence One can quite understand the reluctance of
the farmer to quit this path of safety

If one could accept the doctrine that a man could
do what he liked with his land, the grass farmer could
be left alone and reckoned among Virgil’s too happy
husbandmen But this doctrine is now somewhat
out of court, and the needs of the community have
also to be taken Into nccount From this pxnnt of
jdew grass husbandry, in spite of its safeness for the
individual farmer, is not so good for the communitv
» arable fanning, since it is less productive pec acre
of ground This was realised before the war, and
was vividly brought to the notice of farmers bv Sir
Thomas Middleton, who drew up the following

Nwnbef of Fmons who covXd he Supplied with Energy
for One Year from the Products of loo Acres of

Poor pasture converted into meat a-4
Medium pasture ditto 13-14
Ridipasture ditto 25-50
Arable land producing com end meat loo-iio

The area of rich posture is very restricted An im-
proVement con often he mode In poof and me^um
pMture by use of basic slag, by drainage, and in
Other wa^, hut the results could Wtihabl^ never sur-
Mss fliose now obtained on rich pasture None of
tnem approach the results obtained on arable land
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During the war, therefore, the policy of the PoKkI
Production Department was to convert graomO^
into arable, and much was done, but now that the
element of compulsion has disappeared some 6f, the

arable is going back to grass It is not that the

farmer is trying to avoid work, he is impressed by
the greater nsk of arable farming,* and, ibove all,

he desires to keep to the well-established principle

that his system of husbandrt must suit the local

conditions 1 his is strikingly shown by the following
returns from a large num^ of farms —

Collected by the Agrtcultural Costmgs Comtmiiee
Incom« ptr iLxpcnditun Pioflt<* Caphtil*

ftCf« per Acra per kcra (nr acr«

England and Wales—
Miied farms 9 is 5 10 a u 1 7 s 13 9 o
Dairy farms 14 I7 0 13 18 5 1 7 4 >5 7 0
Corn and sheep 771 7 4 10 1 14 a 12 10 9
Large sheep farm 143 o 17 6085 17 10

All acottisii S V 4 15 10 1 4 11 7 7 9

The profit per acre from the large sheep farm is

small in itselt, but it is large in proportion to the

lapitul and the expenditure, and, given a sufficient

acreage, the farm is more lucrative than the more
risky mixed or dairy farms Ihe risk of corn pro-

duction can, and probably will, have to be met by
some svstem of msurance or guarantee, but the need
to conform to local conditionb wilt always remain

llie problem therefore arises Can a system of

huvbanary be devised which suits the natural condi

tions as well as grass, and is as productive of

total wealth as uraUe crops? I believe this can be

done Grabs is not the only crop adapted to moist

conditions 01 heavy soils, and appropnate for the pro.

duction of meat and milk Many other leaf or root

crops serve ns well, some of vvhich yield much more
food per acre than does grass Vetches, rape, mun-
{folds, kale, and marrow-btem kale can all be used

direct, and there arc various mixtuies of oats with

peas, tares, vetches, etc , that can be fed green and
made into hay or silage ns the farmer mn\ wish 1 he

use of these crops in the place of grass for the feeding

of livestoxi IS known as the soiling system

We are only just beginning to discover the com-
binations of crops best suited to particular londitions

An interesting experiment is in progress at the Harper
Adams Agricultural College, which, however, should

be repeated elsewhere Each crop is governed by the

same general laws as hold for cereals In each cose

the yirid and feeding value can both be increased bv
the proper Vise of artificial fertilisers, and there is the

further possibility of great impiovemcnt b\ the plant-

breeder
It is in this direction that I think British agricul-

ture will develop in the future The system is itrictlv

in accordance with the laws of scienie, and therefore

it needs a minimum amount of artificial support It

gives the fanner abundant scope for the production

of livestock, which he has nlwavs rogardM as his

sheet anchor, and the communitv an abundant pro-

duction of fo^ per acre Most important of all, while

s On oar ordinary form «t Roitiamatd (dintinct froB the expaloMHtJil
1«ul)lb« utpoiKlItnrc rm 11111110 innd U eonttnnooaly Iniraianf, whik thnt

Of) tlu irMownd m much tm The flKiirei nre —

WhfU »
Oam
Rootfl M.

Potatoes

Ora«< Oiev)

„ (gmttttg)

1017 t8 1418 14

4 * 4 f 4 t

3 7 to 14 14 0
tf 4 ’ 1
*7 it» eo tB 6 0
1 t (7 11 4A 0

^ « 4 iS 6 •
a IS a 4 30

DbMt
smblo

vtn fwyiMiu* eoceant for ehoot 40 per cent o( ih« ecpendltiirt on
knd, bat for Icm than 15 per cent, of that on frowlond

> Indadinit change In tsliutlon.

M



N^UHE
retldbin^ the beat featwet of our preaent crable aad

^temi it ftl|awi of condderaMe further
oimlopcnent

I saa]l not venture any opinion at to how far we
Oovkl fto tn fhedina ourselves The accompanying table
lliows what we dM befwe the war and wbiSt on our
present technical knowledge we could do now, aisum
ing that the insurance pmlem of covering the eirtra

of arable farming were solved and assuming
ilso a reasonable increase ui the efficiency of labour
In diu country we tan certainly hope to find the

solution of the insurance problem and 1 hope and
believe of the labour problem also Our output per
acre of the arable crops is distinctly above that of
many other countries though wo no longer lead oe
we did m the sixties Our output per man however
IS not particularly good and la open to considerabU
improvement Those who know the agncultural
labourer best have the fullost faith that his sterling
qualities will enable him to nse to the new levels of
industrial capacity which the man of science and the
engineer have qpened out for Bntish agriculture
There are anxious days ahead but with wise and
^mpathetic treatment the difficulties can be solved
and our future assured

CoMmmptlon and Frodueton Of Human Food tu ffar

Umud Kingdom Mttbon Tout far Jbmum
Hois>p;oeacii>B

CdmiMMiiMl
Pm
war

XMMaMd
aSSSS

'Wheat barley andoati U 4 70 too
Other cereals 35 —
Potatoes 55 4S ^3 70
Dairy prodooe Sa 47
Meat 3 0_ 1 S 4 $

4 Mr McCurdy gives ibe followma derails fiir 1919 (sM Tifiw
ratmiftiy il* 9«o) —

Mtd Pimdm m g/Ft^dim tkg Umiigd Ainidmm I9»9

Prepoit on of bav* tcowB wid
Eft ma «1 oul* oqportod VRMlmladoM

CoMinwid ty
eoosanpe ea^

Home grown Impottad
Toftt For otat FeroMt

Wlwat 7 995000 n
Bariey 956000 64
Oats 4097000

S
t

Beef and vaal u
Mntion aad \nmh 57 «3
Baesa iwd h»nw
B Uer

4»aoo
foooo

li

4*

Chesss 45000 30 7»

—Cvrtda IbvqMiit m vtn sAsr dsduct on Ibr Msd ud
n iba CAMS of vh«A for U I ng atio Bacon 1 bo qdoat t •• g via nro for

Incoa u imokod o d od

Obituarf

THh death of M Licifn Poincar^^ Vice Rec
tor of the Untvefbily of Pans on March q

at fift\ eight years of igc will be felt as a great

loss not onlv to higher education in b ranee but

also to the entente between the universities of that

countrs and those of Great Britain Only a fort

night before M Pomcard came to England
accompanied by Mme Poincare to open the
Bntish brinch of the Offiic National des Uni
versit^s et 1 colts fnn^aists hi used u th ur twn
I nivcrsitics of the I mpire Bure u n Russell

Square Hib bpeethes on 1 ebruar\ 23 at the

Bureau ind on I ebru irv 24 at the I niversity of
London where he w i& gi\en a sptcial reception

ind It the L}ceum Club left on his hearers a
deep unprcssitn of chaim of width of knowledge
of sound judgm'-nt and of sympathy JA Lucien
Pome xri like his brother Ravmond former Presi

dent of the French Republic and his cousin
« Henn the grcit mathemitician came from

I orraine He was a physicist by training and took
his doctor h degree with a thesis on the resistance

^f electrolytes Like most French physicists

be begtu) bis teaching career in secondary educa
tion, an4 irts a master first it the Lycte of M ii>

sedl^» aod at the Lvcie I ouis le Grand in

Parts For a time be was charg^-de cour^ at the
•pans Faculty of Sciences 1 Uer he entered on an
administrative career and held successively the
posts of Rector of the Acaddmie of Chqmb^ of

lospector General and then Director ^f Secondary
IMucatidh and of Qtiector of Hi^r Education at

the Ministry of Public Instruction In October

1^17 M Pomcard was appointed ofikial hewd of
the University of Pans (tibe most distinguished

pcMt m French igrf^Stty administration) ui succes
sKm to the vetAni M Liard
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Thb death is announced at sixty four years of

age of Prof Hector Trpib the eminent pro
fessor of ^yneeecdogy m iht University of Am
sterdam

flip death cf Mr H S B Brindley is re

corded m Lngmeenng for April 9 as having
occurred on March a8 only three days before his

name appeared on the list of newly created

Knights Commanders of the British Empire Mr
Brindley was born in 1867 ind educated at

the lokio Engineering College where his father

was an instructor He had wide experience with
several engineering firms and will be remembered
chiefly by his energetic development during the

war of a disused artificial stone factory at Pon
ders End into a shell and gun factory employing
more than five thousand hands a task which could
have been qccompbshcd only by a %ery exceptional

man

By the death lately announced of Mr W J
Rainbow the Australian Museum of Sydney,
New South Wales has lost the services of an
entomologist who for twenty four years laboured
with assiduity and success to make the collcctiDA

of insects and Arachnids in that institution worthy
of a great colony and has thereby laid all students

of those clashes under a lasting obligation Mr
Rainbow s published works include treatises on
ceitaln groups of Lepidoptera and Diptera but tits

main attention was given to the studyt and especs-

ally the life history, of spiders and scorpions ^Hls
papers on Arachnids are sixty seven m numtAr,
one of the latest being devoted to^g
and dassification of the Araneidcs mught from
Macquarie Idand hy the expedition under Sir

Douglas Mawaon *
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P»or. C J. Masctin, F R S , director of the Lister

Imtiftite 'of Preventive Medidne; Sir William Oipen,

ILB.E ; and Sir j E. Petavel, R.B E • F R«S ,

dlfeotf of tiia National Physical Laboratory, have
bewt ^ected members of the Athemnnn Club under
She provisions of the rule of the club which empowers
the annual election by the committee of a certain

number of persons **of dlstinjpxished eminence in

sriiafs', Utemture, the arts, or for public service **

Ita Royal Danish Society of Science has elected

Sir Ernest Rutherford and Sir Joseph Thomson as

fetfows in the physical and mathematical class, and
Sir George Grierson and Prof. W M Lindsay fellows

In the historical and philosophical class

Da. A McWilliau, formerly assistant professor of

metallurgy in the University ^ Sheffield, and now a
ooasuitant metallurgist in that dty, was invested by

the King wHh the Order of C.B E on March ao

This honour was conferred upon him for his general

war work In India, prindpally In connection with the

supply of steel for war purposes

As already announced, the Gedoglcal Survey and

the Museum of Practical Geology were transferred

from the Board of Education to the Department of

Scientific and Industrial Research on November i last

The Lord Preddent has now appointed a Geological

Survey Board for the management of the work of

the Survey and museum, and to submit from time

to time recommendations on developments that appear

to be necessary as the work pr ^;resses. The Board,

as at present constituted, consists of Sir Frands G
Of^lvie (chairman), Prof W S. Boulton, Prof J W
Ceegocy, Dr. J<^n Home, Prof J E Marr, Mr
Frank Merridcs, and Mr W. Russell

S» Hshry Howokth has presented to the Geo.
logical Department of the British Museum (Natural

Hbtocy) the collection «of mammalian and other

remains obtained by Mr. W J Lewis Abbott from

» ftesure near Ightham, Kent. This collection is

espedally important on account of the care widi which

the bones of the small animals were extricated and
preserved. The ordinary larger spedmens belong to

the woolly rhmooeroa, mammoth, reindeer, stag, roe-

bttcky hpm, and hyena, and show that the greater

fait of the Muna at least dates bade to the latter

lart of the Pleietooene period. All the drcumstances
oi tihe discovery were dlecuseed by Messrs Abbott and
E. T. Ndwton !n the Geological Soriety’a Quarterly

Jjpmiii in 1894.

Casaoe AmmiiOi dSrecier of the Argentine

KMjbnnl Muieuia, txinmimm that be hae reoenUy

dfhmvared the nlieet fcaewn remalna od asan at

Khaenr* near lifar M Plata, oil the coast of the

paeWnna of BUenea Abm. Human remalni were

Bsmitht the sante sevesai yeart 'fgn in aaeo*

riMom with ateoa Imf IfUisnfsi and wUk iMies of rim

mwmcfc Loanma ana. gramuiveKnaat auc aooomiig

ttw <pl|M9CV«dflii| Dr. At«l HrdIKka ind Dr
mvaVUOi (SiAttihao^lMt Intdtvdofi, Bureau «l
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American Briuology, BuUerin 5a, xi^ta), riiey are el

no great antiquity, and probably represent a modsm
South American race. All the su^osed discoveries
of early man in America have hitherto proved un-
satisfactory, and Dr Ameghlno^s detailed report on
the latest find will be awaited with interest

Capt. Vauquan-Wiluaus, who is excavating the*

supposed itte of Edward the Confessor's palaot In

Windsor Great Park, has discovered what is believed
to be the <lie<Ucation*atone of a Saxon place of worship.
Upon the stone are the marks of a cross and what
looks tike Saxon lettering Among other discoveries

are the remains of a kitchen and banquering-hall and
the traces of what seem to be Roman baths. This
confirms the statement of Mr Forestler that the palace
of the Saxon king was built upon the site of a Roman
villa, which was provided, os usual, with a series oi

baths The remains of the chapel Indicate that it was
40 ft long, and, according to Bishop Browne, who
recently Inspected it, it contained an altar for the

worship of God, and, one smaller for the worship of

devils

Ninbtebn years ago the splendid survivor of the

Great Trllithon at Stonehenge was in a very dangerous
condition, but it was set upright again, and now the

Office of Works, ki association with riie Sodety of

Antiquaries, is engaged in restoring to a posibon of

safety other stones that are in danger A quesrion of

intereet has been raised during the work nosv in pro*

grass. Just inside the Ditch a circle of holes has been
discovered in riie chalk, which mark the site of an
outer Guriie of stones In these holes have been found
charred human bones, bits of burnt animals* bones, or
only a singte tine of a stag's horn. Aubrey's map,
maite in 1^, showed in approximately the position of
these newly found holes a series of deprenions in the

turf wfaidt have since then disappeared In one was
shown M stone which has since been removed inw
detached etone, urell known aa the “Slaughtering

Stonei,” wfikh lies in Une with the *‘Hele Stom^'*

appears to fit dmolt caactiy iato place in this new
etede. 'Whether it ie th, last sur^ver o< an outsr

drde of stones, and uhadier this outer tins waa
coeval anth Audiury and. tnada before Stondienge
itself exieted—-theee are queetione which cannot now
be answered until further ezeavatione help to aolve

the problem

Trb Jamaa Fomet lecture for the present year will

be tirthrered at the InsthutiOR ol GivU Eogineere hf
Sir Dugald Cleric at 5.30 on Tuesday, April so. Tbs
sab}eet will be “Fuel Conssrvstion in the United
Kii«daa».“

Tbb fourth Guthrie lecture of the Physical Sodely
of London will be delivered on Friday, AprU 33, at

S o’cleck, I9 K, C E. Guinauma, who will take an
hia subvert **Tbe Anomaly of the NirimLIron Alloys

t

Its Causes and Its Applications.”

Sin Gbenes NawuAn will delKer the Lady Priestiaaf

memorial feefura of the National Nedth Social ai
Tburadajr, April sa, at tha Royal Sodety of Msdltlan
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fat ftiimp«k Md dt» pcoAt #puM tto StMdh 1A|Mbject wfal b* “PiwMitive Madetnb: The
Itapormwa of ui B^faieotod Public OpInfaMi.*’

Tu Wilbur Wrifibt lecture of tbo R«]^ Aero>

neutlcel Society for the preeent year will bo ddivered

on Tueedeyt June aa, at the Central Hall, Weat*
minetor, by Comdr. J. C. Huneaker, U.S.N., who
will talM at hie eubject " Naval Architecture In Aero-
nantica.'*

Uni»k the aueidoei of the National Union of

Scientific Woricera a public maetliig, preeided over by
Mr, H. G. Wells, is to be held at 8 o'clodc on
Wednesday, April s8, in the lecture-theatre of Biric-

beck CoUege, Breams Buildings, E C 4, addressed by
Prof. F. Soddy on “The Public Support of ScientiSc

Research." The address will be followed by a
dlacussioo

Tin Scottish Shale Oil Scientific and Industrial

Research Association has been ai^iroved by the
Department of Scientific and Indushial Research as
complying with the conditions laid down in the

Govmment scheme for the encouragement of indus-
trial research The association may be approached
through Mr W. Fraser, C B E , Scottish Oils, Ltd ,

135 Buchanan Street, Glasgow
^

A oOMMUNiCATtON has been received from the
Decimal Association criticising the recent report of
the Royal Commission on Decimal Coinage The
assodadon maintains that the report cannot be
accepted as final for the following reasons, among
others —The Commission ignores the fact that eleven

of our Colonies or Dependencies have already adopted
dedmal coinage, and that our non-decimal Dominions
have repeatedly advocated the establishment of the
decimal principle in currency. Further, the report

exaggerates the difikulties which would be caused by
the abolition of the penny, and takes no account of

the altered and daily deoeasing purchasing power of

that com. The Decimal Assertion considers that

tfae first minority r^Mit represents the actual opinion

of the community, and that the decision given in the

main report is lAort-eighted and ui^c^olar. For
tiiese reasons the aseodatloo intends to persist wiA
its active propaganda in favour of the reform.

In Anetent Sgfpt (part 1 , ipao) Prof. Flinders Petrie

describes the hoaid of personal ornaments found seme
ten years ago at Antfnoe, in Upper Egypt Unfor-
tunatdy, the hoard was not preserved intact, and tfae

valuableo are now scattered in London, Berlin, Detroit,

and fibe Pierpont Morgan ooUecdon. The gpreater part

of the trsasure, now described Dr. Dennisoa, is

dated by coins to tfae time between Jostinlait and
‘ Mauncius Tiberius, the latter half of the sixth century,

tie finest object is a great necklet with fotatsen

inserted coins from Theodosios to Justfailan, and a
barbari^iinltatlon of a goU cMn of Valentiniaa 111. as
a esntrnpiece, the tlsle for making imitations of coins

for pmament being famiiiar in NorUi Europe. Prof.

Retrie ililli II the disperml of the ooUecdon to tfae

present Egyptian law of treasuitMrove. IftfaeQovara-

sjlgnt wo^ pay, gs deMen dO| ttm toeal prkepi
coUmiIow coiM bo |hircbo904 nuKh bciow tho vitoo

" m. 8633 . VOL. Z05}

to ttfo deuer.
* t

Thi {MTobobdity of tbo None dtfoorcqr of

borfen before the vogrofo of Borente in 1596 ii d|l

eubjeot of on article by Dr F. Nmne^n to Notoren
for Januery-Pebruaryp 1920. It bee Unog been «
matter for dUcuMkm whether the Svalbani ol tbo

Icelandic atmala waa SfdtiAwrgen, and the weighb of

evidenoe favours the bc^f that it was* Dr. Naneen
reproduces an loelamfic map published to the rttteenth
centuryp before Barents’s discovery« wUdi certainly

suggests that Svalbard was the coast of Spitsbecgeo*
At the same time, it does not preclude the poeaftSity

of Its identification with north-eastern Gfeetdaiidi but

this explanation is improbable, in view of the courses

given for reaching Svalbard from Iceland Dr. Nansen
Mleves that the Norsemen found Svalbard by dumcct
some vessel having been driven out oi its course by a
gale. He thinks that the greater attraction of the

fisheries on the coast of Norway, parhcidarly the

Lofoten Islands, diverted attention from Svalbard,

which was eventuaUy fiurgotten There is no evidenoe

whatever that BarenU made any use of Norwegian
knowledge in bis voyage in 1596 The arti^ contains

a ^;bod reproduction of the map known as Barents’s

ch^ published in 1599 by Cornelius Claess.

A WILL-KNOWN and much-advertised institute of

mind-trainmg has sent us particulars of a laboratory

of applied psychology which it has organised and
equipi^. For a spedfied fee the laboratory, it Is

MUttidt ’*wiU enable those who need vocation^ guid*

anoe to discover with scientific accuracy their strong

and weak points, and to obtain expert advice on the

choice of a career Those living at a distance

can have tests forwarded by post ** Vocatfonal

psychdogy Is the youngest branch of the youngest of
the sciences

;
it is not ten years since the publication

of the wdUcnown books by Taylor and by MOnstMv
berg upon industrial psychology and so-called actontlfle

managment Many, therefore, wiU doubt whether
any laboratory can yet state the vocational qualifier

ti«)S of a given individual “wldi sdentific accuracy*'

eitW by post or otherwise, much less whether an
tostitute organised for profit ie the proper place for

each invest^tiones At the tame time ihm new veiw

tore is a striking testimony to the advance made
by peydiology, both during and stoce the war^

into fidds of practical i^ipliartloa; and, dearty and
aUy written as they are, the two pan^hlets isecief

by the new laboratory, on **Chooelng a Vooatfoik^

and on ^Chooeing ^i^oyees,’* may do usefid ecN
vice ill acquainting both employere and j|>|Alcafits

jfor epyloyment with the poeriUHty of actogtiid'*

method to vocational guidance, and vriUi tfie prd^
aUItty that, when eetabUsiMd by dlsbitoreeted leetorrli,

I
iiidi methods vriU be as superior to the current

nutinogi Of pwnofMi pmoiwioQ or oc poronoKnou

I

advies $» ^ prstcrl^ttont of a ptopody wilWfaa

madioal specialist an svpetior ta AmbSEs
grandmotfisr or tba potiatm of a local immlUt ,,

,

Wi faaya<n sowal pcifailfans nIsmA to atfrfo,
Aw CpfofNs Rssf—a diify papar ptfolWwd ly Sa
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of tb* Rhb^0-^ca odttcatUmftl liutitutioni and

cmnected wUb tho Anny of Occiqmtion The
Bnt number i^n^^ered on March 31, 1919, and a copy

«l the aiuilveraary iem reached us a few days ago

Ithe Jouraal hu been most iucoessftil, and Is exerting

n very valuable influence in revealing British thought

nod ^drlt to Germany* It has a large circle of

Cttnnaa readers, and is used In many schools for

yeadliig lessons and the study of Engli^. **Here,'’

am an editorial artide in the anniversary number,

this great German city we Ude, facing a
wonderful land tom with dissensions after the

fldi^btlest conflict of all time; we of the Ciilogn»

tittle band of soldier scribes—and, never for-

getting the ravaged west which lies behind us, we
are facing east, where the sun ntes." To the staff

which is thus promoting a better understanding

between two peoples we offer our most cordial con-

gratulations upon the success of their faithful and
InSriligent woric It is particularly appropriate that

we sfamld asaoclate ourselves with other good wishers

In tills expresrion, because Capt W E Rolston, the

editor and manager of the Cologne Poti, was, before

the war, a conatant contnbutor to our columns He
was formerly an assistant to Sir Norman Lockyer in

the Solar Physics Observatory at South Kensington,

and when the observatory was transferred to Cam-
bridge he went with it For several years he wrote

the whole of the notes In Our Astronomical Column,

and also contributed numerous articles and reviews

Capt Rotston provides another example of the value

of a scientific training to business management and

literary balance, and his devoted attention to what
Is really a unique newspaper m *its the fullest offldal

recognition

In a study of the colour and markings of pedigree

Hartford cattle (JourtuH of &n€Ucs, vol ix., No 3)

Miss P. Pitt finds that the breed arose by selection

from the nondeecript cattle of the county during the

ssventtenth and early eighteenth centuries All sorts

ooloitrs and marldngs prevailed, but among them
the fed with wMte face, which is still characteristic

of the breed, was moat common. This pattern prob-

«My originated through a mutation which appeared In

a ditfk herd in 1730, and waa kept and bred from as a
otrloehy. The whita face Is a dominant condition,

whUs exoesaive white In modem Herefords is found to

be teceashre to the typical pigmentation. Variations

horn ^ype which now occur in the breed are due to the

outcrop of teeesdve characters inherited from the time

belors pattern selection was practised

Cowsfiinuam foliage injury Is reported In Michigan

to the fidMtitution of caldOm and magnesium
etdmtw for lead arsenate for ^iraylng purposes

Tbs ^)oartsrfy Bultedn of the MIcMgau A^cuitural
Experiment Station (vd 11 , No. s, November,

imr rtports Intaresting tests carried out to discover

iffmm for this Injury. Plants In respiring give

^ oouriAemble quantities of carbon dl^^dde, with
writ lbs ihn of moisture on tiio leaves h^presum-

dMiged. The tests show that caldum and
nttlpieriMiii aMnatae are very much more aohible

** Iks. VOL. 105]

in carbonated water than In pure weteri white for

lead arsenate the reverse Is true. It seems, tberafprii

that this solubility of calcium and nutgosstum
arsenates in carbon dioxide is the cause of the ftAage
Injury occurring In fhiiutrees sprayed with theee

materials It is suggested that the addition of Itme
to the qiray mixture may prevent the mjurv, but this

suggestion awaits proof

\s the result of comprehensive tests carried out by
the New South Wales Department of Agnculture on
two of their experimental farms, it is claimed that a
more satisfactory method has been found of tieating

seed-wheat for bunt than by pidding in a bluestone
solution According to Science and Industry (Aus-
tralia), carbonate of copper gives the best results, as
has been shown after many years of experimenting
with other substances The method which the invest

tigators recommend is to dust drv copper carbonate

through the gram at the rate of a os of the fungicide

to one butiiel of wheat Substantial increases in the

vield per acre were obtained in comparison with
pickled seed, while other advantages wMdi the new
process possesses over established practice are said

to be that (x) no water is necessary, (a) no injurious

effect 18 caus^ to either the grain or the young plant,

as is the case with bluestone pickling; (3) seed-wheat
can be treated weeks before It 1$ sown ; (4) no
damage is done to the grain if it should lie In a dry
seed-bed for weeks without germinating; (5) better

germination is obtained
,

ai^ (6) the process it

quicker and less laborious than wet pickling

Am Official Guide has been issued (143 pages, price

at) to the Museum of British Forestry (Museum
No 4) at the Rbyal Botanic Gardens, Kew This
museum, which was opened in 1910, occupies Cam-
bridge Cottage, formerly the residence of the Duke
of Cambridge The term “ forestry ” Is more cor-

rectly used as synonymous with sylviculture—that is,

for trees and shrubs that are grown for commercial
purposes—the term “arboriculture'* being used for

trees and shrubs that are grown as specimen plants

or f6r purely ornamental work. The objects In view
In the production of the two types of trees are

very different, and the mature spedmens differ

in appearance The scope of the museum is at
present limited to collections of timber, fruits dnd
seeds of trees, dried specimens of a few types of hmly
trees and shrubs, photographs of isolated trees and
plantations, the fungus- and insectdiseases of trees,

articles manufactured from Britistwgrown timber, and
tools and machinery used in sylvicultural and arbori-

cultural opsratlons In most instances the spedmcnf
shown hsr^ been grown, manufactured, or collecteil

in the British Isles Room No. 3 contains a series

of special Interest to the student, and llluttrates fim

trees and shrubs native to or planted in Great Britain,

with a brief account of their economic uses; tihs

arrangement ts acranUng to the natural temtIiBh.

Injuria to trees caused by various sgencles—emimab,
patriritio or climbing plants, fungi, and insects—one

j
also iUustratsd in dM^ Apart from Its serrice as at

I guide to the museum, the booklet eont^ns muth
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Htfeful Informtloo on our BritMi-0roi«m treet and

^ir ooonomic value.

%

Athwtiow mity be Yieefutlydirw^ to the U|^ frede

of In<fim bauxites now unto development, at repre-

sented by analyses given by Dr. L. L. Fennor in Us
artlde on “llie Mineral Resources of ^ Central

Provinces " (Rec, Geol Surv. India, vcg. 1 , p. 073,

igu))

Db H<».TBDAHt*8 interesting maps and discussion

of the distribution of land and water in the North

AUantic region in PaUeosoic times (see Natubb,

voL dll t p 433) have been reproduced for readers

of Engllah in the American Journal of Science for

Jaiiuary (vd xlix
, p 1) Some corrections have

been noted in the separate copies sent out by the

audiorf the most important being the accidental

exchange of the titles of Figs 9 and 11, which should

be rectified by those ^ho may use them In their re-

issued form.

In a paper on '* 01d Age and Extinction In Fotilla**

(Proe. Geol Assoc , vol xxx , p 102, 1919) Dr W D.

Lang directs attention to the reluctance—perhaps

better called Indifference—of the female to the recep-

tion of the male animat, as exhibited, f(v Instance, bv

mosquitoes, as a possible cause of extinction of a
group He applies this posdblUty to the ammonites;

but ile main toils Is that extinction may result from

exai^feration of a structure on to removal of an
InbibiUng influence Environment may thus be effeo-

tlve^ but to tendency in the organism Is, on to
stole, superior to external influences in affecting

avdutlon and decadence; The bicfease in deposition

si caldifm carbonate in the Cretaceous cheilostomata,

and the exhaustion of tolr ancestral potentialities’’

la to case of to rugose corals, are utilised as

examples in a dlscusakon that would obviously bear

eapaasion.

SooNTxnG Paper Mo 363 of the Bureau of Standards

(Washington) just to hand deals with to^maonsr
of prquiration and deteminatton of the epectral

raflectivs properties of certto alloys of aluminium
witis magnesium and with sine by R G. Waltanberg
and W. W. Coblents. The IpvMtigatora found that

aS tose alloys tarnish in ti^ and hence are not

^sultrtda for mirrors where permanency Is of the dnt
* hopOfSanos. The compound of ahtmlnium and
tiaapmdniB, AUllg«, toiarioratss less xsiddJy ton,
any ofttbs other aU^ examined, and could be uasd
In appafatua where a highly reflecting mirror is dsslrid

lor a,short time. A mfl^vity of 9s per cent atoyp
fern pbtsioad with this oodqmuad. The sinop’

alumjiihim aOsy has a minimum seflactMty at

An examination of to reflectivity ol purs ahic revei&d
a skniiy reflaGtiv|t;|^ miniinum at

Xi( a paper on ^The Development nf to Atonic
Thsety/* hy A, K. lIsldnUDi of to Bemhay Univeiw

ilt]h ,piihUshsd by to Oxford Vnhesshgr Psesp» «

^ 10 pmt lorvasd tot lilsieciail qmAom todd
nhde to subiset of asrlotta Intoti^atoi and dis« I

»0. *633, VOL. 105}

etin^, and Aonld b* duiwlrdtfw -ijr

thosa who have given special attention to tooa*
paper Is devoted very largely to vfndlcatfaig to toW
that the atomic the^ was not ori|(iiiated as et^pxtt

novelty by Dalton, but was a Is^timate devtod
ment of Newton’s views Attention is dinecihd

to the importance of Newton’s toory of f|iS

repofrion gaseous particles in the thaoretol
views of Bryan Higgtas, Wilttam Hig|^sS« atti

Dalton. Thus Brvan Hi^ns suggestsd tod gnu
monia and hydrogen chloride must unite portlds with
partide, apd in no other way, since If two partitos
of ammonia attempted to combine witii a plng^ par-

tide of acid, one of them would be driven away flrom

the acid by to mutual repulsion of the two partIqMs

of ammonia. Wilham Hig^ns, for the same reason,

assumed that, since like atoms r^el one another, to
most stable cOTibination of <flssimitar atoms is In the

ratio 1 '1, then 2 . i, and then 3 i This view did

not attract so much attention as it deserved^ but was
Identical with the method used by Dalton In dedveing
the formulas of compounds It b suggssted that

Dalton did not necessarily borrow hli views f^m
Higgins, but that both workers, starting from
Newton’s doctrine of an elastic fluid composed of
mutually repubive particles, followed mudi the sanb
train ol thought and reached essentially to aame
ccmchislons.

Prof Ami Wrrz, professor of physics at Lille

University, contributes a weli-reasoncd article on heat
econcany to the Issue of the Revue ginirete dee
Scimcee for March 15 He reviews in turn to msrita
of steam-engine and turbine plants, internaUoombus-
tion engines, and electric power distnbuUon from to
point of view of thermod}namic efficiency As regards
the reciprocating steam engine^ he counsel# caution
in the replacement of this method oi heat utitotion
by turboLelectric pbnts In small worics, and cites

figures to show that the generic efficiency of to
farmer may be extremdy favourable under certain
conditions Much progress has been effected ta recent
years in the design of exhaust steam turbines, rad
in certain cases it may be very desirable to run a
low^Kossure turbine off to large cyltndier of 4
multiple expanrion steam engine of the redprocattng
^pe, and tito effect a better yMd per pound of eteasn
expentod. On to wider (national) qoesto tfipt {

autor tievotee considenible space to to subject bf
"

to gi^fleation of coal at to plaos of product anti

its dfrect utifbation for power purposes, wlfA to,
rscovety of by-products, to gas generated bdlng poU
for stunting large gasonglaes, and to heavy teeMual
oUs for intaroaLcombustiem enghies of to tlhistf

type. In tide coonection ha acme flgurso toteC.'

.to to very satitfactocy mutts ohttoM At tdtpfkf
mines in Francs from iotMMoae xoa ftMi bjto
oven gui supplemratsd by steam iiait% to joto*
pitrpossa. FinaUy, ha imdswe to tiUtet
notional totrfc oatwork, asitobiug a qnsstoP^tifll
sbgfp and saUgownfaig tmbs mmhtod
tojpcfltibb detondi of iadQStiy- Tlw<fiMr is toir
worthy o{ snto by aS who am ipfiteteULite to
better utillsgto of am UmA mounss. »

^ ”
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. Our Aatrofioiiikal Coinwi,

CpM^cnoN or Jumm and KBpruNB—On the
of A|Hil 20 th6se pLuiett will be within

jf oeeb other; the actual distance at 4 will

)a Jmdter being on the north side of Neptune
[uolur wiU set at 3.37 a m. The motion of the two
abjscts is so slow that in the earlier hours of the
i3mt of April to their relative positions will be but
lUghdy dUTerent that at the tune of conjunction on

30 at 4 a m. Neptune will be situated in Cancer
ibont aP eastaouth-mt of the star cluster cail^
Pnesefio and east of the star ACancrL Neptune
nay m easily pldced up In a good telescope, but is

lot bnghCer than about eighth magnitude To identify

wnt object if the small stars north of Jupiter
trp unknown requires the observer should make
I diagram of the obiects In the field of the telescope

ind compare it with later observations in a few weclu’
time. At the period of conjunction Neptune will be
itatioiuuy.

A Nova in a Spioai. Nbbula—Ast Nach , 5<n8,

:ontains a note by Prof Wolf on the discovery of a
lova in the faint spiral nebula N.G C 3608 (position

For i8fo, RA 8h. sfiynu, N ^ci 5^ The
Mhula is shaped like the letter S, the star is near
the left-hand point of the upper curve There are two
ludeU of whiem the north preceding is the brightej The
lova Is 18 6* frcHn this nucleus, m P A, 380^ It was
Uscovered on a plate taken on February 8 last, and
Bvas afterwards found to be registered faintly on plates

taken on January 25 (near e<^e of plate, bad image)
ind February 7 Plates taken m previous years were
txamlned, and showed no trace ot the star; a small
adnilar condensation was, however, visible in the

Md^^ibourhood Thtf latest available i^te was taken
*^018 February 5
'*1l»icirt exposures were secured of the nebula on
Pebroary xi and la, the novg* fmeared brighter

dsmfly on the former date On the latter its pnoto-

mphic magnitude was 107. A sketch-map of the
KM is glvAn in Art Nock., with magnitudes of com-
larison stars It it Important to obtain good light-

nrves of these now in spuals, as the> smnetlmes
^ve a clue to the absc^ute magnitude of the star, and
leooe of the distance of the spiraL The region will

j

>e observable for the next two months
Observations on March jo gave the magnitude of

he novA as xr5.

Ttax Madxid OasxavATORT —The “ Anuario del

>beervatarlo de Madrid para 1920,'* in addition to the

uual almanac information, particulars of the sun-

mta and prominences in 1918, and meteorological

wservatiOAS, contains a useful article by Seftor C
*cwnte on methods of determining time and latitude

If means of portable instrumenU & the field Special

UttenHoa is directed to the circumsenithal telescope

KS^ned ^ NuB and PriC, of Prague, which consists

if a smaa horisontal telettope which can be rotated

n aAmith A rtlvered prkin with vertical angle «
• mpudled outrtde the object-glass; the upper face

xfletta IMt from a star of altitude i8o^-a, the

from the same star after reflection

>y a wy smafl merpury trough Colncktooe of tiw

wo birtuM Is observed m the telescope, and gives the

nstifit WMi the star's altitude is i8o®-a. There arr
wo InmgBS is observed In the telescope, ana gives me
nstifit WMi the star's altitude is i8o®-a. There
otlte fdvantages in malting to the

stitQdii butfliis is not essential fables are

xeWSttHp the constmctksi of working
Ihssfvgtlpnf of aevpral knpm »t«nrmate H ppsrible

MStaoa IMh time nod letitude. The fitidcrtawnt b
jUditf to giiuttcantar .in far more

SSESom taStt ti wotk with The absence of

Seiesbe Itod screwt b a decided edventage.

VOL, 105]

NgttoiiAl BductttloiL

HE fiftieth annual meeting of the National Uakm
^ of leachers, founded in 1870, at which somw
3000 delegates were presoit, representing m
membershbi of 113,000 as compared with 400 on he
fomation, was held during Ea^r week at Margate*
The proceedings were op^ied by a well-timed and
thoughtful address on the part of the new president,
Miss J F Wood, of the Fielden School, bwrhaster
(herself a pioneer in the endeavour to briisg oppor-
tunities of advanced secondaxy education within the
reach of children leaving school during their fourteenth
or fiftc enth >ear), m which she reviewed the
history of popular education since the Act of 1870,
recounting its onviard progress and making dear the
objects still to be achieve, to ensure which all the
various classes of teachers should make a common
effort and present a united front The Act of 19 rS,
with which the name of Mr Fisher will be linked in
honour for all time, provides for fuller opportunities of
education for elder cnildren m elementary w^ools, for
their easier transfer to higher schools by means of
maintenance grants, for closer attention to conditions
of physical health and education, and especially for
the continued part-time education up to eighteen vears
of age of adolescents entering industrial life at
fourteen
The president pleaded for a more unified conception

of education if these objects are to be attained and
the full value of education to the nation is to Ite

realised Every child capable of profiting by advanced
courses of education and training, whether given m
higher or ^cial schools or in the universities, should
be afforded the fullest facilities Wherever possible
the elemental^' school should be enlarged in scoM, with
freedom to develop its own “top,** and s6 obviate the
necessity for the establbhment of the central school
with its futile two-year course The further education
of adolescent workers should have careful consideta-
tion. and, having regard to the mechanical nature of
much of their work, also have in view tiie cbimt
of leisure With the purpose of fitting the prhnarv
teacher for all branches of education service, includ-

ing the administrative, he should in all cases, in
addition to appropriate professional training, be also

I

required to tmee a universite degree The claim of
women to be afforded equal opp^unities with men
to atm at the highest in the career they enter and with
the same reward was firmly stressed The future pro-
gress of education depends not onlv upon more suit-

able buildings, adequate playgrounds and equipment,
and smaller ^sses, but also upon the supply of able and
well-educated teachers, who must be attracted first by
the nature of the work, and then by adequate pay, status,

and prospects There should be ensured also the full

co-operation of the Board of Education, the local

education authonties, and the teachers with the vbw of
securing full partnership in administiation, and, above
all, of winning for all children a free and libera)

education
Among the many Important topics discussed during

the conference, reference mav be made to tiiat deafing

with a national svttem of education, which received

the full assent of the conference, and embodied pm-
p(»als for (t) free education for all to the fullest

extent of their capacity to profit by It; (a) the pm
vision of maintenance grants where necessary; (3) the

due co-ordination of schools, to that graduation fran
one to another of higher type than be easy; (4) imi-
fdrm regufations for all spools In respect df sfae of

classes, adequacy of staff, fiber- and a!r<4paee,
olayittg groum and fhlds, and awimmtng bMha?
(5) meScal examinations, and treatment whm heeee-
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9iry; (6) the rl^t of any ipialified teacher to teach
In any capad^ In any State-aided schocd

; (7) no claae
in any ty^ of echool to exceed thirty on the rotl« atui

each ciaai to have its own qualified teacher, and

S the curriculum of the primary school bhould
liberal and non-vocational, with the aim of pro-

moting true dtizenship and high personal character
It was also suggested that the attention of publU
omnion and of organisations representing parents of
«ementary-scbo6i children should be directed to the

powers now possessed b> persons interested in educa-
tion to secure substantiu improvements in the educa-
tional facilities provided in their localities by means of

representations on the schemes prepared by local

eoucadon authorities under the Act of 1918, where
such schemes fail to attain the standard set up In the
foregomg proposals, and that county and local teachers*

assertions should stimulate the demand for the full

benefits of the Act of 1918 in each locality

A further important topic discussed at the confer-

ence was “The Supply and Training of Teachers **

The scheme submitted was ai^roved bv the con-
ference, and included the following mam require-

ments (1) All intending candidates should have com-
pleted a satisfactory course of higher education, and
show by adequate tests their fitness for the profes-

sion, (2) the admission to the graduate course should
be the standard of matriculation , (3) the course of study
should Include *' Education " as a principal subject

for tlw degree, and the course be followe4 In asso-
ciation with other students entering for other pro-

fessions; ^4) a period of one year should, as a rule,

he devoted to the acquisition of skill in teadung,
the existing training colleges (which should be recog-

nised as colleges of the university) being utlllsH
for dlls purp^ alone, whilst education research
work should be a distinct feature of the college staff

and students, (5) on the completion of the academic
and professional tralnini? the teacher should be eligible

for recognition bv the Board of Education for service

In anv noproved school ; and (6) the teachers of special

subjects shouM be required to take a course of higher
education and of professional training

Aeronautics at the Imperial College.

S IR RICHARD GI^AZEDROOK, the occupant of
the Zahamff chair of aeronautic at the Imperial

College of Science and Technology, completed on
March 34 the series of five lectures which initiate

the new course of study It will be remembered
that Sir Basil SUiharofr founded similar chairs
In Paris and in Petrograd The London chair has
been chosen by the Government ns the nucleus
around whidi to organise a centnd school of aero-
nautics—a scheme in which the new professor’s long
experience as Director of the National Physical
Laboratory, chairman of the Advisory Committee fctf

Aeronautics, and, latterly, chairman of the Govern-
ment Committee on Education and Research In Aero-

) nautics,* will be of immense help In ih/t years to
come the courses of instruction so provided wilt doubt-
less prove of service to officers of the Rqyal Air Force
•elected by the Air Ministry for higher technical train-
ing, In addition to auch numbers of other students as
the then position of dvll aviadon may inspire to join
tids new and adventurous profesrion.
The attendance at this Initial course of lectures

must have been encouraging to the lecturer, if only
indication of a wide^nead general interest in

nSMRibject In the cfrcumsUnoet, the lectures were,
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nsturaBy and rigb^yt of * shpple diaracter, cAly the
last one. on air-screwai baing at all technibd.

Sir Richard Glasebrook in his first lectura pAid a
tribute to the munifioence of the founder of his
chair, and proceeded to a description of this experL
mental wind-channels and of full-scale experiments
on aircraft. He was able to show how, on Lord
Rayleigh’s law of similarity, the measurements made

^ the one method could be compared with the other
The agreement In most cases was reasonably satls-

factoiy, though enough anomalies had been fwnd to
^[ovide an ample &]d for future reaeardi work.
This was followed by a lecture on the principles of
automatic and Inherent stability The former Is

achieved the use of auxiliary apparatus, whether
mechanical or aerodynamic, to operate the controls
of the machine, and the latter by providing, in the
original design, such sizes and ^itions for the
aerodynamic surfaces that any departure of the
machine from its normal position brings into plav
forces which tend to restore it to that position, and
create a “damping" couple sufficient to prevent
the continuance of such oscillations. Inherent
stability can, at experience has amply shown, be
provide for by careful design, so that autmatio
apparatus for the purpose is qmte unnecessary Com-
mercial machines should be oecidedlv stable, fighting
machines only just stable Sir Richard Glazebixx^
was able to show (with Mr Nayler’s assistance) a
nuffiber of mica models in flight, and so to illustrate

the various forms and degrees of stability and in-

stability

The third lecture was concerned with the Instru-

ments essential to flight, and included the air-speed

indicator, the engine-revolution indicator, the nlti%

meter, the clinometer (to indicate side slip), the stato-

scope (to show the rate of climb), and the turn
indicator The statoscope measures the rate of air

leakage through a small hole in a vessel kept at a con-
stant temperature Turn Indlcatora are of two forma,
the static head type and the precesslonal gyro type;
these are later Inventions than the other instruments
mentioned
Among the most important measurements made on

an aeroplane are the determinations of osdllatlon in
yaw, roll, and pitch; for sudi experiments use can
conveniently be made of the sun as a fixed point, since
the motion of a shadow of some part of an aero-
plane on the rest of the machine can be employed
to obtain a photographic trace of the oscinations^
This work, however, is really only Just beginning.

In view of the enormous Inertia forces which come
on a machine when “stunting,” it is essential to
obtain a oontinuous record of their amount during]
all parts of the flight-path concerned For this pur*f
pose a stiff fibre acted as an acceleration index, and'
some most valuable records were obtained. On
occasion the force on the wings of the maddne might
be three, or even four, times the weight of the aero,
plane
This naturally led in the fourth lecture to a con-

sideration of the strength of the wing structure and Ut
statements of the load factors necessarv in dedgn^
The load factor is the ratio of the breaking kttA to
the normal load corresponding to harizootal strmli^t
flight at the designed meed Another Importiuit co-
efficient is the factor of safety, and this is the ratio
of the breaking load to the loading Incurred during
some specified operation, eg a vertical nose-divsty
The load factor needs to be fixed at a hl£(her fidfum
for machines which, like fighting mlmnes, have to
stunt ”

Sir Richard Glazebroolc’s fifth and last leetuf#
was of spedal Interest .The subject, *' AlNScrevs^*
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Jp lntrlc{ite» md not one in which it is euy
jb exdto Intemt in a general audience. It is,

therefore, much to the lecturer’s credit thet he suc-

ceeded In making the subject not oi^ intetli^blev but
also intewting He discussed first Froude's theo^ of

the sorow,ana then showed howthe various factors In

the resulting equations had been checked by ezpcri

mental work both in the wind-channel ana on ihe

rotating arm ” apparatus. Incidentally, he referred

to ^ iupping flight of birds, showed how difficult

it would bt to Imitate this, and doubted whether trueSess lay in this direction. Mankind had made
use of the wheel in mechanism, evolution had

led to the introduction of no such element in animal
life, in spite of its proved efficiency in its man\
[huiMn applications This afforded an argument
rthag man had here beaten uninstructed Nature The

flying animal which approached the aeroplane

In design was perhaps the beetle, which possibly used
its homy wing-covers as stationary planes and its

wings as a means of propulsion

The Parallaxes of Globular Clusters and
Spiral Nebuls.

I
T may be remembered that Dr Charlier exptossed
doubt as to the correctness of the enoimous dis-

tances for globular clusters announced by Dr Harlow
Shapley Mr Knut Lundmark, of Upsala Observa-
tOT} , undertook a re-oxammatlon of the question,

tal^g different lines of evidence from those used by
Dr Shapley His work is published m Kungl Svenska
veUnskapsakadetmem HatidlitiFaf, Band 6o, No 8

His data are avowedly of a much less precise character
than those used by Dr Shapley, but they lead to

fresults of the same order of magnitude :

—

(i) The discussion of the proper motion of those
clusters for which data are availabtd Indicates a value
not exceeding i' per century Accepting this maxi-
mum value, and combining it with the mean radial

velocity of clusters found by Prof Slipher, Mr Lund-
mark finds the distance 3000 parsecs, one-fifth of Dr
Shaplw’s value

(3)

Use is made of Kapteyn's luminosity law Van
Senouten has already applied this memod to the

clusters M3, 5, ii, and 13, obtaining distances that
are, In ^ moan , twenty-eight times those of

Or Charlier and one-elgnth of those of Dr
Shaoley His work is here revised, estimation being
£iade of the spectral type of the stars from Dr
phapiey’s observed colour-indices The mean of

weral Independent estimations gives 6000 parsecs for

fhe distance of Mi and Mti
(3) A rough estimate of distance is made from the

obMaired mean absolute magnitudes of stars of

different spectral types Various assumptions are
mode as r^ards the mean spectral tvpe of the stars

employed In the mean the distanoes found are about
^gnty times those of Dr Charlier, or one-third of
tmm of Dr. Shapley

(4)

Hbletsdiek has investigated the appa^t magni-
tudtt of several clutters r^arded as sin^e objects

Mr. Lundmark shows that his values are about
7i magnitudes hiighter than Dr Shapley’s mean
values of the twen^-five brightest stars in the
PSipacilue dusters, tins difference being very nearly

^^^Tfcllowa that the assumption that the* absolute
msgoitude of a duster la constant will lead te relative

mstances of the ffiffemt clutters proportional *tD those
daMbsd by Or. Shapley.
The four lines of evidence outlined above, though
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Individually weak, have cumulative foro^ and tend to
Increase confldrace in the accuracy of £hr. SlufJey’s
work
Mr. Lundmark uses Prof. Slipher ’s radial velocities

of dusters to determine the sun’s motion with regard
to them. He finds that its velodty Is 381 km /sec.
towards R A 320^. N ded 74^ He notes that both
the R A and declination of tne aolar apex as deter-
mined from stars tend to increase as fainter stars are
used This is explained by a lar^r proportion of the
stars being outside the focal cluster He suggest
that his value is the limit to which the others are
tending
Mr I undmark passes on to consider the parallaxes

of the spiral nebula.

(1) Banning with the Andromeda nebula, he
quotes all the directly observed measures of its

parallax They are discordant, but their mean is near
zero.

(2) The star density increases towards the middle
of the Andromeda nebula, in spite of the nebulosity
tending to veil them It Is concluded that the nebula
is more distant than the non-nebular faint stars in

the region A combination of the results of man)
workers indicates a distance of 3000 parsecs for these
faint stars

^3) A combination of measured angular rotation of
spirals with the values of the bnear rotational speed
given by the spectroscope has led to estimates of
difetincc somewhat greater than the last, say 4000
parsecs It Is further shown that the mass necessary
to control the rotation is 10* x sun, of the same order
as the estimated mass of the stellar system

(a) Making the rather doubtful assumption that the
dark curves in various nebulae have the same absolute
dimensions as the similar dark regions in the galaxy,
Wolf finds distances for various spirals ranging from
10,000 to 200,000 parsecs

(5)

Comparisons of the light curves of novas in

spirals with those in the galaxy, while thev involve
several rather doubtful assumptions, give verv large
distances for the spirals, aoo,ooo parsecs being found
for the Andromeda nebula Bullialdus noted Siat the
Andromeda nebula was exceptionally bright m the
\ear 1664 It is conjectured tmit a nova of
magnitude 5 or 6 mav have appeared in It at that
time
From the above and other considerations Mr Lund-

mark locates the ^iral nebula far beyond the galactic

limits, but inclines to the view that Oiey are the star-

producing mechanisms of Mr. Jeans’s theory rather
than counterparts of the galaxy Their linear dimen-
sions appear to be much Inferior to the latter, of
which our Ideas have lately been enlarged by Dr
Shapley ’s and other researches

The Forestry Commission.

\Ji7E are informed that the Forestry CommissionersW who were appointed on November 29 last at
once proceeded with the planting programnne for

1919-20 The shortage of forest-tree seed has be«i
met to a great extent by purchases in Austria and
elsewhere and by gifts mm the United States end
Canada About 34,000 acres of afforestable land are
in course of acquisition by purchase or on lease, in

some cas^ below the maiioet value and In others as
free gifts from landowners Rather moie than to,ooo
acres are in England, of which 3500 are in Suffolk,

2760 in Devon, 1150 In Cumberland, and ifloo In

Northamptondiire and Bedfbrdshire More than
SoQo acres are in Ireland, of which 9000 are in Tyrone,
1500 in Countv Oalwav, 1500 In King’s Countv, and
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the xwMinder in County Cork. The renufaiiog
;S|OQQ ecres noputitioa are in Scgthmf
FUuithig is proceeding at thirteen oentree—idx in

Encana and WafeSf six m Scotland, and one in

Ireuuid. Statistical work is being carried out and
preUnunary surveys are being undertaken.
The scheme for advances under the F<^e0try Act

will be published after the consultative committees
which have just been set up have considered the

prmKwals.
Forest apprentices are reoeivinn a two-year course

in the Forest of Dean, the New Forest, and in Cho^
well Woods, near Newcastle, and additional whools
will be opened during the year A special course for

men with previous fwestry expenenoe is b^g con-

ducted at Marisdial CoUe^, Aberdeen.
An Imperial Conference to consider the forest re-

sources and policy of the Empire is being organised

for July, wlm a number or persons interested in

forestry are expected in this country for the British

Empire Umber Exhibition The conference is ex-

pected to lead to the establishment of an Imperial

Bureau of FoFcstrv Information
The Commission has published Bulletin No i,

*' Collection of Data as to the Rate of Growth of

Timber" (which can be obtained post free for 4^ on
application at the headquarters of the Commisdon,
as Grosvenor Gardens, London, SW i) ; also Leaflet

No T, " Pipe Weevils '' (free) Other publications wifi

follow at an early date
The four consultative committees under thb Forestry

Act have been appointed, and consist of the following

members —
finghind —-Lt -Col G L Courthope (chahtnan),

Col M T Wilson (vioe-chairman), Sir J Ball, Lord
Henry C Bentinck, E Callaway, the Earl of
Chkheeter, M C Ehtchesne, T H Green, W A
Haviland, Sir Edward Holt, ^rt., £ C Horton,
A. F T^ttrell, W. Peacodc, Major Harold
Pearson, Col B J Petre, Thomas Roberts, Sir

William Schllch, W R Smith. Charlet Stewart, Sir

Lawrence Weaver, J. W Weston, and Leslie S.

Wood.
Wdlis —The Lord Kenyon (chairman). Col F D W

Drummond (vke-chainnan), C B Bovill, Major
David Davies, Alderman T W David, Col J- K.
Davidson, Capt J D D Evans, Col W Forrest,

Vernon Hartshorn, G A. Humphrevs, C Bryner
Tones:, J. Jones, Lt-CoL W N Jones, Col. C. V.
Uewellvn, F T Matthews, the Earl of Fowls, L. R
Pym D C. Roberts, J Roberts, Major^Gen. A B
Bandbach, J I Storrar, the Lord Tredegar, H C.
Vincent, P Wilkinson, and Col. Sir H ^ Wstklm
Wtfllams-Wynn, Bsrt
Scotieiul—Sir Hugh Sbaw-Stewart, Bart (chaiiv

man), Gen Stirling of Keir (Vlce-chalnnan), the Right
Hon WilHam Adswion , Sir Isaac Bsvky Balfm,
F R S Balfour, Wnu Black, Gilbert Brown, J, C
Calderv Sir tsaac Connell, J A. Duthle, G Fraser,

R. Gadoway, S J Gamnwir, Sir Robert Greig, J. H,
MUne Hmne, G. LamvJBIr Robert Lorimer, H« L.
Macdonald, Sir Kenneth^ Madcentie, Baurt, J T
McLaren, J. Matson, D Munro, Major W Murray,

J. Scott, and J Wi#t
*—T B. FMsoaby (chairman), H. Oe F.

Montsccnerv (vtos-dmlmian}, E. M Ardboale, J, Baii(-

wdll, the Lord Osborne Beauclerk, ft Bell, R,
BradVaf, S, Broww J. R. Campb^ St Clair M
Dobbs. Sir Hemy DonsA. J Evsratt V C. La Fanu,
Wki Field, A. C Poebes, J Calvin, tbe Bari of

Gnuwd, Prof Auflssdna Henrv, Wnt Klffcpatrick,

A, B. Moran, the Viscooiit Poweiacourt, the Viscount

^ Vesot, A Vlneent, Capt R. H. Prior Wandeirfordo,
and^die Right Hon, P, Wrenrii
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Rflceat niheiy ItafCMlKatioaa,*

yaais ago the pivot round which flahery idvan»
^ tigatM turned was tbe ousstlon of tbe ptoiuo
tivitj of the North Sea grouaoi. It was agnsM ikA
the coormoMs developomt of oaftching power aiooe tlMI

last third of the nineteenth century dm produced no
apparent change in tbe abundance of herring, be^
(K)w, whiting, and possibly some other speews, but
that, on the other hand, plaice, sole, turbot, and some
other edible fishes had bm affected In January, 1913,
the Plake Committee of tbe International ^heiy
Council stated that it then had evidence that large
platoe were becoming seareer in the North Sea, and
that small plaice were beoommg more abundant, and
this was taken to be proof that uiere was " iinpoverjsb>>
ment," or excessive exnkritation of s natund resoueocL
The conclusion is not free from ambiguity, for, on the
whole, the total quant$ty of fish ianded increased up to

1913; what had happeim, it appears, was a reductioit

in the average expe^tion of life of a {daioe living la
the North Sea Now if that change was a tesult of
"intensive " fishing up to 1914, what has been the
tesult of the very great decrease in fishing during the
years 191^18? Drt A C Johansen and Kirstine
Smith eerie to answer thw question ^ disculslng
measurements of plaice landed from a Danish Nora
Sea area which was toierably free from millUuy restrio*

tioqs during the period of war. Th^ find that the
pre-war tendency haa been reversed, that large fdalce
are now relatively much more ab^dant to^ ihof
were, but that their rate of growth has decreased-Ht
curious result. We were justified, they say, in conclucU
ing that Intensive fishing could reduce a natural stock
of fish, and we are also justified in expecting that a
slackening of this intensity of fishing, even for a rela-

tively short period, will have the opposite effect. «

The method by whkh the latter conduslon is model
is indirect, and one It scarcely convinced that it Is

beyond doubt It seems easy to show whether or not a
natural fishery is stationary or declining It would
be easy and the conclusions certain if tha
systems of collecting statistics were adequate asd
well planned and if UMiie were good scientific investi-

gations that eitabled one to interpret the statistical

data But the statistics are not adequate, and the
scientific InvestigatioAS have been neither welt plsnaei
nor properly supported, end therefore the methods art
roundabout ones and the conclusions do not cacfy
absolute conviction We do not know, for instanoit

that there is not a natural periodicity of abundandt
tioed do not simply reprs-^and that the results notl .

sent ph-ises in a cyclic change It is quite IIMy tilat^

thw do.
The last report of the Dove Marine Laboratory (ffi

Culkrcoatt, NorthumberlaiKB contains an account m

'

Mrs Dorothy Cowan and Mr. B. Storrow) of tnve^
gations into the focal herring fishery. Thb and fomMf
reports oontain'a very ririi series ot <hita with ragsad
to the biology of Ibe Wring on the North East coafit,

and apparently not all the results obtained have bam
published—the present report, for Instance, deals onto
with age-determinaticsis (by means of "tcaleradb
Ings"), while bkimetric measurements made as part
of tile Board of Agrietdtore and FMieries schema at
racial iovestigations have atso been aoeumolated. Prof.
Meric, In eating tito report, points out that aattenslva

accumulations of data have not yet been atialyafd, and
ti»t such treatment Is advlsafde before further

g
tions are pfanoad. His discnsAOi^ some' of Mr.
orrow^s resohs gives print to an mtpNmwi of^dhb

I <1 iw vm— —J
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lin^oUiUiMOt that th« 0umeroiu inquiriea and confer-
' tatea held during the pa*

t y«ar have not yet had any
fwuh. Local investigation vith regatd to the move-
flMnfs of herring shoals is insufficient. In this case
the riioals leave Northumbrian waters and aiq>ear later

on off the Firth of Forth, where, apparently, they are
not sampled or investigated. It is therefore regret-

table^ Prof Meek sugg^ts, that reconstruction should
have i^een a departmental rather than a national affair

J. J

-4T
Flora of the itesridan Islands.

\t natural history of the Hawaian Islands has
X ^ peen well worked as regards both the flora and

the fauna Generally speaking, there is an extraordinary

degree of endemism in the plants and animals, asso-

ciated with a strong Southern Pacific or Australasian
and !ndo-Ma!ayan afllinitv and a weak Northern
Pacific or American affinity The islands are ez-
trmely isolated, bein^ furtb^ removed from any con-

tinental area than is an> other region of equal size

upon the globe The nearest continent is North
America, two thousand miles away, and the nearest
Idandi of any Importance, the Marquesas, are
i860 miles distant Within forty miles of the shores
the ocean exceeds to,ooo ft in depth, and between
the islands and the American coast reaches in places
more than so,ooo ft The most commonly ac^ted
view of the origin of the archipelago is that the
islands, which are entirely volcanic, were raised by
volcanic actlvftv, and that they have always been
completely isolate

In a paper entitled •‘The Derivation of the Flora
of Hawaii^* (Leland Stanford Junior Unlvcrsitv Pub-
Ucations, University Series, 1919) Prof D. H Camp-
hOi gives a fisumi of the composition of the flora

and its relations to Amencan an' Southern Pacific
floras generallv, and criticises unfavourably Guj^y’s
view 01 its origin and distribution Guppy accepts
the view that the archipelago has always b^n com-
pletelv laolated, and that air-currents and birds have
been the agents concerned in Us population The pre-
dominantly Australasian and Indo-Malavan element
was, he suggests, introduced largely bv birds, especially

frult*eatlng pigeons, but Prof Campbell finds a
sarfous objection in the absence of such birds from
the present fauna, as, apart from a number of
Amet^n tnigratorv shore-birds, prarticallv all

are endemic. Prof Campbell strongfv suqoorts
ffie view taken bv Mr H A Pilsbrv, based on the
Study of the itiblluscan fauna The land-snails are all

ancient types the modem representatives of which are
Ihrgelv confined to Polynesia, and they represent, ,t

H contended, an ancient fauna which has survived
from a time when Hawaii was part of a continental
area conaected to the south-west with that of Poly-

imla A study of the inserts leads to a similar general
concludon, namely, that while the ancestors of some
of the Q>ecie« mav have been Introduced through the
ilMcy of wind- or ocean-currents or by migratorv

there are many more spedes of both plants and
anlnaafs the presence of which ran best be ezolained

by a former more or less direct land-connection
between Hawaii and the IndoJ^ahivan region.

The^niultlttide of Islands constituting Polvnesia are,

fin Ads hypothesis, the remains of a once extensive
bud-mass, either a single continent or several targe
enitinehtal Islands llfce Anstralin, This iireat area
bn*i been subsiding since Eaiiv Tertiarv triples and
tte mdsting Iriands are the tons of mountaki^massea.
pipt volcanic, suptffknoosed upon this mibmtrged
obntinental area A serious Objection to this theory
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is the absence in Hawaii of certain types of vegetatkm
characteristic of Southern Pacific regions, sudh as^
conifers, aroids, and figs, and it is suggested that
these forms became extinct after the isolation d the*
islands. Similar examples of such disappearance of^
plants are afforded by S^uoia, Linodendron, and other
genera, which had once a wide distribution, but are
now represented in many regions only by Tertiary
fossils.

UniTcrsity and Educational Intelligence.

Dr J B CuBLAND, of the Health Department of

New 5^outh Wales, has been appomted to fill the

newly constituted chair of pathology in the Univer*
sity of Adelaide, South AnstralM

Applications for grants from the Dixon Fund, of

the University of Xondon, for assisting scientific

investigations, are receivable bv the Academic
Registrar, University of London, §outh Kensington,
SW7, until May 14 next They must be accom-
panied by the names and addresses of two referees

Thb Marquess of Crewe, thahman of the govern-

ing bo^ of the Imperial College of Science and
Technology, and Sir Alfred Keogh, Rector of the

college, will attend the annual cunner of the Old
Students Anociatlon of the Royal College of ScMtnce,

to be held at the Cafd Monico on Saturday, Aj^l 34-

Other distinguished guests will be Prof W H-
Bragg, Dr W Garnett, Sir Richard Glazcbrook. Mr
W JacDcrmott, and Sir Ronald Ross Tickets (price

105 6d )
mav be obtained from Mr C S Garland,

acting secretfiry, Old Students Association, Royal

College of Science, South Kensington, London, S.W 7

At a general meeting of old students held recently

at King’s College, Strmd, it wos decided to form a

Khig^ College, London, Old Students* Association for

the purpose of promoting social intercourse and of

keeping the members in touch with thrir old college

The association hopes to include students from all

faculties, and the subsrrlption of los 6d per annum
will include the King's College Review, published

once a term, and a list of members with thetr

addresses (and possibly the work on which thev are

engaged) Further particulars and forms of appllra-

tion for membership may be obtained from 'Miss

MAV FaWie, hon secretary, 3 9t JuHan’s Farm
Road, West Norwood, S E *7

Societies and Acsdemles.

Faraday Soclsty* March i —Dr T. Martin Lewry

and F C Hsisiifaigs The properties of powders

The coking of saks Is, in general, dependent on the

presence of a solvent, usually water The following

cases have been studied Nitrates, other anhvdrous

compounds, hydrated salts, loss of sulphur dioxide

during caking and contri^on during caking of

copper sulphate—Dr T Martin Lewry and S WOoiog

:

The settif^ of dental cements. Phenomena of caking

or setting may be divided into five classes —{i) Re-
crystalhs^on of anhydrous or hydrated salt without

change of chemical composition. (3) Formation of

hydiates (i) The hydrolysis of complex salts bv
water (4) The formation of new salts, such as the

magnesium oxv-oements and the xme oKT*phosphate
oraieats used In dentistry, and " silicate ** cements.

(5) Amalgams in which mercury takes the place of

water.

ffaela^flst SosMy. March 16.—Prof £ W Mw-
Bnde, Tloe.president, in the dbdr—R I Patosh •
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Extonwl duuractars of tbo South Amerkao monkoyt«
The paper ehowei the vuriatione io the range of

•tnicture of the eare^ noae* handt« feet, and external
genitalia.—Dr. C. F. Seaatag . The comparative
anatomy of the tongues of the mammaUa. Havii^
first outlined the plan which would be followed in hfi

series of comparative studies, the author proceeded to
describe the different divisions of the tonjpie and the
physical characters of each. He demonstrated by
du^grams and lantern-slides the different forms which
the papillae and openings of Wharton’s ducts can
assume axnonjg the mammalia, and exhibited spea-
mens illustrati^ the shapes and colours of the to^ue
and the arrangements for cleaning the teeth.

March 30 —Dr. A. Smith Woodward, vice^resident.

In the chair—Dr C F. Seaatag. Abnormalities of

the abdominal artorlm of a young panda—^A.

LevarUgs East African lizards collected in 1915-19,
with description of a new genus and qieaes of

skink and a new sub-spedes of gecko

Reyal Msteereleglcal Society, March 17.—Mr. R H
Hooker, president, in the chair—Capt C K M
Doaglas Clouds as seen from an aero^ne A large
number of photographs of clouds taken from an aero-

plane were shown, nearly all of which were taken by
the lecturer while flying in co-OMration with the
Meteorological Section, K E., in France in 1918-19
The pnmary object of the flights was to obtain the
temperature in me upper air tor the artillery and for
forecasting, and advantage was taken of^tne oppor-
tunity to study cloud-structure and its relation to the
upper-air temperature and humidity and to the general
meteorological conditions The observations were
made at tierck, on the French coast, twenty miles
south of Boulogne, which lies close to the most
Important aerial routes. The photographs showed a
large variety of cloud-forms, and also some duuiges
which took place in short p^oda A number of the
photographs showed thunderclouds. Thunderstorms
are caused by powerful ascending currents, and the
tops of the clouds grow up to a great hdght, fre^

qumtly exceeding 30,000 ft Often when the weather
Is overcast and gloomy there is brilliant sunshine
within one or two miles of the ground, and the clouds
viewed from above present a splendid spectacle

Paru
Asadsmy M Scteaces, March 8.—M. Henri Deslandres

In the chair—G. HiMbert An extension of the
modular group in an imaginary quadratic body —
F E. Femalsr Forms of null of least resistance to
their translation in free air at all veloddes—
C Qakhard . A characteristic property of congruences
belonglog to a linear complex —P VafllsartB Remarks
on a lungus attributed by M. Loubkre to the genus
Trlchosporlum —Sir James Dewar was elected a cor-
respondant for the smon of general physics in suc-
osMion to the late Prof Blasema—J VlBsy The
adaptation of intemal-combusdon motors to high
altitudes.—B QssMsr; Surfaces of translation ap-

a
lcable to each other —M FrteM * A complete familv
trived from the family of ensembles ” Men dd/lfik.**—

P, HaaibsH Functions of the parabolic hypercyhnder—M. Rsasax. A problem of^lteration —J. K <•
Fsrist; An application of generalised ^fferentiids to
the formation and intemtloo of cotain Unaar
differential equations.—L. is Psslsfiin The extension
of the wile of L’H^ital to certain arithmetical quanti-
ties.—J. Chstj: The impostible singularities of the
problem of n bodies—H BIsaisI ApptkAtion of the
method of Lagrange to the orbit of the planet dts-

oovered by M Comas Soli, January 13, tgso.—

B

Met » A new forpn of the law of distaitoes of planets
and satellites resulting from the spirsi formation of

wo. 2633, VOL. 105}

: the planetaiy yyst^ and the cause of rotation
the planets.—J. fhriPswe. Observations of the sun'

^

made at the Observatoiy of Lyons during the tided

I

Quarter of 1919. Obeer^tlons talton 00 eighty-n^
days are summarised in three tables showing the
number of qiots, their distribution in latitude, sM
the distribution of the facuke in latitude.—L. 4e
BrsgUe llie calculation of the limiting frequencies of
K and L absorption of the heavy elements. A com-
parison of the numbers deduced from Bohr’s tbeoty
and from Vdgard’s formula with the average experi-
mental data drived from the eaep^ments of Vdgaid,
Siegbahn, and de Brctflie. The results for the
L bands for tungsten, platinum, gold, lead, bismutiu
thorium, and uranium are ^aa^ In favour of
Vdgard’s formula—M Bwassssn The loss of energyVdgard’s formula—M Bwassssn The loss of energy
in the dielectric of commercial cables Two sets of
experiments are described In the first the frequency
and temperature were maintained constant, and the
voltage varied; and in the second the temperature
was the variable, voltage and frequency being con-
stant In the latter case the energy fosses In the
dielectric showed a minimum at 30^ C ; the
losses at 30^ C were about half those found at
la® C. or at 55® C —A. Caflias The search for inver-

tln in pure honey. The presence of Invertln in'* pure
honey was definitely proved, and this explains why
two analyses of a sample of honey made at different

times may s^ve different results for the sugars present.

»J Marfinst and O Deralsr The ozo-compounds of
indoxyl —Ch. Boalta and L J Shasa The prepara-

tion of methyl chloride and bromide startmg from
dimethyl sulphate The interaction of concentrated
hydrochloric acid and methvl sulphate gdve<i pure
methyl chloride, methvl bromide is obtained in a
simitar monner by substituting n solution of an
alkaline bromide acidified with dilute sulphuric acid
for the hydrochloric acid--M Ml The ascensional
movements of the earth’s crust and the anomalies of
gravity—G Dsalzet The lower peneplain of the
Paris basin —R Abrard A layer of emotive rocka
at Souk el Arbfla du R’Arb {Western Morocco)—
V BJsrkiMs The relation between the movements
and temperatures of the upper layers of the atmo-
sphere —L Bstssa The primitive form of atmospheric
Ice —C E Brazkr The variation of the indications

of the Robinson and Richard anemometers ns a func-

tion of the inclination of the wind —A OstUmMSi

;

The figured elements of the cytoplasm —J. D.
d’OBvsIra The transmisrion of lasdation and
dichotomy as a rewit of the grafting of two Porto-
guesc vtne^—J. Magm • The Immunity of annual
plants towards symbiotic fun^.— E. AbsIsM and
L C fissla The cholesterinogenic function of the
spleen —J L Bsxtsa • Ovstor bed# • their develop-

ment, classification, and exploitation

March M Henri Deslandres in the chair.—G.
Hsabert ; The gwps of M Bianchl —Em Bsarpslit
and M Bridal • The detection and diaracterlsationof
glucose In plants bv a new biochemical method The
production of methvl glucoside bv the action of
emuisfn forms the basis of the new method proposed-
—MM d’Artsavti, Bsrdu, snd TssplsiB * The electrical

Durlfication of air—6 Ossv • Gaseous currents M ths

interior of tiie sun-—Cfh. Kkdils A. CadasI, and O.
Btsac* The experimental reproduction of trachoRta
fgranular conjunctivitis) in the rabbit —M. Ldon
LIndet was elected a menniber of the section <ff mrsl
economy In succession to the late Th ScHloitifig,

and Sir Toseph Larmor a correspondant foe the
section of geometry In succession^ the fate M-
TJapouftoff.—B QaaMr * Applicable surfaosb.-f»

Ch Rabat The grmm of plane trimtformatioas fp
Whidi an right Ifnet remain right—A tblislibt
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Abelian bodies of the first d^ee-—H VMat The

I
vartaible movement of an indefinite fluid with stream*
lines in presence of a solid body—R Tkhy A
problem of hydrodynamics admitting an infinity of

scdutlons—E Bsist Dichotomic classification of all

stars with the hypothesis of their formation by cosmic
shock—^Ad Braly. A new, simple, and rapid method
for collecting and characterising the sublimatrs pro.

duced by metalloids and metms volatilised by the
blowpipe Two fiamcs arc used, alcohol and paraffin,

to secure different temperatures of volatilisation, and
the sublimates are received on clear mica sheets—
O Bfsagsl Two ancient lines of beach at Roussillon
their relations with two Glacial periods —H Habsrt *

Granitic rocks associated with the diabases of the

i^uald massif (Haut-Sdntoal and Niger)—J Reach
Tne height of sea-waves The Richard statoscope was
used In these measurements, 1 mm on the scale of

the instrument corresponded to about o*^ metre vana-
tion in height The greatest wave-heights were
observed on January aS, 1910, and gave numerous
waves between 4 and 5 metres, fortv above
fi metres, twenty above 7 metres, nine above 8 metres,
five above 9 metres, and one of 10- s metres
Waves of a greater height than 10 metres are rare

in the Atlantic and the southern seas —P Bagnen
Tho^ origin of the transverse liberoligneous bundles
forming a network at the nodes of the Gramines-
F MsrrfllM * The liberoligneous apparatus of the leaves

of Betulaoese, Corvlaceae, and Castaneacese—

L

Blsrlagheai production bv traumatism of a new
form of malae, 2ta Mays var polvspenna —J Bsilot

The determination of ooisonous varieties of Amanita
h\ colour reactions The colour reactions of numerous
fungi with sulphuric acid and potash solution arc
detailed Three poisonous varieties give a posf.

tlve ** haemo-reaction ” with a mixture of fresh blood
and potassium ferricyanlde —R Cwblcr The purl,
ficatton of sewage bv activated sludge

Books Received

A Text4>ook of Inorganic Chemistry Vol ix

Part i Bv Dr T Newton Friend Pp xvii+367
(London C Griffin and Co , Ltd ) 185
GrundzQge der svstematlschen Petrographle auf

genetlscher Grundlage Bv Dr W Hommei Erstcr
Band* Das System. Pp xH+ 174+5 Tafel (Berlin

Gebrtlder Bomtraeger ) 33 marks.
Mrs Warren’s Daughter By Sir Harry Tohnston

Pp xi+403 (London Chatto and Windus ) ys 6d
net
Re&nt Develoomentf In Eurooean Thought Edited

by P. S. Marvin Pp 306 (London Oxford Uni-
versity Press ) I3J. 6d net
A Junior Course of Practical Zoology Bv the late

Prof. A, M. Marshall and Dr C H. Hurst Ninth
eefition. Revised bv Prof F. W Gamble Pp
XXXV1+5T7 (London J Murray) lat net

Lectures on the Theory of Plane Curves By
S Ganguli Parti Pp x+t38 Part II Pp xHi+

(Calcutta Universitv of Cal-
cutta )

Applied Aerodynamics By G. P Thomson. Pp
xx+303 (London * Hodder and Stoughton, Ltd

)

4*#. net
On the Interpretation of Phenomena of Phyllotaxis

(Botanical Memoirs. No 6 ) BjrA H.Churdi Pp. 58
(London • Oxford Unlve^ty Press ) is 6d. net

Malf-oast Twelve • Dinner Hour StuoW for the
Odd Ha1f*Hours Bv G W Gough vl+77
(Loodao • Sells. Ltd.) is

traintion det AlgiM Marines, Bv Prof C.
]
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Sauvageau. Pp. vl+394. (Paris . O. Dofau)

3 50 francs
Results of Meridian Observations of Stars made at

the Royal Obscrvatoryi Cape of Good Hope, in the
Years 1909-1911 Ppp xx+3o6 (London • H.M S O,)
20s net
Fundamental Catalogue of 1393 Stars for the

Equinox 1900 from Observations made at the Royal
Observatory, Cape of Good Hope, dunng the Years
1905-1911 Pp. 3Livi+37 (Edinburgh H.M S O ) 5s

<^pe Astrographic ^nes Vol ill Catalogue of

Rectangular Co-ordinates and Diameters of Star-

Images derived from Photogr.mhs taken at the Ro^
Observatory, Cape of Good Hope. Zone 43® Pp
xxxvii + 443 (Edinburgh II M S O ) im
Annals of the Cape Observatory Vol. viii Part Iv-

Results of Meridian Observations of the Sun, Mer-
cury, and Venus made at the Royal Observatory, Cape
of Good Hope, In the Years 1907 to 1914 Pp 93
(Edinburgh H M S O ) 3^
The Use of Low-Grade and Waste Fuels for Power

Generation By J B C Kershaw Pp x+203
(London Constable and Co , Ltd ) 17^ net.

Colloids in Biology and Medicine By Prof H
Bcchhold Translate, with Notes and Emendations,

W Prof J G M Bullowa Pp xiv+464 (London
Constable and Co , Ltd ) 31s 6d net

Bvgono Beliefs Being a Series of Excursions in

the Byways of Thought By H S Redgrove Pp
XV1+30S + 32 plates (London W Rider and Son,
I.td ) lot 6a net
Macmillan’s Graphic Geographies The British

Empire Bv B C Wallis Pp 32 (London Mac-
millan and Co , Ltd ) is fid

The Nurserv-Manual A Complete Guide to the

Multiplication of Plants Bv L H Bailey Pp xl+
456+xii plates (New York The Macmillan Co j

London Macmillan and Co , Ltd ) iw. net

\ Theory of the Mechanism of Survival The
Fourth Dimension and its Appliratfont By W W
Smith Pn 196 (London Kegan Paul and Co

,

Ltd ) s* net,

Roses Their Hlstorv, Development, and Cultiva-

tion Bv Rev T H Pemberton Second edition

Pp xxlv K 334 (London T^ngmans and Co ) 151

net
\ Short Cour»*e In College Mathematics By Prof.

R E Moritz Po i\ + 2'i6 (New York The Mac-
millan Co ! T..ondon Macmillan and Co , Ltd

)

lo? fid net
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Diary of Societies.

THURSDAY, Ar«ii
Koval iHvrrrvnoir or Okkat Biiitain, at 3 —S Skinnar
and Bvaoofvtioii

RovaL SociBTV or Am (Indian SactiooX M 4>3o.— Oaorpa C
Bochanan T1i« Korts of India Thur AdmlnfatratUa and Dmlgpwaat

LnnfSAN SociBTV, at «—C4pt T Kiacto Ward Nataml Hlatecy

EntonlloQ on Uw North^aant FrootUr ol Burma.—R Paohim*
KahiUrioo of Lantaro-slldaa iBuitradnff Dafinita Stam in tlio Syomlalloa
and Gf^ia wbhin tba Thallua of tba Lkfatn RPtrmfm Adk

Royal Socimr or Mbukihb (Dtimatolaty Sactfoo), at

iKarmrrtON nr Uinimo and Mbtailumv (Annaal Oana^Haotiw
(at Caoioi^cal Bociaty), at Marrlck^ The Hlnafal Pradnotlott

CitiLD-SroDV Socirrr (at Royal Sanitary InatItBta), at S—Prof W.
Rlpmao SpaUinB RalbrM. . ^ „

iNarmmoN or SuBcrBiCAf. XHOutnaa loaiUii^ of CMl
YntAnmnX at f -Dr C V Dryadab Mo^ Marino Probkmo
(KmvIo Laotora)

OmnCAL SoctBTV (at laiparial ColtaM of Sdaoca ‘^nd Tacfanolcfi},

at 7 30.—J Walr Fraaeb ThaUnaldad Xyo, Part IlL—RI k
Walbi^RockCryMalorBraSk

,

CwsMicai SoasTv. «i 1—I Maaaon and R McTall Tba Tboodty

«

NllrocaBoloao In Mktnraa of Acatona and Water —S S. Btetnacii •

StiHIta in Emntaion Pi^ I A Now tlothod far Datarmloinc InvavAon.

-W aOHMonandR McCaH (1) The Infloanca of NWyorrln^
the Vfaooafty of Sotntkna of NicncaUnloaa In KtharadcoM W Tho
yiaooihyof SolaticMMofNiirooonnioaaln Btlwr-aleobd—W K.8(ator*
XxpirimaMa on tba PraparatloB of laonhrOKO-darivotlvaa.—C S. Salaoa
DIfnet OafMrlnantal Pacannlnatloa ofthr CoMMitntlM of PotaHtaBi
SodbailSuln8oBp8olBtioMandGala.-W C McC Lowia. Stufim
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tliaolWMi *’<t>T^ OontilHMiWf Indhm hvm^Fimm
' §Htu RmpiI. Ci)^<U a th» OwiAa»t«y

tb«M« vteh tb« tld of tlooechlorooiodiyl Ktb«r Put TV Tbo
CbotfmMwa of Etkyl Booiyl Sodtouokooto oad MonocUoromubyl
BUmv*

EM/DAV, AratL A
RovAti Soarnr or Msotcun (CSiidciI SoctloaV at §.to.

CoNciMTS iNtTiTUTS, ot 6i—K. f^dtr RtcbelW SabnlulonofPluii
to Local AmMiIh.

fMrmvtaoM «r ftuicratcAa Knoihoom (8i«4aoi«’ lf«atioc)(at Fkraday
HoimiI at 7 ->f ScoU 1 accari TA« vacaam Tab« m a TraauahtarHmciX at 7 1 aacari TAa vacaam Tatw aa a Traamahtar
aad MMvarofCowlaaoaa wawm.

iMrrmrcKUi oo UitCHANtcaL BvotitMKM (lalbnnal Maadas), at 7
—

I Ei Boty and CWiari Dlacamum 00 Hamaf MiUioy
TIibchnicai. lamtcTiov Aioociation (at Ro:^ Sociaiy of Arti)i atr 30.

R. Wadat UboarUaraat-ltaCaiiaHaiidllaCiua.
ItOTak Abcicrv or MsoKiim (BUotro* Hwrapaatica HactloaX at LjOb—
gkErnam Radbarfoad DavalopaMnt of Radtotogy (Mackanrta Oavioaoa

RoVAA^lMimmoM-orOiuBATBaiTAiMialOK—Pror H. Maxwall Laftoy
TlMllMuoaofBlaiiaDlapanalor Imeat Paata

SATURDAY, AraiL 17

Rotal iNtTiTirnoN or OaCA r Bmitaimi at 3 ^Prof W H Scetaa
Thm Thormlaolc Vacaum Tuba aa Uatador, AmplUkr, and Ganarator of
llacfkalOadllaiCoiu.

mONDAY, AmiLiy.
IwtfmiTtOit or SLacraiCAu SwantavaaClnfSormal MaatiaB)(at Chartarod
Inmkata of Pataot Agaou), at 7 Ayiaa Oroap avnaa Individual
DrviM^

Roval Soobtv or Aara, at 8.—Dr W Roaaahain Aluminium anddta
AUayifCaator Laoiurt).

'

SusncvoBif IttimTmoa, at 8 B. Piabar Soum Probtama oponactadjawnfoar lairnTmoa, at
with Amrlodtuad Putey
OVAL OMOCMLarHlCAL bOCIIOVAL OMOoaArHieAL bociarv (at iKoHaa HallXat 8 3o.*m
aiaader O 11 Dyott Aa Air Routa Raronnaliaanca ftoca tba
tba Amaaon . »*

TUESDAY, Aran. ao.

Royal Iwotitotiow or GatAT BatTAia, at >-*lla|of O W C. Kaya
Racaat Advaneaa in X ray Woriu

Bovau Statuticai Hocirrv, at T H C Stavaoaoo^ Tha
Fartfll^ ^ variooB Sodal Claaaaa In Inland and Walaa from tha MIMla
aTtha ninataaath Caatarv to xoii

taOWTunoW or Dvil 3pK4Haami, at s.iBw*-lllr Dogald Clark t Foal
Coaaarvatlon la iba Umtad Kingdom (Jamai Forreat l.<actai«).

iMriTunoN or PamoLBUM TacjiiioLociUTa (at Royal Bodtty of ArtiX
at 5 JO.--G. F Robaatahaw Mathada of Eaamlnatioti of Labricatbg
GUii

Roval PHOvooaAmic Socimr or OauAT Baitaim (Tacfankal MaatingX
at 7 — C( R It, Maaa iL^ A< H Mm ^a Tbaory af Davalopiaaat

lUrUMiHAiiNCr RMOiNKaaiNO Bociarv (at Royal Soctaty of Aru), at 8 —
Jt Dardb and Othar* Dkcvaaion oa tba LigbUpg of Orandia^

RoTAf. AMtamorouM KAi iMrrtrvTK at I.X9.^R. O Braam^ Tha
Rnoai of dm chladwia, Upyar BaraU.

Royal Soacrr or MjcDicwa (Pbibolagy Saalon)i at Aaaiut
Gaoaral Maariag

. WEDNESDAY, AraiL ax

Royal Umitbd Baavica Xnsiitvtion, ax 3.^Rar Fatbar B Vaaghan
Ifodani PatrlodiaL

iRoyAl Socl«TV*ar Aartt at 4.3a.*"Alr«rnmiandara g. Ifadtlaad Tba
CaauBOfmal Fttiuta of AitiJuDa

Royal Socibtv or MiiDiciNa (Hlatoiy of Modldna Soctwn), at
Dr A. Chaplhi Tho Himo^of Modlcal BditcaciM at cbo UwvarwCNaofDr A. ChapUn Tho Hii
Oalbrd and Canbridgm
AnctaotOraoca.

Tha Hfatorr of Modkal Bdncatl
ibridgm—limm Paaayocatoa

RqvAi/BoctB^,
'' NaMbMondm

|L W. nndr RrpMtowiR ton' ibK Pimdali Wbao tAvi

Aoataldalhm and tbo Dahydioganatloa of RAyf Aloolm in u
of Fiaaly tavldod MmIh IV Urn latoiaotfoa af OMbom

ton' ibK pimdali Wbaa tAm

of Fiaaly DfvlMlfatalH 1^ Fha latamotiM of Cbvbn jlwnriK
and ftaam aa ooadtuooad by Iron Oatdo bad ^ Ctaypur —ifc T RT
HarAo TtMBtrttCtteaof^BalmarSariHrof Hydiqpm
H. A* WHaoBi OlamagiiatfeM dta to Ftaa Rhattit. f

EEIDAYt Atml t>
PjivBicAL SoCMrrv, at C. B* OBUtaOM x IRa Aaomaty af Iba
NlokaMroa Allmi lu Cbaioi and m AppScatkam (Otbala Ixtawb

InarmrrioKor MjKWAWALRaoiMBiiBPtatA—’Tbalai^W J f luabam

.

(x) Tba Haidanlngof Sorav-Oaugaa wHk tbo taaat Dtoranfai hi fMl
(rafardng to Wamr Haidanlngi fa> Tba Ravdaniait of Bataa qaugat
with tba laaat OlatfurioB la Pitch (rateruig to (XI HaHUutotV

Royal tarrmmoN or Gmbat Rvitaik, at p.—Sir laraal OoUoBat
Sbakaijiaaia’a Sbvladt and SOoU'i laaac ofYorh.

SATUEDAY, Afbil 04.

Royal tMmrvnoifOr Orbat IhirrAiiit at t.—Pnf W A Bcdait Tim
TfaaMMie Vamam Tuba aa Daiaciort AmplUar, and Oaamator of
ElaattkalOadUadaoi.
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The Promotion of Medical Research

r t» evident from the correspondence evoked by

the leading- article in Natlrb of February ig

that many scientific workers are keenly interested

in the subject of the organisation of scientific re

search and watch with some apprehension the

efforts made to bring onginal investigators within

4o official ystem Francis Bacon supposed that

OU saentific*investigation must proceed from the

general to the particular according to i prescr bed

Bet of rules and gave in his New Atlantis i

model! or description of a college instituted for

the interpreting of Nature and the produc n^. of

great and marvellous works for the benefit of man
As every student of the history of science knows
Bacon s method and all other assumcdly infallible

systems for creating knowledge fail to furnish

a formula for scientific discovery New truths

present themselves in unexpected places and the

seeker after them has to follow whatever paths

seem to be the most promising Knowing, that

this is so and cherishing the freedom of action

of true explorers men of science view with sus

picion any schemes for systematising research

which may deprive them of eir birthright Thev
do not however form a single corporate body
concerned solely with the promotion of discovery

by the encouragement of genius wherefore they

arc rarely considered when research systems are

planned by the Bacons of our day

It was pouited out by Prof Soddy in Nature
of February 26 that the position is different in

medical science because m this case the pro-

fession 18 able to exact due and proper respect

for its membersi and to insist therefore upon

administrative and other conditions which they

consider best suited to their needs or to solve

the problems with which they are concerned The
recent incorporation of the Medical Research

Committee as the Medical Research Counal is

p Very notable event in this connection After its

seven years* work under the National Health

Insurance Department^ the Committee has been

tnuuferred to its new position as the Medical

Research Cou&ctli under the direction of a small

CUmmiftee of the Pnvy Cooncil conaistic^ of the

Lord President, the ICmister of Health (England

and Wales), the Secretary for Scotland, and the

OdtfSeetecSfyfc^ Ireland for the The
Cmmgtl h$M bdan lUoorpprated with a perpetual

snooesssQQ hy Royal charter, with powers to hold
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and use not only moneys and land derived from
Parliament but also property or trusts vested in

it by private persons or bodies It is not merely

an Advisory Council but is in charge of its own
executive These m itn features sufficiently mark
the interest and importance of the new step now
taken towards solvinj^ that difhc lU problem in

the art of government—the preservation of the

freedom and self government if scicnt he research

work as to both initiative and cxc ution with

due regard to i just respons b litv t 1 arliament

in respect of State endowment
The appointment of the Development Commis

sicn in 1911 marked the first modern step towards

n solution of this problem of the State endowment
of research I or the first time an organis ition

independent of the administmtive Departments

was set up to initiate and d rect scientific research

work in pirticular directions The constitutional

position of the Commission was anomalous its

functions were too various in kind and the per

sonnel selected for it suffered in quality perhaps

heciuse it depended too much upon the repre

sentat ve principle But the work of the Commis
Sion especially in relation to agricultural research

was in charge fr:>m the first of scientific men
and in effect if not in form the Commission had

executive as well as advisory powers

The next lindmark in this development was the

formation of the Medual Research Committee in

1913 in connection with the National Health In

surance Department This was attached directly

to an administrative Department but it w s given

a singularly free constitution The Committee

w IS composed of scientific men appointed for

their quality as counsellors without subservience

to any representative principle it was empiowered

to appoint and dismiss its own servants and it had

full executive authority uithin the widest limits of

research schemes of its own mitiati )n when these

hid received general Ministerial approval

The outbreak of war brought home to the

Government the grave rational need for a wider

and more liberal State endowment of research

In 1915 a scheme for public expenditure upon

scientific and industrial research was developed

under the Board of Education where pr A^i
son was then Parliamentary Secretary It was
natural that this should be modelled m its eariy

stages upon the system of the Medical Research

Committee, of the working of which there had

already been two years of useful experience, but

the orgaoiaatloa soon departed from that

model 10 soflOe essentuA points It was early and

I



rightly transferred to the Privy Council, where

it had independence from any one administrative

Dqiartment, and could serve all Departments alike.

But the council of soentific men became a purely

advisory body, as it now is, and the Committee

of Privy Council under which the work was to

be done was not purely Ministerial and formal,

but received the addition of Other personally ap-

pointed lay members in a position constitutionally

superior to that of the scientific members of the

Advisory Council A strong staff of lay officers

was progressively appointed upon the executive

side as a D^artment under the Privy Couned

Committee, not under the direct control of the

scientific members of the Advisory Council, and

neither appomted nor removable by them.

When the Muustry of Health for England and

Wales was constituted m 19x9, with correspond-

ing Boards of Health in Scotland and Ireland,

the disbanding of the four National Health

Insurance Commissions made a neyr con-

stitution necessary for the Medical Research Com-
mittee, the work of which in science has no

national boundaries It could not properly be

attached to the Ministry of Health, bMause, alto-

gether apart from the general arguments against

plaang a system of free research work under a

strong administrative Department, a Committee

serving the whole of the United Kingdom could

not fittingly be attached to a Ministry responsible

only for England and Wales The obviously

right course was to bring the medical research

service under the Privy Counal, the range of

which not only covers the United Kingdom, but

also allows easy constitutional relationship with

systems oi research work throughout die ^pire.
Tha problem was to bring the Medical Research
Committee into dose relationship with the scien-

tific and industrial research system already under
Privy Council direction, and equally with other

systems that may hereafter be phmed there, so as

to allow the greatest possibility of co-op«»«tion

along the innumerable boundary lines of scientific

work; at the same time it was necessqry to do this

without sacrifidng any of the freedom which the

^mipittee had already eo]oyed in its first con-
stitqtion, %>r had worked out in espetfenoe and
establish^ in its traditions.

*. t *

The soli^pn 'of this was given when the new
Cansduttee^ Privy Council for the work of the

Cbmmittee-%iow t^ Medical Research Council—
was establlAed by Order in Coundl bn March it
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last. This Committee providea the formal

terial responsibihty for moneys provided by^ll^ar-

liament, and at the same time it represents andf

brings together the interests of all the four partl(

of the Kingdom. In the absence of the Lon|
President, the Mimster of Health wilt act as

Vice-President of the Committee. The Secretary

appointed by the Medical Research Coundl for It^

own saentife and administrative purposes is tq

be *pto facto Secretary of this Privy Council Com-j

mittee, so that the ^ef executive officer al thn

Research Couped will have direct deceaa to tbq

Minister in charge, without die intervention of

lay officials either now or in the future.

The Medical Research Counal itself has been

incorporated by Royal charter in perpetual suc-

cession with legal powers to hold money or other

personal property, whether voted by Parliaident

or derived from other sources, and to accept trusta

for the furtherance of medical research. It has
licence to purchase and hold land or to receive

It by gift or bequest up to an annual value of

50,000! , determined at the time of acquisition. >

The personal constitution of the Medical Re-

search Committee upon becoming the new Coundl
is little changed At least two of its members must

I

always be Members of Psrbament, one each in the

House of Lords and the House of Commons.
Lord Astor and Dr. Addison, holding office

in the Ministry of Health, retired from the

Committee before the diange was effected, and
one additional scientific member was appointed,

to bring the total number from nine to ten. The
constitution of the final Medical Research Com-
mittee and of the new Medical Research Coundl
•IS as follows:—The Viscount Goschen; Mr.
William Graham, M.P. ; the Hon. Edward Wood,
M P.

;
C J. Bond, C.M.G., F R.C.S ; Prof. W.

Bulloch, F.RS., Dr. T R. Elliott, F.R.S.;
Dr. Henry Head, F.R.S. ; Prof. F. Gowland
Hopkins, F.R.S.: Major-Gen. Sir WUHain
Leishman, K.C.M.G., F.R.S. ; and Prof. D. No4
Paton, F.R S.

It is laid down that three of these meatibors shall

retire on September 30, iqai, and thereaftdr thebo

at intervals of twq years. Vacandes so caused or

arising casually are to be filled by appointapeM

by the Committee of Privy Council, but onty ifter

oooaultation with the freddent for the time bdfig

of the Royal Sodety and mth tbdNMedkhl Re-^

seardi CoundL Thia piOvisioo win bring

effective beeriag uptM the ooQstltutipQ ti
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CMiidl tbe best scientiAc opinion of the time

tlirDufh th^ ehanMl of the Royal Society, which

ii fikely to be all the more effective because it

U not a formal nomination to be made by a busy

Itc^al Society Council among other business, and

it ^ves dhre^ access by the President to the re-

sponsible Ministers* A further important pro-

vision is that the charter itself may receive

amendment or addition, if majority votes of the

/Council under stated conditions be obtained and

^tbe dbange be allowed by the Committee of Privy

Council.

We have continually urged in these columns

that scientific men themselves should decide upon

the allocation of funds for research, as is done

by the Royal Society, the British Association, and

^
other bodies

, and that they should be responsible

for any sdiemes of organised investigation

Fnction and misunderstanding always arise when
these functions are performed by official adminis-

trators unfamiliar with such a sensitive plant

as scientific genius and unable to judge the

promise of incipient inquiry The remedy for

such difficulties IS always to ensure that the men

who do the work are the masters of the adminis-

trative machine and have confidence in the direc-

tion of It by specially qualified colleagues—to pro-

mote, m fact, the same spirii. of common interest

between director and worker that is desired be-

tween capital and labour The Medical Research

Ckiunol seems to fulfil these conditions in every

reflect, and its incorporation marks a noteworthy

Stage m saentific development The Council can

determine its own policy, has complete control

of its funds, is in direct touch with progressive

sdnee by assoaation with the Royal Society,

and, above all, its Secretary, Sir Walter Fletcher,

has the full confidence of medical research

jvorkers. He knows well enough the truth of

the adage Poata nasettor, non fU as applied to

•dfutific genius, and may therefore be trusted to

secure the most favourable condiUons for the de-

velopment of this rare fruit when it appears.

During its existence the Medical Research Com-

mittee l^ught together a brotherhood of research

wodeers whose saentific investigations have been of

Uie .highest national value, and it did this

udthout rimitny the freedom of action which is

thar heritage. We confidently Ipok to the new
' C^ppocU to encoun^ mdep^entinvestigator

wdl a« to creatf a reserve of researSh workers,

aqd thus coqsqhdsjte the organisation of scientific

tioA ia the service of medidne so well begun by

pit Committee which it supersedes.
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A Studj In Palmogeograpfaj*

The Environment of Vertebrate Ufe m the Late

Paleoeoic m North America A Paleogeographtc

Study By Prof £ C Case (Publication

No 283 )
Pp VI+ 373 (Washington : Car-

negie Institution of Washington, xgiQ.) Price

3 dollars

The following passage from Suess's **Face of

the Earth " might be taken as an appropriate

text for the work under consideration *—“ It is the

organic remains, no doubt, which afford us our

first and most important aid in the eluadation of

the past But the goal of investigation must still

remain the recognition of those great physical

changes in comparison with which the changes in

the organic world only appear as phenomena of

the second order, as simple consequences.** Prof.

Case's volume may be described as an attempt

both to provide an up-to-date corpus of matend,
often presented in the form of lengthy quotations

from the writings of American geologists, bearing

upon the history of the later Palaeozoic period, and

to utilise the data as evidence m an inquiry into

the physical and climatic conditions under which

organisms lived, migrated, or became extinct in

different regions of the North American con-

tinent.

The author has essayed a difficult but attractive

task, and though his own conclusions and
generalisations are to some extent ovterwhelmed

by the superabundance of citations from published

sources, he has succeeded in making a valuable

contribution to a neglected branch of gecdogical

history He takes a broad view of the conception

environment , it represents “ the sum of all the

contacts which any organism or group of

organisms establishes with the forces and matter

of Its surroundings, either organic or inorganic.”

The difficulty is that we have comparatively little

knowledge of the nature of the interaction of exist-

mg organisms and theit environment, but it is

none the less praiseworthy to extend ecological

inquiry to a remote era in the hope that in this

line of research, as in others, a knowledge of

the past may help us to solve the proUems of

the present

In the first chapter Prof. Case discusses the

different categories of facts which it i^ essential

to consider in connection with paleeogeographicat

questions, the nature of the sedimentary dejMSits,

the source of the sediments, the history of the

flora and fauna—whether they were evolved wbm'e
they were preserved, or bad migrated from
ano^ipr locality—the influence of environment

1

reflect in morphological characters of
animals and plants, and other factors. He emplui-
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sises the iinportaace of cIom co-operation between

paUeontologiats and geologists in all matters

relating to past gei^raphies, and deprecates the

over-readiness of the former class of workers to

assume the existence of land-barriers In illustra-

tion he refers to the continent of Gondwanaland,

the existence of which "depends more definitely

upon biological evidence and awaits full confirma-

tion.’' Gondwanaland is, however, by no means

the creation of palaeontologists alone, its founda-

tioos are also geological. Succeeding chapters

ate devoted to the description of different pro-

vinoea of North America in the latter part of the

Palieosoic era, and the author summacises the

results of an intensive study of Upper Pennsyl-

vanian and Permo-Carboniferous rocks in certain

areas. It is difficult for a reader not conversant

With American stratigraphy to interpret the forma-

tions mentioned in terms of European classifica-

tion, and one feels the lack of more helpful

correlation-tables than those provided.

One of the most valuable features of ^e book

is the emphasis laid on the necessity for regarding

fossils as once living things, and for considering

their distribution in the strata in relat i to the

problems presented to them by their environment

Hie chapter on the climatology of the later

Palaeozoic is a particularly useful mine of informa-

tion. In the concluding diapter the author dis-

cusses the development and fate of vertebrate life

in the Permo-Carboniferous period in relation to

physical conditions During Early Pennsylvanian

tlsM the conditions were singularly uniform over

large areas, and the climate was equable and
humid , a monotonous environment implies a lunit

to the number of genera and species in a flora or

fauna, older and simpler types would persist

because the variants, which were possibly being
constantly produced, would not have a chance to

^develop. This idea is elaborated, though not so

dearly as one could wish It is suggested that the

Upper Pennsylvanian fauna, though hampered in

4t9 further progress by the monotony of the envi-

ronment, was accumulating force preparatory to a
great radiation which would find expresdon when
the IhnitationB were removed. Prof. Case adds
“The fauna, long restrained from any expression

df its evolutionary tendencies, full fed, and in the

vigour of its youth, responded at onpe to the
diange, and new fonbs appeared po suddenly as
to be unSeratded intthe preserved remains.” This
and similar,passages illustrate the more imagina-
tive Side of the author’s work.

^
The paUeobotanical data are hugely taken frmn

the contributions of Mr. David V^ite, whose
researchea are well knowq. The American Coal
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Measures have unfortunatdy yhtided acaroeljr ailDr

petrified material oomparable witii froik

Eng^d and a few other European oonnttiesy fitid

although there is a wealth of plant impteaaioitij;

anatomical criteria of chidatic oonditioba are not

available. A. C. Sawann.

Wheat and Wbeatgroerlng;

Essays on JVhotU. By Prof. A. H. R- BoVer.

Pp. xv+339. (New York ; The MacmiUan Cob}

London * MacmiOan and Co , Ltd., 1919-) FVioe

a 50 dollars.

POF. BULLER’S "Esnys on Wheat” are

among the most interesting things we have

seen for a long tune. As professor of botany in

the University of Mamtoba, he has unrivalled

opportumties of studymg the ramificationa of tiw

wheat industry, tor in no oty in the world la

wheat so important as m Winnipeg. He ia suigu-

lady fortunate in his subject, and he tells his story

remarkably well, giving the wealth of detail, tin

figures, and the references needed by the man of

science, without sacrifiang interesO or library

form
The first essay deals with the early history of

wheat growmg ui Manitoba It is a story m
which Parkman would have revelled The first

attempt was made in 1813 by a littie band of

pioneers sent out from Scotland by Lord Sdkiric

to colonise the 116,000 sq. miles of territory

granted to him by the Hudson Bay Co.; tiiey

settled at the junction of the Red and Assiniboloe

rivers where Winnipeg now stands. The flrM

crop failed, as also did the second. The faihire

IS scarcely surprising. "There was not a plow m
the whole colony, the one barrow was incompleie

and could not be used, and all the labour of bnude-

ing up and working over the tough sod bad to be
done with the hoe.” The Indians were amaaed,
and nicknamed the oohmiats "jardiniers.” For-
tunately for the settlers, potatoes and turnips did
well, or they must have had two very bitter

wbters T^ third crop succeeded. But tiie

,

troubles were by no means at an end. Birds'were
a great nuisance, e^iedafly the now extinct pqs-
senger pigeon la the fourth year the adherents
of the Ntotb-West Company and their half-brsdtia

made serious trouble and caused no littie btoqtf-

shed, and, to crown aU, in the sixth year, jmd as
the setders were about to reap their second tfood
harvest, tiiere came a grtat plague of lopudb
which stripped the fields and ganMfip bote. H
vaa more than even these,brave men couldmW;
the old record saye : "Hie imfortuoata eei%iaaie)
lookiiy op to htavao, wept” M »eafcs volpeidi
for their good Seottifib iwbr»«iag K^ dW pk
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TrouUet continued » mice and floods did

damage, and not un^ 1830 did prosperity

jooiae; from that time on, however, the tale is one

of steady and increasing progress.

^ Space does not allov of quotations from Prof

Butkr’s description of^ modern wheat growing in

western Canada, but this is less necessary since

h is mmre generally known than the earher

biatory. While it has less hximan interest, the

,

tile is stfll a fascinating record of what can be

wehitved 1^ intdligent organisation.
^ *AhoAer essay is devoted to the Red Fife and
Marquta wheats. Red Fife was introduced into

Canada some sixty years ago, and by reason of its

starling merit and great suitability tp Canadian

eondmons it spread far and wide, doing much
to make Canada’s reputation as a wheat-produang
country. The farmer is rarely a writer, and David

Fife, who raised the first crop about the year 184a,

has faiintelf left no record of how he did it. But,

though written contemporai|r records are lacking,

oral traditioas are abundant; scene of them are

reproduced by Prof BuUer, and they can almost

ba graded in point of tune by tb«r respective

wealth of picturesque detail The earliest written

record is in the Canadian Agncultunst for March,

1861. It IS there related that David Fife, of

Otonabee, Ontario, in 184a procured from a friend

m Qasgow a quantity of wheat drawn from a

cargo coming direct from Oansig The wheat

arrived in spring and some of it was sown forth-

with ; It fail^ to ripen, excepting only three heads,

which apparently sprang from a single gram
These were preserved and the gram sown the next

year; die progeny did very well, escapii^ rust,

while aU round the local wheat was badly infested

Again the gram was harvested separately, and

gradually a large stock was worked up and dis-

tributed among other farmers.

The Condneatal origin of Red Fife was definitely

eatablished by Dr. Charles Saunders in 1904,

vthen he proved its comidete identity with a

Chdkian spring wheat
' Dp. William Saunders, the revered first organ-

iser of the experimental stations m Canada, whose

^

ccwtly bearing and distinguished kindliness will

ahgaya be remembered by those who knew him,

fallen SOM after 1886 to make crosses between

Fife end other varieties with a view to im-

pmvement. One of the crosses sctually made by

<hie son Arthur in 189s was between Red Fife as

asde and an early ijpening Indian wheat, Hard
'tbed Calcutta, as female. Unformnately, the

' feSN^an-erheat in a ndxtture, and the precise variety

esttooC tMMr be d^rmined. When Dr.

second son Charies became Dominion
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Cerealist, he made a careful examination of the

pn^eny of thia cross, and selected from the maaa

of material one strain of outstanding okoellienos,

which he called "Marquis,” and which, from a
single head m 1903, has spread over Canada and
the United States, until in 1918 it was sown on
20.000.

000 acres of land and yielded some
300.000.

000 bushels of gram. So wonderful a
rate of growth can scarcely have occurred before

to the whole history of the world.

It IS not often that a reviewer wishes a book
had been longer, but that is decidedly one’s feding
in closii^ this volume. One can only hope that

Prof Buller will find time to give us more of

these delightful essays E J Russell.

The FertiUaatlon of the Ovum.
Problems of FertOuation By Prof. Frank

Rattray LiUie (The University of Chicago
Science Series

)
Pp xii + 278 (Chicago, 111 :

The University of Chicago Press , London * The
Cambridge Umversity Press, 1919.) Price

I 75 dollars net

The problem of fertilisation, of what really

happens when the spermatozoon meets the
ovum, and of how the latter is incited to begin the
long series of rhythmical cleavages that fiqally

result m a new organism, is one of the most
interesting and at the same time one of the most
complex in biological science From the time of
Aristotle, who held that “the female always
supplies the matter, the male the power of crea-
tion,” the problem has engaged the attention

biological philosophers, and no doubt it will con-
tinue to do so for generations to come, for the

more it is investigated the more mtneate it

becomes, aqid each new theory, evolved under the
influence of new experiment^ methods, is dis-

carded in turn as our knowledge of facts increases

Not the least interesting part of Prof Lillie’s

book IS the historical survey with which it opens
The discovery of the spermatozoon by Leeuwen-
hoek and Hamm in 1^7 was epoch-making for
biological science, and, of course, was rendered
possible only by the advent of the compomid
microscope Like all other great discoveries, it

was immediately followed by sensational nonsbnse,
and we find "a certain Dr Dalen Patius” claim-

ing that the human body is actually visible In
perfect miniature within the spermatozoon I Tl^
grotesque view, however, was but an ex^ren^
form of that held 1^ the spermatist s^mbl In
general, whidh maintained that the ovum fribiya no
other part in the production of the young ntilma*
than that of furnishing the germ contained hi iho
^nnatoMon with nourishment
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^tbe olftbdfMibii of iaioroMoi>icaI tedmique in

the intodeenth century, tending to the discovery of

the cell, with he nudsus and chromosomes,

afforded conclusive evidence that ovum and

spmmatocood contribute more or less equally to

ttM organisation of the new individual, and placed

upon a secure foundation the fundamental

gsmcralisation that botii are cell-units. Exactly

how they co-operate in initiating ^ei(q>meot is

the problem discussed by Prof. LUlie, in the light

botit of his own observations and those of a
small army of fellow-workers in the same field,

IMre-eminent amongst whom stand out the names
Heitwig, Fol, Boveri, Delsge, Loeb, and E. B.

Wilson,

There is one fact of fundamental importance

about which aO observers seem now to be agreed,

aSid that is the twofold character of the process of

qonnal fertilisation ; not only does it stimulate the

to devtiop, it also results in the combination of

saiMernal and paternal chromosomes in the zygote

auoieua. This combination is of the most far-

reaching a^ificance for the theory of hiredity,

bat it appears to have little or nothing to do with

the *' activation *' of the ovum which leads to

davelopinent, and is only inddentally referred to

in the vdume before us

As to how the activation Is effected, there seem

10 be almost as many views as there are observers.

It Is weU known, however, that activation can take

piMe without the aid of a spennatoaoon, and that

artiffrial paithenogeoeeis asay be brought about

bff j » great variety of meftods, involving the

appticetion of dieaiical or ftiiysicel stimuli. The
prekfem It one of physiological chemistry, and
eppareotly many factors may be conctsned in the

process. The secretion of a substance by the egg.

whieb causes the apennatosoa to agglutinate and
adhere to the surface, appeers to be one of the

timet important, The formation of the so<afled

^fertiliaetion-membrane” as a residt of the im-

PtiC* of the spermatocoon and the cmsequent
eertiqal changes that take place In the ovum are

MIfy diaeusaed, and fba hypothesis is put forward

thftt a substance (**fcrtQiaiQ ’*) exists In the cortex

wIMoh exerts a fermentdiks action as it penetrates

li^dhe egg, or is carried la by the spermatosooa,

end it la suggested timt the spebrntosoon itself

requires to be ''fertUlsed** by passing through the

cortex befqj^it can play its proper part In the

eym^ts whaFtidKe nbe ioteroaUy and lead to

4eveiopmy ^
book oostains a ^ast aotount of Information

as rfcapt ijSsceverias and tiieerice, and win
a very useful guide to those who wish tq

up this, most iq^cate su)^> K, D#
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A Clsntis Cyme: Bemg a Tranilation 0/ thf

ef KoheUih, eommenly fcfiown as EcdsthstfS^
stnpped of Later AidUioas, also its Orfgbit

and Interpretation, By Prof, hfpt|)i|

Jastrow, jun. Pp S55. (PUlad^ihis am|
London! J. B. Liiqiincott Co,, 1919.) priop

9t, net.

PROF. MORRIS JASTROW, jun,, of tbS

University of Pennsylvania, is w^ htiaww

amoiv scholart as one of tiw best equ4>ped

anafysts and interpreters of BHriical Ion. In

tius vohime he has taken the JEkwln of Kohelcth
in Its origin, growth, and mterpretalioo, and

thrown a good deal of fresh ligd>t on tbs

subject

In a foreword of twenty pages is given a very

eUe sketch of the mam principles of BihlkUd

critiasm and of the enormous gam wUch accrues

from a knowledge aad acceptation of them. By
auch means only are we able to pass freds tiw

realm of confusion to that of dearness. In our

generation alone has the rdigious portion el man-
kind come to reahse this necessity, and even

to-day the reahsation is but a portion of a small

minority Yet only by the adoption of sdentifie

metbods can the past be illumined in thd rehbn

of religion, as it has been illumined in every otiter

field.

The author passes on to examine the origin

and stmeture of the Book of Kohdeth. Here he
arrives at the coodusion that the book, as we
possess It to-day, is an expanded and edited

rendering of an earher version, which, when it is

viewed without the accretions, presents a geittie

criticism of human life and exiatence. The
version knows nothing of what lies behind or
before us. It really dealt with man's postage
through hfe, and em^iaaises the present hiflmtdy

more than aitfaer the past or tiw futiare. Man
is ashed to make tiw most of the good tidffgs

tiiat Nature brings to him; he is warned act to

worry about speculative th^s, aucfa at Ms qsnt

final goal or the destiny of tiw untverae. bi spito

of much that is hiddea, life has a swaiuQg here
end now; it has enjoyments whidi make it wottii

while to live. *

Now, it is evident that audi an emplricel,
Epkaurean view of life would never ^ ee. ti

r^gious interpretatien of toe univeret or ol Ife
Itedf. As it st^ originelly, tiw Book of KcdHMi
had no chance of enteripg Into toe sfAced btpltm

% Is tittyefere edityd^ added tfh andpo^M •»!#
to furnish here and tiwte pious Hqneti!fl|to-tifi

nmpfda and pdoitomeptf*'la toffir tM
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(tal the preaeot may be lived in accordance

*' id^ «ada.'* God and the future are
’
tVtxtg'bt! in ak the norms to which life has to

necUbtitii

< Thif portion of the book is a brilliant piece of

li'drft, and the autiior has brought to bear upon

It sot only great learning, but also a lightness

of tducb udiich really borders on something like

originality. In the hands of men such as Prof.

Jastrow, ^ BiUe can agam become a work of

^ immense significance.

The seat part of the book presents us with the

words of Koheleth in their ongmal form, stripped

of )ater interpolations, sayings, and comments.

Tha translation of Koheleth is excellent, and in

reading it we seem to be brought face to face

with a book published yesterday, because it looks

upon the world of Nature and of hfe from a point

of view which cannot be n^ected Of course,

such aspects do not exdude others, but it is

always well to make the best use of each point

of view, and not to try to form a composite so

Vogue that no meanmg can be extracted from it.

No doubt Prof. Jastrow had something like this

in mind when he undertook the preparation of

this volume, and we sincerely hope he will deal

widi other composite books of the Old Testament
as he hae done so splendidly with the Book of

Kohdeth.

New Book! on laduotrinl ChemiatiT.

(i) Aptb0d Chemistry: A Proctscal Handbook for

StMdanU of Household Scsenee and Publtc

HeaUh, By Dr, C. Kenneth Tinkler and Helen
Masters. Vol. i., Water, Detergents, TexUUs,
Fnets, etc. Pp. xii+nps. (London: Crosby

Lockwood and Son, 1930.) Pnee is*. 6d.

net.

(a) Chemistry from the industrial Standpomt, By
f. C. L. Tbome. (New Teaching Series.)

Fp. xvi 4- 844. (London : Hodder and Stoughton,

1919.) Price 4«. fid. net.

(3) Fuel, Water, and Gas Analysis for Steam
Veers.

,
By John B. C. Ke^aw. Second

edition, revised and calaiged. Pp, zii+sox.

(London: Col^table and Co., Ltd., 19x9,)

Price lax. fid. net

(4) Fepeler Chetmeal Dictienary. By C T.

Kkigeett vi4*368. (London: BaiUifire,

Tindt^, and Cox, 198a) Frice xga, net

(t) *'^siIS woilc is npJnly Intended for students

d in* their third year who ate pr^iariog

Ilf iBplowwi in hoiudwld and sodel^sdence, and

fm dfaMh*. find ia public heidth of the

fflt^K'wdvhridtkL There la no work Imown

8^441 VOL. 105]

to the reviewer that covers the grotmd in the

same manner as this. The book is- dearly and
attractivdy written, and forms a most tisefni

addition, not only to the academic student, bvfe

also to the works chemist^ who' most often

adjudicate upoo matters such as are dealt widt

in this work.

The book does not deal with manufacturing

operations, but gives a dear and practical expoal-

turn (with the necessary theoreticid explanations)

of the meUiods employed in analysing a^ appraise

tag the value of water, water softenmg pnK
cesses, soap, textile fibres, bleaching agents, dry

deaning, air analysis, gaseous fuels, liquid and

sohd fuels, materials used m the protection of

wood, metallic and other surfaces, etc. Although
the authors themsdves make no daim to ongu-
ality, many of the subjects are treated in a
manner very different from that prevaiUttg

m most of the existing works on the sub*

ject. Every technical i^emist should possets

a copy of this work for reference, as Aere is

coHectml together here in one volume a huge
mass of material which is usually scattered {deoe*

meal throughout a number of expensive treatises.

Altogether this is a book to be ttoroughly recom-

mended, and It should command a wide sale.

(a) Mr Thorne has written an interesting little

book on a very large subject, which is dearly

and attractivdy exptamed, and tiie volume nutfka

a considerable departure from the older s^le

of text-book Not very long ago a book of tiUa

type would have enjoyed no sale, but would

have been coldly reedved in sdentifio ctrdes, ottd

the advent of such a work shows what a retdb-
tion has been wrought in the chemical world

within the last few years. The reviewer cannoir

bdp thmking, however, tiiat Dr Briscoe's exoel-

lent introduction is somevdiat hard upon tim*

hosinesa man His own experience is that the

business world is very mudi ahve to sdentifio

possibilities, whereas tjm purdy professiomi

univerdty-trained diemist of the past was not

only laigdy unpractical, but also held himsdf ahiof

from the problems of the business man, and tiie

latter's caution was founded m many cases i^o
heavy loasea attained by contact with the teadr

saentiflo "expert," who regards tiie buriness man
as his natural prey.

For the earnest technical student or tiw trained

works chemist the book naturally is not of grant

use, es it cannot go into exact detalL Fog m
young diemist, however, catering woiks for 11n
first time, it fi^vee an exeCOent summary of tht
nuua oparatioM bvolved In chemical ladhstlry,

and is wdl up«to-data regards modeett de<tta|N
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pawtUt *• ivAbm* ^ reference* to rotary Mtere,

c«tal3rtie action, hydrogenatioo of fati, ete.

The ordinary busmesa man engaged in dealing

with tiw product* of chemical induitry wiU

undoubtedly derive,considerable benefit from the

perusal of this vohim. The style is dear enough

to be intelligible even to the nontechnical

reader.

(3} Fnel and water are such important subjects

iodmtriafly that any book dealing with them is

bound to receive serious attention from every

viotics chemist and steam user The present work
{now in its second edition) meets a wdl-tiefined

want in that it gives trustworthy and up-to-date

technical methods of analysing fuel, water, and

gas.

^rt i. deals with fuel, fuel sampling, analysis

of fuel, thermal values of fuel, etc
,
and is excel-

lent. Part U. deals with water as applied to

tedmical purposes , methods of samphng and
uialystng it, of softening, and of calculating the

amount of softening materials to be added, are

given in full. Here, in a concise form, are the

materials upon wMdi a practical (pinion can be

formed as to the best methods of dealing with

Stay given type of water. The subject of part liL

1$ waste gases, their sampling, analysis, and valua-

tion.

Hie work is written by an authority who is m
^rhCtical touch with the numerous and difikuit

proldems relating to fuel and water which every

works chemist has to handle It can be recom-

hicmied to every industrial chemist.

, {4)^ The author has achieved bis aim of produo-

l|^ a ^popular ’’ dictionary of chemistry, and the

work* 00 far as it goes, is very complete, almost

ovory well-known chemical or piece of chemical

opMfotus ' being teiefly mentioned It is very

to sebt however, for what class of reader

such a work is intended For purposes of stnct

refonsnoe the volume m far too “popular “ For
mtasRple, on looking up the word “pyridine,**

vjp' ate informed that it is “a nitrogenous bam
ptefont in bone oil, and in tar obtained from
slidw and ^eoal.** No mention is made of its b^-
lag pdint^ specific grav^, constitutional formula,

SpwWUties, etc., e^idt foe average readm would
retire. This is typmsl ot the work, tn the

rtvSewer's dxperienee, 'tm one looks up cimmical

terfiM for^anMwemeiit D^itite quintitatnu

kilonnatidh is whab 4i« user of a dictionary

icqtibes in nioetjMiioe eases out qf a husKlred,

aitil^tt 'is these qui^tative data which are'so oon-

ipie^tly< tadfonf^' ilw ptesant veltifoe. The
coMlieu of most of die mattriala afatoidd

bpla fo a worie ot tUa hkd. 0. M.
' HO. 3634, VOt. I05I'
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Our Boolcrtielf*

Tfc# theory of Heat, By Prof. Thomas PraiMtu
Third edition. Edited by J. Rogerson Gotter.J''

Pp. xix+840. (Macmillan Co.y Lt4-p ^9^^)
Price a5S. net,

It is pleasant to meet an old friend stiU

strong in spite of 3rcars and changing fasmons.*

In tmse days of rapid progress a quarter of «
century is a long period in the life of a book
dealing with a living science. The secret of ite
continued popularity of Preston’s work is UQ
doubt to be found in the fact that the book ipat

written as a labour of love in the interesta of tnuf

saentiiic education, instead of being merely com-
piled to suit an arbitrary standard or s}wlmSp
adapted to a particular type of student, or a
speaal limit of mathemadcal attainment. Tlie

object has been to give a comprehensive survey
of the^ development of the theory of heat from an
historical point of view, which possesses many
advantages in the exposition of a scientific

su^ect
The historical order of evolution, both in

theorjr and in experiment, generally follows the
natural processes of reasoning of the human mind,
and introduces fresh ideas in a regular sequence
in which they are readily assimilated de-
ductive meth^, starting with a general law or
formula, may frequently provide a more direc|(

means of arriving at any particular result or
practical application, but it tends to obscure the
essential foundation on experiment, and to rob
the subject of human interest From the point
of view of the general reader, as distinguished
from the special student, there can be no com-
parison between the two methods There is an
illusion of finality in the deductive method which
appeals to the mathematical mind, but the his-

torical method, when illustrated, as in Preston,'
by a critical discussion of typical experiments, is

the more suggestive, inspiring the student to
think for himsdf and to make further advances.
The book is so well known that it only remaihs

to add that Mr Cotter has shown him^ to be
a most sympathetic and capaUe editor hi both
pruning and graftu^ The important addstiops,
on recent advances in the theory of radiatioD and
specific heat, and on the kinetic theory erf gases,
are admirable summaries, conceived and Carried
out in the spirit of the original. H. L. C ^

Royat Botanic Gardens, Keeo* Bnttctin of Mis-
ceUaneous Jnfonnation, 1919. Pp iv+459+5a
(London : H.M.S O , X9X9.) Price 41. net

This volume contains the ten numbers of the
Keeo BaUstsh which were published et in-
tervals from April to December, 1919. The Mnfp
three articles include Mpers and xmacfllaoeo^
notes of both economic end stnc^4 botopicet ^

interest. Mr* J. H. HoUatid contributm
of food and fodder idaots arranged undelp *

reapeethre families, with |Kite« 00 theh*

uses, popular names, eta There ire atfo pageeg
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jOft
** The True Mahoganieft,** by Mr.i R A Rolfe,

end
I*
The Jeruealem Artichoke,” by Mr C« C«

tiacaita ; the latter 1« an exhaustive discussion on^ introduction of this vegetable to the Old
"World and the origin of its popular name An
account js given of Lord Ventry’s experiments
on growing New Zealand flax in Ireland, the evi-

deziH^ goes far to show that the possibility of

growing It m South-West Ireland as a commercial
undert&ing is an established fact “ Silver-leaf

Disease" and "The Skm-spot Disease of Potato-

tubers ” are the titles of two important con-
' tributions on plant-diseases by Messrs J Bmtncr
and M. Nest Owen respectively. Results of

lx>tanical exploration are embodied in Dr Hems-
Icy^s account of the flora of Aldabra and adjacent

islands and in Mr Turrill's risumi of the botani-

cal results of Swedish South American and Ant-
arctic expeditions

The more purely botanical papers include a
careful examination, by Sir David Pram and Mr
Burkin, of the identity of the plant, or plants,

known under the name Dtoscorea sattva, and a

revision by Mr W B. Grove of the species of the

fungus genus Phoma There is also an historical

account of Xht botanic garden of Pamplemousses,
Mauritius; and the new flagstaff at Kew and its

erection are described in detail The obituary

notices include those of Prof J. W H Trail

of Aberdeen and Prof W. G Farlow of Harvard

THb Storf of Mtlk By J. D Fredcriksen
Pp XX +188 (New York; The Macmillan
Co ; London MacmiUajr ind Co , Ltd , 1919 )

Price 9s. net.

The author tells his story 10 a dear and interest-

ing manner, and the general reader, as well as

the student of domestic science or dairying, will

follow the contents of the book with pleasure and
profit. The subicet-matter is sound, and the

conase, practical directions will be valuable to

anybody who is acquainted with the general

methods of butter-making and cheese-making
There are sections dealing with the composition

and proDerties of milk, the testing of mdk, the part

played fay enzymes and bacteria, and the methods
m whi<m orgamsms are utibsed or controlled.

MIHk supply and butter-making and the manu-
facture of ice cream are the chief subjects of
another section. As the book is written for

AflicricBn readers, the sixteen pages devoted to

r^pes for ice cream are perhaps not excessive,

and tl^y will not fail to raise m the English mind
a feeling of envy that such delectable things as
parfaits and mousses are not more general.

Clieesb-making is well dealt with, and working
details are supplM, whilst the meth^s adopted in

the manufacture of condensed milk, milk powder,
and caseein ere briefly sketched.
Very rightly the food value of milk is g^ven a

pfaminent place, and the recipes fo/ ^dishes in

Vlddh milk or cheese forms an importan\ part are
atMCtlve, and should be found very useful to

"'
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many A certain amount of historical informa-
tion IS given, and the names and labours of notable
workers in the vanous branches of dairying are
also to be found in the book

A First Year Phystes forJumor Techntcal 5choolf.
By G. W. Farmer With an Introduction by
S C Laws Pp X+183 (Lnndon; Long-
mans, Green, and Co., 1920) Price 4s. 6d.

This book is intended for use by boys of
tween twelve and fourteen years of age who have
just completed the elementary-school course and
are passing to a more advanced curriculum such
as IS provided in the junior technical, central, or
continuation school It may suit the courses in

some of these institutions, but if this is to be the

only kind of instruction in physics during the first

year of study, the diet cannot be said to be too
stimulating The work is concerned almost entirely

With the use of simple measuring instruments
The description of three methods of verifying “ Py-
thagoras," of four ways of measuring the weight
of a cubic centimetre of water, and of no fewer than
eleven experiments to show that air exerts pres-

sure indicates too much devotion to completeness
of detail at the expense of time whic^ could be
spent more profltably in giving the pupils glimpses
at the marvels of Nature by which they are sur-

rounded.

The Struggle m ike Air, 1914^18 By Major
Charles C Turner. Pp viii <4-288. (London:
Edward Arnold, 1919 )

Price 152. net

Major Turner gives an extremely instructive and
readable account of the development of aircraft

from 1914 to 1918 With the work of a genera-
uon compressed into four years of war, it is not
surprising that the developments and events nar-

rated crowd upon each other in bewildcnng suc-

cession. The psychology of flying and the official

requirements as regards detaUs of machines for

war purposes form exceptionally valuable chapteiv
of the book

Calculation of Electric Conductors, By William T,

Taylor Po 34 (London . Constable and Ca,
Ltd

, 1919 ) Price lot 6d net

A CHART supplied with the book enables the elec-

trical engineer to determine the size of a con^
ductor required to convey a current of a given
value when the voltage drop and length of cable

are given, or to find any of these quantities when
the three others arc given With the help of the

explanatory text all the ordinary cables and
systems can be thus dealt with

Reiiiston Arithmetic^ Logarithms, Slide Rule, Men-
suration, Specific Gravity, and Density By
Terry Thomas Second edition, revised.

Pp 6i (London * Crosby Lockwood and Son,

1930 )
Price as 6d

Numbkical examples and answers are given. The
standard is that of the Army and Navy Entraooe
Examinations
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Letterv to the Editor.

{TTm B^iof do€t not hold htmttlf tgsponsihli for

o^nions oxpfuiMd by hu eart$spond$ntM. N$iih0f

con ho undertake to return, or to correspond with

the writers of, rcfceted manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Natues. No notice is

taken of anonymous eommunicaUonsi

11m tepartttoii of tiM Itamoiit OMorim Mo Naniiol
OMirioi ond illoti-Olilerim« oiid tiM Poaftivi

The very important letter of Dr Aston in Nature
of Deceinber 18, 10191 gives much evidence in

favour of a theory of the structure and composirion
of the nuclei of complex atoms as published by me five

years ago and in a number of more recent papers.
This theory led me to the idea, as published at that
time (Journal of the American Chemical Society,

xxxvU.,pp. 1367-96, especially pp 1390, 1301, and i387)t

that among the light elements magnesium, silicon,

addition to neon (as found by Thomand chlorine, in

son), are mixtures of isotopes The atomic weights of
the normal isotopes were given as 34 for magnesium,
38 for silicon, and 35 for ^lorine It was also stated

that nickel, copper, zinc, and practically all the other
elements l^tween atmnic numbers 38 and 80, the
Utter being mercury, are mixtures of isotopes, while
radio-active evidence shows that elements 81 (thallium)
to 93 (uranium) exist in isotopic forms. This theory
was recently summarised in a paper sent to the
Physical Rniew in May and November, 1919 This
paper, as well as the others, should bo consulted for

the d^Hs of the theoiy
In February, 2916, 1 announced that we were work*

ing In this Immratot^ upon the separation of chlorine
into isotopes by diffusion (tbtd , xxxviii

, p 231,

1916) Early m 1917 Mr W D Turner, my research
iiilstant, found slight differences In density between
the heavy and light fractions obtained bv diffusing
chlorine, but, since small amounts of impurities ^ere
very difficult to exclude, this did not seem at all con-
clusive Since if there are two isotopes of chlorine

there are three molecular forms of the substance, a
separation may be made more easily bv the use of
hydrogen chloride gas, and this has been used in

nearly all our uork for the last three years, though
practically nothing was done during the period of the
war.
The diffusion of this gas, as carried out on a

moderately large scale by Mr C £ Brocker and
/nyself, seems now, juddng by our preliminary
analyses, to be resulting in a definite separation of
the gas into a heavier and a lighter fraction The
separation, while extremely slow, seems from our
iraimlnary results on the heavy fraction to be of about
tfie order to be expected by the Rayleigh diffusion

theory r
provided the atomic weights of the isotopes

are 35 and ^71 eo the work is In good agreement
with that of Dr Aston. These results mav be
nnodlfied somewhat when our predse atomic weight
determinations are made, since at the present time
all our determinations are made bv rapid methods
Our results suggest, but are not of a sufficient pre-

dslon really toindicate/ the ix>ss}bilitv that a third

isotope higher atorpic weight may exist, but since

the scparatlim is extremely slow, and the positive

fay niethod as worked out by Dr Aston gives results

Vm quickly, he should be able to tost this suggestion
mifeh more rapidly than ourselves
' SHnos 2916 we have Effused about 19,000 litres of
hydhMen chloride gas as measured under standard
ppndl||^8. The apparatus now In use will diffuse
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about 400 Utses per ilay,,afid we hope aooo id rtiiW

the capadty to 1000 litres. These flumbera refer to

the frera or ordinarygas introduced into the imf»retua,

and not to that which is rediiTuaed la smaller unite.

The total number of units now In operation Is five,

and the method may be described as a fractional

diffusion
While the idea that the hydrogen nucleus may be

the positive electron Is a very general one, the only

evidence I have found In print which gives real

support to this Idea, and explains the facts which
seem opposed to the idea, is to be found in papers

by my associates and myself as dted above, and
in my other papers listed at the end of tills letter.

The hydrogen nucleus or the podtSve electron has,
according to these papers, a weight, and presumably
a mass, of x 000, on the basis of oxygen as 16 000,
whenever thejModtive electron is combined In a com-
plex atom, Tne atomic weight of ordinary hydrogen
is 10077. Tlie difference Mtween 10077 and 1000
IB due either to the existence of meta-hydrogen of
atomic weight and composition in
ordinary hydre^en, or else to an electromagnetic
packing (possibly to both), the latter as assunnied by
Sir Emeu Rutherford and by myself, but the details

of which are to be found in my papers In these
formulm »j+ is the positive electron, the negative
electron when it Is contained in the nucleus, and
when It H a non-nuclear or planetary electron.

The nuclei of atoms are built almost entirely from
the following particles

^

weight

‘“ESC?
Alpha particle or helium nucleus 400
Nu particle or meta hydrogen aucleub (n+) jj'*’ 3 00
Mu particle (^) ^^

Of these the a partide forms the greater part of all

complex atoms, one v particle is found in most
atoms of odd atomic number, at least among the
light atoms, and the fi particle, which has no net
charge, is responsible for the existence of one of the
two Known classes of isotopes The other clau of
isotopes 18 due to the presence of the group
which consists of an a partide, together with too
cementing electrons It is these cementing electrons
which are shot off in fi disintegrations radio-
atoms, and they always escape in pairs—that is, one
directly after the other, or one just before and one
just after the escape of an a partide The number
of negative electrons in the nucleus of an atom Is

almost always even, whether the nuclear charge is

odd or even, but the number of positive electrons is

nearly always odd in a nudeus of odd charge* How-
ever, the nuclei which contain an even number of
positive electrons, and are therefore built up eith^
of a particles alone or of a particles and negative
electrons, are, on the whole, much more stable tiian

those with an odd number, so the even-riumbered
elements are much the more abundant, and make up
987 per cent df the meteorites and the greater part
of the material of the earth. Furthermore, all

the seven most abundant elements in the meteorites
have an even atomic number, as it indicated in Fig. i.

In the exceptional rate of nitrogen the mop nJi is
present, and in beryllium the group 4J8. A suggested
structure for the o perticle Is given in Fig a, tiliere

the large circles represent n^atlve, and the snsin
ones podtlve, electrons The v grewaprobabty hap
a similar structure, but with three pMiive electrons
at the comers of a trigpgl«| while the lithhim micMis
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in ritlnimad ta ooosUt of one a and one v ^oup,
wim a aymmetrical arrangement of the aeven pofltive
electrons Two a do not seem to combine,
hui Ifom three to etghi, and also ten, a pafUele^
comhme wilhottt the tncZnston of any cemenitng
electrons; but when more than ten unite, two or a

/miMeXCFm ElSMTJfTJ

i

I I

^

I
Fic

multiple of two negative electrons are used In cement-
ing on extra a particles—that la, a particles which do
not contribute to the positive charge on the nucleus
Argon and calcium have momenc atoms, the formula

c

I

r iM V

of die former being and that of the latt

o^itSii, so both have the general formula
The fbrmuUe given below represent a few chan
torisUc atoms •—

Bv«n Noclear Charge Odd Nuclc'ir Charge

O F

Thonoin benes

•ssfti^ss's
ThX S|f0gi/ige|
HKTb)

Co

Uranium Senes

Pb(IU)

^
Here a represents a valency electron, s' a non-nuclear

^Octron In one of the inner shells, and fl a cementing
fiisctron in nucleus. The evidence for these

vfoj|:dfldlit Is gdbd, but cannot be presented here

m, 4634, VOL. 105!

It will be seen that this hydrogenditUunMiieta-
hydrogen theory of atom-buUdlng is based upon the
atomic weight and atomic number relathms; the
Rutherford atom; the rule of Soddy, Fajans,
Russell for radio*active changes ; and the atomic
weight relations discovered by Rydberg about thirty*
years ago , and u dependent for its validity upon the
existence of chlorine, magnesium, silicon, and the
heavy atoms in isotopic forms It is a resurrection
and an extension of the hypothesis of Prout

References ,— Am Chem hoc , xxxvii
, pp. 1367-

96 (1915); xxxix, pp 856-79 (1Q17), Phil Mag,
XXX

, pp. 733-34 (*915) » Science, N S ,
xlvl

, pp 419-
37i 443-4S (*917)1 Proc Nat Acad Sciences, I . p

t
*9*5)1 ii*» PP 3*6-24 (1Q16), Physical Review,
^ebruar), 1920, In press.

William D. HAwaNS.
Department of Chemistry, University of

Chicago, March 8

I HAVF read Prof Harkins's letter with great
interest If Prof Harkins has succeeded in separating
the Isotopic hydrochlonc acids he is certainly to be
congratulated The very meagre positive results from
mv work with neon 'Sestribed at the British Associa-
tion meeting in 19x3 convinced me of the extreme
diflirulty and labour of suth diffusion expenments
In the case of neon I had only to grappw with a
twentieth root ifi the diffusion equation, whereas with
HCl it is the thirty-sixth root which is involved In
connection with the possibility of a third isotope of
chlorine in the full account of mv recent analysis of
this element, now In the press, 1 have described A
faint line at 'to which mav be this

More experimental results will be required before thy
time is ripe for the formulation of a comprehensive
theory of atomic structure 1 do not propose, there-

fore, to discuss the one put forward by rrof Harkins,
but would like to point out that his basal assumptimi
that the positive electron has a weight xooo is

definitely contradicted by experimental results quoted
m mv letter in Natitrp of March 4 F W Aston
Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, April 20

On Atoffiio and Moloetdar ttmoture.

Tub statement of Mr S C Bradford in the second
paragraph of his letter to Nature of April 8, that I

suppose the electrons to revolve in small circles unth-
out any constraining force, is erroneous The fact

that I reserved an o|nnion as to the nature of the com*
straining force does not imply, as he suggests, that
i deny its existence Thus (c/ Science Progress,

April, 1920, and Phil Trans Roy Soc
,

vol ccxx ,

p 247, X920) an electron moving with speed
V perpendicular to a magnetic fi^Id of Intensity H
(wnich mav originate in the nucleus) desciib^ a
circular orbit of ladius p- wiv/Hf, and the frequency
of the electron is v=He/2ffm, which (and this is an
advantage in the case of a radiating orbit) is Inde-

pendent of the speed with which the electron describes

the orbit \t present we know little about the actual
value of V, If H is of the order 10’ gauss, the valuer

ascribed to the molecular field from magnetic con-
slderations, the frequency is that of infra-red radia-

tion, and the correlation of the elastic properties tf
the medium (which arc determined by this molecular
field) with the infra-red vibrations, as originally

pointed out by Debye, is apparent Within an atom
the controlling field mav be of the order ro* gSusa,
which gives rise to vibrations of optical frequency.
Closer to the nucleus a field of to* gauss gives me
to frequencies comparable with those of a K series

Finally, it should be tiolnted out that the ring
electron theory, which Mr Bradford attributes tp
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Dr. H. S. AH^ wu orl^AAlty «xpoUftded by Mr.
A. L. PanoA (Smkhionkn MiaddkuwTUi Collaoliona,
vol. htv.i p. 1, 2915). The advantage# of euch a
theory were ably expressed recently by Dr Alien in
an wetting address before the Pnysical Society of
Londbn A. E Oxuty
The British Cotton Industry Research
Asaodation, 108 Deansgate, Man-
chester

Aqnartan OaHnrei for ilolegleil Teaelihg.

Tub increase In the number of students in biokM{y
during the last few years has created a demand m
iarM quantities of such anunal ^pes as Amoeba,
ActinosphsBTiumf brown Hydra, and Daphnia It is

omn very difficult to obtain to time vast numbers of
these typM, for in Nature the supply is exceeding!)
precarious, depending as it does on conditions whicn

^ V ^ a.-.. ^ ..a.

awrium-keeplng on a large scale, the results of
wUch will be useful to others who, like myself, have
to deal with large numbers of students

Information with regard to Amoeba culture has
already been given in Notes on the Collection and
Culture of Amoeba proUus for Class Purposes ** (Proc
Roy. Phys Sw. Edin , vol xx

,
part 4, p 179)

Since the publication of that note, however, I have
tried, as an alternative plan for procuring the material
necessary to inoculate a culture, a modification of
the respective methods described by J B Paricer (“A
Method of Obtaining a Supply of Protosoa,” Science,
N S«, vol* xlli , No 1090, p 727, 1915), Libbie Hyman
(Jtoum, Exp ZooX

, vd. xxiv,, No i), and Asa A
Shaeffer vol xx , No 4), and with success
v^ter from such places as the drainage-cuttings in

btra, alder, and willow woods, or from the margins
^ ordinary pools and ponds, together with the fila-

fOentous algas and the brown scum and included
4Ult<^8 overlying the dead lea\eB and the other
decaying organic matter forming the floor of suchMM, Is gathered In autumn or In early spring.
Thte Is allowed to stand in tap-water for some time,
until a rich brown scum appears on the top The
top water with the scum is poured off into another
glass vessel, and wheat is added (i gram to a litre of
water) In February minute Amoebae begin to make
thdr appearance; these become fully grown in May
and Tune, and will then divide rapidly, forming a
luxuriant culture until the late autumn, when encyst-
mwt of most individuals again takes place
Once started. Amoeba cultures require no further

attention than a supplv of water to compensate for
evaporation, and the addition of wheat from time to
time
r am indebted to Prof. Bourne, of Oxford for

Information that boiled rgln-water can be used in
tfipse districts, e g Oxford, where the tap-water con-
tains iquch mineral matter
Achnos^haeriufn.^My iirinclpal dlfficultv In the

ciukire of Acdnospljatrla has been In main,
talning for them a aufflrfcnt food^supolv Stentors
and vortlcelloida, tbclr fisvourite food, aopear to
fMqlre running water, and therefore quickly die
off when Jptrpduced Into the laborab^ (except

Atentw, whif^ thrivea well when once
and a small vortlcellold which appears

III iisfusfoos of certain pond^weeds) The common
rotifer ia an ev^Hent food, and this can be ob-
tained from ndmh left over from oond-gafberingaW means ^ wheat or bar fnfoalon. Members of the
I^Uv (^thvpnada (eiipeclany Monoftyla, which Is of
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frequent occurranoe in Amosba cuttureSi and dfsre-
fore easily grown in wbeauwater) are the moat useful
of dw atxm^nentioned foods.

Since Actinosphseria disappear very quickly when
their food is exnauittd, ahd idnoe, on the other hand,
they grow and multiply very rapidly when the food-
supply is good, and very quIiMy exhaust this food-
eupply, it IS necessary to give the Rotifer culture a
gONoid start before irtroducing the Actinosphsnria into
It In practice 1 have several Monostyla cultures in
readiness, and then, about three months before requir-

ing large numbers of Actlno^hssna. 1 Inoculate one
or more of the Monostyla cultures with a few Actino.
sphsBria and set the jar aside These latter soon
multiply and appear in myriads.
Hydro.—Large brown Hydra showing buds and

reproductive organs can be obtained in oonriderabla
numbers and very quickly in laboratory cultures

(especially In rooms with a fairly uniform temperature
of 60^ lO if they are systematiduly fed on a generous
diet of Crustaceans, which latter can be obtained by
the culture of Daphnia The Daphnia should be
strained off by means of a small net, and a concen-
trated mass of them in a small quantity of water
should be added periodically to the jar containing the
Hydra. Several hundreds of Hydra bv this means
can be obtained from one or two individuals in a
few weeks.

Interesting colour-changes, varying from dingy
brown to a bright pink, can easily be effected In
brown Hvdra by va^ing the Crustacean diet

Dapbn/o.—I am md^t^ to Mr P Jamieson for

the discovery of the value of small pieces of earth-
worm for the cultivation of Daphnia If an infusion
of dead earthworms in water be allowed to stand in a
warm place (1 e near the radiators in the laboratory)
it IS quickly converted into a rich food, which can be
added to the Daphnia cultures as required. A few
Daphnia introduced into a large wide-mouthed glass
bottle or beaker of water, to which the wonn-water
IS regularly added, verv quickly multioly Several
of these cultures should be kept going if the cultiva-
tion of Hvdra is verv intensive, as they must be
allowed to recuperate after they have been depleted
by use
A variety of other Protozoa, Crustaceans, OHgo-

chaetes, etc., make their appearance In the above-
mentioned cultures, commonly sufficient to supply
abundant material for demonstration purposes

Monica Taylor, S N D
Convent of Notre Dame, Glasgow

loniMtloa hi the Bohr Ohrowesphsre.
It is well known that the spectrum of the upper

layers of the solar chromosphere Is etdeffy compos^of
those lines which arc rdaUvely more strengtihumed in
the spark than in the arc, and which Sir Norman
Lockyer originally styled enhanced lines The best-
known examples are the calcium H and R and the
strontium pair (4216, 4077) Acccndlng to modem
theories of spectral emission, these lines are due to an
atom which has lost one electron. The principal line
duo to the normal atexn of calcium is the g4ine 41^7^
and the corresoondlng Sr llqe is 4607. of which
o^r at much lower levels Acoording to modm
th^cf, t^fore, Ca, Sr, and Ba atortw ate more
and more ionised as we approach the upper layers
the solar atmoMhere, whOe in the lower layers bot^
normal and Ionised atoms occur

If ^ assume that ionisation It a sort reversiblechmi^ process taUng place aecoidlitg to thie idiemei^
Ca~Ca++r.U, where e h the electren, Cl** Is h
positively charged Ca atom, qnd U it the wtrgp of
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we can apply Nemit’e theorem of the
reactlon-Ieobar to calculate the amount of lonica-

tkai under any ftivcn thermal stimulus The method
la based upon a remark of Nemst in his book, **Der
Neue Warmesatz • •

**
(p. 154), that the electron

may be reifarded as a monatonilc {(as of molecular
^Kht TifsT) that its chemical constant can be
calculated accordln{( to the Tetrode-Sackur relation

C^lojpi
2irm}W

It has recently been applied by E^ert {Ver d D
Phys, Gesell

,

December 15, IQ19) tor calculation
of the def{ree of ionic dissociation in the interior of a
star, as supposed by Eddington in his theory of stellar

structures But &p$ert calculates U m a rather
artificial manner tor iron from assumed atomic
dimensions and structures of the iron atom
We can, however, calculate U directly from the

value of the ionisation potential as experimentallv
determined by Franck and Hertz, MacLennan, and
others, or from the quantum relation

,.«(I s,s)

Using the value of tJ determined in thi^ way for

calcium, barium, strontium, hydrogen, and helium,
the following remarkable results appear

(r) About 30-40 per cent of the Ca atoms are ionised
ju&t over the photosphere

, in the chromosphere, when
the pressure falls to lo-*^ atms., almost all the Ca
atoms are ionised The same conclusion holds to a
vaiying degree for Ba and Sr

(3) Hydrogen and helium are not ionised anywhcie
m the solar atmosphere (This u» due to their high
ionisation potential, V Is 136 for II and 305 for lit,
while for Ca, Sr, and Ba the figures are 6 la, 57, and
5 13 ) Helium can become ionised only in stars of
which the temperature ezoe^uS 16,000 K.

(3) Pressure has a great influence on ionisation, a
reduction in pressure causing great enhancement of
ionisation

It therefore appears that the ioniKation in the upper
layers of the solar atmosphere, as revealed by the
enhanced lines of Ca, Sr, and Ba, and probably also of
F«, Ti, and Sc, is due to reduced pressure and the
low ionisation potentials of these elements, and not
to an increased temperature
The full theory has been worked out In a paper

communicated to the PM Mag M N Saha
University Collece of Science, Calcutta,

March 8

Qravttatleiud DelloetiM of HWi-epaed PartMes.

In a letter published in Naturb of March ii Prof
Eddington has shown that the statement made by me
in an earlier letter to the effect that Einstein’s law
of gravitation seems to lead to a sero deflection for a
material particle moving with the velocity of light is

not in accord with the exact equation of the orbit
contained In his report to the Phy^icai Socim, and
•uggestt that my a^roxlmatlons were not sumciently
close to warrant mv conclusion. The line element
from which Prof. Eddington derives the equation of
the orbit is expressed in co-ordinates which make the
vslodtv of light different in different directions at any
tilt point, whereas the one used bv me requires that
the Velocity of tight should be a function of position
only, and not of direction In terms of my co-
ordinates the tquatioA of the orbit 'of a particle

ffKndng with fts velocity of ll^t is
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which leads to the same deflectKHi 4^ for a material

particle moving with the velocity of light os for a
iight-ray Hence it Is clear that my previous conr
elusion was based on an Insufficiently close Approxima-
tion, and therefore erroneous,

1 am glad to see that Prof. Eddington hat verified

the other principal conclusion of my letter.

Leigh PaoEw
Sloane Laboratory, Yale University, New

Haven, Connecticut, March 3q

Seiense amt the New Army.

It requires some courage to offer any opposition to
the chorus of approval which has greeted the sug-
gestion that a proportion of officers endowed with the
scientific spirit should be included in the General Staffs

but I venture to think that it is bv no means easy
to give effect to this proposal as some rorrospondents
in Nature seem to suppose No doubt it would be
delightful if we could have Staff officers who knew
all about everything, but in actual practice the man
who does useful work in the world is a specialist in

one particular subject or In one particular branch
of woik.
A good regimental officer acquires a particular kind

of training and possesses a certain set of qualifka-
tions Similarly, a good Staff officer requires a
different training and possesses a different set of
qualifications A n.an of science, again, is different

from either of the other two
The proportion of officers in the Armv aa m

whole who possess any stientlfic training Is

compar^vely small There are a certain number
of bpeemsts whose ordinary duties are of a technical

nature, and there are a few officers who take ua
some branch of science as a hobby, but the Work qt
the average officer Is not such as to bring him Into
touch with scientific thought and scientific methods*
Men are to be found who arc good Staff or reglpientat

officers and also scientific workers, hut they aw^
exceptions, and It seems to me that a system wMch
demands a remilar supply of excentlonal men is hbf
one which is likely to work In practice

There Is also a further difficulty Grantings
for the sake of argument, that there are sufficient

officers in the Armv who possess both the seienllfic

splnt and the qualities necessary for potential S^aff
officers, it is still necessary to devise a method of
selecting them from their more ordinary fellows-

Two methods are In common use, namely, examina-
tion and nomination
An examination is n good method of testing that

form of knowledge which is acouired bv sfudv, hut it

will be generally agreed that U is not a Pood method
for detecting the scientific spirit The difficulty In the
case of nomination is that the candidates must be
selected bv ordinary regimental officers who can alon*
be aroualnted with the qualifications of the Indlviduaf
candidates The average regimentsl officer, however,
Is not himself a man of science, and I cannot see that
he can ever become a judge of another offioer''x

scientific attainments
Without arguing, therefore, against the destrability

of a General Staff containing an aonreclable propor-
tion of scientific officers. 1 suggest that the ideal

unattainable except In so far as soecinUsts are aftarhed
to the Staff for their own particular work and I
think the object in view must he attained hv some
other means ft might be done hv raising the gemta!
standard of education in scientific matters
the country, but this Is a very large 'quacUon, isiA
not a very ea^r one.
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]p«Dbftbl|y tte b6»t hc|>e of an iioioediate lBi|m>ve-

OMmt in tne rdatUmf between eclence and tb^ Army
UaO In tbe dtracdon au^^tad Prof, PUon ki his

letter In Natves 0! Apnl i, in which he saya:—
would suggest . that what is most urgently

needed for General Staff officers is a course of
acientidc dainflcation and organisatitt)* where they
would be taught the real meaning of adendfic quali-

fications and the names of living authorides in

various sublects.’*

Tne position of the Signal Service is a case in point

1 thifik 1 am correct in sa>ing that a few years before

the war there was scarcely an officer outside the Signal

Service Itself who knew what that Service was It

was goneraliy recognised among the officers of the

Signiu Service that one of their chief duties would
be to addse and instruct the staff in the possibilities

and limitations of the Sendee, and that this duty
would not be less important than the supervision of

the technical duties of the Service Itself This prin-

ciple was applied both in manoeuvres and during the

war, and I think that the correctness of the views

held was fully borne out by expcrlcnoe. The ordinary

Staff officer eventually learnt that battles could not be

fouf^ without signals, and that it was necessary to

take the senior sif^I officer into his confidence if the

best results were to be obtained

I sugMt that men 0! science In general might well

follow mis example They should realise that the

Staff officer Is a specialist In his own particular busi-

ness and that he cannot know everything, and they
i^ould themselves advise him how science can be
used and what are its limitations

Technical and scientific societies might themselves
eetect small committees which would be prepared to

advfiie the War Office or other Govemm^ Depart-
mehti on technical matters The commlflles might
also be prepared to nominate gentlemen who could
vMt the Staff College and other military centres and
give lectures on their own special subjects. The
Mctures would not deal with technical matters to any
great extent, but their purpose would be to show what
had been done bv the particular science or industry
during the war, and to indicate In what directions

aaristance might be exnected in future

One furth^ suggestion I should like to make
Certain sums are allotted from time to time in con-
tiectlon with exoanments on the design of military
equipment, and these funds are devoted to work which
Is carried out almost entirely bv military officers

acting under the instructions of War Office Com-
mittees The funds now allotted are small, but I

that additional turn, nil|;ht be 0ven foi*

research work on military wbject, which miitht be
allotted bv the War Office Committees to technical

arientiiie institution, outside the Army Periodical
^tocussions between the War Office Committees and
the technicai Institutions with regard to these re-

ee^hes would tend to keep the War Office Staff in
touch with ieadinf; scientific and technicai woikera
oiHstde, and it would permit of those personaf
exehanpfe, of oofnkm which are worth all the official

letters which were ever written

K E Rdokwortr.
Crowborough, April u

The UalveriWee mMI tke Arviy.

Trb proposals contained in the leadhts artkie in
Nstvm of April 8, that the raw material nr the coin,
misslaned $anka should be university fftadiutes rather

pubfic-sebool boys, may be iae«, but It would
Invpjbifn man practicable In 1914^ it is «t the
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pKpsent day. Uador the pgfWurg on tlmbMl-
vortitlos racthar tha Aga^^rtaiW

for «aainlaiigiia*te^«^ ifer

tha moment We shall have to be content with a
measure by which selected officers can be aooepbed at

umveraities for specialised training not readily avail-

able elsewlMres Thus the Services can obtAn that

contact with living science which is to essential

for them, and has been so often ladclng In the

past This will reouke supplementing by courses

within the fighting Services if pr<^ preparation is

to be made for the scientific aweets of the next war.
At least at the various Staff colleges trained sdentifle

workers must lecture, while selected officers should be
sent to work In university laboratories. The present

state of friendly co-operation must not be allowed to

disappear.

The practice of fanning out research problems to

scientific institutions may have favourable results if

pursued in a long-sightM manner and supported by
adequate grants ?and, where necessary, by field or
marine trails) Given close co-operation, it should
lead to many problems of defence and offence being
foreseen and solved in advance The man of science

should have his chance of pointing out to those who
must listen (and who have the power of decUve
action) what key industries are vital to the country’s
safety, and cannot be allowed to pass entirely t6 other
lands The necessaiw mobiliiation of science at the
next emergency should be quicker and more practical,

and the man of science should have a better sense Ot
the nature of the problems that are likely to be sprung
upon him to solve

One word by way of conclusion The fighting Ser-
vices are not the only national Services that would
gain by a wide Infusfon of scientific knowledge and
method

F f M StrattOk.
Gonvllle and Calus College, Cambridge

l»fy Hawtiioni

The first sound of the cuckoo and the first flowers
of the hawthorn have come this year about the some
time, which is surely a remarkable occurrence

ft Is not unusual for hawthorn blossom to appear
well after the beginning of May, and It has btm
suggested that the discontinuance of May Day festivi-

ties was due in part to the change in the calendar
introduced into tins country In 175^. The chsoige
made May Dav eleven days earlier by the sun, and
so reducNi the chance of obtaining whitethorn
blossom, which was the proper ornament for the tc^i

of the maypole and for the crown of the May Queen
Gilbert White’s Naturafist’s Calen^*’ rfves

April ao as the earliest date for the unfokftng of the
hawthorn blossom, but the Rev, C, A Johns in bis
book, ‘•The Forest Trees of Briuin,” states timt
hawthorn blossom was gathered in Cornwall on
April 18, 1846 This year it was seen on April 16
at Noithwood, Middlesex.

jBimy Rost.
H '

I
I ^

Tht OMtM* 9i PMbMlAf hi liltfMMl.

RmxiUMo to the article In Natvrb of April tx mi
this eubject, I may parhape recall t. the reoollaetloii
of the ’initn that in Unlvereitv of Abeideaa Aa
degm which is primarily that of Maatar of M$
confara apedfloally Ma^fitUr AtHmm MVAoetM-

....
' « Hww O.

5 Ilchceter Gardena, Baynrater.
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Progrem in Nairml Engineering. 1

rpHE essodetion between the Royal Navy and

1
1 the Institute of Metals has always been

close. The first president was the late Sir

WUliam WhitCi for many years the chief naval

constructor, while the fqurth to hold oifice wai
Vice-Adtntral Sir Henry Oram, late Engineer-in-

Chief of the Navy The institute has now elected

Vice-Admind Sir George Goodwin as its new presi-

dent. and thus for the second time chosen the

Engmeer-in-Chief of the Fleet as its chief executive

officer

The valuable address delivered by Sir George
Goodwin on assuming office dealt very appropri-

ately with progress in naval engineering, and the

way in which this has been,'*and may be, still fur-

ther aided by metallurgical research As he pointed

out, the British Navy is the largest individual user

in the world of the principal non-ferrous metals,

such as copper, zinc, lead, aluminium, nickel, tin,

and their numerous alloys The standards set by

the Admiralty for most of the metals required by it

have always been high, and to be on the Admiralty

list in the supply of such materials has always
been «^garded by manufacturers as a valuable

asset.

Sir George Goodwin remarked that the standing

problem for naval designing engineers for the last

thirty years or more has been the reduction of

[
machinery weight and fuel consumption with
increased durability and trustworthiness There
were days, however, when speed was not con-

sidered in the Navy to be of^ jat importance, and
when steam power was used chiefly for auxiliary

purposes in getting in or out of harbour and in

calms. In those days the machinery of warships
was of very much the same type as that fitted

in contemporary merchant ships Pressure for

advancement beg^ when speed was recognised as
an essential condition of naval warfare, and the

never-ceasing demand since then for higher speeds
has resulted not only in the enormously increased
power of machinery for the swift war vessels of

to*day, but also in a greatly reduced weight of
machineiy and an increased degree of trustworthi-
ness.

The present-day problem, as outlined by Sir

Geotge Goodwm, deserves to be stated in his own
language, and is as follows •

—

In >warthJp design offensive and defenelve powers,
speed, and radhis of action are all tactical factors which
must be takoi Into account. Their relative importance
vanes accordln^y with the type of vessel and her
in^deS service, but In all den^s, once the separate
vuuos are allocated to these features, it is essential
that fhe weight and space required for the propelling
nuwhlnery should be as small as possible consistent

,ysintainlng the desired power and degree of
fwial^ty and durability. Anything that can be saved
In this dltection will reaiA on the oe^gn pf the vessel
as a whole, and lead to a smaller dis^esment and a
ower or, alternatively, to reduced engine power
nnd leaw fnaf eonmnipdon for the same Mwea; or,
^Aln, M ilte aame dmlaoement greater offensive or

pOftW er * fiiger r^hiB of action will be

VOt, losi

rendered possible The machinery weight is, more-
over, closely allied with the steam consumption of the
engines at full power, and any reduction In this

respect is reflected in the weight of the boiler and
condenser installatkin with their auxiliaries.

The position reached as a result of cumulative
endeavour along these lines is that in the latest

British battle-cruiser it is hoped to obtain

144,000 shaft-horse-power on a total machinery
weight (including water) of 4750 tons—1 e at the
rate of 74 lb. per shaft-horse-power, while our

I most recent destroyers have frequently developed

{

more than z8,ooo shaft-horse-power on a weight
of 3s lb. per shaft-horse-power.

The new president then briefly reviewed the
' successive steps which have led to this position

> He first directed attention to the application of

forced draft to naval boilers, which led by suc-

cessive stages to the water-tube boiler, and pointed

out that this was a time of trial with worries and
troubles which have rarely had an equal Event-
ually, however, the difficulties were overcome.
Simultaneously with this development in boilers,

we passed through a stage of intense reduction in

engine weight by increasing the speed of revolu-
' tion of the reciprocating engine Following upon
this came the splendid realisation of Sir Charles
Parsons’s endeavours for many years m the pro-

duction of the steam turbine, which marked an
epoch m naval engineering. It was quickly turned
to account, and gave us a lead which has ever
since been maintained. Another direction of pro-

I gress was in respect of the fuel used for pmswr

I

d^evelopment. For many years naval engineers had
direct^ their attention to the utilisation of oil, ^t
only as an auxiliary to coal The experience
obtained, however, and particularly the progress
made in burning appliances, were such that it was
demonstrated that oil could be used as the sole fuel

when security of supply could be ensured. This
done, the combination of oil fud, water-tube

I
boiler, and turbine became the definite policy for

the Navy, and finally determined the superiority
* which we obtained The British Navy was the

first in the field, and its designs have httn adopted
in principle by other navies. The most conspicu-^

ous instance of the successful performance of the
above combination was afforded by the expedition

of the Invincible and the Inflexible to the Palk«
lands m the late war and* its satisfactoiy result.

In the second half of his address Sir George
Goodwin dealt with the ways in which the work
of the institute could be made to serve the
advance of naval engineering, and considered

I
briefly the problems and difficulties which centre

round the use of condenser tubes, turbine blading,
' propeller-blade materials, bearing metals, and
tast-running heavy oil en^nes.
Condenser tubes constitute the most importent

instance of the use of non-ferrous nUitertab in tbe
Navy. Anyone who desires to become acquaubuted

with the perj^exities of Liord JelSooe during
the late war caueed by the corroskm oomlnywr*
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tubes bee only to study his book entitled '*Tbe
Grand Fleet/’ The alloy used is a tin-brasa con-

taining* I per cent of tin, 70 per cent, of copper,

and 29 per cent, of zmc. Nearly ten years Bgo
the institute took up this very problem with tm
view of solving it, and has bera assisted since its

inception by Sir Henry Oram and Sir George
Goodwin at the Admiralty. As a result, tests are

now being earned out, in one of his

vessels, d a process devised by the oonuwttee^^
investigators, which, it is hoj^. will go a
way towards solving this particular diwulty. lo
its work the committee has had no betjter fri&4
than Sir George Goodwin, and there is a singi^
appropriateness about his choice as president of
the Institute of Metals. H. C* H. C

The Investigation of Gram Pests.

By Dr A D. Imms.

Few lines of biological research at the present

time are of greater moment than those which

are likely to contribute towards the maintenance

of our food supply Information comes from

trustworthy sources that there is a considerable

reduction in the available wheat of the world,

and It is therefore more than ever incumbent upon

us to reduce any preventable losses to a minimum
The damage sustained by stored grain through

the inroads of insect pests is heavy, and we
v^come a further senes of the Royal Society

reports ^ which are directly concerned with

protdems connected therewith Prof. Dcndy and

his colleague, Mr Elkington, have carried out

much-needed observations of a more exact nature

than has hitherto been attempted Embodied in

tbeir reports is a good deal of both biologically

and economically valuaUe information relating to

some of our most destructive gram pests In

dealing with the phenomenon known to the trade

as “webbing," they point out that it is due to

the wandering of great numbers of larvce of the

moth Ephnstta eluieUa over the surface of heaped

^rain in warehouses. Each larva trails behind

hsi^ a silken thread and, when very abundant,

the wholc^ surface of the grain may become
infested with a reticulum of these threads The
superficial la in of the gram arc affected, <ind

berome fouled by feecal and other larval debris

Actual injury to the grain itself does not appear
to be serious, and it is probable that much of the

contamination would be effectually removed
during the cleaning processes to which the grain

IS lubjected It is, however, scarcely likely that

any advantage can be derived from allowing these

webs to remain, on the strength of a suggestion

tthat weevils are destroyed through getting en-

tangled therein The safest and surest method
is to eliminate the pest as the authors advocate,

and it is noteworthy that a wide range of other

food products is susceptible to the attacks of this

tspecies.

In the same report (No 4) Prof Dendy also

deals with the occurrence of live insects In pre-

I lU7(iL#oef«ty SvportiofilMOraiii Pmm fWv)^ oramlttop Tfo 4
'On IhttPbiinAnMnqii kno^afa * Wtlbint' InStortdfMn ' By Arthur
Dardy an ) H D njanii ** on Um Orettm oa of 1 U« Iih cti

w Ttiy « Ppo*9d to ba Harmviioiny SaaM." By AHhvr Dandy Nn
Am **Oii lb- Bramtton of * oo4tfm * WhanI neam or Air lltbt
SmIm" B\ Anh *t Dandy and H D Elblnfftan, 4 1910 ** apon
Miba l-Sartjrf opm Or*tn Iraana,** Pntbl. By ArtW
DiWkdy and fi D B|ifin|toii n roM < n likm Vivp) ty and
Raiy of MoH plica I n or oa tain Omh Paaia ondrr Vannna r ooditmiit «r
Jalupar aura and Mcd^tafa ’ By Artbwr Dandy anid H« IX Blloaston.
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buxnably sealed tins. His observations show that
it IS an evident fallacy to conclude that they can
survive indefinitely when once the original oxygen
is completely up. The main point is to
ensure that the sealing of the tins has been really
efficiently carried out before the latter are rele-

gated to the store. Directly connected with air-

tight storage is the question of “heating " Two
experiments conducted by Prof Dendy indicate
that this process, which is due to fermentation,
is prevented when the grain is stored in hermetic-
ally scaled vessels Whether anaerobic fermenta-
tion is a factor likely to occur does not appear
to have been studied In connection with the
investigations, it was noted that when a Vessel is

only half filled with grain attacked by Calandra
orytae, all the insects may become perfectly
motionless in twenty-four hours When 373 5 c c.

of air are present to 100 grains of wheat, only^
three insects remained alive out of thirty-mne
(including all stages) at the end of fourteen days
at 3o°-3i® C At room temperature nineteen
insects out of forty-three remained alive after
thirty-two days In both experiments the per-
centage of carbon dioxide had gone up to between
x8 and 19, and the oxygen diminished to leas than
3; and the authors express themselves as being
quite certain that the insects would have suc-
cumbed imon afterwards

It IS evident from these experiments thi^t

further research under varied conditions and de-
grees of infestation is still desirable If airtight
storagp provides ready sterilisation, without ore-
vious apphcation of heat, we have a fact of wst-
rate economic significance An important factor
IS the moisture content of the wheat Abwe a
certain point the production of carbon dioxide by
wheat increases very greatly. This critical poiot
vanes with the temperature, and in the cases in-

vestigated It hes betwi^n 13 35 and 1695 per cent
Above this critical point of moisture content wheat
in airtight storage speedily renders itself imolUDe
to insect attack , below it a longer time elapses. It
is noteworthy that pure (moist) carbon dioxide apts
almost instantaneously as a narcotic to Calfhcidra,

but IS less fatal in its effects than when
with a small quantity of oxygen
The seventh report deals with p^ts ht the bwH

nomics of Cdlandra orygae and granario^ and l||0
of Rkigoferiha ^ioffdnico, w^lch are
most serious grain pests. It was foun4 that.Ihe
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lum temperature for the breeding of Calandra
iP^about 8a^ F.| but eomewfaat hlg}m.for Rhizo*
pertba. C. oryeo# may increase 700-fold in

ibtteen weckSi which makes it a more dangerous
pest than gronom^ which has a slower rate of

nn^tiplication. On the other hand, adults of the

latter species were found to survive the winter in

this country at ordioa^ room temperature,
whereas nearly all those of orysos were lulled off

Rhixc^rtha succumbs after three mmutes’
exposure at about 146® F., while 120^-130® F
is the lethal temperature for both species of
Calandra.
As the consequence of information accumulated

in the laboratory, tests along commercial lines

need to be carried out in order to ascertain the

practicability or otherwise of the knowledge thus

obtained We strongly urge that laige-scale

tests should be inaugurated with as little delay

as possible If such tests confirm the conclusion

that the most satisfactory method for the storage

of gram in bulk, over lengthy periods, is in air-

tight silos or granaries, the Grain Pests Com-
mittee IS to be congratulated upon a notable

achievement The construction of such receptacles

would involve a high initial cost, but probably

not excessive when the annual loss from weeviling

IS recounted. As the authors point out, by such

a method of storage we shoula be provided with

a means of maintaining a reserve of cereals in

the event of war or crop failure, and, we may
add, of economic or financial difficulties

Some Applications of Physics to War Problems.

I
N an address to the Physics Section of the

American Association for the Advancement of

Science, delivered at the St I^uis meeting in

December last and published in Science for

March 5, Prof Gordon F Hull describes the work
done b^ a number of American mathematicians and
physicists in elucidating the various problems that

arose during the war m connection with long-

ijpmge and anti-aircraft gunnery It may be of
Aterest, therefore, to record the efforts of a

(lumber of British men of science, made at a much
earlier date during the war, on which (and on
the work of the French) the developments of
Atnencan scientific gimnery as described by Prof
Hull were largely based
Up to the spring of 19x6 the developments of

Bntish ballistic science had come largely through
the Ordnance Committee at Woolwich, which dur-
ing the war was fortunate m having an officer of
considerable mathematical attainments as head of
the ballistic office The mass of work, however,
And the extraordinary variety and difficult of the
problems that arose, especially m connection with
the new sdence of anti-aircraft gunnery, made it

necessary for the Ordnance Committee to seek help
from outside ; and from 1916 onwards the investi-

gation of problems in “external ballistics” de-
volved lately on the Anti-aircraft Experimental
Section of the Munitions Inventions D^artment
The A.A.E.S., as it was called, consisted of a
number of mathematicians and other men of
science, mainly fellows and scholars of Cambridge
colleges, some from the Patent Office, one from
Oxford, and three fellows of the Royal Society

—

some in military, some in naval, and some in

civilian dotbes.
The work of this group was undertaken at

H.M S. ]Sxe0Umt, Portsmouth, at Rochford Aero-
drome, at the National ^Physical Laboratory, at
U^verslty Coil^, London, and at a v^tety of

pla^. It consisted laxgdy of trials with
guns, ihdUs, and fuses, recording the
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I

positions of shell-bursts at heights up to 33,000 ft.,

I
observing and calculating the effects of winds and
of pressure and temperature abnormalities, develop-

ing the mathematical theory of ballistic calcula-

tions, and investigating the behaviour or the causes
of failure and irregularity of fuses. In addition to

this, work of considerable mathematical and physi-

cal interest was done, some of which will be pub-
lished, on the general dynamics of shell flight

(such problems as the stability of shells, the effects

of rotation of the earth, “drift,” the “twisted
trajectory of the shot,” etc), and on the

pressure distribution on the head of a shell

in flight The solution of some of these

I

problems, undertaken originally in connection
with anti-aircraft gunnery, had, m the end,
a considerable bearing upon the theory of gunnery
in general

A A.E S., in addition to its main work in

investigating the problems of gunnery, did a large

amount of routine computing of range tables in

conjunction with the staff of the Gallon Labora-
tory, and performed a number of interesting and
important trials on time-fuses in co-operalion with
the Engineering Department of University College,

London. It carried out far-reaching experiments
on the use of sound-locators for the detection of air-

craft, and in conjunction with the R E and the

Air Force on the co-operation between such sound-
locators and searchlights, the military equipment
and methods finally adopted weie based directly

on these experiments* It tested both the theory

and the use of a number of instruments required

for anti-aircraft work, such, for example, as range-
finders, height finders, and “predictors ” (instru-

ments for predicting the “future position ” of the
target at the moment the shell bursts) , and finally

it had what was known familiarly as a “ traveling

circus,” which moved about in Great Britain atii:|

France recording the results of practice aati-air-

craft shoots, and investigating the performahee of

guns and instruments.
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Ttie work terminated in April, 19199 Aiid an
interesting body of scieotiSc workers was disetn*

bodied, msbanded, or demobilised The more
important practical results of their work are beinfi'

recorded for the use of the military authorities •

the methods adopted, however, and many of the

observations, calculations, and speculations, the

personalities of the imn themselves, their variel|ill^

homes and adventures, the help (and the hindranee^

they received from various people and oAoial|^
would provide material for a usdnating history^
some applications of physics to war probieflw^
—a history, however, which will probaUy never be
written.

Obituary.

Proi- J a, McClelland, F R S

J
OHN ALEXANDER MCCLELLAND was born

at Coleraine in 1870 Leaving the High School,

he studied in University (then ^ccn*s) College,

Galway, and after a distinguished course he

obtained a junior fellowship of the Royal Univer-

sity Proceeding to Tnni^ College, Cambridge,
he worked under Sir J J Thomson, and was one
of the brilliant band of investigators who made
history in those days in the Cavendish Laboratory,

being contemporary with Sir Ernest Rutherford,

Prof Townsend, and others In succession to the

late Prof Preston he became professor of experi-

mental physics in University College, Dublin, and
quickly began his famous researches on secondary

radio-activity

Shortly after becoming a fellow of the Royal
Society, the National University was founded, and
McClelland was appointed a member of the senate

and of the governing body of University College,

Dublin, positions which he held until his death
He at once devoted himself to the planning of

the physical laboratory of the college His efforts

were highly successful, and a very efficient

research department quickly sprang up, which
accomplished wonders, considenng the resources

at Its disposal The number of students in the

college in the beginning was 550, and at the

present moment it is 1350, and the task of keeping
pace with such rapid growth might easily have
absorbed all the time of a lesser man; but
McClelland had many other spheres of activity—
secretary to the Roynl Irish Academy, member of

the Board of National Education, member of the
council of the Royal Dublin Society, and governor
of St. Andrew’s College—^yet he undertook a still

more onerous task He b^ame a member of the
Privy Council Committee on Scientific and Indus-
trial Research, which necessitated frequent
journeys from Dublin to London, and this during
the war, when, apart from the great discomforts

travelling m those times, every crossing of the

tnsh Sea was a gamble with death. The Constant
strain was too much for him, and oftentimes bis

friends qrgtd him to take a long rest His sense
of dutj, however, prevented him from paying
Intention to his b6d4^ weakness, and when at

|st the c6Ii^ authorities persuaded him to take
six month^ rest, k was too late.

As a man of science the outlook of McClelland
an^ his method of exposition had aU the clanty
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of Faraday Although, unlike Faraday, he had a
sound mathematical training, his mind worked in

the direction of a “common-sense ” explanation of

the most complicated phenomena. This made him
especially valuable as a teacher, whether for

advanced or elementary work It has been the
privilege of the writer to sit with him on many
boards, and this same faculty of cutting away the

unessentials of a quespon, and presenting it m
Its reahty, rendered him a valued colleague in

many matters far removed from the world of
sc*erice A Presbyterian in religion, he was fol*

lowed to his grave by men of every shade of
thought It IS a commonplace almost devoid of
meatitng to apeak of a loss as in^arable, but in

his college and in the wider public life of Ireland

everyone who knew him feels that a man has
gone from amongst us whose place it will be
impossible to fill A W. C.

Dr J G Bartholomew.

Geographers throughout the world will recog-
nise that scientific geography has sustained a
grave loss through the death suddenly at Cintra
about midnight on April 13 of Dr Bartholomew,
the head ot the cartographical firm which has
been known since 1889 as the Edinburgh Geo-
graphical Institute.

Dr Bartholomew was a native of Edinbutgb^
where he was bom on March as, i860, and whera^
he was educated at the High School and fht
University As a young man he entered the busi-

ness founded by his grandfather From the age
of twenty-two he took an active part in Its

management, and at twenty-nine he succeeded m
father m the supreme control. By this tima bt
had devised the method of representing topoh
graphical features by the system known as layer-

which has made the Edinburgh CMgra{diioal
Institute celebrated throughout the world, afffl is

now copied In all other cart^rapbical establish^"

ments Like many other novel idras, it may seem
very obvious once it has been mtroduci^ If
merely consists in the spreading of dlstinqlite
colours, tints, or shades between ioccesstve Cqo^
tours on a contoured map. It acmdii^y
no information as to the physical featun&e
tional to that furnished by the contouraiu but V
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jfciMriHi that information avanabla at a elance» and
moot, tlAple as the device is^ its introduction had

revolutionary effect m cartography, all the more
to because it ss found capable, like contouring

fOnerally, of being combined with other methods
of representing physical features

The first important work issued by the institute

Ulustratu^ this new system was *'The Survey
Atlas of Scotland,** first published in 1895, which
was followed in 1903 by a similar atlas of England
and Wales. Previously to that Dr. Bartholomew
had publish^ (1899) " Atlas of Meteorolo^,*’
a work of immense labour with several original

futures, which shows even more strikingly his zeal

for scientific geography, and amply justifies the

motto he had adopted, ** Amore et labore.'* It came
out as voL 111 of a great atlas of physical geO’
graphy which he had designed, but of which only

|

one other volume appeared dunng his life, “The
|

Adas of Zoogeography,** published in 1911
Much pf the most devoted work of his latter years
was given to the preparation of the atlas (reviewed
in these columns a few weeks ago) now being
published under the title of '*The Times Survey
Atlas of the World,** by which he hoped to out-
rival the best works of the kind published in

other countries.

But the Geo^aphical Institute was far from
engrossing all Dr Bartholomew’s interests He
was a^ member of council of the Royal Society
of Edinburgh from 1909 to X9ia, but in Edin-
burgh he was, above all, known through his inti-

mate association with the Royal Scottish Geo-
graphical Society, of which he might with little

exa^eration be called the founder From him,
at any rate, came the first suggestion of such a
society, and he was among the most eager of

that small body of men who in 1884 spent without
stint toe. energy, and enthusiasm in getting it

established He was an honorary secretary of

the society from the first, pnd remained so until

his death By the council of that society he was
generally regarded as its mainstay and chief

directing spirit, and nowhere outside his family
will his loss be more keenly felt than on that

board.

Dr. Bartholomew was an honorary member of
many foreign geographical societies. The Vic-
toria Research Medal, a medal not awarded regu-
larly every year, but only when there is a fit

recipient, was conferred upon him by the Royal
Geo^aphical Society in 1^5 **for his successful
efforts to raise the standard of cartography ’*

, and
m 1^8 the Helen Culver gold medal was awarded
to him on like grounds by the Geographic Society
of (i^iqago. In 1909 he received from his own
university the honorary degree of LL D In

private life he was hdd by all who knew him in

the highest esteem, and as revealing his nature
nothing, perhaps, could be mentioned more char-
acteriir&<^ than tot, in spite of the fact that he
lost a eon In the war, be was able to^speak even
of enemy countries with rare magnamhiity.

Gbo. G. Chishoim
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Wb much regret to announce the death on
April 18, m His seventy-third year, of Dr
Rudolph Messel, F R S

,
president of the Society

of Chemical Industry and past vice-president of the

Chemical Society

We nobce with regret the announcement of

the death, very suddenly, on April 17, of Prof.

A. K Huntington, emeritus professor of mctal-

lurgfy at King’s College, London.

We regret to record the death on April 18 of

Prof L T O’Shea, professor of applied chcinis^

try m the University of Sheffield and honwafy

secretary of the Institution of Mining Engineers.

Mr James Gayley, whose death was recently

announced, was the first vice-president of to
United States Steel Corporation and made many

important contributions to the progress of metal-

lurgical industry He was president in 1904^-6

of the American Institute of Mining and Metal-

lurgy and had been a member of the Iron amd

Steel Institute since 1888. The honorary degree

of B.Sc was conferred on him m 1912 by the

University of Pennsylvania and Lehigh University j

in 1906 he was awarded the Elliott Cresson med^,

and in 1913 the Perkin medal, by the Franklin

Institute

Mr Wilson Worsdell, whose death on

April 14 is recorded in the Engineer, was born

at Crewe m 1850, was educated at Ackworth, and

served a pupilage in the Altoona Locomotive

Works of the Pennsylvania Railroad. On return-

ing to this country Mr. Worsdell took up an ap--

pointment with the 1-ondon and North-Western

Railway, and in 1883 became assistant locomotive

superintendent to the North-Eastern Railway, in

18^ he was appointed chief mechanical engineer

of the same railway Up to the time of his re-

tirement in 1910 he supervised the construction of

more than 1000 engines for the North-Eastern

Railway

The death of Sir Charles Allen on April 13

IS recorded in Engineering Sir Charles wa»
bom m 1851 and educated at Halifax and at a

technical college in Germany In 1872 he

entered the Bessemer works at Sheffield, of

whidi his father, who was a brother-in-Uw of Sir

Henry Bessemer, became chairman in 1889. He
succeeded to the chairmanship on the death of

his father in 1899, and the remarkable success of

the company, especially in later years, is due

largely to his ability. Sir Charles recc^ntsed fully

the value of meUdlurgical research, and gav^
every encouragement la the deyek^menta of thU^

branch ; he was dosdy identified with the founda-

tion of the Bessemer laboratory at to ImfSal
College of Science end Technok^.
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Notes.

h.i "un
Amundsen • ArcUc Expedition

AlLki
been received from Siberia via^ Norway in June 1918 and

TJIndlf^u ^«>n> Dicksonletand at the mouth of the Yenisei Accordmc to the

shv in October 19,8 ,n the vicmity of

iSr^'"u ‘>®«" heard of these me^
‘JS"

'"®*^hly made for the fishing settle

or seven
Yenisei a distance of some sixIJT^en hundred mile* amws the barren tundra

^noigh^rhood of Akwi Island at the mouth of
‘1 Siberia withm six

fS hTLZ^ '»huid IS note!

^it^ Tv ^!r
^ the vicinity »

I3lr Thl''^ f
American trader* in

at the mouth «t
nearest wireless station

~uS. ^Sv '"•hi* across

be ?a*h to .*7 ^""^her news arrives it would

fran^llr
Amundsen hs, abandoned his

to ST into rti A *.
that he intendsto ^sh into the Arctic basin north of Bering Strait inS til ‘“‘“"fi h*m to a high latitud.

aWs m-^S^^^i, ‘^“Pt Amundsen

tiwt£ had nn^ ‘ “'t"* '^‘"'t.fit and

S^s ;ot
® t^x'h the North Pole

war Iince
he will return this

S siS hJs^ the Maudw sailed has been explored in recent years bv Ru^

aJmntii"'‘®^ Research Council has

ofSmlSr^I;?T‘““,
"" under the Division

n'lss ’’I'l 'tr'
r"m Yirri’’'lfs’T"' '•rPl

(chaVrman) T^-
® and C B Davenport

j
committee met on Saturday

E,?^
** ®***®‘‘ ‘® the second IntematS

ffil was u^tL ^ Alexander Graham»«iwa* elected honorary president Dr Henrv T

S?"ss::'^“' »•*"« «"" tr.."rj;
“1 vtarf of her utivit^ in or^i?«n« the first Eugenic* Congress was nominated«otyy secretoiy of the second Eugenics Congress^a national consultabw eugenics bodies m the^ the action of

SiJ^i* A*
“!J\”‘*tee of the National ResearchCouncil and uivHed to vend repreventahve* A aencratto^no, b,

In dffSS.American countries nnd in the countnes of Europe

ttlSi «“<* council of the

have elected

Monifomery lectureship m ophftalmologv The sub-
NO 2634, VOL 105]

^ of Prof Smlth*^ fir»t Ucture vio' Im ^Th
Influence of Stereoscopic Vbma on tho IvoIutiM oMan The lecture will be deltverdd iH Odfo^it''^

meeting ef the ielbwo •

^ ChemiMl Socte^ wdl be beU at BuilmglNHoum on Thursday, April ap. at 5 p m , to comde
the alterations in the by laws proposed by the CQiuiol

Thb reorganisation and cb-opOrahon of ressard
departmentt contemplated at the Middlotex Honlta
promise to bo of great value In particidar the co
operation of such dutmguishod investigators as Profc
Swale Vincent and McIntosh with Prof Russ Ond
Dr Laxarus Barlow may be expected to direct Ijit
investigations of cancer on the broad and general lines
so necessary at the present time in this subject We
wish the new arrangements every success

Ti« Report of the Saliabuty Pubhc Library fpr
1919^0 describes the arrangements for advandng
adult education by mean* of a senes of public lecturesA course of eight lectures was delivered by Mr F
Stevens on the history of the neighbourhood at
various ^ods The lectures fell into two groups offwr each prehistont and early historic and were
illustrated from the collections in the city M
an lupoction of the actual objects and by some five
hundred photographs The course of which « nrilabiK
IS appended attracted good audience* and was so
financially successful that a substantial haUn'i?
ramains which is being expended in strengthening
the existing collection in the library of bodes on Will
shire The committee may be congratulated on this
result and other pubhc libraries throughout the
country may use the report as a suggestion for
similar arrangements

Da Oswald and Mr T D Price announce
for publication at an early date a book entitled Alt
Introduction to the Study of lerro Sigillata Treated
from a Chronological Standpoint During thor

"*
u*

Ro”**" *‘**tion of Margidunum. in
N^Unj^hamshtre the authors were impressed hy the
difficulties inherent m the study of Terra SigiUata. the
•o-called Samian ware and especially by the neeeasity
for collecting the miny scatter^ references to the sub-
ject in many languages besides EngUsh Theunport-
anra of the study lies in the historical evidence*^

!“ ^ ««crlptions. no
Imperial age is more important for

chronological purposes Ample materiab far tiia

at sites such as Haltcni,Ho^ Newstesd and Nlederbieber which caTS
*>“toncal evidence and from the names of

.

^ potters inscribed on theu- woilc As the CaulMk
'

« . d-d.,,*,, aTidiJ; « •

fabnc a short account of this is aupaficd The hookpro^s to be valuable for the Btwfy of dw ftoouMpendd in Western Europe »

/JUJ!? ff the Apalaii Indians of the AmiMn(MutMmjMtmal vol *, No 3 SMranh«r< toi^i

SLZ • J-28srs,i’ J&A frame m the ehepe of • lamjo upoMibfy Mtt indicition of toe^itnt) ts mode tof
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wgilc^ tad jiboQt a hundred waipi or ante are patted

the latertiktt The 3foutht exhautttd a
dtaca whldi u kept up day, pretent tbemteivet

iNthare thb madtelne-man who appllet the watp^frame

(fa theif dieatt hacka, anna aM lega TIkmw who
Aertaai or allow aignt of auffenng when they art atung

aow not allowed to continue the ordeal Tliote who
peat the teat are mveated with a headdreaa and flute

iiid deemed flt for marriage But more than tfaia

la required. The youth moat give proof that he is

able to support a family by paa^g the target teat of

throwing caatava pelleta at a circle drawn on a piece

of wood and of ahooting arrowa from a rapidlv

movuig boat Girls undergo the «rdeal of fasting in

aeduaion and their bodsee are acarifled with the sharp

teeth of an animal or flsh Thev are then dressed n

aprons and use charms to stimulate affection in

courtship in which they take the initiative

Dr A M Blackman discusses in the Journal of

the Manchester Egyptian and Oriental Society for

igrd-19 recently issued The House of the Mom
mg in Egyptian ntuat The HeliopoUtan sun god
Rectum was represented by his pnests as re bom
every morning as the result of hit undergoing lustra

tlon which was supposed to be performed by the sun

god himself assist^ by other divinities The km^
of Hdlopolis high pnest of the sun god was
regarded as his son tsid embodiment The lustril

washing of the king pnest took place before he
offiaated in the sun temple and as a result of it he

was thought to be re bora like his divine prototype

His purification was coinpletfli( by fumigating hm
with incense and presenbng him with balls of natron
to diew By being washed or sprinkled with
holy water and fumigated with moense and by the

chewing of natron the king was mystenously re

bora brought into contact wiSi divinities and imbued
with thdr unearthly q[uaUties and his mouth made
flt to chant the sun god praises and rec te the
fonnulwi which accompanied the enactment of the
various ^lisodes composing the daily service in the
sun tempte

It is wdl known that m ancient India as described
hi the Institutioos of Manu the law giver marriage
wgs penpartted between members of diflerent castes—

a

CfiUm wUdi was forbidden by later Brahmanical
foguhtioiL Mr Patel one of the advanced Indian
nwabers of Rhs Vuseroy s Council recently introduced
a providiiig that marriages betweeh Hindus of
dlhsmnt custea shall be vafliL More oonservatlvt

dppoeed tbs Bin on the grounds that itwould
undsraifue the present social system and that it was

to Hhllfhi castOfii« ^ potent foroe which
Morals Hladu society It was also pointed out that

of such a law raised the wide questions

wUh tiiMXissloii, adopthm aqd k(^kimacy
no Iwi^tloA was provided in the Billm poNftewM mpr&fitetlve Sir W Vincent,

h aMCml admittiflg that the ques-

hy pOlrik opioipa carefuHy^ cclMdityt^ » the Bin IS fttialty

W 4 Vhw to caste, but it is

significsnt of the general feeling that the MqhOfO
medan members refused to sit on the SipecM
Committee appointed to consider it on the ground
that the question was one for Hindus and that ibfi

latter had been obstructive on the grant of communal
representabon for Dacca University

Thi history of saenoe is rapidly acquiring its own
periodical literature Dr Sarton m a recent issue of

Jm set forth a bibliography of reviews and odlob*

tions on this subject of which be recognised sixty*

two Most of them deal with special scienoss, among
which mathematics and medicine take first plaoeu

Several journals are however devoted to the histocy

of science as a whole The earliest was the Arcktv

fur Geschtchte der Naturunssenschaften which has
ippeared since 1908 Next came Isu the pubUcaben

of which was interrupted by the war it hju now re

commenced and will in future be in English and

under the joint editorsh p of Dr Sarton and Dr
Singer The Italians have now also started a

quarterly ilrchtvfo di Storta d^Ua Seterm It is

edited by Prof Aide Mieli who has long devoted

himself exclusiv^y to the history of science and has

pnnted the first volume of a monumental work on

the subject It is encouraging to historians of science

that his enthusiasm has overcome the economic and
soaal difficulbes that prevail m his country and that

the publication of the Archtvtc begun in March 19x9

is now being conbnued In addition to ortgmal

articles on every aspect of the htstorv of sawice it

will contain reviews a bibliography of Itslian works
on the subject and noboes on activities in connet^on
with It which are very pronounced hi Italian unt*

versities The annual subscription to the Ar^vto is

35 lire and it should be sent to Attilio Nardecchia

Via dell Unultii 14 Roma 19 Informabon copcem
ing l$i$ can be had from Dr George Sarton, CaroegW
Institution Washmgton DC U S \ or from Dr
Charles Singer Westbury 1 odge Norham Road,
Oxford

Missxs Blacklock and Carter contribute to thb

Armais of Tropual Medtetruattd Porasttology (vtd xtli ,

No 4 March 19S0) papers on a mosquito AnophoUs
plumbeus The bionomics of this soecies are probably

less known than those of any European Anofrftolioe

mosqu to The speaes is widely distributed being mbt
with in the Bntish Ibles m nearlv all European
countries and m the Western Himalayas and is

essentially a tree^H^ breeder Expentoental evidence

is produced for the first time that A plmmhou$ ts

capable of beemning infected with a malana pararite,

and may therefore transmit malana

A suooiSTivs review of the pathology and syn^
tomatolpgy of ben ben is contnbuted by Dr F M R
Walshe to Medical Scumce Ah^tracU a$td Rsauwr
(vol ii , No I 4pnl 1930) The current hyputibesb
of the nature of bm beri (a disease parbeutarty of die
Beat characterised by die development of omuids) is

that it is a ddidency disease due to the lads 6#
certain alementi or vitammes from the food Dr
Wdlslie points out that tha neurtds of befuUrl ie

stmdar to diat pvoduced by certain pt^sdos, aa
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alcohol and the diphtheria poieon, and that nenro-

logically we are doling with no negative or defect

dlieaae, but with a defoite, positive reaction of the

nervous syatem to some unknown poison. *'We know
nothing of what happens in the body from the eating

of a vitamlne-frre diet to the moment when the

symptoms of ben4>eri appear, and we cannot exclude

the possibility that such a p^son has been produced

In the body '* Dr Walshe seems to agree with

Bijkman that the ultimate cause of beti>beri may yet

prove to be a nerve poison produced by a disordered

metabolism arising out of vitamine deprivation

A ** Ftx>RA of the District of Columbia and Vicinity/'

by A $ Hitchcock and P C Standlev, with the assist-

ance of other Washington botanists, has been issued

as vol xxi, of Contributions from the United States

National Herbarium (339 pp , 43 plates) It will

replace Lester Ward’s ” Guide to the Flora of

Washington and Vicinity,” published In 1881, to

which there have been six supplements The area

included is approximately a circle of fifteen miles

radius, with the Capitol as the centre The list

Include all indigenous plants and all introduced ones

that have become established, chance introductions

are mentioned in notes appended to an allied species

or genus It is interesting to note that parts of this

area are still almost wholly unexplored botanically,

and the publication of the flora will afford an excel-

lent opportunity for local botanists to supply the gaps*

The arrangement is in the form of keys to the

families, genera, and species, which have been care-

fuliv worked out, and also tested in the field during

one collecting season ; and the text is clear An effort

has been made to use common words so far as

possible as substitutes for technical terms, and so-

called popular names are provided for most species in

the manner familiar to British botanists in Bentham’s
** Handbook,” The Old World botanist will find some
familiar plants hidden under strange names, as, for

instance, Dicentra and Negundo (box-eldcr), which

appear as Bikukuila and Rulac. The plates are a

series of good photographic reproductions of aspects

of the vegetation and 0$ some of the commoner sp^es
Unfortunately, the else of the book, large octavo,

militates agidnst its use as a pocket companion for

the field botanist

J F N Grun <Proc Geol. Assoc,, vol. xxx ,

P >53 * >9 >9) ^ treats In his presidential address

to ^ GMlogtsts’ Associatioa the vulcenicity of the

Lake EHetnct from a natural history point of view.

He iUustra^^^ use of petrographic details as a

means of realising the conditions of intrusion and

arupdoo, as when he pictures the scoria-cones of

Bomwdale age rising above the sea and contributing

their materials to the sediments by ordinaf>^ prooeseet

of eroakffi. He urgfs that the chonkal aoalysif of

an Igneous rock is by itself of little value, rinoe it

cannot take Into account the evanescent constituents

Of the magma
P0RAIUNIFERA as a group always have their faecina-

Xkm owing to their irreec^able elmplldty of organic

stfutture and their powers of eelecdoa in

the up'huUdlng of their coverings. ' Mr. J. A Cueh-

HO. 3634, VOL. XO5]

man (Proc U S* Nat, Museum, v<4. IvL, p.

2919) describes “Recent Foraminifera from dS Nair
Z^land,” including a new spedes of TechniteUa, a
genus that fortes its test of neatly arranged acloite
spong^i^icules In BuUetm 676 of the U S. Oeos
logical Survey the same author describes Pllooene and
Miocene species from the coastal plain of the United
States, and shows how they help to indicate fom^
marine climatic conditions Mr Cushman *s wids
knowledge of recent Atlantic forms renders even brief

notes of this kind suggestive to the geologist.

Rrfrrbncb has been made in Nature (vol xcv.,

p ai6) to the replacement of quarts by pyrite. A
very remarkable case is now put forward by Mr.
W H Collins in the Summary Report of the

Canadian Geological Survey for 1918 (part £, p ao,

19x9) from the Michiplcoten district of Ontario The
basement beds of stratified sands and gravels belong-

ing to the Pleistocene drift, and resting on tiK

Keewatin iron-bearing series, have apparently been
replaced by “snow-white granular silica** (presum-
ably quartz) with a deposit of loose pyrite grains
below resembling ordinary sand, and sometimes 5 ft.

thick Mr Carus-Wilson, it may be remembered,
has cited a case of the replaoement by pyrite of the
carbonaceous cement of an Eocene sandstone (Nature,
vol Ixviii

, p 436) , but in the Canadian instance the

sand-grams thmselves have disappeared under the

Influence of solutions draimng along the unconform-
able junction from the adjacent ir^ range

The Summary Report of the Mines Branch of the

Department of Mines of Canada for the year 19x8 haa
just been issued, and contains an Interesting reoonl

of the year’s activities The fuel-testing station has
been engaged, in addition to its r^uiar routine work,
upon an investigation on the carbonisation and
briquetting of lignite, which promises to jdeld im-
portant results, as also does a test of New Bruns-
wick oil shale in a novel type of retort—the Wallace
retort The methods adopted in Canada may bs
studied with advantage by those engaged in the study
of carbonisation problems in this country. Good
work is also being done in the ore-dressing dhd-
slon, until the middle of the year this bad en-
gaged on the productiem of molybdenite conoentrates

on a working scale in view of the Empire’s tequkov
ments of ferro-molybdenum for war purposes; after*

wards, however, the normal working of the ^vlaioii

was resumed and a variety of ores was tested and
reported upon, the naethods used being not only die^

ofdinary wet-dresring methods, but also flotation (fai

a Callow cell), nuigoetic sqiaratlon, lectrosUtk
sqiaration, and c^anldatlon. The Mines Branch niqt
fairly be congratulated upon an excellent year*s wetk|
which must form a powerful factor in the develop*

ment of the mineral resources of the Dominioia

1h the March Issue of the Decimal Educatp/^ a
quarterly publication of the DednMr Assodatlbtt,

there is an Inteiestlng historical account of the Intafp

national Bureau of Weights and Measures at Sdvrev,

the ^estafdUhment at whkh the Intematldoal* poptON

types of the metre and the kUo^raia are preservsdL
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It If pointed out that the investlf(aUon9 at the Bureau

have led to a vast improvement in the constancy and

'trustworBdnef8 of thermometers and in the measure-

ment of atmospheric pressure, and it is proposed to

describe in future issues the instrumental equip-

asent of the Bureau and the metrolof{iad work
andartaken there A good portrait is given of Dr
GuiUaume, the director of the Bureau* who is to

deliver the Guthrie lecture to the Physical Society

t04norroWy April 33 In an article on the metric

system it is urged that, in addition to teaching the

sys^m in schools, the Government should set a lead

fay adopting it in Departments such as the Post

Office, the Ministry of Health, and the Royal Air

Force, thus familiarising the public with metric

measures and preparing the wav for a rhange which

is inevitable Another feature of the number is nn

explanation of the advantages of decimal coinage

A SUMMARY of the weather for the year iqiq has

recently been issued by the Meteorological Office Tt

deals verv fully with the annual resultb of the several

elements for numerous representative stations for the

several districts of the British Isles The year was
generally dry, and was noteworthy for the heav>

snowstorm on April and for the exceptionally

cold March and November October, which is

normally the wettest month of the was in

many places the driest The mean temperature for

the year was below the normal in all districts, the

deikrienev ranging from 1 6^ F in East Scotland to

0*4® F in the south of Ireland The earth tempera-

tures were also below the normal, both at 1 ft and

4 ft bdow the surface Ran all was in excess in the

eastern districts and deficient in the western districts

fifunshine was mostly in excess of the normal except

in some of the eastern districts Data are given

showing the warmest dav and warmest night, also

the coldest dav and coldest night, for the several

stations of the different districts, and there are

similar details for the several months Monthly
frequencies of sunshine for selected stations are

diown Days in the vear with rainfall between fixed

'touts are given for selected stations, and the

number of days in the year with certain maximum
and minimum temperatures Many and various

particulars of anemograph observations are given,
wMi the frequency of hours with average wind
ipeed, also with a maximum hourly speed A table

shows the frequency of winds of various strengths

from dIffereAt directions for several stations in different

^Jbrts of the British Isles Much of the data is in

m form which will be available for aviation require-

ittents.

'

1^ February and March iasuee of the Journal of
tba Franldin Imtltuta contain the report of the com-
tfdttea-<ondaHiie of Meaan. E P Hyde. P W
Cobbi H. M> Johnaon, and W Wenifter—of the Nela
jRdMorch laboratory which undertone the Inveatiga.

then of the rdatiwe merita of monocular and binocular

daVijIaaaaa under Service condltiona. tbo teata are
itpe yat eempleted* but already afford a fu-ge amount
yd^jnllpahla lafontiation. Tha principal concluaiona of
dlin^afthty. pages of the report are that he the hands
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of not very experienced observere the monocular

requires to have a magnification of 6 ay in order to

give the same results as a binocular of the usual

magnification of 6*0 As regards rapidity of produc-

tion and adjustment, cost, weight, portability, and
ease in use the monocular is far ahead of the

binocular The report deserves careful consideration

by optical-instrument makers m this country*

In an article In the April issue of Science Progress

Major A E Oxley summarises his work on the

magnetic properties of about forty organic compounds
between -180® and aoo® C , and shows that atomic

theories of the Rutherford-Bohr type, which neglect

magnetic forces, are incapable of accounting for

many of the magnetic properties of matter How
these theories are to be modified he is not yet in a

position to say, but his diagiam of two ntoms held

together by electromagnetic forces shows these forces

to be due to a pair of oppositely directed clrcviar

currents in each atom outside the positive nucleus and
rotating electrons This idea it on the same lines as

those put forward recentlv by Parsons (1915) and
I^ngmuir (1919) 'fhe author points out finally that

an adequate theory must account for the molecular

structure of crystals, and the relations between that

structure and their behaviour in the magnetic field

must agree with stereochemistry, give the additive

property of diamagnctics, and show no dielectric

hysteresis It is to be hoped that the forthcoming

discussion on the subject of atomic structure at the

Royal Society will throw some light on these difficul-

ties of present theories

An important paper on the magnetic characteristics

of the iron core of a transformer or of an induction coil

by the late Prof B Osgood Peirce is published in the

Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences (vol 1 , No y, p 149) Sixty years ago
Helmholtz verified the predicuons of the mathematical
theory of a transformer The verification, however,
was limited to the case when the inductances of the

two coils were constant With an iron core—the

case considered by the author—this assumption u
not justified He first tried the loading coils

which are used in long-distance telephony Tl^ cores

of these colls are made of iron wire only onc-tenth of

a millimetre in diameter The eddy currents induced
in the core are therefore negligibly small Assuming
merely the connection between the ampere-turnS and
the magnetisation and Faraday's law for the electro-

motive force induced by a change m the magnetic
induction, Prof. Peirce found that the experiment^
results agreed with those deduced from theory to within
about the tenth part of z per cent

, t s to within the

limits of experimental error Even with the ordinary
closed iron circuit commercial transformer be found
that the predictions of theory were vertfted to high
accuracy when the eddy currents in the core leould be
neglected* It was conduded that a good approxima*
Hon to the shape of the current curves, to Hie rate

of growth of the excitation, and to the flux pf the
ma^etk InAuction in the core of a transformer can
be obtained when an accurate statical hysteresis
diagram of the oere over the given range is available.
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Our Astronomical Column.
OccuLTATiON OF A Star bt Saturn.—Bad weather

prevailed ^oerally in Europe on March 14^ when
Saturn occulted the star Leipzig 1 4091, mag 76 A
few observations were, however, secured, some of
them being published in Astr Noch , 5^ Prof
Plaasmann observed the disappearance at Munster,
noting that at yh 3 om G M T the star was still

separated from the limb, at yh 5 im it was in con-
tact with jt, while at 7h4 5*^ the star had dis-
appeared
Messrs K. Novak and V Rolclk, observing at

Smichow, long oh 57m 38s E Gr ,
lat 50® 4' 42' N ,

noted the reappearance at 8h 39m 40s GMT
Dr Bemewitz, at Berlin-Babelsberg Observatory,

first saw the star at 8h 3^ 348 GMT He noM
that at 8h 3qm 51s it appeared of full brightness,
and at 8h 40m 5s the centre of its disc was dis-

tinctly separated from the limb He states that the

marked m colour of the stai made it easy to dis-

tinguish its light from that of the planet He made
the only observation so far to hand of rhe appulsc of

Titan to the star, which occurred some four hours
after enncrsion from the planet He states that Titan
did not occult it, but pasm 1* or 2* to the north of it

The extreme accuracy of Mr Burnet’s prediction is

noteworthy He gave yh 5m for the disappearance,

and 8h 40m for the reappearance O^ng to the

slowness of Saturn’s motion, he thought it likely that

these times would be in error by several minutes

The Einstfin Displacfment of Spbctrai Lines —
The Observatory for April contains communications on
this su^ect by Messrs J Evershed and C E St

John 'The former gives reasons for thinking that the

pressure m the photosphere is extremely low, so that

pressure mav be eliminated as a disturbing factor

using fortv-two iron lines, selected as not subject to

pole effect, he obtains a shift equivalent to a recession

of o-d43km /set at the sun’s centre and x 000 at the

limb- But observations of Venus at various elonga-

tions support the idea that this is not an Einstein

effect, but a shift of all regions of the sun awnv from

the earth Tt Is remarked that it is difficult to accept

this as a physical realitv, but no other explanation

has vet been found He notes that some of the

carbon lines give an effect similar to the iron ones,

but somewhat smaller The effect seems to varv for

different substan'sis, and even for different lines of the

same substance, so that some modifying influence is

at work
Mr St fohn recapitulates his well-known investiga-

Hon, in which he used certain lines of the cyanof^n
band, he then describes hj9 recent work on mag-
nesium and iron hnes He finds from their wei?ht^
mean a displaoement of the same sign as the Einstein

prediction, hut of onlv one-third or one-fourth of its

amount Mr St Tohn notes, however, that the dis-

placement varies with the Intensity of the lines, belrti'

greatest for Hnes either of verv great or verv small

httensltv As the majority of the tines measured are

of medium intensity, the weighted mean is reduced

He also notes that no lines have been used which

seemed unsuitable for the purpose, owing either to

thdr proximitv to others or to their instablHtv In the

arc spe^rum
Stsllar SpRctros<»py at the Detroit Observa-

lOtT—Vol li of the Publications of this observatory,

hdonging to the Unh^ty of Mlctdgan, bat iRtdv

been distributed, and contains a* great number of

Ititeresting studies of stdlar spectra. Two may be

lanced in particular the variablt stars

Class Md, by Mr Paul "W >1^ 11 , traoes the

changes of spectra that adcoltipamy the change of

J«>. 3654, VOL. 105]

light, and discusses various suggestions of the causa
ot variability The one favoured by the author ta
somewhat analogous to the ’’geyser” theory, but*
instead of imagining a sdid or vlmus crust impriiKMt*

ing the gases within, he substitutes a smoke-veil com*
posed of condensing gasei (calcium Is especially sug-
gested) in the upper regions of the stellar atmosj^ere*
This would act as a screen confining the heat of tbb
photosphere, until the accumulation of heat sudkad
to vaporise the screen When the sohd-crust theory
was propounded these stars were thought to be near
the end of their careers as suns, but from the small-
ness of their proper motions it now appears that they
are mostly giants.

The other paper, by Mr Laurence Hadley, deals
with the elements of Ursa Majoris, the first

spectroscopic binary discovered The orbit is fully

discussed from several series of observations The
period is 2053644 days* the ecoentrlaty is 0518, and
the masses of the components x sin* t are respectively

1 83 and I 70 in terms of the sun Tt is noted that
Prof Joel Stebbins finds no evidence of light

variation

Meteorology at Hong -Kong.

ONIHLY Meteorological Bulletins for the Roval
Observatory at Hong-Kong for a considerable

pwiod to August, 1919, have recently been received.

They contain detailed results of observations made at
the observatory and the daily weather reports from
various stations in the Far East, prraared under the
direction of Mr T F Claxton For Hong-Kong
hourly values are given of barometric pressure, tem-
perature of the 4ir and evaporation, direction and
velocity of wind, amount of rainfall, and duration of
sunshine All the hourly observations are measured
•from the self-registmng records Three-hourly ob-
servations are made of me character and direction of
motion of the clouds Daily values are also given of
the several meteorological elements The normals used
for companson with the means are for the years 1884
to iqi8, a period of thirtv-five years From 1916 the
daily and mean hourly values of the pnncipat meteoro-
logical records have been published in both C G S and
British units, and with the January Bulletins tabln
are given for the conversion of the several elements to

the respective units Information is also supplied fbr
the reduction and correction of the instrumental qIv
servations The Decembo’ Bulletins give tracks of
typhoon*’ and depressions in the Far East for the
year, and the divetjfence in the several months is weft
shown With the Daily Weather R eports, which contain
observations from forty-five stations In the Far East,
notices are given of thie warning to coast ports, which
commonly state the position of typhoons when suck
are in progress, and forecasts are given daily for th^
twenty-four houn. ending at noon
The annual report for 1917 contabt a cocr^parisoft

of the Beckley anemograph with the Dines bstrument,
extending over efght years; the differences are remarfe-
ablv conidstent until the tummer of 1917, wheiH lor

some unexplained reason, although noB^, th»4MEBr-
ences vary A Richard d^- and svit4>ulb tberm^
graph has been set up to r^faoe the Kew photoffapWc
thermograph In section ix reference is wSiiAe tP

sympieMOieter observaBofis, and ho«iriy observaBoos
are said to have been made for upwmw of n year to
test the popular belief in the syn^itsoiiieies a
weather forecaster The remarks acaredy ioin te
refer to a sympiesometer, which was fsamitlsliy 4
saftof’s barometer In the first Mf of the niMaMA
eentury It seems rather that the instnuneaE MWd
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Is « csttphor glass or chemical weather glass, long
acknowledged to be of no real scientific value The
rq>ort for 1918 deals with the corrections to Be applied
to the readings of an unaspirated wet-bulb thermo-
meter in an “Indian '* shelter to reduce them to those
of an aspirated thennometer at definite wind velocities

and for different depressions of the wet bulb With
the lighter wind velocities, of 1-5 m p h , and for the
larger draressions of the wet bulb, say amounting to

the subtractive correction to the unaspirated
wat bulb amounts to or slightly more Three
thousand three hundred and seventy-five observations
have been dealt with, but as yet no definite scheme
has been decided upon The matter has been con-
sidered in correspondence with the British Meteoro-
logical Office

Milk Production of Ajrrshire Cattle.

The critical genetic study of a character such as
that of milk production in cattle, which ib

highly subject to environmental influences, cannot be
carrira out effectively until a fairly comprehensive
knowledge of the normal vanation of the character
has been acquired To this end Prof Raymond Pearl
and Mr J R Miner have carried out a biometrual
analysis of the normal individual vanation in the
milk flow and the fat content of the milk of Ayrshire
cattle, the results of which are summarised in a con-
tribution to the Jountal of AgnctUiurcU Research
(vol XVII , No 6) Their Btudy is based on the records

of Ayrshire cattle for the years 1908 and 1909 pub-
lished in the reports of the Ayrshire Cattle Milk
Records Committee of Scullana, more than three

thousand records in each year being used for the
purpose Amongst the man^* important conclusions

arrived at mentis may be made of the Indications

that about one-half of the observed variation in milk-
production results from the varying genotypic indi-

vidualitv of the animals with respect to this character,

the remainder resulting from varying environmental
influences The udder as a secreting organ is com-
pared with the oviduct of a ben, and it is shown that

the latter operates with somewhat less variabilitv than
the former, having regard to the absdute weight of

the product in the two cases

The change in mean weekly yield of milk with
advancing age is found to be represented by a

loganthmic curve, the absolute amount of milk pro-

duced per unit of time increasing, though at a deci^s-
fhg rate, with the age of the cow to a maximum,
wmch was found to when the cow Is ten to eleven

years old The mean fat percentage of the milk was
found to decline with advannng age until the tenth

year ot the cow’s life, after which it remains about
constant

The Ignition Points of Liquid Fuels.

TM a paper read before the Institution of Petroleum
* Te^nologists on Januai^ ao, Mr Harold
Moore described a number of determinaUons of

tile igrition point of ccmtmercial fuels which arc, or

might be, UM in internal-combustion engines HJs
Jgmtion meter, somewhat similar in princ^le to that

wsigned bv Holm, consists of a steel block, heated
from below, In the upper surface of which a hollow
la toade to tidee a crucible of platinum, nickel, or

quairts. The air or oxygen supply passes through a
MlMn the block before entering the crucible, so as to

it to the temperature of the crucible, which
» given by a reristance thermometer placed in a hole

<Hlled In tile block near the crucible A cover to
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protect the crucible from draughts is screwed m to
the block, and a drop of the liquid fuel is introduced
through a hole in this cover and falls on to the
bottom of the crucible After an interval, more or less
prolonged, an explosion is heard and a flame seen if

the temperature is above the ignition point This
interval may be as long as thirty seconds or more, and
there is no doubt that ouiet combustion takes place
dunng this period, and such combustion is very
markra In the case of ether On the other hand, the
evaporation of the drops of liquid must produce local

cooling, and, unless the fuel is quite homogeneous, the
Ignition point found must in many cases be that of
the last portion to evaporate

But, in spite of certain inherent defects, the method
gives a valuable comparative test of different fuels—

a

test which IS quick and easy to apply
Mr Moore recommends the use of ordinary com*

pressed oxygen instead of air as giving more con-
cordant results and as having a concentration at
atmospheric pressures more nearlv like that used in
motor engines Most hydrocarbon liquids tested in air
gave Ignition points from 100® C to 200® C higher
than in oxvgen, but, curiously enough, Mr Moore
found that In an atmosphere containing 70 per cent
of carbon dioxide and 30 per cent of oxvgen the Igni-
tion point of kerosene was almost the same as in pure
oxvgen A few ignition points from Mr Moore’s lists

mav be quoted

Tgmiton Point

Fu«l In

Taxibus spirit (Anglo, \merican
Oil Co)

Anglo-Persian oil

Anglo-Moxican oil

Normal hexane
Benzene
Ethyl alcohol

Ether (methylated)

H>drogen

oxygM Jn Air
OL

272 390
354 ^o8
250 4>7
287 —
620

105
190 347

la silica

crncibla— 678

in the case of mixtures of two liquids of very
different ignition points the addition of about ao per
cent of the more easilv inflammable liquid suffices

to reduce the temperature substantiallv to that of the
lower c onstituent , for instance, the addition of ao per
cent of ether (ignition point 206®) to xylol (ignition

point S55®) redu^ the ignition point of the mixture
to 346®

Naval Research and Experiment

To ensure that the full benefits of science shall be
secured to the Naval Service, a Department of

Scientific Research and Experiment has been set up
under the Third Sea Lord and Controlki As the

Scientific Adviser of the Admiralty, and m charge of

this Department, Mr, F E Smith, F R S , has been
^pointM with the title of Director of Scientific

Research It is the duty of the Department to keep
the Navy in touch with outside scientific establish-

ments and to ensure that the work at the various
naval expenmental establishments proceeds with full

cognisance of scientific progress and methods The
D&ector of Scientific Research will work in dose
association with the Naval Staff, thus ensuring that
naval polky i> framed with due consideration of the
possible practical applications of sdentific progress
in relation to naval needs, and enabling requirements
as to types and weapons to be formulate with a
knowledge of the latest sdentific possibilities
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ConMiltations with outside scientific institutions will

be resorted to, both to ensure against overlapping and
with the view of utilising such of their researches

and experiments as appear likely to prove of value
to the Naval Service

At present there exists under the Department a
naval research laboratory at Shandon* ^is estab-

lishment was set up during the war with the primary
object of investigating methods of counteracting the

enemy's submarine menace It has performed, and
is performing, good service, but Shandon is a great
distance from me experimental schools, the various

scientific institutions, and the Admiralty, and it has
therefore been decided that, so soon aa suitable

accommodation can be provided elsewhere, such of

the work as requires sea environment, toMther with
the saentific personnel associated with it, will be
removed to a suitable existing naval establishment,

and the remainder, which doo*. not In its earh stages

require a sea environment, will be transferred to a
naval research institute This Institute, under the

Director of Scientific Research ill adjoin the

National Physical Laboratory at Teddington It will

be entirely controlled bv the Admiralty, but its close

association with the National Physical Laboratory will

offer exceptional facilities for co-operation, and the

staff of the research institute will have the advantage
of personal acquaintance svith the work being carried

out at the laboratory The Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research will be coAsulted in all cases

when the results of investigations are likelv to be of

use to the general community
To ensure effective co-operation and contact with

naval thought, naval officers will frequently visit the

research institute, and the scientific staff wrill work
for lengthv periods at naval establishments, and at

times go to sea

research associations. The subjoined gummary and
details are extracted from the Estimates t—-

SvNOPStS,

United Kingdom and England,
4

Board of Education 45 y755«5^
BHtish Museum 394*^31
National Gallery . „
National Portrait Gallery Q,es4
Wallace Collation , >5«953
London Museum 5t4is
Imperial War Museum 50,000
Scientific Investigation, etc 208,416
Scientific and Industnal Reseafch S^Sr^pS
Universities and Colleges, United King-
dom, and Intermediate Education,
Wales 943»7oo

Universities, etc , Special Grants 1^,000
Serbian Relief Fund (maintenance and
education of voung Serbians in this
country) 35,000

Scotland

Public Education 6,877,210
National Galleries ii,66x

Ireland

Public Education
Intermediate Education
Endowed Schools Commissioners
National Gallery
Science and \rt

Universities and Colleges

3.358.371
90,000
1,04a

4.65«>

aii,4iS
86,000

^ S8.694.7J8
Dbtails

Education and Science in the Civil Service
Estimates for 1920-21.

The Estimates for Civil Services for the year
endmg March 31, 1921 (Class IV Education,

Science, and Art), have now been published. Among
the increased grants compared with those of last

are —Board of Education, 12,983,0^1 . British
Museum, 74>5x^ • Scientific Investigation, etc

,

81,4^2! , Scientific and Industnal Research, 346,84^ ;

Public Education (Scotland), 2,200,000! , Public
Education (Ireland), 185,735! , and Science and Art
Ireland), 20,917! As the Geological Museum ^nd
Geological Survey are now under the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research, their grants of

7560! and 30,043! respectively rcpi^nt part of the
increase of a^,£f5L to that Department The grant
for scholarships, exhibitions, and other allowances to

students m technical schools and colleges is increased
from 17,460! to 34,350! In addition, there are new

g
rants of 15,000! tor scholarships tenable at unlversi-

es, and expenses incidental to them, and 250,000!
to local education authorities for maintenance allows
,pnoes at places of higher edupi^tion The total

amounUof the grants in aid of universities, colleges,

medical schools, arid like institutions in the United
Kingdom is about 1,000,000! , there is also S special

grant of 196,000! for extraordinarv expenditure. The
grscnt for assistance towards tiie ^figner education of
ex-officers and men of like standing Is ^uooo,ooo!.,

combared with 2,000,000! for 1919-30 grant
under the Royal Society shows an inciiea^e of gocoL,
and includes 2000! for subscriptions to {ntemattonal

NO 2634. VOL, loO

Scientific Investtgatton, etc

Ro\a! Societ>

(1) Grant m aid of -
Scientific investigations under-

taken with the sanction of
a Committee appointed for
the purpose (including non-
recurrent grant of 50(^ ) 11,000

Scientific publications . x,ooo

Subscriptions to international
research associations 3,000

(11) Grant in aid of salaries and other
expenses of the Magnetic Observatory
at Eskdaiemuir

Total for Royal Society

Royal Geographical Society
Marine Biological Association of the
United Klnf^om

Royal Society of Edinburgh
Scottish Meteorological Society

Royal Insh Academy
Royal Irish Academy of Music
Royal Zoological Somty of Ireland
Royal Hibernian Academy
British School at Athens
British School at Rome
Royal Scottish Geographical Sodely
National Library of Wales ^
National Museum of Walea .

$«dar Physics Observatory - <

North Sea Fisheries Investigatioo
Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau

£

14.000
I

1,000

*5.000

L250

300
500
500
300
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Rdyftl /^demy of Mutlc 500
l^yal College of Music 500
Meaicml Research Council 125,000

British Institute of Industrial Art 5*^^)
Edinburgh Observatory , 2,506

DBpofifrmnt of Scientific and Jniw^tnal Research

SalaneSf wages, and allowances ^9«335
Travelling and incidental expenses if950
Grants for Investigation and Research

(x) Investigations carried out by learned
and scientific societies, etc i3fSou

(2) Investigations directly controlled by
the Department of Scientific and In-

dustrial Research 40,928

(3) Students and other persons engaged
in research 38*300

(4) Expenses of Research Boards for co-

ordination of Government research 200,000

Total 393,028

Fuel Research Station
Geological Museum
Geological Survey of Great Britain
National Physical Laborator> ‘

Aroropriations in Aid *

—

Contributions of co-operating bodies
Refund of unexpraded balance of grants
Testing fees at Fuel Research StaHon
Sales of by-products at Fuel Research

Station
Testing fees at the National Physical

Laboratory, charges for special Inves.

tlgations, and r^yments by the Road
B^rd, India Ofnee, etc

,
for services

rendered by the National Physical
Laboratory

Balance of accrued interest at March *11,

iqax, on the Fund of the Imperial
Trust for the encouragement of

8cienti6c and industnal research, for

which i,ooo,oooI was voted In

1917-18

40,882

7.560

30.043
203,OCX)

*.550
300

1,000

2,500

SS.ooo

27,050

Total for Appropriations in Aid 87*400

UmversiUes and Colleges, Umted Kingdom

Birmingham Universitv 35pOoo
Bristol University 17,000
Bristol Merchant Venturers’ Technical
College 2,000

Cambridge University, Medical Depart-
ment 8,500

Durham University 3,000
Durham, Armstrong College 32,000
Durham College of Medidne 3,800
Leeds Ujilversity 33.000
Liverpool University . 40,000
Lendra University 8,000
London, Bedford College 13,000

„ East London CoMbm 11,000

„ li^rial College 01 Science and
Technology 52,000

„ Ring’s College, Household and
Sdenoe De^rtment 4,000

„ King’s College, indudlng King's
College for Women 25,000

i«|f'.> 3634y VOL. 105]

uay—fit $or aOm Ooww DcpMtMnta

*H.M. • WMF UWV, SiTSw , n*M* UOKS 01 WOIICB,

i,«ao& • Wqrin mmdmkm at tbo of tlw

London, School of Economics
„ School of Oriental Studies

„ University College

„ Westfield College

„ Channg Cross Hospital Medical
School

„ King’s College Hospital Medical
Sdiool

„ London Hospital Medical College

„ Middlesex Hospital Medical
„ School
•• R^al Dental Hospital, School of

Dental Surety
„ (Roval Free flospital), School of

Medicine far Women
.. St Bartholomew’s Hospital

Medical School
„ St George’s Hospital Medical

School
„ St Mary’s Hospital Medical

School

„ St Thomas's Hospital Medical
School

„ School of Tropical Medicine
,, University College Hospital

Medical School
,, Westminsfer Hospital Medical

School
Manchester Universitv
Manchester College of Technology
Nottingham Universilv College
Oxford University Engineering Depart-
ment

Reading University College
Sheffield Univerity
Southampton Umversltv College

10,000

4.000
39.000
3,000

1,000

700
6,000

3,000

1,000

4.000

5.000

700

1,900

4.500
1,100

4,000

300
40,000
7.000
it,ooo

500
13.000
31.000
5.000

Total England 461,000

University of Wales 6,500
Abervstwvth University College 14,000
Bangor University College 74,000
Cardiff University College 18,000

Total Wales 52,500

Edinburgh University 53,000
Glasgow University ^,000
Glasgow Royal Technical College 3,000
Aberdeen Univerrirv 32,000
St Andrews University, including Dundee

University College 29,000

Total Scotland ® 165,000

Belfast, Queen’s Universitv 8,000
Cork University College 6,000
Dublin University College 10,000
Galwav University College 3,000

Total Ireland * 27,000

Universities and Colleges, United King-
dom, unallocated grant 210,500

Total for Universities and
Colleges, United Kingdom,
Grant m Aid* 916,000

I Thin MM IdcIwIm It dooT to Sooltbti UnlvtnttiM uiKtor

Stctkia *5 of tbt UnlvtrmU^CScoUfiBd) Ai^ iMo, ond it in tddhion to on
•nnuaJ *im of 30,000/ p«]roUo to tboto UmvttoltiM from tW Loot
TbuiloofSoodwid) Account ondorSootion t(«)ofibo Edwcotion and Loot
Tnntlon Aceowrt (Scothnd) Act, 1I01.

> III addition to 84 ooo4 pmviM m doM IV , il.
4 nb tun, tofotbor with 84,000/ protidod In CIom IV^ tB, b tniondwl

to ralot to 1,0001,000/ tho total amount of th« tranu paid aat of tba
Xxohoqnor duriaf tho poor ipto-ti far tho ammooaaoe of UntOonfer
laodtntioM h tho Untiod Km^Aom*
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The Native Tribes of Western Australis.

At n meeting of the Royal Anthropological Institute

on April 13, Sir Everard im ihurn^ president,

in the chair, Mr G O Neville read a paper on “The
Aborigines of Western \u8tralia Their Treatment
and (%re *’ In introducing the speaker, the president

laid btiess upon the importance of papers dealing

with the practical SKle ot native questions It was
often said that the Government did not assist siientiiii.

societies enough, but he was sometimes in doubt
whether scientmc societies on then bide gave sufficient

assistance to the Gc\emment
Mr NcMlte said that the aborigines of W< btern

Australia were most numerous in the north, dimmish,
ing as they came nearer civilisation, until almost extinct

where the white man has lived since the early da>b of

occupation Bv nature a nomadic race, they live by
hunting alonv^ and LuUivatc nothing They com-
municate with each other b' means of a cipher, intel-

ligible onlv to themselves, cut upon message sticks, or

Batnbarro, the bearer of which is granted a safe

passage through hostile tribes Numbers of etude

figures, reorcsentations of beasts, birds, or reptiles,

are to be found drawn in coloured pigments upon flat

rockb or inside coves m the far north The gradual
disapponrani e of the nativts continues unceahinglv, in

spite of constant < ITort This is due to change of

food, their hunling-grtmnds being occupied bv the

squatter, and the necessity for their having to clothe

themselves and live more or less under shelter The
aborigines do not believe that anv person dies a

natural death, but suopose the deceased to have been
hotdyaed (bewitched) b\ some member of another
tribe, and It becomes the duty of a near relative,

generallv a hiothir of the dead person, selected bv
the Bulyas or medicine-nien, to avenge his death bv
killing the supposed murderer or another one of the

tribe to which the muiderer is supposed to belong
One of the most remarkable means of disposing of

the dead, know^n as the stone svsfcem, occurs in the

north There the bodv of the dead person is elevated

to a platform of sticks built in a tree, a layer of large

stones being placed immediatelv beneath the bodv
The stones represent individuals who might have
caused the death of the victim , and if the fat from
the bodv, evaoorating in the heat of the sun, falls

upon nnv stone, the individual reoresented bv that

stone IS the one uoon whom vengeance will sooner or

later fall at the hnnds of the near relatives of the

slereaaed person If no fat fulls, a near relative will,

after the removal of the bodv to an adiaoent ant-heap,
where onlv the bones are soon remaining sleep upon
the pile, and It wmII be reveakHl to him in a dream
which IS the selected stone

No native can be emnloved except under a pemnit
Issued by a Protector Gonerallv soeakmg, the treat-

ment of Western Australian natives Tt the hands of

their emolovers leaves little to be desired The
Aborigines Act provides the neocssarv marhinerv for

liringing offenders to book The Chief Protector being
constituted by law the legal guardian of cverv
abonginal and half-caste child until the age of sixteen.

It IS possible to remove anv child from undesirable

surrounctings Some eighty Protectors, under the

Chief Protector, are resident in various parts of the

StattTwhere thera ere natives Seventy Government
relief stations provide assistance for indigent and
-dt^tute natives The Department owns rattle settle,

ments m Kimberley, and two farming and industrial

settlements have bcin established recently in the south
for the reception of Indigent and aged people, with
•soeclal provMoo for the care and training of orphan
•nhildren The reserves upon which these settlements
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are established are for the natives onlv, and wbUed,
other than the staff empto^, are nguuy excluded by
law The provision of medical attendance has been tKe
special care of tlie State, all natives receive free

advice, medicine, and hospital treatment in case,^
sickness The nine mission stations In Western ^s-
tralia, nearly all subsidised by the State, have done
useful work, especially in the care and rescue of
children Though the people are dwindling away, the
work of the Department must go on, in m that
the last days 01 a dying race can be made the easier
and happier

In declaring the subject open for discussion, the
president said that the cause of the decrease in a native
population when it came into contact with civilisation

was Its failure to adapt its psychological constitution
to changed circumstances
Dr Pornov said that as a result of his experience

in dealing with immigrant labour—male only— in Fiti,

he had arrived at the conclusion that the tvpe of soil

had an important effect on certain groups
, for

instance, an alluvial sod was fatal to Gilbert Islanders
and Solomon Islanders, although the former throve
on sandv soil such as that of the islands on which
coconuts were grown, and the latter made excellent
sailors It was also evident that all were peculiarly
susceptible to the cttacks of micro-organisms from
which the Furopean population was to some extent
II imunc as shown bv the virulence of the epidemics
of measles and influenra
Mr N W Thomas pointed out that Pater Schmidt

has shown that in the north mode of burial and lan-
guage coincide in distribution, and asked whether the
distribution of drawing# also coincided with platform
bunnl and language

Prof Arthur Keith said that rf we were placed
in the Australian desert and asked to live tl^ life of
the aborigine#, he doubted whether we would aurvive*
Would we not rather die as thev die in our environ,
ment? When they were brought into contact with
our civilisation we asked them to make a lump of
perhaps two thousand generations within a lifetime,
to change at once from the life of a prince to that of
civilisation, the life of a horse in a mill The govern-
ing factor in deriding the fate of native populations
lav in the domain of psvchologv Here the man of
science came into touch with the Practical problem,
for he was trying to understand the back of the black
man’s mind
Miss Frcire-Maireco compared the measures adopted

in Western Australia with those which had been foL
lowrd in the United States of America, especiallv in
relatun to the dving out of the native races Until

years ago the native race# there had
diminished ranidlv Since then, however, the Indian
population had been on the uivgrade, owing largely to
the attention paid by the Central Government to the
food-supplv and the checking of tuberculosis and otlW
diseases bv isolation and the inculcation of sani^rv
and hygienic rule#

Unlveraltj and Bducatioiud InteUifreii<k ’

P A Hiron hat given to Queen’s University,
Belfast, the sum of 5000L to provide the necessary
equipment for teaching physical chemlstrv, ahd loool
towards the provisum of accommoda^on for the
department,

IM connection with the faculty of medictne of the
Universitv of Birmingham, a couree of ten weakly
litres (free to medM men) on
Psychotherapy ” is to be given by Dr* W*
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McDoumU, F R S., in the medical school buildings
of the University, beginning on Friday, April 30
Th» sulyect for the Jacksonian prize of the Ro\al

Collet of Surgeons of England for 1921 is “Ihe
Pathdogy, Diagnosis, and Ireatment of Tubciculous
Disease of the Spinal Column with its ' omplua-
Hop* "

Applications for not more than three Kain^y
memorial fellowships for chemical research will be
considered by the trustees at the end of June next
They must be received by, at latest, Juno 15 by DiW W Soton, organising secretary, Ramsay Memorial
Fund, University College, Goi\er Street, W (. i

The fellowships will each be of the annual valut* of
350! , with, possibly, a grant of not more than 50!
per annum for expenses, and tenable for two >ears,
with the possible extension of a year

Dr J H Andrew has been appointed to the chair
of metallurgy in the Roval Tethniial College, Glas-
gow, vacant bv the transfer of Dr Desch to the Uni-
versity of Sheffield Dr Andrew graduated in Man-
chester UnivcrsiU with first class honours m
chemistry After research work m nicfallurg\, he
received the M Sc degree in and was av^ardeil
the Dalton scholarship He continued nietdlurgual
investigations in the University laborutoiics until

1914, was appointed research fellow and demon-
strator in 10 10, and Carnegie scholar of lh< lion and
Steel Institute He received the degree of D Sc in

r Since lune, 1914, Dr Andrew has been chief of
Metallurgical Research Department of Sir W G

Armstrong, Whitworth, and Co , Ltd , Manchester,
and has gained a widt exnericncc in the melallurgnat
industrv, having had unlimited scope foi studving *

practice and for lesiarch IIis publnations include i

numbei of important papers presented to the leading 1

metallurgical societies

Societies and Academies,
London

Rayal Mkroscoplcal Society, March 17—Prof John
,

Eyre, president, in the chair —T, E Wams The Lyco-
podium method of quantitative microscopy Various

j

methods have been devised bv different workers in an
attempt to find a satisfactory method of making deter- .

minations of j^rcentage composition bv means of the
|

microscope The most trustworthy of these lequire
apecially constructed apparatus and arc applicable in

certain instances only The Lycopodium method is

simple in principle, and with slight modifications may
be used for all kinds of oroblcms The onlv apparatus
needed is such as is used in ordinary microscopical
work. The results are correct to within m p^r cent 1

of the amount to be determined, thev can therefore be
utilised with the same confidence as is the case with .

results obtained by many well-known chemical opera- '

tions having a similar range of error—C Da Fmo
Method for the demonstration of the Golgi apparatus <

in nervous and other tissues. The author has been
j

able to obtain a fairly constant staining of this

peculiar IntraoeQular fbmation by substituting cobalt
for uranium nitrate in a formula originally proposed
fay the Spanish biologist, S. Ramon y vajal Da
Fano’s modificatiim can be easily to all sorts
of tissues^ as proved by an Interesbng series of quite
demoastrative microscopic preparations and lantern
slides shown at the meeting Another step has thus
been, taken In the study of the ** internal apparatus’*
discov^ed bv Golgi in 1898, the functions of which,
Koarcvqtp RtiU remain quite mysterious to biologists
ttiKi physlologii^ I
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Llaasaa Society, March 18 —Dr A Smith Wood*
ward, president, m the chair—Prof J iSaiall TlM
chemical reversal of gcotropic response m roots and
i»tems» It was stated that when roots are placed hori-

zontalty m a moist atmosphere rendered very faintly

alkaliiH^ by ammonia vapour they tend to grow
I upwards When stems arc treated in a similar way

I

with acetic acid vapour they tend to grow dowtiwards
These experiments form prehminarv confirmation of
a theory of gcotn^ic cutvaturc which has been
elaborate as n correlation of previous work on the

,

electiicil conductivity of roots with data accumulated
I bv other investigators

Aristetsllaa Society, March 22 — Prof Wildon Crit in

the chair —Clement C J Wsbb Obligation, auto-
nuiny, and the common good It was contend^ that

j

the notion of obligation in which Kant rightly found
I the essential feature of our moral consciousness cannot
he directly detived (as Green seems to suppose) from
the notion of a common good " , that, on the cen-
tral v, the notion of n 'Lommon good," and the

clostlv connected notion of a “general will,’* denves

I

Its Mignifitance for ethics, and eventually for politics

I also, from its connection with the notion of obliga-

tion, and that this makes it necessary for any truly

ethical conception of the State to retain the idea of

“authoritv,** as ascertained, indeed, through the
general will, because only thus can it be rertignised

as authority—viz the community for itself, not, how-
ever, as in itself merely the re suit of the general will,

but as the expression of an absolute factor therein,

which perhaps may be best described as the sove-
reignty of God To the thought expressed m Rant’s
choice of the word “autonomv *’ to express the status

of the good will mnv be traced along one hne of
descent the anti-authoritanan tendency in rtintom-

pornrv ethics and politics

Qtological Society, March 24 - Mt R D Oldham,
piesidcnt, in the chair —Mrs hloanor M ReU Two
pre-Glacial floras from Castle FcUn (County Durhai^
The seeds examined were obtained bv l)r C T
Tiechmann from pre-Glacial clays, found in fissures of

the Magnesian Limestone at Castle Eden The clays

were earned bv the Scandinavian ice from the area
now covered by the North Sea The study proved the

presence of two seed-bearing clpvs of different ages,

the earlier being undoubtedly Pliocene The Pliocene

age IS confirmed bv M P Lesne, who determined the

insect remains found intermingled with the seeds

While the work was in progress material from the

base of the Pliocene of ront de Gall (Cantal) gave
knowledge for the first time of a seed flora of known
age, low down in the Pliocene; it showed that the

I ate of change in the character of the West European
Pliocene flora was slower than had been suggested

bv Clement Reid and the author A critic'al comoari-

son was made between the Cromenan, Teghan,
Castle Eden. Reuverinn, and Pont de Gail floras on
the bases of the percentages of all exotics, and of

Chinese-North American exotics—that is, plants now
inhabiting the Far East of Asia or North Amenca, but

not Western Eurone—in each flora The result proved

the Reuvenan to be Lower Pliocene, not top of the

Middle Pliocene (as formerly smfgeated), and the

Castle Eden flora to be Middle Pliocene Therefore
a study of foswl seeds had made it possible to die-

criminate between strata intimately mixed in Wfu. and
to determine their geological age when unknown —
Mrs £leanor M Rrid A comparative review of

Pliocene floras, based on the studv of fossil seeds By
plotting as a curve the percentages of all exotics^ and
of Chinese-North American exotica, from the five

floras (see above paper), ft was found that all lav
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alonf; a smooth curve, part of which indicated changes
m the Pliocene and partm the Miocene From this curve
certain deductions are drawn, namely 0) study
of living and fossil seeds can lead to accurate specific

determinations (a) Ihc study of fossil seeds is as
accurate a method of determining geological age as is

palseof^logy, and the age indicated for the Reuvertan
and Castle Eden floras is approximately correct

(3) The destruction and supplanting of the Clunese-
North American exotic flora began about the Middle
Miocene, at the time when the great European and
Asiatic Alpine ranges attained their maximum uplih,
but it was to these trans-contlncntal banners that
Clement Reid and the author attributed the exter-
mination of this flora Therefore, the curve gives
strong and independent confirmation of the truth of
their theory, and Is in accord with the findings of
stratigraphy and palteontologv (4) The curve indi-
cates an incoming flora—the present flora of Western
Europe and, m oart, of Central and Southern Europe—which first appeared in the Miocene Of this the
aquatic element is now chiefly circumpolar in distribu-
tion, whereas the drv-soil element mnlnlv centres in
the Himalayas (5) The incoming flora only in part
survived m Western Eurooe, the destruction became
greater after the Middle Pliocene , the cause of this
is unknown

Cambridcf

PhOosaphlcal Society, Februar\ 2^ —Mr C T R
Wilson, ©resident, in the chair Prof Seward The
origin of the vegetation of the land \ brief con-
sideration of questions raised bv Dr \ H Church
In a recent memoir on “ Thahssioohyta and the Sub-
aerial Transmigration** (Oxford, 1910) “The be-
ginnings of botanv are in the sea ’* Life evolved
from the Ionised water of a continuous world-ocean
two miles in depth The plankton epoch , unicellular,
free-floating plants The Benthic epoch was initiated
when portions of the earth's crust rose to within the
reach of light and olnnts were able to establish them-
selves on the ocean-floor Development durinff the
Benthic epoch of complex anchored marine plants
The epoch of the land flora began with the emergence
of areas of land and the transference of plants from
the h\drospbere to the atmosebere

Manchxstrr

UtMary aoi PhUasapliical Society, March 2 —Sir
Henry A Mlers, president, in the chair—W T
Ferry The search for gold and ocarls In Neolithic
times Further research on the distributions of earlv
ttes of civilisation and of the sources of gold and
pearU has produced a mass of evidence to substantiate
and enlarge the thesis of an earlier paper bv the
author on “ Megalithlc Monuments and Ancient Mines ”

The evidence now suggests that not onlv mei^allthic
monuments, hut also earlv sites m general marked the
settlements of seekers after gold and pearls, amber and
purple having also played their part in attracting
strangers These settlements are mostly localised in

the Imsins of rivers containing gold or pearl-bearing

mussels, and the distribution man shows that the
earlv seekers for these objects did not allow much
to escane them Further inauln' will be necessary in
order determine the precise age when this search
Iv^an-^ L Bamer* Einstein's theory of space and
time

Edinburgh
Reyal Society, March 1 —Prof F O Bower,

president, in the chair —Prof J C Ewart . The
nestling feathers of birds This paper embodied cer-

tain facts of observation In regard to the development
of nettling feathers which did not harmonise with
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the view generally taken that feathers were originally

developed out of scales Three facts of fundamental
importance should be borne in mind • (i) The geo-

logical record has hitherto told us nothing about thor

evolution of feathers , (2) the embrydogical record

affords no evidence in support of the view that scales

grew longer and lighter and, after much spreading

and splitting, became feathers, and (3) the true

feathers of modern birds are, as a rule, derived from
small umbels consisting at the outset of barbs, which
result from the splitting of the intermediate layer of

cells of a simple dermic papilla similar to the paplllse

of the tongue of ducks A study of simple nestling

feathers (prepennae) leads one to believe that the

plumage of primeval birds consisted of umbels

(protoptiles) which differed but little from the bundles

of hair found in the jerboa and certain other

mammals, or of umbels consisting of barbs armed
with barbulcs, as in the feathers forming the first

nestling coat of penguins, or of feathers with prac-

tically all the structures now assoaated with true

feathers In course of time feathers of a different

type were evolved, which, as they grew, pushed from

the skin, and for a time carried on their tips the

feathers of the first generation The second kind of

feathers (mcsoptiles) ire now well represented in

nenguins and in the emu, and a remnant is still

foui d In ducks and *
whether the bodv of

ArthflBootervx was clothed with protoptiles or with

mcsoptiles or with plumose feathers it is impossible

to say When all the facts recently established bv a

study of the development of feathers are dulv con-

sidered, there is no escape from the conclusion that

the wing-ouills arc only highly specialised nestling

feathers, and that it is inconceivable that the first

nestling feathers were formed out of scales —Dr
T M'Lean Thoaipsaa New stclar facts and their

hearing on stelar theories for the ferns In order to

know' how the comnlicated vascular system of adult

ferns came into existence, knowledge of individual

devetopment was necessarv This has now been

traced bv sections in a number of specially chosen

cases and the results reconstructed Into diagrams
showing the individual advance This involves the

formation of a pith, inner ohloSm, Inner endadermis,
and fpequcntlv. In the early stages of development,

pockets of outer endodermis These tissues are new
creations within the vascular system formed bv a static

change of quality of the elements from the growing
point The solenostele and other higher forms of the

vascular svstem ari«e by further modification of the

strurtufvs thus acquired This involves the formation
of gaps in the vascular system, through which the
pith and cortex, originally distinct, unite to form one
continuous tissue The ferns dealt with range from
the nrimitive Schizseacese to the advanced Pterideie—
Sir Thos Molr Note on PfafRans with poivnomigj
elements

Paris

Acadsmy of Sclsacts, March 2a —M Henri I>es]andret

in the chair—A Laerstx The eruptive rocks of the

Pyrenees Cretaceous and the nomenclature of the
modified eruptive rocks —G Bl||ew4aa , The pupils of

the Observatory of the ColWge de France The
observatories of the Military School—F K Pepalsr •

General expressions for the resistance of water to the

passage of ships floating in open air and for the irimvep

length of their satellite surge —A i^^aEsr and R.
Cembert « The constitution of the dimethylcvclo*

hexanone obtained by methylation of the todluin

derivative of «-nMthvlcvclohexanone. From ajtudv of
the condensation produets with benxalddivdo It ts

conduded that the dimethylcydohexanone is uniym»
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netrical.^—H, Ihe tter-hkf* structure of cer-

tain woods—P A DtmgiuH The structure of the
piant-ceU and its metabolism \ cntual discussion of
the views of Guilliermond—M Maxime Laubeuf was
diected a member of the division of tlK apphcations
of science to industry.— N F NSriaad A thi.or<m of
Cauchy —Ch Fremont Work done in sawing metals
by hand A diagram and description of a pendulum
support and guide for a hack-saw Thtro is an
economy of about one-third of the labour -J VsUot
The calibration in calones of t\\ o actinometors adapted
to studies in heliotherapy and agricultural i limatologv
—J, Gnlllsnms Observations oi the sun made at the
Observatory of Lyons during the fourth quaiici of

191^ Observations \^ere possible on siMy-^ix days
durmjg the quartet , and the results are tabulated*
showing the spots, their distribution in latitude, and
the distribution of the facuke in latitude —M de
Broglie The K absorption bands of the lare irths
for the X-rays—P Beacberot Eleclntal rosonantt in
a circuit the self-inductance of which contains iron
C Chdnevean and R Aadsbeit \ n<*phclometer — P
Jeb The constitution of two cobaltammines - J
Oiyot and L J Slmen The combustion b\ mixtures
of sulphuric and chromic acids of 01game bodies con-
taining chlorine Whilst the combustion of hydro-
carbons bv the wet method is nearly always incomplete,
out of nine chlorinated hydrocat bons seven gavecorrcii
figures for carbon and only two, pentachloroethnne and
hcxachlorocthane, gavt low tosufts —C \ Kt^nai The
hydrocarbon zone of Western Greece Sixteen points
arc marked on a map of Western Greece where in-
dications of oil, bituminous schists, or asphalt have
been found—P Fallot Observations on drift pheno.
mena in the centre of tht Sierra of Majorca C
Stimtr The absorption of the penetrating coipus-
cular rays in the earth’s atmosphere following non-
rectilinear trajectories and I Donoyer
The utilisation of cirrus clouds for weather preda-
tion Rules are given for weather fon*casts based on
the appearance of cirrus clouds, then dtsolacenient and
amount Results of the application of these rules to
weather predictions are compared with the obser\ed
weather —V Blcrluief The temperature of the upper
lavers of the atmosphere —G NIcoUs The uspir.ation
of plants carrying parasitic fungi —H Coapin The
time taken bv cholorophvll to develop its maximum
intensity in the light P Fortier Modifications of
the testicle of birds under the influence of a diet free

I

from vitamines —

]

Athanaidii The supposed d\ namo-
genic power of alcohol There is no evidence of in-

crease of muscular power at anv period of time after
ingestion of alcohol The experiments described afford
a further proof that alcohol is not a food utilisable b\
the organism —J E Absloas and L C SonU The
action of secretin upon metabcdJsni —F Dltoert The
formation of activated sludge — \ Fembach and MMwm New observations on the biochemical pro-
duction of pvruvic acid During the fermentation of
sugar bv veast in a solution maintained neutral bv
chalk an appreciable ouantitv of ovru\ic acid is

formed—T Legengrt TTie rdlc of domestii animals
ki the defence against malaria

]^E
Aceadeada M Uac^<i|Aass of Physical, Mathe-

maticalt and Natural Indices, January 18—Prof A
R6iti, vice-president, Inthe chair—O M Cerbtao
A laboratory method for -the production* of continuous
and constant electric currents of high tension.—

G

Claaddas and C Ravana • Influence of some organic
^Mnees upon the development of plants (iv) —
A AbjW and C Latrl Chmical researches on the
iheiaAlns of^pnrole*—Q Malecaas Gravitation (vi

)
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A continuation of previous researches (1918) on a
rather sensational subject, namely, the screening of!

of gravitation bv a massive spherical sheet (in prac-

tice, about 100 kg of mercury placed between two
concentric sphere^ Last May thi author found,
or ut least believed he had found, a positive effect,

e g a just discernible diminution of tlw weight of a
sphere of lead placed withdl the cavity of the said

sneet, but later lie found a slight incrcast m the

weight in««tead In the present note the author gives

some further details about the improvement of his

apparatus, and discusses possible perturbations of

thermal and mechanical origin The net results of

his search for a giaviintional screening effect are

so far inconclusive - F Bottazil Researches on the

posterior salivary gland of Cephaltmodes (iii ) This
note deals with the independence of secretive activity

of the presence of free ox\gen —E Bompliol Metrical

invariants and cov.ariants with rcsocct to surface de-

formations of higher order (secies) (iii ) - A Rosen-

blatt A theorem of Liapounoft (to be published in the

next issue of the A tU) —L TonoIIi Prlmitivt func-

tions \n old mathematical subject re-inaugurated

about twenty voars ago by I^besguc and others —
F Zavatticro Relation between the resistance and
stress in bismuth —C Ravenna Preliminary note

on the synthesis of a peplicie from aspartic acid with
vegetable enzvmes —G Saal Arbustenne and its

derivatives —L Baraardlnl Nicotine in tobacco A
contribution to the study of the genesis and the func-

tions of alkaloids—E TPantanelU Influence of nutri-

tion and radical artivitv upon collapse prexiuted bv
cold Trotter The supposed parthenocnrp\ of the

hazel-nut and its possible characters (n ) Results of

obseivation and experiments me given
L SlTBFRSTEIN

Books Received

\n Introductory Course in Quantitative Chemical
Analysis B\ Prof G MePhan Smith Pp x + 2o6.

(New York The Macmillan Co ,
London Mac-

millan and Co , Ltd ) cjj net

New Zealand Plants and their Story Bv Dr L
Cockavne Second edition Pp xv+248 (Wellirtg-

ton, N Z Dominion Museum ) 7s fid

The Buzzard at Home Bv \ Brook Pp 15 +
13 plates (I ondon Withorby and Co ) 6d net

A Synoptical List of the Acnpilres (Diurnal Birds

of Prey) Bv H Kirke Swann Part iv Pp vi +
(London J Wheldon and Co)

Irattato di Chimira Generale ed Appluata all’

Tndustrin B\ Prof L Molman \ o! 11 Chimica
Oiganica Parte pnmn Terza edinone Pp xix+
624 (Milano LT Hocpli ) 28 lire

The Principles of \nte-natal and Post-natal Child

Ph\5io]og\, Pure and \pplied Bv W M Feldman
Pp xxvli+6<)4+6 plates (London I-ongmans and
Co ) 30s net
Calcutta University Commission, 1917-ig Report

Vol xiii Evidence and Documents Statistics

relating to Colleges Pp xii+221 (Calcutti Supt
Government Printing, India ) 1 8 rupees

Year-book of the Royal Sioclety of London, 1930

Pp iv+236 (London Hamson and Sons ) yj 6d
Hydration and Growth Bv Dr D T MacDougal

IP. VI +176 Fluorescence of the Uranyl Salts By
E L Nichds, H L Howwa, and others Pp 241 +
i plate Ext^ments in the Breeding of CertQns
By P Bartsch Pp 5S+S9 plates Contributions to
Embryology Vol ix Nos 37 to 46 A Memorial
to Franklin Paine Mall Pp v+^^+ptates (Wash-
ington Carnegie Institution of Washington

)
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Butter and Cheese By C W Walker Tisdale and
J Jones Pp 1^+142. (London Sir Isaac Pitman
and Sons, Ltd ) ax 6d. net
Panchromatism Second edition Pp 32 + x plates.

(Ilford Ilford, Ltd ) 6d
Photc^aphy and its Afmlirations By W Oamble

Pp xii+i3a (London Sir Isaac Pitmen and Sons,
Ltd ) 2s 6d net
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The Chemical Industries of German
Rhineland.

I
N 1916, as a result of war conditions, British

chemical manufacturers formed an association

with the view of strengthening- and consolidating

their position by mutual help and co-operation

After the declaration of the armistice the associa-

tion dispatched a Mission to Germany, under the

guidance of the Department of Overseas Irade,

to study the present position of German chemical

industry The Mission consisted of twenty mem-
bers of the association, representing various

branches of chemical manufacture, and it was
accompanied by a military representative and by

delegates of the Department of Overseas Trade,

the Board of Trade, the Local Government Board,

and Canadian interests Thirty-nine works were

visited, all of them in German Rhineland and m
zones occupied by the Allies from north of Cologne

to Mannheim. The inquiry resolved itself into a

study of the position of the following sections of

chemical industry, as developed in Germany, viz

(i) Heavy chemicals, (2) coal-tar products, inter-

mediates, and dyestuffs, (^) fine organic and

pharmaceutical products, (4) general inorganic

products

The report of the Missmn is of the highest

public importance, and merits the attentive con-

sideration, of every chemical manufacturer m the

kingdom. It is, however, too technical to be

dealt with here We arc concerned rather with

its general purport and with the lessons and warn-

ings It conveys These are given in the summary
of the report which the association has caused to

be pnnt^ and published ^ We trust it will be

widely circulated and read The moral it incul-

cates IS summed up in this one brief sentence

German chemteal industry has been one stu-

pendous organisation for affecting and promoting

the application of science to industry state-

ment which, we ag^ree with the writer of the sum-
mary, ** should be displayed, not only in every

office, but in every educational institution in the

kingdom,” as well as “in all Government
Departments ”

At the same tune, there is nothing very new
in this pronouncement. It has been the burthen

of innumerable articles and public addresses during
the last half-century

,
and we see thetr effect in the

** \ bttniMry of tbo Rvpoit of th« Brtlhh Chtmicol MuMon on
Occupiotl Arw uf Oornuiny (Aakoclotioa of

IfntWi QMmkMl Mnaofreturon. >66 Picau)in>, W i )
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multiplication of our provincial universities and

the creation of our various technical collies and

schools Anyone at all familiar with the history

of these institutions knows that their creation has

been entirely due to the action of a few public*

spirited men who have laboured, in season

and out of season, and often under sore

discouragement, to effect their establishment. In

no single instance have they been due to the spon-

taneous impulse of a whole community, prompt

to recognise and to appreciate the value of science

to industry Even when established, there was,

as a rule, no very widespread desire, at all events

at the outset, to take advantage of the oppor-

tunities they afforded In most of them their day

of small things was a fairly long period

But the coming of the war brought a great

awakening The national importance of science

was recognised as never before We then realised

we were confronted with a nation that had sedu-

lously cultivated science tn its application to prac-

tically every ait and every industry of peace, as

well as of war, and we were amazed and dis-

quieted at our own shortcomings and our supine

neglect The new Education Act is a measure of

the degree to which the country has been roused

The ease and practical unanimity with which it

was passed arc the dearest proofs of the public

conviction of its necessity

The document before us, emanating from a

body of experts eminently qualified to express an

authoritative opinion, will serve to strengthen that

conviction It deals, of course, mainly with only

one branch of applied science
,
but, as it happens,

It has been a branch which has rendered extra-

ordinary service to the country at one of the

most critical periods of its history It was not so

much our knowledge of chemistry that helped us,

or the facilities possessed of applying it In

these respects we were lamentably behind our

chief enemy, and that enemy knew it But she

reckoned without the national characteristics

which ultimately saved the situation, and, luckily

for us and the world, her lightning stroke missed

its aim, and she was compelled by circumstances

to give us time to develop and apply them But

it IS safe to say that, had we been capable of

taking up the position before the war that we
were in at its close, its duration would have been

greatly curtailed, and it is conceivable, indeed,

that it would never have been begun
The summary of the report, concise as it is,

covers more ground than can be dealt with in a

single article. We must therefore confine our-

K
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sehes to a brief statement of the general impres-

sions which the members of the Mission gamed
Concerning the present development of chemical

industry in Germany, and its potential future as

affected by the war
To begin with, the Mission was strongly

impressed with the evidence of scientific method

which appertained to everything relating to the

industry, not only to the laboratory and the factory,

but also to accountancy, buying and selling,

and the management of labour—in fact, to every

side of business nrtivitv This result had been

achieved by an efficient combination of experts

“Ihc Germans, in fact, have learnt how to use

their leaders with utmost effect *’ It has been

the fashion to disparage the originality of the

Germans and to point to their lack of inventive

power Whatever may be their failings m these

respects, there is no question that it is through

their willingness to co-ordinate their efforts that

much of their striking success is to be attributed

Moreover, as is pointed out, the chemical industry

occupies a high position in Germany, and it can

command the services of the best brains in the

country The status of the chemist is such that it

IS now, at least in the higher positions, one of the

best paid of the professions in Germany— far more

so than the Law and the Church How this has

been brought about is clearly stated

^‘During generations past, unlimited facilities

have existed for providing those who wish to

become chemists with an education which is

nowhere excelled, so that not only is the status

of the chemist high, but the man himself, in

virtue of his thorough training, is fitted to main-
tain the high position in which he is placed
Everywhere the chemisf is to the fore, and not
only are chemists found in the chief admmistra-
tive positions of the large chemical undertakings,
but they frequently control the great organisations
characteristic of German industry generally ”

The author of the summary has a very definite

opinion as to the influence of the German educa-

tional system in the universities and the poly-

technics 10 reaching this result, and he contrasts

it with our own system of scholarships and bur-

saries, which he evidently disparages *

*'As German education has been earned on
without money bribes in the form of scholarships
and f&lowships, alKl without competitive examina-
tions, the system has been one of almost complete
Lsm/rstbetf. Although it has often been adversely
cntiased by those unacquainted with its workings,
the results belie all such criticism At least, the
student has always worked with a forward out-
look, his effort has been to solve a problem^ not
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merely to acquire knowled^ The system has
been as far removed as possible from that pursued
in this country, especially at Oxford, there can
be little doubt that it has been a factor of great

importance m the development of industry on a
scientific basis in Germany "

Now, while there is much that is unquestion-

ably true in this statement, m his desire to decry

our own educational system the writer has shown

cither that he himself is not wholly acquainted

with the later development of the German system,

so far as it is concerned with chemistry and its

industrial application, or that he is guilty of a

suppressto vert The German leaders of chemical

industry some time ago determined to attract

promising chemical students by that very system

of “ money bribes ” which he deprecates, and to

endow what are practically fellowships to be held

in connection with German university laboratories*

In principle there was nothing in this essentially

different from our own procedure—except that the

aims of the German manufacturers were not quite

so altruistic as those of the
** pious founders *’ in

our own universities

The writer of the summary pays a well-

deserved compliment to the enterprise, skill, and

courage of the men who controlled these vast

industrial concerns—their breadth of view and

keenness of outlook, their tireless efforts and

unfailmg perseverance in attacking problems need-

ing years for solution, and for which no early

return for the large expenditure involved could be

anticipated. Nothing, we are told, appeared to

have struck the Mission more than the lavish

monetary outlay on laboratories, libraries, and

technical staffs As an example, an account is

given of the leading features of the great Bayer

works at Leverkusen, one of the most highly

organised of the Rhineland factories We have

also a brief statement describing the rapid

development of power stations in the Rhine
district, especially during the war; and some
account of the working of the Interessen Gemein-

schaft (I G ), by which the leading chemical firms

co-operate so as to secure community of interests

But limits of space preclude any detailed account

of the several matters of interest covered the

report Enough, however, has been written to

indicate its importance Whilst we cannot wholly

subscribe to every statement of the wnter of the

summary, who has been allowed, possibly, too

free a hand m interpreting the •iindiDgs of the

report, we can at least testify that he hat the

courage of his convictions and little hesitatioa m
* giving utterance to tfiem.
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Maa Past and Present

Man Past and Present By A II Keane Re-

vised, and largely re-wntten, by A, Hings-

ton Quiggin and A C Haddon Pp xi-f-

582 -f- XVI plates (Cambridge At the Univer-

sity Press, 1920 ) Price 365 net

I
T is scarcely necessary to extol the virtues of

the late Prof A H Keane's invaluable compi-

lation of data relating to the races of mankind and

their customs (see Nature, June 8, 1899, p 121),

for It has been the vade mecum of almost every

working ethnologist for more than twenty years

If the authors of the new edition had a task of

exceptional difficulty in practically rc-writing a

work of so encyclopaedic a nature they also had

a great opportunity Moreover, Mrs Kingston

‘Quiggin and Dr Haddon had exceptional, if not

unique, qualifications for making the most of their

chance But they have contented themselves with

pouring their new wine into Keane's old bottles

Even so glaring an anachronism as Keane’s classi-

fication of the races of mankind and the use of

the unpardonable term “Caucasian," with many
of its unfortunate implications, have been retained

They have made a digest of the modern litera-

ture of ethnology that will be extremely useful to

the expert, who knows what to select and what to

reject, but utterly bewildering to the student and

the general reader, who exnect some sort of con-

sistency and some leading idea to bind together

such vast masses of data as are presented to

them in this book Instead of this they will find

an excellent series of extracts from a host of

authors without any serious attempt to ertate a

consistent story or to explain the wide discrep-

ancies in their interpretations of the facts

Although the authors direct attention (pp 351-

53) to the fact that fatal objections have been

made to the fashionable speculation of the in-

dependent origin of cultures, throughout the rest

of the book they ignore this warning and .idopi

an extreme attitude in flagrant opposition to the

doctrine of diffusion Take, for example, the dog-

matic statement on p 23
—“In fact, we know

for certain that such an independent Copper Age
was developed not only m the region of the Great

Lakes of North America, but also amongst the

Bantu peoples of Katanga and other parts of Cen-

tral Africa “ the researches of one of Dr
Haddon 'r own pupils, Mr, W J Perry, have

shown this claim to be totally unfounded Copper
was not used m either of these places until im-

migrants who had already become acquainted with

the economic value of the metal elsewhere had
made their way into these territories and dis-

<^overed the new sources of supply
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This sort of fallacy runs through the whole

book, and will be a repeated source of <xinfusion

to the thoughtful student What, for example,

will he think of the statement on p 465, *'The

idea of an independent evolution of Western
[European] culture is steadily gaining ground,"
after reading a hundred pages earlier that the

opposite tendency is now strongly asserting itself?

The late Prof. Keane was a strong supporter

of the speculation of the independent origin of cul-

ture, and at times became almost fanatical in giv-

ing expression to his devotion to the fashionable

craze But the authors of the present edition, in

spite of their pretence of impartiality, go further

than the original author The latter was not

always consistent While he poured scorn upon
the whole theory of the diffusion of culture and
quoted with child-like gusto the worst extrava-

gances of Bnnton’s and J W Powell’s denials

of the possibility of such a spread of civilisation

as everyone knows to be happening at the present

time, he frankly and fully adopted it as the

explanation of the ancient Rhodesian monuments
at Zimbabwe But the authors of the present

edition reject Keane’s solution of the Zimbabwe
problem, and adopt Dr Randall-Maclver’s dis-

credited speculations Thus wc are told that

“exploration in 1905 dispelled the romance
hitherto connected with the ‘ temples * and pro-

duced evidence to show that they were not earlier

in date than the fourteenth or hfteenth centuries

kic], and were of native construction " (p 89) Dr
Haddon docs not enlighten his readers as to how
the discovery of a piece of medieval Chinese pot-

tery in one of the altogether subsidiary buildings

at Zimbabwe can prove that the gicat buddings

were built by negroes not earlier than the four-

teenth century The discovery of a piece of

willow-pattern plate m the foundation of a house

at, say, Bristol would not pro\e that the Roman
buildings at Bath were erected by hnglishmen in

the nineteenth century I Yet this is the sort of

argument which is naively borrowed by Dn
Haddon, who is well aware of the multitude of

data entirely fatal to it

The authors, in fact, seem to have accepted

without discrimination anything that has recently

appeared in print, and not tested it in the light

of their own knowledge Thus they have repro-

duced without comment or criticism some of the

least excusable fallacies of current ethnological

literature For example, in their discussion of

the origin of Chinese civdisation (p 207) they

confuse race and culture. They are giving the

reasons for not deriving the people of China from
south-western Asia, when they arc really discuss-

ing the origin of Chinese ctvtlisaHon Writers
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Vfho had compiled the vast mass of data in this
!

book should have had no hesitation in dismissing

once for all any suggestion that the present

inhabitants of China are late intruders of south-

western Asia” (p. aoy)* At the same time, they

should not have been blind to the fact that there

is ample evidence to demonstrate how most of
|

the Chinese customs and beliefs were inspired by

events that were occurring in Elam, Sumer, and
i

Turkestan early in the third millennium, the influ-
|

ence of which was gradually transmitted to

Shensi by prospectors searching for gold, fresh-

water pearls, and ]adc m the heart of Asia.
i

But the writers have not understood the mean-

ing of these facts Nowhere m the book is there

so much confusion as in the sections relating to

Turkestan On p 257 they qualify their accept-

ance of Prof Ellsworth Huntington’s views by

quoting Dr Pciskcr’s wise warning that

** [change of] climate was not the sole or even

the mam factor ” in causing the desolation of

Turkestan and Central Asia, yet on p 263 they

seem to forget the need for caution, and attempt

to explain the origin of Sumerian civilisation as

one of the results of a period of drought in Central

Asia To those who are acquainted with the scien-

tific results of M de Morgan’s ‘’Mission en

Perse ” it will come as a surprise to be told that

"recent archaeological discoveries [by which the

writers refer to Huntington’s desiccation hypo-

thesis] make Sumerian origins a little clearer ’’
1

On the contrary, M Edmond Pettier *s report on
the earliest painted pottery found by M de

Morgan in Susa proves conclusively that the

earliest ceramic ware from Turkestan was
directly inspired by Elam So far from the origin

of Sumerian civilisation being explained by dis-

coveries in Turkestan, we now know that the

culture of the latter area was derived from the

neighbourhood of the Persian Gulf

These examples serve to illustrate the weakness

of the book While making an encyclopaedic com-
pilation of extracts from the most recent writers,

the authors have made little attempt to assimilate

and co-ordinate the collection of facts Nor has

any attempt been made to link together the data

by means of any general idea or principle The
book has been compiled at a time when the facts

of ethnedogy are being illuminated by the brilliant

light of a new theory which explains how and
why fhe elements of our common civilisation were

spread abroad in ancient times by prospectors

searching for pearls and the precious metals This

revolutionary idea in ethnology was propounded
by one of Dr Haddon’s pupils, Mr W, J Perry

l^t it is dear from this bmk that Dr. Haddon has
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Utterly failed to appredate the new viskm in

ethnology which hts own school has effected.

There 1$ no reference to the Talgai skull, and
Sir Baldwm Spencer’s assumption that the Tas*

manians must have crossed Bass Strait on dry

land IS accepted without comment. Why people

whose ancestors had already crossed Wallace’s

line by boat could not also have ferried across

Bass Strait is not apparent I

The lack of maps and diagrams is a senous
defect, and many of the illustrations at the end

of the book are far from satisfactory 1 think

ft unfortunate that a book of this character should

have been issued at the present moment, for it

will give the world outside Cambridge an alto-

gether misleading idea of the nature and quality

of the excellent training which the Cambridge
School of Anthropology is now providing

G Elliot Smith

Critical Mathematics.

Les Pnncipcs de VAnalyse Math^matique Expo^i-

Htsionque et Critique By Prof Pierre Bou-
trouK Tome second Pp iv+sia (Paris,

Ltbrairie Scicntifiquc A, Hermann et Fils,

1919 ) Price 20 francs

This second volume of Prof Boutroux’s work
contains the outlines of analytical plane and

solid geometry, projective geometry, the theory

of ordinary complex quantities, infinite scries and
products, infinitesimal calculus, analytical func-

tions There are also very bnef notices of deter-

minants, groups, aggregates, vectors, elliptic,

abelian and fuchsian functions.

On the whole, the volume may be described as
a varied and stimulating course likely to interest

a competent university student and induce him
to follow up one or more of the numerous
branc’ies of mathematics to which his attention la

directed Owing to the variety of topics Intro-

duced, much of the didactic part of the course i&

very fragmentary, at the same time, it is elegant

and suggestive

To the teacher, the most interesting part of the

volume IS the critical and histoncal matter. The
historical sections seem to be admirable m every
way—^judicious, im{fartial, and in proper perspec-

tive and proportion Among other things, atten-

tion is directed to Fermat’s contributions to
analytical geometry, some of which, in a measure,
anticipated Descartes At the same time, it ta

pointed out that, whereas Descartes had in vievT
the ousting of pure geometry by analysis, Fenn|Lt^

like Newton, remained faithful to the edd metho^^
regarding analysis mainly as an auxiliary. Pi^.
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Boutnmx properly directs attention to the fact that

much of Apollonius’s “ Conics ” is essentially

analytical^ though, of course, there is no algebra,

stncdy so called. In the sections on function-

theory, due reference is made to M4ray, who shares

tn great measure with Weierstrass the credit of

laying the foundations of a sound theory of

analytical functions It is fortunate that the great

similarity of the work of these two mathematicianb

did not give rise to bitter polemic, there was at

least as much material for it as in the famous

Newton-Leibniz controversy

The author’s critical remarks, we fancy, will

not meet with such unqualified acceptance To
take one example, he says of Peano’s symbolism

“Unfortunately, it is not everyone who can read

with facility these combinations of signs, which

are often grotesque and repulsive, and unaccom-

panied by a single word of the vulgar tongue

Moreover, M Peano’s symbolism cannot claim to

have made any contribution to the progress of

mathematics, it remains a remarkable method of

scientific shorthand “ As a criticism of the work
of Peano and his school, this is distinctly unfair

Anyone who has the patience to become moder-

ately familiar with the notation is bound, we
believe, to admit that the alternative is either to

produce a text full of ambiguities and tacit

assumptions, or else one of intolerable prolixity

The present reviewer has '^'^me to this conclusion

with very great reluctance, even the Cambridge
Press has not succeeded m making the “ Pnncipia

MathematJca ’’ attractive to the eye, and it is to

be feared that the first impression it is likely to

produce is that it is the work of a drunken com-
positor Probably its use will be mainly, if not

wholly, confined to the logical foundations of

mathematics; for this purpose we think its value

IS indisputable There are other controversial

statements scattered about the text
, they all

deserve careful attention, even if the reader is

inclined to disagree with them.

There is one point, of frequent occurrence,

against which we feel bound to protest Prof

Boutroux repeatedly says that su^ an equation

as x*+ y*»o represents a point Ihis is abso-

lutely untrue, it may be said to represent a point-

circle (circle of zero radius), qr a pair of isotropic

hoes, according as we exclude or include complex
elements. But no single equation in point

-

coH>rdinatC8 can represent a point, moreover, it

is fatal to ignore the degree of the equation

Oddly enough, Halphen makes the same mistake
in hts memoir on characteristics, he repeatedly

gives the name of “a single line ’’ to what is, as

a d^fenerate qucLdrattc locus, la double line with
two special points (or, exceptionally, one special
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double point) upon it. Fortunately, this does not

affect Halphen ’s conclusions, the reason (appar-

ently) being that he discusses point-equations and

hne-equations simultaneously.

We hope that this work will have a good
circulation in England, its virtues are precisely

those in which our text-books still leave sOme-^

thing to be desired elegance, breadth of view,

choice of topics, and regard to historical perspec-

ti\c G B. M

The Proteins.

/ /it Physical C hemistry of the Proteins By
Prof 1 Braiisford Robertson Pp xv-h483
(London I.ongmans, Green, and Co

,
1918 )

Price 255 net

This is not a new book It first appeared in

the form of an edition in German published

I at Dresden in 1912 The second edition, in

' English, has, however, been so completely re-

^ written as to make it practically a new account of

the subject

I

Ihere arc four parts, of which the first deals

I With the mode of prepaiation and estimation and
the chemical constitution of proteins, the second

with their electro-chemistry, the third with the

I physical properties of their solutions, such as

I

viscosity, refractive indices, etc , and the last

,
with what the author calls the chemical dynamics
of protein systems, by which, broadly, he means
their reactions with catalysts It will be seen that

a complete survey of the subject has been

attempted, and it may be said at once that, as an
introduction to the literature, already extensive,

the book can be commended
It is now agreed that the proteins are chemically

a homogeneous group the molecules of which are

built up by the synthesis of ammo-acids The size

of the molecules so formed is still open to doubt
Emil i* ischer, than whom no one could speak with

more authoniy, refused to accept the molecular

weights of 15,000 to 20,000 commonly ascribed

to native proteins The molecular weight, indeed,

vanes widely from the 16,000 of heemoglobin, or

I

the 17,000 of edesUn, to the values reckoned in

hundreds of the polypeptides It certainly lies in

the thousands for native proteins, and is large

enough to upset the simpler stoichiometricai

relations.

Consider, for example, the reaction with adds
and alkalis Proteins, like amtno-acids, are

amphoteric—that is to say, they will form salts

with either an acid or a base—^but, according to

the author, when their combining equivalents are

determined by known methods, their combining
capacity is found to be much in excess of the
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possible number of terminal “ OH or —COOH
^^roups

For example, casein, according to the author

behaves as a 16-base acid lo provide sixteen

terminal carboxyl groups, the molecule would

have to be either a branched chain, or chains

radiating from a centre where carbon atoms are

directly linked one to another Such a mole-

cular structure, however, would render the de-

composition of the casein molecule on hydrolysis

into its constituent amino-acids unintelligible

Moreover, the form of the molecule of the poly-

peptides which have been prepared synthetically

is not open to doubt, and it is not radial, but a

chain, the constituent amino-acids being joined

end to end

The ammo-acids of tlie chain are united by a

CONH linkage, which may have a kelo- or cnol-

form, and it is here the author supposes that the

reaction with acids or bases takes place

Consider the simplest case—that of a dipcptide

If combination with an acid or a base takes place

at the middle of the chain where the CONH link-

age 18 situated, and the salt ionises in solution,

the dipeptide molecule will form two protein ions

Salts of proteins, therefore, should yield, not a

protein ion and a simple ion such as Na* or CF,

but two oppositely charged protein ions*

This hypothesis is the central feature of the

book, which, indeed, is devoted to following out

Its consequences Its validity has been challenged,

but, whether true or false, no worker or student

will be the worse for learning what it leads to

Obviously, one consequence is that when a solu-

tion of the salt of a protein is electrolysed, the

protein should migrate to both cathode and anode
But, as a matter of fact, as Hardy's observations

show, the protein migrates only in one direction

and m quite a normal way The author recognises

this difficulty and attempts to meet it, but, owing
to a slip in the reasoning, his argument would
appear to upset his own theory

Science and Engineenng.

Engineering Education Essays for English

Selected and edited by Prof Ray Palmer Baker
Pp IX +185* (New York John Wiley and
Sons, Inc

; London Chapman and Hall, Ltd ,

1919.) Pnee 6s net

This is an interesting small b:>ok containing

8ddresses or portions of addresses by dis-

tinguished professors and consulting engineers

bearing on the importance of a knowledge of

science to engineers* Dr Steinmetz, of the

General Electric Co , urges the need of a broad
culture, and especially of the study of Greek and I
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Latin classics, for engineers Prof hOcCleaahan,

of Princeton University, advocates a three- or

four-year course of literary and scientific studies,

followed by a two-year technical course Mr.

J. L. Harrington, a well-known engmeer and

bridge designer, points out the necessity for a
thorough knowledge of English.

“It is notorious that a technist is rarely a
good business man This is partly because of the

exaggerated importance he gives to technical

matters, but very largely because his thought is

clumsily express^ and awkwardly ordered.”

Mr Harrington remarks od the frequent

obscurity of specifications, and tells of a con-

tractor who never completed a contract without

a lawsuit to determine the meaning of a speci-

fication, and who had never lost a lawsuit Sir

W H White and Prof Ranum, of Cornell Uni-

versity, write on the value of mathematics. There

arc addresses on chemistry and physics, and a

distinguished consulting engineer, the inventor of

the obelisk dam at Niagara, built on end on the

snore and then toppled into the river, writes on

the importance of imagination

It strikes a reader that these addresses, each

advocating the claim of some one branch of

science, interesting as they are, would have been

more useful if there had been a recognition of the

distinction between what should be included in

the school course preceding the technical course,

in the technical course itself necessarily restricted,

and what extra academic self-education should be

expected to accompany and follow it It may be

surmised that engineering students in the United

States do not enter on the technical course as

well prepared as they should be, and this is cer-

tainly to some extent tlie case here But preachers

on ^ucation might remember what Stevenson

says of Sainte-Beuvc, th'it he regarded all experi-

ence as a single great book in which to study

for a Tew years before we go hence , and it seemed
all one to him whether you read in chap xx ,

which IS the dilTerential calculus, or in

chap xxxix
, which is hearing the band play in

the gardens

There is also an admirable address by Sir J. J
Thomson, delivered before the Junior Institution

of Engineers, on the relation of pure science to

engineering Sir Joseph remarks that the scientific

spirit has not diffused through and influenced the

bulk of our industries to the extent it has done
in one or two other countries He traces the

evil to the fault of the secondary school, the

inefficiency of which causes the technical course
to be overloaded

“The cumculum is founded on the truly British

idea that our boys are not expected to learn any-
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thing’ at school Most of the work in the courses

for students tn their first year, and some of that

in the second, in all the engineering schools with

which I am acquainted, is of a kind that a boy

might well be expected to do at school There

is no reason why a boy of eighteen, of the mental

calibre which would justify his becoming an
engineer, should not have a good working know-
le^e of the calculus and the elementary parts of

difmrential equations, and have read a consider-

aWe portion of dynamics Th<s could, I am con-

vine^, be done without undue specialisation, and
without depriving the boy of the literary training

which IS essenti^, if he is to keep his sympathies
wide and hts mind receptive

”

W C IT

Health and the Teacher

A Textbook of Hygiene for Training Colleges

By Margaret Avery Pp. xv+324 (London

Methuen and Co ,
Ltd , 1919 )

Puce 7^ 6d net

This book is intended to cover the subject-

matter of the Board of Education Certificate

Examination for Training Colleges in England

It mcludes the usual anatomico-physiological

" properties " long familiar in books of this order

since the days of Huxley's “Physiology"

elementary ideas about structure of tissues, the

skeleton, the muscular system, the arculatory

system, the digestive system, etc But the exposi-

tion IS kept well within the technicalities suited

to the students concerncc^ There arc chapters on

food, clothing, cleanliness, mental dullness and

deficiency, fatigue, infectious diseases, temper-

ance, school building, medical inspection and

treatment, special schools, welfare of infants and
young children, legislation affecting school

children, and eugenics

This is a very lacge pre^ramme for so small a

book, but the expositions, which, inadentally,

retain a good deal of the somewhat loose notes-

for-Jecture style, are, on the whole, relevant and

practical. The author has kept close touch with

offiaal memoranda, reports, and standard books

The result is that the volume, all through, con-

tains good informational material which has obvi-

ously stood the test of experience in the class-

room
It 18 difficult to say how much medical informa-

tion proper should be included in a book like this,

but to untrained lay persons it is of no value to

state that, in aneemia, “a little iron often has

excellent results " (p 42) Again, as to the cause

of rideets, something more Is wanted than that

"the cause is wrong food, chiefly lack of fat, a

lack existing in all patent foods **
(p 88). This

kind of information may fulfil the terms of a
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syllabus, but it is of no value whatever to the

student, though, usually, in a practical curricnldm,

there are many opportunities of supplementing

these generalities by demonstrations of cases.

The chapter on “ First Aid " relies on accepted

instructions, but Schdfer's method for recovery

from drowning should have a place. The
chapters on legislation affecting children and on
eugenics are judiciously proportioned, but the

remarks on the causes of pauperism as implying
“ a want of grit and independence *'

(p 305), and

on feeble-mindedness and heredity, show that the

author has accepted somewhat too uncritically the

theoretical deductions of "experts '* The book
will, however, serve as a good text-book for the

practical teacher

Our Bookshelf.

The Mineralogy of the Rarer Metals A Handbook
for Prospectors, By Edward Cahen and
William Ord Woolton With a foreword by
F W Harbord Second edition, revised by
hdward Cahen Pp xxxii 4-246 (London:
Charles Griffin and Co

,
Ltd

, 1920 ) Price

105 6d

I HIS book is neatly bound, and is of handy size

for the pocket The mineral descriptions arc con-

veniently treated in a general way in the alpha*

betical order of the metals The alkali metals come
first , then follow beryllium, cerium, and so on to

zirconium Under each metal the properties,

preparation, industrial application, and ores are
first considered ,

following this an account of the

chemical methods for its detection, and a list of

the minerals containuig the metal, are given.

Much care appears to have been taken in desenb-
injy the chemical and physical character of the
minerals and the tests available for purposes of

identific.'ition Separate sections at the end of

the book deal with the geographical distribution

of rare metals and methods of analysis

To the critical reader of the book many of its

features suggest questions and scope for improve*
ment Is it permissible to regard titanium as a
rare metal? Ilmenite is certainly not a rare
mineral, and it is incorrect to refer to this mineral
as "a chief constituent of monazite from Travan-
core and Ceylon " (p 130) It would be more
corrci t to say that the chirf producer of rutile is

Virginia, USA, than to imply, as the author
does, that the chief producer is Norway (p 13 1).

Under tungsten no mention is made of the wolf-

ramite deposits in China, which has recently been
the leading producer (p 141) Zircon is men-
tioned as occurring in “Scotiand and Ireland,"
but no mention is made of its universal distribu-

tion in sands and gravels such as those of Hamp-
stead Heath (pp 182, 189)

^
The section dealing with geographical distribu-

tion has been revised, but it mi^t with advantage
be amplified to include such countnes as Spain,
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Portugal, and France, where there are many
occurrences of greater importance than some that
receive mention in this book T C

A I ext hook on Machine Drawing for Electrical
I ngineers By E Blythe (The Cambridge
Icchnicnl Senes) Pp vii + 8i (Cambridge
At the University Press 1920 ) Price 205 net

All teachers of electrical engincermg are -iware

of the need for 'i text book on the drawing
and construction of electrical ippiratus This
attempt however to supply the need is disap
pointing Apparently the luthor intends the book
to serve for a complete course of rn'ichine dr iwing
for electrical students for he commences with the

laws of projection and gives several \ery simple
examples m illustration of them He proceeds
then to fastenings cable so<k(ts mnet ion boxes
switches ind dynamos The sunject matter is

conhned entirely to sueh ppiratus as is found in

small continuous current power stations (but

instruments are not in luded) consequently the

alternator induction motor oil switch and other
important pieces of elet trical ippar itus ire notiblv

absent ^veral complete pi lies are devoted to

non dimensioned sketches showing t>pcs of ip

par itus e g one on brush holders 1 few such
examples ire undoubtedly useful for practice m
sketching!; but here too much space is occupied
in this way I he drawings arc clear ind very
well arranged but the dcseriptue matter is un
jictcssinly prolix The examples given do not
ilwa}s represent good prutiee for mstince in

seven! places i single piece armature disc is

shown with a dove tailed key while a bearing is

shown on p 7^ which would be destro3 Cd by a
littk end thrust I he book is well got up and has
been prepired carefully but the giound co\ered is

insufficient— at the price

Maihimatics for t ngineers Part 11 By W N
Rose ( The Directly Useful Technical Senes

)

Pp XIV + 419 (London Ch ipman and Hill

Ltd 1920) Price 135 6d net

Part 11 of tl is book is devoted principally to

the differential and integral calculus ind includes

chapters on spherical trigonomctrv ind mathcmati
cal probability Ihe book is intended for en
gineers, most of whom are not called upon in

Uieir profession to show capacity for high
mathematical flights but are expected to com
prehend clearly such fundament il principles as

enter into their work and to be ready successfully

to apply them to practical problems 1 xamming
the brok from this point of view we believe that

It will find favour with most engineers and students

of engineering If we include \lso the matter tom
prised in Part 1 the volumes contiin practically

everything in the way of mithem ticai principles

which the engineer is likelv to require Ihe treat

ment is dear and of a kind which appeals to

engitveers ind a very lirge number of practical

ipplications are given Many of these are

fuUy worked out to the arithmetical result and

there are very few which can be said to be of an
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academical nature only These examples cover «
wide field having been drawn from all branches
of engineeenng and represent a large amount of

labour for which engmeers will be grateful We
can heartily recommend this volume, as well as its

predecessor to all students of engineering

The Af inufaciure of Intermediate Products for

Dyes By Dr J C Cain Second edition

Pp xi f 273 (l^ndon Macmillan and Co ,

1 td 1919 )
Price lor net

Probably no one in this country is more com-
petent to write on intcrmedi ite products than
Dr C iin and the fact that a new edition of this

book has been called for within a year is the best

testimony to its succ^^ss The opportunity has
been taken to improve certain sections and to

incorporate new work most of which, it is of

interest to note originates now in America It

IS griduilly being realised that intermediates are

the crux of the dye situation and the wisdom of

the policy adopted in this direction by British

Dyes Ltd in building their new factory at Hud
dersfield is becoming ipparent Given the inter*

mediates the in inul iclure of the several dyes is

use illy a f iirly straightforward problem but there

is slill niueh leeway to make up in connection with
intermedi ites which will require the most ample
resources alike in cipital plant ind technical

experience Ihis will take considerable time to

fructif) and some form ol closer co operation

with the heavy chemical trade would appear most
desirable

The British colour industry is receiving some
idverse criticism from the users of the rarer

colours for which the demand at the most is but
small but it has a more impoitant t isk at the

moment than to fritter away its energies in

making these colours Ihe colour industry is

based on intermediates it is the manufacture of

these by the best methods with the largest yields

ind of sitisfaetory purity which must be studied

in the laboratory and in the works This is being
done and Dr Cain through his book in which
the avulible information is clearly presented is

helping to do it

Syluiions of the 1 xamples m a 1 realise on Differ

cnital Equations By Prof A R Forsyth
Pp 249 (1 ondon Macmillan and Co Ltd ,

igi8
)

Price los net

Even from the point of view of an undergraduate,
the subject of differential equations is veiy differ-

ent from what it was fifty years ago But m a
large and miscellaneous collection of examples
like this there are a number of survivals wdiich

remind us of De Morgan s application of the
proverb Those th it hide know where to find

Teachers and solitary students (if such there be
nowadays) will be grateful to Prof Forsyth for

providing them with a key It is one more
example of the author s untirinci^ Industry and
so far as we have tested it of his accuracy in

details of inalysis M
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Letters to the Editor

[Th0 Editor does not hold himself te^ponsthle for

opinions expressed by h%s correspondents Neither

con he undertake to return or to correspond with

the writers of rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Nature No notice is

taken of anonymous communications ]

ThoonM of Atonno Struoturo

In a letter to Nature (Manh n, p 41) S C Brad
ford stated 1 be great objection to Langmuir s

theory of atomic btructure ib the dilhculty of accept

mg hi 4 hypothesis of btaiionai^ electrons 1 he c iseb

cited are all discussed in G N Lewis s paper The
Atom and the Molecule (Journ Amer Chem Soc
xxxviii , p 763 April, 1916), bO It lb scarcely fiit to

Lewis to refer to the theory as Langmuii s ihtoiy

Although Lewis frankly implied that the elections

m atomb are stationary, nis theory of valency did not

depend upon such an assumption 1 h chcmic d data
give information in regard to the geometry of ate ms
and, tn particular, tell us of the kinds of symmetry
which they possess hrom the ihcnitcal point of view
it IS at present \ matter of compirative mdilfcrcnoe

what the motions of the electrons may be so long as
they conform to the required conditions of symmetry
1 or this reason 1 was careful to state in mv first

paper (Joum Franklin Inst , clxxxvii p 359 March

r, and Joum Amer Chem Soc xli
, p 932 1919)

the electrons in atoms are cither station iry or

rotate revolve or oscillate about definite positions in

the atom It was perhaps not sufficiently em
phasiscd that the position*' or the electrons shown in

the diagrams may Ik regarded as the centres of their

orbits

It IS sometimf s thought that Xht success of B< hi s

theory furnishcb leason for behoving Ihit all the

electron*! in atoms are rotating m coplan r 01 bits

about the nucleus J heie is little justification for this

opinion The remarkabh results yielded by Bohr s

theory pirtuulirly in the hands of Sommerfeld for

the case of the hydrogen tom and the helium ion

seem to prove bivond questun that m m atom con
taming only one electron this elcLtion actually revolves

m a circular or elliiticil orbit about the nucleus
Although Bohr s theory has had som< applications to

other atoms th( st arc for the most part of a very
eneral nature siuh as those which relate to the com
ination principle The theory does riot gi\o i s itis

factory mode* even for such simple structures is the
hydrogen molccuU or helium itom (see for \ unplc
Sommerfeld s recent book \tfmbiu und Spcctril
hnien )

From the chemical point of view Bohr s thcorv is

wholly unsatibfactorv when applied to atoms centam
ing more than one electron Thus acioiding to Bohr s

calculations {Phil Mag xxvi p 492 1913) a lithium
nucleus surrounded dv three equidistant electrons

should have less potential energy (and therefore
greater stability) than one in whiih om electron is

further from the nucleus than the othci Iw i Bohi s

theory thus gives no reason for the contrast lxt\sefn
theproperties of lithium and helium
The two theories arc not mutually incompatible if

we cohsider that in geneial the electrons do not
revolve about the nucleus but ibout definite positions

tynimetricallv distributed in thicc dimensions with
respect to the nucleus It is interesting to note that
Bom and I andd (Verh deut phys^k Ges \x

pp 210 330 1918) Starting out from Bohr s theory
and without knowledge of Lewis s work, were led to
the theory of the cubical atom b\ a study of the com
pressibilities of the alkali halides 1 hev conclude that
the electron orbits do not he in a plane but are
arranged in space with cubic svmmetrv Sommerfeld
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in his bo k suggests that this conception may help to
solve some of the outstindmg difficulties, and evidently
does not consider it inconsistent with Bohr s theory

In the case of atoms which do not share electrons
with other atoms it is logical to assume that each
electron in tlic outer sh 11 has its own orbit Thus
the atoms Ne Na+ Mg++ I ind the S atom in
Sh, should hive cubic symmetiy the eight outer elec
trons revolvii^ about positions located at the corners
of a lube But where a pair of electrons is held in
common between two atoms the ihrmual evidence
indicites that the pur aits as a unit When an atom
shares four pans of electrons with its neighbours, it

thus has teti ihedral rither thin cubic symmetry So
fir as the hrm i il viden t is con < rned it would be
satisfa t IV to ad<

j
t B >hr s mi M fer the hydrogen

molecule to represent the pair of electrons which con
stitutes the chimical bind Wc may thus picture the
chemical bond as a pair of electrons revolving in a
single crbit ibout the line connecting th< centres of
tho two atoms
Bfhr in his 1913 paper {Phil Mag xxm , p 874)

stites Phi configuraticn sug^i steel by the theory for
a molecule of CH, is of the ordin iry tetr ihedron typi
the c irbon nucleus sui rounded by a very small ring of
two electrons being situ ited in the centre and a
hydrogen nucleus in every corner 1 he chemical bonds
are rcpriscntid by foui iin^s of tw > electrons each
rotating roi nd the lines cc nnecting the centre and
th lorners This structure is quite consistent with
the octet theory Bohr did not in general identify a
pair of electrons with a valency bond
When wc consi Icr however that Bohr s theoiy m

Its pi esent form does not furnish in * xplan ition of the
stability of the pair of electrons in the helium atom
ind m the bond between atoms it is evident that the
mod I described above can scircilv bi regarded a#
sitisfictorv It scorns as though some factor of vital

import met is still missing in Bohr s theory The
ncmical data suggest that the ultimate theorv will be
extremch simple out perhaps more radical than any
thing yet proposed

I am in full agreement with the views put forward
by Dr H S Allen in Nature for March 18 p 71

IrVINO I ANGMUIR
Res arch T aborator\ General Flectric Co

Sthcnectadi New York April 12

Deoimal Oomage
In Nailri of Apnl i p 14s r ference is made to

the unfavourable report of thi Royal Commission
ippointod to inquire into tlie above subject It would
appear from a close study of the findings of the
C ommission th it the failure to solve this century old

problem was due more to differences between the
advocates than to opposition to the principle

Although fifteen of the twenty Commissioners would
prefer to decimalise the existing jC ‘Sterling rather
than to create a new monetary unit equal to 100 half
pincc it IS significant that only four of them could
igret that the advantages to be secured by the
dicimatisitif n of thi £ would outweigh the incon
vcnience arising from the change This is tantamount
to in admission that Ihe method of dealing with the

p nm diffiiuUv as proposed m Lord Southwark s Bill

mil) was unduly complicated (No exact equiva
lent of the penny was provided the choice of a 4 mil
and ^ mil piece being alternatively offered

)

Retaminj; the £ as the unit there are three possible

values for the pennv viz

4 mils=the present penny less 4 per cent

3 mils= the present penny plus 20 per cent

4I mils= the present penny exactly

The claims of these denominations mav be summed
up as follows
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The 4-fw/ Penny —^As tht, tlcnomin ibon 4 reprc-

bentb neither a decimal multiple of 1 nor a bin it v

division of 10, a 4-mil coin could ha\f no permanent
place in any decim tl coinage system As a liansitional

value it v^ould n Iso- be unaltrutivc because it \vuuld

still fuilher nduce the putthising po^^cr of the t^nny
at a lime when ui men im is nuded, and its tem-

porary adoption would invt two ^(lJUslmenth of

existing penn) worths, thus < ^ng inste id of remov-
ing, the di0ieu1t> hot tlicsc .nd other i< isons i | nul

penny m ly be safely Uisnnsstd from our considti ition

Ihc 5 mil 1 1 Mfiy 1 here irc it least four goinl

reasons in its favoui, vi/

(1) In a dtcimil toinigt s\stfni pnu s 11 e ticmiilh
arringcd in steps of ^ 10 i-> i 2^, tit ind

the V ilui of c mi's would fill (on\iniuilK lutwicn
that of th( undui) high \mcrn. in tints ind the un
ncetssirilv low itntiniis of ih 1 itin I nion

(2) Phi rcduilion tf Iht pitstnt hi}>,h pti is would
be hast! IK d l>\ tlv provisun of i jx nn\ t f this \ lUit

The pile* of « ptt w II p(nii\u<r(li now sold it thru
halfpenic, loiild ohviouslv hi uduitd to ^ nuK lon^
before it could hi itstiitd if <\ir ti the 0111 in il

ponnv .

(1) Ihi
I
n \ nling short ig if i r it ins wtuld

be rchevcil h\ thus iniiiasmg Ihi toWui \ ilu s cf ill

the pennv and Inlfpi nnv urns now in cinulilion
Two (oppir coins no ni w employed in counth ss

transactions where foinicih one sufhicd, and this fatt

alone, quite ipirt from docim disation, dimands a
penn> of higher \alue

(4) 1 he simpU rcl itionship < f 10 pence to the
shilling would be leidily giasped h\ the uneducihd
and the d< scrvcdlv popul ir single coin pi\mpnls would
bt rpstorid Retail <ihopkirpirs rould if so disiied
continiu to ktep their a< counts in ? d instead of

£ f tn the 2I, i;, 10 ind 21^ mil coins being in that
case entered as i, 2, and ^ pence dl th highei
value toins ipt lining thiir piescnt dcsmptions as
I, 2, ^ find 10 shillings resptctiMlv
Note —The majority rommissioners apparently

feared that ^ mils would ilwa>s hr ihirged in place
of the pMsinl penny If thrv had said in place of
the PM Sint thict-halfpcnee, they would hive been just
as neir the iruih, whuh possibly lies between these
two view*. Probably Pvcr^on< would now lie very
j^ad to pay ^ mils for a pre-war ptiin>woilh of iny
thing— the trouble is wc an. ehirgcU three -hilfptme
or more When introducing this year s Budget the
Chines llui of the L\chcquir (nftrnng to his pro
posal to raise Iht receipt duties from id to zd ) sud
This change is no more Ih in reflecting tlie aluicd

value of the penny **

The 4|-md Penny If theu aie insupei ible difheul-
ties in the w u of raising the \alufS of the existing
penny and halfpenny toms to make them seise as
tokens for ^ mils and mils irsi>ctti\<lv, tht\ could
remain m eircul ition at then present vdues side by
side with now 5-mil nickel coins, m which t\cnt tbpii

values in mils could lx expressed as 4 j and 2^1

respcctncK, the latter h'ljjn upiesontmg twelfths of
a mil (The so expressions would be no worse than
our presont use of 4/a to topustnt four shillings and
two-twelfihfl )

7^0 present penny could thus be preserved in-

definitely for the continuid cxitt pivment of ill

statutor\ pennyworths, but the competition of the
smaller, lighter, and cleaner ij-mi! nuko! com. npre
senting a value in closer harmony with present da^
needs, would rapidlv drive the bronze penny out of
popular favour for the countless single com payments
of d niv life In concluding that this method might
involve the dual drculaiion of pence and mils for

seventy-five years or more,” the majority Commis
sloners have unwarrantable assumed that no stq>s
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would be t ikcn bv the established “penny ” interests,

such IS insurance and tiamway authorities, etc, to

bring themselves into line with the new mil s’^item,

whfit IS m inv of these inttifsts are already agitating

(or Icgislitivc luthoiily to abandon the penny basis,

winch has proved inadequate to tover operating costs

Mmv of tht old hud p< nnv tharges, such as the

ptnnv st imp penny- i-mih , etc ,
hive aheady dis

ipptirtd, ind the retention of the Loin itself u no

longt r i mitur of vit il importance

I he £ sh fling could thus be decim ilised cltlui

without altciing the pennv 01 b\ 1 using its viluc to

^ mils (tilhci inst int mtoush or gradually) and so

stcunng suh«wtintiil be nt fils over md ibove those

norm illv aiising fiom di tim ilis ition

Hiving v<i\ tiuh said It is necessirv to dislin

guish hf tween the coins in cm ul ition and the ittkon

in of nioiuv of ictount* ml having propirlv

nfcrrcd to tin hum ni habit of halving tiu mtitios the

( onmussn n is f uh d to rc ilise th il it is quite pr ic

ti( iblf toceinbiiu flu ich intij^cs if d ciinal uiounts

ml bin 11 \ Kins Suih i omoosifc s he me would

piiMih dci ini il multiples and buinv divisions thus

( • nt 1 u ltd t

on * N

i

/ t f ; / r (i

1 Cl n 1 I 0 ou I 0 0

II IfpKml S 00 10 0
1 ) niiei ])oun 1 (tr wn) 50 5 0

^thtt
}• 1 in I 00 2 0

Half noun (shill i 0

(Mnilci fl)U
Uk

as 6

JV/ / /
*

Dm 1(1 m 1 p V )
10

/ / n
Half him. (j

ni S
I 2

Oiiiiici him (h illi nnv) 0 6

Mil I 0 24

1 he abovi propos tl achieves the complete docim ihs i

tion of the £ bv me ans of a sm dler numhi r of coins

and in a simpkr inanntr than by the mtlhoJ described

in Loid Southwark's Bill No decimal point would

lx ncc-ded, the number of figurc^s would be reduced,

and no ikvv coins would be imnudiauly uquired
Harry \llcock

Italford Park, Manchester, April 21

Intematniial Oouncil for Ftshery Investlgationt.

\b the wnUi of the article on the above subject

m NATURr of March i8, I should be disposed to allow

Piof McIntoshs letter in tlw issue of April 8 based
on It to pass without commtnt if that letter had not
been c^uoted extensively elsewhere I meicly remark
that the pi ofi ssor s claim to maintain the same posi-

tion IS he took up m his published ciiueisms la 190a

and igo3 is fully substanli ited I sec no rcfcrenc e in my
article to the Moray hath, whuh, indeed, had nothing
to do with the International Council, and which I

must leave Prof McIntosh to settle with h!s fishery

colie iguch m Scotland Ills eiituism of the repre-

sentatives of France is out of place, in that lepre-

scntctiVLS of all countries ire <ippomtcd b\ their

Governments
Prof McIntosh confuses the piogramme ademted

with the general discussion which took place nrst

Commodore Drechsel and others spoke of “the
closure of the grcatci part of the North Sea as the

most gigantic scientific experiment ever made [wilt
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any bcienlilic man contebt this in respect to

he Uosure of areas’ I his is stuid by Prof

viclntush to be the first ittm in the sthtmc of

i%csligatioiii>, whrt-t-as no such rural Miinlitii

iK' estigation is n(oniniendi.d Whtlhti oi rot th<

fishern s of the North Se'i will be peiiniiu nll> ilUnd
by the closure conseqiunt on tht wu no one knows
but (.titainl> tnwlcis hi\<. Ixxn csiwiuncirif^ tin

imiiitdi 1 V, Ixnetit of tin dusurt simk tlu iiinisti «.

Ihe (xUnt to whuh the North Sci is co\crcd b\ the

Opel itions of ti iwkrs is tvidtntlv not uiid i stood

I he work of Misteiinin lUinikt, nd others ttsull

in the tstnnitc that million pliit< of moii Ih ui

12 (m li\c 111 ihi North i, of which one thud ni

i.au£rht innii dl\ 200 million bem^ put <n the niuktt
Jind 300 million btint' dfSt?o\fd in ihc piociss it

^ti hin^
f Attain Pi of Mtlntosh irfors to on< p irt tnlv of tl

propos il fni the piotctlion of pi uct vl/ that b\ i

si/c limit, \\h I IS (lu p I mount t It son tf uitiin
,ams to pMMdt a nsciv fioni which th \011n4
fpl'iic* mi^ht spre id si is to i* stick th p 1

f^iounds IS d< Imilt I\ nicntiorud m mv iilich Piol
McIntosh ippjicntK doc-vi not ttahst ih it the npi
scntitivcs of it 1* isi (hue ot tin four LOiinlt u « th t in

t partu iilarl\ inltrcsted in the pliue «;lod of the Noitii
’ Sen art lonvinctd thnt the evidence shows th it the
platce slock is imdtr normnl conditions, bi irif* sc

senousU depleted hv mm th it intern itionnl Irjjisl i

tivc notion is essenti d In view of such notion tlu

jiroposcd >c ir s intensive plntu mvtstipuion is fulh
justified We wonder wnethei Prof McIntosh hns
<\nminfd the stntistus thit h wc been published in

lespcct to tht plnice md other flnt fishts \cnr b\ \car’
Prof McIntosh scoffs nt the bnsnl rosonichts on

'ie plnsuo chemicd conditions of se i-w ittr in respret
’ the life in the sen ns hkcl\ to he of m\ inipoit

nnie He ^elects m piituutnr Mtumnts* Hi
lemarks should he. rtnd in connection with mv pun
f ^h to wliuh he refers It is sdf cMdcnt thil even
iiM. lirjfist qunntitv of food c in be of no ust to 1

livinjf nnim il unless (hit nnim d hns (hr requisite

powt I to hudd up tint food into its own hvtnp m ittci

The iinderslnndinfj of (his it e\cn of tht inirn ds
in qiuslion uid of immnl lift m i^c n< rnl is the
object of these rcsc.nrtlKs I hen stems to be no
such thinfT n** puio sc 1 w it< r ” without *‘m1 imints ’

It mnv not ht tje neralh known thnt nn dnuist

J
luial eommitto* ipjomtcd h\ tht Development
mmission is nt present sitting on ih cpu-sticn rf

fiaherv iistnrth I here is no member of (hit com
laittce emplov cd in fishc r\ reseni ch nnd equalU
here is no me ml>ei of the committtsi whi is in

ible, b\ tinmiiif:; or otherwisi of iindn st indintl

an\ pnrts of the problems to h< in\ sti^nt d Ih
report of (hat committee should shoith lo issued

It wtll doubtless be nn niithoiit itivc pinnnuncement
upon the whole question is to the vitditv 01 nut
utilitv of fishc rv invc sliftntions ns proposed U\ (be

Intern itionnl Council ind ns undtrtiken l>v the

Fisherv Dc-pirtmcnts of Enqlnnd Scotland ind

Ireland X Y /

TIm Plumage BiH and Bird Protection.

Naturi- is doinj; n service to science ns well ns to

art, in hnvmji opened its pndes lo the discussion of
tiy Plumage (I’rohibition) Bill* For in the end the

Bill should be drafted in harmony ''Hh the scientific

facts concernmc the bud life it is designed to protect

and also with due regard for the sesthctu and dccorn-

tlve needs of mankind There is one aspect of the

subject which has hitherto been only hphtlv touched

upon, hut which, if unfettered is sutc to breome of
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^rt It impuitincc in the futuit, aaincl}, tht dumestica
tion of plum ij^c birds Impressed with the succiss
of Us ustiKh indusiiy, South \frua has foi some
tunc turn d Us itUiUitii to the possibilit) of ilu
domestic itioii f cthci plum buds 1 \jc.iuucnts
h i\L lilt ul\ dc moiisti Uc d th it tbt m ir ibou stoik
tin Ik c ntic.ll d m cijti\ii\ md 111 all prubabilit),
indu id to Ik d VtUnlun li is ilso bis. n dm (.ltd lo
the gicj^iiious w« iMr buds in I tiui bnJUU (.olound
sjKiics, but til idvc nt of wni liuned nuns thoughts
iw n ti 111 th iits of pt ic

hi II th tt nsiik r ilic ns no bu logic il diffKuIt\
litsciUt 1 Its If whicli I thorough stud\ of llu untuic.
ml h ibils l 1 the bird could ml bt t \]h It 1 to o\(I
omt the I hiLt plot Unis wtii ccononii n mu h

,

lu w puJitihh Id piuducc. the
1
lum igc. ui suth u lU

ju iiiti(\ t ttin|iv with tl ul 1 quii(_m nts idinii
l)l\ m t in th IS (f till osti ih On tiu. nulliLiilv
f f’l I 1 hew w< U un th It th ic. m in in\ < gic t

finis i In hi md th jiliim s in. pi tui 1 witliout
h' Itm n Itn cl th s nu t 1 1 h is iNo Ixcn

I lUi 1 in
I

Its cf \fii With til cn tutngt
111 lU will h or nith dogisls ti ulcl gi\c

, iImil is <v«r\
111 Iih c \ th It Ml th futuir ,.,11 U dive lopfni.iUs will
Ilk pi 1 in tlu piodiKtion of donustu. Uid jilum ig<,,

1
UI t II 11 1 111 )n\ with th hij.h st hum u c scnti

111 Ills nnd I (liL (\ilusinn of jilum igt. horn ih wild
lirl— 1 ic ills u ion whuli would be pccuIiiiU nctipl-
il I to tlu tl ide ns well ns lo zoologists
Now if the Plum ige Bill writ pissij in Us pit sent

form u would close the door on nil efforts of this
I ind It MU 1 it< so f 11 IS iniporl ition into Lnginnd
Is comcjiud Sn Hin\ |ohnsion inlicnUs tint, ns
I (.onjunsUton plum mu ht be puHund horn a
dvtn Cl inoic kinds ot oui doincstic buds but suieU,
11th L di\s of I mpirc tc nsid r itions ho would not
wisli u t 1 I Ut outs K< s m ptLjudu< from the
I^oiiiimons c\(is( is ns well is fiom flic produ ts of
th I ouiUi 1 S'' 1 !< suit will II would follow fioni

the cur\mg cut of his suggestum
Nc I tills lu <ssM\ \ s(ud\ ff the situation

1 \i Is th it ill the II ison ibic
1 quircmenls of tlio

suppothts cf til Bill cm b mrt md U th s mve
t im the n\i niic be I ft op n hi the dtvelopnunl
wiihi 1 th I mpMf c f I tl idc in dorm stunt d plum igt

InsU il of isl mg foi i piolubitum if imp it of cv<r\
kind cf

t
lumngc fcsccpi ostiich nnd c idi i down) ht

tlu pi iliibitic nists md othcis irUticstcd in the pre
s r\nti n cf bud hfi ague upon n list of buds the pro
Ic tun of whuh is dcsiribh from in\ point of \iiw,
in 1 th n hn\< tli list ij [m nd d to th Bill is n sc he duk
of proluhilKiis The c \ii\mg out of tlw' mUnt of
the Bill on th s lin s w uM lx n sinij k mittcr nnd
ul litions Ic ind icinr^ ils fiom th stiuduk cciild

Ic mid is c in umst intis demnuUd Pissed in this

foim the Bill would become 1 real stinuilus to the

ctiMties of th Ro\ il So(itt\ for the Pi tret ion cf

Buds ml nn tfffctnc me isure foi the mcukntion of

liumnn priniipics md icinid foi bud life gnurilh
\s Piof Icfrr\ hns shown tht trade Ins no con-

I erii in iMon rinlus hut is prepnr d to wotl with
hiidhicts Ml III (hre ( lu n of then piisci\ilun mc1

in the disc out igc m nt of <\en Kind of CIUp!t^

Befor llie war i list of piohibitid jilum ig hid Ikc n
agreed upon b^ fhr trade rcpic sentntiM s m the If id

mg Fill ope m cnpit ils When the matter cf hird

protection IS discussed in n mini manner with fnll

knowledge of the facts m\ohed it is seen thnt the

int lists of the birdlovci nnd of the pluniauc Indr
are alike nnd the simple modification of the BiU sug
gestfd ibo\c would meet the needs of all

J F Diicroi \
Ro\ d f t loni d Inslilul*

N tthumhcrinnd ^leniu
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Tlie Standard of Atomio Weights

Ir IS with consider ible surprise, as a chemist that

1 see in Nature of April 2a, p 230 arguments as to

the structure of atoms based on the deviations of the

atomic weights of elements from whole numbers on
the standard 0 — 16 00 J he reasons for the use of

this arbitrary and inconvenient standard are now
matters of itu icnt history nnd the values of Stas

which were regarded is fundament il at the time when
the stindnrd was adopted have now been shown by
many independent lines of cxiKiinicnt to be ituxact

It IS almost pathetic to observe modem experimenters
who have aetermincd rqui\ lents by the accurate

analysis of hydrogen compounds such as hydrogen
chloride methine hydrog n bromide immonia etc

all of which are moic easily cbt lined in a state of

purity and anal>sel than ox\gcn tonipounds com
elled to multiplv their results b> 1008 in otder to

ring them into line with th< standard of O 1600
A glance it the International TabU of Atomic

Weights will show tl at very f \\ of the elements form
oxygen compounds suitable for ipilysis and the state

nnent to the contrary found in most elementary text

books IS clearly inaccurate A gicat number of
iquivilenN on the i inti lr^ hav been rfferred to

\^xsIo7 88 This numl>er can be brought into ratio

with oxvgen only through the intermediate link of

nitrogen the atomic weight of which h is been most
accurately determined bv the analysis of ammonia
The lattei involves the ratio i 008 to get the ratio to
Os]6o( But the itimiL weight of chlorim has been
most accurately determined dnecllv to II ~ 100 and
the ratio Ag Cl is also very iccurately known From
hydrogen to chlorine from chlorine to silver and from
silver to 1 laige number of other elements seems to
be the most natural proceeding Oxvgen then comes
in from the ratio H O found by Morley Scott and
Burt and Fdgar This is now pnbably one of the
most accur itelv known itomic w ights 1 lie above is

one instance only of the extnordinai v branch chain
methods now necessary in order to get the expert
mental numbers referied to oxvgen
On the theoretical side the advantages of the

hydrogen standard are self-evident No one has ever
retendtd th il the adoption of oxygen as the unit
as any theoreliral significance the retention of the
number O-1600 alone is sufficient to prove this Ihe
accumulating evidence on the physical side such as
atomic numbeis the structure of atomic nuclei, the
periodic law and the liki ill points unmistal ably to
the mass of the hydrogen atom as the natural
standard It is no Unger coir it to sav as is still

done in elementary books and even in other quarters
that the standard of atomic weights is a matter of
indiffeien c and that apart from txpenmental
reasons oni element is as good as another We have
almost certain evidence that llu hydrogen nuceus is

a fund iment i| constituent of all atoms Prout s

hypothesis being thus reinstated there can no
doubt as to the suitable standard of atomic weights
and Dalton s choice h is had a most remarkable vin
dication

When therefoie aiguments are advanced based on
the standard O = i6oo it seems time to suggest that
sonK steps should be tiken to put an end to the pre
vailing confusion Physicists have never taken
kindly to the oxygen standard and there It no
longer any reason whv chemists should be given need
less trouble I have in my elementary lectures
made a practice of using the hvorogen standard and
thus avoiding all the confusion in connection with
vapour densities, etc , which comes m with the other
system ^
There Is one other point which seems to me or
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importance On the oxygen scale the atuinic weights

^

of a number of elements differ by about half a unll||

from whole numbers It has bwn conjectured thit

these elements are mixtures of isbtopes with atomu-
weights which are whole numbers But if there iv

anything in the theory of isotopes lo justifv this it

can only rest on the hydrogen nucleus and the atomic

weight of hvdrc gen should be taken as unity If this

IS done it is found that tlic suspected dements are

replaced bv those not at present under iny clouds of

suspicion The following table will illustrate this

point
* I *

1‘lcnie

\tom We gt t

0 6c
\to nic Wc ght
H 1 00

Chlonm 3S 4S 35 18

Magnes um 34 V 24 14

Stilton *03 28 I

Zinc 6537 6488
Copper 6357 63 TO

It m ly be that there is some real physical reason

for taking O 1600 and then supposing that, if some
elements deviate from the whole number on this

bisis thev must be mixlutos of isotopes but this

reasoi has so far escaped mv ittcntion

There seems to nw to be i good t ise for tht Com
mittee on Atomu Weights to onsidei whether the

unit 0= 16 00 idoptcd Targeh on ai count of the pei

sistcncc of Ostwala is any kngn necessity At tost

It was a tompoiary decision ina all thi reasons which
were adv inccd in its favoui have now lost their fore

I am convinced that the irgumtnts in fivour of a

I turn to Dalton s unit aie so cogent that once the\

are rlcarlv rcahsetl ihtv will bo admitud
J R PAR^^NO^O^

Fast Londni College (Unnersit\ of I ondon)
April 23

Mortlakst at a Oausa of Rivor-wMhigs

Morti ake on the Thanocs has a place name which
not only accords with the natural history of the place

but also supplies i word whuh might conveniently

be brought intc common use to signify a procsets

which plays an important part in the development
of every river system just as the River Meander sup-

plies a word lo signify the windings of any nver

Ihc area between Barnes and the Thames was
formerly an island m th river (Fig 1) formed bv 1

Fig

division of the sticam into a noithein and a southern
arm reunited at the down stream ends The southern
arm is now incomplete the part of it remaining is

included in the line of the Be vet lev Brook which
having come from the south turns to the east round
a bold curve and joins the Ihames This leaves a
gap bctwcH^n the convexity of the cuive and the river
at the point where it previously divided This
now forms the isthmus of a peninsula into whi0i
the island has been converted bv the partial efface
ment of the southern arm of the dividea river Here
Mortlake stands It is on or near to the former line
of the stream which has been in part effaced This
part has become a dead stream—a mortlake, the wo^nl
lake having been used in the Middle Fnj^lth sente
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Bignifyinf* a strtam Lelantl the Chronuler wrote
that there runneth a prat) lake out of Sudele\
Parke down by the Castle and runneth into 1 sse

bourne Brook at the south svde of Winchcombe
And again ** I passed over a or sin dl 1 ik< s

betwixt Chiltinham and Glouost^r and th<> ttsort

to Severne ” Ihe word is sttll used in some plans
as meaning i stn im thildien on iIk? Severn bink^
still sing of the moon as claiming to guuli the shi|

'up the lake ”

The first I oid A\(.bui>, in writing of niLindfis
( * Stencry of Lngl ind ), mt nlions, as oni of the rt suits

that the loop often lemains is a dead nvci i hannel or

morll ike ’ Such loop lakes ne known in Anicrici as
oxbows*’ There is, howfNer, a great diffen n e In

Ihe case of an oxbow ” (he loop, formed bv a literal

deviation of the river, h is Ixcn entiitlv cut off from
the main stix im A morllakc miv be definid as the

line of a dosed part of one of the two scrtions of \

nver (previousHr divided so is to surround in island

in the stream) the other channel reni uning open and
|

serving as a single channel for the nv< f

Of the two sections of a nvti enclosing an island 1

one of them at least must have a curve<! lino Iwo
|

straight lines cannot ontloi>e a space If. then, the
whoiL or a part of the stream in one of the sec lions

be effaced, the remaining section, now forming th<

whole of the river, must have a mort or Itss turvtd
line It mubt be a ri\cr-winding Ihe fotm ind tht

length of it will, of course, dt pend on the sha})e iiid

on the SI7C of the foi mi r isl ind Thus a result of

the formation of a mortlakc may be one of those
meanders or nver-windings which are a f imili it and
picturesque feature in the landscipe The explanation
of them has been a pu/zlc fiom classic times until

the present The subject was discussed at length b\

•\six contributors to Naturf m November ind IXccmbci

,

<1907
1 have coinc to the (.ondu&ion that the conversion

of river-islands into irt is bounded bv single stroanib
more or less curved, is part of the ordinary lourse of

river dcvelopmAit This, in my view, may bt briefly

stated thus A nowU exposed part of the earth’s sui

face receives the ninfall on ever) square inch of it

but the water will not flow awav in the foim of i

sheet, minute lunmls form and these will not be in

straight lines parallel to oi(h other 1 i innot im iginc

Straight primary consequent streams” as the\ an
someumes depicted Even slight obstructions would
turn them aside so that they would meet and coalesce,

thus forming a miniature network of streams, each of

|the meshes enclosing an islet Ihtn the w Uti on the

Jupsticim side of ever) islet will hive alUinitivc
routes befoic it Ihtse lOuUs may, for i time, be

equally easy, but the\ will not continue to lx so,
one of them will be piefeiicd, and this rna\ not l>e

the most direct I he sticam which continues nn>
be the one which meets with the least obstiuction, 01

it mav bo the one most neccssaiy for conlinuincc as
having to receive longei 01 more numerous liibiitarus

A channel no longer needed will u isc to be used it

will silt up Ihtn the islet will become continuous
with an idjoining islet I his process being in in\

times repeutd, islands of increasing sire -which mi\
be large and, possiblv, of verv great extt nt—will result

Ultnnatelv, they will ill tease to be islands, in the
absence of need for two chmncls I ht development
in mv view, IS not from “pnm>r\ sin ims” into a
^•comphiated network” of channels but from the
complexity of a network of channels towards the sini-

pluitv of one principal stream with tnhiit tries con
verging towards it Certain it Is that in a nver
^tem as we see it there is no network

1 do not wish to suggest that the formation of

morllakes is the onlv cause of river windings Thirty
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seven ) irs ago I pointed out (in a p ip< r read before
a Itjcil SOCK tv, and printed at the tunc) the influence of
trihutirifs as one i uisc and I iciOgnisc othfrs But
the same Iiws govern the dfvflopmenl of ill livers
Mthoiigli Heiodotus found thi nvfis of Fgvpt to be
diffeieiit from other inns I, in iniagm ition, see the
life histoiv of till Nil as \ r\ stiikinglv deputed in
Its present course I hue elsewhere shown ( 1 he
I own Severn ’ Prone dings of the Cottcswold
Naturalists’ Field ( luh xvi i n>)) an outline puturc
of 1 thousand mili s of the Nile b low Kb irtum com-
plied willi onf of tin milts i f the Severn below
filoiieestei Iho lesemblanei is so dost is to lead
lo the rtmirk that it ilmost seemtd is if the one
hgurc hid been drawn in ink on th* siiond pige of a
shex^t cf paper and the other bv pn sing the ink
be foie it was dr\ igainst the oppeisit pig* Ihe
sizi of the two riveis ind the ihai iittr of the rock
foiniitions being so vei\ different it is it least

lemarkablr that the course of the two should be so
verv muth alike In the Itmcs of i leent (late

(Marih 11;) is a report from Dr ( h dmi rs Milihtll
of his View from m aeroplane in passing above the
railway between Wadv fl dfa and Abu Hamed He
saw huge clifT-lincs submeiged at intervals by
desrit,” which suggested the proper bed” of the
Nile It is rc IIv a rclii of the time when the irea,

now partlv enclosed by the great sickle slianid curve
of the Nile, was a huge live i-isl end two hundred miles
wide and five bundled miles long J hat which Dr
Ch ilmcrs Mitchell saw was the line of the e istem
trm of the Nile it is now the line of i long mort
like 1 S Ei T IS

50 Paik Road, Glouccstci

Eiffel Tower Wireleee Time^igitals

li mi) inteicst 1 number of leadeis of Naiikk lo

know that the Lilicl luwti is it present sending out
two idditionai sets of scientific ’ time sign ds Jhc
scientific signals nt arranged as a linu vernier,

gaining ibout one beat in fifty Ihev have hithcito
fifcn sent at 11 30 pm O M I

,
followed at 11 4t;i

after the crdmiiy time sign I is concluded b>

numbers whieh give the monu nt of the first and the

list signal of the set, according to the slandaid clock
of th ObsMV itoiy of Pins \ cumpaiison can thus
be ni idt wall the intioduction of a verj small error,

often nut cxctiding one-fiftieth of a second Ihese
V till iblf sign ils liivc suttcred from two twkw iid

fe itutes ill suinrmt lime they m inconvcnuntly
liU and tilt pairing or snunng iioti {roujldt) on
which ihev ire sent is muth t>hscuicd bv ilmosphcrics
when the litter ire bid, so that sometimes one filled

to pick up the idcntihiation bre iks whuh oecur it the
end of every sixty beats

Jn addition to the oid senes, which rem iin un

i

changed, two new senes are now being sent, these
arc on wav* length 2600 1 le tr<:.s and i high
music d noli that cannot be confused with nmo
stluiics Othciwisi they aie the s line as the origin d
— 100 dots, the both, i-oth, i8oth, md 24f)lh being
supple ssed Ihev ire sent (i) at lo Jo nm
(i \l r the rompinson numbers giving Pins tunc
following after cumpletioq of the 104^ ordiniry
sigid, md ('») It II pm (i M I th lom-
puisun numbers being fi»cnt after the 11 41; ordmiiy
signal, along with tho e whu h reft r to the old 1 1 %q
s gml, the two references being distinguished b\ the
Utters ML (musicale] ind RP (ronfltc) respcetivelv

Ihe new series arc beautifully clear and ought to be
of great service lo those who require accur itf time

R A Sampson
Royal Observatorv, Edinburgh, April 17
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Some Tests of the 100 in Hooker Telescope

By Dk Glokc z F Hali I 01 Mem R S

construction of a telescope of very laij^e

JL apcrtutc IS necessarily m experiment the

linil success of which cm be determined only by
the ICS ilts of istronomic il observations After

the mechanual and oplic'jl difficulties have been
ove me there rem un ihise disturb nces of th

atmosphere whuh irc rf little in port ince with

sm ill ipcrt ires ind low m ign fying powers but

become m ro md more scrims as the diimeltr
of the hje tivc md the scile of the mage arc

multip I 1 hi s in undert iking the ronstmctioi

of a rctfccting telescope of i X) in aperture while

we had the adv int ige of experience with the To in

Mount Wils n reflector friikly recognised

that the liter me must iimiin in question until

the c mplet on of tests m idc under ustomary
atmospheric co iditictns

As contrasted with the tx) in reflector the full

measure of ^dv inta|;,c attain ible under perfect

atm >sphcri conditions would be as follows

Lg t s e r

c ng fo u Re ng
puwe n Age I w e

60 n ^reflector i i r

100 n 28 17 17

This means that either in direct photography or

in spcctrographic work with a given dispersion the

larger 11 strument should bring within range stars

about oie magnitude beyond the reach of the
60-in The advantage thus gained would be im
portant as two illustrations out of many that

might be given, will suffice to show Only two or

three of tnc brightest stars can be studied with

the most powerful spectrograph of the 60 in tele

scope which is not much inferior in dispersion to

the instrument used by Rowland in his work on
the solar spectrum The same high dispersion

if employed with the 100 m reflector could be
applied to several times is m my stars represent

ing most of the principal stages of stellar evolu

tion At the ocher end of the magnitude scale,

the 100 in telescope should be able to record

photographically many millions of stars too faint

to be reached by the 60 in

In the second place the increiscd scale of the

foe il image whether m the principal focus of

the hrge m rror or at the Cassegr i n focus where
the 100 in telescope has an equivalent foe il

length of 134 ft should sep irate mere widely the

crowded stars at the centre of globular star

clusters thus permitting them to be studied with
out confusion with one mother it should increase

the precision of measurement in such difficult

work for example as that involved in detecting

the very small changes in the configuration of

spiral nebulae caused by their internal motions
and to give no other illustrations it should permit
minute details not previously photographed to

be recorded on negatives of such objects as the

moon
Finally the increased theoretical resolving

power if realisable in practice should permit the
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Director of the Mount Wilson Observatory

visual measurement of the components of ver
cl>se binary stars which cannot be separated b^

the smaller instrument not merely bectuse of thi

overlapping of their images during periods o
poor seeing but also because of tneir inheren
iiresolvability due to the wave length of ligh

Itself

In spite of the fact that most of the tests havi
been applied under the comparatively poor at

mospl e 1 coiditions of the winter season thi

early results re very sitisfactory It has becomi
poss ble to include in our regular spectrugraphu
progr mmc stars one magnitude below thosi

studied with the 60 in so that the radial veloci

ties and spectroscopic parallaxes of stars dowr
to the tenth magnitude ire being mcisured ir

large numbers by Dr Adams and his associates

This involves a notable extension of the range ol

our investigations on the structure and motions ol

the stellar universe Similarly an important ad
vance in our researches on stell ir evolution has
also been lendered possible bringing to light new
and curious types of stellar spectra and interest

ing phenomena in the spectra of variable stars a1

minimum brightness The spectra of the kng
period red van ibles of the Md class most of whicf
were too faint for s itisfactory observation with
the 60 in are now being systematically photo
gr iphcd by Dr Merrill with the Hooker telescope

One of these st irs has been found to show the
chief nebular lines in its spectrum a matter of

peculiar interest because of the fact that these lines

have previously been observed only in nebulse and
in temporary stars With low dispersion, the

spectra of stars of the fourteenth magnitude have
been photographed by Dr Shapley with moderate
exposures at the centre of globular clusters

The prehminary results of the photography of

nebul'ie have also been very satisfactory both at

the principal (Newtonian) focus of the 100 in

mirror and at the 134 ft Cassegrain focus The
photographs indicate an important advance over
the 60 in telescope and leave no doubt that the
desired increase in the precision of measurement,
rendered possible by the laigcr scale of the images
will lid materially m the study of the internal and
proper motions spiral ncbulte A striking

fe iture of these negatives as compared with those
taken with the 60 in is the increased contrast of

the minute nuclei in spiral nebulTB which are
brought into greater prominence by the larger

aperture This will render available for measure-
ment a large number of sharply defined symmetn
cal points

The character of the images may be judged from
the accompanying reproduction of a photograph of
the moon (Fig i) taken by Mr Francis G Pease
at the 134 ft Cassegrain focus on September 15,

1919 This negative like others obtained by Mr
Pease with the Hooker telescope shows smaller
details mf structure than we have previously been
able to photograph
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Fir 1 —North central poition of the moon at lokt quarter PHoto«rapbed with the Hooker teleecope of the Mount Wilwn Observatory on
September ij, 1919, by Mr F (f Peaie Scale i in about 90 milea.

NO 2635, VOL 105]
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Perhaps the most interebting application of the

100 in ttlcscopc hitherto m^de is that rendered

possible by the utihs'ition of Michelson s liter

Ferenc e method for the me<iaurcment of the spec

troscopic bin iry star Capelli The method con
sists in completely covering the lOO in mirror

by a screen in which arc two slits which cm
be placed at -my desired distance apart I ight

coming from a point source such as a single star

at a very |,rcat distance from the c irth passes

through the two slits ^nd is brought to focus by

the targe mirrr r A system of inteifcrcnce fringes

may then be seen under a telescopic power of

about 5000 di imelers which ire sharply delined

even on *1 night of poor seeing If the st r is

single the fringes remain visible even when the

slits arc separated \y the full dnmeter of the

100 in mirrof But if the st ir is a very close

double the fringes will disappear (assuming the

members of the pair to be nearly equ il in bright

ness) when the slits set by observation at the

proper position an^lc are moved apart to i

distance that depends upon the angular distance

between the star s components ^

The following measures of Capella made by
Dr Anderson indicate the possibilities of the

method
Pod on angle 1 no e

1919 December 30 148 0 00418
1920 tebruiry 13 50 00458

U 1 0 00451
*5 3564 00443

Maich IS 24 0 00505
1 In p ftc Ice a Ml a d fTc n e q ^ K he me u

hither p • o «n p ycd f 1 A M>n

When plotted these points fall accurately on
an ellipse Ihe method which has been tested

experimentally in the laboratory not only allows
binaries that cannot be rcsolv<^ by other means
to be measured with very high precision but also

permits tutce the theoretical resolving power of
the Hooker telescope to be attained in practice

even when the seeing is poor
This applic ition of the interferometer was

gested by Prof Michelson many years ago and
used by him in the rncasuiement of the diameter ol

Jupiter s s itclhtcs at the I ick Observatory in

1891 Ihe possibility of seeing the fringes under
ordinary atmospheric conditions with the full

aperture of the Hooker telescope was demon
strated by Prof Michelson during a visit to

M>unt Wilson last September Ihe method will

hive miny applications and should be utilised

by observers with instruments of moderate aper
ture who wish to resolve close doubles and to

inert ise greatly the precision of their measures*
I rom this record of the preliminary tests of the

Hooker telescope it will be seen th it in light

collecting power in the incrciscd scale and im
proved photo^riphic definition and in the added
possibilities of optical resolution attained through
the application of Michelson s method the new
instrument has not disippomted our hopes We
must now endeavour to utilise these advantages
in the extension and development of our re

searches on stellar evolution and the structure
of the universe

F an o r « n o ceM O he Appl nt un f
I M od o A no a Men / 1 J y

Artillery

By Sir GhORtt

^pHL religious attichment of the officer of
A artillery to the pract ce of his prcdeces

sors ' was described by Benjamin Robins about

1740 and his atticlnicnl persisted with un
impaired devotion right up to the w ir There he

found himself outclassed at the outset out gunned
and out gunnered the little irtillery he took out

was small and puny and not of the right sort rc

quircd— pas de cellc qu il faut Our Art llery

Authority c innot be said to have understood what
It spelt the word artillery

On the assumption of our politicians that this

country was never going to w ir ag iin an

interdict had been laid on England of seven lean

years and when they were up the lean years got

an extension leading right up into the war
A well disciplined Army Council had been

formed obsequ ous to the Minister with instruc

tions to resist ill suggestions of military progress

•^housed m a magnificent new palace in Whitehall,

the barracks of an army of War Office clerks pro

vided out of a reduction of the Rigula soldiers

Temple of Victory it cannot be called The
•tone si lb over the portal is still blank ready to
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receive the appropriate motto with no derange
ment in the epitaph

I ACCM ] AKA BBI LL M SI VlS

The ment ility of the Army Council can bi
glimpsed in its ittitudc to I light in warfare I he
V\ r ghl brothers fr imed on their wall iht

egrogicus answer if the Secr-^tary in the official

jargon I have nothing to add to my last letter

to you 1 he War Office is not disposed to enter
into rclat ons with any manuf icturers of air

planes
This was in March and only the next

year we were running the risk of our whole Army
being completely surrounded with no airmen to
scout for us The evil name Maubeuge would
have been written on our history as indelibly as
Jena and Sed m were on others No

wonder the Gorman squadrons could fly ill over
England ind London with impunity, in the face of
ill our air defence

The bcl itcd arrival in the war of the Tank is

another similar story Military prejudice pre-
ferred to muddle along m a stalemate of trench
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warfare, at a cost of two years’ delay, of intoler-

able waste and slaughter, before it could be per-

suaded to take up this new revolutionary idea

The German advance walked over our trench war-
fare system in the spring of 191S, and took all

our guns.
Technically bold as a lion, our military soul

was intellectually a very timid bird, and shuddered

at any suggestion of novelty and progress

Whenever 1 asked an artillery ofticer “ What
did you learn as a cadet at the Ro>al Military

Academy ? " the answer came in the invariable

formula “ I learnt nothing when I was at the

Shop
The Shop ’ Not a workshop, except so far as

the ‘*ca' canny *’ slogan would carry And yet we
find this nickname, full of meaning and con-

temptuous, lb countenanced by authority, from
the Governor downw.ird, as a surrender of all

Prestige It should be made a crime of a military

nature ever to use such a derisory, contemptu-
ous aboi, too dcscripti\e of the obsolete, decadent
traditions of the place

The Army I ist gives a whole page to the cata-

logue of the staff of the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich, full of official Army titles Low down
on the page a line is to be seen, and under it a

list of half a dozen names, the civilian instructors

who should ( arrv oul the real work of the

place

Nothing was ever so Prussian, not even in

Prussia But the line has a more sinister mean-
ing still

,
it emphasises one of the important

reforms of the Cardwell scheme, and excludes all

those appearing under it from retiring allowance,

while every Civil Service clerk is pttkfea, subsidised

and covenanted, on the strength of a Civil Service

examination, medical or otherwise A sailor would
compare the Academy to a boat trimming too

much by the stern, with too nnn) cocked hats in

the stern sheets

This the onl> source of supply of our artillery

officer does not run clear, it commissions him with

the brand of second class, with all the mental
outlook implied of indolence and apathy
Thinking officers among them deplore the

arrangement, and are beginning to confess to

their deficiency of all artillery science m the war,
but, with military docility, they are afraid to say

much, and formerly, before the war, would bring

upon themselves the scowl of the senior officer,

and the disparaging epithet of scientific

The old school aimed at being as close an imita-

tion of cavalry as possible, and a stable boy was
the noblest gunner of them all, prepared to carry

out a gallop of a few seconds over Wcxilwich

Common, with a little gun on wheels behind

The idea was deprecated of firing off his gun,

ID imitation of the practice exacted in real war-

fare, as likely to wear the gun out, and so pro-

vided a good excuse.

But here is a Disadvantage of Durability, espe-

cially in artillery, and most of all in its traditions
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Our guns were always obsolete when they were
most wanted.
So this gunner preferred to seek the seclusion

of his stable before the guns began to shoot, he
was encouraged to be gun-shy, and to despise any
son of artillery that could not go at a gallop
behind horses His favourite arm was this corps
dyiite, the plaything of the I R C (Idle Rich
Class), very expensive to maintain in peace, and
of little proved utility in war commensurate with
the cost

But motor artillery has come to stay as the real

artillery, unless ” bilked ” by the old school This
was the sort required in the war, and m peace it

is not eating its head off, like horses m a stable,

and IS never tired on the march De Wet was run
to earth very soon by a squadron of motor-cars
never giving his horses .my rest w^hat our old
cavalry t

u ^1.

The civilian has grasped the paramount im-
portam’e m modern warfare of heavy long-range
artillery, and he must be careful that the lesson
has not been lost on the regiil.ir gunner, or allow
him to return to his ancient, wo-n-out traditions

Such long-range fire was dcclatcd officially of no
military value, until our poor fellows came under
the accurate fire of the long-range German
howitzer, with no protection from our own
side

German science could always astonish our
sleepy regular gunner, in providing a gun
that could bombcird Pans, and London too, when
it could be brought up as near as Calais How
much longer would the war have lasted then?
although the fire was declared of no military im-

portance by those who did not suffer under it

Ihis advanced German artillery science, as well

as of the ihcmical and aeronautical science, was
the outcome and produa of the Military Technical

Academy in Berlin, a magnificent institution such

as our Ministers thought England was too poor
to afford Sixty officers were under instruction

there m a three years’ course more thorough than
exacted to-day for honours in the university No
wonder our feeble amateur military science went
down before such superior training

I was once privileged to visit the Berlin Academy,
under the guidance of Prof Cranz, and to inspect

the instruction in all branches—ballistics, aero-

nautics, and electricity There, for one thing, I

remember seeing the electrical class occupied in

making the antennae cf wireless telegraphy This

was ten years ago, when aeronautical science and
flight were derided by our War Office authority,

and opposed on the score of economy We shall

not feel safe in England until we set up a rival

institution, but it must be as far apart as pos-

sible from the Woolwich tradition South Ken-
sington would be an ideal site, say in the building

of the old School of Mines and Naval Architecture

and alongside the Imperial College of Science, as

the Berlin Academy is a neighbour of the Char-
lottenbiirg Technical High School, with the same
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advantage of the free use of laboratories and
special professorial lectures Our artillery will

then be able to throw off the badge of second class

and claim to take the rank ol first class again

A cadet military college can only carrj on the

initial stage of the education of the «irtilicr) ofiiccr,

and for that it is better for him not to be isolated

too early from the other military branches Many
a scheme for the amalgamation of the military

colleges will be found pigeon-holed m the War
Ofhre, awaiting the pressure required to be

ex( rted on the opportunist I he artillery could

then make its solution from the i\holc list of

Army candidates, and with proper prestige secure

the pick of the bunch It would not then have to

submit, as at present, to put up with the leavings

()f the Ro)nl hnginuis, and to be branded as
set ond cHss

I he puk of the ofRccis, after some military

seivice, would be selected for a further course
at our equivalent of the Berlin Militiry Technical
Academy, where neither indolence nor apathy was
toU rated, but stigmatised as bad foim, so 1 was
informed Here they would find a standard of uni-

1
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versity rank, in a c( lire of keen intellectual

activity

But the atmosphere of all Woolwich is close

and ill-ventilated Throw open the window, and
let in air .md light ’ The Royal Military

Academy theic is unhealthy, physically as

well as mentally, seated on the safety-valve

of the mam dtainage of all South London
The buildings arc antiquated and worn-out,

fit only to be mined and blown up at the

moon, md then a more healthy atmosphere,
physical and intcllectud, might be formed With
the solidarity of <my other trade union, Woolwich
strongly opposed dilution But Dilution proved
the best material, .ind earned the war to a suc-

cessful conclusion, and so the insidious efforts at

his elimm iLion m peace must be w^tlhed care-

fuUv, 'ind lounltrcd by a plentiful entty of

university candidates from the outside

Ihe country will ne\er cease to shivei at the

recollection of our narrow escape from defeat and
utter ruifi, and will listen to no specious political

views of opportunist economy liUely to place us
again in a state of military inferiority

NATURE

Ohitv

,
Dk Rudoi PH Messel, F R S

I

Dr R MESShL died on Sunday, April i8, in

his seventy-third >tar Death came to him
as a happy release but to a large circle of friends

familiar with his social qualities and many acts of

unostentatious generosity the loss is severe and
will be deeply mourned He had long been one of

the most notable of our chemical manufacturcis as

pioneer founder of a most imjxirtant industry, for .

he was the first to produce sulphuric anhydride
from Its elements on a lirgc scale

Messel was born in Darmstadt and came to this

country, at the conclusion of his university career,

shortly before the Franto-Prussian War, when
this broke out ho retut md to (lermany and volun-
teered for service but owing to a physical dis- '

ability, I believe, he was drafted into the

Army Service Coips and was wounded while
on ambulance duty He Ijst no time in return-

ing to Fngland and became assistant to the

late Dr Squire, a man of considerable
j

ability and originality Messel had qualified at ,

Tubingen as a chemist under Strecker, who natur- ^

ally took an interest in the then infant alizarin <

industry, as lie had worked with alizarin Strecker
foresaw the important part that fuming sulphuric i

acid was to play in the industry and directed
Mcssel’s attention to the fact, suggesting that he
might well seek to supply the want Messel,
therefore, w»as fully conversant with what had
been done and when Squire, possessed of the
same idea as Strecker, suggested to his assistant

that he should set to work on the subject, he was
soon ready with a process, having at once resorted
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to the use of platinum as a catalyst in order to

bring about the interaction of sulphur dioxide

with atmospheric oxygen
A patent was taken out by Squire in 1875 and

he and Messel destnbed their process in a paper
read to the Chemical Society early in 1876, but

this w«is not published Their works were erected

at Silvcrlown, on the Thames, the manufactur-
ing process was lapidly developed through
Misstl’s skill and intense devotion to his task

Not alone were English wants soon met but a
(onsiderable quantity ot the acid was supplied to

the German colour-makers 'Ihe Hadische Anilln-

^ Soda- 1 ’ abnk was led largely to develop' the

manufacture of the acid in connection with the

pioduition ol synthetic indigotin
,

but the
“splash** ibis firm made in iqoo, when it pub-
lished the lesults of its experiments in consider-

able detail, was unw'arranted Practically every-

thing essential then put forward had long been
a matter of everyday practice with Messel Had
not commercial considerations prevailed, he might
well have upset the patents, but he was ever a
man of peace, as w'ell as a modest man, so he
made no attempt to claim the credit that was fift

due He acquired the German patents at a
peppercorn price but his former countrymen never
had the honesty to do him public justice

The writer was a frequent visitor at Silvcrtown
in early days and was always impressed by the
remarkably systematic manner m which the works
were operated Messel was ever on the look-out
for improvements and ever ready to make them
Ills chief trial m later years was the difficulty he
experienced tn persuading his conservative British
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I partners to consent to the scrapping of inefficient

pJapt and the substitution improved appliances

A man of great energy, he was ready at all times

to work twenty-five hours a day for several days
togethCi He long lived on the works in the most
modest quarters and his all-seeing eyes were
everywhere In (icrmany the success of the great

chemical works his been mainly due to the effec-

tive co-opcration of a variety of workers, repre-

senting the different sides of the business, sup-

ported by a small army of highly di!»cipimcd,

qualified scientific assistants, but Messcl did

everything himself his versatility was astound-
ing, he was not only chemist but also engineer,

Works manager and business man
,
he had no

Scientific staff but only an assist int or two
Though a German but a German fired with

Jewish imagination, Messcl appreciated and piac-
tised English methods Aided only by the most
modest resouires, he long held his place success-
fully against his riv ils in Germany Probably much
of his early success was due to his sympatlictic

attitude towards Ins workmen, by uhom he was
generally beloved, but Messcl wis not only a
worker, he also played hard In great social

request, he knew everyone Gilbert was one of

his great friends Of late years Messcl had been
one of the most familiar and popular figures at the
Savage Club
MessePs eminent scientific services to indiistr>

were recognised in 1912 by his election into the
iRoy^I Society No other compliment could h<ivc

rgiven him greater satisfaction Though a m init-

factiirer, he lived for siicnre and in the atmo-
sphere of science and not the least of his meiits
IS the example he has thus set IT E A

Prof A K Huntington

By the regretted death, on April 17, at sixtj-four
years of age, of Prof Alfred Kirby Huntington
so shortly after relinquishing the diair of metal-
lurgy at King's College, University of London,
which he had occupied since 1^79, British tech-
^lail Science loses one ol its old guard, and both
^metallurgy and aviation are the poorer bv tin Joss

of an indefatigable worker and an outstanding
personality

Though It be admitted that Prof Huntington’s
name is linked with no spcdaciiku discover), his
work, beyond its professional duties, w is <011-

tinuous, scholarlv, md of niatked originalit) In
both respects he therefore exercised a determinative
moulding influence upon the two generations of
^cn he trained in this rapidly widening field of
science His career, indeed, coincided with wh it

wc may justly regard as the Renaissance of non-
ferrous metallurgy I* or nearly forty years he
was invariably abreast, piore usually in the fore
front, of the many new departures which hnvc
marked it A physicist as well as a chemist, his

researches on the micro-structure of metals and
on “ cori^ston ” have added essentially to our '

metallographic knowledge, his paper on “The
|
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Concentration of Metalliferous Sulphides by Flota-
tion,” read before the Faraday bociely in 1905,
broke ground which has been gratefully cultivated

by others, and provided the starting-point for

fiesh rescaiches, whilst in the discussion of such
diverse technics as those of copper-smelting,
(}anidalion, nickel mctaJluigy, etc, many have
owed essential enlightenment to his suggestions and
criticisms, imparted with a kindly, if somewhat
giuff, sciiK ntiousness

Prof Huntington rendered )Poman service in

the carliei development of several of our now
important technical associations, thus one lecalls

his two papers (upon “
1 he Mexit in Amalgami-

lion Process” and “ Ihc Metallurgy of Nickel and
Cob lit ”) whu h were read at the fiist annual meet-

ing of the Socitly of Chemical Industiy in 1882

1 iter he w.is actively intcrtsled in the formation
ol the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy,

becoming its second piisulent in i8<)4, \M
lemaining in honoiiicd member of council until

his death The mere enumeration of his con-

tributions to Its Transactions occupies i\ whole
page 01 index Jn 1913 he succeeded to the presi-

dential chair of the Institute of Metals, and to

that society he g.ivc of his energy and experience

with equal freedom During the war his special-

ised knowledge of high explosives was placed at

the disposal of, and fully utilised by, the

Admiralty

A marked clniactcnstic of Prof Huntington’s
metallurgical outlook was its practualily and its

(ofist'int insistent e upon the economic aspect of

the problem under consideration JIis motto
might sccm to have been “ First write your equa-

tion in economics, and the remaining 20 per cent

of technics will be easily and better supplied

thtieaflcr” -though it must be admitted that he

could lu unsp omg if that bal in<c appeared faulty !

Prof Huntington’s intense practical mtciest in

aeronautics, which advancing years were power-

less to quench (since, in idilition to his exploits

in ballooning, he was untd quite recently his own
pilot and flow his own ’plane), made him famous
to a wide cMcU . but it is to his services to modern
nu tvllurgv ih it special tribute is due

Dr A J CiiAiMiHS

The death of Dr A J Chalmers in Calcutta on
April <; causes i gap in the rinks of British

workers in tropical medicint, and will also be

cUoply regietted by his many fnenils in this

count r>, as wrl! as m the various C'olonics in which
hi held important posts The son of a Wcslc) in

minister, Dr Chalmers was born in I-ondon in

1870, but began his career at University College,

Liverpool, which at that time formed part of

Victoria University His career in thi Medical

School during his student days w' is brilliant, and
It was soon apparent that lie had a bright future

! before him He gained the Holt lellowship of
' his college in 18^ ind 1891, and obtained

1

honours on taking his degree as M D Soon afte*
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taking* hi& I R C S (Knglmd) ht had \ j^reat
desire to travel the tropics especially having an
attraction for him and he joined the West Afri
can Medical Service in 18^ He served as a
medical ofticcr with the Ashanti Field Force in
1900 and was with the British troops that were
besieged in Kumasi who after some time gal
lantly broke through the native hordes and re
gained the coast Dr Chalmers attended to the
sick and wounded with great energy and devotion
and was mentioned in despatches by the com
manding officer ind received the medal with i

dasp In 1901 he accepted n post under the
Ceylon Government is registr ir of the Ceylon
Medical College Here his cip ibilities as adminis
trator ind org niser were brought into full pliy
He soon developed this institution into in ex
cellent medical school the 1 cci ce of wh ch is now
recognised by the General Medical Council
While in Ceylon Dr Chalmers first turned his

attention to the tropical diseases that t ime under
his notice and never spared himself in working
among the resident Luropeans 'ind natives who
came to him Resigning his position in Ceylon
in 190a so that he might devote more time to the
study of tropical diseases and p'lrisitology he
returned to England It was then that he con
ccivcd the idea of writing a much needed manual
on tropical medicine and m collaboration with
his colleague Dr Castellani m Ceylon he began
the work wh ch will remain a monument to his
memory The preparation of The Manuil of
Tropical Med cine which has now reached its

third edition cost him a great amount of time and
labour He was an irdent worker in many fields
and c irried on research not only in pathology and
bacteriology but also in parasitology especially in
connection with diseases of the tropics His work
on the Mycetoma will always be connected with
his name
From 191a Dr Chalmers devoted more than a

year to the study of the cause of pellagra and
in company with Dr Sambon visited Italy and
Rumania On his return he earned on researches
m this country with the result that cases of pel
lagra a lise ise unknown to be endemic in Great
Britain were found in Hertfordshire and Scot
land Later he visited Egypt and travelled up
the Nile with the same object and accumulated
much valuable data in connection with the study
of pellagra and other diseases such as endemic
hsematun i

On his return to England Dr Chalmers
gave some time to the study of the history
of medicine and became an enthusiastic
lover of ancient literature—especially that
dealing with the medical art After some
tinSe he felt again the call of the Fasb and
often expressed a wish to return there In 1913
he accepted a post as director of the Wellcome
Research Laboratories at Khartum which he
filled with conspicuous success He became a
member of the Central Sanitary Board and also of
the Sleeping Sickness Commission of the Sudan
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Dr Chalmers continued there until a short time
ago when he left the Sudan, accompanied by his
wife with the object of returning home vta India,

Japan ind America ind when in Calcutta was
unf>m]natelv seized with his fatal illness

Prof L T O Shba

Lucius Trant O Shea professor of applied

chemistry in the University of Sheffield,

who died suddenly from cerebral haemor^
rhage >n April 18 it sixty two years of
age w IS educated at the Grammar School
and at Owens College Manchester a id

went to Sheffield in 1880 as assistant lecturer and
demonstrator in chemistry at Firth College In

1890 he became lecturer in mining chemistry and
n 190^ professcr of applied chemistry in the
universit\ 1 or the past twenty years ^e had
specialised in the study of explosives as applied to

m 1 ig per 1 ons and of the coking of xoal in

retort ovens lie also did much work on the
safety of coal m nes particularly with regard to

the effect of the gases given off by the coal and
of coil dust on explosions in m nes He was a
fellow of the Chemical Society 1 member of the
Society of Chem cal Industry and hon secretary

of the Institute of Mining Engineer^
Prof O Shea published A Contribution to the

History of the Constitution of Bleaching Powder,
and Ihe Retention of lead by Filter Paper
about the time of the lead poisoning epidemic in

Sheffield more than th rty years ago and some
years later with Dr W M Hicks he produced
electro ron of almost perfect purity which the

present writer had the privilege of using for expen
ments when helping to lay the foundations of

theoretical steel metallurgy for which pure iron

was requiied as i basis for study He also pub
lished A Note on the Woolwich Testing Station

A Testing Station for Mining Explosives and
The Safety of High Explosives with Special

Reference to Methods of Testing
In 1901 Prof O Shea went out to the South

African War in command of a detachment of the
ist West Yorks Royal Engineer Volunteers,
remained until the declaration of peace and was
gi\en the Queen s medal with five clasps In

1914 he was made O C of the O T C Sheffield

University with the rank of captain in the unat
tached Territorial Force and he was an energetic
and inspiring leader

Prof O Shea was not able to devote a large
proportion of his time to research but he will be
greatly missed for the painstaking work he did in

the training of students in chemistry as applied
to mining and to the coking of coal and in the
general preparation of fuel for industry

A MeW

A MAN who had great influence in the applica
tions of science to the use and convenience of
man has passed away in Mr Theodore N Van
well known to manv in England as well as in
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Us hoinelflnd across the Atlantic Mr. Vail's life*

yfork was the development of the " Bell " tele*

|>lu>ne system m the United States, and it is to

his personal initiative that the enormous growth
of the American Telephone and Telegraph Co ,

of

which he was for many years the president, is

largely due He was a rare combination of the

business man, quick to see opportunities and far-

seeing in his policy, and the patient, scientific

worker It is not too much to say that the

success of the American telephone system, cul-

minating in the achievement of speech from New
York to San Francisco, is mainly due to the

^
unremitting attention that he gave to the organ-

jtisation and prosecution of research, and the tech-

'%!cal laboratories that he initiated are the finest

Tn any industrial undertaking It is pleasant to

think that, unlike many workers on parallel lines,

Mr Vail Jived to behold the fruit of his labours

Tiia death is announced, at the age of eighty
years, of Dk John A Bkasheak, the founder of

the well-known American firm of makers of astro

nomtcai and physical instruments In his youth,
while working as <i machinist, Dr Hrashear
devoted himself to the study of astronomy, and
made his first telescope while pursuing this hobby
after his working hours With this instrument
he, made many observations, as a result of which
he contributed articles to the daily Press on
comets, etc These attracted the attention of

Mr William Shaw, whose offer to build and
Vquip for him a good shop for the production of
astronomic<il instruments was accepted This
ultimately developed into the works of the John A
9rashear Co at Pittsburgh, which turns out
instruments that are used in observatories all over
the world Dr Hrashear received the honorary
doctorate from Pittsburgh and other universities,

and from 1901 to 1904 was acting chancellor of

the Western University of Pennsylvania, now the
University of Pittsburgh He was a member of
many American and foreign scientific societies,

and was a recognised authority on solar pheno-
mena, lunar craters, and other subjects

M« James Metcaife, who died on April 12,

%as born in 1847, and was locomotive super-

intendent of the Manchester and Milford Railway
from 1867 to 1880 He was afterwards managing
director of the Patent Exhaust Steam Injector Co ,

whose injectors are extensively used in locomo-
tives Mr Metcalfe was elects a member of the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers in 1906.

The death is announced of Mr. Frank Edward
PatBST as having taken place on April 14 Mr
Priest was born m i860, and was chiefly interested

in railways, waterworks, and road and sewerage
wrorks. He took a great interest in aeronautics,

wd at the time of his death he was chairman of

Messrs. A. V Roe and Co ,
Ltd He was elected

armentber of the Institution of Civil Engineers in

X896.
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N otes.

hLRTHER news from Capt Roald Amundsen fails to

explHin hi 4 movements According to the Ttims of

April 23, a message has been rcceiv^ in Norway from
the wireless station on the Anadir to the effect that the

expedition will arrive at Nome, Alaska, at the end of

July Nome is the port \mundsen reached on his

accomplishment of the North-West Passage m the

Gjoa in 1905 Possibly his ambitions include the

North-West Passage before st'irtmg on his North
Polar journey These two diffault journeys, in addi-

tion to the discovery of the South Pole and the not

improbable attainment of the North Pole, would be a

remarkable record for one man A start on the polar

drift from Bering Strait or Point Barrow entails a

longer route than Amundsen had ongmallv intended,

so that he may bo calling at Nome for extra stores

News of tlic aitival of Amundsen himstlf at Anadir

needs confirmation

Now that political and social conditions aie more
favourable in the Near East, a certain recrudescence

of archaeological activity is evident The recent dis-

coveries of M llat/idakis at Mallia, In Ciete, have

been followed by a further discovery west of Candia

M Xanthoudides has excas ated a Cri tan palace,

which appears to date* for the most part from the end

of the Middle Minoan jieriod to the end of the first

I ate Minoan period The most important discovery

mnde in the palate was a series of colossal bronze

double-axes, measuring several feet in length m some
cases No such axes of this size have yoi been found
on Cretan sites, and ihcir purpose is for the prcstiit

obscure Another excavation by M Xanthoudides

near Candia brought to light some potlcrv of Early

Minoan date of a peculiar tvpc Similar pottery has

been found only at one othci site In Crete, and it

does not appear to be typicnllv Cietan In shape tht

vases found .‘escmble the so-called Minvan ware In

tot hnique they have no parallel in Cretan w ires

The detailed publication of both these excavations

will be awaited with the greatest interest

Afflications for grants in aid of scientific investiga-

tions bearing on agriculture arc receivable by the

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries not later than

May 15 ^They must be made upon Form A 230/1,

copies of which are obtainable upon application to the

General Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture and
fisheries ja Victoria Street, S W i

The Minister of Health has appointed a Committee
to consider and advise on the legislative and adminis-

trative measures to be taken for the effective control

of the quality and authenticity of such therapeutlo sub-

stances offered for sale to the public as cannot be

tested adequately by direct ihemical means The
members of the Committee are —Sir Mackenzie

Chalmers (chairman), Dr H H Dale, Dr G F
McCloarv, Mr A B Maclnchtan, and Dr C J

Martin The secretary is Dr E W Adams, of the

Ministry of Health

The following have been elected officers and counnj

of the Society of Antiquaries of London —Prfstdent
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Sir C Hercules R^ad Tr«asttr«r, Mr W Mlnet

Director Sir Edward AV Brabrook Secretary Mr
C R Prera CoaneU* Sir W Martin Conway, Mr
V B Crowtber-Beynon, Mr H R H Hall, Mr
W J Hemp, Mr. A F Hill, Mr C H Jenkinson,

Sir Matthew I Joyce, Mr C L Kingsford, Lt -Col

G B Croft Lyons, Prof J L. Myres, Lorf North-

bourne, Prof E Prior, Mr J £ Pritchard, Mr H W
Sandars, Major G T Harley Thomas, Mr R Camp-
bell Thompson, and Mr W H Aymcr Vallanoc

Turbb important Bcientific appointments will shortly

be made by the British Cotton Industiy Research

Association, and the council of the association invites

appluations from qualified candidates Ihe posts to be

filled are those of the heads of the departments of

colloid chemistry and physics, organic thcmlstrv, and

botany The minimuni salaiy o(T<rcd in each idse is

uxx>/ pt r annum Appluations, accompanied by th^

namis of two teferces, must be received not later

than Saturday, May 22 Forms of application and

any further infoimalion may be obtained from the

Director, Biitish Cotton Industry Research Associa-

tion, 108 Deansgate, Manchester

iNiLUbNZA is abating somewhat in it>» severity,

accotding to the latest weekly returns of the Registrar-

Genet al The deaths from the disease for the week

ending Aptil 17 numbered only 306 for the ninctv-six

great towns of England and Wales, whilst for the

thiec preceding weeks the deaths were 393, 379, and 33a

A Similar decrease is shown m the deaths for London,

whiih for the week ending April 17 numbered loi, and

foi the three preceding weeks the deaths were 13 1, 124,

and 105 ITie returns also show a decrease in the deaths

from pneumonia and bronchitis The age incidence of

the ptesent influen/a epidemic resembles somewhat the

character of the attacks in 1918 and 1919, which wete

entirely different, so far as age incidence goes, from

previous attacks since 1890 Thei e seems, however, now
a tendency to revert somewhat to the former age inci-

dence In the present epidemic the deaths in Tendon

duiing the last twenty-six weeks numbered 1056, and

of th^ 16 per cent occurred between the ages of

o and 20, 36 per cent between 20 and 45, and 48 per

cent at ages above 45 years In the virulent attacks

of I918 and 1919 the deaths were about 24 per cent

between the ages of o and 20, 46 per cent from so to

45t and 30 per cent above 45 years, the able-bodied

being attacked most severely The maximum number

of deaths In any week in London dunng the present

epidemic was 13 1, whilst in the summer epidemic of

1918 the deaths in pne week numbered 287, and in the

autumn of 1918 the deaths from influenza for two
successive weeks, November 2 and 9, amounted to

2458 and 2433 For the ninety-six great towns the

deaths for the same two weeks in November were

respectively 741s and 7557, against 39a in the week
coding March 27 in the present epidemic

In Man for April Sir W Ridgeway describes two

wooden Maori daggers, part of a collection brought

home by the late Col Honner after the first Maori

war in 1840-41 It was at first suggested that these

implements were Potuki, or ** flax-beaters,*' and it
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was doubted Whether the Maori did use daggers^

But Mr Henry Balfour has described a bone dagjgsr^

from the Chatham Islands, and some cultural simi-

larities indicate a link between those islands and
New Zealand, e^>ecially the Otago district It is now
certain that the Maori did use Aggers made bf wood
and bone As regards the Potuki, there is a class

of beautifully carv^ examples which can never have
been put to any practical use Their exact function

has not been reewded, but they were, perhaps, signs

of dignity in the tribe Sir W Ridgeway remarks
that tile paper mulberry, from which tapa cloth was
made, was brought to New Zealand by Maori immi-
grants But it did not thrive, and the tapa-beater, so
important in the social life of Polynesia, would ^us
fall out of practical use *'My suggestion is that it

retained only a ceremonial bignificance, and that its

parallel straight grooves coi^ttioned the type of
decoration which the Maoris subsequently applied
to It

**

In the Journal of the Manchester Egyptian and
Oriental Society for 1918-19, recently published, Mr
\V J Perry discusses the significance of the search
for amber in antiquity in connection with the mega-
lithic problem He supposes that the amber used for
decorative purposes in the Mycenaean age may have
been found in the Adriatic It is not easy, however,
to see why it should have been so readily adopted as
a form of wealth, as it does not possess the attractive-

ness of gold and pearls Mr Perry suggests as an
explanation of its value that amber, a solidified resin,

may have been associated with the productions of ccr
tain trees venerated in Egypt as the source of reslnoul
substances used in mummification and other death
ntes As a further explanation he refers to the
Chinese use of jade and gold, supposed to convey
vitality to those who consumed them “In the case
of the Chinese, whose civilisation can be accounted for

on the hypothesis of a cultural movement across Asia
from goldfield to goldfield, the desire for life, health,

and immortality has played an important part in the
production of philosophical systems, and thus it is

possible that their civilisation itself owes its existence
to that instinctive process ** The theory is certainly

ingenious, but the evidence in its support is sbll
scanty, and the analogy of Chinese or Egyptian bellefij

with the search for amber in Europe must be accepW
with some caution

Thb trade routes of the British Empire in Afnca
is the subject of a paper by Mr G F Scott Elliott

in the Journal of the Royal Society of Arts for April 2

I

(vol Ixviii
,
No 3515) Mr Scott Elliott approaches

the problem of future rail and steamer routes front

a geographical point of view He emphasises the
location of the plateau regions in Central Afnca, each
of which above 5000 ft is a possible centre for

European settlement, civilisatiim, and trade The
problem as he sees it is to link these interior regions

with British seaports by Hoes through British terri-

tory He discusses at length the possible routes fo

railways linking Lakes Nyassa, Tanganyika, ViciorlAl

Edwaid, and Albert Him lines, v^h the constnip^

tion of a railway from Kashitu, on the Bulawayo*
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KaUnga line, would complete a Cape-to^Cairo route

within British temtory

Thb annual report on the Nile gauges and rainf ill

of the Nile Valley ceased publication during the war,

the last number being that for 1912* published in

1914 The work has now been transferi^ from tht

Survey Department to the Ministry of Publu Works,
which publishes the records of the gauges for 191'^ to

1918 as Physical Department Paper No i In ordei

to reduce the number of data, five-day means are

given for twenty representative gauges between tiie

delta barrage and Entebbe, on Lake Victoria Tables

are also given of monthly means for each of the six

years, and the actual discharges on certain days at

several stations on the main Nile and Blue Nile

These discharges were measured by the current metrt,

which Mr H E Hur^t, the author of the report,

calculates has a probable error of rot more than about

3 per rent

Two papers published recently by the Ministry of

Agriculture and Fisheries (Senes II , Sea Fishcnes,

vol iv , Nos I and 2) deal with the method of deter-

mining the age of fishes bv inspection of the scales

It is well known that the matcnal of the latter

structures is laid down in more or less regular layers,

and that there are diflirences between the substince

deposited in the warmer, and tiiat laid down in the

colder, months By counting these rings, th^n, an

estimate of the age of the fish can be made 1 he

method is not applicable to all scalc-bcanng fishes,

^d there has been much discussion ns to its tiust-

worthlness In thr first of the papers to which refer-

ence IS here made Mr R E Savage describes the

structure of various stales as elucid ited by special

reagents and studud under polarised light In the

second paper Miss R M Lee has made n criiical

review of most of the important memoiis dealing

with srale-markings, and subjected selected aeiies

of measurements to mathi matical itsts Her genual
conclusions arc thit, \uth cerLam pn cautions, tin

method is trustworthy

Ihi- climate and weather of the Falkland Islands

and South Georgia is the subject of a memoir com-
piled by Mi C F P Brooks, and publislnd by the

Meteorological Oftice as (loophv steal Memoir No
The falkland Islands observations are all fioni Cap*
Pembioke lighthouse with the exception, of a few

discontinuous senes from Port Stanley Ihc Cipe
Pembroke records date fiom the visit of the Scotia in

1903, when Dr W S Bruce and Mr R C Mossinan
started observations there in connection with the 11

records in the Wedcicll Sea The scanty South
Georgia lecords arc the result partly of various

scientific expeditions, but are mainly due to the entcr-

priso of the Argenune hishery Co m Cumberland Bay
Summaries of all available data, including those

previously published, are given in the memoir

Thb Danish Meteorological Institute has published

lu issue for 1919 on the state of the ice in Arctic

* As usual, the publication is in both Danish
English, and is well illustrated with chaits

Infonxmtion was scarce from the Beaufort and Bering

Seas, Baffin Bay, and the western part of Davis
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Strait In Spitsbergen seas the state of ice was about
normal, the pack-ice off the west coast in April and
May disappeared m June, and did not return through*
out the summer The ice in the fjords did not break
up until May, which is later than usual and two
months later than this year The coasts of Iceland

were singularlv free from ice throughout the year

except for a few days on tl>e north-east in spring, and
again in summer Icebergs on the Newfoundland
banks were normal in number and distnbution The
Kara Sea, as usual, was navigabU in the south and
east in September, but there is no infutmstion for

earlier summer months

1 HE attention of systematic students of the

Araihnida may advantageouslv be directed to

J Hewitt’s “Survey of the Sohfugas of South
Aftna" (Ann Transvaal Mus , vol vii

,
part i,

1919), in which clear gcncnc and specific diagnoses

are illustrated by structural drawings and by a senes

of excellently reproduced photographs E A
McGregor’s paper on the ‘red spiders” (Tetranythi)

of Anierua (Proc U S Nat Mus , vol Ivi , 1919) Is

another iccnt nrarhnological publication of import-

ance

A coNiRiuuiiON of importance to Cetacean embryo-

logy has been made by Dr F E Bcddard, who
dcciciibes (Ann Durban Mus

,
vol 11 ,

part 4, 1919)

two embryos of the sperm w hale of an earlier stage

thin has hitherto been observed The smaller,

measuring only 114 mm in length, lias the relatively

short head flexed ventralwanls, so that its long ixis

IS almost at right Qnghs to that of the body, while

the lower jaw projects beyond the upper, the tall fin

IS narrow and ovate in form

In a memoir on “The Tlworetical Determinilion

of the I ongitudinal Sen he s of 1 ake Geneva ” (Edin

Rov Sot Tians, vol In, 19 "o, pp 629-42), Messis
Doiidson, Carev, and Bildwin have applied Proud-

nianS general solution (I ond M ith So< Proc,

vol XIV
, p 240) to the particular case of T^ike

Gemv i 1 lie (liinensinns of the like along tiiirt)-

om sections U ing (>l)tainfMl fiom Hornhmann and

I>hbccquc*s map, the durations of the first three

periods wire found to be 7445, 15 i, 'ind 2X minutes

\itoiding to horel\ obsPivilions (with a blighilv

dilfcrcnt /cro-plane), llie period of the uninndal

oscillation IS 715 minutes, and of the binodal oscilla-

tions 35 ^ minutes Ihc positions of the nodes of

the uninodal und binodal oscillations aie aUo deter-

mined theoretically, and agree ipproximati ly with

those found experimentally, although, as the authors

remark, the exact determination of nodes by obseiva-

tion IS very difficult Would it not be possible to

test the latter by observing the reflections of the

setting sun from the east end of the lake? Three

definite reflections were once seen fiom such a posi-

tion by the writer of this note

The Journal of the Queckelt Microscopical Club

(voL xiv
,
November, 1919) contains an interesting

contribution by Dr IlaniiUon Ilurtridge on micro-

scopic illumination, in which the question of the

supposed advantages of so-eallod critical illumination

(which consists in accurately focussing an image of
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the actual source of light upon the object under

examination) it carefully examined The welt-

arranged and conclusive experiments described by the

author lead to an unconditionally negative answer
which will not surprise those who are familiar with

the theory of micros^ipic image-formation, but the

results, being experimental, may put an end to the

barren discussions on this subject by practical micro-

sct^istfl A very neat and compact arrangement for

the efficient and perfectly controlled illumination of

objects in accordance with the results of the inves-

tigation IS described Some of the theoretical views

in the first part of the paper are not acceptable

Whilst It IS true that tho usual methods of illumina-

tion do not stnctly realise the assumptions under-

lying Abbe’s theory, it Is surely not open to question

that tho iheoreitcal work and the rare iheorettcal

calculations of Images have always been carried out

in accordance with the theory The statement that

if the ideals of critical illumination were realised, then

resolution would be destroyed, is quite untenable,

for as that ideal Is to make tho object behave as if

it were self-luminous, tho statement amounts to

claiming that a self-luminous object—say a white-hot

one—could not give a distinct imago, which is absurd

We have received the fourth report (for 1916) of the

setsmologiral observations at De Bilt, Holland

(Konmk Nederl Meteor Inst ,
No 108, iqi8,

pp 1-102), in which are given full details of the

locords obtained from honrontal motion seismographs

of Galit/in and Wiechert and a pair of Bosch hori-

zontal pendulums, as w»ell ns 4 summary of the

results from other observatories of the more important

earthquakes From this report we learn that the

munitions explosion at Faverbhnm on April 2, 1916

(see Nature, vol xclx , 1917, p 250), was registered

by the Wiechert and Galltrln pendulums at De Bilt

The effects of the air-waves of this explosion were

Widely manifested In Holland, especially in the

western districts, by the shaking of doors, windows,

and pictures, as if by a slight earthquake

One of the strongest earthquakes felt in Porto Rico

since the European occupation occurred on October ii,

1918, tlK* official Report of the Earthquake luvestiga-

tion Commission (Washington, 1919), by Prof H F
Reid and Mr S Taber, having recently been pub-

lished The approximate position of the epicentre is

given as 18® 30' N lat , 67® ao' W long , m the

north-east portion of Mona Passage, and the time

of occurrence, within a very few seconds, at

ah X4m 38s p m (Greenwich mean lime) The
earthquake was followed after a few minutes by a

sea-wave which reached a height of about 4} metres

above mean sea-level along the north-west coast of Porto

Rico, the first movement of the water, wherever seen,

being one of withdrawal The epicentre lies along a

deep valley, the slopes of which are so

steep thafi^ must be regarded as the result of

faulting During the last half-century the north-west

coast of the island has been noticeably subsiding, and

the authors attribute the earthquake and sea-wave

to a vertical displacement near the head or on one

^de of the submarine valley
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Onr Astronomical Cohimn.

Ecufsk op the Moon.—There will be a total
eclipse of the moon on the night of May 2-^. Thm,
following are the Greenwich times of the various
stages •—
Moon enters penumbra
Moon enters shadow
Beginning of total eclipse

Ena of total eclipse

Moon leaves shadow
Moon leaves penumbra

At Greenwich the moon rises on May 2 at 7 5
nd sets on May 3 at 4 34 a m. llie wl

'

phases of the eclipse will thus be visible.

During some lunar eclipses the disc of our satellite
has remained fairly bright, white at others It baa
been scarcely visible If atmospheric conditions are
favourable, observations of the character of the
siiadow on this occasion might be made and, possibly

»

y

hotographs taken During * the lunar eclipse of
uly 4, 1017, observations made at the Bordeaux-

Floriac Observato^ showed that throughout totality
the north edge of the moon seemed brighter than
the south

May 2, 10 49 p m
„ 12 o mid
t, 3. iisani,
M a 27
M 3 4 ^

4 53

, J P
and sets on May 3 at 4 34 a m. The whole of the

Maks and Wireless Signals—It is regrettable that
in these days, when results of great interest concern*
mg solar and stellar physics are continually being
reached, the public should have its attention concen-
trated upon sensational assertions, such as the Porta
planetary scare last December and the suggestion of
Wireless signals to or froin Mars which is now under
discussion in the dally Press Leaving aside the
physical difficulties of such communication—which^
though considerable, are perhaps not insuperable—

a

very little consideration suffices to show the utter im-l

probability, closely approaching to impobstbili^, that
the idea of signalluig should be mooted simultaneously
on the two planets On any view as to the develop,
ment of the planetary system, the periods when Mara
and the earth pass through corresponding stages
would be likely to be separated by millions of years,.

The suggestion that the Martians have kept up the
practice of signalling at every opposition through
such a period as this, in the patient hope that they
might one day be answered, makes too strong a
demand upon our credulity.

The April Meteor Shower—The weather was
moderately fine at the time the Lyrids were expected,
and a fair nuinbei of them were visible The besti

night seems to have been that of April 21, when the'

sky was generally clear and the maximum abundance
occurred near midnight The phenomenon was ob«
served by Miss A Uraoe Cook at Stowmarket, Mr
S B Mattey at Plumstead, S E , Mr C P Adamson
at Wimbome, Mr W F Denning at Bristol, and
others Ihc Lyrld meteors formed about one-half of
the total numlw visible on the nights of April 1^20^
and ax, and nearly all of them Mft streaks They
moved with moderate velocity, being decidedly s1ow«r
than either the Leonids or the Perselds As regards
brightness they were much above the averaM, and
some fine ones were recorded on the dates menTloned

The Wasting or Stellar Substance,—This is the
title of a paper by Prof F W Very In Setenffa for
April It will be' remembered that Prof Eddington,
made the suggestion in the Observatorf last Septm^
her that the immense duration of the radiation froor

the stars might be explained by, the annihllatioa of
some of their component atoms through collision, end-
the consequent liberation of their stores of eiHfgy,.
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e
rof. V«ry atato* that he made a aimilar suggestion

lany years ago He conjectures that great gaseous
tielHUse, such as that in Orion, are the synthetic

labhratones where matter is being built up ,
he applies

the idea to the Russell seauenoe of giant and dwarf
stars, supposing that the loss of mass (contrary to

Prof' Eddington's suggestion) is a large fraction of

the whole initial mass, so that the dwarfs, on his view,

are stars not merely of smaller diameter and greater

condensation, but also of smalt mass The increase

of velocity with advance of spectral type would thus

receive an explanation

Map-maktng in India

rHE Report for the year i9i<-i6 (vol x ) of the

Recoil of the Survey of India (printed at the

office of the Trigonometrical Survey, Debra Dun,
1917), which has lately come to hand, is somewhat
belat^ price of it alone would indicate this,

vl* "four rup^s or 5s 4d”, which does no justice

to the present value of the rupee It is in other
respects a new departure There is no preface, and
we look in vain for the usual summing-up of the

scientific results of the year’s work by the Surveyor-

General, Sir Sidney Burrard, who, for that matter,

has ceased to direct the Department and retired

to a well-earned rest On the whole, it is a dry
record of useful progress in the work of map-making,
supplemented by long tables of the results of scientific

observation, which surely, If they are of any use at

all, should be published in such an up-to-date form
as to compare readily with the work of other observers

*^]sewhere whose researches may lead them into the

ime scientific fields There Is no narrative ori„jtall explanation showing how the results recorded

have been attained, no excursions into the realms of

geography to lend a flavour of romance to the volume

,

and no new theories or startling discoveries to save

it from the familiar atmosphere of dry official dull-

ness It is, of course, not meant to be amusing, but

it might easily be made more Interesting One unusual
and redeeming feature It does indeed contain There
are seven most excellent photogravure portraits of

those gallant officers of the Department who fell in the

service of their country They are so good that one
cannot but hope that thev exist otherwise than in this

official environment, and have already become a per-

manent and honourable feature in the headquarters’
.offices of the Indian Survey
' The actual progress of mapping for military pur
poses under the difficult conditions of the war period,

when so many men were absent on duty In the fields

of France, Mesopotamia, and elsewhere, appears to

have been most satisfactory during that busv time

Tlie Punjab surveys extended into Kashnlir, and
Included a great deal of revision on the one-inch

s^e as well as certain areas on four inches to the

mile This feature of variety in the scale of mapping
is oonunon to all the topographical parties, and Is a
most encouraging sign that the scale is now adapted
to the quality of the district surveyed far more freelv

than used to be the case Formerly, there Is no
doubt, much money was wasted over unnecessarily

large scale work in districts which had no possible

mlutary rigplftcance and not much geographical Im-
liiortanoe in anv sense Practically the topographical

fnuvtiyn are scattered all over India, from the Punjab
to Madras and Burma An examination of cost rates

to Interesting, for It does not Indicate that the cost

to greatly altered during the last^ twentv years

again everything depends on the physical charnc
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teristics of the district. From 70 rupees per semare
mile in the Punjab (almost entirely revision) to
50-7 rupees in Burma is certainly a most reasonable
ouday for the work of the one-incb class, especially
when compared with the enormous costs of European
mapping on the same scale The two-inch-per-mlle
surveys were a tnfle more costly (when compared with
previous years) than usual, but the surveyors had to
face special difficulties in the shape of Urge areas of
dense forest growth.

There is no record of any extension of first-class

triangulation, and the scientific branch of the Survey
Department seems to have been directed towards
the completion of fore and back double levelling of
pre<ision*' in the Punjab and the United Provinces,
together witli the usual progtamme of tidal and m^-
netic observations It is interesting to note the
generally increasing accuracy of tidal predictions,
although certain errors seem to require explanation.
For instance, there were five predictions at Moulmeln
which were more than thirty minutes wrong Why?
The tabuUted magnetic results show that great dis-
turbances occurred in 1915, particularly in the month of
June, and on August 39, ic>i6, the seismograph was
dislocated by the violence t)f its action in recording
an earthquake shock 1 he report, however, says
nothing IS to the probable location of that shock
It would be interesting to know more about it An
ingenious instrument for cilculatlng atti actions, which
the designer, Mr J dc GraAff Hunter, calls an
integrator,** is illusti ited bv photogravure in the

report, and this is indeed the one new feature in it

wnich will probablv attract most attention from men
of science.

The final record of publications by the Suiv^ of
India can be best studied by an examination of the
index charts which form the appendix Progress with
the i/M (one-millionth) Maps of the World Series Is
very satisfactory It is this class of geographical
mapping which has formed the basis for the Peace
Conference boundan^ delimitations, and in their pre-

E
aration India is working hand In-hand with the
loyal Oeognphital Soclctv and the Geographical

Section of the War Office
Vol xiii of the Survey of India Records, which is

issued as. supplementary to the i^nera! report of
i<)17-i 8, brings the topographical records of the
Department to a later date than the above It deals
with the same distribution of parties working on
original, revision, or supplementary surveys in much
the same fields, and denotes good progress at reason-
able rates, but for purposes of comparison a more
detailed summary is wanted of the amount of survev
completed in each class and a few notes on its

character and cost bv the Officiating Surveyor-General,
Col Ryder, R E The geodesic and scientific opera-
tions arc summansed in part li , and in the appen
dices will be found useful reprints from the Journal
of the Rovnl Geographical Society (March and
October, iqi8) on the problem of the Himalayan and
Gangetic troughs, containing the views of such
scientific experts as Sir Sidney Burrard and Mr
R D Oldham on this most interesting subject
A feature in the report w^hich attracts attention is

the distribution of Survey detachments (with the con-
sequent weakening of field parties) amongst Artillerv

practice camps presumablv for the same purpose of
range determination as that whieh absorbed such a
lar^ and exoensive staff of surveyors under R B
direction during the later vears of the war TWs
leads one to ask whether the gunners could not be
trained to carry out such special surveys for them-
selves

T M H
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Melanism in British Lejiidoptera.

M elanism has long been a subject of special

interest to British entomologists owing to the

rise and spread of mclantc varieties. in many British

weeies of moths and butterflies, such groups as the
Geometridse showing many examples Records of

melanism go back at least to 1850, when the dark
variety Doubledayofta of Amphtdasys h$iulana ap-

nred near Manchester It afterwards spread until

lecame the prevalent or exclusive form in Lanca-
shire and the Midland Countits, extending also to the

Continent in later yearb ihe earlier naturalists'

point of view (as represented by the writings of Tutt
and of Porntt) concerning its (.ausation, related it to

the progressive darkening of the background in the

neighbourhood of cities as a result of industrialisation

When this explanation was found to be inadequate,

moisture was added as a cause of melanism , and
lutt concluded that moisture would darken the sur-

faces of rocks in rural districts just as smoke diirkcnb

surfac es in urban areas, natural selection progressivelv

favouring darker forms which habitually rested on
such dozened backgrounds

In a recent consuj^ration (Journal of Gcneitc^^

vol IX , No 3) of melanism, based on extended
observations and breeding experiments in Yorkshire,

Mr J W H Harrison discards the older hypothesis

and proposes a new one Ihis is based on a mndiflia-

tion of the insect’s metabolism by its feeding upon
substanfLs more or less impregnated with thtmicals

derived from the smoke It is pointed out that certain

melanic areas, such as the vicinitv of Middlesbrough,
Newfastle-upon-T;,np, and Moray Firth, arc among the

driest in the country, having a rainfall of 25-^8 in Also,

in such bpccies as Boarmta repandata and O^orabia
dduiata the milanic varieties arc confined to th<

towns, while the type occurs in the surrounding
countr\ The melamr forms of different distnets,

moreover, differ from each other, showing that they

have originated locally and irrespective of each other

Observations showed that an increase in melanism
was accompanied by a striking decadence of civpto

gamir plants, especially mosses, liverworts and
lichens, many species having quite disappeared from
affected areas owing to smedee contamination This

effect on vegetation, and also the degioe of melanism,

18 found to dimmish ns one leaves the town
Mr Harrison compans melanism to such n condi-

tion as alkaptonuria in man The latter condition is

known to he inhintrd and may be considered a
rhemical mutation in whith the alkjoton is not de-

composed owing to the absence of a certain ennme
He suggests that the taking in with the food of small

quantities of such silts as KCl, NaCJ, and MnSO,
present on the foliage in urhm areas would lead to

an increase in thf amount of tyrosinase present, and
so to an increased deposition of melanin, since the

activity of various enzymes Is increased bv the

presence of small quantities of these salts The same
interpretation Is extended to melanic forms on roasts

and islands, where the vegetation is impregnated with
shmlnr salts from the sea spraVk

It is known that In many cases melanic varieties

behave in Inheritance as simple Mendelian dominants
to the type (« g* Onslow, Journal ^ Genetic^ vol lx ,

No T, on the melanic variety of Boarmia (Tephrosw)
con^onaria) In crosses with species of Oporabla,
however, the author obtained a blend which remained

true f^ generations, and is interpreted as a

gOme^ jypfH, the melanism being of a perfectly

continudU^ type Also, when the hybrids between
O aulumnata and O fiUgrammaria were crossed
bark with the parent forms, a blend resulted* In the
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Fa of the cross, however, a “pseudo-segregation**
was observed, which is bkened to the behaviour inj
Oenothera Lamarchtana Many writers have sug-
gested such a relation between hybridisation ana
mutation

In this interesting and manifold study the author
has discarded an original anti-Lamarckien bias, and
concludes that various cases, such as the food instincts

of O fUtgramnuma and the period of emergence in
a pincwood race of O tuAtumnata, are only explicable
as true Lamarckian effects. Natural selection Is

believed to lead to the genesis of local races, “ limiting
the range of variation by the elimination of gencticm
strains Tess protected in any given habitat “

Ihe haploid chromosome numbers are determined
for O dtlutataf autumnata, and filtgrammana as 30,

38, and 37 respectively, and the behaviour of the
c hromosomes in meiosis furnishes a basis for a further
Interpretation of the hereditary phenomena

University Developments at Manchester.

'T'HE University of Manchester is appealing for
A the ( omparatively small sum of 500,00^ in

orui.r to enable it to maintain its present activities

efff{ lively and to develop new features Ihese em-
brace not only additional buildings and equipment
urgonth requited foi the extension of the School of
Medicinf, espeaally in the departments of pharmaco-
log\ and pathology, and for advanced scientific study
and rt si arch m other important spheres of the
Univirsitv ’s» man) 'Sided work, but also a large
increase in the professorial staff, including new pro
fessorships in social and political science, pnysiologica
chemistry, law, mathematical physics, and French
The present Department of ('’ommcrco, established
iqo4, IS st ited to be hopelessly inadcqu ite to the needi
of a great commercial centre such is that of south
east I ancashire, and demands, if it is to seive its

purpose worthily, a considerable strengthening of its

teaching staff The I niversitv ha*, recently osta^
lished a new degree, namely, the dcxrtorate in philo.
sophv (the Ph D degree), granted upon a course of
advanced study and research, which will necessarily
involve a ! irgc expenditure in staff and equipment
The University is committed to an expenditure of

a sum of 171,000! in respect, among other items,
of the building and equipment of the new arts build-
ing, where it IS intended to bouse the subjects of
l«mguagt.s, litcratuie, history, and philosophy, the
endowment of new chairs, the reconstruction a^|
equipment of scientific departments, and the provision
of women's hostels It is further contemplated .

set up a wide extension of oxtn-murnl teaching ,so aa
to bring the influence of the University more closely

in touch throughout its wide area with the needs
and aspirations of working people bv means of exten-
sion lectures and syatematii three year evening courses
of tutorial classes

Already response to the appeal of the University
a sum of about i6o,oooI has been raised, and It

ought not, having regard to the population and
wealth of the area the University serves, to be difficult

to secure the desired sum, and even more With the
view of Inducing a large number of people of small
means to participate In the effort to raise the money
required, a novel scheme has been launched In the
form of a prospeetus, such as that issued on ^hal^
of limited llabtHtv companies, entitled “Lancashire
Deveiopment. Unliinited, The University of Man-
chester,’* inviting subscriptions for new capital to the
extent of 500,000! divided Into 425,000 eumulatlvft

participating bonds of tl. each end 1,500,000 peopW^e
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txk^ds of is each, the interest upon which will be

founfl in the enrichment of the whole life of tin

people served by the work of the Univcrsiit Ih^
faculty of tt(.hno1 of;;y rained on in the Munaip d
UoUcjjc of Tethnolc^\ is also issuiiif^ in appe il f it

150,0^ more than half of whi h hns iIk id) b n
iubsenbed for the extension of its buitdm|4 and for

new equipment Ihe ^tcat ind lasting benefit of tli

work of the University ou|;;ht to roust the at-tiv< svni

pathy of the numernus munuipahtics ind distn t

Lounrils, U gather with that of thr ( ount\ Counnl
Itself, and to induce tins* bodies to kvi i i ito whitli

if as Uw as Id in the ncund would nniiu Ily pro lu

a sum tqiiil to th intiKst upon th hdfmillKn it

seeks to rtise

Courses on the History of Science

GLRM VN me! \incrn- in universities i|^o

nibcd the import intL ol Ihi. liistui) ol sin
as a subject of academic study In Hiitish univti 1

ties the subject IS onl) just brj^mnin^ to receive alien

tion In the I niv rsity of i ondon Iasi yt 11 Ui

1 at ulty of Arts passed i resolution in favour of in

eluding the hisloiy tf science anionf, the subjects tor

the B A degree , md, although the henate h is nc t

yet dealt with the question, tl^ inclusion of the sub
jfcL in the turrit ulum for the new diplom i in

journalism hxs helped to advance matUrs I nivii

sity College undertook to provide the iicctssuy
courses Outing the lust and second tetms of th

session IJI9 20 Dr Wolf delivered i course of

element iry lectures on the general histor\ and d vclop

ment of ciencc until the end of the eighletnth n
tury During th present (summer) term Sir \\ U
j3ragg «ind oUicrs will dcil with the histur} of phvsic li

kience during the nineteenth centur) and Dr bing r

will lecture on the history of mrdinnc A mm
elibor iic programme will be provided nt xt scssic n
Sir W H Bragg md Dr Wolf will i<|tit thtii

courses, Prof J P Hill and Dr Sinecr will d il

with the history of the biological and meuual siien s

Prof Filon will lecture on the history of astiononn
and Mr Wien on the history of mathematics I he
history of other sciences will also be dealt with is

opportunity offers

Ihe primary aim of the elementary courses on thf

historv of science is to provide m esMntiil pirt of

the history of culture The modern treatment of

history is marked by the attention paid to the dail\

life and habits of the people, as well as to the romanie
of Court life and the idventuros of warriors Tlie

kind of houses which our forefathers inliabitcd the

kind of dress they wort, and similar matters are

receiving due attention m order to fill m tht histone

picture All this is as it should be, but the picture

can scarcely be complete without the realisation

of the mental make up of the ages, espemll)
80 in view of the important rdle pl^ed by
•clcntific ideas in carrying forward the torch of

civlhsation

Over and above its value as an essentia] part of

human history, a course on the history of science

should also have the moral and disciplinary value of

inculcating a scientific frame of mind—the kind of

attitude on which the future of mankind will depend
more than ever now that the age of faith seems to

be a thlnjE^ of the long

Such are some of the benefits that may be expected

even 1^ those who are not, and do not intend to be,

scfentinc workers, to say nothing of the scientific

knowUx^e which even such studients are bound to

acquire in following an elementary course on the
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history of science Mure adv meed courses for

scientific students c in varoel) fail to confer the addi-
tional idvantage of illuminating the methods and
results of the makers of science ind so stimulating
th lit nt origin lilt) of th student if sucnce

Manne Biological Structures and Functions

WOI XI 11 of Papers Ironi the Deptitnienlof Maime
* Biology of the Carnegie Institution of Washing-

ton whieh has lately reichid us, contains some con-
tributions of consider ibU interest Dealing with
gland cells of inttrnal seercUon in the spinal (.ord of
th skates, C L Spi^idel desLtibcs large irregulai cells

of peculiar sLrueturt present to the number of some
liuiidreds in the anterior hotn Ihe nucleus is

lobulai and branched and the cytop) ism of tho

resting cell is homogeneous, but in active stages
granules of a protein substance ate foinud in it and
dis hargtd into the tissues of the spinal cord where
they persist for some tune Ihcsc cells de\clop from
neui oblast tissue, and tells homologous with them
have boon found m v irious other fishes 1 he author
discusses their function, and concludes thit they are

§
1 ind re 11s of internal secretion He is un ibic to find

lat they ire mccssir) to the life of the skate or
to show what their function may be In a paper on
the spe t matophui es of Octopus amertcana G A
Drew shows that llicse stiueturcs while they arc
built on a similar plan to those of the squid are
adapted to act quite diflcrcntly being less com
pit ited under less tension and suited for less rapid
service in correspondence with the less active life of
the species II I Clark finds in the distribution of

littoi il hchinoderms of the West Indies evidence of
a much < loser relationship betwten that region and
thi western coast of tropical America than between it

and the M dit ranean while the fauna of Tobago
(ontains an eement derived from the Brazilian
coast Studies on tho chemistry of light production
in luminous organisms by F N II irvcv rove il that
the substance formerly called photopheloin bv that

author iniludes two bodies one—luciferin—oxidisable
hv luciferase with production of light and formation
of oxvloctfenn which ran agun be rtdure<l to luci

f rin the other—protophelcin proper—assisting in the
promction of the lut ifirin lunk rase reaclion E W
Giidgcr desnibes tht ovary of Feltchthys feltx the
gaff topsail ratfish the male of which carries the eggs
and laivTe in his mouth

The Propagation of Flame m Gaseous
Mixtures

A hi HOUGH the large-srale experiments for which
the Home Office Experimental Staticm at

Lbkmeals was designed have been difacontinutd since

the outbreak of the war, tlic laboratories have con-
tinued to do good work under the direction of Dr
R V Wheeler the rhief chemist In addition to

Dr Wheeler’s own researches on the initiation of
flame and its propagation throujgh gaseous mixtures,
Mr W Pavman, a member of his staff has recently

published In the Journal of the Chemical Society a
senes of papers on the propagation of flame in com-
plex gaseous mixtures (vols cxv and cxvu

)

Mr Payman has determined the upper and lower
* limits ” of methane that will just propagate a flame
along a horizontal glass tube 2 ^ cm in diameter when
mix^ with an atmosphere containing oxygen and
nitroilki which the oxygen varies from to
100 per cent He finds the speed of such flames
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almost identicalt on the aveiage ao cm per tec , the
h4{hest speed bdn£ measured when the oxygen was
31 per cent at in mr The same ^>eed was found for

the ** lower-Umit ” mixture of alt the other paralfin

vapours up to pentane when mixed with air

The lower-hmit " speed of carbon monoxide is also

the same, but with hydrogen and air the speed at the

lower limit is much uower (lo cm per sec
),

probably
on account of the small size of the flame, which does
not nearly fill the tube, though it travels to the end.
Mr. Payman next measured the speed of the uniform

rate of the hydrocarbons from methane to pentane
(when added in different proportions to air) along the
same horizontal glass tube Ihc fastest uniform rate

for methane was given by the mixture containing
95a per cent of methane, viz 666 cm /sec For
propane, butane, and pentane the fastest rate was in

eack case between 83 cm and 83 cm per sec

Then, by mixing together mixtures of the several

paraffins which had ttM same speed, it was shown
that all the mixtures had the same speed except just

near the maximum or (he extinction point, and this

gives us a simple means of calculating the values for

anv combination of paraffins in air

In a third paper the speeds of the uniform move-
ment in mixtureb of carbon monoxide and air arc
recorded The rate increased as the amount of water-
vapour rose, e g when a mixture in equal volumes
was saturated with steam at 10^ C The rate

was 60 cm /sec , and when saturated at 17^ C
79 cm /see The mixture In equal volumes also

gave the quickest speed at constant temperature,
although the percenbtge for complete combustion Is

only 295 per cent The uniform speeds for different

mixtures of carbon monoxide with hydrogen and with
methane were also determined and compared with the

calculated speeds
In the contiuding pai>er Mr Pavman describes his

experiments on the uniform rate of flame In mixtures
of methane and of hydrogen with atmospheres richer

In oxygen than ordinary nir When methane Is mixed
with pure oxygen the mixture which gives the fastest

initial rate is the theoretical mixture for complete
combustion with 33 per rent of methane to 66 per
rent of oxygen, whereas in the propagation of the
explosion-wave the fastest mixture is that m which
the gqses are In equ.1l volumes Although the uniform
movement of flame in the mixture containing 33 pei

cent of methane is faster than that m a mixture con-
taining more methane, the author’s photographs show
that the explosion-wave is more quickly set up in the

latter The abrupt physical change in the Tiode of

propagation seems to be accompanied by an abrupt
chnnge In the chemical reaction
These papers form an interesting contribution to our

knowledge of the propagation of flame bv “ con-
duction ”

Unhreruty and Educational Intelligence.

Edinburgh —His Majesty the King has graciously
lortsented to lay the foundation-stone of the Univcrsitv
buildings on the new dte of 115 acres at Craigmillar
on the occasion of the Royal visit to Edinburgh in

July next
. Acting on the recommendation of a special com-
mittee recently appointed to consider the question of
the German chair, the Universitv Court has resolved
that no person be appointed professor of German who
is not of British nationality and British parentage,
and that, in view of the spkial circumstances of the
case, no appointment to the chair be made at present,
but thit the present lecturer be retained a
Dr O L. Malcolm Smith has been appoiillM at
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whole-time assistant In clinical medidne, and Mr.
John Anderson as lecturer in logic and metaphysics.
Dr Robert Kidston has presented to the geologjral

department a collection of Mesozoic fossil plants. The
forestry department has received from the Director of
the Royal Scottish Museum, on loan, a collection of
forestry exhibits, and from the Forest Research
Officer of the Federated Malay States and the Chief
Conservator of Forests, Dominion of Canada, prepared
samples of commercial woods peculiar to these
countries

Proi H J W HEruBRiNOTON, of the L^nivcrsitv
College of South Wales, Cardiff, has been appointed
to the principalship of Exeter University College in

succession to Mr A W Clayden, resigned

Noucb is given by the Royal College of Physicianv
of London that the next examination for the Charl^
Murchison scholarship in i hnlLal medicine will be held
on Monday, June 14, and following days The scholar-
ship Is of the value of twenty guineas, and tenable
for one year Intending candidates must send their

names and other ^cified particulars by June t to the
Registrar of the College, Pall Mall East, S W i

At the request of the Ministry of Labour, and with
the co-operation of the Rubber Growers’ Association,
a six months’ course of training in the ^propriate
sciences has been arranged at Birkbeck College to
enable cx-Service men to obtain the requisite know-
ledge to (it them for positions on the great rubber and
tea plantations The course includes training in

chemlstrv, botany, geology, entomology, and simple
mechanic b, with some knowledge of the care of
machinery and book-keeping

The League of Nations Union is organising a
summer school, to be held at Kempsey School, near '

Worcester, from Saturday, July 31, to Saturday,
August 7 The school is open to both men anci
women Applications for admission, w'hich will be
considered m the order in which they are received,

must reach the League of Nations Union, aa Buck-
tngham Gate, S W t, bv June 15 The main object
of the summer school is to train those Hkelv to mako
efficient leaders of study circles

The London County Council will shortly proceed to

the appointment of the principals of its first group
of twentv-two compulsory day continuation schools to

be established under the Education Act, 1918 These
appointments will be the first of their kind in I.ondon,
and wilt be of more than ordinary interest The t>pe
of pupil to be dealt with is one tnat hitherto has, for

the most part, failed to take advantage of educational
facilities after leaving the elementary schools The
Act makes great demands on the commercial and
industrial world, and It will devolve on the prindpalt
of these schools to cultivate close relations with busi-

ness men and employers, and to secure their cordial

co-operation. The success of this great new experi-

ment In national education depends in considerable

measure on the sympathy and assistance of the busi-

ness world The position of principal will require of
its holder administrative ability, good scholastic attain-

ments, and marked personality The outside-scho^
activities will have to be fostered in every way, so
that, with shorter hours of labour, the increased
leisure mav be ut}h^ to the fullest profit, not only
of the Individuals, but also of the community. The
w*ork should make a strong appeal to those Interested

in the social welfare side of edocqtion Advertise-

ments inviting applications for these positions are now-
appearing in the public Press, and forms of applies-
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tion can be obtained from the Education Ofhcer (

1

/3)LCC Lducation Offices Victorn Embankment
WCa
The Marquess op Crewe chairman of tht govern

ing body of the Imperial Co of Science ind
fechnoloi^y wah prei^ent, with other distinguished
gucstb at the ninth annual dinner of old students
of the Royal College of Science on hituiday last

April 34 Sir Richard Gregory
1
president of the Old

Students' Association who occupied the ihair in
proposing the toast of the governing body said that
the tiiiK had come for a nation I sutvey of the condi
tions and requirements of univcisity and highci
technical education in this rountr> so that 1 com
prehensivc view could be taken of the problcni
a& a whole, existing deficiencies discovert and
adequate educational lacihties provided in all at eat*

TEe Imperial College would take an import int place
in any national scheme which might result from such
a survey Lord Crewe in responding to the toast
said that the college was not content to be merely
a schcxil of any university howcvei dislinf,uislicd

Though there was in this countrv no precedent for a
technical university there was on the other hand
none for a population of eight millions which was
the population of Greater I ondon with but one uni
vcrsity to serve all purposes The probkm of ihc
reorganisation of the Univcrsil> of 1 ondon was quite
enough in itself without invoI\ing the infinitely

more difficult task of trying to combine in some way
the activities of the University and of the Impernl
College in one entirely unprecedented unit At anv
rate, the governors of the Imperial College had made
up their minds that the problem had to be solved in

a wav which assured their practical independence SirW li Bragg spoke of the increased interest due
mostlv to the war row taken in scientific studies
resulting in overfilled hbontories in university institu

tions and insufficient instructors Mr Herbert Wright
gave instances of purely scientifii investigations at

the college which had proved of gre at practical v iluc

and Prof J C Philip reftrrea to tne slops being
taken to provide a worthy war memoiial to old
students Prof H F Armstrong proposing the
toast of The Guests ” paid a tribute to the men of
science whose work contributed so largely to success
in the war and Sir Richard Gla/cbrook in respond
ing referred particularly to the work of Mr I

Bairstow Dr G W C Kaye and Mr T F Smith
old students of the college at the National Physical
T aboratorv

Societies and Academies
I ONUOV

Llaiwaa Society \pril 15 —Dr A Smith Wood vard
president, in the chair —Caj)t h Kingdon Ward
Natural history <xp1orjition on the northeast frontier

of Burma—R Paalsea Stages in the sporulation of
gonidia within the thallus of the hthen Ftemta
prunastn Ach It has for a considerable time been
generally accepted that the bright green spherical

gonidium which is common to many lichens and is

referred to in the literature of the subject as Cysto
coccus, Protococcus or Plcurococcus multiplies vegtta
ttvelv only while it remains the algal constituent of
the lichen thallus FaminUin <1868) Binneizki
(1868) Woromn (1873) Bornet (1873) and Chodat
(iqiV *tate that the gonidfa (Cvstocotcus?) of cert nn
lichens produce zoospores after being isolated from the

S
onidial laver and afterwards cultivated in or on
liferent media The author has not been able to find

that the gonidia of Evemta pruna^tn md of twents
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three other species of hchenb representing eleven
genera divide veget Utvely within the thallus, but in

ill these (ases the reproduction of gonidia was found
to be the result of the successive bipirtition of the

original protoplast of the tell into feur eight, or six

U n sep irate misses < uh of which rapidly develops
a cell w ill of It own whle within tlio mother-cell

Ihese dau^ht 1 Lonidii (suppressed roospous/) ulti

maulv 4sci|)e IS flu. m ihcr tell wall becomes diffluent

liKy exhibit all th ch 11 ter slits of th parent cell

Ixfor th \ no set fr

Royal AnthroiNgogIcal Instliatc \pnl 2< —Sir 1 veraid
iin I hum piesidmt in the eliiii —K Gnnl Browae
I he races of the Chindwin Lppor Biiima The basin
of the Chindwin in the north west of Buima is of

exception il interc st to c thne loj^ists on lecount of the
medley of peoples inhabiting it j copies distinguished
from each other by their I in^ua^o and customs rather
thin by their physical eharacii risties Ihcv include
Bui mans Shans Tam ms Chins Nig is Kachini
and K idus 1 best terms dc note communities rather
than races for the inhabitants may change from onea to an jthcr in the course of 1 few \cars The

of Maukl alauk for instance ar now regirded
as k ichips but hav U arnt Shan and will no doubt,.

become Shana like the ir nc'ighbours and cv< ntuallv

Burinans but thou head mart says they left Assam
where they wore white clothes and spoke some Ian

guage of which they hi\< forj.,cttcn tven the name,,
when his father was a boy In contrast to this

prexess of assimilation iheie ire mountain tribes

living a few mites apart fiom each other whoAe
dialects have benn diffeientiatcd until they have
bee omc mutu illv unintelligible I he more civilised

communities ow< then 1 mjL^uag ind customs to a
succession of dominant races The Burmese came
last Before them were the Shans and before these
probably the Kadus I ht re arc signs that Kadu
now ilmost extinct in this itc 1 w is one the previ 1

ing hngu igc of the iivcnne ti irts

Reysl Meteorological Society Apnl 31 —Mr K H
Hcoker prcsiknt in the chair Royol Observatory,

Oreeowkh \ night sky r order The object of the
instrument is U bupplenm m the d iily sunshine record
in so f ir IS it gives an d ition of the amount of
cloud I he instiument consists of a smill camera m
a fixed position pointing tc the pole* of the heavens
1 h lens IS i single component of a doublet of 8 in

fed length nd 04111 pertuie working at //ae

Il IS found that the apeiturc in conjun tion with
flates of erdtnarv speed will give a good lecord
LVin at full moon Meisurem nts ire in dc bv means

f a photogriphiL se lU I leut N I illveiter

local weather cone itions at Mullie n Cornwall The
au her gave a detail d inalvsis of tlu loi d met on
logical elennnts in the ord r of llxir importance rcla

tv tc iirship niiiLdioi but r m irkod that the

p nod under revi w npi rox milejv one >(ar) wis tcK*

short to deduce much inform ilion of clnnatologua!
value though dui in^ most of this jx riexl the obs r\ i

lions were as full ind is fiiquont is the ch inges of

th Service m wartime would permit Katies of
gradient to surf icf wind had wn computed ind

inalyscd from llu results of more than aoo pilot-

hdloon ascents bv the one theodolit methoel There
was evidence of the m irkcel fi ictie n ind turbulence
lifcctmg the wind near the surf c in th vicinitv of
lirge buildings such as iirship sheds Much useful
inform t on lelating t > Ibe \oc d otrurrcnie of fogs
and of unusual m ibdity had been tabulated whilst
another feature w is the lollr tion in tabular form of
lexal signs of approaching bid weather which should
provi I f V due to the local for castor J F Clarle

The Surrey hailstorm cf JuK 16 10 iS Tins storm
differed from other sim 1 ir Br tish Ms tat on-* h> the
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fortunate ab^rnce of much wind and by coming after

midnight Ihc tiack of seriouu damage rarely ex-
ceeded 1 mile in width and was z6i miles lot^, the

hail beginning at i 55 a m west of Holmwood Station
and ending mar North Biomlcy Station, twenty-two
miles to the north-east, at about 2 30 a rn (true time)

Edinburgh
Royal Society, March 15 —Prof F O Bower,

resident, in the chair —Capt T Bidford Fraaklfai

he etToct of weather changes on soil temp* 1 atures

In LOtnparisoii with tlie vanuLions of surface tem-
perature, the regular pulsations of temperature in

the soil follow well-known laws fot amplitude
nnd retardation aicoiding to depth, but m these

regular pulsations theic are fluctuations which
occur according to the weather and the state

of the soil If the ratio of the ranges of tem-
perature at the 4-in depth and the surface be
taken us thi. standatd for measuring the heat transfer

in the it is found that in a light loam soil this

range-ratio vanes between o in and o ^2 when active

percolation is not taking place In the soil, and between
0*42 and n8^ when rain is actually falling or during
those long-peiiod weather changes associated with the
passage of depressions north of these islands, whether
rain falls or not fleat transfer in soil is thus earned
out b\ both iondurtion «and percolation, nnd a sandv
«oil that allows free percolation, with consequent high
values of the range-ratio, will heat up quicker in

spring than .1 rln\ soil which takes up and parts with
water only sluggishly Apart from percolation, the
high values of the range-ratio in the south-westerly
cvrionic type of weather are particularly valuable In
causing rapid rises of soil temperaUire In apring A
aurfoce layer of frown soil protects the lower depths
from rapid changes of temperature j an average sur-
face temperature of -lo® C would t>e necessary to
freeze ordinary soil to n depth of 4 in in one night
Snow IS an even more efficient protection , in Novem-
ber, 1010, the air temperature above 4 In of snow fell

to r without freezing the soil surface or caus-
ing nnv appreciable flurtuation In the temperature
4 in beneath the surface of the soil - -D Fergnson
Geological observstions in the South Shetlands, the
Palmer Arrhtoehgo, and the Danro coast, Graham,
land —O W Tyrrell A contribution to the petro-
graphy of the South Shetlands the Palmer Archi-
pelago, and the Dsneo const, firahamland — H H
Tfiamt Petmgraphlcal notes on rocks from Decep-
tion Island nnd Roberts Island fSouth Shetlands) - the
Danco coast and adjacent islands, Grahamland
These papers contained a great manv new facts re-

garding the geology and petrography of the rocks in
the inlands named King to the south of South America
In n broad sense the geological amngement might be
described as a mirror reflection of the arrangement
on the South Amencnn const, nnd it was probable
that the two sets of strata were connected bv an arc
passing east, and then bending round to the south and
to the west, but there was no evidence In support of
Suesn’s theory that this arc extended far to the east
so as to include the South Georgian group —MissOWN Sberriff A Hass of graduation formulae—
Prof L BKktr The dafiv temperature curve In
this paper the author developed a new mathematical
mr^W)d of treating the variation of temoerature, and
Illustrated It by a discussion of a forty \enrs’ photo-
graphic re||^d of temperature In Glasgow

Dimuw
Reyal DabUn Soctity« March 33—Dr F E Hadcett

In the chair—Prof Jamea Witat The application of
the food-unit system to the fattening of sheep, A
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summary of experiments In fattening sheep was pub*
libhed by Mr Herbert lAgle m the Transactions of the
Highland and ^ricultural Society of Scotland for

r^io nnd 1911 I^om this it Is evident that the sheep
differs from the bullock by being better able to con-
sume roots, and, therefore, less dependent upon hay
and straw The sheep is also considerably more econo-
mical ns a producer of human food, for, while the
wcll-Kd bullock of average size—say 9 cwt —needs
from SIX to seven food units to pirouucc a pound of

beef—a food unit is the quantity of any other fcKxl

which w'ould hnve the same producing capacity as a
pound of burlev-’ u well-fed hheep of average size —
say 120 lb —produces a pound ot mutton on five to

SIX food units

Royal Irish Academy, ^pril w - Mi W G Strick-
land, vire-presidcnl, in the chan — h Herea-Allen and
A Earland \n experimental study of the horamini-
fetal specicb Fefmuihna potysiropha^ Reuss, and some
others, b< ing n contribution to a discussion on “ 1 he
Origin, Evolution, and IVinsmlssion of Biological
Chaiaiteis*’ In this uap^^i the authors dcscnlic
norm'll and monstrous forms of Verncuthna ^oiv-
^tfopha The species exhibits cluii itteristlc di-

morphtstn in a long, tapering test which is im g du-
spheric, ind a short test which is microsphcru

, but
in tlie dw iif viriety, ptisiUa, the tapering lest is

microsphcnc Observations on the selection bv Ver-
nouihn'i of fragments of heavy minerals, by mixing
I rushed gems with the ^nnd in the expenmentM
t<inks with whuh the authors worked, arc described
Variation in the shells of Masuhna. secans Is also

described in detail, one of the most remarkable
•* monsters” being a i>eifcrtlv twinned specimen which
had added a curved lube at the juiulion of the shells

to form a common aperture ,
the whole of this

abnormal shell was chilinous In another tase a shell

was entlrclv chitinous except the Utminal ch'imber,
which was perfectly and normallv call areous h urther
instances of shells combining the characters of two
distinct genera such as have bwn recorded in former
papers bv these authors— ire givtn, and the opinion

IS expressed that the accepted systems of classific.ition

of the Forammlfern, founded as they are on the shape
ind mntenal of the test, must be regarded as largely

nrtifuial and unscientific

Paris

Academy of Scleacea, March 2q —M Henri Drslandros
in the chair—G Bigoardao The observatory of J S*

BaiUv at the Louvre—Pnnee Albert dc Moaaco:
Stray mines in the North Atlantic A chart is given
showing the positions of sixty-eight mines located
between November 7, 1918, and Febru.vrv 9, 1920
The predictions by the author in two earlier com-
munications have been fully confirmed —A Rateaa

Some considerations on fli^t at very high altitudea

and on the use of a turbo-comprcssor An adverse
rntinsm of a recent communication on the s ime sub-
ject bv M, Villrv —P VuUIaatta 'Ihe growth of fungi
discovered in the human nail by Louis Jannln —
G lallt Families of functions of several variables —
H Mtowir Discontinuous solutions of a class of

functional equations — B d« PsntvIoUaf The strength

of circular arches—F Krona A star with a large

proper motion The star B D +9*2636®, 9-1 magni-
tude, has an annual proper motion of nearly n second
of arc Siguc * Newtonian light radiation and
the zones of sllenoe in damped wireless telegraphy
signals Paatlmlsr The ratio Of the absolute
retardations In Kerr’s phenomenon —M Lenarefeaads •

Study of the reactions of the metallurgy of zinc.



April 29, 1920] NAl URE ^3
|bnc oxide is reduced b> ( iibon in ibsence of ox\{;;en
Atmosphere of nitrogen) at temperatures between
fco® C ind 1100® C The amounts of carbon ustd in
tne reduction of zme ovide in ordin iry metillurgic il

practiu -ire ex<essi\r P Nicoljud»t A Riglade and
M Qeleto The volumffrn tstimilion of mnngjnts*
A study of the iriors of Knorr s method—h Oros
Improvements rel itm^j to the lommetdil ptoluction
of oxides of nitrogen in 'in furnuis 1 ht improv*
tnents desenhed ire the use of dri<d g'ls^s men isint,

the amount of oxvgtn to pei nnt end the nplut
ment of the ilkiline ibsoiptmn lowers b\ i ph\siril
method th< sepirition of iho nitrogen peroxide bv
cooling The latter r in b< lo'idilv tonv<iU! into
^tne icid of mv strength A Mallhe A new methodf form^t^on of nitnies b\ catalysis MethvI hon/oate
Paid ethvlamim pissod o\er alumina heat d to
500® r gave benzonitrib Pantoluir nilnle 1 oamil
nltnle and tsohut\onitriIe weie prepared in a similir
manner — I Joleaad Tlu presence of a Tomistoma
in the fresh water Pliorcm of Fthiopn F BaMct
The diurnal \ inatir i of th< itmosphcnc poteatul U
the Mgiers Ohser\ itorv \ discussion of five vears
observitions The diutnal varution is reptesinted b\
a Simple oscilj ition having a constant itnnimum about
4 am and a m iximum v in able with the season
The obsirvalions confirm Ihe law of M Chauvoui
P Qlrard md V Morax T lauid csthandis b\ elcc
tru il osmosis throuj^h living tissues I ChaJae Th<
union of the parimastoid apooluMs and of the tun
ponl in m immals —\ Krenpf The oro abor tl mi ti

merisallon of the Ian i of PnnUopora CP^pitosi and
of Senalopora suhulata

April 6 M Georges Twemotnf in the chair G
RdiiiOflBddt IncKasing functions md entire funcluns

r —P nambert \ niw aoolication of the function
(x y) —L F 7 Bronwer Fnumfntion of

^ftho i lasses of trinsfoi motions of the projedm phm
Aairtde Extension cf consn\ dive sv stems and

' a generalisation of 1 theorem of M Punl<v<^~(h
Fremont Cause of the iindulatorv weir of nils
M Locoma Obsen liiom* on th* prcredinj^ toin

munK Jtion —J VlUey and \ Volnwrongo Hov rmt,
flight by a hon/ontd wind of invariable diuction ind
velocity — M Glroume The distribution in the soil of

currents from eltctnc traction lines— P Jeb ind (t

UrbalB Ihe ditectiun of misktd sulphuiic 10ns m
complex compounds The b< nzidinc methcxl of csti

mating sulphate ions is shown experiment illv to

possess odv anlagf s im 1 tht b irium mr ihi d
iSxampUs ire given of imlws of cobalt immim su?

j

phalc s ( h Bonlln and I |
Simon I lu u tion i f '

water on dichIoiocth>l sulphide INing an < \cess <f

water at its boiling point dichloroc thvi sulphi Ic c in

be rompleteh decomposed giving hvdrochlorit acid
|

and thindiglvml the re ulion is reversibU V Fallot

An extension of the phenomena of drift in the Sicin i

of Majorca —G DnboU The Quiternarv faun i of

the base of the h rgeron it ( imbrai I Baason J h
actinometers of Arago md Bellani Dc l ids of the

precautions necessary m th< accurilt use of the sc.

two instruments A Piutti The action of i hloro

picrin on the parisiles of wheit ind on raN I irf<e

^ scale experiments have pio\<d the cftiricv of rhioro

pirnn in desti tying whe it parasites and it has ilso

been demonstriUd thil the treahd wheat is inoffensive

and preservts its nulnttvi power t hloropicnn his

also been succesgfulh emploved in the destruction of

rats m ships V Qalippe Reseaithes on the resist

hnoe of the microzymas to the action of time and their

purvtval m ambei — G Bartrdiid The action of thloro-

picrin upon the higher plants Undtr suitable condi

tiona it 15 possible to ust chloiopicrin to free \ plant

from all ila loaf parasites w ilhout killing the plant
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Komr
Accademia del Lined lebruary t \ Koiti, vice-

president in the chair G tnblnl Afhnc dtflcrrenUal

inv in ints < f i surf ut Q Majorana Or ivitation

i his IS the sc V nth note on the luthor h exp* rimental
itumpts to detect tlu sere ning oil of gi ivilation by
missivt slio Is of matter (s c Naiuri for April aa,

p -51) llu whole nou is devoted to iht search
eftcr ml the discussion of 1 luses of error or
iisturbing < fie e Is I h sc tioublescmc effects ait now
ill (stimiled numciJcdU hut notwithstanding this^

ih luthc r clos s the pres nl n le
|
nstpnning tJie com

putatien of tlu eciucted v due of ih < IT it sought for

t) the next (mm) lU te \ Amato Kmucktrs
method for the decomposition of \n integril lationd
function m in impliheld field if rdionihly P
hcatlzd \l)i li m eliner ntnl c eju Uic ns 1 ducible to

quadriturcs I TonelH Primitive funetions (ii )
-

I Ian di Capna Investigations on dlovs cf \u and
Si ( Ooriai \ mie robiolc git al nrvcstig etion of the
1 h iv ic ur of B ictenum coh in mftk

I Siimfrstmn

Books Received

life of 1 onl Kitchener Bv Sir Crtorgc- \tthur

t vols \ al 1 pj \xvi+ laO vol 11 pp
xol 11 PJ) \i+4i ^ (1 ondon MiLmillm and Co
1 tel ) 2/ I is bd net

Grim ind ( h i(T from in bnglish Manor By A H
Sivorv Pp Mil i-311 (Oxford B Blukwcif) 21s

net
J he Works of Vrislotic Frenslalcd into I ngllsh

Clconomiti U\ h S horsier Alhcniensium Res-

publtca Bv Sir 1 rulcru (i Kenyon Unpaged
(Oxford At the riirenelon Puss) 5 s net

J he (jcogt i})hv of PI mts By Dr M F Hardy
Pp xii+t7 ^Oxford \t th f lare.ndoii Picss

)

7 fid ne t

The W avs of I ift \ Sill U in I thu s Bv S W ird

(1 ondon Oxfoid LniversitN Pi ess) bv f>d net

I ungsten Ores Bv R M Rastall and W H
Wdcockson Pp ix+Si (1 ndon John Murrav )

^
6(i net

Muioscopv The (onstiuli 1 Tlicorv md I se

cf the Microscope Bv F J Sf itt i I bird edition

Pp XXV111 + ->^7+xxMii plates (I Olid n John
\luir i\ ) 2-, net

( tIUge 1 1 xt hook of C he niistrv Bv \\ \ Noves

Pj Mil ^70 (New A ork II Holt and Co)

Diary of Societies
r//i/R:>i>A} Art I JO

Ol f AMI CAlSoCHTf Um i-u X Kr '

f Mccl nt*) t 10 am I II S ry PrM dent al Altrt^c ( H
U hrr FnliiTB«U C omeT f Ml nh I* lrc« her C oil

w> rtA J Micro (ornM J Row* Art oeroneC-ww f( U c ma
Betlrt 1 re ird will out Opem n ! ifv vl ri are 1! • Ind o

\ 1 Aitr Notai Aq eopla ty —

1

lUr \ n BuUe N on

I Tec po Aflrr OperAt on for CaI* I f HI ley At no -il I m
of 1 e I A il At pAfAi * A d eh* r I ren n rni f Harvey ( o d i ih

A Cut of IXMiblt Tr» matiG U lo nt of ih* I «!»• —Ci P A csai dtr

( ) A Pont o of ih* HeAd Favo rmblt I the i)p«AUo i for l s race

(a) An f 1 er l i for Vdva e cni Siral % n
R YAL iHsriT OH OF t KFAT Bk TAIN At 3 R Campbell 1 ho pMO
rJeOrg cofth* nwellATf nMesopolAmA

. ,

RovAt Stcirrv M 4jp—Prof J w f legpry The In^ Ww
M s K M r rt^ Tl® 1 faHuory an I t-vtolwiy of Sjmjkrf t i

emf hot uf (SchiU ) Perc il * Ca « of Wart Diwate m P imio —
B SaI The Stroctur® iikI Affi ii «a of ift 1 lit*

/oolo<4 CAL Sec tl or I NO M al 4 1 —Ann al ( el eral Meet

Cl *MiCA Sociarv at v —Kxtraoidinary C eoeral Meetlnc to coo< ter Ih*

Alteral o Hui tl * By lawapropoiwd by ihetounc I -
Chi I SlL V b iexv <aI Roval Sa la y Inattutc) at 6— Sr A F
Sh pley B I ng IntacU and Cl Udron

, - , -
iNbTiTUTioH o Fi rcFNiCAi ENoiNititKA (*i ! ml It AD of Civil Kngi lae a)

at 6 At, MtColl AulumatK Proicct v« 1 ev cev for AUamalmg
CurrauSy«t®«

. - . . ,

OmcAL SociFTV (at ttnparial CoIImm of Sc anc® and Te I nolcMyl at y }&.

-^Dr C. t Kenneth Meen Iha Rcac w of tb® Eye to Utw
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OpiiTHAi.iickUK.iCAL SuciKTV t p THK UniTtP Rittcnou (ai RovaI SocMty
c f Madicinc) at 10 a n --Sir Archibald Oarrod, R Fmtar Moon, and
Othtra UiKUwioti on Dtabetii in Ralation to I ii^%m f f iba Bya ->At I—
H M Tnu|uair AnotomitAlly Separate Antanor Comnaanra at tba
ChHuiia in a Casa of Piiiiilary Tumoar with AcrcmicgalT

O

Holtnai lummiiH Involvmi iha Otrtic Nervai nnd Chiawa —M 1

Him Pnmarv I* piihaliana of theC lia^ Body b CUrka A 1* urtkar
Nota on tba Acrom nodation of the Ncame ryaU of tha
Rallna —W Wallace A ( I^ptu, Matl >H for RcprvMntmg Crrtafn Con
dit onaof the kundiia in DisaatA A W Stirling A Com of Melanoma
of tba Inn

WiREUPVi ^oamr op I ohdon (at InMitotio 1 of Civ 1 Engineara) at 6
Mi^or B Binyon A A^uelo*n ^11 Davnt

iHariTUTiOH OP pLOciniCAi F NCI INRKna (Students Matting) (at Fa aday
Homo) at 7 —J fc. Holmur m Tidal Power

iNMtTuriON np Mpchanicai >p ini an <lnfxin'it Meet ng) at 7
A P Bale and Oihara Dm imlqn on Soggeated Maaiu of improving
and Inert lung the Servicraor the limiiution to Mambtri

Hovai IniTtTVTiOH OP GovAT BtiTAiN at I) — Pitjf If O Bower The
I* irlieit known Land tlora

^ArUADA\ May «

Ophthai HOiooiCAi SoLii TV 1 1 1 MK Unhid KiNt t>OM (at St Mviarat a

Hoajmlal I tighten R>ad Keili h Town) at to a m — G Fitrgihbon
U S Mayou an i Othcra Discussion on the Prevantiun and Treatment
of dphthal nia Ne mn onim

Koyal iNsTiTtrikN Op Qniat Boiiain At 3 -Dr F Chambertm
Tha Private rhameter o( Queco h liiabeth —Ac s —Annual Meau g

MONDA\ May 3

Koval iNsini tioh op Grkat UairAiN (OenerAl Mteimg) at 5
hURVKVoaa Insiiiuiion Meetin^) (Annual Ganaral Maeting)

at 7
Rotal iNsTiruTK up Bkitish Aac.iiiTiLrs (Annual Ganeral MecCuig)b

at S
RnvAL Sotian cp Arts at 8 A 1 Bolton Jha Pacoratmnanl
Ar hiiccture of Kobart Adaii atul Sir Jot n Slo*uw 1738 1837 (Cantor
I ecturp)

'SociBTV op Chkmical Inni atry ( tt Chemical Society) (Annual Meeting)
at 8

Rovai Gioopaphical Sucictv (at A* di m Hall) nt 8 30 —H St J
\ bilby Acroaa Aral la from the Persian Gulf to the Sen

lUFSDAl May 4

Royal iHSTtruri n op Great Britain at 3 —Prof A Keith BnUsh
1 tbnolegy Tha Invaders of 1 ngland

Rovai SciriRTV or Mii link (Orth piudics Sul Section) nt 3 —
Annual GrRcral Maeting

Royal Photooiaihic Society ip Grpat Britain ( lethnkil Meeting)
at 7 —Dr ( F Kannaih Mves and L A jonen Ihc Theory of lone
Rcpiodiv tion

K mirgN S( cik;v (at Medical Socieiy of t >nd< ) 0813—Prof S Rum
Socaa Prohknis m the Ac ion f Kadiattm mon Twauex — Prof A O
RankiM Ihe Tnnatiii non of Speech by Light —Dr H A Fcclae
New Portable Viewing I antern (DemonstrationiK

9YMDRBSOAy May 3

RovALbocinvopAinAat4 3 -Dr ( k Kenneth Meca S Photographic
Research latboraiory

( aoLOc iCAi Sociri V np I OM ( N at5M— S Har/edine Warren A
Natural R lUtb Factory beneath the Ibanat ''and

Kotal Socmir op Mkuicink (burgary Section) at 5 3a— Annual
Oanaral Meeting

S LiEiv or Plane ANAivers an t thka Anaivucai CHEMisTti (at

Cbamic 1 Sot etyS at 8 —C A Miccball Ksti nation of th- Age of Ink
in Writing —K K Itover 1 be Fstinuu ion ofChinese Crude Camphor

—

H. D Richmond and 1 R F I is n Studies m Steam Disullauon
Part VII lha Volatility of laomers

iNsriTuifoN OP AiTuMumt a tst iNri' (at 1 laiitutioa of Mechanical
Fnginaan) alb—Minor B H Ih niaa llip Flectro Dapoettipn of Iron
AS applied to Motor Vthicia R pair Work

Tfft/BSDAy WAVf
Ihin and Stkei Nstiti ir (at I nnitetlnn of Civil Engineara) ((}eMrul

MaetiBg) at 10 A m —Dr J F Stead Inaugural Addraaa R H
l^cWM Iron Portland CenHmt —At 0 1 —F Clemeola Briuah Blaat
Furnace Practice k Wngbt Chemical and 1 harmal Cond done in

Blaat Furnuca Pracii^ •—C H Kidsdalc Ihc Valuation of Orca and
Iron making Matarial — I A Heskeit 1 he I iihsatum of I iianiftrotta

Iron Ora in New Zealana
Koyai SnciBiv OP Mrchlink ( tbetain s ood Gynmtology Soctlon con

jeinily with the North of F n^land and Midland Obstetnoil and Gynm
oal^cal Sociatica) at 10 30 a m - Dr H I urvady and Othera Diecu «ioii

on The Ireatment of Antepartum Hann nrhage -Ate —Dr k Holluid
am) Othne Oiecu s on on Rupturr of ( a eareaa Section Scar m hubea
tpieiit Prrgnancy or Lab 31 r

Koval Institution op Grpat Britain ai —K CTmphtll Thompson
The I egendk of the Rot yl 1 unn.

Royai S^iuiy at ayo—/mVA / r/e j R H Fowler F C Gallop
C N H Lock an H W Richmonl The \erudinamice of a Spnning
Shell Prof W K Dmlby Reseanhe* on tha FUatiu Propartiea and
the Plait c Hxtamioo of Mat dh—C 1 K Wiboi InvaMigaiioui on
lightning Ot Lhargea and ot the bloctric Fiell of rhundav<4orms

—

L F Richard&on I ha Supply of Fnergs to Aimoapharte Fddiae
Lwnbam S tiPTT OP I no N at ) Dr G P Bidder Notoaontba
Pbyaiology nf Spoogea, PanAi /mia ttfimtum a New Sptciee of Alga
faund in a Sponge E J Bedl rd lie Rrit sh Mar h Orehi U mod Ihetr

Vartaiiaa 1 IfustrAtad by Coloured Draw mga and I antara Slidea.
C HIHICA1 Socii TV at B G M Beni att 1 ha Muatard Oai Problem —
C K iMold A Mew Malholof Preparing Mucontc Acid —J W
Cook and O I Bradv 1 be Dinitratiou of m Acatololuidida —

Y

Vankataramayya and h V Nar mmhaawamy A Naw Oioaiear —
G T Morgaa and H D K Drew Otthocblorodlniirotolocoaa Part 1
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RRiDAY^ May 7

Iron and Siepl lNCTtTOTx(ae luitlluiloa of Civd Baftnaara) (Ganaral
Meeting) at to a m —C« A Ablatt Dbuct Curraat compared with Thraa
PhaM Canunt for Driving Steal Worfca Plant —J F ilion * Notes on
Slag Conditiona in Open b«rth Baw S aehuaking Pnctice —B YanadEa
and O A Wood The Reduction of Silicon frotu the Slag in tha Acid
0|Mn heanh ProoTM —Att 30—W B Hughes Soma Defaote in Electro
depoeited Iron —T Baker and 1 K RuweM Note on tha Ball 1 ast —
} H Whiteley Tha DiMnbution of Phoephonie in Steel between Pointa
Aci and Ac> G F Preston PraeiicM Note* on the Dealgn and
Treatment or Steel Casting^

Rovai Skcaiv op MaxficiNa (laryngology Stclion) at 4 -Annual
Oenaiml Moating

Royal Astronomical Socimr (GeophTsical Disrua ion) at 5 —Prof
R A Sampeon and Othera The Uaa ofWire eml elcgraphy in the Detar
mination or I ongitude

Royal iNeriTt riOH op Grkat Hritain at 9 —Ixird Rayleigh The
Blue Sky and tha Optical Propartiai of Air

SATURDAY May a

Royal Inkhtiition op Orrat Britain, at 3 —Dr F Chamberlin The
Private C 1 oracter of Queen Elirabeth

Briiish Pavchoioticai SociuTv(at Badforl College) at 3 3&—Dr F W
Senpture Speech Inscnitioni in Normal and Abnornw Good 11 loni

—

A Klein Camouflage in Land Warfare
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THURSDAY, MAY 6, 1930

The Cost of Scientitic Publications

WE have had before us recently the annual

reports of the councils of a number of scien-

tific societies, and it is evident from all of them

that the burden of the cost of puWications of

these societies has become so heavy that it cannot

be borne any longer without additional supi>orl

The great increase in printers’ charges, and the

high cost of paper, make the expenses of publica-

tion so considerable that the slender funds at the

disposal of most scientific societies, parlicularl>

those devoted to subjects basing no direct asso-

ciation with profitable industry, will often not

permit the substaiiti<il expenditure now required

for the printing and distribution of papers pre-

sented at meetings Few scientific societies have

any other source of income than that provided

by the subscriptions of their members or fellows,

and science workers in general are already sufii-

ciently hci rassed by the problem of their private

budgets, with salat les little above the pre-war

level, and relatively far below it on account of

the rise in prices, that increased subscriptions

cannot be contemplated without serious misgiving

It has always seemed to us that in the pursuit

of their researches and the publication of the

results science workers follow principles on a far

higher ethicaj level than that occupied by members
of any other profession The first object of their

work IS to increase the store of human know-

ledge, and the value of any communu ation to a

scientific society is measured by what the explorer

has brought back from a known region, or how
far he has lifted the veil with which Nature

jealously guards her secrets Nothing must be

kept back from the narrative of the discoverer,

and the fruits secured must be displayed so that

all who wish ma> enjoy them and be able tp go
out into the same fields to secure like riches for

themselves

In presenting the results of bis labour to the

human race without receiving any personal pay-

ment for it, the science worker occupies a unique

position Genius in art, or literature, or music

may sometimes be neglected, but usually it secures

generous reward, and jts products have always

a marketable value—high or low—whereas

scientific discovery rarely brings direct gain to the

genius who makes it Plutocrats will pay high

prices for the pictures they want, and popular
|
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authors and musical composers may amass riches

from royalties on their works, but the science

w'orker is deprived of any such rewards for his

disfoverics, though all the world m^y benefit by

them Not only does he bring his rich argosies

into port, but he also describes his cargoes fully,

and himself pays for the publication of the cata-

logue of gifts which he is prepared to bestow

freely upon all who care to receive them Such

pure altruism is almost inconceivable to the

ordinary business mind, yet it represents the

common standard of scientific endeavour and

achievement Altered i irciimstances, however,

make it neccssarv to reconsider this position, and

wc urge that it is time the community, through

its rich citizens or the Government, provided

reasonable contributions towards the expenses of

publications which bring honour to them as well

as add to the sum of human knowledge

1 here is, indeed, no more difficult problem

before our learned societies at the present time

than that of the maintenance of their scientific

publications With a limited circulation which

cannot be increased by the ordinary methods of

enterprising journalism, the additional cost of

production can be met only by a higher subscrip*

tion The societies which provide a library of

their special subject already find most of their

normal income absorbed by the increasetl estab-

lishment charges As. we have said, a very large

proportion of the members of these societies are

professional men whose incomes have not risen

in proportion to the prices of the ordinary com-

modities of life Any additional subscription to

provide for \n adequate record of the societies*

activities under present conditions thus proves to

be a hardship, sometimes an impossibility

It may perhaps be admitted that, in the past,

scientific publications have sometimes been pro-

duced in a rather extravagant style Some
societies have never completely emancipated them-

selves from this idea, and although i large format

may sometimes be needed both for drawings of

natural history and engineering, and for extensive

mathematical formula?, there has been less strict

regard to such necessities than should have been

exercised Moreover, during the years before the

war, with cheap printing, there was an increasing

tendency in some departments of science to pour

forth the undigested contents of notebooks rather

than carefully considered results

After all reasonable reform and economy, how-
ever, it still remains impossible to continue the

serial publications of science with the means that

L
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have hitherto been at its disposal The question

arises, therefore, whether help from some public

source may not reasonably be expected There

IS doubtless a very general popular feeling that

ordinary scientific research is as much a recreative

amusement to its devotees as are games and sport

to the majority, and that those indulge their

whims should bear the additional cost like any

other section of the community But it must not

be forgotten that there are various degrees of

games and sports suited to the several means of

those who pursue them, whereas ability and

inclination to make and record scientific <lis-

covertes are in no way proportional to the

resources of those who possess them It must

also be emphatically maintained that there is no

basis for such a comparison Science is undoubt-

edly an absorbing source of gratification to those

who study its problems , but even the most

abstract research, however far removed from the

affairs of everyday life, is an asset of which no

man can estimate the value

In some directions the public has already become

accustomed to the scientific spirit It hasl^egun,

for example, to understand the value of pre-

ventive medicine It no longer reserves its grati- 1

tude for those who discover remedies for disease

,

It realises the stiU greater importance of the work

of those who try to learn the origin of disease and

the influence of the environment upon the exciting

cause It should now be led tn understand its

debt to those who make advances m this and

other branches of purely scientific work The

germs of all material progress and comfort are

contain^ in our scientific serials and the publica-

tions or our scientific societies, and to allow a

limitation of their scope is a hindrance to the

public welfare

The Government lias already aided a few of the

older and more important societies with a partial

or complete grant of premises, and it entrusts an

annual sum of money, given in the Estimates of

x930-ai as ii,oooI
,
to the Royal Society, to be

distributed for scientific investigations by a

committee appointed for that purpose, as well as

loooL annu^y towards the cost of scientific pub-

lications. It ha« also established the important

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research

We would now urge that a further step should be

taken, and some direct endowment provided for

those purely scientific publications which have for

so many years been maintained by voluntary effort,

both to the honour of the country and to the

welfare of mankind.
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Useful Physiology.

Phystology and National Netdx Edited by Frof.

W D Halliburton Pp. vii+162 (London

Constable and Co
,
Ltd

, 1919 J Price 8s lid

net

PROF HALLIBURTON and his fellow-lec-

turers have made out a good case for

physiology having done its bit in the great war

The editor leads off with an account of the activi-

ties of the Royal Society and other committees in

food control in general, and gives more particular

details of the inquiries made in his own laboratory

on the value of margarines and fatly acids Vitu-

mines occupy the whole of Prof Hopkinses dis*-

course, and Prof Harden returns to them again

with a summary of the work done on scurvy at

the Lister Institute But Prof Harden is surely

in error in saying that Lmd held that scurvy was

caused by abstinence from fresh \cget'\ble lood

That astute observer knew iSo years* ago th.il

scurvy could bo cured by fresh vegetables, but he

thought It was caused by living in confined, damp

quarters, arguing that no one would say that ague

was caused by abstinence from bark because it

could be cured by giving bark

Prof Paton’s essay on physiology m the study

of disease is much less satisfactory He is under

a complete misapprehension of the aim and

objects of medicine—a mistake shared in part by

Prof Halliburton—and medical men who read

his solemn castigation of their empirical methods

may not unreasonably retort that his discovery

that tetany is due to the liberation of guanidm,

controlled ** somehow ” by the parathyroids, has

left medicine just about where it was Prof

Paton seems to think that the object and business

of medicine is to study disease The object of

medicine m reality is to prevent people feeling

ill, and to make those who do feel ill feel better,

axvd Its success is to be measured by the product

of the degree of betterment and its duration,

“ What the physician has to find out in every

case,'* he says, “ is simply what has gone wrong,

and why it has gone wrong, before he attempts

to put It right " So that if I have a headache

and send for my physician, he is to engage with

the hitherto insoluble problem of the nature and

cause of the common megrmous headache (which

IS one of the great causes of human inefficiency,

and no trivial matter) and solve it before he cures

me by exhibiting xo grams of aspirin * it might be

good physiology, but it would be thoroughly t(ad

medicine. The ** practical man " is of course

very wicked from our point of view, but he has

been belaboured pretty freely ihesc last few years j

and, after aH, he does a lot of practical good in
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his blundenngf way Gems as Mr Belloc says

would sink if he stopped to meditite about the sur

face film, and he might get no nearer the truth

than Prof Paton does when he nihrms that phos

gene yields chlorine in the lungs Knowledge
helps practice truly enough but to ask th it pr^c

ticc shall stand still while a particular sort of

intolerant knowledge gropes to n. rationale will

meet no national need whatever

Prof Dendy s interesting account of the r ivigcs

of wec\ils in stored grain and the means of pre

venting them tells on the other hind an excellent

tale of practical empiricism Prof Dendy found

IS on general grounds he expected to find that

the weevils soon perished if infested gr un was
shut up in air light receptacles in which the meta
bolism of the seeds soon replaced most of the

ox\^en b> rirbon dioxide ^nd he shows with i

variety of experiments that iir tight stongc is the

practical method which is wsnted which appe irs

to have been known from lime immemorial and
is expressed in the habit of Indians Maltese and
others in storing their harvested grain closely in

covered underground pits in face of the opinion

that it was absurd to hold that weevils require

a free play of iir or thit free access of iir is

favourable to their existence given by ll c ento

mological expert—doubtless a mere m rpho
h^ist

Nitural mnn indeed is Di Pcmbrcy irgucs

in his breezy plea for the wild life is apt to go
right A sturdy growth of children is not to be

obtained by the intelligent selection of the quality

or quantity of their diet but b> the m.tursl pro
cess of muscular activity m the open air the

appetite with its likes and dislikes acting as the

guide in questions of food (p 158) which is not
quite what the editor seems to say (p 23) But
the discrepancy is only on the surface Sussex is

not the Marylebone Road and it is when civilisa

tion interferes that trouble comes Western re

finements in rice polishing gave the East ben

ben, a world trade m wheat gave the weevils

their chance, mean and restricted lives brought

m physical exercises instead of games Ihe truly

physiological procedure says Dr Pembrey is to

put people where they can live a natural life by

accumulated experience and to let them live it

Bread and cheese off the hedges is an older

remedy than orange juice, and even saentlDc

(pinion has been taught by Prof Leonard Hill

that there is something to be said for our primi

tive open fires

The book as a whole is extraordinanly interest

mg from many different aspects, as much perhaps

for the questions it asks as for those it answers
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Physiology is conceded in no nirrow spitit

it IS hygiene pathology b ictcriology ind phar-

macology as well as itself And in this generous

field everyone will find a good many things worth

thinking about A E B

Service Chemistry

Service C hemistry Betn^ a Short Manual of

Chemistry and Af taUurgy and their Appltca

iwn tt the Nazal and Mthiary iScryices By
the late Prof Vivian B Lewes and Prof

J S S Brame bifth edition Pp XVI+S76 +
vn plates (London Fdward Arnold 1920

)

Price 21 V net

T HF late Prof Vivnn I ewes of the Royal

Naval College Greenwich an excellent

teacher and an adminble lecturer conferred a

great benefit on the Service of which he was a

member by the compilation of this manual In

the early days of the history of the college, the

relation and importance of physical science to the

business of the naval officer were but dimly appre

ciated by the authorities at Whitehall and the

scheme of instruction at Greenwich went but little

beyond the standard of a public school which

sought to develop its modern side Prof Debus

the first professor of chemistry although a sound

and remarkably well informed chemist carried

with him to the college merely the traditions and

methods of Clifton The scope of his instruction

of the naval lieutenant was practically that which

had served him for yeai s past in the several public

schools to which he had Icen attached He con

tinned to teach chemistry simply as a branch of

a liberal education with no very direct reference

to the life work of those whom he addressed It

may be that it the outset of the carecffi^of the

college no other course was open to him The
prehminiry education of a nival officer it that

period afforded no opportunity for him to itquire

even the most elementary knowledge of science

and henre his teacher had of necessity to restrict

himself to the kind of instruction which a well

ordered school system ought to hive supplied

Prof Debus exercised i very salutary influence

at the Royal N ival College He was personally

popular and, in spite of certain little mannerisms,

his quiet dignity and personal beinng enabled

him to keep an effective control over i class of

young men whose sense of humour is proverbially

always acute and occasionally irrepressiUe But

to the budding Nelson keen on his job there must
have been much in the professor s teaching that

made no appeal It probably seemed to him to

have no possible relevance to the work of his pro-
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fession Prof. Lewes, who act^d as chief assistant

to Prof Debus for some years and eventually

succeeded to his chair, was no doubt fully

conscious of this fact At all events, his intimate

association with the young officers in the labora-

tory must have afforded him abundant opportuni-

ties of learning it When his turn came he entirely

remodelled the course of chem ical teaching

During the years of his assistantship he had been

brought into frequent contact with Service and
dockyard problems, »n which his chemical know-
ledge and practical aptitudes could be turned to

account Prof Debus was essentially the philo-

sophic student, Prof Lewes, with no pretensions

to the academic attauynents of his predecessor,

was more a man of affairs, with a keen apprecia*

tion of the value of science to practice, and he

could bring his experience to bear upon the char-

acter and style of his teaching

The book before us was written to aid and

supplement Prof Lewes’s instruction It was
unique of its kind It bore directly upon what he

conceived to be the true function of his chair In

one sense it is more restricted in scope than the

ordinary text-book of pure chemistry, which seeks

to cover more or less fully every department of

the science, with no special reference to its prac-

tical application, in another sense it is wider,

inasmuch as its subject-matter is intended to lead

up to the far-reaching problems with which

modern Service conditions deal

A hook based upon such principles can con-

tinue to be of value only so long as it has regard

to the constant changes and increasing complexity

of these conditions Fach successive edition bears

witness that such regard has been held The four

previous editions of the work were issued under
the direction of the original author, the fourth

having appeared in the >car before the outbreak

of the war
The present edition -the fifth—is due to Prof

Brame, Prof. Lewes’s successor at the Royal

Naval College The plan of the work has not

been altered in any essential particular But the

text has been carefully revised, and certain new
features have been introduced Greater attention

has* been paid to the applications of organic

chemistry, especially in relation to fuels, ex-

plosives, and oils, mineral and vegetable. Also,

the sections on boiler waters, corrosion, pigments,

;etc
, have undergone considerable alteration

It has become a truism to say that the great
war through which Europe has recently passed
was a chemist’s war Whether that is wholly
true is a matter dl opinion. But it is at least uni-

versally acknowledged that chemistry entered mote
largely into It than into any previous war That
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fact alone adds interest and value to a book of

this kind Both arms of the Service now recog-

nise that the operations of modern warfare are

largely dependent upon chemical pnnciples That

dependence is bound to increase m the future, and
should therefore lead to a wider recc^nition of the

importance of chemical instruction to all who may
be concerned in the conduct of war, whether

afloat or ashore The book before us makes
mention of many chemical applications and

adaptations which the war originated, but the

complete story has yet to be told, and in the

present unsettled state of the world some time

must elapse before it can be published When,
however, it is made generally known, it will con-

stitute a triumph for the knowledge, skill, and

resourcefulness of British chemists That fact la

already appreciated in the Naval Service, and by

no section more warmly than by those who owe
their chemical knowledge to the instruction they

have received at the Royal Naval College

T E Thorpe

Euclid’s Elements.

Euclid in Greek Book / With Iniroduciton

and Notes By Sir Thomas L Heath.

Pp ix+ajp. (Cambridge At the University-

Press, 1920.) Price 105 net

The editor of this text expresses the hope that

It may be read by bo>s in the highei forms

of schools We hope so too, although the price

of the book is rather prohibitive At any rate, a

copy should be obtained for the school library

The text is accompanied by an introduction and

a set of explanatory and critical notes, each of

these 15 a model of its kind In the introduction

we have a summary of the contents of the

elements, all the facts known about Euclid’s life

and works, and a full account of the principal

translations and editions of the elements The
notes are extremely valuable in various ways In

the first place, the author is both a competent

Greek scholar, and also a student imbued with

the unadulterated spirit of Greek geometry This

makes his translations of technical terms emin-

ently apt and trustworthy As an example of his

critical ability, we may take his discussion of the

very difficult phrase Itrov in Euclid's defini-

tion of a straight line He shows, wp think con-

clusively, that the intention of the definition is

to express that if any point on the (indefinite)

line be taken, What we may call the aspect of

the line therefrom is an “ indifferent ” one, with

no bending one way or the other, in fact,

have an attempt at expressing in abstract terms
the Platonic lest-^^that a straight vUwed “end
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on ” m a point The editor keeps the time

honoured rendering ‘ evenly ”—we should prefer
** equably ’* or * indifferently '

, but this is of little

importance, because, whatever term is used, it

wiU have to be carefully explained In any case,

Simson's definition is a gross misrepresentation of

Euclid, who evidently, however obscurely, states

a property of a straight line in relation to all the

points upon it

Owing to the great popularity of the Elements,

It IS unlikely that we shall ever find out exxctly

the contributions made to geometry by Euclid’s

predecessors Naturally, we should like to know
what were the attainments of the Pythagorein

school and how far they were inthmcticd or

geometrical respectively A still greater s itis

faction would be to know how far the Greek

theory of proportion was developed by Eudoxus

As presented in the Elements, it may fairly be

called the crowning triumph of Greek mathe-

matics, it is so near absolute perfection that no

recent analysis can imend it, except perhaps by

explicitly introducing what is known as the axiom

of Archimedes The question is, How far, if in

an^ way* did huclid improve upon 1 udoxus s

exposition **

Wc do not know whether Sir T Heath intends

to publish all the other books of the Elements

rhose who are interested in Greek mathematieal

thought would be grateful for a similar edition

of Euclid’s arithmetical books, especially the

tenth, which, as Dc Morgan pointed out long ago

(in Smith's Dictionary of Classical Biography),

contains an exhaustive discussion of a particular

family of irrationals Another boon would be an

edition like this of some of the books of Apol-

lonius s ‘Conics,” especially those which virtu-

ally give the equations of conics referred to a

principal diameter and the tangent at a vertex

There is one point on which wc venture, with

all deference, to disagree with the editor On

p 175 and elsewhere he trinslates woAA<p

by ‘ much gre itcr * The Greek idiom is peculiar,

but unless we arc to make it absurd we must

render wo\Att by Ul the mou, or some sueh

phrase

One remark in conclusion horty or fifty years

ago, when a blind idolatry of Simson’s "Euclid”

was still the vogue, Euclid’s fifth book was never

read, and iti theorems were assumed on the basis

of Todhuntcr’s "Algebra ” In other words, the

greatest achievement of Greek mathematics was

absolutely ignored It is a great mistake to

assume that all who are in favour of modern

methods of teaching are wholly out of sympathy

With the classic exponents of their subject On
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the contrary, those of them who are sane psycho-
logists will always bear in mind th\t the progress
of the individual is, in a way, a condensed image
of the progress of the race, md they will be the
last to ignore the historical development of their

subject, whether it be mathematics, or philosophy,

or chemistr' , or anything else G B M

The Earliest Flint Implements

Pre^Palaeohthtc Man By J Reid Moir Pp
67 + 29 plates (Ipsivich W E Harrison,

London Simpkin, Marsh ill, Hamilton, Kent,

and Co , Ltd
,
n d

)
Price 75 6d

I
N this little volume Mr Reid Moir treats of

the various forms of flaked flints found in

deposits older than those in which ordinary

palaeolithic implements occur He also describes

the experiments in flint fracture which have con-

vinced him that the specimens in question are

examples of human workmanship Most of the

matter has already appeared in various papers

by the author, and many of the illustrations ai^e

from these papers, but the whole is a useful

summary which the general reader will be glad

to have in so convenient a form

Among flints like the so called eoliths, which
are very little shaped by chipping, it must natur<-

ally be diihcuit to decide which have been flaked

by man for his own use, but Mr Rcid Moir con-

siders that they can be distinguished by the

shape and appeal ance of the flake scars Accord-
ing to his experiments, the sear left by fortuitous

percussion is comparatively wide and truncated,

and often marked by concentric lines, while that

made by human flaking is longer than it is wide,

tapering at the far end, and not marked by con
centric lines If this criterion be trustworthy, it is

evident that man s earliest handiwork can be

recognised, for when he first began to use stone

he must have selected pieces which were already

of the needed shape, and he meiely trimmed
certain edges for greater effectiveness

Man’s first efforts to shape a real implement
are supposed to have resulted in the rostro

carinate t>pc, and this by further chipping gradu-
ally passed into the famdiar palaeolith Mr Reid
Moir describes the process of change, as further

discussed in his memoir in the Philosophical

Transactions which was noticed in Nature for

April I, p 146 He also, as in the memoir just

mentioned, expresses the opinion that the Acheu-
lean and the Mousterian forms of palaeoliths have
been derived from the rostrocannates in some-
what different ways The speculation is interest-
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iiigy and the argument it easily followed with the

aid of the many accompanying illuatrationt

Mr. Reid Moir’s final chapter on ** Pre-Palseo-

lithic Man in England ” is more discursive, and

suggests that we should turn to England rather

than to Asia for the earliest traces of man The
detntus-bed at the base of the Phocene Red Crag

near Ipswich is descnbed as yielding rostro-

carinate and other worked flints The age of the

Piltdown skull is also discussedp and it is regarded

as Pliocene. The conclusion is that English
'* pre-palffiolithic ” deposits shonld be more care-

fully studied than they have been hitherto, and

the little book before us cannot fait to stimulate

such study

The Heat Treatment of Cast Iron.

MaUeable Cast Iron By S Jones Parsons

Second edition, revised Fp xi+175 (London

Constable and Co
,
Ltd., 1919*) Price 145 net

The first edition of Mr Parsons’s book on

malleablc-iron founding was published in

1908 A second edition has now been issued It

differs principally from the first m that it contains

two new chapters, one dealing with mixing by

analysis, the other with the measurement of tem-

perature There is also a brief addendum on

what IS called ‘^malleable cast steel
”

The high percentage of “waster " castings

formerly produced in malleuble-iron foundries has

undoubtedly been reduced m the interval which

has elapsed between the appearance of the two
editions by adopting <1 more scientific method of

making up mixtures according to chemical

standards, but this alone is not sufficient to en-

sure a continuous output of good malleable cast-

ings There has always been an undue amount
of wastage in the annealing process, chiefly owing

to irregularities in the temperature of the ovens

This 15 mevitaUe when there is no means provided

for measuring the temperature In the best

foundnes the hopelessness of relying on the purely

human element has long been reci^nised, and it

has now been proved by the use of suitaWe pyro-

meters that a considerable saving in fuel may be

effected and the percentage of waster castings

due to imperfect annealing almost entirely elimin-

ated The chapter on temperature measurement

ogives a brief account of optical and thermo-couple

pyrometers and the methi^s of using them in this

industry

It IS somewhat surprising that in a book which

is evidently designed to assist the maUeable-iron

industry to more scientific methods of production

there 15 no mention of the light thrown by the
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microscope on the structural changes which occur

in the malleaUisuig process, nor is there any re-

ference to the mechanical properties of the various

types of iron produced It is the microscope which

has shown what the essential difference is between

European malleable iron, which dates back to the

time of R^umur, and the modem** Black Heart
”

variety, which is an American product This

instrument affords a valuable means of controlling

the extent of the malleablising action of the an-

nealing process

A valuable account of these two aspects of the

scientific control of malleable iron is to be found

in Dr Hatfield’s book “ Cast Iron in the Light

of Recent Research " If a third edition of Mr
Parsons’s book is called for he would be well

advised to include a reference to these additional

methods of control

Our Bookshelf.

The Punning and Mamtenance of the Marine
Diesel Engine By John Lamb Pp xm-J3i +
4 plates (London Charles Griffin and Co ,

Ltd
, 1920 ) Price 85 6d

This book opens with brief descriptions of
the properties of oil fuels, combustion, the modes
of working of four-cycle and two<yde engines,
and the general arrangement of the marine Diesel

engine on board ship The remainder of the book
is taken up with descriptions of details and the
manner in which these operate, sections are in-

cluded dealing with high-speed Diesel engines for

driving dynamos and fans, steering-gears, running
troubles, and lists of stores which should be
carried The book is profusely illustrated with
diagrams showing the construction of details

,
as

the author’s object has been merely to explain the

mode of working, many of these diagrams ha\e
not been drawn to scale, detailed descriptions of
parts which are common to all classes of engines,
e g connecting-rods and crank-shafts, are not in-

cluded
The book will appeal to and be found useful

by a large class of engineers whose experience has
b^n confined to the steam engine, both by reason
of the clearness of the matter included and by the
many useful hints which the author’s four years’

sea-going experience in motor ships has enabled
him to give For example * *' In tht same vessel

the scavenging valves would intermittently fail

to dose, frequently to such an extent that the
escape valves on the scavenging air pipe would
lift The scavenging pumps drew the' air through
a ventilator passing up through the deck. It was
afterwards found that scale from the inside of the
ventilator was tht cause of the valves failing to

dose. The air was then taken from the engme*
room, when no further trouble was experienced
Obviously hiats of this kind are of service not only
to the engineer on board ship, but also^to the
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designer We can recommend the book to all

engineers desirous of obtaining information on the
running of Diesel engines

A Course of Practical Chemtsiry for AgricuUural
Studenti Vol i By L F Newman and
Prof HAD Neville Pp 23 s; (Cambridge
At the University Press, 1920 )

Price los 6d
net

Mr Newman and Proi Nlvilik have brought
into three volumes details of practical course of

agricultural chemistry designed for students tak-

ing degrees in agricultural science
, the present

volume deals with the chemistry and physics of

the soil Much of the book is concerned with pun
chemistry and pure physics (physical properties

of gases, density, specific heat, etc ), and has

no special connection with agriculture as distinct

from any other branch of science
,

onl) about
one-third is devoted to soils and manures
The exercises appear to be well chosen, but one

cannot help wishing that the authors had used
one of the many books already published on pure
chemistry, and given more space to agricultural

problems
The exercises on soils and manures are mainl\

analytical ,
they are on the usual lines, and

intended obviously for elementary students, for

whom the instructions should be found suftiuent

Had there been more space available, some more
inspiring exercises might well hi\e been given,

especiafly in the direction of pot and plot experi-

ments Many of the properties ol soil are more
easily demonstrated out of doors than indoois,

and in any case the principles of soil fertility

cannot be elucidated entirely bv purelv laboralorv

work Numerous experiments have been devised,

but they are scattered about over a number of

text -books and have never been collected.

Within the limits they have set themselves, tht

authors have produced a useful book which will

be helpful to teachers, especiall> in these busy
times, when classes arc large and demonstrators
very hard-worked «

The Ma^^on-Wa^ps B\ j Henri habre Irans-

lated by Alexander ^eiveira do Maltos Pp
VI + 31H (I ondon Hodder and Stoughton,

n d ) JVkc 7h 6d net

The writings of few open-air naturalists have
equalled, or even approached, in ease and attrac

tivencss of stjle the “Souvenirs entomologiqiies

of J. H habre, the veteran observer of Vngnan
Much of the charm of these essays has been

preserved in the skilful translations by A T de

Mattos, of which the present work is an example
in no way inferior, cither in interest or in wealth of

accurate observation, to the other volumes of the

senes In it are recorded the results of a minute

and egreful study of. the life-history of wasps
belonging to the genera Fumenes, Odynerus,

Pelopceus, Agenia, and Vespa, related with the

utmost simplicity and vividness, and illuminated

by the lively and charming personality of the

authoi%
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Leaving the domain of pure observation and
experiment, and entering on that of bionomic
speculation, wc find Fabre a less satisfactory
guide It IS well known that no theories of evo-
lution appealed to him in the least degree, and the
natvei^ with which he touches and dismisses the
problems of mimicry and protective resemblance
in the volume before us gives a key to the reasons
of his failure to appreciate the greatest advances
in biological science of his time On the other
hand, his views on the subject of instinct, forti-

fied by ingenious expeiimcnts on the mud-building
and spider storing habit of Pelopceus and on the
cocoon-weaving procedure of Saturnia, are sound
enough Hut it is difHcult to follow him in the

distinction that he draws between “instinct *' and
“discernment’*, nor (;an one take seriously his

playful remarks on the mental processes involved
in insect activities PAD
The Handbook of ( yprus Eighth issue Edited

by Harrv Charles Luke and Douglas James
Jardinc Pp xii + 300 (London Macmillan
liid Co

,
Ltd

, 1920 ) Price 123 net

To everv Englishman—and by that we mean every
bnglish-speaking cituen of our Commonwealth

—

Cyprus suggests, not the succession of love-cults,

but that one guat lovers’ meeting when Othello

came to land “Once more well met in Cyprus “

This new issue of the official handbook assures

us Ih U the island is now a Crown colony of

Britain Let us trust that its authors, who are

both administrators of empire, in reviewing their

work among its mixed inhabitants, may record

that they “have found great love amongst them “

It IS rare to find a publication that in its essence

IS economic and statistical allowing also for the

taste of visitois in archaology and natural historv

hnough IS here given in i small compass to lead

the rcMder on to the works enumerated on

pp 93“^)5 and in the sections on geology and
/oolog\ Ft would bavT been well if the treatment
of the gcologv had been connected with the brief

geographic 1 1 section which occurs some two
hundred pages eirlier The (omparativcly recent

origin of the islands of the I-a?vant, consequent on
the breaking up of the -Fgtan land, is the real

basis for the history of merchant fleets The
dwarf elephant and hippopotamus, so well

included under Natural History on p 346, are

effective links in the romance Wc find so much
in this invitation to the ide that we should like

to arrange it more in sequence, so as to produce
the true geographic il effect Perhaps each
reader will do this for himself as he journeys

eastward, sure of w'elcomc O A, J C.

In Introduction to Social Psychology By Dr W
McDougall Fourteenth edition. Pp xxiv-h

4^^ (London Methuen and Co
,
Ltd., 19x9.)

Price 7f 6J net

In this edition, among other changes, the prin-

ciple IS elaborated that all emotion is the affective

aspect of instinctive process
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Letters to the Editor.

[The Editor does not hold himself tesponstbU for
opinions expressed by Iuk correspondenis Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond wih
the ’Writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Natubk No notice is

taken of anonymous communications ]

Orgwiitatioti of 8oi«ntifio Work.

I HAVE only recently been the article in Nature of
l^ebruary 19 and ttie correspondence so unanimoubly
suppoitlng the vuw that the present decentralised
systetn ot team v>ork by cxpeits in different bramhes
of bciciiLc in agmulluial, forcstt>, and medical ic-

search institutes is greatly superior to the pioposcd
centralisation in distant biiiila of each sc pat ate SLicncc
—chcnustiy, botanv, etc —undei dm. c tors of res»earch

with .lutocraln powers to decide wlnt each original
workei in his branch throughout India shall invisti-

ate and publish, fot it is clcaily impossible in these
a^s fur one man to bo suihcientl^ convers^int with

each special division of his science adequately to fulfil

such a stupendous task 1 desire to associate myself
with that view, which may be illustiated b> my
experience ni organising the CaUutta School of

Tropical Medunu, shoith to be opened, for which I

have just obtained endowments from two successful
European and Parsi bushiess men fur a whole-time
biochemist, in addition to two other chemists for the
analysis of indigenous drugs and of food and water
respectively, all three of whom will md nine medical
research investigators in team work at important
medical problems under a medical diicctor Could
inyonc contend that these very specinhsed chemists
would be better controlled by a purely chemical
director a thousand miles away in Simla, who could
know nothing of tlw medical problems they will

investigate ?

On the other hand, if the Government of India is

to provide the large sums urgently required for the
further development of scientific research in India,
it will require some organisation to (o-ordmate and
report on the work it will be finannng it

not leain u lesson from tlie Medual Research Com-
mittee of eminciu medical men of science, which is

wisely utilising the large sums supplied by the British

Government m assisting the investigations of univer-
sity and medical-school workers with established
reputations and with a minimum amount of inter-

ference? \ very similar and successful organisation
was set up in India when the late Sir Patnev LukisKoded the GovcrnnKiit of India to hand over five

(some 50,000! ) a year to the Indian Research
Association, administered by a governing bodv on
which the medical members, through tfeir sjieciat

knowledge of the subject, exercise a preponderating
influence, while I have recently obtained a purely
medical governing body to administer the endowments
of the Calcutta Srhool of Tropiiut Medicine with an
income of some ir,oool a \oar, which I have been
fortunate enough to raise to provide both men and
apparatus without the long delavs, usually of •^vcral

years* duration, involved in obtaining the sanction of

the Government of India and of the Serretary of

State for new posts
This plan has thus alrrnd\ proved its value and is

capable of extension, while boards composed of a
number of men of science of high standing will com-
mand much greater confidence than an autocratic

director of research The nucleus of such a bodv
already exists In the Board of Scientific Control, which
riieets twice a year in Delhi and Simla, and micht
with greater advantage hold its principal meeting
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coLncidently with the Indian Science Congreas In one
of the large centres of research At a meeting in

Delhi in December, 1918, 1 advocated, in place m an
autocratic director of medical research, that an in-

spector of research might be appointed, who would
not attempt the invidious task of laying down what
each research worker should Investigate and publish,

but would visit different research laboratories and
consult with their respective directors or councils

icgarding the financial and other needs of the insti-

tutes, and help to co-ordinate the woik in different

parts of India to prevent waste through overlapping
The recent correspondence in Naiurb confiims me in

that solution of the difficulty, and I venture to think

thit in some such ways as I have suggostetl the

established advantages of the present decentralised

system may be retained and strong! hened by greater

and more clastu finantial aid, and be better co-

ordinated. without introducing the highlv objection-

able autocratic and distant centtalisrd contiol of the

proposils now before the Indian Ciovernment to whuh
\ou have directed such tlmch attention

I FONARD RCXJIRS

South Di’xm, April »(>

The Small ItlaniU of Ahnoet-Atolle.

liiE familiar inductive series of fringing reefs*

battier icefs, and atolK may be further subdivided so

IS to contain six members Normal fringing reefs,

ulfsliore fi inging rex fs, narrow-lagoon barrier reefs,

broad-lagoon barticr reefs, almost-atolls, and atolls

Almost- iiolls, or atoll-likc ri'efs eiicinimg lagoons in

which one or sevcial small islands rise, aio of interest

as affording a ciitual test of certain competing coral-

reef theories, as follows Murray’s theory of out-

growing iccfs aiound still standing islands explains a
coniploled atoll by supposing that the original volcanic

island IS slowly worn down ns the encircling nof
grows outward and the lagoon is excavated behind
the growing reef by solution, the degradcxl cential

island pvtutuall) disappc iring in a way not clearly

explained, perhaps by outwash of its detritus from the
lagoon by cunents which arc fed by the influx of surf

over the windward reef and discharged by outflow

through passes m the leeward reef Under this

theory the small island of an almost-atoll would be a

nearly worn-down central island, which would exhibit

rolling hills of low relief surrounded b\ delta flats;

or in a later stage, after the delta deposits had been
swept away, the low hills of the vanishing Island

would be encroached upon by the lagoon waves and
cut back in low bluffs fronted by low-tide rock plat-

forms that giaduilly deepen into the lagoon

According to Dalv’s Glacial-control theory, atoll

reefs aie built up from the margin of platforms
abraded by the waves of the lowered Glacial ocean
across still standing islands that had been previously

worn down to low relief bv long-continued normal
erosion, the reefs being built up as the ocean ri«es

in post Glacial time Under this theory an almost
destroyed central Island would have a surface of

rolling hills, cut back by cliffs whnh would now

—

except for fringing reefs that may border them

—

plunge into the lagoon waters to a depth of twenty
or more fathoms This Inference is well supported bv
the occurrence of strongly cUft Islands surmounting
submarine banks of moderate depth in the extra-
tropical seas Ac6ording to Darwin’s theory of up-
growing reefs on intermittently subsiding foundations
—submergence bv subsidence b^ng faster than
erosional degradation—atoffs are produced when the
central island of an up-growing barrier reef has sunk
out of sight Under this theory the lagoon of an
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almost-atoU would contain one or several nearly sub-
merse islands of mountainous or mountain-top fotm
'The characteristics of the small islands of hypo.

> thetical almost-atolls, as thus deduced from seveial

theories of coral reefs, may be confronted with the
appropriate facts as represented in five actual almost-
atolls The Hermit Islands, m the Admiralty group
north of New Guinea, Truk or Hogoleu, in the
Caroline Islands, Budd Reef, in north-eastern Fiji,

the Great Astrolabe Reef, m south-western Fiji, and
Mangareva or the Gambler Islands, south of the
Paumotub The Hermit Islands arc enclosed by a
reef about la miles m diameter, the largest of the
islands i<« 3 miles long and more than 3000 ft in

height The encircling reef of Truk is about 'jo miles

In dlamctcr, and cncloscb some twenty small islands,

the largest measures 6 by 3 miles, and several of the

larger ones are from looo ft to 1300 ft high, the

smaller ones rise from 20 ft to 300 ft Budd Ki*ef

measures 13 miles in its longest diamclcr, three small
inlands, each less than a mile across, rise from 280 ft

to 480 ft near the lagoon centre, a small horseshf»

crater island, a mile in diameter and 500 ft high,

near the n^Uh-oastern angle of the enclosing reef,

appears to he of much mare recent origin than its

neighbours, and does not bear on the problem hetc

considered The Great Astrolabe Reef makes an oval

loop, 6 miles wide b) 10 miles tong, around a lagoon
containing nine small islands, it is not proptrly an
almost-atoll reef, for on the south it tontinues a long
distance jround the four-mile Island of Ono and th<

thirtv-milc island of Kandavu Howi ver, the sm ill

islands that Us northern loop surroun<ls are Ivpical

residuals, the largest is scarcely a mile m length,

the highest rises 460 ft , all are of rounded, mountain-
top form, their small spurs being a httle cut baik bv
thorc-Iine uhich rise from low-tide rock plat-

forms and do not plunge Into deep water Mor^ver,
a triangular space defined bv three of the islands, a
mile and 1 half on its open sides, has the same depth
of from 17 to 20 fathoms thit prevails between the

islands and the barrier reef, and this is bo\ond
explanation by the Glacial-control theorv Gambicr
Reef Is from 13 to miles across, the enclosed
islands are eight in number, and the largest of them
measures 4 by a miles and has a height of 1300 ft

Dana wrote of the larger of these islands “The
very features of the coast—the dc^ep indentations- are

sufficiefit evidence of subsidence to one who has
studied the character of the Pacific Islands, for these
indentations correspond to vallevs or gorges formed
by denudation during a.iong period while the island

stood above the sea *' (“On Coral Reefs and Islands,”

1853, p 95) Within the polygon defined bv several of
these islands two soundings give depths of 38 fathoms,
while the lagoon outside the polygon has no depths
so great

All these almost-ntoll islands are of mountainous
or mountain-top form , they appear to be residuals of
Originally larger islands, much reduced by sub-aenil
erosion and now isolated by submergence The
smaller ones are mere summits, too small to show
embayed vallevs; the larger ones hive somewhat em-
bayed shore-lines, which would, according to the best

accounts that 1 can gather, be more strongly embaved
if the deltas that now partly occupy the bavs were
removed None of the islands are described as
strongly clih, like those of the extra-tropical seas,

llthouj^ some headlands are a little cut back in

bluffs fronted bv low-tide rock pfstforms, evf-

ly the work of the lagoon waves at present sca-

eVel It thus appears that the small islands of actual

ilmost-atolls are excellent counterparts of the moun-
alnous or mountain-top Islands of hypothetical almost-
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atolls deduced as the necessary consequences of
Darwin’s thcor>, but such islands cannot be accounted

I for by cither Murrfiy’s or Daly's theory.

I The attention of European men of science has been

I

so laigcly withdrawn from the study of coral reefs

j

during the last thirty years that the coral-reef problem

j

now has scarcely a neanng among them It Is to be

j
hoped that, with the acquisition of the numerous
isLinds and reefs of not them and eastern New Guinea
with the neighbouring reef-encirded islands by Aus-
tralia, the old problem may be taken up again by the
explorers and investigators of that remarkable region

I lip Louisiadc group in particular deserves attention

The present communi(ation suggests some of the
newer aspects of coral-reef study, which, along with

I the cmba\ ments of reef-cncirclcd islands and the uncon-
formable conlactb of fringing and elevated reefs with
then foundations (see “ The Geological Aspects of

I

the Coral-reef Problem,” Vnence Progresx, xin ,

I

r()i9, pp <120-44), must be taken into account for the

future All considered together, these newer aspects

go far towards restoring confident e in Darwin’s
theorv, which between 1R80 and rgro was so un-
roisonablv discarded by many writers The theory
needs subordinate modification by the addition of

chsngcs of ocean level during the Glacial penod, to

which Daly has so justiv diretted attention, but those

changes acting alone would, whenever they occurred,

product cmergenccb or submergences everywhere alike

in their moderate amount, their slow rate, and their

rieistocene dale , while all the rcef-cncircled islands

that h we yet been studied—as, for example, in

ho>e’s ‘Geological Observations in Fiji” (Proc

\mer Vead of Arts and Scl , liv , 1918, pp i”i45)

—

testify to submergences and cmi rgenccs at dates that

irc frequently unlike from place to place, and of

amounts that arc frequently much in excess of the

most libenl estimates of Glacial changes in ocean-

level Such submergences and emergences are, there-

fore, to be explained by local movements of subsidence

nr upheaval in the islands concerned As reef-growth

has been associated chiefly with the various move-
ments of subsidence, reinforced recently bv rise of

ocean-level, Dirwin’s thcon subordinatcly modified

IS thereby supported W M
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass ,

March

Scientlfio Apparatus from Abroad

Ihfhe lb one a&pect of the proposed ”anli-dumping“
legislation to which 1 should like to direct attention
While theie is much scientific apparatus made m

the British UIcs of a quality at least as gcxid as that
imjiortcd, it is, unfortunately, very costly But there
arc albo many articles which our manufacturers have
not jrt Ic'irnM to produce in anything like a satisfac-

tory quality The icsult of icstncting the Import of

gotld articles by a heavy duty would be to compel
scientific workers to use home-made goods There
would bo no hardship if these goods were satisfactory

But such IS by no means always the case, and we arc
then penalised by waste of tune md frequent loss of
experimental results Mot cover, if inferior goods
obtain n sale by methods of this kind, no inducement
IS given to the makers to improve the quality

1 am aware that T may be called a doctrinaire Free
Trsder, but it seems to me to be a far more reason-
able procedure to allow free import of such apparatus
until equally good material ts to be bad cheaply at
home In the meantime, our manufacturers should,
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if necessary receive btate aid to < nable them to perfect

their processes When they can show that thev have
attaimKl success an import duty might be imposed
temporarily on the foreign substitute to ensure the

sale of^e British irticle and to introduce it to the

market If the product is sitisfactory there would be
no n^d to return th< duty for inv it kngth of

time
Owin^ to th< present poor rale of pav of fnt

scienUfic workers it is onh just to give them generous
grants if they arc compelled to buy the costR home-
made goods of the first entegorv referted to iboc

It will surely be admitted that the desirable st itc of

affairs is that each c >unlry should pioduce what it is

best fitted to do ind th it th rc should be nc necessity

for protective duties But if the I e'lgue of N itic ns

is belM\ed to be ineff<rti\e ind if wc must bo prt

pared to be self supporting in cast of inothc r Lre it

war It bihovts those who advocau measures to bring
this about to set that the n ttion does not lest m it

than it is likely to gam
I have confined my remarks to the ist of s unlit <

ippbanct s but similar considc rations ipplv to m in\

industrial processes Inferior mitenil and mnchintrv
would ha\o to lx* put up with for the sike of sup
porting some olh< r industr\ If the fore ign goods an
superior they should be fr« ly importt d and the Britwh
makers subveationod until they can produce cquil^y

good material if it is thought essentul lh it thc\

^ould do so VV M Bwfiss
I ni\ersit\ (clkgo Tend i

The Cost of Laboratory Pittmgo

In ill diMciions wt ha\c at the pit sent iirnt ivi

drnec of i gKwing enthusi ism for education in the

held <f n iliir d science Stud nts ire bt turned
lU i\ from oui schools and univcrsitus ft i lul cf

icrommc dation ind the nt w Fdui Uon \( t h is n
gre it encoiir if^cmc nt to m ic ik t teaching Our w ir

experiences seem to hnM an used the nation to the

necessity for vastly extending the facilitus f>r these

studies and it the same time the need for fin int lal

eeonom\ is pn ss ng in ill directions
Ihe mitend n quirt ments of science loiehinf^ ar

expensive and though he ev\ outlav is in ihi m in

inevitable seems probeble that if costs e ennot be

redu cd the veiv neeessirv expinsion of science in

our schools mav in many eases have to Ik deferred or
diindoncd ind jHssibly curtailed in nur htghii
institutun The chiratUr of the fixed fittings in our
laboratori s h is iltertd but little for many ye us md
It seemn prrlui nt tc inquire whether se mething could
not be done? by lh use of iltei natty e m it ri lU cr by

stand irdis ition to re due tlxir cost

I recently brought this matter to the netiee of one
of eur le irntd seeiili s ind iie ived i very eorelitl

reply from its roun il wlueh his referred the question
to the Department cf Scienl fie and Industrial Re
seireli ind 1 h ly le ison to bell \ that this Depart
nient is proposing to take sonx ution in whi h event
1 have arranged that the Sen.net Standing CenmutUe
of one of our Royal nst tutes shill be n presented at
any deliberations J n ngs howTvor move slowly and
tune ix passing w hich must be my exi use for troubling
you with this letter in the hope thit the subject may
raise some interest md possibly leid to some con
structive suggestions
There are several obsious directions in which u

starch on this subject which should be neither pir
ticularly lengthy nor expensive seem likelv to be
fruitful but I must not encroach further bv elabora
tion Alan I* Munby

c> Old Square I Incoln s Inn 'W C 2
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Tin Standard af Atan— WatgbU .

In reply to the letter of Prof J R Partington
appe iring in Naturb of April 29, it has already been
innounced in your columns that l>r Aston has shown
neon and chlorine to be each mixtures of two isotoj^es
With itomic weights which aro whole numbers, and
1 hive suggested that the atomic weights of ill the
e^kments with low itomic weights arc very approxi-
mitely of the form 2x + a where x is tiK atomic
number and a a small integer md there are indiea
lions tending to show that a is independent of the
chemical properties of the element (see Natihk
I ebru try 20 p 704) 1 e r the lower atomic weights the
calculation is not greatly affected whether the itomie
weight of hydiogen or of oxygen is taken is the
stan^rd With the exception of hydrogen no atomic
weight IS It ss th in ax if the atomic weight of oxygen
is t iken as the standard 1 here is, a(x:ordingly, some
justihe ition fot treating the itomie wc ights of helium
beron earbem nitrogen cxygen and fluorine is

normtl ind that of hydrogen is abnormil If as
appears to be the e ise the itomic weights art not
only van ible 1 g lead neon cte but also contain a
quantity independent of the chemical piopcrtus of the
element the determination of the relative atovni

\ eights of two (UnKnts to 1 high degree of accuracy
\m11 in miny eases bt impossible and m somt others
futile

In some respects it might be ccnycnient to til

hi hum IS the sLincliid for itomie weights this eh
ment certainly assisting in a few instances to build up
the ate mu weight and as helium ean now be prepared
in large ejuantity the iieuiaU determination of its

density will not be so difficult as heretofore
SlFPHFV MIATT

'»S Belsue Grove N W ^

Tfw Mole Gnokot

Oxiy one British sprues of mole tucket is known
CryUot<Upa vulgaris It is now beceming yrtiy rire
in Fngland It is largely eimivorous and by bur
lowing underground with its poyverful fore legs whuh
by t shear like ulum cut tbieiugh roots it causes a
eriaiii amount of dam ige It is bv the peailnr

4

Hi

Fio f-Mok Cricket

strut ture of these fore legs that the mole cricket u
readily recognised and distinguished froftl all other
insects These jkafs are thicker but shorter than the
hind legs each of the very short tibiae ending below
in four claws spread out like the fingers of a hand
The specimen represented an the iHustrAtKm was
caught at Send near Woking, in Surrey, on March *5
last F V D
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The Optophone An Instrament for Reading by Ear*

By Dr £ F l^ouKMEK d'Albi:

HE type-reading optophone, an instriimLnt

designed to enable blind people to read
,

ordinary print, was described in Nature in 1914
(vol xciv

, p 4) At the British Scientific Pro-
|

ducts Exhibition of 1918 some public reading
j

demonstrations were given with a somewhat
improved apparatus exhibited by the writer and
by Mr W Forster Brown (see Natiirt

,
vol cii

, |

p 10, September 5, 1918) ITiesc demonstrations
|

sufficed to show that all the essential problems

of type-reading had been solved, but the instru-

ment then exhibited had certain defects which

militated against its prolonged and convenient use

by blind persons Ihus, the displacement along

the line of type was effected by turning a handle,

which no blind person would care to use by the

hour The construction of the apparatus generally

was not sufficiently solid and substantial, in \icw
of the fact that it hud to be put into the hands of

a necessarily somewhat clumsy operator

After the close of the exhibition the ronstriu-

tion of the instrument was undertaken by Messis
Barr and Stroud, Ltd

,
of Glasgow, the well-

known makers of range-hnders and fire-control

apparatus for the British and foreign navies \
great deal of thought and care has l^en bestowed
upon tin instrument by Dr Archibald Barr, ind

the result has been a thoroughly sound, compact,
and practical instrument, such as was shown h>

Dr Barr in his lecture to the Royal Philosophical

Society of Glasgow on March 24 last

llie general principle of the apparatus is shoun
by Fig I A siren disc, D, is run at about

30 revolutions a second by means of the small

magncto-electric motor shown It contains five

circles of square perforations, the innermost circle

having twenty-four perforations, the outermost
forty-two, the other circles being intermednte
and corresponding to the relative frequencies rrf

certain notes of the diatonic scale A line of

light in a radial direction is provided by the

festoon lamp L, and the image of the filament of

this lamp IS thrown upon the print by a system i

of three lenses on the other side of the selenium
|

tablet S The axis of the concavo-convex lens C
is slightly tilted out of the axis of the other lenses 1

for a purpose which is specified below The
general result of the optical system is to gi\e a

line of luminous dots on the print, each dot having
a different musical frequency The light con-

stituting these dots is diffusely reflected back on
to the selenium, which is put m circuit with a
battery and a high-resistance telephone receiver

Those dots which fall on white paper produce a

note of their own musi/cal frequency in the tele-

phone, while those which fall on black are extin-

guished We thus get ^ what may be called a
^white-jounding " optophone, in which the black
letters are read by«the notes omitted from ^hc
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scale rather tlian by the notes which remain sound-
ing All the reading demonstrations hitherto

undertaken have been given with u “ white-sound-

ing ” optophone
A modification of this ptinciple, introduced by

Messrs Barr and Stroud in consultation with the

writer, is the provision of a second selenium
preparation in the form of a cylindrical rod, the

top of which can be seen at B (Fig x) This rod
receives the hght reflected by the concave surface

of the lens C, which produces a real image of the

line of dots on a generator of the cylindrical rod,

ind by turning this rod about its axis iKe image
(an be made more or less eftectue as desired.

By balancing the effect on B against the eflect

on S, when white paper alone is exposed, a silence

can be produced in the telephone, and the effect

of the passage of a black letter is to make a sound
which vaqos in aci^ordanie with the formation of
the letter This is the pimdple of what may bC
called a “blatk-sounding ” optophone, and

Kit 1 —Skolcton appiuiiiuJi iluwing the priiKiple of th« optttpbono

although Its advantagi. over the white-sounding
ivpc has yet to be proved, there is little doubt
that the learning of the alphabet sounded on the
new piinciplc will be easier, though in the writer's
opinion the ultimate speed acquired by either black-
sounding or white-sounding will bo approximately
the s.unc It is interesting in this (connection to
note that Miss Mary Jameson, the blind girl who
gave the demonstrations at the 1918 Exhibition,
now reads habitually at a speed of about twenty-
five words a minute with a “ whitc-soundmg ”

optophone made by Messrs Barr and Stroud, and
finds, indeed, that when the instrument is adjusted
for a lesser speed reading becomes more difficult

The present construction adopted by Messrs.
Barr and Stroud is shown in Fig 2 The disc,
lamp, lenses, and selenium, as well as the motor,
are all mounted in the swinging “tracer," which
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can be brought over to the right by means cf

the reading-handle H It then returns to the left

with a slow, silent, and steady motion regulated

by the worm gearing W, which drives a small

paddle inserted in a viscous liquid This paddle

can be inserted more or less deeply into the liquid

by the regulating nut R, and such is the range

F a 1 1 « optophone w h book re t c o ed

of adjustment poSiiWe that a line can be read m
anything from nve seconds to five minutes, accord

mg to the proficiency of the reader When the

line IS read) the next line is brought into focus by

the change-bar C, which works i friction grip

inside the bar on which the "tracer" is pivoted,

and can be adjusted for my desired line space

Fig I —The pfeopho w owpletn w th book re t

by means of the scr^w attached to the change bar

A lever attached tt> the ‘ tneer” enables the

operator to reverse this motion or to release the

vAiOlt "tracer” from the friction gear, so that it

may be quickly brought to the top of a page,.
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The festoon lamp is inserted at L, where it la

held by a spring dip, and whence it can easily be

removed for renewal even by a blind operator

The balancer is inserted at B, and can be adjusted

for silence by means of the small handle diown
big 3 shows the apparatus from the top page

end and with telephone and flex connectioas

ittached as well as the book rest R holding a

l^ok The adapters of these flex connections are

ill of different sizes, and fit mto different-sized

holes m such i manner that they cannot be

wrongly inserted—an important consideration with

blind operators

The vinous connections with their switches are

for the motor, the lamp, and the two selenium

circuits respectively When the adapters are

removed i rover can be placed over the whole

instrument, which clips on to the aluminium base,

and the optophone can thereupon be carried about

like a typewriter

1 ig 4 shows the m inner in which the instru-

ment IS manipulated by a blind person

o 4 —Une thing nt w ih th« optopl o c

Special mention ought to be made of a con
trivance for adjusting for various sizes of type

The middle lens of the three shown in Fig i is

mounted in a nut which can be screwed up and
down within the tracer by means of two gaps
cut in the upper cylindrical ^rtion at T (Fig a)

The nut is provided with six nicks across the rim,

which enable a blind oper itor to count the number
of turns of the nut, and thus to adjust for any
definite size of type This ingenious contrivance

IS, I beheve, due to Dr Stroud

In practice it is found that, with the new
apparatus the various adjustments for size of

type, length of line, and line interval are quite

easily made by blind persons, and that the instru-

ment, with all Its delicate adjustments, can remain
in use for a long time widiout anything getting

out of order It is therefore safe to say that tl^

t
roblem of opening the world's hteratui^ to the

tind 18 now definitely solvedi
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The Kelahart

By Prof E

''pHE Kalahari and Ovamboland belong physio-
-L graphically to one and the same province , the

former is a region of red sand and the latter of

white sand. The whole area, some 350,000 square

miles, IS blocked by an encircling ring of hard
rocks, breadied on the east by the Victoria 1 alls,

on the south by the Auffhrabies Falls on tht

Orange River, and on the west by the great
cataract (300 ft high) on the Cunenc River The
consequence of this peculiarity is that the whole

and Ovamboland

H I Schwarz

300 miles long by 100 miles broad, part of the

I

breadth in the northern half is occupied by sand
dunes, so that the effective area is now less than
thit of Victoria Nyanza, but before it was lapped
by the Zambezi it must have been a little larger

The Z inibezi enters the depression at the Mam
bove Falls, follows the northern boundary, and
leaves the old lake at Kasungula It is not certam

I

when the Zambezi first breached the wall and let

I out the wslers of the hke, the Portuguese maps

region is flat and iht nvtrs have scarceh any fall,

the floods bCQpmg rather than flowing along the

sandy river-beds and blocking up the channels

with bars made of branches, reeds and other

rubbish, so that there has been a constant chang
mg m the distribution of the water

On the west there are two great depressicms,
|

the Makarikari and the greater Ngami Living

stone obtained the impression that the two formed

the bed«of one enormous lake, but the map of

Passarge shows the two very clearly defined The

greater Ngami is a depression elongated in a

south westerly direction, with parallel sides, and
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before Livingstone's time showed the river begin-
ning not so very far above Zumbo, and we know
that the Portuguese had 1 very good idea of the
country so far back ss the sixteenth century Tte
1 alls cannot be of verj gre^t igc, heesuse the
gi'idient below them is more than 15 ft to the
mile, and a grc'it nver like the Zambezi would
have flattened out the gradient if it had been
of any considerable age The recent earthquake
at New Langenburg, at the head of the Loangwa
River, shows that iht area is one of great seismic
activit), so that the origin'll idea of Livingstone
ind Murchison, that the crack wss formed by
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I
Kalahari is to the S.S.W

, so that there was

I

nothing to prevent the original river taking

]
the course indicated, when the water was

I

diverted to the Zambezi the area became a waste
of sand The French in the western Sahara have
similarly shown that the ergs or sand deserts oc-
cupy the basins of former nver systems

C>vamboland is just a great level river plain,
the ideal peneplain Every part of it is covered
with shallow depressions, sometimes connected,
forming rivers, at others they arc in parallel

senes of disconnected hollows, elongated m the
direction of the nearest river. In between are
sandy tracts covered with forest In this there
are a number of wide, open tracts, which form

I

the mam habitable areas, and each of these open-

I

mgs IS occupied by a separate tribe of Ovambos

I

On the north there are the Cunene and Okavango
' rivers, which have built themselves above the

Flu 9 *>Riicana Cleft Cunene Ri\«r

such agency, is worth reconsidering* Certainly

the idea that the river has worked back along

joints requires some modification, because the

depth of the crack, reckoning from the top of

the Fells to the bottom of the gorge, is more than

1 100 ft
,
and joints do not penetrate so deep

Two rivers fan out on the floor of the depression

of the greater Ngami, m the same way that the

Rusisi does on the plain on the north of Tangan-
^ka, which has been exposed since the Lukuga
tapped the lake and drew off the water, this last

case, according to Arab accounts, has occurred

within the last 500 years or less The Nganu
feeders are the Okavango and Chobe nvers The
Chobe flowed south m Chapman's time (185a), but

the channel became blocked with reeds and rubbish

below the Mababe swamp, and it now goes
straight into the Zambezi The Okavango until

quite recently also flowed south into the Ngami
of Livingstone, but a branch,

the Schnda, has developed

which takes the water into the

Chobe and so into the Zam>
bezi, and Ngami i» now dry.

When the Chobe and Oka-
vango rivers flowed south to

Lake Ngartii the water over

flowed from that lake into the

Botletle, which breached the

eastern wall of the depression,

and so made its way to the

Makarikan This depression

has an area of 15,000 square

miles and two "floors " ; the

Soa and Ntwetwe Pans form
the lowest levels, while around
are immense grass flats Wc
know fairly dennitely that this

dried up about 1820, thirt>

years before Chapman was
there, and the Bushmen de-

scribe to him how the whole
expanse was then covered
with dead hippopotamus and fish

Now the Botletle very seldom
reaches the Makarikan, though the floors may
fiU for a few weeks from drainage from the east

When the waters of the upper Zambezi were
impounded in the Ngami depression, the water
flowed south from the Makarikan into the Letwa>o
or Okwa, and found its way into the Molopo and
so to the Orange River According to traders

who have crossed this part many times, the old

channel can stiU be traced,. certainly the lower
Molopo has a bed far greater than would have
been cut had it only earned the waters from the
tributaries now shown to connect with it The
region between the Makarikan and the bend of

the Molopo is the “Great Thirst"; the main
routes through the Kalahari are now fairly safe

and the Government has put down bore-boles for

the accommodation of traveUers, but it u still

exceedingly difflcult to explore away from the nudn
tracks. The natural slope of the plain of tte
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plain, and in flood-time they overflow their banks
and send the water down spillways which, in

former years, filled up all the de^essions and
converted the country into a swamp; something
like a third of the plain was then submerged. As
the flood subsides, the crops, which arc planted on
senes of little sand-hillocks, rapklly come to

maturity in the damp, stj^aminj^ Atmosphere, the

palms and morula-trees yield wine, and the lot of
the Ovambo was then a pleasant one.

The spillways from the Okavango still carry
water out from the riv^r southwards, but not in

sufficient quantity to reach any distance , and those
from the Cunepe are quickly diminishing. The
rapid lowenng of the beds of the main rivers

by erosion has resulted in the desiocation of the
country, and at no very distant date Ovambolaii^
will become a land of the "Great Tliirst " like

the Kalahari The conversion of an area of
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70,000 square mtlrs from the condition of a
tropical swamp, similar to the Bahr-el Ghazal nto

a wilderness of dead trees and withered gr'iss has

had a very bad effect on the climate of South
Africa and the consequences ire noticeable north

as well as south of the /smben the completion

of the process is a matter of a few >ears only

What has happened in Ovambohnd occurred in

the Makarikan a hundred ycirs ago and in the

central Kalahai i not &u very long before that s i

section bv section this great area h is lost its

water supply ind between 300 000 md 400 000

square miles of country have become desert within

comparatively recent times

The spillways from the C unenc on one side ind

those from the Okavango on the other connect in

the great depression to the south the Ftoshi Pin
lluB is a floor, like the and Ntwetwe P ins

only here there is no trace of bnk the level pan being

t C aal tela arac u n K e

covered with a dark green him due to microscopic
plants which turn a vcllowish green when moist
ened with water from i thunderstorm Very little

water finds its way into the pan down the river

channels nowadays Ihe grass flats round the

pan are some 5 ft above the level of the floor

and are often black with zebras wildelKcsts

gemsbok koodoos and springbok with the at

tendant lions The late Mr ] \\ P Brcijcrwis
game ranger at the time of my visit ind it is

due to his tireless efforts to suppress poaching
that the game has returned to the district to him
also I owe the tracing of the 1 ion River a spill

way from the Okavango to the T tosha thus

coinj^dleting the through connection of the Cunene
and Okavango rivers

The restoration of the Kalahari and Ovambo
land plains by weinng up the outlets on the north

«ad himtog the waters of the Cunene on one hand
and of the Okavango and Chobe nvers on the
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Other would convert these countries into habitable
regions once more Both rivers are necessary, for

the one reinforces the other Ovamboland wouU
be converted into a swamp, a condition of affdtrft

j

which the n itives ire accustomed to and thrive oA
I IS It IS they ire alw lyson the verge of starvation,

and in 1915 xC) thousands did die of starvatton, and
their bones are strewn for 200 miles along the
road from Ondongua to Isumtb the terminus of
(he railw ly where they had expected to get food
and work Ovamboland is not suit ible for white
settlement but from the evaporation from this

vast swamp the rivers Iikc the Zambezi and Oka-
vango would be reinforced at their sources and
their diminishing volume converted into an in

creasing one Die Kalahari on the other hand
is eminently suited for white settlement with

water anything will grow cotton is indigenous

and would form the summer crop as in Fgypt,
wheat grows as \ winter crop,

and mcdies (maize) as an autumn
one Away from the actual im
gation furrows the ranchmg 906
sibilities are enormous The
country is now nominally under
Bechuana chiefs , but, while every

consideration can be paid to their

wants a meagre population of

150 000 natives cannot indefln

itely hold up a country of 300 eoo
square miles White settlement

could proceed without interfering

in any wav with the natives, as
there is room enough for all

The effect on the climate of

South Africa is another matter
We know that hippopotamus
vw irmed all over the Karroo
in not very distant times for

the r bones are dug up all

over It in the dry river beds
Before the Makarikan went
drv in 1 820 Barrow Lichten
stem, and Lc Vaillant desenbed

finding hippopotamus in enormous qu mtities

in t>pinl Karroo country like Cookhouse and
the banks of the rivers were clothed with sub
tropic d forest in which roamed rhinoceros, de-
phanl eland etc The Karroo within the last

120 years in the cistern portion was a country
simdar in flora and fauna to British East Africa
Would the restoration of the Kalahari affect the
Karroo-' The lost lakes formed the end of the

senes of great lakes in Central Africa and the
function of these latter is to provide moisture for

the inland regions The central areas of Africa

lie so high that moisture blown in from the sea is

dropped on the edge by the diminution of pressure

and verv little is left for the centre from these
sources With the Kalah in lakes restored and the
vegetation once more established it seems reason-
able to suppose that the effect will be the same as
that produced by the great northern lakes on their

neighbouring n^ons
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The Royel Acadeaqr.

Every critic of the Royal Academy finds

material for praise or for condemnation

from whatever point of view he regards the works

exhibited} and the scientific visitor is no exception

to this rule Indeed, it is impossible that among
BO large a number oif works all should be of the

same high order d merit as are the few produced

by master hands From the scientific point of

view it IS not difficult to divide the sheep from the

goats—the true representations of Nature from

the grotesquely unreal It may be presumed that

the perpetrators of the latter type of work visit

the Academy and there study the pictures of their
|

fellow-artists If this be so, it is astonishing that
i

t^y should continue from year to year to produce
i

unreal caricatures of natural' objects, when often

in dose contiguity to their pictures arc to be seen

beautiful representations of the same type of

scenes, truthful to life in every particular, and
gaming immeasurably thereby. The fact that

both obtain admittance to Burlington House must
be taken to demonstrate ^at both are of artistic

merit} but there the similarity ends

An example of this contrast in methods of

dealing with a subject may be found In this year's

exhibition by comparing "Off the Land” (38)
with ” Sunset at ” (347) show sea and
sky scenes The former gives a perfectly natural

representation of liglit from the sky reflected In

the while in the latter an intensely red sunset

sity meeto at the honxon an intensely blue sea,

a condition unlikely to obtain while water pos-

sesses its normal powers of reflection The effect

is so entirely unnatural that it is difficult to
bdieve, without reference to the title, that the

lower part of the picture is meant to represent
water at all In Gallery No III., on either side

of the chief centre piece, with which the scientific

critic IS not concerned, are two pictures of yacht

racing which form an mteresting contrast.
^
Whea

looked at from near-by the one is wholly

ful, while the other is spoilt by its crude

When, however, a view is taken from a consider-

able distance, iJxc two pictures appear of more

equal merit The contrast between the two

methods of treatment is brought out strikmgly

by the juxtaposition of the pictures, bci it

accidental or otherwise t
A feature of the present exhibition which wl*

strike the visitor is the extraordinary sca-colour-

ing in several of the works, though examination

of the catalogue shows that for this a single artist

is largely responsible. One case has already been

cited. To mention one other from among several

examples, it would be very surprising to meet in

Nature with the contrasts in colounng depicted

in "The Sunken Reef " (177) The writer has not

had any opportunity of studying dazxle-pamtcd

Alps in their natural surroundings, but if in

the work “In the Narrow Seas” (soo) Mr.

Norman Wilkinson has given a correct representa-

tion of the effect produi»d—and there seems no

reason to doubt that this is the case ^ It is well

brou^t home to the landsman how baffling the

Effect must have been to the commanders of

/enemy submarines In “The Forcruimer”

Leonardo da Vmci is seen Abwing a model of hiS

flying machine to Ludovico Sforxa, Duke of Milan,

and his Court Some of the spectators look

amused, and for this the modem airman will find

little difficulty m forgiving them Several of

leader’s bcauuful scenes are exhibited In study-

ing "An Autumn Evening” (139) one wonders

what object outside the picture casts a shadow

over the lower part of the trees, while the uppdr

part Is lUununatad with an evening glow; but

there is no temptation to doubt the truthfulness

of the portrayal J* ^

Obituary.

Capt E W, Ckbak, C B., F.R,S,

pAPT. ETTRICK WILLIAM CREAK, who i^ died in his sleep on Apnl was the

son ot the late Commander William Creak,
of Norfolk, and a nephew of Sir H. Have-
lock, of Lucimow fame. He joined the Navy
in the navigating branch of that Service

about the yeaf 18^ and served in various Alps I

afloat until he was selected In 186S to serve as an
asaistant in the compass department of the Admir-
alty. His service afloat was distinguiAed not

mily by his nautical acquirements and the remarks
he sent from time to time to the Hydrographer,

for whiA he was speoally thanked in 1866, but

also hf his kao\riedge of French and music,

rather rare acquirements in Aose days He was
Ale to add to'our knowledge of some unaurveyed
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localities by his study of sun eying operations,

Kacularly by a plan of Ngaloa Bay, in the Fiji

nds, when serving in H M.S. Esk about 1866.

About this time Capt Creak turned his attention

to the errors of the compass on board cettain

ships which had traversed a great range of mag^

netic latitude, which inquiry was embodied in »
report to the Admiralty and published by the

Board of Trade. This marked him out as a suit*

able oiRcer to be employed in the investigatioa of

compass errors in H.M shij^s, which were being

increasingly constructed of iron and steeL For

his services in thdr*compass department and

his magnetic reports he was made a fellow of the

RoyalSoaety in 1885, and he became superintead.

ent of the.Admiralty compass department m 1887.

Capt. Creak toolc an active part in the deter*,

mtfvirinn and control df the constants reqiused for
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the reduction of the magnetic observations made
by the Challenger expedition, 1872-76, dunng
which euedition it was discovered that the coral
islands or Bermuda lay over a magnetic field in

which the variation of the compass differed as
much as 6®, vu from 4** W to nearly 10® W

,

the true variation of the needle being 7^ W, , this

was ascertained by swinging the Challenger on
every point in deep water close to the islands,

and this process was continued on board that
vessel in man^ other parts of the world, where
the true variation was affected by local attraction

on shore, so that the results of the shore observa*
tions were not trustworthy, but the Challengef
being a wooden vessel, although not entirely free

from iron in her construction, better results were
obtained by swinging her in deep water near the
land. The results of the Challenger observations
arc published in vol 11. of the official narration
of the voyage, and in vol. ii. of the reports on
the physics and chemistry of the expedition, where
plans, constructed by Creak, arc given of the
magnetism observed at the Bermuda Islands, and
also charts of the variation, inclination, horizontal
force, and vertical force for the epoch 1880, con-
structed mainly from the Challenger observations,
combined with ail other observations available to

the date of publication

Capt« Creak pointed out in his magnetic con-
tributions that at certain positions in the world
magnetic shoals exist which affect the compasses
of vessels sailing over those shoals One such
shoal near Cossack, in North Australia, was
crossed by H M surveying vessel Meda, in a
depth of 8 fathoms, with two shore objects

transit, and the compass needle was deflected 30®

for about one mile

At Funafuti, another coral atoll in the Paafic, in

lat 8® 30' S ,
long, 179® la' E

,
another magnetic

field exists, where the variation changes nearly
a®, and the dip i®, in different localities, as shown
by the magnetic survey of the atoll made by
Admiral Sir A Mostyn Field in H M S Pengum
in 1896, the results being investigated by Capt
Creak, and published by the Royal Socie^ in

1904. Capt Creak also instructed the officers

engaged in the Arctic expedition of 1875-76 under
Capt G S Wares, R N

,
and prepar^' the direc-

tions and magnetic charts for the ** Arctic Manual,”
1875 He also prepared the magnetic instruc-

tions for the Antarctic expedition of 1901 When,
owing to his having reached the age of fifty-five,

be had to retire from active service afloat in 1890,
and to his not having served the number of years
afloat to entitle him to be retired with the rank of
captain, a special Order in Council was issued

{jiving him that rank, so that his important
services in the compass department should not
deprive him of the honour he would have received

bad he served the reqt^isite number of years at

sea.

During Capt. Creak’s service in the compass
dapartAient the late Lord Kelvin mvented a com-
pass tupwor to that then in use in H M
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ships, which was adopted by the Admiralty , but,

owing to the increase in the size of the c^s m
H M ships, this compass was eventually dis-

carded for a liquid compass brought out by Capt
Creak, which is now the standard instrument

afloat, and is furnished with a special azimuth
circle for use in torpedo-boats, destroyers, etc., all

other compasses having failed to stand the vibra-

tion and motion and the gunfire in these vessels

He also brought out a simple form of instrument
for correcting by magnets the heeling errors, and
invented the Lloyd-Creak dip and intensity dppara-

tus, originally meant for observations afloat, but

which has b^n found very useful also on shore

This instrument was fully described in Terrestrial

Magnetism for October, 1901.

In 1903 Capt Creak was president of the geo-
graphical section of the British \ssociation, and
in his presidential address at Southport in that

year gave an interesting account of the progress

of our knowledge of magnetism both afloat and
ashore up to that time, which was published in the

Proceedings of the British Association, and also

in the Geographical Journal, vol xxii., 1903 He
was made a C B in 1901, in which year he was
retired from the compass department at the agt
of sixty-six Capt Creak also assisted the late

Sir Frederick Evans and Mr Archibald Smith in

preparing and publishing the " Elementary Manual
for the Deviations of the Compass in Iron Ships

”

in 1870, and after the death of Sir F Evans later

editions of that manual were entirely prepared and
published b} Capt Creak In the ninth edition

prepared by him in 1895 the question of heeling

error and its correction was specially discussed,

and tables were given lo assist in tKe correction

of quadrantal deviation and the application of

the Minders bar, etc T H T

SiK Edmund Giles Lodbk, Baht

The death of Sir Edmund ladder at the age of

seventy removes from the ranks of English

country gentlemen one of the cultivated members
of that class Possessed of ample means and
abundant leisure, Sir Fdmund devoted his youth
and middle age to field sport and travel in many
lands In the pursuit of big game in four

continents his fine marksmanship enabled him to

make the very large collection of horned and
other trophies now prcser\cd at I-conardslce He
was among the last of British sportsmen to take

t)ll of the dwindling herds of bison in North-west

America, and the first European to obtain a

specimen of the little desert antelope, named after

him, GaacUa Lodett, which inhabits the Sahara
contentedly without access to water
Were that all, it would scarcely serve to raise

Sir Edmund Loder above the common ruck of big-

game shooter and globe-trotter
,
but he possessed

and exercised the gift of accurate observation,

enabling him to acquire much sound knowledge of
the habits of wild animals, and to distinguish

their specific affinities Unfortunately, he had
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no\ the knack of recording his experience. Not
only was he desututc of all turn for literature,

but the mere act of putting pen to paper was
intolerably irksome to him. This is the more to

be regretted, because the few papers on zoolog>
and botany which he contributed to scientific

journals contained sound, tod sometimes import-
ant, information

Sir Edmund's indolence m this respect had no
counterpart m his botanical work, for he took
infinite personal pains in the delicate operation of

hybridising rhododendrons His crowning
achievement m that line has been the magnificent
cross between R Gn//i.thianuni and JR Fortwiei
which appropriately bears the name 1? Loden,
and IS generally admitted to be the grandest
hardy hybrid hitherto raised in that genus The
collection of conifers which he formed and grew
at Leonardslee contained more species than an\
other in the United Kingdom

Only a few weeks before Sir Edmund's death
the present writer spent an afternoon with him in

the wonderful landscape he had created at
Leonardslee Ihe early Asiatic rhododendro is

were already ablaze, there was no warning in that
fair scene , but now comes Horace\ dirge
irresistibly to mind —

I inquenda tellus et domus et placens
l^xor, neque harum quas cofi^ arborum

fe, prwter invisas cupressus,
Ulla brevem dominum sequetur

HraBBRT Maxwell

Prof Wiliiflm Pfeffer, For Mem R S
W Pffffek, who died on January 31 last at

Leipzig, was born in 1845 near Cassel, the son
of an Apotheker, he studied at a number of

German universities, his Ph D being taken at

Gfittingen He was first a Pnvatdozent at Marburg,
then assistant-professor at Bonn, and later full

professor at Basel, m Switzerland In 1878 he
went to the University of Tfibingen, and m 1887
to the University of 1 cipzig, where he remained
for the rest of his life •He was elected a foreign
membei of the Royal Society m i8g7 Pfeffer

may be associated with Sachs as the founder of
modern plant ph>siology He and the late Prof
Strasburger, of Bonn, were for a long lime the
two best-known German botanists, and for many
years they drew to their respective laboratories

numerous foreign workeis, particularh from the
United States Pfeffer was the author of many
scientific papers, but he is perhaps best known for

his *‘Pflanzcnph>siologie,** of which the first

edition appeared m 1880, and the last part of the
second edition in 1904, the second edition was
translated into English This handbook was a

truly monumenul work, in which a wealth of

matcfial was dealt with with great critical insight

,

hence it was for many years the standard and
invaluable reference book on the subject, Pfeifer's

work in 1877 on osmotic pressure, which laid the
foundation of our more exact knowledge of that

phenomenon, must also be referred to With his
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death the three putsUnding figures of the older
German botany—^achs, Strasburger, and Pfeffer—have an pas^ away, V, H. B

It is with much regret wc learn of the death,
op February ao, of Mr Maxwell Hall, Govern-
ment Meteorologist of Jamaica Mr, Maxwell
Hall was a barrister<4t-law and resident tnagu*
trate for the district of Hanover Hia interest m
meteorology has placed the knowledge of the
weather uf Jamaica on a better t^sls than
that of any other West Indian island He
succeeded in establishing^ a weather service in

Jamaica in 1880, the objects being to encourage
the recording of rainfall and to foretell

approach of hurricanes In 19x1 rainfall records
were available from 194 stations, with observa-
tions At each for at least ten years It is hoped
that this fine record of work will not be inter-

rupted by the death of its originator For upwards
of thirty years Mr, Maxwell Hall was a fellow of
the Royal Meteorological Society.

Tuf death is announced of Lord Guthrie, one
of the senators of the College of Justice m Scot-
land, at seventy-one years of age Charles John
Guthrie was admitted to the Pacidty of Advocates
m 1875, and, after a successful career at the Bar,
was appointed a Judge in the Court of Session
in 1907 Lord Guthrie was for a time president
of the Royal Scottish Geographical Society and
chairman of the Early Scottish Text Society His
interest m antiquities led to his election as
member of the councils of the Antiquarian and
Scottish History Societies He was joint author
of the memoirs of his father, the Rev T Guthrie,
D D

, founder of the Ragged Schools and editor

of the Sunday Magaevne, In the world of litera-

ture he will be best remembered as a friend m
youth of Robert Louis Stevenson, of whose nurse,

**Cummy," he published an appreciation in 1914

Memixbrs of the Bnlish Association who have
attended any meeting for many years past will

learn with regret of the death of Mr, H C
Stewardson, the chief clerk and assistant

treasurer Mr Stewardson's record of devoted
work was particularly notable He entered the

service of the association m 1873, being en-

couraged to do so by William Spottiswoode,
president of the association m 1878, to whom he
was apprenticed in the printing business The
annual reports of the association owe much to

his careful reading and indexing, and he was
also specially concerned with the work of the

Corresponding Societies Committee, and compiled
its valuable annual catalt^e of communications
to local scientific societies Mr. Stewardson was
a member of the Stfitioners* Company,

The Right Hon Sir Tromas W. RusseiXi
Vke-Presldcnt of the Departm^t of Agriculture

and Technical Instruction for Ireland from 1907
to 1918, died on May, 2 in his eightieth year.
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Notes.
The first convorsa^ionc df the Royal Society this

\ear will be held in the rooms of the society at Bur-

linitton House on Wednesday evening next, May 12

A SUMMER mcctinfj of tht Institution of Navul
Architects will be held In Liverpool on Julv 6-8

Meetings for the rending of papers will lie held, and
arrangements will be made to visit som« of the

principal shipbuilding ind other works in Liverpool

and Its vicinity

Sir Hfnry A Mibrs, Vice Chancellor of the Vk.
tona IJniversitv of Manchester, has been rt -elected

prescient of the Manchester Literary and Philo-

sophical Societ) for the session 1920-21 Di H t

Coi^ard and Prof C \ Edw 11 ds have been elected

honorary secretaries

\ t'UnfJC meeting, ariangwl by the National Union
of Scientific Workers, will be held on Tvioadav next.

May 1 1, at 8 30 p m , at the Imperial College Union,
Pnnee Consort Road, South Kensington, for the dls-

cussion of “The Fconomic Portion of Scientific

Workers ** The chuirman will be Dr H M Atkin-

son, and the subject will be introduced by Prof J B
Farmer and Dr J W Kvans

Sir Hbnr\ Bircttenougii Ins been appointed chair-

man of the Bntish Dyes Corporation in succession to

Lord Moulton, whose resignation is announced Sir

Henry was chairman of the Royal Commission on
Paper, 1917, of the Committee on Cotton-growing In

the Fmpire, 1917, and of the \dMsorv Council to the

Ministry of Reconstruction, 1918

\ coMMiirKK of follows of Iho Royal Society and
members of the Univcrsilv of Cambridge has been
formed for the purpose of collecting funds for a

memoiial lo be erected in Westminster Abbev to the

late Lord Rayleigh in recognition of his eminent ser-

vices to science Lord Rayleigh was both president

of the Royal Society and Chancellor of the University,

and an appeal has been issued by the society and the

University It is thought, however, that there may be

some men of science unconnected with -cither of thev
bodies who may wish tn show their ipprociatlon of

Lord Rayleigh’s work Donations mav be sent to the

hon trcasuiers of the fund, Sir Richard Glazebrook

and Sir Arthur Schuster, at 63 Grange Road,
Cambridge

The council of the Insliiullon of Civil Engineers

has made the following awards for papeis road and

discussed dunng the session i9i(>-2o —Telford gold

medals and Telford premiums to Mr David I veil,

Mr J K Robertson, and Major-Gen Sir Gerard M
Heath

,
n George Stephenson gold medal and a

Telford premium to Mr Maurice F Wilson , a Watt
gold medal and a Tejford premium to Mr P M
Crosthwaite, and Telford premiums to Major E O
Henrici, Sir Francis J E Spring, Mr F O Stan

ford, Mr J Mitchell, Mr J W Sandeman, and
Dr A R FultQn.

Lt -Col Sir Lkomard Rogers, IMS, has

recently returned from India on a year’s leave on
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medical certifuato, on the expiry of which he will

have only a short period of Indian service remaining
before being retired under the age rules As he has
completed the organisation of the Calcutta School of

Tropica! Medicine for onenmg next autumn with a full

stafi, he does not propose to return to India, but to
devote himself to continuing Ins researches on Che
treatment of tubertulosis, which liave already yielded

some piomising re*»ulls m India, and have arisen out
of his successful method of treating leprosy by injec-

tions of soluble prcpai ntions of the unsaturoted fatty

acids of various oils

\r the annual general meeting of the Maiine Bio-

logical Association, held m London on Apnl 28, Sir

L Rav Lankester W'as re-elected pr< sident of the

association, and Sir Arthur Shipley chairman of

council The Rt Hon Sit Aithui Gnffith-Boscawen
w IS added to the list of vice-presidents, and Messrs
T H Riches and Julian S Huxley became members
of council for the first tune 1 he coundl re-

ported that donations amounting to 1770I had been

promised towards the erection of new laboratories and
the equipment of a department of general physiology

Scientific work at Plymouth dunng the year had be^
specially directed to a comparison of the condition of

the trawling grounds with that which had been

observed before the war, to the continued study of the

distribution of post-larval and young adult stages of

fishes and the food eaten by fishes when in these

stages, and to observations on the invertebrate fauna,

particularly on the rate of growth of various

organisms

That the Plumage Bill was “talked out“ in the

House of Commons last Friday i& probably due to the

fact that It did not conic before the House until the

day was far spent As a piivatc members’ Bill, its

chances of success, should (he debate be resumed on
some future Friday, are not great. The Hon E S
Montagu spoke briefly , and to the point, in its favour,

remarking that the Government was extiemrly anxious

to see the Bill passed Into law He did not believe,

hi' said, that the passing of the measure would destroy

any legitimate trade Lewd Aberdeen’s Bill, which

IS on Its way to the Commons, afiords yet another

chance, though a slender one, for necessary legislative

action It docs not seem to be lealisc^, even by

zoologists, that the matter is one of real urgency, not

merely for ornithologists, or for those who desire to

protect birds for their own sake, but for all who are

loncerned with problems of economic zoology and pure

science It is therefore devoutly to be honed that this

matter will at once be taken up bv men of science m
all sciiousness, iheir tonsidere<! opinion is necessary

if any Bill resti ictlng the impot i of plum ige of wild

birds IS to become law before extermination has set

Its seal upon a number of species which are well

within tht danger-zone “

The need has long been felt for a corporate body

analogous to the Institute of Chemistry which would
represent the profession and strengthen the position of

workers engaged in physics, and would also form a

bond between the vanous societies interested. The
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Institute of Physics has been founded for this pur.

pose by the co-operation in the first instance of the

Faraday Society, the Optical Societ\ , and the Physical

Society of London, and the first board is constituted

from representatives appointed by the councils of these

societies It is hoped that in the course of time other

societies wU! associate themselves with (he institute

There will be three classes of members Ordinary
members, associates (A Inst P ), and fellows

(F Inst P ) Only the two latter classes, membership
of which will require full professional qualifications,

will be corporate members The institute has already

received promises of support from leading physicists,

and the Initial expenses arc covered by a guarantee

fund amounting to more than 1200/ The first presi-

dent of the institute Is Sir Richard Glazebrook, Sir

Robert Hadheld is tioasuroi, and Prof A W Porter

honorari seerctarv The other members of the board
are —Dr H S Allen, Inst -rommiinder 1 Y Baker,

R N , Prof r J Cheshire, Dr R S Clay, Mr
W R Cooper, Prof W H Eccles, Major E O
Henrlci, Dr C H l^es, Mr C C Paterson, Major
C E S Phillips, Dr E U Rayner, Mr T Smith,

and Mr R S Whipple Mr F S Spiers has been

appointed secretary to the institute, and further par-

ticulars and forms of application for membership may
be obtained from him at 10 Essex Street, Strand,

WC,3

During the last ten years important research work
on the corrosion of metals, and particularly on con-

denser tubes, has been carried on by the Corrosion

Research Committee, which was founded under the

auspices of the Institute of Metals Verv considerable

progress in the study of this difficult subject has been

made by the investigators acting under the direction

of the committee, and the five reports which have been

Issued contain most valuable information, both as to

the factors which Influence corrosion and as to the

methods of preventing corrosion, especially In the case

of marine condenser tubes The financial support of

the investigations has been provided partly by the

Institute of Metals and partly bv the makers of tubes

and of condensers More recentlv a grant has been

received from the Department of Scientific and Indus-

trial Research The cost of the investigations li, how-

ever, considerable, and the committee now makes an
appeal for further funds from the users of tubes and
condensers, who are equally interested in the question

with the manufacturers The continuance of a

Government grant is contingent on a sulhcient sum
being provided bv jiersons inteiested in the research

The persons affected by the work include shipbuilders

and shipowners and also the insurers of ships, and It

is hoped that a sum of something like loool per

annum can be raised from this source Pai tlculars of

the work mav be obtained from the secretary of the

Institute of Metals, -^6 Victoria Street, Westminster,

London

At the annual general meeting of the Institution

of Civil Engineers held on Tuesday, April ay, the

result of the ballot for the election of officers for the

year iqao-ai was declared as follows —Prettd^nt,
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Mr, J, A Brodle Vice^Prestdents • Mr. W B.
Worthington, Dr. W H, Maw, Mr C, L. Morgan*
and Mr Basil Mott Other Membete of Council *

Mr E A S Bell, Dr C C Carpenter, Col. R. E. B-
Crompton, Mr M Deacon, Sir Archibald Denny*
Bart, Sir William H Ellis, Mr A. Gordon, Mr
W W, Grierson, Sir Robert A Hadfieid, Bart , Sir

Brodie H Henderson. Mr E P Hill, Mr G W
Humphreys, Mr Summers Hunter, Mr. H G.
Kelley, Mr C R S Kirkpatrick, Mr J March*
banks, Mr H H G Mitchell, Sir Henr) J Oram,
Mr F Palmer, Capt H Riall Sankey, Sir John
F C Snell, Mr W. A P Tail, Mr A M Tippett,

Mr E F C Trench, Prof W, H Warren, and Sir

Alfred F Yarrow, Bart This council will take office

on the first Tuesday in November next

Ihe mnual meeting of tlie members of the Royal
Institution was held on Mav 1, Sir James Cnchton
Browne, treasurer and vicc-picsldent, in the chair

The annual report of the Committees of Visitors for

the vear 1919, testifying to the continued prospentv
ind efficient management of the institution, was read
and adopted, and the report of the Dav) Faraday
Research Laboratory Committee was al^ read.

Sixty-four new meml^rs were elected during the year,

and sixty-two lectures and nineteen evening dis-

courses were delivered The following gentlemen
were unanimously elected as officers for the ensuing
year —Prestdent The Duke of Northumberland
Treaswrer Sir James Crichton Browne Secretory.

Col. E. H. Hill* Afoiiogsrc Dr Horace T Brown,
Mr J H Balfour Browne, Mr J Y Buchanan,
Mr Burdett-Coutts, Sir Jameb J Dobbie, Dr. J.

Dundas Grant, Dr. Donald W C Hood, the Right
Hon Earl Iveagh, Mr H R Kemps, Sir Ernest
Moon, the Hon Sir Charles Parsons, Sir James Reid,

Bart , Sir Ernest Rutherford, the Right Hon C
Scott-Dirkson, and Sir Henry Wood Vtsttors Sir

Hugh Bell, Bart , Sir William H Bennett, Mr
W R Bousfleld, Mr J G Bnstow , Dr Frank
Clowes, Mr Montague Ellis, Mr W E Lawson
Johnston, Mr J R Lccson, Mr T B Lightfoot,

Mr b K McClean, Mr W S Norman, Mr. H M
Ross, Mr J Shaw, Mr T H Sowerbv, and Sir

Almroth Wright

At the anniversary dinner of the Royal Academy of
Arts, held on May t, the president, Sir Aston Webb,
in proposing the toast of ** Science,'* remarked that to

science and scientific research in medicine and surgery

they were indebted for the marvellous record of free-

dom from disease and saving uf lift which was
one of the most wonderful knd gratif>ing chapters In

the war To the physicist and engineer were due
much of the work done In connection with aircraft,

tanks, submarines, and guns, the wonderful work
done m sound-ranging for submarines, the location of

aircraft and gur^ sound; but it was imoosslble to

give any list of Jdl that was done, and still less the

names of the men of science who thus helped their

country in Its time of urgent need The president

coupled the toast with the name of Sir Joseph Thom-
son, who, in replying, said that the qualities of mind
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that were culled into play by the artist were in many
cespects identkat wld\ those used by the man of

science Imagination and observation were vital to

scientific discovery The artist and the man of science

were concerned with the same subject—the study of

Nalure under various aspects While it was vital for

the progress of this country that the application of

science to industry should receive every encourage-

ment and assistance, yet they ought not to neglect

those who, forsaking the trade routes of the great

liners, steered their little ships to uncharted seas

to bring back to us the golden fleece

Sir Jagadis Bosf gave a very interesting lecture

at the University of London Club on Ihursday even-

ing, April 39, on his well-known experiments on
movements in plants He has applied the methods

of instrumental physirs to the study of tropic plant

moiemcnts, and, beginning with methods « which

ungntfiod the growth one hundred times, has fmalh,

with his high magnifintion crescogiaph, reached

magniflrntions of more than ton million This in-

strument uses the principle of n fine magnetised lever

affecting a magnetic needle and so demonstrating

growth by the movement of nn attached mirror

this method very delicate growth responses of the

plant could be shown, tnd itb relative sensitivity

under dlffetent conditions compared One of the

lecturer’s most general conclusions was that indimt
stimulus causes an increase of growth, while direct

stimulus of a plant oigan causes a decrease of growth

or contraction In this wav positive, negative, and

neutral responses to gn^vitation or light on the part

of any organ were explained as the result of various

combinations of response to direct and indirect

stimulus Sir Jngadis Bose’s crescograph is so re-

markably sensitive that doubt was recently expressed

as to the reality of its indications as regards plant

growth , and the suggestion was made that the effects

shown by it were due to physical changes A demon-

stration at University College, London, on April 33,

has, however, bd Lord Rayleigh and Profs Bayliss,

V H Blackman, A J Clark, W C Clinton, and

F G Donnan to state, m the Times of May 4 “We
are satisfied that the growth of plant tissues is

correctly recorded bv this instrument and at a mag-
nification of from one to ten million limes “ Sir

W H Bragg and Prof h W Ohvrr, who have

seen similar demonstrations elsewhere, give like testi

mony that the crescograph shows actual response of

living plant tissues to stimulus

Further news from Capt Roald Amundsen con-

firms the belief expressed in Naiurb of April 22 and

39 that he had not abandoned his North Polar

joum^ His object in calling at Nome, Alaska, in

July is evidently to secure more supplies, add to his

crew, and to receive mails A long despatch pub-

lished Jn the Tones of May i gives some details of

ihe fortunes of the expedition and explains the change

in plans The Maud left her winter quarters in the

No^nskjbld archipelago west of Cape Chelyuskin

as late as September la, 1919 It was necessary to

blast a channel through about one and a half miles
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of solid floe SIX to nine feet thick Until the Taimir

peninsula was cleared pack offered some obstruction,

but to the eastward the vea proved to be fairly open

1 he lateness of the season was in Amundsen’s favour

in this part of his journey, and he was no doubt
trusting to former accounts of open water in Sep-

tember The Afatid sailed east through Laptev Strait

between the New Siberia Islands and the mainland
and then turned north-east for Jeannette Island, but

was stopped by tight pack in lat 73^ N Amundsen
made fast to the floes, intending to begin his drift,

but on flndmg that the pack was nearing south he had
to abandon his attempt He decided to winter on the

const of Siberia, and after a passage rendered dan-

gerous by ice and darkness reached Aion Islan^
Chaun Bav One member of the expedition spent

the winter with the Chukchee, who inhabit the in-

terior of this part of north-eastern Siberia, in order

to btudy iheir customs Two men sent overland to

the small ttnding village of Nizhne-Koiimsk with

despatches for home turned back at Sukharnoe, a
village at the mouth of the Kollma, with news that

sll communications with Europe were cut off

\miindsen hopes to reach Nome in July or August,

and, if not too lau in the season, to return north and
inter the ice about Wrangel Island for his five years'

drift

With lefcrence to the note in Nature of April 15,

p 210, upon the laboratory of applied psychology

connected with a well-known institute of mind-train-

ing, the director informs us that the fees charged

are very considerably less than the cost of the tests

performed or the scientific advice given, and that the

laboratory is projecting the publication of research

papers giving details of the work done, so that the

world of science in generd will be able to examine
the methods adopted and tht results obtained

With the return to peace the increased cost of

production has made it necessary to devise a new
sihemo for the publication of the “Vlctona History

of the Counties of England ” Hitherto no order for

fewer than ten volumes relating to a single county has
been accepted, but it has been found by experience

that there 1$ a considerable demand for separate

irticlcb on special subjects It has therefore been
ikcided to issue the History, both that portion

which has already been published and the remainder
which IS in preparation, in separate parts Each part

will include a single hundred, wapentake, or borough,
md persons interested in the history, archaeology, or
wonomics of a special area will be able to procure
what they require within a single cover The new
irrangcments seem well adapted to popularise a work
which has already taken the rank of a standard
authority on the subjects with which U deals

Sir Thomas Muir, the well-known mathematician,
and until lately Superintendent-General of Education
in Cape Colony, has recently made a splendid gift to
the South African Public Library, Cape Town It con-
sists of about 3300 books and pamphlets, collected by
the donor in the course of many years, and it includes

a number of serials, sets of which are no#i almost un-
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procurable At might be expected^ there it an un.
utuall/ complete group of wo^ on determmantt and
allied topict* The gift it of special interest because it

is made to a puhltc library Several of our college

and univerrity libraries have been enriched by similar

donations (s g. there is the Graves collection at Uni-
versity College, London). The time has come when
we mdy hope that the reference departments of our
rate-support^ town libraries will be strengthened in

a similar way. Of course, mathematics is not the

only subject deserving attention , natural science,

history, archssology, economics, etc
, all have a claim

to be considered Anyone who cares to examine the

present record of public research libraries will be con-

vinced that such as that of Sir Thomas Muir arc

not likely to be wasted

Thx meeting of the Physical Society of London on
March 26 todc the form of a discussion on Einstein’s

theory of relativity Prof A S Eddington opened

with an explanatory lecture Prof A O Rankinc
described experiments undertaken in collaboration

with Dr Silberstein on the influence of a gravita-

tional field on the velocity of light polarised m a
plane parallel to the field, the results of the experi-

ment were in accord with the theory Sir Joseph

Larmor contributed a paper in the course of which

he remarked that *'thc unrcsolvable essence of rela-

tivity appears to be that we cannot get on without

AOfns foundation to which phenomena are referred,

and with respect to which they are ordered to the

degree that is nece«isary for our reasonings *’ Refer-

ence was made also to the dose relation between the

theory and the fundamental principle of least action

That pnnciple furnishes the most condse and elegant

means of comprehending Einstein’s theory Here
Helmholtz was a pioneer, not only in his grasp of

physical ptinciples, but also in his appreciation of the

true nature of geometry The searching question was
asked ''How is it that astronomers since Newton’s

time have persisted In one special and very predse

tflu^ion about the distribution of gravitation, whereas

really an unlimited choice it» open? ” Several

speakers raised questions about the interpretation of

the Michelson-Morley experiment, indicating that the

explanations offered both by Lorentx and by Einstein

still remain unconvincing to many physicists

Thxrk are many chemists, and doubtless other

adentifle workers, who, busy with their everyday

duties, have not been able to follow closely the pro-

gresB made during the last few years in the study

of atomic structure, and would welcome a con-

nected survey of recent expenraents and present

views. Hence attention may be directed to an address

'by Prof A Berthoud on “The Structure of Atoms,”

a translation of which aopears in the Chemical News

of Apnl 9 and 16. This gives, in simi^ language,

a very readable account of the matter It shows the

connections which have been traced between the

phenomena of radio-activity, isotopy, atomic numbers,

Moseley’s law, Bdir’s theory, and the ^loctra of the

dements; and it indicates to what extent the funda-

menul characters of atomic structure may now be
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regarded as known, however much of detail may still

be waiting for the sagacity of the investigator to
fill in.

Messrs Ilporo, Ltd
, in issuing a second edition

of their well-known boeddet on “Panchromatism,’*
have taken the opportunity of revising it and making
home important additions The largest of the new
sections explains the nature of three-colour photo-
graphy, in which is demonstrated the fact that in

three-colour half-tone prints, granting the use of satis-

factory inks, the result is the same whether the dots
are side by side or superposed The variability of so-
called “white light” IS treated of, the table of
the multiplying factors of colour-filters is greatly
extended, and a considerable number of new filters

are described The most novel and interesting of
these last are the “ photographic-vision ” filters,

which have transmissions that correspond with the
sensitiveness of an orthochromatic or panchromatic
plate, and therefore, when looked through, give the
object or landscape the appearance that it will have
whei photo^aphed on the plate that it matches
The effect of any colour-filter on the photograph is

-seen at once bv putting the filter together with the
“ photogrnphlc-vision ” filter in front of the eve The
prief of the booklet is 6d , or post free qd ,

Messrs A Gauenkamp and Co, Lid, have for-

warded us a copv of their list (No 72) of graduated
invtrumentb for volumetric analysis These include
burettes, pipettes, graduated cylinders, and various
kinds of measuring flasks for use in tlie chemical and
physical laboratory, we do not, however, notice

pyknumeters in the list The instruments are made
m three qualities, depending upon the degree of

accuracy required Ihose intended for research and
special work (Grade A) are graduated according to

the regulations laid down by the International Con-
gress of 1909 Apparatus of the next quality

(Grade B) is intended for specially accurate com-
merrial analysis, and that in Grade C is suitable for

ordinary technical determinations and general school-

work It Is satisfactory to know that our makers
of scientific glassware are endeavouring to meet the

requirements of alt users, Including those of research

workcm Whilst writing on this subject we may
note that, from a report appearing m the Journal

of the Swiety of Glass Tc^nologlsts (December,

1919), there is a movement in Germany to restrict

and standardise the shapes and sizes of glass vessels

such as beakers, flasks, retorts, cylinders, and crystal,

hsing dishes in <Mrder to eliminate unneceasary diver-

sity and facilitate replacement The proposed

standard dimensions are quoted at length

Messrs H K Lewis akd Co , I>td , 136 Gow’er

Street, W C x, have just issued a list (dated April) of

new books and new editions abided to their medical

and scientific
'
rircu)jating library during January,

February, and March 'bf the present year Being verv

comprehensive and carefully classified, it flihould be

useful to all who wish to keep abreast of current

scientific literature Copies can be obtained free of

Charge upon application to the publishers
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Our Astronomical Column.
Ihe Lunar Ecupse. —On the whole this erljpsc

was been under favourable weather conditions, though
for a time there was drifting' cloud Ihe ochpscd
portion was easily visible, being at first of a greenish
tint, and latet assuming the familiar coppery hue
Mr A Burnet had prepared a list of stars occulted
during totality, they were few, and faint, and onI>
one of these phenomena was observed at Greenwich
There will not be another total lunar eclipse visible

in London with the moon at a considerable altitudi

until November 7, 1038, whith is a much longt*r

interval than usual

The Nature oi> Phoich^.raphic Ihacks - Dr Ken-
neth Mces, director of the Research Institute of tlu

Eastman Kodak Co , New York, gave an address at

the meeting of the Hntish Astronomical \ssociatiun

on April 28 on the nature of photographic iniagub
Various points wetc raised that are of miporUnie in

the application of photography to astrophysics thus
in the extra-focal determination of stellar magnitudes
it was demonstrated that stars of different colours
might have their magnitudes arranged in a dilTcrent

orifer, according to the exposures giscn and tlie

developer employed
Magnified sections of films were thrown on the

screen, showing that with some developers the image
of a luminous object caused an elevation of the him, but
with other developers a depression In either case the

him in the neighbourhood suffers strain (sometimes
to the point of cracking), so that images of faint stars

near a bright one are subject to dis(nacenK.nt Prof
Turner noted some time ago an apparent displao-
ment of a star near a rescan line which was prob-

ablv due to this cause It is possible to minimise the

effect by a judicioui choice of developer The address

contained many other hints of a practical mture, it

will be published in the B \ A Journal for April

rhe Astronoinor-Royal, proposing a vole of thanks,
said that photography was the only way of obtaining

Information about the fainter stars in bulk While
some of the phenomena descnbcnl bv the lecturer were

a little disquieting, the cateful annKsis of their origin

and effects could not fail to be of great value

The B[Nak\ Kki'ecer Oo -Ihis sv!»tcm is of par-

ticular inten st as being one of our nearest neigh

hours, and since the comes has the smallest mass vet

found for anv star 4jtrono»urai Journal, No ^67,
contains roseanhos on the parallax, piopir motion,

and orbit made at the l.^<inder MtCormick Obst rv i-

torv by S A Mitchell and C P Ohvlor Thev find

for the relative parallax 0266' ±0009* Combining
this with the determinations of Barnard, Schlesingei,

and Russell, and adding 0005* as the estimated vuliu

for the comparison stars, the absolute value o2t>i''dt

o^no6' resiika
Their orbit makes the period nearly fifty years, a being

268', or JO astronomirnl units Hence the iHHnbined

mass is 0-42 in terms of the sun The ratio of masses
of the two components is still uncertain, three esti-

mates are 035, 0-53, and 0-83 Taking it as 05, the

faint component is i/7th of the sun in mass, while

It is only j /2500th of it in luminosity Prof Eddington
consider tKat the minimum mass necessary for the

attainment of a stellar state may not be much below
I /7th of the sun

It is pointed out that die photographs of the close

pair give at good results as visual measures, while for

nt optical component, observed for the purpose

of Muclng the relauve masses, they are more
accurate Comparisons continued for another twrntv-
five ^ari should give a satisfactory determination

hoth of the orbit and the mass-ratio.
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Leonardo da Vinci.^
Bv Edwvrd McCurdy

A MO\(f the greater names in the history of Italian
art i,omo are found to be pivotal by reason of

the influence of their work upon that of otlw artists.
Giotto and Masau to arc the most conspicuous
instances among the earlier masters Giotto created
the SLuntific basts of the naturali«im of the art of
the Renaissance by (ontrast with the decorative
symbolism of the earlier art of Byzantium Masacao
reinforced these tenets with noteworthy access of
realism in the frescoes in the Church of the Carmine
in blorenco The nanus of Antonio Pollaiuolo and
\ndrea Verrocchio servo to inducite how in ^orontlne
art of the Quattrocento the study of structure gsini*d
new scientlnc precision from anatomical research
Piero do’ Franioschi reveals a deeper knowledge of
the various problems of perspective, an ingoment, and
light and shade in his works at Arezzo thum was pos-
sessed by anv of his contemporai les, but the influence
which his work would naturally exert was restneted
bv rejison of its remoteness from the greater centres

j

of art training
The divergent aims of this small band, who may

be termed the upholders of llic scientific tradition m
Italian art, are realised with singular tompleteness
in the work of Leonardo da Vinci Horn in the vear
1452, the illegitimate son of a Florentine notary,
descended from a long line of Florentine notaries,
having shown, ^ccordlng to Vasan, marvellous talent
ns a boy in the art of design, he was placed by his
father in the studio of Andrea Verrocchio, who it

described by the same writer as at once gcddsmith,
mashr of perspective, sculptor, inlavor of woods,
painter , and tnusu 1 in It was apparently n sort of
clearing-house foi ideas for the art world of Florence,
and there Leonardo became acquainted with Botti-
e'en! and Peiugino His apprenticeship had ceased in

1472, for in that viar his name occurs in the Red
Book of tlu Ciuild of Painters of Florenio

In the vear 148 ^ Iz*onardo, being then in his thirty-

second \c ir, left Florence and went to Milan, where
he <nter4d tho serviie of Ludovu Sfor/n Making
nil possible allowance for wb it mnv Invc been lost,

thi sum tnlal of his work in arl up lo this tinv* is

istonishinglv small as coveting the peiiod from his

apprentice 'hip lo his thirty-second year Already in

his few pictures the detailed treatment of the herrage,
(he grndiition of the light, the presentment of muscle
ind tendon, all uvnl the scientific study of the laws
whuh defined their structure The infirince is irre-

smlihk> that while still at Flouncn hi had com-
menretf those studies of natural and applied science

the rumour of which, superimposed upon the fame
of his irti!.tic w’ork, caused his name to be endowed
among his contemporaries with t, half legcndarv uni-

vers^ilitv Some of the forms of this nascent activity

are enumerated bv Vasnn I quuU from the tiansla-

tion bv Mr Herbert Horne -

"In architecture he made many drawings, both of

plans as of other projections of buildings, and he
w'as the first, although a mire vouth, that nut forward

the protect of reducinr the River Arno to a navigable

channel from Pisa to Florence He made designs for

fiour-milts, fulling-m ills, and machines which might
be driven bv the force of water
“And he was for ever making models and designs

to enable men to remiwe mountains with facility, and
to bore them in order to noss from one level to

another and bv means of levers, and cranes, and
screws he showed how great weights could be lifted

and drawn ; together with mei^ods of emptying
I FriM a dlicoanB dellvwad at tba Kny'*! Inultt lion on Friday, MaKh 19
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harbours and pumps for drawing^ up water from low

S
laces, all which his brain

,
never ceased from

iventing ’*

In the famous draft of a letter to Ludovic Sforza,
in the Codioe Atlantico, written presumably imme-
diately on his arrival in Milan, Leonardo offers his

Services in the capacity of military or naval engineer,
detailing the various inventions of which he possesses
the secret, and offering to make trial of any, either

in the ducal park or in whatsoever place might please
his Excellency, in case any of the said inventions

should seem to be impossible If natui il in-

credulity, which the \\nter of the letter apparently
expected to meet with, by reason of the scope and
variety of the inventions, which tomprise pontoons,
scaling-ladders, cannon or bombards, mines, covered
chariots, catapults, mangonels, and smoke-powders,
should dispose nnv to look on the list mcrelv as a
piece of rodomontade, it mav be observed that the

contents of Leon irdo\ manusenpt*! at Pans and Milan
fully substantiate ovciy claim Luntaincd in the Utter
The position whuh Leonardo desired to occupy

under Ludovic Sforza was not very unlike that of

military engineer and inspector of fortresses which he
occupied at a later period in the service of Caesar

Borgia
The concluding paragraphs of the letter to Ludovic

Sforza refer to Leonardo’s readiness to be emplo\ed
in the arts of peace- in architeiture as a designer

of both public and private buildings, in ilie rnnstrui-

tion of watt I courses, in painting, and in sculpture,

whether of marble, bronze, or ilay, and especially in

the execution of the equestilan statue of Francesco
Sforza, upon which he laboured intermittently for

sixteen veara The extent and fervency of the re-

searches that he consideted necessary, which com-
prised studies of various antique equestrian statues,

and numerous notes on the proportions of partlnilar

horses, as well as a treatise on the anatomy of the

horse, were such that the very desire of perfection

prevented the execution of the work ^s Vasan savs,

noting Petrarch’s line* L 'opera fosse ritardata

a1 dcsio ” The monk, Sibbi da CastigUonc, who
was piesent when the Frcnth entered Milan in

14001 records the fact of the destruction of Ihe

clay model under the arrows of the Gascon bow-
men The statue ranked with Donatello’s Gatt.i-

melata at Padua and Verrocchio’s B.irtolommco Col-

leone at Ventre as one of the three groat examples

*of equestrian statues of the Italian Renaissance So
far as it is possible to form an opinion from the very

numerous studies In the Royal Collection at Windsor,
it would seem to have been in advance of Loth the

others in freedom and vigour of movement The
sequence of studios shows a change of purpose from

the attitude of the horse galloping to that of it

walking Iweonardo says in a note In one of his

manuscripts, “The trot is almost the nature of the

free horse ”

Few paintings arc now in existence the execution

of which can be connected with I-oonardo’s first

period of residence in Milan The most im
porUinl of these is the haunting ruin of the Last

Supper Tile paucity of the list, even allowing for

the inevitable mischances of time, confirms the testi-

mony of Sabba da Cnstiglione, who savs that,

bqtides the Last Supper, few other works In painting

bv Tjeonardo were to be seen at Milan in the middle
of the sixteenth centurv, because when he ought to

have attended to painting, in which without doubt he
would have provra a new Apelles, he gave himself
entirely to geometry, architecture, and anatomv ”

The external Mstory of hit life is sharply divided
by circumstances Into three periods Firat the early
years at Florence. Then bis life at Milan under
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Ludovic Sforza, The third period was that of the
Odvsfeey of wanderings commenced on his leaving
Milan with Fra Luca Paciolo two monttu after the
flight of Ludovic Sforza, and extended for the
remaining twenty yean of hU life

At Venice, as Leonardo’s manuscripts show, he
studied the tides of the Adriatic, and apparently pre-
pared a scheme for flooding part of the Veneto in
order to stem the Turkish invasion, and an
aroarutus by which it would be possiUe to approach
the Turkish galleys under water A note in the
Codice Atlantico tells of his hurried departure from
Florence to travel in the Romagna as architect and
military engineer in the service of Caasar Borgia.
His manuhcripts refer to wotks planned at Urblno,
Cesena, and Porto Ccsenatico Hut the office endod
with the rebellion of the Duchy, and in March, 1503,
Leonardo was once more back in Florence There
he was emplu^ed to divert the channel of the Arno,
In connection with the war with Pisa He painted at
this time the portrait of Madonna Lisa del Giocondo,
the world-famous Monn Lisa, and also the cartoon
for the Battle of Anghian 1

1

is work on this tom
position was interrupted by an invitation to Milan,
and this kd to his cnteiing the service of the
hnnch Louis XII rifers to him in a letter to the
Sig lorJa .IS our painh r and engine*er in ordinary ”

He consulted him as to the conduit in the garden of
the Chdieau of BIois, and employed him on nydrauHc
work in Lombardy It was probably in May, 1509,
when Louis XII made a triumph il entry into Milan
after the victory of Agnadcllo, that Lwnardo con-
structed as part of the pageant an automatic lion
which walked a few paces and then, opening Its breast,
revealed it full of lilies Ihere was much study of
anatomv with Marc Antonio della Torre at this period,
and his intercourse with French artists is shown by
a note to inquire from Jean de Pans the method of
painting in tempera, but he did not engage in any
great artistic work

In the year 1512 the French lost Milan, ond after
the re-entry of the Sforzas, in the person of the young
Maximilian, there is no record of Ix^nardo’s further
employment On Septentber 24 in the following year
he set out from Milan to Rome with his assistants,
and was there lodged in the Belvedere of the Vatican
According to Vasan, the Pope gave him a commis-
sion, and then was indignant because he began by
i xpenmentmg with the varnish The practice of
painting, however, had no more than a secondary
interest for him His manuscripts reveal him as
enga^jed in studies in optics, acoustics, and geometry,
studying geology in the Campagna, improving the
method ot coining at the Mint at Rome, busy with
engineering work at Civith Vecchia, and in studying
anatomy at the hospital, for which last-named pursuit
he was denounced to the Pope by one of his appren-
tices He seems to have gone with the Pi^l army
to Bologna, where in December, 1515, the Concordat
was held between the Pope and Francis 1 , and a
month later he accompanied the king on his return
to France with the office of “ his painter and
engineer,” being given as a reUdence the ChAteau of
Cloux, near Amboise, where he died on May 2, 1519.

A record of a visit paid to him at Cloux by the
Cardinal of Aragon on October 10, 1517, makes
<;pr(. ml mrnUon of the anatofiucal drawings, and the
Qiarist states that Leonardo toM the visitors that m
preparation for thesa he had dissected more than thirty

bodies They saw also his treatise on the nature of
water, and others on various machines, there^bemg,
as it appeared, “an endless number of volumes, alt
in tlte julgar tongue, which If they be published will
be profitable and very delectable ”

The activities of Leonardo’s mind fall naturally Info
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wch as found expression, either mainly or In part, in

instructive work and those reveali only m his

iMtlngs. The first category comprises painting,

.Jbulpturei architecture, and engineering In painting

It IS enough to instance the fresco of the Last hupper
and the portrait of Mona Lisa, each of its type
unique among all works of the Kcnaisbuncc, and
beyond all power to appraise In its union of teclmical

mastery and the inevitability of supreme art In
sculpture the Sforza statue, the master-work of hib

Milanese >ears, lives only in the drawings which
furnish some faint index of its powei In arihiUc-
ture there is no outstanding memorial

Sir Iheodore Cook, in his elaborate study ot spiral

forms entitled "The Curves of Life," has collected a
remarkable array of evidence in favout of atinbuuiig
xo Leonardo the design foi the open spiral staircase in

^hc Chflteau of BIois 1 ht documentarv cvidoncc i*.

nnssing, but the date of consiiuctiun it> known to

have between the years 151b and 1519, and
Leonardo was then living a few miles distant in the

manor-house of Cloux, ntai Vinboisc A spiral stait-

caso occurs in one of Leonardo's diuwings for a
fortified tower, and he made many studies of spiral

formations occuning m Natuie, in shells, in smoke,
and in the eddies of water Iht statreuM u Hlois is

apparently modelled on \ alula vesperttUo, a shell

common on thi coast of northern 1 tal> The tlKoiv

has obvious attractions It supplu s an example of a
work m arihitorture emanating from the brain of

Leonardo, and this a woik of supreme distindion
Records of his activity as an onginoer arc con-

cerned with schemes of canalisation in Flotcncc,
in connection with the diversion of the Arno
from Pisa as a war measuie, and in Fiiuli, in

Similar tircumstanccs, he devised movable sluices

torder to prevent the advance of the Turks across
Isonzo He made canals in Lombardy for pur-

poses of irrigation, and also iqucdurts to improve the

water-supply of Milan
,
and the wnal of Romorantin,

for which he made plans when in France, was
intended to connect the waters of the I,oirc and the

Sadne
The potential list of Leonardo’s activities in the* con-

struclionof instruments of warfare figures in the letter

to Ludovic Sfor/a He savs there “ I can make
armoured wagons safe and immune from attack which
will open up a passage through the enemy with their

artillery, and, however great the multitude of the

enemy may be, they will b<» able to break through
And behind th*m the infnntr> will be able to follow

quite unhurt and without hindrance ’*

Thu armoured w»agon is seen ready for action In

a drawing in the British Museum It is moved on
wheels, and a sketch of the lower half shows the

Internal machinery, hut it is not possible to discern

the nature of the motive power The use of the

armoured wagon in order to open up a passage
through the enemy, as described above, is identical

with that of the tank in the late war The manu-
scripts reveal a strangely prophetic Insight in regard

to two other developments of recent warfare, namely,
poison gas and submarining
Leonardo contemplated the use of poisonous gas

or powders in naval warfare for the purpose of

suffocating the enemv, and told how to make a simple

preventive mask he also contemplated the con-

tingency—as happened on occasions in Flandere—of
pn adverse -wind causing tlie poison to recoil upon
\he users The passage, Which occurs in MS B
hf the Parts manuscripts, is entitled "How to throw
poison In the form of powder upon ships ”

**By means of catapults,” he soys, "a mixture of

powda*ed quicklime, arsenic, and verdigris may be *
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thrown upon the ships of the enemy, and all who
inhalt* th* powder will die
"But lake cue that the wind ib favourable, lest it

blow ihc* powder back upon >ou, and be suie you
liavc i fine piece of damp cloth to cover the nose and
mouth in order that the powder may not enter

*’

In the IwCicester manuscript (foho 22b) he for-ctells
the hmiois of submarine warfare, and refuse*, to
impart an\ information as to the machine which he
has cunsti ucIchI k st it should serve to biiiiu thi m
itxmt

‘How b> means of i ceitain machine many people
may stay some time unde 1 water How and whv I

do not describe my method of remaining under water,
or how long 1 can remain without eatmg, and I do
not publish or divulge this because of the evil nature
of men who would use them as means of destiuction
It thi bottom of the bca by smashing the ships in the
keci tind binking them together with the men in them
But 1 wiU impirt otheis whnh fire not dangerous,
liecausc the mouth of the tube by which you hroathc
ippcarb above the watci supported on leather bottles
or corks ”

In connection with this p issage refeience may be
m idt to c^ne in MS B of the ParU manuscripts
1 nhtled "A Wav of Fsc aping in a Tempest or Ship-
wntlv It Sea," in which I eonardo tells how to con
stiuil I 10 It of kalhor of double thickness which will
b( capable of bi ing inflatrd when necessiry, ind thus
of solving as 1 life-siving jacket in case of emergency

Scfiatorc Luca Beltrami asso< rates the former of
iImsi passages with the Turkish war Leonardo, as
1 reference to his manuscript shows, had been em-
ployed in the constiiictlon of a movable dam which
should en ible the line of the Tsonzo to be ffonded in

the defence of the Veneto against the Turkish in-

vasion The reference is to the construction of sub-
marine ho«its m order to sink the Turkish galleys in

,
the Gulf of Venire "bv smashing the ships in the

I keel and sinking them togethet with llie men In

them ” l>eonatdo consider^ thm to be justifiable,

because it is nn act of defence “for the safety of our
Italian lands’* ("delli nostre pirti ilalichc"), but he
will not give anv details of the construction of his

submanne craft in which if would be possible to

remain under water for four hours, because he is

fe irfiil of the evil use to whu h it might be put in

future times
(To he rofthftued )

Public Support of Scientific Research

O N Wednesday, April 28, a public meeting was
held at Birkbeck College to hear an address

from Pi of F Soddy on "The Public Support of

Sc u iitifu Research ” Mr H G Wells, who took
the Lhiir, claimed thal everything m which the world
of to-day differed from that of years ago was due to

scicntL "and the scienlifiL worl^r Prof Soddy ex-

pressed his regret th,U the greatei encouragement
of scientific research during the wai liad not resulted

in anv appreciable impiovcment in the position of

pure science, which was the tree of which applied

—

industrial and trade—science wore the fruits He
deprecated the exploitation of science by finaniiers

and commercial men and its omployment to increase

the indebtedness to them of those who had done the

creative work of the world The scheme framed by
the Government to foster scientific research en-

deavoured to place the man of sclent e who was to

do the work under the same type of men—often the

same men- -as had thwarted progress in the past

The change from gross inefficiency in the iwilical
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services in the Boer War to singular efficiency in the
late war was due to change Fn the status of the
Army medical officers and to their liberation from
the misdirection of unqualified superiors This was
possible only because of the great strength of the
professional union of medical men A sinular strong
professional untun comprising every qualified man
science vvas necessary before science ceased to be
misdirected and used to the hurt rather than to the

good of the community
Not a single chemist was included m the direc-

torate of the national scheme for the manufacture of

British dvrs when it was announced, although the
taxpa>or contributed 2,ooo,ooof » a portion of which
was to be expended in research Th< cause of the
success of the German industry was that it was under
scientific direction from end to end Prof Soddy
complained that the benefaction of Mr Carnegie to

foster siiontifie study and research at the Scottish

universities had been dlvirted to the general main-
tenance of the uni\ersjties At one time none of the

trustees were men of science, and the secretary was
now the administrative chairman of the Ciovernment
I^partment of Scientific and Industnal Research
That Department allocated n million to industrial

research associations in the fotm of a capital grant,

ovet which Parliament was powerless, whereas
Tcsearrhcs in the fields of pure science, from which
direitl) flowed all the useful applications, were put
on the yearly Parliamentary Estimates The research

a8f»oi lations were beioming water-tight concctns to

iliminate competitors, and the interests neither of the

public nor of the scientific worker were protected

Kepresentatives both of trained scientific workers
.ina of oiganiMHl labour should be included m thecoun-
iils and exeiutivc committees of the research asscxia-

tions At the same time, Prof Soddy urged that

represent itlves of dcmocraticallv constituted associa-

tions of scientific workers should be placed on the

Council of the Department, of which it should be

the governing bods He declared his belief that

ro-operation would replace iompetition, but this co.

operation depended upon a dominance of individuals

of intellect and knowledge not over men, but over

Nature , for the struggle of man against Nature was,
in the first instance, i duel fought bv lonely men in

the furthest outposts of knowledge, finding a path
where all before had turned back beaten and
bt fogged

In the discussion which fol1ow^ed Sir William Bragg
urged that as science slowlv established its ^sttlon
iiiul men of science reached a condition of ^greater

equity, responsibility came wnlh It, and they must
work 'ind learn to handle greater and greater things,

so that they might take their part in everything that

was done fn the State He expressed his apprecia-

tion of the assistance he had received from the

n*^parlment of Scientific and Industrial Research

American Agricultural Research.

13 ECENT numbers of the Jon^mal of Agncultural
Roseareh (vok xvui , Nos 7 and 8) contain

several articles deilifig with plant physiology and with
insect pests Plants grown in water-culture are not
able to withstand such high concentrations of nutrient
salts without showing toxic effects as are plants grown
in sand or soil In the latter case the presence of
solid particles, which cause a considerable amount of
absorption, him much to do with this r^uction of
toxld^f but J A. Le Clerc and J F Breaseale
have shown that tbs effect Is also partly due to
certain sdhffile substances which are sometimes present
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in very small quantities 1 .*aces of caldum oodde onS
calcium sulphate do much to overcome the toddd^
of sodium chloride and sodium sulbhate, but thtj
various other salte tested had no ameuorat^ action
The lime, however, dqes not seem to prevent iho
entrance of the sodium chloride or sulphate into the
plant-cells, and therefore its antagonistic action would
appear to be due to some undetermined cause rather
than to its effect upon the permeability of the cells*

The question of the physiological balance of the
salts necessary for plant nutrition is many-sided, and
J W bhive approaches it from the point of view of
the relation of the moisture In solid substrata to the
physiological salt-balance and to the relative plant-
roducing value of various salt proportions Under
is experimental conditions the physiological value of

salt solutions was not affected by the degree of mols-^
lure present, and that which was best with the lowest
moisture-content was also the best with the medium
and the highest degrees of moi^tturo Neverthel^s,
an optimum moisture-content is necessary to produce
maximum growth, and the actual plant.prMucing
value of anv fertiliser treatment is largely determined
by the moisture conditions of the substratum

It is customary to sub)ert cereal seeds to treatment
by hot water or various chemicals in order to control
plant diseases when their presence on the beed is

Known or «u«pocted Such treatments ore not effec-

tive in every case, as measures that are sufficientlv

drastic to cut out the disease often result in destroying
the viability of the seed D Atanasoff and A G
Johnson find that these difficulties may be largely
overcome by the use of dry heat for disinfection, as
such cerocils as barley, wheat, r>^, and oats are able
to withstand protracted exposures to dry heat at com-
paratively high temperatures, especiallv if the seed is

of good quality and well dried The method has
prov^ successful in tho elimination of seed infection

from bacterial blight of barlev (Baciertum translucens)
and bacterial blight of oats (Pseudonomas avenae),
and a number of seed-borne fungus diseases, such as
wheat-scab, spot-blotch of barky, stripe disease, and
smut, are either practically ehmlnatod or much
reduced The dry heat treatment seems to offer

possibilities which should be followed up
Natural enemies must be regarded as a great asset

m the control of insert pests, but the value of fungal
parasites in this respect is often overlooked A T
Speare describes experiments on Sorox^orella uveUa,
an entomogenous fungus which attacks Noctuid larve,
and Is recorded for the first time in America The
practical interest of the investigation lies in the fact

that quite a number of Noctuid larvee, including such
pests as cutworms, have proved to be susceptible to
the disease, and other L^ldoptcrous larvae can also
be infected bv special methods The disease caused
bv the organism is readily transmitted to healthv
insects, and in labomtorv experiments a mortality of
from 6o to qo ncr cent may be obtained Control bv
means of parasitism has proved of great value in

reducing the Mediterranean fruit-fly in Hawaii. Four
larval parasites of this pest have been introduced and
established since iqx3, and their iralue as destroys
increased until in iqiS thev caused the destruction of
considerably more than half of all the fruit-flies

developing in fruits about Honolulu (H F Willard)
The ravages of the brtmd-bean weevil (Brmrhms

rufimanus, Boh) in California have led to the abandon-
ment of a considerable acreage, especiallv since weevil-
infested beans hale been classed as adulterated food
R E Campbell (Bull 807, Professional Pi^,
U.SA. Dept Agric*) gives an account of the dis-

tribution and liMistory of the pest and dUcussss
varhkts measures of control The only prwctlcal>te

meant it to plant seed wMcb contains na tlye waeidK
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£ the application of poisont or deterrents in the
d id useless Dry heat is unsatisfactory, as tern-

p^tures that destroy the weevils kill the seeds also,

sulphur IS unsuccessful, but fumigation of well-

matured and dry seeds with carbon bisulphide gives

good results Damp seeds should not be treated

Contraiy to expectation, it was found that fumigating
while the insects were in the larval stage was less

effective than if done in the adult stage, as the gas
cannot penetrate into the interior of the bean to thi

partly grown larvae as easily as it ran reach the full-

grown larvae, pupae, or adults directlv under the

seed-coat W F B

Canadian Water-Power Development.

An interesting article in the Engineer of April 0
by Mr Leo G Dennis, Hjdro-electric Engineer

of the Canadian Commission of Conservation, reviews

the situation in regard to Canadian water-poi\ei

d^elopment From it we have gathered the fol-

lowing particulars indicating the remarkable growth
since the commencement of the century

Ih 1900 less than 200,000 h p was utili&ed, as com-
pared with 2,383,240 h p now available, according to

the most recent returns, subdi\ ided as follow s - -

Proviac*. ITon* pow«r

Ontario 1,000,000

Quebec 900,000
British Columbia 310,000
Manitoba 78,600
Alberta 321SOO
Nova Scotia 30,000
New Brunswick 17,000
Yukon 13*400
Prmce Edward Island 1,700
Saskatchewan 40

Of the total eledne central station instullatioii of

2,107,743 h p , no lesb than 1,806,618 h p , 01 more
than 85 per cent , is in hydro-electric stations, and these

are remarkable for their large si/c Forty pei tent

IS in plants of 100,000 h p and more, and another

43 per cent in plants between 10,000 and 100,000 h p
Particularly worthy of note are two large hjdro-

electric systems in Eastern Canada The Niagara
sjrstem is supplied mainly from plant of 211,300 h p ,

and transmits to some 150 municipal distribution

centres The Shawmigan system is fed from plants
with a total capacity of 370,000 h p , and, directlv or
indirectly, supplies some 85 distributing systems
Water-power is an important factor in many

Canadian industries, but in none so essentiallv as in

the case of pulp and paper manufacture Of a total

of 535,000 h p Installed for this purpose, at least

475,000

h p is derived from hydraulic sources From
an economic point of view it is probable that if water-

^

powder had not been available, pulp in man^ cases'
could not be manufactured at all

Canada's potential water-jpower resources are olaced
by recent estimates nt 18,833,000 h p , subdivided
provincially as follows

Prorlocv,

Quebec
Ontario
British Columbia
Manitoba
Atbefta
New Brunsw ick ^

Saskatchewan
Nova Scotia
Yukon
North-West Territories
Prince Edward Island
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6,000,000
5,800,000
3,000,000
2*7«>7*ooo

463.000
300.000
330.000
100.000
TOO,000
50,000
3*oa>

In Ontario, the Niugai.t and St I uwrence powers
are the outstanding features, although the figures in

regard to the former havt bft*n ul limes e\aggerated
Bearing in mmd that it ib an international source,
the theoictical total available fur Canada is about
3.300.000 h p But only about one-third of that
quantit\ is nt present nvailnblt for exploitation The
large power plants installed below the Falls have not
so f u utilised the descent in the river below the
eataract, but this mistake is not being repeated bv
the Chinp.iwa-Queen^ton projeit, v\hich will add
200.000 h p to tlie total msiqllation It will embrace
the maximum possible head of 316 ft The St
I-awience pow^eis are also partly intern itional, and
are estimated ss follows

Province or
Available
low water

State horw power
Ontario ^87,500
New Yoik 187,500
Quebec 1 ,375.(100

2,150,000

Besides its share of the St T.^'iwrence and Ottnw 1

River powers, Quebec has other important possibili-
ties, notably on the St Maurice River and in the
Sagawav basin The present cnpacitv of plants at
Shawmigan md Grand 'mfrre in the l^oper St Maurire
IS 330,000 h p , and there is expectation of this figure
being doubled at no distant date

The Solar Eclipse of May, 19x9

pROF* L \ BAUER contributes an article on this
E cn^lipse to a recent issui of Saence Hi noUs the
new interest which eclipses have recently aiquired,
fiist ftom tJjeir effect on terrestrial magnetism, and
secondlj from tlv* gr ivitational defiection of light
Thi CarnegK Institution of Washington sent two
parties to stations inside the zone of totniitv , Pi of

Bauer himself occupied Cape Palmas, Liberia, while
Messts Wise and Thomson went to Sobral, Brizil
There wen thiee other stations outside the /om

, and
most of tht magnetic observatories co-opetated in a
scheme of observations Th< ditaiUd results arc not
vet availabk
Cape Palmas has a bad weather record, but this

was of little importance for the magnetic woik The
sun was verv high, and the duration of totahtv,

6m 33s
, was probably the longest that a scientific

party has ever enjojed As it turned out, the sky was
clear, and small-scale photographs of the corona were
secured These w^ere however, subsidlarv to the

main work, of w'hich Prof Bauer says “There wen
ilear indications of a magnetic effect \s the

station was nearly on the magnetic equator, tlie effect

was specially noticeable upon the magnetic <Jip
”

He notes that the darkness was not nearly so gieat as

at the much shorter eclipse of igiS, perhaps owing to

the greater brightness of the corona Tlie fall of tem-
perature was nearly 3® F , the minimum being some
twenty -four minutes after totality ,

the maximum of

humidity synchronise<l with this minimum Shadow
bands were not seen here, but they wore observed at

Sobral bv Mr Thomson
Dr Abbot and Mr Moore observed the eclipse from

La Par, Bolivia, where the sun’s altitude was only
but their altitude of 14,000 ft compensated for

this “Taking into account the great length and
beauty of the coronal streamers, the solendld crimson
orominence the snow -covered mountains as a
background, it seemed to the observers the grandest
eclipse diat thev had s^n “ Besides phoco^aphing
the corona, their special work was the measurement
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of sky and solar radiation at different sta^ of the
eclipse Curves of these are given, whicn Indicate
that the sky radiation vanes prc^rtionally to tl^
amount of sunlight

Prof Bauer then discusses the British expeditions
and the observed deflection of light. As thw have
already been dealt with in Nature (November 13,

1919, and elsewhere). It will suffice to mention one
point After noting that the Sobral results indicated
larger deflection than those deduced from Einstein's
law, and that the excess was greater in R A than
in declination. Prof Bauer made the suggestion that
the excess might arise from the passa^ of the light
through a rare outer atmosphere of the sun, which,
like the corona, might be more extended in the
equatorial regions Tlie residuals are too small to
lay very much stress on this, unless future eclipses
should indicate the same effect

The Manufacture of Synthetic Ammonia
and Production of Nitrates,

'T'HE Ministry of Munitions announces that Lord
^ Inverforth has arranged for the sale of H M
Nitrate Factory at Billingham-on-Tees to Messrs
Brunner, Mond, and Co , Ltd The purchasers will
form a company to take over the facteW* and will be
responsible for all outstanding liabilities of the
Ministry in connection with the project This factory,

the erection of which was commenced early in 1918
by the Department of Explosives Supply, was design^
for the manufacture of synthetic ammonia and for

the production of 60,000 to 70,000 tons of ammonium
nitrate annually
Soon after the appointment of the Nitrogen Products

Committee, the monumental report of which was pub*
lished in January last, the Government decided to
install one or other of the processes for the fixation of
nitrogen. The Committee, after thorough investiga-

tion of the problem, recommended the cyanamide pro-
cess as the one best suited for this purpose in the
circumstances, since the working details were well
understood This advice was at first adopted, and a
c'ocitract was on the point of being negotiate, but,
for reasons which are not stated, the recommendation
was not acted upon
During 19x6 tM Nitrogen Products Committee had

established a laboratory in premises placed at Its dis-

posal in the new Rams^ building of University
College, London, and the Committoc"s research staff,

under the direction of Dr J A Marker, was engaged
in an experimental investigation of a number of

problems relating to nitrogen fixation Although it

was not anticipated that there would be any shortage
of supplies of ammonia, yet it was deemed desirable,

m view of the special suitability of the synthetic

ammonia process for the needs of this country, that
an experimental study of it should be made forthwith,

so that the required information should be available

if necessary
After a vear’s experimental work, the progress made

was considered so encouraging that the Committee
decided to establish a moderate-sized technical trial

^unit, and funds for the purpose were allocated by the
Treasury It was hoped, by means of this plant, that

a study of the chemical engineering problems could

follow upon that already made of the pure chemistry

of the reactions Involved, but the Committee did not

suggest the establl^ment of the process as a war
measure upon an industrial scale In 1017, however,
the ExpioeWes Supply Department considered that the

portion reached in the experiments justified It ip

’recommending the erection of a large works. In sutv
stitutlon for the Committee's cyanamide project, and
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a site at Billtngham, some 260 acres in extentf wai
ultimately chosen for this purpose But a numl^r of
diflicultieb bupervened, and construction was slow,
and at the tune of the Armistice only a few permanent
buildings and a number of temporary structures had
been erected, though a large amount of plant had
been ordered
The purchasers of the factory now undertake to com-

plete the scheme by providing the additional buildings
and plant required for the synthesis of ammonia and
its oxidation to nitno acid and nitiates suitable for the
manufacture of explosives and fertilisers

It IB understood that the company has acquired a
large amount of riUditional land and that it intends to
develop the project on a very large scale 1 he factory

has b^n re-designed on a peace as distinct from its

former war bn'- is, and in many particulars the new
plant will represent a substantial advance, both In the
ammonm and nifrir acid sections, on an\ thing pre-

vioiisK useni in (lennanv

New Ordnance Survey Maps.

^pHE new edition of the one-inch and quarter-inch
^ Ordnance Survey maps is described, with
speamen sheets, by Lt -Col W J Johnston in the
Geographical Journal for March (vol Iv , No t)

Three types of onc-inch map are to be published tne

popular, the dibtnct tourist, and the outline The
popular edition has contours in orange at 50-ft ver-

tical interval in place of the 100- ft and 350-n interval

on the former one-mch maps A new classification of

roads, which divides them into ten categories, makes
the main roads, coloured red, stand out prominently
Rivers and streams are shown in solid blue Pariw
boundaries, which caused much confusion with foot-

paths, are omitted, but county boundaries are retained.

Woods are colourcnl green llie outline edition is the

present onc-inch map, which in future will be printed

from stone on stout paper The tourist edition entails

a combination of sheets to cover conveniently in one
map certain areas frequented by holiday-makers It

IS hoped to have at least ^ht of the tounst sheets

ready before the summer Tne contours arc at loo-ft

and a5o-ft intervals, and the representation of relief

Is made more striking by the use of hachures and
transparent colour layers, livers are in solid blue and
woods in green The black printing will be the tame
as in the popular edition The quarter Inch map is

being issued with contours and layer colours In place

of hill shading, red colour for main roads only, solid

blue for streams, and no green wood symbol The
sample sections of the i^ular one.inch and the
quurter-inch maps accompanying Col Johnston’s paper
are beautiful specimens of cartography, and a great

Improvement on the old editions, good as they were
The tounst one Inch will be useful mainlv bv reason
'bf the combination of sheets which it oflers We
understand that arrangements have been made to

popularise these maps bv having them on sale at all

booksellers' and bookstalls.

University and Educational Intelligence.

Cambridge —Gifts totalling ijfool are announced
towards the partially endowed Hc^klnson professor-

ship In thermodynamics
The Linacre lecture will be delivered to-day. May 6,

by Dr Henry Head on "Aphasia and Kindred Dis-
Ofders of the Speech.”

In connection with the installation of the Chancellor,
it Is proposed to present honorary degrees to the Prinie

Minister, Mr Bonar Law, and several other prominent
politicians. The following are amongst those eebetod
for honorary degrees on the same oecasion * Sir Joseph

NATUfLE
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Thornton, Sir Joseph Larmor, Sir J G Fraser, Prof
Uamet Ward, Mr C M Doughty, and Prof Bergson
t The Sheepshanks exhibition m astronomy has oetn
awarded to £ S Pearson, scholar of Trinity College
The first examination for the diploma in medical

radiology and elcctrology will be held on Julv 27
next
Mr H Hamshaw Jhomas has been re^ppuinttd

curator of the Botanical Museum
London —A coutse of eight Icctuus on ‘ Nutii> 1

tion,” by Prof E Mclianby, at King’s College for I

Women, Canipden Hill Road, Kensington, W b,
was begun on Monday, May 3, and will be con-
tinued at 5 pm on Mondays and iuosda^s, May 10,
>it, 17, 18, and 31 and Juno i Vnothu iouim ot
Jeight lectures on The Bioch<Mnistry of Sterols ** \m 1I

bo given by Mr J A Gatdnor in the I’lnsiolognal
Laboratory of the Univcrsiiv, South Kensington,
S W 7, at 5 pm, on Juesdi\s, Ma> 18 and 25,
June i, 8, IS, 23, and 29, and July 6 Ihe Ucturcs
arc addressed to adv^nced students of the Lni\ersitv
and to others interested in the subjei t Admission is

free, without ticket .

At Univeisity College, on Wednesday nixt,
May 12, at 1; 30, Dr Charles Singfcr will dehvet a
public inaugural lecture, as lecturer in the history of

'

medicine, on “ Greek Science and Modern Science
A Comparison and ja Contrast ” The chair will be I

taken by Sir Robert Hadfield, But
Oxford—On May 4 Convocation passed a decree

gratefully accepting the olTti of Mr Edward Whitle>,
of Trinity College, of a sum of lo.oool towards the
endowment of a professorship of biochemistry, and
providing that the first appointment of u professor
shall be made by Mr Whitlej, subject to the approvil
of the Vice Chancellor and the professors of medicine,
physiology, chemistry, and phaimacology
By another dc^cree Convocation expressed its thanks

,

to the British DyestufTs Corporation foi its munu
ficent donation of 5000! towards the cost of extending I

the organic chemical laboratory
jThese gifts to tlic Universilv nre most timely and

welcome The opportunity thus afforded foi the stud\ I

of the important subject of bioihemistry in the Uni-
versity is likely to have fat-ieaihing results, while
increased accommodation for the department of
organic chemistry has for some lime past been
urgently needed

Thr chairman and directors of the Cunard Steam-
ship Comranv have decided to contribute 10,000/ to
the appeal fund of the Umviisitv of T iverpool

The Hon Sir Chari fs A Sani!, for man> \iars
Controller and Auditor-General of Cape Colon\, who *

died a year ago. bequeithed 15,000/ to the Mastci
\

and fellows of St Peter’s (Peterhouse) College, Cam-
bridge, ** for llie advancement of education and
learning, the fund to be as<ioriated with his nami* ’

We are glad to learn that the appeal of the College
of Technofogy, Manchester, for 150,000/ for the ex-
tension of its buildings is meeting with a satisfactory
response The total amount subscribed for the
extension of university education in Manchester In-
dudei the subscriptions to this fund as well as the

or thereabouts subscribed In response to the
appeal for 500,000/ for faculties other than technology

Nones is 'given bv the University of Bristol of the
itnpendifig award of the Vincent Stuckey Lean
^scholarship in botany The scholarship, value 36/
and tenable for one year, is open to graduates of any
univmity on the understanding that the successful
oxidate undertakes research work in botany in the
University Applications must be made on or before
May as to the registrar of the University of Bristol
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When the Univerwty of Bristol was esUblibhed in
1909 the city possessed one of the best-equipped
tnginctiing faculties in the United Kingdom, but
•>inie then guat improvements have taken place in
many other universities, and the time has come when,
in order to hold its own, the Bristol engineering
fatuity needs furiliei equipnuni Ihe Mcichant Ven-
Hirers, in whose colUgt the facuU) is provided and
maintained, have dceided, therefou

,
to undoitake ton-,

sidetable extensions 1 ht total cost of the alterations
ind additions will amount to about 11,000/ , and it is
hoped that a considei iblc part of tin exlciisions will
hi av iilable for use during next si ssion, when the
number of advanced students in the will be
Miv greatl) inirt ised Last trim there were 1340
students in thi fatullv of < nginreiing—271 in the day-
time ind loOc) in the cvi ning

liii scieiitihc and efiicient use ot steel and other
inctals, both in mechanical and stiucturil engineering,
depi nds on the ( ollaboration of the metallurgist and
lilt engineti Iht (.vaniinutiun of metals under a
miLiosiupe is, perhaps, a matter for the metallurgist
lather than the engineer, but this bianeh of testing of

in itenals has now become of such importance’ that it

is esse nlial that the engineer should be able to follow
the methods employed and to judge something of the
piojierties of a m itenal ftom photuiniciogiaphs Most
engineers have some detailed knowJed^ of the

mcihanical tests which should be earned out before a
pirticulfU matetial is used in construction, but there

are large numbers who are not in touch with modem
work on metallograph> Wc have pleasure, therefore,

in diiectmg attention to six lec lutes on '* Metallography

for Engineers,” by Dr W Rosenham, which have
been arranged to be given at King's College, Strand,

W C 2, on Ihuisd^s at 6 o’clock, commencing on
Fhursd i>, May 13 The U ctures form part of the post-

griduite work of the engineering department of the

college Thtv aie, however, open to all students and
engineers Ihc post-graduate courses for cngincCis at

King’s Collegi deserve to be widely known During
this session the lectures have included courses on
Motiologv and Enginooriiig Sinndardi^<ition,” by

Ml J F Scais, “Ccntial Station Prnctiro,” by Mr,

C II Wordmgham, and “Irrigation,” bv Mr,

N F Mackenzie Xrrangcmrnts have airc.idv been

made for similar louiscs nc'xt session, and full par-

ticulars of thise ( III be olitnincxi fiom the secret'iry

of tlu lollcge

Societies and Academies
London

Royal Wiety, April 22 —Sir J J Ihomson, presi-

dent, in the chair —11 W HilUar Experiments on

the pressure-wave thrown out bv bubnianne explo-

sions A method is desciibed for determining the

lime-pressure curve at a given point in water in the

neighboui^ood of on exploded charge Ihe method
depends, in principle, on measuring the growing

velocity of a short steel piston exposed at one end to

pressure In water This method was applied in a
Lomprchensive deep-water investigation of pressure-

waves springing from a great vanetv of charges.

Comparisons were made between various kinds of

explosive, including gunpowder, which gives results

remarkably different frwn those yielded by high-

explosives The general behaviour of the pressure-

wave was found to approximate closely to that of a
sound-wave Its velocity was mcasur^ directiv and
found not to differ sensibly from that of sound In

sea-water (4900 ft sec ) The pressure falls off In
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flpproxiniatelv simple proportion to distance from
tm charge The influetice which the water surface
exercue^ on pressure at a gi\en point con be
accounted for supposing that the pressure-wave
IS nfleilid from the surface as a tension-wave The
first puit of th( pressuri-^ave arrives at the point
in question ^mtireiv unaffected by proximity of sur-

face, but after n certain interval, determined bv the
difference in tingth of direct and reflected paths, the
remaining pressure is obliterated by the arrival of
the tension-wave —E F Arawtrong and T P
midUch \ studv of the catalvtic action at solid

surfaw s (in ) 1 he hydrogenation of acetaldehvde
ind the deh>drngenat]on of ethyl alcohol in the
presence of finely dividtHl metals Ilydrogenatton of
Aldehydi — Ald*hvde may be ionverted into 'ilcohol

b\ passing the vapour together with hydrogen over
either copper or nickel (Snhatier), but in presence of
the latter mital, proliably owing to the special affinity

of niilol fot iht laibonvl group, the aldehido is

prom to undergo decomposition into carbon monoxide
and methane Copper at 200-220° effects reduction
of aldch\d(> to ilcohol smoothly, but at too® about
50 per lint of the ildehvde disappoints and but little

reduction is iffetHd, thi, r<covero<i ddeh\de and
alcohol bung in about luual amoiinls Dihvdrogena^
tton of Alcohol The Aield of (ildeh\de obtained from
alcohol as dehjdrogeij'ited in the presence of nickel
Is onh 3s per lent

, \\h<r« is, in the case of copper,
not onl\ IS the ratio of alikhide to h\drogin close to
th it talcul iti*d, hut thi uni hanged aUohol may also be
rccocered ilmost quantUativeh

, the \icld of aldchvde
being about 90-1)5 per cent of that to be expected
fioin ihe amount of alcohol used Thire Is a striking
absencv of the sctondar) pjroducls observed when
aldelnde together with an excess of hydrogen is

Ufissed over thi nw I il at Ihe sime temperature —
E F Arfflstrang and T P midltcfi \ study of the
('ital>Uc action at solid surfaces (iv

) The inter-
action of carbon monoxide and steam as condilioneil
bv non nxidc and bv coppiM It is shown that, like
c» rtain fot ms of n on oxidis prepared i opper is able
to effect consider ibk transformation of carbon mon-
oxide and steam into caibon dioxide and h>drogen
Whereas, however, non oxidi ai a suitable tempera-
ture causes the action to proceed almost as far as
the equilibrium constant pi rmits, copjxT does not at
Us o^fimtim temperature effeit more than 50-70 per
lent of the possible amount of chemical change, the
exact proportion is to some extent a function of the
< omposition of the original gas empl lyod The
action of copper commences nt a little more than
21x1® C , and up to 300® is greater than that of an iron
oxide catalyst, the latter being without appreciable
effect lielow 250® C The difference m behaviour is
i \pl lined bv the hvpothesls that copper effects a de-
i omposition of formic acid (momentarilv produced
from carbon monoxide and sti am) into carbon dioxide
and hvdrogcn from 190® C upwards, whereas the
iron oxide alternately oxidises larbon monoxide, and
ia in turn In its reduced form rcoxidised by the action
of steam Th<se results ^re of interest, from the
point of view of the general theory of catalysis which
the authors have latelv put forward, as illustrating the
fcperlfic action of two different tvpes of catalyst, which
produce ultimatelv the same change (C0+H,0 =
COj + H,), but bv an entirely different mechanism,
involving production of intennediate systems of quite
distinct kinds —^T R The structure of
the Ralmcr series of h}drogen lines In a previous
investigation with Prof J W Nicholson it was found
that the separation of the components of the lines

Ho and suggested that the series should be
regarded as a principal series. It is now found that
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the structure of these lines is not invariable, but h
altered by the presence of Impurities, notably htelmitu

in vacuum tubes containing Iwdroifen The optimur]
conditions of sharoness were feuna in hydrogen mixed
with an excess of helium and cooled to the tempera,
hire of liquid air, and under these conditions the
separations of the components approximate to those
appropnate to a diffuse or sharp s^es. The impear-
ance of the lines in the purest obtainable hyorogen
IS entirely different Measurements have been mai^
of the separations of the components under the <^ti-

mum conditions of resolution with the aid of an
dchelon diffraction grating, and the physical widths
of (he lines and the relative Intensities of the com-
onents have been deduced from the measurements
t is suggested that the structure of the lines Is com-j

plex, the relative intensities of the components being
variable under different conditions, the structure

suggostoil would appear to be consistent with
Sommeifeld'b theoretical Investigations and with the

results of experiment “H A WUssn Diamagnetism
du<* to free electrons

Zoologlcsl Society, April 13 --Dr A Smith Wood-
ward, vice-president, m the chair —Prof A WWsy
\n apodous Arma calva —H A Baylls and Lt -Col

Clayton Lsns A revision of the Nematode family

Gnatho8tomlda>—A M Altson The life history and
habits of two parisites of blowflies

Ocelogksl Society, Apnl 21 —Mr R D Oldham,
president, in the chair—J W D RoWnsoa The
Devonian of Ferques (Lower Boulonnais) In the

Lower Houlonnais, between Calms and Boulogne,

lies a smalt tiact of Devonian rocks They form a

link between the Devonian beds in Belgium, France,

and Crt'nnany, and those of England geographically^

and also geologuully, since they appear to have bee I

formed in a narrow strait which joined the op®o seav
extending towards the Atlantic and over Germanv
and Russia —E S Cobbold The Cambrian Horizons

of Comlev (Shropshire), and their Brachiopoda,

Pliropodi, Gasteropoda, etc As the study ol tlte

(^omlev Cambrian fossils proceeded, it became
apparent that the several faunas, sketched out in

191 1 on the evidence of the tnlobites (Q J G.S ,

vol lx\ii , pp 282 et seqq), and their ordfcr of

appearance may prove to be of more than local

Interest The author cwisequently proposes names
for the horizons, based on their fossil contents, to

replace those used in his previous publications, which
were often clumsy and only of local ongin, though
nectsvaiy until the fuvxils were bettor known

Paris

Aesdemy of Scleaccs, April 12.- M Henn
Dcblandns in the chair —A Lacroix The erup-

tion of Katla (Iceland) in 1918 This volcano,

quiescent since i86o, entered in violent eruption

in October, ioi8 The eruption wa< explosive,

and there w as no lava now —G Blgoariaa

:

The instruments and observations of Bailly at the

Louvre The Obsoriatory of the Abbey of Satnte-

Genevi^ve, at PanS —F Artts The equation of state

of ether The formulae deduced from the equation of

state given in earlier communications require modi-

fication for ether The insults of the modified formula

arc compared with Young's experimental figures,—

G datta Famihfs of functions of several vanablcs.r-

L Blaachl* Pairs of surfaces with lines of asaociam
curvature CattIcM * The permanent fdgftns In

water-chambers An account of an experimental study

of the water velocities by a photographic method.

—

C Zaagbsto lie action of finely divided gases—
A Oaseard • The mellsslc alcohol^ of Brodie. Myrklc
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tkbol discovered bj Brodi« in beeswax, and named
hhn mclissic alcohol By analysis of the nUohol
it not posbible to distinguish between Ca.HoO

(Brodic) and C,|ll**0 , but an^>sis of the iodide shows
that the true comfK>sition is the Idtttr Ihls has been
ron^med by the preparation of the hydrocarbon

and by other reactions Ph Tht
Myter of Martres d’Arti6res (Puy-de-Dome) In
Iceland the motive power of th geysers is sU.ini,
that of the Martres ser is shown to bt * arbon
dioxide - L QentU The mode of formatidh of ter-
races in chalk districts A distussiun of the views of
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prc^ortion increasing with the ago of the subject
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Royal
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British PaYtHOLOGtCAi Sociktt (Bducac on Saction) (at loodon Day
Tiaamag Cc liege) at 8—H Oudon Left baiMness and Mentel
Dtftctency

THVRSOAY May ij

Rovai iMTiTunoH OP OutAT Bhitain at 3—A P Gravea Wekh
and Irish Folk Song

Royal Sociktv at 4*-UaeUon of Fallows —/’radoMr /’a/mv—Dr
Jt D Waller Dim nstraiwa of tha Apparent Growth of Plaau
fand of InawuaRle Matenahi) and ef their Appamat ContraeuUty —WMF Woodlanl The Renal Portal^Syatem (Renal Yenaus
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Lomiom Uathshatical Soukty at 9
InrnrrunoM op BiAtcrniLAL BmiNsm iu Inetttntion of Gtvtl
gngiimere) al 6—S hverabed Permaneat MagDetR in Theory and

, Practi e
Optical Socirtv at 7 39
iNaTiixniOY OP Ayr homls BNOiMUras (Oradnatea Saetwa) <al at
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PreparticR of Iron and hteel
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The FtdftffttioD of Science.

WE referred last week to the harassed con-

ditHHi in which many scientihc societies

find themselves in consequence of the greatly

increased cost of publication of papers communi-

cated to them, and other additional expenses

invohred in the rise in prices While the incomes

remain much the same as they were before the

war, the essential expenditure has become so

much greater in proportion to them that the

outlook IS depressing to contemplate Any
increases in subscriptions which would prevent

the younger scientific workers from joining

learned societies, or cause a number of present

members to resign would be detrimental not only

to British science, but also to the extension of

natural knowledge and to the welfare of mankind
The fields arc ripe, and more labourers are now
being trained to work in them than ever before,

but if advantage is to be taken of the harvest,

machinery for carrying it must be provided, and
granaries built in which it can be stored As
things are at present, most of the scientific grain

IS cut by voluntary workers, and they are

perplexed because they cannot see how they

are to pay for the construction of a building

in which to store it for the benefit of the

community

We are painfully reminded of this association of

high motive with restricted effectiveness by the

third annual report, which reached us a few days

ago and is summarised on another page, of the

Conjoint Board of Scientific Societies The Board

was constituted in 1916 for the purpose of “pro-

moting the co-operation of those interested in

pun or applied science; supplying a means by

wiMh the scientific opinion of the country may,

on matters reUtmg to science, industry, and

education, find effective expression, taking such

Mcjtion as may be necessary to promote the

uppUcatioa of sdence to our industnee and to the

tterviee of the nation; and discussmg bcientific

Questions in which international Qo-operation

/•eens desirable ” In the mam, these objects arc

riBuch the same as those of the British Science

fiuiid, founded by Sir Norman Lockyer m 1905,

but the constitutioas of the two bodies are dif-

Coreat Whereas the British Saeacc Guild aims

at eecuring the active mterest and support of all

ommbers of the public who desire to promote the

application of saence and scientific method to
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national and provincial affairs of every kind,

membership of the Conjoint Board is limited to

representatives nominated by scientific and tech-

nical soaeties

The total number of constituent societies now
represented on the Board is fifty-sevsn, and it

includes practically oU the leading British societies

concerned with the advancement of science and

technology. The Royal Society sends four repre-

sentatives, and the other societies ooe or two, the

total number being cighty-seven, and including

leaders in all departments of science and techno-*

logy Wc have, therefore, in the Board a federa-

tion or union which can faithfully represent joint

opinion upon any scientiiic or technical matter of

national importance submitted to it The organ-

isation IS thus admirable for its purposes, but, as

tn all like British institutions, it has not the means

to carry out its aims and objicts The funds of

the Board are derived from contributions from the

constituent societies, and these amounted last year

to about 6oo2 Three societies have intimated that

they arc un-iblc to make a contribution this year,

owing apparently to the necessity for limiting in

every possible direction the claims upon their

incomes, so that this splendid organisation not

only finds its activities hampered through a miser-

ably inadequate income, but must also contem-

plate the luturo with serious misgiving For

though British Rcience may organise itself, it has

not the means to provide the motive power for

the machinery it has created

How different the conditions are in the United

States may be judged from the article upon the

National Research Council printed elsewhere m
this issue Like the Conjoint Board—or Federa-

tion, as It should have been called, to prevent

confusion with the medical Conjoint Board—-the

National Research Council was started by men of

science themselves, and represents their efforts to

mobilise the whole strength of American science

for the promotion of national well-being and the

advance of saence Itself While recognised by the

United States Government, the Counal was not

organised by it, and is not supported by it The

Councils funds are derived from private sources,

and the Carnegie Corporation alone has con-

tributed no less than one million pounds, which

is the amount grven by our Government in 1916

m establishing the Department of Scientific and

Industnal Research “for the conduct of research

for the benefit of the national industries on a
co-operative basts ** The Council has permanent

headquarters at Washington, with an executive

If
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staff of men of science giving their whole tune

to the work of their respective positions While

it favours well-planned co-operation and organised

effort in connection with the solution of particular

problems, it is opposed to all attempts at central

control of research, and to any action which may

hamper the mdividual investigator or hinder

personal initiative

The National Research Counal has thus like

functions to those of our Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research, but its constitution is

different, and approaches more closely that of

the Conjoint Board of Scientific Societies It 15

not financed by the U S Government, and is,

therefore, not a Government bureau, but a federa-

tion of the principal research agencies in the

United States concerned with the fields of science

and technology Men of science in America are

fortunate in securing the generous support of

private benefactors for the work of their National

Council They are in consequence perfectly free

to determine their own pcdicy and to shape their

own destiny, untrammelled by any of the con-

dibons laid down by administrators unfamiliar

with their spirit or their service

Much of the misunderstanding which exists

among many of our men of science concerning the

Department of Scienbfic and Industrial Research

would be avoided if the constitubon of the Depart-

ment were on the democratic lines of the Nabonal

Research Council We do not wish to depreciate

the work of the Department m the shghtest

—

indeed, its very important acbvibes m some direc-

tions have often been commented upon in our

columns—^but we think the work could be

extended and made more effecbve if the suspicion

of bureauciabc control could be removed com-
l^etely by placing responsibdity for it more defin-

itely upon the body of scientific opinion The men
who administer the grants in aid made by the

Royal Society, Bntish Association, and other

sdoitific soaebes represent the fdlows or mem-
bers of these sociebes, and are not appointed by
other persons or bodies. This is the case also in

the National Research Council, and we suggest

that our Department of Scienbfic and Industrial

Research might relieve itself of the criticism to

which It is sometimes subjected by making its

Advisory Counal similarly representative of scicn-

tiftc opinion*

Even if this change of constitubon cannot be
readily made, we have in the Conjoint Board a
tneanh at hand of removing existing objections.

TheQ^epartmeot might make the Board a part of
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its adnunistrabve madiinery and pay it an annual

retaining fee for service in a consultabve capacity,

without giving it any executive functions. The
Board would thus serve as Uaison officer between

the Department and saenbfic soaeties, and science

workers as a body would share respemsibility

with the Department in the selecbon of subjects

for investigabon which should be suj^rted,

and of soaeties to which these might suitably

be entrusted If our rich citizens and corpora-

tions were as generously disposed towards science

and education as those of the United States, the

Conjoint Board would be able to carry on its work

as effectively as the Nabonal Research Council,

without conneebon with a Department of Govern-

ment. There is, however, little hope that such

aid will be forthcoming, and in its absence the

Department could with advantage use an oigan-

isation very similar in constitution to the Nabonal

Research Council, but, unfortunately, without the

funds to do like service for science

Though the Conjoint Board was associated

with the establishment of the Department of Scien-

tific and Industrial Research, it has hitherto

received little aid from the Department, and has

had to carry on its very useful work mainly

through its own slepder resources Among the

important subjects dealt with by committees of

the Board are the appheabon of science to agri-

culture, national instruction m technical optics,

the possible relation between magnetic anomahes
and the presence of iron ores, water-power of the

Bntish Empire, bmber for aeroplane construction,

glue and other adhesives. Patent Laws, and the

need for a joint building for scienbfic and tech

meal societies In New York there is a spleodkl

building of this kmd, and the Nabonal Reseax^^

Council proposes to expend aoo,oool. on its hegd*

quarters. Here there is nothbg to compare xAifjik

such accommodation for jomt housing and

mgs of saenbfic and techmeal workers. Scia.)oe
^

has organised itadf in the Board as wdl as

directions in which orgamsed effort may profitaif^

move. What is wanted now is what sefenti fib

workers are unable themselves to pibvide, namdjif^

sufiSdent fuiuls to enable the Board to oontin^
and extend its operations on a firm financial basis ^

We hope the Department of Sdentific anifl

Industrial Research will be able to afford tome al^
of this Idnd, whOe we pray that private bene-

factors will arise who will ptece the Board in the

same independent and strong scientific poahioa.

as is enjoyed the National Research CovmeP
of the United States.
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Lord Kitchener u a Saentlfic Worker.

Lt/tf of Lord Kitchener By Sir George Arthur

In three volumes Vol 1 Pp xxvi4-3a6

Vol 11 Pp XI +346 Vol 111 Pp XI + 413
(London Macmillan and Co

,
Ltd

, 1920

)

Price 3tl 125 6d net

S
IR GEORGE ARTHUR’S account of the work

of the eminent soldier and administrator who
IS the subject of his three volumes is impressive

not only on account of the senes of successes

which Lord Kitchener obtained in different and

dissimilar fields, but also because of the methods

by which so much was attained, for the biography

IS presented with such vividness that the careful

reader can discern the man apart from his work
It IS true that many of the episodes m the career

of Lord Kitchener are mentioned with scarcely a

comment, where expansion would have been

desirable Nevertheless, there is sufficient for

uiterest and instruction in the mere relation of the

stirnng events in which he played so prominent a

part To have dealt with them in detail would
perhaps have unduly expanded the volumes

Kitchener possessed a variety of qualities and
tastes obvious only to his intimates Those not
ui intimate officiU relation with him m his work
cannot readily form a conception of his methods
How much of fais inflexibility he owed to his never

having been cast in the publioschool mould it is

impossible to say, but to his early scientific train-

ing and his saentific tastes he no doubt owed the

preasion and accuracy which he required from
those about him and to which he subjected him-
self He was a quick thinker, readily grasping
the conceptions of others, rapid m his decisiona>

rejecting or accepting proposals with astonishing

celenty The mitiative always lay with him It

was he who gave scientific form to all his own
projects The spirit was his It is the personality

of the man which interests us as we pass from
work to work
His methods were not those of the orthodox

adtmnistrator, and we cannot conceive Kitchener

thehenng himself behmd committees, though
be frequently summoned conferences Lord
Salisbury, in his preface to the book, describes

htm as a man pf sentiment and pre-emmently as j

man of imagination Nothing can be more true

but It would be a mistake to suppose that, “bold
and independent *’ as was his mind, he under

valued the opmions of etMits who ventured to

question his conclusions If he never argued, he
was ready to listen, and the latitude which he
gave to a subordinate m devising means to an
and was the measure of that confidence he reposed
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m his staff which was his marked characteristic.

His conclusions were ever his own, and were

irrevocable Although to him the end was every-

thing he was less impatient of detail than is

generally supposed For precedent, of course, he

cared nothing

The truth appears to be that Kitchener s early

scientific training profoundly influenced him in his

subsequent career Fhit earnestness which he

displayed in the solution of engineering under

takings was as evident m his readiness to idapt

new knowledge in any branch of science to the

solution of his administrative problems, and

experts could readily discern the scientific method

by which he reached his conclusions, for he

reasoned from facts As Sir George Arthur

alludes only very briefly to the influence which

Kitchener, as Conunander in-Chief m India,

exerted on the reduction of disease and invaliding

incidence in the Army of India this influence is

likely to be overlooked In the history of this

branch of Army administration the work of the

Commander-in Chief must always occupy a pro-

minent place Here he left a permanent monu
ment to himself It would have been strange

had it been otherwise for by his previous train

ing and experience problems of pubhc health were

certnn to appeal to him by reason of their bear-

ing upon Army efficiency, and so we read —
Recent discoveries m bacteriology faahtated

a systematic investigation which Kitc^ner, after

the conference of 1905, instituted into the causation

and origin of these maladies a campaign against

the house fly, with its nidus in the night-aoil

HCGumulated near cintonments, and the mosquito
—the recognised agents of the two diseases

—

resulted in a most significant drop of nearly one
half m the death and sickness rates Stnngent
preventive regulations were issued as to sanita-

tion, inoculation for m'llaris [ric]
, the punflcation

of water, and the preservation of all food and
drink from contamination, and it was perempt-
orily ordered that all persons—British or Native

—before being employed in the preparation of any
sort of eatables intended for the troops, should

undergo a medical examination Depots were
also established in the hills for enteric convales-

cents, often earners, who had hitherto not been
sufikiently recognised as a source of danger to

their comrades , and technical training in hygiene

was provided for selected N C O ’s and men, each
of these sanitary sections being supervised by a
medical officer

’*

Similarly we see in other incidents the influence

of Kitchener’s early training and his scientific

sympathies in many of his epoch-making

measures He was a lover of learmng, and had

that delight in it which we are told he endeavoured

to inculcate in the students of the Staff College
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«t QoeCta. Hw foon^amoa of this coUeg« aad

}n$ estaUiahment of the institutioa at Khartum

are evidence su£Scient of his interest m education.

Indeed, m hts knowledsfe of saence and m hie

appreciation of its utiKty Kitchener may be sand

to stand alone amongst great military adnamts*

trators.

We get some clue to the Kitchener method sf

we bear these facts in mind, and we are enabled

to see how, forsaking the practice of a sctentihc

profession for the more ambitions sjdiere of civil

administration and diplomacy, varying these with

intervals of command of armies in peace and war,

ending as an organiser of victory, he accomplished

his ends with such extraordinary success

No account of the life and work of this man
will ever be complete which neglects a considera-

tion of the influence exerted upon him by his early

education Kitchener understood the language of

men of science Consciously or unconsciously he
adopted therr methods He was never out of date

We get a cine to his dislike of the bureaucrat,

to his hatred of red tape, and to his contempt for

precedent and of War Office methods, if wc bear
these in mind Wc are not surprised ^cn wc
hear that he “would rather sweep a crossing”
than go to the War Office, for freedom to work
on new Imcs-—“ always a learner, “as his biographer
tells us—-was the very essence of the Kitchener
tnetlwti* When Lord Curaon and Lord Haldane
characterised hw organisation of the Army m India

as “scientific” they were nearer the mark than
perhaps even they recognised, for m the widest
acceptation of the term Kitchener was a man of

science, and Sir George Arthur’s record of his

remarkable career wdl find many appreciative

readers in the scientific woiid.

The Nation’s Food.
Food Supfius in Peace and War By Sir R
Henry Rew Pp vn+iSj. (London- Long-
mans, Green, and Co., 1930 ) Price 6s 6d.
net

SIR HENRY REW has the happy and unusual
faculty of making statistics nrteresting; in-

deed, the only tune when he Is less interesting

than usual is when he is quoting fewer figures. In

this little book he has brought together the vital

statisucs of Briush food supplies and set

out they tell their own tale so ^aioly that even
the ordinary non-statistioal person can under*
stand

The book was badly needed, for it is highly im-

portant that the average man should re^se the

facts. Unfortunately, agricultural policy is a
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matter for politics and emotions, and political con-

siderations have sometimes been more in evideace

than facts or business prmciples. Recently a
bishop wrote to the Times makmg the aston-

ashing statement that he thought the bread

subsidy was paid to farmers to encourage com
production If such amaamg lock of knowledge

can occur in high places, what must he the state

of the ordinary voter’s mind? Sn: Henry Rew’s

book wiU supply the facts for those who will take

the trouble to read it

In the first chapter he deals witii the problen

as It was before the war, when wc had a coOf*

siderable balance of money due from abroad which

we could take either m food or in other com-

modities. The general result is shown in the

following table —

Vrtij|hi in Rfinc tonH nwd m Om
UiiiMd Kingclooi p«r ununi l

Cereata

Mmi
Poaltry, esgs game, »nd

rsbbit^

Fifh
Dairy |)roduce (laclmding

lard and marganne)
Fruit

PotaUiea aad olhtr vagt
tablet

Sugar (incMing eooMi and
ehocotaie)

Hoim-
I

Krovn 1 ImiRNted TdttL

1,010.000
i,«i 5,000

5.855.000
1,070^000

4,865.000

170,000

7i$fSOO

101.000

131.900
131.000
84A4M

4,704,oc» 537,ft»

VW"o
5,231.800
t.*noBo

4,788,000 694,000 5,481,000

— 1.657,000 I.657.80D

I a cflftMa %mQmm of cMU«» nnd fius ptadact it nol inclndaS latkft

bora table

About one-fifth of the cereals, more than half

the meat, and nine-tenths of the dairy produce

and of the potatoes were home-grown. The total

amount of foodstuffs, home-grown and imported,

was considerable, and the nation was amply sup-

pbed with food. In 19x3 the maui sources of

eupply outside the United Kingdom were, in order

of value of shipments, the United States, Argen-

tina, Denmark, Canada, India, Auatralia, Russia,

the Netherlands, Germany, New Zealand, Austria-

Hungary, France, Spam, and Ceylon.

The seomd section of the book deals with war-
time conditions. The outbreak of the war came,

no doubt deliberately, at the tune when the

harvest of Central l^rope was practically all

gathered m, and when, therefore, there were
ample stocks of food for a year. On our side the

wheat crop in United States was good, and
although in Canada it was short, the total North
American supply was well above the average. The
year 19x5 opened badly, as the Russian suj^Bas

were cut off In February. The situation was saved,
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however^ by the heavgr crops in ladta and Argen-

tina. Australia considerably increased her wheat

area, as did also the United States and Canada

,

indeed, during the first year of the war the wheat

area of the world was extended by more than

18,000,000 acres In the later years of the war the

diffietdty was one of transport rather than of total

supply ; a great effort was therefore made after the

dose of 1916 to increase food production in the

United Kingdom The methods end resuits have

been discussed from time to time m these columns

tfie generd result was a steady increase in pro-

duction right up to 1918, the figures for the

United Kingdom being in thousands —

igi4 1915 xgi(< *9*7 1918

Whnu
Bviey

qutKtn
It

97S39

S.86a

8,cuo'

7.185
1

16,011

ii.6«3

7.760
(Mm r* •0,664 *1,308 ai,J94 31,196
Betas »* (,IW 9*4 m

,*78
931

Peas 11 374 300 a6i 441
PoUtocs tons 7.476 7.S40 3.469 8,604 9.M3

This high production was obtained at a time

when manures were scarce and unplements dilHcult

to repair, and when most of the skilled men were

gaae« tbeir {daces being taken by old people,

WQoaen^ and children. But these substitutes

kvorked with a will, and amply made up in en-

thuswsai what they lacked in sktlL Even the

high production of 1918 was not the maximum
{XMsible, and bad the conditions persisted, even

higher results coukl have been obtained

The last section of the book deals with post-

war conditions Serious fears had been enter-

tained as to the food supphes of the world,

fortunately, these have not been realised, and

although food is undoubtedly scarce and will re-

main so there is no reason to fear famine, and

10 the main the people of Europe, though still

sufferjog privation, are better fed than they were
10 1948 It is difficult to say what the position

If likely to be m the near future, but the redeem-
ing feature is the rapidity with which agriciilture

has been restartedm^ devastated areas of France

and Belgium Of the 4,000,000 acres damaged
by the war, nearly a quarter were handed back
to the cultivators before a year had elapsed.

On the other hand, agriculturists m our own coun-

try are not producing so much as they did. The
withdrawal of the women from the land and their

neplacemeqt by men comcided with a considerable

fall in production, wlucb is distinctly unfortunate

A further fall is aotiapated as a result of the

fbcHTtehed hours of labour

Other countries, however, are m a worse pre-
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di^ment. Russia, formeily one of the chief

Wheat-producing countries of the world, is unlikely

to have any exportable surplus, aad the position

in Central Europe is still very obscure Sir

Henry Rew is not greatly perturbed, but thinks

that if the social and political conditions of Eiurope

became settled, its food production would rise to

pre-war level in the course of two or three years.

He 18 also quite hopeful about the position la this

country. No student of British agriculture caa
ever give up hope of the future, and Sir Henry
Rew IB one of the leaders of the helpful band erf

optimists £ J. Russeu..

Difiereotial Geometry.

The Elementary Differential Geometry of Plane

Curves By R H Fowler (Cambridge Tracts

iQ Mathematics and Mathematical Physics

No so) Pp. vu4-<o5. (Cambridge At the

University Press, 1920 ) Price bs net

DHFERFNTIAL geometry is a fasoinatiag

subject, because >t gives us vivid and pic-

turesque embodimeats of theorems obtained by
the combination of several branches of pure

analysis, such as algebra, function-theory, and the

infinitesimal calculus It presents us with prob-

lems of all degrees of dillicuHy, from the oompara-
tively simple thewy of curvature and torsion to

the provoktngly difficult question of geodesics

The present tract is just what its title indicates,

except that there arc a few digressions on twisted

curves and on surfaces. The work has two con-

spicuous merits, in applying the differential cal-

culus, the assumptions made are explicitly pointed

out, and proper attention is paid to the deter-

mmation of sign The latter point is particularly

important, not only because a« error in sign is

the one most frequently committed m oomputation,

but also becattse, if a consistent determination of

sign IS not strictly adhered to, the fommlse of

analytical and even of pure geometry cease to

have general validity Even now our text-books,

especially in analytical geometry, pay so littk

attentsoci to this matter that a university teacher

has to spend much valuable time on this topic with

intenne^ate students, and too frequently finds, to

his disgust, that even aa honours student m not so

careful as he should be m the matter of sign

Mr Fowler’s chapters on tangents and normals,

curvature, contact and envelopes, leave little, if

anything, to be desired The chiqiter on envelopes

IS the most thorough-going, and suggests a couple
of remarks The elimination of a from the equa-
tions /(x,y,o)=o,y/8oa=o leads to a definite locus
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which may break up into a number of distincti

irreducible curves How far any one of these

curves should be considered to form a part ot the

envelope proper depends upon our definition of

** envelope ” For instance, in the author's

example (p. 61)

—

the o-eliminant is which is a cusp-locus:

Mr Fowler refuses to regard this as an envelope,

but if we regard the cusps as limiting forms of

nodes, we may fairly regard xs=:0 as the limit of

an envdope However, this is a matter of alight

importance, because each case that occurs can

be treated independently.

On p. 60 we have the example

—

«^/+(2o+i)h— o,

where the o-elimmant is h(fc-/)=o, and neither

h^o nor h-~f^o is an envelope If we put

(aa+i)/o*=s^, the family of curves is /+ /BheO,

and the /9-eliminant is h»o It seems worth

while to direct attention to this apparent dis-

crepancy, because similar cases occur in problems

of maxima and minima, etc If, startmg with

/+ 3hc=o, we replace 3 by (ac+i)/a*, we obtain,

by variation of a, |lie same pencil of curves , but,

generally speaking, each curve occurs twice, and,

as a rule, for different values of o. If

(a4-i)*=o, and the curve /—h«o counts twice

for the double value i, and hence /—h=o
occurs in the o-eliminant, though it does

not appear in the i3-eliminant Similar results, of

a more complicated kind, occur if in /+/3H«mO we
put /Bas^(a)/^(tt), where ^(a), ^(a) are any poly-

nomials in a

In his last two chapters we think Mr Fowler
has rather lost his sense of proportion In the

eight pages devoted to the singular pdints of

plane curves, scarcely anythmg more is attempted

than a discussion of ordinary nodes and cusps;

on the other hand, fourteen pages are filled with

the theory of rectilinear and curvihnear asymptotes,

and many of the results may fairly be said to

be more interesting in function-theory than in

geometry proper.

The author has conscientiously given references

to the text-books which he has more or less fol-

lowed m his exposition; but there is no biUio-

graphy of ordinal papers, such as add greatly

to the value of other tracts in this series We
hope that in future editions this want will be
supplied, reference should at least be made to

Pidseux, Wderstrass, Smith, and Halphen in con-
nection with singular points G B M
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A Garden in the Dunes.

Afcachon^ VSU da iSonM. Mcnogrofihu Scisn-

Upque Bt MidtedU By Dr F. LalesquOt.

Pp. viu + TqS. (Paris: Masson et Cie^ 19x9*)

Price 35 francs net.

This handsome volume is mainly a justification

of Arcachon as a health-resort, add it should

appeal to those who feel the attractions of a life

in France, and yet shrink from the crowd and

cosmopolitan gaiety of the Mediterranean Rrviera*

The author is not content, however, with giving
,

climatic temperature-charts, records of rainfall,

and views of exercises on the shore and of yachting

on the broad sea-basin He has made a " reponal

survey of his district, and the details of the

natural history will provide matter of much
interest to those who sojourn m the town. The
modern “ town ’* is a veritable garden city,

especially developed in the last twenty years

in accordance with Dr Lalesque's scheme for la

cure litre, and the separate villas provided in the

mile d'kxver among the woods offer the patient the

cheerful encouragements of family life in place

of the more formal control of the sanatorium

The sand-dunes have been captured, as it were,

^nd converted into shelters, while the fishing

village on the open northern strand has been (

enlarged as a place for summer bathing.

Arcachon, indeed, began its career of usefulness

when Fran9ois Legallais, a retired sea-captam,

imported from India to its desolate sand-hills the

idea of the bungalow in 1823 Dr Lalesque gives

us, in a few brief lines, a sketch of this rather

captivating incident in human settlement and
geography His range of vision is wide. He
mterests us equally in the wind-wom grains of

magnetite brought northward from the great fan-*

deltas of the Adour system, in the **ahos," a
ferruginous conglomerate formed as an iron-pao

in the subsoil, the permeability of which has now
been triumphantly established, in the health of
the oyster, an inoffensive creature, infected with
typhoid germs entirely by the carelessness of man

;

and in the diatoms that flounsh in the Lac do
Caxeaux, to the actual benefit, it appears, of the
water-supply of Arcachon. Dr. Lalesque in 1890
made an independent investigation of the irritating

power on the human skin of the processiooary
caterpillar, the larva of Bombyx piiyocampAf
which inhabits the pme-trees of the coast, and he
concludes that the hairs which cause urticaria are
scattered from tMe nests of the insect by the wind
Even tiiis affection seems trivial at Arcacbodr we
can imagine a visitor, temporarily indined toi

irritation, being calmed by Dr Lalesque's
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enthusiatm and by hts mtrodiictton to the fascinat-

ing -work of Fabre.

The author shows us Arcachon, not as a

modern creation on a promontory in a featureless

lagoon, but as the product of great natural forces,

conspiring for the health of man The winds

blow over it fraught with warmth from tropic

waters; the sands are kept from wandering by

the growth of aromatic pines, and the subsoils

that can be traced southward across the vast

Pliocene estuary of the Landes represent for the

naturalist the spoils of the Central Plateau and

the Pyrenees Like Prof Tomquist in East

Prussia (Nature, vol Ixkkv
, p 4O8), but with a

little more professional formality, Dr Lalesque

has conquered in a held that offered httle promise

to the unobservant c}e G A J C

Our Bookshelf.

Iron Bacteria By Dr David Ellis Pp xix +
179+ V plates (London Methuen and Co,
Ltd , 1919 ) Price 105 Od net

In this book Dr David Ellis has compiled a
monograph on a subject which he has largely

made his own, and on which he can speak with

first-hand knowledge The group of micro-

organisms discuss^ IS important, and one

I
of the makers of geological history, for many
of the bog iron ores owe their formation largely

to the activities of iron bacteria, and other iron

ores may be due to the same cause In modern
bfe the^ organisms are of importance to the

water engineer in relation to water reservoirs,

the corrosion of conduit pipes, and the general
appearance and clarity of water supplies

The iron bacteria are a heterogeneous group
of organisms, scarcely bacteria m the strict sense,

belonging to several genera—Leptothnx, Clado-
thrix% Crenothnx, and others The iron is col-

lected from the water in which the> live, and
stored in a concentrated state as ferric hydroxide
in the mucilaginous sheaths which surround their

bodies. The ferruginous deposit in the membrane
ts often so great that it exceeds the volume of

the organism itself, and the iron-impregnated
membrane may persist for long after the dissolu-

tion of the organism
Some of these organisms may occasionally

multiply in a very short time to such an extent

as in the course of a few weeks to change entirely

the character of the water in which they are

^sent, as was the case at Cheltenham in 1896
They may also cause encrustations m the pipes,

and the group is therefore of considerable

economic importance ' Six speaes are fully

4qecrtbcd, and methods of treatment to retard

mir activities in water supplies are detailed The
iK>ok la well produced ana illustrated, and forms
M Standard worfc on the subject.

R T H
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AfsteoroZogy for All Bemg some JVeather Prob-
lems Explained By Donald W. Horner. With
an Introduction by M de Carle S Salter.

Pp xvi+i84-fvii plates (London Witberby
and Co , 1919 ] Price 6s. net

The science of the weather may well make a
wider appeal than any other branch of science,

and the opening for a book which is not only

scientifically accurate, but also simple and easily

comprehended, is therefore very great The
author of the present work has realised that the

opening exists, and has endeavoured to fill it, but
his attempt can scarcely be considered successful

A few quotations will illustrate the nature of the

book In estimating cloud amounts on the scale

0-10 we are told that if there is one cloud upon
the horuon or in any part of the sky we put x.**

I'or obtaining true bearings from a compass, '*tKe

magnetic variation in the British Isles is now
i4®W Again “There is no more sure pre-

cursor of a gale than the * wind-dog,' or coloured

parhelion “ ^ 2), which may possess some degree
of truth, but scarcely seems compatible with
“ When these halos are coloured and accompanied
by parhelia or mock suns, they generally precede

very dry weather" (p no) Even in such a
simple matter as giving the equivalent velocities

of the Beaufort numbers, the author falls into

error Some chapters are better than others, but
the book can certainly not be recommended as a
safe guide to put into the hands of the non-techni-

cal reader without previous knowledge of meteor-
ology J S D
The Psycholof^y of the Future Avenir des

Sciences Psychique^ ") By Emile Boirac
Translated and edited with an introduction by
W de Kerlor Pp xm -t 322 (London
Kegan Paul, Trench, Irubner, and Co, Ltd ,

n d ) Price xo5 6d net

The author deals with the more debatable classes

of psychical phenomena discussed at the Paris
Congresses of Experimental Psychology of 1911
and 1913, and defined as “the phenomena which,
produced in animate beings or as an effect of their

action, do not seem to be entirely explicable by
the laws and forces of nature already known."
They are classified as Hypooidal, induding dis-

soaation of personality and “ cryptopsychism

"

(subconscious action) , magnetoidal, which are sup-
posed to comprise mesmerism, telepath;jr, and
“hyloscopic" phenomena (unexplained actions of
inanimate objects on animate beings), and spirit-

oidal, which imply agents of a psychological
nature more or less analogous to human mtelli-

gence The author proposes the term "bi-
actinism ” (bio-actinism ?) for any phenomena in

which a radiating influence is apparently exerted
at a distance over other animate beings For
“clairvoyance," or knowledge obtained by certain
individuals apparently independently of
normal senses, he prefers the term “ meta-
gnomy " On the question of the spiritistic hypo-
thesis the author maintains a non-committal atti-

tude
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Letttn to the Editor.

Tll« Mtof dMf not Mi lUmoA! ru\

prMtd by hh coff9spcndenti

r«l«r«i> or to cotrotpond wM iko writort of, rojoctod

scripti intondod for Huo or mny othor port of Natuks.

ffo notUo ii toltM of omtmymouo eommumcattonsJ]

Hm IlMtM ttiTVlMi

It would, perhaps, have been better if the Vlritat of the
eading article entitled **The Organisation of Scleritiiic

iVork in India," pubhshed In Nature of February i9t

ud held his hand until he had obtained further in-

[ormadon concerning the proposed organisation The
‘cport of the Indian Industn^ Comnus&ion dealt ontv
sdth the general question, and left the elaboration of
ihy scheme, if such were considered desirable, to
ipMial committees which were to be appointed at a
later date The special cottimittecs were to be given
A free hand, and were left to approach the prtmkm
from an unbiassed pcant of view

1 was not a member of the Indian Industrial Conu
mission, but there is nothing in the report which
iildlcaWs that the Commission was in favour of a
centralised system of sciendAc services under Govern-
ment control such as that which is condemiled in the
article, and still more emphatically condemned bv
those who have contributed to the ensuing correspond-
ence As a matter of fact^ if the Industrial Commis^
lion had leccnnmended such a course, it would not
have been supported for one moment by the Chemical
Services COmihittee, over which 1 had the honour to
preside Indeed, my colleagues and I, as old inves-
tigators, would have been fully alive to the absurdity
of any such proposal

1would like to make my position dear bv referring
to the conditions we found to prevail In India and to
the remedies which we considered necessary in order
that the great natural resources of the country might
be developed, but 1 should preface my remarks by
saying that I speak for chemistry alone Other
sciences must formulate their own schemes in a
manner best suited to their parlitular requirements
The problem presented was twofold First, the

position of the chemists in India, and, secondly, the
position of the Indian chemical industry The posi-

tion of chemists we found to be exceedingly unsatis-
factory. There are in all about fifty chemists in India,
and most of them are attached to established Govern-
ment Services, such as forestry, agriculture, medicine,
geology, ordnance, and education In the main,
the chemists, although working in the Services, were
not attached to them—that Is to say, they were In

the position of hirelings without any claim to the
advantages attaching to Service membmhip and with-
out the possession of the e\pr%t do corps which charac*
tenses such membership They were, moreover, for

the most part working in isolated positions in the
different provinces, and were without any means by
which they could f^ess their claims on the oflictat lay

mind In consequence, they Were in many cases
receiving totally inadequate salaries, and were. In

fact^ often regarded as some kind of f^k druggist—
a point ol ^ew which it even, more prevalent In

Inaia than in England It was clear that the only
wav by which the chemist in India could be brought
to occupy a financial and social position which his

education and training demanded was to place him
on an equality with members of other Government
Services

The problem of the chemist was thetefore a straight-

forward one, and was, in our opinion, open to one
answer only The other point, that of the Indian

chemlcgl Industry, is perhaps rather more complex
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Soitkor eon ko nndorUko to

In the first place, there can be no question, 1 tldok,

that research in chemistry must be divided into pure
research and industrial research It is true that uwre
IS no sharp line of division, but in their extreme forms
pure research is earned out entirely for the advanosM
ment of knowledge, and is without obvious practical

bearing, Whereas mdustrial resemch is done for fhe

advancement and development of Industry The
Chemical Services Committee has retommenlM that
pure chemical research should be left to the universi-

ties and university Institutions, the obvious duty of
which is to carry It out. It Is not proposed that the
chemists attache to university institutions should be
normaliv members of the Service, but it is asked that

the universities and university colleges should under-
take to train men for recruitment Into the Service In

the mariner recommended by the Committee.
The Committee considers that recruits should have

the following training —
(1) An honours degree in chemistry in the first or

second class or Its equivalent
(a) Training in engineering (machine drawing and

workshop practice) where such training has not formed
part of the course under (i).

(3) One or two years ^ training in the methods of

chmicai research under someone competent to train

la research
It is not proposed to institute anv system of training

within the Service, excepting, of course, such practical

training as will normally accrue during the working of

the Service, and it is asked that the universities and
university institutions should ^ve the necessary train-

ing under (3) above For tma purpose it is recont-

mended that maintenance and equipment grants
should be given to promising students to enable them
to undergo this training subsequent to graduation*

The Committee considered that, provide the trainer

were a man of recognised ability, the question of the

subject in which the student should be trained cOuld

be safely left to him It agreed that instruction In

the methods of chemical research, received after a
course such as that given above, was the best train-

ing a man could have to develop any initiative and
enthusiasm which he might possess, and that a man
so trained ought to be able to turn his hand to any-
thing chemicm

In the case of industrial research it must be remem-
bered that chemistry In one form or another under-
lies most industries, and that in India the foHowlfig

conditions are present (a) Great natural resources;

(b) lack of saentific chemical help to develop three

resources, and (c) a public very shy to risk cartel
without some real assurance of the value of the process

it is pn^iosed to finance
Obviously, the best means for advancing chemical

Industry is for the firms or combination of firms
engaged in the industry to establish research labon-
tories and to work out their own problems by the
aid of their own chemists This is an ideal whkdi
the Indian Chemical Service will be formed to foster

It Will, for example, help anv member of the Service
who wishes to pats out into the industry, and It will

second members of the Service for tempoirerv employ-
ment to firms who wish to investigate any particular
pr^lem But at the present time there are few monu-
facturers who employ chemists, and it is evident that
some steps are necessary not only to demonstrate to
the manufacturer the value of research in connection
with his matnifiseture, hut also to demonstrate tiie

posstbiUties of any particular prtxsess to anyone wk^
ing to tnVMt capttel and start a new industry

Who Is to do this? There is, we think, only one
answer, namely, that, as It is to the Intarast ii the
State as well as of the manufacturer to develop
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iodiwtry, it it the idutv of the Stete to convince the
iMunifiictufer of the vehse and neceislty of reeearch m
cwnecdon with hit work
Hie Indun Chemical Service will have research

liietitutes in the oentres of induatry of every province

These drill be in close touch with the works and with
woite conditions, and deal with questions of

iiunedlmte mctkal impertanoe submitM by manu-
facturers. Tliey will alM carry out research work in

coonectioo with the establishment of new industries,

and develop a process as far as the unit factory

scale. In some caees it will be neoessaty, in order to

demonstrate the value of a prooees, to erect pioneer

factories and work them on the cocnpiete commercial
scale Each institute will be under a director of

reeearch.

A central Imperial institute will be located at Dehra
Dun It will be under the Director-General of the

Chconical Service, and contain laboratones for

Inorganic and physical chemistry, organic chemistry,

analytical chemistry, and metallurgical chemistr\',

ea^ controlled by a deputv-director Questions in-

volving* fundamental research anting out of the work
of the provincial institutes will be dealt with here, as
well as the inidal work in connection with the estab.

Hslunent of new industries Research work of an All-

India character, such as investigations on the utilisa-

tion of forest products, will also be done
The report, which should reach England during the

course 01 the next fortnight, should be consulted for

furtiier details. It may be added, however, that there

Is no official control , the Service will be worked bv
chmiats for chonists Chemists seconded for service

with other Departments will retain their lien on the

Cbimlcal Service, but be under the control of the

DfMfiment to which they have been seconded

The provincial institutes will not be under the con-

trol of the central institute, which wdl act towards

them in an advisory capacity only

In conclusion, I diould add that 1 have discussed

the proposed scheme with eminent Indian men of

science and prominent busineas men in different parts

of the Empire, and they have told me that thev are

prepared to give it their whoWiearted -lupport More-
over, Sir P C Rdv, the distinguished professor of

chemistry in the College of Science, Calcutta who
was a member of the Committee and attended all its

meeting, while stating at the outset that he was
opposed In principle to Government Services gencralh

,

nevertheless agreed to each pragraph of the report

as it was passed in its final form He signed the

report sub}«^rt to a separate note in which he expresses

hit general approval of the scheme in the following

words “ In conclusion, I desire to state that, although

I consider that the days of Government Services are

over and that the development of industries bv the

agency of a Cfovemmcnt Service Is not the most

suitable wav of dealing with the problem, vet 1 agree

that, if a Government Service is constituted, the pro

posals of the Committee represent the best meth^
of constituting and carrying on such a service It is

for Biis reason that 1 have attached mv signature to

a report with the malor portion of which I am in

substantial agreement
JOCKLTN TnoRpr

I OAVX followed with keen interest the leading

attkie on “The Organisation of Scientific Work in

la^** in Nature of Fcbniaty xq, and the correspond-

eaoe thereon by Profs Soddly and Bateson, Sir Ronald
Rom, and others The notestf warning hasbeen sounded

not a moment too soon To me it appears that the

Ih&strUI Commission has not been able to make out
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a very convincing case for the creation of a hl^y
expensive AU-Inoia Chemical Service—an elaborate
and ordered hierarchy under the almost absolute con-
trol of a number of highly paid bureaucrats The Ser-
vices degenerate in India, the land of caste. Into so
many ngid and watertight compartments unamenable
to h^thy external influence
The manner in which the work of the Service is to

be carried on appears to me to be extremely ob}e^
tionable There is to be a Dircctor.G^meral of
Research at the Imperial Chemical Institute, witli five
or bix directors at Afferent provincial centres These
officers are to have almost absolute power over the
rank and file—^tbe real workers, for not only arc
the directors to dictate what particular piece of
search a worker is to take up, but even the publica-
tion of the work is to be subject to the consent of
the Board of Control

I* or the scheme to be sucoeuful the directors must
be men who are conversant with almost all the
different branches of chemistry, and keep in touch
with the most up-to-date advances in their science
Moreover, their minds are to be occupied with swarms
of problems awaiting their day to be debvered to the
care of the researchers Las^, thev are to do lustlce,

with the impartiality of a Pnvy Council Judge, to
each individual worker according to hN work and
accomplishments Even the greatest chemists of the
age a ould hesitate to acknowledge that they are
supermen of this description

I am afraid that the proposed Service will simplv
be on asylum for a few officials in favour with the
Government who find administrative work much more
suited to the taste than botftle-wathlng and otlW
humdrum work of the laboratory, and wi^ to
legalise the exploitation of the brain and lal^r of
the yoiing men just commg out of the universities
full of new ideas and enthusiasm for work We shall
have a number of chemista working under a pi^-
patetir dirertor whose claims to the post will be his
seniontv, which in India often goes hand in hand
incompetence I am afraid that the so-called research
work will lapse Into dull, mechanical, routine out-
turn, and will kill alt enthusiasm and Initiative on the
part of the actual workers They are even, as Prof
Soddv remarks, “ to be deprived of what little satisfac-
tion and independence genuine scientific work for Its

own sake afiortis,'* and in manv cases will have to
renounce their own work for the propitiation of the
directors

It seems to be supposed that since there is a
Viceroy over governors, a povemor over a number of
magistrates, and a magistrate o\er a number of
petty officials, so there must be an Imperial chemist
over a number of provincial directors, directors

over deputy-directors, deputy-directors over sub-
deputv -directors, and so on But in the republic of
sconce the idea of such ordered gradation is absurd
Each branch of science, notably chemistry, has now

S
t>wn so vast that a pnrticular .worker, however
ghlv gifted, can honestly tackle and follow Intel-

ligently the developments of only a mmute fraction

of his subject In the quest after truth and m the
exploration of new paths of knowledge every worker
has to find out his own wav, and It not Infrequently

haouens that o young and unknown vorker may
achieve much more brilliant results than men who
have grown grev in the service of science What It

wanted is co-operatloTu provision for more ample
fadlides, and the opening up of bettei orqapects for
the earnest-minded and enthusiastic workers

!n India at the present state of her srientHIc

development, the Institution of the Chemical Servfoe
on the proposed lines will be not simph a blunder, but
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a crime There ie not a eingle toGhaical teaching
inedtute in the whole of India. In the univerddea
and Government collegea there ie very meagre nro-
vidon for reaearcb work. The univcreities are lust
trying to emerge from mere exi^ining bodies into
centres of education* and the demnd lor State aid
for founding chairs in eayperimental and Industrial
subjects is very great In Bengal, the moat advanced

j

province in India, there are, technically speaking, no
endowed chairs at all (except one or two founded by

,

the generosity of patnotic dtiaens). Altogether we
have five or six high posts in the Government col-

tees, but the occupiers of these posts are required
omy to teach, and not to do any research work The
number of research scholarships it only three or four
But the man who has done good original work, and
has the good fortune to be taken into the Service,
has no better prospects before him than the man who
hat nothing to hU credit except his original degree
in the univerdty, for under the Service system pro-
motion it by favour and senloritv, not by work and
efficiency

It appears to me that the most pressing needs for
India at the present moment are (1) The foundation
by the Gkyvemment of a number of chairs In various
branches of pure and applied chemistry in the uni-
versities, and also a large number 01 readerships,
assistant professorships, and research schetorships
(a) The establishment of a number of technical insti-

tutes and the strenmhealng of the laboratcdes and
scientific libraries (i) The organisation of the posts
so created and of the posts already existent on a
professional rather than on a Service basis (4) The
replacement of the director by boards of recruitment
oo<nn||ed chiefly of utdversitv professors, one official,

and wva or two non-official representatives of the
public (s) The encouragement of the foundation of
scientific societies

There should be no watertight separation between
those who are engaged In spmal tvpes of work in
Government research Institutes and those working in
the university laboratories The officials in the re-

search Institutes should be asked to maintain a life-

long connection with the university In some shape or
other, and the researchers in the universities mav be
invited, when an occasion arises, to avail themselves
of the opportunities afforded in the research institutes

Prafulla Chandra RXy
Univcrsltv College of Science, qz Upper

Circular Bead, Calcutta

TIM OMt if talautWe PiMeattem*

In the timely leading article in Naturb of May 6
on the cost of scientific publications a note is struck
which goes deep to the heart of many scientific

workers—editors, secretaries, and members of councils
on one hand, struggling to make inadequate funds
meet the greatly increased expenses, and on the other
the voung investigators whose papers on the results

of resear^ are bdng held up by the impossibility of

paying for publication. It is difficult to see the
remedy at the moment. Most of us will, I think,

agree with you that increaeed tubacriptiona to the
pubU^ing societies, on any adequate scale, would be
a hardship to many, and probably defeat the

end In view by chc^ng off members My experience

ae^dh officer of the Ehltlsh Assodation and of several

scleiltific societies has shown me that it is difficult

enoii^ for our linger scientific workers, sudt as the

demonstrator class at the universities, to afford the

fieocsMiry expense of Jointe such societies and attend-

Ing the meetings Recognising the great plsasure and
advantage that one en]o^ In eeelng and bearing the
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sente nm in the subject at the first scientific meeb^
ings one attended (Britiah Association and Linneaii
Society), it would be dmlorable that anytiiing sb^d
be done to render it still more dMh^t than it Is for
the younger men of to-day to attend and take part in
such gawerings.
You suggest that w<e may have been unduly extrava-

gant in tile past in the production of our sdentifiO
publications Thb may nave been so to some slight
extent in a few cases, but I am by no tneans con-
vinced that it is general, or material, and I would
deofecate any drastic change. A judicious and kindly
editor, secretary, referee, or communicator of a paper
may usefully do something to moderate the exubesanoe
of a youthful author arid Co keep noteJiook details
within reasonable bounds ; but the scientific value of a
paper may be spoilt by ruthless excision It b not
enough, in nuiny cates, to give end^results unless con-
clusions arc to be accepteo uncritically like text-book
statements To be of value to workers on tiie subject
In the future, the details of expetiments and the
statistics of observations are essential 1 see there-
fore no remedy except the provision of considerably
Increased funds for publication, not from the members
of the publishing societies, but from outside sources—
either private benefactors or the State
We already have certain endowments and certain

annual grants for the promotion of scientific reseilrch,

but I would urge the emphatic opinion that adequate
publication is an essentia part—the necessary com-
pletion»of any important and successful research.

Some administrators of scientific funds—for example,
the trustees of the Percy Sladen Memorial Fund-
have acted on that view, and so far as their limited

resources allow they try to see through to complete
pPMicatlon the researches which they have supported;
but, of eourse, this limits to some extent their activi-

ties in subsidising further research
The provision of a considerable endowment from

which grants might be given in aid of the publication

of worthy papers by tfc principal scientific sodeties

would be a noble benefaction which would doubtless

have an effect uoon the advancement of knowledge
second only to the endowment of the research itself,

W A Herdhan
The University, Liverpool, May q

I HEARTILY agree with the opuiion expressed

m the leading article in Nature of May 6
that a Government subsidy is necessary at the

present time to lessen the sudden shock of

war conditions to our scientific societies, especially

in the matter of printing The case was
well put by Sir Joseph Larmor in a letter to the Ttmss
some months ago the blow strikes at the very roots

of scientific advance, and the risk of vital damage Is

thus the greater because roots are apt to be buried

out of sight If the mischief be not remedied in time,

it will become clearly manifest only when the fhilts

bedn to fail

In sodeties with which I am connected, and asped-
allv in the British Association, anxious study has been
made of all possible economies in printing, and any-
thing which could be regarded as a luxury Is being
rigi^y excluded; but the printing bill will still be
heavy—much hsavier than before—and the excess will

inevitably be subtracted from funds formerly devoted
to researeh Moreover, we cannot be quite ea^ about
the mnlsdon of the tens regpded as luxuries. It is

a commem experience that nfe-teig infiuences mij
hang on trifles, and the natural accretions whkn
gather round an oM-estabIMied assodation like the
British Assodation are peculiarly liable to contain just
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the trifles whkh may decide events. The 'scientific

net can scarcely be cast too wide

.
H H. Turkbr.

University Observatoryi Oxfordt May 8

Thb appearance of the leadingwrticle in Nature of
Mav 6 IS extremely opportune. The qiiestion is one in
which the scientific world is seriously concerned, and
the possibihty of the hi^h cost of production stifling

the progress of science must lead Uk to consider what
means can be found to obviate so disastrous a
calamity It is unnecessary to quote evidence of the
enormous increase in the cost of pnnting and publica-
tion at the present time—that is well known—but ihc
question is accentuated by many indications that the
cost will go higher in tfie near future

It IS very undesirable that such increased rhaigc
upon the funds of scientific societies should be met
by raising subscriptions No deterrent to join ^octe-

des shouM be advocated, for science is advanced more
by individuals than by the extent of their published

question turns upon the limitations which the

present state uf a flairs must exercise upon publica-
tions It is quite certain that some curtailment m
necessary to avoid insolvency It is patent to all thit

many papers arc characterised by dilTuseness and
fedundanc>, as if the value of a paper was to be

judged by its length No one who wishes to keep
au feat with current work has time to read such
conciseness and economy of expression in the treat-

ment of scientific papers are the desiderata
During the ^ar we were rationed in our food

lor the i^y, ivith good rather than harm to ourselves

It IS now necessary that the food for our minds should
be rationed The only possible way to carry on until

things are easier is to limit publication to condensa-
tion or abstracts of papers, except in special cases

It is not un eas^ Uisk to make abstracts of pa[K rq so

as to retain all that essential, and with some
writers it is extremely difficult to condense their

diffuse communications The point might be met b\

putting the responsibility upon authors and limiting

them to a definite numbw of pages, according to the

character of the paper
Let me give an Instance where curtailment in pub-

lication has resulted in great economy without loss

A few years ago the volume of Greenwich Observa-
tions extended to as many as 1400 pages The Board
of Visitors decided that it was not necessary to pub-

lish a considerable mass of observations, as these

could always be supplied from the Royal Observatory
to anyone who wanted them, and bv this means the

volume was at once cut down to less than 600 pages
K B Knobfi

3s Tavistock Square, W C i, May 8
* -w——

.

Thb leading article in NAimui of May 6 comes home
to those of us who ate concerned in carrying on the

work of saentific societies We are making Uiborious

efforts to prune down diffuse contributions, and also

endeavouring to increase our income by attracting new
members. Many of us regard an increase in sub-
scription rates as a device only to be contemplated as

a lut resort, and are in complete agreement with
your article.

The Royal Meteorologibal Society is directly con-
cerned with the question of accommodation, as well

as of increasing costs of publication, and we should
welcome any possibility of Joining the privileged

sodeties that are housed by Government. Falling a
cash subvention for the one purpoee, la It posrible to,
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urge the Government to do aomething for ua in the
odwr direction? 1 should like to press for the
removal of the Civil Service Commission from Bur-
lington Gardens Examinations might well be held
in university rooms at South Kensington of else-

where I do not know how many societies could find

adequate room in the building if it were thus set

free, but it seems to me that assistanop of this kind
would be, at any rate for those of us who secured It,

belter than a subvention towards printing expenses^
and possibly easier to obtain from the Gkivemment.

Walter W Bryant,
Hon Sec , Royal Meteorological Society

Royal Obsprvatory, Greenwich, S E ,
May 8

Atomic and Molcoular Poroes and OrysUd Strusture,

Onb of the most difficult problems in the theory of
chemical valency is to form a clear picture of the
attractive forces between similar atoms Lewis and
Langmuir, in their theory of the cubical atom, have
each attributed the single valency bond to the mutual
action between a pair of electrons, and Langmuir has
recently oointed out (Nature, April sq, p a6i) that, as
regards chemical considerations, suih a pair of elec-

trons mnv be regarded as revolving in the same orbit.

This idea IS closelv allied to Bohr’s construebon for

the hvdrogcn molecule It should, however, be
pointed out that such a construction leads to a strong
paramagnetic property for molecular hydrogen, unless

the electron motions arc compensated by rotation of
the nudear charges Such compensation is scarcely

likely, since the magnetic moment depends on the

area of the orbit dencnbod, and evidence up to date

points to a nuclear radius of small order conrifored

with that of the electron orbit, even though the latter

be small compared with the conventional radius of

the atom

K. .y

Model of hydrofm n»o)«cul«.

Suppose X and Y are two exactly similar hydrogen
atoms Their nuclei are shown at A and B, and the
negative electron orbits at a and b The nucleus A
may control the orbit a electrostatically and mag-
netically, while B controls b As shown, there will

be ma^etlc attraction between a and b, and possibly

also a certain amount of electrostatic repulsion if each
electron Is not completely bound to its own nucleus
Equilibnum may be established for some such dis-

position of the charges as that Indicated We thus
get a sort of fusion of the two hydrogen atoms which
corresponds to the fusion of tne ewetron orbits in

Bohr’s theory of the hydrogen molecule In the
present case, however, tiie fusiem is controlled mag-
netically, whereas in Bohr's theory it is purely electro-

static

The system depicted above gives a diamagnetic
hydros molecule as rewired
Wim more complicated systems, we can see, In a

general way, how the small circular ortflts will dis-

pose themselves In pairs (Lewis and Langmidr)
primarily under their mutual magnetic Influences.
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W« ought further ^pect that the ciysUllographic

flymmecry would be detenmned in a linular way by the
magnetic forces due to the electrons in each atomic
kernel These electrons are drawn by mutual mag-
netic forces into a spact^aXUm^ cl^acteristic for

each molecule, and the symmetry of this pattern is

reflected in the ciystalline symmetry. Thus the

ngidity of the crystalfme medium in different directions

and the orientations of the planes of cleavage are

dc^ed in terms of the local nugnetlc forces (cf.

Sasffcs ¥f0gr€ss^ No 56, March, i9ao, p 588; Phil

Trans Roy Soc , vol ccxx., A, p 247, 1920. par-

tlculariy conclusion xu
, p 289; v<m ccxv.. A, p 79,

>915 1
vol ccxiv , A, p 109, 19x4). The dose con-

nection between the de^rtment of crystals in a mag-
netic field and the disposldon of the planes of deavage,

as observed by Tvndall, may then be explained.

Possibly each of the electron orbits shown in the

above diagram may be identified with the ring-dec*

tron of A L Parson (Smithsonian Misoellaneous

Collections, vol- Ixv
, p i, 1915) The con-

ception of the hydrogen molecule and the line of

argument leading up to it, as indicated bv the above

papers, are, however, quite <fi$tinct mm those

described by Parson
A E Oxley

The British Cotton Industry Research Asso-

ciation, 108 Deansgate, Manchester, May 1

Waspa.
If tlory lM kncMni to fawesi, tf uM %)atf bt mmmttA amc M

Mung «. by ih« diiBcttlt*w anfUBWo. Um ftiulc wasp u a beraia* to

tbs quMO b«c it in no way compnnbW—KAaumu*.

Having spent some tune in observing wasps during

the past eight years, a few notes descriptive of the

resu^ may possibly have an mterest at this season

when the queen wasps are searching for suitable

positions in which to found new colonies The queens

usually appear in the third or fourth week of Apnl,

and about a fortnight later than the humble bees

They spend'a few days in feeding, and then fly about

grassy banks and hedgerows, Ic^ing for a mouse’s

bole or some fissure or opening m the ground likely

to prove desirable habitations They arc very

futimous in making a selection 1 have specially

constructed places for them, but hundreds of queens

have dedincd the invitation In twenty-seven cases,

however, the queens took up residence, and the

average date was May 6 The young wasps begin to

show themselves m twenty-nme or thirty days, and
then a few days later the queen remains at home
During the month elapsing before the small working
wasps appear the queen works hard, and performs
about 1130 completea journeys to procure material for

coostrucdag cells and obtaining food for herself and
young The number given is the mean derived from

nests.

When a ^en finds hersdf a proper site in whidx
to build, it by no means follows that she will succeed

in roaring a colon) Only one in Aree have overcome
das difRculties (».#. nine out of twenty-seven) in my
garden, for trouble was occasioned by marauding
iitfruders sudh as ants, earwijga, beetles, woodfioe,

etc. Besides, every man's hand^ turned against the

wasp, and numbers of queens are destre^ed every
Spri^ before the enfl>ryo nests have devdoped
' As to the number of waips composing a nest, this

vsglas gosatiy. The strength is pretty fairly indicated

by the numtiar fljdng to and fro, and I have generally

Ipapt a record of the horary rate In regard to three
Strung nests, the following were the figures on different

dMes, a wasp flying out being counted as one, and
one gohlg It^aa one, so that completed Journeys would
be half *
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1.750
4,800
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as . • . i,a«o 7.230

4 . • . 2,560 8,400

Sept

14

24
3.900

. . 5,300

ii.i|o

12,000

3
>3

6,800

4.500

Oct
23 . 2,150 3.030

3 1.250

650
1,620

13 380
23 250 very few

In September, 1918, I recorded an abnormal rainfall
of 10*47 m., and this occasioned the virtual swamping
of the nest 1 kept under observation In that year.
With regard to young queens, they begin to leave

the nests at different times. In 1913 1 noHoed them
first on Au^st 21, in 1916 on August 19, and in 1918
on September 22 Two nests not at all abundant
yielded ui one case 990 queens and drones, and in the
other 1400. A strong nest in 1915 yielded In all
1 1 18 queens and 995 drones There were ten tiers of
cells in another nest, and six of the largest measured
10X8 in These mcluded 12,900 cells at least, and if
each cell produced three generations this means an
aggregate of nearly 40,000 wasps
The most prevalent species of wasp in this locality

IS Vespa gemtamca, in the proportion of 3 to i of
other varieties Of twenty-aeven nests, I iukI i F.

7 V vtdgans, and 19 V germamca. Tlie latest
cabuv 1 have seen in great activity was on
]^vember 5
Wasps kuU an enormous number of flies of all kinds

I found that the members of a moderately small nest
of V gymamca in 1913 brought home at least two
thousand flies per day A very strong nest would
account for twelve times as many Man often ml^
apprehends the benefits denved from certain forms of
animate Nature Birds are destroyed and nmdous
insects enabled to multiply Efforts are ever being
made to exterminate the wasp, and hoides of
pestiferous flies naturally become the bane of our
summers

In spite of the popular belief, wasps are not nearly
so bad-tempered and dangerous as they are sup.
posed to be If not obstructed or attacked they are
quiet and harmless enough, and may be watebed
with entcrtaifiment- They are most Industrious.
Sir John Lubbock (later the first Lord Avebury) said ‘

'* 1 have been much rtrack by the industry of wasps ”

;

and “On the whole, wasps seem to be more clever in
finding their way than bees” Mr T A Preston
in the Phenologkal Report for 1887 (Royal Met Soc
Journal, vol xiv

, p 56), speaking of the wasp,
stated " It seems far superior in intolligrtice to the
bee- W F.Tjinmmo.

and Hm Layer fyatem «rOr. J. Q.

To prevent misapprehension, it would have been
better if, in the rixteenth line of the obituary notice
wWch appears on p 238 of Natokb for April ax, thew^ -introduced,’’ used by Dr. Bartholoinaw him.
seif in “Who’s had been efl3b/ed instead of
-dbvised.’* Dr Bacthdomew made no chiltn to be
the originator of the Idea of Indicating tflfferetioes of
altitude by differences of cMout, he was the flrvtto
apply this method to topogiaphkal maps

Q Chxsuoui
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tlie Prismatic Astrolabe.*

T N tfae prcM^s of meaiurlng the places of stars
^ 00 the celestial sphere, or in the converse
process of using these measured {^ces to fix

the position of the observer upon the earth's

surface, the astronomer has at his disposal two
systems of reference lutes or circles upon which
to base hts measurements. These are respectively

tite vertical great cirdes through his zenith and
the small diws parallel to his horizon, the circles

of equal altitude or equal zemth distance. Using
the first system, his method is to time the transit

of a star wnross a vertical drcle, almost invariably

tile merictian drde passing through the north and
south points. If, in addim>n to tuning the transit,

he measures the altitude, he nts a complete
determination of the position of me star obse^ed,
and uses both sets of reference cirdes, the vertical

cirde for fixing the tune of transit, and hence the

rlgiit ascension of the star, and the horizontal

cirde for fixing the altitude of transit, and hence
the star’s decimation. This is the ordinary

observation carried out in the observatory wiui
the transit circle or by the surveyor in the field with

the theodolite Another method of observation

whidi gives the same quantities, though not in

the same direct form, is by the use of an instru-

ment adapt^ for the recording of transits across

a horizontal drde of constant dtitude. An instru-

ment of this class IS the almucantar, m which
honzontality is secured by the device of floating

the vritole in a mercury bath, it bdng easUy seen

that if either the iostrumeat or the bath is moved
round, the telescope will maintain a constant angle

with the horizontal, and the line of vision will

therefore always intersect an almucantar or arcle

of equal altitude.

Another uistrument of .the same fundamental
type, but of an entirdv different form, is the

pnsmatie astrolabe devised about twelve years

ago by MM. Claude and Dnencourt This

appears to possess great merits for survey work
in the field, and has earned quite enthusiastic

praise from those who have used it The one
objection to its more extensive employment, the

arduous labour involved in preparing observing
lilts of stars, lias now been removed by the pub-

lication of Messrs Bell and Knox Shaw’s “ Hand-
book and “Diagram.” We will revert to this

point later, but we must first give a abort descrip-

tiOoof the prindples of this interesting mstrument
ft Consists essentially of a telescope with a do*

prism in front of the wject glass, and a mercury

trqugh placed so as to the star on to the

lower face of the prism.

The prism can beplaced in either of the two
poeitioqa shown in Fig. i, from which it will be
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obvious that in both cases, on looking through

the telescope at a star which it approi^Qg and
near to the altitude of 60^, two images of the liar

will be seen moving towaMs each other, and that

these images will coalesce into one whtii Ae
apparent dtitude of the star is equal to the aisgk

of tite prism. In arrangement A the reflectioa la

from mt two outside surfaces of the prism, which
must therefore be silvered ; in B we get a total

reflection from the two inside surfaces* It is

further obvious that with outside reflectioa the

angle of the prism can be given any value; the

two star images will always coincide when the

Mnicv/ty

A
0

B
Fto t —PnttdpUofwHistniCtianoftbtt prUMtK Mtrol

altitude IS equal to thia angle, whereas if the rays

traverse the glass they must enter and leave

normal to the faces; the prism must therefore be
equilateral, and stara can be observed only at tbe

fixed albti^e of 6o* The observation ooaaiata in^ tindog of tbe moment of comddence of tiie

two inagea. To allow them actually to odndde
would, however, render accurate timing diScult,

and fer greater preciaioo ie Obtained by giving tim
iektcope a very small lateral dispuc^nen^ ep
that the imagea pace doae to, but nbt exactly over,
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tliere If no apprecieUe difference to preofdott

beWteeo ^ two pnsm arrangeiBeats B Iim fbe

epporeot diaadveotege that a doeer ai^uittnent of

tna teleacope is reared the Une of oouunatioo

inuat be peipendicoiar to the prum baiei and the

latter murt oe truly vertical whereas with A ttte

bonaootality of tbe telescqpe and the syounetncal

lachnatioB of the pnsm faces are laimatenal On
Ito dUier hand from the practicai surveyor s pdnt
of vhw tbe use of the easily damaged silvered

faces ts inexpedieott and the method of internal

refieetion preferdile Tbe ^sadvanta|;es attach

lOff to the necessity of more carefhl ad^stmCot of

teiesoc^ and pnsm are moreover more apparent

than tw It must be remembered that erwle the

actual observation mvolves no heading of gradu
ated carde or micrometer a honsontal arde is

required for the purpose of directing the hne of

nght, so that the desired star will cross the fteU

The teleacope and circle most therefore be levelled

and adjusted as with a theodolite and tbe extra

lahtwr involved m the setting of tbe pnsm la a
vetysmall matter
As already stated the preparation of an observ

ing programme involves somewhat lengthy com
pvtabona These have now been made and are

availaUe for the use of observers within a wide
raoM of latitude The Handbook of the Pris

ma^ Astrolabe givea a succinct deacnptum of

the fmaller survey form of the instrument its

ooastruption and method of use and contains

taUes of eU the Nautical Almanac stara down to

the fourth megnitbde which cross the altitude

mrde at asunutbe suitable for observation for

each degree of latitude between 55" S and 55* N
Thu ISK gives suSaent stars for all ftdd work
exce&l geodetic survey of the firet order for
whum more and fainter atars would be wanted
For ^lese reference omst be made to the Astro
labs Diagram giving for the same limits of
latitude» a aeries of graphs from which the asimuth
and tuoa of any star crossing tbe elbtude circle

can be plot ed A oompanaon of the relative

aoewiiqr of the astrolabe and other surve> ipatru

Ntane ^ fa bcobahhr
mfUle df ioriiewhet gNpiMr ^prmfahu dipm t
thoodoUte of almdar tdeeooiAe pcNier and there
IS no doubt that In If Wb hdve a valuabie additioB
to the resotiroes of the sumyeMr It caimot how
ever, take the plaoa of the meodoUte being cap
abte of detemmung onhr lab^e and time not
axHtauths or ang^ee It has werefcam been urged
as an objection to ita mote extendm use that ae
a survey par^ must m any case cany tbeodolitee

the astrolabe couU be tahm only when tha tUdcd
labour of transport la umomortant Aj^eft mOdi
tile fact that the addition ef thirty pouMS lo tha
baggage of a survey expedition would be round
butoensome only In qwte exceptional cases this

objectioa does not appear to have any validity

A thcsoditiite IS capable of conversion into an astro
Ipbe by the addiUon of the pnsm and mercury
trough, and it would be easy to design tiiese so
that they ootald be damped on to the front of the
teleeoim and the pnsm levelled in a minute or
turn The extra we^t would then not exceed
a few ounces
An attempt has been made not however yet

carrwd vety far to develop tbe use of this mstru
ment for m astronomical problem of the deter
mmation of star places of high order precision

It IS rory doubtful if it presents anv real advan
tages for this work The difficulty of mak ng true
plane surfaces is well known and in an mstru
nfent of large aperture and high magnification the
io^jaion or flat reflectors in the optical system is

Unoedrabfe Furthermore the two sitar images
are not dftataetncal eadt beihg formed by only
half the obyect glass and the results show a
nu^nitude equation or variation with the bright
nets of the stara observed This has not bemi
specially studied in the poiteble survey pettems
mt would probably be found even witii them
Trfifflpler (fee at ) using an i^erture of onty
4y cm and a focal leagfli i;o cm found H
coospNbousIy It would increase nqadly with
lOcrease of aperture For the present we must
regard tha nstrolaba as a surveyor s Instrunent
capable in his bands of uaefol service and lesve
any possiUe appUcatHm to observatory work for
further investigation E H H

Tbe Hcflrt

By DouQUMi

^BNTRAL ASIA used to conjUre up in tbew miagmation thoughts of lonely and mys
tetfotts fTMtiers between tiuee great AsUifle
Ethpires strange doings m unhmtti^ vaSeys
ott the Panirs of loegHffod coMumors ami of
ilfohte eepitals at die bade of tiw worM Btro

ie irgso dm hefcrt of Asia k a stetta oeoin^ ft ffimafe thd metihiuMfliBse of the chrffiaktwtis

t«i*9te pasb-Cwia of the dfeeeot ' OtW
Bfhlfo; end of the fiiteke?>«<>BDUhev1em

Oteut buiipitifofit hive «ete m mttt AdA>^

«o s^7»vot los]

A tdat&rtiit‘

CtmvTUMna
difoeard*o( movemenia uoiamgineti miseries’—
ffiiirtim the past six yeiiv, when u men s tiMt^ts
have been cottwnttiM^ Burope adtf the Mid^
Bam The remadn Uglffiiitie and AtMrta of Asli
did pot escape the turmott The ihoit secMiA

most apathy dative rades fielt tike ripples
tt tott atohn m mMpt JTm ooAftAilp af (wkak
Iimia Russia ^ hate ietafaeA» by

itab, ts ihpt
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of middle Asia which forms the most
^terly province of the Chinese Empire, unde*

be titie of Hsin-Chxan§f, or the New Province,

or it^is of comparatively recent occupation (since

keen-Lun^, 1758) Although an mtegral part of

he Celes^ Empire, it is actually Central Asian

1 physical features, character, and inhabitants

Ills desert pllin is girt on three sides by great

aountain walls, yet these barriers seem to be

ess of a hindrance to man than is the endless

lesert aone which cuts it off from China proper

Ffae Chinese rule, but the natives

look to Mecca, not to Pekin, and
nrade with Moscow and Peshawar
rather than with the cities of

China The oases belong to the

{Toup which extends from Kho-
^n, in the east, to Bokhara, 1

he west
Chinese Turkestan, then, is

;x>lony where mild and unwarlike

armers, probably the most
phlegmatic of all peoples in the

vorld, are ruled by a handful of

Chinese officials* On the north

md west was a great and virile

Russian Empire ever ready to

overflow still further easti

ind southwards, while 01

south great mountain walls

behind which ruled the Emperor
it India. Kashgar, the capital,

xras the only place in Central Asia
ivhere Great Britain maintained
i representative. From the Cau-
:asus to Siberia, and from
Siberia to China proper, we had
10 official residents. It was to^ far-off city that thp authors
vent in 1915, Sir Peixy Sykes to

ict for Sir Georn Macartney,
he Consul-General, on leave

We have a general account of

he journey out, by way of Nor-
way, Sweden, and Finland,
‘etrwrad, Moscctw, Tashkent,
nd Osh, followed by chapters on
ife at the British Consulate,
round Kashgar, and trips to the
tussian Panurs and to the great
ases of Yarkand and Khotan
^ftse chapters, by Miss Ella

iykes, are ably supplemented by
er brother’s (Sir Percy Sykes)
section, which deals with the geography, govern-
ment, and commerce of the district, and also give,

IS nn historical sketch which is admirable m
ts brevity and conciseness, for it covers
a three short chapters a period from some-
ndiere diout the third century b.c. up to

r9|j 1 It should be resfiied that Turkestan his-

iigure largely. Sir Perc^ Sykes traces the story
right up to year of his visit, and by no means
the least interesting part is that which deals with
the modern period His final sentence contains
much of import :

“ The future of Chinese Turkes-
tan IS not finally settled, but the World War,
which has temporarily broken up the Russian
Empire, will undoubtedly stimulate China to move
along the path of progress If so, there is hope
that the condition of this outlying province of her
Empire may benefit, more especially by improved

'vmtik-
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by Hun, Chinese, Turk, Arab,
while the romantic namea of Kutayte,

rtmeriane, Amursana, and Yakub
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communications. At the same time, there are

many parts of Asia which have reason to envy
the pesce and plenty enjoy^ by the inhabitants of

Chinese Turkestan ” The chapter on “The
Kashgar Farmer'* is noteworthy, it shows the

difference between this desert land and others.

Whereas other arid regions are dependent on
scanty and uncertain ramfalls, the great oases
of the low, hot ptaina of Turkestan by a ante
and abundant water supply brougltt dtnim fthm
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the giant glaaers and snowfields which wall them
in on noi% south and west A certain liveli

hood an ample and cheap food supply and com
fdete safety have produced a contented race

devoid of amb tion and easiW ruled The towns
folk are much the same iuishgar and Yarkand
are still great trade centres Since Marco Polo s

day from this country many merchants ^ forth

about the world on trading journeys The old

Pamirs while Sir Aurel Stem crossed the plateau
from east to west and penetrated to the amaa*
in^ interesting regions of Roshan and Darwaz
^e chief interest of this book lies m the fact

that t recounts the impressions of a resident in

a country which has so far been described only
by the passer by Even a glimpse of life in the
only city of Central Asia where the British Empire
reta ns a representative should commend it to the

F a « oted n 1m 0 h d I F om

silk route ran the length of the country All trade
between China and Western Asia pas^ through
Kashgar
The volume ends with an account of a vi< t to

the Russian Pamirs For i long t me the Roof
of the World has been a forbidden land to the
Enelish hunter but the wir proved that Russian
dedgns on India were a bogey The author was
permitted to travel and shoot in the heart of the

Th ouch Dmc tnd Ont of Cen ! A«mu

reader For years the post has been held by Sir

George Macartney Tar removed from the nearest
Engl shman cut off from India isolated and
alone he has upheld the honour of the Empire
using prestige mstend of Cossacks and relying

on h s unnv^led knowledge of the East Sir Percy
Sykes had his work cut out to fill the gap satis

factor ly but his life experience in Asia ser^ him
jvell and he has allowed us to see something of it

The United States National Research Council

By Prof Vbrkon Kelloqo

The National Research Council is a co opera
tt\e organisat n of men of science in

America for the special purpose of promoting
fundamental research n the phprsical and natur^
saences the application of scientific knowledge
in the industries and the trainmg of researa
workers all for the sake of general advance
ment of science and the increim of the national

strength and well being It was organised lA 1916
under the auSpices of the National Academy of

NO ^637, VOX, 105]

Seeoces especially to help make the saentific

resources of the country available to the Govern
ment in the solution of pressing war tune
problems involving scientific Ihvestigation As
now reorganised on{)|.aenpaoent pence tune foot

ing Its membership of about 350 is Inigelv com
DMed of duly appointed reprenentftives of about
tprty rntjor saentific and tedmim soaetien el
Americe with a grouo of administrative ofBeere

end necessary office a^affa, resident m Waahing'
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, These officers are appointed for but one year

at a tune, and it is expected that most of the

offices (chairmen of divisions, etc ) will be filled

40 rotation bv men drawn from the scientific

faculties of the universities, the staffs of large

aaentific institutes, and the research laboratories

maintained by the industries

Although during the war the Council was largely

supported by the Government, it is now entirely

auc^rted by private funds A gift of 5,om,ooo
dollars has recently been mode to it by the Car-

negie Corporation Part of this money, perhaps

a million dollars, will be used to erect a building

in Washington for the offices, conference rooms,

etc., of the Council and the National Academy of

Saences, and the remainder will constitute a per

manent endowment for the Council This endow-
ment will provide for the administrative expenses

of the organisation, leaving the funds necessary

to aid in the support of the lar^e co-operative

scientific projects of research, which the Council

hopes to stimulate or establish, to be found, as

the needs require, from wealthy men or philan-

thropic foundations interested in the promotion of

the investigation of the fundamentals of saence
and from the industries interested in promoting
the extehsion of scientific applications

The Counal as at present organised includes

thirteen divisions, seven representing 'the vanous
major lines of science ana technology, and six

representing general relations The first seven are
divisions of the physical sciences, engineering,

chemist(7 and chemical technology, geology and
geop^apny, the medical saences, biolq|y and

S
nculture, and anthropology and psydiology
le general relations group includes a division of

foreign relations, a Government division (including

representatives of each of the major saentific

bureaux included in the Government I^partments
of War, Navy, Commerce^ Labour, Agriculture,
State, and Treasury), a division of States rela-

tmns, one of educational relations interested espe-
naOy in the research conditions and activities in

the colleges and universities of the country, a
jivision of research extension especially devoted
bo the extension of research to the industries, and
I research information service intended to act as
I general national clearing-house for information
xmceming the scientific personnel and scattered
research work of the country.

Affiliated with these various divisions are many
ipecial committees and sub-committees which con-
sem themselves with various special pbesee and
ipeciSc projects of scientific investigation. Tlie

msent number of these committees approximates
pfty. There is also a sp^ai Research Fellowsbip
mrd, which has at its disposal through the

period from May i, 1919, to June 30, 1925, the
sum of 500,000 dollars, appropriated by the Kocke^
feller Foundation for the Maintenance of National
Research Fellowships in Physics and Chemistry.
Thirteen of these fellowships have so far been
instituted

I

The National Research Council is thus neither

a great operating scientific laboratory nor an
I organibation possessing large funds from which

I

to make direct gifts to individual scientific

I

investigators or scientific laboratories, but an in-

stitution for the purposes of stimulating and
organising scientific research m America, and of

promoting international scientific relations in all

possible ways. It is specially interested in organ-
ising scientific effort along co-ordinated co-opera-
tivc lines It hopes to encourage vigorous attack
on major problems too large and many-sided for

the individual investigator working alone, and
often requiring the co-operalion of numerous in-

vestigators and laboratories representing several

diiTerent but allied lines of saence In the applica-

tions of science it is especially interested in such
problems as bear directly on ^e promotion of the

national strength and well-being

Among the many projects now in course of

organisation or actum development are an exten-

sive study of food and nutrition in charge of a
committee including many of the leading American
physiological chemists and experts in numan and
animat nutrition, a study of high explosives,

begun during the war, the preparatbn of critical

compendia of physical and chemical constants; a *

study of the fundamental saentific problems of

baking, of ceramics, of steel alloys, of synthetic

drugs, of the chemistry of colloids, of sewage dis*

posal, of forestry, of fertilisers, etc An extensive

investigation of tropical biology, including espe-

aally tropical medians, is in course of oiganisa-

tion A detailed survey of the research conditions

in ail the colics and universities of the

country, in which research work is now being done
or probably can be done in the near future, is in

active progress. A committee on mental measure-

ments has recently completed an elaborate series

of trials of group tests on several thousand chil-

dren, and has prepared, and is about to publish,

a set of recommended tests for use for classifica-

tion and grading in the common schools of the

country. These tests are adapted from the sets

developed by the Counal’s special psychological

committee on Army tests during the war Ato-
gether, the Council is getung under way a good
deal of important research work, and promises

to be an organisation of muph influence in the

promotion of American activity in the advance-

ment of saence

Obituary.
MARtBORoOcH R. Pryor.

SOME fifty years ago Marlborough Robert
Pryor, who died at Weston Parley Stevenage,

Mk April 3, was weU known in sdentific circles at

Tboibtidge, and seemed likely to rise to a hijgh

l6jJ7. VOL. 105!

position in ^se studies He was a man of many
interests and great adaptability of mind, who,
though he was rather early diverted to executive
busmess, never lost his interest In those parts of
it which were connected with science. Educated
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at Eton, he entered Trimt^ CoUege, Cambridge,
taking nil degree a$ B.A. m and that of

M A. three years later. It is rather remarkable
that he did not “go m for honours/* for he was
then so conspicuous a student of natural science

as to obUm successively a schdarahip and a fel-

lowship by examination in those subjects, being

in each case the first elected to these distinctions

in Trinity College.

In Pryor’s d^s natural science was beginning

to look up in Cfambridge, though it did not yet

lead directly to a degree, for its first Tripos exam*
ination, when the list was headed by Prof

Liveing, was in 1858, four men being in the first

dass, and two in the second Until 2869 the

total number in all the classes rarely exceeded
ten, and sometimes sank down to four, and on
thrtt occasions no one was in the first dass
Things have changed since then, for in the days

Immediately before the war there would be some
ISO or more in the three dasses, as there doubt-

less will be again. But from 1870, when Pryor’s

name would have appeared had be gone in for

tte exammation, the names of men who have
wket won distinction are more often found in the

Mts—such as H Darwin (now Sir Horace)

,

W. M. Hicks, of Sidney, who turned from saence
to theology and became Bishop of Bloemfontein,
Garrod and Lydekker, TeaU, Martm, Frank
Balfour, M Hartog, and SoUas, now professor

of geology at Oxford, not to mention others,

ftyor, however, so far as I know, wrote no

nets of importance on strictly scientific matters
o not find his name in the earlier volumes of

Naturs, which began to appear in November,
2869, nor 18 it in my cataloroe of collected papers
on saentific matters, which goes back to a still

earlier date. Yet he won distinction at Cambridge,
not only by his academic successes at Trin!]^,

but alto from all who met him there in sdcntific

sodety. One could not be long with him without
gettii^ the impression that one was talking with
a clear-headed num of strong intellect, who looked
at things all round before be spoke of them, and
expressed his views quietly and deliberately Me
had^ a targe store of knowledge and was a keen
critic, yet never anything but kindly. Me took a
special interest m ornithology, and was a frequent
member of that cirde of young men of science

which the late Prof. Alfred Newton ddighted to
gather rpund him on Sunday evenings after dinner
in his rooms at Magdalene, where much tobacco
waa oonsumed and any amount of naturd history
was talked. These ntherings indirectly extended
the mterest felt in that subjiM in Cambridge, and
perhaps were an even, greater incentive to its

study ^n any formal teaching by the professor.

Soejk after taking his degree Pryor left Cam-
bri^ and entered on a business career in London,
settuiig down near Steven»e, where be inherited
frcdii an thmle an estate called Weiton Park; At
first he iotmed a find of Soitth Attericati mer^
ehanta, and becaifie a dimetor Of sdide Idiportant
jcddMteek cc^dpantes. The two widi Wttieb he

IW 2^37, VOt* X05]

mu most dotdy ud permsncntly connected-
aOd they were bositK^iBes requiring especinlly n

|

clear head and a sound judment—were the Sun <

Insimmce OflSoe and tlie Sun life Assurance
Society, to each of whudi be beranie chainaa^,
hdding those offices until 1918. The prosperity

of these institutions was the chief work of his

later life, and he carefully studied the proUems
of insurance in all its branches It is said that

his views were strong and his business ideals

high, and that notlung short of the strictest

practice would ever sausfy him But he was
regarded with real affection by the other members
of tbe boards, and to the younger of them^ his

great store of knowledge on all sorts of subjects

was a constant cause of wonder Still, he kept

up his connection with his college and his um>
versity, for he frequently came ufT to be present

at special social gatherings in the former, and in

later years took an active part in the endeavour

to collect funds to advance teaching in the latter,

which was gfratefully acknowledgM in a resolu*^

tion passed the other day Besides all this, he
|

was a good Spanish scholar, and had paid much
attention to church architecture, especially in

Hertfordshire He married Miss Alice Solly, of

Serge HtU, in that county, and has left six

daughters and one son, Col. Pryor, D.S.O., who
served in France and Italy.

So, to the regret of many friends, Marlborough

Pryor is gone. He has left no conspicuous record

in the scwntific annals of his generation, as onca

seemed probable, but no one can say that his life

was wasted, because, while some men can serve

science the better by taking a prominent lead in

this or that branch of it, others can do it by the

catholicity of their knowledge and interests Marl*

borough Piyor was among the latter, and each

has bis work to do ; each is helpful to his genera*

tion , for the one raises the towers , the ether, as

he did, builds the walls

T. G Bonmey.

Mr. J. a. Pott, who died recently at the age
of fifty-five, was a scholar whose imporunce as
a moving force in bis generation cannot be esti-

mated by the popularity of his work during hit

lifetime. As an archaeologist be contributed to the

Antiquary for 1904 two articles on Neolithic and
other remains found near Harlyn Bay, Cornwall.

He made the first translation into English of two
inmrtant treatises of Thomas it Kefflpis,'^titlod

"'nK Pounders of the New DevotionJ’ and tlM

“Chronicle of the Canons Regular of Mount St
Agnes.*' These were followed hy two series of
gnmeful renderings of poems mm the Gredc
^tholcgy. Just wffoie his ffiemature diath, dud
to overwork in recruiting durleS^ the war, be hod.
completed a verse opd jpeoae translation of tbo.

Epigrams of Miritri. wmeb triO shoitiy bo
liabed. A fine idiow add dtotf «f letter*, llr.

FoU ekuidsed fid hisfriring^tafiMifte 'bvtr a IttNjlb'

grou|t of fricudfi dtaitit front dtdes largely dWefit <
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Iw sodtVy and inteOectuallvA Tbe charm
perionality depended on the fact that, happyu be was him!^ m Uving, be was still happier

m malting' his life a blessing to others.

Mr. a, H. Hiorns, who died on April 17, was
for ttuuw years head of the metallufgical depart-

ment of the Birmingham Muniapd Technical
School. He commenced teaching metallurgy about

1875 in branch evening classes under the auspices
6f me Birmingham and Midland Institute. Later

he was transferred to the central school, and was

^ successful as a teacher that he was granted
leave of absence in i88a and 1883 to study at

South Kensington under Sir W. Roberts-Austen.
*On his return to Birmingham he organised a new
metallurgical department at the Birmingham and
Midland Institute As the work expanded, it was
transferred to the Birmingham Municipal Tech-
nical School, where the enthusiasm and geniality

of Mr. Hioms gathered an ever-increasing
number of students Mr. Hioms contributed
papers on metallurgical subjects to varbus scien-

tiro societies, but was best Imown as the author of

a number of students' text-books, which have
had a wide circulation, and include “Practical

Metallurgy and Assaying," “Metallography,"
“Metal Cobunng," “Iron and Steel," “Mixed
lifctals," etc. He retired from teaclung some
^wht years ago, and the latter part of his life was
V^nt chiefly in rural pursuits.
1 T, T

Mr. T. W. Backhouse, of West Hendon
House Observatory, Sunderland, who died on
Maxch 13 in his seventy-eighth year, devoted a
large part of his life to scientific pursuits, and
carried on for more than sixty years a aeries of
meteorological and astronomical observations. He
was a frequent contributor to our correspondence
columns, and a most successful student of those
minute ditferences in the appearance of the sky
/or of the atmosphere that escape untramed
Observers, wbo prefer to consult the barometer

?
Ltlier than aaturm phenomena. Pour volumes of
ubticOtions were issued by him from his

^Observatory, and the last, in 1915, summed up the
'OOcutnulated records, extending over fifty years,

.M bb skill and vigilance as an observer. In i9xa
Mr. Backbouse j^bfished a valoable new cata-

WlfiRt of 984s stars, containing all stars conspicu-
6ka ho the naked eye. The catalogue wSs desired

to aBord assistance In the observation of
IHMaois, to which Mr. Baddkouse bimuKlf gave
Stagh attention; hot it faea been found useful by
^ y other astfonOftners. His last eommunica-

waif on the subject of the Jtouaty meteors
jdHmtfds) of i^ty vd. c.^ p^ 313).

I
beoame a tAfw of the

Seeiely in t8t^ and of the
' Sbd^ td t89S.
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N otea.
Tin pRiKCB or Waues having graciously consented

to be nominated as an honorary feflow of tbe Royal
Society of Edinburgh, tbe nomination was made at
the last ordinary meeting on May 3, and the election

will be carried out, according to regulation, at tbe

ordinary meeting to be held on June 7

The Croonian lecture of the Royal Society will be
delivered by Prof W. Bateson on June 17 upon the

subject of ** Genetic Segregation *'

Mr J H Lester has been elected chairman of the

chemical section of the Manchester Literary and Philo-

sophical Society for the session 1920-91

Notice is given by the Chemical Society that

applications for grants from the society's research

fund must be made, on forms supplied, to the assistant

secretary, Chemical Society, Burlington House, W i,

on or before June i

Mr. Wilfred H Parker has been appointed direc-

tor of the National Institute of Agricultural Botany.

The mstitute, including the Official Seed-testing

Station for England and Wales (the director of which I

IS Mr Saunders), will be housed at Cambridge In a

large building which will be completed by next

summer Meanwhile tbe temporary office of the In-

stitute is at 7a Victoria Street, London, S W 1

The Salters' Institute of Industrial Chemistry in-

vites applications for fellowships of the annual value

of 950I from those who In October next will have

completed three years' training in chemistry and

desire ultimately to enter upon an industrial career.

The applications, Including particulars of the candi-

dates’ training and war sendee, must be sent to the

director of the institute, Salters* Hall, St Switiiin's

Lane, E C 4, bv, at latest, July 1

A REPORT by Dr A Meams Fraser, Medical Officer

of Health for Portsmouth, upon the prevention of

venereal diseases was notic^ in Nature of March 35

(p 114) The Soaety for the Prevention of Venereal

Disease now informs us that the Portsmouth Borough

Council has decided that steps shall be taken to

educate the male Inhabitants of the borough in the

facts put forward by Dr Fraser as to methods of

prevention by immediate self-disinfection.

ScnmrxFic visitors to the Royal Academy’s exhfld-

tion this year will be mudi interested in the fine

presentation portrait of Sir Clifford Allbutt painted by

Sir Willlem Orpen The picture hangs in the first

gallery and bean the inscription ^*Sir Clifford All-

butt, K C B ,
M D , F.R S ,

Regius Professor of

Physic in the Univenity of Cambridge ; President of

the British Medical Association. Presented to him by

his Profeition, 1990 ” A proof of the menotlnt en-

graving of the portrait is exhibited In the room
devoted to engravings, drawings, and etchings

iTM DefAribMnt ef SdeAtiftc and loduMrlil

ReMrdi MMMMb that tlie third ConfeMiot bf

ReMkhsli Ofrfilttsations WHI be biM to-ntarrow,



WAV
May 14, at 3 |».in. in tha lectura IlMatra of

InatltutfOA of Civil Engmoevi, Great Gocage
Weetmifltter. An tntroductery addreaa will b« i^ven
by the Marquese of CrewOi who will be cbainnan ^

confereocey and it will be followed by papers 00
**^Tbe Relatioo of Reeearch Aesodationi tp Existing
Institutions for Research/* by Dr. A. W Crossteyy

and on ** The Staffing of Research Associations

:

Salaries and Superannuation/’ by Mr* J. W.
WliUamson.

In an article In the Ttmei for May 3 Mrs. Ayrtoh
presents what must ai^ar to be a formidable Mict.
ment of the War for neglect -m regard to the

use of the anti-gas fan. It is stated not only that

there was great didicidty m getting the device con-

ridered, but also that, after its ^cacy had been
demonstrated, its adoption was delayed Further, it

IS alleged that the supply of fans was never adequate,

that the method of using them was never properly

taught, and that to the last less efficacious measures

were adopted in preference to the fan It is suggested

that this neglect on the partof the War Office entailed

death to numbers and untold suffering to couptleSi

others. Many charges ofgrave neglect have been kvdled
against the War Office The present one, however. Is

peculiar in being a chaige, not against the military

element, but rather against the experts who were

associat?^ with the Gas Service It is well known
that the And-Gas Service of the Army was, in the

field, in the research laboratory, and on the instruc-

tional fide, in most of the chief appointments, staffed

by well-accredited men of science, and that both at

the central laboratory In France and ui London com-
petent men were keenly on the alert to test and
improve defensive measures. In view of this, it

appears scarcely likely that Mrs Ayrton’s aliegadons

will be accepted without question, and it is much to

bp desired that some plain statement of the facts

should come from the men of science whose InteL

Ugenoe and humanity are implicity assailed in her

a^de.

On the occasion of a luncheon given by the Tim$$
last week to celebrate the first attempt to fly from

Cairo to the Cape, Dr P Chalmers Mitchell, who
accompanied Capts S Cockerell and F C Brooihe as

scientific observer, made some intevesting remaiks on

the value ol aviation in scientific exploration The
aviator has an Opportunity denied to the explorer on
land of seeing the general He of die country and the

broad features of its topography The view of a largd

tract of country makes it pos^e to appreciate and
exc^ain features which would be puszHng when seM
piecemeal or partially by the turfaoo traveller. Ttils

appSes particularly in a country such as Africa, whqpe

much detailed exploration has been done in places

before the broader fbahinss are understood Dr,

Ctudmers Mitchell believes that geograpMcal and
gboloi^CBl exploration wHl benefit vddely by the uae

of aeroplanes. Another interesting pdnt he cmpha-
sised Was the unexpected number of natural aerW*

drodtes which the flight revealed, Slevertf dmea when
the machine was foi^ to make unexpected descend
-lidtqble placet were fmtnd. 0r. Chidineta MitidAH

KO. *637, VOL. 105*1

Hehttad-oyt thgt a the CaaiM5a^ roijm
frodb the air /mde In to^tocata tlM|aa

Mrodromee woiUd save the poet of maay
stations that ara bdng pUnned, /

Trx trustees of the Bridih Museum have nrrstta^
te^purchaae the whole of the collection of

Palsmsdc fossils made w the Glrvan district by ICrA
Robert Gray, of Edinburgh* The number ol ^pedmettl'

\ more than 38,000 FoseDs from these rocks At*
scarcely represimtied at alj in the British Museum, aiM*

very meagrely even in the Scottish musoudia. Apart
from the spedmens coflected some fifty years ago bf
Mr. Robert Gray and now in the Hunterian Museusn,
Glasgow, there is little worth consklerifig outside tks

present Gray collectkm. Mrs. Gray has diligently coiv

tinued the work begun by her late huriwndl so that

the whole eeries Is admlri^ly represented in her ccdlee-

tlon She has also taken paliu to get her matedUd
described, and It forms the foundation of a long eeiiee

of memoirs Noteworthy among these are welL
known work by Nicholson and Etbendge on **Tha

Silurian Fossils of the Glrvan District” (xSyS-fio), thp

Palseontographical Sodety’s monographs by Cowppr
Reed, W K Spencer, and Ida Slater, and the lar^
memoirs In the Transactions of the Royal Society of

Edinburgh by Reed and by Bather In qiite of these

publicationi, the coUection it known to contain un-

described material scarcely less in extent and import*

ance The situation of the rocks near the nortbeoi

limit of the Ordovician and Silurian sea, and the rk&
ness of certain beds of a fades different from, thrir

representatives elsewhere, have led to the Indusion of

a number of rare forme In the fauna. Among tbesd

are a new and strange cystid, Cothurnocystis ; star-«

fishes carrying back to the Ordovician pla^ of etruo*

tore previo^y regarded as Devonian
, echinoids among

the oldest known and of a type hitherto unrecc^gniaed

before the Upper Silurian
;
a remarkable edrioasterdd,

Pyrgocystis; beautiful examples of the supposed ctarL

p^, Turrilepas; add two new species of the very rare

Helminthochiton.
,
' .

Th> tUrty-firat Miami Coofereooe ct tb, MiiMvaM
ABMciadon «4I1 be held in Winchester on July
under the preeidenqr of Sir Martin Conway, Dlreetor«,

General of the Imperial War Miueunu Tbe meedny
this year Is a joint conference with the Frenw'
Mtieeums Assodetlon, and among tboae who hataa

rignifled riielr Intentlm of attending are M< Utigliea

Lwoux (senator), M. ie Prof. Li^s Roide (Paris

Museum), M. le Prof* Vaystdbre (preeident of tlM
French Muaoutna Aseodarion), M. Feraand Goaf
(treasurer of the French Mueeume Ase<p4erioh end
director of tbe Museum of Pina Arte at

Or A. Loir (aeoretaiy of die Ffonch Mueeume Asim
riution), and a delegate from the French AaaodailMi
for the Adwmoement of Sdenco. The moi^aitl'^

d^hig (he oonforence wilt hh devoted h| At reaiaM
and dbcuasion of papara, and^ aftam^tt to

to ptocea of apodal Merest to rnussun weriuta.
sdtjacte for diecuaillNi at the confitrenca ara

: (imIiw
Public Uhrailoa Act of 1919, M. ||a «fM U S#.
futnra pdi^ mafeaniaa (•) 0o,atattta

imsMi^ea of inuaeum curator# and thdr^stais|^4Wl
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(3) the desIrahUity of a diplotna for muaeum cuntors

[and the neceasary coorae of training. In adcBtioo, the

|f(41owing papers have been promised. (1) **The

Lighting of Picture Gallenes and Museums," by Mr
Hurst Seager, vice-president of the New Z^land
Institute of Architects; (a) "The Selection of Pic*

tures for MiAiicipat Art Gatleries,
' ’ by Mr E

Howarth, curator of Sheffield Public Museums, and*

(3) “A Central Government Department for Museums
and Art GaUerks," by Dr. F A Bather Mr R W
Hooley, Earlescroft, St Giles’s Hill, Winchester, has

undertaken the duties of local secretary, and a small

committee under the ch^rmanship of the Rev S A
McDowall, i^nchester College, has been formed to

arrange the programme of local visits.

anoe Tbe-rsport of the society for 1919 annouoeaa
the retiremeot firom the post of president of Blr.

J. C. Alsop, who earned on the work with success

durmg the penod of the war. In botany 305 spedeSt
in oraithok^ 85, and in entomology 323 have been
recorded. Lichenolo|^ shows a good record, though
the subject has been little worked in this country*

but the monograph on Bntish species recently pu^
hshed by the British Museum and edited by Miss
A. L. Smith may stimulate interest. A good course

of lectures delivered by eminent specialists and
nuOMTOus papers read by members during the year
form an interesting feature of the report* which is

carcfuUv prepared, and furnishes a good example for

the authorities of other schools in Great Britain.

Thb next informal meeting of the Cheoucal Society

will be held at Burlington House on Thursday,
May 30, after the concltmon of the formal business

of the ordinary scientific meetmg An exhibit demon,
strating the methods of controUing sod organisms now
being investigated at the Rothamsted Experimental

Station wiU be shown by Mr. and Mrs D J
Matthews This exhibit will include specimens of the

soil organisms and the culbvatlon of these on artifiaal

media The effect of toxic substances on organisms

and of the relatioaship of chemical composition to

toxicity* with specim«i8 illustrating effective doses of

oertain typical substances with a given <iuaiitity of soil,

will also be shown Dr Marie Slopes wilt exhibit

specimens and microscopic slides of fusain, duram,
yiarain, and vitrain, the four mam constituents of

nanded bituminous coal Mr £. R« Thomas will show
some experiments illustrating the influence of tem-

perature, concentration, solvent, constitution, and
catalyst on the rate of chemical change

A SHORT article in our issue of March ii, p 56,

dem-ibing a magnetic disturbance which occurred on
March 4^-5, mentioned that aurora had been observed
at Aberdeen on March 4, but considerably earlier than
the commencement of the disturbance, and so pre-

sumably not directly connected with it This seems
to have been the oniy observation of aurora in this

country on either March 4 or 5. A letter, however*
wlfich we hafe received from Prof A S Eve* of
Montreal, mentions a brilliant aurora as having been
obaervod there between x a ra. and asm G.M T on
March 5* and so synchronous with the magnetic
storm- Commencing with isolated patches, the aurora
appeared for a short time in the form of an arc, and
ended in a curtain ffiqilay This incident leads Prof
Eve to inquire whetW there is in existence "an
organisation for recording, with accurate timing,

auroras in both northern and southern hemispheres,

And, if so* where can the records be obtained?" So
far as we are aware, no such records exist The
question seems to merit the consideration of the

rsoently instituted Section of Terrestrial Magnetism
And Electricity of the IntemationaJ Geodetic and Geo-

lAyiipal Union.

Tn Marttiofoihh College Natural Histoiy Soaety*

whkh has been in existence for fifty-six years, is a

ookabla exau^ of the good work which an astoda-

tlao of acboolboya can p^onn under competent guid-

MO. 2637, VOL. XO5]

Dr Charles Singer has reprinted an address
deliveced before the British Academy (Prooeodhigs*

vol IX ) on " Early English Magic and Medicine "

llie history of medicine Is sharply divided into tiie

Dark Age period and that which foUowed the arrival

of the AraUan learning, the remnant of Greek sdence
which survived in the Moslem world Dr Singer

deals only with the pre-Arabian material In England
the latter has survived from two channels* manu-
scripts and folk-lore Greek medicine reached the

bar^nan peoples of the West at a time when the

scientific system of Greece was in complete decay,

and it came through Latin channels In dealing with

magic Dr Singer remarks that ecclesiastical elements

are found throughout the whole corpus of Anglo-Saxon
medicine and magic Native Teutonic magic and
medicine may be distinguished from imported elementa

of classical, ecclesiastical, or Salernitan origin by the

presence of four characteristic elements the doctrine

of specific venoms, the doctrine of the Nines, the doc-

trine of the worm as a cause of disease, and, lastly,

the doctnne of the elf-shot— all of which are fully

described "The Celtic influence m the Anglo-Saxon
material is elusive and yet pervasive, but the difficulty

of tracing it may be a result of the common heritage

of the two cultures and the common external

ii^uences to which they were both subjected "

Messrs Sutton and Sons, Reading, have pub-

luihed an interesting contribution to the literature on

seed electrification This bulletin (No 11) presents

the results of a number of germination and field tests

carried out in 1919 with seeds of carrot, swede, cab-

bage, and mangold The best-known process of seed

electrification, viz the Wolfrvn process, consists in

immersing the seeds in s solution either of common
salt and water or of calcium chloride and water,

through which an electric current is then passed

^ftcr this treatment the seeds are dried at a tem-

perature of 100® F , and they are then ready for

sowing. Obviously two processes are here Involved,

seed immersion and seed electrification, and the

Reading experiments were designed primarily to test

the value of the Wolfryn process, and secon^rily, If

there are advantages, to decide whether they are due
to the immersion, to the electrification, or to botli

agents combined Tests were made with untreatsd

s^ds, with seeds eketrifted by the Wdfryn process,

with seeds soaked in a solution of sulphate of am-
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Bloolii,, and with seeds soaked in a solution of salt

and water, the strength of the solution being the

same as that used in the Wolfryn process* After

immersion the seeds were dried at 100^ F and then

sown Regarding the tests as a whole, they do not

reveal any advantage from seed electrification, the

only possible exception occurring In the case of man-
golito, where the germination of the electrified seed

was 94 per cent , compared with 83 per cent, for the

untreated seed and 86 per cent for the seed soaked

in the salt solution, while in the field tests the elec-

trified mangedd seed yielded 62 Ib per pede more than

the untreated seed In all other cases either the elec-

trified seed gave a lower yield than the seeds treated

in other ways, or the increase following electrification

was so small as to be negligible

The Government of India is now considering the

principles under which the census of 1921 is to be

undertaken synchronously with those of the nations

of civilised Europe Hitherto th^ repents have in-

cluded much valuable anthropological material, but

this 18 found to be in practice of lltde value to the

bureaucracy The time, it is said, has come for a
sdentific demographic census, one which collects such

statistical details as will throw light on all the

problems of population, such as the causes which

increase or decrease peoples or sections of peoples in

numbers, by sexes, in efficiency and capacity for

progress More, we want to know the causes

why the Moslem population increases at a faster rate

than the Hindu, and the causes of the excess of male

births, of the variaWllty of sex mortality, and of pedy-

gyny and polyandry To carry out such a scheme It

will be necessary to work in close collaboration with

European experts In former census reports the mass

of anthropological materialmade them a happy hunting*

ground for European workers If future reports are

to be confined to inquiries of a sociological kind, we
trust that efiorts will at once be made to continue

the ethnological survey on wider lines The scheme

Initiated by Lord Curzon has led to little result;

and while Madras, the Central Provinces, Burma, and

the Punjab have issued some important publications,

practically nothing seems to have been done after

twenty years’ incubation in Bombay, Bengal, and the

United Provinces

Ths MeUofological Magaeine for April contains an

article on "Climates of the Bntish Empire Suitable

for the Cultivation of Cotton,” by Mr C. E. P

Brooks Details with respect to rainfall and tem-

perature of a cotton-growing climate are given lor

varl^ British Possessions and Colonies It is stated

that the essential features are • (i) The mean annual

temperature should not bo below 60® F* (s) The

mean temperature of the warmest month should

exceed 80® F , or the mean of the three warmest

iiionths should exceed 77® F. to get the best results;

this condition, however, is not so Important ms the

first. (3) The interval between Wiling frosts (or

droughts) should be at least aoo days. (4) The annual

rmlnfal! ^ould not exceed about 60 in. for good crept,

though cotton of a poorer quality can be grown In

much wetter dlmates ;
unless Irrigation is possible,

the annual fall ahouM not be lasa than %% iiu

(5) There must be plenty of bright sunshine A
and humid atmosphere is particularly unfavourable to

the cotton plant

Ma. G W. Lahplugh’s address as prerident of the

Geological Society of London appears In the Quarterly

Journal of that Society, vol hexv., part x, published

In January, 1920 Its theme is that studto of the

thicknesses of EngUrii sedimentary series show that

an anticlinal uplift is the sequel to deposition in a

gradually deepMing trough Hence the greatest

thicknesses of strata are now found near the escarp-

ments, from which the beds thin away towards the

margins of the former trough The Weald, the

Jurassic uplands, the Trias, and most of our Car-*

boniferous rocks are cited as examples The Jurassic

beds beneath the Weald still retain the synclinal

structure ,
but the “ partial recovery ” of the trough

is marked as we pass upwards through the Wealden

series to the Chalk The sections given provide much

material for thought

Tm latest addition to the series of Special Reports

on the Mineral Resources of Great Britain, issued

by the Geological Survey, is vol xv, on “Arsenic

and Antimony Ores,” by Henry Dewey As

neither of these substances is produced in any very

important quantities in this country, the report is

necessarily a brief one, though the subjects are

treated quite thoroughly In the case of each mctaT

there Is given a general account of the mode of

occurrence and of the distribution of its ores, followed

by a Retailed dcscnption of all the mines that have

produced any noteworthy quantity There is prac-

tically no antimony at all produced in Great Britain,

but Cornwall and Devon still rank as relatively im-

portant contnbutors to the world’s output of arsemc,

much of this being obtained as a by-product from

Cornish tin-mines. As has been pointed out by Sir

Aubrey Strahan, the main value of this report lies

in the fact that it has brought together in a con-

venient and readily accessible form a quantity^
information previouriy scattered through a numbw

of pubUcations, which is thus rendered readily avail-

able to those interested in the various industries whl^

make use of the metals here discussed or of their

compounds

Tub April issue of the Journal of the Institutim

of Electrical Engineera contains the paper read by

Mr R S Whipple at the )<tot meering of the h^f^
Uon and the eiectro-theraf^ttce eection of ^ Royal

Society of Medidne on electrical methods of tne^.
Ing body temperatures After describing .to medera

resistance thermometer and to thermoelectric cou^
methods of measuring temperature, he

condurion tot for ordinary work tacords of ho^

temperature and its variadon can beat he ebte^ ^
means of a redstanoe dieimometer plaoed in to

rectum For morn accurata work a diermoeier^

couple with a phiAtcra^ ^
eepedally if rapid or mi^
tof ai« to he delected. The redsCa^ tUennomattr

may he mada ef pladnum wire ol ahout i/ao

diemeter, have a redstanoe of about 1,0 ohma, an^ht

ussd with X moving"doU gxlvsnomstw In n rsslitfiiifln

HO. 2637, >05]
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bridge with «mu of about the same resistance A

C
itable thermo-electric couple Is provided by copper

4 constantan, an alloy of about 60 per cent copper

and 40 per cent, nickel A moving-coil galvanometer

of coil pesistanoe 10 ohms or le« is suitable* with a

balandng resistance placed in series to give a con*-

venient scale deflection.

It is a sign of the spirit which we have so long

worked to encourage, to find on qpening last month's

Issue of Btama, the excellently produced journal of

tiie British Elec^cal and Allied Manufacturers’ Asso-

ciation, an article by Mr. E B Wedmore urging the im-

portance of co-operative scientific research Mr Wed-
^nore points out how the war has taught us the value

of concerted action, and shows that combined rather

than indivkkial research facilities are particularly

necessary in view of the present shortage of scien-

tiflcally trained technical men Among articles which
fcdlow, mdicating some of the enormous industrial

structures already raised on foundations of scientific

endeavour, is one by Mr W E Hughes sketching the

many uses to which the electro-deposition of metals has

been put. An interesting example is the building up
of worn engine parts, such as crankshafts, by de-

posits of iron—a practice developed by the Royal Air

in face of some difficulty during the war The
author, however, points out how the serious lack of

educational facilities has hampered British progress

in these branches of electro-metallurgy Another

interesting article by Mr A. B Searle deals with

preparation of tungsten and its important uses in

filamenta of modem incandescent lamps and of

the three-electrode Ionic valves upon which many of

the recent developments in wireless telegraphy are

based Notwithstanding the large amount of research

that has led up to the present processes, the author

characterises them as making the best of a bad job ”

If means could be found for melting the purified

tungsten economically, the quality of the filaments

would be greatly improved. Unfortunately, however,

this cannot be done at present, he concludes, owing
to the extraordinarily hl^ melting point of the metal

(more than 3000*^ C ) and the difficulty of heating it

^to this temperature out of contact with carbon

That ** small things often very considerably affect

the destinies of great ones ” is the appropriate motto
chosen to introduce a paper on lubricants read by

Mr. G. F. Robertshaw at a meeting of the Institu-

tion of Petroleum Technedogists on April 19 One
object of the paper was to urge a plea for uniformity

in the methods of examining lubricating oils At

present theiW is a diversity of practice which is liable

to produce confurion and uncertainty in judging

lubricants from the physical and chemical data

obtained in testing them For instance, there are

half a dosen kinds of instruments used for deter-

mining the viscosity of oils, and the results are

^ >expr«Med ^ different terms, .depending upon the per-

tksdafT viscometer employed Hence an appeal Is

made that 4ie absolute viscosily, or some convenient

miEdtl^ or sulMiultlple of it, 4iou1d uniformly be

usod as the standard method of expression The
paper also. It may be noted, affords a convenient
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reference to the somwhat extenrive literature upon
lubrication Without compiling a complete blbUo^

graphy, the author directs attention to many useful

sources of information, histoncal, scientific, and
practical On the question of '*aillness”—a property
possessed by good lubricants which at present cannot
be specified in definite terms—it is remarked that this

property is not necessarily proportional to viscosity

Whilst the late Sir Boverton Redwood’s dictum is

still true, that viscosity Is our most valuable test of
lubricating quality, there yet remains the fact that
for the same viscosity the fixed vegetable and animal
oils have usually a gp’eater **oiliness’* than mineral
oils.

\ NBW View of the nasoent state i« put forward by
C Zenghelis in the Comptes rendus of the Paris
Academy of Sciences for April 12 Expenments are
desenbed which show that the chemical activity of

^uch gases as hydrogen, oxvgen, nitrogen, or carbon

monoxide is increased by bringing them in contact

with solutions in very minute bubbles This fine state

of division is obtained by forcing the gas through
cartndges of paper, the pressure inside the cartridge

being so adjusted that the gas does not bubble
through, but reacts with the dissolved body in the

pores of the paper Before each expenment a blank
was made with each cartridge alone to prove that

the paper had no action on the solution Under
these conditions hvdrogen was proved to reduce mer-
runc chloride to calomel, potassium nitrate to nitnte,

carbon dioxide to formaldehyde, and substances giving

a sugar reaction With oxygen gas ammonia was
oxidised to nitrous acid, and methyl alcohol to

formaldehyde With nitrogen and hydrogen sufficient

ammonia was produced in half an hour to give a
reaction with Nessler solution Carbon monoxide
reduced iodic acid and sodium molybdate All these

reactions took place at ordinary temperatures Fuller

details of the experiments will be published later

Prof \ N Wuiirhbad is publishing almost imme-
diately through the Cambridge University Press the

Tamer lectures delivered by him in November last

The volume will be entitled “ The Concept of Nature,”

and form a companion to the same author’s " Enquiry

Concerning the Principles of Natural Knowledge ”

It will, however, be less mathematical than the earlier

work

The Cambridge Universltv Press announces the pub-

lication in June of “The Influence of Man on Animal
Life in Scotland A Study in Faunal Evolution,” by

J Ritchie As the title implies, the book will deal

with the bearing of man upon the character and
composition of the fauna of Scotland It will be fully

illustrated and contam eight maps

The latest catalogue (No 401) of Mr Francis

Edwards, 83 High Street, Marylebone, W i, gives

particulars of 757 books on the Far East—^hina,
Japan, and the Malay Archipelago, also of the Far
North-East of Asia, including Siberia and Kam-
tchatka Many of the works are scarce, but the

majority are listed at greatty reduced prices The
catalogue will be tent fm upon request.
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Our Astronomical Colunin.
Gonjunction of Maks with Spsca.—Isxterestingv

thoujgh not extrenwly cloBe, approachst of Mart to
the star S^cs Virginia will occur on May
when Mars will m situated 2} degrees north ot 'die

star. On that night the planet wilt pass the mertdSan

9 31 G.M.T. at on altitude of about 30 d^pves.
On succeeding nights Mars will be observed to the
N N.W. of the star, Init on June 3 wiU become
stationary^ and thereafter move slowly eastwards On
June 13 he will again be in conjunction with Spica
Virgints, and about 1^3/ N of die star Mars will

cross the S meridian 10 minutes before sunset on
the latter night, and a good view will hot be obtain-

able of the planet and star until 9pm GMT and
afterwards Mars will be much the brighter of the
pair, and visible at an earlier time than the star The
two conjunctions will form attractive and striking

configurations

The Dupucitv of v Gkminorum ---There is an article

on this star by Dr Bemewitz in Astr^ Nach , 5041
The orbit as a spectroscopic binary was investigated
in the Publications of Ottawa Observatory (vol iv

,

No. 19) The period is 96yeBrs, and tnt 'vahie of
asint is 1,^,000,000 km This large value suggested
that it might not be unpossible to detect the dt^dty
visually It has been eEamlned with the 65-cm
refractor at Berlin-Babe]sberg Observatory by Dr
Bemewitz, Dr Bottlinger, Prof Guthnlck, and Mr
F Pavel \lt agree that the image is distinctly

elongated Neighbouniw stars of similar magnitude
appeared perfectly rouncC so that it is concluded that
the effect is not instrumental On examining
V Gemmorum through increasing thicknesses of a dark
wedge it was found that before it disappeared it

became round
,
they conclude from this that the com-

panion is about 1 magnitude fainter than the primary
llus difference removes uncertainty as to the quadrant
Dr. Bemewitz and Mr Pavel each measured the pair
on five nights, and their respective results are

lkt« FA UulMot

1930 208 1x63 01.
1930 305 1*43 0 16

They state that the spectroscopic results indicate that
the star is now near elongation If measures can be
obtained over a sufficient arc of the orbit, it will be
possible to deduce the parallax and mass The spec-

tral type is B5, so that a mass-determination would
be of particular interest

Kodaxkanal Obsbrvations of Prohinbncbs ~ Vol i ,

part a, of the Memoirs of Kodaikanal ObaeirvatOTy
has lately been distributed. It contains a full descrlp.

tion, with numerous photographs, of the prominenoe
observations made by Mr and Mrs Evershed, and a
discassion of their distribution and motion Tbdr
preponderance at the sun’s eastern limb, which many
observers have noticed, is difficult to explain cxc^
as an earth effect. It will be remembered that Mr.
Everahed has recently noticed another sign of an
earth effect in the distnbution of UiMuif-^ht^cloaties
In the photosphere

It is pointed out that besides the principal promln-
ence zones, which coincide with those of sunspots,
there are also hi^latitude zones The prominences
in*these are less active than the equatorial ones; they
frequently appear as pyramids, or rows of round
patdies Their wave of actSvSty begins in laUtnde 50^,

soon after sunspot maximinn^ it travels ptdeward,
reaching tha^ole about the next maximum and dying
out there it is suggested that the change In the
corona rc^ffid the pdn, which takes place In the
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sunspot cycle, may be coonected with tUs
ffuctuatloA.

^

The rotation of the {vomineiioes has been studied
at Kodaikanal , it is found to be more n^d than that
of the photosphere Line>of-sl|tot velocities and disc
observations of longJived proniinences agree in sup-
porting this It is Donchadra that the pranincfioes are
so tenuous that the free path of the atoms is infinite.

Their luminosity “is due to the internal energy of the
atoms, perhaps derived mainly from absorpdon of the
intense soter radiation.”

Leonardo da VincL^
By Eowakd McCurdy

ITH the list of war mventiont may be numbered
Leonardo’s researches in aviation rairmiMi ^He pursued ^

this subiect for many years His studies range from
the consideration of tne primary causes of ffightin bir^
and other winged creatures to the Invention of a screw
propeller and the consideramn of its applicability to
aerial navigation. He also made an aotual attempt
Jerome Cardan, the physician who made a horMcm
for Edward VI , in his work “De SubtUitate ” refers
to an unsuccessful attempt at flight made by Leonardo
da Vinci, and adds somewhat dryly, ” He was a great
painter ” A sentence on the cover of Leonardo’s
manuscript, “Sul V0I0 degli Ucoelh,” written m >505,
has been interpreted as referring to this attempt.
“The great bird,” it runs, ”vri)l take its first flight

upon the hack of the great swan, filling the whm
world with amazement, and filling all records with
its lame

, and It will bring eternal glory to tbe nest
where it was bom ”

This enigmatic utterance may be somewhat moto
comprehenuble if it Is remembered that cecero is the
Italian word for swan, and ”the back of the great
«iwan ” may therefore be interpreted as a reference to
Monte Ceceri, a hill to the south-west of Fiesok, from
which it Is believed the flight took place.

From the meagre records of the attempt we pass to
researdies in theofT and construction
The matenal falh naturally into two groups, the

first being a series of investigations of the laws whkh
govern the power of flight as manifested in Nature by
birds and other winged creatures, the second consisting
of deductions from titese principles in the construction
of a medianism which should he capable of sustaining
and being worked hy man. The mterdependenca of
the two parts of m inquiry is stated with great
succinctness in a passage in the Codice Atlantico

.

“A bird is an instrument working according to
mathematical law, which instrument it Is within tibe

capadtv of man to reproduce with all its movements,
but not with a corresponding degree of strength,
thouah it is deficient only in the power of maintaining
equilibrium We may therefore say that such an
instrument constructed by man Is Iddclng In nothing
except the life of the bird, and this life must needs
be supplied from that of man.

life whidi rarides In ihe bird’s members wUt,
without doubt, better conform to their needs than will

that of man, which is separated from than, and
especially in the almost imperceptible movements
which preserve equilibrium.
“But since we see that the bird is aqnipped lor

many dnriouf varieties of movements wo are 4Ma
from this eoiperiienoe to dediioe that tiie most rudl»

mentarv of tiwse mosfnnettts will be capable of bring
compretkended by man’s understanding; and titet tte

will to a great extent be able to pcoim against the

1 FVoM«SiMWisd«UwOTidBCtlNaor»I laaUstfon «arritey,Mstehto
Coori—d frpts p, |o»
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dwtnicttoa of that mKtrument of which be has bun
become the living principle and the propeller

In the analogy thus drawn from Nature to the
problem before mm Leonardo has anticipated the
athtude of modem research

In his construction of the mstniment he finally

attempted to combine the type of the lark soaring
With Its wings opm with that of the bat as it

descends He does this by the introduction of $porUllt

(trap^doors or shutters) in the surface of the wings
whereby as he says the wing is full of holes as it

rises and closes im when it falls The shutters

should have runs of cane and be covered with starched

taffeta to render them airtight Perhaps it was after

the Monte Ceoeri attempt that he wrote on a page of

MS B of the Paris manuscripts Try the actual

Instrument in the water $0 that if you fall you will

not do yourself any harm It may alsi} have been
the failure of this attempt that caused him to search

for a fresh source of motive power to take the place

of that exerted ^ the muscles of a mnn On 81 verso

MS B of the Pans manusertpu there is a draw ng
of a large screw constructed to revolve round a verticm

axis and a note explains its intended use If this

instrument made with a screw is well made—that is to

sav. made of linen of wh ch the pores are stopped up
with starch—^nd is turned swiftly the sa a screw
will make its spiral in the air and it will nse high
Leonardo adds that a small model may be made of

cardboard with the ax s formed of fine steel wire

bent by force and that this when released will turn

iht screw To his drawing of this instrument the

architect Luca Beltrami haa---to me as it seems
justly-^applied the word aeroplane
Another page in the Codioe Atlantico (3 1 1 v d

)

of unique interest contains three studies of artificiil

wings a name and a note that the machine is to be

ma& not with sportelli—that is rfmtters—but united

lha natural interpretation is that the note refers to a
commission for the construction of a machine for flight

with regard to which the patron Gian Antonio de

Manolo has expressed a desirt that the wings should

be such tiiat no wind would be able to pass through

them as it would if they had shutters * e should be

hke the wings of the bat

Leonardo s researches in natural and applied science

cover so wide *1 field and specialisat on m these days

has so divided knowledge into watertight compa^
ments that prc^rlv to gauge the value of his con

tnbutions to scientifi research would require a com
blnation of manv trained intelligences But it is not

possible to devote a number of years to the close

study of all that concerns Leonardo without becoming
imbued with the conviction of the complete oneness

of his work and method The dominant purpose

#h!ch animates him whatever the nature of the

prbblem is to investigate to examine and to defim

primary causes HU pen reinforces his practice

Nature he savs is constrained by the order of

her own law which Hvet and works within her

Again There Is no result in Nature without a

cause understand the cause and vou will have no

need of the experiment and Nature is full of

mflmte causes which were never set forth in

experience
LMnardo the latter end of tb» search forffot

heglmilng Hie intellectual cunoshv into the

origins and eauses of all created things it revealed in

iMuiite’vagrMty in the thousands of oages of his manu
scripts compact, as has been said of observation

of fl^phtey, of ariiievement,’ and in his triple legacy

feming a record prObaUy unegualled certainly un
Mtpawed bv that of any oriier man m the history of

thO Vorid For consider what he was I Painter
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sculmor, engmeer archuett^-^l these to the wonder
of ms contemporaries His manuscripts reveal that
he was no less dist nguished as physicist bidogist
and philosopher But in the field 01 science he was
essentially a forerunner The results that he achieved
must be reckoned as small compared with his grasp of
basic principles with the vistas that he opened up
and with the unerring instinct which he di^Layed m
choosing the true meUiod of mvestigation
An iMnardo s wntings connected with suence seem

as it were fragments of a larger purpose charted
defined explored but never fulfilled, of which his
rese Archer in anatomy zoology physiology embryo
]og\ and biology are the alliM and component parts
Discerning the essential unity of man and the animals— because as he says all land animals have
similar members—that is to say mu<icles nerves and
bones^--and these members do not vary at afl except
in length and thickness (MS G 5 verso)—he may
be bald to have founded comparative anatomy Draw
ingb now at Windsor show the gradations of the
human type merging into that of various animals
Leonardo tracks me mystery of life from the conoep
tion and the foetus through growth to maturity and
so to the gradual wasting ot the tendons and nil the
physical phenomena of death

1 have dissected he sa>s more than ten human
bodies destroying all the various members and remov
mg even the very smallest particles of the flesh which
surrounded these vems without causing any effusion
of blood other thnn the imperceptible bleeding of the
capillary veins And as one single body not suffice
for so long n time it was necessary to proceed 1^
stages with so many bodies as would render my know
ledge complete and this 1 repeated twice over m
order to discover the differences

The drawings made in the course of these mvesttga
tions now in the Royal Collection at Windsor were
examined in the time of George III by the famous
surgeon William Hunter who approaching them with
natural pi ofcssional distrust thus made the amende
hon4yrabte —

I expected he savs to sec little more than such
designs in anatomy as m ght be useful to a pa nter
n his own profession But I saw ind ndeed with
aston shment that Leonardo had been a general and
deep student When 1 consider what pains he hu
taken upon every part of the bodv the <tupenority of
his universal genius hi$ particular excellence in
mechan cs end hydraulics and the attent on with
wh ch such a man would examin an 1 see objects

wh ch he has to draw I am fully persuaded that
I eonardo was the best anatomist at that time in the
world Although he does not fullv explain its

mechan sm he evidently knew of the circulation of
the blood a hundred years before Hirvey gave the
1 nowledgc to the 'world The heart he wrote is

a muscle of great strength the blood which returns
when the heart opens ^ain is not the same as that
wh ch closes the valve
The depth and variety of h s researches m other

branches of natural saence may be inferred from the
citation of a few instances in which he anticipated the
results of incestigations associated with other names
F ther before or at latest during such tune as
Copernicus was laying the foundations of his heho
centric theory bv stud at Bologna and Padua—

a

theory afterwards brought to completion and published
in his work De Revolutionibus Orbium Coeiestium
in 1^4^—^Leonardo had enunciated the ruling principle
of It m a line m the manuscripts now at Windsor

II sole non si muove C The sun does rjot move”)
A hundred years before Maestlin who is credited

wtth the discovery he had defined the obscure light of
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the iiniUumiaated part of the moon ai due to reflection
from the earth’s surface

In the search for hidden laws and causes the
scientific problem followed hard upon the artMc
prdbltfn* The study of per^Mctive led to that of light
and shade, and so of optics—the study of the structure
and functions of the we, as being the instrument by
which light and shade are perceived He made a
model of its parts, and showed how an image is

formed on the retina, thus refuting the currently
accepted belief of the eye throwing out rays which
touch the object it desires to examine He described
also the principle of the carnsra obscura ninety years
before Porta developed the idea in practice

In mechanics he enunciated the theory of inertia,

afterwards demonstrated by Galileo, and relegated the
theory of perpetual motion then current to the same
category as astrology and necromancy He refound
the wisdom of Archimedes, and demonstrated his

theory of oblique forces applied to the arm of the
lever, afterwards associated with the name of Galileo
Following on Archimedes's conception of the pressure
of fluids, he showed—a century and a half before

Pascal—that liquids stand at the same level in com-
municating vessels, while if the two arms are filled

by different liquids the heights will vary inversely as
their Amities
Leonardo is at once artist and man of science in

his treatment of, and interest in, water He studies

its properties and power of movement under condi-

tions varying from the action of the tides of the

ocean to the laws which regulate the movement of

water in siphons—a subject on which he notes his

intention of writing a treatise He follows its trans-

formation mto vapour, ram, dew, snow, and ice It

winds mysteriously in wonder-working colls through
the landscape bacl^ounds of his pictures He traces

the infinite shapes it assumes, falling in violence of

movement in spirals and eddies, circling like the loop

of a swallow’s flight, something of the artist’s sheer

del^ht in the creation of beauty of form mingling
with the purpose of the man of saence to wrest from
this variety its underlying prinaple. Or again, as

engineer he harnesses lU power, studying to divert

its channels either in menace of war or for purposes

of commerce or irrigation.

In considenng a geological problem his method is

entirely deductive “Since,” as he says, “things arc

far more ancient than letters,” he turns from authority

to the testimony of things themselves “Why,” he

asks, ”do we find the bones of great fishes and ovsters

and corals and various other snails and sea-sheilt on

the high summits of mountains by the sea lust as we
find them in low seas?” The fact that the cockles

were living at the time when they became embedded
in the strata—this being evident from the shells being

found in a row in pairs, while in other places the dead

are found separated from their shells and all cast up
together by the waves—is cited as proof that water

formerly covered parts of the earth which are now far

above the level of the sea, and that this condition

continued for a period of more than the forty days

of the Deluge, because, as the cockle travels along a
furrow at the rate of three or four braeda daily. It

could not in forty days have proceeded from the

Adr-itttic to Monferrato in Lombardy, a instance of

aso miles By an Investigation of tt&e cuttings formed
by the Amo in the successive strata of which the

shells are found, he shows the gradual changes in the
crust of the earth, and, following on the track of this

kfiowledge, he essays the constr^on of the map of
Italy in %ys remote beyond record, but of which the
earth rematfts a living witness.

His special Interest in botanical study may be traced
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5?**^*® woriK.
Vasari tells of a cartoon, intend^ for tapestry, of the
sin of Adasn and Eve in Paradise, where aas a

with innumerable planu and animals, ”ofwhm in truth one could say that for diligence and
Uul;b to Nature divine wit could not make the Mkft ”
He mentions a fig-^ree as of special excellence for
the fomshortening of the leaves and the disposition
Of the branches, and also a palm in which the round*
ness of the fan-like leaves was shown with marvellous
art His description suggests minute attention to
detail on the part of the artist based upon a profound
study of Nature, and these are the characteristics
which find expression in Leonardo's many exquisite
stud^ of plants and flowers, and In the treatment of
the herMge in the Virgin of the Rocks in the Louvre.
His study of botany was in inception an integral part
of his treatise on Minting, botany being as necessary
as anatomy, in order that the painter might have the
rMuisitc knowledge of form and structure But here
also the artist’s power of observation of the varied
beauty of earth’s raiment of plants and flowers is
nierged impcroepubly in the mood of the man of
science who taw in Nature not onlv form and colour,
but, above all, light, which St Au^stme called ” the
queen of colours/* and uses Nature’s profusion as a
bai^ground whereon to study the incidence of light
and shade ”

Leonardo's researches in structure are so exact and
so scientific in method as to anticipate the results of
subsequent inquiry, as, for instance, in the knowledge
his writings reveal of phyllotaxls- the law of quin-
cuncial arrangement of the leaves on the stem—pro-
mulgated in 165® by Sir Thomas Browne in his
Garden of Cvrgs ” In like manner the discovery

that the age of a tree mav be told from the number
of mnoentric rings visible in a section of its trunk,
with which more than a century later the names of
Nathaniel Grew and Marcello Malpighi are associated,
18 contained in a passage in Leonardo’s “Treatise on
Painting (Ludvig, Saq) Leonardo also states in the
same passage that these rings vary in thickness
according to the greater or less amount of humidity of
each vear

I have attempted here to summarise a few of the
ijMuIts attained in the course of this in'MitiKation
The breadth and varl^ of their scope may serve to
recall the remark of Francis I , who is recorded hy
pnvenuto Cellini to have said that "he did not
believe that any other man had come into the worid
who had attained so ({rest knowled|{e as Leonardo ”

AetxMuiutical Research.
'THE announcement by the Air Ministry of the* future arranMinents for aeronautical research
and education marics an important tUge in the his-
tory of the subject The course followed was indicated
in a White Paper, noticed in Naturb of Mwch 4,

L 14, tonuining the report of a Committee on
uration and Keaearcb in Aeronautics The chair-

man of that Committee, Sir Richard Glasebrook, is
now head of the new Aermiautical Reemuxh Cm-
mittee and Zaharoff professor at Lon^n Univerritv
He was for twelve years chairman of the late AdWs^
Committee for Aeronautics uhder the prMdency of
the late Lord Rayleigh, and it may hdrfy be ctataied
that the new aavapee in the direction of the co-
ordination of tesearoi in a large subject is a oonee-
wence <rf the su^a of the work of Ae earfier body.
The Advisore Committee for Aeronaittice had m
aadstanae of such entinent men of adenca ao Sir
Horace Darwin, Sir Joseph Petavel, Sir Dug^ Cletfc,
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Sir Kapier Shaw, Mr. F. W. Lancbwter, and Sir

Geor^ Graenhill The new CommiUee differs con-
siderably from the older one in its ^ericnntl, and
indicates an ai^mrent break in continuity. This is

not wholly the case, for many of the new members of
the Research Committee have for some time heen
members of sub-committecs of the Advisory Com-
mittee It was inevitable that the end of a strenuous
period* such as that which brought the war to a close,

should be taken as a suitable time for the withdrawal
of the older members from some of thdr activities,

and this has happened to a great degree m the case
of the members of the Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics The place of such members is taken by
specialists in aeronautics together with one or two
men of science of wide experience

It was recommended, in the report referred to, that

funds should be provided for a school of aeronautics
at the Imtpenal College of Science, South Kensington,
to which institution the Zaharoff chair of aviation was
attached The TrcasQir has approved of the neces-
sary funds being provided, and steps have now been
taken for the formation of the necessary educational
staff The Committee’s scheme recommended that
this staff should include, in addition to the Zaharoff
professor, whole-time professors of aerodynamics and
airship construction, together with part-time teachers
on design, materials, aero-engines, meteorolo^, navi-

gation, and airships, and a whole-time junior staff

Mr L Bairstow, a former student of the college, has
been appointed to the chair of aerodynamics His
work at the National Physical Laboratory on the

stability of aircraft is well known and constitutes an
important advance in aeronautical engineering Mr
Bairstow Is a member of the new Aeronautical

Research Committee, and this dual position—like that

of Sir Richard Glaaebrook—should afford ample
facilitv to enable the Research Committee to supervise

the educational work of the new school

In general the scheme proposed attempts to provide

a common njeeting-ground for everybody connected
with aeronautics As a central body responsible for

advice and rritidsm and for the broad lines of policy

in research, the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
proved to be of the greatest value It had no direct

executive powers, although the National Physical

Laboratory had departments in aeronautics provided
solelv for carrying out the wishes of the Com-
mittee
The experience gained is apparently considered bv

the Air Ministry to have justified an extension of

powers, and, in particular, the contact with full-scale

research at Famborough and elsewhere is made of the

same character as that previously holding for the

model work at the Nabonal Physical Laboratory In

addition, the Committee has intimate relations with

the Imperial College for educational needs The
terms of reference to the Committee and the delimita-

tions of the respective responsibilities of the Air

Ministrv and the Deoartment of Scientific and Indus-

trial Research give some indication of the verv com-

plex arrangements contemplated Control in all

directions is divided, and it is some consolation in

these troubled times to find the whole of the

elements of aeronautics combinintf to give a fair and
generous trial to a scheme without definite ndes,

l.s to a oefunne which aioumes helpful co-operation

as the basis of success tXi^fever difficulties mav
appear in this Erection can*«nlv be known latw but

ft may ht hoped that the new Committee will ^ a

oro^v successor to die Advisory Committee f<^ Aert>-

naiftica and so help to confirm a healthv preewent in

die reladons of Industry and research to the Depart-

nMntf of States
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Coqjoint Board of Sctentific Sodetiea.

'T'HE report for the year 19x9 gives evidence that
^ the Board continues to discharge useful work.
During the year there was a danger that supplies of
casein and glue would fall short, and that aeroplane
manufacture would suffer therel^ The Board come
to an arrangeinent with the Air woup of the Ministry
of Munitions, and carried out a research into the
nature, functions, and manufacture of adhesives This
resulted in the discovery of two new adhesives, one
possessing very remarkable properties, and the oth^
prepared Trom a waste product of which there was a
lar^ suppl) in the country throughout the war In
addition to this, Dr Schryver and his colleagues
devised improvements in the manufacture of casein
which effect n considerable saving in matenal and an
improvement in its quality
The Committee on the Water-power of the Empire,

with Sir Dugald Clerk as chairman and Prof A H.
Gibson as secretary, drew up a second report, in which
jt IS able to claim that it has stimulated In-
telest in water-power investigations in many parts of
the Empire In India, Ceylon, British Guiana, Aus-
tralia, tne Union of South Africa, and the East Africa
Protectorate steps are being taken by the appointment
of commissions or committees, or by preliminary in-
vestigation and survey, to estimate the water-power
supplies which will bo available, and in several
instances the committee has been asked to give guid-
ance and assistance Much new development is t^ing
place m New Zealand A proposal has been put
forward to hold an Imperial Water-power Conference
in London Attention is duected to the general lack
of facilities m universities and technical institutes for
the spoaalised training of young men in hvdro-electrlc
engineering
The committee of which Sir Robert Hadfield Is

chairman has sent deputations to interview Sir Alfred
Mond and Mr Stanley Baldwin (on behalf of the
Chancellor of the Exchequer) m order to put forward
Its opinion that there is a great need for better and
more centralised accommodation for the techncriogical
and scientific societies

The Patent Laws Committee drew up a scries of
recommendations, which were adopted bv the Board
and transmitted to the Federation of British Industries
for use in Its endeavour to introduce modifications into
the new Patent Laws
An elaborate report on the advisability or otherwise

of the compulsory adoption of the metric system,
drawn up by a committee with Mr Wilson-Fox as
chairman and Mr A R Hinks as secretary, was dis-
cussed at a special meeting of the Board called for
the purpose The report, which envisages boldly the
actual practical difficulties which would confront com-
pulsory adoption, especially during the war, is shortly
to be published on the authority of the committee,
accompanied by a series of criticisms on the part of
the scientific and technical societies to which it has
been submitted
Other pieces of work summarised in the report

relate to such subjects as the supply of timber for

aeroplanes, the establishment of geophysical and petro-
physical institutes, and the place of science in warfare
The Board has also taken its share in the discus-

sion of the formation of national and International

research councils, and in advocating the publication

of a work devoted to the mineral resources of the

Empire The Bulletin, which is printed and issued to

the conjoint societies and the members of the Board,
gives in a comprehensive form a forecast of the meet-
ings of the societies and an early announcement of the
papers to be read thereat
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AgitcultariU Development In the West
Indies.

^HOSE btereitod in tropical agriculture will
A find much worthy of attention In a paper

on **TrMica] Departmentt of Agriculture, with
S^^al Reference to the West l^es«'* written
by Sir Francis Watts, Imperial Commissioner of

Agriculture for the West Indies, and published
in the Journal of the Royal Society of Arts
(February so) Fhe paper contains a very interesting
account of the evoludoa of tropical Departments of

Agriculture, pointing out that these D^partroents had
their ongin in the botanical gardens which were
started in the larger islands in tlw eighteerUh century

,

and also in the mission gardens which the early mis-
sionanes cultivated around their stations. The author
traces the decline of the British West Indian sugar
icttkistry, and the efforts to revive k and to stimulate
agriculture by the f<»ixuitioa of botanical departments
m the smaller islands Economic conditions, however,
became worse, and in i9g6 the West Indian Royal
Comnitssion was appointed, and its report marks a
period m West Inman history As an outcome of

this report the Imperial Depi^rtment of Agriculture

was constituted, the expense of which was met by
Imperial funds The pciicy of the Department was
to revive, extend, ana uxforove the already existing

botanic gardens. This action so fostered a^cuUunu
devefepment that, at the end of ten years, the Colomal
iktfnces had so improved that it was decided to

duauush progressively the Imperial grants to the various

stations, uadi m 1911*13 these grants ceased. Sugar
uction IS still a hignlv important industry; it baa
very much improved, the poets and diseases of

the sugar-cane are understood, and, what is more im-
portant, the growers kaaow hew to control the pests,

aiso, the sugar produced by the factories Is now a
much more valuable product than the old muscovado
^ugar The cacao and lime industries have been
studied and improved, some enmm^ mdusines, eg
onuKugrowing, nave also tieen studied to the advan-
tage of the growers, while encouragement baa been
ttvea to the production of sudi crqit as maize for

home consumption. The Utter activity la espedally

isspoctaot at the present time, when a wheat shortage

is tbreatenod.

A Siniplc Viacotnctgf*

DA&TICULARS of a remarkably simple Mscometer
-h devised by Mn A G M Michell, of Melbourne,
ane gwan in Et^nestsng for April id. The instru-

nneot is intended for workshop use. and gives rapid

dotanounatioas of viscosity in absolute measure with-
out veguking extraordinary care or skill It consists

ol a cup ikUed with a handle and a ball of the same
curvature as the cup. Contact of these surfaces is

prevented by throe symmetrically <fispoted projections

m cup, raised a mil or two above its surface

The jcup IS held by Its handle, and a few drops of

the^ to be tested are, placed in it The ball is then
plaood in the cup and pressed fiimlv into it for five

oy .tan seconds. T3m drives some of the oil out, whldi
QDttaets in a rhdfjim; enough oil must be provided in

the 4rst instafloe to ensure that the channel is filled

'Dm instrument is then inverted, and the time taken
for the ball to drop clear noted This time in

seconds divided hv the constant of the Instrument Is

egual to the absoluta viscoflfky of the oil The action
depends upon the rate at which the oil-film between
the cup 1^ the ball thickens under the force of

gravity '^I^Srted by the ball This flow of oil is
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resisted by its viscosity, and tho tiote likoo Ids tho
bait to fall ckar Is accordingly directfe proportionoi to
the viscosity The above mothod fe suifidientiy

accurate for workshop use To obtain accurate
results, the ball is placed at the bottom of a vomcI
containing a consklmble quantity of the ttquid Ths
enp is then lowered over the nail, taking care to
exchids air After pressing the two t^ether as befoss,
they are lifted until the bait clears the bottom of the
vsMei, and the tbne it takes to drop clear is noted as
before Mr W Ramsay, of Messrs CanuneU and
Laird, has made as many as lao most concordant
teadings in two hours, and the results plotted quite
regularly Wltii liquids of very low viscositv, the ball
is suspended from the arm of a balance By adjust-
ing the weights, tiM {orce tending to separate tlm
bait from the cup can he dimimAed to, sav, one-
twcntieth of the normal This increases tawntyf^
the (tee needed to eficct the separation Tte manu-
facture in this ooimtrv has been undertaken by Messrs.
Mkhell Bearings, Ltd., 3 Centred Buildings, London,
SW I

The ChemlcAl Sh>cletj end its New
Sr-bmu

TT IS surprising ki these days, when the old
A political order has been challenged in so many
quajrters, that even the sdeutlfic soactics should be
moved to recast their constitution and govemoient In
a democratic sense The Chemical Society is the
latest to complete this process of revision', and a
record of the chief points in which changes have been
made is of public iQterest.

As a preluninary to any fundamental alteraticns, a
supplemental charter was found to be necesaaiy
The original charter of jSi^ included many hampering
restrictions, prescnbuig, lor example, the maximum
size of the council and tho manner of its election

Such provisions, devised for the conduct of a small
society associated mainly with London and the imme-
diate oistrLcts, are quite unsuitable now that societo

numbers more than 3C00 fellows, aod wheuv probafo^
about two-thirda of toese reside beyond the metro-
pofitao area.
There has been some doubt also whether, under the

original charter, it was permissible to elect women
as fellows of the socie^ Uncertainty on this point
has now been removed by the supplemental charter,

which provides Chat fellows may be of either sex
Another Important feature of the new bv-laws

based on the supplemental charter is the attempt to
secure for provinciat fellows a greater share m the
conduct of the society Hitherto every importaot
maker affecting the society, including Jthe election of .

officers and counpL has b^ determine at a general
meeting by a xnajorily of the fellows present and
voting. Under the suppleinental charter the society
has power to elect the officers aod council by a paste
vote, and further, la certain cdses, to hike a poll of
all fellows resideot in the United Rtsgdom These
powers have been Jaconporated in the pew by-laws.
Another important s^tept of these Is that there has

been kept sa view the im^n^ency of coirffiined action
witii kkidped sodelfes conco^ in the deveIo|MaMiit

of ^hemfeal aeteno%, aa, lor example, in the possible
acquisition of comiDon premisetu la the puweatiott
ol ieiot abetracta. Vider the new proviMoos tibeas

will he freator Ubssty to deal with sudi a aituatiofi

if and^WlMa it arises, aod it may be that these par*
tkttlsr onodificetkms of the bv-laws vdll prove to be
amongst the most Important that have been made
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Uoivcrstty BducatiOfuU latdliseiice,

Cambwdob^—^Xbe syndicate appotuled to coavUcr
the relation of women students to the University has
presented a double report One-half of its members
ore in favour of admitting women to full membmhip
of University with a few limitations affecting
special posts. They spcafically exclude in their pro-
posed statute the recognition by the University of
women students at the menS colleges, but they throw
<^n University lectures, examinations, degrees,
and emoluments to women on the same terms as to
men The legislation they propose will give degrees
tojpast siudents of Girton and Newnbam
The report of the second half of the syndicate con-

tains a lon^ discussion of the question Their actual
{proposal boils down, however, to a recoouneodation
that the Senate should ci^ess itself in favour of a
new university being forint from Girton and Newn-
ham Colleges, the intention being to preserve for their
students the facilities at present extended to them
by the University of Cambridge The advantages
accruing to women students under this proposal would
be the awarding of degrees and oflkial consultations
between the men's and the women’s universities on
examination schedules There is a controversy ahead
ending m a contest to which the outside voter will
doubUess bo summoned both parties

Sir Geoflfrey Butler, Corpus Christi College, has
been appointed secretary of the Board of Research
Studies

, correspondence' in connection with students
desiring to come to Cambridge to work for the Ph D
degree should be addressed to him
Mr. H F Gadow has been appointed reader in the

morphology of vertebrates, Dr H Scott curator in

entomology, Mr G F C Gordon stmerintendent of
the engme^ng workshops, and Mr L G P
Thnng superintendent of the engineering drawing
office

Mr T HAaiiTSON Hughioi has made the generous
gift of 50,000! to the Unfvershy of Liverpool as a
contribution to the appeal for funds

A POBUC lecture on " llie Ltfe-movements of
Plants** wiU be delivered at University Cojlcge,

Loodoa, by Sv Jagadis C Bose on Monday^ May 17,

at 5.31W

A noUDAY course In geology will be held at the
School of Bfltolliferous Mln^, Camborne, Corn-
wall, fnsm July 13 to August 23. The course will

Gonsist of lectures, laboratory work, and fiefcf work,
and occupy five days a week The lectures will

deal with me geology of West Cornwall, wfth special

reference to the economic side

A LWmcD number of free placet, tenable at the
Imperial College of Science and Technology, South
Kenslngtm, are being offered by the London Countv
CoancU to candidates who can show that tb^ are

qoaHfled to enisr on the foorth, tr post«gradodte, vear

of the ootme of stad¥ selected A^icirtions most be

mode upon Form Ta/xM A., cMskiaUe hom the

Education Officer, L C C , Victoria Embankment,
W C , and sent in by, at latest, June 5

Tta cooncU of the London (Royal Free Hospital)

Schooi df Medicine for Women wIU award, in June
next, the Dr EiBth Peehey Phipson post-graduate

acbsUrsldp of the annual value or looll and tenable

Ite fficae years Tbs scholarshtp it open to all

msilfai woanea, preferably coming from India or

to work tbeie, for auittance in post^prsduate
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work Applications are receivable by the warden and
secretar} of the school, 8 Hunter Street, Brunswick
Square, until May 31

During the period immediately following the Armis.
tice it was necessary to adept temporary measures to

fill vacancies in Civil Departments otheiwise than by
open competitive written examination The scheme,
authonsea by Order in Council and under regulations

of the Civil Service Commission, has been known as
the Reconstruction Scheme Under that scheme, men
who have served m his Majesty’s Porces have been
chosen to fill positions in the Civil Service by inter-

view before a selection board, following a qualifying
examination The scheme, which has bt'tn applied to

the Home Civil Service (Class I ), the Indian Civil

Service, the Colonial Civil Service, junior or inter-

mediate appointments, and officerships of Customs
and Exci!»c, is now coming to an end, ami the Civil

Service Commissioners announce that the last day for

the receipt of applications under it (whuh must be on
the prescribed f«inn) is June 30, 1920, and that no
^plication received a/ter that date can he considered
This announcement docs not apply to appointments in

the Foreign Office and Diplomatic Service or in the
Consular Service, which it is intended to make on the

Reconstruction Scheme until the end of the year iqai

Thk various associations of teachers m Lancashire
and Cheshire engaged in different spheres and
branches of education, racing from the Private

Schools Association to the Universities of Liverpool
and Manchester, and including all grades and phases
of education, have formed themselves into a federal

council connprised of two or more representatives from
each association or branch with the purpose of con-
sidering the further coLordination of f^ucation In

Lancashire and Cfae^ire, and of bringing into efooet

association teachers who are engaged in different

branches of educational work The council comprises
thirtv-two repnesentathres, with Prlnopol J C M
Garnett as chairman, from fourteen different teachenr’

associations, and the federal rouncii thus constituted

met in Manchester on October 26, tqi8 At a later

meeting the council appointed special committees to

investigate the fotlowing matters —(a) The inten-

relatkm of the various types of schools and the age of

transfer, together with a national scholarship system;

(h) the curricula of the several types of schoeds;

(c) the trakiing and <>upidy of teachers, and (d) the

means and methods wherd^ teadiers mav secure a

more effe^vc voice in the administrative control trf

e^cation The lecommendations of these committees

are set forth hi a stnteimtiC of some seventy pages,

published at u by the Manchester University Pieis,

entitled ‘‘A National Svstem of Education Some
Recommendations for EstabTiriiing it in England

during the Decade Ending Ten Years Hence ” The
statement includes an introduction, being a lectun

delivered bv Principal Garnett in January last,

sriiich IS accompat^ by daborete colqwtnd

diagram setting forth the varteos gradi^ of

tfcm for different classes of cWMren according to their

opporfmiticf and capacities and their probable fuM
m life. The pamphlet describes nine type* of ed^
tiofial insdtmions and sixteen dthcrent types of edoca-

tion, but wlMiher these rouM not arWi ttwrh advast-

tag® be serkRMlv reduced m rwmber Is a matter for

the grave condderothm of educators It is sugMal^
that there dhoM be estaMUffied upon the lines of t!^

fedmt coundt a iwovindsl Joint

of some eight or ten provhws Into wMch Efigtond

and Wiles should be divided for the purposes of

education
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Societies and
f

Academies.

Lomdom.

SACtety, April 39 —Sir J. J Thomson^ presi-

dent, in the chair—Prof J W Oregery The Irish

eskers. Eskers are banka of sand and gravel, ^rpicalW

occurring as ridges on the central plain of Ireland,

where they were deposited during the recession of the

ice at the close of the Glacial penod They have been

generally attributed to deposition along gladal nvers,

like Swedish osar Their structure and ccunpoaition

indicate that the most important Irish eskers wen
formed along the margin of the receding ioe-sheets

by floods of water, due to the melting of the ice.

Irish eskers formed along glacial rivers are relatively

mall and exceptional The accumulation of the
materials into ridges, and their restriction between
about 150 ft. and 300 ft above sea-level, are attributed

to the formation of the eskers where the loe entered
into a sheet of water, which was probably the sea,

since marine fossils are widely distributed In the
adjacent dnfts, and there are no embankments to

niratain glacial lakes at the required level. It is

proposed that the term **esker” should be continued for

Irish ridges and mounds of sand and gravel, but that

in glacial geology the term '' osar '* should be used for

ridges formed mong the course of glacial nvers, and
“bonse" for ndges deposited by water along the
margin of an loe-sheet—Miss K M Cartls *The life-

history and cytolc^ of Synchyirtum endohiottcum
(Schilo ), Perc , the cause of wart disease in potato
Tile lif^history and cytology of the organism have been
followed through all their stages in the course of

the investigation the following important points have
been determined (i) A sexual process has been dis-

covered and followed in all Its details
j

(s) the nature
of the difference between the resting (or winter)

^Krangia and the sori (or summer sporangia) has been
established, (3) the infection of the host-tissue by the
xoospores and zygotes has been traced, and (4) the
peculiarities in the b^idour of the nucleus of the
parasite have been investigated—B Sahal The
structure and affinities of Aemo^te panchert, Pllger

Acmopyle, a monotypic New Caledonian Podocarp, Is

the most specislisra member of the Podoesrpiness,

and closely allied to the genus Podocarpus, which it

resembles In the vegetative anatomy, dn^ceous seed,

niegaspore membfine* young embryo, structure of

male cone, mlcrosporophyll, pollen-grain, and probably

male gametophyte It olSers from Podocarpus In (i)

Che nearly erect seed; (a) the complete fusion of the

epimatium to the interment, even In the region ofm micropyle, in the fmnation of which it tak^ part,

and (3) the mudi greater development of the vascular

s^rtm of die seed, which forms a nearly condnuous
cim^e tracheal Investment covering the basal two.

thirds of the stone (a) The Taxiness are structurally

so dlbHnct from the renullntng conifers as to justify

their being placed in a separate phylum, Taxaks,
equlvalentln rank, and r^ted to, the Glnkgoales and
the Conifcorales as here defined. The Cord^talban

affinities of the Taxales are emphasised, (b) Con-
cerning the ovuliferouf scale of the conifers, the con-

clusion Is In favour of^ brschyblast theory, supp^
^ thb view being 6Mved from the structure of the

megastroblli^ of Acmopyle. (c) No definite opinion Is

expressed on the question whether the conifm arose

ultimately from microphyllous or megaphyUous an-

cestora, for the origin of the Cordaltaks themselves

Is still ngBtded as sub judtes

Zsstofgksl fieslity, A Smith Wegd-
Ward, vioe^weslitol. In the chair—F. F jUtilaw *

Contributions to a study of the dragon-fly fsunn of
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Bornm Part iv A list of the apedee known to

occur In the idand —Dr R. Biee* . Some new Them.
reptiles from the Karroo bed. of Souoi

Atrita
Mauchxstbr.

Uterary sni PhUesegUeal Seclsty, March x6—Mr.

William Thomson, vice-president, in the chair.—Prof.

R ReMuea Note on the meduinism of the produc-

tion of kynurenic add in the dog The formation of

kynurenic add from tryptophane is susceptible of a

very simple representation involving normal reactions.

The process appears to be primarily one of oxidation

followed by ^composition of a caroamic add denva-

tlve, and a probably soontaneous closing of the ^no-
line nng--Prof A Upwsrtb Latent polantTes of

atoms and mechanism of reaction, with spedal refer-

ence to carbonyl compounds A consideration of the

properties of carbonyl compounds shows that divalent

oxygen and tcrvalcnt nitrogen tend to cause a latent

polarisation in the molccuTes of carbon compouneb.

When this occurs in a molecule, the other atoms m
the neighbourhood show induced latent polanties

which & writer indicates by attaching — and +
signs to the atoms in alternating order, beginning

with the “key atoms,** arriving at schemes like those

adiMted by Fry and otben The Induced polarity of

an atom or group Is not interpreted as neoessarilv

signifying an electric charge, but only as an en-

hanced or diminished tendency to attract or repel

other atoms (or electrons) with definite polar character,

nnd that only at the moment of chemical change w
ionisation, when this occurs) A condidtm which

appears necessary for the full extension of the induc-

tive effect Is the occurrence of double bonds (coniuga.

tion?), though it may survive the Intervention of two

successive single ones While divalent oxygen and

tervalent nitrogen (and esoecially the forn^r) seem

more effective than any other atoms, it wouM appear

that halogen (-), hydrogen (+), and metals (+) can

act as “Key atom.” to a smaller extent, car^
appears almost indlffetent This prindple incluto

Maritownlkoff’s rule of addition, the rules of substitu.

tion In the benxene senes, the rules « reaction Pt

saturated and unsaturated ketones, nitriles, and carp-

oxylic adds, as well as of their Iwlogen derivatives

The .influence of hydrogen as a “kev at^
ceptible In the cresots, of which the reladve awdlties

can be foreseen from a consideration of the InJIue^

of the hydrogen atom In the methyl grom on tB.

latent oolarities of the atoins In hydroxyl

Prof R ReWatsa The conjugation of parttal va^
das The author deals with the mechanism of chemlcM

processes on the basis of a hypothesis of dlylmw

valency, assuming that aedvatioo of moleculw Is dw
to a SrtUl dissociation or sollttlng of valen^. and

that onlv molecules so polarised take Py* ^
actions This accounts for the well-recognl^ effed

of pdar atoms on altwnat* at^s In a elMlh, Md
the^i^ Is extend^ to Indude cyro^
addition of hvdrogen bromide to allvl bi^ldo,

the conlugatlon of ethvlene llntoge and biwlw at^
Is relatively weak Conjugated decompoiltlont a^
the problem of mdecular roarrangemeni; are dealtwlth.

Paaat.

4...^

—

,1 nrlim-r. April lo—M. Henri Dedandrca

In thedSlr—G A BssSdier The fossil GavWlt pf

Omo—A VaymlWi The. marine the westetn

coast of the Gulf of Marse«les.-G Jdlh

pwtlea of certain very gweral daws of Integm* W
marontorphlc functions—W fflefllaAl * Functions^^
the first class.—Fr LeageWlsIis^ A
of Rdle's theorem—J V«sjr* Flight at Wgh aRI-
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tudes R^ly to some cntiosmb of M Rateau on an
earlier communication—E Btyllaskl Ihe transport
of electrical energy to great distances A mathe-
matical discussion of the prc^rties of a half wave
line —S Postamak 1 he variations of the composition
of ammonium phosphomolybdate An account o! the
variations in the compobition of the precipitate pro*
duoed by the presence of ammonium nitrate or sul

phate in the liquid in which the precipitate is formed
—F Boarloa The analysis or commercial chloro
benzenes by distillation The substances present in
the commercial product arc benzene, monochloro
benzene, and higher chlorination products boiling at
80® C , ijo® C and 172® C or above A scheme for
systematic fractional distillation is given with results

for synthetic mixtures Ihe method is a lengthv
one, a single sample requiring three and a half d^ys
for analysis —G MlgBoaac The ketimines Forma
tion bv the ritalytic reduction of the oximes The
reaction was carried c ut with nickel (reduced from its

oxide at 300® C ) m absolute alcohol at ordinary itmo
spheric piessurc at 1 temperature of about 16® C
The oxinne of cyclohexanone gave N cyclohexyl
ketiminc, a substance not previou^y isolated and the
corresponding kctimines were isolated from the reduc
tion products of the oximes of acetophenone propiu
phenone benzophenonc and phenyl a naphthyl ketc ne
—Mile S Veil Allots of oxides Mixtures of the
oxides of chromium and cerium were compressed and
heated, and measurements made of the electrical con
ductivity ind magnetisation coefficient of the products
Diagrams are given showing the results for valuing
proportions of the two oxides —C Madgnon and J A
Lseaaa The revcrsiLie oxidation of arsenious acid

From the thermochemical data it should be possible

directly to oxidise arsenic tnoxide to the pentoKide,and
experiments were earned out at temperatures between
400® C and 4SO® C , the pressures of the oxygen being
130, 127, and 138 atmemheres The production ot

the pentoxide was proved, but the oxidation of the
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The OAcers Trgininff end the

Universities.

I
N a leadiofi^ article on ** The Universities and the

Army/’ in Nature for April 8, we referred to

the Memorandum on the Army Estimates for

19:20-21 published by the War Office, and quoted

the words "One of the important lessons of the

war has been the extent to which the Arm} is de*

pendent on the Universities ’* Of these lessons one

especially was emphasised, viz the necessity for

the reor;i:anisation of the Army on its educational

side We were told again and again, both during

and after hostilities, that the war was primarilv

a saentihc war—laboratory against laboraton,

machine shop against machine shop, trained in-

telligence against trained intelligence—and it is

gratifying to know that the War Office recognises

that '*the Universities responded to the call for

help in a splendid manner *’ That they did so

is an indisputable fact Thousands of under-

graduates and hundreds of their teachers, from

junior assistant to full-fledged professor, switched

off from classics, history, philosophy, natural

science, and what' not, to gunnery, engineering,

motor transport, and so on Chemical laboratories

substituted investigations on expbsives, anti-gas

Pfotectives, and smoke screens for routine qualita-

tive and quantitative analysis , engineering labora-

tories concentrated tbeir energies on the invention

of depth charges, shell-gauges, and submarine

otigines
; and the geologist relinquished the study

of stratigraphy and palttontokgy to discover new
sources of sand from which to manufacture glass

All tills work was novel to the Universities, and,

as mimy would add, forctm to their purpose and

rtraditipnmf''i^ should sno^er war of similar mag-
ilhu4e ever arise, can it 1m doubted that the

Uniierattiesj will again be called ppon to play an

agren gr^tet part in it than they did in the Great

Wof 191^18?

a6s8 VOL. loO

If this be so, and if the Army be regarded ar a

profession, should its Officers not receive a pro-

fessional training, and where more appropriately

and effectively than in the Universities? One of

the most enlightened features of Army reorganisa-

tion introduced by Lord Haldane m 1907 was the

institution of the Officers Training Corps in con-

nection with the Universities Had this tentative

scheme of professional training for future Army
officers received proper encouragement and been

developed on suitable and elastic lines, the War
Office might have had at its disposal m the autumn
of 1914 a large reserve of trained officers who
had passed through a properly devised L^nnersity

curriculum.

The military education committees of the

various British universities and university colleges

were recently sounded as to their views on the

future of the Officers Training Corps, and from

the replies received it would appear that most of

them are unwilling to commit themselves to any

plan of action until the attitude of the Army
Council in reference to the Corps has been ascer-

tained What that attitude may be we have at

present no means of finding out Wc are informed

that one of the largest Universities m the Kingdom
answered the inquiry m the following terms,

“The Military Education Committee are not of the

opinion that it is desirable to take an} further

action at the present time until the Army Council

have made a definite statement with regard to the

future position of the Officers Training Corps, or

to take any steps in regard to the creation of a

Department of Military Studies until this official

statement is issued ” Several other Universities

replied m similarly non-committal terms, and out

of twelve, only one expressed any enthusiasm on

the subject

If the Army Council sincerely desires to make

use of the Universities in the training of officers,

let It say so m clear and unmistakable language^

and indicate at the same time how* and to what

extent It 18 prepared to aid the Universities irv

carrying out its ideas Some progress might be

made, for example, if the Army Council tvouW

appoint a committee representing all departments

concerned with Officers Training Corps, wif/i

p^wr to act and not merely to hear and report, to

meet and confer with representatives of the Uni-

versities, who on their side could submit the

special needs of the Univeranties regarding

Officers Training Corps We cannot get rid of

the suspicion that the War Office authorities are

unaware of the work and organi^tion of the

N
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newer Univcrsideft, and that they are atlH con*

vidced that Great Britain has only two institutions

worthy of the title. Have they any adequate con-

ception, for example, of the extent and capacities

for teaching and research of the faculties and

departments of metallurgy, engineering, chem-

istry, and applied electricity at Sheffield, Leeds,

Manchester, and Liverpool, to mention only one

group of provincial Universities, and how it might

be possible, in connection with a properly organ-

ised training corps, to provide instruction for

cadets m those branches of specialised military

V ork for which a particular University had special

facilities and equipment, involving the application

of science to war ?

The R^ulations governing the O T.C are dated

19x3, but we have learnt much since then, and it

is essential before the«e Regulations are revised

and rc-tssued that the Arm} Council should take
the Universities into its confidence, and, in con-

sultation with their fepresentatives, produce a

scheme of training that shall conform to Univer-

51

1

\ practice and be within the range of University

capacity, while at the same time meeting the

requirements of the Army Council in its effort

to obtain suttabl} trained men to command the

various units of the Army of the future

Rdativity ud Geometry.

The Foundations of Ehistem*s Theory of Gravita-

tion By Erwin Freundlich Authorised Enghsh
translaUon by Henry L Brose Preface by
Albert Einstein Introduction b) Prof. H H
Turner. Pp xvi+ 6i. (Cambrulge* At the

University Press, 1920.) Price js. net.

PURELY mathematical workers have often found
occasion to remark on the prophetic vision

of Riemann He possessed that special genius
which catches glimpses of truth, of no special

significance to a contemporary, which one day
are found to have an importance greate^
even than the seer himself had dreamed. Certainly
this has proved so with much of Riemann’s work
His famous HabUttaiionsschnft, *'0n the Hypo-
theses w^ich lie at the Bases of Geometry,*' was
presented to the fixity of i^losofriiy at Gdt-
tHoMn in 1854, Slid, in an Er^rCsh translation by
Clifford, was brought to the notice of the British

public in the columns of Xatuiuc (yoI. viiL,

Nos. 183^, pp. X4-17, 3^ 37). It may be per-

mtssilue to quote one or two prophetic phrases

:

*'It seems that the empirics} notioos on wtiicb
the mptricel determinatioos of space are f^nded;^
,the notion of a sedkf bo<fy and of a ray of light,
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cease to be vabd for the infinitely smaU. We sre

therefore quite at liberty
^
to siqi^pose 4

that t\»

metric relations of space in the infinitely mnsll

do not conform to tM hypotheses of ^^e^etry;

and we nought in fact to suppose it, if we can
thereby obtain a simpler explanation of

phenomena.

It is worthy of note that Riemann never

speaks of space itself as being non-Euclidean.

He carefully refers always to the metric or

measured relations The '‘ground” of these

metric relations is to^he* nought in the nature of

the reality underlying space Is that reality a

discrete manifoldness, or is it continuous? If the

latter, then the “ground of the metric relations
”

must be sought in the properties of that reality,

or, as he says, “ in binding forces which act upon

it ” Could anythmg be more prophetic of Ein-

stein's conception of gravitation? Then, as if to

anticipate the conservative and the scoffer of

to-day, he contmues

“The answer to these questions can only be
got by starting from the conception of phenomena
which has hitherto been justified by experience^

and which Newton assum^ as a foundauon, and
by making in this conception the successive

changes required by facts which it cannot ex**

plain Researches starting from general notions,

like the investigation we have just made, can
only be useful m preventing this work from being
hampered by too narrow views, and progress in

knowledge of the interdependence of dungs from
being checked by traditional prejudices

”

With this open mind, and the work of Gauss.

Lobatchevsky, and Bolyai on the geometry of

figures on curved su^aecs to provoke tbwght^
Riemann faces the possibility that tk geo-
metry of three dixnensiona of actual" material

bodies may not be so simple as Eudtd’a
system suggests. Geometry m the ordinary sense
IS, in fact, eliminated; the metrical relations of
bodies are “studied in abstract notions of quan-
tity”, the results of calculation may afterwards

be expressed in geometric form Indeed, what
is meant by the “kngth df a line,” or a *‘line

element,” becomes far from dear from the geo-

.

metrical point of view. It is merely wome quantity

which serves to distingu^ one point from
anotliqr. The questkm is asked: What type ^
magnitude may be copstnicted out of the quantities

^t serve to define two^ special (mints m a
materia! body, whidi may^ponveaicntly be jfcakc^

as a Qieasure oLtheir distmetness one from
otbef', ffrst fromi purely ^thea)Stfca|^ point

view, btrt afterwards hy an etr^pirical test of Ita

abkUqg value. Riemantf is led^W^use the gdnera^
quadratic differential form as tiie simplest posfilili|f

^

expresdoQ.
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It !i easy for one writing now to see the organic

connection between Riemann's thought and the

step n>ade by Einstein in passing from the special

prinaple of relativity propounded in 1905 to the

genei^ theory now established. The recognition

of the refative nature of time measurement had

already been made m the special principle, and

Minlmwski quickly perceived that our separate

concepts of space and tune were thereby brought

jnto a unit>* It seems now but <1 short step to

apply Riemonn’s analysis to this four*dimensional

view of the universe

But questions still linger; the romance of re-

lativity, Its svieeping comprehensiveness, leave

os breathless When Dr Freundlich tells us

that space is banished out of physical laws alto-

gether * just as cether was eliminated out of the

laws of electrod>namics by the speaal theory of

relativity," we must pause and ask ourselves if

enthusiasm is not going too far Dr h reundlich

himself finds the mamsprmg of Einstein’s method
in two fundamental postulates * (1) that of con-

tinuity, (a) that of causal relationship between

only such things as he within the realm of observa-

tion. It was the craving for contmuUy that gave
nse to Faraday’s conception of tubes of force,

developing gradually into the electromagnetic

mther It is the instinctive faith in the second

postulate that leads the timid to distrust the

formidable^array of differential equations between

an army of variables that represent the gravita-

tional field m Einstein’s theory

No physical theory has the power to forbid the

mind to use the firm scaffolding of Euclidean

truth on which to build its own representation

<rf the universe. True, it may be that the repre-

sentation is not so simple as we had thought,

that the Euclidean element of length does not

correspond exactly to a measured interval in a
rtrid body. But the work of the exponents of

fwtivity IS not finished until an added dearness is

given by them to the picture of how natural

^eoomena are related. The aether must not be

put on the scrap-heap, but must be rehabilitated

Space must not be ^x>ken of as warped, for that

is to leave far behind the essential nature of space

ms a mode of apprehension* The cmly true con-

tinuum IS that uriluch the mind conceives. Matter

cannot be a singularity in mental space; it can

be a singularity in the picture drawn upon
llm badqg^^nd. Mattqr is one and minds are

' So many minds,** so many pictures of

^
The correspondent betw^ the pictures

te^lWgrouiids of our intdleetUal intercourse, the

of the external world which we

.
»0. 9658, VOL. 105]

To turn over the pages of this pamphlet is to

encounter many questions ; neverthdess the reader

will have nothing but thanks to offer to the author,

and especially to Mr Brose, who, while yet a
prisoner in an enemy country, found solace in

truth that transcends racial strife, and translated

it for our enjoyment E Cunmkgham.

Colloidal Therapy.

The I se of Colloids m Health and Disease Bv
Alfred B Searle With foreword by Sir

Malcolm Morns (The Chadwick Library.)

Pp V 11 +120 (London Constable and Co,
Ltd , 1920 ) Price Sr net

Based on a lecture delivered at the request of
^

the Chadw'ick Trustees, this volume provides

in compact foim an account of the principal facts

which are known at the present time regarding

matter m its colloidal form, with special reference

to the utilisation of colloids in the normal animal

organism und in the treatment of disease

We find a lucid account of the physical proper-

ties of cxilluidal matter and of its reactions m the

presence of ionising currents, of electrolytes, of

radiations, etc* There is explained m simple

sc lentific language the colloidal nature of cellular

protoplasm «ind the selective permeability of cell

membranes for salts and colloids.

Ihe importance of the relatively high content

of the protective colloid, lactalbumin, in human
milk in relation to its digestibility is emphasised,

and the means are stated by which cow’s milk

may be rendered more suitable for human <x)n-

sumption In discussing the colloidal nature of

the blood, reference is made to the adsorption

theory of the conveyance of blood gases and to

the phenomena of hflemolysis, an isotonic saline

solution IS, however, o 9 per cent sodium chloride

The modern processes for precipitating collcudat

matter in sewage and drinking water, and the use

of soap as a detergent, are also briefly reviewed

The author suggests that the hygienic effect of

sea-air is due to the presence in it of particles

positively charged by the beating of the waves on

the shore, which particles precipitate ni^ativelv

charged bacterial and other colloids, amf m
regard to the invasion of the body by micro-

organisms, he considers that disturlrance of the

normal colloidal condition of the body-cells or

fluids by undesirable electrolytes, salts, or colloids

of the ** opposite” sign is an setiological factor

The auttor has devoted consideralde space to

accounts of the preparation of colloidal s^ and
of their use in therapeutics. In the latter respect

he hks digested the bulk of the recent and rele*
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\ant medical literature on the colloidal remedies

now in the market. The relative value of colloidkl

drugs m treatment is stiH sub judtce, and we
can only hope that the author^s optimism r^ard-

idg their effects as therapeutic agents may be

justified m the future In this section we note

several misprints, such as “epiditymitis,*’

**granulama pupendi/' and “leishmonnons,” to

mention only a few, and the assertion that the

colloidal state is the ideal one for the administra-

tion of alkaloids is contrary to the evidence

afforded of the inefficacy of colloidal quinine and

cocaine In the course of the work the author

makes many sp^ulations on the rdls of colloids

in ph}siolo^ and on their possibilities in treat-

ment, speculations which form food for reflection

if one IS unable to assimilate them all as truths

The \olume, to which Sir Malcolm Morris,

SIhose pioneer work with colloids in skin diseases

is uell known, contributes an interesting and
hopeful foreword, forms a helpful introduction to

the subject of colloidt in their relation to physio-

pharmacology, and therapeutics, and may
be found useful by medical practitioners and
others who desire to have a general and not too

scientific account of the subject

Nature Pictures*

Twenty-four Nature Ptetures By E. J. Detmold
(London * J. M. Dent and &ns, Ltd

,
md )

Pnee 5 guineas net.

S
EVERAL important works have recently been
published portraying and describing the turds

and mammals of the British Islands. Some of

these publications are expensive, others appeal to

a slender purse; but, whether the lover of such
books is able or willing to spend much or only

a little on animal pictures, he is fortunate in

having a good deal of scope for choice, many of
the works tlmt we have seen of late being excel-

lent in every way, combining artistic merit with
scientific accuracy

In mtroducing a new work on the higher
aoimals to the British public, therefore, it behoves
its *outhor to show that tt possesses some
standing feature of merit whi^ may serve as its

raison d’itre, Tl^c work under oonsideraUoa
cannot be r^arded as serving any xoo-
^h^ical purpose, since the subjects are so
few in number. Hence any merit it may lay chum
to must be sought from its purely artistic side.

But such^ pictures, to be satudactory, should be
accurate in form and colour, so that, whits appeal-
ing to the artistic sense, they do not at the saese

edfead the soeatific eye^ and herein the

NQ. 3638, VOL, 105]

nature-studies of Mr* Detmold are decidecfi^

faulty.

In a series of twenty-four fdafes the artist por-^

trays altogether five species of mammals, twenty

birds, a fish, a crab, and a lobster. Zoologically

speakuig, the two crustaceans are, m our opinion,

the most successful portraits m ^e series* The
majonty of mammal and bird studies are distinctly

disappointing, and lead one to fear that they have
been drawn from specimens supplied by some un-

skilful taxidermist. They seem to lack the subtle

and debcatc curves of beauty wc are accustomed to

associate with the living and healthy animal, while

in some cases the colouring is faulty The pro-

portions, too, between the parts of the body
are sometimes incorrect, even allowing for the

effects of foreshortening In the painting of

plumage and pelage there'^are a peculiar “lumpw
ness **

of surface and angularity of outline which

are foreign to our ideas of animal form and beauty..

^Vhether the artist has allowed himself to he
carried away by the licence proverbial to his pro-

fession, or 18 endeavouring to formulate a new
style of composition and portraiture, we cannot

say, but the effect, at least from a zoological pomt
of view, is disappointing and at times irritating

The surroundings of the various subjects are
certainly artistic and original, but m some platea

the environment is overloaded with detail, while

in others its artificiality is oppressive, atfd suggests
tapestry or wall-paper rather than a background
for a ** nature-picture ” W E C

Our BookahelL

General Science Ftrsi Course By L Elhuff*

Pp V11 + 435 (London • G G Harrap and Co,,.

Ltd ) Price s* net

That a pupiPs first view of science should be a
broad one has been more generally recognised in

the United States than in thu country The
routine of measurements and weighings, which
is all that so many of our children know as science^

fails to arouse enthusiasm except as a rdUef from
work which is still more dull. Teachers who are
breaking away from this system have been hdjped

^ more than one recent American publieamo.
l^ir attention is confidently directed to the
volume now under review.

In Its general outlines the book does not differ

widely from some of th^ best of luodi but It

is exceptional in that stress u laid in the eadiest'

chapters on the value and means of maintaiqr
Ing health 'fu die question **Why study
scieoce? the answer is given: “To town ipw
tojiVer" That IS kept Q|[>iutan|^ja view
out the booh. In his prele^ the author
the followiag first among the residu which
hopes may be achieved t “ A des{fe^ strong
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ia body and mind and to remain free from disease.

* Successful work on the part of many boys
4»d girls IS dependent upon this desire bei^ming
strong enough to rule liie body ” So it is not
surprising to read as an exercise to be set to

pupils ; Notice what effects tobacco, alcohol,

opium, etc., have upon those who use them
But another, “Observe whether tea and coffee

affect the he^th and ‘ temper ’ of parents," makes
one wonder whether tactless observation might
not have even more effect than the stimulants

!

Where It follows lines which are already be-

coming conventional m America the book is good

,

in the more novel parts it is even better

A Geographical BtbUography o/ Brtitsk Orntfho-

logy from the Earliest Timer to the End of

1918 By W H Mullens, H Kirke Swann,
and Rev F. C R. Jourdain. Part 1 Pp 96
(London Witherby and Co

, 1919 ) Price hr

net.

Messrs Mullens and Swann have already made
ornithologists their debtors by compiling a “Bio-
graphical Bibliography of Rntish Ornithology “

(completed m 2917) Of this the present work
IS a supplement or continuation, the books and
articles l^ing now arranged under counties The
Rev FOR Jourdain has shared the labour
The aim of the authors has been to give an
account, as complete as possible, of the literature

and records relating to the avifauna of each
county This will be of great value to local

workers, and there is good sense m Gilbert

White’s remark, quoted on the title-page “Men
that undertake only one district are much more
Hkely to advance natural knov^ledge than those
that grasp at more than they can possibly be
acquainted with, every kingdom, every pro\ ince,

shc^d have its own monographer " labour
of making this bibliography must have been very
great; it has extended over six years, and has
meant the consultation and analysis of a huge
mass of hterature. There arc to be six parts, and
those which have appeared represent arduous and
Useful work well executed

The Phihsophy of Conflict and Other Essays tn

War^Ttme. By Havelock Ellis Second senes
Pp« ^99. (Lbndon . Constable and Co

,
Ltd ,

19x9.) Pnee 6jl 64. net.

Mr. Elus is likelv to find readers for this coUec-
tion of essays. His social studies turn on sex-

proUem^, often shrewdly handled His literary

and anthropological studies are dominated by his

sense of the picturesaue- He is arrested by the

picture-making metapmrs of Conrad, and hy the

ilieturesque Sieories of Sollas m prehistoric

antfuropede^. In his essays in this last group
Im tenradfIfs of^ own dprtrait of Jung, wander-

twjodom^ untraineijl steps, thrown^ out

^brnl^t^ragiestions here and there." But in theWay In Wfifdf this portrait occurs he is 00 his

'iMid nod justifiably dwdb on his part In

iMfpmdng’ "to £nglisfa mders the picturesque

of Freo?.
‘ VOL. losi

Letters to the Editor.

Sdiior does not hold htmself responsihlB for opmuniM
pressed hy hts correspondents Seitker cctn ne undertake to
return, to correspond with the writers of, rejected fmmu-
scripts intended for thst or any other part of Nature.
So notice u taken of anonymous commumeattons^]

The Oost of SoietitMo PabHoatlons.

May I add a word to this most interesting dis-
cussion from the point of view of the society with
which 1 am most concerned?
The London Mathematical Society was founded by

De Morgan and others in 1865, and has steadilv
improved its position until it is admittedly the leading
mathematical society in the country It is a com-
paratively small society, .and its activities arc almost
entirely concentrated on the publication of its Pro-
cecdtngs, to which purpose practical!) its w liole

income is devoted It has no paid stafl of aiiv kind
Before the war the society was able to publish

annually about 500 pnges of original reseauh, at a
cost of some 300I to 350/ Now a volume of 400
pa^s only, costs some tool , and such slight increase
of income as there has been is entirely insufficient to

meet the new situation Most of the members are
hfe-compounders, and it is cxceedmgly difficult to

raise the membership beyond a certain point, it was
3f)a in IQ 18, and is now .about 340 A committee is

considering what is possible m the way of economc or
increase of charges, but every increase of charges
makes it harder to secure new members, and the
only substantial economv possible lies in a furthi r

limitation of output
If the society is to maintain the position won bv

years of effort before the war, it must at all costs

keep up both the ((uality and the siae of its Proceed-
ings In particular it must continue to attract the best

work of young mathematicians, and it cannot do this

if It h.is to hamper them at everv turn bv incessant
demands for condensation, \ considerable part of

the volumes must always be oemmed by the work of
men of established reputation, and if they are to be
further curtailed it is the younger men who will irt

the first instance be likely to suffer

The society has during the last year been able to

obtain some aid from the fund under the control of

the Royal Society, but it is plain that the demands
on the fund are likelv to multiply, and all possible

pressure should be brought to boor on the proper
authorities to augment it

G H Hardy,
Hon Sec London Math Soc

New College, Oxford, May 15

In the leading article in Nature of Mav 6 on the

cost of scientific publications, iv»ferenro is made to

the critical financial position of those of our scien-

tific societies which have no popular means of adding

to their income The position is serious The saen-
tific worker, upon whom, to a great extent, a scien-

tific society depends for maintenance, is rarcli m a
position to ado to his financial oblli^ations, and the

interested person from whom the oociety also receives

considerable support Is often in a similar position If

a society is to be efficient, the library must be kept
up, the standard of publications Ibe maintained,
and its salaried staff receive at kast a living

wage How is this to be done? Apart from externm
aid, there are only two ways—by exercise of rigM
economy, and by increased contributions from tnc
members It is not economy to starve the hbrerv,
and economy In publication mutt be en4>loyed tilth
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great discretion The diMified quarto which rappliei

a link with the early days of the aodety may be
suspendedt UlustratSons reduced to the absolute minU
mum, communications condensed or reduced, and
every conceivable means adopted to avoid expense;
but with a diminished sum available for printiM,
and printing costs treUed, it ik obvious that the em-
cienev of the socieW as a means of publication must
be seriously reduced.
Thi9 result bears heavily on oversea members

The member within reach of town ha<) ail the advnn*
tages of the society; he can attend the meetings,
consult the library, and meet his colieagues at the
•society's rooms, the country member Is less favour-
nbl\ situated, Init he has at least the privilege of
borrowing from the hbrary The onlv material
ad>antage received b\ the oversea member is the
scientific publications of the society The o\ersea
members are an Important part of the societx , which,
though **of London** in stvk, is workL^iide in in-

terest and membership Our colleagurs overseo,
though in many cases supporting their ovn local

society, consider it an honour to belong to the
mother societv at home, and the aim of too mother
society IS to strengthen the bond and to show the
worker oversea that he is both welcome and neces-
sary Anv step, therefore, which tends to lessen the
advantages reaped by the oversea member must be
avoided

Apart from external aid there remains onlv the
increased contribution from the individual member
An increase in the subscription will fall hard on manv
members, but the daims of a society which repre-
sents one's work or the scientific interest of one’s
leisure will not easUv be set oside A man or woman
does not |Oin a scientific society in a commcrciat
spirit, but because a congenial atmosphere is thete
found, or, in the highest motive, because it is an
ohhgatiort and an honour to help forward the societv

\ihich represents one*s own branch of science If each
member will consider seriously the position of bis
socxetv, the claim for external aid, amply iustified bv
the Aalue to the community of the scientibr work of
the society, will come with increased power

A B Rendi f

The leading article in Nature of May 6 has so
admirably suted the case for assistance towards the
publications of scientific societies that it is almost
needless to add further arguments N^vdtheless,
there is one pdnt which seems to require attention,
namely, lhat during the last two years, when the
pressure of enhanced prices in the printing, trade has
made itself felt, there has been an attempt on the
part of societies subject to this burden to palliate it

by means which threaten to change the character ^of
the meetings To avoid the heavy cost of papers
embodying recent researofa, there has deveid^ a
marked tendency to arrange for lectures and demon-
strations of a kind which do not require publication
in detail, to the disadvantage of t^inal memoirs
which demand illustration and eatensive text Should
this procedure continue, it Is plain that research will

Slater, investigatorf will not be ready to produce
the results of their work in the meetings, and the
voiue of the societies* issues will be diminished.

If assistance of the kind advocated can be secured,
former methods can be resumed; If diat assistance
is denied, it is to be feared that, in spite of stringent
economy or Increased subscriptions on the part or the
societies, tiie publications wfn suffer, for tiie maln-
tehanoe ohargM must first be met before the balanoi
of Income Is available for printing msmoirs.

B. DATDOtN Jackson#
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1 DO not suppose that is a sin^ etfittf of it

adentific journal who will not read with sympathy and
gratitude of your effort to obtaiii financial support tor
such publications in view of the oAormously inmased
cost of pcq>er and printing In the case of the Brtfwii

Journal of Psychology, with which 1 am specially

connected, the subsmption is being raised for tm
second time since the war, whilst no class has
suffered more as regards income than that from which
the subscribers to scientific journals are drawn.

Charles S. Mters.
30 Montagu Square, W i. May to

Tlii laitoi MsmM SarvioSa

Sir P. C RAy*s ob^ctions to the proposal to fornv
an Indian Chemical S^ioe arc basm upon the fact

that the Education E>epartment of India has failed ta
realise the importance of research in connection with
unhersitv teaching However, 1 feel sure that he
would not advocate the abolition of that Department,
much less would he wish to nee the Indian Education
Service a mere adjunct to tome other branch of the
public services, without oven provincial directors to
luok afteV the interests of himself and his colleagues
E\erv member of a Service know4 that, in the event
of a difference arising between himself and a member
of another Service, nc will have the support of a
senior member of his own Service at each stage until

the matter is perhaps settled by the Viceroy himself
Even dlrectors-general and members of council are
human, and inclined to support members of their own
Department against the world

Prof Thoipc does not dwell at any length on the
personal aspect of the problem, but 1 'gather from his

^

letter that he appreciates the importance of it I do
not doubt that he has grasped the fact that, while the
members of such units as the Geological Survey of
India or the Indian Medical Service are contented
with the conations of their service, grave discontent
prevails amongst the numerous scientific men attached
to, but not members of, organised Services The fact

that mnnv men holding such positions have thrown
up their appointments and come home disgusted has
added considerablv to the difficulty in recruiting

scientific men, and particularly chemists, for service in

Indm There is no alternative to the bureaucratic

system of government for India, and the proposed
scheme provides for its Aiherent defrots

It is, of course, essential that the director-general
and tho directors of provlndal Institutes should be
chemists who have prewed their capadtv for research

The Gedogical, Botanical, and Zcdoglcal Surveys of

India seem to get on fairlv well under directors-

general who are scientific experts, wnd t do not see
tiie necessity for assuming that the head and sub-
heads of the Chemical Sendee will be anv less com-
petent than those who have done distinguitiied service

fdr India in other branches of sdenoe, >

Knowing something of India, I believe that the
proposed scheme Is sound, atid I wfsir it qverv suerw-

M. W. Travers
Beacon Hall, Prlorv Gardi^s, Hlghgate,

Mav 15

A Nmr MaiM kr i>|pr,iikniij lYkMMlM af
• iMwki'NliMM Ml# IMte.

tke tain# •( U
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Aa apfiroxiinate evaluation of fF{x)dx \% therefore

^ven by
i[t(A)+ F(A) + F(,*,) + F(A)].

3

Iho following table ihowt for several functions
the value of the inteml and the approximate evalua
tKMi by this four-ormnate rule and by two seven
ordinate rules in common use viz —

$inii»on*s rule —
X

/F(t>Zr- *{F(t) + F(» + 2{Kil)

+

F(»}+ (i)

+

0

Weddle s rule — FC*)+f(JI)}I «pprox

/F(r>f. - At* (») + 5 F{1)+ F(|) +6F (i)+ Ffj)

+

5 F(J) + F(f)] approv

n*> JjixWA N«w nik SiM|noa Wwldh

Senucirela

, 1

g=0 39*7 03949 0381s 0383s

<'hMdnat

(« *•>* *-«» 7*S4 07868 0 7775 1 07789

(4* •w
3 a I 231 H17 1 ai.

l«g(i + ») slog 2 1*038631 03859 03863 03863
t* 4 XMI 7IS

1

I 7 J0 1 718 1 718
1

1 +x
log SvO 6931 06,37 0693a 06931

1

3 +;r
lot 4*0 40ss| 04056 04055 0405$

sb V
180

1 GM ” -045*7 04593 04597 04597

3 The amrooumatioa la convenient for the practical
dctemnnation of the area of a closed curve, such as
an indicator dh^gram The arithmetical mean of the
ordiiiates at dae^tenth, four tenths, six tenths, and
nln»4ientht of the range is the mean ordmate for the
range

ine decimal division of the range the use of only
four ordinatesi the extremely simple arithmetic m
v^vedf and the degree of accurai^ attained should

makd rule of practical value
K F Duvton

Tnnitv C^h^e* Cambridge

ai^ Metrto Syatany ef Welgirta ami Meawres

Ant %(tt thdse who dlseuss the relative dauAs of

4 aiA 3 mflh as the suhstlClute for the penny m
jHvlsion of the pound merely trying to

he dlsadVantiiges of what muet in anv case

MhoMMlP fi^tiMWor^ It seems that the advan

ofR lothitraptct

463^, votw 103]

uny decimal bvstcm is deficient by the absence of the
Hetor 3 ind bv the frequency of the factor 5 which
I** of much less use than 4 for practical purposes
Ihe reduetto ad abiurdum of the metnc system
seemed to bo reached in the isbue in Portugal some
}ears ago of a. sj ms postage stamp (th(\ noa call

K i-oent) V rel is one thousandth part ( f 1 mitrei
or dollar nbout eoual to onetacntieth of n penny

—

surelv a small enough unit for iny purpOM. nl yet
It IS found necessary to halve it'

The following comparison seems instructix —
No of farthings in one pound 960*2* x 1 x •,

Ihis has II factors between 1 and ao
30 factors between 1 and 100

No of inches in one mile*63 360 >=2 X3 x^jxii
This has 14 factors between i and 20

34 factors between i and 100
No of ounces in oqc ton-35 84o*3**x ^ x*^

Fhis has 9 factors between x and 20

17 factors between i and ion

No of grains in one lb troy* ^760*3' x 3 x^
Ihfs has 13 factors between i and so

36 facte rs betw ecn i and 100

No of seconds in one dav“86 400*2^ X3* x 5*

Th 8 has 13 factors between 1 and 20

33 factors between i and 100

Contrast with these —
No of millimetres in one 1 ilometre or of grammes

in one metnc tonne* i 000 000-2* x 5*

yyhich has only 7 factorb between i and so

14 factors between i and xoo

If ill the above five Fnghsh systems be taken to

gether It will be found that —
rhe factor 3 occurs 37 times

4 ^7

8 r
II

Ihe factors 3 0 and 13 occur 8

5 10 16 ind 20 6
Ihe factor occurs $

rhe factors 9 and 18 occur 3
And the factors 7 11 and 14 once each

Now though It cannot be contended that the man
who wantb to divide lool into seven parts is helped b\

the fact that there are 28 Ib in a quarter or he who
would divide a ton into eleven parts by the number
of yards in a furlong yet it seems worthy of note

that in our adm ttedlv Retorogencous system all th<

numbers below 20 exceot 13 17 and 19 should be

lepresented as factors and that to an extent so nearly

proportional to their probable utility^
* ME Yhstmax
P rliamcnt Mansions May 7

SeiMtMa Apparatus ami Laboratory Pittfogs

1 AM surpris^ to see that Irof W M Bayhss
who writes m Nature of May 6 on the proposed

\nti Dumping Bill h ts misunderstood the Bill so fai

as it relates to scientific instruments This Bill does

not propose a tariff but prohibition excqit under
licence

Th< BrlUsh Dotical ln$trument Manufacturers
Association has urged the Government to act ^
prohibition except under licence rather than by tariff

and this ts what the Bill proposes It has always
cmisidercd that the effect of a tariff might as Prof
Bayliss suggests give no inducement to the makers
to improve the quahty’ and it has urged that

licences should always be freely granted where
artides were not being made in the tequhed <pjMunthy

or up to the standard of quality of goods that could
be fmoorted from abroad
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Prof Bayltss’f doaire for ** free import of such
apparatus untd equally good material la to be had
cheapl> at home is provided for by the Bill with
the exception of the one word ''cheaply.** and I sugi-

gest that he has, perhaps unintentionally, given the
impression that a tariff on goods which either are not
or cannot be made in this country has been proposed.
The whole question appears to be . Are semtihe

men prepared to pay more for Bntish-made scientific

instruments of approved quality to meet higher wages
or the depreciation of foreign currency rather than
have the whole industry extinguished in this country?
With the mark at somethmg like one-tenth Its pre-

war value, it is obvious that no instrument can be
produced m this country to compete as regards price

with those made in Germany The Government,
through the British Scientific Instrument Research
Association, is giving State oxl as regards perfecting

processes Sir Herbert Jackson (who is director

of the association) is already producing most
valuable results, but If financial considerations make
it impossible to sell the articles so produced, it does
not meet the case
Quite apart from the danger to the State which

Will ensue in case of another war if the scientific

mdustrv does not exist, surely it must be evident that

science cannot develop properly in any countiy that

cannot produce at least the majority of its own
saentific instruments
A much closer combination between scientific and

practical men than existed before the war is required

it has already commenced, and 1 desire to talM this

opportunity of explaining that the association of

whuh 1 am piesident has a technical committee the

members of which place their services at the disposal

of the saentific world to discuss all questions the

solution of which depends on the production or

development of scientific instruments
Conrad Bbck,

President of the British Optical Instrument
Manufacturers* Assoaatlon

a--; Duke Street, St James's, West-
minster, S W I, May lo

Pro» Bayusa's tetter in Naturb of May 6 raises

a subject which is of the greatest interest to manu-
facturers, as well as to users «f all classes of scientific

apparatus We do not think Chat anyone will dispute

the contention that scientific workers should have the

very best apparatus which is available, and wherever
British apparatus is not up to the standard of foreign

competitors there is no doubt that the imitation of

the fordga articles should be allowed. It is, how-
ever, quite a different matter when orders are placed

b> saentific workers, hoqiitals, etc , with foreign

firms on account of the Utter being able to ouote l

lower pricu than the English manufacturers can ao at

the present time.

It has recentl> come to our knowledge that an
lomortant hospit^ supported cUefly voluntary con-

trwudoos has placed a large order tor* X-ray equip-

ment abroad on account of the lower price quoted,

not because the staff was of the cpinion that better

apparatus could be obtained from tnU source, as, in

fa^ we were definitely assured that, except for price,

our models were preferred. We would ask the com-
mittee which was respooribte for placing that order

whether it had carefully considered the effect of

its act, e^pectafly shouto it be repeafed to any con-

siderable extent It is generallv acknowledged that,

prior to the war, the BHtiih mamifactumi
weAiOOt ghring to the msdicat world the vpry besit

service, and both medical men and manufactuiOrf
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have often asked the reaeon why. It is too Igrgs ol,

question to go into the fundamntal reasons, and
^nion would no doubt differ as to thebe, but there
is no doubt that In the year 1914 there did, not exist
a sufficient demand for Britiw X-ray appSuratus to
allow manufacturers to work on a large enough Scale
to ensure satisfactory service and economical produc-
tion During the war the cutting off of foreign sup.
plies and the increased demand for apparatus enabled
the firms concerned to venture on a bmder policy, until
b\ tbe end of the war there were establish^ In the
country adequate manufacturing facilities. After the
armistice the Government orders dropped to zero, but
the demands for up-to-date equipment from private
hospitaib, and fron> foreign quarters whidi had been
starved during the war, were sufficient to fill the gap
and to enable various firms to cany on their manu-
facturing programme without undue alarm for the
immediate future
The past year has been one of great difficulty in tho

manufacturing world, and, with the publication and
issuing of catalogues and price lists starcely yet com-
plete, a great deal of the heart will be talwn out of
British manufacturers if they find that, owing to a
circumstance over which they have no control, they are
going to lose a large part of their home trade The
circumstance to which wo refer is that of the rate of
foreign exchange, against which tariffs, unless ex.
tremely heavy, are of no value whatsoever It is

\erv difficult to obtain trustworthy information
as to the prices at which German and Austrian
goods can really be delivered in this country, but in
one soecific instance we ourselves are being offered
one of our staple articles of manufacture at a price
which is very considerably below the actual cost of the
raw material which we use in the manufacture Prior
to the war the articles were not made in this country
at all, and it was only by the employment of consider-
able research and a heavy initial expenditure that
their production was assured and perfected We do
not think that some scientific workers, medicsl
men, and others quite realise that under present con-
ditions high prices are essential in connection with
scientific app^atus as with all other commodities,
and that if they wish to obtain really good service
from British manufacturing firms It is necessary
that the amount of apparatus purchased from them
should be considerable Then w'hen our polonial end
foreign friends come to this country for instruction

and advice, and find that instruments of British manu-
facture are employed bv the dovens of the scientific

world, our foraan trade will develop, and increased
production will then load to lower prices wnth better

quality

B H Morfht, Man Director,

The Cox-Cavendish Electrical Co , Ltd
Twvford Abbey Works,

Acton Lane, Harle^n, N.W.xo
May 22

RBrsRRiMo to Prof Bayliss's letter on scientific

apparatus from abroad, we cannot quite agree with
his view that the instruments made in this country
are more costW than those purchased from ths Con-
tinent We think that when oondItloHB in this country
are more setried ProL Boyllss will find that forelgii

pHoea are equal to, not in eoccess of« those

ruling on this side, owing to the conMerabk iitctaasq

in wages ahd raw matertats, M the moment the tate

of exchafigr oisiMr the prices Mm Mr as cooiparsd^
VriA those In this country, but prof- BaySSe
obtsan de^very at tew prloeiy

If menvtecturefx to (Us oouotiy ^ nofreodtte thd
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floppoif of the public, they cannot be expected to
produce aaentific lostrumeats to compete with the
standard of ezcellenoe obtained on the Continent—for
•everal reasons, amongst which the following are
the most important where microscopes are concerned
The number of skilled Icnti-workers capable of

making hlgh-power objectives is very small, and to
train suitable labour for, say, making i/is-in oil

immersion objectives of the ordinary achromatic series

could not be accomplished in less than three or four
wars. A dozen or so of these skilled workers could
bejgiven employment immediately
Tne profit on microscopes is not very remunerative,

and unless some protection such as importation undet
licence is establisned, no fresh capital is likely to bo
forthcoming

, and even if it is, some years will olapso

before those investing their monev will sec any
return, on aciount of the time required to tram
labour for this highly skilled occupation

If some protection is granted to the trade, the

manufacturers must sot a higher standard of excel-

ienoe on their goods than they did before the war,
otherwise they cannot expect support from the public

,

but if support IS forthcoming we feel sure manufac-
turers will rcHTiprocate by turning out goods not only

at a lower price, but also of a better duality

It was chioi^ on account of the exoellenl standard
attained that Continental manufacturers obtained the

lead before the war Individual pieces of apparatus
have been made in England equal to any produced on
the Continent, but, unfortunately, only a very small

percentage of the supplies ever reached the standard
If FngHsh manufacturers will only pav more
attention to inspection, and set a much highei

standard of quality than they did before the war,
ihere is no reason why the purchasing public should

buy foreign-made instruments There is also no
reason why any instrument previously manufictuied
on the Continent should not be produced here

344 High Holborn, London, W C t

May 14

C Bakfr

supposing war to be impossible m the future, if such
manufactures become the monopoly of another country
we shall, sooner or later, be pa>ing still higher prices
by reason of that monopoly
As no specific kind of apparatus is mentioned by

Prof Bayliss or Mr Munbv, we have replied as
makers of two particular clasaas of optical testing
instruments These instrutiienta arc entirely British
as regards optical and mechanical design, as no pro^
gress IS to be made by adopting and copying dengns
i^hich have easily demonstrable shortcomings

Bkixingham a\d Stanley, Ltd
71 Hornsey Rise, I«ondon, N 19, May xo

^ITH regard to the letters* b) Pi of Bayliss and
Mr Munby m Nature of May 0, we would say that*
generally, we are in agreement with the report
nie Branch Committee on Scientific Apparatus, of

which 1 was chairman, an abstract of which is pub-
lished in the report of the Engineering Trades (New
Industnes) Committee of the Ministry of Recon-
struction

We have very little sympathy with those who would
bolster up our industry by levying heavy duties on
imports, and, generally, we think that the result of

such a polic) would be to increase the cost of home-
made goods without improving their quality, but
there IS a good deal to be said for preventing goods
made abroad being dumped In this country at prices

lower than those prevailing in the country of their

origin The inevitable resiHt of permitting this is to

discourage or kill our own industry, and this is well

exempliIkd in the case of our watch industry

Scienttfic men cannot, however, have dumped and,

consequently, cheap scientific c'lpparatus from abroad
and at the same time a floun<«hing apparatus industry

It home producing goods of the highest quality at

the lowest prices

Wm Tsvior
(Tnvior, T ivlor, and Hobson, Ltd )

Leu ester, May ii

Wb do not think Prof Btwhss and Mr Munh>
wilt find that the prices of British-madc laboratorv

apparatus have increased to the same extent as have
those of* some other manufactured articles— foi

example, leather or metal goods, soap, stationer}
,
ctr

Last week a catalogue reached us from a well-

known German firm specialising in certam critical

goods The pre-war pnees are subject to an advance
of aoo pi r cent , the basis of payment being

ao marks- if , and cash to the value of 50 per cent

of the order is required at the time ot placing it

Thus such imported goods are three tunes as costly

as before the war
At present the pnees of our instruments are from

75 to ISO per cent above pre^-war German pnees for

instruments which are now admittedly more con-

venient and efficient This is particularly the case

In regard to one instrument, which for forty years

prior to the war had been built by a German firm

priuiticaily upside down
Again, we supply certain optical testing Instruments

which are set at tec National Physical Laboratory to

att accuracy six times greater thim was found in the

standard instrument of Cierman origin.

I It would teem essential that the manufacture of

•efonttfio apparatus in this country should be encouraged

to the fullest possible extent in order that trained

irorhert may be available in emergency, for even

So. 3638, VOL. 105]

Wiai refereme to Prof Bayhvb’s letter in Nature
of May 6, members of this as<*CMiation are in com-
plete agreement that scientific workers should be able
to obt£un the very best qualitv app.iratus

I quote the wording of our communication to the
Board of Trade (Scientific Instrument Branch) m

I
connection with the proposal to form a spmal
Licensing Committee on which scientific authmtles
would be represented “They would have power to
allow the imports of all apparatus which cannot be
produced of efficient quality or in sufficient quantities

in this country to meet the demands
But the menace to British manufacturers is the

abnormal rate of exchange with Germany, which en-
ables apparatus to be brought in at anything from
one-fifth to one-tenth of the normal value
No workshx^ organisation or economy can possibly

compete with such values, and it is during this un-
precedented and abnormal state of International

finance that British manufacturers are asking for twn.
porary prohibition of imported apparatus at purely

artificial prices

H W Ashftbld,
Secretaryi British Lampblown ^lentlfic Glass-

ware Manufacturers' Assoclaikm, Ltd.
a-3 Duke Street, St Tames's, London, $W 1,

May II
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NctwtMy frartf# iacww Platt.

At a meeting of the Geologicat Society of London,
held on May 5, Mr. S Haseledine Warren read a
paper entitles **A Natural * Eolith’ Factory beneath
the Thanet Sand ” The discovery of flints fractured

natural pressure at the base ot the Eocene is not,

however, a novel enerience, as, in >91^ M. I’Abb^

M. Breiril described f Sur la presence d’Eolitbes k la

base de t’Eocine Pansien,*' L*Anihrop6log$e, t* xxl

,

1910, pp. 385-408) In great detail, ara by means of

no fewer than se\enty-dx excellent illustrations, a
series of flaked speamens of the same kind as those
now put forward by Mr Warren Also, in 1914, I

published an account of the flaked flints occurring In

the Lower Eocene ** Bull-head" bed at Brammrd,
near Ipswich (Proc P S E A , vol I

,
part a, pp, 397-

404), and gave a full account of this peculiar deposit

and the nature of the fracturt's exhibited bv home of

the contained flints It 'nill thus be seen that this

question has been fuU> discussed and threshed out
for many years post
Through Mr Warren’s courtes\ I was enabled,

before tM meeting at the GeologicM Society’s rooms,
to examine his matenal, and 1 at once recognised that

the flake-scars to be seen upon the specimens showed
every characteristic of those produced by pressure

Though of interest as corroborating earlier finds, Mr
Warren’s flints have no bearing;, upon the specimens
discovered by me in the Sub-Red Crag detritus-bed

and other ancient deposits The flaked flints which
1 have collected and claimed as humanly fashioned

exhildt flake-scars produced by inteltigcntlv directed

blows, as IS clear to an\one examining them and
famlhar with the obvious and fundamental differences

between pressure and percussion flaking Further,

It Is also clear that thc'sc pressure-fractured Eocene
fUnts are not ccnnparable with the specimens first

found by Mr. Benjamin Harrison, vhlch hav’e been

known by that much misused term "eoliths
"

J Rfid Moib
Ipswich, Mav 7.

imamatiaaal Oounoll for Ptobary InvMtiiatiiiis.

Tm writer (X Y Z ) on this sub}ect in NATuaa of

April 39 seems to beat the air There is no confusion

cd the general discussion with the deliberate state-

ment of the council that "the study of the effect

of the war in having closed great areas would
materially assist the council in arriving at the most
practical results" The closure of certain areas, for

ten years or more, by the Scottish Fishery Board has

already shown that such is without material effect on

Nature’s ways Further, it is just the consideration

of the almost valueless mass of certain statistics that,

anmngst other things, has led to the view that, judged

by Its promises and performances, the " International

Coundl for, the Livcstigation of the Sea," so far as

the welfare of the Bribsh fisheries is concerned, Is

a serious waste of public monev The Development

Commission^ "almost judicial committee" cannot

Alter that conclusion W. C McIntosh
a Abbotsford Crescent, St Andrews,

Mav 7.

M and Sky «t Swisat.

In a note on the Ro>al Academy in NATi^ax pf

Maw. 6 "J S D." expresses disbelief In the possi-

bHI^ that a red sunset can give rise to a pure bhie

colour In the sea
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Last summer and autumn 1 occupied a small house
on the French coast near Boulogite, and 1 had the
good fortune to witness some of the mut wqiiderful
sunsets 1 have ever seen. Hie sun used ^to set across
the Channel uhmediately in front 6f our windows,
and the light of the setting sun was reflected not
only in the sea itself, but also in the pools left by'the
tide along the seashore
On several occasions when the setting sun was a

deep crimson in a purple sky the sea was an intense
blue, while the reflection on the water suMested
molten gold The contrast between the pur^ «ind

crimson of the sky and the blue and gold of the sea
was very beautiful, and the effect It not one which
I ^hall readily forget.

As the sea IS never free from npples, it is possible
that some of the light reaching the eye is transmitted
through the water, but whatever may be the explana-
tion there « is no doubt about the realltv of the
effect

K E. Fdopworth
Crow borough, Mav 9

Rbvdfks of Nmikx will welcome Col £dgc.worth*s
description of what a sunset over the sea can be like,

but those who have had an opportunitv of studying
the picture in this year’s \cademy to which reference
was mode will not find any difficultv in distinguishing
between the reality as described by him and the artists
conception of tht reality as seen at Burlington
House

\s to Col Edgeworth’s debcnption of sunsett seen
over the English C hannei, few who have spent holi-
davft. on a western sea-coast, or even on the reach^ of
a winding nver like the Thames, can be unfamiliai
with the pdlar of gold seen in the water through the
reflection of the sun’s disc on the rippled surface
The golden reflection beneath the sun and the dark
blue reflection beneath the &kv ma> give rise to
marked lontrasts, but there is nothing unnatural in
these In the oicture referred to it is far otherwisr
The sun is not visible, but the whole sky Is red,
and where ri.fletted light would cause innumei^blo
spots of red unon the crests of the npples no colour
but blue IS shown

J S D,

In common with other subscribers to the Scientific
Research Association, I recently received an intimation
from the acting secretary and the treasurer that the
support accorded to it was not sufficient to justify the
establishment of the pn»osed otganlsation There
can, however, be no meetion of the importance of the
aim the association hod set itself—the promotion of
research, irrespective of the economic advantage. It

mav bring with it, and it may be some satis^um
to niose who feel this to know that the National Union
of Scientific Workers has formed a research council to
promote the interests of researdi for its own saJee.

It IS desired to make this council as rtipreaentative a,
possible of every branch of ectentifle invesdgatfon
Communications from all who have tile success of
such a movement at heart ftoutd be addressed to tiie

secretary of the National AlnuMi, Ma}or Churdb,
19 TotiuU Street, S.W.t, or to myeetf.

JOHN W, SyANS.
Imperial College of Sdenoe and Te<iImol<Vy*

South Kentington, May lo
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Imperlml Air Routes.

Recent lon^-distance flights ba\c shown that Sykes described some of the most important of
aerial navigation is a practiced means of the probable Imperial air routes, and showed how

quick transport between distant lands The long they naturally centre on Egypt The flight from
time occupied on the first flight to Australia is no Egypt to India was accomplished in November^
cnterion of the possibdities of the future, when 1918, and this- route is one of the first which Sir

the route is better surveyed and adequate aero- Frederic Sykes advocates developing. From
dromes replete with all facilitie*; are established ^ Kantara to Karachi a flight slwuld occupy
Sir Ross Smith recently spoke of six stages, each 36 hours, compared with the 9 days* steamer
occupying a day, as a reasonable joume> from journey from Port Said to Bombay. Baghdad
London to Sydney. Air routes promise to forge would gam more, being a la hours' flight from
a new link in Imperial unity, and to modify to a Kantara, and by the present mail route 3 weeks
great extent the geogr^hical relationships of the by sea from Port Said

various parts of the Empire Until now the In this connection it is important to realise

ocean has been the hnk between the home country,

the Indian Empire, the self-governing Dominions,

and other oversea possessions. In that respect the

Bntish Isles are centrally situated as regards

routes throughout the Empire , but for flying, the

position of uie home country is less favourable

An uncertain climate characterised b> rapid

changes of weather and much fog militates against

suceflssfol aviation. Moreover, land connections

In provision of aerodromes arc an essential in air

routes.

la a recent lecture before the Royal Geo*

grapl^l Soclaly^ Maj-Gen. Sir Fredenc H.

I e0^rmttKtaJmmU, .ol hr , No. 4 i AfnI, i.ta.
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that air traffic must pay its wa> if air routes arc

to become an established feature Owing to the
limitations in the weight that an aeropune can
carry, mails are the most suitable load. In their

case also saving of time is a valuable considera-

tion, and a return freight is ensured Sir Geoffrey
Salmond points out that the maintenance of a
twin-engmcd machine, providing for a commercial
rate ot idterest, works out on any route at about
xor. a ton per mile. An aeroplane carrying a ton,

which IS a fair cargo, must therefore earn cool,

on a looo-mile flight, or about 1S502 cm a wglit
from Egypt to lUrachl. Little Imt mails could
bear this cost, and, their carriage being a Ckyvefti-
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mcnt monopoly, coQld in cases of advantage be

partly transferr^ to air routes Speed may in

tune be increased in two ways—first, by the

improvement of ground organisation, so as to

permit night flying \frith a relay system; and
secondly, by improvement oT the engine.

Sir Frederic Sykes quotes some remarkaUe
figures to show the comparatively small risk in

flying. During the last eight months of 1919 the

total mileage down by the principal firms engaged
in civil aviation was 593iOoo, and the passengers

carried totalled 04,416 During this period only

four pilots and one passenger were killed, and six

fHlots and ten passengers injured. This smalU
proportion of casualties will no doubt be reduced
as machines are perfected, ground organisation
unproved, and air surveys carried out The close

association of the Meteorological Office with the
Department of Civil Aviation is a happy augury
for the future, and the International Air Conven-
tion, to which most of the Allies, and several

neutrals, ^ave subscribed, should help to

co-ordinaJte efforts in civil aviation

The consideration of good landing-places to a

large extent controls the course of air routes.

From Egypt the route to India is direct from
Kantara to Damascus and Baghdad, thence to

Basra, Bushire, and aloi^ the shores of the

Persian Gulf and Arabiu Sea to Karachi.

Through India two routes to Calcutta are sug^

geste<f~a northern one via Delhi, Cawnpore, and
Allahabad, which is part of the route to Australia

;

and a southern one by Ahmadabad, Bombay, and
Nagpur On both routes aerodromes are slreedy

built or under construction, and there is now an
aerial postal service
between Karachi and
Bombay The Australian

route from Calcutta
goes Via Akyab to Ran-
goon, whehce a stretch of

hazardous flying over
mountainous country leads

to Bangkok The route

continues vta Singapore,

Java, and Dutch Timor
to Port Darwin The
latter stages of the journey

offer difficulties in suit-

able 1 a n d 1 n g-p laces
Alternative routes are

proposed, and have been
partly surveyed, and it

is even suggested that the

use of Dutch territory

might be avoided by a

route from Singapore to

Australia via Christmas
Island This would entail

two stages of 810 and

950 miles respectively, lo

say nothing of the pos-
sible difficulties of aero-

drome construction on
Christmas Island

Routes from Egypt to Cape Town, and from
England to St John's (Newfoundland), Toronto,
Winnipeg, and Vancouver are also suggested
by Sir Frederick Sykes. The route from
England to Egypt, although flown numerous
times, presents difficulties, especially in Italy

and the eastern Mediterranean An alterna-
tive, but longer, route is tentatively sug-
gested from Naples via Sicily, Malta, Tripoli,
and the northern coast of Africa. The chief
problem seems to be in the provision of a
suitable aerodrome at Malta, for, once African
coast is reached, favourable conditions are found

Fir a —Canem from lha east From the Jmrmml

Helium I Ita Diecorery and AppUcattona*

By Dr. William J S. LocKVBit. f-

The yeat^iSbS is rendered memoraUe in. the
advenoemenl of eoler ^3reice by the fset

itbat the spectroacope svas first used on an edipeed
epeu Dp to that UiM ibt composition df^ pro-
minences and corona was unknown, although teth
dicse 'phenomena were then proved to truly
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solar, the result of diligent systematic applicadoe
of pfiotography to eclipM prohlems stnoe the year
>B6o ^
On August Ip, iSm. a todd aolar edlpae

occurred m the IndupA^epd Hfhtjrfn penieaeMS,
lasting for about five minutes and tfairty-eig^t
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seconds This event afforded astronomers an
opportunil} of ipplymg the spectroscopt in con
junction with the telescope, to determine what
the prominences were really made of On this

occasion not only were all the expeditions sue
cessful but in almost id ntical disco\er) \\ is

^ilso made bv the numerous observers

It was observed that the prommcncts
'Spectra of bright lines and, with the means of

recogmtion ivailable at the few moments ot

totality the red green ind blue lines which were
seen wtre ittributed to the gas hydn.gen while

the strong bright vellow line w is st lUd to bu

due to the luminous emission of sodium
During this ellipse the distinguished 1 rench

astronomer J insstn wis so struct^ with the bril

hanry of the piomincnce lines in his specliostope

thit he cmsidired it ctrtain he would be able to

see the blight lints without an edipse at al! Ibis

It IS iiiteresling is a matter of history to refer

here to the hrst communication which Lock>er
mide to the Royal Society with lefercnce to his

hrst successful observation

October 20 1868
SiK I Ixg to anticipate a more detiiltd coni

mim iliun bv infoLinin*L you thit after t number of
fiiluifs >\huh made the itteinpt seem hopclebs I

\M\i. this nu rning jierfidly su (ceded in obtunmg
in I I s tN ng Dirt (f the speciruin f i solar

I
r mill n c

\s i result 1 h ivc estibliblwd the exist ncc of three
bright lines in the following positions —

( ) \b 1 tilv neid nt with C
( li Nearlj coinci lent with I

(ill) Near D
Ihe third )in( (the oni ih n D) is m n refi in^ible

than the more refrangible of th* t^o dtilest lines bv
light or nine degrees of Kuehh^fT s scale I imnot
speak with exactness as this part if ih spe trum
requires re mapping

MmIaI itruck bjr tha Frtnch QjmRm n Ion ar f ih« 0 nt 1 nco rry t>f t co po» t on of be prom no ce I y Jft «en
Lcck\c n t yor B 6

ht did during the following seventeen days whuh
he spent it the eclipse station obsersing the

prominences on the limb of the sun
Ihc achicsement of Janssen was based upon

principles which in 1866 had been placed before

the sciintific world by Sir Norm in I ockycr
Owing however to regrettable delavs in thi

delivery of the instrument which was ordered m
the beginning of the year 1867, and being specially

made for him from funds supplied from the

Government Grant Committee L^k)er did not

receive it until October 16, 1868 He first used it

on October 20, observing the bright lines which

had been recorded m the August c^pse
Both Janssen and Lockyer communicated the

results of their disitoverics to the Pans Academy

of Sciences and the^e despatches arrived a few

minutes of each other on the same dav In honour

of the joint difcovery the French Government

struck a special medal (Fig 1)
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1 rom th( ibovc it will be noticed that Lockyer

gives th< position of the bright yillow line s

near I) and not coincident with D D being the

lines of emission ol sodium previously referred to

With reg ird to the behaviour of this line Ve

stUes m i liter communication (November i>
1868)

lh<r IS I line in the vclliw inoH ptubiblv pro
(tiding from the bubslan i whuh gives off the light

at C and F the length of this fine as fai as me
litet observations with the more correctly adjusted

instrument go is the same as Ih it of those in C
mi 1*

Ihis statement shows thit the yellow line

behivcd like the lines of hydrogen, and the view
put forward ihen was that probably this line

might be due to hydrogen also The line was
called D, to differentiate it from the double hne
of sodium Dj and Dj
A considerable amount of work wis now done
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With regard to D|, for no substance was found in

the laboratory which could produce this line.

By studying the behaviour of Dj in relation to

the hydrogen hnes^ throwing the image of the

9un*s limb on to the sJit of a spectroscope, Lockyer

found that the lines wenj distorted-^ e there

were changes of wave-length due to movements
of the material in the sun The orange line was,

however, observed to behave quite differently

from either of the hydrogen lines, showing that

a different substance was in question.

Hence {os Lockyer remarks] we had to do witli

an element which we could not In our laboratories,

and therefore I took upon myself the responsibility of
coining the word heltum, in the first instance for

laboratory use At the tune 1 gave the name I did
not know whether the substance which gave us the
D» was a metal like calcium or a gas tike hydrogen,
but 1 did know that it behaved like hydrogen, and
that hydrogen, as Dumas bad stated, behaved as a
metal (“Sun’s Place in Nature,” p 33)

In the following years numerous other lines m
tht sun and stars were found associated with the

ydlow line, but the origins of these were all

unkmwti and designated as such.

It was not until the year 1895 that the terres-

trial equivalent of this weU*known yellow and
Other lines was discovered '*In the course of
investigations on argon/’ so wrote Sir William
Ramsay in a communication to the Royal Society
(Proc. Roy Soc

,
vol Iviii

, p 65) on March 26,

^895* “some clue was sought for which would
lead to the selection of one out of almost innumer-
able compounds with which chemists are
acquainted with which to attempt to induce
argon to combine ’*

Acting on a suggestion by Sir Heftry Miers,
who directed attention to the work of Dr HtUe-
brand m 1888 on the occurrence of nitrogen in
uraninlte, etc , Sir William Ramsay employed
the mineral cl^cite, essentially a uranate of lead
containii^ rare earths He treated this mineral,
and from it extracted a small quantity of gas,
which he subjected to spectroscopic exammation
To use his own words, as printed in the above-
mentioned communicatton —

Several vacuum tubes were filled with this gas and
the spectrum was exammed, the spectrum of argon
being thrown simultaneously into the spectroscope
It was at once evident that a new gas was present
along with argon

Fortunately, the argon tube was one which had been
nuide to try whether magnesium poles would free the
argon from all traces of nitrogen This it did, but
hydrogen was evolved from the magnesium, so that
Its spectrum was distinctly visible Moreover, mtg-
neeium usually contains sodium, and the D line was
also vbible, though* faintly, in the argon tube The
gas from cl^velte also showed hydrogen lines dimlv,
probably through not having been filled with com.
plettiy dried gas.
On comparing the two spectra, T noticed at once

that while the hydrogen and argon lines In both tubes
accurate^ coincided, a brilliant line In the yellow, tn
the cl^veite gas, was nearly, hut not qmU, coincident
with the sodium line D of the argon tube. Mr.
Crookes was so kind as to measure the wave4eng^ ^

of this remarkably brilliant yellow line It is 587*49
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millionths of a millimetre, and Is exatitly coinddent
with the line D. In the solar chromosphere, attributed
to the solar element which has been named hiliium

Thus was the terrestrial equivalent of the
helium line discovered after an interval of twenty-
seven years.

Solar observations had shown that this line was
observed high in the chromosphere, indicating

that the density of the gas should be very low
Special interest, therefore, attached to the deter-

mination of this important property In a pre-

liminary experiment Sir William Ramsay
obtained 3 9 as a maximum number for the density

of helium, oxygen being x6, thus showing that

the surmise was correct Soon after this dis-

covery Lockyer prepared some of the gas from
brOggente, and established the fact that numerous
lines, designated “unknown,” m the spectra o£

the chromosphere, nebulse, and stars, were due
to this gas
Thus from an observation of the sun a new

terrestrial gas was discovered, and from this

terrestrial gas the origins of a host of unknown
lines in the spectra of the heavenly bodies were
explained

Like hydrogen, helium has a wide diffusion in

S
ace, for not only is it in strong evidence m
e hot stars, but it also must occur in such

cooler stars as Arcturus, since this star is at

about the same temperature as our sun, m which
we know helium is present In our atmosphere
helium is one of the rarer constituents, being
present in the proportion of about one volume in

250,000
Up to the last few years the amoimt of helium

which has been collected has been small, owing
to the costly process of obtaining it, but during
the war a demand for it in large quantities arose

because of its lightness and non-inflanunaUe
nature Helium is the lightest gas known next to

hydre^en, of which it has about 92 per cent, of

the buoyancy or lifting power It was intended to

supply a fleet of airships with this gas, and great

fractionating plants were laid down in the United
States of America capable of separating helium
from natural gas at a very moderate cost. It was
due to the above-mentioned demand that helium
became more widely known, and attention was :it

once paid to bring toj^ther all the informa-

tion that had been published about it as an fud

to that enterprise.

The U S Department of Commerce took the
matter in hand, and under Dr S W. ^ratton,
the director of the Bureau of Standards, a biblio-

graphy of scientific literature relating 'to helium
was compiled The information (more than 400
references) thus brought together 'htts since

(September 10, 1919) been published in pemphlet
form in a Circular of the Bureau of Standards
(No. 8x), and will be found a very valuable source
of reference

The importance of helium to-day may be briefly

summarisiMl from the following e|^bract from
introduction to this circular :

—

Helium has probably Jbeen the most Interesting of
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all ttie eleineatfl to thq theoretical sclentut on account
of t)ie romantic hutory of its discovery, its occurrence

in a remarkable conmtion of solid bolution in many
minerals, its formation as a product of the disintegra*

don of the radio-active elements, its liquefaction after

a decade of unsuccessful attempts by sonu* of the

world’s greatest experimenteis, the attainment by its

use of temperatures below those at which the re^sU

I
ances of pure metals vanish, its many unique physical

j

prowrties, and the many important theoretical con*.

I
elusions which have been drawn from its behaviour

f

All of these points of interest have been the subjects
of very thorough mvestigation The important
developments of the future will probably be along the
line uf the application^ of helium* many of which
have alread\ b^n suggested

New Conceptioat of Psychology.

The results of Dr Henry Head*s dinical in-

vestigations ^ are exceptionally interesting

from the philosophical point of view, for they are

utterly incompatible with the older ideas of the

introspective psychologists In fact, his work is

** a complete scientific refutation of all psychologi-

cal theories which build up knowledge out of ori-

ginal sense-material (Nature, November 6
,
19x9,

p 267) Dr. Head has demolished the old psycho-

logy and created a new conception, in ftreordanre

with which sensations depend neither for fheir

existence nor for their psychical quahty on the

cerebral cortex, which has a purely lnterp^rtatl^c

function in regard to them
The function of the cerebral cortex in sensa-

tion is to endow it with spatial relationships, with

the power of responding in a graduated manner to

stimuli of different intensities, and with those

qualities by which we recognise the similarity or '

difference of objects brought into contact with the

body. The old psychologists held that there was
somcthin|f in the external universe correspond-

ing^ to prOTary sensations, which they regarded as

being combined into the elements of perception

In accordance with such views the changes at the 1

periphery were simple and became more complex
the nearer they approached the highest centres in

the brnin By submitting himself to a surgical

operation in 1905 Dr Head was able to demon-
strate the complexity of the peripheral changes
and the diffuseness of the impressions rcceiv^
Moreover, by his dinical studies—monuments of

patient research and marvellous insight—he has

shown how these multitudes of diffuse peripheral

changes gradually become integrated and ren-

dered more specific in quality, space, and time as

they approach the highest physiological levels in

the central nervous system The recognition of

^hese facts gives an indication of the mode by
which evolution has brought into existence such a

nervous system as that of man Lower, more
impulsive, and less specific reactions become domi-

nated by those that admit of choice This ’con-

ception turns orthodox psycholc^ upside down
Man's conceptions of space, time, and material

rest ultimately on the nature of the spatial and

temporal elements in sensation These in turn

at^ founded on complex physiological activities,

many of which may never disturb consciousness

directly; although they do not enter into the

^province of introspective psychology, they arc rc-

'sponsible for much that is usually attributed to

t and Hw Cerebml CorieK, tol xll
, pvt il , 1918
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the action of the mind. Dr Head's work on the
cerebral cortex represents the culmindtion of an
intensive investigation of the sensory system upon
which he has been engaged for more than a
quarter of a century. In 1^3 he was studying the
phenomena of the localisation of the pain asso-
ciated with visceral disturbances and incidentally

mapping out the distribution of the sensory
nerves Then he began the analysis of the com-
ponents of the sensory nerves, and to test the
problems that called for solution he invited Mr
James Sherren to cut one of the main sensory
nerves of his (Head’s) arm, and with the help

of Dr Rivers he studied the process of the re-

storation of function in the severed nerve By
this means he was able to differentiate between
the three kinds of sensory nerves distributed to

his arm —
(a) The deep afferent system supplying the con-

nective-tissues, muscles, joints, and tendons, in

virtue of which is conferred the power of recog-

nising movement and appreciating the position

of any part of the limb, as well as of localising

pressure and responding to certain aspects of

pain,
(b) A punctate afferent mechanism in the skin,

which Dr Head has called "protopathic,” the

primitive nature of which is shown by the early

restoration to activity (a little more than six

weeks in Dr Head's arm) of its end-organs after

the nerve has been reunited, by the specific nature

of the response of each set of end-organs, and
by the diffuse " all-or-nothing " nature of the re-

sponse, 1 e the absence of any graduation qorre-.

spending to the intensity of the stimulus, and
(r) Superimposed over this older mechanism

another cutaneous system of later development
and higher functions, which Dr Head calls “ epi-

critic " Epicritic sensibility is not restored for

many months after the reappearance of protb-

pathic sensibility, the diffuse reaction of which Is

then checked and controlled, and the effects of

stimulation are modulated according to the in-

tensity and locality of the exciting agent. It is

concerned with the finer degrees of tactile and
thermal discrimination and is opposed to, and
controls, the diffuse “all-or-nothing” reaction of

protopathic sensibility

It has long been known that the sensorv paths

I

in the central nervous system had a twofold
terminus, represented by the thalamus and the
cerebral cortex It remained for Dr. Head to in-

terpret the meaning of this arrangement He
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showed that the thalamus is concerned wtth the

atfective side of coDsciousness^ and deals with

crude awareness to contact, heat, cold, and pain

,

while the sensory cortex exercises the rdle of dis-

crimination and endows the basic functions of the

thalamus with spatial qualities, intensity and re-

lativity

The war afforded Dr Head the opportunity for

testing* his theories as to the functions of the

sensory cortex on a large scale l-le made an
intensive study of fifty men with strictly localised

bullet wounds of the post-central lonvolution a

the areas adjoining it in front and behind as

result he has revolutionised our (onccptions of
the nature of the work of the cerebral cortex

Destruction of the sensory cortex causes a dis-

soiintion between the spatial and the qualitative

aspects of sensation The patient loses the power
of recognising movements or the posture of the
affected parts he can no longer localise the posi-

tion of the Stimulus, or respond adequately to
variations in its intensity he has no idea of the
size, shape, weight, or texture of an object in

contact with his body Yet he ran appreciate
the tactile, painful, and thermal aspects of the
impressions it evokes
Thus It IS possible to recognise the qualitative

aspects of a sensation without of necessity obtain-
ing any information concerning the stimulating
object, as a constituent of the external world
Sensory qualities, and the affective states with
which they are associated, arc m themselves dis-

continuous They are relative to ourselves, and

appear and disappear m consciousness, without

leaving any connective factor in the activities of

the 1

On the other band, the projected aspects of

sensation relate these qualities, not to ourselves,

but to the external world. An “object ** might
be dehned as a complex of projected sensory re-

sponses lliesc functions of the cortex are not

only responsible for sensory projection in space,

but also ensure recognition of sequence m time.

The power of recognising serial movements
in both space and time seems to be based on the

same physiological processes They give us a

direct appreciation of succession this is trans-

lated into sensations of serial 1

space or time, according to the nature of the con-

comitant sensory impulses

These physiological responses, which are so

dearly bound up with the activities of the sen-

sory cortex, are characterised by a strict depend-
ence on past events All projected sensations

leave behind them a coherent tram of physiological

dispo^'itions thus a movement occurring at one
moment is measured against the consequences of

those which have preceded it

It IS difficult to estimate the magnitude of the

vast revolution in our tonccption of the functions

of the cerebral cortex that we are witnessing
Moreover, Dr Head’s work lays the foundation of

a new and true psychology and illuminates the age-
long problem of the relationship of body and mmd
It IS a matter for just pride that we owe this new
vision to an Englishman

Obit

PamiPAi R, M Burrows

K ING’S COLLEGE and the whole University of
London have suffered grievous loss by the

death of Dr Ronald Burrows Born on August 16,

1867, Burrows went from Charterhouse to

Christ Church, Oxford, with a scholarship, and
took his de«ee in 1890 with first class honours in
Clast^ical Moderations and Lttcrae Humamores
After five years as assistant to Prof Gilbert
Murray, who then held the Greek chair at Glasgow,

|

he w'as appointed professor of Greek at Cardiff in
|

1898, and rejoined his Cardiff colleague, Dr R S
Conway as Greek professor in Manchester in

1908. By travel, during these years, in the Medi-
terranean, he had gained valuable experience of
topography and excavation, and also that first-

hand knowledge of the modern politics of Greece
and the Balkan States which served him so w*ell

in later years. His pubhshed work, mainly about
Greek battlefields, ancient sites m Boeotia (where
he tooducted most instructive excavations at
Rhitsona and the Delion), and the newly revealed
Min^ civilisation, gained him the degree of
O Lift in the tJniverslty of Oxford in 1910, and
his ^'Discoveries in Crete,” pubhshed in 1907,
went into a third edition.

An excellent scholar, a vigorous and fluent
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uary.

writer, and a teacher of untiring drive and wide
humanity, Dr Burrows contributed much to “ save
Greek ” during a difficult period by the simple and
cliaracteristic method of making his pupils in-

terested m It, and infecting them with his own
keenness, and this did not stop "out of school.”
His hfelong interest in young lads, and his strenu-

ous and successful work for the Cardiff University

Settlement and for the Ardwick Lads* Club at

Manchester, were for him all of a piece with the
** humanities " of which his Greek stuebes ^ould be
the crown. He enjoyed life and enjoyed people,

and bis sunny temper and good fellowship were the
happy counterpart of hia learning and judgment
Dr Burrows moved from Manchester to King’s

College as principal m 19x3, at a time of crisis and
manifold difficulty Apart from other qualifica-

tions, he had, as was said, "more bishops m his

family ” than had all the other candidates put
togetner, and more experience, too, than most
of other "happy families” where sciences and
arts could "Iwe an4^ live ” His width of in-

terests and sympatmee, enabling him to bring
in new subjects to restore the bi^nce between
them and the old, his ready speech and de-
bating skill; and his real grasp of principles and
policies, gave him a position which experience con**
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fittncd Ihe college ot^nisation for modem lan-

guages, literatures, and national histones, which
best commemorates him, was conceived and
founded just in time for the war, which so fullv

•endorsed his foresight and amplified bis oppor>
^tunities, less perhaps among the Romance lan-

guages than in the Slavonic and modern Oreek
departments which lay neareht to his personal
interests Knowing as intimately as hr did the
problems and the possibilities of the city-state

world of ancient Greece, he was able in an cxcTp-
tionai way to interpret here the ideals, no less than
the failures, of the Balkan peoples, whom In

understood and impressed like the naughtier bo\s
m his settlement clubs Honours conferred by the

Orcek and Serbian Governments, and the close

S
rsonal relations which he maintained with
iders such as M Veni/clos and President

Masaryk—the latter one of his professors until his

own country claimed him—are testimony enough
on this side, and he just lived to sec in act of

realisation much for which he had long striven

Such a man would not spare himself, and he would
lavish help and encouragement along the whok
breadth of his interests at times when only the

rcatest prudence could have preserved his health

,

ut so he loved to live

Wl regret to announce the death in I ondon on
May b of Dr J Hamilton Fullarton, so long
associated with scientific fishery research m Scot-

land Dr Fullarton was bom at Brodick, Arran,

in 1856 He had a distinguished career as n

student at Glasgow University, taking many
prizes and bursaries, and graduated M A

,
with

the highest honours in natural suence, in 1881,

and D Sc ten years later After acting for some
years as assistant to the professor of natural
history m his alma mater, Dr Fullarton entered
the service of the Fishery Board for Scotland as
a naturalist on the scientific staff in i88g, a post
which he held for eight years On quitting the

Fishery Board service, Dr Fullarton studied medi-
cine with a view to a medical career, and re-

ceived the Qualifications of L R C P and
L R C S (Kdin )

After serving for a short

period as medical officer on an Atlantic

liner, he settled in London as a consultant,

and gradually built up a considerable prac-

tice Pnor to this, on the initiation of the

international fishery investigations, Dr hullnrton

re-entered the service of the Fishery Board, and
did valuable work for a year m the supervision

of the scientific investigations on board the re-

search steamer Goldseehcr It is as an expert

on fisheries that he will be chiefly remembered in

scientific circles He devoted himself in particular

to the study of shellfish, such as the common edible

tnussel, the oyster, the cockle, and the “dam,*’
ami wrote numerous papers on their cultivation

and natural history* In connection with this

branch of his fishery work Dr. Fullarton on more
than one occasion visited the districts in France
and flotland where oyster-culture and mussel-

edture are principally carried on He also made
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.1 useful senes of researches on the breeding and
development of the European lobster

Imp death is .innounced at Copenhagen of the

vvell-knowm Danish philologist, Prof L F A
WiMMER, at eighty -one years of age Prof.

Wimmer was the author of an important book
on the Runic alph.ibet, “ Kunesknftens oprindelbc

og udvikling I Norden,'* published m 1874, in

which he suggested that the Runes were really

Latin letters adapted for carving in wood, and
of four volumes on Runu inscriptions in Den-
mark In several of the Sagas it is recorded that

Runes were inscribed on round pieces of wood,
called Kefit, or Runic slicks It has been sug-
gested that the Lddas were recorded in this way,
but the evidence is not quite satisfactory

Ihk bearer ut a name highly esteemed in

botanical circles has just passed awa) in the person
of Altoustiv l^YRAMUs Dl Candolle, who died at

\"aIIon, near Geneva, on May 9, at the age of
filty-one, surviving his father only eighteen
months The family is of breach origin, but for

four generations it has been settled at Geneva,
idopiing the local fashion of employing a capital

letter for De Born in England in 1869, the late

botanist visited our shores on many occasions,
i|i 1889 he came to I ondon to receive the Linnean
gold medal awarded to his grandfather by the

1 inncan Societ) of l^ndon, and in 1904 he
attended the British Association meeting at Cam-
bridge He published but little, only about a
dozen short memoirs on systematic descriptions

of new plants from Madagascar and Tonquin, on
parthenogenesis, and on the influence of elcctncit)

on the germination of seeds He filled the office of

president of the Soci^ti'^ Butanique de Gcnfcve in

1905 The brilliancy of the line was shown in the

great-grandfather, A P Di CandoUc (1778-1841)

,

grandfather, Alphonse De Candolle (1806-93),
and lather, C asimir De Candolle (18^6-1918)

By the death, on bebruary jy, of Vi crfd J
Mosfs, professor of mineralogy at Columbia Uni-
versity, the science of mineralogy has lost (says

H P \V ” in .Science) one of its most eminent
.nnd valued exponents Prof Moses’s work as a
teacher, as a writer, and as a scientific investi-

gator ran scarcely be too highly esteemed, and his

loss to all branches of his profession is most
keenly felt His text-book on “Mineralo^,
Crystallography, and Blowpipe Analysis” will tor

many years remain the standard m a large

majority of the universities in whuh courses in

these subjects arc given His work on “The
Characters of Crystals," published in 1899, is the

first treatise putdished in America upon physical

crystallography, a branch of crystallography which
was early recognised by him as of primary import-

ance to chemists, geologists, and mineralogists,

and has within very recent years assumed, a
scope and developed practical applications whica
have more than justified his early visions of its

future
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Notei.
Tiu general meeting of the Luinean Society on

June 17 will be devoted to a celebration of the cen-

tenary of Sir Joseph Banks (1743-^1820) with essays

on various aspects of his life v^ork, and an exhibition

Dr H D Curtis, astronomer at the Lick Ob
servatory* has been appointed director of the Alle^ilhen)

Observatory in succession to Dr Frank Schleslnger,

who assumed charge of the Yale Observatory on
April T

The Linnean Society has elected the following as

foreign members —Prof Gaston Bonnier, Prof
Victor Ferdinand Brotherus, Prof Giovanni Battista

ds Toni, Prof Louis Dollo, Prof Paul Marchal, and
Prof Roland Thaxter

The Natural History Museum Staff Association
has arranged a special scientific reunion to be held at
the museum (by permission of the 1 rustees) on
Thursday, June 3, at 3.30 p m , in connection with
the Imperial Entomological Conference The exhibits

which will be shown will illustrate some of the

problems of economic intciest, or arising out of the

war, which have been studied at the museum during
the past few >ears

The motion for the second reading of the Importa-
tion of Plumage (Prohibition) Bill was earned in tt^e

House of Commons on May 14 Lt •Col Archer-
Shee expressed a wish to propose that it be an
instruction to the Standing Committee by which the

Bill will be considered to insert a schedule of the
bvrdh the plumage of which should be prohibited from
importation, but tlie Speaker pointed out that it

would be out of order to give a mandatory instruction
to a Standing Committee, which could, If it wished,
take such action without any instruction

A NOTICE from the Department of Anatomy, Johns
Hopkins Medical School, Baltimore, Maryland,
Informs us that the Ellen Richards research pnze
offered by an association of American college women,
hitherto known as the Naples Tabic Association, is

available for the year 1921 This is the tenth pnac
offered The prize has been awarded four times,
twite to American women and twice to English-

women The competition is open to any woman in

the world who presents a thesis written in English
The thesis must represent new observations and new
conclusions based upon laboratory reseorch

The medal of the Society of Chemical Industry for

1920 has been awarded to M Paul Kestner in recoi;ni'

tion of hiS distinguished set vloes to chemical industry

The medal is awarded biennially, and among the

recipients in recent years have been the Right Hem
Sir Henry Roscoe (1914), Mr. C. F Cross (1916), and
Sir James Dewar (1918) M Kestner was bom in
Alwet prior to the German occupation in 1871 ; he
was one of the chief founders and the first president
of the Sod^td de Chimie Industrietle in France, which
was established In 1917 He has been connected with
engineering as applied to chemical industry through-
out his career, and among his more notable achieve.
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ments are the use of forced' drauf^t in acid towers,i

automatic acid elevators, the climbing film e\ aporator^

the scaleless water-tube boiler, and severaf inventions

in connection with beetaugar manufacture

An invitation from the Mayor and Corporation of
Barrow-in Furness to hold the annual autumn meeting
of the Institute of Metals in that town on Wednesday
and Thursday, September 15 and 16 next, has been
accepted by the council of the institute Particulars

of the meeting can be obtained from the secretary,

Mr G Shaw Scott, 36 Victoria Street, S W i, who
will also be Kidd to forward tickets for the tenth

annual May lecture, which will be delivered by Prof.

C A F Benedidu, of Stockholm, at 8 p m , on

June 10, at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,

Westminster, the subject of the lecture being The
Recent Progress in Thermo-Electricity ” The presi-

dent, Engineer Vice-Admiral Sir George Goodwin,
K C B , will preside

A SHORT account of the Department of Scientific

Research and Experiment, which the Admiralty has

set up under the Third, Sea Lord, was given In

Nature of April 22, p 245 A vote for 302,000! for

scientific services under the Naw Fstimates was
agreed to in Committee of the House of Com-
mons on May 17 Mr Long, in reply to points raised

concerning this vote, said that after an iniestigatlon

into the conditions the Government decided to ask

the Lord President of the Council, who was specially

charged with the care of all scientific work m the

counln, to sot up a Committee to inquire into the

whole of the work done in the Government Depart-

ments in order to prevent overiapping, and to

prevent two Departments doing the same i\ork The
Admiralty hod appointed a Director of Scientific Re-
search at Teddington, where they were going to con-

centrate on naval scientific research When it came
to sea-water research they proposed that that should

be earned out at the sea-ports Teddington would be

tarried on this year, but they hoped that before

the end of that time they would have the benefit

of the report of the Lord President’s Committee, and
they V ould then be in a position to avoid overlapping

and duplication of work. The Admiralty uould not

hesitate to ask Parliament for such money as they

thought necessary to give the fullest effect to scien-

tific research and the development of the results of

that ipsearch The sum of 430,300! was voted for

educational services, and Mr Long said In connec-

tion with it that the departure, taken onlv recently,

under which reception was secured at the University

of Cambridge for a certain number of naval qfficers

as undergraduates, had abundantly justified Itself He
assured the Committee that the Government Is ex-

tremely sympathetic to this scheme, apd hopes to

increase the number of officer undergraduates.

An interesting conference on “The Relations of the

Inventor to the State,*' organised by the Institute of

Inventors, was held rooms of thf Royal Society

of Arts on May 13. 1% discuesion was opened by
Mr^ D. Leechman,. who gave a good rdsttmf of thb
present state of the patent lavs in tbs light Of dier

new Patent Act. It was remarkable that in a meeftng
f
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of thi9 kind the whole of the speakers ^cre unanimoub
in condemning the present attitude in official circles

towards inventors It was stated by more than one
speaker that those who came forward during the war
with ideas and inventions that had made our success

possible had not only received no reward, but had In

several cases been deprived even of the merit of their

ideas by officials who were themselves devoid of the

necessary technical or scientific knowledge 1 he
chairman, Mr Walter F Reid, stated that the work-
ing of the Rovul Commission on Awards to Inventors
supplied abundant evidence of the difficulty experi-

enced by inventors in obtaining any recognition

AUhoug‘h large sums were now being devoted to re-

search, he pointed out that such work was only
the raw matenal for the development of industry, it

was the application of that raw material by the in-

ventor whl^ resulted in the advance of industrial

processes The mass of facts as ascertained b> re-

search was already enormous, what is now roquire<l

IS inventive genius to make use of those facts, which
Mr Reid compared to the bricks and stones with
which an architect might produce a building, but
which by themselves were of littk practical use

Influenza, according to the Registrar-General’s
return for the week ending May 1, continues greatly
on the decline over the whole country, the deaths for

the ninety-six great towns numbering only 20a and in
London 45 For the twenty-eight wrecks from
October 25, 1919, to Mav i, 1920, during which in-
fluenza was practically epidemic, the deaths fi om the
diseose in London were ii6o, and the deaths from all

causes 351^7^ Deaths from influenza were 3 per
cent of the total deaths, whilst the deaths from pneu-
monia were ii per rent and from bronchitis 10 per
cent Between the ages o and 20 the deaths from
influenza were is per cent of the total, ao to 45 years
36 per cent

, 45 to 65 years 28 pei' cent , and above
65 years 21 per cent The agc-incidencc of the deaths
calculated on the total deaths for the several ages was
re^ectivcly 4 per cent for 5 to 20, 8 per cent for 20 to

45, and 4 per cent for 45 to 65 The insignificance of
this 18 shown when compareil with the deaths during
the virulent enidemic of 1918-19, in which during
thirty-one weeks from October 19, igi8, to Mav 10,

1919, the deaths from influenza were 47 per cent foi

ages 5 to 20 of those for the corresponding ages from
all causes, 53 per cent for 20 to 45, and 32 per cent

for ages 45 to 65 During the three wwks ending
April ro, the woist stage of the present epidemic, the

d^ths between 20 and 45, the ages attacked most
severely, were only 21 per cent of the total deaths

fpsAi all causes, whilst m the epidemic of

1918-19 the deaths for ages 20 to 45 in the three weeks
ending November 16, 1918, were 73 per cent of the

total at the corresponding ages from nil causes In

the present epidemic deaths were most numerous
duilng a spell of exceptionallv mild weather

A Bftnur,"'but very Interesfing, study of the pigmies

of Central Afirica by Mr Herbert Lang appears in

Natural History, the journal of the American Museum
pf Natural History (vol xix ), and its value is further

enhanced by a number of most excellent photographs

Anthropologists win welcome this contribution, since
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it summarises the results of a prolonged study of
these people made during the American Musepno
Congo Fxpedition (1909-15) During ihat time more
than a hundred life-masks, representing sixteen

difTeunt tnlie^ of Central African races, were taken

Some extremely useful observations on the physical

characteristics of the pygmies are made, as well as

on their mode of life, customs, and language By
way of a supplement, perhaps, to Mr Lang’s paper,

this number also contains an essay on “The Pvgmy
Races of Man,” bv Mr Louis R Sullivan, of the

\nthropological Department of the American Museum,
illustrated b) n number of UM^ful tables and diagrams^

The eighteenth annual report of the Rhodesia

Museum, Bulawayo, affords instructive reading It

IS evident that but for the assistance the museum is-

able to afford the mining industry it would cease to

exist The public geneially seems to regard the*

institution, nt most, with but a mild interest Hence^

from lack of funds, every aspect of its work is ham-
pered The building is all too small to house its col-

lections, and the piovision made foi the storage and"

exhibition of spec miens is utterly inadequate It is

more than probable that if a better display could be

made enthusiasm might be kindled This state of

affairs is lamentable, for, as matters stond, it Is im-

possible to secure that record of the fauna and flora

of this important area of Africa which Is so essentiaf

in a rountrv being rapidlv transformed by the march
of civilisation Dr G Arnold, the curator, is evi-

denth hn\ing an uphill fight, but, In the interests of

science, it is to be hoped that the tremendous possibili*

lies of a wilI-organi!^d museum will soon be realised

Tiif Pueblo stage of culture in south-western

Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, and Utah, the

domain of the chff-<iwi Hers, has naturally attracted

much attention The material for studying it is wide

and scattered, and it is well that a competent archteo-

logist, Mr J W Fewkes, has prepared a monograph

on the subject, entitled “Prehistoric VHliges, Castles,

and Towers of South-Western Colorado,” published

as Bulletin No 70 of the Bureau of American Ethno-

logy The geneial conclusions at which Mr Few kas-

has arrived arc The buildings cxpioss the commUnat

thought of the builders, since they were constructed

bv groups of people rather than bv individuals The

\MW that iithei the Pueblo pcopU wore denved from

Mexican tribes or, as it was customar\ in the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries to suppose, their de-

scendants had made their wa> south and developed

into the more advanced culture of the Aztecs, is not

suppoited bv nrchltertural data observed among these

two peoples, it IS preferable to assume that the cus-

tom of building stone houses was not derived from

any loralitv not now included in the Pueblo area, but

that it developed as a local growth, the earliest stages,,

as well as the most complex forms, being of local

origin That the buildings antedate the coming of the

white men is shown by the absence of mention of

them in anv history; no European objects ham been

found at the Pueblos, and the buildings and •pottery

base no nffinitv with anv villages InhaUted when the

Spanish entered the south-west
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FxpKRniENis wtih the Amphtpod Gamtnoruf chcv^

teuxt b> £ J Allen and E, W Sexton at the Plymouth
Marine Biological Laboratory {Journal of Ceneitcs,

vol ix » No 4) have disclosed several mutations in

eyc-colour In the svild animal the retinal pigment
IS black A single individual with red eyes appeared

in the second generation from animals brought into

the laboratory, and the new character was Inherited

as » simple recessive An albmo-eyed type al^o

appeared, in which the eyes differed in many etnic*

tural features from the normal type Another muta-
tion, by no means uncommon, consists in the loss

of the white pigment nomiullv present between the

ommatidca of the eye 1 hi<* may appear suddenly

or gradually, or may develop in the animals as thev

grow older White-spottmg also occurs on the bodies

of these animals occasionally , but the rules of its

inheritance show complications, and a pure spotted

race has not been obtained

In March of 1917 the Board of Agriculture and

rishcnes appointed a Committee to consider the fresh-

watci fisheries Attention was directed to the use of

coar:>o fish as food, to the <ievelopmcnt of the cel

fisheries, and latterly to the improvement of the

salmon fisheries Two inlerjm reports were issued,

and as a result of these the Board made an Order in

March, iqi8, extending, as a war emergency measure,

the season of capture of coarse fish by one month
This Order was revoked in the spring of 1919 A
further Order removing restnctions on eel-fiihing and

abolishing the close season for pike was made in

\pnl, 1918, and revoked in October, 1919 Dealing

with the eel fisheries, the Committee rccominended

that the factory on the Severn owned by the German
Fishene* Union should he taken over, and, “ after pro-

longed negotiations,** this was done The factory ex-

ported some five milhons of elvers annually to Gennany
before the war Arrangements were made to carry

It on, and in 1918 and iqto about 2} millions of

elvers were distributed throughout this country Th<‘

Committee hopes this work mav be continued regu-

larly In its final report, now published, practical

methods of eel cultivation arc dealt with, and the

necessity for Investigation into the biology of fresh-

water fishes in general is discussed Recommenda-
tions are made with regatd to the pollution of rivers,

improvements of the latter as breeding-grounds, and
the consolidation of the law ns to fiesh-watcr fisheries

Practical suggestions for the cultivation of carp are

given in an appendix

Mr VV B WiiiOHr, of the Geological Survey of

Ireland, has made “An Analysis of the Palaeozoic

Floor of North-East Ireland, with Predictions as to

Concealed Coalfields ** (Sci Proc R -Dublin Soc

,

vol XV , No 45, 1919, price is 6d) Mr Wright
jiccompanies his careful reasoning as to the svnclmes
and aiftidines produced by the Armorican and later

foldings bv a coloured geological iq^p showing the

Intersections of two systems of folds, and therefore the
probable domes and banns He relies much on the
repetition of similar fold-features in the same area
slunng succeulve geological periods—that Is, on the
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principle of posthumous foldliig on which RAC
Godwin-Austen based hu prediction of the Dovei
coalfield It ts no secret Uiat the deep bonng put

down recently by the Ministry of Munitions on the

west shore of Lough Neagh in accordance with the

arguments of Mr Wright has more than proved his

main contention, the Carboniferous rocks, on the line

of the Armorican svnclinc of Central Scotland, having

been carried down by Camozoic sinking to depths com-
pletely unexpected.

The issue of the Revue setenitfique for February 14
contains Prof G FVicdePs opening address on his

installation in the chair of mineralogy at the Uni-
versity of Strasbourg Prof Friedel, himself an
Alsatian bv birth, loi^s forward to the development
of research in a university that will never become
the slave of politics or the mere servant of industrial

ideals He says finely “ La science n*est pas la

servante do I’lndustrie, elle en est la m&re ** His
address deals with the insight given by the use of

X-ra)s into crystalline and molecular structure, and
he describes the work inspiied bv Laue, of Munich,
in 1912 a<» “la plus belle assur6ment et la plus nche
cn proniesses de la cristallographie r^nte “ In the

developments made by SirW H and Prof W. L Bragg
he perceives the end of our Lonce|>tion of the existence

of molecules as such within a crvstal, and a realisa-

tion uf the crystal as one enormous molecule, in which
the grouping of the atoms docs not permit of a division

into similarly constituted particles corresponding with
tlie molecules of the chemist

Wk have received from Koninklijk Magnetisch en

Mcteorologlsch Observatonum, Batavia, the volumes
of rainfall records in the Dutch East Indies for the

years 1915, 1916, and 1917 (Regenwaarnemingen in

Nedcrlandsch-Indie) ITtc records are remarkably
lompiete, and comprise data from several thousand
stations scattered throughout the islands. There is

no discussion of the data, but the volume for 1915
gives the mean of more than three hundred stations

for the period 1S79 to 1915 The same volume gives

useful notes on the position and equipment of the

various stations

The Konmklijk Nederlandtch Metcorologisch In*

Ktituut has published the first part of an oceano-

graphical and meteorological folio atlas of the Atlantic

Ocean under the editorship of Dr. E van Everdingen,

director of the institute The present part covers the

months of December, January, and February, and is

based on observations from 1870 to 1914 It fallows

the lines of the previous work on the Indian Ocean,
and utilises mainly the observations of Dutch vessels^

but these are supfidemcnted by data from the Meteoro-
logical Office, London, and the Deutsche Seewarte.
Maps for each month show the dl^ribution of wind,
currents, sea- and air-temperature, cloudiness, and
floating ice The vottnp of data which was to

accompany tfie atlas has been delayed in publication.

The current (ApriO part of the Procoediflgs of the
f..ocKlon Mo^hematl^l Society is of melancKoQr
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^otemt because it contains the conclusion of the

Urte £ Kf Wakefoixl'b paper on canonical forms

The paper is remarkable for its generality and the

simplicity which it gainN by the use of the theory of

apolarity Moreover, certain results follow almost

intuitively from known geometncal facts, t g the

general temarv quartic cannpt be expressed as the

sum of five fourth powers, because the square of the

<xmic through five points may be regarded, in this

connection, as a quartic with double points at all of

them. This example is interesting histoncally,

because the original (and different) proof of the

dieorem in question was one of the first to show the

untrustworthiness of the method of counting constants

Wakeford's premature death will be deplored by all

who can appreciate the brilliance and originality of

his work

The April issue of the Journal of the Rdntgen

Society contains the communication made to the

society at a recent meeting by Prof E T Jones on

the action of the induction coil By means of an

electrostatic oscillograph P^f Jones has investigated

the effects on the potential of the secondary of the

coil, both on open circuit and when connected to an

X*ray tube, of changes in the capaaty of the con-

denser shunting the break, and in the degree

I of coupling between the pnmarv and secondary of

the coil He finds that the effects correspond closcdy

with those to be anticipated on the theory that in the

secondary^ on open circuit the potential after break

consists of two component waves, which begin in

^ipposite phase and have amplitudes inversely propor-

tional to their frcquencicb He considers that induc-

tion coils can be further improved by investigating

and reducing the losst*^ m the iron cores of the coils,

by introducing interruoters which will break stronger

currents without such large capacities m parallel with

them, and by determining the best method of adjust-

ing the coupling between the primary and secondary,

either by alteration of their relative lengths or widths

or by other means

A VERY interesting example of the progress which

has taken place during recent >curs m electric power
supply IS presented in a paper by Mr J S Watson
ret^ on April 30 before the North-East Coast Institute

of Engineers and Shipbuilders, in which he gave a

brief historical sketch of the development of the

generating stations of the Newcastleuupon-Tyne Elec-

tric Supply Co ,
the principal pioneer of electric power

supply on a large scale in this country Dividing

the twenty-nine years of this company’s activity into

stageSi Mr Watson traced the progress from a small

station with 2400 kw in aoo-kw. units to the latest

•ddirion, the Carrillo “B” station, with its five

i<M»o*kw turbo-generators Among the many im-

poitant features referred to is the gradual decfease in

stsam consumption per kw>liour fiotn afi*5 lb to to lb

^An fqtndly interesting coeb^rison lies In the plant

per square foot of flchr-space occupied, which

It rj kw. as against 03 kw , and other figures show-

k> ecMomy are those of kilowatt opacity per

ioait Wptoyed* in the itation—633 kw. and kw.
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respectively These improvements are attributable

mainly to increases in boiler pressure, steam tempera-

ture, speed of revolution and size of unit, and to more
complete utilisation of labour-saving appliances Another
no less important feature of the scheme is the running
in paralkl with the steam-dnven stations of "waste-

heat ” generating plants at various points on the net-

work utilising on a considerable scale by-product

energy from coke-ovens and blast-furnaces

In a paper on the economics of the petroleum
industry read recently by Mr R S Dickie at the
Imperial College of Science and Technology, there

appears a senes of well-justified criticisms relative to

the geological, chemical, and engineering procedure
of the producing companies Such subjects as the

proper spacing of welUsites, the economical utilisation

of fuel by the provision of heat and cold inter-

changers, the preposterous waste in the current use
of boiler-stills, the insufficiency of our present know-
ledge of lubrication and lubricating oils, the need for

research on blended motor-fuel, and the possibilities of

recovering valuable components from the crude oil by
methods other than distillation were briefly touched
upon Among the more interesting statements

made is the following The greatest producing
welt is No 4 Potrero del Llano {Mexican Eagle Co ),

which ran wild for ninetv days, flowing at the rate of

100,000 barrels per day In the eight years of its life

It produced 100,000,000 barrels of oil (i barrel s;; about

45 English or 50 U S A gallons)

We have received from Messrs A Hilger, Ltd
,

75A Camden Road, N W 1, an attractive catalogue of

their well-known wave-length spectrometer with high
resolving power accessories, including the Lummer-
Gehrrke parallel plate, the Fabr>» and Perot etalon,

and the Michelson echelon diffraction gratmg At a

time when the structure of spectra is receiving so

much attention from physicists it is good to know that

a British firm can still assist m supplying the very

necessary “munitions" in the form of efficient

scientific apparatus As is well known, this firm has

been able very largely to control the effects of lack

of homogeneity in glass by interferometer methods,
which should considerably improve the performance
of such instruments

Readers of Nature in search of book bargains

should obtain and consult Catalogue \o 187 just

issued by Messrs W Heffer and Sons, Ltd , Cam-
bridge, in which some 331 books in new and perfect

condition are listed at greatly reduced prices Among
the works relating to science we notice the “Scientific

Papers” of Prof J C Adams, sets in different

bindings of “Biologia Contrali-Americana,” also

separate sections of the work, Prof J Stanley

Gardiner’s “ The Fauna and Geography of the

Maldive and Laccadive Archipelagoes”, Hagen’s
“Atlas Stellarum Variabitium ” , Hewitson’s “Exotic
Butterflies" and “Illustrations of Diurnal Lepldo-
ptera". Leech’s “Butterflies from China, Japan, and
Corea"; and a set of "The British Bird Book,"
edited by F B Klrimuut.
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Ota* AatronMaical Coluiiui.

A BRiGMr FiRBBAix.— splendid meteor \hns seen
on May 9, oh 10m G.M 1 , from Bristol, Cardiff,
Loiodon, Weston-super-Mare, and other places
special interest attaches to the object, for it appears
to have descended to very near the earth’s surface,
if. Indeed, it did not actuuly fall to the ground. The
meteor traversed a path of about 60 miles m 5^
seconds, and fell from a height of 54 to is mil^.
Combu^on occurred over Radnor Forest, and the
meteor ac^rently disappeared over a point 10 miles
east of Barmouth If the object was enabled to
traiol in a compact form about ij; miles further, it

must have alighted on the ground in the region some
ten miles south of Bangor, Carnarvonshire, but no
intimation has set been received that a meteorite has
been found, or was seen to fall, there

CONJLNCTIOV OF MbRCUKY WITH C GeUINORUU—
Mn A Burnet, of Oxford Universitv Observatory,
makes a special study of occultations of btars bv
planets He now pomts out a close ajmroach of
Mercurv to the third-magnitude star « Geminorum
on June 1 1 The position of the star is R A*
6h. 39m 173s, N deci 35® la' 338* Mercury is

in tne some R A at gh 7m G M T ,
14* south The

semi-dianieter and parallax arc and 77', so that
an occultntion vvill not hni^n at any part of the
torth The hourly motion of Mercury U -*-1948.,

S 55*8"^ Hence conjunction in declination occurs at
8hk 52m Micrometer measures of the differences of
R.A anddtclination of planetand star will be of value,
cspeciolh as Mercury is a difficult object to observe
on the meridian The sun sets in l4ondon at 8h 14m.,
and Mcrcurv at ph 50m The times throughout are
given m G M T , not summer time It is rather un.
UMtunate that the date coincides with that of the
Ro^al Astronomical SocietvS meeting, as that wlU
prevent some astronomers from observing it

Lonoitudb by WiRXLXSb TsLPORAPiiY —This sub-
ject was discussed at the geophysical meeting at the
Ko^al Astronomical Society on May 7 Prot Samp,
son, Astronomer-Royal for Scotland, pointed out that
wireless telegraphy supplied the long-^ght desidera-

tum of signals tliat could be recei^ simultaneously
over the greater part of the earth’s surface, in the
past edipses of tm moon or Jupiter’s satellites, lunar
distances and occultations had been employed, but
the new method gave far higher accuracy He
formulated a schenoe In which three observatcnel at
longitudes some lao® apart, or, if preferred, four
observatories 90® apart, should each receive the signals

of suitably placed wireless stations and note their

locot time in the usual manner b> meridian observa-

tions. The method would detemune both the lonri-

tudes of the stations and the periodic errors m me
assumed clock-star plaoeS| since different dock-stars
would be on the meridian of each observatory at the
time of each signal No extreme accuracy is called

for in the time of sending out the signal, since die

method is wholly a differential one. loteixhange
observers is not contem^ted, thisTias hitherto been
die practice in longitude determinations, but the new
method contemplates using the ordinary observations

wnh the standard instrument of each observatory for

a considerable period There wrill thus be several

observers, and if the travelling-wire method is adc^ted

very ffttle error will be introduced by personal equa-
tion. Plans are already far advanced for connecting

Greenwich with Sydney in this manner.
A demonstration was given of the method of record-

ing the wkelese dgnals mi a chronomph by the uee

Of a Fleming valw The ticks of a chronometer,
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transmitted by a microphone attached to the
were simultaneously reomded. The* chief tttffiento

"

was stated to be not the weakness of the trasiimlttea
wiceless signal, but the frequent confusion produced

atmosphmes

Periodicity In Weather and Crops.

F is generally understood that the principal source
of terrestrial weather changes is to be found in

st^ar radiation* Inasmuch, therefore, as the yield of
cre^ depends very largely on the weather, it is quite
natural to assume that any periodicitv in the solar
radiation is likely to be reflected In the world-
harvests and the price of food Many investigations

have had for their object the testing of a direct cor-
relation between solar activity, as evidenced by sun-
spots, and such terrestrial phenomena as the Indian
monsoon in regard to drought and famine The
mechanism of world-weather is exceedingly cmnplex„
but progress is steadilv being made tn elucidating tiie

cause of the numerous departures from obedience to
any simple general law
The next step, after comparing terrestrial pheno-

mena with the known sun-spot penod, was to analyse
various sets of data in search of unknown periodicities,

and Prof Turner, for example, goes so far as tes

connect what be calls ’’chapters '"of meteorologicat
history with the movement of the earth's pole that
produces latitude variation There is, however, oiK'

very great difficulty in fixing any period the physical

basis of which is unknown, and that is the incom-
mensurability of all the su^ested pi^riods with that
of the earth’s revolution round the sun It u obvious
that a dry period occurring evactlv at sun-spot maxi-
mum, for example, if such a phenomenon should bor^

persistent, and if, which is .mother difficult\, the
sun-spot maximum were an exact predictable moment,
would have a totally different influence on the har-
vest according to the time of year at which the
drought occurred The effect would also be quite
different in different parts of tiic world, notably on
the two sides of the f^uator
On Wednesday, May la, Sir William Bexeridge,

Director of the I^don School bf EcoilnMnics and
Political Science, delivered a lecture on the subject of
a hitherto unrecognised periodicity In the weath^ and
the crops* From the Times report of the lecture we
gather that be rather discredits the “sun-^t” in-

fluence, at least in the form advanced by Prof. Jevons
nearly half a century ago, and produces ostensibly

consistent evidence in favour of aj»criod of 15! years
during the past three centuries The argument rests

upon historic records of poor harvests, of Indian
famines, of tropical droughts and eaqally disastrous
wet summers in higher latitudes, ana also to a great
extent upon official statistics of food prices

There u no Indication in the report that attention
was paid to such obvious matters as war and plagw,
which would have an enormous effect on pHoes. The
meteorokigista of the next oentivry will we^hqite,
attribute the hlgb prices under which wo are now^
suffering to a imodic meteorolcMical Influence. Sir
William Beveridge has succeeded in setting forth a
list of dates at ai^iroxlmatefy qqual intarvals, and
claims that every one corresponds to a period of bigit
prices* He admits that there were other times of
similar conditions belonging to the series

claims to have discovered, and ht also oUowt ah
occasional uncertsJnty of •omethii;dr lest than
years, Imt be warns us to expect xioSt unseaaonMg
weather^ bad harvests, and prices, with poaribw
'fantiobs, In one or snore of the years 1934, iqsjp and
t9aA.
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I ^FiYun the vummary of the e\idence produced It is

jpostiUe to extract some comfort. Sir William
Bevendge*s appeal to the barometer makes it clear

that he regards a low mean annual pressure as a
<tirect indication of bad harvestSi and points to the
vears 1878, 1893, and 1909 as the three years of
lowestaHesstire m a fort\->ear period over the greater
part or the habitable globe It is, on the face of it,

pfactically impossible mat the pressure over the whole
earth should vary from year to year , so perhaps we
are to assume a higher selective pressure over the
ocean areas in such years In any event, we were
very fortunate in this country in 1893 with a glorious
summer, shared also by France, in spite of the world*
conditions* There is another aspect which must not
be ignored, and that is the physical basis on which
the period depends The le^rer contented himself
with suggestions of a combination of periods of
shorter hinting that 15! years is a sort of
least common multiple of two or more of these The
actual figures given are, however, singularly uncon-
vincing. Sir William B^eridj^ mentions a meteoro-
logical period of just over iwe years, without any
dmils in support of it, and couples this with **the

Important a|-vear cycle ’* Is this a period in itself,

or is it merely one of the harmonics of the ii-year
suiuspot perion? He says eleven of these make two
of his i5|-year periods, so if the al-yeOr period is

really "important,” his new one should be 3^ years
What ts apparently important, as we remarki^ Mfore,
it the ra-month period, and this would indicate

46 years ns a super-penod, but there is no indication

of any specially bad harvests at every third period
in his table.

Sir William Beveridge's forecast for 1924-5-6 is

Vgiven with some diffidence, showing that he is not too
confident of the reality of the penod, and it is not
likely that he has made much impression on the
devotees of the sun-spot penod, which has been
claimed to show direct correlation with such different

’phenomena as the price of wheat and the number of

fellows of the Royal Astronomical Society
One last question we might raise is Does fine

weather neoessaiily mean lower food prices, con-
sidered in the light of the suggestion that strikes and
labour unrest are generailv regarded as fine-weather
^omena^ W W B

The Natloaal Food Supply.

\ CIR DANIEL HALL, in the first of his three recent
Chadwick public lectures on "Gardening and

Food Production,” dealt with the national food supply
and the;posslbinty of self-support According to the
values obtained by a committee of the Royal Society
for the five-year period prior to the war, only ^ per
<ent. of the total food supply consumed In the United
Riogdom was produced at home. At the begmning
•of tSe nineteenth century the country was practically

•tif-supporting, but since that time the population has

Ippeatiy increased, while the productivity decreased

ra sSfa there were 14 million acres under the plough
In England and Wales, but by 1914 nearly 4 million

acres of this land had been put down to mitfs Grass
Ignd is comparatively unpr^uctive of food as ewn-

' wUh arable land, for, according to Sir Thomas
calculation, 100 acres of arable land in

R ootinfcry normafiy produce food that vdll maln-

^^elgllty-four persons, whdreas the same 100 acres

Mr maintain only fifteen to twentf per-

t, great difficulty is mt arable land requires
' Qore labour than grau lend, and fan^

/ refrain from plouipilng up their land when
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the cost of labour has ribCn very much more than ha\e
the prices of the produce In 1917^18 another
million acres were added to the acreage already under
the plough, but the food crisis is not yet over. It Is

esiential that w e should Increase our productivity, and
to attain this end we must agree to pav the pnoes ne-
cessary to^make arable farming reasonably profitable
to the fanner Moreovei, the population will have to
change its habits and eat more bread, potatoes, etc

,

than meat, while pork wilt have increaslnglv to re-
place the more expensive animal foods
The second lecture was concerned with the develop-

ment and uses of allotments The htstor) of allot-

ments appears to ^ back to a verv carl> date, for

from the time of Henry III onwards there are
statutes dealing with pieces of cultivated land of the
allotment t>pc The first penod of active growth of
the allotment scheme was in the nineteenth centurv,
when the industnel system and the large towns
developed A noteworthy example is the still flourish-

ing group of allotments started by the late Sir John
Lawes on his Rothamsted estate, in connection with
which a club-house for the use of the allotment-
holders was built as early as 1857 Without doubt the
greatest extension of the allotment movement occurred
dunng the years 1916 onwards, when the country was
threatened with n serious food shortage At the
present time it is estimated that about one million
allotments are in use The typical allotment of ooe-
sixleenth of an acre is rarely capable of providing all

the potatoes and vegetables ntedtd by an ordinary
small household, but when a million of such allot-

ments are conat^red, it is clear that they do bring
about a marked saving in the national food biU.

Unfortunately, the typical allotment is not always
cropped to the best advantage, but it is hoped that
this will boL improved through the publication of a
detailed scheme for allotments by the Ministry of
Agriculture In dealing with fertilisers the lecturer

pointed out that many allotments are defiaent in
humus, and must be supplied with stable manure in

addition to artificial fertmsers Town-dwellers are
faced with further difficulties over the tenure of their

allotments, but it is hoped that all liuilding schemes
in the future will provioc for a reasonable amount of
allotment land.

" Social and Hygienic Conditions Respecting
Gardens and Allotments” provided the subj^t for

the third of Sir Daniel Hall’s lectures Under this

heading was discussed the extreme importance of
"vjtannnes,” of which three at least have been found
to be present in food These vitamines occur mostlv
in living plants, although they are found also in

certain animal foods They arc essential for the
healthy development of human beings In this con-
ntction appears one of the great values of allot-

ments, for by their means a large number of people
arc provided with fresh vegetables containing the all-

important vitamines, without which various diseases

arc liable to occur The lecturer next dealt with the

soaal value of allotments Passive amusements, such
as picture palaces, etc , fail to satisfy complete!) one's

need for amusement, but there is enormous satisfac-

tion in growing things, moreover, some of our best

varieties of flowers and vegetables are the result of

the efforts of working-men, whq found much to

interest them in the allotments which provided a
welcome diversion from work that was often mono-
tonous and carried out under unpromising conditions

The growth of tfie allotment movement will sureU
put men on a sounder economic basis. In addidon to

providiog an ardve Interest In life and to ensuring
the better health of their faix^ltes
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The Research Associations.

Nothing could be more satisfactory than the
account that Dr \ W Crossley gave on Friday

last to the Conference of Research ^sociadons of
the constitution and methods of the British Cotton
Industry Research Association, of which he it director

It embraces every activity that contnbutes to the
production and utilisation of cotton, and represents
more than 95 per cent of the firms engagea in the
industrv Among its members are some <h the Labour
leaders, and these take the keenest interest In its

work It aims to obtain, in the first place, more
exact knowledge of the chemical and pnybical pro-
perties of the fibre and the scientific facts which lie

at the base of the processes employed, for it is ctm-
sidered that It is only in this wav that the true solu-

tion of the problems which present themselves can be
assured It 1$ to be hoped that the same broad and
scientific spirit ma> animate all the associations that
have been formed under the Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research
It appeared to be generally agreed that one of the

most important conditions ot the success of the move*
ment was its close association with the universities

and colleges where snentifie research has hitherto been
mainly can led out It is to them that research asso-

ciations and the research departments of private firms

must look for their suoplv of science workers, and
it is obviously important that those who are engaged
in preparing men and women for the task of indus-
trial research should be acquainted with the lmc& on
which it IS ramed on It is foi this reason to be
desired that the scientific staffs of these institutions

should take their share in the technical research
required b\ our industnes, and it i& a matter of con-
gratulation that the Imperial College of Science and
Technology has already led the wav in this direction

Lord Crewe, who preskled, referred in this connection
to the “industnal fellowships" established at Pitt^
burgh and elsewhere in the United States to fadlltato

the investigation of technical problems The work
IS earned out in close co-operation with the universi-

ties, and at the^joint exprase of the manufacturers
concerned and of the endowment*

llie question of the publication of the results of
industrial research presents serious difficulties As
I^ Croeslev remarked, those employed upon it must
keq) in close touch with those engaged m pure re-

search, on whose conclusions their work is baaed,
but they cannot be always taking without giving
something in return He urged that a large propor-

tkm of the woHc carried out should ultimately be
published even if for commercial reasons it had to be
lield back for several years; and Dr Lawrence Balls

reminded the conference that the stimulus of the
prospect of future publication was required to secure
the accurate record of the data obtainra In the course
of a reoearch
Not less important are the closely allied questions

oi the remuneration and superannuatien of the

scientific workers employed bv the associations This
was discussed by Mr J W Williamson in an in-

teresting paper came to the condusioti that
Ufider present conditions 400/ per annum is the mlni-
nnim that diould be offerra to a sdenoe graduate who
has alreac^ had two or three 3fear8* training in re-

search He pointed out that a post under a research
association did not afford the same security of tenure
as one at a universHv The desirability of extending
to the staffs of research aseodations the federated
superannuation system for unWhrsltles was adenow^
lodged on alf sides J W, Bi
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Solid Lobriourto. ’

A LTHOUGH the report of thW LidwiicetioA Coftt-
mittee has not yet been issued* a ^ Memorsuidum

on Solid Lubricants,^’ prraared for the Committee 1^
one of ite members, Mr T. C Thomsen, has recent!^
been published (Bulletin No. 4 of the Depeutment of
Sdentific and Industrial Research Advisory Coundl)
This pamphlet of twenty-eight pages cemtains a ffigest

of the existing knowledge In this branch of tihe sub-
ject, and will be found most useful to all engineers
and users of machinery The solid lubricants referr^
to are natural and artificial graphite (which are by
far the most important), talc, mica, mod such sub-
stances as flowers of sulphur, white lead, etc , which
are occasionally used for curing hot bearings.
greater part of the bulletin is concerned with graphite*
and although there is not much matter which is new,
there is a great deal of information which will be
of interest to many users of lubneanU The action of
solid lubricants and the conditions under which they
can be usefully emploved are clearly explained.

The natural graphite used for lubrication is usually
of the flake variety, and varies in the size of Its

PartLles from 1/10 in to loss than 1/200 in The
lubricating graohlte produced artificially Is amorphous
It is ground even finer than the natural graphite, and
bv chemical treatment Is further reduced to particles

of colloidal dimensions and sold under the trade-
name^ of '^Aquadag** and "Hydrosol ’* when in ad-
mixture with water, and "Oildag,” "Oleosol,” and
"Kollag" when in SKlmixture witii oil Analytes of
the different varieties of lubricating graphites are
given in the pamphlet, and It is seen that some are
almost chemicallv pure carbon, whilst others contain ^

mineral matter fn variable proportion Solid lubricants

are qpplied dry m cases where for iqiecial reasons it

Is inadvisable or Impossible to use liquid or semi-
solid lubricants, but they are usually employed in

admixture with oil or as an ingredient of peases When
mixed with oil ordinary graohite settles out, owing to

its high specific gravity Colloidal graphite does not
settle so long as the vehicle remains neutral, and is

carried with oil through the finest orifices, eyen throu^
worsted trimmings, but it has the disadvantage of
Mnp easily caused to coagulate in presence of add or
alkali

“OlWag" and "Aquadag" have been on the
market for a number of years, and the experiences
of users of these and other forms of graphite which
Mr Thomsen has collected for general information
will be found of considerable value Periia^ the
most interesting experience is that of Mr B W.
fohnston, who has successfully emploved "Aquadag**
ns a cylinder lubricant and eliminated mil the tremble

caused by the presence of oil in condensed steam.
Experiments made at the National Physical Labora-
tory showed that the addition of “ Oildag ” to mineral
hibncating oil was advantageous where solid friction

occurred, as in worm gear, but quite as good remtits
were obtained witii natural flake^ graphite, eo that tiie«

hibncatlng vahse of graphite seems to depend upon
hs chemical pnritv, and the special advantage of the
ccdlokial graphite Is due to iU prooertv of remainlag
naturally suspended in the HouM medium witiioiit

requiring to be stirred constantlv bv artificial means
Tlw rcmarics on the use of grai^ite In intartud-,

comhti.tion tnflinea. In thtf lubrication of rcM mid*
ebnim, and in mataUeuttiQit and wir»4rawmg «il|
be foNttd of treat Ifitm.t aM practital uw.

All wli6 an tetemmd In nbricmita diould <dttmn a
eopy of thfa iMmoMat, which can be |NwdhBae4
wotfdl* *ny bookatlhr for atspence. V h*
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Greek Saenee and Philosophy.

O N Wednesday Mav is Dr C Singer delivered

his inaugural adoreM as lecturer in the history

of medicine Lniversity College London Sir

Robert HadSeld presided over a large and distin

E
uhed audience Afttr alluding to the neglect of the

itory of science in thib country Dr Singer referred

to the organised effort now being made by Dr Wolf
and others to remedy it at L nn crbitv College The in

stitution in which Augustus De Morgan spent the

wbede of his active life was a pecuhanv appiopnate
pla^ for sudi an experiment The history of science

was a necessary element in am curriculum that sought
to give a vm of the mental hutoiv of the human
rate Turning to the various stages through which
saenoe has passed Dr Singer made some interesting

comparisons between the suence of the ancient Eas
the science of Greece and modern science Among
the characteristics which distinguished Greek saence
from Oriental soenoe and allied it to ours were the

individuality and epon>mit> of its discoveries as dis

tinguibhed from the anonvmous thought of preceding

ci^isations which alwnvs ippeared as a social r'llher

than as an mdividuil product Another ind more im
portent feature of Greek thought was the ronviction

of the neign of Jaw the idea that order rules in

Nature Inis brfief almost an irticle of faith with
thcT Greeks has been justified more and more with
the advance of natural knowledge On the other

hand Greek science diiTered from ours in vinous
wa>s IIk most obvious difference was the intimitc

relation between Greek science ind Greek philosophy

Thu wns due to the fact that Greek science was
onginallv a deonrtment of Greek phtlosophy The
divorce between our science and philosophy had many
advantages but also some drawbicks Another im
ptrtant difference between Greek and modern scKnc
is to be found in the method of record. The Greeks
were interested in results rather than in methods and
almost alwivs neglected to give an account of the r

methods As a consequence their results cannot be
relied upon and exceot bv hard rekoarch we ran

no glimnsc of their methods of working The
mathematical group of sciences however formed an
eteeption in this respect In these the Greeks re

corded their methods as well as their results

Life-history of the Penwmkle

U NTIL 190S the life historv of the common pen
winkle, LtHortna Itttorea L was unknown In

that year Dr W M Fattersall published a brief

announcement pf some investigations made that

mduded the dtscovtry of its ova He reserved a more
detailed account until further observations and re

searched could be carried out but this proved tin

practicable, and Dr Tattersall has now issued the

notes of hia work so far as it went (Department of

Aghculture And Technical Instruction for Irdand
(Pldtenes Branch) Scientific Investigations 1930

No k, pp II 1 plate) being largely instigated

thereto by the publication in 1911 of a paper on the

same subject bv MM Caullery and Pclsenocr From
br Ti^sall s account it appears that the breeding

teasMJdsts from the miMle of January to June and

ttijf pBik eggs are encloaed singly or m pairs (some

tmiea fhtea and exceptionally four) in small cunously

shap^ transparent capsules resembling a solAer^s
** hat the eggs occupying the crosm These

hm^jules are unattached ana vary from o 5 to mm
to dhxtieter the eggs being tiymi o-i^ to o x6 mm

KO 2638, VOt 105]

Segmentation ix compleud during the first day, and at
the third day the circumoral nng of ciba is complete
and the embryo begins to rotate \t the sixth day
the embryo breaks out from the capsule and swims
freelv aixmt in the water The chief food ojf Ltiionna
Uttorea appears to be tht hyphal hairs of Fucus set
ratus and allied seaweeds and the animal swallows
indiscriminately the diatoms and other microscopic
organismb clinging to the sc<iweed The climbing
faauts of these molluscs suggested to the author
possibility of establishing firms for their more
easy collettion for* the market Experiments were
made by erecting stakes in their intertidal haunts
but though the snails of all ages would ascend they
seemed incnpable of retaining their hold save in calm
weather hente the farming had to be abandoned In
conclusion the luthor advocates the grading of the
winkles into sizes before dispatching them to market
using two sicvts of } in and f in respectiveU and
rejecting all that pass through the smaller as un
marl etablo

The Royal Society ConTersazione

THL first of the two annual convers iziones of the
Royal Society was held at Burlington House on

I\ednesda> May 12 when the president Sir Joseph
Thomsen received a large company of fellows of
the socictv and other w 'irki rs of distinction in the
scientific world is usual upon such occasions,
man) exhibits of recent m^hods and results of tn

vcstigation weie displa\ed and much interest was
tiken in thm Mr V A C impbell Swinton gave
a most successful iem< nstration and exposition of
w rekss Ulephonv with apparatus supplied by the
Marconi Wirekss lilegriph Co Lid Grimophone
records and music il instruments plaved at the com
pany s works at Chelmsford were loudly reproduced
m the meeting room of the society Ific apparatus
used lonsisted <f an amplifying detector and note
magnifier to which was connected a loudspeaking
tolephom enabling speech to b heard distinctly over
th whole ground floor The aerial consisted simply
of a frame -5 ft square w >und with 1 few turns of
wire and placed on thi lecture table in the meeting
room The subjoined descriptions of most of the ex
hibits arranged so far as possible in related sul^ects
from man to michine re abridj^ed from the official

catalogue
Afr Af C Burkitt (i) Traangs of prehistoric

rock engravings from the shores of I ake Onega North
Russia the only site n Russia west of the Urals
where prehistoric engravings occur (2) Pakcohthic
stone implements from North Africa showing that
there is a series comparable in Mncral form with the
regular sequence in France and Britain

Afr S H Warren Specimens from a factory of
Neolithic stone axes at Graig Iwyd Penmaenmawrr
The axes were made from the scree which fell down
the mountain side from a line of crags formed of the
fine grained (chilled) margin of the Penmaenmawr
intrusion Axes are found in every stage of manu
facture discarded on account of breakage or unsatis
factory shape the mobt freouent fault being excessive
thickness of blade Palaeql^thic resemblances are
abundant and striking

Mr I Treacher A large Palsohthio implement
from the Gravel at Funqe Platt near Maidenhead
The gravel m which this Implement was found hat
also ^Ided a verv targe number of palseotiths mosUv
belonging to the Chellean type although a few Mout
tenan flakes have been found The surface lewd it
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about 140 o D., iMing 20 it lower than that of the
Bo^ Hill terrace In the neighbourhood.
Mr Herlmt B<dton Enlarged photographs of fossil

insecU from^ the British Coal Measures The first

recorded fossil palasosoic insect from any country was
discovered in the Coal Measures of Coalbroobdale in

the early part of last century In only twelve
additional types from Great Britain had been made
known. Mr. Bolton’s researches during the last ten
years have revealed the fact that at l^t fifty dis-

tinct types had lain unrecognised in various museums
and private collections Ihe photographs exhibited
were made by Mr J W Tutcher
Dr W K Sp^fuer, PaUeo«^ starfish and their

habits Recent work by the Danish ttsheries Board
upon the habits of recent forms throws considerable
light on the mode of life of the fossil starfish Recent
starfish can be divided into (1) starfish, carnivores,
and (a) brittle starfish, detritus feeders living on vege-
table remains in the mud on the sea-bottom or on
very young marine animals Both these series of
forms are modified for their respective mode of life

The exhibit showed that both classes of forms were
present in the palaeozoic rocks, and that some of the
forms from the very old rocks were strikingly similar
in mode of flfe to those of the present day. FcMrms

alch are transitional in structure between the two
es were also shown *

Dr F A, Bather Stalked Echinoderms with a
horizontal haUt of growth In a normal stalked
Ephinoderm the stalk, body, and five arms are sym-
metrical about the long^is, which Is vertical, and
the waste products are carried awav from the vent
at the upper end. But all the Cvs^ found In the
Upper Ordovician starfish bed of Girvan, Ayrshire,
have a body flattened in the plane of the stalk, and
this shows that the long axis was stretched hori-
zontally Extreme modification for this mode of life

is reached in three different woys by three genera of
diverse cvigin Dendroefystis, which floated, with its

stalk attached probably to seaweed, Pl^rocwsUs,
which was possibly attached, but rested its body on
the sea-floor , and Cothumogrstls, probably free, with
its body resting on the sand by short legs Cothumo-
c^stis nad no arms, but from thirteen to forty-two
mouth-slits

Afr. R D. Oldham Model to illustrate an hypo-
thesis of the origin of mountains. If the variation
in depsity, and consequently in bulk, of the matter
underlying mcnint^in ranges Is also the cause of the
surface elevation, and if the outer crust is possevsed
of a considerable degree of strength and stiffness,

resting on material of a more yietdmg character, qrs-
temaoc departures ftom complete eqmvaience of sur-
face elevation and compensation would result. The
model la intended to visualise this.

Mr* A. F. HtU Thermopiles for investigating the
diermal or the thermo-elastic properties of musdes.
When a musde is stimulated* heat is produced in

four separate stages (a) in the development, (b) in

the maintenance and (c) in the dlsappearanoa of the
medianlcal renonse, and (d) in the processes of
oxidative rccogpr) . This heat-production is recorded
by employing delicate insbiated thermopUes and a
sensltlye galvanometer with photographic recording.

Prof. E MtUanby Tl^a effect of an accessory food
factor (vitamlne) on 1 (x) The production ol rickets

in puppies Soft bones and other signs of ridonts

are {^uced in pupries (five to eight wedu old)

when fed on diets unbalanced in that they contain
too little of an accessory food factor (vmmfitoe)--*

pnMbly fat-soluble A (a) The development of
the ftSeth lo puneles Diets deficient In g vitamine^
posstitiv faUeofuble A, produce teeth defectively cat
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dfled and more oc less irrejoilafly pUoed in soft
jaws.

Mr. Jyhan Huxley aud Mr. Lanmlot T.‘Hogb#>r*
The relation of the thyroid to metaOnorphobis. The
exhibits illustrated (x) acceleration of ffW’s ipe^
morphosis by thyrold-feeifing ; (a) memnKM^pfttic
changes in the axolotl Induosd by iodine; and
(3) metamor|tiioiis ol Amblystoma by tbyntid-feeding
with a control.

Prof. R. NewMtead Samjties of mitemnfested flour.

Flour which Is heavily invested with miies (chleflv

AUurohtus fainnae) is certainly ruined* !t has a most
unpleasant odour, and in the early stages becomes
disoedoured owing to the quantities of excrement with
which it u charged Prevention from attack may be
secured by storing flour with a low moisture content,
1 s below 1 1 per cent m the temperate zone and
from 6-7 per cent in the tropics.

Prof, G H F Nutiell and Dr D KeiUn
Hermaphroditism in Pedtcultu humanus The
microscopic specimens illustrated hermaphrodites of
intersexual type and included a complete series of
forms from those of male typo to those of femalt^

type, the co-exlsting characters of both sexes being
present to a varying degree The intersexual forms
which Occur among Pcmculi in Nature are derived
from the crossing of the races of P humanus. t c

capitu and cor^om. Some of these crosses yield up
to ao per cent of^hcrmaphrodites
Mr /. £, Barnard Pt^temkrographs obtained bv

means of ultra-violet light It is well known that
resolving power in the microscope Is dependent on
the N A of the objective and the wave-lenmh of the
light used Decrease of wave-length results in pro-
portionate increase of resolution, and this metiiod
opens up a promising field of investigation There is

the further advantage that biolomcal preparations,
particularly bacteria and other micro-organisms, are
sufficiently opaque to ultra-violet light of suitable

wave-lenjph to render staining unnecessary The result

is that they can be photographed in the living state

Dr. J. C Mottram £ui Dr E A Cockayne
Demonstration of fluorescence in Uepidoptera ,bN

ultra-violet radiation. The beam of ultra-viqlet ra\s
is produced by means of a quartz mercury \apour
lamp In a box with a window of the glass invented
by Prof Wood This is transparent to radiation of
wave-lengths lying betw'cen 3000 and 3100 A.V , but
opaque to light. Only a small proportion of the
l^ldoptera examined have proved to be fluorescent,

and all of these,are whitish or yellow in colour
The Botany Department, Impertal CoBege of

Sctence and Technology

:

Recording porometer This
Instrument records the rate at which air, under
slightly reduced pressure. Is drawn thix^h the stomata
(pores) into a glass cup fixed on the upd^r-aurface of

the leaf It thus gives a measure of the the of these
pores Every time a bubble of the air so drawn In

escapes from the lower tube It momentarilv^makef
contact between the mercury and a platinum wire;
the current passing then moves the recordllfg pen on
the surface of the revolving drum.
The Cambridge and Pam Jnstrument Co,, l.tj *

A new microtome This instrument is deSlAMd on
shnliar lines tb the welL-knovm CAmbrldgo *' ricking
gilcrotome, but the object Is In » mu^ more con^

venknt position for observation and orientation, and
the tnlcf^tome ruts pMw sections In either ooraffin

or oetlqldin, abd the derign Is sultftble for

moMntinif jxiiHMiiiile view, of wUte .A
putotUam «> >bld|» jii«4e.up •

.

iwiqM* of flotuii*, ^**1 A ttM ixnpm^
t* *
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o( th« country if »hown 6at. The pictures should be
cnlnrfled to an equivalent focal length greater than
the outanoe of dutinct vision, and mounted m a
^ygon circumscribing a circle of radius equal to the
local length
Tin MtUofologtcoi Office * New instruments and

diatoms . (1) Land aneroid and ^ea aneroid
(a) Barometer with micronietnc adjustment (3) Two
kimilar synchronous charts and the weather of the
following fifteen davs. (4) Normal weather on tlv

Cairo to Cape route (5) Charts of the average dis-

tribution of rainfall, cloudiness, and temperature over
the northern and southern hemispheres in Januar>
and July, (6) Man of the annual rainfall in the
Englfsh Lahje DiWict *(7) Records of the magnetic
dismrbancc of March J3'-24, 1920, and photographs
ol aurora for helghl-me^surements (8) Frequency of

thunderbtormb on the route between England and
Australia and at selected stations in \fnt<i and South
*\merica (9) 'ilie flow of air o\er Ke^\ Obser\ator>,
Richmondt during the last thret^ )ears

.Ilf ^ftntstry Laboratory Apparatus for air navigi-
tion (i) Four alternative methods for the quick
solution of sphcncal triangles necessar) for thi ob-
taining of 5>usiHan lines from astronomical observa-
tions taken from aircraft (al The d'Oeagne nomo-
f^am (b) \ slide-rule based tnereon (c) The Veater
diagram (d) The Bvgrave slide-rule (2) Wlmpons
\\ind*gaugc bearing pUtc, to enable the velocity and
direction of the wind to be measuned whilst in flight,

(i) b\ flving on two courses and noting the drift

angles, and (h^ b} flying on one course^ and using a
chronometer ^3) Capt Weir’s (Littrow projection)
diagram applied to the purpose of obtaining position
lines from WyT boanngs
Ihe Admiralty Con^ciss Department (1) Two

standard types of aircraft compasses (2) Examples of
aperiodic compasses for use in ships and aircraft
The aperiodic svstf*m adopted In these compasses is

a result of the investigations of Mr G I Bennett
and the late Lt -Comdr C Campbell
Mr E, A Reeves Apparatus for showing the exist-

ence of a true north and south directive force in thi

electricity of the atmospheie This apparatus con-
sists of a large glass bottle with an indiu-rubbei
stepper, from whicti is suspended by a fibre of un-
spun silk a gold-leaf paper indicator The inner side

of the stopper is coveted with paraffin wax, and the.

bottle is coated inside and out with shellac varnub
The whole is mounted op a tnpod stand On a calm,
dear day, when the npparati^ it set up in a high
open qnoe and screened from the direct rays of t^
sun, it is found that after the paper Is electrified bv
touching it with vulcanite rubbed on drv cloth, and
left for some tunc, it will oscillate about evenly on
dther side of the true north and south line, or come
to rest approximatelv in that direction
Mr C V Boys (li Noon reflector The noon

reflector is a vcr> simple form of transit instrument
intended to be set on a wlndow-slIl facing south and
produdog a pinhole-reflected image of the sun on the

oeifing or opj^te wall, from which the time may be
bbtaini^with an accuracy of about one second
(a) Adffiuth declination tune-chart The arimuth
aecUnaBon time-chart is a graphic representation of

the hour angle of the sun for all dedlnatlons at a
partkiulpr latitude and itffmuth from which the hour

may be read with* an accuracy of one-tenth of

f aecond of time. This^is for use with the noon
reflyior when set at scxnc asimuth other than soudi

Ttt$ National Physical Laboratory ; Oriented lustre

of etched crystaUine surfaces. The etdied bmtalUne
b^r(aoe 6f tnetel Is covered with a number of minute
maM facets fpe orientation of wbkh is untform

e*eh Individual cn^f, but varies from
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one crystal to the next A beam of oblique light fail-

ing on such a surface is selcitlvetv reflected by these
facets in such a wa> that the area, of certain ciystals
appears uniformly and brightly illuminated, while
oUWr crystals remain dark Bv Illuminating such a
surface by means of three separate beams of coloured
light falling upon the crystals at various angles of
incidence a striking effect Is produced Each Crystal
reflects into the e^e of the diserver a portion of one of
the beams falling upon ii at a suitable angle, and the
vanous iiystals consequent!) appear of different
colours (Di W Rosenhain and Mr J H Haughton)
Messr^ Adam Htlger, Ltd Vacuum grating

spectrograph for the extreme ultra-violet A concave
grating spectrograph, speciall) designed ior the
investigation of the Schumann and Lyman regions
of the speurutn No refractive substance (e.g.

quarts or fluorite) is introduced, but the whole spec-
trum IS obtained with one setting of the grating bv
the use of two slits These aic disposed m the end
plate of the instrument, just above the plate-holder,

which 19 cylindrical in form and provided with a plate
for sealing purposes
The Osmosis Co, Ltd Clavs treated b\ electro-

osmosis Photomicrographs and specimens of articles

made with osmosed dav fhe phenomena of elec-

trical osmosis, whereby matter in a verv finely divided
state IS capable of being influenced b> an electrical

potential, have an important practical use in the purl-
ncation of cla)s Ixiw-grade and discoloured <^na
clays become usable as paper clays and potterv clays,,

and all china clays are improved in colour as a result

of treatment
ilfe&srs / Crosfield and Som, Ltd Synthetic pro-

ducts for perfumerv Svnthetic perfumes of British
manufacture were shown, most of which were for-

merly produced entirely in foreign countnes. The*
manufacture was undertaken owing to the difficutty*

in some cases impossibility, of obtaining such products
during the war
Mr A Matlock Apparatus used in the determina-

tion of the variation of rigidity with temperoture.
The specimen to be tested forms part of a torsion

balance , in which the restltutivc couple is supplied bv
the torsion of a long thin wire, together with that of
the specimen, the* latter being in fie form of a short
wire or narrow strio about 2 in long The specimen
and lower part of the balance can be immersed in a
tube of fluid kept at anv desired temperature The
periods of oscillation are automaticallv recorded for

various temperatures, and the ratio of these periods
furnishes the necessary data for determining the ratio

of the rigidities Tn making an experiment the oscil-

lations arc maintained continuously, the specimen
being immeised successively in water at 200®, at

room-temperature, in carbonic acid, in aicohol, and
in liquid air

Mr C R Gth^on for Mr Joieph Goold Experi-
ments in rotational dynamics The exhibit illustrated

is a new development of Mr Goold ’s earlier experi-

ments in vibrating bars, the most remarkable of these

being the vortex phenomenon demonstrated about a
quarter of a century ago The new experiments
showed a rotational effect which is indeoendent of
the vortex phenomenon A light clamp is fitted arroas

the steel bar cairving on upright needle or rod, upon
the free end of which Is suppoited a fight metal vane
or “spinner ” On setting the plate in vibration the
soinner rotates with considerable energy Thh rota-

tion results from the intetplav of two systems of vibra-

tion acting at right angfoi to eatdi other The fol-

lowing explanation is suggested by Mr G3>son, who
gave the demonstratSon * Tn one of the systems fie
bar vibratefl between nodal lines which cross fie
width of the bai'; this fa termed a normsd systeok
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ht the other ayteem of vibration the bar has a nodal
line running along the longitudinal centre of the bar«

while croei-nodee are alao present ; this class of vibra.

tion ib termed a dual system In the latter we
may picture the sections of the bar on opposite sides

of the central line to bo out of phase with each
other, so that one section is going upwards at the
mome&t the other section is going downwards This
will give a slight rocking motion to the clamp, causing
the free end of the needle to move to and fro in

direction across the bar. Similarly, the bar is

vibrating between the cross-nodes, bo we may picture

the sections divided by these to be upwards on one
aide of the cross-node and downwards on the other,

thus giving a rocking motion to the needle In a
Erection lengthwise with the bar These two motimis
^dual^ combine to give the free end of the needle an
etlipycal motion, hence the rotation of the spinner
ih& Hon Sir Charles Parsons Water-hammer

cone demonstrating the destructive effect of col-

lapsing vortex cavities The apparatus consists of a
hollow cone At the small end Is fitted a dio-cap

dirougb which passes a hole of the same diameter as
the small end of the cone Between this rap and the
cone thin metal plates are insetteiL The cone is

placed in water in the tank, allowed to fill with
water, and then thrust quickly downwards, its mouth
striking on to a rubber bipek at the bottom The
sudden arrest by the rubber block gives a high rate

of relative acceleration of the water In the cone, pro-
ducing momentarily a cavity at the apex, which, bow-
over, immediately closes again with a perceptible

metallic hammering sound, and with sufficient pres-

sure, due to the concentrated energy of the closing
cavity at the apex, to puncture metal plates above
•0 03 in in thickness, indicating a pressure of 140 tons
per square inch
Mr, hd-ufin Edser The cemoentration of minerals

aind coal by frexh flotation Many \aluable minerals,
particularly metallic sulphides, can be concentrated
from low-grade ores by crushing these to a fine

j>owder, mixing them with water, adding a small
quantity of a suitable reagent, and agitating the mix-
ture BO that air is entrained in the form of fine

bubbles On allowing the mixture to come to rest,

the bubbles carrying the mineral particles rise to the
surface, and find a mineralised troth which can be
removed The barren rock (gangue) is not floated

Demonstrations were given m (i) the recovery of
galena (lead sulohide) and blende (sine sulphide) as
separate products from Broken Hill ore, (al <he
lecove^ of coal from waste dumps*
5if Hobert Robertson Instrument for determining

the preesure developed b\ detonators by Hopkinson^s
^ndple This instrument, which was designed by
Mr H Qulnney at the Research Department, Wool-
wich, illustrateo the quant!tati\e measurement of the
pressiupe of the blow delivered by a detonator accord-
ufg to the principle enunefated by Hopkinson This
principle de^nds on the separation of momentum into
pressuM and time When the blow is applied to one,

end of a steel bar, a short lengtib of the bar, attached
bv means of a faced ]oint to the other end, is thrown
off as a result of the application of the pressure of
the blow. The momentum of this short length (the
**tltne|

fiqoc ") is measured by catching it up in a ball-

istic oendulum As the rate of transndsakm of the im-
pulse In steel is known, the time taken for the pres-

sure-wave to iMSs twice the length of the timepiece ”

is aho known, and so thejneuntre can be deduced.
Prof, F, W, BttfStaQ Optic Indicator for intemai-

contbustion engfnes* An instrymeni lor obtaining
iim power afut the presaim in intemal-ooRdMistlon
enginet. The <ib}ccte aimed at are tp ebtgin aecurats
re^tigt at the presamea up to 600 lb* per square
inch and speeds up to 2500 revohttioos per minute.
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Unirersity and Educational IntelUgeaca. ,

CAMBonxiB.—Mr E \ Milne, fellow of Trinity
College, has been appointed astistantdirector of the
Solar Physics Observatory
The new professorship of physical ehemisti^ Is

declared vacant
It is proposed to make it possible for students to

take the first M B examination before coming into
residence on account of the greater facilities now
provided m schools for the teaching of chemistry,
phy^cs, and bi<dogy

llie discussion on the syndicate’s report on the
relation of women to the University is fixed for
October 14

^

The Local Lectures Summer Meeting will be held
from July 29 to Aujg|ust 18 The main subject of
study will be the history, literature, and art of
Spain, but courses in phyncal science (historical and
biographical) and in elementary astronomy are being
arranged in co-operation with the Association ^
Science Teachers Further information can be ob-
tained from the Rev Dr Cranage, Syndicate
Buildings, Cambridge

Livsrpool—Dr Charles Wall^er hafc been ap-
pointed associate-professor in cytology and lecturer m
nistolo^
Mr J, Wemvss Anderson, dean of the faculty of

engtneenng, and oasociate-prof^tor of engineering in
the Univer&i^, has been appointed to tne recently
established John William Hughes chair of englneering-
refrfgeration

Messrs Alfred Holt and Co , Ltd , of Liverpool,
have contributed 15,000! to the Univerbltv Appeal
Fund The Association of West African Merchants
and the African Section of the Chamber of Commerce,
Liverpool, have decided to raise 12,000! b\ voluntary
contributions from their members to provide a chair of
Colonial commerce, ndminUtration, and history at the
University and to increase the endowments of the
School of Trc^cal Medicine

London —^The following courses of advanced lec-

tures will begin shortly — Phree lectures cm “The
Early Civilisation of Malta,” bv Prof Th Zammif
(of the Umversity of Malta), at University ^lege,
at 5 30 p m , on Mav 20, 27, and 28 , four puMic
lectures on "High-frequency Alternators for Radio-
Telegraphy,” at the Institution of Civil Engineers,
S.W I, by M Manus Latour (of Pans), at 5 30 p m ,

on May a6, 27, 28, and 31 , and four lectures (in

French) on “ Divers Modes d« Dynamisme dcs Erup.
tions Volcaoiques «t les Phdnom^nes de I^at^tisa-
tton," at the Impenal Coltege (Royal School of
Mines), by Prof A Lacrohr, at 5 p m.f on June 14,
fc, 16, and 17 Admission to the courses is free,

wldiout ticket

Annouxckuxmt is made of the inwaiding retirement
of Mr T P Gin* who has been Secretary of the

Department of Agriculture and Technical Instrpction

for Ireland since it was established. %
Tfift Regional Association, in^co-operatiofgwifh the

Civic Education Leagoe, proposeo to hoM a meettiid;

art Glastonbury fromlAugust si to September ti.

The purpose of the nKetfaig wjn be (1) to shake a
refi^Oftal survey, mral end dvic, of GfostonlMry

2 ssfiST
PwttAilarii maf be dbtiAted fttbrn Mr^.

raaer-Ptn^ lieo. eemtatT ef tile Aeelbael MateMi
tiM. n Lancaster MUM TwSk Xw.3, or

55 BeIgnnAft Raad, S.W't. ‘
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Tm Sorby reaearch fellowship has been awarded to

f>r,-“F’ C Thompson, of the department of applied

tetenoes of the lJnl\*ersit> of Shefldeld, for research

into the ctmstitution of the alloy steels The fellow-

ship, Hhlch IS tenable for hvo yearsj is awarded by a
committee appointed b> the council of the Royal
Soewtv and the Uniiersity of Sheffield fitnfi a fund
bequeathed b\ the lute Ur H C Sorby
Dr Thompson holds the degrees of Doctor of Metal-
lurgy (Shield) and Bach^r of Science (London)
He was a Came^ie research scholar of the Iron and
Steel Institute, is a member of many bodies con-
cerned with physical and metallurgical matters, and
has published a number of papers on metallography
and allied subjects

Thb Dr jessie Maegregor prize for medical science,

of the Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh, is to

be awardra in Jul\ to the applicant who presents the
best record of onginat work in the science of medi-
ane, published or unpublished, but must not hoM*
been published earlier than three \ears prior to the
date of award of the prize I'hc prize, which is of fht*

value of 752., 18 q>en to women medical graduates of
the University of Edinburgh, or to those who have
taken Che triple qualification and before being qualified

studied medicine for at least a \ear in Edinburgh \p-
piications for the prize, with a record of the work of
the competitor, must be sent to reach the Convener of
the Trustees, Royal College of Ph\sicians, Edinburgh,
b\, at latest, June 1

Thb Bureau of Education in India has issued a
pamphlet by Mr R K Sorabji entitled '‘Facilities

for Indian Students m America and Japan ” Mr
Sorabji warns students that it is unwise for anyone
to visit the United States on an allowance of 50, or
60 rupees per mensem, even though the student may
make some money In the vacations, he requires from
150! to aoof a year, of which he mp> earn 50! The
facilities for technical education and the cheapness
of It ma^ attract the student to Japan, but the candi-

dates for admission to the colleges exceed the accom-
modation, and when a system of competitive examina-
tion is Introduced, the \^th trained in n Japanese
school possesses great^ advantages than the Indian

As IS the case in the United States, the student will

require an allowanet of from looi to 1502 per annum,
and as the teaching h given in Jaoanesc he must
acquire that language before he can derive any
advantages from Japanese institutions

Societies and AcadcSales.

IX>NDON

Rayat Society, Mav 6 —Sir J J Thomson, president,

in the chair—R H Fowlsf, E. C GaDsp, C N H
Cicli, and H W WixMmmU The aerodynamics of a
•j^nnlng shell This paper deals with the motion
trurough a gas or n body with an axis of symmetry
and a about that axis T^ range of velocities

indues the velodtv of sound in the gas It has
imeciat reference to the motion of an ordinary shell

through air under gravitv The problem is approached
from the aerodynamical viewpoint The force system
mpoaed by the gas is analysed into its most Important

cbnstitii^ts by helo of the theor\ of dimensions and

ilf detailed wind-channef experiments The general

dguadons of motion ai^ obtained In a vector notation,

and laduoed to tractable a^roxiotate imn% In cerUm
IjpapoHlwt ^ledal cases; in porticuler, when the axis

of aymo^etry and the direction of morion of the centre

pf nearly coincide An approq^lmate formaj

ij^duBon m these last equations Is obtained, and the
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errors in the equations themselves and their solutions
are shown to be negligible I he solutions obtained are
submitted to the test of experiment^ and the magnsi-
tude of the more important members of the force
system determined numirically as functions of the
velocity of the shell up to twice the velocity of sound.
\t the same time the mam assumptions made in the
analysis arc verified Ihe ixperimental method us^
is to tire the shell through a senes of cards The
shape of the holes left m the cards determineZ
accurately the angular motion of»the axib of the shell.

From this the values of thi (huf components of the
force system are deduced One of the principal results
IS to determine aciurateU the spin required to render
the shell stable at any velocity The behaviour of
the foice components as functions of the velocity

appears to be of scientific interest, and of obvious

,

importance in technical balhstus — Prof \V E
DsJby Researches on the elastic properties and the
plastic oxhnsion of metals Ihis paper relates to a
new t)pe of toud-cxtension diagram recorded auto-
maticallv b\ an adaptation of an instrument already
described to the societv Ihe extension of the test

piece u multipluri 150 times bv the Insti ument With
this magnification, about extension is shown on
the negative, and the elastic line appears at a slope

of about 60° The shape of the elastic line can there-
fore be studied and the process of extension can be
watched, so that stretching can be stopped at an
assigned value and the load removed and then re-

appn^ The removal and re-application of the load
produce a loop on the diagram, and Heveral such
loops can be described on each negative Looped
diagrams taken from metals commonly used were
shown Comoarisons of these looped diagrams show
that each metal is characterised bv" its elastic line and
loops \ succession of plates was taken from a test

piece of high carbon steel stretched almost to break-
ing These plates set end to end give a procession
of loops, and show that the loop area tends to a
maximum The questions of rime-intcrval between
the taking of loops and heat treatment between the
taking of loops are examined in relation to loop area
It Is shown thnt in the high carbon steel and allov

steel lapse of time has little or no effect in restoring
elnsticitv, nor is the elasticity restored bv bulling in

water New data relating to the strength of materials
are given bv these diagiams, \iz (1) The area of the
loop (2) The rate of increase of the nrea of the loop

(y) The maximum area C T R Wllisii Tnvestiga.*

tions on lightning discharges and on the electric field

of thunderstorms The msesfigations were carried

out at the Solar Ph\sics Observatory, Cambridge, b%

methods alrcnd> described (Proceedings, 1916) Ap-
paratus has been added to secure a photographic

record of the readings of the capillarv electrometer

used In the measurements Changes in the ekctrie

field which ocrum less than a tenth of a second are
recorded The sudden changes nroduced in the poten-

tial gradient bv the passage of lightning discharges

recorded in 1017 were positive in Aya cases and nrga.
tJve in 270 The mean \alue of the eleclnc moment
aQH (Q being the quantity discharged and H the

vertical height through which this charge is di«u

placed) of a lightning discharge is about 3x10’*
«.su xcm or 100 roulomb-kilometres The mean
ouantltv discharged is of the order of 20 coulombs.
The magnitude of the potentials attained in thunder-

clouds is of the order of To* volts The rate of vertical

separation of charges in a thundercloud mav amount
to some coulombs per second, t c the vertical current

through the cloud is of the order of some amperes.
A thundercloud or sllowrrcloud mav be regarded as
an electric generator, capable of maintaining betweati
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tt« poles an electromotive force of the order of lo*

volte. It teOds to maintain an electric current from

.
the earth to the conducting layers of the upper atmo-
sphere or in the reverse direction, according 'as its

raanty it -f- or ^ . The difference which must exist
In the conductivity of the olr above showercihuds of

+ and of — polaritv icspectivelv, osving to the large
difference between the mobilities of the negative and
positive ions dragged out of the conducting layer bv
the fiehl of the c^d, furnishes a possible explanation
of the normal poiitiae potential gradient at a distance
from showerclouds it is also shoisn that it will
account for the prevailing negative sign of the poten-
tial gradients associated with showerclouds and for
the preponderance of positively charged rain and posi-

ti\e lightning discharges, te discharges which pro-
duce a positive change of ootential gradient—L F
Rkharissn The supph of <nergy to atmospheric
eddies Osborne KcvnolcU investigated the energy of
eddies os a balance between income and expenditure
The income was the activitv of the eddv stresses
upon the corresponding rates of mean strain, the
expenditure was by wav of molecular viscositv His
timrv refers to an incompressible liquid, but it is

^hown in the present oaper that the <ianie apidies to
nn elastic fluid In a gravitating atmosoherc there
is an additional channel for gain or loss, because the
eddies act a^ thermo-d^naiuic engines, either produc-
ing or decreasing inequalities of temperature Thev
are, however, imoerfect engines It is shown that
the activitv contributed by the eddies bv this pro-
cess Is

volume,

where g is tht acceleration of graviti, yp the thermal
oppacitv |)er mass, c the eddv -conductivitv , <r the
entropv per mass, and h the height In the actual
atmosphere this activity is ordinarily an expenditure
by the eddies Bv balancing It against their income a
criterion of turbulence is obtained Some observations
of the quiescence of wind on a clear evening tend to
confirm the theorv

Oeslogksl Ssclrty, Mnv 5-^Mr O W Lamplugh,
vice-president, m the chair—S H. Warrsa A
natural **

eolith factory beneath the Thanet Sand.
The paper describes a section m the Bullhead
Bed at Gfa}8, where the conditions have been favour-
able for the chipping of the flints by subsoil pressure.
There is evidence of extensive solution of we chalk
beneath the Tertiary deposits, and the differential
movementb thus brought about have occasioned much
slickensiding, and remarkable effects in the chipping
of the flints In the author's opinion the s^on
affords the most complete and conclusive evidence
hitherto obtained m support of the theory of the origin
of the supposed eollthlc implements by purely natural
agencies. There nre not only the slmoler Kentish
types, such ns notches, bow scrapers, and the like, but
also the larger and more advanced forms of rostro-
carlnotes, which are characterutic of the fubX!Irag
detnIUB4ied Careful digging enables the pressure-
points of one stone ggaipdt another and the resultant
chipping effects to bo studied in detail ; and in many
instances the flakes removed can be recovered and ro-
nlacea. A few examples are more than merely eolithic

in character If sgch exceotional exarntdes were re-

moved from their associates, and also from the evU
donees of the geological forces to which they have
been axposed, no investigator could be blamed {or ac-
cepting^ them without qye^tlon as of Mousterian woricr
nogn^ip Individual specimens mav often deceive : in
order to diatInguUh o geological deposit of, chipped
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flkKs from the ddbris of a prehUtortc chipping-floor, it

is necessary to base one's Judgment upon fdhrly reprCb

sentadve groups, and also to tBb» into oooslderanon
the circumstances in which they havd been dbeoveradi

CAMBIUbGE.

miitspkkal SMtsty, March S.»Mr C. T R
Wilson, president, in the chair— H. Brtadlsy •

Further notes on the food-plants of the common
earwig (Forfieida ai^nadofta) 'fhe (d>servations on
the fooOFplants of the common earwig made on a
smalt scale in 1917 (Prooeedingw, xix , part 4, 1918,

p 171) were continued in die summers of 1918 and
1919 on earwigs kept in captivity m connection With
a statistical Inquiry on variation Xhogether about
ninety species of common plants, chiefly garden
voriedet, were used .\mong tho most favourite foods

were the leaves of Jerusalem artichoke, beetroot, pink
begonia, garden cabbage, oentaurea, delphinium,
leek, Afatvus sylvsxtrts, vegetable marrow, mignonette,
white p3rrethnim, scarlet runner, seakale, and tomato

,

and tlW petals of blue Anchuta, China aster, pink

begonia, oiackberry, different varieties of campanula,
white clemads, dandelion, Gesnerla, white marguerite,

mint, corn parsley, white phlox, yellow CEnothera,
rose, Lomato, red valerian, blue v'erbena, and varieties

of vetches Among frwts green flg, hone> suckle, and
plum were well attacked, while apple was ncgUcied
until the skin^ was removed, and then eaten com-
paratively litde Potato and artichoke tubers, save
dormant buds on the latter, escaped attack m their

skins but when sliced thev were thoroughly devoured
The hairy undersides of the leaves of ra^berry and
blue Verona and the curled edges of Scotch kale
leaves are very attractive to earwigs for hiding in in

the dav-time, and onion inflorescences, poopy cap-

sules, buds of hollvhock, t>etal8 of gaidcn chrvsanthe-

mums and snapdragon are also popular refuges The
last two and Scotch kale leaves were also nibbled

moderately, but the conclusion formed In 1917 that

the actual damage done to chrysanthemums bv ear

wigs 18 usually exai^perated was confirmed bj the

later observations —Miss Maud D. HtvUsai Pre-

liminary note on antennal variation in an Aphid
(Myeus film, Linn ) The re^ currant ApUs (ftfyeut

nbit, Linn.) shows variation of the anteniue in the

wini^ females, according to whether they are fed

upon healthy leaves or upon leaves blisterra by the

sucking of previous generations In forms from tlte

bHsters the large sense^gans, situated upon an-

tennal joints V and vl„ are otaced nearer the articula-

tion of these joints than In forms from healthy leaves

Experiments on transference of blister-fed descendants
of a single ancestor to healthy leaves showed but
slight change in the first two or three generations.

Subsequent generations, however, ilidvnMl mariied
Increase above the ancestral mean, though ideitdcal

generations, fed onlv upon blistei^ leaves, had a
mean shnilar to that of their ancestors —Dr. Penten

and A. I Bsrry* Studies on cellulose acetate The
authors ffave a short account of certain observations

of general chemical interest obtained *irf^the course
of an inv^igatlon on aeroolane dopes—G. T.
Bsnastt The rotation of s tion-spinning gvrostat,

and its effect in the aeroplane comoass. svm*
metrical wheel frfe to rotate about its axl# is moved
from rsst in anv OMdtion means of the axle^ and
is finafiv restored taa nodtion in which the ade
again noints in the sime direction as formerlv. Show

'

that the wheri, again at rest wili Have rotated^

through a ntane angle eoual to the solid angle of tiw
cone desfribed bv,the varying dirertfons of axle”
fColleer Exatnlnadoo Problem Paper„ i$9^

,
Thb

xkieinaHca of the anjgjular motion of^ the ig
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i«pf«9eiite<l by the rolUhg of the plane of the wheel
on n fixed ikme of arbitrary form The aurface-angle
of the cone differs from four right anjriea by the final

angular dMplacement of the wheel The tame angle
of rotation it also measured by the solid angle of Sic
reciprocal cone described by the axis of the wheel
This movement is not ^ec among those that arc

fs^Harly recognised, though it has important prac-
tlcai 4mlic:ations Bodies suspended from a point on
on axis of symmetry behave in the same way and
for the same reason when swung about by move-
ments of the point of support AJn^Iane compass-
cards in particular (found to keep practically parallel

to the banked floor of the aeroplane under the action
of gravity and lateral acceleration during a turn)

would I from inertia alone, and apart from all other
sources of control or disturbance, turn with the
machine through an angle geometrically calculable

from the mo\cment of the aeroplane G Darwia
Lagrangion methods for high-speed motion The
general form of the kinetic potential is found for any
number of electrically ibarged particles moving in

anv field of electric and magnetic force, allowing for

the \ariabi1itv of mass with velocity and for the
** retardation ” of the foroos of interaction of the
particles The result is applied to the ** problem of
two bodies ” The relative orbit is a distorted ellipse

with moving apse, and there Is no simply definable
centre of mass for the system The finiteness of

matkS of the h3rdrogen nucleus is found to have abso-
hitelv no effect on the separation of the doublets In

the iivdrogen spectrum —H P Waria The effect

of a magnetic mid on the intensity of spectral lines

The pa^r discusses the changes observed in the
general spectrum and in the intensity of the lines

when the source is placed in a magnetic field In
the case of mcrcurv the field brings out a few lines

previously faint or absent, and the abnormal behaviour
of the line bi^a, which Is very promincntlv brought
out, is discussM In the spectrum of the monatomic
gases helium and neon nuxed with the diatomic gases
oxvgen and hydrogen only the monatomic lines are
enhanced ver> much in brightness, and on this view
the fact of the lines getting enhanced in the magnetic
field is attributed to atomic radiation The differences

in the degrees of enha^^enlent are said to depend on
the series to which the lines belong, and the enhanced
ttnet» in the sun-spot spectrum are attributed to this

effect of the magnetic field known to exist there

C V, H. Ras and Prof Baker Generation of sets

of four tetrahedra mutuallv inscribed and circum.
scribed This paper shows how the figure Is obtain-
able bv a generalised process of inversion from a
singie tetrah^on, and applies the same method to
a certain cdhfiguration In four dimensions
fstteri* The term-bv-term integration of an infinite

series over an infinite range, and the inversion of the
otder of integratidh in repeated infinite integrals—

R U» tsvser Rotating liould cylinders This
paper applies th* method followed bv Liapounoff, for

the case of ellipsoids, to the consideration of the

stability of ^ the so-called pear-shaped cvlinder

Dubun,
Reyal DabUa Secisty, Wil ay—Dr F E Hackett

in the phair —Prof W E Adwisy and H G Bseksr

The of scAutlon of atmospheric * nitrogen and
oxj’geiv b\ wats^ (Part iIl) This papers deals with

^ g^ritnents made with bekHes of quiescent water, the

of which show thaf under ordinary conditions

jttdxBtg of the water takes place to tueh an extent

tosEt a modification of the formula prevUmW deduced

^ be used to interpret the ptqceas. The of the

bumidfty of the air above the surface of the water is
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also dealt with and its influence on the rate of solu-
tion indicated—Or J RaWr and W J HkkiabettSM

,

(1) The influence of electrolytic dissociation on the
distillation in steam of the volatile fattv odds
Changes in th^ distillation constants of the fatty adds
are fully accounted for by introducing a correction for
electrolyte dissoaation Observation«i are given on
the influence of salts (3) Some appbcations of the
method of distillation in steam A survey of the
method, discussing its theoretical and industrial

applications, especially in the rniwlvsis of butter and
other edible fats and oilh

Paxis

Academy of Sclsacts, April 20 — M, Henri Deslandrcs
in the chair—A BsBer and R Comabert Ihc con-
stitution of the mcthylethylcyciohexanone prepared by
the ethyation of o-methylcvdohcxanone This com-
pound IS shown to possess an unsymmetneal struc-
ture, both the alk>f groups being attached to the
same carbon atom in the nng—IT. DonvW The
origin of the Orbitoids —

\

fisadsl Theorems on
the transmission of energy bv alternating current
analogous with those of Siemens on transmission by
continuous current Criticism of these theorems—
£ Msiflst Some properties of transcendental numbers.
C Csmichtl The permanent state in water reservoirs

—A PsTot The variation with pressure of the wave-
length of the lines of the cyanogen band —F BsaiiSB

A method of physico-chemical analysis of commercial
chlorobcnscncs Bv fractional distillation the speci-

men IS divided into portions each containing only two
constituents, mcoRurrments of densitv serve to deter-

mine the composition of each fraction The accurac}
obtained is liluslrated b> examples —A Kttig and
D FIsreatiB The differentiation of masked and
apparent sulphunc ions m complex salts The use of
benzidine us u reagent, suggested in a recent p^xir
by P Job and O Urbain, was anticipated by the

authors in 1914 in a study of solutions of the green
chromium sulphate— Aagsr The salts of nitroso-

phenylhydroxylamine (cupferron) uronous salts

ITranic salts are not precipitated bv cupferron, and
vanadium can be quantitative!) precipitated bv cup-

ferron in the presence of uranium, as was shown b\

Turner in 1916 If, however, b> zinc t eduction the
uranic salts are converted into uranous compounds,
the uranium can bo precipitated also b> cupferron,

and under those conditions vanadium and uranium
can be successivelv determined bv means of the cup-

ferron—G llsfllgss Iodic and as a microchcmical
reagent for calcium strontium, and barium A
TO per cent solution of iodic acid forms a good reagent

for the microchemical identification of calcium, stron-

tium, and barium salts, soluble or insoluble One
milligram of material is sufficient for the purpose—
Ch NMgaki and L J StiHsa The action of chlorine,

hvpochtorous acid, and cyanogen on c\anamide and
its denvatlves—P Bsrtraad Value of the pnmnrv'
rentnnetal metaxviem of old or nninilive plants—
M Oaimsfisad The evolution of the chondHome
during the formation of the pollen-grams of LUiunt

candtdum—H Dsvtsz and H Boqygiws The useful-

ness of s<sdium fluoridf* omoloyed as an antisoptic for

the oreservation of railwav -sleepers The scarcity of

creosote has led raltwav companies to trv other anti-

septics for the preservation of wooden sleeners, and,

among others, sodium fluonde has been evtenslvelv

us^ While there is no doubt As to the efficiency of

sodium fluoride as an antiseptic, on account of the

ease with which it is extracted b\ water, it Is useless

for the preservation of wmod exposed to rain, and
especiallv for the case of rallwav -sleepers -A, DtIgfM
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aned M MtMwaU DeterminatToii pf the total hoti*

aiiuoo organic acidi of the unne—H CeUa The
dmetatic hydrolysis of inuhn \n account of some
uneuccessful attempts to i^late products of hydroly-

sis intermediate betvvcen inulin and the reducing
sugars—J £ Abslaas and J Alay Digestive hydro-
lyses by mechanical loni&ation of water Violent
agitation is sufficient to determine a partial hydrolysis

of solutions of starch, lai tose neutral fats, apd fibrin

Ihe efiocts increase with nse of temperature—-]
ChataN Considerations on the paramastoid apophysis
of man » A Knoipt Obser\ ations on the develop-

ment of FociXlopofa ce$piio\a and Senatopora
lata Discovery of primitive stages revealing the

scyphostrobiharv origin of the Anthiiroa —MM Wtto-
herg and NasU R&le of the homolysins in microbial

intoxication and the therapeutic properties of normal
sera —A Maris, C Isvaditl, and G Bam Expert-
m^tal transmission of the triooneme of general para-
lysis (virus neurotrope) by sexual contact
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Te]tr*phe Address PHUSIS LONDON
Telsphone Number GERRARD 8830

The Universitv of London A Great
Opportunity

Last week there was made public the details

printed elsewhere in this issue of the offer

by the Government of i site for the University of

London The Government proposes to j^ive to

the University about iij acres behind the British

Museum as a site for the University headquarters

and for colleges and institutions connected with

st| including King s College the premises of

which in the Strand have long been insufficient

for the needs of the college The Senate has

referred the question to a committee the report

of which will doubtless shortly be forthcoming

None of Mr Fisher s labours m the cause of

university education—and they arc many— will

redound more to his credit than the attempt to

provide the University of London with a home
•worthy of itself and of the capital city of the

Empire Since the reconstitution of the University

as a teaching body in 1900 a great deal has been

done in the organisation of university teaching

and rescardi m London The professors and

teachers of the University include many most

distinguished men of science and scholars and

m the number )f students it easily takes the lead

in Great Britain In recent years the University

has drawn students from all parts of the world

attracted by the unique advantages which London

«an offer by reason of the resources of its

libraries and museums The establishment in the

heart of the City of the School of Oriental

Studies, and the association of business men with

idle foundation of the scheme of degrees of com
fierce, show also that the Umversity can by

rtdognising the needs of the commercial mterests

(be City, obtain their ^active assistance and

If eAnnot be gainsaid, however, that, in spite
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of all that has been done the University has at

yet failed to justify the hopes of those who looked

forward at its reconstitution to the creation of a

great teaching university We need not enter

into a discussion of all the causes which have pre

vented or hindered the fulfilment of these hopes

Among them are the heterogeneous nature of the

institutions-" V trying from collcj,es of the t>pe of

Umversity and King s Colleges to polytechnic

institutions— n which the teiching and research

work are carried on and the intricacy of its exist

ing onstitution

But unquestionably the chief cause of the

failure of the University to take the grett place

issigned to it has been the discrete nature of its

compontnt parts the inaccess bilitv of its ad

ministritive headquarters ind the lack of a home

or a quarter of its own t which one could point

as the L niversity It is a commonplace that

bricks and mortar do not make i universilv but

It IS undoubtedly true that without a tangible

s>mbol there can be no appeal to the sympathies

or imagination of the public and it is the absence

of such a symbol which more than anything else

h IS mil tated against an understanding of the

work that the University has done and is doing

I ntil the University possesses a building indis

putably Its own and designed for its own purpose

and until the greu incorporated colleges are

brought together there can be no hope of im

pressing the greatness of the I Diversity upon the

public or of overcoming the dissipation of energy

which IS now such a hindrance to its work
The question is of course not a new one Its

importance has been appreciated for some time

and before the war there were negotiations m the

a r for the icquircment of a site in Bloomsbury

1 or vanous reasons these negoti itions did not

fructify and it may be that the site then under

consideration was inadequate and m other ways

unsuitible The objections offered to t are not,

however valid m the present case

The site now offered is excellent in every

respect By reason of its proximity to Bedford

College for Women and to University College,

It 18 already the nucleus of the University

Quarter desiderated by the Haldane Commis
Sion It is sufficient m extent not only for the

administrative headquarters the University

library and King s College but also for other

colleges of the University which are outgrowing

their accommodation and it is capable of ex-

tension if still further accommodation ts required

O
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It is, what South Kensington is not, an easily

accessible place» nnd yet is not too noisy for the

purpose, and it will have the additional advan-

tage of the near presence of our greatest library

and museum. It is safe to say that there is at

present no site in London comparable with it, and

none so suitable is likely to be available for many

year^i

The onlv objection possessing any validity to

the acceptance of the Government’s offer is the

hnancial one This is, we admit, a serious ques-

tion, and it would be foolish to minimise its

importance Hitherto both the University head-

quarters and King's College have been housed

free by the Go\ernment. This arrangement will

nou come to an end, and it is obvious that the

cost of covering the site with buildings that shall

be worthy of London’s University will be con-

siderable. Mr Fisher feels that in this the Uni-

versity can look with confidence to the generosity

and public spirit which have always marked the

citiaens of London We think he is right We
are convinced that, if proper efforts are made,

enough and more than enough money will be

forthc6ming for the purpose The results of the

present Vice-Chancellor's appeal to the City in

connection with the degrees of commerce of the

University afford an index of the support that

would be forthcoming from the City Companies

and the great commercial houses if \he sym-

pathies and the co-operation of the commercial

community were enlisted in the greater cause of

the University as a whole. Private benefactors

would be attracted to a bold and well-conceived

plan of creating a great university quarter, and
Londoners, if there were some outward and visible

sign of the greatness of their University, would
not be found wanting either in the civic pnde or

in the willingness to pay which is found in the

prov'inces or m Continental cities

We hope the University authorities will take

their courage m both^ bands and go forward

, boldly The reasons which forbid the Government
from giving further assistance in these days may
be regrettably but they are easily intelligi1;de.

We are sure that if the University rises to the

occasion neither this nor any future Government
wiU be allowed to leave It to struggle unaided.

Vc are equally sure that if couna^ of tinnidity

are allowed to prevail and this opportunity is lost

the University will have forfeited irrevocably any
cIs^fl|||A the pubbe or the Government for support
in future.
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Manual! ott> Applied ChaaMtf,
(i) Praciteai LmIOut Chetnistry: A Handbook of

Laboratory Notos and Matkads for the Vto of
Students and Works Chemuts. By Arthur
Harvey. Pp. viii+aoy. (London: Crosby
Lockwood and Son, 1930.) Price 151 net.

(a) Chemistry for Textile Students. A Manual
Suitable for Technical Students in the Textile

and Dyemg Industries By Barker North, as*

sisted by Norman Bland (Cambridge Tecfanical

Series.) Pp. viii-i-379 (Cambndge. At the

University Press, 1930.) Price 30* net.

(3) The Chemistry of CoaL By John Braithwaitie

Robertson. (Chemical Monographs ) Pp vui-f

96 (London . Gurney and Jackson, 1919.) Price

3x. 6d. net

(i) iyy|i^ HARVEY’S handbook is intended

iVl for the use of the works chemist in

charge of the analytical and testing department

of a tannery It is an eminently practical work,

well and clearly written with due regard to

modem methods, and evidently based upon con-

siderable personal experience It presupposes that

the user of the book has had not only a pre-

liminary couVse of instruction in theoKtical

chemistry, but also the opportunity of a labora-

tory training in manipulation in qualitative and
quanbtative analysis In these circumstances the

teok can be thoroughly recommended as an ex-

cellent vade mecum to the work of the chemical

laboratory of a tannery, or to the student' who
mtends ultimately to specuiltsc on leather

chemistry It wiU be found to cover practically

every problem that the works chemist of a
tannery may have to face The analytical methods

described have been thoroughly tested, and are

well adapted to practical conditions

(3) The manual by Mr Barker North and Mr.
Norman Bland is a work of a very different dsss.

It IS essentially a text-book of the elementary

chemistry of certain of the non-metallic dements
and their compounds, together with a somewhat
bald account of the chemistry of a few carbon

denvatives. The section devoted to tedinical

chemistry as applied to the textile in<)ustnes oc-

cupies only some twenty-eight ot the 370
pages of which the book ebnsists.'' The autbon
are lecturers in chemistry to the evening dssses of
the Technical Colkget of Bradford and Huddsra*

Add respecthrdy, both in^rtant cefftrea of titd.

textUe indidymn^industnef, and tbeirfobjeet, aik

doubt, is to Mtract students who sre^ Ot
may be, engaged in these industries. In

preface they pobt out that whiTst the cottoh ara
woollen lodttdtriea occupy moat Important positjcsif'^
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among the nine leading mdustnes of the country,

it is only within recent years that even enlightened

employers have begun to realise that “chemistry

and physics play a most important part in the

various operations used in the production of yarns

and finished pieces/’

All this may be very true But it is equally

true that the hard-headed Yorkshire manufacturer

who turns over the pages of this well-printed and
handsomely illustrated book will be slow to per-

ceive wherein it bears directly upon his industry

He will be apt to think that the kinetic theory^

and Avogadro s hypothesis have as little to do
with woollens and worsteds as the binomial

theorem has with the common pump. There is

not the slightest intention to minimise the import-

ance of a knowledge of the principles upon which
chemistry as a science is based, or to depreciate

its value when applied to industry It is admitted,

of course, that no technologist is adequately
trained who is wholly ignorant of the science

But in compiling a text-book which would seem to

be mainly directed to the work of their classes

the auBiors have attempted too much They have
mixed up purely elementary doctrinal chemistry

udth appUcations involving a very different

kmd of knowledge The problems of textile

chemistry are far more recondite than their asso*

dation with rudimentary chemistry, as in this

book, would seem to imply We have no fault

to find with the book as a text-book to accom-
pany an experimental course of evcmng lectures

such as the authors are engaged in giving, except
that its price will probably be beyond the means
of the ordinary evening-d^ student

The course as set out m the book is well arranged,
and it is intended that the pupils shall themselves
perform many of the element^ experiments de*
acribed, presumably m a laboratory class. There
If no doubt that if they work through the hst

under competient direction they will acquire a

'considerable amount of information, and gain

some prc^dency in chemical manipulation No
^>edal expenments are described m the section

ctevoted to the systematic study of the non-metals

and tbdr important compounds, or in that con-

cerned with the chemistry of hydro-carbons

and their derivatives, but the student is directed

to *'pick out the portions which are suitable for

focperimental , illustration ^with the apparatus at

1^ Command ”—a direction which, it may be

will^strengthen any latent power of original

lixve<)t^tion that he may ppssess.

ffcape of the teaching has presumably been

to what has been found to be practicable in

eparae* of evening:>clasi Instruction as are

io tbe institutions with whidi the autinrs
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are connected, and there can be no doubt that if

the beginner faithfully follows <he teaching and

supplements it by reading the “ larger and more
specialised works “ to which he is referred, and
which, It IS to be hoped, he will find in the libraries

of the schools to which he may be attached, he

will have acquired a very fair acquaintance with

the elements of chemistry But as he pursues his

reading, and enters upon the perusal of the more
specialised works on the chemistry of textiles, he

will realise that he has got no further than the

alphabet of the subject After all, a knowledge of

the alphabet is an essential step, and it may be

that the authors, pace the title of their book, have

aimed no higher The time will come when our

technical schools will not mix up elementary with

applied teaching, but make each section inde-

pendent Applied chemistry must of course be

based on elementary and theoretical chemistry,

hut there arc no short cuts to proficiency in any

one branch, and it is a bad system of instruction

which fosters the idea that there can be

(3) In about ninety small octavo pages Mr. J B
Robertson, lecturer m chemistry at the South

African School of Mines and Technology,

Johannesburg, has sought to give an account of

the chemistry of coal. His title may be held to

imply more than his little monograph actually

covers, as he confines himself to a very limited

portion of what in reality is a very wide field,

and has very little to say respecting the chemical

derivatives of coal, except to the extent that

they may be supposed to throw light on the nature

of the proximate constituents of coal. In five short

chapters, or sections, Mr Robertson discusses

the mode of occurrence of coal, its origin, and

the various methods of classifying it, the action

of solvents, e.g. benzene and pyridine, etc., upon

the coal substance, its oxidation and destructive

distillation. The summaries are exceedingly

short, but they arc accurate and fairly up-to-date,

and at least serve to show how much remains to

be done before the real chemical nature of coal is

elucidated Practically all that we know at

present is that coal consists of a variable and «

indefinite mixture of at least two constituents,

one of which appears to be a degradation product

of cellulose, and the other a resinoid substance

which can be extracted by appropriate solvents;

and that it 1$ upon tbe relative proportion of these

constituents that the technical value and indus-

trial applications of coal largely depend But

the precise nature of these constituents is as yet

very imperfectly defined, and the suggestiont ]^t
have been made as to their origin are litUe more
than surmises

The most detailed sections of tbe boolc relate
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tp the analysis of coal, piDximate and ultimate ^

the$e» compared ydth tixt preceding sections, are

remarkably full and evidently based upon

personal experience. It would have added to the

comprehensiveness of the account if a description

of the methods of determining arsenic had been

given Owing to legislation arising out of the
^

arsenic*>in-beer scare the value of coal, espeaally

anthracite, for kilning purposes is greatly affected

by the presence of even small quantities of

arsenic The method of determining the calorific

value of coal would have been rendered more in*

telligible if the description had been accompamed
by an illustration of the calorimeter Lastly, we
deprecate the practice of plqcmg the bibliographical

references in the text at the end of the book This

method, at least as regards chemical literature,

seems to have originated in Germany We fail

to perceive that it has a single redeeming feature

On the contrary, at produces the maximum
amount of inconvenience It involves constant

turning backwards and Iforwards, which is apt

to become tiresome and to lead to error. It is

far preferable to embody the references in the

text, or at least to place ^em as foot-notes to the

pages on which they occur

A Standard Book on Soils.

The Soil An Introduction to the Scientific Study

of the Grouith of Crops By Sir A D Hall

T^ird edition, revised and enlarged Pp xv+
353 (London John Murray, 1920 )

Price

71 6d. net

I
T is pleasant to see that Sir Daniel HalPs book

on the soil has now reached a third edition

It wiU have a permanent place m British agricul-

tural literature as the first book on the subje<^ in

the modern period. Its distingmshing feature,

which marked it off from its predecessors, is its

clear recognition of the complexity of the sod

problem, emphasised in the opening words and
maintained throughout . In the scientific study

of sods, chemical, physical, and biological con-

^ siderations are mvolved ” Successive generations

of earlier workers had regarded sod fertility as

essentially chemical, physical, or bacteriological

This book was the first to sboVr British readers

that all these different views had a basis oi truth#

bbt that each by itself was too narrow. The study

of the sod, m short, cuts across the conventional

divisions of saence and brings tc^tber such

apparently diverse workers as the physicist and
the protozoologist, the mathematician, and the

plaut physiologist, and others who In an ordinary

saentific laboratory would be supposed to have
nothing in common.
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To write an adequate review of the book,

panng it with the preceding editions, would be fo

write a history of the devdopm^t of moderA^

sod science, and could not be done in a diort

notice. The leading advances have been m our

knowledge of the constitution of the sod and of the

population inhabiting it. In both directions rdoent

investigations have revealed greater oom(dexity

and emphasised still further the need for **teadi*^

work to supplement the indispensable, but hmited,

individual work.

Ten years ago there was only one sod Uologist

at Rotbamsted , now there are nine, and others, it

IS hoped, wdl soon be added Bacteria were at

first supposed to be the only organisms coo*

cerned; now it is realised that fungi, actmo-

mycetes, algse, and protozoa are all present in the

sod, and probably all concerned in some way in

the great changes going on

Sir Daniel stimulates a livmg interest in the

subject and makes constant reference to the ex-

perience of farmers, gardeners, and others in soil

management and in the behaviour of plants in

different soil conditions. These serve to show
the student how much remams to be done in spite

of all the advances of recent years, in this way
also the book acts as a valuable corrective to the

tendency showing itself in certam modern text-*

books of regarding the soil as a physico-chemical

system the properties of which are expressible ui

mathematical terms. These analytical methods

have their uses, but they would become dangerous

if they were allowed to obscure the complexity of

the problem.

There is a valuable section on sod Types coon

taming much information of interest to the ecolo-

gist as well as to the agriculturist The section

on land reclamation is of particular interest at the

present time and has a breadth of view and a free-

dom from extravagent anbcipations rarely found
in discussing this important subject Altogetfa^

the book keeps up its reputation and wdl prove

invaluable to the senous student of the subject.

E. J. R.
— — ..I— I -s

Savages of the Far PasL
An IntrodneUon to Anfhrop<Aogy i A Gtn*rAt

Survey of the Early History of the Human Root,
By the Rev. E. O. James. Pp. ix-i-a$9. (Lcn^
doQ ’ MaenuUan and Co ^ Ltd., 1^19.} Price

7*. 6d. net. . r
*

Mr. JAMES i&n at introducing the stwdeof \

not so much to anthropology m genetal at
i t» prehistoric archiMdogt int^idted in the

I

of the stu^ of primitive man, •modem as «eh
' andfnt After an ’introductory «liapM^ outltetc||f
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tl|le scope of anthropology conceived as the Atudy of

Hj^an io evolntiony he proceeds to sketch the evi-

dence relating to the side of somatolc^y. Cc^-

aidering the limitations of space, his account seems

fairly complete. A few slips occur. Trogon-

Ihsrfom will scarcely do as the name of a kind of

elephant llhinocen reminds us of odopt. More

important, it is a pity to adopt Klaatsd's term
** ’* ^ describe a physical type

(Combe Capelle), seeing that to do so is to

cor(*olstc a race with a cultural type which may or

may not have been confined to that race—nay,

probably was not Next, the characteristic forms

of industry are described We nof^that Mr.

James is inclined to accept the Sub-Crag flints as

cf genuine human workmanship He also takes

the view that the Mousterian industry is inferior

to the Acheulean, representing a set-back in culture

and not an advance as effected by a labour-saving

d^ice Mr James is entitled to judge at first

hwd» inasmuch as he has worked on a Mousterian

site (Jersey)^ where matenal was plentiful Per-

haps he does not sufficiently allow for the fact that,

if finely wrought pieces were but as one in every

hundred fragments forming the workshop refuse,

tbm masterpieces were of a very high quality,

sjmmatrical m outline and smoothly and deli-

cately finished off.

The book then goes on to try to construct some

picture of the social organisation and magico-

rdigious beliefs prevaihng during the prehistoric

I^od, and especially among the later cavc-mcn

I^eoessarily the treatment is somewhat speculative,

lyit anak^ies provided by modem savages

qre put forward wi^out dogmatism and so as to

ipyite the student of arcfasaology to equip himself

for his spedal task by acquiring the elements of

anthropology as a whole Mr James has already

i^written on the subject oi primitive religion, with

q>edal reference to the Australian aboriguies The
iMter, then, naturally provide bun with most of his

du^, but here he has the support of most writers

on tUs branch of the subject, from M Salomon

Rdnch onwards. Certamly it is hard to resist

impression that the drawings found m the

deqi rcccises of caverns, as at Niaux, served a

mflgico-celigious purpose; art for art’s sake would

•urcly have craved a good light What, then,

mDro natural than to compare the Australian

inddifitma ceremony with its r^-drawings demon-

straMy des^ned to further the multiplication of

^aijlitpala and plfmts fit for human consumption?

1$ not foUcmr, of course^ that every institution

Australlaos con themfoie be fatheved on

^ men of Pteistooene Europe. Totemism is more

tl^ intichiuma
;
delineations of embryonic

are more doubtful than either;
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while chufingas and Auban coloured pebbles ate

not to be identified offhand. Mr James, however,

steers his way wanly among these tempting possi-

bilities, and the result is a manual which will

make the student think without professing to

supply the thought ready-made R R M

The Problem of Clean and Safe Milk.

The Modem Milk Problem tn Samiaiton,

Economics, and Agncidture By J Scott

MacNutt Pp xi+ 258+ x6 plates (New

York : The Macmillan Co ,
London Macmillan

and Co., Ltd
, 1917 )

Price lor. 6d. net

The purpose of the author of this volume is

to provide a convenient survey of the prac-

tical, economic, and sanitary factors of the milk

problem, so as to meet the needs not only of

health officers and milk inspectors, but also of

dairymen, city milk dealers, agricultural authori-

ties, consumers, physicians, and all others who

are interested in the problem

This survey is almost entirely based upon the

experience gained in the United States as set

forth in official reports or publications which have

appeared in America, mostly since 1910.

The author knows that the milk question has

also received the attention of some European

workers, and refers in a few words (p. 66) to the

communication made by Mr Ernest Hart at the

International Medical Congress held in 1881, in

which mention is made of sixty-nine epidemics of

disease attributable to milk The only other

English writer specifically mentioned in the text

IS Smollett (p 3a), the very realistic description of

the milk consumed in London introduced by that

author in a letter of Mr. Bramble to Dr Lewis

(•‘The Expedition of Humphrey Clinker”) is cer-

tainly very interesting, for it shows that the inilk

problem already exercised the minds of thinking

men sorwe 150 years ago.

Although European observers have little to

learn from their American colleagues regarding

the causes of the deplorable state of the milk

consumed in large and other towns, and its sen-

i ous consequences, it must be acknowledged that

greater enterprise has been shown in the United

States in the devising of methods and regulations

having for theur object the improvement of the

miOc supplies.

It is ^>edally on that account that the book will

prove useful to British readers, who will find in ^
a comprehensive and critical summary of many ir
the results obtained m America by sanitary and

agricultural authorities, as wtU as by various
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committees) assoaatioas, and individual observersr

The author shows not only that much prc^ess

has been made towards the solution of the prob-

lem) but also that some of the methods which

have been tried, such as the score-card method of

inspection, are by no means so useful as some

enthusiasts on this side of the Atlantic have pro-

claimed.

The author is justly impressed by the merits of

the North system (p. 78), the object of which is

to prevent contamination of the milk at the time

of milking by simple but essential precautions

which can be taught to any farmer, the part of

the work which cannot safely and economical!)

be carried out at an ordinary farm being under-

taken at well-equipped stations

The quality of the milk is determined by the

amount of butter-fat and the number of bacteria

A premium is paid for milk containing less than

10,000 bacteria per c c
,
and also when the butter-

fat exceeds a certain standard—say, 3*7 per cent.

Notwithstanding many repetitions, the book is

interesting from beginning to end, and is written

in a clear and popular style, which to an Enghsh
reader derives a certain quaintness from its

Americanisms Sheridan DblIpinc

Our BookshelC.

The Whole Truth about Alcohol By George Elliot

Fhnt. With an introduction by Dr. Abraham
Jacobi Pp. XU + 394 (New York * The Mac-
millan Co , London Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,

1919.) Price 6x net.

The writer of this book is an uncompromising
anti-prohibitionist, and a whole-hearted supporter
of St Paul’s dictum with r^ard to the use of

sUcohoL He considers that alcohol has been
greatly maligned, that many of the vicious attacks
upon Its use have no basis of real evidente, of
reason, or of common sense, and that its influence

for evd and as a deteriorator of the human race

has been, at least, greatly exaggerated He dis-

cusses senc^tm the matiy statements that have
been advanced r^ardtng the deleterious action

of alccdiol, even m the most moderate doses, and
the better state of total abstinence, and he adduces
many arguments and some facts contravening
these

On the whole, the tenor of the book is reason-
able, and the conclusion is that moderation never
hurt anyone, and in some respects is better than
tQtsJ abstinence. With many of the author’s
views we are m sympathy, and we fully agree ^at
prohibition is not the best route to temperance
Like him, we doubt if the moderate use of alcohol

is in any sense deleterious; but the difiiculty U
to define what is moderation, and we are sure
that many who take akohol in what they regard
as strict moderation are exceeding the narimetr
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dote. For anyone who desires the anri^rohibitioa
view the book will furnish a wealth of mattei:,

but It IS written largely from American point
of view

Dr. Jacobi contributes a brief but interesting
introduction, in which he states that in the worst
cases of sepsis and toxaemia—e g m diphtheria
and puerperal fever—alcohol in the largest doses
furnishes the only salvation With this view we
largely agree ; but the use of alcohol m disease is

of course on a very different footing from the
general use of alcohoUc beverages m health.

R. T. H.

The Geography of Plants^ By Dr. M. E. Hardy.
Pp XU + 327 (Oxford At the Clarendon Press»

1920 ) Price 7s 6d, net

The present volume is a continuation of the

introduction to plant geography by the same
author issued in 1913 as one of the series of the*

Oxford geographies designed by the late Prof,

and Mrs Herbertson. It may m regarded as an
expansion of part 111 of the earlier work, the
slight survey of the continents given there has
served as the plan for the new l^k, which em-
bodies a discussion of the conditions in whidi
plants flourish, and their distribution in the great
geographical divisions of the earth The great

continents arc considered in successive chapters
—Asia, North America, South America, Australia,

Africa, and Europe—and each chapter gives a /

concise account of the physical features and
climate, the bearing of these upon the extent and
character of the vegetation, and their relation to

the support and development of mankind. The
book IS profusely illustrated with maps and a well-

selected number of photographic reproductions of

aspects of vegetation There is a geographical
index, and also one of plant names, in whi^ the
scientific and popular names of the plants referred

to are arranged under the different continents.

The little volume should interest alike students of
geography and botany, and botanists especially

wiU welcome it as filling a gap in their series of
text-books

A Handbook to the Vertebrate Fauna of North
Wales, By H. E. Forrest. Pp. v-no6.
(London • Witherby and Co., 1919) Price 6s.

net.

Mr. Forrest, the author of “Thev Vertd)fatfr

Fauna of North Wales ” (1907), has now putflishetf

this shorter “ handbook/’ cotfvement fth
naturalists and interested visitors. It deals with
28 prehistoric xnammals, 8 mammals txXiMA
during the historic period^ ^ existiqg mammal^
227 birds, 5 reptiles, 6 amplpbians, and 151 flsbe^.

Under each specie is a brief stunmary showing: >

its status and mtributbn in* the area. TrUiifr
,

worthy information has beerf coUected fh>m
observers, and the whole wOrkt is markftd^
careful precision^ an indispensable quality m
fauoistic census-Saking. .
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Letter* to the Editor.

iT^ Bd^tof do€9 not hold htms^lf rospotmhle for

optmoHM ixpresttd by h%s correspondtnit* Neither
otn he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
tlui Of any other part of Nature No notice u
taken of anonymous communications ]

BeiMtifle Work t Ite Spirit and Rtward.^ The true incentive of the scientific worker is hih
work. Through his work he expresses the creative
thought within him, which be feels to be his highest
life. This expression must through its very nature
be free, otherwise he becomes a slave in the worst
sense, In that the free exercise of intelligence is

denied him.
Because this freedom is sacred to the scientific

worker he sometimes has to sacrifice income and the
possibility of family life to retain it, but this is a mere
misfortune, not in any sente a necessary concomitant
of scientific abiUty The sentimentalist and the ex-
ploiter have promulgated the idea that the scientific

worker, being* exalted above the need for normal
human jc^s and amenities, works best on the smallest
possible income, or, having found that this does not
always work out in practice because it tends to reduce
the output of useful results, as the reduction of ratioi^
to one bean per day led to the unfortunate demise of
the horse, the opposite line is taken, and it is supposed
that by large remuneration the valuable work looked
for can be bought

Neither the one nor the other point of view is

correct The scientific worker if he is normal needs
the means to enable him to have a happy, care free

home^life, and to educate his children in such a wav
that they in turn may be free ns ho would be There-
fore to starve him is to eliminate the normal and con-
sequently intelligent worker in favour of the eccentric
For let It be clearlv stated, the highest intelligence is

always supremely lane The idea of a scientific w orker
as a harmless lunatic Is by no means confined to sen-

sational fiction, although it might as well be Imagined
diat every long-haired user of a piano is a Paderewski^
or every loose-tied splasher of paint on canvas a
Sargent.
On the other hand, to believe that creative thought

Can be purchased with money is to repeat the mistake
of Simon Magus Imitative thought in all its mam-
fftstatlons can be obtained for an adequate remunera-

I tlon, because it can be produced bv outward drill,

difdpline, and experienoe So experts in the orderly

toutine dear to the official mind can be turned out
by fnass-s>roductlon like cheao crockery, and arc simi-

wW useful and Indispensable.

There Is, however, no means of estimating the value
of one realiv original thought cither in pure or m so-

called applied science. Certainly the oossession of

nnything like Its value In money would often be an
embarrassment to the scientific woHcer through whom
It Is expressed He also would be the first to disclaim

apy absolute or exduslve right to It In the last

analysis, humanly speaking, there Is no such thing
as an absotuteW original Idea, and it Is seldom that

any single Individual can claim undivided credit for

bringing a new idea to birth

On the other hand, to divide its monev-value. If it

baas any* In sucJi a wav that fittle or nothing comes
tedc to the immediate original is simply unjust, and
wrefors ulttmatelv disastrous

A cerOiin tvpe of person sniffs at Lord Kelvin for

bgatniF^ become oart owner of numerous Important

Ho one win denv Lord Kevin’s position as
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a scientific worker
,
that he was also a business man

merely means that his gifts were more readily applied
to the good of humanity
That a scientific worftor should be debarred from

any reward or protection by patents embodying his
discoveries, because of his occupying either a public
or private salaried position, is not onlv unjust, but
also often unbusinesslike and against the public in*

terest The equitable adjustment of rights and
returns as between public or private capital and the
actual inxentor is often the only way to prei^nc
exploitation bv purely selfish private Interests

To repeat, the true incentive of the scientific w orker
IS his work Satarv, kudos, position, espnt de corps—
these arc Incentives to gooi and useful people, but
thev are not the true incentives of the real scientific

worker To obtain the best from him, he must before

all things have freedom, and, if possible, also a

reasonable measure of Justice

“The bearings of this obserwation,” as Cnpt
Bunsbv in “ Dombox and Son ” remarked, “ lax s In

the application on it

'

Gilbert J Fowler
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, India

Appliad Seteiwi and Industrial Rsssareb.

\t a meeting held at the BIrkbeck College on
\pnl 28, organised by the National Union of Scientific

Workers to urge more public support of scientific

research, Prof Soddv, the princi^l speaker after

Ml H Cf Wells, who occupied the chair, made a
strong attack on the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research and the industrial research

associations which have been, and are being,

estjbhshed under its flegis (see Naturf for Max 6,

p ^09) As much of Prof Soddy's criticism seems to

lend colour to current misconceptions of industrial

nsennh nnd of the functions of the research associa-

tions fathered by the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research, I beg the hospitahty of xour
space for thr following observations

No one disoutes the vital and urgent need for In-

creasing the facilities for scientific studv and scientific

research Ml those who know the facts will echo

Mr H G Wells’s just Indignation at the national

neglect of science and the half contemptuous treat-

ment by the State of our great men of science I

go further and agree with Prof Soddv that in the

extension and intensification of scientific study and
research the claims of pure science must be pnmarv
and paramount But 1 denv emphatically that this

involves a similarly short-sighted and contemptuous

attitude towards the needs of applied science and
industrial research If English industry has suffered'

too long from the dominaqoe of mere rule-of-thumb

methods, if our manufacturers have, through ignor-

ance, underrated the value of science, the fault has

not been whollv and exclusively theirs. The aiademic

people who have contemned applied science and in-

dustrial technology at something little better than a

cru^ empiricism must bear tome share of the blame

TTie manufacturer may have kept hU feet too much
In the mud, the academician has too often kept his

head entirely in the clouds If one has been too dis-

dainful of saeotific methods thqt did not ensure or

promise immediate dividends in cash, the other has

talked at times as though the mere prospect of a

utilitarian issue to a specific reseanfh were enough

to defile It and make It unworthy of his serious atten.

tion We all know the tvoe of academic science

worker to whom an Inwstlgatlon of the Internal struck

turn of the atom Is a noble and pwrifvlng pursuit, and
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4 research on soap an igntritda and degrading oecupa*
don ; as though atoms is srare Inherendv <llgnined

and only beouno disr^tatde whoi assodated with
Other atoms to form the molecules of a usefult if

homely, commodity. There are many forms of snob*
bery Pure sdenoe itself has had to put up with a
goM deal of classical snobbery, as Mr Wetis has more
man once testified 1 doubt whether matters will be
mended by a development of such a form of scientific

snobbery as seems often to be the inspiration of the
disparagement, in academic drcles, of applied science

and inoustrial research
Fortunately this attempt to erect an arbitrary and

artificial barrier between pure and applied science tt

becoming progressively discredited as the nature of
industrial researdi and Its dependence on pure science

are becoming better known Every research in applied
sdence, if it is to be thorough, involves some reseeurh
in pure science An industrial problem may be, and
often is, the starting-point of a research that may
widen the bounds of Imowledge as much as any re-

search bom of a conception in pure sdenoe. Applied
science and industrial research have been developed
more widely in America than In any other country, if

we except Germany How does American experience
confirm the view that to foster industrial research Is

to starve pure research? In the paper on Industrial

Research in the United States of America** by Mr
A P. M Fleming, published for the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research, there is abundant
testimony to the reco^ition, by firms and Institutions

engaged m industrial research, of the importance of

pure science research* Such an Industrial leader as
Dr J j vice-president of the American Tele,

phone and Telegraph Co , in his presidential

Mdress to the Institute of Electrical Engineers in

1916, emphasised this view “ By every means m our
power, therefore, let us show our appreciation of pure
sdence, and let us forward the work of the pure
scientii>ts, for they are the advance guard of civilisa-

tion They point the way which we must follow

Mr Ehhu'Root, chairman of the board of trustees

of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, in a paper
on the need for organisation in scientific reseaiM,
makes the same point ** While the solution of spedfic

iftdustnal problems and the attainment of spedfic

industrial objects will be of Immense value, the whole
system will dry up and foil unless research in pure
science be tnaudtd within tis scope Mr W A
Harmor, assistant director of the Mellon Institute of

Industrial Research, University of Pittsburi^,* bearh
similar testimony to the needs of pure sdenoe. “The
wide view is now taken that, in condderlng the needs
of industry, pure science investigation has as essential

a contributory function as that specifically devoted to

the attainment of some technologic objective '* One
could multiply almost indefinitely such tributes to the

primary and paramount necessity of investigations in

pure science from men and organisations concerned

mdnly with Industrial research Prof Soddy’t argu-

ment that for the million of money wldch the Govern-

ment has expended or earmarked for scientific re-

search pure sdenoe has got little *or nothing is, there-

fore, based on a ndbconception of the nature of

industrial reseai;cK, and is Erectly contradicted by

^MSt experience and present knowirage,
The assumed antagonism between pure and applied

sdence is baseless in fact and mischievous in tendency.

As Mr. Harmor haa well said. “Both pure and
applied reaeamb are of tha same order of importance

and eadi hi* its own rtftaM field** The alleged

InfMos d^racter of andied rese^ as compared
vrith purgAfesearch has no better foundation In fact

^an the atleg^ inferiority of sdendfic studies, ar
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instruments of intellectual troiidng, to daaaical atuiftas>.

As Mr. A. W. Mailom pfeakS^ of the Metfon
National Bank of Pittsburgh, in an article on the
value of industrial reabarch, gptly eaqiretsed the
matter: **Tbe fundamental differences b^een pure
research and industrial research are, indeed, trace-
able to the differences In the poise and personality
of the representatives of each type of swntiftc in-
vesdgatioQ. Success in genuine industrial research
presuppoaes oil the qualities which are applicable to
success In pure science, and, In addition, other quali-
ties, executive and personal, more or less unessential
in tihe pure research laboratory '*

It would be strange if it were not In line with other
experience that every time an attempt is made to
extend and foster applied science and Industrial re-

search someone raises the cry that ^re science la
thereby being neglected and starved This is to argue
as though the total fund, both of money and energy^
available for the purposes of scientific education and
research were a fixed fund, so limited that anv
amount devoted mainly to the purposes of applM
science must thereby lessen the sum available for
pure science It is a fallacy on a par with the trade-
union notion that increased production by the Indi-
vid lal worker will increase unemployment, and, by
augmenting the profits of the employers, diminish
the wages of the employees; and it is a proof. If

proof were needed, that academic trade unionism can
be as selfish and short-sighted as anv other kind.
Yet, just as the present condition of Europe affonU
a plain proof of the economic truth that the weakness
of one nation impairs the strength of all, so will the
cause of pure science not be bettered, but rather
worsened, bv attempts to crab the progress of indus-
trial research
The Department of Scientific and Industrial Re-

search, as Sir Frank Heath has well said, is engaged
on a great adventure Thanks largely to its efforts,

already the spirit of science Is stirring among the
drv bones of industries to which it was previously
little known The research associations formed and
to be formed, which will cover a wide and diversified

area of Bntish industry, are attracting, and are
destined to attract, scientific workers of the highest
distinction and widest outlook, among thm, no doubt,
many of the members of the National Union of

Scientific Workers, under whose auspices Prof Soddv
made his attack on the Department and the researdi
associations I submit that the cause of pure science
Is not well served bv inconsiderate attadcs on this

industrial research movement, which Is admlttedlv a
novel experiment, beset by unforeseen, because up.
precedented, difficulties, but the success of which
must react to benefit pure science as well as to redeem
British industry. J W WuiAHSOH
26 Russell Square, W C 1, May 6

A RaMaw inaMa Oat. ^

In February last Mr P H. Hepburn directed

attention to some surpnsfhg fight-bows he had
obeerved on eeveral occasions on the surface of one
of the ponds on Hampstead Hbatb. On Pebruarv %4
we examined them together A footpaOt Bghted by
three electric street-lamps runs along the scatfham

edge of the pon^ As one passed along tHa patft

bright bosvs of stWiPe forms cast by -the Uunpa wei*
seen to spring out from the ^edsce The fiheld wai
dark, the air stiti and MAtW fom, and the w^
•mo^ and covered wifoTa filgt ol acofti rnttemOoil

as far as we could see In the dim lldKt. Thept vn* »

no frost. The b<Are were Judged to ba the aigrlWii
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of the water* wlddi was only about a foot below the

'wtfA of cur feet
The form of the bowe Is shown m Fig i* which

Is taken from a rough ^etch made by the writer

from memory after returning home and before any
exfdanation of the phenomenon had suggested itself

Here O is the observer in three positions, 1 , u , and
tn.* and the bows seen from these potiuons are

numbered corremndingiy The twm bows seen in

position I and the double curvatures at a in positions

n« and tn struck us as remarkable As the observer

moved from the first position to the second, the nearer

branch of i. sank into the bank of the pond and the

less owing to a diaaga In the weather oooditiooSi srs

saw notfamg. We measuremeatSt however, and
from these data Figs. 3 and 4 wees calculated*

The ezplanadon of the phenomenon appears to be
as fc^ows —In oertam weather conditions globules of

water are deposited from the fog upon the scum on
the surface of the water, and the bows are formed in

a way similar to those cast by the sun upon a bedewed
field--with this difference that here the source of

light 18 near the observer The bows, indeed, are

rmnbows.
In order that a drop of water shall be so placed as

further branch sprang out in a somewhat startling

manner until it attained the size roughly shown at 11

»

The observer proceeding towards in , the apex of the

bow, became lost in the distance

The bows were colourless except for a tinge of red

on the inside and of light of shorter wave-length on

tht outside They formed the limiting inner edge of

faint, diffuse luminosity extending over the general

surface of the pond, and within the bows was dark-

netSi In position n a ghost of an inner bow was
seen withm the principal bow, roughly as shown in

the figure No colour could be distinguished tn this

inner bow.

no. .—8, •oorc* oTUsht O, tyo of obwnw , uckt ofnumiaom

S«v)otMD for pTMury and Moondai y bova nip«t40«ly

In the first position the surface of the water was

orUy about 5 ft below the eye, and around the shadow

of the observer's head-on the fog as we thought at

the time, but 00 the water-surface as we now believe

—the diffuse Hght was brighter, forming an aureole

a #ew inches in breadth. When tte was

tamed elightly, eo th»t a ray of light fromthe \»mp

to the water could paps close to the eye, the aureole

S ISs edge of the ‘ehedow new thb eye beanw
kMiter, luggeeting thW a rey leBected directly beck

Mradf wee of contMerable fa^tity.

On eubacquent idg^te ye letumed to ^
Isope of again sMng the phenomenon, but, doubt-

KO. 2639, VOL. 105]

to return to the eye a maximum amount of light in

the manner that obtains in the rainbow, it is necessary

that the line joining the source to the eye shall sub-

tend an angle a at the drop, where a is the angle of

minimum deviation The locus of such suitable pw-
tions for the drop is the surface of revolution of a

circle, of which the line joining the ^««5e

eve IS a choid, about this chord (sec Fig a)* The

locus, then, is a toroidal figure like a flattened apple

The locus for the secondary bow is such a toroidal

figure within that for the prrnwrj bow. When the souroc

of light is at infinit), as in the case of the sun, these

figures become resolved into two co>axtal conical

surfaces having tbs eye at their conunon anez. In

the present case the drops were confined to the plane

surface of the water, and the bow. seen were plane

sections of these figures.
, ^

In order to teat the soundnesa of this explanation,

the writer hat calculated the form of tiie hows from

the equation of the aecthm of the torifidel figure tnad<

by the water-eurfeoe, uting as data^ measufMMati

taken of the potion, i , n , and Mv, ai4 pving <

the values 41* and 53* primary end aecoodarj
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bcm^retpectiveiy* Tbe results f(v z. ud u ere tfiown
in Figs 3 and 44 It is unquemionable that these
curves faithfully rs)Mesent the phenomenon as we ob-

served Itf the portiona shown vnth thicker lines being
those within the limits of the water, which alone we
were able to see. Ihe calculated curve for ni. (not

shown) Is equally corroborative. The aureole seen
round the shadow of the observer’s head is consistent
with the attribution of the phenomenon to water
globules upon a surface (see J M Pemter, ** Meteoro-
mrische Optik,” 1910, p. 424).
It la of interest to note that the closed curve is a

rainbow inside out, and with the secondary bow
within the primary

,

Since writing the above we once again found the
bows visible, and a careful examination of them
seemed to confirm the conclusions arrived at on every
point. On this occasion the film was brdcen bv
spaces of clear water, and at these spaces the bows
were interrupted The space within the Inner bow
was filled with faint, diffuse luminosity, and a marked
feature was the blackness of the zone between the

inner and outer bavs C O Bartiiuii

33 Willoughby Road, Hampstead

** MhorwNone " in the Auditory Nerve.

Pros D C Miller (**lhe bcience of Musical
Sounds,” 1916, p 184) admits the rcalitv of beat-

tones, but 8a\s that they are purely subjective, having
no physical existence This seems unsatisfactory

To begin yith beats, it is wrong to say that it is

t^e places of maximum intensity which are properly

called beats This is an illusion, due to loo familiar

diagrams The maximum of intensity occurs at no
place, but at a point of time which, at its own
instant, the maximum not being absolute, Is not
Impressive At any point of time the next vibration

of a sound may he of gi eater amplitude or It mav
not, and the listening car, being unable to foretell,

canfiot tell us In the mesent when the maximum ih

attained The perception of a maximum is bound to
arrive, in fact, the day after the fair, wheti the sound
if on the wane On the contrary, it is the minimum
of intensity which gives the effect of the beat This
u clear If the two primary tones are of equal ampli-
tude and there is ,a phase of silence, when tbe dififer-

enoe of sensation Is a diffprencc, not of decree, but
of kind. It has been shown that if a musical note
Is suddenly reduced to silence, the intemmtion of the
series of ^brations restores the last of the series of
periodic impulm to its isolated value ; the note ends
with a kind of shock or tap, comparable to one of a
series ol hard beats If periodic beats are rapid
enough, the final impulses at the interruptions form
a freSh series, and are free to evoke in the sensorium
a sensation of tone of the same frequency as the
beats, a beat-tone, and this is best observed when
the beats are not too violent

Beat-temes are, therefm, no more subjective and
have no less physical existence—although thev may
have bqen Invisible hitherto in tracings and photo-
graphs— any other real tone; and since both
beat-tones, p-q and 39-p. are best heard, at least with
Intervals less than an octave, when the primanes are
not powerful, there never has been a good reason for

rejecting Youngs view of tnelr origin, nor for ascrib-

ing to Kcfcnig%ie discovery of those “upper” beat-

tones which were ^jscussM bv Young before the
Royal Society in iSoo (In Faraday’s copy of the 1807
quarto there is a bookmark at p 544 of vol li.,

peurhaps indicating that the diapter on the coalescence
of musical sounds has more than an historical in-

terest >
But beats are produced bv primaries of unequal

wo a639, VOL. 105]
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amplitude, and in such cases there b no plpase qt
silence, and apparently no absolute mhdznucn of
intensity. Here ive heve something comparable to
the first d in “would do “ rather than the first t 4n
* not too,” to a votced rather than a,fVotc^st occlu-
sive if in the physidlogy (rf hearing we assume
similarity of character In the nervous impulse to that
which xs established for motor nerves* the contribution
of a single nerve-fibre, not bemg greater than the
faintest sound audible m a souno^iroof room, is in
ordinary circumstances imperceptible, in the fluctua-
ting intensity of a beating note many fibres will be
implicated at the maximum; at the minimum, rela-
tivelv few. At a minimum of intensity which is not
absolute some fibies will continue to conduct the
series of impulses of the note, while others will at
this instant discontinue, and the Impulse preceding
the Interruption may evoke the displming sensabon
of a noise, whereas with slow beats, where the dis-
continuity m many fibres is spread over a longer time,
the effect Is not so, but pleasant Hence with two
pnntanes of ncariv the same frequency we mav hear
at the sahie time beats and the beating note When
the inteix'al between the primaries Is sufficient for
the frequenev of the bents to be that of a real tone,
we mav m the same manner hear at the same time
I he separate primaries and either the beats or the
beat-tone, or both the beats and the beat-tone
Further aoplication of this principle will be found to
offer n solution of other obscure problems in hearing

W Perrftt
* Unhcrsitv College, Gower Street, May 3o

Britlili and Forafgn SeiaiitMe Apparatus.

Mv attention has been directed to a letter ap-
pearing m the issge of Nature for May 6 dealing
with tne subject of scientific apparatus Your cor-

respondents are extremely moderate in tone, but fliey

do not state the class of apparatus to which they
are loferiing
Members of the association of which I have the

honour to be chairman mghufacture a large number
of scientific apparatus, not only in glass and porce-
lain, but also other goods as well Some of these
were manufacturers ui this country before the war,
and proved by the qualitv of their products ttot they
were able to stand against foreign competltlcffi ; other
members have entered the scientific trade only since
the outbreak of the war, mainly at the request of
the Government The difficulBea they have experi-
enced have been extremely great, but they can
prove that the quality of most glassware articles
turned out is equal in many to that of
articles previously imported from abroad.
Certain complaints Jiave reached us, these have

been most carefully Investigated, and in many cases
we found that the complaint dealt with glMSware
which was not manufachired by our members, but
had been sold without anv mark or badge of the
manufacturer Our members will be only too
pleased to co-operate in every possible wap with
scientific workers, and look to them for tM help
necetsarv in establishing this “key” Indhstry and
placing It on a thoroughly sound basis
As regards State aid. we do not want this in the

form su^ested, but rather we desire the creation of
nome method by meane of proHIbition wheAby the
Industry will be enabled to estabBsh Itself, and at
the same time the customer will not be penalised bv
being unable to get hfs material or the quantity pf
apparatus he desires Under the forin of prohibition
which has been suggested, allor^^ forimo^tus from
abroad wo^M have to come before a^j^jtecbl Com-

, mUtee of the Board of Trade. This Committee would
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iMue Utenoes for all articles which were not made
In thb country either in sufficient quantity or of ap-
proved quality. At the present moment the rate of
exchange is such that British manufacturei b cannot
compete even under the most up-to^te methods of
manufacture^ and it must always be borne in muid
that thl^s a new industry which has not had time
to establish itself or to get over the experimental
stages of glass as an industry

Douglas II Baird,
Chairman

The British Chemical Ware Manufactuiers’
Association, Ltd , 51 Lincoln's Inn Fields,

London, W C a. May 18

Mortlaket as a Oitiss of Rivor-windings.
Mr, T S Elus asks us in Nature of April 29,

p 264, to believe that the curves of a meandering
river, instead of being, wholly secondary features, are
to a large extent primary, arising from the simplifica-
tion of a "complicated network of channels " He
admits, however, that such a network does not occur
in existing rivers, and it will require more than deduc-
tive reasoning as to what should happen on a newly
exposed land surface to prove that it bi longs to any
sti^e of their evolution
On our sandy and muddy shores we have abundant

opportunities for studying inductively the genesis ofnew
stream-systems, and the general resemblance between
these transient formations and the nver-systems
which we regard as youthful lends strong support to
existing theory In these primitive streamlets islands
are not uncommon, but mey are almost always of
narrow lenticular form, with the lens-angles pointing
up- and down-stream, and the lateral curves moderate
Save, perhaps, in a few exceptional cases, nothing
approaching the sweeping curves of a meandering river

i« ever seen, and a whole volume of inductive reason-
ing goes to show that such curvVs belong to the stages

of maturity and old age How far the " orimarv con-

sequent streams ** abroach and how far thov deviate

from straight lines depends largelv uoon the angle of

slope and this again, on our shores, is often condi-

tioned, quite apart from the coarseness of material,

by the rapidity of the tidal movements ; for example,
the drainage of the mud-^of; of Poole Harbour is

quite distinct from that of the mud-banfcs of the W>e
near Chepstow; but there is surely sufficient ground
for believing ^that regional uplift Has sometimes been

comparatively rapid, and In such circumstances

straight consequent streams would be the rule

Even in Mr Ellis's special case of Mortlake his

conclusions are by no means free from objection In

the first place, admitting the former existence of an

Island, Mortlake would lie at the head of it and

therafora quite outskle the area of*the "mort-lake"

fas defined bv Mr Ellis) now represented bv the

Beverlev Brook Secondly, it is surely unreasonable

to attempt to evolve primary laws from such obviously

seconda^ conditions as wo find on the flood-plain of

the Thames
Lastly, I should like to point out that, even when

Islands occur, their secondary nature Is frequentlv

obvious, and that there are many cases In which one

of Iheir limiting channels Is due, not to the main

river but to a tributary captured bv It Jumiiges, on

the Seine, affords a fine example of wch capt^e, but

th< Island has become an isthmus ^tween Ratchet

and Old Windsor the island and backwater (“mort-

lake are retained. I* am not in a position to sav

whetW the Beverley Brook has simiUrlv cap.

tured and then set free again, but jwch a double

inge Is not fmpoaslble Hknry Bury

li^ld House, Pamham, Surrey, May 1.
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SelORS^ Mid the New Amy.
The two letters on this subject in Naturs of

April 22 raise some points of considerable interest

It seems clear that any attempt to train tho main
body of Army officers thoroughly in science and in
scientific methods will be fruiUess under present con-
ditions, while It IS even more certain that any attemM
to tram General Staff ofticeis as scientific experts is
extremely undesirable It is, in fact, the duty of tha
General Staff to rely on its technical corps for
advice, and it is unsound in principle and in practice
for the General Staff to include within itself a separate*
body of experts
On the other hand, the General Staff should possess

a wholesome regard for the results which be
achieved by scientific methods, and this regaiv is all

that is nc'cessarv to tlie General Staff, though the
technual corps should be strengthened by the aaffition
of scicntiik experts
There appesr to be three totally different Army

requirements, namely —
1 An Ofjganisation permitting the utilisation, so

far as possible, of the services of scientific and tech-
nical men m time of war m the Army, through
the Terntorlal Force and Officers Training Corps;
and (&) outside the Army, as p«'vi«M2rs in a civilian
capacity

2 An organisation which in peace time will keep
the technical corps in close touch with the prop'ess of
science This organisation would preferably be asso-
ciated with the Research Deoartment ob Departments
of the War Office

3 Training of the general body of Army officers

and the General Staff in scientific methods
No attempt should be made to convert General Staff

officers into scientific experts, for the reasons given
above, m the nature of things, the General Staff
officer must not be a speaalist
There seems to be every desire on the part of men

of science to assist the War Office to the best of their
abilitv, it rests with the War Office to prove that
it has a sincere desire to avail Itself of the oppoi^
tunities offered

C S Wright.
I Rovston Road, Richmond, Sum;^’, Mav 5

Waagi's PliytoaliMiiioal Synthasit of PMorogliiolH fIrM
OllMOM.

It is generally stated that phloroglucin is fonnod Jby
floating leaves in sugar solutions when exposed to
sunlight This phytochonuial conversion of an ali-

phatic chain into an aromatic ring-compound is based
on observations published bv Waage in 1890 (BenclUo
der deutschen botamschen Gesetlschaft, vol. vU!.,

p- 250), which have found their way Into nearly evei^
text-brok on the subject (compare, for example, M.
Wheldale Onslow, “Practical Plant Biochemistry,”

p 7, which has just been published) The fasdnanon
of this simple experiment and its general importance
to plant 'chemistrv have made me repeat it ev^
summer for the last fifteen years, but not in a single

case, out of nearly eighty experiments, did I tuccM
in detecting even the slightest trace of phloroglucin

For the detection of phloroglucin 1 used me pine-wood
test, as recommended by Waage, and also the
bromine-water te«t after extraction with ether.

It seems to me, therefore, desirable that this very
important e:q>criment of Waage 's should also be re-

investigated bv others Interest^ in this quesdon wHh
the view of either definitely confirming or contra-

dicting It M NiRRBNSTim^
University of Bristol. Mav 8
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Tte Development of

I
T may be claimed for Lord Cranworth s volume

that in a large measure it fulfils the author s

maia object of placing before intending settlers

tn BriUah East Africa informatioa and pomts of

view which should be helpful to them To this

end tte chapters dealing with agricultural and
mdusb:^ prospects primarily m the highlands of

the Protectorate furnish detailed information such

at the most suitable areas as to soil and climate

the cost of land labour equipment etc the

requisite capital for various enterprises and the

return which may be anticipated

There is one serious omission however in

British Bast Afincs*^

of the book is enhanced by Lady Cranworth • con*

tribution of a chapter giving not only hints on
equipment for women, but also a deacnptum of

the life in the highlands of Cast Afnca with its

varied mterests for women and advice as to the

suitability of the climatic and other conditions to

women and children The author himself devotes

a chapter to the educational facdities at Nairobi

and other centres which should be helpful to

intending settlers who are married
A short history of East Afnca together with

some notes on the native races and the effects of

immigration from India Arabia and Somaliland,

An on b* ng hyp« nunua Md to naKUrpoat Vtom Profit wtd bpor la 1 r t th Kmi AS at.

that no reference la made to the financul diffi

ciilt3r resulting from the enhanced etchdnge value
oi the rupee Thii serious handicap to new
iettlera had not arisen when the author wrote
A ODloa}^ in the Mafcu^ from which he pro

duced the book now under review as a revised
edition but, since the later volume was not pub
lished until 1919 it n surprismg that the currency
queatMU tras not dealt with as a new chapter or
at any rate referred to id the author's preface
hom Cranworth points out that the book is not

an erudite woilc but gives a few plain facts and
suggestions for the guidance of those without
eiqieneocc obPntish East Africa The usefulness

WW jpphM Mr MM
NO 3639
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forms an interesting basis to the general descnp
tion of subsequent developments and fnture
prospects

S^eral chapters dedl with big game and with
sport <ind games of many kinds those «n big
game furniro information as to the localities where
various species are to be found and How ^eir
presence affects the settler, while a chapter
IS devoted to beasts which the author would
place in a black hat as lavii^ muy un-
desirable prodivibes and nOtbutf wind may
serve to counterbaluioe their disad^tages
productions of Mr J^ MiQaia s '^BaiMo” ani4
his picture of anunal bfe on the Loieta Plmns are
included in the illustrationa

To those interested m stock’e’aiauig an al^eodtx
giving notes on remedial measurea agahsit atoek
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el the Protectorete» should be read m coniunction

with the author’s chapter 00 cattle. Witb refer*

eooe to measures adopted to combat the spread of

dnderpest, there is an interesting illustration

sbowincr the method of h^perunmunising cattle

The book concludes wmi a chapter detailing

the assistance furnished by British East Africa

luid the sacrifices made by both Eur(^;>eana and
nativts in furtherance of the military operations

which resulted ultimately in the conquest of"what
IS now known as Tanganyika Territ^.
Those who, like Lord Cranworth, have the

interests of British East Africa at heart wiU
welcome this volume^ with its purpose of bringing
to the Protectorate an influx of recruits of the
right standard requisite to further the develop-
ment of its resources, particulariy in view of the
existing demand for tte raw materia required
in the reconstruction of the Empire's industries.

Weather Notes of Bveijn, Pepyai and Swift in Relation to Britiah Climate.

By Capt C. J. P. Cava.

The interest m weather notes from old diaries

lies in the fact that they may throw some
light on the vexed question whether meteorological

conditions in Western Europe are changing The
diaries of Evelyn and Pepya have been quoted
by both believers and unbelievers m chanp;ing

conditions, and it must regretfully be admitted

that the question is, as yet, by no means easy

to answer Evelyn’s diary extends from 1620
to 1706, but during this long period there

arc, on the average, only about eight weather
notes to every three years As a rule, we And only

very outstanding phenomena recorded, such as

serious droughts, great storms, or hard frosts

Evelyn's diary has, however, never been published

in full, and it is quite possible that the complete
diary may contain a great deal more information
on the subject Pepys's diary extends only from
1660 to 1669, and is, therefore, too short to

enable us to draw any safe conclusions His
weather notes are, however, far more numerous
than Evelyn’s, there being remarks bearing on
the weather on an average of sixty-two days a
year Like Evelyn, he mentions outstanding
features, but he also frequently mentions the

weather as it affected his movements or his health,

so that we get a much better record for the few
years dunng which P^ys kept a diary than we
do for the longer period from Evelyn Neither
writer is by any means infallible in his recollection

of past weather, and both can be confuted
from tbeir own writings regarding events that

th^ describe as unprecedenM in their memones
The most significant facts from which to gauge

weather condinons, in times before mstrumenW
raadipn. are hot sttnuBers, droughts, wet spells,

and coM winters. So far as h^ summers are
ocmcenied, we have little to go on. Both writers

compIaiQ of the heat at times, but the only really

exceptionally hot summer seems to have been that
cl X098, mentioned by Evelyn Nor do we get
very much ground to go on in droughts and wet
spells. We are, therefore, restricted to cold
snnteri , and especially to the freezir^ of the

Thames, for evidence ot any diange m climate

between the seventeenth century and the present
time. The evidence was discussed by several
writers iii Symons's MsUorologieol MagatAm in

191 X and xQia, and different writers came to

NO. 2639, VOL. 10$]

diametrically opposite conclusions. Mr. Walter
Sedgwkk mamtained that the mtensity of falls of

snow was likely to be exaggerated by the seven-
teenth-century diarists, for when roads were
normally bad, traffic would have been far more
seriously affected by snow than it is to-day. Mr.W H Dines, on the other hand, contended that

when roads were always bad during the winter,

”it was a matter of indifference whether roads
were blocked by snowdrifts ” It is also said that

the number of references to snow in Evelyn's
diary are very few, but it is quite certain that we
do not find references to snow on nearly all the
occasions when it occurred In December, 1648,
Evelyn says “This was a most exceeding wet
year—neither frost nor snow all the winter for

more than six days in all " ; but none of these six

days are otherwise mentioned m the published
diary The winter of 1657-58 was extremely cold,

and it is almost certain that there must have been
snow , but none is specifically mentioned.

It IS certain that the Thames in London froze

more often in the seventeenth tiian m the nme-
teenth centuiy, but some hold that this was due
to the fact that the nver was not embanked, and
that Old London Bndge <^ered such an obstruc-

tion that the water above the bridge froze more
easily than it does to-day. The Thames m London
18 recorded to have been frozen, or nearly frozen,

on seven occasions during the period over which
Evelyn kept his diary, and it is almost certain

that it must have been frozen also in 1658 It Is

noticeable that the freezing in November, xG6a,

is mentioned by Evelyn, but not by Pepys, while

the freerings of December, 1665, and January,

1667, are mentioned by Pepys, but not in the puiH
llshed diary of Bveljm. It seems as though the
freezing of the Thames was not looked on as such
a very out-or the-way event, while slight frosts or
small falls of snow might pass unnoticed There
were, of course, winters when there was little or

no frost or snow, but they were looked on ms
very exceptional, and caus^ much apprehension
as likely to "threaten a plague," and fasts were
ordered by Parliament to pray for “more season-

able weather.”
From the evidence in Pepys’s diary the preaent

writer thought at first that “there seems no reason
to suppose that the weather” in the seventeenth
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century differed much from that to-day/* ^ but a
further cohs*d<ratton of Pepys's nolteSi taken m
conjunction with those of Evelyn, has led him to

modify his views, and he now thinks that, on the

whole, there is a good case for supposing that the
winters in the seventeenth century were more
severe than they are to-day Sir John Moore, it

is true, maintained in a paper, **l8 our Chmate
Changing? *’ read before the British Association

(Section A) in 1908, that the British climate is not
changing, his evidence is based mainly on ob*
servations during the nineteenth century, with
some from the eighteenth, but the constancy of

the climate during the nineteenth century does
not seem to preclude a change having occurred
since the seventeenth, nor does it folfow that a
change should be progressive

There muct, however, be a good deal more
evidence m scattered letters or diaries that wiJ{

in time throw more light on this important point

In Swift’s *' Journal to Stella," which extends only
from 1710 to 1713, there are weather references
on seventy-eight days a year The period is

short, but I think it bears out the contention that
winters with httle frost or snow were exceptional
On December 27, 1710, Swift writes* “Did you
ever see so open a winter in England? We have
not had two frosty days " This was probaUy a

1 Qua t Joum Roy Mrt Soc
,
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fmgon de fafler, for at Itast two frosts( are men-
tioned previously, and one fall of snow. By a

frosty day it must be supposed that the diairists

meant more than a ^ight morning frost of one

or two degrees m the screen If this is so, the

warmth of the early winter in 1710 was not very

exceptional, judged by present-day standards.

DcHcember 27, it must be remembered, corresponds

to January 8 new style, but in the last fifteen

years during which the writer has kept climat-

ological records there have been four, if not five,

winters when there has been no frost worth speak-

ing about until after the middle of January, in

Hampshire at any rate, and these were probably

as “open ” as the winter of 1710

Swift, on the whole, takes rather more interest

in the weather for its own sake than does Pepys

He compares notes with “ Stella ’’ on the difference

between the weather in Ireland and in London,

but, of course, most of the references concern the

weather as it affected him personally There are

many complaints of cold, wet, and heat, and Swift

seems to have had a constitution that was much
affected by hot weather It is curious to find

that bad weather is frequently made an excuse

for dining with Mrs Vanhomrigh at the time

when Swift was beginning that acquaintance with

her daughter “ Vanessa “ which was fraught with

so much tragedy

Optical Instruments In Industry.

OPTICAL instruments, which proved their

worth in war, are now being more and more
utihsed in developing the arts of peace A short

account of some of the chief applications of these

instruments to industrial requirements, especially

the more recent uses, may therefore be not without
interest at the present time

Passing over the microscope with a bncf
rftnunder of its modern use, in metallurgy, for

Showing the structure of iron and other metals,

one of the first instruments to note is the refracto-

meter In many chemical works this, in one form
or another, is invaluable as a means of controlling
the various operations, by reason of the sim-
pUcity of Its manipulation and the rapidity with
which the results are obtained The refractive

index suffices in numerous instances to determine
the strength of chemical solutions It is ascer-
tained in a few minutes, and only a drop or two
of liquid is required for the purpose if an instru-

ment of the Abbe type is employed No weighings
are involved, and no calculations if the tempera-
turer IS suitably controlled, so that liability to
error is greatly minimUed The instrument is thus
almost an ideal one for the control of works
operations where the degree of strength or punty
(rf a product is required to be ascertained by means
of rapid tests, or where a process has to be
stopped when the product has reached a certain
stage Speafic gravity determinations or simple
chemical titrations are often used in such cases,
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but the refraction method is always quicker, is

generally more accurate, and sometimes possesses

other marked advantages Thus the strength of

an aqueous solution of nicotine can readily be
obtained, correct within about o i per cent

,
by

the refractometer, whereas the specific gravity

method is of no value m this instance, and titra-

tion results are vitiated if other basic substances,

such as ammonia, are present
Acetic acid, acetone, ammonia, ammonium

sulphate, carbdic aad, cream of tartar, glycerin,

and salt^tre may be mentioned as products, made
on a large scale, for which the instrument is

useful In the brewing industry the determina-
tion of alcotol, extract, and oi^inal gravity of
beer 15 readily made by means of the refracto-

meter In the fats and oils industries, in the
fractionation of petroleum products, in the dis-

tillation of tar oils, and in the manufacture of
many pharmaceutical articles, the refractive index
15 a vsduable aid for controlling the purity of the
materials and finished products It is useful also
in the manufacture of various viscous mixtures or
semi-solid pastes, in order to determine whether
the constituents have been adequately^ mixed, and
thus to obviate local excess or deficiency of the
active ingredients;

The polanmeter is an instrument constantly in

use for the evaluation of essential oils^ whilst
makers of starch produets. tartaric acid, and
alkaloids frequently have recourse to it, and a
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speoialiied form of the appliance, the sacchan
meter, is practically indispwsable in the sugar
factory

Mention most also be made of the simple polar

iscope in Its application to the glass industry,

where it is einployed for detecting strains in glass-

ware due to faulty annealing Not infrequently

glass articles, imperfectly annealed, are destroyed

on the cutting-wheel after a good deal of time

stress might often be obviated by proper anneal
mg of the articles

Among reednt developments, perhaps the most
notable is the fact that the spectroscope, 10 one
adaptation or another, is beginning to take a
definite place as an adjunct to industry This
follows upon the progress which has been made
in fitting the instrument to quantitative \tork In
fact it is the spectrometer rather than the ^led

^ 0 ^ B

IrtBli
rio 1 —Twymu % i^ppant u for tho dounn nauon oC laiMal og to nperMi res A B F G optical

ayiUBi C elactncAl fumaoc D pyrometer B umparature racordv

has been spent on their partial decoration Use
of the pol^iscope to detect strains is not new
makers of optical glass have, naturally, long
availed themselves of it but 'is regards ordinary

glassware the method has been brought more
prominently under notice as a result of war con
ditioos, and the ** strain viewer is now becoming
more generally known in glass works The prin

ciple involved is merely that of the well known
transmission of polanskl light through crossed

Nicol prisms when
crystalline or semi
crystalline material is

placed between them
Well annealed g^ass

leaves the field of the

instrument practicall)

uniformly dark
stramed glass pro-

duces patches or bmids
of light the intensity

and colour of which
give some idea of the

amount of stram
In this connection it

may also be men-
tioned that certain

other faults in glass
can readily be de-
tected by means of

X rays This discovery has proved very useful in

making the best qualities of optical glass, by
preventing the use of material in which air

Mows ** had formed
Twyman's apparatus may also be noted here

It 18 used fpr determining the annealing tempers
tore of glass (Fig 1) The method evolved for

this purpose is applicable alsG to metal objects, so

far, at least, as me removal of stress is concerned
Tftxible during the machining of metals such as

ipahg^anese-bronse, owing to distortion through

KO 2639 ,
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troscope proper which is prov
mg Its value to the manufac
turcr Hartley s ^\ork on
quintititive spectrum anihsis,
dating from the eighties of list

century, may be regarded as

the pioneer mvestigition He
showed that the ratios of the

intensities of lines in the spec-

trum of an element do not re-

main constant whilst the quan
tity of that element is de
creased, and he introduced the

term persistency to indicate

uhether a particular line appears at a definite

concentration of the substance emitting it

—

eg 1 per cent o i per cent and so on,

of the total matenal under examination This
work of Hartley s was followed bv that of

Pollock and l^onard in Dublin and of

Gramont in France—to mention only three names
out of many Meanwhile the earlier lorms of

spectroscope have given rise to the more perfect

constant deviation wave length spectrometer

and the quarts spectrograph, with the result that

It IS now practicable even to carry out quantitative

analyses of metals by means of their spark spectra

(F«8: a)

Gramont uses two types of sparking apparatus

(sec Comptes tendus, 1918, clxvi , 95) In one of

these the substance under e)tamination is contained
in a crater formed in one pde of the apparatus,

in the second type the substance is fused in a
platinum vessel, a spark being passed from a
thin rod into the fused material
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This method has been used ^ M» NicoUrdot
in the chemical laboratory of the Technical Section,

French ArtiUei^, and according to Gramont it

gives very satiuacto^ results in the control of

chemical analyses. The spectrograph has also
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been for some time in use at tbe Bureau of

Standards, Washin^n, for determining small
quantities of impurities in tin and in the analysis

of steel, especially as regards chromium aed
titanium For estiihattng small quantities of
elements such as niobium and molybdenum, the
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spectrographic method is, indeed, stated to be

more trustworthy than chemical analysis.

Another analytical method for metals has been

described, depending upon a difference m votatility

of the elements present. The authors (Hill and
Luckey) use the “arc” dtschar^, and measure
tbe time required for a given Ime to disappear

when a known weight of tbe material u burned
in the crater of the arc. Though this process is

of limited application, it can be used for the

estimation of lead in copper, within a range of

o 004 to o 216 per cent , with the accuracy neces-

sary for the work of a copper refinery

The spectrophotometer, too, is now findinj

technical application, especially in connection wi
dyes. As the study of absorption-spectra baa pro-

gressed, means for making the observations more
strictly quantitative have developed also. The
possibility of measuring the absorption of a sub-

stance for light of eau wave-length is, in fact,

an important addition to the resources of tbe

organic chemist in dealing with certain technical

problems.

The apparatus employed is a spectrograph or

spectrometer combined with a suitable photometer
such as the “Nutting” instrument It is used in

the control and analysis of dyes, the chemical
testing of which is often a dimcult matter In

pre-war days purchasers .of dyes were very much
at the meri^ of foreign dye-makers as r^;ards the
quality and strength of dyes sent to them
Spectrophotometry can now be employed to safe-

f
uard tbe interests of the user in ^is respect
or example, a solution of known strength can

be prepar^ from a trustworthy specimen of dye,
and its colour-density determined for a series of

wavelengths by the spectrophotometer, a curve
plotted from the results can then be kept as a
permanent reference with which future supplies
can be compared Similarly the colour-producing
value of a dye with various lUuminants may be
assessed by means of the instrument Dyeing tests
can be quantitatively controlled by compaHng the
intensity of reflect^ light from the dyestuff in

each part of the spectrum with that of light
reflected from a white surface.

The proportion of diluent substance added to a
dye, or of two dyes in a mixture, may also be de-
termined by reference to standard curves Thus in
the subjoined diagram (Fig. 3), A and B denote
such curves for known strengths of eosin and ery-

throsin respectively, and C is a curve given
by a mixture of the two substances, in un-
known proportions By taking ordinates
for two suitable wave-lengths, two equations
can be formulated, from which the propor-
tions of the two dyestuffs in the mixture
are calculated. From these examples

the value, actual .and potential, of tbe instru*

ment to the dyeing industry will readily be
understood
Of other technical uses to wbidi apedal Instru-

ments are afiplied, a brief mention must suflfce.

Thus in the Iron and steel industry oeitain rapid

tiM
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sartingH>ut tests can be ndade with the grating

spectrometer and with the quarts spectrograph,

whilst the projection comparator is a valuaole

aid, in engineei^t for the ready optical gauging
of interchangeable parts, such as screw-threads.

An important development, too, is the use of
radiography m the examlnatton of metals; but
this need not be dealt with here, as k was referred
to in an article on Industrial and Medical Radio-
logy *' in Naturk of February s6

The British Sea Fiaheries.^

The latest book on the sea bsheries comes
most opportunely at a time when everyone

interested m these matters is looking for a pokey.

For the last two years a multitude of cmnmittees

and conferences luive been oonsidermg a situation

of fish might be utilised, cost of new construction,

labour troubles, etc —these are the matters that
immediately and personally concern those eonged
in the industry The conditions are very different

from those that obtained half a doaen years ago.

Th» h«npg Ami In rntv^arih Hvboor From *'1 Im Sm rbhwMA

that has become acute as the result of war con-

ditions, but which was rapidly developing even in

1913. There was then a gr^t recrudescence of

interest in the longshore and tnshore fishermen,

there were the peremual questions of the

unpovwisfament of the fishing-grounds and of how
this might be averted , and ^ere were indications,

even then, of troublesome problems relating to

the distribution and marketing of the fish caught.

There is no doubt at that it is these

latter difficulties that have been accentuated
by the dreumatanoes of the last two years

Such things as landing facilities, railroad

and motor transport, market accommodation,
cold storage and curing in order that gluts

Sm VUMTtM.** By Dr ; T l«UfauL
(Lmtet CoouUiMidCob, Ltd., lOM.) Vrioa >4** dm.
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Then there was practically no control; but one

Govenuneot Department now has to do with railt

way faalitlea, another fixes whtdeaale and retail

prices ; while others again have to do with regfula-

tions of many kinds The result is, for the

present at all events, a oonfusioo which is

apparent to almost everyone.

Under our economic conditions the profit*

factor m industry is still the dominant one The
bulk of the fish landed are caught in order that

they may be sold so as to ^leld a “ return ” on
the capital invested; otherwiae no fish would be
landed except the small fraction taken by mdivida*
ally owned boats and longshoreman who work for

a living and sell their fish for whatever it wfil

bring How is the deep-sea fiahiiw industry to
be carried on so as to yield a sumdent pr^?
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Long' Ago we should have left that queitioa to

the trade ttadf, but it is now clear that a policy

of lauaes-/atnt is 00 longer possible. The peo^e
muat have food The State has already taken

partial control, and the logipal development of

such conditions seems to be the puUic organ-
isation of the means of distribution and, if so, the

control of profits as well as of prices

Dr Jenkms does not deal with these latter-

day economic questions The conditions are

transient, and it is quite impossible for any
man to get trustworthy information tending to

elucidate them. Probably no administrator or

q£Bc^ is big enough to deal adequately with the

difficulties of the moment, and the situation must
be left to resdve itself in the near future On
the other hand, it would be hopeless to attempt

to study It without reference to the other funda-
mental questions which we have indicated Is

there re^ly an impoverishment of the fishing-

grounds, and, if so, what restrictions are neces-

sary that this may be avoided? Regulation being

necessary, v&hat is the best form of administra-

tion? What IS industrial effiaency as applied to

^e fisheries? Judged by the ratio of fish caught
to the man-power employed, the inshore and long-

shore fishermen are ineffici^t, and their methods
wasteful But, that being so. is it in the

national interest that a prolific, hardy, and ver-

satile stock should be allowed to declme ? What,
above all, are the nature and value of the informa-

tion whu^ we use m order to decide upon these

matters?
Even in present circumstances, then, there are

fundament^ problems that must be considered
before we tackle those of the moment, and it is

these with which the author deals He
gives a summary of the methods of sea-fishing

employed in Great Britain, and an historic^

sketch of the development of the trawl- and
herring-fisheries This is based on prolonged

literary research and is very well done There are

a summary of the legislation applicable to the

mdustry, a short account of the British and foreign

admipistrations, ahd a rSsumd of the chief results

of the fishery commissions of the strictly modem
period A well-selected bibliography should enaUe
the reader to follow the various discussions in

greater detail than that which falls within the scope
of the book It IS very proper that considerable

weight should be given to the scientific side of
thp subject, and in his introduction the author
deals most conveniently with the situation of the
industry at the close of the war period, especially

with regard to the reconstruction of the national

admuiistrations and the development of an ade-
quate raachineiy for scientific and economic
investigation Altogether, the work is one that
must be Considered quite essential to anyone who
seeks to discover, beneath the confusion of the
moment, the natural conditions upon whidh the
continued development of the national sea
fishenes, as a whole, must necessarily depend ^

J
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Ntites.
Tmr annual meeting of the British Sdeooe Guild

will be held At the Goldsmiths’ Hair-^on TuesdAy,

June 8, at 3 pm Lord ^ydehbam. prAsidefit

the Guild, will deliver art Address dti
** Scietfoe 'add

the NAdoOr-" and the president.elect, Lord Montagu
of Beaulieu, will speak on ** Some National Aspects

of Transport ” T^ adoption of the report on the

Guild’s work since die last annual meeting will, be
moved by Lotd Bledisloe, and seconded by Sir Gilbert

Parker The Guild it extending its activUiee in

several directions, and all who bdieve in the apph-
cation of scientific knowledge and method to natidnal

affairs of every kind should give it support Tickets

of admission to the annual meeting may be obtained

upon application to the Secretary, British Science

Guild, 6 John Street, Adeli^i, London, W C s

At the Imperial Entomological Conference to be
held in I^doa on June 1-1 1, the subjects to be
discussed, aKhough'tnalnly relating to agriculture, are
not the less on that account of great general interest,

and ought to make a wide appeal Mr H A Ballou^

just returned from an investigation of them in £gypt»
will read a paper on " Cotton Pests,” a subject which
he has long studied in other parts of the Empire Dr.
R S MacOougali will read one on ” Insects in Rela-

tion to Afforestation,” which is a subject greatly need-

ing attention in our own country at the present day..

There wilt also be read important papers on the special

insect pe»tg of tea and other crops, as well as on tlie

UkhI inject pests of various places within the Empire,
and amongst other subjects for discussion ** The Edu-
cation of Economic Entomologists ” should prove
attractive, the more so as Profs Maxwell Lefroy and
Sydney J. Hickson have promised to give their views

upon it The meetings are all to be held at the rooms
of the Linnean Society, Burlington House, and visits

have been arranged to Oxford, Cambridge, and the

Rothamsted Expenmental Station, Harpenden ” The
Work and Finances of the Imperial Bureau of Ento-

mology ” will be considered at the business meeting

on the first day, when, doubtless, there will be nothing

but greatly deserved praise for the work, and very

senous consideration in regard to the finance* It

IS to be hoped that as an outcome the Bureau will be
enabled to carry on, unhampered and unimpaired, the

extremely valuable work it has done during the seven,

years of its existence

A Pan-Pacific Scientific Congress has been organ-
ised to meet at Honolulu on August 3*20 The pro-

gramme of the congrev is direct^ by the Committee
on Pacific Exjrioration of the U.S National Research
Council, and the chairman is Mr, Herbert £ Gregory,

director of the Bishop Museum at Honolulu The
papers to be read will deal with the prei^nt status

of knowledge of anthropolo^, bloldgy, geology,

geography, and related sciences so far as they refer

to the Padfic Ocean, and will place emphasis on the

research work which It is desfndile to Inaugurate.

The significance and bearing of the research work oir

other Adds of study will be dealt with in consideraUe

detmL It is suggsstnd that in the wotking out of
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the problefrts only the ability and interest of the

scientific woiicers should 1)0 taken into account,

nationality and institutional rivalry bein^ submcixod
for this purpose Co-operation would eiiminate un-

necessary duplication of money and energy, and point

the way to the best use of funds now available and
to the utilisation of further endowments The director

of the museum is also organising a psuty consigning

of an ethnologist, archaeologist, botanist, and necessary

staff, which will be stationed in 1920-21 at the Mar-
quesigs, Austral, Tofigan, and Hawaian Islands to

establish standards of the physical form, material cul-

ture, traditions, and languages of the Polynesians

which may serve as a basis for the determination of
the significance of changes produced by the overlapping

of other races A similar expedition is projected for

1921-22 westward to the Caroline Islands, to deter-

mine through what place or places the Polynesians
reached their present settlements Funds sufficient

for one year's work, contributed by Bayard Dominic
to Yale University, have been placed at the disposal
of the museum trustees The urgent need for a
scientific study of the fast-changing Pacific is plain

It has been recognised in Australia, where a com-
mittee, appointed by the Universities of Melbourne
and Sydney, has reported in favour of the establish-

ment of fellowships in Pacific studies If Amenca
studies eastern Polynesia, Australia still has Papua
and the Western Islands

The preliminary programme of the annual meeting
of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science, to be held at Cardiff on August 24-28, has
been issued from the offices at Burlington House The
previous meeting in that city was held in 1891, and
there has been no meeting of the association in Wales
since that date The present president, Sir Charles
Parsons, will hand over his office to Prof W A Herd-
man, professor of natural history in the University of

Liverpool, who will give in his presidential address a
general survey of oceanography, and deal in detail with

certain special problems and recent Investigations, with

particular reference to sea-fisheries, a topic not only of

prime interest in connection with the food supply of

the country, but also of special c<xicem to the ports

of the Bristol Channel The programme announces
a discourse at one of the general evening meetings
by Sir Daniel Hall, of the Ministry of Agriculture, on
‘•A Oram of Wheat from the Field to the Table,”

another pregnant subject at the present time Sir

Ridiard Glaaebrook, lately Director of the National

l^ysica] Laboratory, will also deliver a discourse

A sdentlfic exhibition in connection with the meeting

b announced to be given in the museum exhibition

room at the Cardiff City Hall, where the general re.

oeption room for the meeting will also be established

Tte sectiont will meet mostly in the University

College and the Technical College, which, with the

City H9II, belong to the.fine range of public buildings

which surround Cathayo Park Scientific excursions

wUl he organised In connection with the work of

several of the sections A dvk reception by the Lord

Mayor is announced, as is also a gardwi party for

members, given by^ Lord Treowen, president of the
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National Museum of Wales (which has its headquarters
at Cardiff) Among other fixtures is a special servke
in St John’s Church, Cardiff, on the Sunday after

the meeting, at which Dr Barnes, Canon of West-
minster, will preach

PRtNCE Alrert will preside at the Royal Aeronau-
tical Society's Wilbur Wnght lecture, which will be
delivered at the Central Hall, Westminster, on
June 23, at 8 30 pm, by Commander Hunsaker,
upon the subject of ” Naval Architecture in Aero-

nautics ”

The Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia

has conferred the Hayden memorial medal for 1920

on Prof T Chrowder Ch«imberiin, professor emeri-

tus of the University of Chicago, in recognition of

his distinguished services to geological science This

medal is presented every three years for distinguished

accomplishments in geologv or palaeontology

The twenty-fifth annual congress of the South-

Eastern Union of Scientific Societies will be held at

Eastbourne on June 2-5 On the evening of Wed-
nesday, June 3, the president-elect. Sir Edward
Brahrook, will deliver bis presidential address Other

items in the ptogramme are —The Glaciation of the

South Downs, E A Martin, First Steps in a Local

Survey, C C Fagg, Recent Discoveries in Insect

Mimicry, Prof E B Poulton, Report of Mosquito

Investigation Committee, and Migration of I^epido-

ptera, R Adkin

Tim possibilities of cotton-growing in South

America are discussed at length by Mr G MoC.
McBride in the Geographical Revtew for January

(vol IX , No i) Up to the present South \merica

has produced annually scarcely 2 per cent of the

world’s total output Mr McBride shows reasons

for believing this could lie greatly increased The
principal increase must come from the eastern high-

lands of Brazil In the SEo Paulo region it is already

competing with coffee, whuh suffers more than cotton

from frosts Labour and tiansport arc the factors

which limit Its growth at present, but as these are

gradually overcome Brazil will be able to export

cotton on a considerable scale Other possible cotton

lands occur in the plains of northern Argentina and

Paraguay, and in the coastal valleys of Peru

Towards the end of March last k meeting was held

in Brussels of the scientific committee of the Sotvay

International Institute of Physics, and it was resolved,

upon the rccommendatidn of the executive committee,

to resume the work of the institute, which had. been

interrupted by the war New physical councils will

be summoned from time to time, similar to those

formed In 1911 and 1913 The president referred to

the debt which the scientific committee owed to Dr
R B Goldschmidt, of Brussels, for the services

rendered by him to the institute dunng the eariy

years of its foundation The members of the com-

mittee wefe Prof H A Lorentz (president), Haar-

lem, Mme Curie, Paris, Sir W H Braggs London;

M Briilouln, Paris; Prof H Kamerlingh Onnes,

Leyden, Prof. Knudsen, Copenhagen; Prof A.

iflghl, Bologna, Sir Ernest Rutherford, Cambridge;

and Prof E Van Aubel, Ghent
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Majors McKbrorick ako Momson have investigated

statistically the occorrenoe of cases of influsnaa oa
shipboard, from which deduce a mean Incubadon
period in this disease of 327 hours, some 90 per cent,

of the cases having an incubation period within two
days (Indian Journal of Medical Research, vol vil.,

No 2, p, 364)

In a general review of tnfluensa In Medical Sctance *

Ahsteocts and Remaws (vol ii , No a) the influenxa

epidemic of 191S-19 In Switzerland is surve3ped It

is estimated that there were 2^ million cases The
case mortality was 1 i per cent ; 65 per cent, of the

cases occurred between fifteen and forty-nine years
of age, and only 5 per oent m persons of fifty and
more. The total deaths were a much hMvier
death-roU than that caused by odier ^(ddemic diseatei

Attention is directed in a paper by Mr. Mottram
and Mr Clarke {Archiives of Radtaiogy and
Electrotherapy, No 237, April, 1920) to the reduction

in die numl^r of the white blood corpuscles in those

handling radium for curative puipoaes, a reduction

amounting to of the normal number They
estimate that the physldan-in-charge receives daily

about 1 4 per oent of the total radiation received by
a patient during a course of treatnient for cancer,

and in ten weeks the same quantity of radiation as

the patient

The Committee on Food and Nutrition of the

National Research Council, Washington, USA, has
just issued a report on meat and milk In the food
supply of the nation which gives some interesting

facts on the relative values of these two important
dietary substances in comparison with the value of
the food required to produce them The Committee
supports the British estimates on the same subject,

VIZ that the good mtlch cow returns ao per oent
, the

poor milch cow 12 per cent , and the good beef steer

only 6 per cent of the energy-value of the food con-
sumed Crops grown on a given area may be ex-
pected to vield four to five times as'much protein and
energy for human consumption when M to dairy
cows as when used for beef production

An address on the work of the Medical Researdi
Committee was delivered by its secretary, Sir Walter
Fletcher, to Members of Parliament at the House
of Commons on March 9, and has been published
In pamphlet form by the Research Defence Society

The history of the committee was first brie^
sketched. Some 50,000!. a year has hitherto been
devoted to the advancement of medical researdi, but
the Treasury has announced that in the immediate
future 125,000! per annum is to be allocated for

tide purpose. Sir Walter Fletcher then described
some of the researches that have been prosecuted

by means of these funds. A disease, bilbarriasis, due
to a parasitic worm. Is very prevalent in Egypt Its

life-history was unknown, and Dr. Leiper, of the

London School of Tropical Medicine, was sent out
to investigate He found that the bllharzla worm
passes part of Its llfe-cyde in oertdn fresh-water

snails, from which larval forms hatch out; and these

constitute the infective agents. They soon die, how-
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ever, unless they enter the human host, so that water
kept for twenty-four hours is safe This work coat

lem than 500!.. but bids fair in time to era^cate

biiharsiasls. Trench nephritis, a kidney disease, was
very prevalent during the war Investigations into

Its causation indicated that it is probably of an Inf# f

tive nature. Means wete devised by which the eni-

deucy of the kidney could be gatqited, and it was
post^ to dedde which of the thousiuids of cases

at the base hospitals were likely to grow worse
and should be sent home, and which could probably

soon go bade to duty. The same tests * ave been

employed since in judging claims for penskma based

upcm supposed damage to the kkln^s By this

means it is estimated that the Pensions Mlnist^ has

saved, during the first year, no less than 150A100I.

,

yet the total cost of this piece of wock was some-

where between 2000! and ^oooL Sir Walter Fletcher

put In a plea for the better remuneration of scientific

research, and the address was followed by an Interest,

ing discussion.

In the BrtHsh Journal of Psychology (vol x ,

March) Mrs S Brierley discusses the present atti-

tude of employees to Industrial psychology She
finds, in talking to working-men, much opposltlcm to

the suggested introduction of psychological methods
into industry—an opposition which cannot be dis-

missed as charactenstK of the more ignorant and
less skilled workman Several reasons for this atti-

tude of mind are considered, of which the most vital

seems to bo the not unreasonable fear that the

introduction of these methods will inevitably lead to

an increase of monotony and a diminution in the

possibility for Initiative or creative work on the part

of the individual worker, some of these so-called

scientific methods do seem to Imply that the manager
It to be the brains of the machine, and the worker
merely the muscles It is unfortunately only too true

that some enthusiastic exponents of these methods
have allowed their enthusiasm to limit their point of

view to increased production, and in so doing they

have lost sight of the effect on the individual worker.

The problem of monotony, mechanisation, spedalisa-

tion, and self-government must be considered not only

as bearing on increased output, but also as affecting

the whole development of the worker, work mutt
offer an outlet for the healthy satisfaction of the crea-

tive impulse. The autoor raites many problenu ccmw

netted with present-dav industry and shows what
psychology as applied to industry has to face before

it can win die wboledieailied support of the wofkeva-
The paper should prove Intene^g to all Wkoto
sdentlflc work brings diem into contact with in-

dividual workers In industry.

SiNca the early expnlments of Gurnet, Castle, Mias

Durham, Little, and others on the inheritanee of coa^
c<dour in mke, these animals have been a favourite sub-

ject for the stiidy of spotting as writ as of stlfpcolaur.

In a recent paper by M and Imal (Jomndl of
Geneties, ved ix . Na 4) the authors disteguWh two
factors concerned in spotting, on# of <D) is

epistadc to self-colour, which It modifies to the

‘*Kasuri** pattern diaracterised by fine sHasred
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When the recessive spotting nllelomorph (SO
'4>f seli-oolour ^S) it present with the epistatic factor, a
wbhe ^hnal with dark eves known as ‘‘Daruoia’*

(anowipan) is produced. Mice which are homozygous
for D fak to develop whether S or S' it present in

addition. D U, therefore, a lethal factor, and can

only appear In the heteroz\gous condition, as u well

known to be the cate with yellow mice Bv this

analysts it is shown that a varied and apparently

continuous series of stages from dark-eyed white

through spotting to self-colour depends upon two
pairs of futors.

MlU T. W Vaughan furnishes a comprehensive

account of the American Tertiary, Pleistocene, and

ftecent corsil-reefs in Bulltf|n 103 of the U S National

Museum, pp 189-524, 1919^ as the fore-part of a

paper describing fostil corals from the zone of the

Panatna Canal No naturalist—and in this term we
of course Include the geologist who strives to under-

stand the 5mst—can afford to overlook this important

summary of recent work Some readers may be

startled by the statement that the theoretic possibilit\

of the progressive change of a fringing reef into a

barrier, and later into an atoll, accoiding to the

Darwin-Dana hyrpothesis, may not be denied, but no
instance of such a transformation has as yet been

discovered " But the author again and again em-
phasises the upward growth of coral-reefs in keeping

pace with the submergence of the platforms on which
they first arose The discussion of these platforms

and of their pre-Gladal age is full of interest, but

^Mr Vaughan rightlv points out that the question of

their modes of origin does not affect the question of

reef-growth Murray’s theory of solution to account

for lagoon depths is regarded as ** entirely disproved,”

and every cr^t Is given to *Dr Guppy and Admiral

Sir J Wharton for their views on the relation of

reefs to submarine platforms The corals that result

in barner-reefs flourish, as Guppy urged, at some
distance from a shore, because they are there removed
frean deleterious sediments

,
the reef thickens, as

Wharton perceived, bv submergence of its base In

the case of Australia, though not as a general pro-

position, Mr. Vaughan believes that this submergmee
can b^ ^accounted for by the rise of water during
** de^aciation ” The effects of dnft-currents in

developing and controlling the form of atolls on an

open platform may be regarded as well established

Tub Italian State Department has now resumed

publication of its Reports of the Aeronautics Ezpen-

mental Institution (RendteonU deU' IsHtuto speru

menidU aeronauHco) No i of the new series just

to batid contains an exhaustive article on the treat-

mant and preaervation of wood The first part of

this important monograph deals with the b^nlcal
aspect of the subject; the second part with the

theory of ^ber fueservation, including drying and

jMaeootng; the third part with the practical side of

ttmbec seasoning and lippregijatlon with preserva^

ttysgl part Iv. is d«woted to methods of testing
|

(both pbyi^ and mechanical) .

bfasemiBB ar» bdng taken to reorganiee and ex-
|

fitod WUious scientific services in French Indo-China.
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M \ug Chevalier, writing m JLa GiographtB for

April (vol xxxiii , No 4), gives some account of the

plans The agricultural, forest, and survey depart-

ments had fallen into neglect when the present
governor-general in 1917 took steps to revive them.
Several experimental agricultural stations and agri-

cultural schools have been founded, and this year
work was begun on the building of a central scletw

tific institute at Saigon, to which the agricultural

service of In<kvChina and the botanic gardens at

Saigon are to be attached The institute will con-

duct experiments m the growth of rubber, coffee,

tea, and noe, study the flora and products generally

of Indo-Chlna , and conduct researches on plant
diseases It is also proposed to start a marine
station The Government has provided funds for

a scientific library and the msue of a monthly agri-

cultural bulletin

No 23 of the Proceedings of the Dutch Meteoro-
logical Institute IS devoted to three papers by Miss
\ van Vlcuten on the possibility of accounting for

the daily variations of the earth's magnetic field by a
system of electric currents external to the earth and
the currents within the earth’s surface induced by them
In 1889 Schuster concluded that such was the case

Since that date both Fntsche and Steiner have
examined the data available, and concluded that it

did not support the hypothesis Jn view of this

difference of opinion Miss can Vleuten has again
analysed the daily variation of the field, and re-

solv^ It into an external and an internal part

The two bhow that the principal terms of the Gauss
expansion do not support the hypothesis, although the

higher and less important terms are m agreement with
it In a further paper the author, by comparing the

terms of the potential calculated, first, from the north

component, and, secondly, from the east component
of the field, shows that the daily variation of the

field does not possess a potential, although it is, of

course, always possible to deduce part of it from a
potential

Tub physiological aspect of flying at high altitudes

engages the attention of Dr Guglielminetti in G^me
Civd for March 20 The experiences of mountaineers,

balloonists, and airmen who have flown to great
heights are reviewed in turn From tests carried out
In the laboratory, and from the experience of Mosso
and Agazotti (of Turin), Dr

^
Guglielminetti is in-

clined to the opinion that the phybiotoglcal disturb^

anoes caused at altitudes below 8000 metres are due
to anoxyphemia, and above 8000 metres to acapnia
While the use of respirators having suitable reducing-

valves controlled automatically by the varying pressure

at different altitudes would no doubt afford a fairly

satisfactory seduUon, the better way lies m the design

of suitable closed cabins in which the air-pressure is

maintained constant by compressing the au- taken in

from outside M. Louu Breguet has already tug.

gcated a design of aeroplane in which the pilot and
passengers would be so enclosed. The excess of air

necessary for the engine at high altitudes woold pntii-

ably be supplied by a turbine driven by the exhaust
gases, such as has been suggested by Fxof, Ifataau.
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The report of the Coundt of the Illuminaring En-

gineering Society, presented zi the annua] meeting on
May rz, contains an Interesting record of the past

session’s work Papers and discussions dealing with
photometry, camouflage, colour-matching, motor-car

headUlights, and lighting conditions m mines have been
arranged, the last in co-operation with the Council

of British Ophthalmologists and the Royal Society

of Medidne The various committees working under
the society, notably that conducting an inquiry into

eyestrain in kinemas, afford evidence of similar co-

operative effort Special attention has been devoted
to industrial lighting in relation to health and safety,

azid it is hoped that before long general statutorv pro-

vulon for adequate lighting will be Introduced into

the Factory Acts. The society hopes now to be able

to resume Its participation In the international treat-

ment of illumination, and is represented in the person

of Its hon secretary at the congress of the Ro>al
Institute of Public Health taking place this month
in Brussels Following the presentation of the annual
report, a paper on portable klnema outfits was read

by Capt J W Barber, several novel forms of ap-

paratus being shown *

The work of Willstatter and his collaborators has
imparted considerable interest to that branch of bio-

chemistry which includes the formation of antho-

cyanins m plants A suggestive paper on the subject

is contnbuted to the April imie of the Bwchtmtcal
Journal by O Rosenheim This author has isolated

in a crystalline form the red pigment of the young
leaves of the grape-vine, and has shown that it is

most probably identical with oenidin, the non-sugar

component of the pigment of the purple grape TIus

is the first instance on record in which the red pig-

ment of leaves consists of free anthoc>anidin The
vine-leaves have been sho^n to contain also a colour-

less modification of the pigment, possibly in com. ,

bmation with a carbohydrate or other complex For ^

this compound the general name “ leuco-anthocyanin ” /

is suggested; it is converted into anthocyanidln bv

strong acids The only represent;ptive of the fwily
Vitis characterised by the production of free antho-

cyanidin is the European species, Fihv vtm/era, and

It Is pointed out that this biochemical test may
prove useful in the investigation of genetic

problems

An interesting paper by Eiichi Yamasaki on " The
Chemical Kinetics of Catalase*' has recently ap-

peased in the Science Rqiorts of the Tdhoku Imperial

University (vol. ix.. No i). The property formerly

attributed to all enaytnes of acceleniti^ the decom-

position of hydrogen peroxide is really a specific pro-

n of catalase, which is contained as an impuriQr

ost enzyme preparations The catalase

Yataasaki was obtained from the edible sprout of a
certain bamboo, PkyJhstachys miff*, Riv. The
velocity of decwnposltion of hydre^en peroxide by

catalase is, in general, proportional to the conceo-

traticm of the enzyme and of hydrogen peroxide, but

the activity of the catalase decreases in the course of i
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the reaction^ As to the cduse of this decrease in
activity, the author can only eondude that it la

to the subetrate and product of reaction, hydrogen
peroxide and oxygen; and the rate of decreaee la

approximately proportional to the principal reactioo.

The decrease m activity is not to be attributed

change in concentration of hydrogen ions. It has
already been found that in a very dilute sdution of

hydrogen peroxide and a comparativelv concentrated

solution of catalase the relative activity increases in

the first stage and then decreases g*' ^ Tht$
behaviour may be attributed to the facia ’'.nat the

ordinary reaction would be carried out at a rate some^
what higher than that which is calculated according

to a firsUirder reaction, {p) that rate is retarde^

with hydrogen peroxide and oxygen in ordinary cases f

(3) that such effects are observ^ onlv in the course

reaction in very diluted solutions, because the con*

centration of both the substrate and the product are

very small, t e the velocity constant has a maximum
value, and (4) that the retardation proceeds with the

measurable velocity, which Is approximately proper*

tional to the principal reaction

Thk Rotary Club of London, composed of about

three huhdred members, each representing a different

trade or profession, and connected with tA^enty five

other rotary clubs in other parts of the British Isles,

has undertaken the urgent and important work of

endeavouring to find posts for demobilised men out of

employment We are asked to direct attention to

this most praiseworthy task and have much pleasures

in doing so Thousands of capable officers and metj

who were on active service during the war are

now seeking employment, and particulars of

vacancies of any kind may usefully be sent to Mr
Edward Unwin, jun , at the ** Rotary Room,’^

Horrex's Hotel, Norfolk Street, Strand, London,

WC2
Mr. H Martin Leaks, Director of Agriculture,

United Provinces, India, is publishing through

Messrs W Meffer and Sons, Ltd , *'The Bases of

Agncuttural Practice and Economics in the United

Provinces, India," m which the history of agriculture

is traced; the fundamental facts of agricultural pn^^^

tioe and ecoo<miic8 are described ; the lines upon whicSi

agricultural practice is hk^y to develop are brou^t
out, and emphasis is laid upon the fact that reoent

advances in scientific knowledge have made it pos^hla

for directed, as opposed to umfirected or empirica)*

methods to be employed. It further indicates the

weaknesses of the present economic system* and
develops the idea of co-partnership in t^j^ l^d betWeSf^

landlord, tenant, and Government, ^ ^

Mwsrs Dulau and Co , Ltd , 34 Margaret Street*

W X, have just issued a catalogue <Np. Sa) of air

important bounical library tacentiy purdiased

them, tile volumes4n which are now offe^
1 ,

The works listed itumbef 593, and many axe

The catalogue is one to interest $31

of botany, and copies may be hqjfi pf Messrs,

upon application.
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Qur Astronomical Column.

I Astronomical Announceubnts bv Wirrlbbs Tele*
#|UVWri-*-Prof KobokI, editor of Astr, Nachnchien,
md cSrector of the CentraUtelle, delegated the latter

work to Prof* Stromgren, Copenhagen, during the
war, but has now retuni^ it, ana announces in

AsPr, Nuch , j;o44, that arrangements have been made
for the distribution of astronomical information by
wireless telepaphy from the Nauen station Such
messages will tear the signature Obs ," and it h
Sfttggested that institutions that wish to receive them
should make arrangements with the wireless station

nearest to them ttet receives Nauen messages It

la hoped that they will make a contnbution to the
cost of the service The idea of using wireless m this

tanner is certainly a good one, and might be of

gmt service in the case of such unexpected pheno-
itlena as the outburst of novas, where early observa-

tions are of special value

The Astbocraphic Catalogue —^This great under-

taking, tef^n a third of a century ago, is still far

from com^tion, many of the observatories that

und^ook to collaborate having dropped out, from
fioanaal or other reasons Their zones were after-

wards allotted elsewhere, and one of the new ob-

servatories (Hyderabad) may be mentioned in par-

ticular for its piaiscworthy energy The late director,

Mr, R. J, Pocock, unhappily died without seeing the

work completed, but thanks to the Nizam’s gener-

osity the work is continuing under his successor, Mr
T P. Bhaskaran, who has just published vol 111 ,

containing measures of rectangular co-ordinates of

^,743 star-images on plates with centres in decl - 19®

The form of publication is similar to that in the

Greenwich and Oxford catalogues

\ Tidal Fricuon and the Lunar and Soiar
Accelerations --br H Jeffreys has a paper on this

Subject m the Monthly Noticeb for January, m which
he quotes Major G X 'laylor's result in Phil

Tranb , A, ccxx
,
tha# tidal friction in the Insh

Sea accounts for i/56th of the required dissipation

of energy, assuming that the moon’s secular accelera-

tion IS 105*' per century, which is 44' above the

amount calculated from planetary action on the

earth's orbit The accelerations are here measured,

as is customary, by the space gained at the end of a

century. Dr Jeffreys uses the more strictly logical

system of the velocity gained, and, consequently,

4kMiUes the value of the acceleration He gives a

^ of the seas that seem likely to contribute to the

l&IlM effect, and concludes that they are capable of

WOdudng the whole of it The tidal acceleration of

moon is the difference of two terms « (1) the

apparent acceleration due to the slackening of the

earth's roUtion, and (a) the actual retardation due

to increase of distance. In the case of the sun only

(i> Is present, though there may be further accelera-

Son if the earth is travelling in a resisting medium.

Dt Jeffreys finds for the solar acceleration 1 56* on his

sysiesnr-that is, 078* on the usual system*

th Fotheringham has rediscussed the accelerations

ftom all availaue ancient observations He finds loi'

fa** tho moon, and x', or somewhat more, for the sun

corresponding period for the iRVgo empirical

luftliar term is a6o years Prof Turner finds that this

neriod agrees weU with the p^ods deduced from

ear^quake records and from those of Nile

He also confirms 1^ by statistics of tree-

derived from a study pf tteir annual rings

Iwmsts that the earth is pulsating in this period

eonsequent alteration In its rotation, which pro.

-S an mmarent fluctuation In the moon’s motion,

amaOer ones in that of the sun and planets
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The Iron and Steel Institute.

^ HE annual meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute^
^ held in London on May ^7, was rendered
noteworthy b> the fact tnat the incoming
president was Dr J E Stead It is somewhat re-
markable that Dr Stead has not been eled^ to
this office before He has been engaged in metallur-
gical work foi fiftv vear4, has reached the age of
sevent), and no metallurgist In this country holds a
higher international reputation. He has carried out a
considerable number of researches of first-rate Import-
ance which are remarkable for their suggesUveness
and technique, and he possesses in a striking degree
the confidence and resect of those engaged in the
industry. Ihe explanation, however, is forthcoming
in the opening sentences of his address, from which
It IS clear that he was invited to fill this office some
\cars ago, but refused as he did not consider he was
qualified, to use his own words, "to accept such an
exalted position ** It is quite safe to say that this mis-
giving has never been shared by anyone else Dr
Stead finally yielded to the strong representations of
his fellow-members on the council, and his acceptance
of the office of president hss been received with wide-
spread gratification by the institute

His presidential address is an attempt to pass in
review tlie progress made in the ferrous industries
during the past fift\ \ears This proved to be a
gigantic piece of w 01 k, and it is not surorising to learn
that Dr Stead found more trouble in condensing than
m collecting the voluminous data so as to bnng them
within the limits of an address Even so, it turned
out that he was not able to read more than one-third
of it The address is divided into a senes of sections
which deal successively with the blast-furnace, the
puddling procebs, science in the foundrv, the basic
Bc'^semer and basic open-hearth processes, electric

furnaces, the pioduction of sound ingots, the recog-
nition of science, the advent and progress of metallo.
graphV, the application of science to the ferrous in-

dustnes, the encouragement of science, and technical

education Within the limits of this article it Is only
possible to touch bi leflv on the subject-matter of three
uf these sections

(i) BlasUfumace Practice—It appears from the
accumulated experience of this branch of
the industry that no obtect is gained bv in-

creasing the capacity of the furnace above 30,000
cubic feet, and that its working is best controlM bv
having a separate blowing engine for each furnace
Increased output per furnace can be achieved by
widening the diameter of the hearth and increasing
the volume of the air blown in The gases issuing
from the fumaoe-top should bo conserved bv the
adoption of the double bell or some similar system.
The maximum proportion of their calorific value
should bo used by freeing them from dust, controlling
the proportion of air for their combustion, and main-
taining a low exit temperature Coke-ovens should
be close to furnaces and the coke handled as little

as possible after it leaves them so as to avoid the
production of "fines," and should be sufficiently haxd
to resist crushing Fine coke disorganises the regular
working of the furnace and reduces the output 01 pig-

iron It should, therefore, be sieved off and either

used for other purposes or briquetted, if the process
be not too costly, and then charged into the furnace.

Dr Stead concludes that there Is sufficient evidence
to show that given efficient gas-engines it is advisable
to use them m preference to steam-engines One of

the still unsolved problems is the utilisation of the
heat carried out ot the furnaces in the slag. Inas-
much as the gas and the heat obtained from the
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Uatc-furoaoet and cokfivovens excetd the ra^ire-
mentt of the blast-fumaoee, he reftudf it as prooable
that in caaet where coke>w«is, Uast-fumacesy and
steeiworics are grouped toother sufficient gas wifi

be available to do all the heating at the steelworks
without using any raw coal

(a) Electrte Fummces —^The electro-thermal steel fur-

naoe, which up to 1914 had produced only a very
small proportion even of the higher grades of steel,

was developed with great rapidity in this country
during the war Greimany led in this branch of the

indost^, and most of the German electric steel was
made by refining basic Bessemer steel Furnaces of

JO tons capacity were used for this purpose. The
U.S A , Italy, and France were all ahead of England
In production To-day the U.S A leads, follows bv
Germany and England It it stated, however, that

the actual number of furnaces and the amount ofpower
used are greater in England than in Germany By the
end of 1918 no fewer than about 140 furnaces of all

types were In use in this country, with a production of

150,000 tons per annum During the war the output
In these furnaces was principally used for making
steel for buUet-proof plates, aeroplanes, motor-cars,

armour-piercing shells, and steel helmets Stainless

steel is being made in increasing quantities, as are
also nickel-chromium and other alloy steels The
significant statement is made that on the Tyne electro-

thermal steel is being manufactured at a price which
can compete with the acid open-hearth steel, since cheap
power IS available from coke-oven gas A great ad-

vance is foreshadowed in Eh* Stead’s reference to

the mrlting of steel tn varuo Mr Albert Hiorth, of

Christiania, has designed an induction furnace of

this type in which the steel is melted and then cooled

Afterwards it is removed and cut up into sections

for forgings It is stated that in this wav steel free

from honevcomb and gases is obtained While it Is

probable that this process is Hkelv to be, for the pre-

sent, applied only to the highest dualities of steel, ex-

perience mav indicate the desirabilitv of it# extension

to other varieties later on

(3) Technical Educimon —Dr Stead finally puts !n a
powerful plea for the better education of the technical

staffs and workmen engaged in the industry He
mentions that many vears ago he discussed and for-

mulated a scheme with the late Mr Andrew Carnegie

whereby there was to be established in every indus-

trial centre an institute which could be used as the

headquarters of local technical societies, consisting

of metallurgists, engineers, electricians, chemists,

and others At this centre proceedings of technical

societies and all technical publications were to be
assembled Indexes of sublect-matter would be pre-

pared by a competent staff, and supplied « to the

general managers of the various industries After

many years^ discussion a step in this direction has
been taken In the Middlesbrough district Suitable

premises have been obtained, which are being re-

constructed to meet local requirements The sum of

about io,oooI hat been subscribed, and there are

presses of annual subscriptions. This, hosrever, is

only a beginning, and Dr Stead, who has nothing
If not vision, contemplates an annual contribution

from the iron and steel industry for the fmrpose of

making the acheme adequate. He suggests a coo-

mbutlon of 0 1 per cent on the Capital invested, or
I per cent, on the actual dividends Taking the

former at, roughly, about 950,000,000! , the annu^
diarge would be 950,0001. A fund of this magnitude
should be sufficient In his opinion to enable tedud^
institutes to be established and makitefned In Ihe

eight principal Iron- and steetmakkig dfstrlcts and in
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London, «nd to cany on fholr voric w{(b •
degree of efBdency.” It is to be hoped tUt Im
uggestioa of Dr. Steed's vUl be idgorotts|y tslpen^
up^Dy his council, and a serious attempt inads to
bring it to fruition. H. €• H. CAitmrm.

The University of London.
Government Offer of a Sm.

a meeting of the Senate of the University of
London, held on May x8, the Vice-Chancellor,

Dr Russell Wells, reported that t^ Chancellor, the
Earl of Roseberv, had received from the President
of the Board of Education, Mr H A. L Fisher,
a communication in the following terms, dated
April 7

•

—

**The Government have watched with svmpathede
interest the efforts which the universities have be^
making to fit themselves for the task that the peridd
of reconstruction imposes on them, and to take
advantage of the opportunities for extending their
usefulness which are offered by the steadily growing
public recognition of the national importance of a
good s>stem of university education Nowhere are
the opportunities more favourable than In London;
for AS the capital city of the Empire, with the un-
matched fndlities for manv branches of studv afid
research which its great national collections, hospitals,
and public institutions provide, London has always
attracted a large number of students, not only from
all parts of the United Kingdom but also from over-
seas The war has deepened the general sense of
Imperial and international solidarity and has spread
more widely an understanding of the mutual benefits
which the different peoples derive from drawing closes
the relations between their educational svstems; and
It IS accordingly to be anticipated that In the near
future many more university students will be coming
to London from our Doml(ffions and Colonies and
from foreign countries This will Inevitably T^ace a
very serious strain upon the teaching resources of
the University of London and will add oonriderably
to the already grave difficulties of organisation bv
which the Universitv has long been confronted The
Government have, during the past vear, sanctioned
large increases in the grant to the teaching Institu-

tions included in the Universitv of London, as in

the grants *to the other universfHes and colleges
throughout the country, and no doubt these addi-
tional grants should go some svay towards enabUpg
the Universitv to meet Its Increased resoonslbnitlet

'

The mere Increase of the grants to Individual
will not, however, bv Itself dispose of the speftal

problem which London University has to solve, and
the Government are accordingly ’prepared to take a
further step which thev consider likely to prove of

verv material assistance to the Universitv at this

critical Stage of Its development
•* It has seemed to the Government tihit this Is a

suitable time at which to make an offer which thev
have long had under consideration iffid which thev
think should help to' remove a good many of the
administrative difficulties involved In the hooelng
of the University headai^utars In the Iiaperial

Institute at South Kensington. The Gdvemment are
now tn a position to acquire d' site of about xx)

behind the Britl^.Museum, and they off«r to devoH
It gratis and In perpetuity to ^ prorislon of a el^
for new hendquaiiertof theUmvmtyandforcjAegas
and Institutions oonnoctad with ^cHidtngr IDw*’
C^legjk, wh^ premlaet In tiw Sttmod and now
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lluUkquate for it» needs. It would be out of place
f<k; me to enlarm on the advantam to be ezp^ed
from aecuring tiw concentration m the headquarters
of the University and its two incorporated colleges
on a single site, in a ouiet residential quarter close
to our greatest National Librarv and Museum, and
capable of expansion m the future as the need may
anse The merits of this site, as of other altemgfive
sites which have from time to time been suggested,
have, I know, been the subject of much discussion
by the friends of umversln education in Tendon,
and 1 have no doubt that the University is fully
apprised of the considerations which ne^ to be
wmghed I have no desire to persuade the University
against its will No one recognises more fully than
J do the right of universities to control their own
destinies and shape their own policies The responsi-
bility for accepting or dechning the Government’s
offer must rest wholh with the University, which
alone Is m a position to estimate how far the proposal
I communicate to you is likely to advance what it

conceives to be its true interests The view of the
Government is, I think, sufficiently indicated by their
willingness to provide foi the University a site of
great value In the heart of London, at a time when
there is no temptation to incur expenditure upon any
but objects of first-rate urgtncv and importance

“It had at one time been my hope that the Govern-
ment would be able to offer not only the site of which
I have spoken, but also the buildings for the new
Unisersity headquarters the Government have, how-
ever, reluctantly come to the conclusion that, while
they are prepared to make such provision as will

secure the University from loss m respect of mam
tenance charges on the new I’niversitv headquarters,
the state of the national finances did not lustifv their

undertaking to provide the cost of the buildings them-
selves from public funds They feel that in a matter
in which the honour and dignity of the City of I^ndon
are so nearly concerned, the University can look with
confidence to the generosit) and public spint which
have alwa^ mark^ the citizens of London it con
do this with the greater assurance that recent ye*irs

have shown an increasing readiness upon the part of
die groat business community to respond to aj^als
for Univemty purposes
“ I am aware that a matter of such importance to

the University needs to be fully discussed, and that I

cannot fairly expect an immediate answer to the

Government’s offer At the same time the University
will understand that the Government are naturally

anxious to know as soon as possible whether their

offer will be accepted or not, since. If it should be
de<^od, they propose to make early use of the site

for other purposes I have, therefore, to ask that

the University’s answer mav not be unduly delayed ”

Tho matter was referred to a special committee
for consideration and report as speedily as possible.

Genetic Studies of Drosophila.^

NO single animal has provided such a rich field for

discovery in genetics as the little fruit-fly Droso-
phila (usuallv known as D omeelopMa, but now
cSlled D mefonogoster), and in tnls large and hand-
somely illuftnitra volume Prof Morgan and his col-

Ubemtors bring together the results of some of their

iKtribatMiu to tht

_ 4I OyMadromorpbt By T H Mo«sm ud C
' Tba Steepd ChroMowm OrSuo of Mouac CtuinKA«rw ** By C BAoaiNigm. „ Uokt*rV.rUttoii; III th#

, H StttftovMS. fV
* KocoB. By T.— - —
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ceoent woric upon it. Of the four parts into which
the book is divided, the most interesting is tbs first,

dealing with the gynandromorphic specimens that have
appeared in Prof Morgan’s and Dr Bridges’s expsri-
ments, and including a most valuable summary and
discussion of gynandromorphism in other animals In
Drosophila it appears that about one individual in

every aaoo is gynandromorphic, but these gynandro-
morphs are most varied in their combination of male
and female characters. A considerable proportion of
those described are bilateral, with male secoixlary sex*
characters on one side and female on the other, a
smaller number are “ fore and aft” , while the
majoritv are irre^Lar mosaics, most often with a
preponderance of female characters It is a remaric-
able fact, however, that in Drosophila, contrary to
what is usual in animals of other ^oups, the two
gonads are always of the same sex-doubtless, as the
authors point out, in consequence of the verv early

separation of the primitive g^m-cells in the Diptera.
As a result of this^ it may happen that a fiy Is

extematly almost entirely of one sex while containlog

f
enn-oelU of the other sex, so that Nature here con-
rms the conclusion reached by Meisenheimer and by

Rope£ from transplantation experiments, that the sex
of the gonad m insects has no influence on the
secondary sexual characters Flies externally chiefly

male, but having ovaries instead of testes, court
nonnal females, but attract males
The authors believe that in ail but very exceptional

cases gynandromorphs of Drosophila are derived from
fertilised eggs which would normally produce females,

t e. from eggs containing two X-chromosomes, and
that the male portions arise from cells in which one
X-chromosome has been lost through an abnormal
mitosis in one of the early segmentation divisions

The evidence for this conclusion Is that in almostevery
instance the sex-linked factors borne (according to

the chromosome hypothesis) bv the two X-chromo-
somes introduced from the parents are distributed as

might be expected between the male and female por-

tions of the fly For example, a wild-tvpe female
(heterozygous for eoxin e\e and miniature wing) was
crossed ^th an eosin-miniature male A gynandro-
morph among the offspring was female on the left

side, with red eves and long wing, while the right

side was male with cosin e^^ and miniature wing
Ihe explanation offered is that elimination of the
maternal X-chromosome on the right side allowed the
recessive eosin-miniature characters borne by the
remaining X-chromosome to af^iear Morgan’s earlier

hypothesis of the production of gynandromorphs by
the entrance of two spermatozoa into the ^g, and
Boveri’s of the division of the egg-nucleus before con-
jugation with the sperm-nucleus, are excluded by the

fact that the non-sex^lnked characters borne by the
two parents are not divided between the parts showing
different sexes. In respect of these characters, all

parts of the gynandixmu^h, whether male or female,
bear the dominant charactert^, whether they are intro-

duced by the male or female parent The analysis of
these gynandromorphs thus gives important conflnna-
tion to the theory of chromosomes as bearers of
hereditary characters It is remarkable. In this con-
nection, that although elimination of the paternal and
maternal X-chromosome is equally common, evidence
for the elimination of other chromosomes, which would
give mosaics in characters unconnected with sex« Is

very rarely obtained
Analysis of the records of gynandromorphs in other

groups of animals shows that most are susceptible of
the same explanation. In a few cases some other
hypothesis, such as that of a binudeate egg, must ba
invoked. It riiould be noted that In part I there
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are Mveral slips and misprints; on plate IL» 4
and 5 are transposed, according to the dekripBon;
on p« 2% the word ** visible " appears to be a mis-
print for ‘'recessive"; and cai p to, L 36, “female’’
IS printed for “male,*' etc. But apart from them
^ips and the rather inconvenient arrangement of the
subject-matter, the work is the most valuable on the
subject of gjmandnxnorphism with which we are
acquainted.

Space does not allow of more than a brief reference
to the other three parts. Part 11 . discusses in detail

all the mutant characters that have occurred in “the
second chromosome," 1 e those characters bdonging
to the second linked group which are not sex limited
(sex^linked) in inheritance Full data of crossing-

over ratios are given, and on the basis of these a
map of the chrofnosome fs constructed, like those

pmdousW published for the X-chromosome Part iii

deals with inherited linkage variations in the same
group, and It is concluded that two factors, the posi-

Son of which in the series it determinable bv their

linkage relations, reduce the amount of crossing-over

between certain factors without altering dieir sequence
In the series Part iv describes the isolation bv
selection of a factor which affects the extent of

development of the character "notch" in the wing,
and proves that change resulting from selection is

due, not to an alteration in the factor for "notch,"
but to the pretence of a distinct modifying factor

It U also shown that Castle’s hypothesis of con-
tamination bv heterozygosis is untenable

Finally, it is impossible to read the facts presented

in this volume without being irrmressed by the great
strength of the evidence for Morgan’s theory that

Mendelian factors are borne chromosomes and
arranged in definite sequence within them Difficul-

ties remain, but a theory which enables predictions

to be made and vended cannot bghtlv be disregarded
L Doncaster

The Conservation of Fuel.

I
N vkw of the importance of national economy in

our fuel reserves, it is not surprising to find that
Sir Dugald Clerk selected the subject of the con-
servation of fuel in the^ United Kingdom for the James
Forrest lecture which he delivered at the Institution

of Civil Engineers on April 30. The coal raised In

19» was about 387 a mUHon tons, of whidi 189
aulUon tons were retained and consumed here. The^
ti^ coal reserves at a per oent per annum mcre^uie

wil! be exhausted in about 350 years, but fuel will

be so expensive long before that time has elapsed that

we shall be hardjprcssed to gialntain the existiog

population A return to the agricultural dvilisation

of 1750 would require the reducuon of our population

to one-third It is of the utmost importance to study
the engineering problems arising,

A great part of the lecture was taken up in crltlds-

hig the figures given by the Coal Conservation Com-
mittee ft will be remembered that this Committee
advocated the establishment of large turbo^electnc

stations at about sixteen centres, and the covering of

the country with a network of mains capable of
suppljdng our whole power needs by electric motors. By
this scheme the Committee expected to save minion
tons of coal on power alone^ Many competent deo-
tricians and capable motive-power engineers have the

gravest doubts as to the accuracy of the data pre-

sented, and as to the outcome of the ambitious sOheme

,
advocated The Committee adopted the figure of

t Ib of coal oer horse-power-hour as the nreeent
consumption; Sir Dugald gave estimations arrived at
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by two ditferent methods : one of 3-9 Jh. per b,b^.-
hour and another of 4*05 lb. per b.h.p •hour, Tm
first value is based on a census of prmuction dsUtti

corrected by allowing for steam production other tiian
for motive power, and for an error in total h p -

hours as determined by the Committee. The second
valM of 4*05 lb is estimated by considering the
avd^e ol many typical steam engines. Taking the
whole of the facts Into consideraaon, and assuming
electricity in the future to be used for the generation
of power and light only, then a reduction to 1 56 lb
of coal per b h p -hour would give a possible saving
of not more than 37} million tons of coal per annum.
The saving of ^5 million tons expected by the Com-
mittee is, in Sir Dugald Clerk’s opinion, based on
fallacious reasoning.
The Committee in its report clearly intends al^

to generate heat, and expects to do so with economy
superior to the existing ^sterns of coal and gas com-
bustion Sir Dugald went into the question of the
comparison of gas with electricity for domestic heat-
ing, and arrived at the fi^re of 43 6 per cent of the
heat used at the gasworks as the proportion which
the consumer receives at his premises; taking the
efficiency of the gas at 43 per cent , the final effidenct

,

referred to the heat consumption at the gasworks, is

43 6x0 43 ^ t8 3 per cent In electric heating the con-
sumer receives 1 1 7 per cent of the heat consumed in
the thermodynamic transformation at the super-station,
and using this with an efficiency of 59 per cent , the
consumer obtains in his apoaratus ii7xo5qs6q per
cent of the Kent units consumed at the generating
station Assuming the gasworks to be abolish^, and
eiectfic generating stations to be expanded so as to
s^plv current for heat supply at the same generating
effidenev as for power, and taking all facts into con-
sideration, Sir Dugald estimates that the whole
assumed saving on power will be lost, and that ^6
million tons of coal per annum will be consumed
Instead of 67 s , he therefore considers that the super-
stations will not justify their existence, that the
Government scheme Is wrong, and that the sweeping
conclusions a/rived at bv the Coal Conservation
Committee are unjustifiable

Sir Dug.ild gives some methods of saving fudt which
aro immediately applicable Great changes am now
in operation throughout the gas industiy due to the
adoption of the thermal unit standard for sale. In a
few years the majority of gasworks will ddiver to
the consumer in the form of gas 75 per cent of the
whole heat of the coal, and the improvements in gas
apparatus, etc. aro so great that the efficiency of use
of the gas will nse from 43 to 55 per cent He
estimates that a saving of 48 million tons of coal on
the present consumption will result from these
changes. On the assumption of the complete disptace-
ment of coal in households bv gas, we should use
onlv i7>< million tons Instead of 3^ millions.
Mr D. Brownlie’s figures for coal coosumed in

boiler furnaces were Quoted If boiler attendants be
better trained, and masters take soine pride ^ Qbtain-
fng best efficiencies, a saving of 4 million tons per
annum would result. CoUieries consume about t?

mitlion tons per annum in boiler furnaces at an
average efficiency of 55*5 per cent. If this bq raised

to 7q Der cent , the savipg on tiii# item would be
4a million tons per annum.
The notion of the grdM gals to he expected from

very large steam turbines is held to ba^uite erroneous.
Evbn with the most modem plant Increase in

power per turbine from xo,ooo^4a TooexM^ kUowatts
only reduoel the etaam consumption from q to 8 5
per kilowatt-hour A examination by Sir
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Dtlgmld of the limits of thermal effiaency of gas and
od engines shows that 45 per cent b n p may be
Obtained in the near future Sir Charles Parsons at

the same tune prepared an estimate of the limiting

efficiency of the steam turbine as a8 per cent Steam
intemal-combusion and gas engineers welcome the
free competition with electncity supply but consider

that any attempt to crush out the smaller power units

bv a grea** Government scheme will net against tho

best interests of the countiy as to both coal conserva

tion and economv in cost

Sir Dugald ali»o referred to the principle of hcatini^

towns by utihsmg the exhaust steam from steam tur

bines in central stations and to Lord Kelvin s proposal

to heat rooms bv means of reversed Carnot cvclc

engines By making full use of our water power
thi^ million horse power could be added to the work
of the country without consuming anv additional roil

Buddhism m the Pacific

a meeting of the Koval Anthropological Inst

tute on Tuesday May 18 Sir Evei ird im
Thum president in the chai Sir Henry Howorth
read a paper on Buddhism in the Pacific The
paper discussed the disintegrated distribution of the

Polvncbian race and the occurrence esoccially xn the

Hawaian archipelago and that of New Zealand of

two of its factors which arc seoaiated by tlit whole
length of the Pacific Ocean one occurring in the

extreme north and the other m the extreme south

and separated bv m intervening area occupied largel

b^ Melanesians The two factors in Question agree

very closely in language while they differ materially

In the art and form of the objects which they use

Inasmuch as the Maoris almost certainly migrated to

their present quarters at the begmning of the

fifteentn centur> this is the only way to account foi

the virtual identity of their soeech with that of the

Hawaians, and the general character of their orna
mental work with that of the Melanesians The
Hawaians on the other hand oresent us with a scr#c*»

of objects t e helmets and cloaks made of featht rs

which in their form and colour differ entirely from
thobe made bv other members of the Polynesian race

They agree in an extraordimiy way in colour and
form tvith thos»e of the Reformed Lamaists of Tibet

who like other Buddhists were great travellers and
evangelists at a time when Chinese and Japanese
\essds as has been so completelv proved in recent

\ears were traversing the Indian Ocean and visiting

the whole of the eastern archipelago at least as far

as New Guinea and apparently even reaching New
Zealand where man\ years ago a very interesting

bronze figure was found
Sir Henry Howorth Quoted instances of the drift

hig and wreckage of Chinese and Tapanese vessels

on the central and eastern Pacific during the time

which has elapsed since Eurooeans first visited that

ocean and also the tradition of the Sandwich
Islanders that several Japanese and Chinese ships

had bm wredeed among them in early times

It was not wwiderful therefore that we should

find their Icings and gods adopting the stately dress

uMd bv the Lamas the colours of which they imi

tafted in feathers All the details of the helmets

exactly equate while the cloaks are ornamented with

patches of red on yellow or ^llow on rod, just as

the Lamaist cloaks are in the latter case in pursuance

of the injunction of their founder that their cloaks

nntst be ragged and patched
^ - - „ .

In the interesling discussion which followed the

reading of the paper Dr Glanvill Comey ated

examples, some of which had come under his own
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observation of the drifting of boats with native
crews for long distances m the Pacific, and pointed
out that the Polynesians were always ready to put
out to sea fhe Chinese had it on record utmt
Buddhists visited Mexico at a ver\ early date Ihe
similarity shown by the helmets and cloaks of Hawaii
and Tibet Was very striking and the explanation
offered by Sir Henry Howorth was most probable
Mr Ray said that he himself for some years had

been of the pinion that certain elements had been
carried into Folvnesii at least from Malaya if not
from farther—possibly Japan The characteristic of Che
Polynesian was that he was very prone to imitate
anything which took hi% fancy as for insUnce Euro-
pean hats hod been imitated The Cambndge Ex-
pedition to the Torres Straits had found a club which
w IS clearly an imitation of a Loyalty Islands club
Mr Hocart said th it in dealing with the wander-

ings of the Polynesians too much stress had b««n laid
on drifting but deliberate purpose should be mor«
emphasised There wab among the Polynesians a
distinct passion for finding out new lands
Dr Forbes adduced as evidence of early movement

Chinese objects which he had seen taken from Peru-
vian ^aves which were certainly pre Inca in date

Sir Tverard im Thum in bringing the discussion
to a close said that Buddhist monks might well have
accompanied the early vo\ager8 in the Pacific His
attention had recently been directed to the qimtion
of the Hawaian helmets and he wished to point
out that the native peonies of the Pacific were verv
fond of making head-coverings for use on ceremonial
occasions They oaid great attention to the oma
mental dressing of their hair and if their hair were
not hu table for this puroose the\ made artifinal hair
out of grass seed He himself had brought back
from Fiji an examole of a native wig used In a cere
monial dance which was now in the Pitt Rivers
Museum at Oxford It was probable therefore in
view of this oarticular tendenev that the Hawaians
would take readilv to copying the headdress of the
Buddhists This particular form of head-dress or
helmet was not confined to Hawaii obiects oma
mented with men s heads wearing head dresses like
those of Hawaii occurred in Hermit Island near
New Ireland

Astronomy at Oxford durmg: the War
have recently received from Prof H H

Turner of the Oxford University Observatory
a collection of papers published during tho years
1914-IQ These for the most part are reprints from
the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical
Society and represent researches corned out dunng
this penod by Prof Turner and various members ol
his staff including several v<riunteer workers who
have rendered some valui^le assistance It is, of
course impossible adequately to discuss a miscd-
laneous ccdfection of papers such as this m any detail
but there are several outstanding features of interest

which call for speaal remark
In the Tirst place a considerable number of the

papers is devoted to an important research of Prof
Turner s on A Proposal for the Comparison of the
Stellar Magnitude Scales of the Different Observa
tones taking Part in the Astrographic Catalogue **

This was first outlined at Pans in 1909, the pr^osal
being That the number of images recorded under
each unit of the magnitude scale be counted and
tabulated " The chief objects in view were to detoqb
systematic errors of scale at the vanous collaboraUnf*
observatones and to test Prof Kapteyn's cofu
elusion that the Galaxy is relauvety nchor m fgdnt
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•tars than the remaining parts of the sky-^a theory
upon which some doubt had been cast by earlier work
of nature. The method, althou^ of extreme
aimpliaty, has certainly proved efficient for the fim
of niese objects, and various systematic errors of scale
have been clearly exhibited With regard to the second
dbiect, an examination of the ratio of the number of
faint stars to bright in the various regions investigated
^appeared at first to negative Prof Kapteyn*s con-
eftition, but, although this ratio was not found to
vary with galactic latitude, certain changes were
detected in different parts of the sky Prof Turner
has thus been led to the Interesting conclusion that
regions of ** obscuration ** exist which tend to obliterate
the fainter stars, and these regions appear to form a
spiral in the heavens, the central line of wfiich is

approximately given by the equation

a+3 66*«a47^
where a denotes right ascension and S declination
There appears to be a fairly sharp boundary to thfi
^*^irai of obscuration’’’ on the side of smaUer R.A
ia the northern bemi»here, and on the side of
gseater R A. in the soutnem hemisphere.
Another very valuable piece of work is represented

by a series of papers on '^Baxendell’s Observations
<n Variable Stars,*' edited by Prof Turner and MIm
M. A. Blagg A very considerable amount of pains-
Uklng woric must have bees expended on this t^
fid revis^g and editing Baxendell’s observations of
some twenty.three long-period variables. The gi^ter
Mtft of the work appears to have been done by Miss
Blagg, and the result as a. whrde Is certainly a most
valuable contribution to the study of this particular
branch. of astron^y. In connectUxi with ^ sub-
ject we may also mention two papers by Prof, Turner
•^On the Classification of lx>ng-peripd Variables,” in
vrtilch the alternative classifications of the author and
.Of the Rev. TER. Phillips are discussed and conv
pared at some length Both methods are considered
to be useful, and a suggestion is made that some
stars might pass from one of Phillips's grows to the
other during the course of their evolution Tills latter
idea Is fiKM fully discussed in the particiilar case ofW Cygni, whk^ appears to be chanriijg from
FliilUps’s Grraup 1 . to Croup
There are many other shQt& papers of consider-

able interest, but these are too numerous to be .Doted
here 'individually The whole collection pays ample
tribute to the energy and resource with whkh wc^
has bean carried out at the observatory duikig M
trying period qf the last few years Apart from the
many (USculties directly resultiM from the war, there
have been other troubles with wUch the staff hM had
to contend. In patticular, we regr^ to note the
deoaase of tiie eoretakau Mr J Mullis. who had been
with the efiservatory skice iUg»rection in 1874. There

'is at passent no second distant or resld^t com-
puter, moA Prof Turner and his staff must certainty
be coagrhtulated on the way In which the work has
been timd on in the hice of these and numerous
other difllcultks. D L B

TkeAlUgittor Peur.

’T'KR ttttivation of the Avocado or amgativ pear
J- is lM*sabiert of artidM by Mr W C. Freeman
and others in the BaUatio of the Department of Agri-
culture, Trinidad end Tchs^ (vol- xvHI., perf 3).
The Avocado (Psrssa gralurima), a member oT tibe

fNMr Leuraoece, is b pqdr-stwpad fruit with a large
tmml atona, the amount of covering flesh varying
considerably aooondlng tas tiie kind U g^ or poor.
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It is one of die most important of the fruits which
have become widely distributed since the discovery*
of the New World. It is prdbabty a native of ti^eaf
Americat and was introduced at an edtty date into the
West Indies, where It is now naturaiiM. Sir Hans
Sloane« in his ** History of Jamaica” (iTO^j), 0v99
a IcHig description of the tree and its fruity and Dr.
Patii^ Browne (1756) is eloquent on the flavour of
the latter and the esteem in which it Is held The
edible portion of the fruit varies from a little under
one-half to more than three-quarters of the weight
of the whole, according to the Mdkness of the mid
and the relative sice of the seed Its food-value is

mainly due to its high Cat content, whkh In some
varieties approaches t&it of the olive, and is especially
high in the fruit grown in Florida and Callmmia
Although so long cultivated in the West Indies, yet

little attention has been given until recently to the
selection and propagation of good varieties It is an
extremely variable ^ant, and the method of selecting
seeds from trees bearing the best Iniit and of high
productiveness gives uncertain results, as the varietiM
do not come true from seed. But by buddipg or
grafting from good varieties these"may be film, and
by this means poor trees will be converted into go<^
varieties Mr. Freeman suggests the probability of a
seedless Avocado being obtained, at occasional seed-
less fruits have be«i reported from the United States
and Honolulu The Avocado needs no very special

care in cultivation, and does very well on the poor
soil of parts of the northern range in Tnnldad
Bud^fing has been practised at the St Clair Experi-
ment Station for tjie last four years, and tlie curator,
Mr R. O Williams, gives details of the operation
The method it the same as that generally adopt<^ for
roses and citrus. The full-grown tree is fairly free
from Insect pests, but the plant Is more susceptible in
early stages and when recently budded Mr F. W
Urich descrilics the various Insect pests and means
for coiqbating them A more serious disease wMch
attacks the fnnt is the so-called onthracnepe, /erv
closely related to the fungus which causes antnracnose
of the mango In the case of fruits packed for export
this disease causes complete rofting of the whole
consignment Repeated spraylpiss^ with Bordeaux
mixture are necessary to prevent its develosmient

to

The (mprpvspieQt of Gni|ffliuid.i

TT is too often the case that grassland is ieft
* take care of itself, and that no steM are tideen
for ita improvement. Bv«i where manurltw It carried
out it is usually eondnsd to occasional wessinfli of
farmraid manure, Utde or no use Is made of arunclal
ferweers, and the beneficial efieets of lima upon^
hethage are far less widely known than they should
be> The consequence Is that much of tbs flnsat
pasture and meadow land In the country is carryiim
only a second, or third.rate herbage ^ply from law
of knowledge of the most ofi^We treatments m brM
about improvement. For the education lof pu^
minion In diis respect nodihig is mors usefcl dian
dsmqiuMfion alQts,,pnd the fiiidstty of Agrtwlture
and Fisheriss has Mued a most vahiaUe and cdm.
prsbsnplve ^nn^et oudining schemes ofseued.
mmiu ndwm for this pwposs. jTlie sdhenicafo.
tei^ for ’farnssrs are mipie in rhanoter and direet^ *Macd^ In tMr .-Weett arMle those drawn i»
for the wfoultqral oolh^s and Inafitutes daal edth
te^erta^ rn^ag oonstderdUo attsntfon M
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fiM a prdunuiaiy» the necoasary tables are given to
e^bU the manures used to be standardised to ensure
Qivfomuly of treatment so far as possible and the
method of noting and reporting the results is clearly

outlined It is recommended that the attention of
farmers should be devoted to the improvement of the
various classes of grassland on different types of soil

and poruculare are given for the manuring of meidow
hay, seeds or rotation hay, and pastures of different

g/eUkm Emphasis is laid on the value of liming
espemnents, which should be carried on at the same
tune as the manurial tests

The attention of agncultural colleges and institutes

IS directed to the need for various experiments other
than manunal trials Grazing trials propcrlv carried

out would provide valuable information as to the best
methods oi dealing with pasture land and mech'intcal
operations are suggested to show the effect of mole
drainmg cultivation breaking and reseeding In
addition it is suggested that a good deal of att ntion
imght profitably be directed to a consideration of the
seeds used for sowing down with regird to the per
manence of different varieties the most suitabk mix
tures for levs and for renovating permanent gra«!<i and
to the possibihtv of harvesting supplies of senl

The pamphlet is so suggestive and so broad m its

scope that it should hnd its wav into the hands of all

intmsted m grassland and it is much to be hoped
that the official nature of the publication will not
prevent it from reaching the general farming publicWE Brenchlfv

Levelling: Errors ^

A DEPARTMENTAL paper lately published by the

Survey of Egypt contains an interestmg inves

tigation of a systematic error which has been found
to occur in the levelUng arried out m Egypt and in

the Sudan The effect of this error which has the
same sign over all kinds of ground aerts in the dirpc

tion of nuking the backstan reading systematically
too small and the forestaff reading too great Move
meat of the staves or level and other sources of

erior having been eliminated the author draws the

conclusion that the effect of refraction is not wholly
removed by keeping the distances between the level

and the <ttavcs cauil in the conditions under which
the work is done Precise levelling in Egvpt ib earned
out In the winter months and during about three hours
after sunnse and three hours before sunset Lxpen
ments have shown that m sunrise a temperature
lapse rate of the order of C to 2® C pw metre
often exists the air being colder near the ground than
higher up In tvio or three hours this lapse rate has
disappeared and a little later becomes reversed so

that with hotter air near the ground setting up con
vection currents unsteadiness of the staff image sets

in preventing further v^ork In the afternoon the

l^und cools very slowly so that the change in the

teniperature lapse rate and consequently in the refrac

tion fs then very ^adual
The error Is therefore traced to the very rapid

dtange in refraction during the early morning hours
of which the effect is noticeable In observations taken
at a fevi minutes interval To eliminate it all

acaff readtnfrs are now taken with as little delay as

pOSSihlo and the observer reads altematelv the back
staiff first and the fbrestaff first—^ procedure which
kM Wy matenallv reduced the syvtematic error not

eiffivin predae leveling but to a muc^ greater degree

W tecond-order revelling where the time taken
succ^esslve readings is mudi Ibnger
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It has been recognised for some time that a sys-
tematic error may be caused by such a temperature
inversion when levelling over sloping ground, but ta
the present report the rapid change 01 the temperature
lapse rate from a maximum value to zero is indicated
as a cause which may be expected to operate even
on level ground in any region where hot days follow
clear cold nights with effective radiation In tlw
last annual report of the Ordnance Survey such a
systematic error almost invariably of one sign, ta
referred to as being still unexplatnra It would seem
that here also local temperature inversions near the
ground may be concerned to some extent

H G L

University and Educattonsl Intelligence.

BiRMiNCHUi —Sir John Cadman is resigning hit
post as professor of mining at the end of the current
session

Cambridor—On May 19 the degree of Doctor of
Law lionorfA cau6a wis lonferred upon Lord Ply
mouth Admiral of the Meet Lord Jellicoe Field
Marshal Lord Haig Rear Admiral Sir W K Hafl,
M P the Abb^ H^n Dreuil institute of Human
Palaeontology Paris and Sir John Sandvs Orator
hmeiitus

I HKDS —At a meeting of the L niversity Council
held on May 19 it was resolved that a chair of
physictl chemistry should be instituted <tnd Dr
H M Dawson was selected to be the first occupant
of the chair Since 1905 Dr Diwson ha^ been lec

turcr in physical chemistry at the Lniversit) and has
carried out extensive researches in vatious branches
of physical chcmistry—m particular investigations
beanng on the constitution of solutions and on the
mechanism of chemical change

London —^Thc degree of D Sb (Fngmeenng) has
been conferred on Mr B C Laws an external
student for a thesis entitled Elasticity and Dis-
tribution of Stress in Tbiii Steel Plates and other
papers
From the report of the P nc pal Offic r (^ir Cooper

Perry) for 1019-20 it aopcars that the University can
look forward to a penod of unprecedented develop
ment Admissions by all channels in 1919 20 amounted
to 12 608 almost double the corresponding number for

1911-14 Candidates for first degrees were 93/5 com
paring with 1636 reflecting the diminished numbers
of those who matriculated during the lean—the
honourably lean vearh of th< war It of in

forest to note that of the 10R6 candidates for alT

degrees 613 were internal and 47^ extornnl This
IS gratifying cvidenre that the onvate student is

tending to disaooear or rather to studv under more
favourable conditions The list of benefactions to the

University and its colleges is most encouraging The
outstanding gift is from the trustees of the Sir Fmest
Cassel Educational Trust of T50 ooof and 4000? a

year for five vears New I nivei^itv chairs have been
established in aeronautics modem Greek Portu

guese Imnenal historv Dutch bartenologv phv

siotogy pathology and ohvsics The question of

hostel accommodation is being considered bv a soecial

fommittee The report concludes on * a lustified note

of congratulation ” The dutv of the universities is

plain their nrovince though extensive and varied is

defined their wav is illuminated * into the univer

sities the nation looks in a unioue degree for hearts

and minds fitted to ennch the blood of the race—
for the constant supply of men and women of trained

insight and enlarged svmoathies apt for the higher

offiM of citizenship This is our peculiar duty—to
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conduct the Lampadepbona of the ituplratlon of
humanity, and to ^ard and develop the meet predoua
and enduring aspects of the most compr^iensive of
all the arts—the art of Life itsdf ’’

Thb new building of the Department of ^ipUed
Statistjlcs and Eugenics (Including the Galton and
Biometric Laboratories) at University College,
London, will be opened by Dr Addison, Muiister of
Health, on Fridav, June 4 The Vice-Chancellor of
the University will preside.

Two lectures on Factors In the Froth-flotation of
Minerals will be given at the Sir John Cass Technical
Institute, Aldf^to, E.C. 3, by Mr H. Livingstone SuU
man, on Wednesdays, June 2 and g, at 5 30 pm
The chair at the opening lecture will 1^ taken by Mr
F. Merncks, president of the Institution of Mining
and MetaUurg>.

The Glasgow Technical College U preparing for
Its entrance hall a monument m t»t>nse and marble
to tile 612 students and members of its staff who gave
their lives in the war. To show the quality and
quantity of the war work of the 3218 members,
students, and past students of the college who seri^
in the Army or Navy, or on special national duty, the
college has issued, in a volume of 211 pages, a list of
their names and services The preface, Sir George
Beilby and Mr Stockdale, the director, summarises
the contributions of the college to research on fuels
and explosives, the testing of war materials, uid the
training of munition workers The normal classes
had to be maintained for the thousands of evening
students as well as fw the many foreigners ana
refugees, for whom most of the dav claues had to

^ continued in spite of the reduction in the staff*
Tne successes enumerated include three awards of the
Victoria Cross and 336 orders and crosses Amongstm ranks^ attained^ one student becjpnSe colonel,
fifteen were llcutenant-colonelt, and seventy^ven
majors The letters quoted from the Government
D^iartments express nigh appreciation of t^ re-
search work conducted at the college Of iu con-
trihutions, both of men and mind, to the national
strsrigth, the college and science may well be proud*

The recently issued report on the war work of the
College of Technologv, Manchester (faculty of tech-
nolpgy in Manchester University), gives an Interesting
aooount of the services rendered by members of tiie

collcM in his Majesty’s Foroea-^particularly in con-
nection with the Royal Engineers and the technisal
branches of the Roval Navy—and in the many holds
of adentific research openra up by the war. The
greater part of the report is concerned with college
war wortc other than that of supplying men lt» ap-
pears that before the war was over me college was
bv no means large enough to undertake all the woik
which the militarv authorities—Including the Air
Board as well as the Admiralty and the War Office-^
were anxious to entrust to it The mechanical and
^tncal engineering departments of the college were
intimately concerned witn the work of the Lancashire
Anti-Submarine Committee, which had its head-
quarters in the college, and produced and de-
veloped several instnunente, including, in particular, a
deep-sea hydmhone for detecting 'and combating
eneiajr •ubml|||||H The same departments helped to
«odve certain problems relating to the fltt^g of wite-
leks apperahis to aeroplanes; for instance, a high fre-

quency alternator, dedgnod jmd manufactured in the
college, was largely adi^ed for both naval and niifl-

tary Vilanes. A new typt of gas furnace deslima| In
the cPIleae M to important improvements in the heat
treatment of machine tmA, involving an irtfreasa of
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30 per cent, in the apeed of the machinitig of sheila

and other munitions. The same .researdi enabled the
college to supply the Admiralty with special Wades for

cutti^ mine mooring cables, and ^hen the demand
for tMse blades was greater than the college could
supply, the Admiralty required its manufacturers to

employ the method of heat treatment devised in thr

Cofiege of Technology. An improved cast iron of high
tensile strength, produced under the direction of She
metallurgicar department of the college, was usefulh

empioved In the manufacture of gas shells The col-

lege departments of applied chemistrv and textiles car*

ried out a number of investigations upon fabrics used
in aircraft manufacture A thorough investigation of

the structure and scouring of airship fabrics m to the

development of a process which was afterwards ap-

plied to all R N A.S fabrics The giant airships R33
and R34 were treated with a special done produced at

the college before starting on their long-distance

flights The chemical laboratories were also engaged
during the war in investigating oroce^ses for the

manufacture of explosives, pharmaceutical products,

dyestuffs, rubber derivatives, and foodstuffs

Societies and Academies.
London

Rdyal Eactety, Mav 13 —Sir J J Thomson, presi-

dent, in the chair —Dr A D. waSsr Demonstration
of the apparent '' growth** of plants (and of inanimate
materials) and of their appoint ** contractility,” In
Sir J C Bose’s original demonstration an amputated
leaf was fixed up in connection with a cresco^aph, at
a mamiiication stated to be x 10’, and the Inaicator
was shown to be moving in a direction and at a speed
that were stated as representing the growth of the
petiole. Alternating currents were now sent through the
leaf, causing a sudden reversal of the movement of the
indicator, eg in the demonstration that the present
author witnessed at the Rcwal Society of Medicine the
Indicator (a spot of refected light) moved to the right at
what he judM to be something like 1 metre per secwhat he judged to be somethin like 1 metre per sec

in the direction of elongation my growth?}, and flew
off scale in the opposite direction, at least ten times
as fait, as soon as the bun of the exciting coil was
heard (” demrowth ”). The dononstration was, in Dr*
Waller’s oianion, illusory. The movement to the right
(indicating an elongation of peti6le«o*x m. ptt* sec,)

was indeed consistent with ” growth,” although Its

rate' was surprisfn^y high under the conditlMs of
experiment The eiongfltlon might, however, have
been due to, or modafiid by, many accidental varia*

tiotis of conations—heat, moisture, handling of fdant
during preparation, etc,—and was orecisely similar to

the gradual elongation that takes place in « damp
flddle-string under similar conditions. The second fit
of the experiment, when the ” excited ” plant shortened
and caui^ the Indicator to flv off to the left, 1^ hdd to
afford conclusive proof of fallacy The fact 4>eloDg0d
to the familiar phenomena of heat oootractkm aroudbd
by electrical currentv in all kinds of (doubljprefractipg)

moist cmductors, whether living or dead, to the study
of which attention was directed by Engefmann In to
Crooofan Lecture of 1805. These are (kmonstraSle
with a low-power crescograph (x to*), and toy a ifort

mediwortc) and kidn^ excretion ki vertebrata*

first tfiree tofts of this memoir oontglat In the

place, pfqpr tM dw asaumptibn, oofflxnbto^
fftmture, that tiie venovis mbd ^

piM ” fo the tddn^of lower vartehriti^ tobgAI ^
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tho Arterial blood and traverses the system of channels
known in mammals as the intertubular plexus, is

erroneous-^the renal afferent vein-blood does not
supply the kidney tubules The renal artery-blood
traverses the intertubular plexus pre^r, and the renal
afferent vein-blood a sv&tem cf wide sinusoids (renal
\enous meshwork), which has no connection wiA tfte

Incertubular plexus, save that the latter opens into the
foHner where the venous blood flows into the renal
efferent veins In the second place, much ejqierimentai
and otherevldencc is provided to prove that the “renal
portal system is devoid of function so far as kidney
secretion is concerned Evidence is also adduced to
show that the urine is solely secreted by the renal
tubules, the glomeruli taking no part The glomeruli
fas will be exolained in the forthcoming Pait iv ) are
soleh to be regarded as retia mlrabilia and function
as such This is the tubule-rum-rete theory of kidney
secretion* ,

Zssisgkal Society, May ii —Prof J P Hill, vlce-
mesldent, In the chair —Dr W J Dakla Fauna of
Western Australia III Further contributions to the
study of the Onvehoohora —C Fsrstsr*CMpcr Chali-
cotheroidea from Baluchistan

Paris
Acadeay el Sclsoccs, May 3 —M Hcnn Deslandrcs

in tlie chair —C Moarsa and f C Boagraad New re-
seat ches on carbon sub-nitride The action of the
halogens, haloid acids, and alcohols Numerous
attempts to prepare the compound CN—-CsC—CN in
quantity proved unsuccessful, and hence experiments
On this substance had to be confined to those requir.
ing little material The sub-nitridc combines with
bromine Hvdrobromic acid giNes bromobutene di-
nitrile, CN—CH-»CBr—CN, and hydriodic acid fur-
nishes the corresoonding iodine compound Hydro-
chloric acid acts differently addition and partini hy-
drolysis taking place simultaneously, giving chloro-
butene nitrile amide,

CN—C ^'«^ri-CONH,
Fth\l alcohol forms an addition product, probabU
ethoxy butene-dinitnle T Conrtaran The fossil

chalk Siohoneie of MunierX^halmas—A Bloiulel

Best conditions to be fulfilled by long-distance electric
cables for energy transmission Practical solutions —
A de Qrameat The spectrographlc detection of
metals, especially rinc, in animal organisms Details
of the apfwcation of the spectrograph to the detection
of rinc in the ash from snake poison —G JaUa
Families of functions of several variables —

B

^skkawdiy • Differential equations of the second order
vynfled by Bessel's functions of several variables

—

Kampd de P4rkt The use of generalised differentials
for the formation and integration of certain linear
differential equations —MM. Descalas and Pritot Ihe
macrographic study of the propagation of coohng m
the Interior of a steel Ingot starting from its «clidU
fleation The method is based on the appearance of
tile specimen after etching with dilute sulphuric acid

in S)—D Bsaires*- The integration of the La-

g
ace equation between tw non-concentric spheres —
f. de Bregils The properties of reinforcing

screens with respect to X-ray spectrA and on a split-

ting of the P line of the fC spectrum of tungsten —
O' Cluniiwi , Reversible reactions of water on
tungsten and the oxides of tungsten The constant

has been stnd«ed at temperatures between

^ and tooo^ C. Tffe results are givtn In both
^

" and gnmhlcal forms —C. ZeagbsSs and B
jutiliMi* Cditoldal rhodium* Sodium rhodfo-

reduced in presence of eodlum protal-

Wfous reducing agents, hydraslrte sulphate,

SfO. 3^9 ,
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hydrogen gas, and formaldehvde, the last of which
gave the OMt preparation Auer dialysis and drying
m a vacuum, Drllliant scales are obtained which are
very stable Solutions have remained unchanged fm*

two years The crystals contain 33 per cent of

rhodium Colloidal rhodium absoros about 2700
times its volume of hydrogen, and from 300 to 1800
times its volume of carbon monoxide, accofding to the

conditions —*0 BalDy The action of neutral

methyl and ethyl sulp^tes on alkaline phosphates In

^ueous Milution —J B Sonderwu and J Abeulsae

The catalytic decompo<«ition of the fatt\ acids by
carbon The vapours of the fatt\ ncids, from
acetic to isovaleric, give nu ga^ at 460*^ C in the
absence of a catalyst, but in presence of purified

animal charcoal decomposition takes place at 360^ to

380^ C. The products of the reaction include carbon
monoxide and dioxidt, unsaturated h\drocarbon8,
hydrogen and methane, a liquid containing
water, and traces of ketones and aldehides Sugar
carbon is less active as a catalyst, and a much hi^er
temperature is required to effect tlic decomposition—
P Qaiiia and A QorU A new plant containing
coumann, MeUtUx meltsxophvUuni The presence of

coumarin in this labiate has been proved it probably
occurs as a glucoside hydrolvsable by emulsin —Ad
Daw de VlrvUle Note "on the lom^rative geogra-
phical distribution of Pnmula offictnaliSt P krandt*

flora, and P elattor in the west of France
P ^andtflora grows best in damp, shady spots,

whilst P officiriaUs prefers dl^ soil and positions ex-

posed to sun
,
hence, although hybrids of these two

species are readiK formed, the\ rarelv occur in Nature
In railway cuttings the conditions favourable to each
species may occur in close proximitV, and hence the

hybrid Is oarticularlv abundant along railway lines

It IS suggested that P datior mav have originated at
a hybrid between <he two species above-mentioned—
H Coflpio Seedlings which tuin green In the

dark The green colouring mattei of oine seedlings

grown in the absence of light is not identical wltti

that <Jf pine seedlings grown in daylight The differ-

ences are marked in Ptnu\ xylvestrts, less marked in

P ptnea, and slight In P manUma —\ Maysr
The mode of action of the newson gases

utilised during the war— T NagsoWs Formation and
structure of blood-clots —H VIoBs Milk and haemo-
Ivsia Normal milk does not oroducc hoemolvsis of

red blood corpuscles, not even when mixed with 30
per cent of its volume of water Anv milk producing
hsemolysis after this addition of water is abnormal.—
M llarags The limits of debilltv and prctubernilosls

— Wlatrsfeert Medullan conduction in ^cyUorhtnux
ranicula, and the sunpo<*ed function of the transitorv

dorsal giant cells of Rohon Beard —M WcslIldB

Eggs Intermediate between the summer and winter
pc^gs oroducod in the cocoon of the sllkw 01m —T-

nsdsls, A Barterr, and H Moatloar Eczematoid
enidemiomvcocis due to a oaraslte of the genus
Endomvees—F Dkoert, F Wandeabalke, and Mile

M I#a«My The action of activated sludges

Books ReceiTcd.

The Social Diseases Tuberculosis, SyphUis,
Alcoholism, Sterilitv Bv Dr T HAricourt Trans-
lated, with a flnal chapter, bv B MialU Pp* x+a^
(London George Routled^ and Sons, Ltd ) 7s. 6d
net.

Animal and Vegetable Oils, Fats, and Waxes
Their Manufacture. Refinlrtg, and Analysis, including
the Manufacture of Candles, Margarine, and Buttsr.

Bv Dr G, Martin. Pp x+ai8 (London: Crofhv
Lockwood and Son ) 121 6d. net
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DepttrtnSent of Statiodco, Indio AgnoolCUnd
StaGidcs of India, I9i9**x8 \ol 1 Pp xW-l- 3it
(Calcutta Superintenoent, Govcramant PnnHng^
India ) a rupees
Geology of the Mid-Contineot Oilfields, Kansas,

Oklahoma and North Texas By Dr T O Bos*
worth Pp x^+3X4 (New York The Macmillan
Co , London Macmillan and Co , Ltd ) 3 dollars

Chemical Servloes Committee, 1930, Report
XU
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Diary of Sodetiea
TffUXSDAr Mavw

Koval iNmrvTioir or Onkat Biitaik m 3 —wiUwin ArcW Dmtmi
wuh Spacal Kohniic* to nycbo Amlrah

LumBAN SoGiBTV (Annt*«cury MMtuifc) it 3
Rovai Socirrv «t 4 ]&
CoNCUTA iK^mt TK (Ann a1 (WiMnl Mattoif foltownd by «ii Ord nary
Mc«t ni) at 7 jn-*MA]or H Baa The Myjtary Port Rtatboro«eb

Roval Socirrv or IfxoiaNit (Urolm SactionX st 8 30 -*Sir Pattr
Prvyrr Modarn ProsrrM In Unnary Suvfary

mOAY MATtS
Rotai Socctt or IfBUfCiHS (Sta-ly of OiaaaM in Childrtn Sacioa)
M 4 —(Ajumal Gaoenl Ifaatinx

)

pHvaicAL Snnrrv or 1 oni on at 5 —^ir W U Bcagg and Othara
DMcwwm on X ray Spacrrt.

JOHioa lH4TtTOTtOM ot pNOtHBini* M 7 30 ArrtoM Two Yean aa
an Knslnatr in tba Oiand Flaat

Roval 5oi.i«tv or Ifx nLiNX (SpidtiB c^osy and ^taia Ifadwma Sactioni)

(Aniaal Gaotral Ifcatirg) at I )o ~Z>r P Hartley and Prof C J
Mart n Tba Apparaac Bmu of D wppaartooa of DipmiMna BauUi fro
tha Throat aftar an Attack of tba Dmmm

Roval ImrrruTtoM or Oakat BAtVAur at W L Brags
Iba PlaOkinf of Acoau m Cryitala

*!ArVRDA\ Mav 99

Rotai IranTUTioit or Carat Baitain at j --Dr J H Jaant TIm
Tbaory of Ralat vity (TyodaU UacturaiX

MONDAY May yt

Boval SoctRTV or AXT8 (lodlAfi SacttooX u 4.30 Howard Dm
I qpipffovaiiMiit of Crop produaioa tii India.

Vktoiu IratitvYs (at Cant at BoiMiiiia Waatm near) at 4 ya —Rav
$ A McDowall Ilia Mcafuag ofilia^tlMk! laipolM

SvRVBvoaa IwiTiTUrioN at 5,-.-<Aon«Ml OananU Maatiqs >

Rotai OBOoaArHicAL bociA nr (at iEoJian Hpll) at 9 30 -(Ann varaary
Maarina )

Roval ^jcistt or Mad cimb (OdoatokM Sactioo) (Aiunal Oanaral
MaatlAs), at 8 A Clark RaUnoo cTTaacb to Iba >lo« of tba
Aatma ^

rUBSDAY JuMB t

ImrrrvnoM or Oai Xwoinabah (at Inuttntiott of Machaa cal KnsiBacn)
at 10.30 a^^Sir Duxahl Carb Prawdanifal Addram —Raport of
RaftActory Ifmianalii Ro aardi Coaimitaa (a) TPa Caitfog of Caa
Ratoiu (f) Sottt CoomarAtiva Taaia of Mach iHMnada mad Hand laada
SiUca Bncfc* («) Tba Spacifle Haala of Rafractary Matanala at Higfa
TamparatartH—Report or tba Lfi of (Ua Metara Raaaarch CoRunmaa
ilia Intamal Corroawn of Mann ^arvKoa and Macar«--Dr S P
DaAoo and Prof I W Cobb< Raport of liuoi utioo Qaa KaaiarA
Fallaanbp Soma High Tanparatura Raaettona of lolaana and Banaane.

Roval HonicuLTUAAL Socibtv (at iUyal Oardana, Gbalaaa) at 3
—

Dr X.J RamaU SoamModam Aapactaof ManariM
Roval laanTUTioii or Gaaat Britain at 1—MAfor C
Tba Rvolataoaof Larga Br dsa Contraction

ZooLootCAL SociBTr OF IxiNDON At 9.10.—Dr C M ¥awri Rbpart
on tba kaicaoa Collactad from Animal which Diad

r iAim

daiina tha Pant Htna Monthi —Pr^ K I Laipav A??:'waotiu TraMRilu on of ^oma Ualmlmh Inlbcilom.—Dr W T PabMui
Kotaa AO Manna Wood berms Amaak i Tha Sbip« arms (TaradiaMmX

bcball^Tocai on u African IVip
" '—Dr P Cbalman If I

IBnatiiatiaaa

Roval

wtth LaolarB

OVAL PnottiGAArHic Socibtv of T VRAr BarTAnf (Tacboloaf MaaliaMX
Aty —C P Crowthar Japanata mdadwe Pbetosnplu ana
Kvamplm of Japanaae Cralk

Roval AimiiiOHnooiCAt Innrmrni at Ixy—Dr R Msbaowakl
Tba Rcoaomie Paraaitt cf tba Trohnaad talaiMto

RftATOVM Socibtv (at Madical Soclaiy af Loadon) at Its^Aimsal
Oanaral Ifaatuis

}

Roval BoasTV or MviNCiNt (Pm^iatrv Saetwa) (Anaaal Oanaial
Maattav) M 8 ^ Forrytb Tba PaycUb-Anal]^ of a Cana af
Iburty Paranoid DaSmauiu ^

iY^htM^DAY
InmvrtoN I^miIob af H^Aical SosiMan)
af to %m -Third Raport of tha Gaalnvaadganpo Coaimitta*

Roval Morticoltuaal Soc trv (at Ra^ Oardawa ChilaaAb dl 3.—
Dr A B Rawdia Plaota af Intanvt ia tba Bafaitariaai

SoOBTV OF PVBltC AMALVm AND QTHBA ANAIVTICAL CHBHttTf (at
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Present State of the Dye Industry.

ON the occasion of the annual general meeting

of the British Dyestuffs Corporation held on

May 21 Sir Henry Birchenough, who h\s suc-

ceeded I-tOrd Moulton as chairman of the company,

emphasised the importance of a great dyo-making

induslry as an instrument of national defence,

pointing out that practically the whole oi the

poison gases used by the German Army in the

war were made in the establishments of the

German dye manutacturers, as well as large quan-

tities of high explosives and synthetic nitric acid

Chemical warfare, m any future conflict, will no

doubt be greatly extended, and its successful

prosecution will depend on the equipment, skill,

and experience of the d>estuff industry

Scarcely less important is it in peace, for, .is

the chairman explained, “the group of textile

trades of this country constitute the most striking

and important single group of allied industries m
the civilised world,” and “the magnitude and vcr>

existence of a \cry large part of our export trade

in textiles depend absolutely upon there being

a sufficient supply of dyestuffs available
*’

What IS being done to establish a great dye-

stuff industry m this country? There is no doubt *

that progress has been very considerable, and it

18 a remarkable fact that the output of dyes in
'

this country (given by the Board of Trade as i

35,000 tons annually) exceeds the *otal consump- I

tion before the war
The range and variety of these dyes are, how-

ever, admittedly limited, and, indeed, Mr A
Hoegger, chairman of the British Cotton and

Wool Dyers’ Association, at the annual meeting
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held on the same daj ts the above, stated that,'

had It not been for the importation of certain

I
Swiss dves during ihe w ir, and the arrival recently

I

ot certain “ rtpaialion “ colours from Germany,
some of the bianclus of the association would
h.ive been seriously cmbarrissed

There ,11c two rather important pwints that

rtquiu comment here Sir Henry Birchenough

stated that “an unprecedented demand for finished

dvestuffs prevents the creation of stocks, ind

thereby places difficulties in the way of the main-

tenance of uniformity in our products “ This is

no doubt a reply to complaints as to lack of uni-

formity in the dyes supplied There are two w^ays

in which this ran occur, viz as regards shade

and as regards strength

If the preparation of a dye has been properly

worked out in the laboratory and in the small-

scale plant (such as exists at Huddersfield), the

largc-scile manufacture should present few diffi-

culties Granted that the first few batches mav

leave something to be desired, succeeding batches

made under careful scientific control should cer-

tainly be very close to the standard required, and

the stock necessary to allow this difference to be

adjusted should not be more than three or four

batches say a ton at the utmost With regard

to the strength of the dye sent out, Mr Hoegger

states that a great proportion of the 25,000 tons is

not so highly concentrated as were pre-war

(lOrman colours Almost every dye coming from

the drying chamber is strongf i than the standard,

t\cn taking as standard the German pre-war dye,

and It is exceedingly bad policy to reduce the

strength below it This cannot be other than

deliberate, and is very objectionable, as the quality

of the dye is thereby depreciated in the mind of

the user, and in this connection there is evidence

that the Canadians are not altogether satisfied

with the quality of the dyes imported from this

country

“Why,” It will be asked, “cannot we make
here those dyes which are being imported from

Switzerland and vicariously obtained from Ger-

many ? ” The answer to this question is First,

lack of plant
,
and secondly, lack of raw material

The former is referred to by Sir Henry Birch-

enough, who points out the great delay in delivery

of plant owing largely to the moulders' strike

The provision of the multitudinous variety of pans,

autoclaves, and acid-resisting vessels requir^ by

the industry is proceeding only slowly, and espe-

cially IS this true of enamelled appliances Fven

P
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the refuse of the engineering shops, iron borings,

was no longer forthcoming during this strike,

with the consequence that the manufacture of

aniline was seriously retarded

How the lack of special plant prevents the

supply of certain dyes is well lUustrated in the

case of rhodamine The intermediate products

required for this are dicthyl-m-aminophcnol and
phthalic anhydride The forrner is prepared from

diethylanilme, for which, unlike dimethylaniline,

enamelled autoclaves arc required, and the latter

requires special plant for the oxidation of naph-

thalene by means of a mercury catalyst Although

indigotin is no longer prepared by the Badische

process from phthalic anhydride, the importance

of this intermediate is still great, and as the

Enghsh rights of the new process of the American

Bureau of Chemistry, oxidation in the vapour

phase in the presence of a catalyst, have already

been purchased, it ma^ be expected that this pro-

duct will soon be manufactured here at a compara*

tivel||very low cost It will readily be understood

that, in view of the necessity of installing two
special plants for the intermediates required,

manufacturers both in England and in America

have not succeeded m placing anything but insig-

nificant amounts on the market

With regard to the^rovision of other inter-

mediate products there is still much to do, and
at the present time the demands for such element-

ary materials as aniline and B-naphthol greatly

exceed the supply The latter is required for the

manufacture of such important intermediates as

7 acid and J acid, and when it is considered

that ^-naphthol was not made in England at the

outbreak of war, it will be realised that it is neces-

sarily a slow operation to produce these acids,

involving as it does three distinct plants

It must not, however, be concluded that British

manufacturers have confined themselves to the

dyes which are made with least trouble The
Solway Dyes Co

,
in particular, was first in the

field with a range of important vat dyes, and this

firm, as well as the British Dyestuffs Corporation

and others, has placed a useful senes of fast dyes

on the market The erection of a large works tn

Trafford Park, Manchester, by the British Ali-

zarine Co. must lead to a greatly increased output

of alizanne dyes, and there is little doubt that

slow but steady progress is being made The time

should not be far distant when Bntish manu-
facturers will not only supply all requirements for

the home market, but also make their products

known all over the world.
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Poetry and Medicine.

Philosophies. By Sir Ronald Ross Pp. viii + 56.

(London John Murray, 1911 ) Price 25. net.

Psychologies 69 pp (Same author and pub-

lisher, 1919 ) Price 3S. 6d. net.

These slender volumes, by Sir Ronald Ross,

deserve to be read with sympathetic interest

for more reasons than one—not least because they

reflect the mmd, and throw light on the spirit

which has guided the work, of a man whose
services to medical science are great indeed In

the long history of medicine and of poetry we can

call to mind many a physician who has. been also

a poet No great physician has ever likewise

been that rare and wonderful thing, a great poet,

for the toilsome life of the one is not to be com-

bined with the fine freedom, the careless rapture

of the other But there is a certain excellence

which, though it fall far short of supreme per-

fection, IS still a very fine and splendid thing, and

to such excellence I think Sir Ronald Ross has

certainly attained

The poet-physicians whose names first cross our

minds are men attached by but a slender link, a

titular claim, to the profession of medicine
,
never-

theless, the profession is proud to have had
enrolled among its brotherhood Dr Oliver Gold-

smith and the great apothecary whom a foolish

critic bade “go back to his gallipots “ In Gold-

smith’s footsteps follows Crabbe, bringing us his

“ Village “ and his “ Parish Register,” bidding us,

in lines scarcely less finished and less memorable
than Goldsmith’s own, “Behold the Cot, where

thrives th’ industrious swam, Source of his pride,

his pleasure and his gam . ”, or, moving
quickly to sadder themes, “When the sad tenant

weeps from door to door, And begs a poor pro-

tection from the poor ” A little shred of Keats’

great mantle (and more perhaps of Shelley’s) fell

upon that fine poet, and not unlearned physician,

Thomas Lovell Beddoes, the friend of Blumenbach
and Schocnlien and Frey—Beddoes of “The
Bride’s Tragedy ” “Death is more a jest than

life
,

you see Contempt grows quick from

familiarity 4 owe this wisdom to Anatomy ”—so

he wrote from G6ttmgen while he was a student

of medicine there, and the same contemptuous

familiarity lasted him to the end, when he used
his physiological knowledge of a new and ternUe
drug—curare—to “creep Into his worm-hole,” to

introduce him that grim pageantry of Death
which his verse had described with a fearful

reality “ The power of the n^n,” said Browning,

“was incontestable and immense”, and in hit

happy hours he had written very lovely and most
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musical things Ihe song about Hou man\
times do 1 love thee, dean* is not to be for

gotten, nor do those who ha\e rcid it ever forget

his exquisite Dream pedlary ’— If there wen
dreams to sell, What would you buy^
To another order of |X>ets belongs a little cluster

of seventeenth- and eighteenth-centur\ phvsicisns

Garth and Akenside ind John Vimstrong md
Erasmus Darwin They ire of that quiet humour-
less, didactic school for which we have lost our

'relish and for which Dr Johnson (apirt from his

bitter quarrel w ith the last, the I ichBeld,

physician) had all too kindly \ word
We no longer read Garth s “Dispensary,” any

more than we read his once celebrated flarvetan

oration, although the poem was *on the side of

charitv against the intrigues of interest, and of

regular learning against licentious usurpation of

medaal authority * In other words it was a

pedantic iccount of a quarrel between the College

of Phvsici ms and the Society of Apothecaries It

appears, sa\s Johnson, “to want something of

poetical ardour, and something of general delecta-

tion —a fair and honest verdict, which we might
illustrate and support by any stray line or two—

*

bv those for instance, where the poet describes

“Whv bilious juice a golden light puts on, And
floods of chyle in silver currents run

,
How the

dim speck of entity begin T* expand its recent

form and stretch to Man '

Akenside was a much better poet, and seems
also to ha\e been a more learned physician His

“Discourse on the Dysentery” ‘ entitled him to

the same height of place among the scholars as he

possessed before among the wits”, and “The
Pleasures of the Imagination ” is still worth our

while to read, if it be only for some few noble

and exalted passages Wc may lay it down, as

Pope did, with the feeling that “this is no every-

day writer ' ” There runs through it a sincere and

almost prophetic belief in the value of research

and the progress of science—in “Science herself

the substitute Of God s own wisdom in this

toilsome world. The Providence of Man ” Of
Armstrong, who contributed some “ medical

stanzas” to “The Castle of Indolence,” and wrote

his “Art of Pursuing Health ” in indolent Thom
soman verse, we need scarcely spealr He was
admired in an age by no means devoid of polished

culture, but content to read and even eager to

buy such dreary, sluggish blank verse as “Hail

sacred flood, May still thy hospitable swains be

Messed In rural innocence,” and so on, to the

end of the quarto volume
Erasmus Darwin’s “ Botanic Garden ” and

“ Loves of tile Plants ” have merits of their own,
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and an historic interest not to be gainsaid, but
in his poetry there is a ne sets quot qui manque,
though it was wont at one time to be spoken of

in the same breath with Cowper s “Task,” and
even with Paradise Lost Ihey are the most
didactic of did K tic poems The good doctor

revels in fact&, in the communication of know-
ledge, or rather of information The world is ran-

sacked for objects of wonder and contemplation

As his biographer, Miss Anna Seward, tells us,

the operations of the weather glass and air-

pump are described with philosophic accuracy and

poetic elegance There is ‘a grand picture,

though of somewhat forced introduction, of the

crocodile bursting from its egg on the banks of

the Nile Ihe embryo plant is introduced to us

by Lo * on each seed, within the tender rind,

Life's golden threads in endless circles wind etc
”

We turn the page and come to whore the

humming bird, m Chili s bowers, On fluttering

pinions robs the pendent flowers, Seeks where

fine pores their dulcet balms distil. And sucks the

treasures with proboscis bill ’ The sinuous track

of the serpent glides with no apparent reluctance,

into So, with strong arm, immortal Brindley

leads His long canals, and parts the velvet

meads Yet the simple mind of this old poet

physician, utterly destitute of humour or romance,

had (as we all know) a vast deal of wisdom com
mingled with its simplicity

In our own day, or within our immediate

recollection, there have been many members of

the medical profession who could put on their

singing robes once in a way, and write creditable

verse or sing still better convivial songs There

was a whole brotherhood of them in Edinburgh

a generation ago, with such men as Douglas

Maclagan and Andrew Wood and James Sidey

and J D Gillespie and John Smith, who touched

art with the humour, and now and then with the

pathos, of their post-prandial lyrics But we had

better not pause over the “\ugae Canorse

Medicae,” or “Mistura Cunosa,” or “Alter

Ejusdem "—certainly not over that triumphant

outburst of “old Sidey ’s” hilarious conviviality

'The Cats got the measles and its deid, puir

thing ’ ” scarcelv even over the soft lowland accent

and the tender lilt of “The burnie that wins to

the sea ”—“ Up near the scaur where the hoodie-

craw bides, Up near the foot of the keelie craig

hie, Deep in the hidte-heugh, nv’d frae its sides.

Rises the bumie that wins to the sea ” In the

same town of Edinburgh we had very lately the

Comishman, Ricardo Stephens, another poet-

phvsician, writer of strange ballads and dreamer

of rich, imaginative dreams It was he who
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wrote ** The Piper of Hell ”—" O have ye heard

of Angus Blair, Who lived long since in black

Auchmair? *’ and a more terrible and cruel ballad

still
—“Who hath not met Witch Margaret? Red

gold her rippling hair Come up and you

shall see her yet, Ekfore she groweth still
,
Before

her cloak of flame and smoke The winter air

shall hll, For they must burn Witch Margaret

Upon the Castle Hill
“

Together with these Edinburgh worthies we
may say a passing word of two Dublin physicians

of the last generation, George Sigerson and John
Todhunter They were both of them fervid

writers of Celtic poetry, and have a notable place

in their country’s undoubted literary renaissance

Irish patriotism inspired them both, in a way thit

we little understand—as when Todhunter cries

out “ O thou Swan among the nations

enchanted long, so long That the story of thy

glory IS a half-forgotten song ’ He was a power
ful and influentnl singer, a true Irish Fyrteeus,

for It was he who wrote There's a spirit in

the air, Says the Shan Van Vocht “
,

just as

another learned brother scholar and fellow of

Trinity College, Dublin (not a physician, how
ever), boldly sang ‘Who fears to speak of 98^
and sang it to only too receptive ears

But I have gone farther afield than I ever

meant to go, and 1 have left myself all too little

room to write of Sir Ronald Ross, the last of

our poet-physicians Most of his poetry was
written in India, in Madras or Burma or the

Andamans, while he was engrossed in the study

of the pathology of malaria, and during earlier

years when he began to think and dream over

the eternal problems of the East Sir Ronald’s

love and reverence for science, and his admiration

for those who have shown and followed the way
of discovery, are deeper because far more expert

enced than Akenside's ‘Tho’ we may never

reach the peak, God gave this great command-
ment, Seek ”

It IS not the wealth and splendour of the East
that touch his imagination

,
but, looking with the

physiaan’s charitable eyes, he broods over the

decadence, the misery, the widespread sickness

of its people “The leprous beggars totter

trembling past^ The baser sultans sleep ” A
famine-stricken girl is suckling her three year-

old ‘“I am too poor,* she said, ‘ To feed him
otherwise,’ and with a kiss Fell back and died

"

It IS all a gloomy picture But if its blackness

be somewhat overdrawn (and 1 hope and think

It 15) Its pessimism is mspired and redeemed by
chanty and pity, by rescdution to understand, and
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by ambition to relieve Sir Ronald 's second

volume, though tragic enough, it in a happier

strain

Only a few days ago, lecturing to my clast

of some eighty young men and women newly

entered a week before upon their medical course,

I tried to tell them what the Protozoa meant to

our fathers, and what (thanks to Pasteur and

Grassi and Manson and Bruce and Ross and many
another) they have come to mean to us In my
student days, an Amoeba, a bell or slipper animal-

cule, a little ooze from the Atlantic, a few pretty

radiolarian or foraminiferal shells, gave us our

outline concept of the Protozoa io-day i new
world IS opened, in which we hear of tiny things

with strange life-histones, of momentous chains

of cause and consequence wherein rat and louse

and gadfiy and mosquito play their insidious part,

bringing fever to the swamp and murrain to the

plain, we are told at last of mysterious maladies

explained, of epidemics held at bay, of territories

and ^oples emancipated from disease And then,

as an example of the spirit of the scientific

physician, of aims conceived, of dreams come
true, I ventured to read them a couple of Ronald

Ross’s early verses, written before he and his

fellow workers had brought their hopes to

fruition —
In this, O Nature, yield, I pray, to me

I pace and pace, and think and think, arid take

The fever d hands, and note down all 1 see,

That some dim, distant light may haply break

The painful faces ask, Can we not cure?

We answer. No, not yet, we seek the laws

O God, reveal thro’ all this thing obscure

The unseen small, but million-murdcnng cause

My students listened and went quietly away^

and 1 could see by their faces that they had heard

the words of the poet and the physician as though

he were speaking straight to them
D Arc\ W Thompson

Moyements of Plants

IramacUons of the Bose Research Institute,

Calcutta \ ol ii
, I tfe Movements m

Plants By Sir Jagadis Chunder Bose
Pp XIV + 2 53-597 (Calcutta The Bose
Research Institute, 1919 ) Price tos 6d

I
N this the second volume of the Transactions

of the Bose Institute, Sir Jagadis Bose con-

tinues to pour out his almost overwhelming wealth
of observations The first chapter of the volume
deals with a piece of apparatus to be used with
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the
** hig^ magnification crescograph ” which mag

nifies the rate of growth up to ten million tunes

As, even with much lower magnifications, the

spot of light or point of the lever would soon

move off the scale or recording surface, the

author has devised a method of balance different

from the optical method originally used In this

new method the plant holder is connected with a

senes of gear-wheels driven by a falling weight

and controlled by a fan governor By this means
the plant holder can be made to fall at various

rates, and thus the growth of the plant is com
pensated, and we have what is termed the

“balanced crescograph ” When the rate of growth
18 exactly balanced the record will show a hori

zontal line, and any increase or decrease in the

rale will be indicated by a rise or fnll in the curve

By this means it is claimed that a change in the

rate of growth of only i part in 27,000 can be

detected The method is one of great delicacy,

It is clear, but, in view of the fact that the control

of the speed of movement is in part frictional

resistance, and also of the effect of grit and of

inequality in the cutting of the gear-wheels, one

would have liked to see the inclusion of a record

which would demonstrate that a speed of o s li

per sec was kept constant to z part in 25,000

for many hours

The volume contains thirty chapters on various

plant reactions which exhibit themselves either

by movements or by electrical response Of these

perhtps the most striking is the interesting con

tribution which the author makes to the problem

of the mechanism of geotropic response In the

statolith theory of geotropism one link in the chain

of reactions which bring about geotropic curva

ture 15 the shifting, under the influence of gravity,

of comparatively large starch grains in a tissue

such as the endodcrmis of the stem This theory is

upheld by the author as a result of the explora-

tion of the plant by means of his “electric probe “

The probe consists of a fine glass tube (o 15 mm
diam )

with a still finer platinum wire fused into,

and projecting just beyond, it The probe can

be pushed into the tissues of a stem, while the

other end of the platinum wire is connected with

one terminal of a galvanometer, the other terminal

being connected with some other part of the plant,

« g a leaf, which is always kept horizontal

The probe is first placed on the surface of the

oigan, an<l the deflection js observed when the

stem i$ placed horizontal 7 the stem is then re-

turned to the vertical position, the probe advanced

a little into the tissues, the stem again

placed horizontal and the deflection observed It

is found that as the probe ];>enetrate8 the deflec-
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tion rises to a maximum and then falls to a mmi-
mum at about the centre of the stem The pomt
of the probe tn the position of maximum defiec~

tion w found to he tn the endodermis If the

probe IS carried forward towards the other side of

the stem, a new maximum is found when the pomt
reaches the endodermal layer on the other side,

hut the deflection ts tn the opposite direction

This observation docs not, of course, prove that
the endodermis is the geo perceptive layer, but it

provides circumstantial evidence m favour of

that view, since it demonstrates that the endo-
dermis is the only tissue exhibiting a marked elec-

trical reaction to geotropic stimulus In one
case where the angle of the stem was gradually
increased theie was no deflection until a critical

angle of about 33® was reached, but above this

there was a marked electrical response There
appears to be some frictional resistance to the
displacement of the starch grains, which is not
overcome until the critical angle is passed By
comparing the electrical response (which can, of
course, be observed without the use of the

probe “) of organs placed at angles of 90® and
45®, respectively, with the vertical, evidence is

obtained m support of the view that the geotropic
response is proportional to the sine of the
angle

The marked effect of temperature on the degree
of geotropic response, which leads to decided
diurnal movements of many stems, 15 a thesis
whuh is further elaborated in this volume as is

also the difference between “direct" and “in-
direct " stimulation The volume 15 filled with
numerous and often stimulating observations
earned out with the author’s well known mastery
of the technique of experimentation One must
be grateful for the new weapons which he has
forged and for the new fields of work which he
has opened up, but, like Sir J C Bose’s previous
volumes, the present one is often sadly lacking
on the plant-physiological side The work
done IS never properly related to that of

previous investigators, the author confining

himself to the quotation of text books, which
are often of no very recent date

,
in deal-

ing with phototropi&m the work even of Blaauw
IS not mentioned Again, Sir J C Bose seems
so anxious to add to his collection of “plant-

records" that he passes rapidly from ob^rvation
to observation and from problem to problem,

shedding on the way a beam of light into some
of the dark places of plant physiology, but never

satisfying us with a problem fully envisaged and
work^ out

V M B
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Applications of Electricity.

(z) Telephonic Transmission Theoretical and

Applied By J G. Hill (Manuals of Tele-

graph and Telephone Engineering) Pp xvi +

398 (London Longmans, Green, and Co

,

1920 )
Price 215 net

(2) The Principles of Electrical Engineering and
ihetr Application By G Kapp Vol ii , Appli-

latton Pp VIII + 388 (London Edward
Arnold, 1919 )

Price iSs net

(i)*T^HE applications of electricity in the tele-

1 graph and telephone services are now so

numerous and so highly specialised that no one can

claim to have an expert knowledge of every branch

It has been decided, therefore, to produce a series

of handbooks which will cover the whole of the

ground involved The editor of the series is Sir

William Slingo, late engineer-in-chief of the Post

Office, and most of the authors are on the staff

of the Engineering Department Judging from

the present volume and from the names of the

authors preparing the other volumes of the scries,

we shall soon have a very complete and thorough

account of English telegraphic and telephonic

practice

This book IS written for experts engaged in the

practical applications of telephony, and must be

judged from this point of view It is now ancient

history how the early telephonists did their best

to diminish the capacity and resistance of their

lines with the object of securing good communi-

cation In 1887 Oliver Heaviside pointed out

that this rule was quite fallacious The two

qualities of the line which it is necessary to study

are the attenuation of the signals and the velocity

with which they are propagated (feaviside

stated this clearly and showed that his ** dis-

tortionless ” circuit gave the complete sobitiOn of

the problem In 1900 Prof Pupin showed
how a distortionless circuit might be secured very

approximately by putting inductance coils at cer-

tain intervals in the line When the distance

between the coils is small there will be little re-

flection of the waves by them, and in this case

the practical working will be satisfactory

l^ere are many engineers employed in telephone

work who have great difficulty m following the

advanced mathematical reasoning of Heaviside

and Pupin, and yet they have to evaluate their

complicated formulae in everyday work For
their benefit the author introduces additional

chapters describing the transmission of direct

currents along a leaky line and getting the equi-

valent circuits. This should give those engineers

confidence to attack the complete mathematical
problem which is given in appendices.

The symbols and general arrangement of the

formulse are mostly those used by Kennelly and

Fleming, whose work is much appreciated by the

British Post Office To the general man of science

most of the book will appear to be endless varia-

tions of complicated formulm, involving complex

variables, deduced from comparatively simple

differential equations But a study of the book will

show him how laborious it is to get numerical solu-

tions, and how ingenious are some of the methods

employed to get the constants of the line The
chapter on ** the human voice in telephony is

illustrated by excellent oscillograms of the alter-

nating currents produced by certain words There

IS also a chapter on the thermionic valve as a

telephonic relay which is of great interest Very
instructive characteristic curves of the vahe are

shown A curve is also given which proves the

enormous variation of magnification with input

The use of these telephonic relays is most promis-

mg, and great developments may shortly take

place

The book will be of great value to the telephonic

engineers for whom it is written We w^ere much
mterested in the electrical constants of many of

the cables used in practice which have been cal-

culated by the author They prove conclusively

the great value of advanced mathematical theory

in telegraphy and telephony,

(2) As a pioneer of the applications of electricity

Prof Kapp has had the pleasure of seeing many
of his theorems become incorporated in the

routine teaching of technical colleges and many
of his methods widely adopted in everyday prac-

tice The technical student, therefore, will find

much tha,t is familiar m this volume, but he will

also find that the proofs given in many cases

have been appreciably simplified. The author in-

variably keeps practical considerations in the fore-

ground and rarely, if ever, digresses on points of

abstruse theory In discussing the running of

machines he makes little endeavour to elaborate

the theory, but gives, in most cases, a clear

first approximate solution The book, therefore,

will be welcomed by the engineer and the student.

The former will gain a clearer view of the prin-

ciples on which his machines work, and the latter

will find that many long mathematical solutions

can be much shortened by elementary graphical

methods
In the earlier chapters direct-current machinery

IS described 1 he treatment pf the critical speed
of turbo-dynamos "is very neat, and the results

agree with eif leriment Little space is given to
losses which ^rc relatively unimportant—^bearing

friction, for iistance. The methods of coupling*

dynamos for parallel runmng are* fully desenbed.
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A clear description of the Thury system of direct-

current hig^-tension transmission is given There

seems to be little chance however of this system

being adopted on a large scale in this country

Chap V describes the uses of a storage battery

in connection with a dynamo Brief descriptions

of the various types of booster used in this con

nection are given and will be helpful to the

student

In chap VII a brief reference is made to

Fourier s theorem The coefficients are obtained

by drawing the graphs of cur\es the equations of

which are of the form

y ar j{x) COS (swnxfX)

and then getting their area by the planimetcr

Although theoretically correct we think that the

method would prove liborious in practice We
think also that the error for high harmonics would

probably be large as the planimeter reading gives

the difference bet^veen many areas

The author suggests that large choking coils

should be constructed in the form of a toroid

the diameter of the circular cross section of which

equals 0311D where D is the mean diameter of

the toroid This is Maxwell s solution for the

most economical coil and the author has found

practically that the expression 9 35n*D gives its

inductance where n is the number of turns This

IS in good agreement with Maxwell s formut 1

3irii*D » e 9 43n*D It has to be remembered
however that Maxwell s formula is only a rough

approximation If we use Rayleigh s formula we
get 969n>D for the inductance The 4 per cent

difference between theory and experiment is prob

ably due to the assumption that the current is

uniform all over the cross section of the toroid

If we use Rayleigh s formula it will be found that

we get very appreciably different dimensions for

the most economical choking coil

The discussions of parillel running trans

formers converters and induction and commute
tor motors are all instructive nnd suggestive The
last chapter on phase advancers is a strong and

convincing plea for their more general idoption

in practice Considerable economies can be effected

b> their use A Ri ssell

Bntlsh Iron Ores

The Iron Ores of Scotland By M Maegregor
Dr G AV Lee, and G. V Wilspn With con

tributions by T Robertson and J S Flett

(Memoirs of the Geological Survey, Scotland

Special Reports on the Mineral Resources of

Great Britain Vol xi Iron Ores (continued) )

NO 3640, VOL 105]

Pp VII + 240 (Edinburgh H M S O South

ampton Ordnance Survey Office
)

Price los

net

The present volume forms a continuation of the

important senes of memoirs on the iron ores

of Great Britain whuh ihe (nological Survey ha'i

been issuing for some time past Unlike some of

the previous ones the subject here discussed

affords little scope for original geological investi

gations the principal deposits of iron ore being

very well known and having often been described

As IS however ver> truly remarked by Sir Aubrey

Strahan the information concerning them is

scattered throughout a lirge number of publics

tions and it is a great advantage to the student

of the subject to have it ill brought t:>gother in

one volume Ihe authors have done their work
carefull) and painstakingl) and the result of their

labours has been to render available a very com
plete a id minutely accurate record of the known
Scottish iron ore deposits

The book is divided into seven chapters The
hrsL gives an introductory and historical a<S.ount

of the subject containing much interesting matter

ittention should however, be directed to a mis

take as to the nature of the old Catalan furnace

The author writes These furnaces were of the

C italan type and castings were apparentiv

mide direct from the fuinace itself These tw

st itements ire incompatible for the essential

fciturc of the Catalan piocess w is that it produced

malic ible iron and not cast iron direct from the

o e

Ihe next foi r chipters irc devoted to th

bedded iron ores of Carboniferous age these being

subdivided mainlv according to (heir ^eogriphtcvl

distribution In a sixth chapter the tedded

Raasay ironstone of Junssic age is described

and in the last chapter a number of minor occur

rcnccs which are grouped together under the

heading Hsem itite in \ eins and Beds —a some
what infelicitous title seeing that true heematite

IS conspicuous bv its absence

As in the previous volumes of the senes the

least satisfactory portion of the present one is that

rel iting to the estim ited tonnage of ore reserves

It ought to be made thoroughly clear that the

tonnage of ore as estimated by a geologist repre

sents i quantitv manv times greater than that

which the miner can hope to recover in actual

practice The iron industry of Scotland requires

sonic 2^ million tons of ore annually about one

fifth of which is obtained from native Scottish de-

posits and It IS poor consolation to the Scottish

ironmaster who for a good many years past has
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been in the greatest difficulty to know whence to

draw his ore supplies to be informed officitliv

that the probable reserves are more than 94 million

and thi possible reserves more than 435 million

tons he me mwhile knowing but too well lha

only T very small friction of even the smaller

hgurc IS ever likely to find its wiy to h

furnaces H I 01 is

Our Bookshelf

Prictical Pharmacology l*or the Use of Students

of Medicine By Prof W L Dixon Pp
viu + 88 (Cambridge At the L niversity Pi css

19 o
)

Price 7t 6d net

Wi ^^elcome the appear mce of Prof Dixon s

manu il it is certainly the most pr ictical and use
ful guide to students of experimental pharmacology
which we know The experiments 'ire extremely
well chosen to illustrate the underlving principles

of thcr ipeuties md the text with its illustrations

and tables is so clear and logical that a student
can at no time be in doubt as to the methods for

performing the experiments or fail to appreciate

their bearing on the practic il application of the

drugs in disease

I he expenments some seventy eight in number
are clissified to explain the action of drugs on
the various systems of the body and while use
IS mide mainly of the pithed frog suitable expert
ments with mimmalian tissues are introduced
Experiments w th decerebrated mammals ire not
described the author considering that their use
in large cl isses is impr icticable and thit they
nav be replaced by suit ible demonstrations under
Certihcate C A chapter is de\oted to a desenp
tion of the cssenti il physical properties of import
ant drugs and there is appended a useful table
of the doses required to produce typical pharma
cological effects in animals
We have no hesitation in recommending this

book IS an excellent guide to the study of practical

pharmacology It is one which will be extremely
useful to students of medicine whether thev are
receiving experimental tuition in the laboratory
or not and it will also be re id with much profit

by medic il men who have not had the advantages
of a practical training in the action of drugs

The Teaching of Science in the Elementary
School By Gilbert H Trafton (Riverside
Text books in Education

)
Pp x + 293 (New

York Houghton Mifflin Co London Con-
stable and Co Ltd

, 1918 ) Price 65 6d net

In a brief introduction Prof Cubberley states

that the author s am was *
to construct a simple

and helpful volume for the teacher who is called

upon to teach elementary science lessons and yet
has neither scientific training nor apparatus tor
the work ’ The statement prepares the reader
for the limitations of the book Mr Trafton s
scheme includes practically no chemistry, and the
physics IS both exiguous and scrappy by far the
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greatest part consists of simple observational

work upon plants and animals Within these limi

tations however there is much that is both attrac-

tive and useful and the limitations themselves
correspond to those of most rural elementary

schools in this country
Mr Trafton classifies his subject matter under the

headings of biological agricultural physical and
hygienu science ind rightly insists that however
rudimentary the work almg those lines may be
It should be done in the genuine scientific spirit

In hts introductorv chapters he gives \ good
deal of sound and practical idvire with regard to

the choice of subjei t matter and the methods of

teach ng and the bulk of the book consists of

sectitns in which typical parts of the curriculum

he recommends are worked out in detail The
curriculum is of course chosen with reference to

American conditions but the Lnglish teacher

should be able to profit by Mr Trafton s sugges
tions There is t carefully cr mpiled bibliography

covering pr ict cally the wh le field treated n the

book but consisting entirely of American titles

Peoples of the 1 hiltpptues By Pi of A I

Kroeber (Aincrtc in Museum of Natural

History H indbook Scries No 8 )
Pp 224

(New York American Museum of Naturil

History 1919 )

The interest of the Philippine Islands to the

ethnographer lies in the f ict that they are the

largest of the possessions of the United Stales

ind the only one of importance in the Fastern
hemisphere that they form a considerable and
growing nationality md that they displiy in an
unusually complete manner the stratification of

races and cultures Ihree types of race can be
identified in the present population md these

may be arranged in the probable order of their

ariival—the Negritos of the interior a short

blick people with an elementary type of religion

and culture the Indonesians of the Mongoloid
family but presenting fewer specific Mongoloid
features than the third race the Malayans
occupying the coastal areas As regards culture,

the remarkable fact is the predominance of Indian
influence is cximpared with that of China which
provided little more than certain manufactured
products Indii did not furnish the Filipinos

with a definitely crystallised religious cult or if

so this cult had already disappeared before the
Europeans appeared on the scene But there

came from the Indian races, probably by Malay
intervention, a mass of religious practices ideas
and names a considerable body of Sanskrit words
a system of writing the art of metallurgy a vast
amount of mechanical and industrial knowledge
and unquestionably a much higher degree of
civilisation than theif predecessors had acquired
These facts are clearly brought Out ui the present
handboc^ which provides in small space much
information, and is furnished with good maps
and illustration*'
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Letters to the Editor.

{The Editor doa not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by hts correspondents Neither
can be undertake to return or to correspond with
the writers of relected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature No notice is

taken of anonymous communicaiions ]

The Fbght of Flying-fisli

ll IS disputed whclttcr the flight uf flying-lish is 1

genuine flight or simply a leap and x glide Hil
Question IS referred to in the section devoted to flviii^

nsh in the N^tutal History Museum, South kensing
ton Recently 1 havt had ample opportunity to stud)

these flsh in the tropnal utters of the Atlantic md
Pacific Oceans

Ihe obser\ itions vi^hich 1 hive nia<k and the con
elusions it which 1 hive arrived are (orroborated bv
the ofliieis of the RMS \ utorta M my of this

gintleinii) weie surprised to he it that thire was an\
doubt on th( matter Ihit the fliLht is a genuitu
one IS proved by the following nets

(1) During flight these fish arc ible to tuiu at right

angles md even at a viiv leute angle More thm
on<e 1 have seen a fish turn with gieat rapidity it

an acute angle and come baik in \ direction opposit

to the direction in which it set out \ mere glide will

not cn ible an\ inim il to do this

(2) Stinding at th* liow of the ship directly above
some flying fish which were in a hurry to get out of

the wav 1 saw the wings flap as distinctly as the

wings of any fnghtened bird

(3) Some of these fish flv for a distance of from
150 to 200 vards without rising more than i

couple of feet above the surface Thiv rise over the

crests of the waves and sink into the tiollows Ihev
could not do this bv i mere leap and i glide

(4) Besides flving low over the surface of th

watirs they arc also able to nsi to a considfiibU
height ind not infrequently come on board lirge

steamers When thev fall on deck tlieir wings c an be
seen as well as heard flapping It is true that thev
arc unable to rise from the dick but ihi same is tru

of many sea birds

(0 When in full flight the outlines of the wings arc

indistinct and blurred in contrast with the clear out

line of the bodv This can only be due to the vfiv

rapid movement as in the case of hovering flics md
hummingbirds T McNamvrv

3 Holland Road Kensington M

An Ixpenment on the Speetnim

In school and collie courses little experimental
work 18 done on the infra red and ultra-violet

parts of the spectrum The student is of course

told about these regions and how they can be dc

tected respectively by the heating and letinie pio

perties of their rays But he is not allowed to in

vesugate these rays himself, nor are their properties

demonstrated before him This is on account of the

elaborate nature of the apparatus necessary, the infri

red region requires a thermopile or bolometer, to-

gether with an expensive galvanomoti r and the ultra

^olet requires photographic methods and a spcctro

graph §0 muen apparatus cannot be afforded tor one

emriment, and besides is apt to distract the student’s

atfention the simple ndture of the facts involved

If, however, a very intense spectrum is used the

infra-red can be mapped rou^ly With an ordinary

thermometer, and the ultra-violet with a photographic

exposure-meter Neither galvanonr>eter nor spcctro

graph IS neoessarv The thermometer 1 have used is

NO 2640,
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a Fahrenheit one, rmge. 0° to 220°, the bulb of which
IS bl ukened by dipping it into lamp black shaken up
with nutlnlitccl spirits th* bulb is 5 mm in dia
meter Ihe expobure-meter is the Imperial expobure-
mt,ter for dull light and interiors, which costs is ^
togethei with i iiflll In this instrument a piece of
sensitive paper is exposed to the light and the time
noted that it tak s to d irk< n to a si md ird lint

The sensitive pipir supplied dirkins two or three
times IS fist as ordin irv POP As souire of light
I have used a little 5 ampere arc lamp which is run
off the lighlinj^ circuit ihrout^h a rheost it Ihe anode
is hon^onfjJ in<l the ( ithocU vtrtu il they arc both
enclosed in a glass rvlinder which restncts the supply
of owgin nd so Itnj^th ns tht hU of ihi carbons
I amps of this path rn burn very steadily and have
come into wide use during the past ten years It is

because so many llboi itoiies hive thi se lamps th it

I describ this exptriment here \n irr of this pat
tern IS ibsolutelv necessary a pointohte or half watt
lamp IS of no use for the purpose
As lens I hive 11m d 1 spec In If lens of cm focal

length md as pnsm a single equilateral dense flint

li in high The spectrum and arc arc equidistant
from the lens As slit I h i\< used th riNr of thi

arc whith meisuros about 3 mm in diameter since the
cirbons tn this tipe of lamp ir < nlv 3 mm thick If
I he ii\s of light from the mode fell squarely on the
lens we should have n point im ige of a point source
and the spec Hum would be onh ^ mm high but
by setting the lens obliquely lotating it through
30® in astigmatic line image is formed and we get
1 leasonablv sharp spectrum 12 mm high Strav
light is excluded bv enclosing the arc in a box
The following table gives a set of results taken in

somewhat less than an hour

Stale

m
70

8 o

85
90
9 5
10 o
105
11 o

5
12 o
12 5
130

t tour

Infra re 1

Kcd
Yellow
Green
Blue
Violet

Fnd f vimI le

Ultra violet

R « of Ph iloftrapb c
teiD| crat rc tion

00 —
08 -
3 4 —
54 -
3 4
2 O

>S OS- 27
- « S

24
“ so

so“ O 57

Ihc ends of the visible spectrum were at 92 and
12 cm Ihc first column gives, the reidmgs on a
centimetre sc ale placed along the spec trum, the second
column the name of the colour, tne third the nse of
temperature experienced by the thermometer in three
minutes, and the fourth the reciprocal of the tune
in minutes taken b\ the paper to darken to the
standard tint In the case of the last tyvo readings
the exposure-meter was illuminated by stray light
It IS possible to go further into the ultra violet if a

crown glass prism is used Ihe infra-red measured
goes to 2 2 /c or thereabouts If a piece of P O P
13 exposed to the spertrum for a couple of minutes.
It shows bands— one from 10-11 cm another from
II 3 II 7 cm and a third from 118-127 cm, the
positions all being measured on the centimetre acalc

above referred to

It 18 interesting to remember that when Sir William
Herschel dlCovered the heat spectrum m 1800 he
used thermometers The source of light was the

sun and the arrangement was similar to Newton’s
original one—the prism was placed doee up to a dit

at a window no lenses were used, and the spectrum
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was conseauently very impure Three thermometers
were placed apparently at a distance of about 4 ft or

5 ftworn the prism—one in the spectrum and the
otherTwo in the shadow beside it—and the difference
of temperature produced by the rays was noted llie
bulbs of the thermometers were blackened one of
them measured ^ in in diameter but the others were
smaller One and a half inches beyond the red there
was a nse of 3!° in 10 min 1 In bevond the red 5^^
in 11 nun ana i m beyond the red 6)^ in xo min
In the violet there was a rise of 1° m 15 min The
spectrum was <ib<mt 3 in tong *ind the heat rays
could be detected a distance of 2^ in into the infra

red R A Houstoun
UnivcTbity of Glasgow Mav 19

Anti-Qas Fans

In a note m Nature for Ma> 13 you intimated
that my alle^at c ns concerning the treatment of

my anti gas fans bv the War Office and the suffering

and loss of life thereby entailed could not be acccpt€3
without question and you called upon the well

accredited men of acicnce who you sav largely

staffed the Anti Gas Service to mike a plain state

ment of the facts 1 waited to see if such a state

ment would be forthcoming though 1 judged it

scared) likely ind now since it has not appeared
I ask you in fan ness to grant me space for a few
remarks on your note
You suggest that su h an indictment as 1 have

brought against the War Office reinforced as it is

with their own letters reports and pamphlets can be

refuted by the bare word of certain well tccredited

men of science 1 pass over the implied slur on
myself of being less well accredited than they my
word of smaller vTlue than theirs No unprejudiced
person who has re^d that indictment and thit e\i

dence with any care will agree with vou that they can
be thus easily d sposed of

In my dealings with the War Office 1 had to do
with innumerable officials some of them men of

science most not From their behaviour I judj;.ed

the larger number (and the exceptions were not I

regret to sav men of science! to be mere puppets
acting under the direction of some leading spirits

behind Who those leading imints were 1 had no
means of knowing 1 was carefully keot in the dark
You sir intimate that thev were well accredited

men of science If this was indeed so then sarelv

you will agree with me that for the sake of science

even more than in the interests of the nation at Hrge
it If essential that this matter should not be hushed up
Init that a public inquirt should be instituted I am
not only willing but -ilso most anxious to submit mv
case to some impartial tribunal Will the men of

soenoe whom vou have asked to speak but who do
not answer come out into the open and join with me
in demanding such an inquiry^ If not both the

worid of science and the ^neral public will know
what to think Hrrtha Ayrton

41 Norfolk Square Hvde Park W Mav 23

[We did not express an opinion upon the charges

made bv Mrs Avrton but limited ourselves to a state

ment of the indictment and pointed out that it was
really directed igainst the men of snence associated

with the Gas Service of the ^rmv Possibly these

officers are not free to eAl4|r Into 1 discussion of

reasons for the neglect of ffie use of the fans and
nothing short of a oublic inqulrv will elicit the whole
of the facts in regard to them —Ed Nature ]
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A Nmv Mttlwi for Approxtaato IvMhwtiia of DoAmto
lirtoproio botwooR PlHito Lmlto

Ihb subject h4S a particular uiterest for naval
architects inasmuch as the majority of calculations
relative to displacement stability strength etc of
ships involve the finding of areas and volumes
bounded by curved Imes and surfaces
The particular rule enunciated by Mr A F Du fton

in Nature of May 20 has been in use at thu college
for some years and gives very accurate results In
obtaining areas and vmumes and also by a further
application the positions of their centres of gravity

llie method of its derivation was from one of
Tchebveheff s rules f(x) in this particular case is

taken as (a+6x + cic* + iiT* + ex*) It can readily be
shown that the value of

f'A*)^-lLA ,)+Ar^+A*$)+Au)]

where
2a|-2 iaj* * Erj** I

*

whence x <-01027 Xp-o4o62f 0^938 and
*4-08973 The approximation to one tenth four
tenths SIX tenths and nine tenths was obvious and
all the more welcome because it is out usual practice

to divide the ship s half length into ten sections No
special sections have to be drawn calculations being
readily made with the aid of the existing drawings

Fhis rule was briefly referred to bv Mr W J
Luke at 1 meeting of the Institution of Naval \rchi
terts m 19x5 (Trans I N A vol Ivn p '•10)

Fhe ipplication of S mpson s ordinary rule to find

the area of 1 qundrant or semicircle as quoted
manifestlv shows Simpson s rule at ts worst owing
to the wide divergence of the curve from the issimed
curve from which the rule is derived Wheie curves
approximate to these forms as in manv sections of a
ship it is common ornctice in the use of this rule to

interpose intermediate ord nates where the curve is

ste^ — relativi to the bise line—to get greater
accuracy
An interesting paper dealing with this subject and

giving 1 great variety of rules for approx mate Integra

tion was read at the Institution of Naval Architects

m 1908 (Trans I N \ vol I ) by Sir S Abell

entitled Two Notes on Ship Calculations
C F Merchant

Roval Naval College Greenw ch S E
Mav 27

AppM Soienoe and Industrial Resaarsh

Your correspondent Mr J W Williamson says
m Nature of May 27 that much of my criticism of

the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research
seems to lend colour to urrent misconceptions of

industrial research which he proceeds to construct
out of his own imagination having first fathered
them on me and then submits that the Cause of
pure science ts not well served bv inconsiderate attacks
on the industrial research movement such os he would
have It believed 1 made 1 judge from this that he
was not present at the meeting and I therefore wish
It to be known that the full text of my address to the
National Union of Scientific Workers can be trt>tained

by forwarding a stamped addressed foolscap cover to
the General Secretary 19 Tothill Street Westminster
S W t If Mr WilliaiMon win have the goodness to
read it and the full reoort of the meeting published in

the current issue of the Sctanhfic Worker the offictal

ortfn of the union and then sav if he still drares
w&t he objects to it would help rather than conhise
the Issue Frederkk Soddy
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Mr Wiluauson s letter m \ailre of Ma> 27 m
which he cnticiseb the attitude of Prof Soddy and
that of the National L nion of Scientific Workers
towards the Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research and the struggling research issocntions
confuses the issue To attack the Department or
association entrusted ^vith industrial research is

tantamount neither to attacking industrial research
nor to making invidious distinctions between pure and
applied research

In the minds of the members of this union there
exists no belief in the superiority of pure science over
industrial research it has a 1wavs been our expressed
opinion that there is nc difference in their siientihc
value In one of our explanatory pamphlets this view
IS expressed It [the union] aims at including within
a single scheme both ac idemic and technical members

The separation of scien e and industry has been
a principal cause of our disastrr us neglect of snente
in the past and if continued will remain harmful
to both in future The present organisation bv en
suring the intercourse of the two sides is therefore
desirible on both national and scientific grounds
Embodied in our rules we have as avowed objects

(1) To advance the interests of science cure and
applied as an essential element in the national life

(2) To promite and encourage scientific research in all

its branchts
Our criticism is th it in anv hi me nut forw ard b\

the Deoartment in ideouate fuilitics ire given to that

tvoe of research which though it has loss immediate
aop'ication is orobiblv of grt iter ultimate importance
through leading to the better understanding of more
phenomen I It would be huite unfair to exnect par
ticular industrial research associations to contribute

more than others to the prosecution of resurch which
miiirht have a common apoh ation to industrv rr to

some aspect of the national life Obvioush this t\pc

of work is best carried out it the universities cr at

institutions such as the N itional Phvsical I aboratorv
\et how IS this ri search fostered at the universities’

Aciordmg to the last report of the Department sixtv

eight research workers ind their assistants and thirtv

five students m training received allowances and grints
for equipment amounting to 14 i‘’oI this is at the

rate of 53^ a week and includes equipment Con
trast this grant with the salarv of 4000/ a viar for

the director of the Glass Research ^ssi nation an
appointment which is an affront to all scientifii

workers Millions have gone into Slate protei ted

industries to the accompaniment of an astounding
appreciation in the value of the shares held h\ indi

Mouals in the State aided industrv But the uni

versities arc begging for funds to nrovide decent bench
accommodation and instructors for their snence
students Spetkmg at Livirpool on Mav 28 Dr
^dami IS reported to have said th it if the university

raised the salaries of its demonstrators to a proper

standard it would lead to bankruptev
It ifl unfair to suggest that we ire criticising the

Department for the starvation of pure scientific ro

search because industnal research is fostered on the

contrar> we are anxious for the advancement of both

We are of the opinion that neither branch of science

IS receiving adequate support but that research

carried out in the general interest is in the more
unfavourable position If we attack the Department
It is bet^se we honcstlv believe it is for the better

ment of research—a maximum of efficiency in the

administration of the funds available whuh must
Inevftablv tend towards the better appreciation of

sdenoe ^ ^
At the conference of research associations hew

UfHto the auspices of the Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research on Mav 14 I heard several
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representatives express opinions almost identical
with those of the National Union of ^lentiiic
Workers suggestions were made and qu^iona
asked which ire provoked by Prof Soddy s ami^ss
Mr Williamson himself dealt with the economic posi-
tion of the research workers and made suggestions
for improvement which might hive been those of a
member of the executive 01 this union
We entirelv concur with Sir trank Heath

that the Dep irtment of Scientific and Industnal
Research is i.mbarked on a great adventure
Mr Williamson will igroe that it is our concern
to work for th safety honour and welfare of
the adventurous scientific workers So far we have
heird too much of the rights of the financial interests
concerned to work out their own salvation with money
provided 1 irgelv bv the State but very little of the
rights of the scientific workers to safeguard thetr own
interests We wish to be issured that the
spirit in the adventure is sufticientlv well advised to
guide him in hiv choice of officers for this armv of
truth seekers and that his armv is not defeat^ bv
Ignorance mishandled bv an unsvmo ithetic staff or
starved to feed the parasites of science

\ G Cm RCH
Secretary

Nat 1C lal I nion of Scientific Workers
TO Tothil! Street Westminster Lon
don S W T Mav 31

Tha Great Red Spot on diipiter

WilFN tHih rem likable objc-ct came into striking
prominence, ind attracted f,eneral observation in 1878,
the. rate of its rot ition period was slightly increasing,
and it continued to increase until the end of the cen-
tuit Then in the earlv part of iqoi a large irregular
spot ppe ired in the south tropical zone of J upitcr This
new f ature moving swifter thin the red soot to the
\tent of ibout 23 seconds per rotation soon affected

the motion of tht tatter bv accekraling its 1 Uc as it

overtook it and this influence has been repeated prior

to the seven occasions on whah the two objects nave
been in conjunction during the last twenty vears
Tht rate of rotatirn indicated by the rtd spot has.

It fact been a vorv variable feature in recent times
and the marking named has exhibited an increased
velocitv and a shortening period In the years from
1894 to 1901 the mean pcri^ was gh 55m 41 3s but
in the last eight vears it has been gh ^^m 35 7S

1 have shown the innual differences m Tig i and
the rate of rotation determined each year I have also
tabulated for inspection ind comparison

h n 4 h IT »

1878 9 5:> 7
1

i»99 9 So 4 * ^

3879 S4 » ‘ 1900 4»4
i8&> 35 a 1901 407^
1881 303 igo2 390*
]88a 373 1903 40a
1883 38 a 1904 39 7

*

1884

i88s

390
S96

*905
1906

1885
1887

399
40 1 1

190^
1908 Sl‘

IR88 403 1 1909 403.
1889 404 1910 374*
1890 405 1911 374
1891 400

{
19J 3

1892 408 1913 348*
1893 1914 35 S
1894 410 1914 37 S
i89< 41

1

1916 364
i80 413 1917 345-
1897 41 s 1918 33 y*
1898 4*7 X9I9 35 S
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The values are smoothed up to 1900, but not in later

years.
1 have placed an asterisk m the table and diagram

to those years in which a conjunction occurred
between the red spot and the south tropical spot. In 1

every case it will be seen that the red spot moved at
|

a more rapid rate in those years when conjunctions

were observed
The south tropical spot or disturbance is a totally

different object both in form and nature, and probably
in origin, from the great red spot The latter has pre-

served its symmetrical oval form since It was ob-

served by Davbts in 1857, but the former has varied
enormouslv in its lengm and detail In i<kii It was
scarcely more than ao® long^ In iQoa Julv 87®, m
T903 48®, in 1905 44° to <^®, in igii 115®, in

1912 65®, in 191J Mari.h 140®, and in 1918 iw)®, so

that in the last-mentioncd year it extended ha1f-wa\

round the vast diameter of Jupiter
This marking exhibited undue faintness in 7918

and the e irlv part of 1919, and it appeared to be on
the eve of disapoeanng, like the hollow in the grent

south equatorial belt where Ihe red spot lies How- 1

ever, there has lecentlv been some intensification in

the material forming trie south tropical spot, so that
observations are being made to trace its position and 1

developments It is satisfactory also to know that
the rid spot itself continues to retain its definite

form, and is sufficiently distinct to be within easy
recognition when a steady air conduces to good seeing
This spot %Nemed to be breaking up or wearing out
early in 1919, but it has recovered something of its

old-timc aspect, and is well within reach of the telc-

scc^ usually in the hands of amateurs
Since Schwabe first saw the hollow on the south

side of the peat south equatorial belt of Jupiter in

i8^i Septembe^, the planet has rotated more than
78,000 times There is every reason to conclude that

the c^ject he saw is the seme as that which has
been so prominently visible in recent years in close

contiguity to the rra spot The two features appear
to have participated in one and the same fluctuating

rate of rotation, a mean of which was ^ 55m 368s
during the 88} ^rs included in the observations
The observations upon which mv deductions for

recent years are based were made bv the Rev T B R
NO. 2640, VOL 105]

Phillips and Mr. F Sargent, and 1 take this oppor-

I

tunity of acknowledging their kindness in furnishing
the necessary materUds My abstention from
planetary work has been practically enforoed, but,
amid the regret caused thereby, I feel great satisfac-

tion in the fact that others are pursuing It with much
ability and energ\ W r Dbnnino.

Bristol, May 1 r

British and Pereicn SolantHIo Apparatiis.

Now that we are living in an age of “trusts”
there is no need to fear foreign competition m
respect to prices The only points our home manu-
facturers should lav stress upon are quality and
quantity, and should these be maintained at a high
level they can hold their ground against foreign manu-
facturers), that IS, so long as the manufacturers
throughout the world have confidence in their respec-
tive associations Whenever these commercial asso.
elations begin to fall asunder we may expect com-
petition in prices to operate, and then it will mean
a commercial war, not between nations, but between

individual manufacturers in Europe
and America The result will mean
fin'incial benefit to the users of
s( icntiiic apparatus, just as the
recent slunui in prices of the neoes-
sancb of life may soon prove to be
advantageous to consumers generally

throughout the world
Scientific apparatus is as neces-

sary to the maintenance of healthy
life as arc hygenir clothing and
wholesome food, and if protection

for British manufacturers Is required

in the form of prohibition except
under heened to induce them to Im-
prove the quality and the output,
with the ultimate object of develop-
ing an optical industry within the
Empire of such importance that
theie would be less danger to the
Slate in the event of another war,
why should the users of scientific

apparatus be exj>ccted to bear the
hardships in regard to poorer quaUly
and higher prMs even for a tem-
porary period? Surely it U a ques-
tion for the Government to dmde
as to what amount of State aid is

required to develop a key industiy that the whole
nation may be call^ upon to bear the expense instead
of an extremely small minontv of the population.

In pre-war days our principal foreign competitor
’was Germany, not so much in price as m miality,

and if German manufacturers were able to develop
an industry of very considerable importance without
State aid, why cannot British manufacturers do
likewise^
There was one person in Germany who was more

responsible than all other makers together in lowering
prices, viz Leitz of Wetzlar He always appeared
satisfied with a comparatively small profit, and aimed
at a very large output

,
and, 1 beHeve, he was the first

to sell i/ia-in. oil immersion objectives at 1;^, and
curiously this ultimately became a uniform price
throughout the trade In Europe and America The
same maker sold studen|(t* microscope stands at 5<i

,

which, with suitable optical equipment was a aemoe-
able instrument with highest magnifications The
prices of these articles to-day are 9I ^atid fit 5s—
higher than the British equivalmts

Since the armistice German manufacturers have
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been obliged to adjust their prices in accordance with
tbe rate of exchange for each country to which they
export, and for our country their prices are at present
100 per cent on average above pre-war English pt ices
Ihe wages in the German c^Ucal industry have in-

creased more than 400 per cent • and are likely to
rise still higher Opticians and mechanics earning the
equivalent of is per hour before the war now receive
ex 6d and have a working week of fort>-ught hours
Ihey are livmg in a state of semi-starvation, passing
through an experience at present much worse than any-
thing we endured in the war, and unless foodstuffs aie
sent from England and Anieiica the Geimans may
be forced to conditions similar to those expet k need
by them during the lust two years of war, until Ui*

next harvest piovidcs bettor supplies Ihr low valu<

of German money makes it exceedingly difficult foi

manufacturers to import raw materials Man> iron
and steel works are closed for >\ant of coal, and most
of the coal delivered from the nunes is what our
miners call “dust " The French take the coal and
leave the rubbish, “which is good enough for the
Germans ” Motor lorries are standing idle for want
of petrol or benzol, and, for transport, horses arc
employed instead Manufacturers do not pay a per-

centage on excess profits, but have to deliver up the
whole of these profits to the State

I fully appreciate the question which Mr Baker
raises in his letter appearing In Nature of May 20
"The rate of exchange mahes the prices seem low
as conmared with those in this country, but can
Prof Bayllss obtain delivery at the low prices’**

Having spent sjx weeks recenHv in the German
interior and purchased a considerable quantity of
optical apparatus, I found it impossible to gel the

oods exported to England at the rate of ex(h«inge,

ut had to pay Fngnsh prices in Fnglish money,
also it was necessary to obtain licences from the

German Government before goods could be exported
The foregoing statements indicate briefly some of

the conditions prevailing in the scientific apparatus
trade in Germany, and there is evidence of their

having to continue for a very considerable period

T believe our manufactuiers have had the opnor-
tunltv of a lifetime since the armistice, and there

Is still time to reorganise Biitish workshoos to toni-

e
ete successfully with foreigners without State aid,

ut with courage, caoital, and enterprise

The proposed Anti-dumping Bill is a misnomn
There is no dumping done m scientific apnarntus in

our country, and never has been any We could pro-

duce quality equal to or better than that of any other
nation if we set ourselves to the task One example
during the war—the best aerial photographic lenses

were made bv an English firm Germany came
second The tests were made bv disinterested officials

in the Royal Air Force J W Ogilvv
Hill View, Westerham Hill, Kent. Mav 2s ,

The letters from manufacturers on the subject of

the supply of scientific instruments are interesting and
fairly unanimous, but apnear to me to miss the whole
point of the situation That Is, that after five venrs’

freedom from comoetition our manufacturers cannot
in many classes of scientific Instruments compete sue
cessfully with German firms

Tf the rate of exchange is the cause of the importa-
tion of German instruments, what is the cause of

hundreds of American microscopes and lenses being
•old during and after the war with the rate of exchange
adverse to us? The Germans are selling their goods
in England at current Rn^tsh rates and above vet

find a ready sale At first, it is true, some individuals
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smuggled in German instruments ut mark rates, but
as soon as the extent of the demand was realised,
German firms put up their export rates to 60-100 per
cent above pre-war tales, to be paid m EngU&h
fnvfuy, and by some fit ms. payment in advance is

insisted upon 1 his is more than confirmed by
Messrh Bellingham and Stanlc) in their letter What
mon do our manufacturers want?

ihc German goodi. are sold simplv because they are
6up<rioi to similar goods produced at reasonable
pricis in Britain Mr B H Morphy and Mr C Baker
state that this was the case before the w ir, and most
scicnlifii workers will tell them that it is so still

One turn Lompknns of a voIuntar> hospital buying
apparatus (.hiapcr ibioad, and thinks that an English
firm should hue been gi\en the contract at higher
rates WhoM money is to do this’ 1 hop« that the
voluntar\ subscribers would protest against their

nioiiev bnng pud to subsidise British manufacturers
A small concrete example of what actually occurs

ma} not be out of pi ico \ Get man diamond object

marker before the war cost 10 marks Earlv this year
I sent to a leading firm of British opticians for one It

armed, but was absoluteh useless, having no spring
safety devue and no means of strew adjustment, both
present in the German one It cost 1/ lo^ Months
Iitei, with considerable trouble, I ptorured from
Messrs Lcitr, of Oerman\, the pre-war article at

100 per cent advance, namely, il The German
article was bought because it was superior, not
because it was cheaper

It should be borne in mind that some scientific

articles, e g photographic plates can be produced
well and cheapiv here, and need not fear German
competition If, ns Mr Baker stales, the profit

on other classes of goods is too small, whv not allow
them to be imnorted from Germany’
Glasgow, Mav 21 J S Dunkfrty

Cost of Pubfioatiom.

Like other societies which exist mainly for the
publication of the results of scientific research, the

Royal Society of Edinbutgh finds its activities greatly
himjierod bv the present cost of publication The
statements rontaincil in the leadci in Naiuki* of May 6
and in the lOiiesiMindence which has followed it are

fullv borne out by the experience of this society

laking mlo account all present sources of intomc and
all necessarj expenses, it m i> safelv be said that the

output of stientific literature must be cut down to

full\ one-third of what it was in pie-war days
Ihe point to be emphasised is that publication of

sen ntifie results is absolutely ncccssar> for the true
dc\rlopment of science A vear and a half ago the
council of the Ro\a1 Society of Edinburgh, on realising

the seriousness of the situation, appealed to the
Ch mcsellor of the Exchequer for an intieasc in the
annual giant solely in the interest of scientific pub-
lication The appeal was unsurocssful, but in reply

the ChancHIoi of the Exchequer stated that "he would
be re ids to reconsider the question along with other
similar claims when the financial situation is more
favourable ”

It certainly seems necessary that suffenng societies

whuh publish original memoirs should take steps to

press on the attention of the nation and on the eon-
science of the Government this tonsiderntion in tlie

intcicst of scientific investigation, vir the proviMon
of adequate funds for the publication of the results

of research C G Knott,
General Secretary

Roval Societv of Edinburgh,
22 George Street, Mav 31
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Natural History Studies in Canada.^

(i) A REVISED edition of Mr. Ernest Thomp- life (in 1907) in the Far North-west of Anierica.

son Seton’s “Arctic Frames” (first pub- ”I have hv^ in the mighty boreal forest, with

lished ID 1911) IS very welcome It is a well-told its Red-men, its Buffalo, its Moose, and its

story of a canoe journey of sooo miles in search Wolves, 1 have seen the Great Lone Land with
Its endless plams and prairies that

I
do not know the face of man or
the crack of a rifie, 1 have been
with its countless lakes that re-

echo nothing but the wail and
yodel of the Loons, or the mourn-
ful music of the Arctic Wolf 1

have wandered on the plains of
the Musk-ox, the home of the
Snowbird and the Caribou ”

The author has fine things to
tell US of—such as the love-song
of Richardson's owl, sung on the
wing, ** like the slow tolling of a
soft but high-pitched bell ”

, a
herd of wild buffalo amid a great
bed of spring anemones, a troop
of caribou, about 500 strong,

charging at full trot through the

taint of man, and the wealth of
flowers in the so-called “Barren
Grounds ” There are grim pic

tures too—of the malignancy of

the mosquitoes which for two and
a half months make a hell of a land
which for half the year might be
an earthly paradise, of tlM epi-

demics that periodically wipe out
the all too probfic rabbits

(billions in the Mackenzie
River valley in 1903-4, and
none to be seen in 1907); of
the Canadian lynx that “lives

on rabbits, follows the rabbits,

thinks rabbits, tastes like rab-

bits, increases with them, and
on their failure dies of starva-

tion in the unrabbited woods ”

,

of the aged dwarf spruces
which testify to the rigour of

the environmental conditions,

for one which was at least

300 years old was only 8 ft,

high and 12 in. through. Mr
Scton’s skill as a descriptive

naturalist needs no praising,

and his narrative is full of

human interest as wdl Tbe
book is generously illustrated

with pen-and-ink drawings and

Fic, 1 —Th« iiuAiuU Tram "WjW LUa in Cwwda. photographs. Thc rcfcTcncc in

the preface to the scientific

»

appendices might h^ve been judiciously omitted,

for appendices there arc none
^ ^

^

(a) Capt Buchanan tells of his wandering in

“thc ^eat unpeopled North, whic^ even to-day

coo^nses more than half of tbe large Dominion
of Canada.” He explored the country between— / .a- —

"
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of the canbou (a kind of reindeer), and it dis-

closes a cheerful picture of the abundance of wild

1 (1 ) **Th« Arctic Pratn»i A Canoa Jotmicy of woo Mll«t in Swreb of
tb* Cwibou. Bein^ th« Account of a Voyng* to tb« Rogion North of

Aylmor Lobe Hf Emwt Ihompsoii boton. I*p. (Ltmdoa
Consubl* ond Co., Ltd , lOats.) Pr»c« 8« td, not
<«)**Wikl Lifo Cuiodo' Hy Copt A Sucboium Pp

f Ubfmw .ar .1*4.
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the Saskatchewan River and the Arctic ** Barren
Ghrounds/’ and hi& collection of birds from the area

drained by the Churchill River was the first to be

made from that remote region Of this collection

a list 18 given at the end of the book| and birds

predommate throughout the pages of what is

really a naturalist’s journal—unvarnished, graphic,

and with a strong personal note A chapter is

given to the rare sandhill crane, which he saw
and heard *and stalked. He found the nest and
saw the eggs through the field-glass, but, having
waited overnight in the hope of the parents return-

ward migration, so it is leisurely , moreover, many
of the does are with young The southward
movement of great herds in Ae fall is largely con-
ditioned by the absence of trees, for an icy crust,
difficult to break, forms over the snow. “As the
thermometer drops in the Far North and food
and shelter become difficult to find, the animals
will band together and grow restive, and pause
from time to time to sniff the wind from the south
with question on their countenance And one day,
with proud heads up and anxious eyes, they will
commence their long travel through sheltering

Fio t —Ouiboa tnvdUac 10 typtcal Indian file From *' Wild Life in Canada

ing, he was baulked in the end, for the nest was
empty in the morning
A fine picture is given of Reindeer Lake, a vast

sheet of water stretching 140 miles north and
south, and 40 miles across at its widest Its

shores form the favoured winter-haunt of the

barren-ground caribou {Rangif^r arciictts), which
digs through the snow to get at the white moss

marsh grass. Early in the year the does and
yearling fawns begin to move northward, and the

bucks follow later

There is no weather-change urging the north-

forests where snows are soft and food is plentiful

beneath its yielding surface
’’

The picture that the author gives of the caribou

IS a fine piece of work Another chapter deals

with the admirable sled-dogs, which will gamely
do their best, for two or three days on end, In

bitter weather and without food, to save an
anxious situation Very good reading, too, is

Capt Buchanan’s appreciation of the Cree and
Chipewyan Indians, “quaintly friendly and
unselfish in their hospitahty,*' “resourceful, mag-
nificent fellow-travellers on the trail

“

Tidal

The idea of utilising the nse and fall of the

tides for power purposes has long been a

f^younte one Up to the present, however, no
power development of ^is kind, of any
appreciable size, has been earned out The com-
paratively recent arousing of interest in water-
power development m general, and the great

advance in the cost of fuel, have been accompanied
by a corresponding interest m tidal-power

s^emes, and their commercial possibility is at

Ae moment the subject of serious investigation

In this country and m France
The power which may be developed from a

tidal basin of given area depends on the square
of the tidal range, and since the cost per horse-

power* of the necessary turbines and generating

macbkiery increases rapidly as the working head
is diminished, the cost per horse-power of a tidal-

power installation, other things being equal, will
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Power.

be smallest where the tidal range is greatest. It

is for this reason that the western, and especially

the south-western, coasts of Great Britain, and
the western coast of France, are particularly well

adapted for such developments, since the tidal

range here is greater than in any other part of

the world, with the possible exception of the Bay
of Fundy, Hudson’s Bay, and Port Gallelos, in

Patagonia
In Great Britain the highest tides are fotmd

in the estuary of the Severn, the mean range of

the spring tides at Chepstow being 4a ft
,
and

of the neap tides ax ft In France the maximum
range occurs at St Male, where it amounts to

42 s ft at spring tides, and about 18 ft at neap
tides The tidd range in the Dee is a6 ft at

springs, and la ft. at neaps, while the mean
range of spring tides around the coast of Great
Britain is 16 4 ft

, and of neap tides 8*6 ft.
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Many schemes of tidal-power development have
been suggested from time to time Briefly out-

lined, the more promising of these are as
follows —

(a) A single tidal basin is used, divided from
the sea by a dam or barrage, m which are placed
the turbines The basin is filled through sluices

during the rising tide At high tide the sluices

are closed When the tide has fallen through a

height the magnitude of which depends on the
working head to be adopted, the turbine-gates

are opened, and the turbines operate on a more
or less constant head until low tide The maxi-
mum output from a given area of basin is

PifiJL

obtained when the working head is approximately

one-half the tidal range, and the cycle of

operations under these conditions, and with a
constant rate of fall in the tidal basin, is shown
in Fig I Here the dotted sine curve represents

the level of the sea on a time base The working
period extends from A to B

(&) A single tidal basin is used, with the tur-

bines operating on both rising and falling tides

The cycle of operations is now indicated in Fig 2

The workir^ period per complete tide extends
from A to B and from C to D Slightly before

low water, at B, the basin is emptied through

sluice-gates, and at D, a little before high water,
the basin is filled through the sluice-gates With
a working head equal to one-hdf the tidal

range, the period of operation is approximately

50 per cent greater than in system (a), and the
work done per complete tide is approximately
SO per cent greater

(c) A single tidal basin 1$ used with the turbines
opera^ng on both rising and falling tides Instead
of filling and emptying the tidal basin through
sluice-gates at high and low water, and working
unitT an approximately constant head, the water
is allowed to flow through the turbines and to
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adjust its own level Under these conditions the
rise and fall inside the basin are cyclical, with the

same period as the tide, but with a smaller rise

and fall and with a certain time-lag. The range
in the basin and the time-lag depend on the ratio

of the surface area of the basin and of the effective

dischaige area of the turbines. Ihe working
head during each tide \anes from xero to a maxi-
mum The cycle of operations is shown in Fig 3
The working period is from A to H and from
C to D, where the head at the points A, B, C,
and D is the minimum under which the turbines

will operate The total working period per tide

is greater than with either of the preceding

F ig &

systems, and the piossible output is somewhat
greater On the other hand, the variation of head
during any one tide is very large

(d) Two tidal basins of approximately equal

areas are used, with turbines in the dividing wall

Each basin communicates with the sea through
suitable sluice-gates In one of these basins^

called the upper, the water-level is never allowed

to fall below onc-third of the tidal range, while

in the lower basin the level is not allowed to rise

above onc-third of the tidal range The working
head then varies from 053 H to 080 H, and
operation is continuous, as indicated in Fig 4,

which shows the cycle of operations The upper

basm IS filled from the sea through the appro-
priate sluice-gates from A to B, and the lower
basin discharges into the sea from C to D. For
a given total basin area and a given tidal range
the output IS only about one-half that obtained in
system (a), and one-third that obtained jn systems
(o) and (c), so that, except where die physical
configuration of the site Is particularly favour-
able, the cost per Jiorse-fiower is likely to prove
very high.

(fi) Two tidal basins of approximately equal
size are used Turbines are installed in the walls
dividing the sea from each basin Fig 5 shows
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the cycle of operations From A to B the uppei

basin discharges through its turbines into the

bca From B to H the sea enters the lower basin

through its turbines The upper basin is filled

from the sea through its sluice-gates between
C and n, and the lower basin is emptied through
Its sluice-gates from F to G The head vanes
from o 25 H to o 62 H, and the output is some
25 per cent greater than in system (d), but the

number of turbines required is much greater than
in (d)

It IS possible, at the expense of additional com-
plication, to arrange in each of these systems
that the head shall be maintained constant during
any one working period, but since this means that

the working head must then be the minimum
obtaining during the period, a loss of energy is

invoked, with a great idditional cost of constiuL-
tion and complication in manipulation, and with
little compensating advantage
The great difhculty in developing a tidal scheme

as compared with an orthodox low head watcr-
pouer scheme arises from the relatively great
fluctuations in head In any scheme m which the
working head is a definite fraction of the tidal

range, the working head at spring tides is much

greater than at neap tides In the case of the

Severn, for example, the working head at springs

would be twice as great as at neaps, and the

energy output per tide would be four times as

great at springs as at neaps, while at St Malo
the output would be 5 5 times as great at springs

as at neaps
Not only is the installation subject to this

cyclical fluctuation of head, but in any simple
s^eme the turbines also cease to operate for a

more or less extended period on each tide ,
and as

this idle period depends on the time of ebb or flood

tide it gradually works around the clock, and
will, at regular intervals, be included in the

normal industrial working day It is true that

schemes of operation such as have been indicated

are feasible in which this idle period may be
eliminated and continuous operation ensured, but
only at a considerable reduction of output per

square mile of tidal basin area Even in such

8<^emeSj unless the working head is fixed with
reference to the tidal range at neap tides, the

variation of head between springs and neaps
causes the output to be very variable

In any installation, then, designed for an
ordinary industrial load, unless the output is cut

down to that obtainable under the mmimum head
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available at the worst period of a neap tide, in

which case only a very small fraction of the total

available ener^ is utilised and the cost of the
necessary engineering works per horse-power will,

except in exceptionally favourable circum-
stances, be prohibitive, some form of storage
system forms an essential feature of the scheme

Various storage systems have been suggested*
Electrical accumulators must be ruled out, if only
on account of the cost, and the same applies to
all systems making use of compressed air The
only feasible system appears to consist of a stor-

age reservoir above the level of the tidal basin
Whenever the output of the primary turbines
exceeds the industrial demand, the excess energy
is utilised to pump water into the reservoir, and
when the demand exceeds the output from the
primary turbines it is supplied by a senes of
generators driven by a battery of secondary tur-

bines operated by the water from the storage
reservoir

Evidently this method is available only when
the physical configuration of the district affords

a suitable reservoir site within a reasonable
Jistance of the tidal basin Unfortunately also,

considerable losses are inevitable in the process,

and the energy available at the switchboard of this

secondary station is only about 50 per cent of
the energy of the water utilised by ihe primary
turbines Where two tidal schemes at some
distance apart differ sufficiently in phase, it is

possible, working the two in conjunction, to

reduce or|eliminate the idle period between tides,

and thus to reduce the necessary storage some-
what, but this does not aflect the necessity of
storage as between spring and neap tides

Since storage reduces the available output by
one-half, and at the same time complicates the
system, besides adding considerably to the first

cost and maintenance charges, the prospects of
tidal-power schemes would be much more pronus-
ing if the whole of the output could be utilised

as It IS generated By feeding into a distributing

mam in conjunction with a large steam station

ind/or inland water-power scheme, and delivering

to an industrial district capable of absorbing a
comparatively large night load, such a state of
affairs might be realised, at all events approxi-

mately There is also the possibility that the

intermittent operation of certain clcctrp-chemical

processes may be developed so as to enable any
surplus power lo be absorbed as and when avail-

able, and, if so, power developed tidally will

probably prove cheaper in this country than that

developed from any other source

Owing to the relatively large variations in

working head in any simple scheme, and to the

small working heads, the design of hydraulic

turbines capable of giving constant speed with
reasonable efficiencies, and of moderately high
speeds of rotation, is a matter of considerate
difficulty Modern developments, however,
promise much better results in both these
respects than would have appeared possible oidy
a few years agfo, and turbines are in existence
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which are capable of operating under a variation

of head equal to 50 per cent, on each side of the

mean, with e^iencies which do not fall below

70 per cent, over this range, and with reasonably

him speeds of rotation under the heads available

Even with such turbines, the number
^

of

technical problems to be solved before a tidal

scheme of any mi^nitude can be embarked upon
with confidence is mrge The questions of single-

istrsus double-way operation, of storage, of the

effect of sudden changes of water-level due to

strong winds, of wave effects, of silting in the

tidal basin and of scour on the down-stream side

of the sluices, of the best form of turlnne and of

generator, and of their regulation and of that of

me sluice-gates, are probably the most important,

though not the only, subjects to consider

On the other hand, the possibilities^ of tidal

power, if it can be developed commercially, are

very great Assuming a mean tidal range of only
ao ft, at springs, and 10 ft at neaps, and adopt-

ing the single-basin method of development with

operation on both rising and falling Odes, each
square mile of basin area would be capable, with-

out storage, of giving ao average daily output

of approxTtnately 110,000 horse-power-hours. In
such an estuary as the Severn, where an area of

ao square miles could readily be utilised with a
spring tidal range of 4a ft., the average daily

output, without storage, would be approximately
10,000,000 horsc-power-hours
At the present tune it is difficult to obtain an

even rough estimate of the total cost of such a
scheme, owing to the uncertainty regarding many
of the factors mvolved The whole question

would appear to merit investigation, espe-

cially on matters of detail, by a technical committee
with funds available for experimental work As
a result of such an investigation, it is at least

possible that a definite working scheme could be
tormulated capable of generatii^ power at a cost
at least as small as, and possibly much smaller
than, that of power generated from any coal-fired

installation.

Obituary.

Prof. C A Timiriazeff, For Mem.R S
'T'HE death is announced of Clement Arkadie-
^

vitch Timinazeff, emeritus professor of botany
in the University of Moscow Timinazeff was the

only Russian botanist who was at all a familiar

figure m England In earlier days he came to

England and saw Charles Darwin, while his last

visit was made as a del^ate to the Darwin cele-

bration in Cambridge in 1909. His earliest pub-
lication appeared in 1863—a Russian book on
Darwin and his Theory,” which ran through five

editions Here he made his mark as an attractive

expounder of saence for the general reader, and he
followed this work with bwks on “The General
Problems of Modern Science,” “Agriculture and
Plant Physiology,” and “The Life of the Plant.”

The last was in great demand, there being seven
Russian editions between 1878 and 1908, while m
191a It was translated into ^ghsh, and is widely
read to the present day Its characteristic note >
an exposition of plant structure and function based
on the chemical and physical processes at work in

the living plant. Without comparison of the early

editions we cannot tell at what date thi^ book took
the form m which it speared in English, but it

looks as if Timinazeff was one of the earliest

writers to take up this essentially modern outlook.
His attitude was no doubt an expression of his

early training under chemists and physicists. Born
in 1843^ he studied under Bunsen, Kirchhoff,

Helmholtz, and Berthelot before working widi
Boussingault

Timiifaxeff made himself famous by work on
one single problem—the participation of the dif-

ferent rays of the visible spectrum in the photo-
synthetic activity of the green leaf. The tech-

nique which he brought to the attack on this

problem seems almost an exact expression of the
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combined influence of his teachers
.
good methods

of gas-analysis, pure spectral illumination, and
experimentation on isolated leaves ; combined with
the sound conception that rays utilised for work in

the chloroplast must be rays abundantly absorbed
by the pigment chlorophylL Working with a
micro-eudiometer, concentrated sunlight, and a

narrpw spectroscope slit, he was able to disprove
the accepted view that the yellow region, which
IS so bright to the eye, is the most effective region
of the solar spectrum, and to locate the efficiency

in the red region where absorption by chlorophyll

is greater Afterwards he demonstrated the
secondary maximum of photosynthetic effect in the
blue ^lon, where also abso^tion is great.

This work was published in different forms, at

various dates, in scientific journals of most Euro-
pean countries, the final presentation being the
Croonian lecture to the Royal Society in 1903 The
actual experimental work seems to have been all

done between 1868 and 1883. There is no evi-

dence that 'he published research work on any
other subject, so that we have in Timinazeff the
remarkable case of a man who, having achieved
fame by one important line of research at forty,

was content to devote the remaining half of his

life to teaching and exposition.

The announcement of a new book, “A Nation’s
Heritage,” by Hardwicks Drummond Rawnslby,
sadly coincides with the record of its author's
death. Born on September a8, 1851, the distin-

guished canon died on May a8, to the last pur-
suing the self-imposed .task of persuading his

fellow-countrymen to ttke care of their own
treasures. His* mother was a niece of Sir John
Franklin, the Arctic explorer. In education Canon
Rawnaley had the good fortune to be at Upping-
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liam under Edward Thring, and at Baling under

Eknjamm Jowett^ with fellow-undergraduates who
in various ways became men of light and leading

As a poet and preacher^ and m general a quick

ener of life and energy wherever demands were
made upon hia active genius, he met with well

deserved appreciation As the obituary notice

in the Times observes, * perhaps his chief work
was the founding of the National Trust for the

Preservation of Places of Histone Interest and
Natural Beauty ” For the qualifying word per

haps '*
it would be better to substitute

the word "undoubtedly ’ Men like Canon
Rdwnsley, by setting a courageous example, often

accomplish much more than their immedntc
object

By the death, at fifty eight years of age, of
Dr George Lrnfst Morrison, Morrison of

Peking, ’ as he was familiarly known, the Empire
has lost a great explorer and expert in the politics

of the Far East An Austrilnn by birth Dr
Morrison began by explorations in that continent
New Guinea, and the South Sea Islands, his most
notable exploit being his famous crossing from the
Gulf of Carpentaria to Melbourne in 1882, when
he marched 2043 miles on foot in 123 days
Coming to Europe he took his degree of M D
at Edinburgh, and wandered in the United States,

Spain, and Morocco Reaching China he crossed
to Rangoon and explored Siam His life-work

really t^an in 18^, when he was appointed
correspondent of the Times at Peking Here he
recorded from day to day with the prescience of

a statesman and the accuracy of a hi&tonan the
momentous struggle which resulted from the
German occupation of Kiao chao, and he took an
active part in the defence of the Peking Equations
during the Boxer rising of 1900 In 1907 Dr
Morrison crossed China from Peking to Tonqum,
and in 1910 he rode from Honan City to Andijan
in Russian Turkestan Two years later he rc

signed his post as correspondent of the Times
and became political adviser to the first President
of the Chinese Republic During his stay in

Peking he collected one of the most comprehensive
libraries of Chinese literature His contributions
to the study of the Far East, except his well-

known book, "An Australian in China largely

consist of newspaper articles

We much regret to announce the death on
May 28, in his forty-third year, of Prof Leonard
Doncaster, F R S

,
fellow of King s College

Cambridge, and Derby professor of zoology in

the University of Liverpool

We notice with regret the announcement in the

Ttmai of the death in Iildia, at the early age of

thirty-two years, of Prof Srinivasa Ramanujan
P R S , fellow of Trinity College Cambridge and
distinguished by his brilliant mathematical re

searc&s
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Note*.

The Romanes lecture at Oxford was delivered on
May 27 by Or Inge, Dean of St Paul’s, before a
large audience, by whom the lecturer’s bnibant
epigrams and trenchant criticism of conventional

catchwords were evidently much appreciated Deal-
ing with the idea of progress,’ the Dean made it

clear that he had no ^Iief in any natural law of

continued progress in the sphere of morals or mtel*

lect, or even of physical organisation The concep.
tion of such a law was in fact of comparatively
recent growth, and had no foundation in the thought
of antiquity or of the Middle Ages At the tame
time he would not deny a tcm{>orary improvement
of the race m fulfilment of a finite purpose though
he found little or no evidence of any advance during
the historical period in cither physical organibation
or morals Ihe results of accumulated experience

must not be confounded with a leal progress m
human nature Dean Inge would scarcely be con-

cerned to deny that tho emergence of rational

humanity from previous non human conditions de
served ui some sort the name of progress, ’ but he
saw no warrant for the belief that such prepress

would be continued indefinitely under the domain of

natural law Huxley had pointed out in a previous

Romanes lecture that ethical improvement ran counter

to the process of cosmic evolution Progress was a

task for humanity, not a law of Nature Civilisation

was a disease that had hitherto been invariably fatal

Ihe ancient civilisations had fallen by the attacks of

outer barbarians, we breed our own barbarians "

But progress was possible for the individual, if not

for the race, and hope was not only a virtue, but also

a solid fact

On May 17 Mr H Morris, of Lewes, read a paper

to the Oxford University Archaeological Society on
the evolution of Wealden flint culture from pre

Pakeohthic times, including that of Piltdown Man
He exhibited many flints, which he claimed as inter

mediate between the early Harnson types of the

North Downs plateau and the recognised PaUeohthic

types, representing man s transition from the stage

in which he subsisted on a vegetable diet to the

hunting stage The earliest epear head accompanies

the Piltdown skull and matks the beginning of man
the hunter The flints are confined to a limited

number of patches, and many prolific nver gravel

areas fail to produce anything resembling them the

proportions in which the various types appear are

found to agree closely in all the patches Wien the

cortex of the flint did not interfere with the design

of the implement it has been cleverly and intentionally

preserved, many of the fractures are of thermal

origin, but man utilised these mtural fracture-surfaces

in the same way as he utilised cortex It is sigm

fleant that signs of man s work appear only in ihe

places where it is essential for the attainment of the

required form Sir Arthur Evans Prof Sollas, Dr
Marett, Mr Henry Balfour Mr Reid Moir, and others

discussed Mr Morris’s paper, and hesitated to accept

his conclusions
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A suDDKN flood swept through the Lincolnshire

town of Louth on Saturday afternoon. May 29, caus.

ing immense havoc in its path The torrent took the

course of the small stream known as the River Lud,
which runs through the town, and rose ft in half

an hour The disaster, which occurred shortly before

5 o'clock, 18 described as a huge wall of water

sweeping down upon the town and carrying away
bridges and buildings opposed to Its course The
Kt\cr I ud In normal times is a stream from 12 ft

to 15 ft wide, and about 2 ft or ft deep The
flood is said nowhere to have been less than S ft

to 10 ft high and fully 200 vards wide It was
apparently accompanied by no warning sound, and
the torrent of water is said to have exceeded the

rate of 40 miles an hour The loss of life is

reported to be from 25 to 40 persons, and the damage
to property is roughly estimated at 250,000! to

500,000! A heavy thunderstorm had raged for two
hours in the afternoon The disaster was, without

doubt, due to intense thunderstorm rains ewelling

the river far beyond the capacity of Its channel

Tile Meteorological Glossary ** published by the

Meteorological Office describes a ** cloud.burst '* as a
term commonly used for veiy heavy thunder-rain,

and in (his sense the term oeems applicable to the

cause of the Louth disaster

The new by-laws of the Chemical Scxlety came
into force on June 1, and women are now eligible for

fellowship of the society

The annual visitation of the Royal Observatory,

Greenwich, will be held on Saturday next. June 5
The observatory will be open for inspection by invited

visitors at 3 30 p m
Dr Frederick G Cottrkil has been nominated

bv President Wilson as Director of the U S Bureau
of Mines, Department of the Interior, In succession

to Dr Van H Manning, resigned

The Stewart prize of the British Medical Association

has been awarded by the council to Dr Hamette
Chick, who has been an assistant in the department
of expcnmcntal pathology at the Lister Institute since

1906, and has published numerous papers on bacterio-

logy and physical chemistry

Bt the courtesy of the council of the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers, the next ordinary scientific

meeting of the Chemical Society on June 17 at 8 p m
will be held In the lecture-hall of the Institution of

Mechankal Engineers, Storey's Gate, Westminster,

S W I, when Prof J C McLennan, of Toronto Uni-

versity, will deliver a lecture on ** Helium "

A JOINT meeting of the Association of Economic
Biologists and the Imperia] Entomological Conference

wdll be held at the Rothamsted Experimental Station,

Harpenden, on June 4 The party will leave St

Pancraa Station by the 10 a m tram and, on arrival

at Harpenden, proceed direct to the park, where the

experimental plots will be demonstrate by Dr W. E
Brenchley

Sir WtiriAM J Pope has accepted the nomination

of the council of the Society of Chemical Industry to

be president for the year 1920^1 Prof H Louis has
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been elected foreign secretary in sucoession to the late

Dr. Measel, and Dr C C Carpenter has been ap-

pointed the society’s representative on the governing

body of the Imperial College of Science and Techno*
logy

At the meeting of the Franklin Institute, Phila<M-
phia, on May 19, the Franklin medal awarded to

the Hon Sir Charles A Parsons was received by
Sir Auckland Geddes, British Ambassador, and Mr
W A F Ekengren, Swedish Minister, also received

a Franklin medal for Prof Svante A Arrhenius
Papers were presented on ** Some Reminiscences of
Early Days of Turbine Development ” by Sir

Charles A Parsons, and on “The World’s Energy
Supply ” bv Prof Arrhenius

The national memorial to the late Capt F C.
Selous at the Natural History Museum, Cromwell
Road, South Kensington, will be unveiled by the

Right Hon Viscount Grey of Fallodon, K G , on
Thursday next, Juno 10, at 3 30 p m The presenta-

tion will be made by the Right Hon E S Montagu,
MP, (hairman of the committee The granite of

the bas relief whuh forms the memorial is from the
Matoppo HilU, the burial-place of Cecil Rhodes and
Sir Starr Jameson, and was presented to the Selous
Memorial Committee by the Government of the Union
of South Africa

The Imperial Entomological Conference was opened
in London on Tuesday, June i, by Lord Harcourt.

The official delegates to the conference are —Canada,
South Afnca, Basutoland, Bechuanaland, and Swazi-
land, Mr C P Lounsbury, Australia, Prof R D
Watt, New Zealand, Dr R J Tillyard, India, Mr
C F C Beeson

,
Queensland, Mr F B^four

Browne, British Guiana, Mr G E Bodkin; Ceylon,

Mr F A Stockdale, East Africa Protectorate, Mr
T J Anderson

,
Federated Malay States, Mr P B

Richards, Gold Coast, Mr W. H Patterson; Im-
perial Department of Agriculture for the West Indies

and Leeward Islands, Mr H A Ballou, Mauritius,

Mr G G Auchinleck , Northern Rhodesia, Dr.
Aylmer May, Southern Rhodesia, Mr R W. Jack;
Seychelles, Dr J B Addison; Sierra Leone, Mr. H.
Wntcrland, Straits Settlements, Mr P B Richards;
Sudan. Mr II II King , Trinidad. Mr F W Urlch;
and Uganda, Mr C C Gowdey

In the May issue of the FortmghHy Review Mr.
Edward Clodd gives an account of the prevalence of

occultism at the present day This results from the
fact that though man calls himself Homo sapiens

^

his instincts and elemental passions and efhotions

remain primitive. Prof Elliot Smith in a recent
paper on “Primitive Man" remarks that, “so far

as one can judge, there has been no far-reaching and
progressive modification of the Instincts and emotions
since man came into existence beyond the acquisition

of the necessary innate power of using more complex
cerebral ^apparatus which he has to employ ” hus
pa change, plus e'est la mhne chose The influence
of the present movement, and the mischievous play
on the hopes and fears of crowds of dupes of all

classes of society, are strongly reprobated “ Its

exponents lack the harmlessocsi of the cranky tbsory-i
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mongers who, if they have wasted our time in the

pamphlets they thrust upon us at least in some
degree condone this nuisance by the amusement which

they supply

Sir W Rxixibwat and Dr L D Barnett have

reprinted a paper read by them before the Cambndge
Philological Society on The Origin of the Hindu

Drama Additional Evidence The theory that this

type of drama had its origin in dances connected w th

the cult of the dead is supported by a new ser es of

facts Krishna whether he be regarded as a deity

from all time or merely a vegetation abstraction was
as was suggested by S Ldvi in 1892 the chief element

in the Hindu drama The defeat of the Asura demons

by Indra took a dramatic form in which the god s

flagstaff became the emblem of the stage recilling

the pole known to the Japanese as Mitegura L rdlv

Cloth seat and to the Chinese Gohei Imper al

Presence In the same way the Vir or spirits of

men who died on the battlefield are danced bv

the Mahrattas Other evidence to the same effect

been collected from other parts or India and the

writers sum up the discussion by remarking thit

there can th^efore be no longer any dovbt that

Hmdu serious drama arose in the worship of the

dead**

In the Journal of the Royal Society of Antiquaries

of Ireland (vol xhz part a December 1919) Mr
R J Kelly KC discusses the question of the

famous Donnybrook Fair On the authority of the

great Insh scholar Dr Todd the name seems to be

derived from Domhnach hroc the Church of Broc

a saint who seems to have flourished before the

eighth century By a charter of Pnnoe John bearing

date 1193^ the city of Dublin was authorised to estab

lish a fair at Donibum annually to continue for

eight days on the Feast of the Invention of the Holy

Cross, and this was confirmed by a charter 26th

of Henry III dated 1241 The rude merriment

enma and degradation which occurred during the

fair finally led to its abohtion m 1855, after it had

lasted nearly six and a half centune<i Mr Kelly s

article contains an excellent collection of extracts

iroat contemporary writers describing the famous fa r

Further details are given in the same issue of the

journal in an article by Mr H Bantry White on

An Old House at Donnybrook

Miss Annr L Massy gives (Sc Proc Roy Dublin

Soe f vol XVI , No 4 April 1920) a revised list of

the twenty five species of Holothuriosdea ( sea

cucumbers ) of the coasts of Ireland Since the pub

hcatton in 1905 of Mr Kemp's paper on the Echino-

derms of the west coast of Ireland the naturalists

of the Fisheries Branch of the Department of Agri

culture have taken three species of Holothunans

which are new to the British and Irish area namely
rggahs Mesothuna Fernlh and Benthogone

rossuk The first of these occurs in the Mediterranean

and IS known as far south as -the Canaries but has
!

not JdtiMnrto been obeerved north of the Bay of Biscay

The other two appear to inhabit the warmer parts

of the Adantk, and probably reach their northern

ttmh at about N
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Dr H a PiLSBRY 8 Review of the Land Mollusks

^

of the Belgian Congo chiefly based on the Collections

I

of the American Museum Congo Expedition 1909-

1915 (Bulletin of the American Museum of Natural
History, vol xl art i 1919) is a very important
contribution to our knowledge of the African fauna
The collections on which it is based are very exten
sive compnsing more than 6000 specimens represent-

ing 314 species and subspecies and a complete record
of all the land molluscs hitherto known from the
region (compiled by Dr J Bequaert) is included
Large numbers of arefully preserved spirit speamens
we available and Dr Pilsbry was able to study
the inatomy of the soft p irts with important results

In the case of the Helicidae of which the tropical

African representatives have hitherto been known by
the shills alone he has been ible to show that their

aflinit s arc not as hai been supposed with the
European genera of tlie family but with the Asiatic

The field notes are contributed by Mr Herbert Lang
vhose account of the bionomics economic uses and
folk lore of the giant Achatinidaa is of particular

interest His remarks on the dispersal of certain

Species over large areas bv the agency of man are
\ orthy of note as having possibly a wider application

The memoir is very fully illustrated and some of the

coloured plates are of exceptional beautv

Wk seem to have much to learn about even the

commonest of marine organisms and the exceedingly

abundant and almost cosmopolitan protoroon Nocti
luca—a frequent cause of luminescence in the sea

—

has just received at the hands of Prof C A Kofoid
of the University of California a new interpretation

which if accepted will necessitate a change in classi

1 n mvolvinf, tl e removal of that supposed
( toflagcllatc fiom its accustomed posit on and
Its incorporauon 111 another gr:)up of the 1 lagel

lata
(

NoctiUi Ln of Cal PubI ns in

Zool vol XIX No 10 February 1920) Prof
Kofoid IS the recognised authority on the groups in

question and no one is more competent to express

an opinion on the matter In describing several new
and remarkable genera of the Dinoflagellata from the

Pacific related to Gymnodmium he po nts out that
Noctiluca may have its essential morphological
characters homologised with those of various new
highly specialised tentacle bearing forms such as
PavtUardta tentacuhfera Noctiluca then according
to these new investigations is not exceptional amongst
Dinoflagellates in bearing i tentac e and may be inter

pretod as having a girdle a sulcus and two flagella

like any other more ordinary Peridinian The state-

ment however that the tooth or prehensile organ
represents the degenerate transverse flagellum may
possibly be regarded as open to doubt The accept

anoe of dils work means that the order Cystoflagel

lata established by Haeckel in 1878 for the reception

of Noctiluca and adopted by most writers since,

should be either suppressed or emended Noctiluca
IS no longer its type for text book and lecture

A cONdSK record of botamcal exploration in Chile
and Argentina Is given in the Kew Bulletm (1920
No 2) by W B Tumll Among the earliest explorers
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w«re the Preach botanist, Philibert Commerson, who
was sur;geon and naturalist to Bougainville’s expedi-

tion (1767-68), and Sir Joseph Banks, who with

Daniel Solander accompanied Cook on his first voyage

round the world (1768^1), and brought home exten-

sive botanical collections from the southern hemi-
sphere The collections of the Spanish naturalists,

Ruix and Pavon, at the close of the eighteenth cen-

tury V ere the foundation of an important work on the

flora of Peru and Chile John Miers spent several

years in La Plata and Chile, accumulated a large

herbanum (now at the British Museum), and pub-
lished monographs of various South American families

of plants Charles Darwin visited Argentina, Chile,

and Patagonia, and Sir Joseph Hooker in his work
on the Antarctic flora contributed largely to our know-
ledge of the botany of the Magellanic area Valuable
botanical exploration was also earned out by collectors

sent out by the Arm of Veitch—William Lobb and
Richard Pearce The Philippis, father and son,

worked for nearly fifty years, collecting and publishing

extensively on the flora of Chile l^ese are a few
only of the long list of botanists and collectors

chronicled by Mr Turrill, who, in conclusion, points

out that there is still scope for botanical exploration,

especially on the Argentine side of the Andes

In view of the present high prices of sugar, con-

siderable interest is being taken in the question of

the possibilities of sugar-beet j^’oduction m England
The Weekly Service for Apnl 3 from the Ministry of

Agriculture and Fisheries contains some useful in-

formation on this point Even apart from the pro.

duction of sugar, sugar-beet is a useful crop to grow
The food for stock would not be materially reduced

by substituting sugar-beet for roots in the rotation,

while both leaves and b> -products make excellent

cattle food To ensure good crops the land has to be

very thorough]v cultivated—a process which reacts

favourabI\ on subsequent crops—and there is the

further advantage that the crop gives a direct

monetary return Extensive trials were made before

the war, and these showed that many parts of the

country are suitable for large-scale production of

sugar-beet for the manufacture of sugar, but it must
be clearly understood that, owing to the bu1k\ nature

of the crop and the consequent difficulties of transport,

it IS advisable to grow b^t for sugar production only

when the land is within reasonable transoort distance

of a factort

SruDENTS of the continental deposits of the Old
Red Sandstone and Inassic days may well take note

of the illustrative matter provided in South Africa

and described conclseiv bj^ Mr Wm Torrance

(’'Observations on Soil Erosion,'* Union of S Africa,

Dept of Agnc , Bull 4, 1919, price 3d ) The
numerous photographs are small

,
but some, like that

of the infilled vlei at Grootfontcin, are highly sug-

gestive

Among the manv well-produced Water-Supply

Papers of the United Sutes Geological Survey which
have reached us are several dealing particulariy with

the surface water-oupf^ for the year ending Sepleai-

ber 30, 1916 Work of this nature was bejpn many
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8 ago in connection with studies of irrigation

problems in and areas, but a particular effort waa
made in 1915-16 to obtain synchronous ebservatkoa
of the flow of streams The data supplied for each
gauging station in the area covered by each report

include a description of the station and tables gi^ng
the daily, monthly, and yearly discharge Illustra-

tions of current meters and water-stage recorders are

given

Thk reclamation of salt soils is an important agri-

cultural problem in India Without a soil survey it

IS impossible to say what area is affected, but In

Sind, and to a less extent in the Punjab and the

United Provinces, it must be considerable These so-

called alkali lands arc either uncultivabk or injurious

to the growth of crops “Notes on Practical Solt-

I^nd Reclamation ” is the title of a paper published

as Bulletin No 91 by the Agricultural Research Insti-

tute, Pusa Mr G S Henderson, the author of the

paper, examines the methods employed In Egypt in

the reclan ation of Lake Aboukir in the Nile delta,

and draws aortic useful conclusions as to comparable

work in India He insists that the Egyptian method

of washing the salt into the subsoil la the only effec-

tive way of dealing with .the problem Periodical

surface washing is un*>ati8{actory It Is pointed out,

however, that until the Indus barrage is completed

there is not enough water in Sind for this purpose,

all the available supply being required for irHgatlon*

Thk Germani. during the war, when materials were

short, gave a certain amount of attention to the

utilisation of blast-furnace slags, and succeeded in

obtaining a satisfactory cement after many experi-

ments A new use for slag^s foreshadowed in an

article m Stahl und Eisen (March 4), viz for the

manufacture of light brkks for building purposes By
passing molten slag horuontally through water, the

steam generated blows out or extrudes the sllig Jet,

and forms what the Germans term “spume" slag or

artificial pumice-stone This material has been

patented under the name of “ thermosite," owing to

its excellent heat-insulating properties The patentee

has also invented a press for pressing bricks formed

of small pieces of this artificial pumice and a mixture

of slag, sand, and slaked lime which is used as a
binder The bricks thus formed are strong and light,

and resemble in their properties the alluvial (tuff)

stone obtained in the neighbourhood of Andernadi
As, in addition, they can pressed to large dimen-

sions, less mortar will be required in building opera-

tions The German authorities have approved of the

new type of brick for house-building. >

In the Revue gMrale its Sctences for April

M Florentin gives an iateresting account of the

French experience of German gas warfare,
^
wnlli

full chrondogical details of its development and
an account of the prfMrties of the substancee

used, as well as of their mode of manufac-

ture The section of the French Gas Servloe

under M. Kl>ng, director of Am Paris

Laboratory, examined about S40P sample^ of mat^erid,

of Ofbkfa half were d>eUs and,
,
projecdlas, Mw

Grignard devoting diknaelf ^specially to ^ datetithm
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of impuritie* which might reveal the modes of manu-
facture Reference is made to the Central Laboratory

of the British at Hesdln under the late Prof Watson,
and the great rapidity with which new enemy materials

were detected Is attributed to the excellent camara-
derie which always prevailed between the French and
British Gas Services The article also contains a

summary of the report of the French Mission on
the chemical works in the area of occupation, includ-

ing statistics of the output In conclusion, M
Florentin expresses the hope that the war has demon-
strated the inseparabllitv of chemistry and national

defence and the importance of developing the

scientific and industrial research which was initiated

in France b\ gas warfare

We have received from Messrs Wood Bros Glass

Co , Ltd , of Barnsley, a cap\ of their catalogue of

English chemical glassware Ihe list of apparatus is

a comprehensive one, well-arranged and neatly illus-

trated Judging by the particulars given, chemists

should have no difficulty in obtaining any of the usu il

flasks, beakers, burettes, gas pipettes, absorption tubes,

or other glass instruments employed in the laboratory

from the selection offered
, and as regards anv special

apparatus in glass that experimenters mav want the

makers invite tnquir\ Messrs Wood are old-estab-

lished glass manufacturers w ho took up the making of

chemical glassware in 1915, and they claim that, fol-

•lowing the indications given bv Sir Herbert Jackson *s

work on the composition of various special kinds of

glass, supplement^ b> the investigations of their ow n

staff, they are able to produce ware superior to the

best Jena glass in its resistance to the action of strong

chemicals It does not withstand sudden extreme
changes of temperature quite so well, but will, it is

claimed, stand teing plunged whilst at a temperature
of 150^ C into cold water, and this Is more than

sufficient for all ordinary requirements The shapes*

and designs of ware adopted are those approved by
the Glass Research Committee of the Institute of

Chemistry, and it would appear generally that the

ami of the makers is the praiseworthy one of pro-

ducing apparatus of high qualitv m close relation to

scientific needs A feature is made of standard vAlu-

metne apparatus verified and stamped by the National

Physical Laboratory.

Mr S, Evershed read a paper on permanent mag-
nets in theory and practice to the Institution uf

Electrical EJhgineers on Ma> 13 He practically

adopts Ampere's theor> that the molecules of iron

in a magnet are equivalent to electric arcuits of no
resistance in which electric currents are always flow-

ing On this hypothesis, and adopting Hopkinson’s

fonnula connecting magneto-motive force, reluctance,

and flux, he discusses the design and predetermina-

tion of permanent magnets He points out that

since In pfactice the demagnetisation curve of the

steel IS l^wn, the problem that has to be solved

is to find the shape of the minimum volume of

Steel Required to produce a given quantity of external

magnetic energy By making assumptions as to

the reluctance of the paths of the magnetic

flux, Mr Evershed proves that the performance
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of a permanent magnet can be predicted in certain

cases with accuracy We are not sure, however,
whether this is due to the fact that the errors made
in his assumptions cancel out one another We
fail to understand his formula for the magnetic con.

ductanoe between two spherical poles It would be

true if they were at an Infinite distance apart, but
appreciable errois come in when the distance be-

tween them IS less than a hundred tunes the radius

of either It is easy to show that the magnetic con-

ductance between two spherical poles equals 4^ times
the electrostatic capacity between their surfaces

Hence, as the electrostatic capacities have been tabu-

lated, the magnetic conductances could be written

down at once with high accuracy From the en-

gineering point of view the paper is valuable, as the

subject is of practical importance to manufacturers

Prof W W Abatis, lecturing to the South
Kensington Branch of the National Union of Scientific

Workers on May ay on “The Evolution of the

Buycic,” showed that the development of this, as of

any mpchanical apparatus, took a similar course to

that observed in biological evolution It was largely

a process of trial and error, advance was usually in

small details of specialisation, and, as in the case of

thp high bicycle, development was apt to take place

in a “blind lead'* b> following out a wrong principle

The lecture will be reported in the next issue of the

SeterUtfic Worker, copies of which can be obtained

from the Secretary, N U S W , 19 Tothill Street,

S W I, by sending a stamped addressed envelope

Kodak, Lid (Wratten division), have just issued .1

new scries of nine circular light-filters to facilitate

visual w'ork with the microscope The> are 35 mm
in diameter, and so fit the standard turn-out ring

usually available in sub-stage fittings Six are for

increasing the contrast in stained or coloured pre-

parations, one is blue and serves for getting thi

highest resolving power, one a neutral tint for

mi^ulaiing the intensity of the illumination, and the

ninth lonverts the light from metal filament vacuum
lamps into the equivalent daylight This last is also

of set vice with other light sources, such as the new
thorium pastille gas lamp and the usual paraffin

lamps Its use gives the same colour values os day-

light, and so reduces or eliminates eve strain when
observations are long continued

In a small leaflet entitled “Radium ha(ts,“ received

from Messrs Watson and 'sons, are collected

numerous data relating to radio-active substances

useful to intending purchasers From it we learn

that, whereas the total production of radium to date

bv the Standard Chemical Co , of Pittsburgh, was

50 grams of radium clement, its present output is

at the rate of iS grams of the element per annum
We understand that this output could be increased to

50 grams of radium element yearly If the demand for

such a quantity should arise- a very considerable

national asset It is interesting to observe that the

present total available supply of high-grade punty
radium in the world Is estimated to be about

120 grams.
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Our Astronomical Column.

Rkfurn of TbMPBi *8 Comet —Tempers second
periodic comet, discovered in 1873, was detected by
Mr Kudara at Kyoto, Japan, on May asd yh lotn

GMT, in R \ 2oh 55m 7s
, S decl 4° 53' The

approximate time of perihelion passage is 1920 July
1036 The other elements are approximately as
follows - ui 186® j8' 43*, 120® 3/ 59', t 12® 45' 17',

f J3® SV 21^, fi 68c 881'' The following ephemeris
rws been computed tor midnight

^
K \ S Pec) log t 1 04 a

June 4 21 28 0 4 34 0*1402 98077
12 21 54 28 441 0-1330 9 7739
20 22 21 44 S 7 0-1274 97440
28 22 48 40 s 58 O' 1236 9 7166

July 6 23 IS 7 IS 0 1216 96950
Ihe comet is probably faint, but as it is approaching
tH>th sun and earth its brightness should increase pit-
ccptibly It rises half an hour before midnight, and
is fairly well placed for observation just before dawn
Double Stars —Since its erection in 1894, the 28-in

equatorial at Greens^ ich has been mainly used for the
observation of double stars, the list included man>
of special dilliculty owing to faintness or close

proximity Mr j Jackson h'ls, discussed the observa-
tions made at Greenwich and elsewhere in Monthly
Notices for March, and publishes twenty revised
orbits One of the stars is Struve 2525, for which vet^
discordant values of the period have been founa
rhe new value, 354 9 years, is larger than those
previously found, wmch range from 138 to 507 years
The semi-axis major is i i' and the eccentncity 093,
so that at the time of periastion, 18873, star could
not be separated
The star Struve 2055 had given much trouble to

computers
,

ivi o observations by Sir William Herschel
in 1783 and 1802 were mutually inconsistent Mr
Jackson has unearthed a note that the micrometer
reading was not written down at the time, and that

the reading enteied may be wrong The quadrant
noted IS shown to have been correct, and Herschel *s

other observation in 1802 is vvell satisfied The penod
assigned Is no vears and the ecrentncity 086
With respect to notation, he directs attention to

diversitv in the method of reckoning the angle «», and
recommends the general adoption of the system used
by Campbell, Aitken, and Hussey, In which It is

measured in the direction of motion in the orbit piano

Diffraction Image of a Disc —Mr H Nagaoka
lontnbutes a useful article on this subject to the

Astrophystcal Jownal for March Diagrams of

the “ isophotes ” are given, and it is shown that the

results explain the black drop observed in transits of

Venus, and the projection of biight stars upon the

moon’s disc that has often been observed in occulta-

tions at the illuminated Hmb A stnking case of this

phenomenon has lately been noted in the reappearance
of the star Leipzig I 4091 from behind Saturn on
March 22 last Messrs Reid, Dutton, and McIntyre,
observing In South Africa, saw the star reappear within

the limb of the planet, its conspicuous orange colour

facilitating its detection They give the explanation

that the outer portion of Saturn is composed of trans-

parent clouds, but It would seem that the expansion of

the disc by diffraction is sufficient to account for it

(BAA Journal, April

)

Ik Is of interest to note that in South Africa the

stat at disappearance passed behind the ring, while
in Europe, owing to parallapc, it did not It

was clearly visible throuf^ the ring, showing that the

separate particles composing the ring are not very
densely massed
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Monument to Charles Gerhardt.

^ OW that Alsace i& once more united to France,
It is peculiarly fitting that Strasbourg, his native

place and where he lies buned, should be the site
of tht. long delated monument it is proposed to erect
to the memory of Charles Gerhard t« British chemists
i\ho are at all familiar with the historv of thdr
science scarcely need to be reminded of the part
pli>ed by Gerhardt in its development, oi of the
mfiueiiLC \\hich his writings exercised in the search
for methods of elucidating the structure and con-
stitution of chemical compounds

Ills ‘Traits dc Chimic organiquc" may l>e said to
mark an epoch, it uus a significant feature of a
movement which characterises the middle of the
nineteenth lentuiy, and which the book itself greatly
acctlcrat^'d Although much of its teaching, as the
systematised expicssion of the facts of organic
ihetnistrv, is obsolete, the work is, and will remain,
a classic, for it forms the basis upon which the super-
structure of modern chemistry is erected Gerhardt,
however, was not only a ^culative philosopher of
the highest type, he was also an experimentalist of
uncommi n power and insight who framed his
theoretical conceptions m the Tight of his own ascer-
tained facts, and tested them bv further investigations
<lesigned either to substantiate or to disprove them
His name is associated with the discovers of manv
new substances, sonic of which, like the acid
anhydrides, arc of the greatest theoretical and prac-
tical importance It mav bo claimed for him that,

together with Dalton and Berzelius, he was one of
the principal founders of the atomic theory and the
originator of the notation which immediately flows
from it

An influential committee has now b<?on formed to
discharge^ the debt long overdue—which the chemical
world owes to Gerhardt ’s memory It comprises the
names of sc^meof the most eminent of French men of
science and of those of Allied countries, under thepresl-
denev of M Armand Gautier, member of the Institute,

with an executive consisting of M Haller, member
of the Institute, as chairman, M Chenal, treasurer
of the French Chemical Society, as treasurer, and
M Tiffeneau, assistant professor of the Faculty of
Medicine, as secretary The object is well worthy
of the consideration of British chemists, and mav
be soociallv commended to the notice of the Chemical
Society and the Society of Chemical Industry if the»e
bodlos have not already resnonded to the aopeal ’

T E Thorpe

/ Biological Papers from Bengal.

'T*HE publications of the Asiatic Socie^ of Bengal
^ during the vears 1916 to 1919, which we have

lately received for review, contain a large nunflber of

contributions to biology, showing an activiQr in this

department that has not been surpassed before If

we consider alto the publications issued by the Indian
Museum, the Calcutta Botanic Gardens, and the
flouri^ing Bombay Natural History Society, y(e have
reason to rejoice over the prospei^us state of this

branch of knowledge In our Indian Empire Allusion

should be made also fD the enterprise of Dr N
Annandate, who, alone or with other members of the

Zoological Survey of India, of which he is the direo*

tor, has In the last seven years InsesHgated the

> A dreubr wrMd by Sir JuMi J, Dnbbfo, pmld^ of thtOwmiod
8ocl^, hM Jiut biwn howd lBvHta|t of tbo oocUty to eoMolMito M
tho MMiorid ftmd Sueb eoMribegoM «bMU bo tmi to tbo Trawof,

ChomlootSochty, BwRoste* Hoooo, LeoSoo, W Xfiw Natubs.
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macroscopic fauna of various Asiitic lakes, with
results that arc of the greatest inter st

Ihc Asiatic Society ot Hcngil issues Memoirs in

quarto, and Journ tl and Proc* edings in octavo In the
Memoirs, parts 11 to v of D \nnand ilo s Aoq
logical Results of I Tout in the 1 ir East further
testify to the authors wonderful iitivity incl vetsi
tility which arc known to ill zcxilof^ists In these

parts he deals himself with the Hydroroi incl Cteno
phora the Batrachia, the Spongt s, and the Mollusc i

together with additions to cthnogt iph>
, whilst other

groups have been entrusted to C V Puva ( iqu iti

Hemiptera), Col J Stephenson (aquatic Oli^cchcti)
Dr \saiiro Oka (Hitucliiu ti) Sir Charles Elut (\lol

lusca Nudibranchiata), lokoi Iwbunki (brukish
water Polyclads), and StanUv Kemp (Crust uc a Dee i

poda and Stomitopcdi) Numerous text figures md
nve plates illustrate these contribulLons
Dr Ann tnddU s p ipi 1 on the lI)dto7oa and Ctenn

phor i IS one of special inUt st uui Unowledgt of tlu

Onental fresh water forms of these two groups being
of r ither recent dat< md is the author (Jbserves sliU

\tr> imperfect A new Modus i is described under the

nunc 01 AsenaUita ptscatons^ g < t sp nn ftoni th

tidil cneks cont lining water of low but extreme Iv

V triable s Uinitv in the vieinitv of Port C inmng in

the Gangcln Dell 1 It is itf rred to the finiih

Olindiadide of M i\er (orcU 1 J inch>mLduse) nJ is

regardcid is not improhablv the sexual gc tier itic n c f

the hydroid Annuleha gemtnaia Ritchie

In the pirt devoted to the Bitraehims Di Annin
dile deals ehtelly with the Oiiental ftegs of the groups
of Jtfana tigrina R Itmnocharts and R Ltebtgti as
well es with the species clustering round R I yilert

and R erythraca, also with vanous tidpoles from
lapan China the Malay Pinmsula Burma md
Co)lon Ihe authors views on R itgrtna hav< since

been a subject of discussion between him ind Mr
Boulengei in the Records of the Indim \fismi
and further difTorences of opinion between the two
authorities will shortly appear m \ monograph of the

Oriental specicji of Rana to be published by the Indian
Museum
Ihc two minne Sponges (Renitra ttw^dexa Schmidt

and Amorphtnopsts txeavaiu Cartel \ ir n Rohm
?onn) discussed by Dr Annandile were found growing
on the wooden piers of a 1 inding-st igc at Pott A\eld

in Perak, Maliv P< ninsula and their chief ethologu il

interest lies in the fact that they gicw immediitelv
bfc,]ow high tide level and were therefore exposed
daily for a considerable time to the iii and to the

heat of a tiopicil sun Several n< w fresh-watet

Sponges from Japan Chin 1 and the Malay Penin
•ula are described and i list of the Spongtllid e of

Asia with synunvms, is appended
Among the Mollusca the hybrid n ime Pseudovivi

p ira for a new genus is i ngntlible choice

\ paper in I rench is a rev ision of the fungi of the

genus Nocandia Tom and frevisan by C apt Froilinc

de Mello and Dr St Antonio herninder, of the

Portuguese Indi i Bacteriological Service

The Memoirs contain also a revision of the braids

of the ^nus Tarhjdromus with two plates bv Mr
G A Boulenger in which this genus is shown to be

very closely connected with Lacerta instead of

occupying a quite isolated position in the family to

which it belongs as hitherto believed Two new
genera ai4 proposed under the names of Platyplai opus

and Apeltonotus
In the Journal and Proceedings we have a paper by

Bami Parshad on the seasonal conditions governing the

pond-life In the Punjab There are three papers on
MoUusca two by E Vredenburg on the occurrence

of Cypwa wvosa in the Mergyi A^rchipelago, the only

preidwsly recorded habitat of this species being
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Miuritius md of I) Ittim tarui^tiiuni it Muscat ind
Karachi, a sp cks hnhcito rcgirdcd as speiiil to the
living fauna of \usiriln but rccoidwl from the
Pliuicnc of J IV 1 md one b\ Dr Annandalc and
B P irshad on the t tvononi i position of the genus
( amptCKci IS md Ltthrtts japnvt « \V H Phelps
ebs rib s the w* wing habits of the spider C\riophorj
Ltiruola md M aide I ( Itghcrn his (\p<rim<nts on
th vit lil\ md Icnj^cMtv cf silkwotm nu ihs during
th col 1 md 1 imv sc isons in Bengal

Hot in\ IS 1 pr sent d b\ f ur (cnliibutions Notes
cn the fl >i i (f the An nm I I! ills bv C bisher
cn tlu Tillmition of flew is t\ I K Burkill on
th< Hurncs scsimmii vuicti s then \ in ition and
j^rtwth b\ V McKtrr 1 < bs t\ itioiis and e\|Hri
m nts (n the rust of J ciunuc 1 1 phntfoha commonly
I nowri is J ingli Gobi bv K irm Chand Mehta and
on Ihf constituents of llu 1 irk of Hymcnodaciyon
cve hum b\ f I Gihscn and | I Simonson

Attainment of High Levels in the
Atmosphere

CCif \CL for M II h 19 h is m aitult b} Prof
All \ ind I Ml \dif of Blue Hill Obsi r\ itciv on

Iht Atl iinnient of High Levels in the Xtmosphere
A pound of yens is dealt with, dutiiig which
Vinous methods md ageneus hive been employed
for exploring iht high leveE of the atinospheu Dr
John Jeffries cicssed the I nglish Channel in Januirv,
178^ and iltunfd i h ight of il < ut oiz metres ind
m the followiiif^ twonlv vt rs lu {,hls of moie th m
4 uo meli s wet itt mud In Septemlui 1S62,
111 usher md Coxwcll reiihtd i height of ii 200
m tres IhuH otlur nouwerthv records b\ m mned
billoons arc mention d Jtssindier bpinclti ind
Slid leling foi the I rcnch Acadenu ittuned c

hi ght of 8^30 metres m Apii! 187^ Dr A Berson
r uhed qtino metres m Deeember i8<)4 md Berson
md Siiring in ie>oi ni un d 1 1 nr vn c kx itic n of
i( metres md pt li ibK lu 8ex) nictiis both inrn
h uneonsrious at the hij^hfr level De iling with
othei than ni umed billoons the cxtieme e h \ itions
I otod ire By kites, 7044 metres m iqoy bv rigid

dirigibles, 621x1 metres in 1917, by sounding billoons

37 00 metri-s in 1912 md bv pile t balloons height
det rmimd bv theodolite ^c) ooe imtios Ihe le ro
pi me lecord has 1 ipidlv advmeed In 1909 Latham
in i it 161 motr s and Difxd in iqk mule 1^29
metros Prior to 1914 the maximum Ixight ittained
leeuiding to Prof Me Adic \x is 6000 mrties bv
Perrevon in March 1913 The war gave a great im-
petus to the development of the le re pi me and since
Ih war in February i9''o M ijor R W Sehroedtr
chief test pilot at Dayton ISA is stated to hive
alt incd 10979 metres in this ise c nt the owgen supply
w as exhausted The 10 km level is tlie bottom of the
sti itisphfie or ise thermal rig on md tlu top of the
tn p sphere or lonxeclional region m excecdingh
important dcvition to mt teorologists Sihroedrs
thermotrraph indicated a minimum temperature of

.,5® r or 99® below the freezing point on the
I ihri nlieit se ale

In Science for Apnl 9 Dr J G Coffin director of
aeronautical re^eareh of the Curtiss Aeronautical and
Motor Corporation, suggests that Prof A McAdie
has sometimes accepted too readilv un luthorised state-

m nts made in the Press as to altitudes reached A
criticism IS made of expressing results without air

temperature correction which is not only unsatisfac-
tory but also scicntificaUv mcorrect The correction
IS the larger the colder the air encountered in the
flight It IS pointed out that it fs essential so far as
possible for all concerned to work on the same un-
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biased scientific basis Dr* Coffin, to bnng out the
importance of the air-temperature correebon, assumes
two cases, both with identically perfect barographs,
with no instrumental errors, one ascent in summer
and the other in winter to an altitude that both read
8 m of mercury as the minimum pressure He
a^kumes that in the summer case the average tom-
perature of the air is 10^ C , and in the winter
-*10^ C ,

which values correspond closely to actually

obberved hgures llie true altitudes of these are

3Jt475 ft Oof303 m ) for the summer instance and
30,939 ft (9437 m ) for the wnnter, although the alti-

tude uncorrected for air temperature is 36,030 ft

(10,979 m) for both Dr Coffin states that the flight

made by Roland Rohtfs, the test pilot of the Curtiss

Fngineering Corporation, on September i8, 1919,
<iCcained an altitude of 34,910 ft (10,640 m ), partially

toirected, but uncorreeb^ for the average temperature
of the air column; the true altitude was 33,430 ft

(9890 m ) corrected for air temperature The altitude

attained b} Major Schroeder, similarly corrected for

temperature, is 30,751 ft (9373 m)
In Science of April 30, Prof McAdte gives as ap-

proiumate values, corrected for mean air column tem-
perature, vapour pressure, gravity, altitude, and lati-

tude Rohlfs, 32,418 ft (^§805 m ), and Schroeder,

31,184 ft (9505 »n)
The Meteorologual Magadne for March, m an

article *‘The Highest Aeroolanc Ascent,*’ mentions
Major Schroeder *s ascent on Februarv 27 last

referred to above, and expresses the hope that

It will be authenticated in due course The record

of Berson and SUring, who, it is stated, reached

'^^,400 ft (10,789 m ) in n balloon on Juh 31, 19011

Is mentioned ns being generallv accepted as the

greatest height hitherto attained bv aeronauts The
article seems to throw some doubt on the lowest tem-
perature observed in the ascent bv Glaisher and
Coxwell

Physical Problems m Soil Cultivation*^

U P to the outbreak of the war the farmer could
generally rely upon an adequate supply of cheap

labour. He had no great necessity to introduce

labour-saving machinery into the routine of the farm
But the increasing demands of the Army for men
and the menace of the submarine campaign brought
him face to face with the difficult problem of growing
more food with a grentl) reduced staff In kuch
conditions the employment of machinery was the only

solution, and although at the time it was introduced
mainly as a temporar> measure, it is now quite

ev^ent that economic conditions will cause it to be
retained permanently During the war the rate of

progress in the industry of agriculture was necessarily

forced aboVe the normal, and tl^ urgent ^need at the

present time is to take stock of the position, so that

future developments may be guided along the right

lines In this connection the report of the Depart-

mental Committee of the Ministry ,of AgrlcuUure
on Agricultural Machinery appears at an opportune
moment. The report deals with “the further steps

whlcb should be taken to promote the development
of agricultural machinery,*’ and, so far as tiltage

implements are concerned, falls naturally into two
sections, dealing with (i) fundamental research on
the physical properties of soil as affected bv cultiva-

tion operations, and (3) the application of the know-
ledge thus gained to the design of new implements
and the improvement of old ones*

1 atporterttw DcputMBtal Comak»M oT th* Mlobhrv of Agrleahuri
•Q AfMaUftwml AlMaWy (H M SuttoMry Oftec.) Prie* it ntt
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Taking the second section first, the Committee lays
great stress on the fact that all develofMnent in the
wign of machinery has proceeded on empirical hoes.
* Although searching questions were addressed to
several witnesses, we could not diseover that any
real attempt had been made in the past to detiennuw
the principles which underlie the design of the variety
of implements in use in modem uutning *’ As a
result an enormous number of patterns of the same
implement are made, one manuracturer alone having
more than two hundred and fifty patterns of plough
The Committee considers that much of this overlapping
and wasted effort will be avoided when the Ministry
of Agriculture sets up its projected Research Insti-

tute in Agricultural Machinery
The first section—research into the physical pro-

perties of soil—IS regarded, nghtlv, as of primary
importance ’’Progress in research as regards tillage

implements must depend largelv upon the results of
investigations into soli physics and the problem
of tilth ** It IS clearly pointed out that this research
must not be pursued with the immediate object of
obtaining ” practical *’ results A sound theory of
the interesting but complicated physical phenomena
shown by soil must first be built up Once this Is

achieved, the practical deductions will follow almost
automatically The verv nature of this work precludes
the possiblhtv of forcing the pace, but it is suggested
that, as the work has been in progress for some time
at Rothamsted, it should be further developed bv the
appointment of additional scientific assistants

If this were done it would be possible to pav more
attention to those physical problems concerned with
the soil tilth than is practicable at present Tilth is

related to the production of comoound particles or

dgffregates jn the soil, and to the factors causing
ptasticitv, cohesion, etc At the same time a study
of the mechanical action of the plough could be
started having as its aim the specification of the
design of mould-board to meet different soil condi-
tions This IS an iinsurveved field and full of
promise
The report also deals with the educational and

research work which should be carried out at the pro-
jected Research Institute In Agricultural Machinerv,
especially from the engineering point of view It

also advocates the appointment of an Advisory Com-
mittee, composed of representatives from the research
institutions, implement-makers, and agriculturists, to
co-ordimte the whole of the work

In the present article attention has been confined
mainly to the sections dealing with the physical ques-
tions involved The report covers a mu^ wider field

It Is closely reasoned and convincing, and can be
cordiallv recommended to all concerned in the Industry
of agriculture B A KntN

The Anomaly of the Nickel Iron Alloys
Its Causes and Its Applicstioiis.^

^HE lecturer began by a reference to the work of
^ John Hopklnwm, and to his own eariy work on

the pmecting of standards of length HU first experi-
ments were on nickel, which had two great advantages
over brass for metrological work, via. its smaller co-

efficient of expansion and Us greater freedom from cor-

rosion. He would probably not have locdGed further
but for the difficulty at the tiioe of getdpg large bars
of the material free from flews In investlgaung the

lAWtnccor OMrovrtliOflIfarkUGiunMvmdbvfenliNFbriaa
SoeMres April «3b|r Dr C, E. Osfflinsw.
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ferro-nickel allots, hi^ hrst <rxpcrimcntb weiti on their

magnetic properties, ab these were easier to investigate

than the coefficienu of expansion Dr Guillaume
showed and explained curves representing the varia-

tion of magnetic properties, and of the coeihcients a
and ^ in the expansion equation +/?&*) for

alloys in both the irreversible and reversible categories,

and showed from the curves how it was possible to

obtain alloys with any desired coefficient Ihe
anomalous magnetic behaviour of some of the allots

was illustratea by demonstration experiments of the

effect produced on the magnetic condition of bars
of the materials by dipping in hot water or liquid air

The lecturer then dealt with the properties of ternary
a]]o>s containing iron, nickel, and a third element
Manganese alloys were those mdst extensively used
He exhibited a cardboard model of Guthrie's three-

dimensional diagram for ternary alloys Ihe addition

of the third element raised the minimum expansion
In the case of carbon and chromium the ela^tJc con-

stant IS raised The curve connecting Young's
modulus with the percentage of niikel in Terro-nickcl

allovs also showed an anomal} in the same region
as the expansion
The chief weakness of the allovs from the point

of view of the metrologist was instability If a piece

of invar was cooled from a high temperature in air

at 100^ C Its length reached a steady value in about
loo hours If It was then cooled to 50^ C its length

would increase to another steady value, reached in

about 1000 hours or so If it w'ere then cooled to

zero it would still further lengthen, a steadx state

not being reached for a vei> long time If the tem-
perature were then raised again to 100®, the length

would diminish to its initial value for 100^ Ihe tut il

change of this character between o® and 100°

amounted to about 30 millionths of the length
With increasing carbon content the instability ver\

rapidlv increased It was possible from the amount
of the instability to estimate the carbon to i/iooth per
cent Moreover, the curve connecting the instability

and the carbon content passed through zero, showing
that the instabilitv was due to the carbon It was
therefore possible to get an invar of perfect stabiiitv

Among the applications to which invar had been
put, the lecturer instanced pendulum rods, leading in

wires for electric lamos (an alloy being chosen from
the curves so as to fiave the reouired coefficient of

expansion), wire standards for base measurements
in surveying, etc , and showed curves of the variation

of height of the Eiffel Tower with temperature, as

measured relatively to invar wires
Another important npoHcation of these allovs was

in chronometer construction The temperature co-

efficient of the rate of a watch was due to variation

of the elasticity of the hair-spnng This was cor-

rected in the Graham compensation bv a variation of

angular momentum of the balance wheel, depending
on the difference in expansion of two metals, but it

was possible to choose for the spring a nickel steel

having a temperature coefficient of elasticity nearly

zero If chosen to give the same rate at o® and 30®,

there would be a secondary error of only so seconds

per dav at 15® But a more important chronometnc
aopHcation was the correction of the secondary error

of 2 seconds in Graham's compensation This error,

discovered bv Dent in 1832, is due to the fact that

the varhition of elasticity of the hair-tpring is not

S flrtter function of the temperature, whereas the

volition of angular momentum of the balance wheel

t*< If, however, for one component of the bimetallic

cbmpensator a nickel steel of negative /9 be chosen,

ft is possible to get a curve connecting the momentum
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with temperature which exactly compensates the
elasticity variation over the whole range
Reverting to the curves for Young's modulus, the

lecturer pr^icted that an alloy would short*v be pro.
duced having a pinctically constant modulus over
a lange of 200° C

Technical Education and Mmd Trainiog.

'^IIL pioteedings of the annual cunfitencc of the
^ Assuciation ot leachcrs in Icchnical Institutions,
which w is held in the Polytechnic, Regent Street,

London, on Whit- Monday, were full of interest The
president, Mr E L Rhcad, of Manchester, gave a
stimulating address, in the course of which he reviewed
unfavouraulv the attitude of the Workers' Educational
\ssociatio 1 towards technic il education as tending to
nuirow the workeis’ eduiational outlook, and as
mtrclv serving to create a human tool bettei calculated
to piomote tl^ interests of employers and the sordid
alms of industry^ He claimed, on the contrary, that,

rightly presented, technical education has in it all the
elements of mind training and of a wide view of life

and its problems It may, in short, be, properly inter-

preted, constituted as the pivot of a hbeial education
He deprecated the exclusive devotion of much of
modern higher education to dead languages, dead his-

tory, and ancient philosophy, but mat is surely to

Ignore a prime element in tHe evolution of mankind

—

the orogress of n? in in his endeavour to se irch into

and to solve the phenomena of Nature Mr Rhead went
cm to consider the status of the technical teacher as
compared with that of the socondarv-school teacher,
and contended that the former should be at least as

libcralK considered as the latter, not only bv reason
of his long and aiduous oractical training in the pro-

cesses of industry , but also in respect of the claims of

industry Itself upon his services He urged the desir-

ibility of transfer from lower to highei schools at

different periods in the course of the educational life

of the cnoablc pupil, and especially dyyelt upon the

yalue of the junior technical school, which he yvould
in no wi«e desire to convert into a trades school, and
pleaded that restrictions on their pre!»ent aims and
curricuH should be removed V far more liberal

system of scholarships, including maintenince, should
lie established in ro-opcraiion with widely extended
admiPistntive cducntional areas, yyhich should have
regard not only to the pupils in dav institutions, but
also to the equaltv urf^nt reouiremonts of the pro-

mising eyening students, enabling them to devote
thimscives to whole-time study in their special y ora-

tion Ther^ should likewic^ he an efficient repre-

sentation of teachers on all education authorities,

so that the prewnt and future oroblems of technical

education should be better considered Resolutions

were Passed urging a incrense in *alnnes for the

seyeral grades of technicnl teachers, that nil works
continuation «chooU should uUimatelv be provided bv
the local education authorities and the present

schools be oocn to insoection bv the local and central

authorities* and that a national Whitlev council for

t^n*'h^rs should be set up

UniTcrsity and Educational Intelligence.

Cambridor —Prof J T Wilson, professor of

anatomv in the University of Svdnev, has been elected

to ihe diair of anatomv rendered vai ant bv the death
of Prof A Macalister

We are informed by the secretary of the Cam-
bridge Philosophical Society that the adjudicators ol
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the Hopkins prize have made the following awards »
For the penod 1^3-6 to Dr W Burnside of Pem
broke College for investigations in mathematical
science for the penod 190^ to Prof G H Bryan
of Peterhouse Tor mvestigations m mathematical
physics incIiKling aerodynamic stability and for the

period 1909 12 to Mr C 1. R Wilson of Sidney
Sussex College for investigations in physics including

the paths of radio-active particles

Dr T G Adami Vice-Chancellor of the Univer
sity of Liverpool has been elected to an honorary
fellowship at Christ s College
An offer of 30 oool has been made to the Univcr

sitv by the Committee of Council for Scientific ind
Industrial Research for the erection equipment and
maintenance at Cambridge of a low temperature

station for research in biochemistry and biophysics

The proposal cmanaHs from the Research Board of

the I^partmcnt charged with the co ordination of

researches related to the scientific problems arising

out of the preservation and handling of food It is

desired to erect the new station close to the existing

biological laboratories ^here a large proportion of

the researches initiated by the Board have been
carried out It is proposed to %est the management
of the station n a committee of the Senate contain

ing some members nom nated bv the Department of

Sr entific and Industrial Research The director of

the station would be aonomted bv the I ord President

of the Council after consideration of a report bv the

ommittee

Livbriool — V Congregauon of the University was
held in St Georges Hall on Friday May 28 when
honorary degrees were conf<*rred Mr J W Alsop

Pro-Chanotllor of tht University and chairman of

the Liverpool Education Committee Sir Alfred Booth
eba rman of the C unard Steamship Line Sir Alfred

Dale the fo mcr Vice Chantellor of the Univcriaty

Mr John Rankin a leading citizen and merchant of

I ivcrp K)l and Sir Mich lel Sadler Vice Chancellor of

the iJnivtrsity of I ecds received the degree of Doctor
of I aw*i Sir Reginald Blomfield a member of the

Royal Atademy and past pres dent of the R*>y d Insti

tute of British Architects and Mr Fredcnrk Powickc
professor of medieval history in the University of

Manchester received the degree of Doctor of Letters

The dec^ree of Doctor of Science was conferred on
Prof r G Dornan formerly professor of physical

chemistry m the University and now professor of

chemistry in University College London and on
Prof W A Herdman formerly Derby professor

of natural history and now professor of oceanc^aphy
in the University Mr Henry Martin chairman of the

St Helens Higher Education Committee and repre

sentative of the borough on the Court of the Univer
sitv and Father Thomas J Walshe a distinguished

scholar ind formerly chaplain and lecturer at the

Notre Dame College in Liverpool were given the

degree of Master of Arts Mr Joseph Gibson a

leading engineer and president of the Liverpool

Engineonng Society received the degree of Masfser

of Engineering

London —Two lectures entitled Emploi des

m^taux ammoniums en Chimie Orgamque’’ and
1 Oeuvre Sdenbfique d’Henn Moissan will be

given at King’s College Strand W C bv Prof P
|

L^beau professeur & I*Ecole Supdneure do Phar
,

micie Univcnitrf de Pans at 5 p m on Monday
June aS and Wednesday June 30 The lectures

which will be delivered in FVench are addressed to
advanced students of the Univemty and to others
interested In the subject Admission is free without
ticket
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Oxford —The honora^ Doctor of Letters
has been conferred on Dr Temistocle Zommit, pro.
fessor of chemistry in the Umversity of Malta and
curator of the Valetta Museum

It was resolved by Convocation on June x to
confer the title of professor on Dr T K Merton
Balhol Colley so long as he continues to hold the
office of read^ in spectroscopy

St Andrews —The Senatus Acadetnicus will confer
tho following honorary degrees at the public gradua*
tion ceremonial to be held on July a —LL D Sir
Dugald Clerk Dr L^on l*r6dencq for nearly forty
years professor of p ithology in the Universi^ of
I i^ge Betg um Mr R A Herman fellow and lec
turer of Trinity College Cambridge Mr W J
Mathesoi New \ork ISA Dr N K Smith
professor of logic and metaphysics m the Uni\ersi^
of Edinburgh and Dr N Walker his Majesty^
Inspector of An itomy for Scotland

Thf medal of honour of the University of Brussels
was presented bv the Vice Chancellor on May 22 to
I ord Da>\ son of Penn Sir I eslie Mackenzie and
Pr f Sir William Smith

Prof E F Nichots has resigned the chair of
physics held bv him at Yale University to take up
the post of director of nure scence in the Nela Re
search Laboratories of the National Lamo Works of
the General Electric Co at Cleveland Ohio

In connection with the London Count> Council s
lectures for teachers on recent developments in science
a lecture on The World Problem of Nitrogen will

bo given bv Prof F G Donnan at University College
Gower Street W C i on Monday next Tune 7 at
6pm The chair will be taken by I ord Moulton
A PUBLIC meeting in support of the claim of the

Impenal College of Science and 1 echnology for
degree conferring power and university status will be
held at the Central Hall Westminster to-morrow
June 4 at 5 p m Lord Moms will preside and will

be support^ bv Sir Arthur Acland Bart Sir Alfred
Keogh Col Sir Pierre van Ryncveld Mr H G
Wells Mr J A Spender and others

lull, foundation stone of the new wing of the London
School of Economics was laid by the King on Satur
day last, May 29 His Ma^ty was accompamed by
the Queen and Pnnoess Macy, and the R^al party
was received by Dr Russell Wells, Vice Chancellor
of the University of London In an address Dr Wells
referred to the meeting held at the Mansion House
m 1918 when it was determined to mstitute Lemdoa
degrees m commerce, and to collect funds in order
tolound and endow in the University what it is hoped
would ultimately become the greatest school of com
merce in the world As a result of the response to
the appeal of the University by the bankerst shippers,
and merchants of London and the substantial coo-
tnbution of Sir Ernest Cassel, through thdt Cassel
Trustees, the sum of more than 300 oool was Ob-
tamed towards the foundmg and endowing of the
scheme for commercial education In the course of
his reply the King said — I am fully sensible of the
patriotic work wmch has been accomplished by the
universities during the war, of their instinstive and
immediate response to the call of duty of their heavy
burden of scurrow and^s of their varied and bnl-
liant contnbutiona to the science of modem warfare
and of the extent to wh{<^ their nortnal activities have
been suspended or deflected by five years of national
peril It Is for this reason the more gratifying to
me to note that the University of London wwdt has
grudged nothing of Its youth and valour to our armies
tn efis field has been planning the developntent of
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new tpheres of usefulness in the furtherance of the
fruitful arts of peace Three centunes ago Francis
Bacon censured the universities of his own age as the
homes of ignorant dogma and stenle disputati^. The
bad and narrow tradition which was then attackcsl
has long since disappeared, and the circle of academic
studies has been steadily enlarged bv the pressure of
scientific ideas and of practical needs without injury
to the claims of a broad and humane education
When estate management, horticulture, and commerce
are included in the curriculum, a university can no
longer be described as a place in which nothing useful
IS taught It is nrht and fitting that the new faculty
of commerce should be linked to the London School
of Economics, which has for many years enjoyed the
reputation of being one of the principal centres of
1 conomjc inquin in mv Empire, and I regard it is

no less appropriate that a university situated at the
very heart of our commercial system should now
reaohr to turn the dispassionate and illuminating eye
of science upon the farts and principles of commcrcinl
life

’

Societies and Academies.

London

Royal Society, May 20 - Sir J J Thcmison, prcsi*
dent, in the chair —Prof J N Collie Some notes
on krypton and xenon In the paper the measure-
ments of a considerable number of new spectroscopic
lines at the red end of the spectrum arc given, also
a curious property of xenon has been noted In tubes
iontaining xenon, when a strong current from an
induction coil is passed, much splashing of the elec-
trodes occurs, and the xenon disappears as a gas
What becomes of the xenon is not clear, as it does
not seem to be liberated again, cither by strongly
heating the metallic splash or by dissolving up 3ie
splash m suitable solvents- Sih Ling Ting Experi-
ments on electron emission from hot bodies Expen-
ments on the electron currents fiom a platinum disi
m a uniform field made by Prof Kicharason in 1907-0
showed that under the conditions of these experiments
the distribution of velocity among the emitted elec-
trons was very close to the requirements of Maxwell’s
Hw for a gas of equal molcciifar weight and tempera-
ture, but it was noted at the time that rough tests

made on the liquid alloy of sodium and potassium,
on platinum coated with lime, and on platinum
saturated with hydrogen indicated an exceptional
bchaviout The further investigation of these sub-
stances was postponed owing to technical diffiiulties

and to the pressure of other problems In 1914
Schottky investigated the electrons emitted from
tungsten and carbon, and found a distribution of
energy in close accordance with Maxwell’s law, except
that the mean energy varied between 3 per cent and

per cent in excess of that calculated from the
filament temperatures Errors in the estimation of
these temperatures and In other directions might,
however, have accounted for these discreonnt les The
present experiments show that deviations from Max-
well’s law, if not general, are at any rate quite

common With tungsten and platinum in a well-

exhausted enclosure a common distribution is one
which satisfies the requicements of Maxwell’s law,
except that the average electron energy is in excess
of (frequently about twice as great as) that corrr

spondlng to the temoernture of the source Other
[

cases have been recorded in w'hlch the velocin 1

dfstribuHon has a different functional form —L |

iffimfsia The aspherical nucleus theory apolied to I
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the Balmer series of hydrogen The general formulas
for spectrum emission by atomic systems containing
an ai^herical nucleus, given by the author in a
previous paper {PhU Mag

,

vol zxxix , p 76), are
now applied to hydrogen atoms the nuclei of which
arc treated as axially symmetrical charged distribu-

tions Ihc asphericity and the value of the Rydberg
factor are determined from Mr Curtis’s observations
of I la up to Hy The seitcs formula thus resulting
(and containing but two constants) is shown to agree
well with the six observations The value of the
asphericity coefficient is then used to determine the

fine structure of the members or groups of the Balmer
series, mote especially of the groups Ha and Up,
which arc discussed in some detail — T E StsntoB,

Miss D MariMall, <ind Mrs C N Bryant The condi-

tions at the boundary of a fluid m tuibulent motion
Ohserx ilions were nude on an flowing through long
pipes of circular cross-section at mean rates of flow
covenng as wide a ranj^e as possible below and above
the (rmcal speed Dimi nsions of pipi's used were
0269, 0714, and 127 cm in diameter Range in

experimental conditions vnried from to

where v is mean speed of flow,

d diamitor of pipe, and v kinematic viscosity of air

Estimation of velocity of fluid in neighbourhood of

boundnr\ was made from observations of difference

in pressure existing in a small Pitot tube facing the
direction of flow, and that in a hole in the wall of the

pipe The Pilot was of rectangular section, external

dimensions at orifice being oixofl mm and internal

dimensions o 05 x o 75 mm Bv this means observa-
tions could be made up to a distance of 005 mm
fiom the w'lll For distances less than this, bv a

special device the wall of the Pitot nearest the wall

of the pipe was rut away and its place taken bv the

wall ot the pipe Bv this means observations could
he taken at a distance of oor mm from the walls

From a lompanson of the curves of vclocitv dislnbu-
tion near the boundary, obtained from observations

with the Pitot and the comnosito tube, it was found
that in the case of the former the interference with
the flow nexi the orifice b\ side of tube adjacent to

boundary was lonsiderable Vclocitv curves obtained

from the tomposile tube, when further corrected for

interference, were found to tend to a definite slope at

boundary, which was identical with that which would
oMst in a layer of fluid in laminar motion and having
tlie same surface friction as that actually measured.

Llmiean Society, Mav 6—Ur A Smith Wood-
ward, presUient, in the chair —Ur G P Bidder

Sponges (1) The fragrance of calnncan sponges
(Mathrinidffi have a notice ibic aromatic scent, probably
due to the excretory granules which give their bright

colours These granules especially surround the pores

Miv this be to attract the spermatozoa? The author
has not seen the fine-lashed spermatozoa of Poldjaeff,

but in Sycon has observed a '^tiff-tailed organism—^pos-

sibly the result of curious greganne-like objects pro-

duced in (clis resembling gonocytes (2) Syncrypta
^pongtarum (wrongly assigned to Pandorina m his

MS )
the author gives ns a name to the ** alga ” above-

mentioned He suggests that it is a dangerous para-

site, against which Grantta compres^a has a successful

phagocytosis, but that certain other sponges are hosts

for Its Palmdin stage (3) Notes on the physiology
of sponges (a) Cerads, proposed as a name for

the “minute wandering cells ” (b) Cessation of the
current In sponges (r) Differences between Calcinea
and Calcaronea in their porocvtal granules and odour
(d) The excreta of collar-cells are gelatinous globules
containing dark particles Probablv Dendv is right in

comoanng these to the “spermatogcoon-heads ” of P<d^.
jneff, which mav be the ultimate residue of victorious
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phagocytosis (e) Origin of sponge^ ArchflBOcytos

may have been differentiated into external excretorv

cells and internal reproductive cells the former en

g
ulfed cercids but only to pats them on to the latter

ty abbreviation of this process the excretorv cells ma\
have become self perforating porocytes which were
then adapted to supply waiter to flagellate oclU in the
centre of a Protospongia like colony thus converting it

into an elcmentaiy Olynthus

Reyal Msteoreloglcal Soclsty May 19 —Mr R H
Hooker president in the chair —Dr Orifhth Taylor
Agricultural climatology of Australia The author
after indicating briefly the diversity of climates in
Australia pointed out the extreme importance of the
rainfall more so than in most other countries as the
controlling factor in the settlement of the country
also that the season at which ram falls and the
certainty of its Kcurrence (its reliability ) were as
important as the totd amount Ihc greater proper
tion of the wheat lands lay in regions receiving less

than 20 in f rain pet annum while the crop can
be grown with as little as 7 in if it falls at the right
time Sugar cane is confined to the eastern coast
where the rainfall exceeds 4^ in and the tcmporatuie
68^ h The hay crop is also important and in dry
seasons when tHe grain fills includes 1 laigc bulk of
cereals Ninety per cent of tile sheep are in the
south-eastern third of the continent 1 rainfall of
It least I } in a id a temperature below are required
for them Cattle are reared more in the north east
The great \ iriabilitv of the rainfall frequence results

in senous droughts and consequent failure f th
cereil crops and reduction cf flocks ind herds but it

IS hoped that these rerut rent losses will become less

senous m lime with the progress of irrigation though
Dr Taylor is not sanguine that irrigation will open
up to settlement the enormous areas that seem to be
anticipated bv some wnters —J T Clark and H B
Adsaits Report on the phenological observations for
the vcai 1919 Ihe dominant faettrs in 1919 were
the excessive wetness until Apnl and drought m May
and earlv June lasting or reapmaring until October
01 later Hie abnormally warm December of 1918 was
followed by four months universath cold closing with
heavv snow n the last week of April Then hot summer
weather in Mav ind earlv June oreceded a detrimental
SIX weeks or more of abnormal cold Cold recurred
alter August culminating in a November deflciencv

beyond most recoids In consequence summer
growing garden crons (such as celerv and cauliflo er)

were poor and most field crops short though fairly

good esoec ally ootatoes Of tree fruiti* only plums
and aoplcs cropped heaviK the Utter ripening and
colouring to a degree rareh known and excelled only
bv the wonderful autumn tints—both no doubt due
to the drv and sunnv autumn As to the tables the
four earliest flowers were nine davs late but the
effect of Mav was to make the last four decidedh
earlv The early migrants were htp especiallv the
nightingale The 1919 isoohenes were seven davs
further south than in 1918 The number of observers

has been further redu^ from war effects barely

exceeding 100 but 1930 fMrosnects are such that at
least a 100 per cent increase is probable The area*
worst represented are Wale* the south west of
Ireland and the north west of Scotland Observers
from these parts will be most welcome

Manchbstbr
LtUrary aM PkBosapUcal SacMy A^il 20—Sir

Henrv A Miers president in the chair—W J Parry

The origin of warlike States In previous papers the
author has out forward the theorv that speaking
generally warlike States are those with an hereditary
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militan anttocreev In an examination of the ruling
groups of the chief historical peoples Teutonic Turko
Tartar Semitic th< facts hugest thehr begmning as
small groups claiming divine aesoent These groups
seem to be of matriarchal origin and the chief

religiou!» feature was the cult of the Great Mother
Just after the new groups of rulers had been formed
the institutions became patrilineal and the Great
Mother was replaced bv gods Studv of the practice

of heraldry verifies the author s theorv I his law of
dynastic continuitv if true leads to the conclusion

that all ruling classes in the world are derived from
one original g^oup and this result harmonises with
Prof Rlliot Smitn s laim that all civihsat on origi

nated m the /E^v \ to Sumerian region

Paris
Academy el Sciences May 10 M Henn Deslandres

in the cha r—C Qiilchard Networks and congruences
conjugated with r spect to a linear complex —Prof
W H Perk n was elected a correspondant for the

section of chemistrv m succession to M Ciamman
elected foreign associate —P Boatnmx A family of
multiform functions defined by differential equations
of the list ordci —M Janet Svstems of equations
of derived partiaU —G Cert The analysis of anti

svmmetncif tensors and the symbolic forms of dif

ferentials —C Caailclul Application of the principle

of images t water vessels —Th Doodar and
H VanderUadcB New fundamental equations in

genet ahsed co ordinates —I Carvallo A new universal
method of m asunng ind comoensitmg instrumental
astigm itism —A KUag and V Laaftoar The separa
tion of tin and anlimonv Ihe estimation of tin bv

cupferron The antimonv is sepatated as sulphide in

hydrofluoric icid olution bon and added to thi

filtrate to tonvert the hvdrifluorc acid into fluoboric

acid ind the tin precipitated bv cupferron —

F

Bearien and Ch Coartols A method of modified en
richment in the analysis of commercial chlorobenaenes
Some refinements on a method described in an earlier

cominuni ation —G Tanret Pelletienne and methvl
pelletierine Hess and Cichel were unable to isolate

the optically active alkaloid pelletienne and could
only obtain the inactive isomer uopelletienne hence
thev propose that the name isopelleticnne should be
droppiKl In the present paper expenmental ronfirma
tion of the work of Ch Tanrct on the optically active

alkaloid is given —A Mallkc A new preparation of

amines by catalvsis The hydrazines obtained from
aoetaldehvde tsobutvrildehvdc and from valeraldehyde

heated with hvdrogcn m presence of nickel give mix
tures of pnman secondary and tertiary amines —
A OatthaH The planet Mars and igneous sedi

mentation —R Smlgts The embryogenv of the

SolanaceoB Development of the embryo in Nicobana
Nine diagrams are given showing the pnnapat steps

in the development of the embrvo The statement of

Hanstein that the embrvo of Nicotians develora

according to laws comparable with those observed m
Capsella is shown to be inexact —A CheraUsf

Researches on the Amvgdalacese and the apple trees

of the cooler parts of Indochina and of the south
of China —A PMatta P Nalmta and L Orsni-

chaaif 1 The treatment of the blue casas oC wnnes
Oxygen gas in verv minute bubbles produced bv
forang the gas under pressure through the walls of

a porous porcelain fimr can rapidly coQvert dlie

ferrous salts into feme salts lavo wines clarify

really and are reduced to a normal state—L Bsrtki

Remariu op the buccal and feeding apftaritus m soma
Coleoptera —P Caumat and A Racinix The action

of microbial flora of sewage effluents punfied by
the activated sludge method on caihohvdrates
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Mji> 17 —M Henn t>o&landres in the ch«r—tr

BlgMtfdaa Lechevaher at the Observatory of baint
Geneviive Ihe co-ordinates of this observatory —
M Uuiy K particular case of diffriction of the
images of circular stars of large diameter - L L
Dickson v^as elected a correspondant for the section
of geometry in succession to M Cosserat elected
non resident member —P Btaaibtrt The general
solution of the system which satisfies the function W
(x y) —N Pftppfaig A entenon for real algebraical
numbers bas^ on % direct generalisation of Fuilid s

algorithm —J Drach The spiral compensator and
new problems of the mechanics of regulation ihe
spit si comMnsator of M Guillaume obtained b\
addition of a third or a fourth metal to an iron
nickel al]o\ is the first example of i solid the el is

ticit> of ishich increases with the temperature The
application of this to the control of chronometer
balanc e springs is discussed and reasons arc given
for supposing thnt the chtonometer veil! equHi the
astronomic 'll clock in nccurtcN —Ch Fr^moat Th<
genesis of cracks in cert iin ixles —P Moria fhe
stud\ of flow over a weir with the iid of throne
photography M Batteitinl The optimum migniflia
ticxi of a telescope The magnific'ilion cf \ leiding
telescope should be reduced proportionalh to the
smi ire root of the illumination of the fkld—

I

TUstemani C dculiti ns 'ind di'igr'ims of lines tarrx

mg energy to gre'it distances G Bmhat The pn
perties cf fluids in the neighbourhood of tlie criticsl

point and the ch iractenstic equ itions —] Vllley

The discussion of Muhelson s experiment —

C

ZeagheUs and B PapacMututhios The icceleration
of the decomoosition of hedrogen peroxide b\ olloidal

rhodium From measurements of the \eIocit\ con
stants (he r^^tion s shown to be unimolcculai If

the solution^ colloidal rhodium is treated with a

current of hydrogen or carbon monoxide iht r action
is accelerated —F Bearton The impurities of the
benzene extracted from commerci i1 chlorobenrenes
Normal hexano and heptane have been isolated and
also chloroform from benzene oxtr icted fn m
mcrcial rhloi obenzene —C Matigaen and Mile
Marchal The prolonged action of ctrben dioxide cn
silicates and quartz Six minerals and glass were
submitted to the action of a solution of t arbon dioxide
in water under a pressure of lo atmospheres fci a
period of ten years and three months The q lantities

of silica in solution were estimated and the mimrals
after this exposure examined microscooicalK for

evidence of attack Quartz wollastonite mica talc

dioptase and asbestos showed signs of corrosion
With glass the corrosion was scarceh pciccotible

J BMgaolt and J Perrkr The action of h^dro
evanu acid on glucose Kiliani s reaction In solu

tions faintly acid even as weak as hundredth normal
the combination between hvdrorvanic acid and glucose
does not take place and this would also appear to

be the case in neutral solution \ slight alkahnitv
even as small as that derived from the glass con
talning vessel determines the reaction which is theie

fore nrobablv between glucose and alkaline cvanidc

The reaction between potassium cyanido and glucose

was quantitatively studied and oroved to be bimole
rular—T Cayras The Hettangian iron minerals of

Burgundv The iron mineral at Beauregard is not

oolitic but the whole of the oxide of iron is a sub

atttutioiT ofoduct for calnum carbonate —Ph N*grta

Tile alternatives of the Glaci il and inter Glaaal epochs

during the Quaternarv period —G Ferronllre ^n
EKel layer of the Basse Loire svnchnal —A Beataric

The Intensity of nocturnal radiation at high altitudes

—E EoM A now electrical anemometer For

Observations of wind velocities at high altitudes the

anemometer Is earned in a small caotive balloon and
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the anemometer vane serves as an intenupfcerf whi h
at each tontact puts in action a small electrical oscil

I it< 1 \x the base of the cable holding the balloon
IS I sm ill receiving apparatus for detecting wirele»3
signals The indications of several instruments fixed
U different heights up the cable can be received
simultaneously Aimc4 The exosmosit of the acid
pnne iples and sugars of the orange —P Bagnoa
ihe structure of certain fibro-v iscul ir bundles m the

Stems of the Graminaceae H PMroa Ihe variation

of the energv as a function of the, time, of stimul ition

fci peripheral vision \ Maysr H Msgne and
L Plsntefol The reflexes provoked bv irritaticn of

the rcspiritorv p tssages \ction of the general
ex hanger of the organism I he irritition of the

tcrminitions of the trigeminal nerve in cert nn
mammals h is the effect of causing foi mor than
hilf in hour i reflex diminution of the general

rxchinj, s of the orf^anism These mav be lowered
t( a value vcr\ sm ill compared with the normal
\ Detgrez ind H Blerry Nitrogen quilib^ium nd
II of ^ tamines R QDvaMC The number f

thromoscines m parthcnogenetic tadpoles —

M

Delage Remarl s on the oreceding ronimiimc ition

I Legendre The f od regime of Cara itii naratiis

I I Madngasrai

Books Received

Ihc htciv ( f i C ucl 00 s 1 gg By II lerras Pp
(I ondon Ihc Sw irlhmort Press I td ) bs net

\ Prmui of Vir Navigation B> H L Wimpeiis
Pp XIV f 1 S (tendon t c mutable and Co Ltd)
83 bd net

Iht, Idtiitilication of Organic Compeunds B\ the

late Di G B Ntavc md Pi of I M Hcilbron

Second tditinn Pn viii f b« (London Constable

nd Co Ltd) 4s bf net

Ihe Blind Their Condition ind the Work being

d nc. for them in the L nited Stitts B\ Di H Btst

Pp x\viii + 703 (New Yorl Ihe Ms millan Co
London Macmillin and Co ltd) is net

\usiralnn Mctvorologv \ Text be ok in ludiiv

5 tens cn W I ition ind ( limilolop B\ Di

(snffith 1 ivlor Pp xi+^i (Oxford \t the

Clarcndin Press) 12s Od net

Kevs to the Ordcis f Insects Bv I B ilfcur

Brownt Po vn ^8 (Cambudge \l th* I mvt-i

s t\ Press) •’t bi net

B aut\ and the B( ist \n tss \ n Fvoluiiona v

Lsthetic B\ S \ McDow ill Pp \ 1 ft im

Indite \t th Lmversitv Prtss) ys Od \ct

Ihcrmodvnamii^ for hn^intcrs B\ Sir T \

I w ing Pn XIII ) (C mil ridge \t the L ni

vcrsitv Pi ess ) 30J net
. „ „

\ 1 ext book of Phvsiol>Kv B' Prsf R Burtt n

Opitz Pp ii8t (Philadelohi i ind London W B
Saunders Co ) 32s 6d net

Intermediate Text book of Chemistrv Bv A

Smith Pp \i + S2o (I ondon G Bell and Sons

ltd) 8s 6d net

\n Flementarv Treatise on Differcnti il Fquations

and their Anphrations Bv Prof H T II Piaggio

Pp XM + 2164-XXV (London G Bell and Sons,

I td ) 12s net
. * .

Problem^ in Phvsieal Chemistry With Piactical

Applications Bv Dr F B R Prideaux Second

fdition Pd xn + 2q4 (London Constable and Co ,

I td ) i8s net

Lr mort et son mvsrtre Avant la Mort Bv
C riammanon Pp 401 (Parib F Flammanon

)

6 50 francs net
An Introduction to Entomology Bv Prof J H
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Comstork Part 1 Second edition Pp xvin+aao
<lthara, N Y The Comstock Publishing Co

)

a TO dollars net
Plant Indicators Ihe ReHtion of Plant Com-

munities to Process and Practue By F E Clements
Pp XVI

4 388+qa plates (Washington Carnegie
Institution of Washington )

Carnegie Institution of \\ashington Year Book
No )8 19 iq Pp WH 3So+p!'itc (Washington
Cnmi-gic Institution of Washington )

rg\ptological Resell ches Vol iii By W Max
Muller Pp 88 + 40 plitcs (Washington Carnegie
Institution of Washington )

Flomi ntarv Agricultural Chemistry By H Ingle

Third edition Pp ix h2-jO (I ondon C Gnffin and
Co Ltd )

Diary of Societies.
THURSDAY JuH* 1

tH5Tii vriom OF Gae En infkre (m lost tutfon r f M«ehanicRj KnEincerO
»t 10 am—Socety of Bnti«h Gee Ii liitrei ( arbonnatton H J
Hodaman and Prof J W Cobb Oayftn in ( aE Production J Fither
SUrtrinty Supply I^Cm C oinpiin ea — C Warburion Contamplationa
00 the Report of tbe Fual RciMirrh Hoard

Royal Horticulturai S irtv (at Royal Ovdent Cbelkea) at 3
—

Capt H J Paflfa Green Manor nf—Ita Poas bll t e< in Hort culture
Royal iNariruri n c p Great Hritain at j —Wilba Archer Dreama
witb ^pec al Refprenre 10 Piyeho-Anal>v4

Roval a riiiTV at 410 —S r Frt eet Rutharford The Nuclear Comtitti
tion of the Ato n (Rakenan I ectura)

1 INNKAN SoClKTV C P Xx NT ON at 5—R Swa nsoH Hall kxhibtloi of
eo 11 Awinga of be Oil Pnlm R/af mnx —A Wh teheed Ohjecti
Obee vod near Ba«ra durinf the War— Prof W J Dakin Whaling in
the bouthem Ocenn -- Dr R R Gatci Demonstration of Chromoeomea
in the P Hen Development f Lettuce

CiiBMiCAf So larv, at B.-M O I'ertter and W B Seville Studieein
the Campb^ • Senen Pa t XXXVllI The C^vtohydraaona of
Camphorquinone —R O Fkrgt er Araanir Acida derived from Ouaiacot
end Veratrok -A T Moraan and D C Vi me Diphei ylaraemoiu
Chlor de and Cianide. (P poenylchkNoon ne and u phrnvlcyanoerwine )— F ( hatlanger mkI A T Coddard Orjcano derivativea of Biematb
Part III Tfie Praperatioi of Der vaiivea of Quinquevalent R <muth —
X N Ray Modificaton and Fatetuuon of Fnedel Crafta Reactioti
Part I —K Amall The Determ net on of the Relative Strengthe of no n«
Nitrogen Re«ce of the Ar-mtiitic Sane* end of Mime Alkalo da — T C
rho«h 1 he h lectneal C onduct vity of Pure Selt'i n the Solid and Fu ed
SutcE Determination of the AuivityCoeflkients of lon« in Solid Seluu
—W J Sanderson and W J Jonr^ Anethole as Solvent in the Cryo
loopH. Method of Determ nmg Mnlfxutar We ghr

R iTAi SociPTY or Mbiilink (Ob«tetrica anl ryniocology Sect on) el
8 —D*- P Turner 1 ranmat c Rnptiire of the Pe licle of e Sab I er to
eal F broid —Dr F AnHrre n A Oie of Ru^re of the Uterus —Dr
F Shaw an 1 Dr Rorrowes Rad cal ( ure of Advanced CamtuMne of tbe
Tennx naU 1 *» I le ly the Applicaiion of Radium —G Ley The
Pathology of Acet lental Hm norrfaage

/R//)Al JiNFa
Are ciATi » OF hc^N mil Hi lorisTE ani Imibrta Entohoi ooilal
Concrrso —Jo nt Meeing (^t tbe Rotlamsted Rapefunent Statiea)
St Pancrat Suuoo io a m traiw

Roval SociBry or Aktl (Indian and Colonial Sections Jo nt Meeting)
at 4 3p —Prof SW John Cedman The OH tteeoireei of the Bntteh
Empire

Roval Imstitutiom of Grvat BarrAiM at 9 —Sir Ronald Rom bdenca
and Poetry

SATUKDAr JuBBs
Rovai Inst itutioh of Graat Britain at 3 —Dr J H Jeans The
fc Theory of Quanta.

AfONDA} Jimi 7
IH4TITUTB r Actuariks at % —(An ual GmnmX Memmg )

vnvAi iMqiiTVTorr oy Orrat Britain at 3 (Geneiml Meeting)
Sor mr OF Chrmital Imi uarRV (at losiituu of Chemistry) at 8—

Inlhrmel Meeting )

Royal Inrtitutr or British Architixts atB * (Election of Counal )
Royal Socirtt or Art* at B —Dr W Rosenhain AInmuiium and lU
Alloys (Cantor I acture )

Roval GBocRArHicAL S xnRTV (at AMian Hall) at 8 Prof OAF
Molct^nUr Ooaan Research in the Dutch East Inwea

Tl/RSPAY JunrB
Royal Ph<*i xmAvuic Socirtv or Grrat Britain at 7 —Dr W H

Mills aod Sir Wri J Pope Smdlae on PhotognuihiG SeoMtiien
Pert II (Seimtiiwn of tbe Tvm of PinacyRool or SeoHtol Red
O l^Htgen A Simple Form of Non latmnittent Eapnaitre MacfaiRr—
Mr Offhr Eaaimitca of Photograpl a In Gokwr taken dvntw Theatrteal
Perfannancee —(Lectures under tbe Control of the Sdentiflc
Tachnieal Group

)

tVSDJfS^DAY
CroiOGiCAt Socirtv or Iokoon at 5 30.-
Wavos and the ElasUcMy of the Barth

iNRTiTurtON or EuccraiCAL Ehcinkrhl (Wuiless Seetioa) at tBsthntion
of Mechanical Eng nrerf) at 6 —M Latour Hteh Frequency Mae^iineti

British Pstcuot (K ical SociBrr (BdocaUoa Section) (at CoHege of
•.Prec^eni at 6 —W H Winch Equal Additwoe eNrwt-

-

poattlon inTeach ng Suhtraotloa An RNpenmental R asesrch

JUNRp.
-Dr C G Knott Earthquake
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^
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Oldham Cep T>pe Miners Electric Safety lamf —Dncuaslon on

h init Report of the Committee on Fhe Control of Atmoepheric ( onditio la

ID Hot a d Deep Mines —D S Newey A New Method of Working
Thickheannof Coal a BaagmdnCollMry —T C Bockiog Protractore
—1 O Bocking Magnetic Mend an Obeervatioiia A Method of
Utilising the Kew 01 ervatory Records

Rova SreiRTv at 4 I —A V Hill and W Hertree
Tbe Therm V lastic Properties of Mwcle —Sit James Dohlne and J J
Fox 1 be Absori 1 1 n of Light Flemente in tbe State of Vapour
(1) Selenium a d 'lelluni m (s) Mercury Cadm um Zinc PI oe^onis
Arsen c Antimony —H G ( annon ProduLtion and IransmiM ui of an
linvir 1 ental I* flat t in fTMsrr/As/Tx tv/n/m—

S

C Grey Ihe
Enrymas of S re/i reiwMwiiffr which are Concerned n the Decompoiition
of Glucose and Mannildl Part IV Tbe Fermentation of Glucose ti the
Presence of Form c Acid L T Hogben Stud es on SynapMS. * I

Pamtlcl Conjugati n and the ProphiM Complex u Penplansta with
Special Referci ce to the Premeiotic Telophtse

I ondon Maturmatical Society at 5
Rovai Coi lf b r PHveiciANt or London at 5 —Hr A T Hurst
Tbe Psychology of the Special Senses and the r Hysterical Disorders
(Ooonian LectureX

Opticai SuLtRTV at 9 Miss A B Dele Accuracy of Sett ng
Dr J S Anderson A New Method of Immenuon Refrectoinetry

iNwinvTK or Mrtai a (at Inst tution of Mechmnicel Rog neersl at 8 —
Prof C A F Benedicks Phe Recent Progreta in Thmmo Electricity
(Annt a) May T ecture)

FRIDAY Junk ii

I nbi'itution of Minimi Em inrerv (at (kological Society) from ii a m
105

Rovai Mtronomicai Socirtv at 3
pHvstCAL S r ktv or London at 5 —Dr T Barrett and A J Scott
RadiMion and Converiion from Heated Surfares—J S O Ibomai
An Electrical Hot Wire Inclinometer —I I* Richardson Convective
Cooling and the The wy of Dimaad ns—J W T Welsh The Radiatum
from a Perfectly DifBu^ CireiiUr Disc.
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Naval Education.

The discussion in the House of Commons on

May 17 on the vote for educational services

in the Navy Estimates raised several points of

interest We note a general wish to open more

widely the door from the lower deck to the com-

missioned ranks At present the most promising

of the younger seamen can rise, through the inter-

mediate rank of mate, to that of lieutenant at

an age which does not shut them out from further

promotion Several members expressed a hope

that it might be possible to promote ships’ boys

to the rank of midshipman The First Lord is

reported in the Ttmss to have replied that the

Admiralty ** could do no more than place at the

disposal of these lads the very excellent educa-

tional facilities now open to the lower deck, but

would approach the question with a steadfast

determination to remove every possible obstacle

mhkb appeared likely to prevent these lads attain-

ing their object."

Lieutenants whose training at Dartmouth was
^tmrUuled during the war are now sent to Cam-
bridge for a supplementary course. The special

situation whidi led to this arrangement will pass

away, but it ts intended to make the Cambridge

course a permanent feature of the education of

aj per cent of the officers, if accommodation at

fbt colleges permits. The young naval officer sees

Ihtle outside his sea life^ life astonishingly wide

in s^nne ways, and equally narrow in others—and

ioteroourse at Cambridge with other young men
1MI broaden bis ideas.

^ OsbOnu; is to be clo8^*m May, 1921. Cadets

. ftraight to Dartihoutii at the age of

4aad a half and stay there until the age

; then to sea The First Lord spoke

\aiimb^iegiDet of the nhoessity of dosing Osborne,

education; but the

vot,,io53

total number of cadets under training on shore

will be not more than 440, as against 1000 before

the war, and it would be incompatible with

economy to retain a special college for the younger

cadets with these reduced numbers If one of the

colleges is to go, clearly it must be Osborne,

where the buildings are for the most part tem-

porary structures, whereas Dartmouth is a sump-
tuous edifice of brick and stone, which will house

the whole number

In an explanatory memorandum issued with the

Estimates it was stated that changes were to be

made m the curriculum These arc of some im-

portance, and cannot be properly appreciated with-

out some knowledge of the history of the matter

Lord Sclborne's scheme of training (1903)

provided for the common entry of executive and

engineer officers, all were to enter Osborne to-

gether, and to receive an identical training

between the ages of thirteen and twenty-two.

Having reached the rank of lieutenant at twenty-

two, they were to select the branch to which they

would afterwards devote themselves— gunnery,

torpedo, navigation, engineering, or non-special-

ist The most difficult problem was the training

of the engineer Up to twenty-two he would not

have a more intensive engineering training than

all other officers ; from twenty-two he would devote

himself entirely to engineering. Many conse-

quences followed this decision, m particular, it

was necessary to assign one-third or one-fourth of

the instructional time from thirteen to twenty-two

to engineering. The engineer officers (Lieutenants

E) trained under these conditions are understood

to be doing well, but the time left for general

education at the colleges was restricted rather

severely, and in the case of the executive officers

this restriction seemed to be a mistake How
could this defect be remedied without impairing

the technical training of the engineers^ It

emerges from the Admiralty memorandum that

the following solution is to be tried The engin-

eering tune at the colleges (thirteen and a half to

seventeen) is to be gr^eatly reduced, and the tune

saved to be spent in enriching the cadets’ literary

education. At the skme time, the age of special-

isation for engineers is to be lowered from twenty-

two to ei^teen.

It may be surmised that this increased sense of

the value of early general education is not un-

connected with comparisons made during the

war between the midshipmen from Dartmouth

and the “direct entry" midshipmen who entered

from thn ordmary schools of the cousHry at*
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eighteen The latter are understood to have

justified their selection, and in the opinion of

some officers were superior to the Dartmouth

entr} in certain respects. One reason for such

a superiority, if it really exists, is so dominant

that it IS unnecessary to look further The

“direct entry'* midshipmen finished their educa-

tion uninterruptedly at the schools, carrying it

on to the age of seventeen and a half or eighteen.

The Dartmouth bo}s were sent to sea prema-

turel)
,
many of them at fifteen and a half instead

of at the norma) age of seventeen They were an

unfinished product, and from an educational point

of Mew It is satisfactory that this curtailment of

general education should have had such a marked
effect on efficiency at sea that many officers were

led to make the comparison referred to above.

For the reason stated, the comparison could not

be fair, but it was made, and it set naval officers

thinking.

Not $0 many years ago it was axiomatic m
the Navy that sailors “ must be caught young,'* at

a tender age, and not when they leave a public

school It IS no longer axiomatic. There is

acute division of opinion among naval officers on

this subject So long as it was considered neces-

sary that cadets of thirteen and upwards should

spend one-quarter of their time in engineering,

It was impossible to look to the schools of the

country for the secondary education of naval

officers. But the amount of engmeenng to be

learnt in future between thirteen and eighteen is

not more than could be taught at any well-

equipped school. The problem is therefore open
whether the Navy is to continue to undertake

the secondary education of its officers, or to leave

the task to the schools The First Lord stated

that the Admiralty had no intention of abolishing

Dartmouth as well as Osborne, and referred to

advantages which could be conferred at a naval

coflege on the sons of needy naval officers. But
he believed the pubhc-schocd system of entry—the

“direct entry" system—to be thoroughly good,
and fifteen midshipmen are to be entered annually

from the schools, as against xao through Dart-

mornh i

^
Id favour of maintaining a naval college for

cadets is urged the advantage of early acquaint-

aoco with Navy habits and discipline, the doubt
whether the munbers required—very moderate
numbers oow^-<x»uld be recruited at the age of

eighteen, the present overcrowded state of die

public soboots, and the spedai coosk^ratioa re-

ferred to by Mr. Long in hU q>eedb. In favour
NO. 3641, VOL. 105]

of relying entirely on tbe scbodls of the oomffiy^

many naval officers argue that ^
boy's outlooltf'tb

narrowed by association from so early an a|^

with none but those of his own profession ; duft

there is nothing at a naval college which quite

makes up for the mfluence exerted by a good

pubhc-school house master; that ** direct entry"

saves heavy expense to the Exchequer, and that

it is more difficult to select at the age of thirteen

than at eighteen

The debate, therefore, j|^s begun, and the out-

come will probably be detgr^ined by the eventual

balance of opinion within the Service.

The Umtunte DaU of Phyalct-

An Enqmty concerning the Pnneiphs of Natural

Knowledge. By Prof A N. Whitehead.

Fp. XU+ 200. (Cambridge* At the University

Press, 19x9.) Price isr. 6d net.

PHYSICISTS and philosophers can unite

unreservedly in an expression of gratitude

to the author of this most acute and original

work. At the present time, when it is generally

recognised that the ultimate concepts of physics

require reinterpretation, it is a piece of great

go^ fortune that the task should be undeitfdceiB

by a thinker who is not only one of the foremost

of living mathematicians, but also a metaphysician

who gees clearly the wider issues that are involved.

As Prof Whitehead remarks, the mcoherent

character of the traditional concepts of qiecula*

tive physics has long been a commonplace in phllo>

sophical treatments of the subject. Instantaneous

moments, geometrical points, dbextended parti-

det, etc.—these may be convenient, and even

essential, notions for the purposes of physical

investigation, but, if taken to indicate existenyt

entities, are quite unworkable notions On sudl ^
a basis the fact, for example, of change in all Its

forms would become not merely incomprehendidc^

but contradictory; to be intdligible, “diange
must," as Lotae put it, “find its way Into tte

inside of being." In other words, cbai^ aS fnare

sequence, as mere alternation, is an impossible

thi^ht. Change means, if it meftbs nnyiSbi^^

cootbluoui modification in that which preserves A
certain identity or unity, without, however,

1^ diAt ibt Isttcf Monddni^
tepanite from tiM former. Notbifig wfaidi

cfaareoteriitic ct ivee, f ^
eu exhibit iteelf «t « guiatioidese ioMaat,

•

slighteet fooctioning of fives' prgxoiem
ociety iekee timei but •o,ileo doee ibet of a
otdft of imk Ift^Aj^letoMiao.lM|i;;wf^ Mi
•fferted tbht tbe trae aetont of miy if^
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never that which caa be present all at once,

Vtt thi^ which IS beiD£^ realised in the totality of

phases through which the existent thing in

question passes

Since the appearance of his well-known paper

fa the PhtL Trans, of 1906, Prof Whitehead has

been wrestliog with the proUem which considera-

tions such as these occasion, and he has now
worked out a positive theory of the structure and

diversification of Nature, upon the basis of which

a rationale can be furnished of the concepts indis-

pensable m niathematical physics The atm, then,

Of the present volume fflhy said to be twofold

(1) To determine by analysis of what is offered in

perceptual experience the ultimate data of science

and their relations, and (a) to show how the

concepts of mathematical physics and their

relations can be exhibited as functions of the

former

Nature, so I understand Prof Whitehead to

mean, must be regarded as in its totaliU a con-

tinuous stream of process, of becoming, of

creative advance Within this whole there call to

be distinguished two essentially different, }ct

intimately connected, types of entity—events and

objects Emplo>ing, again, Aristotelian phrase-

ology (and in many ways Prof Whitehead’s

adieme of Nature more nearly resembles the Ans-
totdian scheme than any other), events constitute

the atKl objects the <ISos of things, E\ents

are either durations or bits of a duration, and a

•duration'* is a “slab of Nature,” limited tem-

porally, but unlimited spatially, which is con-

eemporaneous with the specious present of an\

percipient The fundamental relation of events

u diat of extending over each other, and this

Telation of “ extending over ” is the common root

from whid) both temporal extension and spatial

extension take their origin Strictly speaking,

events themselves do not change; they pass mto
ether events^ and in passing become parts of

larger events, the passage of events being extent

«ion in the making. Moreover, some of the

events that are parts of durations (0 g. a specific

•tate of pereelving) have a relation of cc^frediencc

to a certain duration—that is to say, they arc

lettiporally coextensive with it, and they occup)

fb h a fix^ spatial position. Furthermore, events

art the “situations” of objects—an object is

loMted in an event as that event’s characterise

or Quality. Like Aristotle’s <tSot, an object is

^iManebt When we speak of its change we
itfUbf meaii its diverse rdatiooships to diverse

Precisely the same object can characterise

^^<or ihofe evootts. The coi^uity of Nature is

fpttoil in events. The atomic properties of

in oj^Jects. Jhere Is, in short, a

structure of events (an “ether of events” rather

than a material ether), and it provides the frame-

work of the externality of Nature within which
objects have their subsistence This structure is

capable of being analysed in a number of different

wav s, and by adopting different modes of analysis

we human beings can get at the various kinds of

events which are “situations” of different types

of objects The more important of these t>pes

are (a) Sense-objects—c g definite sense-data

;

(b) perceptual objects—1 e the so-called “ things
’*

of ordinary experience
, and (c) scientific objects

—

I e the characteristics (electrons, etc ) of events

as active conditions With the exception of those

perceptual objects that are delusive, all these types

of objects are equally real Their esse is neither

peretpi nor tntellegt

For the m4themattcian the detailed working out

of the way in which the concepts of point, instant,

particle, etc , mav be brought into connection with

the data just indicated will probably be the most

valuable part of the treatise, but I must be con-

tent to record that it is accompbshed through

persistent applications of what is named the

method of extensive abstraction This method,

it IS explained, is that which m its own sphere

(the sphere, namely, of geometry and mechanics)

Allows the procedure of the differential calculus

in the region of numerical calculation It converts

a process of approximation into an instrument of

exact thought By its means, as Dr, Broad has

neatly expressed it, the convemence m these

concepts is retained, while the fiction in them is

eliminated

With the mam principles of Prof Whitehead's

philosoph}
,
yielding, as they do, a view of Nature

strikingly antithetical to that of the logical

atomism developed by Mr Russell, the present

reviewer is in close agreement One would like

to press, indeed, for a fuller elaboration of the

notions of “duration,” “event," and “passage of

events ” than is here attempted hor one has an

uneasy feeling that a host of embarrassing prob-

lems lies concealed in those notions And then,

again, one is uncertain about the mode in which

events arc supposed to be apprehended. While

objects are recognised, events, we are told, are

“lived through,” by which apparently we

are to understand that not only the “per-

cipient event ” (1 c, the actual phase of ex-

periencing), but also the whole duration with

which It IS cogredient is “lived through ”

Yet Qbviously it is not meant that the

countless other events, some cogredient and

others not with that duration, are in like

manner ’Mived through,” and one fails to see

how there can be any unique process of appre-
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hendtng them Once more, one would be prepared

to question whether aenseK>bjects ’* are primary

as compared with “perceptual objects ”—primary,

that IS, in the sense that the recognition of them

IS precedent to the recc^nition of the latter. But

the last two of these criticisms turn upon matters

of detail, and the first amounts to a large order

When aU this is said, the fact remains that in the

volume before us we have a really great effort of

constructive thinking. Prof Whitehead modestly

observes that his book “ raises more difficulties

than It professes to settle." He adds, however,

with true insight, that "to settle the right sort

of difficulties and to raise the right sort of ulterior

questions " is to accomplish one step further into

Nature’s background of mystery

G. Dawes Hicks.

Life and Letters of SUvanus P* Thompson.

Stlvanus PhtUtps Thgtnpson, D Se., LL D ,

F R S. His Life and Letters By J S and
H G Thompson. Pp ix+37a (London
T Fisher Unwin, Ltd

, 1920 )
Price iL is, net

I
F this biography of the late Silvanus P
Thompson, written by hts wife and daughter,

IS perhaps a little wanting m the detached
criticism that could have come only from Homeone
outside the family circle, it gives, from an inside

and intimate point of view, a good idea of the

extent to which its subject appreciated the gospel

of work, and how he applied himself, with all

his might, to the many varied and interesting

things that he found for his hand to do
The book commences with some account of

Thompson’s Quaker ancestry and hts early tram*
mg at Bootham School^ York, and at the Quaker
Training College at Pontefract Later, Thomjison
returned to Bootham School as a junior master,
and it was dunng this time that he made the first

of^ many visits to the Continent, whidh he
evidently greatly enjoyed, and which did so much
hoA to widen bis outlook and to increase the large
number of his foreign scientific fnends. His
appointment as lecturer on physics at Bristol was
the fitat step In hU scientific career, and at Bristol
he remained, lecturing to hia students and
also, farther afield, to various popular scientific

societies, attending meetings of the British Asso-
cihtlon, and making many contributions to elec-
trical science, imtil hts appointment as principal
of the Technical CdBege at Fuisburyi which was
the chief scene of his labouci for ^ remaining
thirty-one years of hts life.

Essentially fitted by Nature to be a teacher and
ep exMdeiit, and endowed with habits of industry

1^. 5641, VOL. 105]

to a rare dagrae, Utompson, touched littto t^t^
did not to some extent euiom, and while in ijp

of specialism, by reason, no dbubt, cX a .certavO

diffuseness of his mterests, he never concenttaled

sufiBciently upon any one brandi of scientific to*

search for his name to be associated with any

first-class discovery, there can be no doubt as to

the considerable extent that, by his books, hb
lectures, and his teaching, he forwarded the pro-

gress of science, and especially of its applications^

during many years of activity. We learn that

with remarkable mdustrj^^ was the author of no
fewer than seventeen p^idjlished books, besides

eleven others that were privately printed, while his

addresses and communications to societies during

the forty years from 1876 down to the date of his

death number 177 Electricity, magnetism, optics^

and acoustics were his principal subjects, but he

also wrote on educational, rehgious, and other

questions, while not least amongst his writings

will be considered his biographies of Kelvin and of

Faraday, and his notes on the lives of Peter

Peregrinus, the soldier of fortune who penned his

treatise on the magnet as early as the thirteenth

century, Gilbert, the Elizabethan physician, who
also wrote on the magnet; Sturgeon, the inventor

of the electro-magnet; and Phillip Reis, whose
apparatus, if it was not sufficiently developed to

b^me of practical utility, was, at any rate, the

forerunner of that wonderful instrument of sublime

simplicity, the speakmg telephone of Alexander

Graham IteU

Thompson, too, at an early stage in his career,,

tried his hand at practical tclephonio, inventsoot

but his ingenious valve telephone was held by the

courts to be an infnngement of the Bell-Edispo

patents, and its sale was prohibited. Only on one
other occasion do we find httd commg out as an
inventor, this time in connecUon with submarine
cables for telephonic and high-speed telegraffiuc

purposes Here, though his particular arrange-
ment of inductive leaks never came into practical

use, It led the way to the Pypio loading coil, with
which much has been accom^sfaed.

It is recorded that, as a young man, Thompsoo
cared little for games , but that this did not
any lack of appreciation of the lighter aqiecti ^
life Is evidenced by the yem of humour In many
of bis letters, and by the prominent part he toylc

in connection witii the “Red Lioo “ diatters ei 4^
British Assodation, and with luch dubs aa tw
Gilbert Qub and S^te of Odd W
which latter he born jAe ap|KUatioo of Binj^
Magnetiser. He also

winch were npt sokndfic^as, ier
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'Mt ^ Royal Academy An exfaibitira of his

4^iBtc£hes Wd after his death comprised more than

A hundred separate pictures.

Himself probably the most eloquent of scientific

itaponaita since Tyndally it is interesting^ to learn

that Thompson fully realised, as has many
another, the difficulties pertaining to the giving

of a Royal Institution discourse, where it is not

unusual for some few of the audience to know
quite as much as, if not more than, the lecturer,

i^le the majority can fully understand but httle

pi what they hear. Of interest also is the account

Pt the lender beginnfhgs of his librar>, which

his proclivities as a collector and as a learned

bibliophile led him to accumulate, until, enriched

as it was by many ancient worVs and a whole host

of rare pamphlets, it developed into one of the

most complete and valuable existing collections of

electrical puUications.

It is satisfactory to know that the skill and

labour expended in making this ccdlection will not

be thrown away, as the whole library is to be

preserved intact at the Institution of Electrical

Engineers, where it will form a worthy monument
to Thompson’s industry and discernment.

A A. Campbell Swinton

Academic Research and Industrial

Application.

Tha Ch$mutry and Technology of the Dtazo-Com^
pounds. By Dr. J. C Cam Second edition

Pp. xii+ 199* (London . E. Arnold, 1920 )

Price tax. 6d net.

The important chapter m organic chemistry

which is summarised so admirably by the

author of the treatise under review affords a strik-

ing illustration of the difficulty of explaining the

d^ails of a chemical syndiesis to a non-chemical,

although scientific, audience

The element carbon furnishes the framework
or skeleton of all organic compounds, but much of

the chemical hveliness appertaining to the more
reactive of these substances is due to nitrogen, an

dement endowed with a dual personality. In the

free date Inert and loath to enter into chenucal

dbttiibioatioft, when combined it becomes extremely

jsetivC. Everything living that grows contains

jjdtrbgOa, add this element is also present m all

CSjcadedcplostves and ul the pbystologicaUy active

ft is, therefore,^ not surprising that the

of organic nitrogenous substances has

tUd ji great fasanation for chemists, who
Iwnm ndrer grown tired of speculating on the

of these comp^OfmdM* It was
ibiideiidc point of view that about
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sixty years ago Prof. Kolbe, of Marburg,

set his pupils to work on the action of nitrous

acid on various aromatic amines, nitrogenous

compounds of the ammonia type derived from the

aromatic hydrocarbon, benzene One of these

workers was Johann Peter Griess, who, on treating

picramic acid with nitrous acid, discovered the

first diazo-compound, so called because its mole-

cule contained a very reactive group, N^, consist-

ing of two atoms of nitrogen or azote

Purely as a matter of scientific curiosity and
without any thought of possible applications,

Gness proceeded to generalise this reaction and

succeeded in showing that the common primary

aromatic amines yielded diazo-compounds These
diazo-derivatives, he found, were very reactive

compounds, and he tried their action on all pos-

sible substances He was thus led to make a dis-

covery of the utmost technical importance,

namely, the synthesis of the azo-colouring matters

The diazo-reaction itself was discovered in 185S,

and Gness obtained the first azo-colour m the

years 1861-63. This dye was first manufactuied

m 1865 by Caro, a German chemist then employed
by Messrs. Roberts, Dale, and Co., of Manchester

The greater part of Gness ’s work was earned out

in England, first in London in Hofmann’s labora-

tory, and afterwards while engaged with Messrs
Allsopp, of Burton-on-Trent

From those early days to the present time the

diazo-reaction has gone on becoming increasingly

useful both in technical and m academic chemistry

The azo-colours produced a revolution in the art

of dyeing because a large and important group

was foimd to have the valuable property of dye-

ing cotton directly without the intervention of a
mordant Other azo-dyes have found useful ap-

plication as extremely fast mordant dyes on wool.

A third group, the azo-pigments or ingrain d\es,

are formed withm the textile fibre by impregnating

this material successively with the components of

the azo-coupling All students of organic

chemistry are familiar with the Sandmeyer and
Gattermann reactions, by means of which diazo-

compounds become synthetic agents useful in elu-

cidatmg the constitution of aromatic or benzenoid

denvatives. The diazo-reaction has been of

service in the production of synthetic drugs,

notably those of the salvarsan group It

was employed during the war in the manu-
facture off sternutatory materials for chenucal war-
fare. These synthetic developments are all duly

ndted in Dr Cain’s treatise, which Indudes many
references to original literature. To the student

of historical chemistry not the least interesting

chapters will be those on the theories of the con*

stitutlon of diaso-compounds. This diacussioD
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<teBls fully with tb« cddMrated Hantssch-Bam-

berger controversy, which was maintained for

several years. The author has himself formulated

a theory of the constitution of diaaonium salts

which, with a modification suggested by the re-

viewer, IS sufficiently elastic to account for the

properties of aromatic diaso-compounds and also

for the existence of a rapidly increasing group

of heterocyclic and non-aromatic diazo-denvatives

A new chapter on the latter group has been added

to this second edition of a unique monograph.

G. T. M.

Ancestral Studies of Compositae

The Origin and Development oj the Compositae.

Thestt approved for the Degree of Doctor of

Science m the University of London. By Dr.

James SmalL (^ew Phytologut Reprinti

No. II.) Pp. xi + 334+ 6 plates. (London:

William Wesley and Son, 1919.) Price 15s.

net I.

There is perhaps a tendency among system-

atic botanists to fight shy of the Composite,

on account largely of the enormous size of the

family and the difficulties of properly classifying

its members Those, however, who once succeed

in passing these lions in the path soon become

enthusiastic students of the group, and Dr Small

is no exception to this rule. His contribution to

the investigation of the origin and devel^ment
of the family is by far the most important that

has appeared for many years.

After a general discussion of previous literature,

in which the most important names are those of

Cassini and Bentham, the author goes on to deal

with the various morphological and ecological

features of the family one by one, considenng,

for example, the pollen-presentation raecfaaniAn,

the corolla, the pappus, the involucre, the recep-

tacle, the phyllotaxis, and the fruit dispersal From
all of these, umilar general conclusions are

drawn, to the effect that the Senedoneta are the

most inrimitive type of the family, and that from
them, directly or indirectly, and ultimately from
fienem itself, as the basal genus from which the

Seneciopeae arose, there sprang all the other

tribes and genera of the family. This is then

very stfUdngly ooqfii|iMd. by a study ^ the geo-

graphical distribution, whi^ shows what would
be etcpected upon this dieory of mutatieaal or^in,

and upon the hypothesis of age and area, which
is Uk^ise SMtopted. It is shown that the diii-

tributioe of SMeao (the oldest genus) is the

widest of aU, gnd that of other tril^ and genera
less and less'tn proportion to their tester age,
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Seoedo is supposed (and the evidence is fairi!g

dear) to have arisen from the SptocamMdhm
group of Lobdirnden, and prObtUy in tm BoUsiaa
highlands after the upheavel in the Cretepeoue

period had provided availaUe land above the

linut of trees. Once formed, its pappus fruit

and the great area of open land available in the

moaotain chains which with few breaks run all

round die world enabled it to spread rafadly over
America, Asia, Africa, and Europe.

In the final chapter an interestmg sketch is

given of an hypothetical^trvolution of the Com*-
positse from Simedo, bas^ upon the various ccn-

dusions drawn in the course of the work, summed
largely m a diagram on p 397, which illus-

trates this evdution in time and space The
second great genus to evolve is supposed to have
been Gnaphalium (from which tte Inuleae are
descended), then Spilanthes (Hdianthess), Solid-

ogo (Eupatorieae and Asterece), and so on. The
whole IS a striking and interesting illustration of
the way in which our whole outlook upon phylo-

geny has been altered by the acceptance of the

modern theories of evolution and gei^aphical
distribution

In the course of the work many minor points

are further ducidated, such as irritability m the
pollen-presentation mechanism Good reasons are
brought forward for supposing the pappae to be
of tnchome nature, and by an ingenious

mechanism the dispersal of the seed was studied,,

and it was shown that a very slight wind was
sufficient to keep the seeds aloft 10 sufficiently dry
air, so that there is no need for land bridges to

explain the distribution. Many other pomta are
also dealt with, for which reference must be madb
to the original.

Our Bookahelf.

Monarch. The Big Bear of TaUac By Ernest
Thompson Seton. Pp. 315. (London Co|»-
stable and Co., Ltd., 19x0 ) Price 7s. 6dl net.

This u a composite picture of a grisriy bear,,

or, more exactly, the personali^ of one-remark-
ahle bear still uriog in prison has been credillMf

with the adventures of several of hit Mad. Beghio
Ding udth the growtit and education of the cub,
the bdok tdls the story of many ups and downs,
such as the first shee^tesliw, the escye froar
the fbrest fire, rite dretunvenDOn of tiie^nttittBra;

the affair of the ten-gallon empHy suMHceg wi^
the detidous smell,lUpto which the wear thrust'
his bead; and die nml captive (by itaeaus df
dragged hon^ of en adventuief with aw|r.
atieses. Mr. twempson SMte is a^ios raoenjewl>
but we wwh he had put a llttie hMdWdul^
die boedt} and hte faeSlQr loigrtlitify fakt
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^tter of his judgment. **And still he lives,

wt' peeing—padng-^pacuifi^—^you may see him,

sehnni^ not the crowds, but something beyond
crowds, breaking down at tames into petulant

ragea, but recovering anon hb ponderous dignity,

looking—waiting—^watching-^eld ever by that

Hope, that unknown Hope, that came.’* Through-
out the book we get glimpses of a river that does
not reach the sea, and a poetic parallelism is

ittstained between nver and bear—both ending m
hnprisoimient. “The river, bom in high Sierra’s

flaw, that hved and rolled and grew, through
mountain pines, o’erleaping man-made barriers,

then to reach with growing power the plains and
brin^ Its mighty flood i^t l^t to the Bay of Bays,

a prisoner there to he, the prisoner of Golden
Gate, seeking forever Freedom’s Blue, seeking
and raging—raging and seeking—back and forth,

forever—in vain “ So with the bear The book
is delightfully printed and got up, and manv of

the thumb-nail drawings are very graphic Wc
are told on what pages they occur and on vkhat

pages the chapters begin and end, but there is

no pagination

!

ReUgton and Culture • A Critical Survey of
Methods of Approach to Religious Phenomena

,

By Dr. Frederick Schkiter. Pp. x + ^o6 (New
York: Columbia University Press, London
Humphrey Milford, 1919.) Price 85 6d net

It is well to be reminded by such an acute cntir
aft Dr Schleiter that anthropology, one of the
youngest of the sciences, is still in search of the
one scientific method of analysing and co-ordinat-
ing the enormous mass of material which has
been, and is still being, collected The object of
tUs book IS to review the methods in use at
present and to point out certain diflknilties which
each involves. Though in his preface the author
^s us that he has in some degree modified his
iconodastic attitude towards the comparative
method, his cntiasm still remains sufficiently

drastic. Thus he remarks that “ In hts immensely
voluminous works ” Sir James Frazer has em-
bodied “several mutually irreconcilable types of
research.’* Again, the method of intensive studv
of a limited group of cultural facts—the Aus-
tra^n culture, for instance—“bristles with fal-

lades and insupportable pre-suppositsons.” In
dealing wiA Maw, Dr. Marett “ appears to have
repressed bewildenng varieties of opinion on this
Subject.** Sir E. Tylor postulates “a single co-
herent and ^stematic view of the world, or what
he r^ieatec^ refers to as a * philosophy of
pature.*'* But “all et^ol^^cal evidence tends
to show that no such universal systematisation of
oa^ierieneea has ever taken pla^“ In short,
**etbo0gruliical literature, as a whole, presents

nww thaq groups of dassifications
from mutually irreconcilable points of
Advocates of•the separate principles

fltthered into seboob which profoundly dis-

l9^eaeh ojher*a results.'’

9eUe)iter, thovgb an acute critic, is not a
vdRHLWTkflr. and hia work is rritii^l fkan
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constructive He supplies a bibliography, but,

strange to say, no index We can do no more at
present than indicate the scope of this important
review of methodology applied to ethnography.

Manuel PraUque de MMorologte^ By J Rouch.
Pp V111+145 + XIV plates. (Pans Masson et

Cie, 19x9.) Price 6.50 francs net.

This book, the outcome of war experience espe-
cially with aviators, is designed to give those
who receive weather forecasts some knowledge
of the principles on which they are based The
greatest measure of success is likely if the recipi-

ents have this knowledge, and are also m personal
cx>ntact with the forecaster

The construction of weather charts, the inter-

pretation of their broader features, and the travel

of large weather systems are dealt with m the
first eight chapters. The greatest danger, how-
ever, often attends the package of smaller tra\el-

ling systems Accordingly, chap ix discusses m
great detail secondary phenomena, line squalls,

thunderstorms, etc Fog has a separate chapter,
and an account is given of the main results of
recent upper-air research A useful feature is a
list of the chief barometric situations of the year
1917 to serve as examples supplementary to those
given in the book The pubhshed daily charts
of the Bureau Central M^t^rologique may be
obtained for this purpose

Detail IS not lacking, and physical explanations
are given of many phenomena The book shouUt
<ippeal to meteorologists, as well as to “those
who, without bemg meteorologists, wish to know
what the weather will do ’* MAG
Wireless Transmission of Photographs By
Marcus J Martin Second edition, revised and
enlarged Pp xv+143 (London : The Wire-
less Press, Ltd , 1919 ) Price 55.

A CERTAIN amount of experimenting has been done
from time to time on the transmission of sketches,
photographs, etc , electrically along ordinary
telegraph circuits, but in the case of long lines

success has been limited by the difficulty of
obtaining sufficiently sharp current iiimulses owing
to the capacity effects m the line This difficulty

disappears with wireless transmission, and it is

chiefly for this reason that the author anticipates
greater success, as well as greater convenience,
in the apparently more delicate methods which it

is his purpose to describe In his own system
a bichromate print made on a metal film 15 rotated
on a drum at the same time fed axially, and a
stylus is caused by the presence of the picture to
make intermittent contact and to send a series
of impulses from an ordinary wireless transmitting
set A synchronised drum at the receiving end
carries a ^oti^rniphic film, and a beam is directed
on to it, which is made intermittent by the move-
ment of a small shutter controlled by the reedv-
ing ajmaratus. Considerable ingenuity has been
exerm to overcome the many practical di^ulties
encountered. additions to this the second
editioo relate chiefly to optical and phot(^raphicat
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Letters to the Editor

[TIm Ed$iof do%t not hold htms^ tufonsMo for
opomons onpreuoii by hts coffespondttUt Noithor
con be undortako to return or to correspond With
the wrttors of reiected monusertpU miended for
this or ony other port of Natuss No notice ts

Udten of anonymous oommuntcohone }

Tilt OrSHdMtiH of SoltntiSo WoHc Is iMbs
As Nature waited for more than a year to cnticiie

the Indian Industrial Commission s Keptart which
was pubushed in October 1918 it will probably
tolerate this additional delay of a few weeks (due to

my absence in India) in attempting on behalf of my
colleagues to demonstrate that the impressions con
veyed by the leadmg article m the issue of i*^ruary 19
and by the letters which followed m three later issues
bear little resemblance to the Commission s proposals
for the organisation of scientific work in In^a
We are well aware out here that the writer of the

article borrowed many of his expressions and that
the correspondents who furnished the subsequent
applause obtained their impressions of the Industrial
Commission a scheme from a memorandum which
was privately composed and circulaked among a few
acienbhb men In England after the departure of the
only two members ol the Commission who were at

home last year on leave If i had seen the private
memorandum only 1 too should have addkl my
vote to the others in condemning a scheme apparently
designed to tamper with the form of liberty that is

Mscntial to scientific research and 1 doubt if 1

should have shown the canny wisdom of a distui

guii^ied chemist who m reply to the aithor of the
memorandum cautiously commented on proposals
sold to ham been set forth in the report of the Indian
Industrial Commtsston That most of your distin

gutshed correspondents had not read the Comtms
mn s report itself is obvious enough from their

totters only one of them frankly says so

One writer for example states that under the cen
tmlisation scheme the work of an invest gator would
depend on the prevous sanction of the head of the

S^ice who would probably not be of any scientific

wninence or might even be without scientific q^ltfica
tton The one obvious and plamly stated <mject of

the Commission s scheme is to retoase isolated

sctontific research wiu-kers from control by non
aemtific officials and it ts so dedgned that even the

scleatific officer suggested for the head of each Ser
vtoe cannot do more than enuase and advise w thout
uissrfenng
Aocordmg to the privately circulated memorandumt
two poticm are at present in the field (a) absoKits

cantraitaation wi^ the formabon of distmet water-
tmht graded departments of science (botany zoology

c&mu^ etc ) being controUsd bv a sq^arate depart
mental head Thto is intended to represent the
pbliev of the Industrial Commission and the htsral

agreement between the statement in the leading

arbde of February 19 and three-quarters of this

qnotatloa Is as important to notice as the additions

made bfy tiie writer of the article Both like voor
correspondents have oomfuaed the wholly ffistinet

terms ^sendees ano departments which are

doasfy distinguished In the Commission's reoort but

tile wntor of the article has also gratultouilv sMoA
a statement wtdeh neither the Industrial Commtosfon
fior any other re^MMiatfab body here ^has ever tug-

gasted namely the placing of botanists lootogtots

and as on under tfis proposed ImpetM Departo

ment of Industries
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Your corre^xmdents out of tito fullness of titolr
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uooewfiil opentitoe. ngraduoa ouwqr
platitudes on the freedom neoesMry jtor resoai^ ,

they overlook the fact tiiat many young soi«

officers are empii^ for such acosasory routme u ^
as analyses and ideotificationi^ which may be dutt but
are essential to the operations of ogrlcuitore, forestry^
and muieral devdopment Ihey forgett tooL that
most of the so-called research worn of mai^ others ts
purely descriptive which is equally asseotial In a
country stocked with raw matenius of unknown
nature Unless their work comes to the nottoe of a
senior authority of their own caste young scientific

officers so employed m departments pr mstitutiocia
controltod by non scientific officials wo^ rarely get
a chance of showing their worth or of justifying their
desire for research of^iortumties unless they are
members of some servic^j* and thus come auto-
matically to the notice of tneir scientific chief they
must either remain low paid hewers of vmoA or
refuse to renew their agreements and quit
Then among those who already enjoy opportunities

for research there are some who need the si^port of
an independent senior authority m their raire to
obtam the necessary freedom and funds from the
local authorities in control and it matters little

whether the constituted authority be a committee^
a board a hidebound official or our most senior of
sclent fic councils which Prof Sod<lk regards as the
obsolete product of mbreeding for all have learnt the
danger of taking unchecked the average man s
estimate of his own worth There are some too,
among our isolated scientific workers who have not
sufficient confidence m themselves to close thor
inquines for publication they need the crystallismg
innuenco ot a senior worker who has the right to ask
them how they are gettmg on with that piaoe of
research which was in progress last year tnere are
others who distracted by the abundance of their ideas
and the wealth of available raw material pass from
one inquiry to another without finishing any, there
are some who in their isolation unwittingly waste
time m pursuuig lines already more co^lete^
developed but not yet pubhthea elsewhere Then
there are iscdated workers who for want of a pace
maker grow weaiy in well doing and finplly tbm
» the inevitable residue who throuf^ uncontroUed
freedom become charlatans But although all these
well known species of scientific men are represented
ui India 1 doubt if we have any here who have yet
attained sudi eiqienenoe and dexterity in the use of
scientific method as to justify their cnticunng a

report that they have never nen
Your leading article of February 19 after refempg

to the researtn work done in existing intotutions ^
vanout sorts asserts that the preattit system has
proved sucoessful in practice It wouM not be totot

nor would you find space to dMcnJje ttie painfully
numerous exceptions but if the situation must be
summed up m only a few words the followuig twq
statements are suffiosnt (1) During tta fiiKtrs tto,

loduatnal Commission reodved Gompiauits neariy
everywhere of the disabilities that haDfficsD sdentlfic
workers under the prassnt srstem and (a) the moat
eofispicuous success to also the moat centralbed In**

stitution of all namely the Gefdogical $iirv^, wldtii
to a Department as as a Sanfiee *
We cannot hope to provide for other Meqtttic

wufkers the axtiemHea now secured W the

he inherits tile reonMi§t fh* foiet^ght
tingtiitiied acto^Sc worker who had atoo

tftolnMtratm-*4>r Tboi^ Okffiaiito wstf

the hope of the Induttrial Cntmiaiiafi^ Amnito 4
,.

scheme which (hddog intd aerpunt MtabiWied vwM
Utoemets the tondemr towgrda

,



of aome proviodal adantlfic msUtu-pu la ibi oootrol of po^ar repreaentJitivas nooet*mm oiddoui for vi^la reaulm would retain for

wBuMfie worbera dte aecurity of a central Service,

nd^ eo far aa their research activitiea are concern^,
itno adMintagaa of the support and criticism of a senior
Cdftcer of their own caste. Our scheme is not an
SUttan^ to impose arbitrary control, but a simple
t^'aaponse to a general petition from scientific workers
lor proflaction and support

It cannot be appliM, however, without suitable
modification to fit established interests and mstitu-
dbos. Tbsre are, for example, forest botanists who
are forest officers first and botanists after, their bond
with the Forest Service is closer than with the
Botanical Survey, and both should be developed as
cooiplementaiY, not cott)j>etiRg, Services. There are

^ agri^tural chemists wh^ community of interests

sntb the rest of the Agricultural Service forms a
stronger service link than their affinities to other
chembts; they might more appropriately be termed
chemical agricuitunsts, and, having one of their own,
they need not form part of the suggested Chemical
Sendee
To find out whether the general principles suggested

by the Commission are applicable at ml to each of
the maior sdenoee, and, if so, to adjust the scheme
to established conditions, requires examination by
specist committees One such committee for

cnemlstry under Prof J F Thorpe has just pub-
lished its report, from which it will be seen that a
committee composed of six chemists and one admlni^
trathse officer, after examination of witnesses and
institutions in various parts of India, accepts for

chemists the scheme which your correspondents,
rashly believing a privatelv concocted memorandum,
label as ** servitude undisguised,** a “means of en-
couraging roadiocrit),** “bureaucratic centralisation,**

and other epithets

To thoee of vour readers who do not know the
motive of the private memorandum referred to above,
the spedal reasons for delaying the date for its dis-

tribution to everv member of the Roval Society’s

Indian Advisory Committee—exceot mvself, its chalr-

matv—and the selection of “the solid ground of

Natitu’* as the pomt d^aSpw, this “mass attack'*

on the Industrial Commlsaion’s scheme has doubtless

all the appearance of spontaneity and honest con-

viction.

Bv an offida] ucadent, not foreseen by the author
of tte private memorandum, I have now before me
(l) a proposal from a committee of botanists for the

wUirgement of the Botanical Survey, and (a) the un-

>a(}ttght advice of a forest botanist who, through com-
mei^ble hut over-lealous regard for his own institu-

tion, mdmiite odnlons collected from Ingenuous

adandfle dien and the correspondenco In Natuiib In

•ttppoct of tifs pfopoaal, not for the expanrion, but for

the tlroftatlon of the Botanical Survey to one cryoto-

gOmfe botanist and three specialists In medicinal

plants. And tfds In a tropical and semi-tropicaf

ohiftirv covering t,7w<ooo iquare mllM I Fortunatdy,

ihiM u attooirh cmenoe avaitabto to Justify further

Mmort for, and the independent fnaintenanre of, both

bM^eat loitltudcata* but the petty jeelouslee of those

no eiiffiM* fiwn.ttde form of mental animatini
OBkfndr tainforer onr’i eWbrte to Mcure for isolated

uM^nieed verkefs In other tdeneea^
mewo'bT ^a aadoi^.’or to secure for all ^ntific
ifiSlliffl ill Tpdto ^ privBegee and recotfnidon lontf

f*' aMiww * doctore, and (»a membere
Servlta.

' H. Hotuire,
. .

Fti^rident, InSan bteetttel CMfindirion

[The leading ardek to which Sic Thomas Holland
refers deecnbw the proposals of the Indian Industrial
Commission and discussed the policy of oentrallsiUiaa
and the creation of graded scientific Services in conv
panson with the present system under which researeh
is carried on in India In the correspondanoe which
followed attention was given chiefly to the guiefal
principles of Organisation of Sdeptific Woric," and
it was not necessary to be familiar with the Report
of the Commission in order to express opinions imoo
these, or to urge that creative investigators produce
their best results when they are given perfect rroedom
of action The proposed sdentme Servloes of India
may, as regards their aims, be compared with ths
Industrial Research Associations at nome, and are
similarly capable of promoting progress in both pure
and applied science But the work carried on at
universities and research institutes by men outside
official Services has even greater need of financial

support, because its value is not so readily understood.
This is the aspect of productive research with which
we are particularly concerned, and for which we ask
full consideration —Ed Nature ]

AntMte PaM.
1 HAVE read Mrs Ayrton’s letter in Nature of

June 3, after, unfortunately, missing the note in the
issue of May 13, as well as the Timas correspondence
referred to 1 have no intention of entering into a
controversy, polemical or otherwise, with Mrs. Ayitoa,
but should like to put my views before your readm,
as I believe them to be shared generally not only ^
Headquarters Gas Service officers, but also by ragt*

mental soldiers of all ranks, including Gas p$rsOfmd*
The crux of the matter is this The problems

invc^ved in gas defence after Julv, 1917, when the
enemy commenced using “mustard gas,” were of a
totally different nature Irom those which had to be
faced before that date Then, apart from smaU
quantities of the annoying, but otherwise practically

mnocuous, “tear gas,” we had to deal with moderate
quantities of lethal gat riiell, containing the volafffs

“diphosgene,” and, verv occasionally, with waves of
cloud gas Under thoee conditions the gas, except in

very cold weather, <Usappcared quickly (a matter of

minutes) from the open, or even from trenches of

average depth, but was liable to collect and remain
in shelters for hours, or even days When such
shelters had been once cleared thev were habitable,

as no “gas” remained outside m the neighbourhood
to contaminate them further For this ^rpose the

^vrton fan was found to be useful, and large numbers
ere issued as trench stores Later the more rimple, and

quite as efficacious, method was introduced of merely

lighting a small fire in the shelter, and thus causing a
through draught This was found to be distlnctlv

superior for dceo shelters, such as those In the ebafk

country of the Somme battlefield, and, moreover, w»
far less fatiguing to the men employed Wortdng an
Avrton fan, even In the most approwd fashion, when
wearing a gas-mask on a hot day. is a tiring task

After the date mentioned we had easentiallv to

with a relatively nonJoalaiUe sbell-filhng, which pro-

duced its well-known effects at concentrations far

below those at which the volatite fillings becams
Innocuous, and was used by the enemv In verv large

quantities This gave little warning of Its presenoe

to the uninitiated, aoaked much of the ground and
oervaded the whole atmosphere In the shetled area for

davs afterwards, made great demands en Ihe and^
anoe and 4nsdptrne of tfursoMirr, and csdkd for mHk
new nasafiures. This Is not tibe fdaoa tw^bcuaa dkea
measures, but It is dear that the usd of either firs er

sAit, Tot. xosi



fm to romovo gas from shaltarB could realfy be
eSaqtuid cely a^ter firat deallog with the area round
the ^leltar. That la one reason lor the relative decline

in thtt fortunes of the Amon fan. 1 say relottoe^ as
large numbers of such ums were issued even during
the winter of 1917-18, and, for all I can remember,
sdll later Other reasons were the natural and rooted

objections of the regimental officer and soldier respec*

dray to be resTOosible for, or to load himself with,

stores of (to him) problematical value, and the growing
favour shown to the alternative fife method. (It was
«dd, perhaps not without malice, that Ayrton fans
wetw often used for clearing shelters from gas—by
first)

However that may be, there was no demand by
troc^s for the fans towards the end of the war , on the

contrary, we were besought to withdraw them I

know this mvself from mam personal Interviews with
refdmental officers and from reports furnished bv Gab
personnel of every type of unit and formation IThere

were, of course, up to the end of tlw war gas casual-

ties caused by men sleeping In shelters which might
have been successful]v cleared of gas either by the

fan or by fire They were, however, owing to the

particular properties of ** mustard gas.’* a unall pro-

portion of the whole, and fatigue and ignorance and
the exigencies of the battle were their causes

I must, therefore, characterise as quite unfounded '

the view that much suffering and loss of life could

liive been avoided by increasing the nrovision of Mrs
Ayrton’s fan Regimental and Ga«i Services personnel

were both far too anxious to reduce gas casualties

in every wa\ practicable It was ultimatelv the

fighting soldier who decided, after weighing all the

fficts of the situation, that the fan, useful in sound
and welKestabllshed trenches, uas scarcely '‘worth
while ” during the advances and retirements of

1917-18 or In the mud ami pili-boxes of the Ypres
•client—this aoart from the question of mustard
gas.*' Mrs Avrton is verv obviously sincere, but, like

another distinguished civilian who has recently written
on camouflare is not quite cm fati With the realities

of the battlefield Exaggerated attacks of this nature
on the War Office are liable to defeat their own ends,
and also to neutralise the efforts of others who are
trying to ensure the application of scientific methods
to mlittary problems in a more systematic manner
than has bem the case in the past

A J AtLMAND
(Late Chemical Adviser to Fourth and to

Second Armv Headquarters

)

Ring's College, W C a, June 7

AttaiMMiit of Hldi Lovolt la tN Atmoapltsrt .

1 MUST confess that 1 am very sceptical as to a
sounding balloon having reached 37,000 metres or a
^ot balloon 39,000 metres, as mentioned in Natubb
for June 3, p 437* although such heights would be
posmblo if sufficiently large balloons were employed,
A sounding balloon as commonly used is a small

indla^bber balloon expanded by hydrogen to
dbout tvdoe lU natural diameter, and then
securely tied up The rubber stretdite as the
balloon ascends, until finally it can stretch no further
and the balloon bunts under the supposition that
the pressure and temperature of the gat inside are
thp^ same as those of the air outside, and under
average conditions of tenmerature for Europe, the
foUpwing rules hold . The starting diameter is

4|lu>led at a little more than id km , tmled at a little

more than 24 km , and quadrupled at 30 km Since
starting diameter is about double the natural

diameter, tills mean* at 30 km the rubber has
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Stretched e^htfoldi ttaeatty WdJU 1

reduced sixty-fotnrMd. I <80 noTtmnk a
wOi stand tldi treatment can be iSoiind*

Iks thldiDesa
Ink rubber

On the other hand, a precise calculation bf a grddt
height Is in practice impM^le. We can only measure
the prassure, and whm the air pressure Is grsatiy
reduced a very small error in tiie pressure ihSees a
large error in the height
For a pilot balloon. If the balloon Is near the senkh

and the base line for the theodolites a long one, there
IS not so much nek of error; but if, as is usually
the case, the balloon has drifted a long wav,
particularly if it has drifted in the direction towards
which the base line points, then a small error in the
setting of the theodolites or in reading the angles will

make a meat error In the heigirt

It IS deftirable that when 'the recorded height has
reached an abnormal value the comouter should give
full details and state his reasons for believing it to be
genuine, otherwise one is apt to think some mistake
has crept in W H Dinrs.

Benson, Wallingford, Berks, June 4

Oentral WireleM ttatloii fbr Astranamy.
In the “Astronomical Column *’ of Naxuu of

May 27 It is stated that “Prof Kobold, editor of
Aikr Nochrichttn, and director of the Central-
stelie, delegated the latter work to Prof. Stromgren,
Copenhagen, during the war, but has now resumed
It, and announces in Astr Nock,, 5044, that
arrangements have been made for the dlsmbution of
astronomical information by wireless telegraphy from
the Nauen station *'

It will be remembered that, in pursuance of resolu-

tions od^ted by the International Scientific Academies
at London and Pans in 1918, there was established
at an International conference held at Brussels in
July, 19x9, among^other Commissions, a Commission
of Astronomical Telegrams, with a oentral bureau
at the Royal Observatory of Belgium (Uccle), to re^
place Kiel, for the purpose of receiving, cantfwlskig,
and dispatching information concerning astronomical
discoveries, observations, and calculatims, either by
telegram or post, to the various institutions or private
persons sub^bing to it

SureW with such an organisation in full workhig
order this Commission should undertake the dispaten

wireless of astronomical information of great
urgency, such as the appearance of a new star, e1^,
if such information is ^Ing to be distributed by jadre*
l^s at all I

Practically ever} ob9er\atory in Western Europe now
takes in the time and weathW signals from tte Eiffel
Tower, and any news of an astronomical nature could
be easily transmitted to that statkm from the oeotn^l
bureau at Uocle (or Brussels) and re-trgnsmltted from
the Eiffel Tower at, my, io>.Doh and |6.odli., the
standard times of transmisnon of the time and weather

'Sefore tbs war the Central Bureau of Aetrononmal
Tetegrams wa, located at Kiel, but tUa organbalfam
haa eeaud to exut from an Intemationar pout of
view There Mens no object, fherefora. In twivlnjg
it at Nauen (near Berlin) purely for the aatee of t^
wireleaa aatrononalcal Information, utben tUt mm
of divpatch can be a, easily adopted in ^^^satm Europe
for thia jmrpoaa

,

Prof Kobold seems not ottfjr to Ignore tba aiditetieo
^f the new International Central Bureau (a Bdvkmb
bdt also assuioM dwt dte war hn, made

"Si ^
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Ttm tH Wylwtlifc.

1 HAVS on freouent occasions (in the Mediterranean,
tbs Red Sea, ana the Indian Oo^) carefully observed
with a fieUUtfass (x8) the supposed “flight" of
flylng-ii^ ana have always conrluded that the “leap
and jtfide*' theory is the correct one, with one or two
modincations. Dr J McNamara, m Nature foi

June 3, p ^1, cites five facts in support of the theory
of true flimt, but 1 may point out that all these five

facts can oe otherwibe interpreted Flying-Ash un-
doubtedly leap out of the water and gain tlwir initial

impetus by tail action, and when out of the water
the pectoral fins serve as planes While gliding the
Ash can not only renew its impetus to a limited
extent by an occasional^ flick of Its tail against the
crest of a wave, but, aStyour corresoondent says, can
also change the direction of Its glide I ha\e, how-
ever, never observed a Ash "come back in a direc-
tion opposite to the direction in which it set out,"
and I am tolerably certain that it could not do this

without re-immeruon in the water, unless perhaps a
strong wind were blowing in this opposite direrfion

Flying-Ash can certainly nae and fall duiing the glide,

but tUs, as well as change of direction, can be easih
explained by assuming Inclinations of the planes of
the fins—a yery different process from actual “wing“-
flapfdng sufficient to cause flight The fins can, like

those of most fishes, move on their bases, but 1 fail

to understand how, in the absence of the required
musculature, it can possibly be supposed that the fins

show "rapid movement, as in the cate of hovering
fAea and humming-birds " Tf seaguHs can glide for

hundreds of yards, rise and fall, and change direction

wtdiout wing-flapping, why not flving-fish? In glid-

ing the outlines of the pectoral fins naturalh appear
to be indistinct, because compared with the rest of
the body, the fins are thin and irnrgular in outline on
their posterior «df*e

Granting that the hodv can gain fresh impetus by
an orcasional flick of the tail against a wave-crest
fand this ran be easily teen to occur, and is certainly

less difAcult to understand than the initial tall action

which enables the fish not only to cmerf*e from the

water, but also to acquire an impetus which carries it

the gtvater nart of its Plldel, and that the planes of the

wingf can be inclined, til the movements of flving-

Ath which T have observed are fully intelligibleW N F Woodland
“Kismet," I-ock Mead, Maidenhead, June 4

At another obterver of Nature at eea 1 must beg
to differ entirely from Dr McNamara*! conclusions on
the " Alght" of the Aying-fish

(1) Turning at an acute angle can be brought about

bv an extra puff of wind, and indicates no power on
tm part of me Ash

(a) It is impossible for a Aying-fish to flap its pcc-

toraii fins as a bird does its wings

{3) The rise and fall over waves are due to the

forcing up or lowering of the air immediately over the

surface of the water

8
(4) The imt>etu8 is quite sufficient to send flying-fish

\ m a height of 50 ft. or even more, and to extend

e soar to 300 yards They naturally flop about on

dedc until <tead

(5) It is quite possible (though 1 have never seen it>

far the Apt of the fins to be vibrated bv the wind
fliSbb

Tlie' matter has been dfealt with more folk in

**llature Notes for Ocean Voyagers," bv Capt Alfred

Cmehssr and mvsdf, and also m the NaiUt^
for May, and In the Shipt^ TFoWd for

April, 1901. The late Ci^. Crotnie, at mv request,
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made a aenes of very careful dbMfVhHom# flrom
torpedo-boat destroyers and submarines, and wis most
emphatic that they did not "/ly *’

As in many other interesting problems, Am help of a
super-kinema camera fitted with a telephoto lens wouM
be of great service David WtLSOX-BARKXR

FeNow-WorfcerSt

In Nature for June 3, p 416, Prof D’Arcy Thomp-
son refers to me and to mv " follow-workers *’ who
helped me to bring our "hc^s to fruition" In con-
nection with the old malana-moMjuito business. My
own memories remind me of seven vears' almost con-
tinuous solitary labour, during which time my
numerous " fellow-workers " had man\ opportunities,

as good as mine or better, for doing the same work,
but, oddlv enough, did not use them , and it was not
until 1 had sol^ the oroblofn that they arrived on
the scene in a body, fully armed with paper, pens, and
cameras, and resolved "to join the victory f^oup** at

any cost Prof Thompson puts one of these gentlemen
in the place of honour next to Pnsteur—who, bv the

wav, had little to do with the develooment of animal
oarasitology The true histor\ of the subtect is given
in my "Prevention of M.nl •rm*’ (Murrav), and sHlI

more trenchantly In Robert Koch’<i letter to me, dated
Februarv 10, iQoi, and nublished in Science Progress

for April, 1017
But this is a detail and I should like to thank

Prof Thompson for his kindlv references to mv
medical verses, and for his interesting consoectus of

the medical Doets Oddlv enough the dav after It

anpeared In Naturp T lectured at the Roval Institu-

tion on "Science and Poetry," and upheld the thesis

that A higher view" of both will show how frequentiy

and how closely thev are connected Rut htmestv

compels me to add that mv own Interest in medleal

matters is quite secondary, and a matter of duty

rather than of oredifectlon Ronald Ross,
lA Harle\ House, I^ondon, N W r, June 4

Tka ApproxhMrta IviMrtiaii of DtMta Intapidt
between FWte LMte.

(i) The four-ordinate rule given In mv letter pub-

lished in Nature of May 20, p, 354, vis.

- 1 (F(*)+ F(A)+ P (,%)+ 1 (A)!,

is obtained bv dividing the range into two and to

each half appl>lng the simple two-ordinate rule,

/‘F(»yi-J!KI)+FU)'.

the parabolic or cubic approximation for two ordinates

being

-l{f‘(0 3”3)+F(0 7887)] («)

(3) CIoMf approximations may be obtained by
dividind die rantfe into a greater number of parta and
applying Ais rule to each, thus

^F(x)<^r-j'V(xy^+J*F(x)dc+j'^F(x)dx

-HF(A)+F(y,)+F(A)+F(,'V)+F(H)+F(U)}'

The following table showa for aeveral function* the
value of the integeal and the approximate evahtatfotM
from two, lour, six, and eight orduurtee:
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• 4 6 t

flwakiide (^r- «*)* i

Qaadnat (i )

Patabola jt*

•iajf

log(i+4r)
#
l_

I +x

ojm;
0.7S54

0 J3i3

17183

0-6931

04000 o
i
O 7898 O'

03934
07859

o 3400 o 3350 o 3341 0 3317
04580 04593 0 4J9« 04596
03850 03859 03861 0386a
17134 1 7*97 * 7*87 * 7«M

0694s 0-6937 06934 06933

(3) lfF {x)ma+ix+ iX*+dc*,

fF(x)dx - i[F(»Y*) + V')3

-UF(o 1464)+ F(t>+ F(o 8536)] (6)

A itmple three-ordmate rule is therefore

J'Vci>*:r-i[F(})+f(i) + F(f)J

la pcacuce this u not auite m> convenient as the

af^ication of the two-ordinate ruk.
A F Dufton

Trinity Colle{(e, Cxunbridge, May 30

PS —

1

thank Mr C F Merchant for pointing out
fai Natkjrf of June 3 that the four-ordinate nlle la

already in use, and for giving a leferenie to Tcheby-
chei!*8 rules, with which I was unacquainted The
jKMihons of TchebyebefT’s ordinates, as in (a) and (b)

above, are inconvenient, and the rule^ obtained by
taking neighbouring ordinates attain simplicity with-
out great 1^ of accuracy A F D
June

5

TN Oolt of Uboratery FttUngi.

It is evident from the correspondence which has
followed the publication of the letter from me on
the subject of laboratory fittings lhat 1 must again
ask leave to tre^Mui on }our space m order to explain
that my remarks referred solely to fixed fittings, as
aOMK^ embracing working benches, lecture Ubles, and
tba Uke. 1 have no doubt that questions of actual
foatruments and apparatus are of much greater im-
portance, but of tnm 1 have no right to speak
Perhaps 1 may be allowed to make myaelf clear

te mferenoe to one or two specific directions m
mich research on fixed fittings might possibly prove
itehd# The present price of teak as bought in bulk
fliom a merchant is 301 per cubic foot, and if impreg-
nated soft wood could be substituted for bench aud
table tops mudi saving would result This impreg-
nation might be effect^ by preciidtation, eVectrolyslSt

OKidation (oils), or evaporation {e g. silica soludons)
Again, bituminous materials with perhaps barytes
rolled into them might be investigated for use as a
thin layer on wood or concrete Soap^one is much
used in America and ktvs dmatUds In France, but not
as yet in this country There are. further, certain
hard flooding plasters which should be very inert

fChtmlcallyi An investigation is much needed mto the
propel odcttposition of bitundniHis materials for coat-

ing laiboratory drains. Draiqs executed In wood thus
coated art In many cases much cheaper than glaaed
wars dijslns.

For i^epstitlon work such as lodcsr doors and even
drawers pulped and ttampsd material might prove
eponornloal if some standard could be agreed upon. It

snonkl nojt be a vary tbpmUm matter to set op foot

aome lesearches of this nature, end any effective re-

suits would, I Imsgtne, be very wekoine to InsdtutSons

Id pieeent faoad whh adddons to thek material
edufamenft Alak Monst.
pOMSqoare, Unootit** Ian, W.C9a9
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TIm Pint Ait tf • VMi_
SiMCB observations of the first acts of wild tdrdi

immediately after batching are very <&fikult, the
following may worth recording. ^ Last wedc t
went to look at a thrush's nest whSdi 1 had found a
fortni^t before, with four eggs in it Two ogg^
were hatched and two were not As 1 was watemog
the young birds, one of the two remaining eggs
cracked riMt across, and I saw the bird wrl^;le out
and toss the two halves of the shell out of too nett
by a convulsive movement of its bade, but the
curious thing was that before the bird was properly
free from me shell, it opened its beak—as if for
food I dug up a worm near by and offered it to
the bird, wnich swallowed It eagerly 1 purposely
dug for the worm in a plaq^ from wmefa 1 could see
the nest, and I feel sure thgb the Mrent bird^
come and feed the nestling meanwhile A few minutes
later the other egg batched, and the bird behaved
just as in the former case, opening its beak before
it was out of the shell

Now the question is Was the tuning ci the bird’s

beak a Ttwx or an ‘'instinctive^' act? If it were
reflex, it would presumablv have been induced by
sudden eiq>osure to the new environment of <^>en

air, and, obviously, such a reflex act would serve
the purpose of an InshncUve *' one In this case
Moreover, is it not a. question whether any "instinc-
tive" act at so early a stage can be any^ing more
than a reflex act thus adaptable to survival purposes
—by natural selection if nera be?

Honor M M Pbrrvcostb
J^olperro, Cornwall, May 30

Marat and tN Daflsstlaii af Uiiit
CARLVLX’a vivid portraiture of Marat as "horse-

leech** and savage revolutionist has rather obsotred
the fact that this " friend of the people" was a learned
doctor of medicine, a physicist, and a plwsiologist.

It IS true that Carlyle refers to him as "Renovator
of Human Science, Lecturer on Optics,** but the mis-
take about the "horse-leech" is repeated ki the same
passage
In Marat's " Notions dldmentaires d'optique (1784),

p x6, the following statement Is made
"II est hors de doute, irae let rpyons de lumiire

changent toujours de direction dans le mtoie milieu,
lor8qu*ils passent certaine distance d’tm corps Se
trouvcnUls dans la sphere d’attraction ’ lls ve replient

lusqu’ii certain point k sa drconfdrenoe, et se pro-
ionj^t ensuite en droite hgne,"
This at first glance may appear a remarkable

anticipation of recent discoveries in physics, but in
reali^ the conclusion it based on wholly false

premises, as further reading of the pampkiet will

discloM W A OSBORltm
Umverslty of Melbourne, April as.

wiuM wKn MvinD ojsivMs VI tfmviv wv ^ ^

Cn p 355 of Natvrs of May ao Mr. M E. Vaat*
man in a wt«r on the ahoy. nib]act taya ‘*tf Mtma
that the advantafte of any riven of wmht$ 6r
mearaie. Ilea largely in the nietlitie. that it offer* ferdie
rivtiion of a sum or quanffty Into equri pact.'*; anA
I have eeen "fadiity of factorleatlon - etalmed before

a* one of the merits of the BridA systsm. As am
enrineer vho “fibres frequendy,” I frit to apora.

date this fedA of foct^sadoa. One uses a rii^
ml* and logs, and never Shorde* about factoro. Hffn
Mr. Yeatman, or someone else. denMnstmfes dm 'dan

of factors In praederi cafouladotis, beaAiff in tnhia^ uSe of dids-mrisa, erietdadnff AaAbriS, wid l<AtF
The mstrie svstem iienss to bo drinhiff ffrouad la

spite of the fsde ri tacM* fhsdritaiA for lb
AiMap s. X Awdwwi*.
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Aircraft Photography in the Service of Science

By H Hamsiiaw Thomas

A IRCRAI 1 photogripln is developed during

the war possesses great potentiilitics as nn

instrument of scientific research Ihe vilue of

the aeroplane in geographical and geologic il

exploration has already been imphisiscd in thcsi

pages, and its emplovmcnt in the rtvonn iiss in t

of little known countries need not be further men
tioned

,
but if leropl me explor ition is \ ilii iblc

Its worth IS greitlv tnhaiued bv sNstcmsti

photographic work 1 or while n trnmed observer
notices many features it is quite impossible for

him to observe and note more than the silient

points seen from i swiftly dying machine while

the earner i instantly records ever) fe iture in the

held of view Agun from i s ife height ol s i)

lo ooo ft only the lirgir clcvntions or depres
sions ire visible lo tht hum in c)e but if pured
photographs ire taken for the purpose of stcrei

scopic examin ition with i wide bise of perhaps
•)Oo yards then the whole of the ground relu f

becomes visible in a most striking manner But
not only do photogr iphs provide i me ins < f

obtaining and recording information they als

show the rehtivc positions of objects md if

tiken on an orginistd s\stem provide i

topographical survey for use in niip construction

In addition, I was frequently struck with the

value for scientific purposes of m iternl obtained
in the course of the R A I work in I gypt and
Palestine and thi purpose of this irticle is ta

indiiate some types of inform ition whuh mi\
be furnished

Air phofbgraphs m iv serve either as useful

illustr itions of known scientific ficts or is i

means of discovering new facts and while thtv

are mainly of geographical or geological interest

they may ilso issist the botanist archdeologist

md meteorologist
Geofpraphy nnd Cic ;Zogv As examples of tin

illustr Ition of known f icts wc may mention tht

remarkable photogr iphs of Vesuvius taken bv

Ciroup Capt A T Borton C M G One of

these has already l)ccn published in the Press
and It would not be easy to find a more striking

demonstration of the structure of a volcanic cone
Among the photographs taken in Palestine wt
had many geiod illustrations of erosion ^nd river

development The soft lake beds of the Jordan
villey were shown in the process of weathering
out to form what the Americans term bad land

temography In this region marls md clays

which have been hiked by the hot rainless

summer arc denuded at a great rate by the heavy
winter rams and give rise to a complex system
of stee^sided wadis spreading back from the

mam drainage channels J he sides of these wadis

arc bare of vegetation but their bottoms become
filled with scrub when reduced to the base level

of eiDsion

1 8m ( gi/tmtm / Mt)
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I he conti 1st between the wadi forms produced
in those 1 icustrine or alluvial deposits md those
carved out of the adj icent Cretaceous rocks is

very notice iblc md we hivi ilso illustrations of

the different erosion forms produced on steep or

ginlli slopes

Iht Rivti Jord in whuh hid never been very
iccuiatilv surviicd liefort the w ir his now
Ixtn photigi iphcd ovci i tnsidcrible distinct

ind furnishi s stril ing t\ implts of some of the
phcnimcni of river devtiopment In its lower
part it his I ut clown 1 distm i md well marked
nicmdtr belt below the level of the surface of the

likclxds )f the old V illcv Iht river is ion
si intlv i hanging its lOur i m this Ink (see 1 ig i)

whuh in most pi irts is well covered with vigeti

t Mean le be g I e R v« | U or h of je ho iho ng the
fo m t on o< ID ox bow nnd tie u |

t nped ter i Ihe dark
a ea e ha ^rcam tht ba t o w I ow u

tion md the old couises of iht sire im are often

p] unly visible where the veget ition has not yet

hid time to colonise the former river bed We see

ox bows and loops ol the river in all stages of

development, while somelimes i heuy spring

flood appears to have resulted in the stie im t iking

in entirely new course At the sides of tht flootl-

plun cusp-hke ternccs often show the stages

in the cutting down of the gorge while the

presence of hard beds miy produce nod s in the

senes of meanders
The illustrations of such fc iturcs as have been

mentioned arc often so striking and convincing
thit thev would be valuable to teachers and
students if they could be made available

But by the study of photographs and the maps
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Aade from them we may observe other features

of research interest Ihc story of the earth

movements in the Jordan nft is not )et clear,

while there has been much discussion about the

climate of the region during recent and prehistoric

tunes In some of the photographs taken, we
have good evidence of very recent faulting, and
we may distinguish a fault scarp in the lake-beds

(Late Tertiary) We hnd that the trough faulting

has resulted in the incision of many of the tribu-

tary streams, and in several pl.u i s in caAon forma-
tion When we look at the drainage system from
the point of view of climatu change \vc hnd evi-

dence of a former period of abundant procipita

tion, during which much of the present surface

sculpture of the Juda*an hills vv.is eflecicd, but
this period was a remote one, and preceded tht

drying up of the Jordan lake to gi\c the pn sent

vaile) Passing up to the north of Palestine, wc
have good evidtnee from a drv gorge, terraced
valle>s and di image foinis, th it at a former
period the Rner Jordan originated in Central
Syria, but afterwards the Syrian portion
of the river was captured bv tht 1 itani

This capture was largely the result of a general
uplift of the country, and several of the oblique
air views of the coastal plain of Palestine, espe-
daily near Mount Carmel, show very well the
plain of marine denudation stretching from the
present shore to the foot of the hills

It IS in the portrayal of the geographical
features in the most complete and detailed
fashion, so that their developmental story can be
studied and deciphered, that aeroplane photo-
graphy excels If the whole of the Palestine
material could be earcfullv studied b\ the physical
geologist, a great deal of information would
result, for the above-mentioned deductions have
been made from the study of a few jsmall sets of
photographs which had been chosen at random
for other purposes
The investigator of solid geology has naturally

little to learn Irom photographs, but in some
places, where the climate is and and the ground
almost devoid of soil, the boundaries of some
of the harder beds mav become visible, while in

other cases the bedding is clearly seen, and the
underl>ing structure may be brought out bv
surface weathering A photograph taken during
the first flight ever made from Egypt to India
showed an interesting locality in western Persia,
where a well-marked anticline had been laid bare
bv surface erosion

Botnnif ,,—The student of vegetatiop who mav
be sufficiently fortunate to obUin aerial photo-
graphs ot the ground i** at once in possession of
the basis of an ideal vegetation map Different
typos of vegetation show up very clearh , and also,
of course, the transition from desert to open and
closed plant associations (see Fig 2) It 15 naturailv
necessary to go over the ground with the photo-
graphs, but after a short time the characteristic
tones and appearance of different vegetation types
c»n be readuy picked out Even among crops
it IS possible to distinguish barley, wheat, and

NO 2641, VOL lOSl

maize, besides other plants, like cotton, which
have a distinct habit and growth period Prac-
tical use of these facts was made in Mesopotamia
for ascertaining the acreage under wheat cultiva-

tion, and trials have been made in India with the
view of tarrying out crop-surveys by aeroplane
photography

I have not had the opportunity of making many
observations on this subject, but it may be of
interest to mention a small point observed in

connection with the distribution of the willow and
tamarisk scrub of the Jordan valley This vegeta-
tion is limited bv the water supply from the river,

and sure ecds in following the stream right down to
the Dead Sea Here, at the mouth of the Jordan,
although surrounded by salt lagoons, a narrow
belt of vegetation manages to survive as a fringe
to the river with its rapidly flowing stream of
fresh water

irchaeolof^y The ulilitv of aerial photography
to tht irLha'oiogisi was sltikingK illustrated in

I iG 9 Photojinipb Khowmij cht dHtribution of vrgri<iiioti m the bioal
t]«««rt 1 heperiial colon tttiKiti of Mnd hilK b> dvmrr ecrub vegotatlon
—the \AatX u wdl thown eItc lome himII groups of dat« palmt

I

ihe case of the ninth-century tity of Samarra,*
I
m Mesopotamia, where views taken from above
the apparently formless heaps of earth and
rubbli give the outlines <ind plan of streets
and buildings It may be only rarely that similar

cases may arise, but experience shows that if

ruins or remains exist in any regular form, Iheir

arrangement will be well depicted by tlje aero-
plane camera Wc may by this means be able
tf> locate interesting sites which have been more

I
or less obscured by superimposed material A
feature which was brought to light in Pafestine
as the result of air survev was the ancient irriga-

tion system in the south*|Qastern part of the Jordan
valley An extensive series of old connected
channels, now filled with scrub vegetation, was
seen, this must be a relic of the days When the
Jordan valley was under general cultnration,

* •Col 0 A Boutoy, voL tllLi p,
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and very different from the desert condition which
It possesses to-day While nothing was found
in Palestine of the same type as the Samarra
ruins, the ancient Greece-Roman temples of
Jupiter and Bacchus at Baalbek, in Central Syria,

ViG 3-«'lemplM ol Jupttor and Htrrhu* at Baalbak in Central S^ru
showing the ground plan and somr laraamti of later Saiaccnic ImiUting

furnished some interesting photographs A ver-

tical view from about 3000 ft gives a remarkably
good ground plan of the present state of these

beautiful remains (see Fig \)

\feteorology — 1 he study of clouds by the

photography from aeroplanes of their forms and
features has been recently discussed by meteor-
olc^ists, and need not be further mentioned.

It would be outside the scope of the present
article to deal with the methods of obtaining,
using, and interpreting the aerial pictures which
have been referred to It may be seldom possible
for a scientific expedition to employ aeroplanes,
owing to their expense, but, when it can be done,
useful knowledge is bound to accrue In other
cases, however, as in Palestine, photographs may
be taken for mapping or other purposes, which
will also Yield important scientific material to

those who can make use of it, and possibly
photographs taken for the purpose of training
airmen may become of great value, even in this

country, if certain areas are included Sometimes
the evidence furnished is dear and unmistakable,
but in other cases the photographs have to be
examined bv .i trained and experienced worker
The general public has not been very fully

informed of the work of the RAF photo-
graphers during the war, and to most people the

air photograph is a cunosity which seems to

have little \alue in times of peace Though m
some countries the civil importance of aenal
photographic survey is realised, in England air

photography is in a somewhat languishing con-
dition In these circumstances it is well to

remember that, though the aerial camera has not
been extensively employed apart from military

w»ork, it nevertheless appears to have no incon-
siderable value m the domain of pure science

The Dynamics of Shell Flight.

By R H

The object of this article is to give a short

account of some features of the motion of
|

a spinning shell through air Our knowledge of

fhis phenomenon has been somewhat increased

by war-time researches To determine the

motion of a shell from the equations of rigid

dynamics, we require to know the complete force

system which represents the reaction of the air
|

on the moving shell, but, just us in the case of

an aeroplane, the components of this reaction

are utterly unknown a prtort The problem that

arises, therefore, is that of determining these '

components by observation and analysis of the '

actual initial motion of shells Once they have
thus been determined, they can be applied, pro- I

vided the essential conditions remain similar, to i

the calculation of the complete motion of a shell
|

along its trajectory. )

In th; simplest case, of al) this procedure is

dasaical The air resistance to a shell, moving '

ao that the directions of axis and the velocity

of Its centre of gravity coincide, has loi^ b^n
determined thus ns a function of the velocity, and
trajectories have been computed assuming that this

ooincideoce subsists throughout the motion
Under this assumption the problem is merely one
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Fowler

oJ particle dynamics, of which ihe solution may
lx regarded as completely known The com-
parison of calrulations and observations shows
good agreement in range and height when the

shells are suitable and the total angle turned

through by the tangent to the trajectory is less

than, say, 50^ Ihe calculated trajectory, how-
ever, IS a curve lying in the vertical plane con-

taining the origin^ direction of projection, while

the observed positions of the shells do not he in

this plane, but appreciably to the right of it when
their axial spin is right-handed Thi*. well-known

departure from the original vertical plane is called

drift, and converts the t»-ajLCtory into a twisted

lurve It cannot be o^-LOunted for on the original

assumption
It IS with these cases, in which particle

dynamics fails to explain the observations—such

as the drift, trajectories of large total curvature,

and (as we shall see) initial motions—that we are

mainly concerned here For their study we must
abandon the assumption that the direction of

mouon of the centre of gravity and the direction

of the axis of symmetry coincide, and study the

whole motion as a problem m rigid dynamics.
In order to do this we must, first of all, deter-
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mine experimentaily the complete reaction of the

air on the moving shell when the directions of its

axis and the motion of its centre of gravity no

longer coincide. In such a case the angle between
these two directions is called the yaw Until

recently the reaction on a yawed shell had never

been studied experimentally The necessary data,

however, can be obtained by observation and
analysis of the initial motion of the shell in the

first few hundred feet after leaving the muzzle

of the gun, for in this interval the axis of a shell

oscillates periodically over an appreciable range

of yaw

'

The motion is a little complicated, and
its interpretation is not yet completely worked out

in terms of the reaction of the air Moreover, a

really satisfactory experimental method has not

yet been desised But a start has been made on
the problem, and approximate values of the more
important components have been determined ^

The somewhat crude experimental method so

far used consists in firing a shell through a senes
of cardboard screens The shape of the hole in

the card determines the size and direction of the

yaw at the instant of passing through the card
From such observations the motion of the axis

can be plotted out against the time (if the velocity

of the shell is known), and the period of its oscit

lations determined The disturbing effect of the

cards themselves can be determined by suitable

control experiments and roughly estimated Two
specimen observed curves * traced out by a point

on the axis of the shell relative to the centre of

gravity are shown in Figs i and 2 These
two paths are stnctljr comparative, as the only
difference between their circumstances is an altera-

tion of the axial spin The slowly spinning shell

(Fi^ i) has oscillations of comparatively long
period and large amplitude These curves are

closely analogous to the curves which represent

the oscillations of a spinning top near its vertical

position They differ only in showing slight damp-
ing and variation of period

Let us consider further this analogy between
a shell and an ideal spinning tup The centre cf

gravity of the shell and the point of support of
the top are analogous, so are the moments of
inertia about these points and the axial spins
To the direction of motion in the case of the shell

corresponds the vertical in the case of the top.
to the disturbing couple due to the reaction of the
air on a yawed shell corre^nds the gravity
couple on a displaced top The analogy so far
IS practically exact; it is modified by the following
facts .

—

(x) That the centre of gravity is not a fixed

poiQt like the point of a top, for its velocity vanes
both in magnitude and in direction under the
reaction of the air, it describes a helical curve,
thus modifying the couple

(a) That an appreciable frictional couple exists

which, in conjunction with the helical motion of

I

the centre of gravity, serves to damp out the axial

oscillations completely

(3) That, in addition to (i) above, the magni-

tude and direction of the velocity of the shell are
steadily altered by gravity.

Experiments so far carried out have determined
approximately the values of the couple analogous
to ihc gravity couple for velocities from 900 f s

1 Sach vrm dttcrlWd Id fortiMoiiimf Mi»«r In tba lt«
hr R H. Fowhr, £. G Gallop, CN H Ueh,i

prab^ MpUeaM to Ml nwvliif mt v«locitiM «p to 900 Ci.^ ^ Ortwmeo Ctmm\nm M H U
stVnWMi nCttSKMlA
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to aaoo f s for two different shapes of shell, when
the yaw is not too lar« By determintng thesf
coiqpks for various different positions of th^
centte of gravity, rough values df the resulting
sideways thrust on a yawed shdtt were deduced.
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The study of initial motions is intimately con-

nected with the Question of the 5/abt/i/y of a spin-

ning shell at zero yaw The motion of a shell (or

a top) iH said to be stable if a small disturbance

only produces a small maximum displacement

from the position of symmetry, proportional to

the disturbance The condition of stability for

small disturbances is the same in the two cases,

It must be fulfilled m order that the shell ma}
travel along its trajectory approximately at zero

yaw as desired A knowledge of the disturbing

couple enables us to lay down how much spin is

required to allow a reasonable margin of stability

We have said that the usual approximation of

motion at zero ^aw is inadequate m the case of

trajectories of large total curvature "Fhe com-
plete theory indicates that, under the effect of

gravity (see (3) above), the yaw tends to attain a
sort of equilibrium value which increases along

the trajectory, and may reach 20° or more at the

end of a sufficiently long arc A study of initial

motions with slightly unstable shells tn which sti< h

values of the yaw can be realised experimentallv

Will provide the material required for the proptr

discussion of such trajectarie«*

The following approximate theor\ accounting

for the drift of a shell has long lieen known
Owing to the change of direction of motion due
to gravity (see (3) above), a shell cannot continue

to move steadily at zero )aw The proper equi-

librium state of affairs is attained when the vaw
IS just such as will enable the axis to keep pace

I
with the changing direction of motioi. by pre-

' cession about it This equilibrium value of the
yaw depends on the above-mentioned disturbing
couple due to the reaction of the air, which may
be determined by a study of the initial oscilla-
tions The resulting yaw m ordinary cases is too
small to alter seriously the range at any given
time, and docs not affect the height because the
equilibrium position of the 3 awed axis lies in a
plane which is always very nearly at right angles
to the vertical plane containing the original direc-
tion of projection it produces, however, the

lateral deviation known as drift This approxi-
‘ mate theory leads to a formula for the drift de-
pending on the ratio of the sideways thrust to the
disturbing couple With the values of this ratio
recently roughly determined, the drift has bt'en

calculated bv this classical theor}, ^md compared
with direct observations of the drift of similar
shills The observed and calculated values are in

I

fair agreement, and there is no doubt that the
classical theory is substantially correct

In londusion, it is perhaps worth mentioning
that the interest in such investigations mainlv
arises from the fact that uc can thus studv the
phenomena of motion through a compressible
fluid at velocities both greater and less than the
velocity of sound in the fluid The investigation,
however, has scarcely begun, and much work

I

will be required before it is possible to
describe adequateh the complete reaction on a
shell of given shape moving through air

Obit

Prof L Doscasiir, h RS

Leonard DONCASTER’S death from sar-

coma at the age of forty-two has stopped a

career of exceptional distinction V^’htn I lalel) saw

him, apparently in his usual health, presiding over

his laboratory as the newly elected Derbv professoi

of zoology at Liverpool, I had comfort in the

thought that by his appointment a fresh centre

of genetics was safely begun Doncaster was .1

natural investigator From his student days there

was never a doubi as to the purpose of his life

The problems of biology were always in his mind
j

For him the materials were everywhere Though 1

circumstances led him into academic zoology, be
j

was an excellent held entomologist and botanist,
^

with a fair knowledge also of the domesticated
j

forms Latterly he t^ame more and more drawn
towards cytological methods, but he always kept

|

in touch with the other lines, knowing that ihe
|

next advance may begin anywhere
1

Doncaster started at Naples with experiments on

hybridisation of Echinoderm larvae, which pro-
|

dueed evidenc:e of value as to the effects of tempera-

tuira in modifying dominance ,
but many aspects of

that vexed question remain^, and still remain,

obscure He returned to England at the moment
whi^ the early strugg^ of Mendeltsm were ^cute..

Though constitutionally predisposed to caution, he
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knew enough of the general course of variation
and heredity to be in no doubt of the essential
truth of the new doctrines, and undoubledlv his

adhesion did much to spread confidence among his

contemporaries He at oner joined m breeding
work, and at various timc*^ experimented with
many forms, particularly rats, cats, and pigeons
With insects of several orders he was especiallv

successful The seemingly more fundamental
nature of mu roscopical work made it \cr\ con-
genial to him, and he alwavs had a mass of ryto-
logical material on hand These studies enabled
him to take a prominent pari in that compre-
hensive codification b\ which the (‘onfused and
rontradictor\ observations ts to the sexes of

parthcnogenetic and other forms in the Hvmeno-
ptera and Hemiptera were ultimateb reduced to

order
In the history of biolog\ Doncaster’s discover}

as to the determination of sex m the currant moth
(Abraxas grossulanata) will have a permanent
place From the Rev G H Ravnor, a fancier

of the species, he learnt facts which suggested
that the variety lacUcolor was what we now call

sex-linked,** tong predominantly associated with
females, as colour-blindness in man is with males;
After verification anjJ extension t^is mass of facts

provided {iqo6) the first clear genetic proof of
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scx-determmation in the gairete, a di&covcry of

astonishing novelty at that time, though now so

familiar to us all that we ha\e foi^gotten how hard

It was to achieve Being greatly struck with

Wilson’s cytological proof that man) mole insects

arc heterozygous for sex, and having himself

proved that in Abraxas the female is in this con-

dition, Doncaster devised a scheme in which both

stscs arc thus represented, dominance being

attributed to the female gamete
,

but he after-

wards tucepted i simplifying emendation in which

the male is taken to be homoz)gous After this,

finding a curmus strain in which half the females

produce daughters almost cvclusiveh, Doncaster

showed that these females generally had only

fiftv-hvc chromosomes instead of the normal fifty-

six By reasoning analogous lo that afterwards

used b\ Bridges in his famous paper on “nun-

disjunciion,” ho attempted a cvtological interpret i-

iion, though, as he admitted, the solution was
imperfect, and the lase is still mvsterious

Progress was also made with th« paradox of

tortoiseshell <dts known by fanciers to be almost

exclusively females Doncaster proved that fot-

toiseshcll IS the femaU heterozygote of orange and
black, the Lorresponding mtde t^ing oiange, and

in the couise of wide inquiries he discovered the

new fact that the rare tortoiseshell tom is often

\tcrtle In his last paper he conjectured, not with-

out probabilit), that, in view of Lillit’s extia-

ordinarv distovorv as to the free-martins of cattle,

these males ma) owe their peculiarities to the

intrn-uterine influence of other enibr)os Most of

these subjects are discussed in his text-book,

“The Deteimination of Sex,*’ 1914 Just before

his death Doncaster published an admirable ** In-

troduction to the Studv of Cvtologv/’ in w'hich he

declaied himself with reservation a ronveit lo the

views of Morgan—

\

judgment which, from so

critual «in obstrver must carry great weight
His death will bo crueUv felt At a time

when LVtologv is becoming a subject of primary
importance, the loss first of R P Gregory and
now of Doncaster leaves us bereft indeed

Doncaster was one of the clearest-headod men
I have knowm, and, being full of both enthusiasm
and know’ledge, be taught extraordinarily well

In Cambridge he served in various rapacities, and
was for four years in the Univcrsilv of Birming-
ham As Prof Herdman has wTitten, his death
IS “nothing less than a calamitv to Liverpool
University ’* Doncaster w^as slight in figure and
of a nervous temperament, feeling and thinking
of everything with intcnsilv, though neverthdess
a fluent speaker He » ame of a Quaker famih,
being the son of Samuel Doncaster, manufacturer,
of Sheffield, in whoso beautiful garden he
developed hts lo^e of plants Educated at the
Friends* School at Leighton Park, Reading, he
went up as a scholar to King's College# Cam-
bridge, of which he afterwards became a fellow
He married in 1908 Dora, daughter of Walter
Priestman, of Birmingham, and leaves three
children
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We did not speak of such matters, but it was
known to his friends that Doncaster had religious

instincts stronpjly developed The years of the

war were lo him more hateful even than to most
thoughtful men He held the Friends’ attitude of

the unlawfulness of war, but, feeling that alterna-

tive service was a duty, he gave up his researches

and qualified as a bactenol^ist, working m the

1st Eastern Hospital, Cambridge, and afterwards

in the hnends’ \mbulance L’nit at Dunkirk
W Bateson

Mr John W Hyati, of Newark, New Jersey,

whose death is reported at the age of eighty-two,

was the inventor of celluloid He was a pnnter
by trade, and was using collodion in the course

of his work when he accidentally overturned a
bottle, and the idea of celluloid came to him from
watching the collodion solidify' He took out 250
patents in all, a large majority of which had an
important bearing on manufactures They in-

cluded u billiard-ball composition, a roller bearing,
a system of purifying water for domestic use, a
sewing machine capable of sewing fifty rows of
lock-stitches at once, a machine for extracting
juice from sugar cane, and a new method of solidi-

f)ing American hardwoods In 1914 Mr Hyatt
was awarded the Perkm medal of the New York
Society of Chemical Industry

Wi* much regret to see the announcement in

the Timers that Prof Auc.usto Kigih, For Mem
R S

, died suddenly at Bologna on June S at

seventy years of age

Notes.
liiR list of htmours confirred m lelobration of the

Kings Blrihdav inclwhs the following names of men
^associated with scw^ntifii work —Irish Pnvy Coun-
cellar Mr H T B irrie, Vice-President, Irish Depart-
nunl of Vgruulluie KCB Sir \ W Watson,
president of the Institute of \ctu tries CB Mr
\ W Flux, \ssistant Sorretarv, Board of Trade
Barortef Mr P J Markie, who financed the Mackie
\nthropologicnl Expedition to Uganda and other
expeditions Kmj^his Prof F W Andrewes, F R S ,

pathologist at St Baitholomew’s Hospital, Capt D
Wilson-Barkei

, raptain-suptrintendent of the training-

ship Mori ester and past-president of the Roval
Meteorological Soiietv, Dr J C Beattie, Principal

of the University of the Capt of Good Hope, Mr
W B M Bird, founder of the Salters' Institute of

Industrial Chemistry, Dr H H Ha)den, Director
of the Oeologicfil Survey of India

,
and Prof J B

Henderson, professor of npolied mechanics, Royal
Naval College, Gwnwiih C 7 E. Mr C M
Hutchinson, Imperial Agricultural Bacteriologist, and
Mr R S Pearson, Forest Economist, Research Insti-

tute, Dehra Dun K B E Dr J Dundas-Grant,
eminent aural specialist; Dr J C Stamp, distin-

guished economist, and Co! W Taylor, ex-president

of the Royal College of Surgeons In Ireland. Com-
pamons of the Imperial Service Order Mr R. B
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N^^ton, aisUtant in the Department of Orolo^\,

Dntish Mu&eum (Natural History). Dr W Eagle
Clark, keeper of Natural Histor> Deparlmentt Rojal
Scottish Museum, Edinburgh, and Mr R Duncan,
Staff Offiter, Veterinary Branch, Department of Agn
culture and Teihnual Instruction, Ireland

Ihe following decorations ha\e be^n tonfened upon
scientifK workers in recognition of valuable services

rendered during the wrar, and the King has granted
permission to wear them —Conferred b> the King of

Itul\—Order of tlu Crown of ltal\ Lhtvaher Mr
If D Koborts, dirtctor of Public I lblnr^, Museums,
ind Ein< \rl Oallcnes, Brighton Order of St

Maurice and St i.a/<iius Officer Sir Douglas
Mawson, Dr T M Lowry, F R S ,

and Prof P V
Fniikland, FRS Confcrrcol bv the King of the

Belgians Older of the Ciown Grarul Offiicr Sir

Vlfrod Sharpe Commander Prof W Somerville

Offtier Dr E J Russell, h R S Chevaltcr Mi
( E bagan, Mr \ R llinks, F R S ,

^leiritarv cd

the Kn3r.1l (jeogr iphiial Sociclv, and Mi 1 McRow
Order of lioopold II Commander Dr W R
Dunstan, F R S

,
director of the Imperial Institute,

and Prof G H F Niittall, F R S

Ii IS announced in ^ttence that the L S Nation d
\cudemv of Sciences has recently elected the following

foreign associates —Frank Dawson Adams, McGill
Cniversitv, Mane Ennemond Camille Joidin, Col-
lege (le France, Fr incjois Vntoine Vlfrcil I icioix,

Muses' d'llistoire Naturelle, Paris, Heike Kamrriingh
Onnes, IJniveisitv of levden, Sir David Piain, Ro\ il

Botanic G irdens, Kew .uid S^mtiago Ramon ^ ( aj il,

Cnivorsiiv of Madrid

Mr O b Brown, issistinl mspecloi of wireless

telegraphy in the Post Office, h is bee n ippointed

Technical OffiKr to the Radio Rcsouih Boaid, which
ha;, been fotmexl nienll\ under the c hninnanship of

Admiral Sir Henry Jackson, in connection with the

Depat tment of Scientific and Industiial Reseaiih

Sir W J Popf, F R S , was elected an associate

of the Section for the mathematical and physical
srienies of tht Ac id^mie Rovale dc Belgique on
Juiu s

Col H G Lyons has been appointed director anci

secretarv to the Science Museum, South Kensington,
in succession to Sir Francis Ogilvie, w»ho has been
transferred to the Department of Scientific and Indus-
trial Rescan h

Prof Flinders Petrie in Ancumt Egypt (1920,

part H ) describes a remarkable statue of ebonv 37 in

high *'The pose of the standing position is more
thrown back than in the Old Kingdom, from the waist

upw'ard The head has had inlaid eyes, now missing
Tile expression i& marvellously vigorous and full of

vitality, and It differs from other Egyptian figures not

only thug, but also in the* type The very wide jaw,

sl^irt cfdn, and high cheek-bone have hardly a parallel

in other statues It is clearly one of the great master-

pieces, and of a rare style of work ” It is stated to

have come from the Eleventh Dynasty temple at Delr-

cl-B«hri« and may repiesent one of the Mentuhetep
kingst, but the provenance Is so uncertain that it is
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<lifficutt to identify it “When workmen are not wc^
rewarded for the objects found, much is taken awav
without any record of the original place and connec-
tion If we knew the position to which the figure
belonged, the burial chamber, the royal shrine, the

family shnnes, or elsewhere, we might have fixed

the historic value of one of the mos»t striking portraits

known from Egvpt ’*

Mr j Bkoni^ Gatlsbx, whoso papers on the cyto-

plasmic inilustons of the get ni-i. ells have formed buch
a conspicuous featuic of the Quarterly Journal of
Micro^coptcal Stieme during the last few \ons, ton-

ttibutcs to the last number of lh.it journal (vo| Ixiv ,

fNiit 3) a valuabk at count of the modern technique of

t vtologv, which, t.ikcn in conjunction w ith hiS retentlv

published paptT on “ Flic Tdentifi* ation of Intra-rellu-

lar Elements*’ (Journ il of the Royal Mitroscopual

Society, 1919), should prove of great um to students of

micioscopu al /oologv 1 hes* pap< t s w ill place w ithin

I Lath of ill many of the numeious modem refine-

ments of technique which ire mdispt nsable to future

piogioss, and the ust of which bids fair to inenaso

lo a vei\ gieat extent our knowledge of cell morpho-
logy and d» velopmenl We aie gl id to learn that the

luthor has ilso undertakm to edit i now edition of

tint ilissica! ind wiiklv apprciiafcd work, Holies

I<e*s ** M h 1 otiimist*s Vatk Metum **

In sending the Report of the Curator of the

Somerset Countv Museum, Taunton Castle, for the

year ended September 30, 1919, Mr H St George

(jray directs our attention to three graphs showing

(1) thi innual iniiease in membership of th< Somoi-

sctshire Archa?ological and Natural Historv Society

since 1880, (2) receipts from cntranix fees to the

museum for the years of this centuiy, (3) fluitua

tions in thi‘ number of visitors during the samt p< riod

Wc arc not pri pared to admit offhand that this is

the firSit application of graphic curves to society and

museum statistics, but the results are undoubtedly

illuminating, and, in this case, rais< interesting

qucbtions for the i onsideration of thosi directing the

policy of the museum If such charts, with more

frequent time-intervals, were pr^^iarcd on a con-

sistent plan by all institutions of the kind, their com-

parison would bring new light to soci.il and economic

studies

TiiF Museums Journal for April -May prints a

weighty report on the relation of museums to the

advanced student, presented 10 a Bntish Assoaatkm

Committee by a strong sub-commitice It is claimed

that the interests of the serious student should not

la' s urificed to those of tlie general visitor The needs

of the researcher, university student, private student,

ind collector are considered, and practical recom-

mendations are based on experience In ydew of the

ptoposed site of I ondon University, it is interesting

to find the report urging closer co-operation between

universities and museums “ The stvident may fairly

be asked to help by doing some curatorial work

. . The museum will profit bv the improved arrange-

ment of the objects, and the student will learn how
to utilise specimens and how to discover the relevant

literature ” The student should be supported bv ** a
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iips held on the double condition

the museum research work and
Ijifuctorv to the profe*w>i and the
»i

nN interesting addition to the literature on the

subject of the relationship between light and plant-

growth appeared recentlv in the Journal of AgrtcuU

tural Research (vol xviii , No ii, March, 1920) In

this paper W W Gamer and H A Allard discuss

the effect of the relative length of day and night, and
of other environmental factors, on growth and repro^

duction Their results show that the relative length

of the day is a factor of the first importance in plftnt

growth, particularly with respect to sexual repro- ^

duction The effect on sexual reproduction of on- I

vironmental factors such as temperature, water-supptv, I

etc , seems to be simply one of acceleration or retarda-

tion so long as theM factors are within a normal

range The seasonal length of day, however, may
actually initiate the reproductive processes or inhibit

them, according as to whether Uie given length of

day is favourable or unfavourable for the particular

Species If the length of day Is unfavourable to sexual

reproduction, but favourable to growth, then vegeta-

tive development is continued Indefinitclv , but if the

length of ^y is favourable to both reproduction and
growth, then the period of sexual reproduction is

extended The seasonal range in the length of da>

IS therefore an important factor in* plant distribution,

and, moreover, the relation between length of da\ and
reproduction emphasises the great necessity for

seeding crops ut the proper time

In Publication No 295 of the Carnegie Institution

of Washington, entitled “ A New Type of Hereditarv

Brachyphalangy in Man,*' Messrs Otto L Mohr and
Chr Wriedt illustrate the her^tabihty of a trivial

character for six generations The character is a
symmetrica] shortening of the second joint of the

second fingers and toes which recurred without anv
breik for six generations within a Norwegian familv,

some members of which emigrated to America With-
out exception the peculiarity was restricted to thi

particular phalanx mentioned, the hands and ft'Ct

being in other respects quite normal There was no
associated shortness of stature The anomaly mani-
fests Itself under two distinctly different somntic

types, one "slightly" shortened and generally over-

looked by the affected individuals, the other “much”
shortened and very striking No case of an inter-

mediate condition was observed. The brachyphalangy is

inhented as a dominant, not as a scx-Iinked, character

The numerical ratio between the affepted and un-
affected individuals in the offspnng of brachy-
phalangous members of the family is in accordance
with ^ theoretical Mendellan expectation All the

brachyphalangous individuals are heterozygous for the

gene in question, with one possible exception The
materia] Includes a case of identical twins, both
showing the same type of brachyphalangy A genetic

explanation of the occurrence of the “slightly’*

shortened and the “much" shortened types Is sug-

gested The authors are to be congratulated on their

careful working out of an interesting case
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On Friday, June 4, the Association of Economic

Biologists and the Imperial Entomological Conference

held a joint meeting at the Rothamsted Experimental

Station, Harpenden Ihc greater part of the day waw
devoted to an examination of the field experiments

which were demonstrated by Dr E J Russell and

Dr Winifred E Brenchley The park grass plots

h i\e been und< r grass for some centurKti, it i*! not

known that s^d has ever been sown, and at the

beginning of the experiments (1856) thi herbage on

all the plots WHS appar<ntlv uniform The twent\-

threc plots are each manured differenth, the same
treatment being maintained \ear ifter vear, and the

southern half of each plot is limed The difference in

the vegetation on thi spviial plots is now most
remarkable, and, quite apart from the great and im-

miHliati practical value of the experiments, tlu \ are

an ecological demonstration of the verv first import-

ance The Broadbalk wheat field ib perhaps the mo^t
famous single field in the world Here wheat has

been grown continuously since 1843, the eighteen plots

receiving aifferent manurial triatnicnt which bas been

maintained \ear after vear The knowledge alreadv

viclded bv Broadbalk has served almost to n volu-

tionise the earliei idi.is concerning the growth and
needs of the wheat-plint and the nature of the soil,

and the attention now being concentrated upon it h\

phvsiast, ihcmist, statistician, protozoologist, entomo-
logist, mycolc^ist, and algologist should continue thi.

go^ work begun bv I awes and Gilbert, and so abh
sustained bv Sir Daniel Hall and the present diieitor

After tea Di A D Imms opened a discussion on
“Tiopisms," giving a brief account of his own m\is-

tigations on chcmotrcpibni, and relating these to the

general theorv of tropisms formulated bv Ia>eb \

paper specially contributed by the latter authoi was
lead, and Dr Tillvard, of New Zealand, Mr K F
Green, Dr Williams, Sir J C Bose, Mr W B
Biierley, and Prof Neilson Jones took part in the

discussion that followed

An interesting case of extreme differentiation of

types of Igneous rock, in which the whole series is

accounted for by gravitational separation, is de&inbed
tonrlsely by Mr IT C Cooke in “The Gkibbros of

East Sooke ** (Canada Geol Survey, Museum Bull

No 30, 1919) In view of the use of the mineral
name ” inorlhose " for soda-microcline, objection may
be taken to the term “anorthosite" for rocks with

felspar akin to anorthite

Prof G CBbARO sends us a paper on minerals

I

from Monte Somma and Vesuvius, which is of imerest
' as having been prepared for issue in the Bulletin

de la Classe des Sciences of the Acad^ie rovale de
Belgique in 1914, and actuallv circulated bv its author
in 1919 Prof CesAro has meanwhile, by the stress

of war, become personally known to a drcle ofBritish
mineralogists, who will maintain cordial relations

with hhn desjdte his return to his own country A»
an a{^ndix to the papjeV Prof Ces&ro describes an
apatite from Cornwall as having a low birefringence,

and therefore a high fluorine content, ahd in dealing

with similar apatite from Vesuvius he quotes from
his previous woric the relations between the fluorine

present and certain angles of the crystals
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BuLLKTtN Na 21, fiart i , of the Geological Survev

^ New Zealand, on the hnmtone resources of the

country, by Mr P G. Morgan, Is reallv a treatise on

limestone and its uses. Illustrated from occurrenceb

in New 2Sea1an(L It is thus exactly suited to local

requirements; but both it and its successor on the

ph^hates will be welcomed in a much wider field

Attention is well given to the use of lime and of

ground limestone on the land The literature to he

consulted is wide, but we note that all the papers

named as of a general character are of Amencan
origin We thus miss the work of Messrs Hutchin*

son and MacLennan at Rothamsted, published m the

Journal of AgnculiuftH Science in iqi5 Mr J A

Hanley^s account of his expenments with various

limes in Yorkshire (Joum. 5oc Chem Indust , 191S)

is probably too recent for imlusion, since communica-
tions have been disturbed by war, but for some years

past there have been indications that authors and
publishing bodies in the ITnited States have been

more mindful than ourseixes of libraries in the Pacific

region This should be a reminder for Britons, who
are the true begetters of the enterprising uland folk

The Executive Committee of the Advisory Council

of Science and Industry of the Commonwealth of

Australia has issued the third and concluding part

of an exhaustive report by Dr. F L Stillwell upon
the factors influencing gold deposition in the Bendigo
goldfieUL As is well known, the mode of otcurrence

of the gold reefs m this field is quite unique, and its

peculiarities have given rise to much discussion, so

that the thorough investigation here presented should

be of great interest to all students of mineral deposits

The general conclusions arrived at are that the form

of the reefs is due primarily to that of the original

fracture through which the depositing solutions have

percolated, that all the large and important reefs

have been In some way associated with faults, the

latter being generally contemporaneous and connected

with the folding of the rocks, the faults havuig given

rise to a network of fractures which afforded a pas-

sage to the mineralising solutions, and that the

deposition of the gold from these solutions has been
brought about in three ways (1) Precipitation from

the auriferous solution, (3) crystallisation from a

supersaturated solution; and (3) crystallisation from

solutioos the supersaturatlon of which Is due to de-

creasing temperature after the main portion of the

fold has been piedpitated The first of these is the

most importaot method of deposition, and appears

to be closely connected with the presence of car-

bonacaous matter

1m hit address to the Royal Geographical Society

at the anniversary meeting 00 May 31, Lt-Col Sir

Pfaitds Younghusband pleaded for a wider outlook

ia geogrs^y and freedom from a strictly utilitarian

jrtewpobkt knowledge of the beauty of the earth

Wy bn kf^thnately indnded within the scope of geo-

science. Beauty scenery in many
Is the most noteworthy characteristic pf a

snd its most valuable 4ttset. Advartiseniants

orgaaUatioiia, raUway and steamship com*

and evw emtipwdon di^rtmente, bear coiv
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stant witness to the importance of thfs aspect. More-
over, natural beauty is inexhaustible, while mineral
wealth is limited and agricultural productivity not
unbounded Sir Francis Younghusband contended
tlvat the geographical knowledge of a country was
incomplete without a know ledge of its beauty, and that
by this means alone can the geographer gain a sense
of the earth “as live, mpole, sensitive, and active

Continuing, he pointed out that there should beMesp
hesitation in accepting this principle when it Is

realised that natural beaut\ affects the movements of
man, and that man is having an increasing effect on
natural beauty, often, but not alwaw, with disastrous

results This relationship betxvecn man and the beauty
of the earth is one of which geography should take
as much cognisance as it does of the relationship

between man and the productivity of the earth The
knowledge of beauty must be carefully gathered

Careless snapshots and shallow rhapsodies in guide-

book style arc unsatisfactors We require the best

photographs as well as paintings and accurate

descriptions of hterarv merit The irtist both In

pencil and in words is essential in geographical work

In the Meteorological Magazine foi Ma> a notice

is given of the circulation of forecasts by wire-

less telegraphy from collcttixe weather reports

for London and south-east England Hourly
reports of meteorological information prepared by
the Forecast Service of the Meteorological Office

are sent out from the wireless station at the

\iT Ministry The message is given in a code form,
which IS practically the same as that prescribed in

Annex G of the “ Convention relating to International

Air Navigation,” Pans, 1919 The forecasts, which
are being issued eight times a dav, are bised on
observations taken about half an hour before the time
of issue Detailed explanation of the code can be

obtained on application at the Meteorological Office

A new device 19 also mentioned for making the

meteorological reports rapidlv available to the public

A large weather map is exhibited daily at the Air

Ministry m one of the front window b on the ground
floor of Empire House, Kingsway \\\ the principal

reporting stations in the Britiiih Isles, as well as a
few neighbouring Continental onob, are marked on
the chart, which is on the Mercator projection, and
IS 10 ft high and C ft wide The information on the
c hart 18 digged at about 3h , $h 30m , and t4h 30m
GMT, the data exhibited refining to obseivationa

made at ih , yfa , and i3h GMT The exceptionally

wet character of April ib well shown in the Thames
Valley Rainfall Map, where upwards of 5 in , and in

places more than 6 in , of ram occurred during the

month over the western portion of the vallev Dis-

tricts with lew than 3 in are rare, and almost entirely

confined to the neighbourhood extending from London
to the mouth of the Thames In England and Wales
the general rainfall for April was 204 per cent of the

average.

Foa many years the utiliaation of the water-power
of the Rhone has attracted attention m France.

shortage of coal has reMwed interest in ttm problea^
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which U now on dK road to solution. The Chamber
of Deputies has taken the matter in hand, and agreed

to proposals which now await consent by the Smte.
According to an article bv M M« Foumids pub-

lished in the Rtvu€ giniride dev 5cjeneei for May 15*

the plan is to divkk the river into ilx sectlonsy to be

managed separately or preferably by a dngle body

Concessions are to be for seven^^Bve years* durationy

pnd will be helped by State loans Besides the utilisa-

tion of water-powefy the project embraces the im-
provement of navigation, the creation of river ports,

and the construction of irrigdtson works At present

the conditions are not favourable for navigation! but

the recently opened canal from Marseilles to Arles

opens a new vista of possibilities in cheap river con-

nections with the sea It Is proposed to erect a
number of power stations between Genlssiat, near

the Swiss frontier, and Comps, near Taratcon Genis-

dat with 200*000 h p will be the largest, and will

probably supply power to Paris Other important

stations Will he near L>ons, Valence, Montellmar, and
Mondragon A form of dam and locks is projected

which will interfere as little at possible with
navigation

In an article in the Kevue JSctenttfique for May 22

M h A de Gramont de Guiche, president of the

council of the Institute of Optics of France, describes

the arrangements made for the first session of the

institute, April to Jul>, of the present year. The
institute is divided into three secdon^t (i) A achool

of higher studies intended to provide the training

requisite for the specialists in the subject, (2) a
laborator) for research and practical Instruction , and

(3) a school for the training of the workmen and
craftsmen both in glass- and in instrument-making.
At the opening of the course on April la M Jobin,

one of the members of the council, described in detail

the objects of the institute and the steps that were
being taken to carry out those objects, and Dr Dunoyer
gave the first lecture of a course on optical instru-

ments Other lecture courses are provided on '*The
Calculation of Optical Sv stems,” “Spectroscopy,”

“Glau Its Nature and its Applications,” “'Hie

Appheadons cf Polarised Light,’* “The Microscope,”

Sind “The Properties of X- and y-Ravs ” The fee

for the session is 150 francs, and, although no one is

excluded, it is pointed out that to profit as much as

possibla from the course students should have a fair

knowledge of mathematics

Ik a paper published in the Mathematical GaaeUe
for 1919^ Dr. S. Brodetskyy reader m apphed nuttbe*

matics in the University of Leeds, b^dligs forward a
graphical treatment of differential equations as of

ape^ value In certair. cases which arc not soluble

by tte usual anatytkal itaethods and as of general

value for purpoees of instruction. There is jus^ In

his view that the average student of mathematics

regards the usual methods of solution as a series of

tricks which he learns to apply with more or less

sucoess to such equations as are presented to him.
A graphical ueapneat cannot fail to be of great vahie

in teaching the meaning of differential equations and
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in giving the student c^tfidmee In their use. Tbs
paper contains numerous «xam|desy and ilhistrafies

meaning of singular soludDns, cusp locl« etc. Nm
the least interesting example is the sduHon of the

equation

which occurred in discusring the motion of a plane

lamina moving in air under the earth’s attracfkuw-

one of the simple types of aeroplane motion. The
equation was insoluble by any of the standard

method*!, but easily soluble graphically

DuaiNO the war conriderable quantities of acetone

were prepared by the fermentation of starchy material#.

Hitherto, however, no investigation of the mechanism
of this fermentation has been described, and Messrs.

J Reilly, W J Higginbottom, F R Henley, and
A. C liiaysen publish in the Apnl issue of the

Bufchemscal Journal an account of a quantitative

examination of the process. These authors find that

the fermented mash contains varying proportions of

acetic and butyric acids, the ratio of the latter to the

former increasing with the increase {during fermenta-

tion) in the acidity of the mash and reaching a maxL
mum at the stage of greatest acMity Not until the

latter stage Is reached are appreciable quantities of

acetone and n-butyl alcohol produced With the pro-

duction of *'oil ” the ratio of butyric to acetic add
diminishes, and finally the mash contains an excess

of acetic ackl During the penod of the increase of

acidity of the mash the rate of gas evolution rises

steadily for tome time, then becomes constant; and
as the acidity falls the rate of gas evdutlon rises

quickly to a maximum, and then falls rapidly until

the end of the fermentation The gaa comets of

hydrogen and carbon dioxide in a propmtion varying

from 3 I at first to a 3 at the latter port of the

fermentation It is extremely probable that acetic

and butyric acids are not the only adds formed, and
evidenoe is given of the presence of an arid leas

volatile in steam. Lactic add resulU from the type

of infection most frequently observed. If the fer-

mentation is earned out In the presence of caldum
carbonate it proceeds as far as the point of maximum
acidity, but the production of acetone and n-butyt

alcohol is almost entirely suppressed.

In the IFfensr Denkschnften {Msth-Naturwiis.. KI.,.

Bd. 96, pp 1919) Dr. A. Defant continues

Us important researches on tides In landlocked opd
border seas, bays, and channels. After a tliMetloU

discussion of the influenbe of frictioa agaiSst tbb

ocean-bed in channels^ he deduces^an avaeage vahisr

of the coeffident of akin friction from a cooeMeno*

tton of the tides In the Gulf cf Suerand In oerteki

lakso xriiiCh exhibit selchM. M9 tiien enters tapotk n
careful detailed study of the ti^ps in ths^EngUsb^
Chennel, using a stc^y-step numerknl method ftfe

the sohitloo ta tbs AMbsntl*! equatfons of the tidsp
'

U6tW#M e CratMMOQIM OrtM (.>IIMIfM|U

tlittfe xwowd. bi dMWNMtntMg tb# tiliiA «f «
Jiftnm nadi kog «go by Atry dwb bw

tUat «( lb# CtuHUwl Hire govenled’aMUjr
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^Ibs dtfioite tidal oadUadoof of tbo Atlantic Ocean

imo the North Sea at the two ends of the Channel;

tiw view bad been contested by Bdrgen, but the

tmeequenoea of the view were misinterpreted by the

latter Dr Defant shows that not only the co-tidal

Ones and tidal ranges, but also the phase and speed

of the tidal currents in the Channel, can be explained

on the basis of Airy’s Ideas, taking surface friction at

the channel-bed into account, and also the rotation

of the earth He finds that the latter affords an ex-

idanation of why the t^dal range on the French coast of

the Channel is greater than that on the English coast

For the sections of the Channel near the east opening

Into the North Sea the calculations cannot be executed

with the accuracy el^where obtained, owing to the

approsdmation of the ocean-tidal period to the free

p^od of lateral oscillation across this broad part of

the Channel But even here the chief features can be
denved by interpolation, and throughput the remainder

of ffie Channel all the important features of the com-

plex Channel tides receive satisfactot^ theoretical

explanation

Thx paper read by Gen Squier to the U S National

Academy on April 27 on Multiplex Telephony and
Telegraphy over Open-circuit Bare Wires Laid in

the Earth or Sea ” has excited great interest amongst
radio-telegraphists, who find It difficult to make out

whether we are on the eve of important developments
or not Gen Squier has established communication
for a distance of three quarters of a mile over the

Potomac River by means of a bare No 12 phosphor-

bronse wire laid directly in the water llie trans-

mitter consisted of an electron tube oscillator, which
produced a current of about 270 milliamperes at a

frequency of 600,000 At the receiving end of the

Hne an electron tube and a six-stage amplifier were
used without any earth connection With thu
arrartgetnent good tuning could be obtained at either

end of the line, and satisfactory telegraphic and tele-

phonic transmissions secured by means of the bare

wire immersed in fresh-water In another expen-
ibent telegraphic and telephonic transmission were
obtained ^tween two stations three-quarters of a
bite apart by means of a No. x6 copper Wire buned
in the earth to a depth of about 8 in« It will be
seen that if the method develops satisfactorily it will

hove commerdid possibilities. The best Atlantic

cal^ cannot opmte at a frequency greater than 10 per

second, and ^ volts is the highest voltage that can

be applied to work it There is scope, tbmfore, for

dsaekqnnent in submarine telegraphy. Gen Squier

ouggssts that experiments should be made with bare

sHres in «Muw«ter to determine what arrangement

WiU the best results. He points out that with

this method there will be no distordon of the signals,

add so there is no limit to the distance of trons-

tafoflon, and the reCeivlog apparatus will be com-

^timple^ It is also possible to transmit

iiltanedosly several slgitalt, both telephonic and

l^apliie, over the same wke by using Afferent

[doodes* The method is an attroedve one, and

lft» tb have arrived at the stage wheie 'ccmmercial

< cati usefully be started.m 364x1 VOL. 105]

Our Astronoinlcal Columo.

Photographs Oh ths Brorskn-Mxtcalp Com-—
The Astrophyncal Journal for March contains some
photomphs of this comet taken^ Prof. Barnard on
1919 October 5, 6, 20, and 22 The tail is sfiown as
fully 6** long, compo^ of several narrow straight
streamers forming a fan They radiate from a point
somewhat behind the centre of the head About
October 20 the comet discarded its tail, and formed a
new one inclined 12^ to the old Prof. Barnard notes
that Similar phenomena have been obsc^ed in
Bonrclly’s comet, 1903 July 24, in Morehouse’s comet
on several dates m 1908, and in Halley’s comet on
1910 June 6 (probably also in April).
In each case the new tail appears to move out

faster than the rear portion of the old tail Prof.
Barnard conjectures that the latter is foimed of larger
particles, the motion of which would be slower
He has combined successive cometary photographs

in the stereoscope in the endeavour to determine the
configuration of the tail in three dimensions Care is,
of course, required to distinguish true stereoscopic
effects from spurious ones It is stated that the
tail of Morehoube’s comet on October 15, 1908, re-
sembled “part of an open sack, or a partly opened
scroll

“

The Planetary Faiuufs of Comets—The report
of the nineteenth meeting of the American Astro-
nomical Society contains a paper on this subject by
Prof. H N. Russell He notes that the orbits of the
SIX comets of the Neptune group all pass considerably
closer to the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn than they
do to that of Neptune His first conclusion was that
these comets had been captured not by Neptune, but
by Jupiter He analysed the orbits of the periodic
comets with the following result —

Thirty-six comets on ms list have periods of less

than ten vears The orbits of all these, except
Encke’s, pass within 065 of Jupiter ’b orbit, while
seventeen of them pass within o 15 of it

Thirty-one cixnets have periods between ten and
one thousand years Of time, seven pass within 0*5

of Jupiter’s orbit, five within the same distance from
Saturn’s orbit, and two within this distance from
Uranus’s orbit, the nearest approach to Neptune’s
orbit being 1*22

Prof. Russell has calculated the proporticm of the
thirty-one comets that would pass witmn 0-5 of each
orbit on the hypothesis of chance approach, and finds

that it IS six for Jupiter, three for Saturn, one and a
half for Uranus, and one for Neptune Hence he
concludes that the observed figures give little evidence
of capture by any of the planets ^

There is, however, a ^int not noticed bv Prof.
Russell, which is that ricnods under a century
range themselves into four definite groups, the mean
period of each group being about 04 of that of one
of the giant planets This gives strong ground for

postulaung a connection with these planets Since

Halley’s comet has been observed for more than two
thousand years, there is no difficulty m assigning to

it a tile dating back to the time when its orUt
intersected that of Neptune The longer the period

of a comet the less frequent are the occasions when
it is subject to serious disruptive influences, and con-

sequently its disintegration is likely to be less rapid

It appears to the writer of this note that Proctor’s

suggestion that the periodic comets are the products

of eruptions from the giant planets deserves more
attention than It has generally received.
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The Thuaderstormt of May ap aod the
Loutii Diaaiter.

The kft week of May wai marked by hot weather

all over the country and by numerous thunder-

atonna« which cuhnlnatea in the notable downpoure of

rain which occurred on Saturday, May ag The
highest temperatures were reported on Tuesday,

May 35^ when 8a^ F« was reached in London and

the Thames Vafiev In London the magnificent

cumulus clouds made a fine spectacle, but it was
further north, in the neighbourhood of Lutem, that

thunderstorms oocuned. Paris suffered from a severe

storm on the same day
On Wednesday, May s6, when an area of com-

paratively low pressure eztsnded across England and
Ireland, there were thunderstorms in London and in

other parts of the country during the afternoon. The
rainfall in the west of London was exceptionally

heavy The area affected was somewhat sharply

outlined on the west At Hammersmith the roads were
flooded and wood pavements buret up by the water,

but at the Meteorological Office, a couple of miles

away, only a mm. of ram fell At Uxbridge 33 mm
fell in half an hour
The distribution of pressure remained irregular, but

lower over the British Isles than over neighbouring
countries, and on Friday evening a *Mow,'’ whiem
appears to have originated over the South of France,

b^an to deepen and to move northward The map for

7h. Q.M T. on ^turday, May 29, indicates the depres-

sion by the isobar loia 5 mb over the Bristol Channel
At I3n pressure was below 1012 mb over the Mid-
lands Bv iSh it had fallen to 1009 mb m the same
region On Sunday morning the d^ression was over

the North Sea, and by the evening, when it had
denned to 1004 ^1* < centred at the Sbetlands.

The rainfall on May ao was insignificant in the

South of England, but falU of half an Inch or more
were general from Nottingham northwards The
azoeptional falls in Linednshire and Lancashire
oectiurred before the northward passage of the trough
of lowest pressure As to the downpour in Lincoln-
shire, to which the damage and loss of life at Louth
are to be attributed, records are available from HaL
lington, in the vatlev west-south-west of the town,
and fnim EHcington Halt, on the hills to the north-

west. In each case the measurement was about
190 mm m two hours, giving a mean rate of fall of

1 mm per minute According to newspaper reports,

100 mm fell at Homcastle, twelve miles south-south-
west of Louth
The area with an exceptionally heavy rainfall

included Bucknatl. sixteen miles south-west of Louth,
with a total fall of 44 mm. , at Llncdn, twentv-four
miles away, the fall was 52 mm : and at Spurn Head,
to thf north, h was 35 nim The boundarv of the

area of heavy rain is marked bv 34 mm^ at Cranwell
and 12 mpi at Fulbeck these places being about four
miles api^ on either side of tte Ermine Street, south
of lincoan At Skegness only la mm. fell There
were two thunderstorms in the afternoon, both carried

wcitward>hv the wind on the nmrth side of-the cyclone.

One was at Skegness at M T , and at Uncoln
at 14*30 The other, whldi was more severe.
JtiovcNi nvire slowtv, passinff Skegness at ifih end
linroln between 18.30 and loh
The Louth disaster seems to have been asaodated

with the former storm From the evidence at fh*

foduest of a witness from Bennfworth, a village eh
the far side of the Wolds, In the Bain Veliev, It

apoeers that alter a little rain between ith and 14*1^

tfti waetbwr rtaared, but that at 14-10 the rahi^sudU

^dsgly Mtted so tet that the hemef^ poM not
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carry ib ‘'In a numieht the fWds wersAt Jaest 8 jSs
da^ in watv 1 saw a huge cloud In the shMO
on tgg which kttt twisting round. There were Chrde
flaslm of lightning, very vivid and veiy Rocking,
One seemed to plerM through tho cloud, and
dlately afterwards the cloud seemed to come earth-
ward.”
Examination of the ground by the drauty corotter

indicated that the heavier rainiall had been on the
north side ot the line from Louth to Uncoln, and
that It was more severe higher up the vhUey than at
Hallington, where the ram-gauge, which measured
120 mm., was situated. It is likely that the 120 mm
is a fair javerage for the fall over the basin of the
Lud above Louth This basin contains three or four
brooks which unite above the town and drain an area
of about 20,000 acres The Wolds are cholk hills,

however, and no doubt the g^ter part of the normal
drainage is underground This may account for the
absence of anv provision for the passage of flood-

water, but mucb of the ground slopes at about
too ft to the mile, so that water would run olf

rapidly Rainfall at the rate of i mm per minute
over an area of 80 sq. km would feed a stream

5 metres deep and 100 metres wide rushing along at
160 metres a minute, and the Lud does not appear
to have ronched such a magnitude as this The town
seems to have been singularlv fortunate in escaping
floods in the past, ns a rainfall of even one-quarter of
that on the present occasion could sparcelv have found
its way through the narrow bridges of the town.
With regard to the heavy falls in Lancashire, we

are so fortunate as to have the autographic record
from the rain-gauge at Levland, to the south of
Preston The total fall for the twenty-four hours,
qh-oh May 30-si, is about 80 mm, “the like of
which the oroverbial oldest inhabitant cannot remem-
ber ” The heaviest downpours were from 16 30 to
ivh and from 17 55 to i8 15 In the latter Interval
of twenty minutes no less than 40 mm svere recorded
The more dramatic expbits of the flood-water due
to this storm appear to have been to the north of
Preston, where the main line of the London and
North-Western Railway was interrupted b\ the
destruction of the embankment near the crosring of
the River Brock In suite of the long duration df the
rain at Preston the fall at Blackpool, fifteen miles to
the west, amounted to only 5 mm in the twentv-four
hours

Annual Meeting of the British Science
GuUd.

^HE annual mbetiog of the British Science Guild
A was held in the Goldsmitha’ Hall on Tuesday,
June 8, the chair being taken by Lord Sydenhaun,
president of the gmhl

In hu address on “ Science and the Kadoo ” tho .

president referred to the strike evil as one of the great
industrial problems of the day. The moulders* ilkrCks
had seriously affeeted many industries; loss in cool
hod reached 50,000,000 tons a year eomjpanfd wtA
iqi3, with serious consequenoes to the export trodku
The evil was due partly to an abnormal state of xnlof
arising from the war, but was origbudlv fostered by
the IfMustriat changes of the lost ceatuffjt nafonely*

''

the general use of machinery, rewderkig Uheur
monotonous and leaving Iws room for the iadlvldiialt

•Idll of the mfrsman, 4M tfW feSmidkna of tfom
companies, whereby the pessnnal tpuqhjhetwiwn gSMSO'
and man MS loet. CimUM inidulf eoneesftr^

ileeM a wMer AstrBnitlQn of capttoY. Mhe^rjM
d^l must be reopacM, and eekaoe
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tqtidote for the deadening influence of the machine
In the latter portion of hit» addreM> Lord S>denham
emphaueed the importance of a mor^ general knonr.
ledge of eclence, e<tpecially amongst members of the
Ckivemment and the Civil Service, and alluded to the
efforts made b\ the Guild in the dissemination of
scientifk knowledge and methods He concluded by
noting Goethe’s coving that * there is no more
dfeadful sight than ignorance in action
Lord Svdenham then introduced the piesident^lect,

Lord Montagu of Beaulieu, who delivered an address
on *• Some National Aspects of Transport,’* and after-

nards occupied the chan Lord Montagu temorked
upon the growing difficulties of railwavs, which,
although subsidised bv the State, wetc working with
a diminishing margin of profit owing to the vast
increases m cost of materials and in wages Some
of the largest tramwav stems, such as the LC C
in London, were incurring actual loss, and a general
increase in fares and rates seemed inevitable Some
economies might be achieved bv more srientifit

methods of 'handling traffic and the elimination of
competition, but the saving from this source appeared
relativeh small The possibilities of road transport,

therefore, assumed imoortance Mreadv the compara-
tive cheapness of short-distnnie toad-borne traffir had
deprived the railwav^ of much levenue Existing
roads, however were unfitted to bear verv heavy
mechanical traffic On a tar-mac'idam road the trac-

tive force was 40^4^ lb per ton, three times the force

on rails, and on bad roads uo to too 1b per ton may
be needed In the ore-iailwnv period roads earning
metal tracks 2 ft wide were constructed for carts

earning coal minerals etc It might be feasible to

lav such a olatewav from London to Birmingham
with a tractive forre of oniv 20 lb pei ton The
cost of & double track would be about the same as

for a single line of railwav, as gradients up to 30 1

could be used The cost of operation would be on a
smaller scale than on railways, and goods could be

delivered direct from door to door The idea could

be extended to other large towns, and it was con-

ceivabte that overhead roadwnvs, for the exclusive use

of fast-running vehicles, might be made from the

suburbs The creation of such routes would lead to

a material increase in the value of propertv through

W hich they passed, and part of the coat might be met
bv a local transport benefit tax, applied fn such rases

Lord Montagu also referred briefly to other possible

developments, such as the use of the airship for long

distances and aeroplanes for shorter services, and the

possible use of gas suction plant for propelling loco-

motives, motor-lorries, and ships, and of benzol and

aleehol In the Internal-combustion engine

Trt view of the Mtlonal imoortance of these

proMems, the creation of a chair of transport at one

of the leading universities would be a deserving obicrt

for p^te beneficence The two Institutions of Civil

Snmneers and Mechanical Engineers should be inorc

freouently consulted bv the Gewemment in regard to

roAd transport, and the National Physical Laboratory

done excellent work The problenu however, w^s

fld vast as to demand continuous research at a special

estahlishinent* . .

The adoption of the annual report of the Fx^-
tlve Committee was proposed hv Lord Bledisloe

add McodM bv Sir Gilbert Parker, both of whom
fve VioOiprMdettts of the A corral trj^te was

to tlift valuPWe servings lord Svdenham had

to fho Gidld dunng hit tenure of offlee. and

^MPbere expreseed the genai^ appted^on of
^ M<Mtaga’s acoeptanoe of office as the new

m ttfkrt by Lord *
5^

rariSoit anTfCte of the wodc of the CuUd* The
|

1?0.

second British Scientific Products Exhibition, held io
1919, was honoured by a visit from both King George
and Queen Mary, accompanied by Pnnee Henry and
Princess Ma^, and demonstrated the growing appreh>
ciation by Bntlsh manufacturers of the value of
applied science During the present vear it Is hoped
to arrange a conference on science and labour in asso-
ciation with the Labour Party A representative
committee is being set up to collect full data on the
utilisation of science, not only in the Civil Services,
but also in all Government Departments, and the Par-
llamentarv Committee, which has already intervened
with good effect in the Forestiv Bill, will watch idt
prospective legislation involving scientific and technical
issues The Fducation Committee of the Guild is still
pressing for a real survev of the existing provision
of university and higher technical education in the
country, considering that the new Standing Committee
on University Grants, acting under the Board of
Education, is inadequate as regaids composition and
reference The revised snecificatlons of the Technical
Optics Committee in regard to microscopes have
already been adopted bv two British firms
The adoption of the report having been earned

unanimously, the proceedings were terminated bv a
vote of thanks to the Master and Wardens of the
Goldsmiths* Companv for nermission to hold the
meeting in their hall

Annual Visitation of the Royal Obsenratofy,
Greenwich.

TOURING the war this annual function was
restricted to the official visit of the members

of the Board It has now returned to the conditions
that prevailtd manv \ear*> ago, a large and repre-
sentative gathering of astronomers and their fhends
being present on Saturda}, June 5, to take part m
the inspection of the observatory and instruments
The return of many members of the staff who had

been at the Front has naturally brought abmit a large
increase m the number of observations Those made
with the transit circle exceed eight thousand in each
element. In addition to the customary observations
of sun, moon, i^nets, and clock-stars, the observing
list now includes the stars selected bv Prtcklund and
Hough as secondary standards distributed with f-ilr

uniformity over the sky Observatlonb for this cata
logue will be ccmipleted at the end of 1921
The error of the moon’s place In longitude for 1919,

as predicted in the Nautical Almanac, was — 12 2^,
showing a notable diminution of nearly 2' from the
value for the three preceding years Tne Astronomer
Royal explains that this change is due to the omis-
sion in Hansen's tables of several sensible planetary
terms In view of the Imperfections of these tables.

It is satisfactory to note that Brown’s new lunar
tables have now been printed and are used in the
Naudeal Almanac, starting with the year 1923
Two of the equatorials are now out of use The

28-in , the mounting of which dates from iR^x,

requires renewal of the upoer oivot. this work has
been entrusted to Messrs T Cooke and Sons The
driving clock of the astrofflraphic equatonal was sent
to Sir H Grubb for repairs, which are still in pro-
gress The observations of double-stars made with
the 28.1n since Its erection have been discussed bv
Mr Jackson, who has published more than twenty
new orbite in the Monthly Notices for March and
April last Fuller details of these and otlwr svstems
win be printed In the Greenwich annual volttcnes.

There are many systems for which orbits cannot yet
be deduced, but where rdative motion li dhown ; hypo-
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tbetica] parallAxes are being deduced in these caeet,

recent reeeerch having proved that such parallaxes
are of considerable value for statistical purposes,
they are, indeed, as trustworthy as those mrectly
meMured when the latter are of the order of o oa*
The photographic determination of paralloaBes with

the a6-in. photc^raphic equatorial has been resumed,
and twenty new parallaxes have been determined with
an average probable error of oooS** It is anticipated

that ui future forty new parallaxes will be determined
annually The plan adopted for the measurement of
the star images on the eclipse plates (that is, the pre-

paration of a key plate with reversed Images, which Is

placed film to film with the plates to be measured] is

now being adopted for the parallax plates Instead of

producing the key plate by photo^aphy, short lines

will be ruled on a glass plate In a north-and-south
infection corresponding wltn the positions of the stars

on each net of oarallax plates

A few photometry olates of the Kaotcvn selected

areas in N dec! have also been taken
Two Star Catalogues are in process of being printed,

\i7 the zone catalogue of stars down to the qth
magnitude In N dccl. 24® to 12®, and the proper-

motion catalogue of stars near the North Pole (vol iil

of the Greenwich Astrograohic Catalogue)
llie proper motions of the stars In both these

catalogues have already been discussed in several

paoers In the Monthly Notices
The reduction of the solar photographs fell into

arrears owing to the impossibility of transmitting plates

from India and the Cape to fill the gaps in the Green-
wich series Work is now being pushed on as rapidly

as possible, and has been brought up to the middle
of 1917* There were considerable solar outbursts in

August andP March last, both accompanied by mag-
netic storms, but the general spot activity is now on
the decline
The Astronomer Royal mokes allusion in his report

to the successful result of the eclipse expeditions of

X9X9 Transparencies from the plates secured then
were on view, and showed both the star images and
the splendid prominence 300,000 miles In length which
was on the bun’s eastern limb

It is proposed to repeat the investigation of the star-

shift at the eclipse of 192a September ao. According
to present plans, Messrs Jones and Melotte will

observe it from Christmas Island, Indian Ocean
l^y will use the astrographlr, mounted equaloriallv,

liscarding the coelostpt, which is a source of trouble

in work where great refinement is needed Plans
have been mooted for utilising the presence of the

Instrument in low latitudes to take a series of plates

with the view of linking together the northern and
southern magnitude scales

The mean magnetic declination for 191Q is 14® ids'.

It is <Undnishing about o & onnuatly, so ^t it should
reach ^pero about the end of the century
As regards the weather of the twelve months ended

on AprU 30 last, it is interesting to note that the
period October-November was the coldest for eighty

vaats, while the period Deoember-Aprll was the
wannest I6r eighty years This accounts for the
exceptionally early ap^rance the blossoms, which
was three weeks in advance of the avbrage«

The ddilv sunshine register has been supplemented
since last ]fanuarv bv a small fixed camera pointing

to the pole, which records traits of clrcumpoMr stars

throughout rite night, forming a gauge of the clearness

of tbo sky
The reception of wireless time-signals from Paris,

Nauen, Lvons, and Annapolis now forms part of the
daily rQutino The times of their Kception will be
prM»dm the Greenwkh votumes, and wifi be evaif-

9hU tif longitude determinations. It has lately been

*m 2641, VOL. 105*1

announced that the Lyons signals can be read at
laide, so that it is hoped that improved values of the
Australian longitudes will shortly be available-
The Astronomer Royal notes the km that the

observatory has sustains in the recent retirement of
Messrs Maunder, Thackeray, and HoUiS, and ex-
presses warm appreciation of their long xeolous
services

Applied StatlfltiQS*

I
T is only twenty-five years since Prof Karl Pearson
gave at University College, Lond<m, his fir^

course of lectures on the mathematical theory of
statistics, and the opening at University CoUege,
London, on Friday, June 4, of the handsome buikling
provided by the generositv of Sir Herbert Bartlett,
Bart , for the Department of Applied Statistics,

including the Galton Laboratorv and the Drapess^
Company Biumetnc Laboratory, marks another stage
in the progress of what is more than a new branch of
science, for there is scarcely a single field of scientific

work in which the fundamental importance of the
methods of research which have been developed bi
Prof Pearson and his pupils has not been recognised
The Drapers* Company m 1902 was the first to

provide funds to cnrrv on re&carch work in what was
then known as the Biometric Laboratorv, and is now
appropriately called the Draoers* Company Labora-
torv, and its annual vrants have been continued up
to the oresent time

, while nine v^rs later Sir Franas
Galton bequeathed the residue of his estate to the Uid-
versitv of London for the establishment of the Galton
professorship of eugenics Sir Francis expressed the
wish, however, that so far as possible the capital of
the endowment should be preserved intact, and the
University accordinglv is«»uc»d an apoeal ^or the build-
ing and equipment of .1 Francis tialton laboratory
Immediately afterwards Sir Herbert Bartlett offered
to provide a building for both the Galton and Bio-
metric Laboratories.
The building was nearly ready for occupation when,

on the outbreak of war, not only had it to be given up
for use as a milita^ hospital, but also the voluntary
services of the staff of the laboratories were offered
to and accepted bv the Government In the earlv
days of the war hundreds of diagran\8 were ptepared
weekly of the extent of unemployment in all the
Important towns of Great Britain, and when unem-
ployment ceased to be a serious problem the labora-
tories were engaged In statistical Inquiries Into ^ the
seasonal use of shipping and rates of exchange and
in investigations into aeroplane oropeller stresses and
ballistics The compuution of sights for varknft
types of machine-guns to be used against low-flying
German aeroplanes was carried out veiy strenuous
and continuous labour in six weeks.
One result of the delay in completing the e<^ip-

meant of the building is that funds which were in.
sufficient in 1014 are now wholly inad^ttate, aM thU
splendid building can only be partly used Equally
essential is the provision of fuxiids for the salaries of
the staff, and it is estimated that to roinfdete and
maintain tiie eouipinent of the new building aiid to
carry on and develop the work of the laboratories
in accordance with the intaqtions of Its founders there
14 required an additional imfine oi 4000I. a year. The
Senate of tiie University of London his accordkig^
authorised an appeal for this endowment.^

^

At the opening ceremony, at which Dr/ Russell
Walls, ti»Vk»X1um of tiM Uidvirslfy >ot
Lond^ presided. Or AddUon, Mlnistw
said thoMds work In Urn sl KuwCmI^
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been hfodered by the constant strugf^les to find out
whet we had and what we wanted, and it was otily

when they obtained the services of trustworthy statis-

ticians that the Depaftment got into clear order In
the field of public malth trustworthy statistics were
of equal imj>ortance, and he therefore recommended
to the public the appeal which had been made for

additional funds, and promised to do all he could to

help on the work ot th( laboratories D H

The Imperial College

Claim to University Statls

A MEETING in support of the claim of the Im-
penal College of Science and Technology for

power to confer orgrees and for university status was
held at the Central Hall, Westminster, on h>iday,

June 4. Lord Moms, who presided, sUted that the
meeting was not called in hostility to any uni\cisitv

or Goveminent Department, or in disparagement of
the atmosphere crenied by the univcrsiues Tl^
governing body, the professorial staff, and the
students, now numbering 1300, wore unanimous in

support of the claim of the Imperial College for power
to confer degrees in its own subjects or faculties

The students were senouslv handicapped by having to

go to an external body for a degree, because of the
current preference in the xndustnal and professional
worlds tor a degree to a diploma Lord Moms
moved a resolution urging the Prune Minister, the
Lord President of the Council, and the President of
the Board of Education to take the matter into serious
considcraticm The resolution also declared that an\
further delay would cause a growing sense of in-

justice.

Prof, W W Watts who seconded the motion,
pointed out that the report of the Departmental Com-
mittee, the recommendations of which in iqo6 led

dlrectiv to the establishment of the Imoerial College,
waa based on a vision of a vast technological and
Imperial institution, not confined to mere technical
instruction, but devoted to the highest education and
trainin^^ln research in both pure adenoe and techno-
logy The Departmental Committee hsd stated clearlv

the reasons against incorporating the Imperial Col-
lege in the University of London, pointing out that
if the college was to be able to adapt itself to the ever
changing conditions of Industry it must be free from
the acadmic trammels of an education regulated, and
rightly regulated, bv other aims
Mr, H G Wells, speaking in suoport of the motion

warned the meeting that in approaching the Lord
President of the Council and the President of the
Board of Education the delegates would have to com-
bat the susoldon that their oroposal involve a system
of education and training llkdv to turn out men and
women of narrow culture, mere technical experts
without broad views The curse of education in

London had been the grandiose ideas of people who
Mild not distinguish between the Universities of
Oxford and Cambddf^e and the university conditions
of London It was almost Imoossible to conceive the
widely seoarated college units in London co-operating
fucoessfullv to form a single efficient universitv

Sir EflMt Rutherford, npeaking as a renresentstive
on tba gffiwnlng body of the Imperial College of the
Dominkm of New Zealand,^eald it was not generally
amgehed how much enei^ Is ^>ent in dmloplng
tfeib ftene ecience side of the Imoerial College Tt was

rigid mad proper that the students, and par-
* riia oversea students, should have a desrve
iriisire dsgreoworie hod been done, and the d^prree

be conferred by the teachers, snd not bv any

3641, V0t. zosl

outside body Surelv we might broaden our Ideas of
university education in general We had never before
had an institution teaching technology on such a vast
scale and to such a high standard as the Imperial
College does lliere was no precedent for the col-

lege, and therefore there could be no precedent against
its claim to confer Its own degr^ Subsequent
speakers included Mr J A Spender, Sir Richard
Redmavne, and the Rector of the Imperial College,
Sir Alfred Keogh The resolution, modified sUghtlv
in accordance with suggestions made bv Mi H G
Wells and others, was carried with one dissentient

The Smoke Nuisance.
HE Manchester City Council is one of the few

•w local authorities which have gone out of their

way not only to put the smoke clauses uf the old
Public Health Act into force, but also to investigate

the cost to the community of the smedee nuisance.
With true wisdom it has realised that the aesthetic

sense of the average man is controlled b) his pocket,

and that the direct road to reform is to moke him
understand how much he might save by a clean
atmosphere
We have received from the Air Pollution Advrisory

Board of the Manchester City Council a pamphlet
entitled **The Black Smoke Tax," and although it

deals mainly with an elaborate Investigation into the
relative cost In fuel, soap, and starch in an industrial

and a residential centre, there is an introduction which
reviews in brief but expressive language other causes
of loss and damage which follow in the train of black*
smdee The Bc^rd says —'*The damage is both
awthetic and economic The look of tilings suffers

The value of things suffers Everybody suffers and^
since everybody suffers, it is a long time before any-
body protests If the damage were done suddenly
there would be a general outcr>

,
but It is dona gradu-

ally Thousands of Manchester people live thefr lives

from start to finish in the midst of black smoke and
have come to regard it os a normal condition of life

It IS only in modern tlme^ that we have realised that

the nuisance is preventable and that public economy,
public health, aim happiness alike call for its preven-
tion

The investigation has been conducted on the lines

adopted In Pittsburgh, U S A., which showed an
annual loss amounting to ^ a head of the popu-
lation. A large number of different classes of houses
in Manchester (industrial) and Harrogate (residential)

were personally visited and the w^klv washing blU
as nearly as possible ascertained The net result was
an additional expenditure In Manchester of more than

34S,oool annually on this iteiA alone The committee
employed on this investigation concludes Its report as
follows "As A result of years of patient investiga-

tion, coupled with strict rejection of all doubtful
evidence, thev can state cmphaticallv that it would
well reoav Manchester to expend a large amount of

thought and monev on anv measures that would help

to rMUce its enormous vearlv smoke tax of at least

three-quarters of a million pounds per annum ”

The Ministry of Health has now taken the matter
In band and appointed a Smoke Abatement Com-
mittee to consld^ wavs and means of abolishing

smoke TTie reoort of this committee will no doubt
contain recommendations which will give local authori-

ties greater facilities and stronger Inducements for

dealing with this pest of 1ndu«trial towns Coat
smdke is ooposed to everv prindoW of economy,
health, comfort, and cteanllnMs Tt is a national
scourge which has been too long tolerated
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The Molecular Eneinr In Gnaee.

By requett of the council of the Royal Society of
Ed&hurgbf an address on “ Molecular Energy In

Gases ’* was ddlvered on May 3 by Prindp^ Sir
Alfred Ewing, who began referring to a series of
papers on the foundations of the kinew theory which
were conununlcated to the society thirty years agoW a great teacher and a great master of the sub}e^
Frof. xait Since those uys the kinetic theory had
received what might be called ocular demonstration
through Perrin's investigation of the Brownian move-
ments, which exhibited the buffeting of visible bodies
by the blows of the mcdecules Mu^ had come to be
known regarding the probable structure of the atom
There bad been substantial advances in the study of
specific heats of gases and of thdr absofpdon and
«mi8sfon of heat in the form of infra-red rays But
the difficulty referred to by Tait of reconciling the
known facts about specific heat with the theory of the
•equlpartition of energy, as developed by Maxwell and
Boltemann, still remained, and had led to various
applications or extensions of Planck’s quantum
tneory, not only to the vibrations of gaseous mole-
•cules, but also to their rotations.

Some of these applications of the quantum theory
aM)eared to the lecturer to be highly artificial, and
tiio unnecessary He proceeded to discuss the corre-

spondence between the observed values of the specific

MMtM and those that might be expected by applying
^ordinary (Knamics to the translations ana rotations
«of the modules of a gas, and pointed out that the
results presented a conslkent scheme^ which had,
however, to be supplemented by taking account of
the energy of vibration, especially at mgh tempera-
tures Vibratory energy became devdt^ied in a
manner which was clearly not consistent with the
principle of equipartitlon. It was now known that in

aU except monatomic gases the specific heat became
notably increased at high temperatures, when the

vibrations within the macules began to be on Im-
portant part of the whole energy The experimental

facts as to this increase were no doubt well expressed

S means of Planck's quantum formula, but the

curve which it gave was one that was found in

other departments of ph3r8ics. It was therefore epen
to question whether, if the nature of the constraints

were understood, the development of vibratory energy
In the molecules might not M Interpreted in terms of

other ideas than time of quanta, and without dis-

turbing the old-fashioned principles of Newtonian
dynamics.

Unhrersity and Bducational Intelligence,

BfaufNOMAM^—In common with other univerities,

that of Birmingham has been overcrowded with
students daring the past session, and, in order that
the necessary arrangements may be made to accom-
moiMte tha maximum number for the ensuing year,

public notice has been given that intending atudents
btjkiki maids application mrentry not later thkn June 30
Already temporary buildings are being erected to cc^
with the certain Increase In number of second-year
students f The^ prCblem of adapting the number to

be admitted to the available accoinmodatioo la un-
doubtedny difficult, but any method of restriction

adopted will be deviaed with* the object of aecurhig

adp^Mon to the fittest

Csioaii)Ga.--AiuKMtncement Is made In the Times
that the directors of the Commerda] Uhlon Atsuranee
Co. have allottad the aum of 165,000!. for a btiildltig

«of bkxihaQC^ttry, on a die provided the Univeriltjr,

Ko. s^x, yoL. tos]

for the provlaioa of adequeta inooioes for pior
feasor and bis staff and for the endowmwit of re-
search. ^

LivxapOQL.—At a meeting of the Senate of the
University held on June a the following resdutton
was passed **The Senate records wim pro^nd
regret the death of Prof. Leonard Doncaster, F.R.S.,
Derby professor of soology in the Unxvetalty. But a
short time in Liverpool, Prof. Doncaster had taken a
proihinent place in the University, serving on the
university Council as representative of his faculty,
and had added to the reputation of the University
by his contributions to science, and notably by bis
text-book upon cytology, publish^ within the last few
wedcs As colleague and fnend he will be mourned
by all members of the University To Mrs Don-
caster and the members of his familv the Senate
would offer its most sincere s>mpathy *’

Tub Ramsay Memorial Trustees will proceed to
the election of not more than three fellows at the end
of this month Applications must be received not
later than June 15 Application forms, containing full

particulars of the award, can be obtained from the
Organising Secretary of the Ramsav Memorial Fund,
University C<Hle^, London The fellowships are of
the value of 3o<9 a \ear each, and tenal^ for

years They are lor the advancement of chemirdl
research

Tm annual vacation course in Snowdonia for field-

work in geography, geolc^, botany, map-making,
and regional survey methods Is being held under the
auspices of the Gei^aphical AssociaUon on August 7*
sf, with Llanberis as a centre. Porticulani of the
anangements may be obtained by sending a stamped
addressed envelope to Mr H Valentine Davis,
“ Noddfa," Wlstaston, Crewe The course is primarily
Intended for teachers of geography In public and other
secondary schools.

Lord Ernlb presided at a meeting held lost week
at Chelsea House Cadogan Square, to establish the
training of women as slmled scientific cultivators on
a national basis In recognition of the magnificent
work achieved, especially during the war, by Swanlev
Horticultural College in increasing every class of
home-grown foods, and also in food preservation, the
Ministty of Agriculture proposes to allot a Treasury
grant of io,oooi for the re-equipment and further
development of this unique training college, provided
the public contributes an equal sum Never has the
national need for scientific food production on one
hand, and for remunerative and healthv employment
for educated women on the other, been greater.
Swaniey has full capacities for carrying out boWtheito
works of naticMial importance once the ravagesW five

years of war-shortages have been repalrsd; and the
urgently needed new laboratories, lecture-roqrns,
library, and studenu' hostels have hem erected wd
equips. The great demand for women werlnrs In
agriculture and hocticulture is proved bjr the fafit that
the applicadons from employers for Swaniey stodents
rose from 130 in 1014 to 648 in 191S Frof
Keeble, of Oxford Uidvmty, pointed out ttiat the
future cultivation of England would Become fpore^und
more intensive, and that this Uttenslve cultivation U
now of the greatest natfqnal value, lignifieimoe, agd
economic justlftcadon^ FMe fo^ the new sdeno^
buikHogi at Swaniey are now rea^ arfd the sitejf

It only remains for the ind^lc ra m
Treaatiry gran Ibr tlOipool. rMraticd to Hcttr, Hm

ttlfMt «(»tw ofMtlQMl uWf
inued Ik 4ffn«d hf Lord
Board of Ajpeolturo m4

The aBoeal

'

late
"
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pccsldeat of the Horticultural Society, Prof
}, Bre^nd Farmer; Prof Keebte, Lady Northchife;

Viacountess Falmouth, chairman of the governing
body, Swanley College Donations mav be sent to
Messrsi Child and Co , 1 Fleet Street, London, £ C ^
Ten thousand pounds is needed at once, and 50,00m
for the complete installation of the science depart,
ment and for the reconstruction of the college and of
the iiitensive training grounds

Societies and Academies.
London

Physical Society, May 14—Sir W. H Bragg, presi-

dent, m the chair—

l

3r F Lloyd Hopwood Experi*
ments on the thermionic properties of hot filaments
The experiments shown were some of those described
by Dr Hc^^ood in the Phthsophtcal ilfagoctnc for
March, 19x5, p« 36^, in which the glowing hiament of
a carbon lamp and glowing filaments of nichrome
and platinum in air arc made to move undei the
influence of positively and negalivelv charged inds
brought into or withdrawn from their vicmity, the
character of the effects observed being such us to give
a qualitative indication of the thermionic emission
from the fiUunents In addition, he showed a lyiie of
tilted electroscope in which the gold-leuf was re-

placed by a narrow loop of Wollaston wire When a
current is passed thiough the wiie so as to make it

glow, it forms an electroscope of different sensitivity

for +\e and ~\*e charges —G D Wait A modified
theory of the Crookes radiometer The paper gives a
short account of a theorv of the Croc^es radiometer
woHced out by Sutherland in 1896, but, unfortunately,
much neglected. The thcoi*}' as it stands will not
explain many radiometric phenomena, but it is shown
that when modifications depending on the modem
knowledge of thermal surface conditions arc made,
such explanations become possible Radiometer
action,^ especially at the higher gas pressures, would
appear to depend essentiallv on the formation of gas
currents near the radiometer vane These currents
are distinct from convection currents, but are closely

associated with the ^enomena of thermal transpira-
tion —

\

Caiipb^ The magnetic oruperties of silicon

iron (9talto>) in alternatini' ninirnetu fields of low
value Measurements are described of the hysteresis
losMS in silicon iron sheet and wires in very low
alternating magnetic fields at low and telephonic
frequencies, using an alternating-current method
described in a former paoer The equations giving
the hvsteresis losses as n function of , are deduced
In the case of the sheet material at low frequencies for

ranges of from 0*0002 to o 02 Compansons are
made between sheet material and wires of different

diameters, curves are given showing the great
Improvement the permeabillt\ of wires when thev
aw annealed. The behaviour of the material isstudled,
both bv belHstIc tests and at telephonic frequencies,

y regards the alternating field when direct-current
Adds of various values are applied at the same time—
T. tetth Tradng ravs through an <^tlcal system
Equations for tracing ravs in an axial plane through
an optical svstem have the normal retraction terms
iepanated from those representing aberrations By
^sqimstng the lattter as a fraction with the fint-order
abi^atkw as the numerates- and a correcting factor,

wmdi thgv take various f^orms, as the denominator,
fays Olay he traced* exactly through the svstmn, using
d'MidiH: table of codnes In 'Senns of sines In place of

^^Iktenslve taUer, giving sines lo terms of angles

eoqtloyed; A considerable saving of time Is

th Ate calcalbtlofts. and the esthnation, without
of the aberrations of odier rays is

Oeslsglcal Sedsty, May 19—Mr R D. OUdham.
president, in the chair —Dr H H, Theraas, with
chemical analyses by E G RsdWy . Certain
xendithic Tertiary minor intrusions in the Island
of Mull (ArgylUnire) The paper deals with a
series of minor intrusions, generally tholeiitic but
occasionally composite in character, which are well
represented in the western peninsula of Mull, lying
between Loch Scridain and Loch Buie, and are
remarkable for the number and minoralogical pecu-
liarities of thr xenoliths that they contain Xenwths
of a highly siliceous nature (quartzites, sandstones,
etc ) are met with, but more commonlv the inclusions
are of a type rich in alumina {shales and clays)

Cognate xenoliths of nontic and gnbbrolc aflfinltlM

occur in several of the intrusions, and these, together
with the accidental siliceous xenoliths, are briefly

described, but the communication deals more par-
tirularlv with the aluminous inclusions whidi are
crowded together in most of the intrusions, range up
to several feet in diameter, and arc characterise by
well-crystallised minerals t»uch as si^phire, spinel,

silhmanite, cordiente, and anorthite These xenotiths

offer the clearest evidcnco of the modification of a
more or less pure aluminous sediment by permeation
of magmatic matter, more particularly bv the diffusion

of lime, ferrous iron, and magnesia It is held from
the evidenw afforded bv the xenoliths that the meta-
morphism is of a deeo-seatod character, and has been
effected bv a tholeiitic magma on the walls of its

basin, which w»ere lomposod mninlv of aluminous
sedimentary rocks

CAMnRIDGP
Phllosoplilcsl Society, May 3 —Sir Ernest Rutiy-

ford, vice-president, in the chair—W J Harrlssa

Notes on the theory of vibrations (x) Vibrations of

finite amplitude (2) A theorem due to Routh. Ray-
leigh determined, in trigonometric form, the approiii-

mate effect of small terms varying as the square and
cobe of the displaocinent in the equation of simple

harmonic motion In the former of these notes exact

Fourier series arc determined by the theorv of ellip-

tic functions, and tables art. computed The lattv

note relates to the theorem that an increase of inertia

of any part of a vibrating svstem increases all the

periods in such a way that the new penodi. arc

separated bv the onginn! periods If the effect of

the increased inertia be renresented by an addition to

the kinetic energy of the souare of a linear function

of the velocities, it is pointed out that the theorem does

not hold unless this linear function involves all the

velocities—W BartuMs On cvchcnl oclosectloo.

The complete solution of the problem of cyclical

quartiiection was first tfiven by V A Le Besgue In

Comptes rendus vol li , x86o, without proof, he
forms the quartic eouation satisfied bv the sum of

}(p-i) distinct primitive ^th roots of unity, P being a
ptime number of the form If ^-^L'+xM*,
where LSt (mod 4), the equation involves p and L,

being

l:*,

where v Is one more than four times the sum in ques-

tion The only proof as yet published appem un-

necessarily long The present naper deals with the

case when is a prime of the form 8n+i ,
it forms

and solves the equation satisfied by the sum of }(fr-x)

distinct primitive p roots of unity, which is capable

of eipht valors, by a method cnnable of extended ap.

pHcation Expressing p in both the forms o*+b*,

o*+ab'*, this equation kivcdves p a, and ir —Dp-
G. F C. Saarta (x> A bifilar method of measiirlng (he

rigidity of wires The upper ends A, 0 of two eq^ai
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iftim «re attached to t«o torsioaheiKlttaDdtlie lowor
on^ B, O to a bar loaded with a considerable mass.
When the wires are free from torsion, th^ ore in a
vertical plane. The distances AC^aap BD^aOi, are

nearly equal If the torsion heads are turned thfOu^
f from their aeros, the bar wiU turn throu^ $ m
the same direction, until the bifilar couple balances
the couple due to the torsion of the wires Then
8in 0«>C(f-^), where C is, for practical purposes, inde-

p^dent of a and B. By observing B and f , C is found
Then, if r is the mean radius ot the wires and M the

load supported bv them, the rigiditv, n, is given by

MC

A damping device ib provided so that steady readings
can be obtained in a room subject to vibration Bends
in the wires near the upper ends have the same effect

as if me points A, C described small horixontal circles

Errors due to this cause are eliminated by a rough
harmonic analysis (a) An cxperlmeist on a piece of
common string Wlwn a mass M is suspended by a
piece of common string from a fixed support, it be-

^nt, when set free, to rotate about the axis of the
string The string, therefore, exerts a couple, G, on
the bodv, and the relation of this couple to M ts

studied in the experiment If, starting from rest, the
body makes n revolutions in time t. the angular ac-
celeration a, assumed consent, is given by
If K Is the moment of Inertia of the body, G<-Ka
If the length of the string Is of the ordei of 2 metres,
the angular acceleration is approximately uniform for

at lea^t the first lo or 20 revolutions The load is

supplied in the form of a number of equal inertia

bars which can be thteaded on a light rod carried by
the string Then K is practicall> proportional to M
It is found that the (ime for, say, 10 revolutions from
rest IS nearli tonsMnt Honct* G is nearlv propor-
donal to M (3) Exocnments with a plane diffraction

grating, using convergent light A ma forms a real

image B of a vertical sUt S Illuminated bv sodium light

A plane diffraction grating, with its rulings vertical,

is placed between the lens and B, so that the vertical

central olano of the beam, which cuts the grating in

O, makes an angle B with the normal to the grating,

and BO»w If C is one of the “ real ** diffracted

images of order j*, and if CO or v makes an angle

f with the normal, then

(i)

If the grating interval is d, the wave-length is gtven^bv

^A*d(sinf—dnd) (2)

In the experiment the relation fi) is tested, and
the wave-length is found bv (2) The images
are received on a glass scale moving 4dong
nn optical bench, the Ikngth of the scale being
horixontal and pemndiculm- to the bench,^Ma5or
P, A MacMahea Congruences with respect to com-
posite moduli This paper deals with the primitive
roots of the binomial congruence the exponent of which
is ony divisor of the totlent of a composite modulus.
Numbers being divided into categories according to
thS number of their different prime divisors, tabm of
primidvr roots are givbn for the cases of tlye second
and third categories *^A Klwast Equlvalenoe of
different mean values This is a continuadon of a
fomfcf paper bv the author, and daats«wHh the equt*
valence or conditions for the ex)st.moe of the limit
of the mean sum of a contmualhr increasing number
of terms ^Prof H F. Bsktf* Construction of the
ninth intersection of two cubic curves passlag throtqfh
^ghc given cQplanar pdnts. A. B, C, M, N end
Fi F be the given points; takeT external to dialr
plena, leOTP* TQ, TR meet a quadrie cootainbg

ifo 2641, VOL. 105]

A. B. C and the lines TM, TN, in further points

P% Vt R^ let the twisted cubic curve through T, A,mm* m m A * . .

~
ft % *

^ , which has BC for diord meet the quadricagaln
n CF; then TO passes through the reared nuith
point—W E H B^wkk ^intic transformaUons
and singular Invariants This paper deals with the
arithmeucal solution of a certain sextic equation aris-

ing in the theory of modular functions, the co-

efficients of which are functions of a certain algebraical

number The arithmetical character of the number of

fields which arise is determined in detail

Manchrstkk
Utsrsty sad PhUesepklcal Seclsty, May 4 —Mi

WUllam Thomson, vice-president, in the chair—
Major T. Cherry , The origin of agriculture The
annual flood-cyde of the Nile provided perfect condi-

tions for the growth of cereals Since none other of

the great rivers on the banks of which civilisation

first appeared afforded such natural possibilities for

the growth of cereals, it was claimed that man must
have learned in Egypt irrigation and the cultivation

of cereals The author, in discussing the origins of

wheat and barley, claimed that the originals of our
cultivated barley probably evolved in the Nile Valley,

and ihose of our wheat on one of the islands of the

MgeBti Archipelago

Lfterary and PhUssophlcal Society (Cbemical Section),

April 30—Mr J H Lester, chairman, in the chair—
Dr j A R Hsnitrssn Alchemy and chemlstrv
among the Chine<*e. The early obiects of the
alchemists were discussed, and their discoveries in

metallurgy, mineralogy, and botany detailed The
latter Included the manufacture of oigments, lacquers,

porcelain, oaoer, and the early discovery of the ex-
plosive oroDcrties of gunpowder The exploitation of

vast coal deposits and of iron and other metallic ores,

and the production of oils and medicinal sub»tances^
are taking place
Mav tA —Mr T H T.ester, chairman, in the chair

—Prof F L Fyuum The relation between chemical
constitution and physiological action

Duauv
Rsysl Irish Acadewy, May 10 —The Mosf Re\ the

Right Hon J H Bernard, president. In the chair—
J N Halbert Acarlna of the Intertidal Zone. The
various forms, several of which are new to science,

were studied in their relation to the well-known
rones, or belts, of the orange lichen, Pelvelia, and
Fucus usually present, where there id sufficient foot-

hold for them, on the sea-shore Excluding the
families Halacaiidsa and Hydrachnldas, the species are
distributed in the four terrestrial families as follows •

Gamaaldtt aS, Oribatldse 17, Tvroglyphtdse 2^ and
Trombidlidse 18.—Miss Tane Stsyhww * The tresh-

water sponges of Ireland The fresh-water sponges
of Ireland number onlv five soedes. Their nabitat,

mode of growth, and dl«trH>utlon are ^scusaede
Among the points of interest are the followings
has been fmtcid that the sponm do nq^ occur In

mountain streams, unless there is a lake, however
small, irt rtie coarse of the stream, and that, on tfie

other hand, they occur most luxuriantly In a stream
lust below its exit from a lake^ One spechn avoids

the limestone areas The variations of the coow
ntoner spectea are itraoed at some length. Tha pi^Mr
is ilhishated by numtraus drawings of apiculei and
bv maps showing the oiiMbunon of the ^mdev—T. A
SIspbanM • The genus Ccuraltlmoronus. CoraHimOfw
bhus Is a genus of deeo-eea Actiniaiii]; first itecribod

bv Moseley in 1870, and later bv Hertwig In 18S2 and.

IW Thm are two soedmena of C- WgWfutJn tha

cdlection crf^mdnHNies^nuHle by the Flbbiriei
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of the D^itment of Agriculture and Technicai In-
eAtction for Ireland from 1899 to 1913. These speci-
mefw are descnbed externally and anatomically in the
Mper, and compared with the eight other specimens
described by Moseley and Hertwig The possibility of
aQ these specimens belonging to one MiMies is sug-
gested and discussed, wlu the conclusion that it Is
<piite likely that the genus conuins one variable
species only On the ouier hand, further materi^ is

r^uired fpr a final decision, and if the three species,

C figtdus, profundus, and obtectus, should prove valid,

the Irish specimens would probably require a fourth
speaes It is further pointed out that the thick and
rigid body of the anemones in question seems to be
correlated with deep-sea life, and that although the
genus has s<»netimes been regarded as a primitive
one« it has a number of characteristics which It would
seem can be considered only as specialisations or
advanced features.

Paris

Academy of Sdeaces, May 25 —M Henri Doslandrcs
in the chair —E Qoarsat Some transformations of

rtial ditTcrential equations of tlie second order —
Blgoardaa The instruments and work of the

Sainte-Genevi^ve Observatorj Historical account of
the uork of Pingr6 and of Lechex alter done between

175s and 1836 — Bomrt Catalogue of the proper
motion of 5671 stars, annotated and published by
L Schulhof —J BaUUmd The method of the scale of
tints in photographic photometry —C Qalcliard Con-
gruences belonging to a linear complex such that the
lines of curvature correspond on the two focal sur-
faces —G JaUa Families of functions of several
variables—M daaet Svstems of partial differential

^uations and systems of algebraic forms - -G Saguc
The real relativity of the energy of the elements of
radiation and the motion of waves In the ather—
F Vl*s Ultra-violet spectrophotometry of the nitro-
phenols Seventeen nitro-derivatives were examined
and the spectra found to be, in general, constituted
of three elements a constant band, due to the NO*
group, a band related to the presence of the benzene
nng, and n third band the origin of which is doubt-
ful—M U Brogue The fine structure of X-rav
spectra Details of a doublet given by rhodium and
comparison with the K spectrum <4 tungsten —J L
Pseb Phenomena of antagonism between various
radiations fultra-violet, visible socctrum, and infra-
red)—L Thieteauas Regulation of cables for the
transport of electrkal energy to long di'^t^nces —
P, Baast The transport of energy to great distancses

Remarks on a recent communication bv M Brvlinski
on the same eublect—M Tepertsca The lime and
magnesia carried down bv prerloitates of ferric oxide
Varying weights of ferric oxide were oreclpitated In
preaenoe of constant quantities of calcium and mag-
nesium salts, and the proDorlions of lime and mag-
nesia carried dosvn were determined A second pre-

cfpttatlcm of thg ferric oxide is sufficient to remove
Calcium sslts, but this Is not the case with magnesia
—L flaffist and M Qaarier The nlatinj# with nickel
of aluminium and Its allovs. The aluminium or

allov is cleaned and roughened bv sand-blasting, end
then takes a satisfactorv deoosit of nickel The
Inflmnice of the of the sand grains and the time
elapsed between the sand-blasting and the deposit have
been axamined, and resul6 ara given —A C Vsar-

A new series of comnle'x combinations* the

acK^fVfqnv oxvlodtdes. The mercurv compound mav ho
HaiMt at a tvne of these sitbstences; It has the com-
PPllthm ifgfShlO*)—R csnwbsrt: The constitution

Of- sooio ijlalkvlcy/lohexanonefl A studv of the
IgWpftaS Obtained bv treattnp’ rvcWiexanone wkh
aomn aid then wMi aikvl haUdes—€. Dviratass

^ wo vOT^ Tocl

The stereo-isomenc forms of benzoylphenylacetylene
di-iodldc The conditions under which cither ot the
two isomers can be isolated are mven—A Msttba

.

The catalytic hydrogenation of Xm ketazines —

L

Marat Ihc tectonic of the cabtem bank of Lake
Annecy—A Brivas Some results of a new journey
m Morocco A completion of geological work com-
menced in 1910 —P Baanat 1 he Permo-Triassic
limit in the HImalayan-Armenian geosynclinal —
L Daaayar and G Rebaal The prediction of the
weather—G Tniflsvt and H Bezuonafl The in-

fluence of partial btcrilisation on the composition of
the microbial flora of the soil —R Saafgas The
embryogeny of the Solanacoce Development or the
embryo in Hyoscyamus und Atropn —P Bartraa^

The constitution of the vascular sxslem in ferns,

in Ptendosperms, and in afl ancient Phaneroganih ~
L Blaiiaglian The stability and fertility ol the
hybrid Grum ttrhanumxG rtvale hrom the morpho-
logical point of view the descent of this hxbrld

18 uniform and regularly fertile Its mixed characters

are sufficientiv cUstinct from those of its parents to

give a precise diagnosis, and as it propagates without
variation in the wild state it can be described as a
good systematic species —J Fsytaad The kings and
Queens of Leucofermes lucifugut —

\

Mayar, A
Gg^tysM, and E Faarl-FraflUat Pulmonary lesions

determined by suffocating gases —

\

Trlllat and M
MallalJi Th^ protection of microorganisms into the

air The influence of humidity
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UniTcrsity Stipends and Pensions

NO one disputes that ** there is no organised

intcIlLCtual unit higher or more compro*

hcnsive than a University,” and few, on reflection,

would differ from Sir John Seeley in affirnnng that

the education in England is what the Universities

choose to make it Not only are the Universities

and institutions of University rank the highest

product of our educational system, but they also

have the po\^er of influencing the trend '’of thought

and ideals in education to an incalculable degree

To a large evtent, therefore, the advance to a

higher plane of civilisation is dependent upon

their free and untrammelled development In

pursuit of truth, whether in philosophy, or science,

or technology, independent of material considera-

tions, they are pioneers of research, bla/ing the

trail for industry, commerce, and those human
efforts which add to the sum of life’s happiness

Anything which acts as an impediment or hind-

rance to this development cannot be viewed simply

as an injury to the institutions themselves, it is

an injury to the communit}, to the nation, and to

civilisation If this be true, one or two facts of

capital importance require to be considered in the

light of a few principles hor the moment, how-
ever, let us examine the broad relations of the

State to the University.

The State can no more dispense with the co-

operation of the Universities than the Universities

with the co-operation and assistance of the State

Their interests are mutual and their services re-

ciprocal The influence of the University ramifies

th-ough the whole of the administration of the

country, its great Departments of State and its two

legislative Houses, its local governing bodies and

Its courts of justice Obviously the State cannot

afford to see the Umversitlics or the University

colleges wilt under economic pressure Now this

it precisely what will happen if it does not take

a clearer view of its responsibihues and their
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logical implications. The University grant,

demonstrably insufficient in pre-war times, is

absurdly inadequate now Not merely have money

values chtingod to an extraordinary extent, but

the demands upon the Universities in regard to

accommodation, equipment, and facilities for re-

search have increased to an almost equal degree

If to these be added the necessary adjustments in

salaries of the staffs, the inadequacy is still more

apparent

The State will have to recognise these facts

and, if for no other reason than that of enlight-

ened self-interest, to assume heavier financial re-

sponsibilities As matters stand at present, those

borne by the State are altogether dispropor-

tionate to the services rendered by the Unisersities

to the nation In consequence, the statement is

as true to-day as it was when made ten years ago

that our newer Universities are “a composite

figure in which progress and poverty are the pre-

vailing hues *’ But such increased financial re-

sponsibility should not absolve the State from pre-

serving in Its traditional integrity that freedom

which 19 the life-blood of an institution coeval In

origin with Parliament itself It is platitudinous

to say that no one wishes to see the Universities,

new or old, in any sort of intellectual subjection

Unfortunately, however, intellectual subjection is

too often the outcome of material subjection A

wise State will show its wisdom in preserving m
all Its integrity that from which it derives, in-

directly though It be, Its vital energy, and through

which it renews its spiritual life from generation

to generation

On broad and general grounds we have argued

that the State has responsibilities to the institu-

tions of higher learning of which it cannot divest

itself, and that these responsibilities are such as

can be fulfilled only by much more generous

financial support than is given at present It is

necessary, therefore, to indicate how seriously

these institutions are affected by the lack of this

support The question of stipends and pensions

alone will be considered Too often a university

IS conceived in terms of stone and mortar
,
essen-

tially, however, it is a corporation, a society of

human beings, a body of teachers and students

To say that an efficient and highly qualified staff

IS fundamental is simply to express a truism

Such a staff is the product of many years of

patient and unremitting study. If by any mis-

chance or lack of vision the flow of able and

gifted students to this higher teaching is checked,

the loss will be irreparable That such a result

&
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is not a remote possibility is becoming sufficiently

obvious to those who are watching the present

trend of University affairs. A teacher does not

enter on his career in the hope of amassing riches

With such an ambition the teaching profession is

among the last to which he would resort De-

barred from the financial prizes possible to a busi-

ness career, he has the right to expect emolu-*

ments which will enable him to live decently and

to move in a social circle to which his education

and training entitle him This is especially true of

the University teacher

Now, as a matter of fact, the stipends of Uni-

versity teachers in this country at the present time,

particularly in the non-professorial staff, do not

conform to this standard, but fall miserably short

of It A large proportion of assistant lecturers

and demonstrators, full-time teachers, receive no
more, and some much less, than 250!. a year~a
salary or wage which, under present conditions,

would be accepted by no self-respecting mason or

miner The grade of lecturer, compnsing as it

docs a great number of men and women who can

never hope to attain professorial rank, however
well qualified for it by ability and experience, fares

little better The average salary of this class

ranks somewhere near 400I a year, and one may
take it that the pre-war value of this sum 1$

approximately equal to aool a year. If the aver-

age rate of remuneration of such posts remains
at these figures, it requires no gift of prophecy to

predict that the flow of talent to the teaching
staffs of the Universities and University colleges

will inevitably be checked

The question of the remuneration of the non-
professonal element is most important The num-
bers arc great, the aggregate hardships intoler-

able But the stipends of professors as r whole
also show hltlc relation to the emoluments in

corresponding positions outside the University
A large number of professors receive less than
Sool a year, and considerably more than 80 per
cent less than the professorial salary indicated by
the Association of Uni\ersity Teachers as a mini-
mum—viz iioo2 a year Obviously, again, the
gift of prophecy need not be conjured up to pre-
dict the result Already the professorial ranks have
been, and are being, depicted by the superior in-

dMcements offered in industrial, scientific, and com-
meraal business oiganisations It is futile to
argue that public benefactions should make good
these pressing needs. One cannot dragoon pubdic
benefactions It is too much to expect the local
autbontier and the students to make good the
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deficiencies. Generally speaking, both contribute

reasonaUe proportions The matter 1$ a State

affair, and the State roust implement to the full its

responsibilities

The present position regarding superannuation

18 very unsatisfactory As a general principle, it

may he laid down that anything which restricts

the field from which the University recruits its

staff Is inimical to University interests, and hence,

in the long run, to education in general Now the

effect of the School Teachers (Superannuation)

Act, 1918, IS to restrict this fidd Any school

teacher eligible for its benefits cannot accept an

appointment in a University without sacrificing

pension rights, in whole or in part Thus it inter-

poses a barrier—in some cases insurmountable

—

between the University on one hand, and the

technical colleges, the training collies outside

the University, and the schools on the other The
free transfer of teachers to the University is ham-
pered Already cases are on record of candidates

refusing University appointments on finding that

acceptance would entail a loss of pension benefits

accruing from the Act It would be most unfor-

tunate if service m schools—a most useful experi-

ence for a future University teacher—1$ to be s

bar to later service m the University.

Another effect of the Act is to draw an invidious

distinction between existing University teachers

and other teachers Ninety-five per cent of the

whole teaching profession arc now eligible for

pension benefits incomparably superior to any

previous teachers’ scheme, while 5 per cent., the

University teachers, are excluded, and exduded
without any compensation The position is

illogical, unjustifiable, and detrimental to educa-

tion. One or two illustrations wiU make this clear.

In the University of London some schools of the

University come within the provisions of the Act;

the rest do not Thus transfers from one school

to another withm the same University are made
difficult or even impossible The principal of the

Government School of Art attached to a certain

University collie is said to be the only principal

of such a school who is not qualified u^er the

Act—this solely because his "school forms part of

the University coll^^e. In other districts neigh-

bouring institutions engaged in the training of

teachers are distinguished from one another in the

matter of superannuation, because one forms a
department of a University and the other does

not. This is In spite of the fact that the tWq
institutions are doing the same*kind of work, for

the same purpose, under the same authority (the
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Board of Education), and that their students do

their teaching- practice in the same kind of schools

under the same local education authority These

facts would be highly diverting were their conse

quences not so serious

This anomalous state of affairs has provoked

much criticism in University circles What com**

pheates matters is the fact that there exists a oon

tributory pension scheme in the Universities— the

federated superannuation scheme—which is

thought by some to be superior to the Teachers

Act in certain respects such as m cases of death

during service and of retirement before the age of

sixty and in the form of benefit on retiral As
against these the Teachers Act is non-contributory,

It IS retrospective, and its benefits are calculated

upon the average salary in the last five years of

service The whole question has been considered

b> a conference of representatives from the Uni
versities of England and Wales, at which it was
unanimously resolved to lay the case before the

Chancellor of the h xchequer in terms of the follow

mg resolutions —
(i) That this Conference is of opinion that the

interests of English and Welsh education as a
whole demand the institution of a scheme of
superannuation for University teachers and
administrative officials conferring benefits not
inferior to those granted under the School
Teachers (Superannuation) Act, 1918, and of a
like retrospective character

,
(a) that such a scheme

should m^e due provision (a) for the super
annuation of persons who enter the service of a
University or University college so late in life

as to be unable to acquire the service qualification
necessary under the School Teachers Act (b) for
meeting the case of persons who retire before the
normal age of retirement and (c) for meeting the
case of persons who die on service (3) That any
scheme of superannu'ition for Universi^ teachers
and administrative officials should be of such a
nature as to allow (without loss in respect of
superannuation) the transfer of a person employed
at a University or University college to another
approved educational or scientific institution in
Great Britain or twes v^sa **

The term “ institution ’* of course, includes

schools These resolutions have been accepted by
|

the Assoaation of University Teachers Whatever
be the result it is a great step forward to have
secured unanimity on essentials The resolutions

have clearly demonstrated the present absolute

inad^uacy of the fedecated superannuation

system and the diflbnilty of patching up its

dsfictencies as regards retrospective benefits, inter-

changeability of teachers, and the amount of

retiral aQowanoes or annuities
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Aerography

The Pnnctples of Aerography By Prof A
McAdie Pp XU + 318 (I ondon G G Harrap
and Co

,
Ltd 1917 ) Price net

F
rom time to time it has been a subject of

remark by the learned that a book on

meteorology has to be a collection of essays,

because the available material does not lend itself

to exposition in a connected treatise The sub-

stitution of the new name aerography for the

older meteorology has not changed the leopard’s

spots Indeed, Prof McAdie has made the

peculiarities of the subject more remarkable by

presenting a work which is partly a collection of

meteorological essays, and partly the note book of

a physicist interested in the study of the atmo-

sphere

Out of eighteen chapters, the first four are a

recitation of the physical meteorologist s credo,”

which includes absolute units as a theme with

vanations, preceded by a brief history There

follow nine chapters which are partly note-book

and partly essay then the essay gradually extends

Its claim in chapters on atmospheric electricity,

precipitation, flo^s and notable storms, until it

fully asserts itself in a chapter on frosts Finally,

a couple of pages of solar influences lead us to an

appendix of conversion tables and an excellent

index

It IS the characteristic of the note book which

will appeal most to the reader We hnd a sum
many of references to the results of modern aero-

[ogical research which arc frequently wanted and

not elsewhere at hand Very useful information

about investigations with kites pilot balloons,

and sounding balloons is put in an attracUve

form It includes, on p 19 a tabic of ex-

treme elevations reached by various means, and

much other mformation of like character The
whole IS wen lUustratcd by photographs, maps,

and diagrams It is rather discursive It begins

with the troposphere and stratosphere winds

follow the major circulation and the minor

arculation ” Ocean currents get a “look in"

with the major circulation

The “ credo ” is interesting , it shows how care-

ful one has to be in choosing words to express

one s meaning The student has to think when
he reads 'The gas constant for the air is not

constant It vanes owing to the non-

adiabatic character of the atmosphere ’ “ It

should be remembered that a gram of ice is by
weight a little more than a cubic centimetre, and
if pure ice is used only 73 calories are needed ”

(for liquefaction) Very little unorthodoxy is
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allowed to escape through the meshes of the

author's critical net, but he is apparently not con-

cerned with the prevalent yet distracting use of the

word “gradient ” to mean rate of loss per unit

length either in the vertical or horizontal direction

when speaking of temperature. In this country we
are becoming accustomed to confine the word
“gradient " to what is commonly understood when
It is used with pressure, and to use '* lapse ’* for

vertical changes, which are normally losses, with

increasing height

As readers of Nature already know, it is part

of Prof McAdie’s “credo” that pressure should

be expressed in “kilobars,” which are now com-
monly known as “ millibars,” and that temperature

should be expressed in new absolute units of which

1000 go to 373 degrees of the Centigrade scale

In the reviewer’s experience of units the whole

world is divided into three vety unequal parts

By far the largest part is made up of persons who
think that absolute units for practical concerns are

obviously impossible because the man m the street

does not “ understand ” them at all , the next

largest of those who think that absolute units

m practice are quite unnecessary because any
competent man of science fully understands them
and can make the transition whenever he requires

them, and the third is a small body of persons

who are devoted to their use because the scientific

future of meteorology lies that way To change
once more the already changed in order to remove
an apparent historical inconsistency conveys no
promise of ranging the well-informed minority on
the side of progressive action, but would hand
us over helpless to the judgment of the great

majority who do not “understand,” and who arc

obsessed with the idea that scientific results are

naught if they cannot be used without thinking

Among the excellent illustrations of the book
are some photographs of cloud-forms Its author

IS very insistent that Luke Howard’s classifica-

tion of cloud-forms on the basis of appearance,

as extended by the international conferences, is

wrong in principle He thinks they should be
classified according to origin Unfortunately, the

appearance is all that an observer can record, and
to ask the ordinary observer to differentiate between
similar appearances according to some general

instruction as to origin would add materially to

the difficulties ot the student What is most
wanted is some effective means for the individual

observer to ascertain the height of the cloud which
he sees Some simple form of range-finder for

clouds suitable for the chief observatories ought
not to be beyond the limit of possibility.

The book comes from Blue Hill Observatory,

now a part of Harvard University, and cohtains
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much incidental information as to the great

services which that establishment has rendered

to meteorology Its many friends and admirers

in this country will welcome the attempt of its

present chief to set out the leading principles of

acrography which the observatory has done so

much to elucidate

Paper-making and its Machinery.

Paper^maktng and its Machinery Including

Chapters on the Tub^steing of Paper, the

Coating and Finishing of Art Paper, and the

Coating of Photographic Paper By T W.
Chalmers (The Engineer Senes ) Pp xi -h

178 + V1 plates (London Constable and Coj
Ltd

, 1920.) Price 265. net

The author in his preface has rightly stated

that the chemist mterested in paper-making

finds ample technical literature at his disposal,

whereas the engineer is not provided with any

books dealing with the peculiar mechanical prob-

lems of his industry Since the publication of

Hofmann’s treatise on “The Manufacture of

Paper ” m 1873 no serious attempt has been made
to supply the paper-maker with an intelligent and

comprehensive text-book devoted to a study of

the economic and efficient control of the machinery

peculiar to the manufacture of paper

Mr Chalmers’s effort in this direction, admir-

able as It is, regarded in its proper aspect as a

pioneer to some such technical treatise, falls far

short of our expectations in this direction It

is doubtful whether a really practical and useful

text-book on the engineering problems of the paper

industry will ever be written The utility of the

book wc have in mind will depend on a free and
frank exposd, by an engineer thoroughly ac-

quainted with the art and practice of paper-

making, of conditions, methods, economics, power
costs, capacities, output, means for overcommg
difficulties, and the hundred “wrinkles” born of

long apprenticeship The description of paper-

machines and subsidiary appliances, essential as

it certainly is, constitutes only one part, and that

the minor part, of an ideal manual.

The causes which have contributed to this lack

of information may be traced to the somewhat
natural reluctance on the part of a practical en-

gineer to “give away" his knowlq^e Every
engineer fondly believes he has a monopoly of

this kind, and t)i^ difficulty of shaking him from
such an idea may fully account for the absence of

a text-book which w^d be gladly welcomed by
the trade We may therefore reasonably hope that

,the present work will inspire some paper-maker
to write a supplement
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Mr Chalmers has done good service in showing

that the processes involved are so many as to

justify the issue of a book giving detailed dcscrip

tions of the special machinery

After a brief introductory chapter dealing with

sundry historical f'lcts the author proceeds to

classify the machinery and apparatus under the

several processes of manufacture beginning with

rag-choppers and dusters as required for cleaning

material preparatory to chemical treatment The
well known types of cutters and dusters ire

dearly illustrated

The section devoted to the boiling of fibrous

material is incomplete owing to the omission of

multiple effect ev ipor itors the rotary incinerator

furnace causticising pans and the plant necessary

for the recovery and ciusticising of spent liquors

This is to be regretted

The processes for w'lshing breaking and

bleaching the boiled mitenals arc next described

being accompanied by drawings of machinery in

common use Masson and Scott s bleaching

tower system is shown as dependent for its effici

ency on the continual circulation of bleached

stock I xpenence hns proved that intermittent

circulation gives good results with economy in

power Plant used for pulping is well represented

by the Kollergang ind various kneading

machines

The important and difficult subject of beating is

fairly handled the tempt*ttion to describe freak

beating engines being avoided The merits of

beaters with separate circuHting devices are dis

cussed and the special functions of refiners clearly

described The value of this section of the book
would have been greatly enhanced by the mclu
Sion of precise d'^ils as to power consumption
capacity output and costs of maintenance The
author appears to have confined his attention to

the description and illustrations of the machinery

Chaps VII to xi are devoted to the production

of an endless sheet of paper xad give an ex
celient account of the Fourdnnier machine used

for this purpose The illustrations are mainly

produced from the machine m operation at the

Body Telegraph paper-mills Dartford

The wear and tear of the machine wire is amply
shown by the statement that the load on a xoo in

machine wire may be tons, due to the vacuum
at the suction boxes No reference is made to the

much advertised suctiop roll which came into

prominence some years ago
The importance of a stuff-catcher, or econo

miser, for saving the fine fibres and loading in the

backwater is referred to and FOUner s save all

aiands as the typical machine for the purpose

This appliance is now almost entirely super^ed
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by the vat mould type of save all with large,

hollow cylinder and endless felt

The ma ly designs of pulp strainers are fully

illustrated from the orginal flit type of early

days to the circular oscillating forms of modern
times The finishing processes of paper making
are illustrated by tub-sizing machines calenders,

and cutters

Chap xiv IS devoted to a description of wood
pulp and its manufacture necess inly brief be
cause very little wood pulp is made m this country

Only one or two mills are seriously occupied with
Its manufacture

The two most interesting chapters in the book
are those deahng with The Coating of Art

Paper and The Coating of Photographic

Paper The author is probably correct so far

as our memory serves us n saying that the in

formation given in this connection is in many
respects quite new and much fuller than any
previously published

A full description of a plant for coating art

paper manufactured by Messrs Mather and Platt

I td IS illustrated with excellent drawings and
diagrams It is f c urse well known to

our readers that the paper when coated is formed
up into long loops or festoons which are earned
along on endless chains being gradually

dried by warm air A long room is used for

the purpose In some cases the trackway has

to be m ide longer by bonding so that the festoons

can be c rricd to and fro in a short room This

lb effected by the use of bends in the trackway

nd a complete la) out of an installation of this

kind made by Messrs Masson Scott and Co is

given in the text

We should not be surprised if many readers

nterested in paper making were to obtain a copy

of this book on account of the last sections

devoted to the coating of photographic paper fhe

author rightly emphasibcs the absolute importance

of the body paper its cleanliness and freedom

from iron and metallic p rticles The use of

baryta or barium sulphate s described and also

the speaal machinery for imparting the sensitised

emulsion

Taking the book as a whole we are glad to

recommend it to those associated with the paper

mdustry The average engineer of expeneoce
may not find muc:h with which he is not already

familiar but to a large class of readers a book
of this type must be welcome It is copiously

illustrated by drawings and diagrams most of

which have been supplied or lent by two Scottish

engineering firms who understand the value of

being obliging and courteous

R W SlNOALL
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The Structure of the Nucleus

etiology With 5^«ctal Ref^t^nc^ to ih§ Utior

moan Nucleus By Prof W E Agar

Pp. XII +224. (London. Macmillan and Co,
Ltd., 1930.) Price lar. net

CYTOLOGY as a science is of relatively recent

growth, and its development was made pos*

sibk only by improvements in the microscope Yet

the study of the details of cell structure and

activity IS now fundamental to almost every phase

of biology Nevertheless, biologists are too fre-

quently content with a superficial or second-hand

acquaintance with this fascinating field

Previous to 1900 the process of mitosis had

been investigated, the general constancy of the

chromosomes from one cell generation to another

was recognised, and their relations to fertilisation

and reduction were understood in a general way,

dirough the studies particularly of Strasburger and

Hertwig * the foundations of the present cytology

were laid Synapsis had been recognised by

Moore as a unique phase of the nucleus, and this

led to a decade of active research by Farmer,

Moore, Wilson, Strasburger, Gr^goire, and a host

of other plant and animal cytologists to elucidate

the intricAtc course of events during the meiotic

or reduction period

But It IS during the present century that im-

provements in method and increasing accuracy

of observation have made possible the remarkable

senes of discoveries which have led to the present

outlook on cytofogical proUems Particularly

noteworthy has been the intimate linking up of the

chromosomes with the problems of heredity, sex,

mutation, and morphogenesis This era of work

began With the discovery of Montgomery in 1901

that the chromosomes m the nuclei of certain

animals were in pairs, the members of which are

respectively of maternal and paternal origin.

Sutton in 1903 clearly established this relationship

in an insect in which the chromosomes were of

different sizes, and it is now a commonplace of

observation in a large number of animals and

plants Several writers had already, shortly before

the Mendelian phenomena became known, pointed

out the theoretical possibilities for heredity which

lie m the reduction division where the pairs of

chromosomes are separated to enter different germ-
ctfs In die following two decades of research,

the chain of evidence connecting the chromosomes
with heredity and also with variation has drawn
ev^r doser, until now the relationship must be
regarded as definitely established.

One of die eadier stages in this proof was the

discovery of the sex chromosomes in insects and
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afterwards m other animals The initial sug-

gestion of McClung, linking a particular chromo-

some with sex, was followed by notable discoveries

by Wilson, Morgan, Doncaster, and a host of

other investigators Then a constant relationship

between chromosome numbers and external

characters was shown in the case of the CEnothera

mutations, and still more recently the work of

Morgan and Bridges on the non-disjunetton of

chromosoipes and its relation to inheritance 10

Drosophila, combined with an enormous contem-
porary accumulation of collateral evidence of'many-

kinds, has added the final link m the chain of
evidence

Recent work tends more and more not only to
analyse the chromosomes themselves into their

visible microscopic elements, but also to show the

relationships which these bear to the hereditary

Mendelian units The chromatin morpholog) in

related species is also being compared, and e\er>

chromosome phylogeny 15 no longer a visionary

hypothesis

All these and other nk«nt developments in the
field of cytology are admirably set forth in ihe

work before us by Prof Agar, who has thereby
placed all biologists m his debt The book will be
chiefly useful to cytologists as a summary of the
facts and the literature connected with a particular

field—the nucleus in animals above the Protozoa
Within this purview are discussed many of the
problems connected with nuclear stiucture The
author deals with mitosis and meiosis, syngamy
and parthenogenesis, with a detailed discussion of
these phenomena in various animal forms He
points out that the fundamental fact of metosis is

the segregation of the members of each pair of
homologous chromosomes, and compares the
parasynaptiC and telosynaptic methods of meiotic
pairing We cannot agree with him that the
telosynaptic method has been definitely disposed
of, as It IS still the best authenticated account in

a number of plants and animals Nor can we find
any difficulty tn the belief that both methods may
exist in different organisms, a view first expressed
ten years ago
The account of meiosis m parthenogenetie egga

is welcome, but the discussion of the germ track
in animals might have included a greater variety
of forms.

The later chapters give a useful account of the
sex chromosomes, theories of chromosome
individuality and Structure, and variations in

chromosome number. An interesting chapter on
heredity and morphogenesis cooddefs the chromo*
some behavipur and aterili^ In hybrids, the cyto-
logicid basis ol mutation, and questfodfr*
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k» the rtU of the nudeus and the chromo

m developmeat Another section gives a

short account of the chondriosomesi while the

final chapter is concerned with the nucleus in the

Protista and the nuclear relationships in plants

The book is well illustrated and excellently pro-

duced While it can scarcely appeal to a wide

circle of readers, it will be of great service to all

those who wish to be informed concerning the

are on theoretical freedom of transport and
therefore Dr Spaight would seem to be quite

correct in urging the maintenance of the doctnne
of the sovereignty of the air Popular panic is

a disaster only less senous than actual assault

The book is well arranged and indexed while the
writer s comments on what is as yet almost an
untested department of law of exceptional diffi-

culty are acute unprejudiced and well informed
W B F

results anting out of the work of the last twenty ti^trelers Telegraphy and Telephony First Pnn
years on this subject The cytologist will find it ctples Present Practice and Testing By
mdispensaUe for reference, and biologists gener H M Dowsett Pp xxxi + 331 (l^ndon

ally will turn to it for the more recent work The Wireless Press Ltd igso ) Price gs

relating to these problems R R G

Our Bookshelf.

Aircraft in i eace and the Law By Dr J M
Spaight Pp VIU + S33 (London Macmillan
and Co , Ltd 1919 ) Price 85 6d net

This is a useful attempt to put before the public

the main issues of international law relati^ to

The object of this work is to provide a connect-
ing link between the various elementary text
books intended for those taking up the study of
wireless telegraphy and advanced treatises deal
ing with particular 'ispects or branches of the
subiect It does not aim at completeness, but
usefully develops certain parts of the theory and
practice involved The author insists upon an
adequate appreciation of the structure of the atom
and the part played by its constituents for a clear

the air In every new development of modern
mvention law making authorities are faced with
the difficult task of applying old principles to

developments not contemplated when those pnn
ciplcs were formulated and with such a revolu

tionary departure as the modem aircraft there is

a grave ri^ of deception by a false analogy The
British method has been to apply as far as pos
tiUe the pnnciples of the Merchant Shipping Acts
to aircraft The idea is lacking in boldness and
imagination for there is little parallel between
the two forms of navigation in relation either to

the proUems of the navigators themselves or to

the rights and liabilities of the public at large

Generally speaking however a wise caution has
been exercised by those who framed the Inter

national Convention From another point of view

understanding of the phenomena met with in

wireless working and puts forward conceptions
which if not presenting a perfectly true scale

model of the atom at any rate are helpful in

fixing the ideas Another theoretical chapter leads

up to explanations of some of the metluMls used
in spark and continuous wave transmission and
perhaps the most important sections of the book
deal with the thermo ionic valve and the modem
methods of its employment fisr both reception and
transmission upon which so much of the recent

advances depends Other developments dealt with
are high speed lutomatic transmission and direc

tion finding A considerable portion of the book
IS devoted to systems of measurement of electrical

quantites adapted to wireless tdegraph testing

The author concerns himself only with up to date

the fundamental issue in aenal navigation is the

sovereignty of the air and on this Englind re

served her opinion Continental Powers with
out exception dearly realising the serious mill

tary problems before them if all comers were
aOow^ unrestricted flight above their territories

maintained m full their dominion in the air above

methods and historical matter does not form part

of his scheme

Chtmtea delle Soitanee hsplostve By Prof
Michele Giua Pp xvi+557 (MiUno Ulrico
Hocpli 1919 )

Price a8 lire

This treatise is written from the point of view
their lands and territorial waters England on
the other hand had a different problem to face

No aenal highway of any importance crosses her
frontiers in any part of the world but nearly all

the aerial routes which link up her scattered

dominions do almost invariably cross the tern
tones of other nations she ought therefore her
aerjal experts maintained to hold out for free

flight

It stouUt seem that this view exaggerated the

difficiiltles put in tbt way of innocent traffic by
the maintenance of sovereignty, and minimised
|be dangers ol sudden invasion We must hot
foiget that the economic interests of Great Britain

ims jUft i# dependent 00 military secunty as they

of the laboratory chemist and contains a very
full account of the chemistry of explosive com
pounds The author bases his work on that of

Berthelot and develops the theoretical treatment
of explosive reactions on thcrmochemical lines

When dealing with the propagation of explosions
through gases the work of British investigators
IS praetK^y unnoticed and although a few refer

ences to papers do indeed appear m a thble they
are omitted from the index The treatment erf

this part of the subject thus appears to be rather
superficial The explosive compounds are de
scribed fully and brief but clear accounti are
given of the plant used in their manufacture This
Section with its numerous references to the htera

NO 2643 VOL 105]
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ture, should prove of value to the organic chemisti

but there is little attempt to compare the relative

advantages of the compounds so described as con-

stituents of technical explosives, and a compre-
hensive review of the whole subject is lacking

A later section contains the compositions of a

large number of explosive mixtures, drawn mainly

from the patent literature It may be noted that,

whilst many complex mixtures containing am-
monium nitrate as their principal constituent are

cited, there is no mention of the simple amatol

mixtures which were so extensively employed
during the war. The closing chapter describes

the usual methods of testing explosives, and of

performing the analysis of the raw materials and
finished products The illustrations include

numerous photomicrographs of crystalline com-
pounds, nitrated fibres, and prepared mixtures

C H D

Lad A Doe By Albert Payson Tcrhunc
Pp 309. (London and Toronto J M Dent
and Sons, Ltd , 1920 )

Price 6s net

Thosb who like dogs will find this tribute very
interesting, and will, we think, be able to confirm

much of It from personal experience Those who
begin the book with a prejudice in the other

direction arc, we think, likely to change their

]^osltlon The story is told enthusiastically, but

there is no nonsense about it, and the anthropo-

morphism is restrained Some comparative

psychologists of the severer sort have said that

the fatal thing is a personal interest in the

creature observed, and the danger of minghng
emotion with inference, and inference with

observation, is well* known We might admit

this, and yet hold that comparative psychology

IS likely to be advanced by intimate studies such

as Mr Tcrhunc has given us of Lad ** There
may be glimpses of reality to be got m this way
which the analytic method does not reveal In

any case, the author has told, in a very delightful

way, the story of a charming compamon endowed
with considerable complexity of character which
nurture enhanced For “ Lad ” was a “ real ” dog,

and the chief happenings in nearly all the stones

about him arc “absolutely true He lived out

a full span of sixteen years, and his epitaph reads

“Thoroughbred in Body and Soul ”

A Theory of the Mechanism of Survival The
Fourth Dimension and its Applications By
W Whately Smith Pp. xi+196 (London
K^fan Paul, Trench, Trubner, and Co., Ltd ;

New York E P Dutton and Co ,
igao.)

Price SJ. net

There is nothing striking or new in this argu-
ment, neither is there anything extravagant m
its application The author expounds in a clear

and easy manner the familiar notions of flatland

and of a possiUe fourth dimension, and suggests
that a hypothesis is necessary to explain the

somewhat doubtful phenomena with which
osychical research dems. These notions, be
vimka, afford the basis of a hypothesis

NO. 2642, VOL. 105]

Letters to the Editor.

[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the umtees of, rejecied manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature No noUce is

taken of anonymous communtcakonsJ]

t-ondon Unlvsnlty Ms and Needs.

I HAVE been surprised that no word of protest has
been raised against tlje scheme of locating the Uni-
versity of London on a limited plot of land in the
centre of the city If the site were for administration
purposes alone, combined, perhaps, with leclurc-rooms
for those subjects which require no practical instruc-
tion, the area offered might be adequate, but (.ould

only be rendered suitable for its purpose at such an
enormous cost for site, removal 01 existing buildings,
and ereebon of new eiiUfices, that nothing but the
most urgent necessity could justify; nor ^^ould the
new position be one whit better or more convenient
than South Kensington It is, however, understood
that the buildings to be erected are not only for
administration purposes and lectures, but also to meet
all requirements of the scientific departments

Now It can be easily shown that provision for
scientific subjects will require a far greater area of
land than the amount suggested in the Government’s
offer For the population of London one thousand
would be a moderate estimate for the number of
students who might be expected to need instruction in
any one of the great depurtmentn of science, of which
not fewer than twenty would need to be provided
Taking into consideration passages, staircases, pre-
paration rooms, and assistants' rooms, for everv
working place in anv practical department a floor
area of at least ten square yards is wanted Therefore,
for each of the twenty subjects not less than
ten thousand square yards of floor-spaLO would be
necessary In addition to this, eacn \iiil require
fertuie theatres, demonstration rooms, and reseorch
rooms, and for this, on a moderate estimate, we
must add so per c^nt to the above figure This gives
a total requirement for the twenty practical depart-
nients of not less than fifty acres of floor-space,
in addition to the area wanted for administrauon
purposes, libraries, museums, and for the sub-
jects which do not need accommodation fur prac-
tical work Unless, therefore, the “sk> scraper”
system is to be utilised for university buildings, the
1 acre plot proposed to be given up for the purposes
of the (fniversltv of I^ndon is absurdly inadequate,
especially since not more than 8 acres of such a site

could possibly be covered by actual buildings
The prolj^lem is, how^ever, much more complex than

is represented by a mere computation of floor area
Anyone who has experience of a pracuial department
knows the supreme importance of placing it In an
entirely separate, self-contained building or institute,

thereby allowing abundance of light for all rooms and
furnishing space for any necessary future extension
Such Insututes cannot be erected on a limits site

They require far more land than can^ ever be provided
in tne centre of a town It is, therefore, certain that
a single university adequate for the needs of London
cannot be esti^ished In the situation proposed by the
Government; 'and it is not too much to assert that
Its purchase and the cost of erecting buildings upon
it would be a most wasteful expenditure, kivomng
attthe lowest estimate a total of five millions sterling!

The alternative is to decentralise the teaching by
pUdng several university centres—say four to begin
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'With—on the outskirts of London m places where each
could be furnished with at least one hundred acres

of land at a total cost of no more than is asked for

the iii acres now proffered

Iho adv'intaf^b of such outlying; centres would be
(i) Fhe students could live in the nei^hbourhoc d of
the institution cither at home or in hostels and would
not 1^ compelled to take a lonj^ journey twice a da>

(3) There would be abundance of room for all put
ses including reireation (3) F i h subject would
able to have its own area of ground foi the etec

tion of a suit iblc institute and for perm ttmg
future extension (4) Temporal y buildings might ^
put up until exp rience has shown whit character of
permanent buildings ought to bt erected (^) Ihe
classes would not be of an unwieldy size for we might
assume for each of the four centres two hundred and
fifty students instead of the one thousand assumed
for the central institute * e for each pr k tiral subject
\menran expeiicnce has shown that one hundred

acres is not too much land to provide for the buiH nf,s

of a modern university and a scheme which assumes
that a single university for a city the size of I ondon
can be accommodated in a space of ten or even
twenty aerrs is self condemned at the outset

E ShARPRY SCHArFR
lTnivprsit\ New Bu Idings Tdinburgh Jun 7

Rates of Aaoont of Pdot-Balooiii.
Abnormal rates of ascent shown by pilot balloons

have in recent years aroused considerable interest
amongst aerologists These digressions were mostly
ascribed to the occurrence of vertical air currents, but
three years ago Wenger {Annalen der Ilydrographte

1917, Hamburg) suggetited that for the gieater part
the observations did not permit of such an explam
tion He advanced the theory that these abnormal
rates were chiefly caused by increased turbulence of
the air, and he stated nuking use of the Linden
berg matenal, that the rates observed depended on
different conditions of the air, as wind friction etc

which, no doubt, must have a notable mfluence on its

turbulmoe
In the same journal however, it was shown that

a large number of observations made at Sofia (Bui
garia; gave strong evidence that actually large ver

tical air currents lud occurred and that high and
low rate should without doubt, be ascribed tc

upward and downward movements of the air

Between 1913 and 1917 much matenal regarding
these rates was g ithrred by the Batavia Ob
servatoiT, and peculiar circumstances make this

matenal of cnticai value for it consists of three senes
taken in three localities differing in character the

ascents being made at vanous hours dunng the dav
and night
The first series was taken at Batavia dunng the dr\

sunny season when land and sea breezes arc

developed strongly and the second at Bandung a
town situated on a plateau 700 m above sea level

surrounded by mountains Insolauon in the latter

case did not differ much from that at Batavia, the

mountain and valley-breezes were only slight

The third aeries was taken by Dr Boerema on a
•mall coral islet in the Java Sea at the end of the

west monsoon There the influence of insolation and
of land- and sea-breezes is practically nothing

Most of the balloons were observed from two points

,

also, up to I or li km half minute readings were

taken ^ween the usual observaUons made every

minute Balloons of different weight and pattern were

used, those for the night carried a second balloon

1 ItcsnuiiiwUrttr loucsecily ftfcwmoBtluafo
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filled with acetylene and a burner For |ach kind 1

calculated the average rate observed at the level of

3 or 4 km , and derived from it the rate for the layers

beneath by applying the formula

V ad ft (d» air densit\)

tor the light balloons there remained of course, s
change of rate with hci^^ht whuh however, I was
unable to cakulite bul 1 surmise was small

Ihe accompanying diagram (Fig i) gives for the
lowest layers up to 3 Urn the departures of the mean
rates observed from those at 3 or 4 km Evidently
It displays the contiast between the land and the tea

influence t e on land the rates are increased by day,

but are normil by night while at sea there is no
distinct increase in the average rate

At Batavia the positive digression runs parallel with
the *.1 ength of the sea breeze and with the change of

riMMUblMA

Wind vcloaty caused by the Espv Koppen effect At
Bandung also this parallelistn seems to exist

Consequently at first sight the explanation proposed

bv Wenger might be given Dunng the dav tur

bulence is enhanced on land bv increase of wind velo-

city, by friction with the surface, and by insolation,

at sea on the contrary, these causes are not present

However on more detailed examination this expisna*

tion IS not confirmed Thus the rate of ascent did

not prove to depend on wind velocity as the following

figures clearly show
Batavia

9 > a noon Noon 3 p.ro 3-^ p
n>

A KlUa of Wad a Roto of Wnl aRiitoof Wnd
MC« t nlocity MOODt veloc ty ucent Tclocttr

m p Bun m p^ mup mm n p Noc m 1 m n m p mc

3 38 4 67 4 So
«3 40 -«4 S® $«— 136 64 >33 69
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Bandung.

9 p.m.

A KAt* of wind
MOOlU Tolooity

B. p. *1111. m. p. BOO

10 ag
39 37
103 23

Alio, the wind velocity scarcely ever reached the
values (>15 m. per sec) at which, according to

Wenger, the influence of wind velocity begins to

Increase turbulence, so that a notable increase in the
rate of ascent is to be expected

Moreover, insolation is strongest between gam
and noon, afterwards, clouds mostly weaken it or
prevent further increase On the oth^ hand, the rate

of ascent at Batavia between noon and 3pm con-
siderably exceeds that between gam and noon
Thus an explanation of the observed rates bv

Wenger's theory practically fails, on the contrary,

the suppoalBon of vertical air movement is tenable

For some years 1 supposed that the air had to rise

in columns, and, the surrounding air being sucked in,

the balloon In most cases would also be sucked in,

and afterwards would not leave the ascending air-

columns Later I read that J S Dines was inclined

to this conception The criticism of this view offered

by Wenger must be accepted, but why should not

both causes co-operate In the lowest strata?

Inde^i, T have found that my results and those of

Wenger coincide regarding tlie change of rate of

ascent when, passing upwards, wind velocity varies

Denoting this change by lo*^ wind velocity in
at

m per see , and c- height In m ), I found

BaUatia Thousand Islands

weighted ordinates to give him the exact value of the
integral for a speciflea number of teitna.

Taking the range of integration to be from ~ t to
+ 1, which can be done without any loss of generality,
his simplest integral Is

where

This formyla with two ordinates gives exact values
for

j
* ^{a

and IS in that respect on a par with Sitnpson’s
formula, whldi has three ordmates weighted in the
prcmortions i, 4, i, and situated at the ends and
middle of the range
The next Gauss formula is

where

This IS exact up to and including the term in x‘
in the series Put in the same form as Mr Merchant's
formula (which is also exact up to the x* term) in

Nature of June 3, it becomes

Inhere

ri«oil 27 , ^j“0 5 ,
x,-o 8873

The third formula is

- JrO+By( -r,)+ n/(;r,)+ AA-r,)]

where
A Roto of No. of

Gooe«
A Koto of
oacont

No. of

m. p. HC.
)

k. p. BOt^

a81 a 07 aa
1

07 1 3
-1

1

-1 0 42
,

-04 -1 I 3«
-s a - 0*6 so 1

As these values show, the change of rate with wind
velocity is not develop^ strongly, the percentage of
cases in which dv/ds and A rate were of the same
11^ being respectively for Batavia and the Thousand
Islands 63 and 68 only.

Finally, we are obllged to accept the view that In

the sea-breeze the air must rise as the breeze dies out
at a moderate oistanoe from the coast Also, the air

seems to nse no higher than the sea-breeze itself, the
rate of rise diminimuig with its horizontal velocity

Moreover, I think the material collected on and near
Java Is not favourable to the idea of such a pre>
ponderadng influence of turbulence as Wenger accepts;
on the contrary, it corroborates the assumption of
aso^ding columns
The formation of the fine-weather cumuli, to be

observed every sunny day in the tropics, is clear

evidence of the general occurrence of these ascending
air eolumns W van BxMMBttN
On board ss Ipsondart, Pacific

A NSW Mttlisd far Appreximata Ivaliiatioii of OsAnlto
Integrals botweon PMte IMte.

Gauss, 1 believe, gave a ver> large number of
forms for approximate evaluation of definite integrals
between finite limits His formulse are all based, like

TchObycheff's rules, on the assumption that the
Intemnd Is expresBble approximatdy by a finite

number of terms of the serm fl+bx+c«"+d**+ • .

His plan was to use a mlniminn number of suitably

N<5. 2642, VOL lOS]

B

Transferred to the other form, this becomes

-o i73y(-*‘t)+o 3»6i/{^,)+o 3j6iy(x,)

+0 i739'(^4)
where

x^i-00694, ^,-03300, X-3-0 6700, X4-09306
This formula is exact up to and including the term

in x'
It may be noticed that although the weight factors

are now incommensurate, they can be written widi a
very close degree of approximation as ^ and
and the Integra then takes the form

Possibly Mr Merchant might find that this form
would be useful In ship design The positions of the
ordinates is not sufficientiy close to even tenths to
permit of such further modifications being made, but
if the /hip's half-length were divided into fifteen
sections, the ordinates would come very near the first,

fifth, tenth, and fourteenth. Some of the higher
Gauss integrals might be foupd to fit in even more
conveniently Tuos Y Baker

\dmlralty Compass Observatory, Slough,
Bucks, Jtwe 10.

The Royih MMtary Asalawy.
Sir Gborob Gribnhill in an arttcle in Nature of

April ag, entitled "Artillery Science^" passes severs
sirtcturet on the Royal nfilitary* Academy—“The
Shop ** These r/flect on the whole staff, espebialW
the military staff* and as the officerb are not nermitted
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to defend themeelves In public journals, 1 ask per*
mission as a civilian to eay a few words in defence
War 18 the best test of a military establishment

Durirm the war the R M A worked continuousl>
, and

tumea out more than two thousand young orficers
who were able to proceed, either direct or after a
short additional course, straight to the battlefields
and take their full share of work with their bat-
teries or field companies Courses m field telephony
were also given to an equal number of officers, n c o *s,

and men of the new armies at a critical period when
there were few instructors elaewhere There were
many other activities Owing to the seclusion in
which the Academy works, there were few except
those immediately connected with it who had any
idea of the great amount of woHc actuallv done

Science was encouraged by all three of the Com-
mandants during this ^riod, and dealt with all mili-
tary applications up to date The teaching of wireless
was commenced In the R M A eighteen yenr<; ago,
and that it was not used at a much earlier penod of
the war was certainly no fault of the R M A During
the war an opportunity was given for the study in

detail of the course given to French artillery officers

In science there was nothing to be learnt from it, and
the same was reported in other subjects There is

no reason to believe that the German schools were any
b<*tter

The R M A hns been submitted to inquiry from
outside three times in the past twenty voars First,

bv Lord Esher’s Committee shortly after the Boor
War, next, in iqii an inspection bv specialists from
the Board of Education , and thirdly, an inspection by
the Board of Education in Febniarv last The first

two reports were entirely favourable, and no doubt
can still be obtained The latest, which is not vet

permitted to be published, gives a fair picture of the

place and Us work It also contains criticisms and
recommendations which, If adopted bv the War Office,

would improve the establishment, and consequently

the Armv I understood from the inspectors that they

had come to the same conclusion as those on a fotmer

occasion, vis “The Academy is very efficient
”

The academy is not perfect, but Its improvement,
not its abolition, is what is desirable Merely to move
It to a new situation while retaining the old system

would do M good , and to amalgamate it with Sand-

hurst woulq, m mv opinion, in these specialising da\s,

be a mistake
Improvements must commence at Whitehall, for it

is at the War Office that nil deriiions as to courses of

study, staffs, etc , are made Scientific advisers from

the learned societies would help, for it is scarcely to

be expected that the officers there can be in touch

with scientific progress There are htill some who do
not yet believe in the importance of science, and are

under the topression that any R E officer can teach

all that is neocssaiy
The half-doaen civilians mentioned in the article arc

responsible for mathematics and science They must
now bo almost alone amongst those engaged in educa-

tion in the public service In having no security of

tenure and no retiring allowance. Their numbers,

now reduced below pre-war level, might be inerwsed

with advantage, but I understand that it has been

deeided to diaponw with civilians in science aitoMther

iA a yedr or so, and no doubt the mathematical staff

wiH follow Their places, will be filled by offic^ I

tMnlt that most of those who have an intimate know*

ledM of tbesS subjects willwsgree that this is a retro.

grAe step.
^ MaAemmtics and science should have adequate

civilisn staffs of properly trained men Appointments

should be pennsnent and emduments correspond to

those of the military staff, with retiring aHowances on

NO. 2642, VOL. lOS]

^>vil Service scale Members of the civilian staff
could then, without anxiety, devote themselves to the
work, which necessarily takes a different direction
from that at a civil institution, and even the best
civilians recjuire a conbiderable time befbre becoming
familiar with military requirements and military
apparatus

Vctomqjodaliun for research bv the staff should be
provided Officer instructors, in science at least,
should be students as much as instructors, so that at
th< t nd of thtir appointments thc\ would rejoin the
\i my reasonably up-to-date in their subjects Cadets
with a spetinl bent should be given opportunities so
far as possible to do extra work, to assist them in
deciding on their future course and to prepare them
for It The present two years’ courM is too short to
do much in ini direction, as it has to be divided
between many subjects An increase of length would
be an advantage
The R M A is a cadet school, and alms at producing

the useful regimental officer, but it cannot produce
experts For the artillery there should be a further
selection of young officers, who should reoelvo a^i-
tional training at the Ordnance College, wMch should
be a genuine aitillery university, and not meretv a
training place for officers desirous of scmi-rivll appoint-
mentH It should be the function of this establish-
ment to turn out the artillery expert, and if it were
not done the blame would lie there The R E would
probablv require a similar establishment or an exten-
sion of the “ School of Military Engineering ” Co-
operation between the various military schools is advis-
able, but, ibovc all there should be some system
established for the regular distribution of information
on military' matters amongst the departments con.
cerned At present it is exceedingly difficult for those
engaged in one department or school to find out what
IS happening elsewhere
The equalisation of pay will now enable cadets to

make a free choice between the R A and the R E ,

but those scientifically inclined will still prcAably
choose the latter

T do not beliew much Is to be gained bv imitating
foreign institutions In the four vears and a half of
the war we succeeded in overtaking the German In

every direction in spite of his long preparation Our
aim now should be to avoid retrogression . for that Is

our chief danger J Young
Science Department. Roval Military Academv,

Woolwich, S E iR, June

The Baparatloii of tho IsotopM of OMorbio.

On ceruin plausible assumptions concerning the
nature of chemical equilibria and the properties of

isotopes, it should be possible to separate the isotcpic

varieties of an element like chlorine by means of a
reversible chemical change in the gaseous stote, pro-

vided that the number of atoms of chl^ne in the

reacting compound is unequal to the number of atoms
in the resulting compound
Thus, for the sake of argument, assume that

chlorine contains two Isotopes the atoms of which can
be represented by Cl and Cl', then there would be
three classes of molecules, namely. Cl,, Cl/, and
ClCl', of which the corre^nding liqukli and solids

would have the very nearly same vapour pressure at

the same temperature Accordingly, If It may be
assume^ that 2 molt of ClCI' can be converted into

I mol of Cl„ and 1 mol. of Cl/ In the liquid

forms at the same temperature without the expeodt^
ture of work,

[ClJ[CI,Q-tClCl?, . . (K)
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where the souare bracket has the usual significance

of concentration
Now in Deacon's process, which is represented by

the chemicut equation

4Ha + 0.»2H,0+2Cl.,

we should have
[Cl,] [HCll*

[O^'^IHCVY

Taking as 3, is 9, provided that the
[MClJ

temperature and concentration of the oxygen are

elected so that the concentration of the chlorine is

small at equilibrium
But the ratio of the atoms of the two varieties of

chlorine is given by

TcIi3+Kcici']’

and this, by equations (i ) and (ii ), is equal to

which differs appreciably from 3
Deacon’s procpis is selected merely for the purpose

of iUustration
If the isotopic varieties of chlorine are inseparable

by the method above Indicated, it is clear that

whence
2[ajt[a,']»-tcicrj

Jesus ColleM, Oxford
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D. L. Chapman

A Itoto M TrttplwtiffaBliy.
Having examined a number of formulae for the

circle of illumination in telephotography, and found
them all to be inapplicable In c^ain cascs> I

propose the following, which seem reasonable and
are applicable in all cases These formulae are par-

ticularly vital in the line along which telephotography
IS at present developing

Let Cr « Full circle of illumination

Cb » Circle of equal „
Cb— Mean circle of ,,

M Magnification
A « Focus of positive lens

/ - „ negative „
d n Diameter of positive lens

( « „ negative „
Then

(0
mOPtSTV* '

C .

.

•

t,- . (3)

The last formula (3) is not only the simplest, but it

18 also the accurate value for the circle when the aper-
ture (b) of the positive lens is Mnall It is the mean
between the full (1) circle and the evenly illuminated
(3) circle llie first (x) is the most usually used It
gives the diagonal of the largest plate that can be

Now consider two solids composed entirely of Cl,

and CU' molecules respectively The vapour pressures
of the two solids will be yery nearly (if not exactly)

the same—say /K-al the same temperature i

Evaporate a gram-molecule of both die solids

Reduce the pres<uiie of the Cl, isotope to and that

of the Cl/ isotope to p,, and then introduce both
unsaturated vapours Into a van’t Hoff’s equilibrium
box. The total work done In these operation is

Now remove a gram-molecules of the ClCl'
variety (which from equation (iv

)
will obviously be

at the pressure from the eouilibrlum box*
Increase the pressure to p, and finally condense at

this pressure to the solid form The work done
during this series of operations will be

Therefore the total work performed m effecting the

diange represented by the ^uation

Cl, (solid) + CV (solid) -aClCl (solid)

is Rtlog 4«iA*
But it is difficult to understand how the free enerjgy

A could differ appreciably from aero if the molecular
heats of the thrM varieties of chlorine are nearly the

same-^s they are generally supposed to be—4ind If

the entropy of the reactants Cl, and Cl/ is equal to

that of the resultant aClCK at the absolute wtro tem-
perature, fM Nemst postulates in his heat theorem
An attempt U bmg made in the Jesus College

Laboratory to separate the isotopes of cidorine by a
method similar to that giv«i abow. A negative result

would be difficult to recondle with Nen\st’s theorem

that absolute aero

gives the diagonal of the largest plate that can be
employed The second fa) gives the circle that Is

equally Illuminated* If it is possible to make tlte

aj^rture (b) of the positive lens equal to the dia-
meter (c) of the negative lens, this formula beconws
the simplest

C.«Mr
I have received an opinion on the above from a

distinguislKd authority upon geometric optics He Is

of the opinion that it is necessary to add that certain
assumptions have been made in deckling these for-
mulae These assumptions are (a) that the lenses are
thin, (/?) that the aberrations may be neglected, and
(y) that the focal lengths of both lenses, /i and /„ are
definite quantities

(a) Photographic positive lenses are usually not
thin Negative telephoto lenses, except some high-
power lenses, are always thin With a thick lens tibe

equivalent planes” for the two sides (the “object
space” and the ” Image space ”) are different As all

measurements in the above formulae are made from
the back of the positive lens and the front of the
negative lens, no confusion can arise between the
equivalent planes

(jS) The aberrations of a photographic lens are
negligible

(y) The positions of the equivalent planes of the
negative lens move over a small space with a change
of magnification This quantity is negUglble in
deciding the circle of Illumination, which does not
need to be known exactly
The position of equivalent plane ^of the whole

vnrlei f^reatlv with a change of distance of object
This can be completely corrected *v substituting ^
"back conjugate locus” of the iltivo lens for the
distance, In place of the ’’principal ” focus (/J In |he
above formulas In tefephotographY the cbiect la

usuallv ”at infinity,” and this correction is not
necessary

In a short note It Is not possible to do more than
Indicate the conditions Jn which these formulse may
be used Consult Lan-Davis on '* Telephotography ”
and Beck and Andrews^a ”A Simple Treatise on
Photographic Lenses^' (Appendix) for ’’equivalent
planes ” A, B
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Recent Researches on Nebube*

By Major Wauum J S Lockybr

^HE latest volume (No xiu
)
m the senes of

-s- Pufabcations of tm Lick Obseirvatory, situ-

ated od Mount Hamilton, Cabfornia, is completely

devoted to a senes of well-laid-out jovestigations

of the study of the fonns, distribution, vel^ties,

and spectra of the nebula The vohime is one of

extreme interest and unportanoe, and will become
a classic for a considerable time on those mterest-

iQff objects scattered throughout the heavens
In pese days, when the study of the evolution

of the stars is occupying a position m the front

rank, 'the more detail imormation of the nebulas

their composition, structure, and movements, is

of fundamental importance, for these bodies are

criteria m the evolutionary stages of stars

Considerations of space not permit here

more than an outline of the contents of this sub
stantial volume, which includes six separate con
tr^utioos, tiich devoted to a special research and
a latgtt number of beautifully reproduced plates

Pait 1 is contributed by Mr H D Curtis

(pp and deals with the descnptions of

7^ mdlnius and clusters photographed with the

Crossii^ reflector It comprises all photographs
of thsle objects which have been taken with this

mstrupient since the year 1898, when systematic

work was commenc^, formii^, therefore, a

valuable homogeneous research ^

It IS mterestif^ to note the types of the 762
which Mr Curtis divi^s as follows

56 diffuse 36 globular, 24 sparse

y, 8 dark, and 47 unclassified Mr
Curti^ is led to beheve that all the many thou
sandsj of nebula not definitely to be classed as

diffuse or planetary are true spirals, and that 'the

17 puitute spiral nebula appear as textureless

of their sixe
*

atimating the probable total number of ^e
Curtis concludes that at least

entnel]/ whic

Sy •Mral, $
78 pUnetary,

dlact br ovali solely because ol^ _
•

qiualloebuUe, Mr
7oo,od0i ,nd very probably 1,000,000, small spirals

are wjtiim the reach of large refl<Becting teleaeopes

on of IA di,it thouring the distnbutKXi of regiooa on
ubidh ao^ nebulm were counted lodioates also

two of the galactic plane, and the paper
anth repmuctioos of a few typical

.
aeooad pfwt hy the same author, is devoted

a ctti^ of ooeulting matter in the spiral nebulte

4S*^)i object IS to show that the

fwoe h! such darir bands runm(f|f down the

M Bpira) ndmbe seen edgewise u a rela

feature While a description of

.. Itppenriftws is not neceaaanly satisfectory

not had occasion to observe

Of M smT the origfnal phosogre^s, Mr
ilMhMles seveeiar-sevcp reproduetions By
lull; of Prof W W Campbell, repro

^2 , VOL ^105]

ductions of some of these spirals are here given

1, 2, and 3)
[eferences are made to other evidences of

occulting matter in the sky, such as the cuttm
off 10 the number of stars round a nebula,

sacks or starless regions, dark nebulas, etc

(see Fig 4) The fact that many spectroscopic

binaries indicate a constant radial velocity for the

H and K lines, different from the periodic shift of

the other lines in the spectrum, sugi^sts, according

to the author, the interposition between us and the

binary of a cloud of non-luminous matter though,
as he sa^i there are some difficulties in this hypo-
thesis The subject of the peculiar grouping of the

KOC

4S*5

fW6

4594

5746

D Cnrtt)

Spiral nebulm about the galactic poles is also

mentioned
Part in is entitled The Planetary Nebultt,**

and in it Mr Curtis brings toMther the results

of a research on a series of fmot^aphs of sU
the planeury nebube north of 34® S dedmation
Sgventy-eigbt of these objects are dealt with, and
they are all reproduced either by photc^raphs or
by drawings (with scale) Drawings were resorted
to only when the objects were so small that
they could not be repimuced by the process of

e
ioto-engraving, or when great differenCea in

ightness be^veen the central and the
faint outlying portiona were enoountered, MUch
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prevented an adequate representation of aU the

details of the nebula (Fig 5) This col-

lection of illustrations, showing the forms
assumed by the planetary nebulee, will throw
consideraMe light upon the structure and life-

history of these bodies An important addition

to the illustrations is that the exposure for record*

ing a selected portion of the Orion nebula has
bttn used as a standard, and the time necessary
for recording the brightest portion of a planetary

nebula is given in relation to that standard Thus

NGC

4t8a

678

169

«!«

4631

9683

Fm. t -*SpinU Mtn almoct, but not euctlr, edgawist,
wwt WMM tlw plUM of which nttke m muII but cppnoublc
uhA With tb* Iw* tt «i|ht, ibowiDK dwu ovidwc* of
dZk hM«. (H D Can»

)

an approximation to the relative brightness of the
plaoetiry nebulie is secured
With regard to the distribution of these nchulfle

in space, an interesting diagram of ^hich is given,
Mr. Curtis finds that the smaUest objects are
almost invariably in, or very close to, the Milky
Way, while the larger planetanes, “ the giants of
the class," somewhat more frequent in the
vicinity of the galactic plane, are, *'on the whole,
fairiy uniformly distributed over the entire sky*”

NO 2642, VOL. 105]

It IS concluded, therefore, that these giants may,
be m the Galaxy, but the nearest to us, and^
therefore, would only appear outside, and he
suggests their inclusion in parallax programmes,
as maiw of them have central stars suffideotly

bright for that purpose
Further reference cannot be made here to this

interesting paper except to add that the author
classifies the planetary nebulm according to theii*

appearances, and then discusses these forms id

relation to liomogeneous oblate spheroidal or

homogeneous truncated 8|^n>idal sbeDs uikttr
various conditions* /

,

Prof. W. W. CaidpbcU and Mr. J. H.^oore
are the authors of part iv., whk^i is devoted tv
the spectrographic veloatM of the brigt>t4i«e

nebute (pp The dbservafioos m 'd
combination jthw made with the 9^4%
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reffActor at Mount Hamilton and with the 37-in

MtUs reflector at Santiago, Chile, and they were
commenced in the year 1913. The list includes 138

Mo 4 —A “dark nvbuU ' (17)1 3701 t-a? 50} viatble tbrodgh Us proiertim upon tbr
bftckgrOMd ofiUrn, aiM nol contidcrcd to be "a hole” in the Milky Way Note
tbectreoler pretnbenuiec at tbo autith ««k cotnefi ae claer'Ctu an inlc tlropand
perfectly <Urk <H 0 CoriU )

nebulas with bright lines in their spectra In the
earlier part details are given with respect to the
spectroscopes employed, the probable errors of
the results, and a description of the observations
made at the two stations

The detailed results of each object are then
given in the order of right ascension Attention
may be directed to the fact that the lengths of
the slits of the spectroscopes employed were in

most cases more than sufhcient to <over the w^dlh
of the images of the objects photographed, so
that the spectra of the central and outlying por-
tions of the nebulae should both be recorded

In a further table the final deduced radial veloci-
ties of each object observed are given The
observations recorded are evidence of most
extensive and arduous work, and the numerous
observations of each object considerably emphasise

Wi a pbotogmph of tf O C im, « doobl*-ruif piMwury
Mute, ^on tbungtit u coni^u dniwlpf of tb* mrm mado fttmi
wvwd pltotofraplM u sbw gf Hw uructUK Aoc
•ffiliiCb photograph. (II D Curtu.)

Ihls fiact. The accompanying illustration (Fig 6)
sboVs a photograph of the chief nebular line in

N,G.C *393, and exhibits the kind of structure

NO, 2642, VOL 105]

displayed from which the internal motion of the
nebula was dedut'cd
The average magnitudes of the derived values

for the velorilies arc as follows Calling
the ncbulic less than s ^ccs in diameter
“stellar,” and those greater than 5 secs
“non-stellar,” the mean velocity for
thirt) one “ stellar ” nebula^ is 28 km
per see

, and for sixty five non-stellar
nebula) 31 km per sec v\ith reference
to the stellar system hor evidence of
rotation or intern il motion in the
planetary nebulae, the lines in the
spectra of forty-six sut h objects have
been examined in detail and arc here
discussed Of these, t\^enty-fi\e gave
evidence of internal tfTccls, while nine-

teen, and possihlv two more, indicated

rotations about axes roughly perpen-
dicular to the line ot sight It is worthy
of note that the most elongated plane-

tary nebulcc showed the highest rota-

tional speeds

The study of the radial velocities of

numerous parts of the Orion nebula

shows a 1 ange in v cloi ities from
t-gy km to 4-249 km, and, as the

authors state, the lesults do not favour

the hypothesis of a rotation as a whole, but the

observed differences appear to be local or regional

in character

Mr R E Wilson
lontnbutcs part v

of this volume
(PP which

deals with the radial

V i 1 o ( 1 1 V of the

greitcr Magellanic

cloud In 1914 It

was pointed out that

scvcr.il gaseous
nebulae in this region

exhibited verv large

anil approximateU
equal radial velo-

cities, so Ml
Wilson presents the

results of his studv

of the cloud as a

whole The author

upholds this view
after his survey, for

he finds that
,
observ-

ing seventeen planet-

ary nebulffi in this

region, the radial

vel(X'itics he between
4351 km and
4* 309 km , an aver-

age of 4- 276 km
Correcting this mean
for solar motion,
the mean velocity is +261 ktn per sec. This
average, compared with the mean velocity deduced
in part iv, for other planetary nebulae, points to

k lb 6 —A photograph of the chUf
nebular line in N G C >39* Tlw
kt of the upectroacope wan placed

ateiiff tb« major exit of tha nmte.
(W W CampbtUand J H Moore )
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exceptional conditions in this region. Mr. Wilson
refers to the spiral appearance of this great

cloud and to the high veloaties observed m spiral

nebulae, nebulae which may be considered as

isolated island universes sumilar to our Milky Way
system, suggesting that the great cloud may
afford an opportunity for the study of detailed

characteristics of spiral nebula.

Part vi
,
the last of the series of the important

contents ot this volume, is contributed by Mr
W H Wnght, and deals with the subject of the

wave-lengths of the nebular lines and general
observations of the spectra of the gaseous nebulae

(PP 193*^68) The matter falls under three head-

ings (i) The measurement of wave-lengths and
the intensities of the nebular lines

, (2) the study of

the nebular nuclei, and (3) the investigation of
the distribution of nebular radiations throughout
the nebulae, and is accompanied by a senes of

plates, which demonstrate, more than text can
do, the fine definition and great scale of the photo-
graphs of the spectra of the nebulm which served
<is his data Fig 7 is an illustration of the

34»6 37*7 1W9

career increasing in temperature, reaching a ma^-
mum of development and temperature, and after-

wards cooling until the invisiUe stage ts reached.

In the light of these hypotheses Mr Wright, as

the result of his research expresses his view as

I

follows —
There are at present two general conceptions as to

the nature of stellar evolution, one of wmch assumes
a falling temperature throughout the period of a star's

development, while the other prediutes a rise to
maximum and a subsequent dedine; both of these

1 views assume the nebula as the primordial state As
I between these two hypotheses, the present observa-

I

tlons undoubtedly favour the first, since add to

I
the proof that the gaseous nebuln are associated only
with the hot stars

While the above is one of the main conclusions

derived by Mr Wright from this research, there

are many other points of particular interest to

which limitations of space forbid reference in this

article.

I
It IS interesting to compare a direct photo-

t graph of a nebula with its spectrum taken with
a siltless spectrograph Nebulae when photo-

ns 4686 Ni—i

Flo 7 The 5pef tnim of N* G C 6Si8, which recordH iniaiiet of a vanetty of iih«pe» and ment of them heving the iippMtiiHe of e horee-iihiMi. Ibo opeii
end of the lying to the north Some ol the imegci »how mottlingi or condrnMiion« Kaltered along the aboe or ring (W Hf Wright

)

spectrum of N G C 68i8, taken with the slitless

spectrograph with an exposure of four hours It

does not seem that the statement could be con-
tradicted that the wave-lengths and intensities of

the nebular lines deduced will be used as a

standard m this branch of physical astronomy foi

some time
This research is very opportune, because more

detailed facts were required to help in the unravel-

ling of the relationships between nebulse as such,

nudei of nebulae, and bright-ime stars such as
Wolf-Rayet stars As the whole problem of the

nature of stellar evolution is that of the solution

of the relationship between nebulae and stars, the

study of the question is of vital importance The
idea of a falling temperature continuing through-
out the whole life-history of a star has more
recently given place to the hypothesis, appar-
ently a very natural one, of a star in its early

graphed with the latter instrument present
remarkable varieties of form and size corre-
sponding to different nebular lines in the

spectrum, while the direct photograph shows only
a form resulting from the integration or the fitting

together of the coir^nent images of the different

forms and sizes 'ne prismatic images afford a
means, therefore, of detecting the differences in

distribution of the component gases -of the nebula,
and indicate that the view of a nebula in a tele-

scope or on a direct phou^raph is not the best
means of studying the complex structure of these
bodies

In conclusion, it may be stated that this addi-
tion to the University^ of California Publicationa is

a valuable contribution, and sustains the Ugh
standard of the researches which emanate fromm
Lick Observatory under the able directorship of
Prof W W CampbeU

The Importance of Meteorology in Gunnery.

By Da E. M.

At the commencement of the war the know-
ledge of the effect of wind and of the

density of the air on the flight of a shell was
dementary. It was assumed by the gunners that
the wind was of the same direction and strength

at all heights reached by the projectile, and ^at

NO 2642, VOL. 105]

Wbddbrburn

the density of the.>alr decreased with altitude

according to an artificial convention. The con*
rectiona for wind and density whidi the gunner
was taurtt to applv were Buppoaed to be refer*

able to the meteoroiogiQal oonmtions observed by
bun at the battery, but he was not taught how
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these conditions should be observed nor that the

^diservation of surface air temperatuie uas an

exceedingly difficult matter

When an Army Meteorological Service was
established in 19x5 it wis a small unit which had

to justify Its existence and in the course of ex
ploring helds of usefulness it found the irtillcry

ready and anxious for improved meteorological

information The shell from a high velocity gun
may rise to a height of ao 000 ft or more ind

sunace conditions mny be 'i very mislt ad ng
guide But to ask the gunner to use dcliilcd

observations of wind and of atmospheric pressure

and temperature at different heights up to

30,000 ft under active service conditions and
without previous training was useless The
meteorologist having found a sphere of useful

ness, had to put his information in a form in

which It could be used with the existing irtil

lery organisation It is already suggested in some
quarters that the meteorological service adequately
met the artillery s requirements during the war
without any peace time organisation and that

therefore it is unnecessiry now to keep any close

liaison between the gunner and the meteorologist
In the writer s view this is a great mistake I he
meteorologic il service was able to help the gunner
by doing work which the gunner could have done
if he had received the proper tr lining md it

IS necessary that he should do this work for

himself in order to mile the best use for hs
particular gun of diti supplied to him b\ the

meteorologist
The artillery organisation for meteorologic d

corrections consisted in the supph to gunners of

tables of vinalions in line and ringe produced by
winds constant in velocity and direction at all

heights and of variations in range produced by
changes in surface temper iture and pressure
based on the assumption that the ratio between
the actual air density ind that assumed in the
construction of the range table was the same at

all heights It was a fairly obvious first step to

suggest that the gunner should be supplied with
a fictitious wind such that when used with the
usual table of variations the proper correction

was applied for the cumulative effect on the pro
jectile before reaching the target of a wind var\

mg with height Such a wind came to be called

the equivalent constant wind or the ballistic

wmd and methods of estimating it were invest

S
ated simultaneously by the Meteorological
ection R C and the Anti-Aircraft Experimenta]

Section (A A E S ) of the Munitions Inventions

Department (MID) At first the investigations

were entirely independent and from different points

of view but later they were continued m close co-
operation under the sympathetic guidance of the

Ordnance Ckxmmittee

An initial difficulty of great importance was
that the ballistic wind lls not the same for any two
trajectories even for the same wind ditftnbution

But, fortunately, the height to which a projectile

rises when fired on the flat is nearly the same for

NO 2642, VOL 105]

all projectiles which have the same time of flight,

and also the length of time which such projectiles

spend m any particular stratum of the atmosphere
is nearly the same Thus though the range of
a high velocity gun may be double that of a
howitzer for the same time of flight, yet the pro-
jectiles in each case rise to nearly the same height,

and are affected by the same winds for nearly the

same length of time lo a first approximation,
therefore the ballistic wind is the same for every
projectile having the some time of flight, and if

a selection of such winds for different times of
flight IS given to the gunner, he can choose the
one most nearly suited to the conditions under
which a shoot is taking place

As a first approximation in the calculation of

the ballistic wind it wis assumed that the atmo-
sphere was stratified into several layers and that

in each layer the wind was constant in velocity

and direction though varying from layer to layer

It was further assumed that the effect of the wind
in any layer on a projectile was proportional to

the time spent by the projectile in that 1 lyer and
lo the density of the air Weighting factors

for the portion of the total displacement of the

projectile caused by unit wind in any layer were
thus determined Subsequent mathematical
analysis showed that the weighting factors

vaned maternlly for each different trajectory and
also differed for winds across and along the line

of fire Considerable refinements were introduced

for the analysis of cxpenmenttil shoots on which
the construction of rmge tables was based The
researches of the A A I S MID though pnn
cipally directed towards anti aircraft gunnery in

eluded careful and detailed discussions of vana-
lions in the trajectory of a shell produced by vary
mg wind and density and made the careful

analysis of such expenme ital shoots possible For
i considerable period however the f lalitics

afforded by the field mctcorcdogical service in the

different theatres of war made possible much
greater accuracy of correction than had been
aimed at in the experimental shoots from which
range tables were compiled Lltimately average
weighting factors deduced from theoretical

factors computed in a large number ot cases were
adopted for different times of flight and the

method of constructing the ballistic wind for use

in the field became standardised

The second step was the introduction of the

idea of ballistic density-- a fictitious density sqch
that when used with the usual tables of variations

the proper correction is applied for the effect of

an abnormal vertical distribution of density For-
tunately, the pressure and temperature which
practicmly determine the air s density may be
considered separately If it is assumed that the
vertical temperature distribution is known and
remains unchanged while changes in pressure are
registered at the surface of the earth, it is easily

shown that there are proportional change in

pressure and therefore in density at all h^hts
Thus the surface barometer rcadmg affords a xosal,
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though partial, index of the density of the air at

any height. From this the third step followed

—

the idea of a ballistic temperature such that when
used in conjunction with surface pressure the bal-

listic density was arrived at Methods of com-
puting density weighting factors were developed
by the A A £ S

, MID, and by using these

factors temperature weighting factors were com-
puted (which allowed for the variations m the

vertical pressure distribution consequent on an>
variation in the temperature distribution] Here,
again, the factors vary for each trajectory, but
the differences between trajectories arc consider-

ably less than in the case of winds, and there

was little difficulty in arriving at the best average
factors to employ for field use
By the cmplo>ment of wind and temperature

weighting factors, very numerous meteorological
observations were made available for the use of

gunners in the most convenient form Ballistic

wmds and temperatures for several selected times
of flight were telegraphed to the batteries at

frequent intervals, and the information given in

the meteorological telegrams, in conjunction with
the barometric pressure measured at the battery,

gave the gunner data which required no reduction,

but could be used directly for applying cor-

rections from the range table It ts, of course,

essential that the results of meteorological ob-
servations should be provided “ red hot ” to the

gunners, and methods of computation were so

perfected, and so high a degree of skill was at-

tained, that the calculation of ballistic winds
from pilot-balloon observations kept pace
with the observation of the balloon itself, and
no time was lost in putting the information in

the form in which it was readily usable by the

gunner
A single concrete example may suffice to illus-

trate the importance of the methods which were
introduced by the meteorologists

If a projectile were fired due south, with a time
of flight of 50 sec (i e rising to a height of about
10,000 ft ), under the following weather condi-
tions, viz —

Wlad
Height in ft. Velocity

f*.
Dlreaioo

0
Tempera

Surface 8 110 50
2,000 40 40
4.000 45 185 30
6.000
8.000

50 190 19

45 8
10,000 60 185 -a

Then, if surface conditions are used for arriving

at the appropriate corrections to apply, we have
for a certain gun that the wind will reduce the

range of the gun by 13 yards and deflect the pro-

jectile towards the west 60 yards The surface

temperature being 10° F below the range table

normal of 60^ F., the range will be further reduced
by 4a yards—a total loss in range of 55 yards

But the ballistic wind for the above conditions

is a wind of 44 f s from direction 185°, and the

ballistic temperature 1$ 36^^ F For the same gun
and projectile this wind would produce a deflection

towards the east of 35 yards, a decrease in range
due to wind of 600 yards and to abnormal
temperature (and density) of 407 yards— in all

more than 1000 yards Thus the corrections

applied by pre-war methods would have entailed

in this case an error in range of about 1000 yards,

and in line of about 100 yards
Instead of anti-aircraft gunnery being con-

sidered as a special department of gunnery, it is

more logical to consider fire on the flat as a

specially simple case of the more general science

of gunnery In a very real way the development
of the science was due to the researches of the

A A.E S , M.I D , and to the methods employed
by that department in the analysis of fuse trials

and m the calibration of guns For anti-aircraft

fire under active service conditions the application

of meteorological corrections did not reach the

same degree of organisation as for fire on the flat,

for the application of ('orrections is a much simpler
problem in the latter case But m experimental
work full account was taken of all the meteor-
ological inform'ition available Thus one of the

mam sources of errors in shooting was eliminated,

and the investigation of many ballistic problems
made possible

Obituarj.
S Ramanujan, b R S

S rinivasa ramanujan, whose death was
announced in Nature of June 3, was born in

1S88, in the neighbourhood of Madras, the son of
poor parents, and a Brahmin by caste I know
very little of his early history or education, but
he became a student in Madras Universi^, and
passed certain examinations, though he did not
complete the course for a degreed Later he was
employed by the Madras Port Trust as a clerk

at a salary equivalent to about 25I a year By
this time, however, reports of his unusual abilities

had begun to spread, and, I believe owing to the
intervention of Dr G T Walker, he obtained a
small scholarship which relieved him from the
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necessity of office work and set him free for

research
I first heard of Ramanujan m 1913 The first

letter which he sent me was certainly the most
remarkable that I have ever received There was
a short personal introduction written, as he told

me later, by a friend The body of the letter con-
sisted of the enunciations of a hundred or more
mathematical theorems Some of the formulas
were familiar, and otbem, seemed scarcely possible

to believe A few (concerning the distribution of
primes) could be said to be d^nitcly false There
were no proofs, and the explanations were often
inadequate. In many cases, too, some curious
specialisation of a constant or a parameter made
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the real meaning of a formula difficult to gra^p
'

It natural enoug-h that Ramanujan should

feel a bttle hesitation in giving away his secrets

to a mathetnatician of an alien race Whatever
reservations had to be rnade^ one thin^ was obvi-

ous, that the writer was a mathematician of the

highest quahty, a man of altogether exceptional

onginality and
^
power.

It seemed plain, too, that Ramanujan ought to

come to England There was no difficulty m
securing the necessary funds, his own Uni\ersity

and Trinity College, Cambridge, meeting an un-
usual situation with admirable generosity .md
imagination The difficulties of caste and religion

were 'more serious
,
but, owing to the enterprise of

Prof E II Neville, who happened fortunately

to be lecturing in Madras in the winter of 1913-14,
these difficulties were ultimately overcome, and
Ramanujan arrived in England in April, 1914
The experiment has ended in disaster, for after

three years in England Ramanujan contracted the
illness from which he never recovered But for

these three years it was a triumphant success In
a really comfortable position for the first time in

his life, with complete leisure assured to him, and
in contact with mathematicians of the modern
school, Ramanujan developed rapidly He puf)-

lished some twenty papers, which, even in war-
time, attracted wide attention In the spring of

1918 he became the first Indian fellow of the Royal
S^iety^ and in the autumn the first Indian fellow

of Trinity Madras University endowed him with
a research studentship in addition, and early in

19x9, still unwell, but apparently considerabl)

better, he returned to India It was difficult to

get news from him, but I heard at intervals. He
appeared to be working actively again, and I was
quite unprepared for the news of his death
Ramanujan's activities lay primarily in fields

known onl^ to a small minority even amonp- pure
mathematicians—the applications of elliptic func-
tions to the theory of numbers, the theory of con-
tinued fractions, and perhaps above all the theory
of partitions His insight into formulae was quite
amazing, and altogether beyond anything I have
met with in any European mathematician It is

perhaps useless to speculate as to his history
had he been intrc^uced to modem ideas

and methods at sixteen instead of at twenty-six
It IS not extravagant to suppose that he might
have become the greatest mathematician of his
time. What he did actually is wonderful enough
Twenty years hence, when the researches which
his work has suggested have been completed, it

will probably seem a good deal more wonderful
than it does to-day G H Hardy

Principal Sir John Hbrklbss, D D , LL D
SxR John Hbrkless, whose death we regret to

Rdnounoe^ was the sop of an engineer in Glasgow

;

be was born on August 9, 1855, and educal^ in

the High School before entering the University
of his native city His career as a student was
varied, and his fellow-students did not think it

outstanding He not only studied arts, but also at-

tended medical classes. Like some men who have
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afterwards made their mark in life, he disliked

mathematics, but was fond of philosophy, and
finally he decided to study for the Ministry, and
was duly hcensed, though he obtained no degree
from his Alma Mater tor u short time he lectured

on English literature at Queen Margaret College,

then became an assistant-minister until 1883,

when he was appointed to the parish of Tanna-
dice in Forfarshire

'fhe death of the eloquent Principal Cunning-
ham made a vacancy in St Mary's College, St

Andrews, and it was rumouicd that Dr Herklcss
would be appointed to the post (divinity) Prof

Mitchell, however, resigned his chair of Church
history, and he was appointed, whilst Prof

Stewart, of Aberdeen, was made principal About
this time the strained relations with Dundee in

regard to the medical school, and the claims of

St LiKinard’s Parish in connection with the

College Chapel, gave the forceful now professor

of Churth history an ample field for polemics He
took the side of Dundee, and opposed the parish

Besides stray papers, he afterwards published two
hooks, VIZ “ Francis and Dominic ” and “Richard
Cameron," whilst, along with Mr (now Prof )

R K Hannay, he edited a volume of documents
pertaining to St Leonard's College, and four

volumes on the archbishops of St Andrews He
was chairman of the St Andrews School for Girls

Company He was appointed principal of the

l^niversity b\ Mr \sqiiith on the death of the

distinguished educationist, Sir James Donaldson
Though not a man of original cast of intellert.

Sir John Hcrkless had great versatility and

shrewdness, and was not devoid of ambiDon (as

he himself stated), his mam field for advancement
being politics He was diligent in his duties as

principal, but he had little time to make nolc-

wwlby advances His lamented death on June n
occurred after an operation, and whilst he was in

the midst of plans for the improvement of the

Univcrsitv

Thf death of Mr Chari rs Rhodes is an-

nounced m hnf^tneenttfr for June ii, and woll be

regretted b} a large circle who knew him through

his activity m collier) de\elopments Mr Rhodes
was born in 1849, and died on June 7 last Since

December, 1873, he held the position of engineer-

ing manager for Messrs John Brown and Co
,

Ltd , for whom he sank several shafts and de-

veloped a number of pits He became a member
of the Institution of Civil Engineers in 1890, and

at various times was president of different institu-

tions connected with mining He was appointed

a member of the Standing Committee on Mining
in iqi6, and joined the Coal Conservation Com-
mittee in the same ytar

Wk regret to note that the death of Mr.
William Shrldon is recorded in Engineering for

June XI as having occurred on May 30 Mr,

Shddon was m his sixty-ninth year, and had been
connected with the steam plough works belonging
to Messrs Fowler since 187^ He was presSenf
of the Leeds Association of Engineers In 1898-99
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Notes.
Thb Linnean Society will be enf;af{ed to^Uy, June 17,

in celebrating' the centenary of Sir Joseph Banks,

Bart
,
who died on June 19, 1820 On the death of

Carl von Luind In 1778, Banks endeavoured to buy his

herbarium, but that was acquired by Linn4 's son for

the remainder of his short life Five years later, when
the herbarium was again for disposal upon the death

of the younger Linn4 , Banks had changed his mind,
for when the collections were offered he passed the

olfer to Dr J E Smith, recommending the purchabe,

as it would be of great value to him as a young
naturalist On getting the herbanum Smith spent

the winter of 1784-85 in collating his new acquisition

with the Banksian collection, with the invaluable help

of Jonas Dryander, Banks's factotum, then, after a
tour abroad, Smith took counsel with his friends, and
the Linnean Society came into being Banks was
chosen as honorary member immedtalicly, and re-

tained that position until his death Besides con-

tinual gifts of books, the cast from Inlander's relief

of Linn6, which was the model for Wedgewood's
plaque, and objects of natural history, he paid for the

entire cost of illustration for the first volume of the

Transactions It is well that such liberal actions

should be recalled to the memory of the present

generation

Wb have received from the secretary of the Rubber
Growers* Association particulars of a competition
which has been organised by the association with the

view of extending the industrial uses of rubber A
sum of 5000I 18 offered for ideas and suggestions in

this connection, the amount to be divided into the

following awards, vir one prize of loooZ
,
three prizes

of 500I each, ten pnzes of looZ each, and a sum not
exo^ing 1500I to be divided amongst the remaining
competitors whose suggestions are considered to be
practical, according to the relative value of the pro-

posals Among the conditions of the competition it

IS noted that special value will be attached to ideas

of a thoroughly practical nature, supported by
detailed information likely to make them effective,^

and that the relative value of the suggestions wh ch*
are deemed practical will depend upon the quantity
of raw rubber which their adi^tion would absorb,
special consideration being given to proposals likely (0

utilise rubber in large quantities. The most important
condition, however, is that relating to the protection

by letters patent of any process, method, or apparatus
submitted by competitors; this regulation is too long
to quote in detail here Full particulars of the com-
petition may be obtained from the Rubber Growers’
Association (Department C), 38 Eastcheap, E C 3 ; the

closing date of the competition is December 31 next

Thb Albert medal of the Royal Society of Arts for

1920 has been awarded to Prof A A Michelson,

F^.Mem R S , professor of physics in the University

of Chicago, and Nobel laureate for physics in 1907

Thb enterprise of the Royal Horticultural Society in

hdding a three-days' ^ow at Cardiff on July 6-8

marks a new departure in the society's history Not
In the present generation has it held such a meeting
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*in the provinces, and it hae now taken this stqp to

foster the interest in gardening and the production of

home-grown produce that it did so much to develop

during the war period The scientific section will

contain exhibits showing how to Identify and over-

come the various garden pests, as v^ll as displays of

the various appliances used in repelling their attacks

The David Syme prize, with medal, for the year

1920 has been awarded to Mr Frederick Chapman,
palaeontologist to the National Museum and lecturer

in palaeontology In the University of Melbourne Mr.
Chapman, before his first appointment in Australia,

was known to a wide circle in London through his

work under Prof Judd and his association with Prof
T Rupert Jones in the investigation of fossil

Foramimfera Foramlnifera have always remained
his ^eclal object of research, but he has published a
large number of papers In all branches of palaeonto-

logy, including a revision of the fossil fish-remains of

New Zealand Few men have rendered the results

of their observations available with such zeal and
regularity, and Mr Chapman, from the date of his

earliest papers, when he described the pteparation of

thin sections of minute objects for the microscope,

has brought to his painstaking studies the enjoyment
of an artist in his work

At the iiiniversary meeting of the Linnean Society

on Mav 27, the following officers and members of

council were elected —President Dr A Smith Wood-
ward Treasurer Mr H W Monckton Secretaries

Dr B Daydon Jackson, Prof E S Goodrich, and

Dr A B Rendle Council Mr E G Baker, Mr H
Bury, Prof Margaret Benson, Mr E 1 Browne, Mr
Stanley Edwards, Prof J B Farmer, Prof. E S
Goodrich, Capt / W Hill, Dr B Daydon Jackson,

Mr C C Lacaita, Mr G W. E Loder, Mr. H W.
Monckton, Mr R I Pocock, Dr A- B Rendle, the

Rt Hon Lionel Walter, Baron Rothschild, Dr E J

Sahsbuiy^ Mr C F Salmon, Mips A Lorrain Smith,

Lt -Col J H Tull Walsh, and Dr A Smith Wood-
ward. The president has appointed Mr E T.

Browne, Prof J B Farmer, Mr. H W Monckton,

and Mr R I Pocock vice-presidents Dome Helen

Gwynne-Vaughan was presented at the anniversary

meeting with the Trail award and medal, and Sir Ray
Lankester with the Linnean medal

A succBSsruL meeting of the British Lampblown
Scientific Glassware Manufacturers* Association, Ltd ,

was held on June 8 at the Abercorn Rooms, Great

Eastern Hotel. Mr Douglas Baird, vice-president of

the association, who occupied the chair, in pn^xwlng
the toast of “The B L S G M A ,’* gave a short history

of the formation of the association The manufacturers

who were members of the association were engaged in

work which could be truly desIgOiated a “master-key

industry," because there was no trade or profession

that could be successfully carried on without the aid

of one or other of the mtruments manufactured by

its members. The association was formed during the

war because it was found by the Qoverfinient that

there was a great demand for all kinds of instruments

for the^ fighting forces which previous to hostilities

had bf^ intro^oed Utto this country from al^oad,
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and more particularly from Gonnan\ lh< (lovcrn

ment experienced great difficultv in gittinf;^ in touch

\vith manufacturers and it was it the suggestion of

the Ministry of Munitions th^t the BI S(iMA wns
formed Mr Baird <mphasis<d the ncicssitv of each

meinber in the associ ition uniting to their utmost in

promoting* and fostering tlK industry He pointed

out thnt it was only bv united effort to turn out

instruments of the highest class of manuficturc thit

the country could hope to keep out the importition of

foreign glassviarr

Sir C it Rfad in his presidontiil icldu s d

liyercd b* foie the Soru t> of Antiqinru s dies not

take nn optimistic vkw of the prospects of inh*3to

logical rtseirch While the lite Germ in (jostrn

ment lavished tic isures c n the Berlin museums the

British Museum our cne institution ai c hxologir il in

its Tims is h impend by I nek of funds Again tin

regulations igiinst the export of specimens from
countries under our control hi\t proved to be in

effective For example specimens found m Cvprus
are smuggled to anv othf r irt centre nlhcr than

to London and the silver trt isures ficm that islind

passed e<isil> into the Pieipont Morgin galleries in

New York Tile simo result if Government iclion

IS anticipated in India The president is however
scarcely fur in his strictures on the Indian Govern
ment Wh\ he isks ire the Indian museums filled

with statuarv of the Buddhist age’ things which be

believes art hitcd by Mussulmans and almost equally

disliked b> Hindus He forgets that many of the

Indian Mussulmans being converts from Hinduism
have in a measure lost that hatred for re pre

scntalions of the human foim which survives in

orthodox cilus like C nro Hindus hive recognised

Buddha as an me irnalion of Vishnu, ind the ignorant

Hindu villager often worships a figure of the Master

as a representation of some local deity, male or even

female But Sir Ihicules Reid is well justified in

pleading for the development of excavation in

Babylonia and in Fgvpt in which latter country Prof

Flinders Petne has done idmirible work with \crv

limited resouiie,s He ilso wistlv lavs stress on the

fact that, while our galleries abound in examples of art

m Its highest forms we have i omparativ<,l> little to

illustrate the evervcLiv social life of the populations

which ait now subject to our control

The tenth International Cotton Congress was held

in Zurich on June 9-11 In the course of its pro

oeedings a highly suggestive piper was read by Dr
W Lawrence Balls, scientific expert and adviser to

the Fine Cotton Spinners Association Ltd , Man
Chester, on The Nature, Scope, and Difficulties of

Research,” in which he dealt with the foundation of

research, the past and present scope of the research

on cotton, the Bntish organisation of cotton re-

searches, and international research The demand for

scientific research with the view of enlarging the
|

possibilities of the industry, embracing not only the
;

cultivation of the plant, but also every subsequent

process m its utilisation, has been induced by

various changes in recent years There is a

vast accumulation of experience m the cotton
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industry together with a small stock in trade of

general knowledge Most of th worl cf tli first

decade undertaken by the scicntihL workers will have
to be spent in defining whit the spinner 1 nows and
then in reducing the nuchcrent miss of dc tills to a
smdl number of gcntralis itions easy to grisp Tht,

question of the me tbod of utihs itu n of the results

of rcscirch which m ly be condensed under the title

of public ition IS summed up in i lim. lo ns ertain

the true facts to conceal nothing known and lo take
personal responsibility Ihcic must be individu ilism

in effort and communism in I nuwUdgc whi h is put
forw ifd IS the code of tin pine stientific werkor With
respect to a code of re sea it h for industry the author
insists on the need foi mhvidiial effoil but also Iml
afUi five vears the industiiil research workei md his

employer toU( igue shall in ike known the tiuc facts

ascertained which whilst giving full id\ mtige to the

business con erned sh 11 yet give fair and full assist

ante to the general advince of man s power over his

eiuir nnient

In Ufln foi M iv Mts M I Cunningten describes

i cur toil St ru in ul 1 found on tlie Woiins He td

Glaniorgaiishii f It is mode of two pic es of fine

grained red samistone about in inch thick On the

< c rresponding sides of the two stones itc m itriccs for

cisting four objects i luge iing otnanunUd with a

raised pattern of S hi c scrolls cm Used by two narrow
rows of irregulai ilnvions or waved lines a ring with
seven stn like lavs a second nng and another
smaller with x rustd pattern of wived lines or loops

with seven points It is suggested tint this orna
n cntation h is be n designed with some reference to

sun worship, the disc the rayed star ind the S scrolls

being all well know n solai symbols derived from the

wheel I lom the objects found in association with
these moulds it miy bt inferred that they belong to

the Early Iron igc Ibis part of the coast though
diffi ult of access by 1 ind was e isily reached by sea

fiom othei parts of Britain and from the Continent
The moulds may thus possibly have been intrcxluced

fiom abroad

The Oxfoid I nivcrsity Press has issued 1 ic vised

edition of its General Catalogue Wrhich w is first

produced in 1916 It is not only an excellent desriip-

tion of the varied activities of this gieat publishing

institution, but it is also valuable as a fine example
of scientific bibliography and forms very interesting

reading The Press offers this valuable service to

science and literature that the profits derived from
school books and other more or less popular works
are devoted to the publication of expensive volumes
of piennancnt value which the ordinary publisher

may hesitate to produce One book Woidc s (_ optic

New Testament, published in 1799, is still on sale

There is an account of the Dictionary of National

Biography the copyright of which was presented to

the University by the family of its founder, the late

George M Smith Preliminary work under the

direction of Mr H W Carless Dav s is now in

progress with the view of muntaimng and extending
its usefulness A history, of course is given of what is

now called the Oxford Dictionary,” which since the
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death of Sir John Murray in 1915 has been controlled by

Dr H Bradley and Messrs W A Craij^ie and C T
Onions Nine of the ten volumes are compkte, and

as steady progress in the tenth volume is being made
we may soon look forward to the completion of this

monumental work

In the \nnual Report of the Director of the Field

Museum of Natural History, Chicago, for 1919,

perhaps the most novel pages are those dealing with

the work of the botanic^ laboratories established by

Mrs Stanley Field. Their main object is to make
reproductions of Hving plants for exhibition in the

museum To accomplish this the planU are studied

in the field, wherever they are best to be seen Thus
the first four and a half months of the year were

spent in Florida, at a station of the U S Department

of Agriculture, to secure studies and material for

such plants as the coconut palm, the banana, the

pineapple, and the Florida cycad The most perish-

able parts were cast and coloured, and plaster

moulds were made of other parts, formalin material

parked and sent to the museum, and photographs,

colour sketches, and detail studies secured for use

after return Reproductions were made of many
other plants cultivated in the garden of the station

A set of tomatoes attacked by various fungi, then

under investigation at the station, i\as reproduced,

and pure cultures of the fungi were obtained with tlie

view of making an enlarged model of each fungus

for exhibition alongside the infected fruit

Few works of the same size have had so wide an
influence on geological thought is R Liesegang’s

Geologische Diffusionen,’* publislicd in 1913 ap-

plications of the luthor’s views on zonal deposition

are to be found, with excellent illustrations, in Pro
fe&tional Papers 107 (p 156) and 104 <p 45) of the

1 ) S Geologic nl Survo In the foimoi case banded
j.isper-rock is considered, m the latter, the very

common occurrence of bands of iron hvdroxidc

Messrs Bastin and Lnnev, in Paper 104, li.ivc made
useful experiments with interfusing solutions of

ferrous sulphate and sodium hvdroxide

A coioimiD geological map of Western Australia,

called a sketch-map, but none the less valuable to

libraries, accotnpanies the Annual Progress Report
of the Geological Survey of that State for 1918 (pub-

lished ,1910) Its scale, I in to miles, or about

t 3i00o,ooo, is large enough to enable us to appre-

ciate the immense extent of Nullagine (I ate Pre-

Cambrian?) beds in the north-west, with their auri-

ferous conglomerates, the Jurassic fringe on the west

( oast ; and the Cretaceous overflow on Pala^oic strahi

in the south-east An interesting case of serviceable

limestone formed by capillarv action in sand dunes Is

described on p 14 of the report

\ «vuuMARv of the weather for the spring aeastm,

comprised bv the thirteen weeks eniang May 39, is

given in the Weekly Weather Report issued by the

Meteorological Office Mean air temperature for the

penod was above the average in ail districts of the
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British Isles, the largest excess being 3 a*’ F, in

England £ and 39^ F in England 5 E In Ireland

the excess was not more than F , and in Scotland

It was only about At the close of the season the

sheltered thermometer exceeded 80^ F in most of the

English districts The day-degrees above 43^ F were
largely in excess of the normal over the whole king-

dom, especially in England E and in the English

Channel, whilst the day-degrees below 42° F were
largely deficient everywhere, especially in the Midland
Counties and in England E N E Rainfall was-

everywhere m excess of the normal, the greatest exce*;s

being j 67 in in England N W In the English

Channel the cm css was only 059 in , and In England
S E and E 0^3 in and in respectively The
duration of bright sunshine was normal in Scotland N »

but deficient in all other parts of the British Isles In

Scotland W the deficiency was 109 hours, and ir>

England N W and Ireland S 91 hours

The '^cond pnrt of the cum nl volume of *thc

Prottedings of the Rov d Irish \c ideiny consists of

a paper bv the I itc Prof j \ MtClelland and Mr
\ Utimour on the elcttru chaigc on rain The
obscivations weio made in a small quadrangle at

the back of Univpfsitv Cplloge, Dublin, between
January i and August 31 last vt u The icsults

for non-thunderstorm rain are that 73 per cent of it

was charged positively, and 84 per cent of the clcc-

tncitv brought down was positive The average
charges brought down by the rain were 0*21 electrostatic

unit positive and o 08 negative per c c of water
The average vertical currents were i 6x Jo-‘* amperes
per sq cm positive and 05x10-** negative Drops
below oo8x IO-* c L were always negatively charged,

but there appeared to be no relation l^tween the size

of the drop and the magnitude of its charge Thunder-
storm nin was more highly charged than ordinary

ram and about equally positive and negative Snow
was more often negative than positive, small hail

alwavs negative, and large hail always positive, the

charges per c c exceeding those on ordinary ram
and often thobc on thunderstorm ram

In Publication No 298 of the Carnegie Institution

of Washington (1919) Messrs E. L Nichols and
H L Howes, vdth the collaboration of Messrs E
Merritt and D T Wilber and Miss F G Wick, give
the results of a very exhaustive investigation of the
fluorescence and absorption spectra of uranyl salts.

The authors have examined a large number of simple
and double salts, the influence of water of crystal-

lisation and of crvstalUne form, and the polarised

fldorescence of crystals at ordinary temperatures and
at the temperature of liquid air The results obtained

at low temperatures are of particular interest, for

under these conditions both the absorption and
fluorescence bands, which at ordinary temperatures
are so Effuse that it is difficult even to locate the

positions of the maxima with great precision, are

resolved into a number of comparatively sharp com*
ponents the homologous membm of which can be

arranged in series having constant wave-number
I
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K^erences The authors arrive at the generahbation

hat resolution of the bands on cooling depends on

die existence of regular crystalline structure » as an
example of this the broad bands observed in uranium

glass are not further resolved on cooling to the tern

perature of liquid nir It is shown that many of the

apparent shifts of the bands with change of tempera

ture are to be referred to the relative enhancement

or diminution of the components of the bands \

diMrussion of different tvpes of phosphoroscope is

included as an appendix

Ihb Ma> lecture of the Institute of Metals on

,

Recent Progress in Thermo Flectncitv was do

livered bv Prof C \ F Benedicks of Stockholm

University on June i'» Fnginoer Vice \dmiral Sir

Oeorge Goodin in president in the chair Prof

Benedicks first gave a short summary of his

theoretical views upon the metallic conduction of

ete0ricity A consequence of this theory mas
that one has to conclude that even in a single

liomogeneous metal thcrmo-cict tru urrents do

o cur and not only when tw different tmtiU
irc present Prof Benedicks gave a con is<

demonstration of the most import int experimental

evidence of the truth of this conclusion utilising for

this purpose various metals In liquid metcurv it hid
been possible for him deimitelv tp prove the ixistcncc

of thermo-electric lunents thus disproving the nega

tive results of previous workers A consequence of

what the lecturer termed his hrmogeneous thermo

electric effect was that there must exist the reverse

effect the homogeneous ehetro theermc effect in

eluding as a special cist the well known Thomson
effect Ihe reality of this effect wis duly made clear

A spt lally interesting demonstration was of a n<w
rotating thermo eUctn apparatus made entireh of

topper and rotating m a magnetic held the driving

force originating solely from unequal heating (bv

means of a tmy gas jct) of thin strips of copper The
pomt at which the new knowledge brought forward

bv Prof Benedicks might have some practical interest

lay in tlie possibility of reducing the thermal con

ductivity of metals bv insulated subdivision mt fin

wires without impairing the elect! ical conductivity

The demonstrations were nrricd out with the aid of

1 galvanometer kindlv provided b\ the Cambridge and

Paul Instrument Co

Drs \ Harden and S S Ziiva continuing their

work on accessory food substances publish m the

Btockemifal Journal for April a paper entitled The
Antiscorbutic Requirements of the Monkey The
authors point out thit as the Imical symptoms of

scurvy induced in the monkey arc similar to those

occurring in human subjects suflfcmg from a similar

disease the monkey has been more and more exten

sivety employed as an expenmental animal On the

other hand, comparative scafcitv, high pnpe and
greater duration pf experiment render the monkey
in many instances less suitable than the guinea pig

for the study of expenmental scurvy Ip order to trans

late results obtained with one animal into the
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terms of the other Drs Harden and Ztiva have
attempted to establish a quantitative relationship, as
regards dose and time between them In the work
described five monkeys fed on a scorbutic diet of
nee wheat germ salt mixture and butter received

respectively o5cr 075CC icc 2cc and 5 c c
respectively of orange juice daily The animals re-

eiving only 0501 oro75cc developed scurvy with
fatal results whilst the one receiving i c c only
suffered from a mild attack and in the cases of

( r and 5 c r doses the animals remained quite

healthy Ihc iuthors cinclude that the minimum
daily dose of fresh or ingc juice for i monkey (weigh
mg 2 ^ kilos ) IS i 2 c c which is approximately
the amount required by a guinea pig weighing 300-400
grams Whilst however the minimum dose of
antiscorbutic required by the two animals is of the

same order the disease develops in the guinea pig
in three weeks but only after two months in the

nionkcv

In pursuance of his cimpaign foi rciugnition as a

p neer inv ntor of oil engine cycles wc have received

i numb 1 ot documents from Mr Herbert Akroyd
Stuart f inietly an assistant at Finsbuiy Technn^
College ind now of Claremont in Western Australia

One t>pe of Mr Stuart s engines has been manufac
turel on i large scale by Messrs Hornsby of Oran
th m The lycli m this engine is larricd out in a

cylinder fitted with 1 hot bulb the walls of wluch are

kept hot during ordinary working by the heat de
vil^ped during explosion Air is drawn into the cyhn
dcr through a side port in front of the bulb, and oil

fuel njo ted into tlu. bulb during the su tion sfr >ke

( cinprcssion fellows and it the end of this stroke

gnition takes place due to the temperature developed

b th hot w ills and by the compression Mr Stuart s

)th r cycle 1 as not be< n worked rMumercially to any
extent It ilso is earned out in a hot bulb cylinder

n I ns sts n drawing in nr onl) during the sue

tion str'ike i ompression of this «r and injeition of oil

fuel into the bulb during the early part of the working
stioke the temperature being then sufficient to cause

th oil to bum readily Both these cycles were In

v« itedin iSqo Mr Stuart objects and rightly so t>th

a le scmi Di s 1 being applied t > engines working

on these cveks JI< his first claim as the inventor of

hot bulb engines and the ti rm Vkroyd cycle

would be suitable Ihe Diesel engine proper has no

1 t bulb air alone is compressed It 1 very high pres

sure (500 lb per sq 1 1 ) and th temperature due 1

1

compMcssion alone is sufficient to ignite the oil fuel

which IS injected duimg the earlv part of the working
stroke Ihe term Diesel engine might continue to

be used foi such cngim s 1 he high pressures used in

the Diesel engine and the < xtcnsivi use of the engine

for marine purposes gave rise to a demand for an

nginc working with lower pressures ind the past

fiw vears have s©^n a greit development in hot bulb

ngines Simeonc acquainted with Diesel engines and
probablv unaware of Mr Stunts prior work named
these semi-Diesel a tetm which miv very w^ll be

droppe4 in favour of \krovd engines if onlv the
sake of historical accuraiy
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Our Astronomical Column
The Masses op the STASb—The mass of a star

IS perhaps its most important element but it is one
that can be ascertained only in exception'll cases
Prof H N Russell in a paper read at tht twenty
first meeting of the American Astronomical SiLietv

gathered together all the evidence direct and indirect

on the subject grouping the results by spectral type

Method 1 18 the usual one for visual binaries the
orbits and parallaxes of which are known Method II

18 Similar where the parallax and relative motion
but not the orbit are known Method III is from
spectroscopic binanes where both spectra 'ire shown
a mean inchnntion being assumed and Method IV
the vaguest of all derives the parallaxes of binaries

from their proper motions
The resulting mean masses for the pairs of stars

are —
I II III V

2" ?* 104 »75 7 *

B,-A, 59 30 40 84

1

(

- 39 81
98

1 3$ 34
F,-K, [ dwarf
K.-M J

'4 — 07
1 07 I 0 —

The SI n s mass IS taken 1

The following fomiulde are given for the hypo
thetical parallax (h) of systems of mean distance a

and perod P
1

or where s IS the apparent

distance and 10 the apparent relative motion in

seconds of arc per annum fi- 0-409/5

W

The constant / has the value o 50 tor all giant stars,

o 58 for dwarfs of spectrum A, o 73 spectrum F o 86
spectrum G 1 00 sp^tnim R and 1 14 spectrum M
The probable error u given as la per cent where the

first formula can be used and as 32 per cent in other

cases

The Planet Jupiifr—fhe Rev 1 E R Phillips

director of the Jupiter section of the Bntii»h Astro
nonucal Association contributes an interesting article

on the planet to the June number of After

giving a rJsum^ of Jovian phenomena during the last

twenty years including the red spot and the south
tropical disturbance Mr Phillips notes the startling

change in the aspect of the planet which took place
early in 1919 , the disturbance and the red^pot hollow
both practically disappeared though the spot itself

survive Df^ssing the physical cono tion of

Jupiter he notes tiie similarity to the sun in density

in varying rotation periods according to latitude and
in the dark belts which are comparAle with the spot

xones He suggests that me red spot may indicate *1

vast cvclonic movement in the atmosphere noting
that this view would explain the rapid passage of the
dark matter of the tropical disturbance round the

spot when the two are in conjunction He notes in

conclusicm the importance of Jovian study from the

point of view of cosmogony since it illustrates a stagi

intermediate between the solar condition and the

earbest geological penods

Parallax Work t the Speoul Observatory —The
Uat of stars with known parallaxes is being rapidly

extended thanks to the extensive orjttnised campaign
earned on by many observatories which possess

equatonals Dr Miller of the Sproul Observatoir,
bBM pubbsbed a useful list of fifty observed puxllaxies

(Proc Amer Phil Soc vol lix No 3) Vivo start

on the list have parallaxes above vu W B (x)V
593"0*l4fi^ o Aivus«oiai', i PerseisO'iao', Lalande
x7i6iMo>xo4', and WB(i)IV 1x8940x03' The
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values found for y and y* Andromedse arc ooax' and
0005' those for the preceding and following com
ponents of the wide pair j6 C^gni arc +0*037'
+0018' In each of these systems the true parallaxes
of the components are presumably the same The
discordances are a measure of the probable errors,
which in each case are of the order of 001*
An interesting feature is the closeness with whirh

the new figures verify many of Prof H N Russell 8

hypothetical parallaxes deduced from issumptions
regird the masses of binaries

Nuclear Constitution of Atoms ^

By Sir Ernbsi Kutiifri>ord b R S

idea of the nuclear constitution of atoms was
^ developed from an examination of the scattering

of ewift a i^rticles m passing through matter and
the advance afterwards made was due to the proof
by Moseley of the close connection between the atcHiuc
number of an element and the nuclear charge
accurate determination of the nuclear charge IF of
prime importance Recent uimublishcd experiments
bv Mr Ch idwick in the Cavendish Laboratory
indicate that the nucleai charge on an atom in funda
mental units la eaual to the atomic number within
an accuracy of about i per cent It follows that
there is a region surrounding the nucleus where the
law of the inverse square holds accuritely The
problem of the constitution of the atom divides itself

naturally into two parts one the arrangement of
the external electrons on which the ordinary chemical
and physical properties of the atom depend and the
other the constitution of the nucleus on which depend
the mass of the clement the possibility of isotopes
and radio activity The nucleus is composed of posi
tivelv rhar^ units and negative electrons in very
close combination and estimates of its dimensions
are possible from a study of the collision of a particles

with light atoms Close to the nucleus there is a
rapid change in the magnitude and direction of the
forces probably in part connected with the deforma
tion of the nucleus structure under the intense forces

which arise in a close collision

Unless the nuclei are very stable it is to be antici

pated that they would be deformed and possibly

broken up as a result of a direct collision with swift

a particles In previous experiments evidence was
given that long range particles resembling hydrogen
atoms were liberate bv the passage of a partides
through pure nitrogen New experiments have been
made to determine by a modifiea method the nature
of these particles by bending them in a magnetic
field Thp amount of deflection of the partides
liberated from the nitrogen of the air was shown to

be the same as for H atoms arising from a mixture
of hydrogen and carbon dioxide This showed
definitely that hydrogen is one of the products of the

disintegration of the nitrogen atom and lE one of the

onginiu components of the nitrogen nucleus The
possibility that the long range particles are atoms of
mass 3 3 or 4 carrying a single charge may be
definitely excluded
The Inflection m a magnetic field of the shorUrasige

particles which are liberated from idtr^n and
oxygen and were originally assumed to be recoil

atoms of these elmcnts, is not only much greater
than that to be expected for such recoil atoms, but
Is also greater than the o-partlde but less than the

H atoms liberated from a miztuxjs of hydrogen and
carbon dioxide

> SyMadaoTilMBiikvIuI^wtundUvmdbdSntbtlUarmlSoditrM
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There n evidence that these particles are atoms of

mass about 3, carrvlnji; ti\o (hirj'es Consequentiv

the atom of nitro|{en can be dtsintcfTratcd in o w a\ s

bv collision with o-particles one bv the esiaix of

an H atom, and the other bv the expulsion of mass 3,

and both processes occur Independently Atoms of

mass 3 ai% also released from owgen atoms, but

H atoms cannot be dotottod

It may be concluded, tlKioforr, that atoms of

mass 3, carrvine two |K)sitive ch^irfjes, are components
of the nuclei of nitrogen and oxvp^n

This new atom is to b< rcfj irtM ,as an isotope of

helium, and should ^i\c mnrlv llie same sptntrum
The energy of motion of the atom of mass 3 expelled

from nitrogen and oxygen is about 8 per cent greater

than the original energy of the a-partitle, showing
that energy is libei ated as a result of the dismtegr 1

tion The atoms of mass
j

probably consist of three

h\drogen nuclei with one binding electron, and atoms
of helium of four hydrogen nuclei and two cktlrons
Apart from hvdrogen itself, those atoms are import int

secondary units in the* building up of atomic nuclei

^^P the light of the new experimental evidence,
examples are given of the possible mcxlcs of forma-
tion of isotopes and possible structures of nitrogen
and oxygon nuclei are tonsideied It is pointed out
that close combinations may exist of H nuclei and
electrons, giving rise to atoms of zeio nuclear charge,
and that such a conception is needed to explain the

evolution of the heavy elements

The Rockefeller Gift to Medical Science.

AS was announced in the DaUy Mad of June 11,

the Rockefollcr Foundation for Medical Kc sc arch
has made the generous gift of a sum of 1,205,000/ for
the advancement of teaching and tesearen in tlic

Medical School of University College and Hospital
Owing to the me onsideratc and premature manne r in

which the statement was made public, it is natural
that some mistakes should have been m^e and the
obj^ts of the gift in certain robpects mihundei stood
The reason for the delay m making a public an-

nouncement IS that the Senate of the University of

London has as set had no opportunity of formally
accepting the gift When this had been done it was
the intention to make it public through appropriate
channels and in such a way that the people of Engl.md
might appreciate the intention of the donors to gi\i a
manifest proof of the friendliness of then feelings
towards the work that we are doing here and the ir

appreciation of its value We have reason to believe
that they particularly wish this aspect to be em-
phasised It should be remembered that the object of
the Rockefeller Foundation is “the welfare of man-
kind," so that its benefits wore not intended to be
confined to the United States The members of the
Foundation desire it to be regarded as entrusted to
them for this purpose, and the present endowment is

not meant in any way as a chantable gift In view
of statements to the contrary, it is necessary to make
it plain that no conditions are attached, and that the
reapients are left free in a very wide sense to make
the best use of the money for the benefit of medical
scienoe« and especially as to the details of its applica-
tion It wnll naturally be understood that the manner
of its us^ has been the subject of much discussion
between representatives ot the Rcxkefpller Founda-
tion and the institutions receiving the- gift

With reffird to the objects to which it is proposed
«o devote uie endowment, a few words on the history
of the negotiations may be of interest Towards the
ttld of last year two representatives of the Rockefeller
Foundation, Dr Widcliffe Roee (General Director of
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the International Health Board) and Or Pearce
(Advistr in Meflual Education to the Foundation),
an ivcd in London B< fore prcKei ding furlhcT they call^
lit l^nlvlr^lt\ ( olUgc In thci absence of Prof Starling,

they were received b\ the proM nt writer, whom
they gave to understand that they liad come to make
inquines into the conditions of medical education in

I..ondon Ihov were accordingU inftiimed of the
recent ciealion of medicnl ind surgical “units,” of
their situations and the names of vanous gentlemen
associated with these units from whom thev might
obtain fuither information This thev pioceeded to
do 1 ailv in the wrest nl vcai thev m^ide anothei visit

to Umvtisitv (>()!b gt with definiK piowosals, and
were seen hv Prof Starling and Prof Flliot Smith,
who showxxi them what was ncicssarv to lie done for

the ideouaU movision of instruttion and ns* arch m
the fundamental sciences of nnntoniv, phvsiolog\, and
phai niaadogv It was clear to them that the most
messing need was the building of a n< w anatomical
institute, although llie mtdital sciencts themselves
naturallv required tlie litgei proportion of anv pro-
posed gift

In Vpiil four I* pres* ntatives of l.lnivcrsit\ College
ind Medical School visited the United States for the
purpose of further c onference These were the
Provost (Sir Oregoiy Foster), Dr Blacker (Dean of
the Medical School), Prof F R Elliott (prokssor of
medicine), and Prof Elliot Smith (professor of
inatomi) On their letuin they bt ought back the
definite offer of this extremciv generous gift, and
speak with the greatest appreciation of the fnendll-
m ss of the manner in which thev were received, the
spirit in which the offer was made, and in which it

was impressed upon them that it should be accepted
Owing to the pnmatuie publication of the scheme

it w IS necessary to call n general college meeting on
hridav last, at which the Provost made a statement
of Its actual terms In the words of the Rockefeller
I xeiutive CommithH., thev ait as follows ‘(i) An
institute of amitonu (2) Incitasc of cliniral facili-

ties (3) Clinical laboratories planned (4) Increased
maintenance costs (s) Clos* !v unified administra-
tion ” I he Medic il Schiml will receive 835,cxx>/ and
the Colley 370.000/ Further details of the ways in

which It IS proposed to utilise the money will be duly

announced At this meeting Prof Elliot Smith
pointed out that anatomy is to be understocxl as in-

cluding in its puivu w the nmioscopK structure of the

tissues, cmbr\olog\, and a studv of the factors govern-
ing the development of form It is further to be hoped
thit the working of the scheme will involve a much
closc'r co-opc'ration betwee n the College and the

medical depaittnents, to the advantage of both
It IS porh ips advisable to direct attention to the

fact that the j^ift is for the purpose of improving
medical education and research At the same lime
the hospital, as an institution for the cure of patients,

will benefit indirectly, although doubtless its working
expenses will be increased owing to the enlargement
proposed W M Bayliss

The Permanent Value of Universltj
Benefactions.

an account of the opening of the new building of^ the Department of Applied Statistics and
Eugenics at University College, London, presented by
Sir Herbert Bartlett, was gi^n in last week^
Nature The speech made by Trof Karl Pearson in
seconding the vote of thanks to the donor contains
certain truths which have a wider application than to
the Immediate audience, and we therefore reproduce it
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in the hope that it will help to force the present

<iifBcult situation of the universitiee upon the attention

of tte public

Henry VI , 1433-01 You probably all think of him
as a weakling, the monarch whose forces were cleared

out of the best part of France by Joan of Arc—

a

man naturally almost imbecile, and dominated by his

Queen and a succession of dukes, and finally deposed

by the victorious House of York. 1 feel othc^ise
towards him. For fortv-ftve years 1 have worked
under his Inu^ m a niche of my library On my
rare visits to Cambridge 1 would raise ipy hat to his

statue on the front lawn of the college he founded
He fnay have been a poor King, but 1 owe the six

most useful years of my life to the freedom his

benefaction gave me to travel and to study Despised
as a King, there are many of us who respect our
Rwal benefactor as a scholar and a gentleman

colleges regard their founders and benefactors ts one
that should take deeper root in our new universities

It IS not merely the recognition of the name, but the

Insult that shall appreciate what the benefactor
desired us to achieve, and the determination of sue.

oessive generations that the purpose of the benefaction

shall be carried out
There are only too many ways of disposing of

money 1 In 1441 It might be done by wars in France,
by endowing monasteries to expedite the passage of

vour soul through purgatory, but those who founded
or extended great centres of learning have remained
in men's affection for all time Nowadays you can
depose of your money to party funds or to charities,

your name will surWve just as long as your money is

unspent or you have more to give But the man who
gives generously to a great academic institute will,

if be chooses wisely, be certain of an ever-green
memoiy

In this institute we have had a number of bene-
factors, but three stand out for special mention on
such an o<xa8ion as the present. The Worshipful
Company of Drapers, who from 1903 onwards have
assisted one section of our enterprise Sir Francis
G^lton, who came of a family which has founded no
fewer than three academic ctiairs, the Sedleian, the

Savilian, and my own chair Under his inspiration

we work, and we are more than pleased to be better

able to keep his memoiy fresh In our new buildings
here than has been possible in the past in our cramped
and temporary homes

Lastly, we come to the benefactor whose benefac-
tion is the subject of our gathering to<day To him
not only I, but every member of my Stan Jeel dally

f
ratitude for providing us with a more fitting, and,
will add, a more healthy environment, trah we

ever imagined would be ours, and 1 trust that the

tradition will remain long after 1 have ceased to
share the comfort of this building and the possibilities

for the studious life it provides
Those who have gone round this laboratory will

have npted that we tiy to keep before us not only the

portraits of great leaders of thought, but the por-

traits of the men who hAvt made^our work possible,

and In this respect 1 should hope to be pardoned if

1 reminded Sir Herbert Bartlett of bow deeply we
ritould all appreciate the addition such a memorial
of hi! gift, so that we may have his form as well as
hisgood Worics before us.

The war has left all academic enteipriae stranded.

Itk 1914 we could have equipped and fitted this build-

ing from basement to top storv' Our contracts were
rmnded, Imd for five years tlfis laboratory was used
as a military hoepltgl At present the fine buMngs
Sir Herbert Bartl^ has provided lie to a large extent
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unoccupied In ifiyi the German nation made the
extension of old and the founding of new universities

*

a first claim on their -war indemnities. In 1930 we
hear no suggestion that frcmi our universities a new
national lire has to ^ring, and that if they are to
accomplish their task it can only be if the State
and private friends come to their {relp in the present
critical state of affairs In this resp^ we can only
trust that others will be as wise both for the present
and for the future as Sir Herbert Bartlett has been.
The winning of the war has been attributed in suc-
cession to many causes. One factor is rarely referred
to, namely, the unselfish way in which the academic
staff of umversity after university gave up their

academic repose, broke through all their scholarly
studies and their scientific researches, and, where they
could not sacrifice their lives, at least sacrificed many
of their best \ears of work for national service.

Voluntary, ana unpaid, and unpayable gifts for
national welfare 1 It Is absurd that the umversltles
should have to prate of such labours

,
but here U the

fact, regard it in what aspect you like, that with a
greater task than ever before them, thev are left wHh
tar less power to carrv it out than thev had before the
war, and it is that knowledge which makes us the
more deeply grateful to the special benefactor whom
we wish to honour in this vote of thanks He saw
our neceasity and responded to U

'The Imperial Entomological Conference

^T'HE Committee of the Impenal Bureau of
Entomolo^ may be congratulated on the

success of the Entomological Conference which met
on June 1-11 in the Llnnean Society’s rooms, Bur-
lington House, London The conference was attended

^ twenty official delegates representing most of the
British Dominions, Cfoloniet, and Protectorates, as
well as by members of the committee of the Bureau,
while a number of entomolo^sts were Invited to the
meetings and discussions which occupied most of the
appointed days At the opening ot the conference
the delegates were received by Viscount Harcourt,
chairman of the committee, and business meetings
were held on the first and final days On Fndav,
June 4, the conference visited the Kothamsted Agri-
cultural Experiment Station In conjunction with a
meeting of the Association of Economic Biologists,
on account of this interesting day appeanra in

last week's Natuhe (p 464J
On Tuesday, June 8,

the members journevw to Oxford, and on Thursday,
June 10, to Cambridge Prof E B Poulton acted
as host on the former, and Sir Arthur Shipley on the
latter occasion While the entomologlcat cmlectSons
in the University museums were the chief objects of
interest, time was found for brief inspection of some
features of the historic cities, for example, after enter,
taining the conference to lunch tn Christ's College,
Sir Arthur Shipley took the Oiqrrseas delegates into
the rooms occupied ninefy years ago by Charles
Darwin
Of the meetings held on the other five davs of the

conference it may be said that several subjects of
much importance and of Mncral interest were well
and earnmy discussed. On the morning of June 3.

under the presidency of Dr K. Stewart waoDougaU
(Edinburgh), Mr C P Lounshury (Entomolodst to
the Union of Soutii Africa) spoke on "LeglsIaSoa in
Regard to Plant Peks in the British Empue," insist-

ing that the official entomologist should have autiliotity

be advocated the drastic exclusion of such plants
txoept liV'oertaln epecUl cases, and expfegsed the
opinion that little or no celiaooe cab ha placed on
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ertificates of freedom from pebtk—« view afterwards
%Kpported b\ several others who to<^ part in the dis*

cuMion Mr. H J Elwes, however, remarked that

a lonft eimnence in cultivation had convinced him
that needless interference with freedom of import
had Montetimes been eicercised by the authorities^ the chairman’s suggestion, a sub-committee
was appointed to consider the e'itabhshment of an
Emmre Convention on the subject

"^e Education of Economic Entomologists,** the
subject for discussion at tlie next morning meeting
pmided over by Prof Poulton, was introduced by
Prof H Maxwell Lefro) (Imperial College of

S^nce) Prof Lefroy advocated the establishment
of entomolog\ as a subject independent of general
zoology, and, describing the courses in his own college,

emphasised the necessitv of a broad scicntifir training

In ph^ca, chemistry, and biology before the
specialised entomological work couM be profitably

taken up; men with exceptional aptitude, however,
might be admitted direct to advanced entonK)l^ical
study The discussion was continued by Dr R J
HUvard (Nelson, N Z ), Dr R Stewart MacDougall
(^inburgh), Mr F Balfour Browne (Cambridge),
Prof R Newstcad (Liverpool), Prof G H Carpenter
(Royal College of Science, Dublin), Prof R D Watt
(S^Fdney, N S W ). and Mr F V Theobald (W;ye)

While some doubt was expressed as to the advisability

of divorcing entomology from general zoological stud>

,

there was general agreement as to the need of a
sound and comprehensive scientific training, and
several of the speakers insisted further that all entomo-
logists in direct contact with c ultivators ought to have
practical knowledge of farm or garden work
On Mondav morning, June 7, Sir Daniel Morns in

the ihnir, Mr H V Ballou (t ntomologist to the

Department of \griculture for tht West Indies) opened
a discussion on “The Resistance of Plants to Insect

Attacks ** He believed that in many cases perfertK
healthy plants do not afford the best possible condi-
tions for the life of sucking inserts, while the food
supply derived from weak or diseased plants tnav
stimulate insects to abnormallv quirk growth and
prolific reproduction This view was supported b\ the

infestation of thrips on cocoa-trees in the West Indict

Prof R D Watt emphasised the possibility of find-

ing strains of cultivated plants immune from insect

attack, analogous to those now well known in certain

cases as immune from fungus pests Mr C C Gowde\
(Uganda) considered good cultural methods as of great
importance in maintaining the resistant conditions
A cognate subject, " Artificial versus Natural

Methods of Control of Insect Pests,” occupied the
conference on Wednesdav morning, June q, when Prof

Newstead presided ^Mr F W Urich (Trinidad)

o^ned the discussion with an account of various

measures adopted in the^West Indiel, of which the

distribution by means of spraying machines of fungus
spores for the destruction of cercopids on sugar-cane
was the most remarkable Dr Tfflyard regarded
spraving with insecticides as an imperfect palliative,

and looked hopefully for results In poisoning aphids
and scale-insects from the Inoculation of trees with
sudi substances as copper sulphate Mr F Balfour
Browne uttered a warning against the possible danger
of Introducing paradtic insects Into ijew countries Ih*

ordsr HM tmv mav prev ig>on prevlouslv Introduced

plant-feeing Insects, but *Prof H. Maxwell Lefrov
and Dr. A, D. Imms regarded anv danger from this

now^establlthed practice as itmote
Several interesting ^pers on more special 8ub}ects

were road. On the afternoon of Mondav, Tune 7, Mr
G E Bodkin pave Ws experience Of the Insect pests

of British Guiana, and dwete on Ithe difficoftv^bf jcqAC*
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trolling sugar-cane injects because of their habits of
migration On the some occasion Mr F W Lricb'

‘ described the insect pests of Irinidad, and Mr H A
Ballou contributed a general review of conditions in
the West Indies On the afternoon of June 9 Dr
MacDougall lectured on " Insects in Relation to*

Afforestation, ” with lantern illustrations, pointing out
the bearing of the feeding habits of common British
timber- and bark beetles upon practical questions of
forest management A discussion involving the uni-
formity of habit among insects of the same species
in all parts of its range was carried on by Mr CFG
Beeson (India) and Dr Munro (Board of Forestr\):
the Latter expressed regret that the Scottish and
English Scolvtidae follow the rules laid down in the
classical German text-books of forest entomology
Mr F A Stockdale (Cejion) followed with an account
of the insect oests of tea in that island On the after-
noon of Wednesday, June a, when Sir David Pram
took the chair, Mr H H Ballou read a paper on
“Cotton Pests,” dwelling particularly on the bolt
weevil and the pink bollworim the latter of which
caused a loss of io,ooo,oooZ in Egypt m the year 1917
Cotton insects are controlled by destroying at the end
of the season all material in the field in which the

rcies might survive until the next season Mr,
H King described the organisation of entomo-

logical work in the \nglo-Egyptian Sudan, and stated
that nine field laboratories under the char^ of trained
entomologists would be necessary for the prq)er
workinjl of the area
Of the special questions discussed the most note-

worthy was ihf tsetse-n> problem, considered at the
meeting on Saturday morning, June 5, appropnately
pri sided o\cr b> Sir David Bruie Several entomo-
logists from Africa spoke, including Messrs R W
Jack (South Rhodesia), Dr \ May (North Rhodesia),
and Mr L! Llojd and Di G D H Carpenter
(I ganda) \n experiment as to the effect on tlic fl\

of ihe clearanie of ‘big game” from a distnit in

Rhodesia is now being tried The opinion was ex-
pressed that Ihe result of this will be disappointing,
as mammalian blood forms, as a rule, only a small
jiroportion of the food-supply of Glossina Dr Car-
ponlcr informcHl the meeting of the success which had
followed the erection of inclined screens, under which
hundreds of pupana iro found

,
this means of control

^ suggest^ by an obscivation of the large number
of puparin present in the shelter of a blown^own tree

The conference concluded on Friday, June 11, with
a business meeting, at which several resolutions were
passed, these mav bo briefly summarised (i) A con-
ference should be held in London every five }ears

(2) The Imperial Bureau of Entomology should be
established permanently, the cessation or curtailment
of its work would be d^lorable (3) The Governments
contributing to the expenses of the Bureau should be
urged to guarantee their contributions (4) The funds
at present contributed for the upkeep of the Bureau
are inadequate , they should be Increased so as to
vide an income of at least 13,000!. a year (<> The*
Colonial Secretary should be requested to establish a
provident fund for the Bureau staff (6) The director

and committee of the Bureau should have full power
to exercise their discretion as to the scope and contents
of the publications and the expenoiture involved

(7) The director should encouraj^ members of the
staff to pay attention to particular groups of insects,

especiglly tiioee for the identification of which no^
spi^list Is available (8) The provision of an
adequate number of trained men to carry into effect
existing plant-import legislation Is of more Imtoe^ate
Ifhoortadoe than the revision or extension of such
legislation
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Membtfs of the conference had the privilege of
attending meetings of the Linnean, Zoologlcel« and
Entomological S^ieties, as well as the btaif Con-
versazione at the Natural History Museum Thei^e
gathenngs, In addition to rhe three whole-day excur-
MOns to Rothamiited, O^{ord, and Cambridge 1

gave
welcome opportunity for informal discussion und
pleasant social intercourse Much gratification was
felt and expressed at the presence iot the first two
days of Dr 1 ^ O How ird. Entomologist of the U S
Department of Agriculture His brief, pointed remarks
at some of the discussions were much appreciated,
he deplored some recent attempts to destroy “entomo-
logy “ at a specific economic subject by dividing Its

subwet-matter between “parasitology** and “phyto-
pathology ’* All who partinpated in the conference
appreciated the untiring efforts of Dr G A K
Marshall and Dr S A Neave, of the Itnpennl
Bureau, who before and duDng the meetings did
their utmost for the success of the gathering
On the evening of the closing dav the members of

the conference were entertained to dinner at Lan-
caster House by H M Governrm,nt, Viscount Har-
court presiding Thus was pleasantly and fittingly

demonstrated the increasing recognition of the im
portance of the study and practice of science in rela-

tion to the interests and industries of the Empire
G H C

The Selous Memorial at the Natfral
History Museum.

T he movement started in 1917 to perpetuate the
memory of the late C ipt V C Selous, D S O ,

bv a national momon il aihicvod its aim on Thursday,
June 10, when Mr Edward North Buxton, vice-chair-

man of the Memoiiai Committee, himself a great
hunter in his day, in the unavoidable abmnee of the
chairman, the Right Fion £ S Montagu, M P , un-
veiled at the Natural History Museum, !^uth
Kensington, a bronze bust of Mous—the work of

Mr W R Colton, R A —before a distinguished and
repi^ntative gathering
The bust is mounted in n niche of grey granite from

the Matmpo Hills, the burial-place of Cecil Rhodes
and Sir Starr Jameson, and is the gift of the Union
Government of South Africa It was brought to this

country by the Union Castle Line free of all charges
Below the bust is a bas-relief, also in bronze, de^ct-
4ng a Hon and lioness, and in the distance an
el^hant, a situtunga, and other big-game fnimals,
symbolical of the interests of the sportsman
and explorer The granite bears the inscription
“ Captain Frederick C Selous, D S O , tmnter,
explorer, and naturalist Born 1853 Killed in action

at Beho-Beho, German East Africa, 4 i 1917
”

Mr Buxton in his speech referred to the qualities

of Selous which had endeared him to so manv
friends, and summarised these when he said that

Selous was a great hunter, and a still greater

gentleman " On tehalf of Che committee he asked
Visedunt Grey of Fallodon, K G , and the other

trustees of the museum to accept the memorial and
to preserve it In the museum for ^1 posterity

In his f^y Lord Grey stated that in the museum,
which was a national institution, this national

memorial would be kept and honcurra as a mentona!
to one who was a gr^ explorer, a great traveller, a
great hunter, and, besides that, a most brave and
single-minded and attractive character

The Ring sent a message to the effect that he felt

that no more appropriate place than the Natural
History Museum could be selected for a memorial to

Capt F C Selous
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it la indeed 11) tne titnesa ot things that this

memorial should have found a permanent place in

the museum, for, next to his own home, there was
no place In England which more attracted Selous than
the museum, and when he was in this country he
bcldom kept away from it for more than a week;
sometimes he was a doily visitor

A guard of honour composed of officers and men
of the Legion of Frontiersmen, many of whom had
served with Selous in East Africa, and a detachment
of the Kensington Division of Boy Scouts were
present
Ihc response to the committee*s appeal for funds

for the memorial has been so widespreiul and ^nerous
that they h«ive been able to provide a sum of monev
for the foundation of a substantial Selous scholarship
at his old school, Rugby, on the basis that preference
will be given at each election to the sons of officers

who have fallen in the war, and in this connection

it is with special satisfaction that we learn that in

the examination for the scholarship a love and kftow-
ledge of natural history on the part of the candidate
will be the deciding factor
A few word? may be said respecting Mrs Selouses

gift to the nation m her husband's splendid collection

of big-game trophies and of birds' eggs« a gift for
which viscount Grey, on behalf of the trustees, con-
veyed to the donor his warm thanks, and at the
same tune expressed his high appredatum of its

value and Importance.
The coltectionv have now been received at the Natural

History Museum, and the big-game specimens are

in courde of being catalogued by Mr. Guy Dotlman.
We understand that it !s the Intention of tihe trustee!

to publish this catalogue, a work which cannot fait
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to be of abiding interest to natunlists and sports
men The collection consists of 5^0 uptcimens—the
greater part from South ami East \frica--of splendid
heads It also includes nineteen magnificent hon
skins and a skull of the South African white rhino
ceroi^- an extinct species—with exceptionally fine

horns
The collection of birds* consists of 7^10 spt 1

mens obtained in (ne it Britain I urin ind \sn
Minor The great ft ilurr of the collection is that
Capt Selous peisonalh took cveiv egg from the nest
himself lie would nevei arrent in\ egg cr clutch
of eggs offered to him bv a friend nor would h
put chase one frcMn a dealer

At the summons of a fuend announcing tlic dis
(overv of some rare bird's nest he would often travel
\er\ long distances eg from om end of the British
Isles to the other in order th it he might pitsontlh
identify the parent birds and ptrsoml'v t ike the eggs
from the nest For this reason no less than for the
amaatng neitness and methodual care* with which it

was arranged to sav nothing of its comprehensue
range the collection is 1 particularly valuable one

University and Educational Intelligence

Birmingham —On the advice of Sir John Cadman
whose appointment as a technical adviser to the
Government on matters relating to coil and petroleum
18 announced the deoartment of mn^ing is to ^ re
wganisod and extended In iddition to the new pro-
fessor of mining there is to be an assistant professor
of petroleum terhnologc It is honed that Sir lohn
Caciman will still retain some connection with the
facultv of science

Prof F W Rurstall has been elected dean of the
facultv of science to sue teed Sir John Cadman

CamdriOOF — \s bricfiy announced list wesk 1

scheme for endowing a school of biochcinistr\ his
been appiovcd by the High C ourl of justice, and has
now been submitted to the Univcisity by Sir Jeremiah
Colman, Bart , on behalf of the trustees of the late
Sir William Dunn, Bai t I ht residu irv estate of Sir
William Dunn was left m tiust for certain chant ible

purposes, including tlic alleviation of human sulTenng
The truateck propose, with that object in view, to

encourage and endow with the substantial sum of
i6o,oool the study of biochemistry, one of the fundi
mental sciences of medicine, tlx. orogress of which is

Otsential to the advance of mooical knowledge
Hnving regard to the fut that the study of bio-
chemistry In this country h id its first beginnings in Cam
bridge and is at present Ixing c irnod on there without
endowment under Prof Gowland Hopkins, the tiustees
offer the University 165 oooZ to found tTie Sir William
Dunn School of Biochemistrv Of this sum th«v allot

35,000! to endow a piofcssorship and 10 ooo7 to
endow a readership in biochemistry the balance to be
ueed in erecting and equipping an institute of bio
chemistry and in providing funds for its maintenance
and upkeqp and an endowment for research work
This munificent benefaction is a most pleasing

tribute to the work of Prof Hookins and his col

leagues
Dr T G Adami, Vice Charcellor of I iverpool Uni

versitv, has been elected hononiv fellow of Jesus
College
Mr J F I Ittlewood, Tnnitv College has been

appdnted Cavlev lecturer in mathematics and Mr
T H Grace Peterhouse has been re appointed

University lecturer in mathematics
The Social Board for Mathematics has recom

mended the substitution of thermodynamics for
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elemental y optics in bcheduk A of Part II of the
M ithematical Inpos

In connection with the coming meeting of the
British Mtdical Associition at Cambridge Honorary
decrees ir« proposed for the Master of Pembroke,
Sir 1 ChtTord Allbutt |ules Bordet, A Calmette,
II Cushing S 1 Icxner Pieio (tiacosa M ijot Gen
Got gas Sir (jeurj^e Makins, Sir Patrick M inson, and
Sir Nonimn Moore

I ivtRPOOL The couniil of the Univoisitv haa
ippointod Mr T K Wilton as lecturer in dock and
haibuur Giiginecring with the title of issociate-
rofessor Mr Wilton is closely connetted with the
ivctpool Cngincding Sc(.Kt> ind has done valuable

work for that bodv as hon secretary—
i
position he

has held since 1907 lie his been for some years
sfxciil lecturer in dock and hirbour constiuction at
the Univcisity his i itrud out important inves-
tigations on tlx. movement of sand ind currents and
his ilso tiktn obscrcations of a practical nituit on
the Mersey

Mr H Riuiardsov of the Municipal College of

Icchnology Mini hosier has been appointed principal

of tlx? Bradford Tci hnii al College in succe ssion to

Prof W M Gardner

Im Ministry of Agriculture and FishcrK.s is open
to receive until Jul> 15 noniin itions for a limited

numlnr of tescarch srhol 11 shins in agricultural

seten e each ttnible for t\v 3 ycats, and of the annual
\ ilut of 20c/ Candidates must b« graduates with
honours in scwiuc of British univeisitics with evi

I IRC of high ptoficicntv m subjects hiving a direct

If iring on igriculturc and lie nominated by
«
pio

lessor or lecturer of 1 universit) or rolbgt Nomina-
licn forms ire obtainable fioin thi General Secretary

of th Ministry 72 Viitoni Sticft SW i

liu Library A so lali n Record for May cent 11ns a
piper on lechnicil Libraries and Intelligence by
M ijor W L Simiict and ilso an article on The
I f i hnical I ibr iry * by Mi R Borlase Matthews
Mr Matthews li>s stress on th neccssit> for making
the most recent publications immediately avail iblc for

lefircnce and disiusves the \anous ways in which a
technical library cm be m idc accessible to readers

M ijor Simnet t ikmg the subject of engineering as ai>

ox impk points out that tlx rc are at present m I ondon
s< V nl libr irii s containing books and penoduals
relating to enginec ring ind that this involves much
overlapping which might be ivoidod bv amalgamation
He ilso refers to the Iransnoit I ibrary to be foimed
by the Ministry of Ti insporl Such i library would
be devoted to all asp its ind methods of transporta-

tion 1 lie impc 1 1 mcc uf an index of technical litera*

turc possibly on the linos of the International Cata-
logue of Scientific Litei iture is carefully explained by
Major Simnet who rccotnmcids a combinition of

indexing and abstracting At the same time he finda

that papers on technical subjects Kfcome out of date

much sooner than papers cn purely scicntifc topics, so

that it IS less necessary lo pre setae all titles of

technical papers in a porman nt indi x Major Simnet
gives an iccount of the Technical Revteu established

since the irmistice to continue the work of the

Technical Supplement published in iqiS under the

auspices of the War Office As a further contribution

to the indexing of technology the Lthfary Assocta^

iton Ricord for Mav iqao, contain** a subject index

to papers published in 1017-19 on fuel, including gas
ana petroleum The list is orenared bv the editors of
the Subject Index of Periodicals ' and is an example
of the thoroughness which their work always exhibits.
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Onx ot the probieme at pcesent confronting the
Jilintetry of Agriculture is the provision of advice and
aupcrvimon for the smailhold^ This problem has
bvxsme more acute now that so many of the men
settling on the land are lackingi either partly or alto

lather. In knowledge of the theory and practice of
horticulture When the question arose of appointing
orgamsers to instruct these men and to locik after
their interests, it was found that the number of candi-
dates qualified to dll such posts was extremely UmiteiL
A man who is to organise the horticultural instruction

of a county should nave a knowled^ of the scientific

side of the subject as well as of its practical side.

S
|uite apart from this Question of suralying mstruc-
on for smallholders, it is obviouBly dwrablo, in view

of the rapidly Increasing Importance of horticulture in
this country, that the prospective fniil-fanner or
martcet-Mrdener should be able to obtain instruction in

fals sub^t as scientific and comprriiensive as that
which can be so readily obtained nowadays by the
prospective agriculturist In order that suim Instruc-
tion may be available, the Ministry of Agriculture has
made it possible for the University o( Cambridge to
establish a degree in horticulture and a post-graduate
diploma The course for the degree will extend over
Chiee years, and will consist of instruction in the
theory and practice of commercial fruit* and vegetable-

growing* the practical side of the subject being treated
no less fully than its theoretical aspect It Is hoped
that the coun»e for the diploma will provide
men qualified for research work in horticulture

Hitherto there has been a dearth of such men
owing to difficulty In obtaining suitable training, and
research work m connection with an important in-

dustry has therefore been greatly hampered The
courts will commence in October next, and informa-
tion concerning them can be obtomod from the f^cre-
tarv. School of Agriculture, Cimbndgc

Societies and Academies.

London
Zeolegkal Seclsty, June i —Sir Sidney F Harmer,

vice-president, in the chair —Dr G M Verers
Report on the Entozoa collected from animals which
had died in the society's menagerie dunng the past
niflb months —Dr. W T Calnas Notes on manne
wood-boring animals I The shipworms (Tere-
dinkbe)

Cambridok
PbUewipUeal Seokty, May 17—Mr C T R Wilson,

presklent, in the chair —Dr F. W Astea The
atomic nature of matter in the light of modem
physics

Manchxstxr •

LUmiy aad PhllesepUcal S^toty, May iS—Mr R L
Taylor, vice-president, In the chair—W Tbssisea and
H S Hawauui* Further notes on the filamentous
growths from aluminium amalgams Experiments to
^termlne the ratio of the mercury to xoo parts of
alumina were detailed, and descriptions of erratic

growths given The action of mercury on xinc
was cofimared with its action on aluminium —Prof
Sydney Cbtfaua* The effects of lunar tides on the
earth’s atmo^here The barometrie pressure shows
a very minute tidal variation wltit the period of half a
lunar day This variation can be determined onlv bv
a difficult process of averaging* out otha* regular and
Irregular variations from long series of hourly
baroTijjwtrlc Observations, so that data from veiy few
stations are available The author destrlbed and dis-

cussed their theoretical significance Manv questions
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suggested by the data have as yet received no satis-
factory answer, but their elqpidation, as further data
accumulate, should add to our knowledge of tb« atmo-
sphere in some important respects —Dr R. S«
WUlsws Transverse section of cotton fibre illustrating
Balls 's daily growth rings

Paris

Acadmy el Sekmess, May 31 —M Henri Desiandres
in the chair - G A fiealM^r Remarks on t^ note
of M Ad Davy de Virville concerning the species
Primula elattor, acaults, and officmalts,—Ch Qaatisr>*

A sundial giving lejgal time throughout the jwar with
a sufficient approximation for ordinary purposes, as
well as the approximate date The dial desenbed
and illustrated gives the legal time within about one
minute At the equinoxes it gives the exact date,
but at the solstices only an approximation to the date—Alex VSieaiMt The equilibrium figures of a liquid

in rotation Order of sucoession of tM critical figures
of bifurcation —M T Rabsr The generalisation of
a theorem of M Mesnager concerning the sense of
the displacements of a rectangular plate—J PallM
The expansion caused by Joule's effect at the contact
of two solids Two metals in contact when heated
electrically expand proportionally to the square of the
current or to the h^t developed by the Joule effect —
A QalUst An auto-balUstic astronomical pendulum
An attempt to realise the conditions laid down by
G Lippinann and B BaiUaud, the impulses being
supphra bv induced currents —M Olrwiss The cai-

ruiahon of currents causing electrolysis in metallic
masses near an electnc traction line—F Vtts Con-
tnbution to the studv of absorption based on the
properties of the nitrophenols uv the application of
formutse given in a previous communication It is

shown how the absorption spectrum of a compound
can be calculated from its composition —F Benrisn
Kinetic ^tudv of the chlonnation of benzene The
effects of rate of supply of chlonne, concentration of
the benzer^ in chlorobenzene, and of temperature
upon the reaction velocity were examined sewrately
—L VIgBOfl The resistance of tissues to light and
ultra-violet ra>s. Linen and silk tissues were exposed
to sunlight and to ultra-violet rays (Heraeiis quartz
lamp) imer drv and moist conditions, ana the
changes m the strength, at measured by the breaking
load, determined The silk fabric showed greater
resistance than the linen to the effects of exposure —
E E Blaise The action of hvdrazlne on the f - 4
acyclic diketon^s Details are given of the products
of the reactions between hydrazine and aoetonviacetona
and hydrazine and dipropionvlethane —A Oaseari*

Ceryl alcohol and ccrotlc add from China wax The
wax, after a prellmlnarv purification, was saponified

bv potash in alcohol-benzene solution the cerotic acid
predpitated as calcium salt, and the cervl alcohol

recovered from the filtrate Brodie's formula for the
etcbhol was confirmed bv preparation and «nalvsl8 of

cervl iodide, C, H,J, and for cerotic acid bv oxida-

tion of the alcoho4 and bv It* acidity figure —

A

QafQIsrtteBi Observations on the living ohondriotne
of one of the Saprolegniacea —L Daald A new race

of Asphodelus obtained bv the action of a marioe
cHmate A description of the changes in type pro-

duced in A^phod^us luteus by twntv years’ cultiva-

tion on the sea-coast The modified plant can not
onlv be reproduced by whdWlsion of the roots, but

also bv growing fnwn seed—P kmmnm * The great

richness in nitrogenous matter of certain maniocs
from Cambodge— A ChivsBsr Researches on pear-

trees, walnuts, and chestnuts of the copier pajte^
Tndo-CMna and the south of China—E Pew*
Necrosis of the stem of the potato attacked by the
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diir»r potato leaf^roll —P Portkr Regeneration of

the testicle in the pigeon deprived of vitamines —
A C fleliaade CEnocytoids and teracytes in the
blood of caterpillars—£ FaurS-Frenlet 1 he action

of different chemical compounds on the pulmonarv
^ithchal cell —A Mayer H MsRM, and L Plantefol

Keflex action produced by the irritation of the deeper
respiratory tracts The antagonism of this reflex with
that causra by the irritation of the imper respiratory

passages —G Bertnuul and Mme Koseablan The
action of chloropicnn upon yeast and Sacchofomyces
Vim A concentration of i milligram of chloropicnn
per htre is sufficient to slow down fermentation by
veasty and 5 to 6 milhgtams per litre rompleteK
arrests the production of mcohol \archaromycei vtm
IS even more sensitive growth being st(>ppe<l bv
I milligram of chloropunn per litre

Caps Town
Royal Society of South Africa, ^ptil --Dr J D I

Gilchnst, president t in the chair —L P^riognsy Note
on the whales frequenting South Afncan w lUrs The
luthoi desenbes tlK various whales which are known
to frequent the toasts of SouUi Afrit *1 The number
of these is still under di&cussjon The fact is now
well established that certain Northern whales are
specifically identical with the Southern wh'iks ind

are the kinds of whales found on the South Afiictn
coasts That they are migrants perhaps with the
exception of Balaenopiera Brydti is a well t stablished

fact but what is probably less known is that the
animals go to warmer equatorial waters to breed or
calve If they are intercepted on their wav thcic
from the Antarctic or on their return the multiphca
tion of thq. species will be greatlv hindered to say the

least People interested m the whaling industry admit
that some measure of protection is necessary —J R
Sattaa Overgrowths on diamond In this paper the
author discusses in detail overgrowths of caicite bort

of various kinds graphite, and diamond on diamond
Experiments were made with the object of determining
why certain diamonds from yellow ground are not
separated from the concentrates on the grease tables
the conclusion being reached that cirbonite of lime
readily forms a coating on i diamond surface causing
the diamond to behave like a common mineral in the
pulsator gravel A dear diamond is readily wtttcd
by a solution of carbonate of soda but not bv pure
Aater Overgrowths of graphite and of black bort
are common and define per saltum sta«s of crystal

tisation Thirteen soccimcns of hailstone stru

ture are described Laminated diamonds appear t

be examples of overgrowth of diamond on diamond
With interposing planes of colouring matter J R
Battea Some statistics of thunder and lightning it

Kimberley The auffior gives tables of the results of
eye and ear observations of thunder and lightning
made at Kunberie^ dunng the twenty throe years
iSqy to xoiq, and classifies the storms according to

the ctassificabon given bv Lev A phenomenon pf
interest is the smell ” of a thunderstorm The
author observed this only once strongly in Kimberley
Eurc^iean meteorological literature of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries has manv allusions to the

“sulphureous smell ’ of lightning—S H Skellt

Notes on some South African FntomophthoracesB
The material used bv tbe author was collected at

Cedara, Natal in iqiq and iqso The great majontv
vf tiw family are parasitic on insects The author
describes and figures South African species of Fnto.
mopbthoraoesB and his experiments of cultivating

them from dead and dying flies and grasshoppers and
of Infecting insects frtwti the cultures
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Books Received.

Bantf and District By A L Mahood Edited by
Dr E 1 Pp xvi + 388 (Banff BanlU
shire Journal, Ltd )

Ihe Glow worm and Other Beetles By J H*
I abre I ran&lated b) A 1 de Mattos Pp VI11+
48b (London Hodder and btoughton Ltd ) 8s ^
net

A Geographical Bibliography of Bntish Omitholoj^
from the Larliest limes to the End of 1918 JotW H Mullens H Kirke Swann, and Rev t C R
Jourdam Part 4 Pp 289-384 (London Witherl^
and Co ) 6r net

1 he Ascent of Mnn Pp 74 (London The
Horniman Museum ) td
AirpHne Photography By Major H E Ives,.

U S Armv Pp 422 (Philadelphia ind London
J H Lippincutt Co ) iSf net

Ihc Nations Pood A Statistical Stu^ of a
Physiological and Social Pre blem By Prof R lymond
Pearl Pp 2 4 (Philadtiphn nnd London W B
Sounders Co )

lor net

Co I dui ition nnd its P irt in a Complete Educa-
tion Bv J H B dl \ Pp 39 (Cambridge W
Ileffer and Sons I td ) 2^ net

1 he Yeir Book of the S lenlific and I earned
Societies of Great Bntain ^nd Ireland Thirty sixth

\nnuM Issue Pp vii + 336 (I ondon C Gnffin ind
Co Ltd ) r2f 6d net
Ihc Organisation of Industrial Scientific Research

Bv Dr C E Kenneth Mees Pp 1X+17S (New
Yorl ml London Mrfiraw Hill Book Co Inc ) 121

M moirs of the Geological Survey Scotland The
Fconomir Oology of the Central Coalfield of Scot
Hid Description of Area VI 1 By the late Dr C T
Clough and others Pp V1H-T44 (Edinburgh
II M S O ) 6d net

Memoirs of the Geological Survey Special Reports
on the Mineral Resources cf Great Bntain Vol vl

Second edition Pp vi -1-241 (London H M S O )

ys 6d net
Contributions from the Jefferson Physical I abora

torv and from the Cruft High tension Flectriraf

T aboratorv of Harvard ITmversitv for the Years 1916,

1917 and roi8 Vol xiii (Cambndge Mass

)

A Naturalist on the Amazons By H W Bates
Abndi^ed and edited for schools bv Dr F A Bruton
Pp xix-h 182 (I ondon Macmillan and Co Ltd )
7s 6d
Tables of the Motion of the Moon By Prof E W

Brown with the assistance of H B Hedrick Sec-
tions 1 and 11 Pp xin+ 140+39 Section in Pp
223 Sections IV v and vi Pp 99+36+102 (New
Hav<.n Conn Yale University Press I ondon
Oxford L niversitv Press ) 4 guineas net

Outlines of the Geology of Brazil to accompany
the Geologic Mao of Brazil Bv J C Branner
Setond edition Pp 189-338 f plates (NY Citv

Geological Society of America ) 3 33 dollars

War against Tropical Disease Bv Dr A Balfour

Pp 219 (London Bailli^re Tindall and Cox

)

12J 6d net

The New Psychology and its Relation to I ife Bv
A G Tanslev Po 283 (I ondon George Allen and
Unwrin Ltd ) tot fid net

A Guide to the Old Observatories at Delhi Taipur

Ujiain Benares Bv G R Kaye Pp V11+108+
XV oHtes (Calcutta Suot Govt Printing India)

35 fid

A Guide to the Identification of our more Useful
Timbers Bv H Stone Pp vih+ 3a+3 pHtes
(Cambridge At the Universitv Press ) yz fid net
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Elf^ieS Weather Book For the General Reader
By J H Elgie Pp xu4‘35i (London Ihe Wire-
less Press, Ltd

) 5^ ni,t

Structur'i! and Picld Geology By Dr J Geikic
Fourth edition Pp xxiv+454+lxix plates (Edin-
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UniTcraitf and Higher Technical

Education.

I
N i88i Mr. Mundella^ then Vice-President

of the Council, and consequently respon-

sible for the policy of the Board of Educa-

tion, with full knowledge as a manufacturer

of the great growth, since the Franco-

German war of 1870, of manufacturing industry

in all parts of Germany, and sensible of the in-

creasing unrest in British industry caused thereby,

induced the Government of the day to appoint a

Royal Commission **to inquire into the instruc-

tion of the industrial classes of certain foreign

countnes m technical and other subjects for the

purpose of comparison with that cf the corre-

sponding classes in this country, and into the

influence of such instruction on manufacturing and

other industries at home and abroad ** The
members of the Commission were chosen from

representatives of important industries and others

engaged in saentific education. They undertook

an extensive and exhaustive inquiry into the con-

ditions and range of the teaching of pure and

applied science in the chief European countnes

and in the United States, and visited also the

Universities and coU^^es and some of the chief

schools and workshops of the United Kingdom
After three years’ investigation they produced tn

1884 M exceedingly full and valuable report,

which was widely circulated in this and other

countries.

The report laid bare our serious deficiency as

compared with the great facilities afforded by

for^n Gorvemments, j^pccially those of Ger-

many, Switzerland, and tht United States, and it

^aroiM^ a widespread interest in industrial and

wdhiukdoiial arcles, leading, after a considerable

hpm td tbne, to the passing of the Technical

Inatruction Acts of itSg and 1890, which resulted
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in the establishment of many important technical

scho<^8 throughout the kingdom
We have undoubtedly made great progress in

science and in its industrial applications duriog
the past generation, but not less marked has been

the advance of German industry, whidi in some
spheres of manufacture, notably those of dyes and
fine chemicals, in optical glass, and in certain

branches of electrical engineering, easily held the

first place. The events of the war have'demon-

btrated the resourcefulness of British men of

science, inventors, and manufacturers, who to a
surprising extent, as shown by the exhibitions

held, under the auspices of the Bnlish Science

Guild, at King’s CcUege, London, m 1918, and

at the Central Hall, Westminster, in 1919, met the

extraordinary demand made upon their know-

ledge, ingenuity, skill, and adaptability The those

IS now agam npe for inquiry as to the means and

resources of the kingdom, especially from the

point of view of a due supply of adequately

educated and equipped men of science to be

engaged in industry and commerce, to meet the

inevitable industrial and commercial competition

which will anse on the resumption of normal con-

ditions and of free intercourse betwtDen nation and
nation

The strength of this competition may be lOtis-

trated in the instance of a highly specisilised pro-

duct. The balance sheets for 1919 of three of the

principal aniline dye companies of Germany are

now available. At the nominal rate of exchange,

F Bayer and Co. show a net profit of 1,450,0001

,

against 654,000! m 1918 ,
Meister, Lucius and Co.,

1,2x0,000!
, as compared with 750,000!. m 1918;

whilst the Berlin Colour Works declare a divi«

dend of 18 per cent., as against ia per cent In

1918 On the other hand, the sum available for

dividend m the British Dyestuffs Corporation is

only 173,505! The report of this company states

that there is an unprecedented demand upon it

for dyestuffs in both quantity and variety, to meet

which requires increased efforts in the direction

oi production and research. It is recognised diat

It is of paramount importance to have a depart-

ment where research woric can be carried out

along the most modem and scientific lines, and

to encourage those engaged on the scientific and

research side of the industry

The production of dyes of high quality in an end-

less variety of shades, in which German firms

have exedOed because of their unKmtted com-

mand of high-dasa scientifiq and^tedinicftl

f
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the fruit of Gtermany^s technical high schools and

universities, is, like some other imported productSi

essentially a “ key " industry, and therefore a

dominant factor m tiie manufacture of finished

textiles, which to a very large extent are exported

us to foreign markets, there to meet in com-

petition the goods of other countries Having

regard to the prime necessity of increasing the

supply of competent graduates for scientific indus-

trial fhsearch, the British Science Guild carefully

investigated the subject, and last year issued a

report (which has been widely distributed to mem-
bers of the Government, to the Universities, and

to many leaders of industry and commerce) on

industnal research and the supply of trained saen-

tific workers It was shown that in 1914 the

number of full-time students of University stand-

ard and (rf students of science and technology in

the United Kingdom was relatively small as com-

pared with the number of similar students m the

United States and in Germany, and further, that

the financial resources of Universities in the

British Isles are very much below those of the

other countries Two of the provincial Universi-

ties—namely, Manchester and Liverpool—are now
engaged m the endeavour to raise the sum of

650,000! and x,ooo,oool respectively to enaUe
them to extend their operations so as to meet in

some measure the demands made upon them, espe-

cially m the departments of saence and techno-

logy. Leeds and other centres of higher educa-

tion arc also appeahng for monetary aid

There should be, as in 1881-84, a systematic

national survey of the conditions now existing

and of the requirements necessary to ensure the

satisfactory progress of industry and commerce
in the United Kingdom The circumstances aris-

ing out of the war have brought about an entire

and welcome diange of outlook on the part of

British manufacturers engaged in the chief indus-

tries of the country, evidence of which is to be

found 10 the list issued in April last of nineteen

research associations representing various indus-

tries which have been approved by the Depart-

ment of Saentific and Industrial-Research, whilst

several other industries have suboutted, or are

engaged in preparing, memoranda and articles

of association for approval. ^

The growing appreciation on the part of the

Gomhiumty gener^y of the advantages of second-

ary education, together with the requirements of
the Educatidn Act of 1918, will of necessity In-

crease the tiemand for highly qualified teachers,
‘
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for whose training the Universities and the chief

technical institutions will be responsible, neces-

sanly entailing upon them a large additional ex-

penditure. It is, moreover, increasingly recog-

nised that the nation does not take adequate

advantage of the best brains m the poorer classes

of the community A broad highway must be

established along which they may travel from the

elementary school to the University, but this can

be accomplished only by the institution of a large

number of national maintenance scholarships oper-

ating uniformly all over the country, as local

scholarships do not, and so providing the means

whereby the capable youth may advance from

stage to stage from his twelfth year This would

entail a large expenditure, but the nation would

be well repaid m the rich harvest it would reap

of highly capable men and women
These considerations lead to the necessity of

largely increased State grants in support of Uni-

versity and higher technical education, which

should be closely related to the appointment of

a consultative committee mainly composed of

representatives of industry and commerce and

of universities and technical institutions to

advise the Board of Education on matters

relating to science and technology and their

bearing upon the requirements of industry,

and also to the division of the country into

provinces roughly corresponding to the areas

served by the respective Universities, governed by

a council composed of existing local authorities,

with the addition of members representative of

the Universities and of industry and commerce
If this were done it would be possible to corre-

late effectively all forms of education, to prevent

overlapping, and to equalise the burden of
*

administration and cost, whilst giving equality

of opportunity, without distinction of class^

to all residing within the province so created.

For these reasons the British Science Guild

strongly urges the Board of Education to

set up a Departmental Committee to make ao

exhaustive inquiry into the present provision of

University and higher technical education through-

out the kingdom, with power to suggest how it

could best be arranged and developed according

to the needs of each area, whether industrial

commercial, or agtieultural in character. Such an

inquiry <x>uld not fail to be fruitful in its

results, and would greasy stimulate the interest

of all concerned in the conditions making for

national well-being In all its aspects.
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Mathematics of Elasticity.

A Tf§aitse on the Mathematical Theory of Bias-

tunty By Prof A E H Love Third edition

Pp xviii + 6a4 (Cambridge At the University

Press, 1920 )
Price 375 6d. net

T
his is the third edition of the classical

treatise in the English language upon the

theory of elasticity, and all students of the subject

will be grateful to Prof Love for having brought

his masterly exposition of this difficult but fascin-

ating branch of mathematical science up to dale

The book is now thoroughly well established as

part of the education of such mathematicians as

have to deal with the engineering or physical

applications of elasticity, indeed, it needs some

hardihood, even for a specialist, to criticise it,

every fresh perusal convinces the careful reader

of the inadequacy of his own knowledge

The changes made in this edition have been

sHght m appearance, but attention to details \iill

reveal many improvements in both form and

matter The numbering of tfic sections has not

been changed, which is of great help to those

students who have learnt to use the second

edition New sections have been interpolated here

and there, and these have been distinguished by

a letter

—

e g 79A

As previously, a great many references are

given to the experimental side of the subject, and

very righdy, for m many ways the mathematical

theory of elasticity is more closely verified by

experience (where verification has been seriously

attempted) than the cognate theory of hydro-

dynamics. Where discrepancies have occurred

they can usually be ti'aced either to the inherent

difficulty of obtaining an exact mathematical solu-

tion of the problem, or to unintelligent experi-

menting. Far too much experimental work, for

example, has been done with systematic disregard

of the elastic limits, or without due precautions,

in anticipation of 5 per cent accuracy For

various reasons, the engineer does not find it con-

venient to isolate effects, and he rarely carries

out experiments for the express purpose of testing

a mathematical theory Thus what may be called

the phystcj of elasticity has advanced compara-

tively little. The meth(^s of photo-elasticity, first

used by Qerk Maxwell, who applied the effect of

stress on polarised light, (discovered by Brewster)

to the investigation of stress-distributions, and

recently developed as a' working engineering

method by Prof Coker, promise to do much to

remove this reproach and to get rid of the diffi-

culty ^enttoned by Prof. Love that “the com-

ponents of stress or of strain within a solid body
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can never, from the nature of the case, be

measured directly” (p. 94).

New sections have been added in chap iv. on

the results of Hopkinson and Scars concerning

stresses maintained for a very short time, and

also on elastic hysteresis The term “ perfect elas-

ticity ” to denote that condition in which the

I

stress-strain diagram is closed, although the load-

ing and unloading graphs do not coincide, seems

unfortunate, as elasticity can scarcely be called

perfect when elastic energy is being dissipated

“Perfect recovery” might denote this case, “per-

fect elasticity "being reserved for the condition in

which loading and unloading graphs coincide

“Linear clasticit> “ explains itself, but surely the

statement on p 113, given on the authority of

Rauschinger, that the limits of linear elasticity

are higher than those of perfect recovery, can

scarcely be right, since the former condition should

imply the latter An important appendix has been

I

added at the end of chap ix on VoIterra*s theory

I
of dislocations in the case of multiply connected

bodies \ simpler proof of Weingartenr's theorem

that the discontinuities in the displacements on

crossing a “barrier” correspond to a rigid body

displacement can, ho\\cvcr, be given For if

Mq, Vo, Wo ^ value of the displacement at

a point P, and Uj, Vi» wj the displacement at the

same point P after describing an irreduable

circuit, Uj— Uoi Vj —% Wj-Wo arc sc^utions of the

equations of elasticity which necessarily (since the

strains are supposed one-valued) correspond to

zero strain everywhere, and such displacements

must be rigid-body displacements In this con-

nection It would make things clearer for the be-

ginner if m the proof of the uniqueness theorem

given in ^ 118 the limitations as to the nature of

the functions and the simply connected quality of

the space were stated* Todhunter and Pearson

have pointed out that the existence of more than

one solution for a multiply connected body is

immediately evident to anyone who turns a short

piece of mdiarubber tubing inside out The real-

isation of this fact IS apt to shake the student’s

faith if warning has not been given

In the chapter on the sphere a very valuable

new section gives the alternative method

developed by the author m his essay on "Some

Problems in Geodynamics,” and another section

gives a number of new and important references

to work on geophysical problems, a branch of

elasticity which is assuming nowadays an increas-

ing importance. The work of Lamb and of G% W.
Walker m connection with seismology is qotiq^

<00 p. 3x4.
}

§S 226a affd 226b deal with 'torsion of a
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bav of varyingf cross-section and with end-effects

in torsion.

In the chapter dealing with the elastics, the

section (265) which gives the computation of the

strain energy of the* strut has been practically re-

written and much improved It might be useful,

in dealing with buckling, to dispose of a fallacy

common among engineers that Euler’s limit

implies /oiltirs of thd strut, whereas all that occurs

18 passage from one type of stable equilibrium to

another.
” Southwell's method of dealing with problems of

elastic stabihty comes in, naturally, for consider-

able nortice The bucklmg of a strut (§267a),

a rectangular plate (§ 332), and of a tube (§ 341)

ere discussed as examples of this theory

An entirely new chapter (xxiv a) has been

added, dealing very exhaustively with the equi-

librium of thin shells in the shape of surfaces of

revolution, including iq particular a discussion of

Meissner’s work on the spherical and conical

shells.

A feature of this edition (as of the previous

ones) 18 the extraordinarily complete and careful

set of references to all the original papers and
memoirs dealing with the subject Needless to

say, these references, which have been most

thoroughly brought up to date, are mvaluable

to the reader who takes up the book as a guide

to research The example set by such a master

as Prof. Love might well be commended to the

younger generation of scientific writers Too
often nowadays, especially in papers dealing with

applied science, one comes across a statement of

references whidh betrays the author’s ignorance of

the hterature of his subject, both by the omission

of work (sometimes of fundamental importance)

done by his predecessors, and by the undue prom-
inence accorded to the minor efforts of contem-

poraries in bis own circle. L N. G F

Behaviourism. I

I

Psychology from the Standpoint af a Behamonst.
By Prof John B. Watson, (Lippincott’s CoI>-

Itgfi Texts.) Pp xm 4.439 (Phaladelphia and
London

: J B. Lippmeott Co i i9i9.) Price

los. 6d. net
t

There has been a gfreat deal of controversy,

especially in the philosophical joumala of

America, concerning' the theory oi bebavtourism.

Prof. Watson is, we believe, the originator of the

term and the recogoiaed leader in its applicatiod

as a method in p^clxrfogy. The book before ns
is not an ei^KMition of the theory; it takes it-wi

•

aecdpted, and puts forward an dementary, but
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neverthetess complete, schematic outline of the

science of psychology, its scope and its method,

regarded from this point of view. It therefore,

better than any detailed exposition, sets before us

the advantages and the disadvantages, the lumta*

tions and inclusions and exclusions, of psychology

as the behaviourist conceives it.
,

Behaviourism is a theory of the science of

psychology based on two postulates. The first is

that the only thing the psychologist can study

scientifically is behaviour The second is that

there is nothing else in psychology to study but

behaviour. When the description of an m-

divtdual’s behaviour is exhausted there is no

remainder, no psyche, left out of the account. The
first postulate 15 explicit, the second implicit.

It IS dear at once, however, that the second is

fundamental Analyse the response of an organ-

ised material bemg to the stimulus of a situation,

and you have exhausted psychology Not only

have you gone as far as you can go, but there is

also no farther to go
When you have simplified your science to this

extent, the difficulty is to justify it at all. What
IS the subject-matter of psycholc^y which

demands a special method ? This is Prof

Watson’s difficulty Physiology is already in the

field, It has accomplished a vast amount of this

very behaviour study. What is there left over

for psychology? What sort of responses are

there to wnich the physiologist can be, and is,

completely indifferent, and which fall under the

class-heading, psychological? The further we
read in Hus book, the more intcnsdy does this

inquiry present itself as the cruaal question.

Three chapters of the book (no mconsiderable

portion of the whole) are acknowledged to be

pure physiolopy, and not psychology, and the

reader is told m the preface that be may skip

these if he likes, and Hiat if he does so he need
be at no disadvantage from his point of view as

psychologist. But the physiolc^y is not all so
easily excised When Prof Walson defines an
emotion he has to apdogise for the itnpossibihty

of avoiding physiological terms How much, one
wonders, would be left of the book if all the

physiology were taken out and only pure psycho-

logy left? The present writer, at least, as he
reads the book finds hunsell in continual expecta-

tion that now he is coming to the end of the

physiology and ttia4>eginning of the psydudogy^
but 18 continually disappointed, and the reason ts i

dear onou^ when Prof. Watson gives at last

his definition of the distinction of the two
sciences. Whenever, he tdls uS, we are study*)

iag the Response of* 8* part bf the ofgafibm to a
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situation we are m physiology, only when we
study the response of the whole organism to a

situation arc we in psychology

So then it is hke this—there are two sciences,
|

let us say, of a motor-car, one in which we study

the structure and function of the carburettor, the

gear-box, the magneto, etc , and another and

different science, in which we study the behaviour

of the complete car on the road, its hill-chmbing

power and its responses to the varying situations

consequent on the control of the traffic No
doubt there are people who can drive a car in

absolute ignorance of the mechanism they are

controlling, and in like manner there may be

psychologists with complete knowledge of the

responses of the individual, though ignorant of

the mechanism of the reflexes on which those

responses depend Neither is to be commended,
but can we rest satisfied with such a distinction?

Is It not false science to separate the science of the

parts from the science of the whole? Can the

parts mean anything in abstraction from the

whole, or the whole mean anything in abstraction

from the parts? This, however, seems to be the

behaviourist’s idea of the subject-matter and
scope and method of psychology and of its rela-

tion to physiology

If your interest is in psychology, surely what
you want to study is the subject of experience in

its living, conscious, self-active subjectivity

You can, easily enough, regard such subjects of

experience as objects, accurately describe their

behaviour in varying situations, and formulate

favly useful scientific laws in regard to them,

just as you may study the behaviour of a magnet
m the neighbourhood of different substances and
formulate magnetic laws But is either scientific?

Shall we, m the first case, discover by such a

njetbod the nature of imagery, conceptual thinking,

apperception, perception of reality and unreality,

ideality, rationality, and all the complex products
of mental life, any more than in the case of the

magnet statistical observations will lead us to

discover the electro-magnetic constitution of

matter? The essence of behaviourism is to trans-

late the mental into terms of bodily integration

and leave it there, satisfied that the work of

psycholc^ is now done There is nothing beyond
or different in its nature.

Behaviourism is not condemned by anything

positive which it reoonuAends, but by its absurdly

extravagant daim that in restricting research to

knetliods of observation and description it is

actuary making science all-indusive* This book,
€or example^ indicates numetous most useful

cxpertmental methods, and may inspire, and will

KO. J643, VOL. IO5I

direct, the student to practical researches of the

highest interest to the advance of science To
this extent every psychologist will welcome It It

IS difficult to find anything in its prinaple to

disagree with, save only its limitation and nagap

tion It IS only when the behaviourist turns to

us and says this is all there is
—

** Thought iS the

action of language mechanisms "—that we see

that from his point of view there is no psychdogy.

H WiLDON Carr.

The World’s Supply of Animal FoodstufTa.

Animal Foodstuffs Thetr Production and Con-
sumption, mtk a Special Reference to the British

Empire A Study in Economic Geography and
Agricultural Economics By Dr £ W Shana-

han (Studies in Economics and Political

Science) Pp viii+331 (London* George

Routledg^ and Sons, Ltd
,
New York E P.

Dutton and Co , ig^o ) Price lof 6d neL

This book provides a comprehensive and very

interesting survey of the production and

consumption of animal foodstuffs, considered

especially from the economic point of view An
interesting historical survey is included, which

starts with the use made of animal foodstuffs by

earlier generations and traces the gradually in-

creasing demand for, and consequent development

of, the supplies of these materials Part 1, of the

book gives a detailed survey of the production of

the various animal foodstuffs in the more im-

portant countries of the world.

With regard to animal foodstuffs the author

states that the following countries shovir a

definite net surplus when the balance of imports

and exports is taken by values, namely, the

United States, Russia (with Siberia;, Sweden,

Denmark, Holland, and Italy. When, further,

the net imports or exports of animal feedsluffs

are considered in conjunction with those of animal

foodstuffs, the following results are observed:

The surplus position of the United States, Argen-

tina, Uruguay, Canada, and Russia (with Siberia)

becomes intensified, wHtle tlie defiaency position

of Great Britain, Germany, and Belgium b^mes,
similarly, more marked ; at the same time the sur-

plus position of Denmark, Holland, Sweden, tqd

Ireland suffers reduction The author discusses

fully the influence on production of such factors as

agncultural machinery, cost of labour, co-operatioA

of fanners, etc. Part u. deals with the c6nsum|^
tkm of animal foodstuffs, the rate of ooostttaptton,

and the economic and other factors mllttendng

that rate.

There has been a rapid increase in th^r meat-
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ConBuming population of the world during the last

fifty years. This increase amounts apparently to

more than 90 per cent., and some further allowance

.should also, m the author’s opinion, be made for

tlK rise in the standard of living not only in

Europe, but also in Asiatic and tropical countries.

One o^ithe chief causes for this increase appears

to be 'the less frequent occurrence of devastating

wars as compared with earlier times. Also the

opening up of vast new regions of agncultural

productiveness encouraged the growth of the meat-

consuming population outside Europe, while the

development of cheap transport, enabling the sur-

plus foodstuffs and feedstuffs of these new coun-

tries to be earned to other regions where local

supplies were dehaent, had a great effect in mak-
ing possible the increase of the industrial popula-

tions in Europe From a study of the production

and consumption of animal fo^stuffs it becomes
clear that the supply of these is likely to

be considerably less than the demand The author

states that this is due to three causes Owing to

the comparative lack of undeveloped fertile

regions, the rate of expansion in the surplus pro-

duction of pasture-fed meat animals and of con-

centrated feedstuffs from the new overseas

countries is slowing down , the white meat-

consuming population has increased
,
with the

general improvements in the financial status of

industrial and agricultural workers in Europe,

their per capita consumption of animal foodstuffs

tends to rise

Part til of the book is concerned with the above

problems as they affect the British Empire The
study of the Empire’s deficiencies, both in animal

foodstuffs and feedsluffs, points throughout to its

lack of widespread intensive systems of agricul-

ture, for, though land resources are abundant,

they remain more or less undeveloped in large

areas The author emphasises the fact that

throughout those parts the Empire inhabited

by white people only a relatively small proportion

are engaged in agriculture, and they work on the

extensive instead of the intensive system. His
conclusion is

1^

” The Empire, as a whole, requires to
have an enormously increased area under
cultivation for the production of feedstuffs,

riot only to make good its defiaepey in this direc-

tion, but also to provide for the maintenance of
fbod-produdng animals and of poultry in much
larger numbers than at present, if it is to cover in

a more satufactofy way its deficiency in meat,
dairy produce, and

A Wuidile feature of the book lies b the

aumnwiet which occur at the end of nearly
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every chapter in Part lu
,

while for Parts i.

and 11. the author gives a full summary of

the conclusions to be drawn from the genera]

study of the question of food production and

consumption.

« Life and Lore of Birds.

The Heron of Castle Creek and Other Sketches

of Bird Life By A W Rees With a memoir

of the author by J K. Hudson. Pp xi + 218.

(London John Murray, 1920 )
Price 75. 6d net.

A MELANCHOLY interest is attached to this

volume, inasmuch as its gifted author

selected the articles, which had previously ap-

peared in various serial publications, for re-issue

m book form, but did not live to complete their

final revision for the press This task was under-

taken by his literary executor and successfully

earned through with so satisfactory a result that

we are glad to know that sufficient of Mr Rees’s

writings still remain to form another of these

delightful volumes

Most of the essays in the senes now before us

are devoted to bird-life, the various phases of

which are graphically desenbed from the personal

observations of the author, who did not trust to

books for his knowledge, but gleaned his informa-

tion at first hand from the creatures he loved

The engaging style of writing and the accuracy

of the author’s notes on the lives and loves of the

birds and beasts he watched disarm criticism and
form engrossing reading It is difficult to single

out any particular essay as of outstanding in-

terest, but the account of the parent kingfishers

teaching their brood to dive for minnows is

original, amusing, and instrucUve, while the

observations on the dipper, the efforts of the

author to find Us nest, and the affection shown
by these birds for their mates, entirely captivate

the reader When a cock offered his tribute of a
large worm to his lady-love, the author felt, as

he watched its antics, that he ** could recognise

a sentiment subtly different from mere animal
passion,” and goes on to say —

^

*‘In those rare bncf periods of outdoor study
when, to my surprise and delight, I have caught
a glimpse of what, for want of a belter phrase,
might he termed the humanity of Nature, I have
not merely imagined, hut have felt sure, that
many of the finen feeliqgs of man—pity, sym-
pathy, devotion, unselfish comradeship—are
shar^ In no small measure by creatures coa*
sidered to be far beneath our plane of life

”

Five esaays are given on the life of the part»

ridge at various p^ods of the year, and these
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are so graphically penned that one fancies one-

self at the author’s side, watching intently the

behaviour of these attractive birds, and sharing

with them the hopes, fears, and passions inci-

dental to all stages of their brief career in the

open, fraught as it is with constant danger from

hawk, weasel, fox, or sportsman, and yet alle-

viated by the intense joys inseparable from the

sharing with a mate the important duties of found-

ing a home and rearing a brood of tiny fledg-

lings The book is not without its humorous side

too, as the reader will discover when smiling over

the “ Misadventures of Bird-watching ” While
the author is endeavouring to identify a pair of

warblers and to find their nest, he is himself

closely watched, in the first place, by a puzzled

keeper, who suspects him of poaching, and,

secondly, by an angry bull m unpleasant prox-

imity, to escape the unwelcome attentions of

which the enthusiastic naturalist has perforce to

bring into action his fullest powers of strategy

This well-printed and unusually attractive

volume can be recommended to the notice of all

lovers of Nature and Nature-lore, and the ap-

pearance of a further scries of posthumous essays

will be very welcome
4

Our Bookshelf.

Enf(meertng Descnptive Geometry and Drawing
By Capt Frank W Bartlett and Prof
Theodore W Johnson Part i Pp vii + 206
Part n Pp v + 207-374 Part 111 Pp v f*

375-617+ XIV plates (New York. John Wiley
and Sons, Inc , London Chapman and Hall,

Ltd., 1919) Price ays 6d net

This book gives m full detail the elementary
courses of engineering drawing as taught to young
midshipmen in the Navy of the United States of
America. The instruction is arranged on the

assumption that the student is quite without know-
ledge or experience in the handling of drawing
instruments Part 1 ,

occupying about a third
of the volume, treats of line drawing in 4)encil and
in ink, lettering, the use and care of instruments
and scales, and describes in the minutest detail

all the “tricks of the tool's true play” as wit-

nessed m the practice of the draughtsman’s art

In these pages the learner has virtually at his

elbow, for constant reference, the skilled crafts-

man and the experienced teacher His progress
should be sure and rapid, even without much help
from ao instructor

In part li. the principles of projection and de-
scriptive geometry are (infolded in close relation

to tile spra^ needs of engineers
Part iii. it perhaps the most important section,

and the fourteen plates at the end give standard
^Bnyasiooa of sum things as bolts, nuts, rivets,
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pipes, rolled sections, etc., as adopted by the

bureaux of the U.S Navy Department. We
have in this part a finely graduated scheme of
work in which the student executes finished

drawings of machine details from his own di-

mensioned hand sketches of the actual parts;

becomes familiar with the tables of standards;
IS trained in the reading of drawings, etc.

Although the instructions are again minute
and full, almost suflicient for self-tuition,

there is no suspicion of spoon-feeding, and the
student is left more and more to his owm resources

as he becomes fit There are chapters on ships’

lines and on structural steel and iron work.
The treatment of the subject has been evolved

gradually and embodies the results of much ex-
perience in class work It is characterised by
thoroughness, and the text book is a model of

what such a book should be Ihe volume ought
to be in the library of every technical school

and drawing class in this country Teachers as
well as students could learn much from it

Intermediate Text-hook of Magnetism and Elec-

tnaty By R W. Hutchinson Pp viii + 6ao.

(London W B Clive
,

University Tutorial

Press, Ltd
, 1920 )

Price Ss 6d
Tiic writer of a hook such as this is a little

handicapped by having to work in accordance
with schemes laid down by boards of examiners,
and has not quite a free hand in the arrangement
and development of his material Covering the.

subject up to the Intermediate ” standard, th^

work IS suitable more to the science student than
to the future electrical engineer, and m view of

the vastness of the field the author has been
obliged to cut down the practical parts of the

subject in order to provide space for the more
academical sections It is not his fault that the

pith ball is made as important as the dynamo
Nevertheless, we would urge that it is as essential

for the science student as for the engineer to
“ think in volts and amperes ” before he attempts
to grasp subtler refinements, and we should have
liked to see Ohm’s law and the conception of

resistance introduced earlier than p 304 In the

author’s treatment of magnetism, on the other

hand, with which he commences his volume, he
boldly brings his reader face to face with the

equation B=:4irl + H as early as p. 31, adopting

“an introductory elementary treatment to acquaint
the reader with the general meaning of the terms
in use,” and giving tile fuller treatment in its

proper place later. The idea is excellent, and
a similar scheme might have been applied to elec-

tric currents with advantage
Taken all round, the work is painstaking and

IS skilfully compiled Speaal attention should be
directed to the three concluding chapters on elec-

trical oscillations, passage of electiwty through
gases, and radio-activity respectively, whudi form
admirable introductions to the portioqs of tbe
subject founded on the more modem researchet
in physics.
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L Jumof Cours0 of Pracitcal Zoology, By the

bte FroL A, Miliiee Marshall and the late

Dr, C. Herbert Hurst, Ninth edition, revised

by Prof, F, W Gamble. Pp. xaxvi+siy.
(London ; John Murray, 192a) Price 12s net.

Thb principal change m the new edition of this

admirable and weli<^tablished text-book is the

substation of Dtpyhdtum conmum for Tsenia as

an example of a tapeworm This change has no
doubt been determined largely by the common
occurrence of Dipyhdium and the consequent
facility in obtaining suffiaent material—especially

scohces—^for dass purposes. The account is illus-

trated by a page oi gtx>d figures, but there is an
error in the magnification given for Fig 3 From
the point of view of the organs of the segment,
Dipyhdium—with two sets of reproductive organs
in each segment, and the uterus subdivided into

capsules in the mature segment—is not so good
as Tfienia as a type for study by junior students,

and for the convenience of those teachers who
prefer the latter type a brief description of the

organs of the segment of Tmnia might be added
at the end of the account, together with Figs 4
and 6 on p. 47 of the previous edition

In spite of the care with which the book has
been edited, a few shps have escaped attention

—

a.g. on p 13 “Monocystis belongs to the
Sporozoa or Gregarines,” us if these two terms
-r-one relating to a class, and the other to an
order in the class- were synonymous, there is

the loose statement on p 33 that m Obelia some
of the buds “ have no mouth and become
mousse”, and the amount of acid given tn the
formula for acid alcohol is incorrect owing to

the omission of a deamal point

Letters to the Editor.

[The Editor doei not hold rosponsthU for
opmiont ^xj^tttod by his cofrespondmtis Neither
can he unaertake to return, or to corrtbpond with
the writers of, rejected manutertpis tniodded for
this or any other part of Naturx No noUu ts

taken of anonymous communications}

Tbs •epsratlon ef ths iMtopet ef OMerfm.
Mr. Chapman's conclusion (Nature, June 17,

p. 487) that the isotopes ol chJonne should on certam
assumptions be capable of separation by chemical
means, is clearly wrong, unless there U something
not stated in the reasoning to prevent it being applied
to the case of a "pure** element, euch as, for
example,^ accoidiog to the results of Aston, fluormo
actually is Denoting an entirely Imaginary difference
between two kinds of fiuonne atoms bv P and F',
the reasoning jseems to. lead In this ca^ to the
obviously absurd result that tlvse two kinds of Iden-
tical.atcvns with a purely Imaginary difference must
be capable of separation by chemicM means
The error appears to be in the equilibrium equa-

tion (i)

rci.iici'0-[cia']*.

Mr Chapman does not show how he deduces thls^
and it is of Interest to know whether the error is due
to a sup in the application of the theory of chemical
<^uUtbria to the case or to a fundamental flaw in
that dieory In the present rase, If the Isotc^ies are
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assumed to be chemically identical and the distribu-

tion of the two kinds of atoms in the molecules due
to pure chance, then if n it the fraction of Cl atoinx
and (z— n) that of the Cl' atoms, the fracdon ef

CL molecules is n”, of the Cl', moleailes (1— n)*, and
of the Cl Cl' molecules 3n(i-n) This gives

[Cij[ci'j-itci CIT.
which is in accord with the ratio 9 to i to 6, stated
by Merton and Hartl^ for the case nao75 (Nature^
March 35, p. 104), and with Mr Chapman's own
equation (iv) deduced from the assumption that the
isotopes are non-separable Frederick Soddv.

A PossMf Cause for the Diamagnetism of Bolr*e
Paramagnetie Hydrogen Atom.

I

One of the difficulties which confronts B<^r*s
I

structure of the h><lrogen atom is the fact that
hydrogen, on his hypothesis, should be paramagnetic,
whereas it i&, like the majonty of the simple gases,
diamagnetic Experiments on the magnetism of gases
have, however, always been made above absolute zero,
and the atoms must therefore be in motion , and if

this motion involves vibrations and rotations of the
atom as well as translatory movements, then it is

possible for the atom to appear diamagnetic, although
It may be inherently paramagnetic In a paper on
'' Tiie Mean Magnetic Moment and Mean Ener^ of a
Vibrating Magnet’* (Mems Manchester Lit. aim Phil.

Soc ,
vol Ivii , 1913, No 4) 1 considered in a simple

case how such an effect might arise if a magnet
were in a uniform field and Tree from the influence
of neighbouring magnets In these circumstances,
when the vibrations exceed 130^ on cither %ide oi
the position of rest, ot if the vibrations pass into
rotations, then the magnet will appear to be dia-
magnetic, because the average time during which the
positive and negative poles are in the diamagnetic
position is longer than the average time during which
thev are m the naramugnetic position
Honda (Phvs ftev , Ser a, xiu , 1919) has recently

examined at length the effect of all the possible rota-

tional movements of a magnet in his kinetic theory
of magnetism and, with certain assumptions as to
the shape of the atom, comes to the same conclusion
Applying this result to a paramagnetic atom, it is

possible that such an atom, in virtue of its motion,
mav appear to be diamagneUc, and the fact that

^hydrogen is diamagiMtic may be quite consistent with
Bohr’s paramagnetic model of the atom
The kind of diamagnetism here considered, which

may be called p9eudo.diamagnetism, differs from that
due to induced electric currents In the atom, which
mav be regarded as tt ue diamagnetism Pseudo,
diamagnetism will be subject to variation with
changes of temperature and with the state of aggrega-
tion of the atoms while true diamagnetism is probably
independent of these.

If the diamagnetism of hydrogen should be found
to chanrje at a very low temperature and in a very
strong field, it would show that the diamagnetism of

this gas was probably an effect of the motion of its

atoms, and such a result would mdircctlV help to
confirm Bohr's view of the structure of the atom by
removing a difficulty ^ JR Ashworth

Rochdale, June 8

A ttaBced IHnylaiH VeaMa In the OsMi.
Thx ostdefa chick on hatching dispUvs an oval,

dscrtc-coloured, bare patch towards the YdnA part of Dke
head Later, it tends to be hidden by the tfikk
growth of halrJike feathers which cover tfw head
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gancndlyt but «ven m the adult it can always be
recognised by turning the feathers aside Its position

suggests that it is in some way associated with the
pineal body, and dissei tion r veals a large pineal

gland directly beneath, though wholly cut off by the

sKull Early stages in the developing chick disclose a

yet more remirl^ble form'ition in the same region

which leaves no doubt that the b*)rc patch is really a
brow spot or pineal spot the ostrich being the onl>

bird in which a permanent structure of this kind has
bMn described

Ostrich embryos of about twenty six daya’ incuba
tion—the full period being forty-two davs—display a

Fir I

large pedunculate vesicle projecting from the middle
of the bare patch, surtounded by developing feathei!»

(Fig i) The stalk is thick, deeply pigmented and
rounded above but iiiegular in outline below whik
the vesicle is thin walled and almost transparent, the

whole structure strongly suggesting a stalked eye
The outgrowth persists for i few dnvs onI\ but all

ostrich cnieka from about twenty to thirty days’ in

cubation reveal one stage or another m itb develop

ment or retrogression
Microscopic sections through the full> developed

organ reveal the condition represented in Fig 2 Ihe

stalk IS solid and broad helow^ with a thick epidermis

produced into small, irregular ffmbnations and deeplv

pigmeated, while the vesicle is extremely thm-walled

and filled with a coagulable fluid The underlying

dermal tissue is continue unchanged into the stalk,

but below It has undergone a peculiar sclerose modi-

ficaticNa The whole structure is thus tegumental and

destitute of any special nervous or sensory elements

Beneath it, but not represented in the figtire, is the

anil-developed puieal gland restmg upon the pouch

Bke dorsal sac. Before the vesicle » fully formed,

sections reveal *at the basal part of tin stalk is

double, as if two stalks have become fused, but only

NO 3^3 ,
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one has elongated, and ends in the vesicle At a late
stage m retrogression the two components are quite
distinct

A pedunculate vesicle, arising from the middle of
the head, renders the ostrich unique among birds as
well as among the entire vertebrate senes Its

general association, however, leaves no doubt that it

IS a part of the pineal complex 1 he latter has, there-
fore, been investigated from the earliest chick stage,
and many significant fc iturcs hav4 been disclosed
The primary pine il vesicle or epiphysis appears about
the third day of iniubition as a supple, globular,
median outgrowth of the roof of the thalamen
cephalon, later, it forms x dense follicular system,
and communuation with the thud \cntriclc is Imt
At the timt of its form ition a small solid upgrowth
takes place just anterior to it and situated cn the
right std( tftciwaids tx*commg tubular ind d t uhed,
ind exUnding upwards and fnrw irds (Vii th left

(crebral hemisphere Ml the cvidfnt4 pcinl to this as
i vestigeal parap m il 01 g in arising m dost issinii

tion with the pin il rrgan but d< 1 1 h I from it ft

disappears about the tonih 1 iv of in ul tlicr \ piia
phvsial upgrowth ins s in funt if tli \f1unt trtns
versum but p< rsists foi a few d i\ s onh nd 1 d( rsal

aic situated immedi it U undir thi pim il gland is

strongly developed
It IS submitted that the Msict is the finbr\onic

persistent intej^ument tl rovuin^ of 1 stall < I parirtal

eje which was present in the me stors of ttv ostruh
The sensorv part of (<rtbril ciigin h s d« i^onmtcd
as in all birds but the ptetf ti\e 01 nt d i \fiing of

transparent epidei m s md dc imis which would
envelop it as it pushed its w t\ uow trds still leappc irs

in the embr\o remains f r a \<t\ biic'f ocrod and
then retrogresses the

]
im I pit h Icint, all th it per

sists in later lif 1 ho uniqiio st ill ed <h iraitcr of the
e\e is inanif M\ i piiul trilv tc bo corrtlated with
the pfosonro of a io\c rin^, of fo itlw s m 1 irds

J r Dl rRDHN

The Alligator Pear

Thl import mt notice of Fx^rsca gratissima in

NaturI' of Mav 27 may Ijc usefully supplemented
from Madeira whtie, duiing th< list sixty years, from
ten or 1 dozen examples, the tree his become fimiliar

in even garden enclosure on the lowei 500 ft of our
mountain sides—culti\ ated for its attractive form and
autumn il \iild of valuable fiuit

The rev IV d of the shoit vo\ *g< fiom Madcin, three

days and a hilf to Southampton lias rcstor^ the

alligator pear tc its formci impcntaiici in the London
mirket, for no other locality can offer equal facility

for presenting this valuable tsculent in condition to

satisfy the educahd palate of those who I now the

flavour of the ftCbh fiuit

Grown from seed P gr tii tma bcj^ins to bear
fruit in from seven to ten \( ms attaining full

maturity in twenty vears when it has grown into a
spreading tree 30 ft high or moie with dense light

green foliage matunng an abundant crop in Septem-
ber and October
A single tree in full bearing will vicld a market

value of from 81 to 1 and the nrh nuttv flavoured

fruit IS in growing demand
In Madeira no senous efforts have been directed to

the improvement of the alligator pear either bv selec-

tion or grafting, and the large central seed rtiU

remains as a reproach to us, hut the stimulus of
increasing commercial value is at hand and prefer-

ence wilt he given to increased food value Some
years ago I suggested that the tree might be usefully

grafted on to Petsea tndtea one of the four Madetren
laurels, much hardier and with greater range, hoping
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thus to spread the pear-tree beyond its present limits

and to obtain from a more robust stock an increased
thickness of edible fleshy and perhaps improvement m
flavour, and parcels of ^ tndu.a seed were sent to

the southern Lnitod States to test this means of fruit

development But the wild Persea is fast disappear-
ing from our forests through sheer Improvidence, and
Its priceless pink-tintod mahogany will soon be extinct

Ihe alligator pear—the ‘ midshipman's butter” of
other days—is mainly eaten in Madeira as a breakfast-
tablo fruit, generally with pepper and salt, and is

especially to be commended as a sapid adjunct to a
well-mam salad, garnislied with segments of the
fruit as with hard-boiled egg, and sprinkled with the
edible flowers of Cercu Ml^quastrum when available

Ihe Portuguese authorities will some day realise

that the fcitilc valUys into >\hich thesi mountain-
slopes are cloven m iv be more profitably ocfupicd
than with sugar-ranc by tlie custard apple, alligatorK and other plants the perishable prcduct of which

ira onl>, from its situation, can supply in per-
fection to the European markets, and our perennial
recn peas, Cape goo*^bernes, February strav^ berries,

ognuts, '\nd braid be ms will then iivailable in
profusion while tl'w; Northern markets still wear their

wintry aspect Michaei Grabham
Madeira, June 7

Eye-Oolour hi Beet.

Every biologist is now familtai with the colour-
variation in the <>cs of Drosophila, and the tcmaik-
able contiibutions to biological theory which this

variation has made possible It is not so well known
that among the Anthophond bees there arc striking
di (Terences m e)e.cokur, which must Imve arisen in

a manner atialogous to those of Drosophila Ihese
differences usually ch'iractense species, thus m the
genus Centns one form has the eyes crimson, another
green, another grey In Anthophora two closely

related species from New Mexico differ, one having
the eves green, while in the other they arc dark
purplish Ihere are other differmocs, and the species

are quite distinct I have just obtained evidence of
mutation in e\c-colnur within the spoci«*b Antho-
phora porterae Ckll

,
is a laige species with clear

green (olive-grecn or pea-grern) eyes Ihe varieties

Watsom and semtflava ngrec w'lth the typical form
of the sjKcics in this respect However, on May 23
of this year, at White Rocks, near Boulder, Colorado,
Miss Mane Chandler found a male with the ctes
dark hluish-green (sea-green) This mav be called

mut Thalassina On drying, after death, the eyes
became grev ranrblcd with black

T D A Cockerell
University of Colorado, Boulder

BrltMi titd Portigii SelMitHle Apparatim.

It mav be said at once with emphasis that British
scientific instruments cannot be made in factories at

the present waj^rates and under prevailing labour
conditions at twice the pre-wnr pnees if identical In

quality and construction Mr Ogilvy discloses the
same fact with regard to German instruments when
he states in Naturf of June 3 that the wages rates of

Germany are 40a per cent higher than in 1914, and
that working condUlons are difficult in every wav
The only reason that German firms can self in

English money at from 60 per cent to 100 per cent
above pre-war rates Is on account of the benefit they
have under to-dav*s rate of exchange, which values the
mark at only* It is obvious that German firms
are doing remarkably well for themselves by selling

in England at about twice the pre-war price

The question is not one of trade, prohibition,
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or import under Uoence, but whether the scieatific

instrument manufacturing of this country is to con-
tmue or not It is recognised that scienutic apparatus
is a necessity to the nation, and should properly be
maintained as a ”key mdus^ ” The munutacturers
have the courage and the enterprise, and have been
making preparations for production by new methods
on a large scale for many months under exceedingly
difiicult conditions, but with the assurance that some
degree of protection would be given to them

J have before me as 1 write an offer of 11,935 prism
binoculars lying in London by leading German
makers, all at the same price and far below the cost
at which similar binoculars < an be made in this

counUy at the present time This, surely, is a case
of dumping ”

It must never be forgotten that the scientific Instru-

ment tnakeis in this country were among the foremost
in the production of precise instruments for the war
Works were enlarged and plant increased to make
instruments of which the Ciovtrnment had never
encouraged the manufacture m this country, pre-
ferring to buy from Germanv in times of peace , and
the more effectually a compaiativcly small firm did
Its vork in war-time, the more it is handicapp^
now Several firms are laden with promises and plant,
and have excess profits liabilities which are difficult to
meet in cash, while caoitahsts will not put money
into scientific instrument manufacturing businesses
under present conditions

Production would be hastened on a scale com-
mensurate with the needs not onlv of this country,
but also of the world, if these facts were faced and
met, and it is the opinion of scientific instrument
makers that some degree of orotectlon should be
afforded during the period (hat the mark and the
franc have such a deprecinted value
There are no “trusts” in the 'British optical world,

as a correspondent in Natitre suggests, there is

severe competition between all manufacturers
British manufacturers have never been slow in

throwing open their works for the msoection of those
who are interested and if vour corresoondents and
readers could be induced to pnv a visit to some of the
works m this country and see exactly whit is going
on and the possibilities that exist, thev might be led
to take a view of the subiert which would offer
enmuragement to the hardly pressed, hut still

optimistic, British scientific instalment mnker
If nnv renders of Nature should wish to visit

ontical works, nnd would send a note to the secretarv
of the British Opficfll Instrument Manufacturers*
Association, Ltd , 2-3 Duke Street, St James’s,
arrangements would quickly be mode

F W Watsov Bskfr
(W Watson and Sons, Ltd )

313 High Holbom, London W C

Applied Sofenoe end Induttrtal Reeearoli.

Prof Soddy and Major A G Church both say in

Nature of June 3 that my letter published on May 27
confuses the Issue It mav be so, 1 have never
known a controversy in which each side did not,
sincerely, accuse the other of the sins of irrelevancy
and confusion 1 have no desire to enter on a detailed
discussion of personal views Mv sole aim was to
raise certain prtncinles that seemed to me in danger
of being overlooked I think Prof, Soddv’s sugges-
tion will meet the case that readers of NATtnut who
are Interested should obtain a conv of> the full report
of his address Thev can then fudge for themselves
how much or how little occasion there was to Justify

mv letter J. W, W^lxiAlMON*

3 Canterbury Mansions, NW 6, June' is.
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Wireless Telephony

By Prof W H Eccles

W IRELESS telephony has made such rapid
progress during the past six or seven ydrs

that It must now be look^ upon as a possible

rival to wireless telegi nphy for communication
over distances up to a thousand miles Although
telephonic communication demands on normal
occasions the expenditure of more power than
does communication by Morse igns yet the
superior npidity with which thought can be con
veyed by voice transmission is a weighty advon
tage ind besides telephony often proves more
successful thin telegraphy when strays ind malo
gous disturb inccs in bad partly be cause the cai
IS so skilful in follow the voice in the midst of
other noises and partly because the coi text

greatly assists comprehci sion Many of the
retent impiovemcnts by which he present p is I cn
in wireless telephony has been reached ar dee to
the development of the therm eme vacuum v l\e

with three electrodes r illed tor short the tr ode
The essential diflcreme between wireless tele

phony ind wireless telegraphy is that the voice
is us8d instead of the Morse key to produce
alterations in the radiated eleelrie wives In
continuous wave wireless telegraphy the Morse
key and in wireless telephony the voice may be
applied in two wiys (i) for altering the wave
length and (a) for altering the amplitude of the
oscillations in the antenni A distant receiving
station capable of shirp response to the mrmal
wave length of the sending station picks up less

energy from the iltercd waves passing over it

whichever type of alteration is in use it the send
ing end for if the amplitude at the sendei is

altered the amplitude of the electric and mag
netic fields produced at the receiver is changed
correspondingly while if the wave length at the
sender is altered the receiving station icsponds
less because the incoming waves ire out of tune
with It In m iny telegraph and telephone systems
both types of alter ition occur together
Once the source of continuous waves is avail

able the mam problem in wireless telephony is

to provide means of exciting the transmitting
antenna in accordance with acoustic vibntions
produced by the voice The process of moulding
the oscillatory currents by means of the voice
has come to be called modulation and the
apparatus used, if distinct from the rest of the
transmitting apparatus is called the modulator
The obvious method of modulating a given

high frequency alternating current is to use the
famihar apparatus of ordinary line telephony In
our ordinary line telephpne services direct current

passed through a carbon microphone and is

constant m value so long as the granules in the
mterophone are quiescent but when the granules
are made to vibrate by the voice, the current is

correspondmgly modulated and may be made to
produce sound by the familiar tdepbooe receiver

cmalsttng of an electromagnet and an iron dta*
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phrigm or reed In wireless telephony the micro
phone m ly be use 1 m a precisely inalogous way
by being placed in the nntenna as shown in hig i,

or in 'in earlier circuit as shown m 1 ig 2 In
the apparatus of these diagrams the oscillatory
current may c me from an arc in ilternitor, or
i tiiode

A different method of modulating a given source
of supply w as advocated especially by R A
1 cssenden in America early in the history of wire-
less telephony The essence of this method was
the empl jment of a condtnser of wh h one
suffice could be moved relatively to the other by
the V lice and th s was usually issoeialed with the
antenna of the sc ider \ltei it ons >f the cltttr e 1

eapac t} of the condenser piuduce depirtures from
rescninre ind therefore Iter the amplit ide ex
citt d m the antenn i by the source of oscillations
On the other hand the condenser m ly be used
in the circuit gener t ng the oscill tions especially
when the source is an are or a triodc and in this
case the freq jtnc)^ of the os illations supplied to
the antenna is modiil ited b\ the vnee and conse

quently both niplitudc and frequency of the osei
1 ilions in the antenna arc modul iled 1 he coi
denser his to be of special c^nstiuction m ord<
that Its capadty shall be vanible at i frequenc
of 1000 per se nd In the recorded experimcn
It has consisted of a th 1 diaphrigm placed \ci
close to a fixed pai dlel plate ind the diaphragi
his been letcd upon cillicr dircrtl> by the vou
or indiredly by meins of s;)me magnified mien
phone currents passing through an electromagne
The above two methods atcjmplish modul,

tion by variation jf the resist incc and of tl

cipacity respectively of one or other of the oscj
latory circuits It is natural to consider the pos<
bility of var mg the rem lining electrical magr
tude—namely the inductance self or mutus
The variation of self inductance has been employe
by both German and American experimenters, b
perhaps the most successful 15 that due
E F W Alexanderson of the General Electric C
of Amenca In a broad sense this experiment
takes advantage of the dependence of the perme
bility of iron upon the intensity of the magnei
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field applied to it Upon the same core of finely

laminated iron there is a winding to carry high-

frequency current and one for the microphone

current. The microphone current as it vanes

takes the iron to different magnetic states, alters

the permeability accordingly, and therefore vanes

the self-mductancc of the high-frequency coils

Many matters of detail have had to be worked
out in perfecting the apparatus, an important one

A D

'—UHJ
'T"niF

n
B 'um:- J--

.ii
C

Fio 3

may be explained by aid of Fig 3 Here A, B
are the terminals of the high-frequency circuit,

and C, D those of the direct-current or microphone
circuit. Ihe iron core seen in the figure is part

of a dosed magnetic circuit , it is in two portions,

each of ^^hlch carries half of the high-frequency
winding, the microphone winding encircles both
portions of the core Since the high-frequency
windings are wound to exert opposite magneto-
motive forces on the halves of the core, they in-

duce negligible high-frequency electromotive
forces in the microphone coil

The connections of the apparatus to the
alternator, the antenna, and th^ 'microphone
are shown in Fig 4, which also intix^uoes

further details^ namely, the four condensers.
For aunplicity the windings are represented
without their cores, though it must be re-

membered that the operation of the device
depends entirely upon the magoettc propertiea of
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iron. The condensers Cj and have as their

chief function the prevention of the flow of un-

desired acoustic currents in the high-frequency

windings The condenser Cg tends to annul some
of the non-varying inductance in the circuit com-
prising the magnetic controller and the alternator,

and the condenser C4 appears to have been intro-

duced for phase adjustment, and enhances the

sensitiveness of the whole arrangement to changes
of microphone current The performance of the

device is excellent, it is stated that a variation

of 02 ampere in the direct current through the

microphone has been made to alter the power
given to the antenna from about 6 kw to 43 kw

It was by aid of this device that Ministers

in Washington conversed with President

Wilson in mid-Allantic, the voice currents

reaching the magnetic controller after passing
over land wires from Washington to the

New Brunswick wireless station It will be
noticed that in this method of \urying an
element of the complete antenna circuit the varia-

tion IS not effected directly by the voice, and in

this respect the method is unlike the former two
methods
A related class of methods of modulating the

oscillations of the antenna is that in which a
voice-varied mutual inductance is employed to

transfer the high-frequency energy from the
source to the antenna Perhaps the nearest

approach to such a method is that of KOhn, of

the lelefunken Co of Germany, though in his

method the self-inductance of the circuits is varied
also The method has not worked out so success-

fully as that of Alexanderson, and need not be
described here
A third class of methods of modulation aims

at varying the activity of the source of higb-
frequtney current, this is in contrast with the

preceding methods, in which the functioning of

the source is not directly controlled In the

methods to be described the point of application
of the control is, so to speak, behind the source,

the antenna being supposed to be in front For
example, the direct current that creates the mag-
netic field of a high-frequency alternator, or the

direct current or voltage supplied to one of the

circuits of a triode oscillator—that is, an oscil-

latory circuit sustained in oscillation by means
of a thrce-clectrodc vacuum valve—might be
varied by the voice, and the high-frequency output
to the antenna be varied accordingly. Many very
miscellaneous schemes have been described, the
difficulty 18 to make a representative selection.

The triode oscillator especially lends itself to a
multitude of ingenious designs.

In Fig 5 the circuits of a sinf^ form of oocil-

lator are sketched. The coil marked L is con-
nected at one end to the anode, at the other to
the gnd, of a triode, the filament being connected
to a tapping in the coil The inductance L of the
coil and the electrical capacity C of the condenser
constitute the circuit in which oscillations are to
be maintained The action of the tircuits may
he explained broadly thut : Suppose an oscillatory

^ - T »
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current to be flowing ui L and C, and that we
choose an instant when the grid is, say, at a posi-

tive potential relative to the filament and rising in

value; in accordance with the properties of these

tubes the electromotive force transferred from the

gnd to the anode arcuit of the tube will be from
filament to anode outside the tube and rising in

value Thus the electromotive force acting on the

portion of the coil in the anode circuit is in phase
with the potential difference postulated to exist

throughout the coil in virtue of the oscillating

current in it, and therefore the electrical motion
tends to be maintained

In such an oscillator the frequency of the oscil-

lations is mainly determined by the inductance
and capacity, but every other circumstance of the

circuits has its influence Moreover, the ampli-
tude of the oscillations often vanes when the
frequency does Thus if acoustic vanations be
imposed upon the current emplo>ed for heating
the filament or upon the electromotive force in

the anode circuit, or upon a source of electro-

motive force between grid and filament, the high-
frequency output of the assemblage varies corre

spondlngly An ordinary microphone will, it

need scarcely be said, be used for conver^ng
the voice-made air vibrations into current varia-

I* II

tions, and transformers will be used when of
|

advantage for introducing the current vanations
into the various circuits mentioned above
One of the most interesting of these methods

was described by Major Prince in a paper
read recently before the Wireless Section of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers, the apparatus
being that finally adopted by the R A.F for aero-
plane work.
The pnnciples employed may be seen from

rig 6, whi^ is drawn as free from detail as
possible The antenna A is maintained in oscilla-
tion by the transmitting triodc Rj m a manner
similar to that of Fig 5, the modulator tube R,
magnifies the voltages applied to its grid by the
microphone currents in the primary of the trans-
former T. The high voltage for the anode circuits
of each tube is supplied by the battery E, which is

in^ series with a liiiye choking coil x* When the
microphone ia quiescent th^e Cull voltage of E acts
steadfly on the anode of Rt, but when the micro-
phone produces variable eleeftomotive forces on
the grid of R| these are multipUad, transferred
to the anode arcuit of R^ and if the choking coil

^ et&ougfa to be effective, and the qondenser
C not too large, they reach At anodb^dinnait of

tn odnacquenoe the an^tude of the oscilla-
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tions generated by Rj is varied in correspondence
with the microphone current variations, and to a
small extent the frequency is changed also. This
set of apparatus is styled a ao-watt set.

When the normal range of transmission must
attain 100 miles, the problem of modulating the

necessary power becomes formidable, chiefly on
account of the limitations affecting the micro-
phone It is obvious that direct modulation by
means of ordinary microphones is impossible

except for small currents, say not exceeding

2 amperes, in consequence, in the endeavour to

achieve long-range telephony, special microphones
—some of them employing liquid conductors—
have been devised, and sometimes many micro-

phones have been used in parallel At this stage

the three-electrodo vacuum valve comes to our

assistance in various ways, some of which
must now be explained In the first place the

tnode may be employed as an amplifier of the

variable currents or electromotive forces leaving

the microphone, and these may be applied to the

modulation of larger high-frequency currents than

was before possible, the tube is then the actual

modulator. An instance of this appears in Fig. 6.

In the second place the tnode may be utilised r*

a by-pass to deflect high-frequenc^ current froi

the antenna to itself or to other apparatus capable

of dissipating the necessary amount of energy—

a

subtraction method that has proved very success-*

ful The tube may serve m either or both of

these functions as modulator of the high-frequency

current from arcs, alternators, or craer sources

of osallations, not omitting the tnode osallator

itself Evidently the fact that these three-elec-

trode valves can perform the distinct offices of

generator of oscillations, magnifier of high and
low frequencies, 1^ modulator, and in tmeh
office may be associated with a remarkable varie^
of circuits, may be expected to leadf and is lead*

ing, to endless permutations and combinations in

the circuits proposed for medium- and long-range
wireless triephony
There is space for brief descriptions of only

two examples of large power plants. In 1914
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the Western Electric Co conducted a great ex*>Kent from the American naval station at
near Washlr^on, and succeeded in

speaking to the Eiffel Tower (3700 km ), and
exceptionally to Honolulu (8000 km ) Triodes
were used as osallators, modulators^ and
magmfiers The chain of apparatus was as fol-

lows* First came a friode oscillator of small
power, which was coupled by means of a high-
frequency transformer to the gnd circuit of a
medium-sized tube This grid circuit contained
alw the secondary winding of a transformer, the
primary of which earned the currents from the
microphone The anode circuit of this medium
triode therefore contained magnified modulated
current of the high frequency dictated by

Ql

the amaU tnode oscillator. Ihc current was
next transferred by means of a transformer from
this anode circuit to the gnd arcuit of a bank
of medium-sued amplifying tubes connected in

parallel, and was again magnified, and finally it

transformed once more into a circuit con-
taining the grids of more than 500 parallel con-
nected tubes It ought to be remarked that great

Kress has been made since 1914 in the manu-
ire of power bulbs, and that the experiment

can now be carried out on a larger power scale
with a far smaller array of tubes
The remaining example to be dted is the re-

oanfly erected ao-kw j^ant of die Marconi Co.
During the past few weeks it has transmitted
mod qu^lty^ speech to a distance of 1500 miles.
1b j^rinciple it is of the subtraction or absorption

type. A diagram of th^ chief parts appears
in Fig 7, from which are omitted all details

regarding the healing currents for the filaments

and concerning the rectifying of the high-voltage

current for the anode arcuits. The oscillations

are generated in the circiut L C by a bank of six

large three-electrode valves in parcel marked O,,

and transferred to the 'intenna by the coupling h
The absorption tubes ire three in number, and
are shown at A^, their three anodes are large

enough to dissipate all the energy normally given

to the antenna These absorption tnodes are

controlled by applying to their grids the speech

electromotive forces after these hqve been magni-
fied by the successive Inodes M| and The
total consumption of power is 20 kw

,
including

all that noLtssary for

heating the filaments, the

height of the aerial ts

400 ft , and the wave-
length 2750 metres

It will be noticed that

II ponnrvJ the above are all one-

f way methods—that is to

I (tYjO two persons

3 C using two stations for

^Durrpof
conversation must speak
in turn, and the listener

must wait for the

speaker to finish before

he switches over from

L hstening circuit to

his speaking circuit
This falls far short of
perfection For perfect

telephony it is essential

that both persons shall
be awe to speak and hear simultaneously if they
so desire, as in ordinary line telephony For in-
formation about the most modern attempts at
duplex telepho^ a paper read recently before the
Institution of Electrical Engineers by Mr P P
Eckerslcy should be consulted Until a com-
plete duplex method is devised and proved,
wireless telephony must remam a somewhat irk-
Mme mode of communication for putdic use. The
ideal method will be such that a wirdess station
on this side of the Atlantic could be connected
over land lines to, say, London, and a station 00
the other side connected by land lines to New
York, and the persons using the apparatus would
be unable to tell tiiat wireless tdephony across
the ocean had been an agency in the transmission
of their voices.

The Meteorology of the Temperate Zone and the General Atmospheric CireuUtioii.

By Prof. V Bjbxknm.

TN Norwy, since the year 1918, an attempt ology. These are due especnliy to three yeung‘ hw bew made to base foreMsts of weather meteordogiats, J. Bjerknes, H. Solbera, ^^ of *^ close network of T. B^roo, who lave been attached to ^meteo^ogical stations. The study of the corre- service, and wUI return to the auUeet bspoadiw very detailed synoptic charts has led to piq^ ^ oewwa
taterestlng results even for Urge-scale meteor- 1 ™very short tumaiaiy of some of the mabmteresti^ results even for large-sc^ meteor-
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results will be given here. These will be seen to
give, to some extent, both verifications and further
devdopments of ideas, which, although advanc^
by leading theoretical meteorologists, have not
yet exerted any noticeable influence upon the
development of meteorology ^

Great changes in the weather in our latitudes

have been found to depend upon the passage of

a hne of discontinuity which marks the frontier

between masses of air of different ongm A hne
of this kind was first found to exist in every

current of cold air (Fig. i). The whole system
moves with the east-lx>und current, and the
cyclonic centre with the lowest pressure is in the
region where the cyclonic track touches the border
of the tongue. The front border, before this

point, is curved like a reversed “ S ”
, the rear

border, behind this point, has a uniform concave
curvature Along the front border warm air from
the tongue ascends the barrier formed by the cold
air, which, in return, passes round die tongue m
order to penetrate below the warm air along the

rear border Two bands of ram are thus formed
—a broad one in front of the tongue, where the

warm air spontaneously surmounts the cold, and
a narrow one, generally called the squall line,

along the rear border, where the advancing cold

air violently hfts the warm air of the tongue *

It has been found by use of the detailed maps
that the line of discontinuity exists even out-

side the cyclone, passing from one cyclone to the

other
,
the^ follow each other along a common hne

of discontinuity, like pearls on a string

When one ^s become acquamted with all the

signs—direct and indirect—which are seen to

indicate the position of a line of discontinuity cm
the very detailed maps, it proves possible to dis-

cover them even on less detailed maps Fig. a

shows roughly the course of such a line, on

January i, iqoy, as it may be drawn upon the

Hoffmeyer maps of the Auantic Ocean tor that

day When similar charts are drawn from day to

day, as accurately as circumstances allow, a series

of large-scale results very distinctly presents itself

Though we have been able to draw the line only

half round the pole, there can be no doubt that

cydooe which is not perfectly stationary It here

borders a tongue of warm air, which from an
aast^bound current penetrates into a west-bound

* « Ou 0«M«S S«r StaraM," VImh AoSm (BacKa,
"U«Ur atMOapUHadM BawMomB,** imniabnlcfatt <tar

Aw Wlwananhaftaa iMT
»V«Ha ComIsm at Alm$i0 4m
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It surrounds the polar regions as a closed circuit.

On the northern side of ms line all signs indioste

air of polar origin; it has a low temperature for
the latitude, shows great dryness, distinguiebes
Itself by great visibility, and has a prevalQng
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motion from east and north. On the southern

side of the line the tropical orig^ of the air is

recomiaed by the correspondiog* signs—its gener-

ally oigher temperature, its greater humidity, its

haxiness, and its prevailing motion from west and
south There can then be no doubt concerning

the origin of the line Heavy, cold air flows out

along the ^ound from the polar regions^ It is

separated from the overlying warmer air by a
surface of discontinuity, the height of which above
the ground decreases very dowly until it cuts the

ground along our line of discontinuity. Thus this

line dhows Imw far the cold air has succeeded in

penetrating; it is a kind of polar front Une
Along the whole of this front line we have the

conditions, especially the contrasts, from which
atmosidienc events originate—the strongest

winds, the most violent shifts of wind, and the
,

greatest contrasts in temperature and humidity

Along the whole of the line^ formation of fog,

douds and precipitation is going on, fog prevail-
1

Ing where the line is stationary, clouds and pre-

dpitation where it is moving
The line has a wavy form, and is in a continu-

ous undulating motion, thereby sweeping over

the whole of what is called the temperate zone '

The wavy form comes from alternately cold and
warm tongues of air, which extend themselves

'

towards the equator or the pole The whole
svstem IS moving from west to east, while

tM line, at the same time, changes its form,
|

especiaHy when great masses of accumulated cold
|

air are expdled from the central polar regions .

The more wavy the form of the fine, the more
tempestuous and variable is the weather. At the

j

northern ends of the warm tongues the air motion
which characterises cydones is recognised, and
the corresponding areas of rain are seen so far as
it has been posuble to mark them from the few
observationf ; these are the jdaces of great storms
and low barometric pressure The broad tongues
of polar air, on the other hand, bring the clearing

up between the successive storms and the corre-

sponding higher barometric pressure. 1

Two expanding tongues of cold air may occa-
|

sionally cut off from its base an interjacent tongue
of warm air Then the storm at the polar end <

is no longer supplied by warm air, and soon
loses its power, this is death of a cydone
A tongue of polar air which has extended itself

too mudi towards the tropics may be cut off in

a similar way; or, as the consequence of a new
outbreak of polar air, a more retired front may

be formed behind one too far advanced. In

this way great isolated ides of polar air are

formed m l^er latitudes , this gives the forfflOstion

of great anticyclones, which generally bring
settled, good weather Thus anticyclones are born
as cyclones 4io Cydone and anticyclone aod all

meteordc^ical events of the temperate zone are

in the most intimate way related to the polar front

and its motion
This expulsion of great masses of polar air,

which leads to the formation of anticyclones, also

enters as an essential dement into the great atmo-
spheric drculation There is a practically continu-

ous flow of warm air along the ground from the
** highs “ of the sub-tropic calms towards the polar

r^ons This flow concentrates itself in the warm
tongues, and continues into the polar regions in

upper levels. Here the air is cooled, and eventu-

ally reaches lower levels Thus increasing masses
of cooled air are accumulated behind polar

front This must continuously advance, with the
effect that the tracks of the correspondiiw cydones
are always moved further towards int south
Finally, at the place of least resistance, great
masses of cold air break through and are expelled
in the direction of the tropics The polar front
performs a corresponding retreat, the cyclonic
tracks are again displaced to the north, and the
type of >veather is changed Then the same action
repeats itself This intermittent form of the
great atmospheric circulation is especially pro-
nounced in the winter. During the summer the
polar front is far back, and the high temperature
of the continents exerts a considerable influence,
then occasionally a continuous return of polar air

may be established along the west coast of the
continents, leading direct into the trade winds
These results cannot fad to exert a considerable

influence upon the methods of weather forecast-
ing. All meteorological events of the temperate
zone, great and small, are derived from the general
atmospheric arculation described above, as we
know It from the motions of the polar front If
we succeed in watching it effectively it should be
possible not onl^ to give short-range forecasts a
hitherto unattained accuracy, but also to com-
plete them by long-range forecasts giving
the general character of the weather perhaps for
weeks ahead These two kinds of fotveast could
be extended to all regions of the teomerate zone—oceanic as wdl as continental. Tht required
survey of the polir front is merely a question of
organisation ^

The Cardiff Mettiiig of the Britiirii Aaaoclaticm.

P REPARATIONS are ^ing steadily forward
in Cardiff for the forthcoming meeung of the

British Association from Tuesday, August S4, to
Saturday, August s8 inclusive Owing to the
crowded state of the town, the question m accom<«
modatiop is causiiy difRcukies, but these will, it

is expected, be satimctorilv overcome, ^ list
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hotels aod lodgings will be isiiwd at the end of
tile present w^.
The Marquis of Bute has generously offered to

give a gM^eii party at the Castle to the Wed-^ invittUonoeada

of
iidl by Ae Lon| Mayor oa hSS

linre aMmBittaa4 0^ to^
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dUilcuitiet oi transport, it has been necessary to

give up the propos^ reception by Lord ireowen
on that afternooni but it is hoped that arrange-

meota can be made for a visit to be paid to Llan-

over in connection with one or more of the Satur-

day excursions

A long list of works, factories, and other indus-

trial undertakings has been compiled, some of

which are sure to be of interest to the various

members of the assoaation
Exhibitions will be a great feature of the meet-

ing The National Museum of Wales is arranging
to display some of its treasures There will

an exhibition of pictures and charts for school

decoration arrang^ by a committee of the asso-

ciation in connection with the educational section

The botanical section is arranging a special ex-

hibit, whilst collections illustrating the work of the

various corresponding societies are being arranged
in conjunction with the Cardiff Naturalists’ Societ>

A reception, speaally intended for the members
of Section 1, will probably be given b) Prof

J Berry Haycraft in the new physiological labora-

tories of the medical school

The list of foreign guests who have accepted

the invitation to be present includes the names of

MM Bruno and Brioux, representing the French
Department of Agru ulture

, Profs Cayeux,
Laplae, Fauvel, and Yves-Guyot, from France,
Prof Gilson, from Brussels, Profs Chamberlin,
Graham Lusk, and Kofoid, from the Ignited

States, Prof Chodat, from Geneva, Profs

Hasselsbalch and Ostenfcld, from Denmark, and
Don G J de Osma, from Madrid

Obituary.

Prof J R Rydberg, LokMemRS

P ROF J R RYDBERG, who died in Dctembcr
last after a long illness, made an enduring

contribution to science by his investigations of the

arrangement of lines in the spectra of the elements

Rydberg vras one of the earliest workers on this

subject, and he entered upon it with a full realisa-

tion of Its significance in relation to the structure

of atoms and molecules His classical memoir,
“ Recherches sur la Constitution des Spectres

d’Emission des Elements Chimiqucs,” was pre

seated to the Swedish Academy in 1B89, but he
appears to have arrived at his well-known general

formula before the announcement by Balmer, in

1885, formula connecting the Imes of

hydrogen.
Notwithstanding the imperfect spectroscopic

taUes then at his disposal, Rydberg discovered
most of the important properties of senes spectra,

including the relation between corresponding
scries in the spectra of related elements, and fore-

shadowed di^venes which were made later,

when expeninental work had sufficiently ad-

vanced Some of the features noted by Rydberg
were observed about the same time by Kayser
and Runge, but hxs work had the special merit
of connecting different series in the spectrum of

the same element into one system, which could be
represented by a set of simple formulie having but
few adjustable constants. He espeaally insisted

that the hvdrogen constant, now genermly called

the Rydberg oonstut,’* should appear in the
formulae for all series, and, apart from slight

variations from element to element suggested by
the theoretical work of Bohr, nearly all subse-
quent attempts to improve the r^resentation of

series have mvolved this supposition, and have
had Rydbfrg’s formula ai-a buls.
Oti^r valuable contribufipos to the subject were

tnadq by Rydberg, but the memoir above men-
tioned is the most comprehensive of his puUished
paper* ; it is a perfect model of a scientifK: invesd-
gatioa, and may stiQ be read with advantage by
all students of physics

MtKli atbntioo was also given by him to the
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chemical and physical properties of the elements
in relation to the periodic system, and m 1913 he

published bis suggestive memoir, Untersuch-
ungen Uber das System der (irundstoffe ” His
later work in this connection was seriously inter-

rupted by lU-health

Rydberg was born at Halmstad, m Sweden, on
November 8, 18^4, and entered the University of

Lund in 18^3 He obtained the doctor's degree
in mathematics six years later, and after holding
appointments m the departments of mathematics
and physics, was appointed professor of physics

' in the University in ipoi Anout a month before

; his death he had retired from his professorship

1 on reaching the age-limit of sixty-five years He
^ was elcctea a foreign member of the Royal Socict\

I

in 1919

The death is announced of Pkoi* A A
Inostransbff, who was for many years professor

of geol<^ in the University of Petrograd Ino-

stranseff was born in 1843, and began his geological

researches in Germany, where he was led to devote
special attention to petrology. His first paper, on
the microscopic structure of some Vesuvian lava,

was published at Halle m 187a On his return

to Russia he made important observations on the

opaque minerals in ciystalline rocks and on the

metamorphic rocks of the Government of Olenez
He also did much geological sur\'eying m the

Caucasus in connection with projected railways

His interests gradually widen^, and in 1882 he
puUished a volume (unfortunately in the Russian
lan^age) on man m the Stone Age round Lake
Ladoga He had much success as a teacher, and
among other researches which he encouraged mav
be particularly mentioned those of his pupil, the

late Prof Ama!itsl», on the Permian deposits of

northern Russia. *rhe Permian thenodont reptile

Inostransevia commemorates his name.

We regret to announce the death, on June 19, of
Dr F A Tarleton, senior fellow of Trinity CoS^,
Dublin, a former professor of natural philosophy,

and president in 1906 of the Royal Irish Academy
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N otes.
By the gracious command of the King, the Society

of Tropic^ Medicine and Hygiene, which was founded

in June, 1907, will henceforth be known as *'The

Royal Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene/'

Wb iccorded last week that at the anniversary

meeting of the Linnean Society on May 27 the gold

medal of the society was handed by the president to

Sir Ray Lankestor, to whom it had been awarded
bv the president and council The president's anni-

versary address was devoted to an account of our

present knowledge of the earliest known fossil fishes

—the Ostracoderma—in the investigation of which

Sir Ray Lankester was a pioneer, his monograph on

Cephalaspis and Pteraspis having been published by
the PalMntographical Society in 1870

The first gold medal ever given bv the Institution

of Sanitary Engineers was presented at the annual

summer meeting of the institution last week to Major
A J Martin “for his services In originating Health

Week and in the development of civil and military

sanitation before and during the war "

Mr Marconi, who has just returned from Italy bv
sea, has favoured us with the following appreciative

reference to the late Prof Righi —“ Although I never

had, as Is often stated, the privilege of being a pupil

of Prof Right, I have always had, as Is well known,
a very deep admiration for him and for his great and
far-reaching work in connection with physics, and
particularly electric waves Prof Righi, whom I

knew well personally, was a man of singularly un-

assuming character, and bv his death not only has

Italy lost one of her foremost scientific men, but the

world also loses a brilliant and original worker in

the field of eiectrolcchnics ”

Dr F G Cottrell, Director of the IT S Bureau

of Mines, has been awarded the Willard Gibbs medal
of the Chicago Section of the American Chemical

Society.

The annual summer meeting of the Anatomical

Society of Great Britain and Ireland is to be held

at Cambiidge on July a and 3 Papers on the

morphology and development of the central nervous

system have been promised, and there will be dis-

cussions on the structure of the earliest land verte-

brates. the partial transposition of the mesogastric

viscera, and avian structure as beanng upon problems

of bird migration

Wb are Informed by the Secretary of the Depart-

ment of Sdentific and Industrial Research that the

Research Association for the British Motor Cycle

and Cycle Car Industry has been approved by the

Department as complying with the conditions laid

^
down in the Government scheme for the encourage-

ment of industrial research As the association is to

be registered as a nonprofit-sharing company, the

promoters have applied to the Board of Trade for the

is4ue of a licence under Section so of the Companies
fConsolldation) Act of 1908. The secretary of the

committee engaged in the esUblUhtnent of this asso-

ciation is Ma}w H, R Watling, “The Towers,"
Warwick Road, Coventr%
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At the eighty-sixth annual general meeting of the

Royal Statist!^ Society, held on June 15, the f(^

lowing elections took place ^President ; Sir R Henry
Row Tteasufet Mr R. Holland-Martin Honotary
Stertianes ; Mr A W Flux, Mr M Greenwood, and
Sir J C. Stamp Jlonorary Foritgn Secretary: Mr
R Dudfield. Ccunctl Mr W M Acworth, Dr J

Bonar, Dr A L Bowley, Miss Clara E Collet, Major
L Darwin, Mr G Drage, Mr R Dudfield, Mr
A W Flux, Sir D Drummond Fraser, Mr J H
Gorvin, Mr. M Greenwood, Sir Robert HadfieM, Bart

,

Sir Edgar J Harper, Mr R. G. Hawtrey, Sir H £
Haward, Mr R Holland-Martin, Or L Isserlls, the

Right Hon. F Huth Jackson, Mr A W. W King,
Mr II W Macrosty, Mr £ R P Mocm, Sir

Shirley F Murphv, Mr H V Reade, Mr C. P.

Sanger, Dr £ C Snow, Mr J C Spensley, Sir

J C Stamp, Sir A D Steel-Maitland, Bart , Mr
T H C Stevenson, and Mr H Withes It was
.innounced that the Guy medal in gold had been
awarded to Dr 1 H C Stevenson

Mr Julun Baker has been re-elected chairman of

the London Section of the Society of Chemical
Industry, and Dr Monier Wllhams is to take the

place of Dr S Miall a*t honorary secretary. Dr MUll
having resigned the position The new members of

the committee are Mr A Chaston Chapman, Mr J
Conner, Mr A H Dewar, Dr B Dyer, and Prof
W R £ Hodgkinson

The U S National Research Council, a co-operative

organisation of leading scientific and technical men
of the country for the promotion of scientific research

and the application and dissemination of scientific

knowledge for the benefit of the national welfare, has
elected the following officers for the year beginning
July I ^Chatmian* H A Bumstcad, professor

of physics and director of the Sloane Physical

Laboratory, Yale University First Vice-Chairman,
C D Walcott, president of the National Acatdemy
of Sciences and secretary of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion Second Vtce-Chatrman Gano Dunn, president

of the J G White Engineering Corporation, New
York Thtrd Vtce-Chainnan • R A Millikan, pro-

fessor of i^ysics. University of Chicago Permanent
Secretary . Vernon Kellogg, professor of biology,

Stanford University Treasurer F L. Ransome,
treasurer of the National Academy of Sciences The
Council was organised in 1916 under the auspio^ of

the National Academy of Sciences to mobilise^ the

scientific resources of America for woHc qn war
problems, and re-organised in 1918 by an executive

order of the President on a permanent peace-time
basis Although co-operating with wious Govern-
ment scientific bureaux, It is not controlled oi^su|^
ported by the Government It has r6centty received
an endowment of five million dollars from the Car.
negie Corporation, part of which Is to be expanded
for the erection of a suitable building In Washington
for the joint use of the CouncB and the ^National
Academy of Sciences Other gifts have been made to
it for the carrying out of ipe^c sdentMc resear4tas
under iu direction.
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Diu R. S Morrell has been elected president of

the on and Colour Chemists* Association in succes-

sion to Dr F MoUvko Perkin

Dr V H Manning, lately director of the U S
Bureau of Mines, has been appointed director of re-

search in the American Petroleum Institute

Dr J R Angbli , chairman of the U S National

Research Council and professor of psychology in the

University of Chicago, has been elected president of

the Carnegie Corporation of New York

Mr* E C R Armstrong describes in the June
issue of Man an interesting acquisition by the Royal
Irish Academy of two penannular rings with cup-

shaped ends, two bracelets, and an elaborately

decorated disc— all of gold—found last vear in a bog
in Co. Cavan The gold disc is of special value The
ornamentation, which was probablv made by pressing

the gold plate into a bronze matrix, is so fine that it

IS scarcely going too far to desrnte it as the most
delicately decorated gold object belonging to the

Bronze age that has up to the present been acquired
b> the Irish National Collection The use of these

discs has been a matter of doubt, but we have a
parallel in a bronze specimen found at Trundholm
Moss, in the north of Zeeland, and another of Insh
ongin in the British Museum The ornamentation is

probably connected with sun worship, but the Cavan
discovery is of additional importance in that now
for the first time a gold disc has been found in

Ireland associated with objects, such as the gold
rings and bracelets, which can be dated in the later

portion of the Bronze age

In the same journal Mr J Retd Moir describes the

discovery of an earlv Neolithic “floor** in the neigh-

bourhood of Ipfcwich On the surface of the gravel

underlying a stratum of peat a flint Implement of

gmy material, not rolled or patmated, representing

a well-recognised type of an early Neolithic axe of

the chipped and polished variety, was unearthed In

association with this, flakes, apparently of the Mou^-
terian order, almost certainly more ancient than the

Neolithic axe, were discovered The mammalian
bones associated with the find ** were examined by
Prof. Arthur Krith, who identifies two varieties of

the horse, large and small, of oxen, red deer, a wolf
or large dog, pigs, and sheep The horse-bones had
been smashed up, apparently for the extraction of

marrow.

In Sttdan Notes and Ksoords (vol Hi , No a, April,

1920) the Rev, D S, Oyler dwribes the Shilluks*

belief in medicine men They undergo a rite of

Initiation* A fact of interest connected with them is

that “ many of the medicine men have physical

delects, children are jmialiy rickety, and many
of them are deformed The natives say that this N
caused hy the fact that the shades of his victims

brisig a curse on tht medicine man, and also on his

family,** Few Sbllkiks will admit that they believe

In hU powers, but they seek him constantly, and their

whole manner of life is iofluenoed by the witch

ddcte)r, long as the Shilluks are dominated by
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the medicine men they will make very slight advance-
ment m their mode of thought and their manner of
living **

The twenty-sixth Report of the Danish Biological

Station to the Board of Agriculture (Copenhagen,

2919) contains two valuable memoirs The first, b^
Mr P Boysen Jensen (** Valuation of the Llmfjord,

I Studies on the Fislufood in the Llmfjord, 1909-

1917'’), summarises the work of several years based
on valuations of the bottom invertebrate fauna with
its special significance as fish-food. The study of die

amount of food present in each year, its v^ation,
rate of growth, and connection with the plaice fishery,

shows interesting results The fauna vanes from
^ oar to vear In both amount and kind, and the

breeding seasons of the most important species differ,

some breeding yearly, others apparently only once in

several years A careful companson of the annual

production and consumption shows that in certain

areas the food is not sufficient to support an unlimited

transplantation of plaice, and that the years which
were specially bad for fishing were those in which there

was an unusually small amount of food available.

Prof C G J Petersen, in the second memoir (“ Our
Gobies (Gobildss) from the Egg to the Adult Sta^ **)f

adds much to our knowledge of the young stages of

these little fishes, so numerous in our seas and so

difficult to identify in their early life We note with

satisfaction that he finally allows the specific value

of Gohtus mifittftts and G mterops, hitherto usuallv

regarded as distinct forms of one species, and shows
that they can be distinguished throughout their life

by skeletal features and by pigment The very beauti-

ful plates, both coloured and plain, illustrating the

various stages in the hfe-history of the Danish gobies

add much to the value of this work

In part iii of their remarkable series of memoirs on

Old Red Sandstone plants from the Rhynle chert-bed

of Aberdeenshire (not younger than Middle Devonian)

Dr. Kidston and Prof Lang give a full and abun-

dantly illustrated account of a third generic type,

Asteroxylon Mtuktei, of vascular Cryptogams dis-

covered by Dr Mackie, who figured a single trans-

verse section of the stem Like Rhynla and Homea,
Asteroxylon was a terrestrial plant which grew In a

peaty soil The subterranean portion of the plant

con<d8ted of slender rhizomes, 1-6 mm in diameter,

without absorbent hairs, having a broad cortex dif-

ferentiated into an outer and an Inner zone, and a

simple vascular strand of spiral trachetds surround^

by a cylinder of phlofan Branches of the rhizome

passed through a transitional regiem characterised by

the presence of scale-leaves into aerial foliage shoots

1 cm to X mm. in diameter, bearing numerous

spirally disposed small leaves; and it is probable that

certain slender leafless branches occasionally assodated

.with them represent fertile shoots which bore pear-

shaped terminal sporangia without an annulus, and

dehiscing at the broad free end No actual connec-

tion betwieen the leafless axes and sporangia or

between either and the shoots of Asteroxylon has

been demonstrated, but there is Uttle doubt ttiat they

were parts of one plant The vascular of tixe
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leafy shoots had a stellate stetcy and from the en.

larged ends of the arms small concentric leaf-traces

were given offy which passed to the base of each leaf

but never entered the free lamina In habit Aster-

oxylon agrees closely with the well-known older

Devonian plant, PsHophyion prmceps, and to a rather

less extent wl^ PsUotum It throws light on the

morphology of certain Devonian plants known only

as impresbions, and raises many questions of theoredca!

interest which are discussed by the authors

Nkw light on several problems of Arabian geo-

graphy has resulted from the war* In the Geo^

graphtcal Journal for June (vol Iv , No 6) Dr D G
Hogarth deals with certain discoveties in the Hejaz

It has now been found that the watershed between

drainage west to the Red Sea and north-east to the

Persian Gulf lies further east than was previouslv

supposed Its exact crurse has still to be traced, but

It certainly lies some distance back from the coast

and runs through the Khelbar harra east of the

Heja/ railway Further south in ^sir it comes nearer

the Red Sea Much material has been collected for

the mapping of the Hejaz, especially m the north,

against the Gulf of Akaba, and furthei south between

Wejh and Rnbugh The intervening block, except

for the littoral, Is most imperfectly known Con-
siderable additions have also been made to our know,
ledge of the coast-Une between Akaba and Aden Dr
Hogarth concludes hts paper by summarising some
new information about M^ina. of which <i Turkish

plan and several photographs have now been obtained

A British aeroplane which flew over the aty secured

a photograph of the railway station and Immediate
surroundings, but strict injunctions were given not

to photograph the Haram or Great Mosque w'hich

contains the Tomb of the Prophet The photograph

scctired on this occasion is reproduced, among others,

with the paper

There seems now to be evidence that so far back

as the be^ning of the Cambrian penod conditions in

tne sea round the South Pole were not very favour-

able to life In a piece of Lower Cambrian limestone

dredged by the ^ttlsh Antarctic Expedition horn
the bed of the Weddell Sea, and in other fragments of

the same rock from ^ moraine of the ^ardmore
glacier on the opposite side of the South Pole,

numerous remains of the sponge-like Archseocyathinas

have been found closely similar to those discovered in

a corresponding formation in South Australia All

the Antarctic forms, however, are comparatively

dwarfed, and show various thickenings and irregular

additions to the skeleton which denote a struggle with
adverse conditions The specimens are described in

great detail, with excellent illustrations, by Dr W T
Gordon in the Transactions of the Royal Society of

Edinburgh (vol. Hi., part iv ), but they do not throw
anv new light on the affinities of tnese remarkable
fossils They are assodated with ordinary spicules of

sponges, fragments of sheila and tnlobltes, and a con-
siderable growth of calcareous algae*

The iiusaums Journal for June welcomes the chance
of increased co-operation between the University and
the British h|useum ttiat would be afforded bv the
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new dfee offered to London University, but points out

that concentration is not altogether to the advantage

of students arriving from the various residential dis-

tricts, and that concentration In a restricted area will

Check the inevitable expansion of both University and
Museum This enforces, from another aspect, the

argument put forward b> Sir E Sharpey Schafer In

Nature for June 17

The advances made in wireless telegraphy and tele-

phony during the war were enormous, and in all the

three fighting Services it has established itself oa
indispensable A large section of the Signals experi-

mental establishment at Woolwich is now devot^ to
the development of equipment to meet the requirements

of the Arm>, which differ in several respects from
those of the Navv or Air Force Much of the ap-

paratus has to be specially compact and mobile, and
for the circumstances of moderg warfare the quantity

of messages to be dealt with in a short time rendera

high speed of transmission essential The adaptation
of the Wheatstone automatic transmitter, working
from a previously punched paper strip, to wireless

nothing enables sp^s of transmission from 450 to

even 1000 nords per minute to be attained The small
currents through the contacts nhich are sufiinent for

wireless apparatus render the conditions particularly

favourable for high speeds Particular attention is

given to the hnking-up of line with wireless systems
High-speed messages come in over the wire in the
ordinary way, and arc automatically handed over to
the wireless apparatus without loss of time in re-

transmission Another recent development of ire-

less working, finding particularly useful appHcation in

the Army, is direction-finding, and very compact sets

for this purpose with a range up to 350 miles are now
being atandardised at Woolwich A point to which
special experiment Is being directed it the obtaining
of a high degree of selectivity by which extraneous
waves from near and far can be “ tuned out ** and the
feeblest messages of the required frequency amplified
to the extent necessary for satisfactory reception.

The Deutsche Seewarte is resuming its activity in

the direction of publications We have received a
report for the five years 1914-18, thirty-seventh to
fc^-first year of the institution, and with It an
oveidue report published in 1914 of a survey viwage
of S.M S Mdwe in 1911 to the West Coast of Amca
The course was from Wllhelmshaven to Ferrol,

Cadiz, Teneriffe, Dakar, Freetown, Lome, Lagos,
Lome, Accra, Lome, Duala, Banana, Boma, Swakop-
mund, and LUderitzbucht, the last being reached on
October 7, 1911. The expedition went up lihe Congo
as far as Boma Observations Were taken of the
depth of the sea and of the currents, temperature,
density, and salinity at different depths down tO
aooo metres This oceanograj^, ^dlvided into the
three sections, North-West, Eiquatorlalf and South-
West AfHca, was dlrectod by Drs G. Schott and
B* Schultz A meteorological log was kept by Dr.
Perlewitz, including some Idts obseq^tlofts. The
regular observations were taken at Intervals of four
hours, whether in harbour or on voyage, and the ek-
menu tabulated, in addition to the tadtudo and
tude, are direction and force of the wind, barometei',
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dry- and wct-bulb temperature, relative humidity,

c^owUness, aea-surface temperature, streni^h of cur-

rent, and rainfall, with notes of any unusual pheno-

mena, indudini; the appearance of albatrosses and
schools of dolphins or flying-Ash The charts mcluded
with the publication show the salinity and tempera,

ture In depth sections, the one for Mogador giving

salinity, temperature, and density separately The
salmity seems to decrease southwards, and also

generally with increasing depth.

The March number of TerrestruU Magneium and
dtmos^^rtc EltcittcUy contains a summary, by Mr
J P Ault, of the results of the magnetic survey of the

Atlantic made by the Carnegie dunng her voyage

from Washington to Dakar, West Africa, and Buenos
Aires dunng the autumn and inter While the

values found for the magnetic dip differ often by two
or three degrees from those given in the last Admir-
alty Charts 3598, 3603, and 3775, the values of the

observed deviation of the compass to the west differ

bv more than a few tenths of a degree from the

ihartcd values m certain limited regions only Thus
in the region between the Gold Coast and the Island

of Ascension the Admiralty Chart gives the deviation

to the west about one <lcgrec too large, and between

Trinidad and Buenos \ites there is a considerable

area in which the deviation is given too small by

the same amount

Owing to the decrease in research at Harvard dur-

ing the war, vol xul of Contributions from the Jeffer-

son Physical Laboratoi y covers the three years

1916-7-$, and at least a third of the volume is devoted

to Dr P W Bridgman’s work on the effects of pres-

sure on the electrical resistance and thermo-electnc

properties of inore than twenty metals The pressures

used reach is,000 kilograms per sq cm , and the tem-

perature ranges between 0° C and 100^ C With the

exception of wires of bismuth and antimony, the

resistances of metallic wires subjected to hydrostatic

pressure decrease with the pressure, ft^lowing a linear

law approximately, and at 10,000 kilograms per sq cm
have values about 99 per cent of their values at

atmospheric pressure in the case of cobalt and tung-

sten down to about 90 per cent in the case of lead,

tin, and cadmium llie temperature-coefficient of

resistance remains almost unchanged The effect of

pressure on the thermo.electnc properties is much
more variable The normal effect to increase the

thernio*electnc power of the metal, but in three out of

the twenty metals tried this is not the case In most
cases both the Peltier and the Kelvin effects are in-

creased, but there are many exceptions The aufftor

considers that the electron theory is quite incapable of

explaining these results

Wt have received from Messrs- C. Baker, High
Holbom, W C , their classified list <No 69) of

pecond-hand scientific instnimoits The list includes

Inicroscopes and accessories, telescopes and field-

glasses, spectroscopes, surveying, astronomical, pro-

iecdoQ and physical apparatus, and contains p^cu-
ian of more thMn aooo pieces of apparatus. In these

days of prices Intending pwiiasers would be
advised in tba first pl^ to consult Messrs

Baker’s catalogufi.
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Our Astronomical Column.

Mbrcury an Evening Star -—The greatest ekma^
tion of Mercury (£ 25° 41O occurs on June 29.. Gbi
June 24 the planet will set at o 54 G M T , or ih 34m.
after the tun, and may possibly be detected close to
the W N W honron bv anyone with a good eye. A
field-glass should render the planet distinctly visible
about an hour after sunset

The ZKBJiAN Effect in Furnace Spectra —In con-
tmuabon of his well-known researches on furnace
spectra, Mr A. S King has recently been investi-
gating the Zeeman effect for iron and vanadium in
the electric furnace Observations of the effect of a
magnetic field on spectra have up to the present been
chiefly confined to spark spectra, so that it is inter-
esting to compare tne effects when different sources
are used The electric furnace possesses, in addition,
tertiin advantages over spark spectra for this pur-
pose, since most of the low temperature lines are
miKh more readily examined Also, the inverse
effect for absoiption sjx*ctra is easily obtained bv
introducing a graphite plug to give a background of
continuous spectrum A description of the apparatus
and results is given in the Astrophysieal Journal for
March The furnace tube was placed parallel to
the lines of force in a field varying from 6500 gauss
in the centre to 9000 gauss near the ends, and wser-
vations were made of one hundred iron lines and
ninety vanadium lines The results of these pre-
liminary observations seem to show that the effect Is

independent of the source used, since the observed
separations agree both in character and magnitude
with those of corresponding spark lines

The Lunar Parallax and Rbi atkd Constants —
Iherc IS a set of quantities (the radius and figure of
Uie earth, the intensity of gravity, the moon’s paraU
lax and the motion of her perij:^ and node) which
are so intimately related that an alteration m one
compels corresDonding alterations throughout Prof.

W de Sitter has endeavoured to obtain a mutually
consistent series of values, and gives the results in

vd xvii of the Proc of the Royal Academy of
Science, Amsterdam It is impossible in a brief note
to do more than give his conclusions
Mean radius of earth—t e radius in geogr lat

the sine of which is (1)1=6,371,237 metres
Value of gravity at that latitude (unaffected by

centrifugal force), 082014
ir’«8lne moon’s parallax/sine i'«3422 544'
Compression of earth, 1/2960
Constant of precession, 50250', luni-solar pre-

cc!»cton, 50-373' Mass of moon, i /8i 50

^”——00032775
, where C, A w the principal

moments of Inertia of the earth
Also, if A', B', C' are the three principal moments

of inertia for the moon, and

a" C'-B'
~A' ’

C'-A'
r-

n-A'
C'

’

/3 is found to be 0*000626, and/•• 0*92

This value of / Is much larger than those previously
found, which ranged from 0*49 to 075 In otbe^
words, the present paper makes the moon’s equator
less elongatra towards the earth than previous deter-
minations

Prof de Sitter’s investigation reminds us of dko
late Prof Harkness’s ’‘solar parallax and related
constants ” By a combination of all available evi-

dence he deduced, nearly thirty years ago, a vahte off

the stdar parallax practically idtotical with that MW
accepted.
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The Centenary of Sir Joseph Banks. Bart

T he commemoration of the centenary of Sir

Joseph Bankb, Bart ,
who died on June i9t

i8ao, was cekbrat^ by the Linnean Society on
Thursday last, as mentioned on p 496 of Nature
for June 17 After the usual formal business, Dr
B Daydon Jackson read the first communication on
** Banks os a Traveller," speaking of his four overseas

voyaf{C8» first, the visit to Newfoundland in H M S
Niger, on board which his friend Constantine
Phipps, afterwards Lord Mulgrave, was a lieutenant,

next, the adventurous voyage of the Endeavour, Lieut
Cook commander, when Banks sp amply proved his

value in many untoward events, third, the vo)age
to Iceland

,
and fourth, his trip to Rotterdam in 1773,

when he was still eager for an expedition to the
North The ^second paper, by Dr A B Kendle,
was entilW ' Banks as a Patron of Science "

Banks’s life from his return to England in 17^1
until its close in i8ao was that of an enthusiastic,

liberal, and generally far-sighted patron of science A
friendship began with King George, which steadily

incrensea, and Banks was consulted on important
matters of \er\ various kinds' Ho became botanical

adviser to tlie King in relation to the Royal Gardens
at Kew, which developed under Banks’s guidance,
becoming the repository of plants of economic and
ornamental value from all parts of the world Banks
initiated or encouraged voyages of exploration, and
kept up an extensive correbpondcncc with men
Interest^ in science overseas His house in Soho
Square was the rendezvous of students and men of

all classes interested in schemes of philanthropy or

science, his magnificent library and herbanum were
at the service of other workers, and after his death
were bequeathed to the British Museum For forU-
two years he was president of the Royal Society He
was very closely, though indirectly, astociated with
the origin of the Lmnean Society Mr James
Britten, in the third paper, began by remarking that

much of his paper was based upon the daily use of

Banksian specimens for nearly half a century in the

British Museum The author showed that the popular
belief that Banks left nil his botanic work to his

secretaries and curators, Solander and Drvander, was
a mistaken one, and that Rinks displayed great

botanic acquirements
The presiilent remarked that official records of the

British Museum testified to the active interest taken

b\ Banks in all matters connected with its advinre-

ment and that keeoers and tiustees alike referred to

him for his advice and dcnsion
Certain objofts tloselv connected with Banks were

exhibited

South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies.

'PHE twentv-fifth annual congress of the Union was
A held at Eastbourne on June 2-6, under the presi-

denev of Sir Edward Brabrook, who in his presidential

address dealt with progress in anthrofKiIogv and
economics during the past quarter of a century In

regard to the latter, he expressed the opinion that the

war seemed to have dismissed all economic orthodoxy

into thin air, with unrestricted pap^r currency, reck-

less extravagance, trading by Government, and man!-

pulation of markets, all of which had been borne

with patience during war-time, but were intolerable

in time of peace Science had done what it could to

provide aound Instructfon by the issue of standard

The second day’s business began with a paper by
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Comdr E. A Martin on "The Glaciation of the South.
Downs," in which he endeavoured to show that the
chalk hillb received their final curving by ice^gency^
and attributed much of the " day-with-flints " deposits
and the chalk rubble of the dry vall^s to the agency
of glaciers, having their rise on the Downs when they
were at a greater height, with greater precipitation,

and a low snow-Une Tie had mapped out the blocks
of sandstones, ironstones, and sarsens, and concluded
that short rivets could not have transported them to
where they arc now found He compared the iron-
stones wtui Similar deposits which have been found
at Lenham, on the North Downs, to be of Pliocene

He refen ed the rounded contours of the chalk
hills to the grinding acbon of ice, resulting in their

appearance now as huge roches~moutonn4es Stria-

tions were not, as a rule, found, because the rocks
were sucli as would rather crumble and perish under
the pressure necessary to produce them One sarsen
at Stanmer was found, however, distinctly to be
striated The author thought that there had beeni
two clear periods of glaciation one before the deposi-
tion of the temperate marine muds at Selsea, at the
base of which were the famous Selsea erratics, refer-
able to the glaciation at the close of the Acheulion
period, and a later one which gave rise to the Rubble-
Drift, after the development of the Moustenan
culture In a bnef discussion which followed, the
glaciation theory was opposed by Mr T Sheppard,
of Hull
Mr C C Fagg lead a paper on "First Steps in a

L€k il Regional Survev," in continuation of the efforts
which he has made for bome >cars to stimulate
the legional survev movement Prof Boulger, in the
absence through illness of Miss G. Lister, read a papiT
on "The Eastern Extension of the Lusitanian Flora,"'
with special reference to the locality

Prof E B Poulton delivered a public lecture on
"Mimicrv and Migrations of Inserts," and this was
attended bv invitation by numerous boys’ and girls’*

schools in the town \ paper was road by Mr R
Adkin on " Aerations of Butterflies and Moths m
regard to the British Islands *’ Mr Adkin dealt w'lth
flight^s of migrating I^pidoptora and movements of
larvfflf bv the agency of the wind, and discussed the
question of whether such occurrences are to be con-
sidered .IS chance happenings or as the result of
voluntirv action on the part of the migrants Some
account was given of observed immigrations on the
toast near Eastbourne, and further evidence was
asked for Mr ^dkin showed how the f*eographical
position of the British Islands rendered them sin-

gularly suitable for the observation of such pheno-
mena and sugi^sted the lines of movement bv which
such immigrants would be Itkelv to reach our coasts
The paner w^as illustrated b\ mans and diagrams and
bv exhibits of tho insects referred to
The matter of the enclosing of so much of the

Downs durinf^ the last vear or two bv baribed-wire
fences was discussed, and a resolution was rnnW
with much enthusiasm asking that joint steps should
be taken bv .several influential bodies to carry throuj^h
a scheme for the protection of rights of wav over the
Downs and for the acquisition for public use of
tvpical stretches of them
A large collectiwi of wild flowers was on exhibition

during the congress Phyteuma tptraimn was snid

to be growinc^ in large ouantitlea in East Sussex this

vear and orchids were found in profusion in and
about Bcachv Head Excursions to Pevensev, Atfris-
ton East Dean, Old Eastbourne, and other places
added interest to a very auccessful congress.

After one of the excursions the partv returned to
“ HodetYea ’’ to tea Huxlev spent Hie tater sears of
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his life in Eastbourne, and occupied "Hodeslea.*’

which 18 now the residence of the Union’s treasurer

The house was built by Huxley in 1890 and be lived

there until 1805 whilst his widow remained there

until her death in 1914 Mr. Adlrln has recently

placed a bronze tablet on the house relating these

facts

Genetic Segregation,^

By W Bateson, F R S

L\1£R developments of genetics have been, in the
mam, attempts to discover the nature and scope

of Mendel proved that certain character&

are determined by unit-lactors Ihcir integrity is

maintained by segregation, the capaaty, namely, to

jioparaie unimpaired after Lombinatioii with their

opposites We have been trying, hrst, to ascettain

specifically what characters b^ave, in this way,
whether there Is any limit to the scope of segregation
or any classes of characters otherwise transmitted
Among characters known to be sub^t to segregation
are illustrations of most of the features by which
plants and animals are distinguished In regatd to

two classes of characters the evidence for segregation

11, nevertheless, rather noticeably imperfect quite

cl^r proof exists that differences in number

—

characters in the strict sense—are governed by
factors comparable with thosp that control, lor

example, colour The extra toe of the fowl and
the single leaflet of the monophyllous strawberry are
perhaps the best examples, but reservations may be
entertained Also, though segregation can be demon-
strated m regard to quanittaitve characters, parental
t>pes thus distin^ishc^ often fail to re-appear, and the
innerltance is subject to speaal complications

(/roups or complexes of factors arc now recognised
as sometimes segregating whole Were it not that on
occasion elements of the complex become ind^ndent,
the group would pass for one unit-factor The sex-

complex IS an obvious example Intermediate flower-

colours, like those of modem sweet peas, probably
arise by this process The plausible suggestion that
the new terms are only rare cross-overs in a closely

linked series docs not fit the evidence A striking
illustration appears in CEnothera, in which, ns Renner
lately showed, several groups of characters normally

single factors These complexes are in

several forms not borne equally by the two sexes of
' the plant, and most of them cannot exist in the
homozygous state By these discovenes the Oenothera
problem is greatly elucidated
The second question is to determine when in the

life-cydes segregation can occur Admittedly it is a
phenomenon of cell-dlviston If we knew the animals
only w« might confldentlv adopt the view of Morgan
that norma] segregation happens during the matura-
tion process at the stage of synapsis, when the
maternal and paternal chromosomes are believed to
conjugate in pairs Most of the tacts of linkage may
be thus well represented, but the absence of crossing-
over In the sex-heterozygote (Drosophila and silk-

worm) is not r^ily explicable, nor is there as yet
extennve evidence that the number of llnlcage-systems
agrees with that of the chromosomes-^a primary
fostuiate of Morgan’s theory ‘The evidence for an
^erlv anastomosis, or even <^f anv exchange of
materlate between chromosomes/ Is weak, and the
tsible features of chromosomes are scarcely sugges-
tive cl the prodigious heterogeneity requisite Even if

the UnkagMystems correspond with the chromosomes.

t Ahmntik ofilH Qoonlfi Lwtoi* dsHwad bdbn the Roysl Sodtqr
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which 18 a most attractive conjecture, exchange of
material between chromosomes need not be essential

to crossing-over 1 1 may be doubted, however,
whether the general course of cytological evidence
does not point to the rAle of the chromosomes being
rather passive than active

That m plants segregation even in its normal
course is not limited to the reduction-division is now
certain In MalthioW, Campanula, Begonia, and
CEnothera the genetic composition of the male and
female organs mav be ronn illy diflerent, and segrega-
tion cannot have hai^ned Hter than the constitution
of those organs This kind of segregation must
result in Campanula carpattca (cxpciimcnts of
C Pellew) and m Begofwa Davtsti from the peculiar
genetic properties of the fcmile complex, for it re-
'^ppo'irs in offspring derived from the female side for
several gcnentions at least, but not among those
denved from the male side Collins’s evidence from
Funana proves further that sex-segregation may
happen during the growth of a haploid firm

Ferirlmal chimseras and the produition of distinct
types from adventitious buds prove that segregation
mav take place durinj^ somatic development,
whether in the differentiation of the layers or of the
root In the genetic properties of the tare-Iike rogues
of peas there are fe.ntures which not only Illustrate

the orcurtence of gradational change in genetic pro^
perbes following somntlc differentiation, but also
show that this gradation affects the male and female
organs differently From the«w facts It must be con-
(luded that normal and orderly segregation (apart
from chance snorting) can occur at various cell-

divisions, and not exclusively at reduction Not 5m
possibly these somatic segregations mav be accom-
panied bv some visible r\tologiial differentiation, but
that ouestlon must not be orejudged
Having rqgard to the fundamental distinctions

between the moroholoffical lel.ations of the germ-cells

to the soma in animals and in the flowering plants,

it IS not sumnslng that the ormysses of segregation
should be dllfeientlv effected In thi‘se t\io groups of
orginlsms

Colour Index of the British Isles.

A T a meeting of the Ro>al Anthropological Insti-^ tutc held on June 15, Prof Arthur Keith, ex-
president, in the thali, Prof F G Parsons read a
paper on “The Colour Index of the Biitish Isles

”

lie first reviewed the different wavs of construebng
an index of nigrescence, and directed attention to what
he considered their weak points Prof Parsons pro-
posed as a simple and workable index that the per-
centage in any group of individuals with dark brown
and black hair should be added to the percentage with
eyes in which any brown pigment is present, and the
result divided by two For prattical purposes he
foumi It better to record the percentages of dark hair
and dark eyes separately He then proceeded to
examine the large mass of statistics collected bv Dr
Beddoe in the middle of the last century, and pointed
out that the first deduction was that women are In
the mass darker than men, and that where the people
are fairest the difference between the sexes is greatest,
as the following table shows

Wtx

4 Northern Counties

No. of rerord^

W«n.»
Uiff

1767 262 335 72
3 Eastern „ 1563 344 38-a 3-S
2 Western „ 4057 45 5 467 1

2

It therefore became moMsary to 11 those
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records of Beddoe in which the sexes had not been
kept separate tortunately, however, nearly fifteen
thousand records on males alone remained available
In the N<M-them and Eastern Counties, in the low
lands of Scotland and again m Sussex and Hamp-
shire, the correspondence of the tracks of the hair and
eye indices was most marked, whilst in the Western
and West-Central Counties, m Wales, and in the
Highlands of Scotland the darkness of the hair was
very much greater than that of the eyes It was
pointed out mat those regions m which the hair and
eyes correspond in lightness were histoncally regard^
as the sites of the purest Nordic blood in these i^nds
while those parts in which the hair track was much
h^ber than that of the eyes were the sites in which
we have every reason to believe the Mediterranean blood
had mixed most freely with the Not die Where the
two races hid mixtd it appeared that the light Nordic
e)es and the dark Memterranean hair were the
dominant factors Except in Wales a percentage of
more than 50 dark e>es is unknown in the British
Isles

On compinng town and country dwellers it was
noticed that the towns were darker than the countrv
except in those parts where the nigrescence was very
high when the reverse was the case It was sug
gested that ont, reason for this might be that the
town dwellers were more migrator) than those of the
country though probably this did not account for all

the difference

The distnbution of red hair was worked out and
found! to bo greatest in Srotlind and the North of
England, where the nigrescence was least It was
also pointed out that the evidence available showed
that it was more prevalent among the upper than the
lower classes and that this probably coincided with a
lower index of nigrescence in the uf^r than in the
lower classes

In opening the discussion Prof Keith said that
Prof Parsons s paper was of supreme importance to

all who were interested in the ongin of the peoples of
this country In his opinion pigmentation was
probably the key to the probUm and Prof Parsons s
new method of estimating nigrescence was a real

contnbution to the study of tiM subject His index
was, however, m a sense, an average, and must
therefore be used with caution In r^emng to the
lack of correspondence between hair and eye colour
he instanced the dark hair found in conjunction with
grey eyes in Waies Ireland and West Scotland—pa
conjunction also occurring in Scandinavia iifter

thirly years of observation however, be himself was
still in doubt as to the difference between a Celt and
a Saxon, and felt it impossible to distinguish between
individuals from say, Suffolk and Connaught In
his view the bisis of the population of these islands
was predominantly Nordic
Dr Brownlea said that he considered the results

based upon the distinction of sex were not quite trust
worth) He held that six distinct races went to make,
up the population of these islands one of these being
a distinct red haired race
Mr H Peake while agreeing with Prof Keith

that averages were untrustworthy, said that Prof
Parsons s index was not quite an average, and m any
case it was the best method of dealinf^ with observe
lions which had been advanced so Kr The conjunc-
tion of dark hair and light eyes was a puzzle Was
it due to a tendency m Mediterranean race towards
light eyes, or was it due to a fusion between the

Nordic and Mediterranean types? Certain characters
seemed to follow sex and in cases vdiere there had
been an immigrant mate population intermarrying
with the females of the countrv, the dominant
character of the male reappeared in the male line
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Prof Parsons’s results pointed to this, in diat where
there was a considerable Nordic influence there wan
wide sex differences, where Nordic influence was
small there was little difference between the sexes
He pointed out that not all red hatred people were
alike in shape and colour It had been suggested that
led was a variant of fair hair eg in Swndmavia
fhe older theorv was that it was a border Ime colour
between fair and black In Ireland Wales and Scot-
land It might arise from a crossing of Nordic and
Ktediterranean tvpes On the other band in the
North of England it might be a variant of fair hair
as in Scandinavia But even Scandinavia he point^
out was not homogeneous, light and dark tvpes
occurred and therefore in that country also red hair
might be due to contact
Dr Shrubsall said that in his investigations of the

incidence of dark hair in town populations he had
found that the longer the town historv of a familv
the darker the hair He pointed out that the occur
rence of red hair in the March countrv of Ireland
Wales and Scotland suoported the view that it was
due to contact of light and dark types
Dr Stannus said that while investigating albinism

in Africa he had found a large number of red haired
individuals but in these cases the pigment was always
found in solution The problem was biochemical
and in his opinion microscopical examination was
essential to show whether individual cases were cases
of black hair in which the pigment had not been
thrown out in granular form
The chairrnan in bringing the meeting to a close

after Prof Parsons had bneflv replied said that the
discussion had shown the desirability of a much wider
s rvev of the peonie than had hitherto been made
The results would have an important heannit upon
such questions as the relation between health and
rare He hoped that the fiovernment might he
induced to help in this great undertaking

Army Hygiene and its Lessons^

By Lt Gen Sir Thomas Goodwin K C B

U NTIL quite recent yearn it haa never been
sufficiently rccognisra that a vei7 large pro-

portion of Army medical effort should be directed

towards the prevention of disease The fact that in

all Wfirs in the past more men died from disease

than from enemy action appears to have been accepted
more or less with resignation, and regarded as
inevitable During the later years of the nineteenth
century the increasing advances m science and
our more exact knowledge regarding the aetiology and
transmission of infective diseases led many medical
officers to attempt to create bamers against t)ie spread
of disease by known paths but there was a lamentable
lack of co-ordinated effort

Towards the close of the eighteenth century we
begin to glean something in the nature of figures

regarding sickness in armies in the field In 1792
the allied Austrian and Russian armies were in Chaia-
pagne, they commenced their retreat on Smtember^CL
and by the end of October had evacuated Freooe, and
during that short mondi without any considMraUe
fighting tfiev lost 21; 000 men, or more than one-

fourth of their numbei; every village being filled witl

dead and dying
Accurate figures are unobtainable regarding Napo-

leon’s campaign in 18x2, but we leara Hiat m Juaa*
x8xa, he croased the Niemen with a magmfioeikt army
* Trom tlm* Chadwick L*etitr«M daliwwjd m MatchJ 15

aatMad AmyHystonaprtarto tkaXacaaSWar** Anay Rv^sss
tba Otaat War asd Anay HyglcM In dw Twtm*
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of 40<M>oo men , he reached Moscow on September 14,

the retreat began on October 19, and on December 13
he recroased the Niemen, and of his great army moie
than four-hfths had melud away
Probably one of our most disastrou<i c'lmpaigns

from a hygienic point of view was the Waliheren
Expedition of 1809 where our mortality from disease

amounted to 3469 per thousand of strength of troops
Regarding the Crimean campaign in 1854 1 shall

say but little * we have all read of the trials and
hardships of the troops in thit campiign in which
the mortality from disease amounted to 230 per
tnousand of the strength

In the Afghanistan War of 1878--80 the mortality

as 937 per thousand which apf^ared to be an im
provement compared with the terrible figures which
we have just considered

Bad as these figures are yet those of other nations
are even more unfavourable for example in thn

French Sudanese campaign of 1888-89 mortalitv

from disease amount^ to 280 per thousand worse
figures than those of our own Army m the Crimean
campaign thirty five years pieviously

I think that perhaps the most striking example of

the havoc which may be wrought by diseise on an
irmv in the held is that furnished by the hronch
Vrm\ in Madagascar in 1895 where the mortal tv from
disease amounted to 300 per thousand of strength

In this campaign 7 men were killed by the enemy
and 04 woundeo while the deaths from disease num-
bered 5600 The actual adnussions for sickness

amounted to more than 15 000 or 85 per cent of the

whole force

The evils in the past were mainly due to lack

of CO ordination and of real knowledge on which
concerted action loiild be based Nevertheless, ad
vances were made and as an example of the steady

progressive improvement in the health conditions of
the soldier and the increased success in disease pre

vention it is interesting to note that m India during
the five years 1878^2 the following were our sickness

and mortality rates per thousand of men serving

among European troops

CoiiHU tly a k Dcatha MaIat k Dyvntcry Cholcni

1878-83 68 1 20 5 569 43 8 5 7 (4 2 deaths)

Compare these figures with those for 1912

1913 38 8 46 82 53 o 3 (o 2 deatlis)

,

As regards conditions in the civil community,
probably the first really important step towards an
unprovra condition of affairs in England dates from
the passing of the Public Health Act in 1875 Two
hundred years ago the innual death rate in London
was 80 per thousand , I think it is now about 18 per
thousand

Military hygiene differs little m theory from that
relating to the public health of a civU community,
and in tunes of peace is closely allied to that
ordinanly earned out in all branches of the Public
Health So-vtces
There are, however, certain considerable advantages

m military hygiene which find no countemart in civil

life The measures which the sanitary officer recom
mends, when accepted, are earned out with all the
power of military organisation and disaphne behind
Uum, and insfiiftary condibonf and disease are sub.
Jbet to a far greater control than can usually be
obtained with a civil population ^ so that, before the
South African War, gmt advances had been made in

the status and training of the Medical Service
generally, but there were still many defects, the chief
ol whuh were lack of organisation m the Sanitary
Sendee, deficient education and training in hygiene
of the efBoers and men of all branches of the Service
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and lack of co orduiation between the Medical Service
and the rest of the Army
Now let us consider the South African War From

what 1 have said you will realist that we entered on
that war fairly equipped with knoivled^e but with a
deficiency of organisation as rej, irds the hygienic
requirements of an army in the field It is true that
affairs unproved very considerably during the course
of the war, but the unpr«^p ircdncs^ at the outset bore
its inevitable harvest During this campai£,n some
14 000 men died from disease as compared with about
7000 killed As regards enUiic fever we had 57684
cases with 8022 deaths Dysentery alone accounted
for 86 admissions pei thousand ot the strength, and
fiom all diseases we suffered 843 admissions with
24 deaths per thousand of the strength while wounds
in iclion accounted for 48 admissions with slightly

less than 3 deaths per thousand
South \frica saw the daw n c f the organised

scientific study of diseise as regards its actual in-

cidence m the field Much of me success achieved
tv field hygiene and sanitation m the leccnt war
may be triced to cxpcricnet g lined in the war in

South Africa
Iht Army Medical Service emerged from the South

African War convinced of the absolute neeissitv for
iiiipruvin^ the sanitary organisation on ecrtain

d finite lines It was in fact at last generally
realised thioughout the Army th it in war nothing it

so costly as diseise 1 he main requirements were,
first the cdutaiwn of the troops themselves—offioeis

11 n commissioned officers and men—m the urns and
nuthods of hvgitnc Ihc setond necessity indicated
was the alloc ition of certain officers and ptrsonnel
fci sanitary work alone and for their special training
in addition to the continued tiaming of all medical
ofli ers in the very latest stientific work The third

and perhaps the most important requisite was
rgamsatton far war
Fhis organisation was so arranged as to compass

a thorough sanitary conti ol of the lines of i ommuiiica-
tion in order to filter off unfit men suffering from
contagious or infective disease and at the same time
to maintain a freedom from disease of all personnel
passing through the various channels and fixed estab
hshments comprising the lines of communic ition In
France for example during the past w ir it may bo
said that beyond an outbreak of dysentery at one
mining centre clearly traced to an influx of
earners from the F ist the lines of communication

during the whole period were maintained almost free

from outbreaks of epidemic disease of any serious or
extensive nature
How very different were the conditions under which

the Army took the field in 1914 from those of former
wars » The scientific investigations of the pi cceding
years had stabilised to a very largo extent the hygienic
environment of the soldier Careful work on his food
stuffs as regards quantity varietj and quality assured
him a sound basis on which to w ige war

I ndoubtedly much of the low incidence of infectious

disicases enjoyed bv the troops m the field during the
whole war was due to a high resistance maintained
bv the ample and excellent condition of the food
supply In the same way the equipment clothing
and personal hygiene of the trocros nad all been en
visa^ on the soundest lines wmle the method and
practice of stenhslng water supplies and safeguarding
foodstuffs as well as the disposal of waste products,
had been carefully thought out and generally in-
culcated
Now let us consider the three mam essentials to

life, namely, food, water and air The food of dw
troops and its intimate relation to that imoortant organ
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on which (we «re informed by high authority) the
army marches likewise gave cause for the most
careful study and preparation In the past the null*

Ury ration had b^n arranged upon more or less

empirical lines after actual te^t marches During the
war, however, the menace of a national shortage of
food and the importance of avoiding waste led to more
exact studies of the ntcds of the troops by a detailed

assessment of their actual energ> output by the
method of indirect calorimetry Simultaneously with
these studies the assessment of the needs of the civil

population b> the Royal Society (War) Committee
furnished intorm'ition cf incalculable v^ue both for
the future and indeed fot the present time c f world
short (,c

It was 1 muter of no little difficulty to provide
the many varied rations required by different peoples in

different the urcs it differing senson» and under varied
military conditions , but speaking generally the Army
of eight and a halt milhuns had thioughout betn fed
m such a manner as to enable it to fight effectively to
provide the energy and heat requirwl and to avoid
outbreaks of discisc trictable to the diet with the
exception of minor outbrC7ks of neuritis and scorbutic
cases in those most distant areas—Mesopotamia ind
North Russia In these localities the difficulty of at
once ananging for local prcxlucc in severe climitic

extremes and the dependence on preserved supplies

from home were accountable for the outbreaks m
quesbon Steps were quickly taken however to

provide the necessary accessprv food factors at first

b> germinating pulses and by yeast later by the
intensive cultivition locally of fresh foodstuffs-*^

measures which proved of grt it value both to the
native} inhabitants and to the troops
The question of woicr supply is one of the hrst

importance During the few yciars before the war
ex^rimcntal work on the various physical and
chemical means of sterilisation—or at le 1st of punhea
tion—of water had been carried out in scvtial direc
tions Just prior to the wir dependence had largely
been placed on the use of filter candles but they were
found to be unsuitable for active service conditions,
and were replaced in eve i y case by c hlonnation 1 he
net result ol war cxpetiencc was the undoubted value
for sterilisation purposes of chloride of lime in the
form of bleaching powder Ihis substance, as »
generally known, contains from 30 to 33 per cent of
available chlorine, which m turn liberates nascent
oxygen in water, and this ik effectively lethal to micro
org inismb Chloride of hme w is throughout the
TV ir as the means of dealing with all water supply,

either m bulk, is in the big water points or regi
mentally in water carls i^khals or containers of
different shapes and sizes As the war proceeded the
need for the provision to advancing troops of properly
treated water m large quantities led to the develop-
ment of special Water tank Companies Ihese units
—first recemmended in France by our own sanitary

advisera^-are capable of collecting filtering under
pressure through sand stcnUsuig by chlonne gas (by

means of an ingenious regulator) and transporting

large quantities of water wherever the motor lorry

(which was their basu) could move In the same
wav barges for use along the watqrw^s of the

various theatres of war were developed As an
example it may be mentioned that the ordinary barge
of Northern France would deal with—and deliver—
cooo gallons of pure, sterile, and tasteless water per

hour any suggestion of flavour of chlonne was
removed by a ^^chlonnatlng ’ process with sulphur

dioxide gas
These new water units proved of immense value, and

aie oflfective lupunst imneral poisons as well as against
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bacterial or protocoal contamination To meet the
varying requirements of the different waters utilised
in, 4 g France or Egypt or Murmansk, different
amounts of ^bleach’* were needed The ethmation
of the required quantity would have been a
matter of some difficulty but for the provision of a
special tcbt in the form of the H<nTOck s Test
Case, Che action of which is based on the known
fact that, generally speaking, 1 part per million of
free chlorine suffices to ensure bacterial sterilisation
in water, and tliat before this amount of free chlonne
is available a certain varying amount will be used up
indirectly in the oxidation of organic matter and the
ordinary non pathogenic or sapiophytic organisms
Similarly, in view ot the possibility of mineral poisons,
medical officers were supplied with test cases to detect
arsenic and the other commoner metallic poisons Of
the detail of the water organisation there is barely time
to speak here It is perhaps enough to say that
despite the variety of the theatres of war and the
possible contaminations in these various areas, ther«
was no outbreak of those water borne diseases which
have been so destructive to armies in the past In
this connection it may be of interest to add that the
fcuccesb of water chlorination in the held led to its

adoption in certain major schemes at Boulogne and
Rouen, where for example, we were enabled to
undertidee ehioiination of the municipal water
supplies and so satisfactory was this that laboratory
tests showed the tap w iter of Boulogne, drawn it

random some few weeks after the scheme was
init ated to be absolutely sterile It is interesting
to note that the American Forces adopted a similar
scheme m a number of the larger towns m France
occupied by their troops with equally good results
It IS necessary to say how much of the excellence of
the water arrangements w is due to the high
technical si ill of the Royal Lngineers in their very
difficult task of providing the huge quantities required
In many rises this necessitated the actual boring of
wells and the pumping forward to large water
points even in some cases to the trenches, by means
of ripidly laid pipe lines During the offensive m the
summer of 1918 the Ihird Army advanced through a
waterless zone having a frontage of 12 miles and a
depth of 20 miles, water was obtained by means of
6 in bore holts sunk by the Royal Engineers in the
chalk which yielded 9000 gallons per hour Alto-
gether 500 000 gallons were obtained daily from the
bore holes and drtributcd to the troops by the Water-
tank Companies Ihis method was continued until
the enemy s water system was available

I would now briefly touch on the question of air

and venttlaiton At an e irly date after the Cnmea it

was recognised that spacing out of men in barracks
was essential and the Army Regulations were framed
to give every man a space of 600 cub ft , or, assuming
a 10 ft high room, 60 sq ft of floor*Mace This very
excellent decision was in itself sufficient to reduce
markedly the sick rate and death-rate from tubercular
and other respiratory diseases , and, in view of latter

day knowledge, was a remarkable piece of foresight

One need scarcely recall Pflugcr's experiments on
droplet infection and how he showed the range of

such infection from mouth to mouth to be somewhere
within Ji metres—m other words, that that ranM
should represent the ^minimum proximity of meirsl

heads in barracks or beds The importance of that

knowledge had not, perhaps been fully realised, or,

at any rate, had been submerged by reason of nahonal
necessity Two instances have, however, recent^
shown that the pnncapte involved—eiow known as

“spacing-out "—-cannot be disfegardad These were
(i> the oerebro-epinaY meningitis eatbsaak, starting In
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19151 and {2) the influenza outbieak of igi8 In both

theze instances a populace, largely non-immune, was
unavoidably—by military and national necessities

—

concentrated, with a resultant reduction in the
•pacing-out, and an ooportunity arose for mouth-to-
mouth ’’ or droplet ’ infection It is scarcely

neocssa^ to say that the pressure of hygienic advice

was sufncient to represent the needs of the problem
m oach case In the cerebro-spinal meningitis out
break immediate spacing out of the affeettd troops

produced a rapid fall in the case and earner
incidence, in the same way, Strong represent itions as

to the ne^ for drastic reductions 111 the number of

troops earned m confined areas, such as ships, or of

the methods of slinging hammocks in respect of the

head positions, were lalterU effective in reducing the

unfortunately high incidc nee of influenza on its Hst
appoarnncp as a pindcmu

It mav be of mu rest to note that the experience of

the war had led to a rceonsidcration ind still furthci

enlargement, of the cubic space allowed the troops
particularly overseas, md also of the conclited quis
tions of ohar^ngeil and pulmonary disinfection Ihc
im|X)rttnce of the former point— ph iryngcal disinfee

tion—was carlv recognisfd and all transports wen
provided with means for dealing with the ptr^onml
aboard in special inhalation chambers It is inu.nded

that these shall be a permanent feitute of transports

in the future, and it is of interest in this connection
to note the rceerrt encounging reports fiom mdus
trial works of the value of certain gases inhaled m
insensible but definite imounts, in inhibiting the

incidence of influenza and ilbed respiratory disorders

So much, then, for questions affecting all the
troops Now we come to the more sfiecial problems
aflectuig particular groups of soldter>, and perhaps
the most important is the control of outbreaks of
infectious dtsectse

Epidemic disease, with the exception of the influenza

pandemic, was noticeably absent, and the care taken
to filter off unfits” on the lines of communication
went far to explain the remarkable freedom from
disease of the iiKn in the line In respect of the
excremcntal diseases with their evil record of

moibidily in past w irs and particularly of Lnteiii i

the problem was approached in two ways bust,
by the general inoculation of the troops so as to

C
rovide a relatively high immunity, and, secondly

y the careful disposal of all infected matter—in othei

words, by good eonscrvinc) methods Inoiulation
during the early part of the war was carried out with
typhoid vaccine, and a very lirgt proportion of the

troops was protected in this wa> Later, m 191s a
triple vacune was used— 1 A B —while troops pio

oeeduig East were provided also with cholera v iccinc

Ihe sanitary sections were chiefly responsible for

the constructional, advisory, and inspectorial duties

involved in providing fly-proof field latnnes of the

deep-pit type, food larders, and safes for unit^ other

wise unprovided, for the continued tnd varying
problems connected with the reduction of the fly

peculation, and for the supervision of large water
schemes The fly question, especially in Eastern
theatres, is a vast and difficult one in view of the

quantity of horse Utter inevitably associated with the

Army, and fsoquently of the tactical or climatic im-

pMibility of burning such fertile breeding mUler
IIm Army was fortunate in beifktf able to utiRse expert

advice oa the problems raised from prominent ento-

mOloglstSt and ui Having officers and men who set

fhemS^es enthusiasticalTy to carry out the methods
wNlOPVDCI vf WwOQa
ISut whUe tht more eenoui dieeaeee were largely

defeated, it «w found that there wat a very con>
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siderablc wastage in all theatres of war from insect-
borne disease£> of different types In trance a very
great deal of the minor sickness of the troops was
li iceablc to louse infestation, either as the cause of
various septic skin conditions or from lieneh fever,
which was earl> rccognibcd as a new dinical entity,
and has now betn clearly proved to be a louse-
boinc disease Jhis question of the infestation of
troofis with lice is one of the most difficult problems
of the sanitary oflicer, particularly in the case of
troops crowded together or living under unnitural
trench conditions io this question the energies of a
verj consideiabk* personnel were directed, and to xt

all the support of the military authorities was lent
Ihc sufferings of our Allies the Seibs, and since
then of a niijoritv of the popul itioii of Listein
Luropc from another louse borne infection tvphus
fever, ilso emphasised tlv necessity for a m^oious
cunpiign of disinfest ition The piobitm was met
lirgch b\ the simultaneous provision of facilities for
bathing at intervals not e\t<tding \ week or ten days,
and b\ the increase in facilities for disinfecting per
son il clothing and bl inkcts at one ind the simc
time

\t this point It ipp< ns suitxbk to mention the
development m methods f disinfcctic n b> steam In
thf eirlv divs the tioons in the field wtic dependent
on the few box disinfectors avail ibl< while the rear-
ward units w< re supplied with 1 hresh disinfectors

With the provision of divisional sanitnv sections,
poitabU Thresh machines were also supplied to each
division It w IS soon appiiont howevci, that for
the regul \i tre itmcnt of clothing rcauired by the anti-

louse campaign this was not sufficient Ihe ultimate
devc lopment w hii h resulted w as the 1 oden I hresh
apparatus comorising fwo large 1 hresh disinfecting
chambcis mounted on md ooeraled under slight pies-
sure hv a hoden steim loii\ In this wav the ap
pjiatus could be rapidlv moved to anv uea in which
It was required ai onu comnnmc op rations bv
turning the steam into the eh imbtrs, and then be
ditvcn to a fresh centre for opci itions

Ihc disinfestation centres were of immcnsL viluo
but wen often in ideqint to cridiratc the louse

pi igu( cntiicK owing to the escape cl icilain
individuals or irticlcs lo meet the need-, of men
in such circumstance s gcnenl issues wete m idc of

certun npclknt substances of proved value but more
1 Inncc was placed tn the irgular tie iimcnt of
clothing md blankets ind the cxmruni gained in

this connection will be of listing value for ihcu has
dcvclcped as one profoundly vduiblt r suit the use
of hot air as a pnctuil mcthiKi of disinfi si ition a
method even simolcr cheaper and more ranid than
sieim and one destined it is hoped and anticipated

to hold a permanint pi ice m the large 1 s hcmcs of
rc ntrol of insert infections of th< future It is of

intore St to note that flour millers m C m idu arc now
uldising this method fni the destruction of moths in

preference to thi older end more dingeious H C N
method Ihe latest “Orr hot air huts ate mcxlcls

of efficient dismfertois The subjc t however,
remains one for further siudv and co operative

methods of control The problem to be met during
the demobilisation of 20000 men daily from France
(and of smaller numbers from elsewhere) w is no
easy one, but of the utmost importance in order to

avoid the dissemination of infective disease among
the civil community Careful personal inspection

was, of course required in every case combined with
bathing, disinfection and the issue of fresh clothing,

and this colossal undertaking was earned out to com.^

plete satisfaction at a series of stations—at base porta

in France each capable of dealing with no fewer tl:ian
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3000 men per day pnor to their embarkation The
absence m the community at home of any noticeable
incidence of trench, relapsing or typhus fevers goes
to show the justification of the claim to success of
the sanitary ofheers and personnel concerned in these
works

rhere were other insect borne infections to

be guarded against in different parts of the world
where the military situation required our trooos to
serve In some of these cases hygienic control was
necessarily subservient to military urgency and out
breaks of sickness occurred the mure readily so
perhaps in the light of the unprepared soil which
our young troops offered on first entry into tropical
and sub tropical zones Ihere it not tune to detail

the various minor hvgienic campaigns but the vast
amount of anti malan 1 work earned on in the various
over eas wai zones justifies notice Being carried out
often with must complete success from the point of
view >f mosauito elimination there were at the same
time areas where enemy actu n almost entirely forbade
activ measures of dra nage canalisation < r oiling
Even in these t ircumst inces however it was not un
ommon for certain of c ur officers ac c mpanied by a
guard of two or throe m i to push out into No Man s

Land to oil certain stagnant waters known to be
mosquito-brceding pla os As to the extern, of work
carried out in draining ditching filling in etc exact
figures are scarcely orocurable but m the aggregit
the elToits made must rank among the major schemes
of the world and be of incalculable value both by the
improv nent made and as an example to the in

habit ints of the vinous irons concerned—Egypt and
Palestine Ma edonia Lower Mesopotamia etc In
addition h wever to these c ffensive measures defen
sivc a t on against maiana was generally and
thoroughly earned out by means of the provision of
quinine of nett ng of difTcrcnt forms of special
clothing gloves head nets etc and of repellent sub
stances s also bv the treitmfnt of infected natives
and vai ous schemes for the isolation and removal of
infected m n who would otherwise act as foil for

fresh cases
From another spe t altogether the sanitary sec

tions rend« red valuable service I refer to the
economies effected These economies were both direct

and indirect In the latter category may be placed
the saving effected bv the adoption of destruction of
cxcrementol matter b\ unit imineration which other
wise had to be disposed of with considerable expense
by contract removal Even of greater interest how
ever was the direct saving resulting from the adop
tion of imoroved sanitary technique In this category
mav be mentioned first of all the saving of fat

One of the most difficult waste matters to get nd of

in a cleanlv wav is greasv water—wash up water
kitchen swill etc In seeking for better methods of

disposal of this sullage the special ccAd water grease
trap was devised and soon pomted the way to an
envious economy Bv the careful collection of all

such wash up fat and of the scrap fat and bone fat

rendered in cookhouses a bulk of crude fat was
obtainable which proved of immense use in aiding

the national resources \ campaign of fat saving was
first imtiaCed by the sanitary sections and later

developed and organised by the Quarteimaster-
Gener^*a Department It was so successful that

many of the war zones were able to make all their

own soao locafiy and furthermore to send home
many toos of fat for making givoenne then so neces

sarv for the manufacture of munitions As an
instance the saving of an average battalion was
some 60 Ib of fat pw day at a time when fat fetdied

at l^at ^ per ton
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Another very useful ecemomy was the coUectuM of
the solder from the sealmg of the myriad tmt used
as food-containers Nothing could be more stnldag
than the picture presented by an up tovdate unit
destructor consuming m cleanly fashion all the
waste matter from a large camp, and at the same
time melting out from improvised receptacles streams
of solder which dripped into cold-water receivers
while the heat of the furnace was utilised to heat
large tanks of water of value both for ablution mid
for the various washing up processes so constantly
required

Durmg the war many scientific investigations were
earned out both at home and in the actual theatres
of war for the elucidation of disease and the deter
mining of the best modes of prevention In some
cases this necessitated the investigation of certain
diseises which were cither unknewn in former
campaigns or had been little studied in the past
Vety viluable aid was given by the labours it the
Trench fever Committees at home and in I* ranee and
also by the War Nephritis Committee and Medical
Research Committee in trance It having been
dearly established that trench fever is conveyed by
the ])use and diagnosis having been made possible
I greit impetus was given to general measures of
personal hygiene m the field and also to improve
ment in methods of bathmg and disinfestation
Trench fever was made notifiable in consequenoe and
a Very great improvement resulted from the increased
attention to precautionary measures At the ter

mination of the war the diseases had gre itly declined,
and no infection was conveyed to England on
demobilisation

By the labours in short of the united profession
all doing that work which was required of them and
which local authority considered most immediately
necessary the ttoops were served as few armies have
ever before been served •

In France lor instance in igxS out of a mean
strength of 1 250 000 men of all races the typhoid
admission late am< unted to only 02 per thousand
per annum whereas in the case of the war in South
Africa the admission rate reached the high figure of

130 per thousand

In the cai>e of dysentery the total number of deaths
from this disease in France dunng the whole war was
fewer than aoo These figures in themselves are a
sufficient and lasting tribute to that branch of the
Army to which so many of our profession have
belonged and from which wo hope they have taken
someUung m exchange for the much they brought
to it

An tnevttahU result of the war has been the recogni
tion by everyone engaged of the value of preventive
medicine This has led on one hand to the definite

recognition of the Sanitary Service in the Army as
an organised department and has aroused on the

other an increased interest among thoughtful
members of the civil community into their own state

—an interest which provoked the demand for an
organised national effort and ultimately led to the

formation of the Ministry of Health

In summing up my views I wouU say that in my
opinion the future prospenty and success of our
nation depend to an incalculable extent on the un-
provement of the physical and mentgl standard of alt

members of the community ft must pot merely be
—as 1 am afraid it has been to a constdemble extent

in the past>^ case of the survival of the fittest,**

but rather a perfection of every method by which
mortality may be decreased by whidh the pmectiM
of unf^ mav be duntnished, and by width the
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gtiuidard of fitnesi as regards man, woman* and child

be raised*

To attain this result we must all work together
In the words of Pope

By nnituU confidvocvand mutiul aid
dvadu an dona luul grut ducowm nadt.

UnlTersitj and Educational Intelligence.

Cambridob—

D

r, Adrian has been appointed Uni-
versitv lecturer in physiology, and Mr F A Potts,
of Trinity Hall, has been appointed University lecturer

m zoolo^
The Harkness scholarship has been awarded to

"'E W Ravenshear, of Clare, and the Frank Smart

f

fixes in botany and zoology to R E Holthum, of St
obn’s, and G T Henderson, of Gonville and Caius,

respectively

A second ad tnierttn grant of 30,000/ has been
made by the Government to the University pending
the result of the inquiries of the Royal Commission
An important report has been made by the Local

Examinations and Lectures Syndicate, urging an
extension of the provision of both money and men
for extra-mural teaching

f The Board of Agricultural Studies has received a
donation of 1000/ , collected by Sir Arthur Shipley,
for the provision of lectures on tropical agriculture
*for five years Dr C A Barber, of Christ’s, late of
the Department of Agriculture, West Indies,
jSnd of the Indian Agricultural Service, has been
appointed lecturer in tropical agriculture for five

tvears

Miss B \ Clourh has been 'looointed urlncipal of

Newnham College in succession to Miss K Stephen

Edinburgh The University Court has appointed
Mr E P Stebbing, lecturer in forestiv, to the
recently instituted chair of forestrs The Court has
also appointed Mr John Petrie Dunn, a former Bucher
scholar of the University, who at the outbreak of the
war was Vice-Pnnnpal of the Kiel Conservatoire, as
a Dart-time lecturer in the department of music
^ The late Dr T G Bartholomew has bequeathed to
the University the sum of ^ool , to be applied towards
the foundation of a chair in geography

I^nu>s —Dr WES Turner has been appointed
professor of glass technology, Mr J Husband pro-
feasor of civil engineering and Dr Mellanby professor
'of pharmacology Mr R E Pleasance has been
^Appointed demonstrator in pathology

Liverpool —Dr W I Dakin, professor of biologv
In the University of Western Australia, has been
appointed to the Derby chair of zoology in succession
to the late Prof Leonard Doncaster Dr I M
Heilbron professor of organic chemistry at the Rovnl
Ttechmral College. Glasgow, has been aopolnled to

the chair of organic chemistry

Oxford—

D

r Beniamin Moore of the Reseanh
Staff, Department of Applied Phvsiologv, Medical
Research Committee, has* been appointed to the new
chair of biochemistry The Halley lecture is to be
delivered by Prof R A Sampson

Prof I. SribNG, of the University of Leeds, has
hoen efeated president of the Assertion of University

I’^acbers for the ensuing year.

Dr. yf N Haworth has been appointed to the
chafe of prganic chemistry at Armstrong
Nhwhabtfo-upon-iyne, In succession to Prof S
Smiles
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Dr V j Harding, associate-professor of biological
apd physiological chemistry at MpGlll University, hast
been appointed profei>sor of pathological chemistry in

the University of loronto

Mr j W Scott, lecturer m moral philosophy In
the llnivcrsity of Glasgow, has been appointed pro-
fessor of logii <ind philosophy in the University Col-
lege of South Wales and Monmouthshire *

A suiiMBK school of iibrananship is to be held at
Bristol from August 30 to September 11, under the
luspiccs uf the University of London School of
Librananship Some twenty-five papers have been
promised for delivery

The Report of the Librarian of Congress for the

year ending June ^0, I9i9« shows that the work of the

priniipal library in the' United States was earned
on with success dunng the war in spite of great
difficulties Members ol the staff died in the war and
others have not returned, or have resigned on finding

more lucrative woric elswhere The work has also

been hindered by a general nM in prices The
number of pnnted books now m the library is about
2,700,000 The Library of Congress prints a card
catalogue of its books, which is justly valued for its

accuracy By June 30, iqi8, the number of different

titles in this card-index W'ts 789,000 The average
stock of each card was 75 ct^ies, making the total

number of cards in stock ^,000,000 The number of

subsenbers to these cards Is 3693, and the sale of

cards for the year produced 73i0oo dollars A large
number of Chinese books has recently been purchased
The Chinese section is a unique feature of the

library, and now contains no fewer than 887
Chinese official geographical gazetteers These
gazetteers are of great value in the sludv of the

industry, agriculture, and geography of China
The report Invites executors or others who may
possess manuscript papers relating to persons of

national Importance in politics, science, literature, or

art to submit these papers for examination The
libtanan undertakes to return papers of a slrictlv per-

sonal or family character, ana to preserve any valu-

able material that might otherwise be lost or
destroved

Societies and Academies.

London
Royal Society, June 10 —Sir J J Ihomson, presi-

dent, in the chair —A V Mill and W Haitrec

The thermo-elastic properties of muscle The em-
ployment of a thermopile in a carefully closed-in

chamber, immersed in well-stirie<l water inside a
double-walled vacuum flask, tog< ther with photo-
graphir registering of the galvanometei response, has
made it oossiblc to record the thermal consequences
of stretching a muscle (or a piece of indlarubber) or

of releasing a muscle already stretched When a
muscle, alive or dead, is siretchtd, heat is liberated in

relatively large amount at first, but at a rapidly

diminishing rate When a stretched muscle is

released, there Is at first a ranid absomtion of heat,

followed by a more prolonged evolution of heat In
a complete cycle of lengthening and shortening the

net result is a nroduction of hrat. which is gmter
the longer the Interval between the two pro^sses
These thcrmo-elastic effects are large enough to afford

a notable complication in the measurement of tl^
heat production of a Hve muscle excited to contract

Their exolanation is as foliotvs —(a) The muscle, like

a fiddle-stnng, shortens on being warmed , conversely,

according to the second, law, tt wl)] w*ann on being
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stretchod and cool on beinj{ released Phis explains

the initial affects (b) The nniscle, like other colloidal

jellies, takes some time to reach an equilibrium
len^h on betn^ stressed, consequently, on stretchin^t

it mors work is done, and on releasbiK it Itss work is

obtained than Is accounted for b> the elastic potential

encruv existing in it when it has reached its full

equilibrium lenifth. The balance in either case appears
as an Irreversible production of heat 'Fhis accountb
for the stcondjrv ffccts Ihe phenomena appear to

be of physical as well as of physiological interest >

Sir James Dobblc and J J rox The absorotlon of

light by elements in the state of vapour Selenium
and tellurium In a previous communication (Proc
A, 1919, vol xcv ,p 484; It was shown that the absorp-
tion of light b\ sulphur vaooui reaches a maximum
at a tempeiature of about 6^0° C , and that at this

temperature the vapour density corresponds with the
average molecular weight S| Selenium and tcllunum '

behave much in the same wav as sulphur, the ab^orp- ’

tion int reasinsf up to a certain tempi rature, above
which it igain dlminishis In the case of v Ionium
the maximum absorption occuis between 050® C and
7C0® C , and V ipour-densitv determin itions show that
the 'iverage molecular weight at this point corresponds
to S03 With idlunum tlv maximum absorption is

found to ocdqr about 1200“ C Ihc. vapour of this

element consists of diatomic moloruk's at 1800° ,

but nothing is known of its const iiutinn <ic lower
tempi ratuies Its general similarity, howe\er, to
sulphur and selenium as regards absorption of light
renders it highly probable that at 1200^

,
and below

this lempeiatute, the vapour is much mure complex
than at C Ihc absorption spectra of sclemum
and tellurium are marked by the presence of large
numbers of sharp nairow bands, and (hat of tclluuum
shows a wide absorption band of which the centre is

^proximatelv at A3.S00 —Sir James Dubbk and J J
rox Jhe absorption of light by elements in the state
of vapour Menur)% cadmium, zinc, phosphorus,
arsenu, and antimony These elements, unlike those
of the sulphur group, do not show channclted absorp-
tion spectra when the Nernst filament is used as the
source of light Mercury, cadmium, and zinc, which
are monatomic, transmit practically the whole of the
light at all temperatures Cadmium, however, shows
a few narrow absorption bands, of which one at
A 3261 is the most striking In the cases of the
tetratomic elements, phosphorus, arsenic, and anti-
mony, general absoiption occurs and increases regu-
larly with rise of temperature up to 1400° C There is

no indiuitian of a maximum followed by a diminu-
tion of absorption The peculiar absorption pheno-
mena of the elements of the sulphur group are in all

probability due to the breaking-down of complex into
simpler nioleculcs, # g S, into with the formation
of molecules of intermediate complexity With
monatomic molecules no such dissociation can occur
With the totmtomic elements there is undoubted dis-
sociation , but the changes are much less complicated
than in the case of sulphur, the tetratomic molecules
slmplv splitting up into diatomic molecules It is,

however, to be noted that the highest temperature at
which silica tubes can be used is 1400® C It is

possible that at «tiU higher temperatures further dis-

sociation of the tetratomic elements w’ould result
iccompnnied bv absorption phenomena • similar to
those observed in the case of sulphur—A E H
TattM Monoclmic double seknates of the copper
group This memoir deals with the four double
seknates of the xmtM R,M(Se04)t,6H,0, in which
M is copper and R is potassium, rubidium, ceesium,
and ammonium, A compkte crystallographic and
physical Investigation has been earned out, «mflar to
the wqfk orevlously published concerning the mag-
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nesxum, xinc, iron, nickel, and cobalt groups, and to
that on the analogous double sulp^tes, Ihe results

confirm the vonclusionb derived from all the groups
previously studied, and in a peculiarly valuable
manner

,
for the c<^per-containing group affcxxls

crystals with morphol^ical angles and elements and
physical constants which differ appreciably in their
absolute values from those afforded by the other
groups, in this respei t resembling the double sulphates
containing copper Yet the relationships between the
values for the four salts are precisely the same,
leading thus to exactly the taiine genereu conclusions
as in the cases of those other groups Every group
exhibits its own idiosyncrasies, and the copper groups
do bO in a special Iv notable manner Yet the same
progression, according to the atomic weight and
atomic number of the alkali metal present, is exhibited
in the cihc of eveiy property, whether morphological,
such as the crystit angles and the topic axial ratios,

or physical, such as the double refraction and the
molecular refraction, also the ammonium salt proves
to h( orncticallv isostructural with the rubidium salt

The most recent woik on the structure of the atom
and the further elaboration of Moseley’s law connect-
ing the atomic number with the atomic structure and
comploMtv h-is only strengthened llie conclusion that
the author’s results arc a natural consequence of the
opctatiun of Mosele\*s law the progression in the
crystal properties following the progression in the
romplexitv of the alkah-mctalltc atoms, which exert
so <fominating an influence in determining the struc-
ture and nroDcrtics of these crystals —H G CtJiaim
Production and transmjssion of in environmental
effect in ephalus vetulus The experiments were
undirtakcn in order to repeat, if possible. Agar’s work
on the production and transmission of an abnormality
in Simocephalu^ vetulus The magnitude of the
abnormality, which consisted in a change in the
curv iture of the valves of the carapace, could be
measured bv the length/width ratio L/W The results
indicate that tb« abnormality can be produced bv
feeding a culture containing practicaUv no other
protozoon than Chlamvdomonas The L/W ratio was
found to be too variable to allow of its meaSuroment
with sufficient accuracy on which to base considera-
tions as to the existence or non-existence of a
“reaction” to the abnormality of such a magnitude
as that indicated by Agar The exjwriments showed
that no antibody was nroduced to eliminate the cause
of the abnormality —IS C Orsy* The enxvmes of
B eoh communts, v»hich are concerned in the decom-
position of glucose and mannitol Part |v The
fermentation of glucose in the presence of formic
add Bv carrying out the fermentation of glucose bv
bacteria m the presence of calcium formate the author
has been able to unset the nonml balance which exists

between certain of the products and thus to show
that they are in realitv formed bv separate cnxvme
actions Hitherto an anoroximatelv constant rektlon-
shin has been found between the formic and and
carbon dioxide on one hand and the alcohol aod acetic

acid on the other This relationship is shown to be
rather accidental than essential Tt results nrobablv
from the fact thnt the hvdroeen which arises from the
decomposition of formic acid co-oocrat^^ in th^ forma-
tion of alcohol, and tht*s the two reactions of alcohol

formation and carbon dioxide formation tend to keen
pace with on^ another The addition of more formic
add at the outset of the fermentation lends, however,
to prevent the produetkm of formic add from gtucoee,

and to destroy tfw ratio which normaHv eabts iMtwesn
formic add and the alcdiol and>*oetic acid» thus

proving ffiat theae products arise by^at least two
seoarate ensynsa wetfona Taken Up mlunction ipfth

the author’s prerioua finding, thatlecHgt geld fa^formed
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from glucose by Bactertum cqU by a mechanism which
ss iiUMpendent of that which gives rise to the other

products» it 18 clear there that glucose may break down
under the infiuenoe of these bactenal eneymes in three
independent ways, giving rise to the following three
groups of products —(i) Formic add, carbon dioxide,

and hydrogen (2) Alcohol, acetic acid, and succinic

acid (3) Lactic acid These groups apparentK repre-

sent three separate lines of cleavage of the glucose
mi^ecule under the influence of the en/ymes of the
bacterium in miestlon The author is of camion that
this manner of cleavage is fundamental ihe expen-
ments also show that alcohol is produced, in part at
least, by reduction, and prove for the first time that
such reduction docs actually occur bv the action of

hydrogen liberated from the glucose, as well as that,

in certain circumstances, the hydiogen derived from
the added calcium formate exerts a reducing action
and increases the yield of alcohol —I T Hegben
Studios on synapsis ii Parallel conjugation and
the prophase complex in Penplanota, with special

reference to the premeiotic teloohase Synapsis m
the Orthoptera has been the subject of considerable
controversv The earliest events of svnapsis in the
ovaries of the cockroach are traceable with much
greater facility than in the testes They mvolve m
either rase the nnnllel coniiigation in nalrs of the full

diploid number of leptotene loons Morse’s account of
the origin of the heterotyoe rings bv separation of the
diplotene threads along the line of cleavage is con-
firmed and amollfied bv a sequential analysis of the
metaohase comolex It Is seen that two chromosomes
at this stage (d and aM retain the looped condition of
the post-synaptlc bouquet until the others have divided
—a fact which led earlier workers to Interpret the
genesis of the heterotvoe annular chromosomes accord-
ing to the tclosvnaptir hvoothesis The accessories are
not distinguishable in oogenesis from the autosomes
The vacuolation of the nlasmnsomc during volk-forma-
tlon In the oocyte Is described in detail, and a re-

examination of material for a previous paper indicates
that the so-called "chromatin ” granules described bv
so manv writers, as emitted during volk-formation in

^ Insert egg, arc in realitv products of the plasmo-
wme There Is no evidence that In Perlolaneta the
plasmosome is related in anv wav to the chromatin
organisation of the nucleus

Paris

Acatasy of Sclencos, June 7 M Georges Lemoine
in the chair—C Monrtn and G MigMsac Ac>l-
ketimine^ Benzonitnle, magnesium, and an alkyl
bromide give the product C»H« CR N MgBr, and
with an aad chloride ai^lketimines are obtained of the
type C,H» CR=N CO CH* Details of the general
method of preparation and the melting points of six
acvlketimines are given,—G, Boanicr The changes in
plant forms obtained experimentally Full descriptions
of the changes brought about in seventeen species of

C
lantf bv change of altitude The planU were grown
I cimilar soil m the plains and in the mountains,

and the observations extended for a penod of from
tlx to thirty-four years—\ Ratean The theor> of
aeriai and marine propulsive helices and of aeroplanes
in recdlinear flight—M Kamerhngh Onnes was elected
a correspondant for the section of physics in succes-
don to ttm late Sir William • Croc«es —G J«Ua
Functlcms of two complex variables and limiting
functions of analytical functions,* uniform or multi-
form, of one variable—R TUry The conformal
repreawrtation of doubly connected with rectilinear

cOfitours^H, VfiM The conformal representation of
doubly conneetod amat—B Oatebitr * The surfaces of
trmnsladon of • tophus Lie—L. Daasyw Magnetic
kiductloa !n dM^soft iron coippass correctors under
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the influence of the needles Modifications of a
formula given m an earlier communication required by
the discovery of an enor in sign —L BarbuUoB and
M DagU The rertilmear scale with equidistant
divisions applied to the measurement and division of
angles and measuring apparatus of constant sensibility

—Mile Paule Collet Ihe reproduction of speech by
alena and sustained waves — L and £ Blocli Pro-
uction of the band s^iectia of nitrogen bv electrons

of low veloLitv Faria r experiments of this nature
have been made by the eketra al method the
examination of the angular points in the curve of the
current prcxluccd bv the electrons In the work liere

described a quartz prism spe< ti ogi tph w is employed
and the nitrogen bands were directlv obscMcd It was
found to be possible to get tlio nitrogen radiation at a
critical potential of about 10 volts Hence band
spectra, like line speett i, tiin be excited bv electron

shock with a voltage clearlv lowei than the ionisation

potential (18 volts) — C Benedicks The eketro-

thennic effect in a homogontous conductor of constant

section —C Rsveau Variance and the means of pre-

suming the value of it without the aid of a formula —
P Bary The visiositv of colloidal solutions A study

of the swelling of colloids in suspension based on
Einstein’s formula for the viscosity of h^id'i holding

solid matter in suspension —M Deldplne ahd L VUIe

T he chloride of bromine its combination w ith

ethvlene Forty vears ago Maxwell, bimpson,

and James showed that ethylene chlorobromide,

CICH, riI,Br, was the product of the reaction of

ethvlene on "chloride of bromine" in a solution of

hydrochloric acid Recent physico-chemical work, on

the other hand, goes to prove that chloride of bromine
does not exist, and that the substance passing under

that name is merely a mechanical mixture of bromine

and chlorine The authors have examined the action

of ethvlene on dry "chloride of bromine," and find

' that the compound CjH^CIBr is undoubtedly the mam
product Froto this work the conclusion is drawn
that, m some cases at least, phvsico-chemical data

cannot be relied upon to prove the non-existence of

a chemical comoound —H flauH and R Weick A
case of isomerism in the series of the aromatic

o-ketonic acids The existence of two isomenc phoiyl-

pyruvic ethers is proved, and the conditions undw
which one can bo conwrted into the other determined

j Boaganit and T P®rrkr New researches relating

to the action of hvdrocvanir acid on glucose TV fwt

that in presence of an excess of potassium evanide the

glucoses form cyanohydrins quantitatively suggested

that this reaction might be utilised for the exact

estimation of glucose, and the conditions for accurate

estimations are given When the glucose Is in excess

the evanide is raoldiv converted into the ntm-polsonous

cyanohydrin, and an experiment is cited in which

02s gram of potassium evanide mixed with 6 grams

of honey and 6 c c of water were given to a guinea-

pig after the mixture had been flowed to stand

fourteen hours to comolete the reaction The nnimal

showed no signs of poisoning The consiliences of

these results from a toxicological point of view are Oi^

cussed —G OaBbert The anpllcntion of cirrus

to the oredlction of the weather—

H

phenomenon of torsion comparable to the rofling-up

of tendrils produced experimentally —F Moreaii

The different aspects of lichen symbiosis xnRtcasoBa

herbacea and R amphs^ima—J StokloM The ac^n
of hydrocyanic acid on the organism of plants The
spores of B subhlts and B mesenierteus vulgatus

resist the toxic action of air containing 3 per cent of

hydrocyanic add by volume, but exposure of twenty-

four hours to ^ s ^ ^ volume arrests further

dev^pment Mucor mucedo, M sudornff, and Peni-

cQBum ^aucum behave similarly, and
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jiauciis requires a strength of 4 per cent for destruc-

tion Micro-organttms offer verv great resistance to

the action of hydrocyanic aa<L The conditions under
which seeds can be exposed to hydrocyanic acid vapour
without damage have been worked out, and experi-

ments cit<^ showing* how this method can be used for

the practical disinfecbon of seeds affected with para-
sites —A Kreaqvf The blastodennic origin 01 the
enteroids and of the enteroido-pharyngeal complex in

the Anlhoaoa—W KepacuwskI, A H Rotte, and
Mme II L Rato Anaesthesia and anaphytaxy Thp
authors have found that anmthetics and analgesics
possess the wellonarked proper^ of diminishing the

surface tension of serum On the other hand, it has
been proved that all the substances used for the pre-

vention of anaphylactic phenomena, such as lecitnin,

the alkalis, and soaps, also have the property of

lowenng the surface tension Experiments are given
on the suppression of anaphylactic shock by anaes-

thetics Tw results obtained confirm the view that

it is not the nervous system which is mainlv affected

by the anaphylactic ehock, but a reaction of colloidal

flocculation leading to asphvxbi from the obstruction

of the caoillary networks -A G PeUlsskr Modiflea

tions and lesions of the pulmonary emthelial cells dw
to suffocating gases — G MaiiaescB The modiflcationi

of the oxydases during the evolution of the neurone —
R CmHIcr The nun firetion of sewage effluents bi

activated sludge —H VaWe and L Easy Bacierio
therapy bv microbial extracts—A Mayer, H Magne
and T- Plaatefol The mechanism of death in the cn«
of acute pulmonary oedema caused bv the inspiratiot

m
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Medical Research and the Practitioner.

I
N the interim report ^ issued recently by the Con-

sultative Counal on Medical and Allied

Services, under the chairmanship of Lord Dawson
of Penn, the proportion given to research is dis-

appointingly small Perhaps this was inevitable

The medical* organisation suggested includes

effective laboratory equipment at every stage from

the domiciliary work of the practitioner to the

conducting of prolonged researches by the Medic il

Research Council, but the portions dealing with

research proper are very generalised A docu-

ment like this should be a new charter for medi-

ant, and the scientific mind naturally expects to

see the scientific groundwork fully developed For

increased and accelerated research is essential to

the conbnued expansion of scientific medicine In

the report it is hoped

“that the scheme of services which we suggest
would facilitate enquiry into the causes of disease

and the possible remedies. The facts which indi-

cated the nee4 for such enquiry might, we think,

often be brought together in the first instance by
the medical practitioners in a given locality

**

It IS difficult to justify the hesitating note of

these sentences Medical practice bristles with

unsolved problems
, but usually the practitioner is

inadequately trained to discover them Sir James
Mackenzie shows what a general practitioner can

do when be has the interest and the capacity to

train himself The war has unveiled many gaps

in scientific mediane Even the war reports of

the Medical Research Council, not to refer to the

many others, prove that the science of medicine

Will not advance merely by a re-shuffling of the

medical army, but by greater intensity of research

and discovery

Medicine has to face tbe fact that, for practical

ffMkk CowuluUv* Cooocll oa Mtdical aod At1i*d

Raport on th* Vutun fnvtdoa «f Madicftl and AUlad
(Coadeu B U. Stailonry Ottca, i9ao.) 0*4. 693.
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purposes, it knows nothing about the cause of

measles, scarlet fever, mumps, influenza, rheu-

matic fever, cancer, or other forms of malignancy

,

nor is the knowledge of the causes of dead and

premature births more than elementary These are

only a few illustrations taken from the Medical

Research Committee's fifth annual report It 'S

reasonable to expect that, in a scheme that brin^
the medical profession into a unity, the clotted

masses of problems facing the general practitioner

and scientific worker alike would be sketched with

precision and force The report does add that

“there arc great and important opportunities for

research m preventive medicine, which at present

are scarcely dealt with by any organisation, and
mostly are not attempted by individuals En-
couragement of research in the prevention of

disease should, wc think, be developed, for the

materials are everywhere, and the results would
undoubtedly be valuable

*’

From this the lay public would not readily

gather that the future value of the general prac- “

titioner to the State depends on the development

of research m at least the following sciences

biology, physiology, bio-chemistry, pathology, and

experimental therapeutics To the raw materials

of such researches the various classes of medical

practitioners can contribute, but they have little

stimulus to do so unless they keep more closely

in the currents of the scientific work of the

schpols

The report indicates that, for the purposes of

research into fundamental probicips, “the pro-

fession would no doubt look to the Universities

and the Medical Research Council for guidance

and assistance ” When wc reflect that the medical

profession has to deal with sanatoria for tuber-

culosis, recuperative centres, hospitals for curable

or incurable mental disease, institutions for the

feeble-minded, epileptic colonies, orthopaedic

centres, hospitals for infectious diseases, not to

mention general hospitals and the innumerable

fresh points emerging in every man's practice,

there IS abundant occasion to lo<^ both for “ guid-

ance and assistance
“

What we miss here is a compact and well-

loaded presentment of the case for research from

the general practitioner's point of view At

present neither general practitioners nor consult-

ants have an adequate conviction that more and

more as time goes on the value of their work will

depend on the capacity to understand and to

prevent the beginnings of disease, and that, with-

out effective training m research at some stage of

their career, they can make little headway in pre*

T
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vcntive medicine as now understood The general

practitioner s part in ‘ field " and team ” re

search might well form the subject of a special

reference to the Consultative Council on Medical

and Allied Services If the world of general

practice does not realise that research is of vital

iipportance to every branch of medicine such is

certainly not the case with the world of science

Theory of Dioptric Instruments

Ferrorw " Dtoptne Instruments Being an

Elementary hxposttton of Gauss Theory and
its Appltcaitons Translated by Dr Oscar
Faber from Prof F I ippich s German trans

lation of Prof Galileo Ferraris Italian work
entitled *The Fundamental Properties of Diop
trie Instruments Pp xxxi + 214 (London
H M S O , igig ) Price 45 net

The original of this translation was published

by Prof Galileo Ferrans, of Turin, in 1876

As a copy of this original could apparently not

be procured, the Fnglish translation was made
from a German one by Lippich which appeared

m iSyg At the time of its appearance the book
unquestionably marked a great advance in the

treatment of its subject, and well deserved the

extremely favourable review with which Abbe
honoured the German translation in the first

volume of the Zeitschnft fur Instrumentenkunde
Abbe himself, however, has to be credited unth

far greater advances m the theory of image
formation by optical instruments with which the

book before us deals, for his purely geometric il

treatment of the problem leads to the same
results without being limucd to the infinitely con-
stricted 'threadlike space around the optical
axis” which still plays so large a part in text
books, although, with light of finite wave-length,
nothing of any optical interest can possibly happen
within It On the other hand, Abbe was the first

to deal systematically with the actual course of
light through instruments in accordance with the
limitations imposed by restricted apertures and
by deliberately placed diaphragms, and inasmuch
as the great majority of actual instruments are
used only at fixed or nearly fixed conjugate dis
tanccs, the actual course of the rays so deter-

mmed is of far greater importance and value, both
m the designing of instruments and in the dis
cussion of the effects produced by them, than
the rays referred to the Gaussian principle and
focal planes and points which form a convenient
pons asmorum in the general theory of lens
systems

Ferraris* ueatment of the Gaussian theory is,
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however, less open to the objections just aOwded

to than that adopted in most books, and m deal-

ing with the Galilean telescope he comes tetnark-

ably close to the correct treatment of the problem

of its field of view, which is so easily (kitained

now by Abbe’s theory of the entrance- and cxit-

pupil of instruments Beginners and users of

optical instruments desiring to acquire a general

knowledge of their elementary theory will also

welcome the numerous and frequently elegant

graphical solutions of the various problems which

are given throughout as alternatives to numencal

catenations b> algebraical formulee The chief

and deadcdly regrettablls omission is that the

simple problem of achromatism is not dealt with

at all It IS, of course, not a part of the Gaussian

theory, and the omission is therefore justifiable

but It IS so closely bound up with the proper

explanation of the effects produced by compound
object-glasses and eyepieces that the book would

certainly have gained in value if the subject had

been included

The book is not so free from misprints as one

would wish, and there is a really bad muddle on

PP 94 »
where the pioperties of thick lenses

are discussed This is not a rase of a simple

misprint or transposition of diagrams, but of

actual errors by either the original author or one

of the translators Thus on p 87 a thick bicon-

vex lens IS stated to be convergent if its thickness

18 less than one third of the sum of the radii (both

taken as positive, with i 5) This should be

three times instead of one-third Ihen, on

p g3 a meniscus with the shorter radius on its

concave face is stated to be always convergent,

and on p 94 the meniscus with the shallower

curve on the concave face is credited with being

divergent, telescopic, or conveigent according to

thickness The actual facts are, of course, the

other way about Immediately after this the

properties of a concentric lens are correctly

stated

On p 144 the strange conclusion is reached

that of two eyepieces of the same equivalent focal

length that one is to be preferred which has the

closer eye-point This is directly contrary to the

experience of every observer

In the calculations of the properties of the

human eye, or rather of its "simplified model,”
the author sets a very bad example by starting

with data given with three sigmfiocuat figures and
undoubtedly uncertain^ ,even then m the third

figure, and calculating all the dedigml figures with
SIX, and even seven, significant figures (pp 7i-*75)

The idea of begmners that the percentagt

accuracy of observed data can be mdefiml^
increased by pytting them through die matbe-
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HWtlcel null with an imposing^ number of figures

18 sufficiently difficult to cradic'ite without such

examples by teachers *

Apart from a few blemishes of the kind -Uluded

to the book may still forty four yeirs after its

first appearance be recommended as worthy of

cireful study A E C

The International Research Council

Iniemattonal Research Counctl ConsUtutive

Assembly held at Brussils July i8 to July 2H

1919 Reports of Proceedings Edited by Sir

Arthur Schuster Pp 111 + ^86 (London

Harrison and Sons 1920 ) Price lof 6d

The Constitutive Assembly of the Internal onal

Research Council which met at Brussels on

July X8 1919 established for certain subjects new
international organisations to replace those exist

ing before the war and in this volume we have

the official text of the statutes there idopted or

proposed as well as the procts vtrbaux of the

different meetings which were held

It will be remembered that in October 1918

a conference of the scientific academies of the

Allied nations was held in London at the invita

tion of the Royal Society to consider the action

which should be taken in regard to international

associations for some had lapsed during the war
and others were unlikely to meet in their old form

for some years to come Ihe resolutions then

agreed to were earned further at a second confer

ence which was held at Pans in November of the

same year when the International Research

Council was formed and an executive committee

appointed to prepare proposals to be submitted

to the Constitutive Assembly at Brussels The
meeting at Brussels formed ^e third stage m the

formation of the new international organisation

which had been decided upon in London and at

It the statutes of the International Research
Council and of the Unions for Astronomy for

Geodesy and Geophysics and for Pure and
Applied Chemistry were approved
The legal domiale of the International Research

Council is at Brussels where the general assem
bly will meet from time to time but this in no
way restricts the Unions the members of which
determine the places of their bureaux and of their

periodical meetings as they please The countries

participating in the foundation of the International

Research*Council are Be^ium Brazil, the United
States, Prance the United Kingdom Australia

Canada, New Zealand South Afnca Greece
Italy, Japan, Poland Portugal, Rumania and
Serbia, m addition to which the followinsf neutral

coantnea were invited to join the Council China
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Siam the Argentine Republic Chile Denmark
Spam Mexico the Principal ty of Monaco Nor
way Holland Sweden Switzcrlind and ali»o

C^echo Slovakia

Besides the three Unions which were definitely

established at the Brussels meeting proposals

wer^ made that several others—mathematics

physics radiotclcgraphy biology geo
graphy and b bliography—should be formed and
draft statutes for these were presented in order

that the executive committee might communicate

them to the National Research Counuls of the dif

ferent countries for the desirability of forming

such international unions to be cons dered

The machinery therefore exists for constituting an

international organisation in any branch of science

where it will be of service Several countries

h i\ e already formally signified the r adherence to

the International Research Council and some also

to the Unions which have already been formed

It has been proposed that the draft statutes of

the Mathematical Union should be discussed at

an international meeting at Strasbourg this

autumn and doubtless representatives of other

br inches of science will hold similir meetings in

due course to consider the desirability of forming

unions of their own *

For all such meetings this volume of the pro

cecdings and reports of the Brussels meeting will

be of great value for the general organisation

differs from that of earlier associations and may
at first sight seem to be somewhat cumbrous but

a perusal of the documents now published will

show that each union can provide itself with the

constitution best suited to its own requirements

while conforming at the same time to the essential

features of the International Research Council

Problems of Population

(1) Problems of Population and Parenthood
[Being the Second Report of and the Chief hvt
dence taken by ihe National Birth rate Com
mission 1918-20) Pp clxvi + 423 (London
Chapman and Hall I td 1920 ) Price 255 net

(2) rhe Social Diseases Tuberculosis Syphdu
Alcoholism Stenkty By Dr J H^ricourt

Translated and with a final chapter by Bernard
Miall Pp x + 246 (London George Rout
ledge and Sons Ltd New York £ P Dutton
and Co 1920 )

Price 75 6d net

(3) The Venereal Problem By E T Burke
Pp ao8 (London Henry Kimpton 1919)
Price 75 6d net

(i) I^R JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN set a pre.

lYx cedent when he gave the name of

Tariff Commission to a body created by him-
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self alone Previously the word * Commission **

had been generally applied only to bodies created

by Royal or Parliamentary authority, and having

power to call witnesses before them, to whom
each member of the Commission could put ques-

tions Where bodies had been created for the

purpose of hearing evidence tendered by volun-

tary witnesses, as h'ld been done with advantage

by the Charily Organisation Society, they were

usually called speaal committees They are

now often called “ Commissions ” in imitation of

Mr Chamberlain s action, and if it is clearly

understood that they have no compulsory powers,

there seems no harm in applying that term to

them as denoting their method of action rather than

the authority under which they act In one respect

they are not unlike many Royal Commissions
They consist laigely of people who are known to

have formed strong opinions on one side or the

other, and accordingly then conclusions if any sort

of unanimity can be arrived at, are often in the

nature of a feeble compromise or, on the other

hand, if both parties stand to their guns are split

into majority and minority reports Even so,

such reports may be useful as collections of facts

and as presenting to the public maternls for

forming its own judgment
The test, therefore, is Are the results obt lined

of value? We thmk the report of the National
Birth-f'ite Commission which has been pub-
lished under the title of Problems of Population
and Parenthood “ very fairly answers this test

It shows a conUnuous reduction m the birth rate
111 I ngland and Wales from 24 per thousand of
the population in 1913 to i8 per thousand in

1918 For the filither elucidation of the problems
arising out of this fact, the Commission unani-
mously passed resolutions m favour of the estab-

lishment of a permanent Anthropometric Depa t

ment under the Ministry of Health, and of a
General Register Ihe practice of restricting the
family has begun with educated and professional

persons, and is gradually spreading through the
whole community That it should be so seems to

be regarded by the majority of the Commissioners
as inevitable but they acknowledge the value of

the unrestricted family as a training m self sacri

fice, mutual help, and efficiency, conducing to a
better prospect of happiness than the restneted
familj^ 111 general can afford When the practice

of reitriction of families is adopted the tendency
IS to limit the number to that which will not
restore the deficit caused by the loss of the
generation that is passing We thus get a dimin-
ishing population, leading to what has been called
* race suicide

The conditions in which an increase of
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the population is not desirable do not exist

in the Bnbsh Empire So far as they exist

in Great Britain, emigration (as Sir Rider

Haggard suggests) seems to be the ri^t means
of meeting them The Commission reports that

there is no moral issue raised m respect of the

limitation of the fanuly when there are good

reasons for such a course, but that the moral

difficulty arises as to the means which may be

used for that purpose Ecclesiastical authorities

allow of a hmitation of intercourse, which does

not afford a complete security, but not of any

other method If, however the rightfulness of

the limitation be admitted, the method by which

It IS to be effected would seem to be a question

of physiology and perhaps of cesthetics rather

than one of ethics Some of the methods sug

gested are repulsive, 'ind it is to be hoped none

of them will become piopular

(2) Dr H^ncourt approaches the subject from

a different point of view in dealing with sterility

as one of the social diseases of I ranee where the

birth rate has been steadily falling and depopuli

tion in progress for many years He attri

butes this to voluntary restriction, ind shows

thit the richer inhabit ints are the less fruitful,

and the poorer the more fruitful He proposes

a variety of remedies, ranging from the moral

encouragement of hrge families to the taxation

of celibates ind of small fimilies He rejects the

expedient of 1 direct bounty from the State to the

parent He would use sll legal means to suppress

publications in which the limitation of families is

recommended and to prevent the sale of articles

designed to effect that object

(3) The venereal problem is a subject common
to all the three volumes under review, and it is

curious to note that it is only recently that it has
been possible to d scuss it with the freedom that

all alike use This is in some degree due to the

war Since the days when Alva brigaded his

quatre cents courtesancs k cbeval, belles et

braves comme princesses, et huit cents k pied,

bten k point aussi,’ and long before, indiscriminate

sexual indulgence has been one of the incidents of

a time of warfare The risk attaching to it may
be mitigated by suitable measures of military

discipline, but the effectual applicaUon of similar

measures to the civil population would be difficult,

if possible The urgency of the protdem lies m
the possibility of communicating the infection to

innocent persons and to unborn children, and in

the loss to the community ansing from the destruc-

tion of life and efficiency caused by the disease

In the face of these evds it is not necessary to

discuss the old view that syphilu was a disease

the nsk of which was vbluntarily locurred iri the
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performance of an immoral act If prostitution

could be abolished, venereal disease would prob-

ably in time become extinct, but no means have

yet been discovered by which, mankind being what

It i8> prostitution can be abolished*

All the authors alike urge propaganda The
National Birth-rate Commission thinks that the

Ministry of Health should direct the attention of

the public to the urgent duties of citizens

in the matter Dr H^ricourt says that ^^e

must act upon the will of the individual by

persuasion through fear and through interest,

and mentions a work by Prof* Fournier

that has been circulated by the French Society

for Sanitary and Moral Prophylaxis as well

calculated to effect the desired persuasion

Mr Miall, who adds a chapter of his o^\n to his

translation of Dr H^ncourt’s work, urges that

proper instruction should be given in the dangers

of venereal disease Mr Burke, who has been

an acting lieutenant-colonel in the Royal Army
Medical Corps, argues forcibly that the public

must be made more acquainted with sexual

matters, increase its knowledge of the pre-

valence and dangers of venereal disease* and
be induced to appreciate and to assist activcK

in the means to be provided for treating

and finally stamping out of existence those

disorders The education, he says, must begin

with the child The adult must be impressed with

the importance, the reality, and the dangers of

venereal disease The medical profession must set

Its teeth uith determination to fight the menace
out of existence Mr Burke’s treatise, which is

illustrated by six diagrams, is likely to be of value

in effecting the common purpose of enlightening

the public on these important matters E B

I

The Elements of Hardy Fruit Culture

Practical Hardy Fruit Culture By Richard

Staward Pp. 216 (London* The Swarth-

morc Press, Ltd
, 1920 )

Price 65 net

Although m many respects this small

treatise on hardy fruit culture may be com-

mended to beginners as a clear, concise, and ele-

mentary guide on the subject as applied to garden

conditions, describing methods followed with

success by the author at Panshanger Gardens,

Hertford, it c:annot be considered as having

achieved the main purpose for wlych it was
written The author h’aa set himself to provide a

useful book for those,* forming a numerous class

at the present time, who are adopting hardy fruit

culture as a biuiness and know litde or

nothing of such work. The methods ' recom-
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mended, however, are essentially those for the

private gardener, as distinct from the commercial
fruit-grower Taking the case of distances for

planting trees as an example, it is advised that

bush or pyramid apples on free stocks should be
planted 12 ft apart, and those on the Paradise

stock from 6 ft to 9 ft apart Fdr standard

apple-trees 12 ft is mentioned as the dis-

tance, if space is limited For commercial work
these distances should be at least doubled for

varieties of vigorous growth, where the trees are

to be treated as permanent and not as fillers A
general criticism may also be made of the lists

of varieties recommended, which are almost in-

variably too long, and contain sorts which are of

at least doubtful commercial value

The sections devoted to the diseases and pests

of the respective fruits make mention for the most
part of the more serious troubles, and of some
which are relatively tnvial, but there arc im-

portant omissions, such as silver-leaf of plums,

bitter-pit of apples, and reversion of black-currants.

The remedies proposed arc typical garden methods
and are often inappropriate for commercial

plantation use In some cases they would appear

to miss the mark entirely, as when, for instance,

thespiaying of black-currants w'lth lime-sulphur,

or, as the author describes it, “bisulphide of cal-

cium,” against big-bud-mitc attack is advised after

the fruit has been gathered By that time the

mites are safely within the cover of the newly

formed buds It may also be questioned whether

the author has made the best use of the space at

his disposal by dealing with sm h fruits as out-

door grapes, mulberries, medlars, and apricots,

by description of methods of propagation which

are not adopted in general practice, and by de-

tailed accounts of the training of special torms of

trees which are never considered except for par-

ticular purposes in private gardens

Ihc illustrations are original, and some are of

interest

Our Bookshelf.

hxperwients tn the Breeding of Certom By
Paul Bartsch (Department of Marine BioIog\
of the Carnegie Institution of Washington
Vol XIV

)
(Publication No 282) Pp 55 + 59

plates* (Washington Ihc Carnegie Institution

of Washington, 1920 ) Price 3 dollars

Cerions arc land snails, well represented in the

Bahamas by five species They occur on the
ground, under the edges of stones, among dead
kaves, on grass, and on bushes On an exposed
place they attach themselves to the support by a
thin epiphragm which also serves to prevent
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desiccation They can testivate for a considerable

time In habit they are largely nocturnal^ and

are most active on misty nights They feed mainly

on fungi They mate on the ground, and, though
hermaphrodite one functions as a male and the

other as a female The eggs are laid singly at the

base of tufts of grass and beneath the surface It

takes between two and three years for an m
dividual to re'ich full maturity

For experimental purposes a number of nihami
forms were introduced into the Florida Keys
which present a considerable range m climatic

factors and vegetation There is on many of the

Key an indigenous species of Ccrion C mcomim
Binney but it is not nearly rel ited tetany of the

forms introductd and one of the interesting

results obtained by Dr Bartsch was that the

cross breeding of the native sptcics with the intro

duced C vtaregis brought about a state of flux

Had the resulted colony been disco\cred by one

who did not know the history a description would
hive been given of a very variable spccits Ihe
inference is that similir complexes of unknown
origin are likewise the product of cross breeding

The rase is peculiarly interesting because C i

canum and C vtaregt^ are very remotely relited

The fact is that it is very surprising that

organisms presenting such great differences in

organisation should be able to cross at all ind it

IS still more remarkable that they should have
produced fertile crosses The author is inclined

to believe that the crossing has an energising

effect on the new product but recent work on
hybrid vigour leads one to think rather that

what occurs is a happy pooling of hercdit iry items

which corroborate one another fhe goner d pic

ture the author s results leave in the mind is that

speacs separated for ages might be bi ought to

gether bv changes of Uvel so that crossing re

suited There followed an efflorescence of new
forms which were later subjected to isola

tion on islands and promontories where inbreeding

gradually eliminated diverse characters cventu illy

resulting in the more or less homogentous ex
pression which now marks in the Bahamas a multi

tude of insulated colonics

Space and Time m Cot temporary Physic^ An
Introduction to the Theory of RclaUvity and
GravUatum By Prof Moritz Schlick Ren
dered into English by Henry L Brose With
an introduction by Prof I A I indemann
Pp xi + 89 (Oxford At the Clarendon Press

1920 )
Price 6s 6d net

Here is a reidable book excellently translated
for which we have again to thank Mr H L
Brose Though it is called an introduction to the
theory of relativity and gravitation it is more
strictly an essay on The Inseparability of Geo
metry and Physics in Experience to quote the

title of Its fifth chapter The mam problem m
presenting the work of Einstein to the physicist
IS to enable him to see how obstinately meta«
physical he is

Tune and space can be dissociated from
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physical things, and events only in abstraction
The combination or oneness of space, time, and
things IS alone reahty

, each by its^ is an abstrac
tion Many will say such statements are meta
physical tn nature In a sense indeed, any state-

ment is metaphysical which is cemeem^ with
logic The real merit of Emstem s theory is that
it does not trouble to ask what space and time
are or how far they may be logically separated
from things It does not attempt the separation
It goes straight ahead keeping them all together
until a result is arrived at which may be tested

without any doubt or dispute as to its logical

meaning by the only method of exact observation
the perception of complete coincidence It renders
Newton s highly metaphysical definitions of space
and time unnecessary but while philosophers
pause to see how they have to re model their

definitions the physicist may congratulate him
self that history has again proved that the real

advances are made by those who with open mind
continue in their endeavour to order the direct

farts of experience in the most comprehensive
manner

•

History of the U ar based on Official

Dotumcnis By Direction >/ the Ht^toncal
Section of the Committee of Imperial Defence
N iial Operations Vol i By Sir J S
Corbett Pp xiv-i- 470 + ease cf 18 mips
(London I ongmans Green and Co 1920

)

Price 17A 61 net

This import int volume the first of a senes which
is expected to run to four or five volumes is

described on it cover as the official history of
the war This description is modified within bv
the cxplanition that though it is based on official

documents inaccessible to the general pubLc its

views and opinions are those of its author alone
for which the Admiralty accepts no responsibility

This explanation unquestionably diminishes the
official nature of the publication but on the other
hand it immensely increases its historic interest

and its scientific value For Sir Julian Corbett
IS a master of naval lore he is deeply versed in

the strategy and the tactics of the great captains
of the old days Consequently he has come to
the study and interpretation of the masses of in-

formation concerning the late war laid before him
by the Government with a splendid reserve of
knowledge and with a perfected apparatus of
criticism and it is eminently satisfactory to be
assured that he has had a perfectly free hand in

deaLng with his material and m drawing his con
elusions

The volume deals m a most illuminating numner
and with a wealth of new inforsiation with the
situation at the outbreak of the war with the
problems which the NaVy had to face and solve
during the critical monms of 1914 and finally

with the thrilling battle of the FalkUnd Islands
We await ivith eager anticipation the remaining
volumes of the series The maps it may ilc

added are of the value and importance
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Letters to the Editor.

[TIm Editor dots not hold httnsolf respomthU for

optmotu ex^€ssod by hts correspondents Neither
can he unaertake to return or to correspond uftth

the writers of rejected manuscripts intMded for
ihu or any other part of Nature No notice is

taken of anonymous communications ]

TM Oomtittitioii of tN Elemeiiti

In continuation of my letter in Naiurb of Match 4,
further experiments on ma^s spectra have been ma<lc
the results of which may be briefly announced 'is

follows

Boron (atomic weight 10 g) is a complex element
Its isotopes are 10 and 11, s'\tisfactot ilv confirmed by
second order lines it 4 and 55 1 luonne ('itomic

weight xgoo) i& apnaiently simple as its cl^micil
itomic wei^t would lead one to expect
The results obtained with silicon (atomic we ght

283) ire somewhat difhcult to interpret ind lo'id to
the conclusion th'it this eleimnt has isotopes ^8 ^nd
29 with possibly another 30
Bromine (atomic weight 7992) is pirticuhrh in

teresting for although its cnemicnl atomic weight is

so nearly 80 it is actually composed of approximate Iv

cquil parts of isotooes 79 and 8 t

Sulphur (atomic weight 3206) has 1 predominant
constituent 32 Owing to possible hvdrogin cem
pounds the data are as vet insufhcient to give 1

derision as to the piesence of small quantities of

isotopes of higher mass suggested bv the itomic
weight
Phosphorus (atomic weight 3104) and arson

(atomic weight 7496) are also apparently simple
elements of masses 31 and 7^ respectively

No line given by the above elements shows inv

measurable diveigence from the whole number rule

F W Aston
Cavendish Laboratory June 20

Appliad SoieiiM and Industrial Resaaroh

In my reply to Mr Williamson published in Nators
of June 3, 1 stated that research workcis and their

assistants, aided by the Department of Scientihc ind

Industrial Research, during the year 1918-19 recuved
on the average 535 weekly

Sir brank Heath has directed my attention to ih<

unwarranted inference 1 have drawn 1 assumed that

the grants made were all annual grants, but 1 am
informed by the £>epartment that this is not the c ise

kss than half the grants to lescarch workers and
students wore grants for twelve calendar months
work, the sum of 14 170Z expended included nine

grants for apparatus and grants for casual labour

Actually, eighty five research workers and students
rec:eived rather less than 13 oooZ 1 am informed
also that professors recommendations are followed in

making these grants both with regard to recipients

and to the amounts allotted

Without expressing any further opinion as to the

adequacy of grants to individuals detailed information
not having been supplied I should be glad if >ou
would affood me the opportunity of expressing mv
regret that In cnticismg the grants I unwittingly mis
constmecH the figures given on pp 9 and 72 of the

Report of the Committee of the Privy Council for

Scientific and Industrial Research for the year 1918-19
A G Church

National Union of Scientific Workers
19 Tothill Street Westminster
London S W i June 21
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SoieHoa and SoMastioieiii

Dr biN&ER b review of my book Medieval Medi-
cine in NAruKB of Apnl i has only just come undei
my notice Ihc mails separate us truiii Lngland mure
than before the Wat , may that be my excuse for a
belated word/ 1 have nothing to say for the book,
It is thoroughly documented ana must speak for itself

,

but may 1 say t woid for poor Aristotle and Hugo da
Lucca whom i have brought under tlie reviewer s

strictures /

Dr Singer suggests that Aristotle h is come into
appreciation again because wc have found that he
made observations on animal life Is not the reason
lather that now that we ourselves have come to think
through our observations to the principles bene ith, wt
have found that Aristotle was usually before us ^ As
Prof Wundt said, after spending a lifetime at experi-
mental psychology It is only the inimism of \ns
totle which by joining psyche logy to biolog) pro
vides a plausible metaphysical explanation for the data
furnished by expermcntil psyihulcgy In marlv
cveivthing else wh< re this generation has thought
deeply enough they have found Aristotle before them
whenever he had consideted the subject Ih it is why
W6 have come to appreciate better the mtdicvd
regard for him
Hugo da Lucca must be allowed to r< st on his own

work just like Anstotle Any min who operated on
the skull the thor ix and the abdomt n Severn hundred
years ago using a metal tube to secure the patulous
ness of the intestines while he was making an intes

tm il anastomosis who got union by first intention
and boasted of it and whose cicatrices were prettv

and linear so that they could scarcely be seen may
be trusted to posterity in our time How he could
have done such things without an anaesthetic is tm
possible to understand so therefore the hints that we
hive of anesthesia at thxt time must be taken as
historic We do not need to go to manuscripts for

this there arc dozens of text tooks of professors of
surgery in the thirteenth century that were printed
in the Rentissance time The Kcmissance printers

hxd marvellously good judgment and the authors they
punted in their magnificent editions were worthy of
the time and laboui they devoted to them W< have
no word from Hugo himself but his son wrote a whole
volume with regird to him which surely Dr Singer
must know though it is very hard to understand the
position that he takes if he does know of it

It IS always amusing to note how the saying of

invthmg good about the Middle Ages arouses opposi
tion John b isl e s derl iration there is a sense in

which the most brilliant achievements of pagan
antiquity are dwarfed in comparison with these (of

the Middle- Ages) must wait for acceptance When
I ventured to sav in a volume on The Thirteenth
the Greatest of Centuries that they had fine

technical schools and developed engineering most
people shied ind vet wc have their stained glass

illuminated books vvondirful ironwork carving and
all the rest that we are founding technical schools to

secuie and the engineering of then bridges and
cathedrals is a marvel
The modern man of science balks at this Here

in the United States the authors of A Short History
of Science * (New York tqi8) professors at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology treated the

science of the Middle Ages m a couole of paragraphs
the most important part of which is In the thirteenth

century it becomes plain that a new spirit is arising

in Europe Thomas Aauinas writes his famous
• Imitatio Chnsh * Jas J Watsh
no West 74th Street New York Mav 26
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Ihb dialectical methodi of the Middle Ages, admir
ably adapted to the sharpening of wits ana the enter-

tainment of audiences, have long been regarded by
men of science as an inferior means of arriving at

truth 1 have no wish to enter into controversy with
my fnend Prof Walsh as to the general merits of

Aristotle Yet 1 will venture to sum up in a sentence

what 1 believe to be the conclusions of the over

whelming m^onty of modern Aristotelian scholars

ami of scientific men who have investigated the works
of the master Anstotle s phytttcal setence ts almost
worthless from the modern point of view it has
scarcely any serious basts of observation and none of
experiment hts biological works on the other hand
show him to have been an admirable and careful

observer of animal life lie was thus an excellent

naturalist but a very poor ph)sici8t 1 will further

endeavour to epitomise the verdict of most s lentific

students of the Middle Ages on his position in

medieval science It was chiefly Anstotle s physical

work^ that earned for him his scientific reputation in

the Middle Ages his biological works exerted Itiile

influence until the sixteenth century Those who
assent to these prepositions will not agree that we
have come to appreciate better medieval regard for

him
regards Hugh of Lucca 1 am aware of the

existence of the Chirurgia of Iheodonc and chat

he was pcrhap^i the son of Hu(!th though to my mind
Prof Walsh has greatly exaggerated the scientihc

value of his work But Theodonc s treatise though
oertainlv very interesting to us was not greatly pri^
by the Middle Ages Hence copies of it are very rare

and among the fifteen thousand or so medical MSS
that have survived in this country only one (Ashmole

1427 fourteenth ccntuiy) contains it A treatise

possibly founded on it has survived in one English

codex of somewhat later date (Magd Coll Cambridge.
Pepys 1661) Theodonc s treatise was not pnnted
until 1498 1 see nothing in it or in what Prof

Walsh now says of it to justify a modification of my
inticism Ihc English reader who cares to leam
more of Theodonc wiU find a sympathetic account of

him in Sir Cli fiord Allbutl s Historical Relations of

Medicine and Surgery, and a very full analysis of

hit Chirurgia in £ Gurlt s (jeschuhte der

Chirurgie
The judgment of the Renaissance pnnters in their

•eWtion medical works is a matter of opinion

The sateenth oentuiy had run a quarter of its course

ere they made Hippocrates accessible (earliest Latin

edition Rome, 1^25 earliest Greek ediuon Vem e

1526) By that time the ponderous Kanun of

Avicenna had already passed through at least twenty
two editions (Editio princeps htrassburg 147a)

Ihose who rate flippocrates higher than Avicenna-
or than Theodonc—will rate the judgment of the

Renaissance printers—and readers-^ccordingly
Against Prof Walsh s suggestion that 1 am opposed

to any good being said oT the Middle Ages 1 am
sufficienUy protected by my published works How
ever these be estimated they will yet 1 hope ^ard
me against the accusation of having ijeglected that

periocT Under such protection as they may afford 1

would add my re^t to that of many of Prof Walsh n

other adimrers that he does not use hit great learn

mg and literary gifts to portray medieval life as it

was instead of as that of a Cmtcu De which it was
not Whatever the scientific aspirations of the age
the scientific achieverrent was very small The ex
planations of this failure are vanous but in denying
the fart Prof Walsh belongs to an exceedingly smalt

band of scholars whose conclusions seem also to

some of us to be shaped ^ certain preconceived
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ideas But we shall not, on that account, value the
less any contribution to knowledge that he may make
Oxford June 12 Charles Singer

Oommeroul ParasftiSM la tiM Ostton Indivtry*
The opinion of Sir George Watt in Nature of

February 23 that the report to the Board of Trade
of the Empire Cotton Growing Committee is in
geniously elaborated but leaves a confused im
pression may justify a brief consideration of an
allied phase of the subject Why the whole history
of cotton improvement is most disheartening may
be explained if an essential feature has been omitted
The argument for research is ably presented m the
pamphlet issued at Manchester by the Provisional
Committee on Research and Education for the Cotton
Industry but with no reflection of the actual state of
production
Not only should planters have industrial informa

tion as recognised in Sir George Watt s proposal of
a centril research instUuti n at Manchester, but on
the pa t of manufacturers financie s economists and
commer 1 il leaders there s acute nped of agricultural
information Industrial interest in cotton improve
ment must be made effective through the commercial
channels that lead back to the fanner Problems of
igricultural application must be soKed in addition
to developing suner or varieties devising better cul
tural methods and rontioll nr' d seasea or inse t para
sites The elaboration of the cotton research pro
j;,ramme mav be ent relv logical but without an
effective tie back to the farmer there can ha no
prospect of a general application of the results of
technical invest gati n either industrial or biological
to purposes of production
The central cotton inst tution at Manchester should

be equ nped for anv elaboration of research that mav
be necessary to determine and demonstrate to inanu
facturers the relation of the svstem of buying to the
improvement of production The parasitic tendencies
of the present rommerr a1 svstem arc not limite 1 to
the speculative features that are being restricted bv
law or to the taking of undue profits but lead to
enormous agricultural and industrial waste through
the production and manufacture of infenoe fibre
passed on to the consumer in weaker and more perish
able fabrics
To expect manufacturers to be interested in the

cotton plant or in the details of farm operations in
the growing of cotton might be unreasonable but at
least the finanaal aspects of cotton product on would
receive attention if manufacturers knew how their
interests are prejudiced by the present commercial
system Instead of serving as a conductor of Interest
in improved production from the soinner to the farmer
the commercial system has the manufacturers and the
growers fenced apart and misinformed regarding the
genera] needs of the industry
Manufacturers are accustomed to pay more for good

cotton and naturally euppoee that the farmer* who
raise better fibre receive higher prices for their crops
but investigation will show that most of the profit is

absorbed 1^ the busers Ihe commercial idea of
improving cotton Is by classing * the present mis
cellaneous crop into the soiled even running lots
Buyers like to get long staple bales at shor^taple
prices but do not forgo present profits in order to
encourage the improvemefit of future crops that some
body else may buy The eommercial system provides
no incentive for improved production
Ibe farmer it at liberty of course to raise better

cotton if he fhooses, but extra care and expense must
be given with no assurance of being able to sell at a
higher price Instead of gaining an advantage or of
bring encouraged to continue the planting o! u betier
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variety, the progreuivc farmer at the end of the season
may tind himself making a forced contribution to an
unjust aystem. Naturally, he Joses interest in raising

cotton of better quality, and goes back to ordinary
* gin-run seed or to the shortest and most inferior

vanety that pi onuses a large yield

Ihere is no agricultural reason wh> any part of i1k
American cotton belt should produce less than inch
staple, nor is it an advantage to any interest that the
production pf inferior, shorr, and irregular staple

should continue, but the intrlia of the system must
be overcome It longer and more uniform staples air

to be grown, they must sell at least as readily and
as profitably as short staples hime the faniH;r makes
no use of cotton at homc^ but raises it only to sell,

the quality of the libre is of interest to him only as
the price is affected Better prues for better cotton

are the only inducements that the fanner should be
expected to consider Trcaching from any other text

is sure to fall on deaf e us
The present scarcity of superior fibre lould be met

most promptly and eflectivcfy by having more good
cotton grown instead of wasting the resources of pro-

duction by planting inferior cotton The real obstacle

Is a defective commercial system, which undoubtedly
could be changed without any gioat difficulty if the
manufacturers had su^cient understanding of the
conditions and needs Jhe problem, no doubt, is

much the «ame m other countries as in the United
States to rcri^r production more efficient bv im-
proving the quality of the crop

After two de ados of investigation of cotton,

breeding problems in the United Stntrs it is being
recognisea that the production of the best and most
uniform fibre can be maintained only in communities
that limit their production to a single varielv of
cotton, so that there shall be no mixing of different

kinds of seed at the public gins or ctossing of

different kinds in the held One-varicty communitiis
have been maintained for several >ear8 In the Salt

River Valley of Arizona, where the pratlical advan-
tages of the plan havo been dcmonstiated and the

commercial obstacles more clearly revealbd

Communltv production of better cotton in other
regions might go forward rapidly if farmers were
assured of better markets for gora cotton than for

short, mixed fibre High prices may be expected to

affect the quantity of cotton to be grown, but the

quality will not be improved unless there is a distimt
advantage In raising better cotton So long as manu-
facturers are willing to take the present commercial
system entirely for granted, and overlook its effect

upon production, no prompt or general improvement
is to he expected
Lack of discrimination in buying from the growers

is the weak point of the present system, not to be

made good by paying all growers more for ihcir

cotton, but by paying more for good cotton and less

for poor cotton Discrimination In prices must be

applied In the primary markets instead of the present

careless and incompetent buving of *' hog-round ” lots

at “flat** prices, which leads the farmer to produce

the worst fibre instead of the best, because varieties

with inferior lint often yield well or turn out high

peroentans of lint at the gin, and do not need such

careful handling as the longer staples

Not only the condition or “ grade’’ of the cotton,

but alfo the quality or “ staple " need to be recognised

while the lotton is stiff In the hands of the fanner

Outside of cotton markets it is seldom understood
that the grades used In buying cotton from farmers

have no relation to the essential textile Qualities of

length, strength, and uniformity of fibre but onlv to

Inci^tnl differences that result mostly from careless
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picking or from exposure to the weather The system
buys grades from the farmer, but sells staples to the
manufacturer, getting dii>counts from the mrmer and
premiums from the manufacturer

Discrimination could be applied honestly and to the
l)est advantage on the farm befoie the cotton is

picked Uniformity of the fibre, which is an essential
factor of quality and value for textile purposes, can
lie dctirmined much more rcadllv and definitely while
the cotton IS still in the field than after it is brought
to the gin or passed into the bale Field inspection
of the plants shows readily and easily whether the
stock represents a select, unifoim variety or Is mixed
with plants that yield onlv short, inferior fibre, as
most of the “off” plants do when a good variely is

nllowcd to deteriorate through admixture or neglect
of selection

If the cotton Is mixed and 11 regular in the field

there is no chance that the farmer will have high-
quality fibre to sell, although the average bu\er could
not determine the admixture from the bale samples
The careless farmer usually sells his cotton at i* e
same price as his more careful neighbours, to sav
nothing of the dishonest farmer who deliberately

grows a mixed field with 20 per cent , or even 50 per
cent , of short cotton, but f^ts the long-staple price

for Ids crop

1 he quality of the fibre Is affected also h\ cultural

conditions of soil, season, ond methods of handling
the crop Even on the same farm or In the same
field inequalities of soi! or treatment may result in

cotton of very different textile qualities, whUh would
be marketed in separate bales if adequate discrimina-

tion in buving made such precautions worth while to

the grower The careful discrimination of quality

that should be applied m the field can be made good
onlv In part by the elaborate milUtests by which the
manufacturers trv to protect themselves against too

much waste and breakage In working the cotton

Such losses, as well as costs of cleaning and combing
processes, undoubtedly could be reduced to a great

extent through more careful buying and the more
careful growdng and handling of the crop which dis-

criminating treatment of farming communities would
secure *

Field-inspection buying may be considered as a new
application of botanical knowledge, but the underlying

facts have been established, and there is no reason to

doubt thit the talent applied in commercial sampling
from bales could be used more effectively for deter-

mination of the quality of fibre before the cotton U
harvested Such a reform would give the commercial
system a positive, constructive relation to the Industry

instead of the present negati\c, parasitic relation

Farming communities would turn at once to the pro.

duction of fibre of better qualitv, to the general ad-

vantage of the cotton industry and the consuming
ubiic No doubt the relation of prices to production

as been overlooked because it is so simple and
obvious, but a new approach is open to manufac-
turers through the organisation of one-vanety com-
munities A strong o^rtment of commercial rela-

tions in the new Cotton Research Institute at Man-
chester would be a practical recognition of the principle

approved by Sir George Watt “The cultivator’s

mierests arc paramount ** OF Cook
Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington,

May 24

i SMUmiod SumTlepartmcntorAmicuUnrc Bullotint “Tha Ralatlon
of votton ( otton Growitiv, *Ciitior 1 mprovomtnt oa a Com
nunity Huu,** * Cotton Sclootion on the tarrn by th« Characton of tl*
Snllt^ T.rav«4, and Boll*,*' “ Fiitcn«ionof ( otton Production mCahfonna.*'
“ Produetton or Anuncan Fforptiftn CoUnn, nnd “ Malniaitiinf iht Supper
of Cotton.’*
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Fuel Research.

By Prof John W Cobb

The rising cost of coal will help to focus atten-

tion upon all such potential relief work as
|

that of the Fuel Research Board, which has now
|

issued its 1918-19 report over the signature of

Its director, Sir George Beilby The report is
j

of a comprehensive character, and gives evidence

both of care in preparation and of a desire and

competence to grapple in a scientific and effective i

manner with some of the more important problems
,

with which the country is faced. The Hoard is
^

not only undertaking experimental work at a

station established for the purpose at East Green- 1

wich, and conveniently placed near a works of the

South Metropolitan Gas Co , but is also concern-

ing Itself with inquiries conducted elsewhere into

the thermal efficiency of open fires and cooking
|

ranges, the economic position of pulverised coal,

the cutting, winning, and utilisation of peat, and
the sources of raw material for the production of 1

power alcohol The report also includes a
reasoned account of the proceedings of the Board
in the matter of the new gas standards which had

been wisely referred to it by the Board of Trade
and on which it has made recommendations. A
survey of the national coal resources from the

physical and chemical points of view is promised,

this work having been taken over from the Coal

Conservation Committee, which recognised the

importance of such a survey, but, being without a

staff, did not feel able to carry it out.

The equipment and lay-out of the experimental

station at East Greenwich are desciibed at some
length. Stress is laid upon measures taken to

allow of striking a correct thermal balance for

each piece of plant employed, although it is no
doubt recognised that tlie sm^lness of each unit

would have to be taken into account in translating

results into terms of large-scale practice It is

interesting to note that the position of water-gas
as a heating agent for such purposes as the

firing of the gas-rctort installations is now so far

established that the Board has felt justified in

making blue-water-gas its standard fuel Recent '

experience has demonstrated that the traditional

restriction in the use of water-gas to operations
requiring intense local heat was unnecessary ‘

Apparently the first purpose to which the experi-

mental plant IS to be put is the complete investiga-

tion of low-temperature carbonisation, concerning
which so many conflicting statements have been put
forward This is a very legitimate inquiry, and the

report justifies it (if any justification Is needed), 1

by Insisting upon the wisdom of probing all

possible sources of supply for the fuel oil on which
the Navy and mercantile marine are becoming in-

creasingly dependent It is plain that Sir George
,

Beilby approaches this process with some predis-

position m Its favour He has himself made pre-
liminary experiments upon it, and in an appendix
to the rep^t there is reprinted a contribution
which he made to the discussion of the subject at
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the British Association meeting in 1913 The
report displays a somewhat unfortunate tendency
to rule out the carbonisation processes of the gas
industry as being unlikely to produce larger quan-
tities of fuel oil, because "present movement is all

in the direction of obtaining the highest possible

proportion of the total thermal units of the coal in

the form of gas with a smaller consumption of coal

per million thermal units distributed *’ Such ruling

out IS not justified, as a later qualifying clause

admits The further technical success of the gas
industry would be expected to result in a large
replacement of coal as a domestic and industrial

fuel by gas, and although the thermal units

earned by the gas from a ton of coal would
increase, the margin for replacement is so con-
siderable that the total amount of coal gasified

would increase also Moreover, it is unwise to

assume that such developing processes as the dis-

tillation m vertical retorts of a descending stream
of coal in an ascending stream of steam or other

gas cannot be made a most effective and econo-
mical means of securing the maximum yield of

volatile products, including tar oils if they are
wanted Most of the favourable " non-destnic-

tivc " conditions claimed for low-temperature car-

bonisation may quite probably be secured in this

way without the attendant disadvantages of that
process as it has so far been described and worked
The whole matter is still sub judtee

The net commercial result of any carbonisation
process is to a great extent dependent upon the
relative market values of products, which change
from tune to tune From a thermal point of view,
however, the movement towards obtaining a large

proportion of the thermal units of the coal in gas
is justified by the high thermal efficiency of gas
in use, combined with the low thermal cost of
production which can be made to attach to it

From the point of view of by-products, fuel oil

has, no doubt, its importance, but it would be a
mistake if sulphate of ammonia were to be de-
posed from Its pride of place without due con-
sideration, and it seems dearly to be established

that low-temperature conditions are very unfavour-
able for the production of ammonia It may be
that national safety will be held to demand the
working of a commercially unremuneraUve
process, but, if so, the decision should be made
with open eyes *

The results which Sir George Beilby, Prof
Thomas Gray (chief of the laboratories), and their

staff are setting out to obtain in connection with
the low-temperature carbonisation process will be
of great interest to many who have'' been waiting
for trustworthy data cd^eming it The com-
mercial success of low-temperature carbonisation
on an extended scale is bound up with the creation
of a demand for the soft coke or semi-6oke which
would be one of its main products. As compared
with raw coal, this materUl, likq any other cokjCi
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would have the outstandingf advantage smoke
less combustion, but its ash content would of

necessity, be higher It would have the great
disadvantage of crushing more easily than
ordinary coke in all the processes of transference

from the retort to the consumer, but would be
correspondingly easier to ignite Like both raw
coal and ordinary coke it would deliver potential

heat units at a cheaper rate than they are supplied

in gas The question of efficiency in use remains
and the report deals benevolently with the effi

iiency obtainable from coal and coke in the most
widely used domestic appliance—the open fire It

IS set out that with an open hre which has
apparently a chance of regaining a lost reputation

if It will only consent to provide a market for

large quantities of soft coke probably '^o to 40
per cent of the heat escapes completely Cx> to 70
per cent being used in Maiming the room itself

and the generd fabi ic of the building
On this point careful stitement is idvisable

In view of the comparative unavailability of any
heat from the coal fir< which is not given up to

the room it would be quite wrong to take To to

70 per cent as being the thermal efficiency of the

open hre just as it would be wrong in the other
direction to take the radiant efficiency of such a

fire (about 25 per cent
)

as the total efficicnc}

Comparative tests are probably best made on
ridiant efficiency and it is not surprising to find

that the tests m\dc by Dr Fishenden and quoted
m the report are made on this basis Dr 1 ishcn

den s tests on coal and coke fres h we been earned
out at Manchester by the method worked out at

the University of Leeds for testing the radimt
efficiency of gas fires with such modifications as
were found necessary I he work h is undoi bt

edly been carried out with care and skill but it

should be borne in mind that nn account of the

varying condition of a coal fire during the course
of a determination, the quantity and distribution

of radiation from it cannot be measured with any
thing like the same degree of precision as with a
gas fire Dr 1 ishenden does seem to be satisfied

however, that the radiant efficiency of the coke
fire IS higher thm that of the coal fire and
according to the report the radiant efficiency

of coal fires of different types vanes from 19J to

35 per cent while with fires of low-tcmpcrature
coke in the same grate and burning under the

same conditions this amounts to to 34 per
cent ” It may be noted that the radiant efficiency

of a modern gas fire is approximately 45 to 50 per

cent
,
but the report does not fail to point out

that the real thermal advantage of the gas fire is

much greater than would be indicated by any
such comparison because it can be used ^most
immediately at full efficiency for any period of
time, great or small, this of course a^rt from
any question of labour saving and cleanliness

Croking ranges were brought under test by Mr
A H Barker, and his reports are summarised tn

an appendix ”Mr Barker lays stress on the

extravagance in fuel involved by the necessity of

heating the whole apparatus in the use of only
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one or possibly two of its appliances and points
out the further difficulty of obtaining high economy
under ordinary working conditions because of the
large excess of air emj^oyed

It IS plain that, whether coke or gas is used as
a means of replacing raw coal for domestic uses,

the smoke nuisance would be abated and a section

of the report given under the head Air PoUu
tjon shows this aspect of the fuel problem to

be receiving attention from the Board The
pioneer work of Prof J B Cohen (which should
not be overlooked) Mas of j,ri it service in direct

ing attention to the considerable quantity and evil

effects of smoke m our atmosphere and observa
tions have since been multiplied by the Atmo
spheric Pollution Committee of the Meteorological
Office Dr J S Owens Mr William Fhomson
ind others whose work is referied to in this report

Ihe appointment of properly trained inspectors

whose help ind idvice would be Mcleomed by in

dustnal consumers of fuel is idvt rated in addition

to the est iblishment in every large wc rks of an
orga used fuel contrjl as the only sold founda
lion on which to build more revolutionary or
further reaching methods of fuel economy

It IS pointed out usefully thit soot from the
burning of raw coal ash and dust from the burn
ing of CO d or coke and and impurities derived
from the sulphur eontuned in coal coke and
unpunfied gas ire all to be taken into iccount m
1 consider ition of itmosphene pt llution result ng
from the use of fuel ind it m\y be emphasised
that the liability to pour out large qu intities of
fine ash into the itmosphcre is not to be over
looked in considering the advantiges and dis^d
vantages of pulverised fuel The use of pulverised
coal has not been devcl ped in this country to

the same extent as in America and therefore

Uthough the Board is putting down a small plant
in order to make experiments at Fast GrcenMich
It has thought it advisable to secure full informa
lion upon the subject through i report made by
Mr Leonard H irvey ifter a special inquiry con
ducted m America Mr Harvey visited im
portant installations and collected there the ex-
peiiences and views of the leading consumers of
pulverised cool His report h is already been
issued separately The adv intagcs of the
method as an almost perfect means of burning coal

must be weighed against the cost of producing
and handling coal dust and the difficulties which
may have to be overcome in dealing with its

ash
Another special inquiry has been directed to the

subject of peat This work has been earned out
mainly in Ireland and has undergone vicissitudes

but a beginning seems to have been made and
reference is made to a paper read before the
Royal Dublin Society in March last in which Prof
Purcell gave an admirable summary of the peat
situation not only in Ireland but also m other
countries It is interesting to note as indicating
elastiaty of method that this paper will be pnnted
as one of the special reports of the Fuel Research
Board and also that the help of the Department
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of Scientific and Industrial Research has appar-

ently been accorded for the production of an

En^tsh translation by Prof Ryan of Hausding's
Handbook on the Winning and Utilisation of

Peat
»

As regards fuel alcohol, the position is sum-
marised thus It IS obvious that until an estimate

has been made of the possible resources for the

production of alcohol within the Empire, and until

their probable amount and the cost of using them
have been ascertained, it would be useless to

embark upon research on any extended scale into

methods of production or utilisation
"

The report, under the head “Gas Standards’*
gives a summary of the steps taken by Sir George
Beilby and the Board from the time they

were asked to advise on the subject by the Board
of Trade, which recognised the complete inapplica-

bility to modem conditions of gas standards as
they had existed before the war Conferences
were held with those interested in the matter in

different ways, and at a final conference resolu-
tions were put and adopted which were forwarded
to the Board of Trade, and constitute a new and
much more rational method of regulating gas
supply by statute The Central principle is that
the consumer shall be charged with the potential
thermal units supplied to him in the gas The
permissible percentage of inert constituents is

limited by another resolution, although, of course,
the temptation to pull “inerts” into the gas is

removed now that they have to be distributed at
the same cost as combustibles, but have not to be
paid for The gas undertaking can decide on the
calorific value of the gas it intends to deliver, a
power which should open the way for extensive
techmeal devebpment of the industry, and allow
of the realisation of economies which have hitherto

been rendered impossible by useless and out-of-

date restrictions The refusal of Sir George Beilby

and the Fuel Research Board to accept any re-

strictions in this regard, however pertinaciously

and dogmatically they were put forward, unless

they could be justified b^ some adequate reason,

has exemplified in a striking way the advantage
of referring a matter of this kmd to a competent
technical authority The choice of a new standard
IS a new degree of freedom, but, the choice being
made, the gas undertaking is required to adhere
very closely to it Recognition is here given to

the valid principle that unsatisfactory performance
of a gas-using appliance is far more likely to be
due to variations from the standard than to any
lowness (or highness) in the standard itself It is

recognised that if the standard is materially

altered the burners in consumers' appliances may
need alteration, and the gas undertaking has to
make the adjustment “The calorific value of the

gas is to be continuously measured and recorded
by a recording calorimeter of a standard type to

be passed by the London Gas Referees,” and by

this means it is hoped that the control of gas
quality can be made much more effective than it

has been hitherto

Sir George Beilby has had under observation

for some time the Simmance recording gas calori-

meter with apparently satisfactory results, but the

strain will come when legal penalties are depend-
ent upon the accuracy (or inaccuracy) of this or

any other form of recording gas calorimeter Pre-

sumably, however, the possibilities of error will

receive full investigation, and the successful work-
ing of so promising a scheme for the regulation

of public gas ''Upply will not be endangered by the

imposition of any rigid system of testing which
IS not one of fully proved trustAvorthmess

Use of Sumner Lmes in Navigation ^

By Capi T H. Tizard, C B
,
F R S

HE Sumner I'ne as a means of aiding in the
* navigation of ships has been in use tor
certainly seventy years, and is one of the best
methods of obtaining the position of a ship at
sea, for by its means both latitude and longitude
can be obtained simultaneously without difficulty,

and It has certain other advantages In obtaining
both latitude and longitude simultaneously,
observations of more than one heavenly body are
required, and the Greenwich time must be known
accurately, as well as the approximate latitude
The altitudes of two or more heavenly bodies can
be observed at twilight, both morning and even-
ing, when the weather is clear, the horizon dis*
tinc^y visible, and the stars are yet to be seen
before the sky is lit up by the sun It is possible,
too, even without using the Sumner line, to
observe in daylight meridian altitudes of Venus

of w u Aid to Novltotloo-'*lya C CoMoek ^«+T0. (Now Y^t J. Wiloy tad sSl, Inc.

,

iMdoa.OMpmMoiKlIjUtUd., ifS9.) PricoOroot
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or Jupiter if they cross the meridian at least

two and a half hours before or after noon,^ and
occasionally both sun and moon arc available

during the day In northern latitudes the pole

star is always available m clear weather, at twi-

light, for observations for latitude, and one or

two other stars for longitude, but if neither the

pole star nor a heavenly object near, or on, the

meridian is available for obtaining the latitude,

Sumner’s method affords a means of donig so

Sumner method briefly is as follows . If a
straight line be drawn from the centre of the

earth to any heavenly body, at the spot where
this line cuts the circumference of the eartb, ^e
altitude of that heavenly body will be 90*, which
spot IS named by Mc.i Comstock the sub-polar

[K>int; a more appropriate name would be the
zenith point—that is, the point on the earth’s

surface where the heavenly object obj«rved would
be in the zenith, and if drcles be drawn on
the earth’s surface round this spot« with H
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at a centre, those circles are really circles

kA altitude of the heavenly body , so that
when an observer takes an altitude of a heavenly
body he is on a circle of altitude, and his position

be taken and the resulting Sumner line should
coincide in cutting the other two lines in, or close
to the spot nlready determined
The second method of obtaining the Sumner

on that circle cm be obtained by taking simul
t'lneous altitudes of two heivenly bodies or in

other words of obtaining two circles of altitude

which cut each other at a suitable angle ind the

spot where they cut each other ib Uic required
position of the observer The circles of altitude

are of such a gre it radius that for short distances
they are practically straight lines There are two
methods of obtaining the position of sections of

these circles of altitude or Sumner lines In
I both It IS necessary to know the exact Greenwich
time, the approximate latitude and the exact
declination of the heavenly object These are
always available in a ship provided with a chro
nometer and a Nautical Almanac
The first method is to assume two latitudes

one, say lo miles north and the other xo miles
south, of the approximate position, and with
each latitude combined with the altitude and
polar distance to calculate the longitude, a pro
cess familiar to all navigators then plot the two
positions thus obtained and draw a line on the
phart joining them and the observer must be
on that line With observations of another
heavenly body, and using the same latitudes, go
through tlje same process, and the observer s
position will be on the spot where the two lines
cross each other If it is Very important to avoid
error—as when sailing towards narrow channels
trough coral reefs, such, for instance as the
^ine Island passage through the Great Barrier
Reef in Australia—observations of a third star can
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! ic IS to use fnl\ one lUitude and to cilculue
the Icnf^itude an<l the azimuth or true bearing
of Ihc heavenly body tl en as the circle of alti

tude or Sumner line is at right angles to the

true bearing already calculated by plotting the

latitude and longitude and drawine lines at right
angles to the true bearing, the position of the
obscEver is where those lines cut each other
The following examples illustrate the methods
(1) On August 30 1874, when H M S Choi-
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lenger was fnaking* for the Raine Island passant
observations were taken at 5 a.m. of Aldebarani

Strius, and Canopus, and the latitude was assumed
to be 1 1° 40^ S or 1 1® 50' S Using these latitudes,

the position of the Sumner lines was found to be

as shown in Fig 1, and the position of the vessel

to be II® 44' S , 145° 4' E
(a) On June 13, 1874, observations were taken

at 6 a m ^o fix the position of a deep-sea sound-

ing) of 0 Ononis, Canopus, and Saturn, the lati-

tude being assumed as 34® 12* S
,
the resulting

longitude by iS Ononis being 151® 56^ E
,
and its

azimuth S 86® 26' E
, the Sumner line therefore

running N 3° 34' E and S 3® 34' W The lon^-
tude by Canopus was 15 1® 50^ 45^ £ ,

and its

azimuth S 39° 18' E , rts Sumner line running
N 50® 42' E

,
S 50® 42' W

,
the longitude

by Saturn was 151® 54^ 15^ E
,
and its azimuth

N. 73® W
,
and the Sumner line by it running

N 17® E
,
S 17° W These lines are shown in

Fig 2, and the position of the souiulftng was
lat 34® 8' S

,
long. 151° 5^ E.

But the Sumner line has another advimtage
When only one heavenly body is viaiUe^ and,

therefore, the exact position of the observer
cannot be obtained, if with an assumed lati-

tude the longitude and azimuth be calculated, and
the resulting Sumner line be plotted on the chart,

if this line runs in the direction of the port^ or

point of land, towards which the ship is sailing,

by steering along the Sumner line the vessel will

reach her destination For instance, if when
sailing towards the English Channel an observa-

tion of the sun be obtained in the forenoon, when
Its azimuth, or true bearing, is somewhere
between south and east, the Sumner line will be
between cast and north, and if this line runs

towards the Lizard or some other known point, by
steering along this Sumner line a good landfall

may be obtained

Obituary.

Dr F A Tari hton
PRANCIS ALEXANDER lARLETON, who
^ died on June 20, was born in Co Monaghan
in 1841 He was the youngest son of the late

Rev J R Tarleton, of the Established Church m
Ireland, and received his earlier education from his

father At the age of sixteen he entered Trinity

College, Dublin He was in the same year as the
late Sir Robert Hall, whom he defeated at the

moderatorship examination in mathematics in

1861, taking also a junior moderatorship in logic

and ethics Elected to fellowship in 1866, and
called to the Bar in 1868, he was for a time assist-

ant to the professor of applied chemistry, and pro-

fessor of natural philosophy from t8^ to 1901,
when he was co-opted a senior fellow From that

time until a few days before his death he sat as
an efficient member of the board of Trinity College.

^Dr Tarleton held several college offices, including

those of senior bursar, senior lecturer, and senior

dean, the last being a sinecure—for its statutory

duties have long smee lapsed As senior bursar he
showed his qu^ities as a first-class financier He
was at one time president of the Royal Irish

Academy, and a member of the Board of Irish

Intermediate Education
As professor of natural philosophy, Dr Tarleton

followed the traditions of his distinguished pre-

decessors, Williamson, Townsend, ^d JeUett, in

treating the subject from a strictly mathematical
point of view Although he had a considerable
practical acquaintance with experimental science,

he flatly ignored the judicial aphoiisms of Francis
Bacon, and, instead of treating mathemaucs as
the handmaid of physics, he rather inverted the
order, and alnmt succeeded in reducing hydro-
dynamics, elasticity, magnetism, and electricity to
branches of pure mathematics
The writer attended Dr Tarleton's moderator-
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ship and fellowship lectures about twenty years

ago in hydrodynamics, elasticity, and the electro-

magnetic theory of light, and was struck with
wonder at his extraordinary memory and
accuracy For two and a half hours he
would write down long and intricate calcula-

tions without the aid of any notes Some-
times a student at the end of an hour would
ask to be allowed to leave in order to attend a

lecture in experimental science or history or other

subject, and Dr Tarleton would say with a snarl

and a grimace (covering a heart full of humour
and humanism) ** Waal, if you prefer that

abomwable subject to mathematics, you arc wel-

come to leave, and we*re glad to get rid of you.”
The last tune the writer spoke to him, Dr

Tarleton expressed his intense dislike of Einstein's

theory of relativity He held that the Newtonian
and Kantian conceptions of space and tune are
^ood enough to ei^lain all possible phenomena,
if sufficient mathematical ingenuity is shown, and
be placed relativism m the same category as
Bolshevism.

Dr Tarleton wrote the following papers •
—“On

the Solid of Revolution having a Given Volume
which experiences the Least Resistance in Passing
Through a Medium,” “Chemical Equilibrium,”
“Deductions from MacCullagh's Lectures cn
Rotation,” “The Foundations of the Science of

Number,” “Notes on Crystallography,” “Geo-
metrical Proofs of Some Properties of Conics,”
“The Harmonic Determinant,” “Laplabe's Co-
efficients,” and “A Problem in Vortex Motion.”
His two books “Dyhamics ” (written m conjunc-

tion with Williamson) and “An Introduction to the
Mathematical Theory of Attractions” are first-

class text-books of their kind* TheTIatter contains
a chapter on Maxwell’s electro-magnetic theory
of hght R. A. P« Roosns.
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I Geologists will regret to learn that Dr
wHEELTON Hi\D died on June 21 Dr Hind was
bom at Roxeth, near Harrow in 1800 and
graduated in medicine and surgery in the Uni
versity of London also gaining the fellowship

of the Royal College of Surgeons He begin
practice at Stoke on-1 rent more than thirty

years ago, and soon occupied a prominent place

among the surgeons of North St itfordshire

His recreation from the first wis held theology

which suited both his nlhktic ictivity and his

eagerness for purely scientihr w >rk Hts early

(Studies coincided with the movement imitated

by Lapworth and others for the more exact

correlation of stratified rocks by a very detailed

study of their contained fossils and Dr Hind
proceeded to apply this new method of zoning
IS it was termed to the Carboniferous rocks of

the neighbourhood m which he resided His
success in discovering the regular order in which
the different assemblages of fossils occurred in

Staffordshire and Derbv shire gradually led him
further ahcld He co operated with members of

the Geological Survey and after extended re

searches m 1 ancashire md \orkshirc he joined

Mr J Allen Howe in iqor m contiibuting to the

Geological Society of London i fundament illy im
portant memoir on the classihcatiin of the 1 ower
Carboniferous rocks of north central England
Dr Hind also recognised that for the purpose
of the stratigraphical gccHgist the spe les <f

Carboniferous Mollusca needed more exact defini

tion than had previously been attempted and he
devoted much libour to adding two finely illus

trated monographs on the subject to the scries

published by the P ilaaontographital Society Some
of the molluscs proved to be of value for recog
nising the various seams of coal in the Stafford
shire coolfidd and in 1903 Dr Hind and Mr
J T Stobbs prepared an illustrated wall-chart of
them for the use of the practicil miner On the

outbreak of war in 1914 Dr Hind joined the

Army as a gunner and took part in some engage
fments m France but he was afterwards employed
as surgeon and attained the rank of lieutenant
colonel He received the Lyell medal from the

Oeok^ical Society of I ondon m 1917

The death at the age of seventy-eight of Mr
Jakes Kennedy is a serious loss to Oriental
studies The son of an Indian missionary Mr
Kennedy was employed in the Civil Service of India
from 1^3 to 1900 After his retirement he was a
leading figure in the Royal Asiatic Society serving
as treasurer until illness compelled his resignation
and warning the respect of nis colleagues by his
learning, business capacity and kindliness of

natare He was one of those patient workers
are always collecting materials, hoping for

light on oifiBcult problems and thus he failed

to acoottiplish his projected task, a history of the
relations of Indian culture with those of Nearer
Asml He contributed to the Proceedings of the
Royal Asiatic Society several valuable mono
RTEpliSk the most important being devoted to the
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early trade intercourse of Babylonia vwith India,

the cults of Krishna and the Aryans the last

published only a few months before his de ith

though some of hts ingenious speculations failed

to meet with general acceptance it is much to be
regretted that he failed to iccomplish the woik
to which his life was devoted

L\si week there died in P ins m his eighty
second year M Adolphk Cvrnot a member of
the \cademy of Sciences and of the Legion of

Honour M Carnot was the grandson of M
Lizare Carnot ind the son of M Hippolyte Car
not the Minister of Public Instructiooa^in the Pro
visional Government of 1848 President bidi
( arnot was his elder brother For many years
M A Carnot held a professorship at the I colt

Sup^neure des Mines and was afterwards its

honorary director He was also Inspector General
of Mines in France
M Carnot s scientific reputation rests chiefly on

his contributions to analytical methods and his

treat se on the in ilysis of mineral substances is

the standard Irenth work on this subject It

comprises a detailed account of the occuircncc
properties leactions methods of separation md
indvsis )f dl the metals including the rare

metals which are very fully described Ihe in

formation given with reference to the rare metals
IS based largely on his own original work He
was a frequent contributor to the Annales de^
Mines and published papers on methods of deter

mining phosphorus silic on potassium iodine

chlorine bromine van idium molybdenum
chromium, etc In 1900 there appeired his

important joint paper with Ooutal on the ven
hcition of compounds existing n iron and steel

by using reagents with which to dissolve out

certain of the constituents This i>aper is one of

the best that have appeared on this subject

We regret to have to record the death of Mr
Hammersi ey Heenan which took place on
June 17 Mr Hecnm was born in 1847
had been a member of the Institution of Meehan
ical Engineers since 1875, md of the Institution

of Civil Engineers since 1876 An account of

his career appears in Engineering ^or June 25
At seventeen years of age he went to India and
spent about fifteen years in the Public Works
Department Mr Heenan returned to England
in 1880 and founded the firm of Heenan and
Froude Ltd , of which he was chairman and
managing director until his retirement two years

ago The firm ts principally engaged on
bridges and structural work generally Among
Its undertakings is the Blackpool Tower
During the war Mr Heenan rendered great
service both in his personal capacity and in applv

ing the resources of hts works to the manufacture
of munitions

Thf death is announced of Dr J H HysioR,
the founder of the American Society of Psychical
Research
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Notei.
Thb report of the Advisory Committee on Civil Avia-

tion (Cmd. 770, price 2d )» dealing with the question of

Government assistance for the development of civil

aviation, will be read with interest by those who are

concerned in the commercial future of the aeroplane

The report considers at length the present position of

civil aviation and the results which have been

achieved, and reaches the conclusion that as regards

both the progress of commercial flying and the

maintenance of a healthv aeronautical industry the

indirect assistance given in the past is insuflicient

Definite proipsals for direct assistance are made It

is suggested that such assistance should be limited

to a sum of 350,000! within the two financial

years 1930-33, and calculated on* a basis of

35 per cent of the total revenue of the aviation

companies concerned, without differentiation as to the

nature of the load carried by the machines Ap-
proved ’* routes are suggested (a) London to Pans,
with extensions, (b) London to Brussels, with ex-

tensions, and (r) n route such as England to Scan-

dinavia, giving opportunities for the development of

seaplane and ** amphibious machines Air-Marshal

Sir Hugh M Trenchard criticises this policy in a

minontv report lie consideis that the Committee is

not justified in its assertion that commercial aviation

has hitherto been a failure, and expresses the view
that there has not vet been sufficient time for the

advantages of aerial transport to be appreciated

widely and so to create the neces^ry demand He
further considers the policy of subsidies to be funda-
mentally unsound, and thinks the money would be
better spent in encouraging the design of experimental

machines and in helping forward general research on

aercmautical questions—a view for which there is

much to be said Assuming the subsidy to be granted,

however, Sir Hugh agrees with the mode of applica-

tian suggested by the majority report

Thbrb has just appeared the second interim report

of the Water Power Resources Committee, which gives
effect to the extended terms of reference it reoeiVed

in October last, viz to take into consideration the
steps neressai^ to ensure that the water resources of
the country are properly conserved and fully and sys-

tematically used for all purposes The Committee
recommends that there should be established, by Act of
Parliament, a controlling Water Commission, having
jurisdiction over England and Wales, upon which
should be conferred certain statutory powers ami
duties relative, inter alia, to the compilation of proper
records of the water resources and water require-
ments of the country ,i the allocation of these
resources, the adjustment of existing anomalies
and hardships, and the reconciliation of conflicting

interests Such a body would assist Government
Departments ctmoemed in the uses and con-
trol of water, would advise Parliameotary Com-
mittees before which Water or Water Power Bills

may be heard, and generally would act as consultants
and technical specialists to the Government In regard
to questions within thrir purview They would alsom 2644, VOX« Z05]

promote and Initiate legislation for securing the

development of rivers as a whole from source to

mouth The Committee recommends that further

powers should be conferred on the Ministry of Health

and other Government Departments to make orders

authorising uncontested schemes of improvement As
regards its primary investigation, the Committee
reports that there arc several parts of Great Bntain

in which exist large sources of water power
capable of development, but that it will deal more
fully with this section of its inquiry in its final

report, as well as with amendments required In the

law in regard to pollution, underground water, and

kindred subjects

The Department of Overseas Trade, in promoting
the Empire Timber Exhibition at the Holland Park

Skating Rink (July 5 to 17). has aimed at bringing

under the notice of the Bntish timber trade the

various kinds of timber grown within the Empire
The exhibition will be fully representative of the

timber-growing countries of the Empire, and should

be of much interest and value

Tub annual meeting of the Somersetshire Archeeo-

logicai and Natqral History Society will take place

on July 30-23 ,
and an interesting programme has been

arranged On the opening dav, at Bridgwater, the

new president, Mr A H Thompson, will deliver an
address on ** Medieval Building Documents, and What
We Learn from Them ” In the evening of the same
day Mr A F Major will read a paper entitled “The
Geograph> of the Lower Parrett in Earlv Times and
the Position of Cruca On July 21 a lecture will be

given by Mr H Corder on “Rambles round Bridg-

water In addition, there will be manv excursions

to plates of interest Further particulars of the

meeting can bo obtained from Mr H St George
Gniv, Taunton Castle, Taunton >

The Dukk of Connaught on Thursda> last paid a

visit to the Royal College of Surgeons of England
and received the diploma of an honorary fellow of the

college

The Right Hon HAL Fishbr and Sir James G*
Frazer have been elected fellows of the Royal Society,

under the statute governing special elections, on the

grounds of their havmg “rendered conspicuous ser-

vice to the cause of science "

At the meeting of the Royal Society of Edinburgh
on Monday, June ax, the following were elected

foreign honorary fellows —William WallaOe Camp-
bell, director of the L\tk Observatoiy^ Yves Delage,
professor of zoology, Faculty of Sciences, Paris;

Hendrik Anton Lorantz, professor of physics, Leyden
University, Alfred Gabriel Nathorst, Stockholm; Ch
Emile Picard, perpetual secretaiy, Aoadmy of

Sciences, Pans; Charles Richet, ^professor of f^yslo-
logy, Faculty of Medicine, Paris, and Georg Oisla|
Sara, formerly profeMOr of zoolc^, Christiania, and
Director of Norwegian Fisheries.

MtOAia have been awarded to thd* fcdlowing the

Council of the Royal Society of Arts for papers read

before the society during the past session W
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Ptorton, The Seed Crushing Industry
,
S Preston

English Canals and Inland Waterways
, Sir J

Cume, Industnal 1 raining *
, Air-Comm^ore T

Maitland Ihe Commercial Futuie of Airships
Sir W S Meyer * Ihe Indian Currcnc> System and
Its Developments", A Ploward lh€ Improvement
of Crop Production in India Sir T Watts
Trqncal Departments of Agriculture with Special

Reference to the West Indies , and Sir J C idmin
The Oil Resources of the British Empire

Thb Riben prire of the Ac idtmy of Modicmt. c f

Turin his been awarded to Dr G Vanghctti for Ins
researches on amputations and kinematic pro&thi&cs

Major Kbnki m Cdgcl mbe has been elected chair
man of the National Illumination Committee of Greit
Britain in succession to Mr A P Trotter A mcctinj^
of the International Illumination Committee is to be
held in Pans next year to discuss technic il subjects

A MONUMENT to Wilbur Wrij^ht is to lie dtduatcd
on July i8 at Le M ms Frnnce near which to\^n he
carried out many of his acron luticTl expenmi nts

The annual meeting of the Research Defence
Society was held on June aj when an admirable
address was given by Col McLirnson on Vitammcs
in their Relation to Health Col McCamson spoke
With authority ht mide clear the facts already
proved and the intritacus of the study of vitammcs
It 18 strange now to recall the old teaching about the
constituents, of our food the proteins and the fits

and the starches the old South K4^nsingt(n exhibits
of an apple or a mutton chop analysed down to h ilf

a do/en phials of chemicals of water and of ash
but not 1 word said of these potent and subtle yita
mims which animate the whoU and b feguard us
against rickets and scurvy ind ben ben and epidemic
dropsy After the meeting Dr and Mrs Mcllanby
showed specimens tf the insults which they hive
obtained in this field of research especially in the
relation of vitiminos to the growth of the bones and
to the development of the teeth The society b innu il

report speaks of mi reased aclivitv m good cducati n il

work The jenner Society has become affiliated to
the Research Defence Society and this is a move in
the right directior Ihc Research Defence Society
hat lately published an address by Sir Walter Fletcher
on the work of the Medical Research Council and is
about to publish an essay by Sir David Bruce on
tetanus and the use of tetanus antitoxin

Sir Charles Tombs has presented to the museum
of the Royal College of Surgeons of England
the entire collection of microscopical prepar itions
made by himself and also by his father the late

^ John Tomes, dunng their mvestigations into
the structure and comparative anatomy of the teeth
In this important donation are included the prepara-
tions^maay of great beauty as well as of scientific
worBi—hn which memoirs published in the Philo,
sopnical Transactions and Transactions of the Odonto-
logical Soaety were based The gift thus madt is to
be known as the Tomes Collection and will be acces
stole to all who are making a study of the comparative
anotpoty and microscopical structure of the teeth of
vertebrate animals
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Among the worked flints collected from the ploughed
fields of Norfolk and Suffolk Mibs Nina F Layard
has lately observed several with well defined finger,
grips which she describes m the latest part of the
Proceedings (f the Suffolk Institute of Archeology
(% ol xvii oart 1 ) 1 he implements are beautifully
illustrated bv photographs showing how they are
adapted bv chipping for holding in the hand They
im ludc both senpers and borers and one seems to be
suitable for cutting hides Ihe age of the implements
IS undetermined and Miss lay aid conioares them
with certain scrapers obtained by the late Dr Sturge
from Luxor Egypt She also points out that the
North \Iaskan Eskimos at the oresent day carve
finger grips in the wooden or bone handles in which
they f X their stono scrapers

The problem how to make philology interesting has
been solved by Sir George Grieison in two pipers on
the Indo Aryan vern iculars reonnted from the Bui

letin of the School of Oiiental Studies Ihe Aryan
linguages covir roughlv sneaking the whole of the

northern plain of India penetrating in the case of the

Pahdri di diets into the kwer ranges of the Hum
lavas while closelv related to them is another group

of tongues in the mountainous counlrv King south of

the Hindu Kush which are hert styled the Dardic or

modern Pisacha I inguagcs 1 ht me st import int result

of the Philologir 1 Survey is that the Indo \rvan
vern icular^ f ill into three gri ups the midland

occupying the centre of the great northern plain the

outer in 1 band on the west south and cast, while

between these lies the intei mediate group representing

the fontier shading into the lattei Ihcse groups of

tongues arc ibviouslv the result of successive mva
sions or the pouxful mtioduction of foreign cultures

Ihc pressing prollem at present is how to combine
the philolog cal with the eih lological cv dence and
Sir ( (in rson s pajtrs au a \aluill contribution

to the solution of it

Mr W E IIeitlanp publish d in the Journal of

Roman Studies (vol viii part 1 ) in elaborate fully

documented article on the condition:, of ij;ncu1ture in

Italy in Imperial times He specially deals with the

question whether Italy furnished a large number of

farmer emigrants to raise and maintain provincial

agriculture He finds that the evidence does not

favour such an emigration One of the most pressing

anxieties of the Emperors was to maintain a com
supply from Egypt and other African regions But
for the development of this industry native African

farmers would be best qualified Therefore, while we
are entitled to assume that the Emperors were anxious
to protect their colom from the oppression of dealers

with the connivance of corrupt officials we ought not
to base far reaching theories of State assisted emigra
tion on the occurrence of a few Italian names in

provincial inscriptions, the authors of which may not
have been themselves cclont

Influenza was persistent this year in London for
seventeen weeks from February 7 to May 29, the
deaths from the disesM, according to the returns of
the Registrar-General, numbering ao or mote eaidi
week For the orcvious fifteen weeks, from
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October 15, 1919, to January 31, the deaths in London
had ranged irregularly from la to 34 The return for

the week ending June 13 gives only 13 deaths in

London due to the disease, and in the preceding week
the deaths were only 19, For the seventeen weeks
ending May 39 the average deaths per week mimbered
59, and in ten previous epidcfnics out of a total of

twenty-eight since 1890 this number was exceeded,
the highest weekly average being 500 in the epidemic
of 1918-19, which lasted thirtv-one weeks, the next
highest was 171 in the epidemic of 1891, and 163 in

1893 The maximum number of deaths in a single

week In the recent epidemic was 131, whilst In that
of 1918-19 the number was 3458, the next highest

maximum being 506 in 1892 and 473 in 1895
twenty-eight epidemics since 1890 only two have em-
braced the summer months, those occurring in 1891
and 1918 The age incidence of the last three

epidemics has differed widely fiom nil others mas-
much as the active and able-bodied, aged between
twenty and fort>-five, have suffered most severely,

although the attack, which has apparently now abated,
was loss marked m this respect than the two epidemics
of 1918 and 1918-19

JVfedtccii Science Ahsiracts and Revtewit for June
(vol li , No 3) contains among its articles a review

of the subject of tubeiculosis, particularly in connec-

tion with the war Tuberculosis only slightly In-

creased in Frame and England during the war, and
mainly among young women in Industry, whereas, in

Belgium, Geimanv, and Austria, all classes of the

communiti suffered and to a rapidly increasing extent

The principal causative factor for this difference

appeared to b. that of food

In recent years the development of genetics has
been marked bv the establishing in various countries

of a number of new scientific journals dealing with

this rapidl> growing subject The latest addition to

this list is H^reditas, the first number of which we
have just received It is issued by the Mendehan
Society of Lund, Sweden, the president of which.

Prof H. Nilsson-Ehle, is well known for his breeding

experiments with wheat The journal will appear

three times annually so far as possible, making a
volume containing about 350 pages The contributions

are *to be published in English, German, or French,

and the subscription Is 35 Swedish crowns per volume
The first number includes a study of the resistance of

wheat to the nematode Hetero^ra and its inheriti-

anoa, by Nilsson-Ehle; the hereditary transmission of

deaf-mutism, bv Lundborg, and of hereditary tremor,

by E Bergman, the rate of pollen-tube growth in

CEnothera and Its possible effect on inhentance-ratios,

by Henbcrt-Nilsson, as well as studies of colour in-

heritance in peas and poppies, chlorophyll factors In

the onion, and bud-sports in wheat The new journal,

which thus includes in its range the study of human
as well as plant and animal material, will be a w'el-

come channel of publication for the growing Scan-

dinavian school of geneticists, and will take its place

among the standard journals on this subject

In the Reports of the South African Museum for

1918 and 1919 Dr L Pdringuev records some new
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facts relating to the Strand loopers In a cave-shelter

a slab-painting was found above the kitchen-midden
materi^ and l^neath a stalactitic column Skulls in

the midden were filled with gypsum The geological

conditions indicate that these formations must have
taken a long time to produce—a longer lapse than is

usually accepted '*If we take into consideration the

conclusions of Shrubsall, that Strand-looper skulls

differ materially from the Hottentot or so-called Bush
races, I am justified, 1 think," says Dr Pdringuey,

*Mn claiming for the Strand4ooper branch of the
' San * that occupied at one time the southern littoral

of the former Cape Colony, not only a mode of culture

more primitive ttun that retained by anv living human
race, but also a greater antiquity than for any other

living African race " From the South-West Protec-

torate was obtained, and is figured in the Report, a

rock-graving on which hoofs of animals and reduced

representations of human feet had been produced by

picking Such gmvings may, perhaps, denote places

where the Bush people had found game TheiM are

only a few of many Interesting discoveries mentioned

in these Reports

The Smithsonian Institution has a custom, which

we commend to the British Museum, of publishing

each vear an illustrated account of its explorations

ind field-work The report for 1919, just to hand,

contains nanatives and illustrations that might well

stir the enthusiasm of the American public and

lead to donations for similar pdrposes Where so

much is of interest to astronomer, anthropologist,

ethnographer, geologist, and zoologist, we should be

hard pul to it to make a selection did we not find

some notes bv Mr C M Hoy on the extermination of

the Australian native fauna, to which the attention of

British naturalists should be directed “The greatest

agent working towards the extermination of the native

animals is the fox, next come the cattle and sheep

men, who distribute poison bv the cartload In the

effort to reduce the rabbits This has also caused or

helped to cause the extermination of semie of the

ground-inhabiting birds Another great agent is the

bush-fires which sweep over the country These are

often lit intentionally in order to clear out the under-

growth and thus increase the grass The country

at Bulliac is a good example of what the cattleman

will do in a few >ear8’ time in killing off and burning
the timber, and the consequent destruction of animal
life. The extermination of the native mammals
has apparently gone much farther than is generally

thought Many species that were plentiful only a fbw
years ago are now almost, if not altogether, eiftinct.

Diseases have also played a great part in the exter*

minatlon The native bear died in thousands from a
disease which produced a great bonv growth on tfieir

heads A mysterious disease also spread through the
ranks of the native cat, Dasyurut vtverrinut; the
domestic cat also played a part in their exter*

mlnation. Even adult specimens of Oasyurus were
often dragged In by the family cat • JThm are

very few^ game laws in Austn^, and no one gives

any attention to the ones that are In order "
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Thb greater part of a skeleton of the giant extinct

marsupial Notothcrium his lately been found in

Mowbray Swamp Tasmima The skull and the limb

bones of the left side are described as well preserved

and are especially important for comparison with the

numerous scattered remains of the same nntmjl dis

covered in the Pleistocene deposits of Australia The
skeleton of Notothcrium is less satisfactorily known
than that of the allied Diprotodon of which minv
specimens were found in Lake Calhbonm Scuth
Australia, about twent^ five \eirs ago

Wr have received a copy of vol v (iqiS iq) of the
Journal and Proceedings of the Ro\ il Society of
Western Australia from \Khuh wc learn that this

society n^kes steady progress m members up an I in

the value and importance of its publications Fh
papers deal mamlv with Western Australian pr hloms
Prof W G Woolnough writes on the physiographic
elements of the Swan coastal plain adding s v<ial
details that have been overlooked in more general
accounts An import int histone tl paper is t no b\
Mr J S Battve on the early colonisation of Westei n
Australia Mr W A Saw c ontributes a p iper n
town planning m Australia His paper is notic able
for a number of well chosen illustrations showing
good and bad plaining in various Australian towns

M Emhe Belot whose artificial volcanoes were
recently mentioned in Nati rp voI civ p 157.,

has publtshc d a work on L Ongine dcs formes
de la lei re et des Phn^tes (Pans Gauthier
Villars, price 1440 francs) While holding that tlv

earth and the moon developed from a state of
luminous vapour of nebular origin the heat tf this

vapour not being due to mere contraction he points
out, on the analogy of novas that the intensely heated
stage may have lasted only a few months whale other
successive changes, such as those when rains of

chlorides fell upon a warm surface may have
occurred during the first few vears of terrestrial cvolu

tion We cannot here quote the figures bv which
M Belot argues that the first waters would cxindense

in the primitive atmosphere owing to its high pres

wre at the temperature of 364® it is sufficient to

mention that, 011 similar numencal reasoning he
shortens the interval between the first rainfall

(Antarctic) and the middle of the Carboniferous

penod to less than ten million years Ihe tectonics

of the crust are discussed with the aid of simple but

suggestive diagrams, and the frequent reversal of

views now pc^Jular will certainly encourage thought

Among the handsome scries of Professional Papers

issued by the U S Geological Survey in these vears

of turmoil we may note one by Mr E de K Lelfing

well (No 109) on ‘ The Canning River Region
Northern Alailu Its description and illustrations

of soil and vegetation above permanently frozen

ground, or above a subsoil consisting almost entirely

of loe, are of wide interest in lands in which such

cotidhions once prevailed The author uses the term

ground loe * for bodies of ice in frosen ground,

wUch involves confusion with what has always been

known as ground ice ( anchor ice ” is preferred by
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Mr lefhngvell) in rivers or in shallow seas In

most of the areas in which underground ice has been
recorded the downward limit of seasonal thawing is

Iiss than 7 ft 3 ft being the rule The author
shows however that this ue is a product of surface

thawing water penetrating downwards and adding
to the frozen masses at the pn sent day Underground
ice will form wherevtr th( me in annual temperature

IS some 4®“6° C below freizmg point The author

makes a stiong nse for his view that very large

contnuous uc masses with occasional inclusions of

earth like those of the New Siberian Islands mav
arise from the growrth year after year of ice wedj^cs

origin iling from surf icc cracks

On May 27 Mr B S Gosshng leid an interesting

paper on llic Development of Iheimionic Valves

for Navil Uhcs to the Institution of Elcctncal

I ngineers He gives first a history of the introduc

tion of the thermi )nK vilve into naval ridiotele

graphv laying stress on the use of Langmuirs
f)rmulee for iIk value of the electron current as a

guide to tlvc numerical design of valves To old

fashioned clectr cians the formulae which are

numerous arc vorv uninviting Ihc physicil dimen-

sions on both sides of the cquat ms appear to be

quite diffeionl xnd the continual introduction of tin

\oltige to the power i 5 is very puzzhnf^ We think

that th time has now come when the definitions of

the fundamental quantities sh uid be made more

ngoious and symbols should be used for the various

quant ties which show their physical dimensions In

the paper the successive stages of the approximations

which were adopted in the calculation of the chiiac

teristics of valves re recorded Ihe final lesult shows

thit the obseivcd behaviour (f a high vacuum valve

can to a first rough appioximation be accounted for

m terms of known physical 1 vs Many ingenious

tests arc described 1 he method adooted for instance,

tor estimating the vacuum in \ valve while still on

the pump IS to have a special vacuum tube attached

to the apparatus and measure the width of the

cathode dark space The paper gives a good idea

of the immense imount of work done on the valve bv

physicists ind engineers during the w ir The varia

tions of tht the mionic properties of the val e« which

were so puzzling and innoying a few vears ago have

now been brought within bounds and a rough

standard specification for their pioduction is given

Unfortunately sufticient information to enable rigid

life test clauses to be made is not yet available It

IS a great step forward howt-ver that even a rough

specification can be given

Bulletin No 2 for 1920 of the Llaste dcs Sciences

of the Royal Academy of Belgium contains a com

munication from Messrs J F Vcrschaffelt and R
Crombez on the anom ilous dispersion of methyl violet

fuchsine, and paranitrosodimcthylaniUne The authors

use the method of Soret whichWoodalso adopted which

depends on the division of a glass trough with parallel

surfaces into two parts by a glass partition extending

from one comer to the ooposite one One of the

prismatic troughs thus formed is filled with a solution

of the material the dispersion of which is to be mvea-
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ti^atedr and the other with the solvent alone Owing
to the opposing action of the two pnsms the disper

Sion of the solvent is thus eliminated, and the

anomalous dispersion of the solute observed directly

By thu means the authors have determined the indices

of refraction of the materials as follows —Methyl-

violet for wave length 6713 3 53 , 6497, 3 43 44S5t

133, and 43371 145 bor fuchsine 6712, aai 64^,
3 41 , 6170 3 63 , 5857 3 78 , and 4337 1 19 For para-

nitrosodimethylanihne 6497 174, 6170, 178, 5S57,

I 81 , 5603, I 85 and 5270 1 93

Iv the course of an 11 tide in Engineering for

June 18 on the Birkenhead shipyard and works of

Messrs Cammell Laird and Co Ltd reference is

made to the onginal generating stations which sup-

plied the whole of the power for the worksi The
original station was equipped entirely with gas engines

supplied from a Mond plant, which 'ilso supplied gas

to the furnaces in the platers and other shops Ihe I

ten gas engines were of varying stacs and had a total

capacity of 2500 kw This g is station has done good

service but the large number of comparatively smalt

gas driven units has resulted in a considerable mam
tenanoe charge There has also been difficulty at times

during the war m obtaining suitable fuel for the

producers Ihcse conditions combined with a growing
demand for power have resulted in a decision to shut

the gas station down altogither and to trmsfer all

power generation to the new turbine station The
matter is of some inteiest in view of the controversy

on fuel economy and lUusti itcs the fact that there

are points other thin mere eionomv of fuel ti be

taken into consideration by large power users

Wk ai e asked to si ite that the Researc h Association

of British Rubber and Tyre Manufacturers has secured

laboratorv accommodation m the Chemistry Depart

ment of Unncrsity College, Gower Stiect W C i

Wk regret to learn fiom an inset announcement in

the current issue of the Scottish Naturdhst that not

withstanding that all editorial work in connection

with the journal is rendered gratuitously, there was a

loss on the year s working which however has been
generously met, and that in ronsequonoe of the con
tinned increasing cost of production there is a possibility

of the magazine oeasmg to exist We trust tliat this

contingency will be averted for our contemporary has
performed valuable services to Scottish natural history

for the lengthy period of fifty years A largely in-

creased subscription list would probably save tli situa

tion and the publishers, Messrs Oliver and Boyd
Edinburgh, will be glad to have the names of all who
will help in the wav suggested to keen in circulation

this useful scientific periodical

"^The latest catalogue (No 188) of Messrs W Heffer
end Sons, Ltd Cambridge gives particulars of

upwards of 1900 second-hand b^ks ranging over a
number of subjects There are sections devoted to

science and mathematics, folklore and mythology,
archaeology India, Cevlon, China, Japan and the

Far East Turkey, etc The catalogue, which will be
sent free upon request, is worthy of perusal
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Our Astrononucal Column.

Tbhpel’s Second Periodic Coinrr —The only oddi-
tional information that has come to hand about this
comet IS that it was of magnitude ix at the end of

May It should be of magnitude 9 or xo In July, and
therefore visible in moderate instruments A^urate
observations of position are badly needed, as very few
were obtained at the last apparition in 1915 The
period of this comet (5i years) is the shortest known
except that of bncke Observations were secured in

1873 1878, 1894 1899 1915, &nd 1^0 The
following approximate epnemens is for Greenwich
midnight

R A S D«cl Lm r Lof A
h m I A

July 6 23 14 51 7 17 01216 9696a

H 33 30 4* 8 50 0 1316 96791
33 o 3 40 5 01336 9668c
30 o 33 24 13 37 0x374 96636

Aug 7 o 38 50 16 I 01330 96650

OSNNINr b COMKT Of- l88j AND A MeTBOKXG SHOWBR
—Ihe Rev M Davidson has recently made some
interesting computations of the dates and radiant
points i r certain comets if thev originate meteor
showers \mong these Denning s comet of 1881
indicates a radiant on \ugubt 4 it 303^ 10^ about
3® N of a Capricorni 1 or m iny vearb a prominent
shower of slow bright meteors has been visible from
thib point at the end of July and the early part of
August ind It IS quite possibly connected with the
lomet ninud It was well seen in 1900 and 1903,
as well as m 1908 and 1916 The comet probably
returned in 1899 1907 and 1916 though it escaped
observation and the next return should cxrfur in 1925
if the computed period of about 8} years is correct
There are nowever meteors cvciv vcor from this
shower in Capricornus and it shiuld be specially
looked for duiing the period from lulv 2^ to August 8

Capure Ori ts

—

1 ext books cm astronomy fre-

quently contain a good deal of spcculauon on the
possibility of capture of comets and satellites, we
may quote as instances the Leonid meteors, supposed
to have been diverted by Uranus from a quasi-
parabolic orbit into an ellipse of short period, and the
numerous comets of the Jovian family, on which
fupiter IS presumed to have exerted a similar influence
In these coses the perturbing planet made the capture,

not for itself but tor the sun Capture of the former
sort in which the planet retains the captured body as
a satellite con apparently take place only with the
aid of a resisting nvedium in which case we must date
the event in remote ages

Little research of an accurate numencal character
has hitherto been earned out on the subject Prof L
Becker contributes two papers to Af N (vol Izxx

,

No 6) in which he shows that a star a^oaching a
binary system may in certain cases suffer cuture,
while one of the original pair may be expeHed from
the mtem He then pMnts out that approaches
would be more frequent in the direction or relative

motion of the two star-streams and bv anaWsis of

the distnbution of the major axes of the orbits of
binaries obtains a result m fair oonformitv wUh the
theory The research is made more difficult bv the
fact that there are two possible oositions of the plane
of a binary orbit In ft few cases (notablv in

systems of Sinus and aCentaun) 0ie spectroscope

tms decided which of these positions Is Hht correct one
There are probabW several otfiar ffvsteins in which
the spectroecooe is canable of giving a dedston
Observations of this kind are very desirable wherever
they are possible
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Education in the New Era.

I
N addresses given in Leeds last I'ebruary Mr 1 W

Sanderson, headmaster of Oundle School, very
boldly faces the root of the evU in existing educational
^tems as It 18 felt in the school, and advocates
radical reconstruction upon new lines His view is

that schools should be altruistic in their aims and
methods and be based on service and co-opcration
rather than on competition 1 hey exist solely to

aid and enrich the life of the people 1 raditional

methods based upon public school models accentuiic
the anti-social spint of competition and damp down
co-operation, whereas the schools of the country ought
to be the source from which the transfiguring tnd
transforming spirit of the age is breathed Uirou^h the
thoughts of men A school is a microcosm, and its

subject-matter is to be found, not in books, but in the
world around it, of which it itself should be an
idealised model upon a small scale It should con
cem itself with the tragedies of undeveloped talent,

the blow decay of the faculties of masses of men
caused by their employment in industry, and the sullen

mental stupor that, after the violent revolutionary
period of youth, brings peace on m animal level 1 or
the schools are concerned with similar problems
The elevation of the submerged, the bringmg back
into the stream of school-life of the weak, and the
raising of the genera] average are even more important
there than the provision of the fullest opportunity for

talent and ability So is it m the national life We
are presented with a vision of spacious halls and
galleries, workshops laboratories, gardens and fields,

artrrooms libraries, and museums for children to

learn m instead of in stuffy chss-rooms, by doing
making, inquiring and co operating nther than by
the preporadofi for interminable examinations which
suit better those of tlie possibsive and dnmmiting
order, of whom the world is growing so tired

The policy of leaving dull, Wead-winning drudgery
unredeemed in tlie state it is, and conrcntriting upon
the cultivation of the artistic and literary faculties of

the workers in enlarged periods of leisure ran only

have the effect of making the real work even more
impossible In spite of the cold douche of authority

we are told, in spite of the attitude of labour leaders,

once bit twice shy, ainl in spile of the eiuhuMasm
ever seeking a new rallying giound for lost causes
workers, when they arc Iclt to themsehes to pi in

their own scheme of salvation, choose for their educ i

tion vocatimal and technical work The average
man glories in his oaily work and ttade so long os lus

heart u kept in it by his being treated as a human
being rather than as a machme In the spint of

craftsmanship, better than in medieval and drawing
room studies, is to be found the remedy for the eMls
of industrialism

Science, the gift of the age, notwithstanding its

repercussion upon the foundations of society, has

not yet penetrated appreciably into our institutions of

govemanoe and education It is the bed-rock upon
whdeh all future educational ideals must be based

and the new creative spirit it has reincarnated in the

world—its spint of inquiry for the love of truth for

Its own salw and its spirit of co-operation with

odwTB engaged m the same work—is that by which
the age must outgrow the nightmare which the old

£nt has made of it and the world Scientific

Kight and research must be applied to creating new
wine-ebins rather than more new wine until this is

put tight It hna dmohshed the cobwebs of tradi-

tlooal economics and finance and substituted for them
fundathental conceptions of the laws by which men
live and move and have their being It meets no
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opposition, and btarccly (.v<.n di^cubMon, now from
the profesbional exponents of the merits of the exist-
ing rigxme Were it not for private interests and the
ignorance of its ruling cLas^cs science would not
have any difficulty in lestartmg the world on saner
lines

What 18 especially remarkable about this is that it

IS no vision of a dreamer, sicklicd oer with the
pale cast of thought, but rather that of a practical
public school headmaster, who has burst open the
prison doors of the pedagogic strongholds of the post
and reclaimed for the schools the right and duty of
serving and studying their own age If there were
ten such men, haply they might yet be in time

Ihis picture fioin a schoolmaster of what could be
done in the school opens out bi older visions of what
universities might accomplish Ihcy are in th* most
xtrnordinary case 1 hey can claim th it they h ivc

f,iven in tbie rese ireh ideal of science— the finding
out of the fundamentally now, not the mere redis-
covery of the old ihit has bten lost—the creative
agency by which alone the modern world is great or
even distinguished But it has been done in the teeth
of official apathy and discouragement On the other
side of the balance sheet is tlic traditional educition
they continue to give to the ruling classes, training
them to be impervious to new knowledge and able
only to find in the old and dead past ideals for imita
tion and reverence These ideals and maxims have
set the producers of wealth of the modern world at
one another s throats for the benefit of its wasters
The tode of laws remains as in olden time, though
its obvious result has been to turn to debt the increase
in the wealth of the community which the labours of
scientific investigators have made possible The
world despises such results and wints something more
from its old universitKS than that they should be
beggars for their existence for crumbs fiom the tables

that its own schools of science have loided with gifts

It looks to them for i clear enunrntion of the first

right of the community to the produce of its own
labours which the law allows by taxation for the up
bringing of its own youth and fc r the cultivation of its

cieative institutions where knowledge is mode and
disvemimt d I he clum of the usurei upon th it

produce IS secondary both bv law and by common
sense And lest again the stability of the world bt
endangered bv its rulers being educated on myth and
verba] subtleties to the total exclusion of the laws
that appertain eauallv to Nature and to life let them
in the spirit of Plato inscribe over their reformed
portals —

‘ T et no one enter who is destitute of science ’

? RFDERICK SODDY

British Aeronautics^

Report of the Advisorv < ommittee for Aero
A nauticb for thu year iqiS^iy is an interesting

record of work achieved wfiirh acquires additional
interest by including \ gerwril review of progress
made since the beginning of the war More than ever
after reading it, one is impressed bv the range and
extent of the demands which this new industry has
made upon existing knowledge, of the structural

engineer it requires that its stress calculations and
the testing of its materials shall be conducted with
an accuracy never contemplated before

,
of the

mechanical engineer that its engines shall be
economical both of matenal and of fuel to a degree
which until very recently would have seemed almost

I AaracMullai Rvport of th* Adv Mry rommHtw for for

the Vaor iotI Pp 7; (Lowlon H M Sutwnory Offieo ipow)
CmI 48! Pnc*4/ not
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fantastic, and, above all, of its pilots, that with the I

skill and techniqiie peculiar to tlieir craft they shall

combine a practical working knowledge of structure
and of machinery, of instruments and ''wireless/* of
meteorology and of navigation, which in other pro-
fessions would be the province of different specialists.

And this universality, as might be expected, is no less

characteristic of the appem which aeronautics has
made to the man of science, who provides it with
fresh data , so that it is not surprising to find that the
single conqnittee of pre-war days has been compelled
to adopt a policy of devolution, and that special sub-
committee* have been formed to deal with problems
of such different scope as "scale effect,** the investiga-
tion of accidents, intemaKcombustion engines, light

alloys, meteorology, atmospheric electricity, and new
inventions
The report abounds with indications of fields in

which further reseat ch is needed, and there seems
every reason to believe that this research will be
prosecuted with equal success under the auspices of
the newly constituted Aeronautical Research Com-
mittee We learn with satisfaction that the demand
for the earlier technical reports has been vigorous
enough to justify the printing of a complete second
edition, since an opportunity is thus given for insert-

ing much more complete cross-references than were
possible when they fust appeared It is, perhaps, a
matter for some htlle regret that a more definite

lead has not been given in this direction by the present
report We imagine that any reader whose interest

in the subject extends to the detailed reports of the
several sub-committocs would wish to have such
references to individual papers and their authors as
will enable him to find additional information on anv
special point, moreover, an account so detailed, and
yet empty of names and references, may fail to im-
press what ue believe is the secret of British
supremacy in aeronautics that our official Committee
has interpreted its functions as being advisory rather
than executive, and has endeavoured to assist, co-
ordinate, and encourage research rather than to
originate and contio! it

No useful end would be served, and perspective

would be lost, by abstracting from these excellent and
thoroughly condensed reports Their range is very
wide, extending from comolete investigations, on both
the practical and theoretical sides, of such complex
e' olutlons ns “ soinning ** to researches on the pro-

perties of light alloys, the transmission of heat from
rough and smooth surfaces to passing currents of air,

the conditions leading to discharge of atmospheric
electricity from kitc-balloons and cables, and the best

shape for parachutes Few, we behove, will read
these pages without discovering some points of con-
tact between aeronautical science and their own
particular field of investigation
Mention should be made of the verv interesting

table of como'irative performa^es of British aircraft

which IS included as an appendix

Clinatic Cycles and Tree*«rowth.

'PUBLICATION No aSQ of the Carnegie Instltu-
T tion of Washington is devoted to Prof
DouMassN study of the annual rings of trees in

relation to climate and solar activity When the late

Prof. Lowell was seeking an ideal climate for his

observatory, with the view of studying the planet
Mars, he chose the dry region of Flagstaff, Arizona,

on account of Its low rainfall and high proportion of

clear skies While Prof Douglass was at wt Lowell
Observatory it occurred to him that variations In solar

activity might have a measurable effect on tree-
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I growth, since the latter was probably dqwndent on
rainfall, and rainfall might very likely be affected hy
solar activity He began by studying the yellow pines
of those and r^ions, arguing that a very dry climate
should be the best for such an investigation. He
soon found that the intimacy of the connection
between the width of the annual tree4'lng8 and tiie

rainfall, when the latter was known, was far closer
than he had dared to hope, and he pushed further
afield, examining tree spmmens and fossils in
European collections as well as in other districts of
America
Considerable labour was involved in the interpreta-

tion of the various appearances of the rings, the red
tissue that denotes the close of a period of growth
The year starts in the autumn With normal whiter
snow and spnng and summer rainfall growth con-
tinues throughout until the autumn, and a ring of
normal width Is produced If winter snow is

deficient and spring rain also scanty, a narrow ring is

produced, closing prematurely without waiting for
summer rain An intermediate condition is Mown
when winter snow is deficient and the spring drought
IS not so severe , red tissue begins to form, but
growth starts again, and the resiHt is a double ring
for the >ear

1 he author considers that five trees in a group give

a trustwoi thy result in general, though in a very dry
district like \rizona two might suffice The only dis-

trict where five trees failed to give a satisfactory cross-

identifif ation was a rugged region near Christiania,

in Not way
The Flagstaff record is complete from a d 1385,

but among the sequoias of California stumps are in

existence dating back more than three thousand years

borne of these seouolas grew on hillside slopes, and
others m basins where plenty of moisture is found at

ail times The latter arc unsuitable for investigation,

and the author calls them "complacent,” as they
show practically no variation m the annual growth
The others he calls "sensitive,** as they &ve to

depend upon snow melting down the slope and upon
rain as it comes, not being nrovided with any storage

such as that found in the basins Some specimens,

including the oldest of all, showed signs of a change in

environment, "complacent** in later growth but
“ sensitive ” earlier Prof Huntington had previously

investigated these sequoias m his search for evidence

of climatic thange, but his purpose was served with
much less detail measurements, ten-year periods

being short enough lor his unit of time His dates
agree fairly well with those of the present work
The analysis of the data for periodicities required con-

siderable accuracy in the method employed, and ulti-

mately led to the adoption of the ** automatic optica!

periodograph,*’ of the construction and application of

which full details are given
Practically all the groups of trees investigated show

the sun-spot cycle or its multiples; the solar cycle

becomes more certain and accurate as the area of
homogeneous region increases or the time of a tree

record extends farther back ; this suggests the possi-

bility of determining the climatic and vegetatlonal

reaction to the solar cycle in different parts of the

world. A most suggestive correlation existf^ in the

dates of maxima and minima found in tree-growth,

rainfall, temperature, and solar phenomena, pmntinfl

to a physical connection between solar activity and
terrestrial weather There w a very important poini

discussed under the title of ** Meteormodk^l Dlstncts.^*

It Is essential to restrict any such oistiict for thb
purpose to one in which homogeneous weather conm-
tions are found Clearly, if one set of conditions

makes one district wet knd a neighbouring AstricC
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these cannot be lumped together for correlation

jj^urposes ai the whole effect will be masked We are
reminded of the sun spot maximum of 1893, which
was associated with great heat in England and
France, but was exceptionally cold in America and
other part> of the world This limitation of districts

may not, as the author recognises be the same for

short periods as for long ones but he finds the major
characteristics m mountain regions very much alike

over distances of fifty or sixty miles and relies upon
the evidence of the trees themselves for the demarca
tion of the districts

One other small difficulty Prof Douglass has met
m an ingenious manner It is often noticed that such
an element as rainfall when expressed as departure

^from the mean as it must be in correlation problems
18 arithmetically lacking in symmetry bince the

defect can only be 100 per cent at most while excess

can be very much larger GeometricalK th s can b
avoided by using a logarithmic scale but this flattens

the vanation very much Prof Dougl iss s device is

to leave the deficient amounts unaltered but m the

case of excessive falls to invert the fraction nnd
measure upwards from the normal Thus a rainfall

of twice the normal is in licated by a ooint just so far

above the normal line as the point indicating a rainfall

of half the normal is below it The symmetry is not

perfect as of course no possible w ctness can g ve a

point corresponding to zero rainfall but the method
18 convenient in places where zero ramf'ill in the unit

period is unknown W W B

The Interferometer m Ph)rsical Measure-
ments ^

' A FOURTH volume describing the researches of

Prof Carl Barus with interferometers has
recently been issued The classical work of Fizcau

who applied interference methods to the determina
tion of expmsion coefficients directed attention many
years ago to the possibihty of the kind of work wh h
has been so well develc^)M by Michelson and others

and in the present senes of papers Prof Barus seel s

to develop the methods of application of the intcrfcro

meter to a somewhat wide range of physical measure
ments These include spherometer measurements
elastic deformation of small bodies elongations due
to magnetisation pressure vanation of specific heat

of liquids and even electrodynamometry The re

^maumr of the volume deals with various modifira

tions of the interferometer methods an i with oerta n

gravitational experiments
Doubtless such an investigation of methods u 11

be useful to worker* in any of the foregoing fields but

so far as a first impresbion is to be trusted it woul 1

appear that the mam interest has lam m the method
rather than m any results which have been attained

In order to study the motion of a contact lever it

may be made to carry two small mirrors refle ting

normally two beams which arc afterwards caused to

interfere Any rotation of the lever obviously causes

a difference of path which appears in the shifting

of the easily recognisable and distinctive central

achromatic ” interferometer fnnges such motion
being measured by a plate micrometer or graticule

in tM observi^ telescope
^The two mllrors form the f|tnb8 of a T* piece

^htCh IS olvoted about a hinge aX the end of the foot

One limb ends in a contact pm which abuts against
the surface the motion of which is to be measured
In such circumstances Prof Barns estbnates the

^ liiNrfirogtTT by tH* A d of tli« Acb o«*at Fr

By Prof Curl Bwrwi (CarncfO Init tut on ofWiuh ngton 919)
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limiting senbitiveness to be 33x10 * cm or perhaps
even a third of this amount but it should not m
forgotten that the very simple interferometer system
of an optical test-plate has a sensitiveness of about
a quarter wavelength say laxio ‘cm and this
without a doubtful hinge and another contact Ihc
contact lever can of course deal with non specular
surfaces but to use it as a spherometer for a glass
lens seems quite needless Naturally an apparatus
of this nature is excellently adapted to such a problem
as that of mvestigabng the changes of len^^th of a
magnetised rod and although no very novel results
are obtained the investigation has been i ompara
lively lasy and the method is well adapted for
demonstration

Suitable self adjust ng interferometers such as arc
described in chap v i ought to find m increasingly
useful place in the phys cal laboratory and students
should be taught the practical use of such instruments
and their mod ficat ons Ihcrc is too great a tendenev
to treat an interferometer as a piece of apparatus
sacred to one or two highly specialised purfoses but
with little more than 1 w w pieces of good plane
parallel glass a set of instruments can bo made up
which should be of the greatest use in teaching an I

research
One could 'wish perhaps that some one problem

had been attacked and solved thoroughly The
uriously unfin shed nature of the wotk is disappo nt
mg but we must conclude that the method is the
chef object As regards the text the descriptions
irc clear and praiseworthy but the diagrams are
loth inalequate and unsatisfactorv I C M

Canvas destroying Fungi

\lfHEN men again began to take to their tents at
the outbreak of war many noticed that dark

I rown and black spots frequently of a diamond shape
were not uncommon on the canyas Small sur
reptitiously acquired bits begin to be scattered around
for information as to the identity of the moulds caus
ing the rot Now it is very surpn ng that so 1 ttio

work has been done on canvas destr >ying fungi 1 hat
canvas ts liable to suffer from moulding seems generally
to be known judging from the fact that any
in tend likely to get wetted is usually cut hed
Shortly before the war aircraft workers began to
ilertst themselves in the fungi concerned in the
damage but it was not until war broke out that
oie realised the extent of the destruction of sails

tenU etc by these organisms
Maior W Broughton Mcock in the Journal of the

Royal ^rmy Medic il Corja for December last gives
a short account of investigations carried out by him
m Malta Italy and ( n conjunction with Miss A
I orrain Smith) at the Natural Histoiy Museum In
Malta attention wa» soon atti ed to the rapid
spotting and destruction of tentage—awnings last there
only about i vear The investigators found that the
principal agents of destruction of cotton and ffax

made canvas are Macrosporium and Stemph\lium The
latter is the more prevalent in Malta and could be
isolated by exposing culture plates to the air Tht
colours of the spo^s on canvas corresoond to the
colours seen in cultures being first brown and then
black The variation in the colour of the spots

especially noticed in flax made and more resistant

canvas was found to be due to other fungi in asso-

ciation with the above genera—Septoria Alternaria
Heimmthosporium Chaotomium Exosponum Pent
cilliiim Oospora Torula Saccharomyces and veltow
pigment forming and other air borne bacteria Though
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the»e fungi may assist in the destruction, no proof
was obtained that this took place without the presence
of Macrosponum and Stemphylium The fun^ grew
well on Sabouraud's medium and pn ordinair agar.
According to the author, the first signs of fungoid

growth appear on the inner side of the roof portions
of tcnu and marquees. Often within three months
pressure on the spots made by the fungi leads to per-
foration, or a strong wind causes tearing
Cotton and linen duck-canvases ready Tor tent-mak-

ing were examined, but, though the flax fibres were In
good condition, brown mycelium was found more or
less In abundance It is suggested that the fungi
reach and begin growth during the retting of the
flax, though they may be present on the gtowing
plant Mycelium was not found on new cotton-made
canvas, and **th!s is not surprising when its method
of preparation is studied ” It is not, however, prob-
able that the infection of linen canvas is restricted to
the period of retting Gu^guen (NATrax, vol xcix ,

tqiy, p 2q6) was of the opinion that fungi from the
dead stems of the textile plant were introduced
amongst the fibres This might account for their

absence from new cotton-made canvas, but there is

little doubt that both linen and cotton canvas often
become Infected after having been made up
Expenments showed that the Willesden (cupram-

monium) method and cutch treatment prevented the
growth of the fungi A method suggested bv Prof
Pinoy (soft soap i in 5000 solution, followed bv a
mixture of i per cent of alum and CuSO,) greatlv
Inhibited the growth, and its extended emplovment in

Malta gave very satisfactory results Mango-treated
canvas was in no wav inhibitivc

No mention Is made as to whether the “cutch” was
the ordinary commercial cutch (product of Acacia,
etc) or whether it was sodium chromate, which was
used In certain areas Tn Salonika this was found
the best prevendve for “diamond spot” on com-
parison with Gu^guen*s and Pinov’s treatments, and
was at the same time a satisfactory camouflage

J Ramsbottom

The Economic Pursuits of the Trobnand
Islauaders.

a meeting of the Royal Anthropological Institute

held on Tuesday, June i, Mr 5 H Ray, vice-

president, m the chair, Dr B Malmowski read a paper
on “ The Economic Pursuits of the 1 robnand Islanoers ”

In his opening remarks Dr Malinowski cnticised the
methods usually followed by observers in dealing with
the economics oi primitive peoples Whereas it was
usually held that such peoples were preoccupied solely

widi obtaining an adequate individual food supply, he
had found that, at any rate among the peoples which
had come under his observation, there was a highly

complex economic organisation In support of his

view he described the economic system of the natives

of KIHwina or the Trobriand Islands, lying to the

north of easternmost New Guinea Th^ natives are

very efficient and industrious tillers of the soil Agri-

cultural production is highly organised, being based

upon two social forces the power of the chief and
the influence of magic The chief w overlord of the

garden-land, and initiates in each season the allotment

of garden-plots to individuals and settles any disputes

about garoen-land; he finances any communal work
to which the natives resort when cleanng the bush,

planting the yams, and bringing to the gardens the

big, heavy poles used In connection with magical rites

On the other hand, the traditional garden magician
controls the detailed proceedings of the work and
performs mairical rites at each stage
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There ore several customary forme of ooounutta,
work. An Interesting institution of oeremontal cotar
pnse, called Koyasa, is applied to gardening, fishing,
oversea expeditions, and industrial activitiM, as am
as to ttibal sports, games, and dancing. Such a
penod of communal work is announced by the chief,
who gives a big feast, which is followed during thf
continuation of the work by periodical distributions oi
food. Fishing, the building of houses and canoes, and
other economic activities are based upon organlsadono
similar to that of gardening All are dependent upon
the scK lal power of the chief and the influence of the
respective magician
The distribution of the products is as hl^b

organised as the production The producer rec^ves
a certain portion, but a considerable part is used for
the financing of big tribal enterprises through the
chief, and another part is transformed Into permanent
wealth Bv various tributes dues, and offerings the
chief collects about 30-^0 p^r cent of the tribal wealth,
and he is the only member of the community who is

allowed on a large scale to transform it Into permanent
wealth This he does bv keeping a number of Indus,
trial workers dependent on himself, who, for payment
m food, produce polished “ceremonial” axe-btades,
neck strings of red shell discs, and arm-shells made of
the conus shell, which are of very high value In the
eves of the natives, form the foundation of certain
kinds of native trade, and arc an indispensable feature
of the social organisation of the natives Every im-
portant transaction, whether ceremony or magical rite,

birth, death, or marriai^e, has to be accompanied bv
gift and counter-gift These are arranged, as a rule
so that while one party gives a substantial present of
food the other offers one of the tokens of native

wealth, such as a ceremonial axe-blade, an arm shell,

or a string of shell discs The powers of the chief are
largely exercised through economic means In inter-

tnbal affairs the chief backs up with gifts his summons
to arms of his vassals, and the conclusion of peace
after hostilities; and the same method of remunera-
tion was followed when, In his narrower iurisdlction

direct punishment was meted out by ordering a special

henchman to kill the offender or by calling upon a
sorcerer to cast an evil spell on the victim. In both
rases pavment for the service was made In native

tokens of wealth These tokens of wealth have some,
times been designated bv the term “monev,” but
rather thev represent stored-up wealth Although a

basketful of vams, a set of four coconuts, or a bundle

of taro is, to a great extent, the common measure of

value, there is no article among these peoples which,

properly speaking, fulfils the function of a medium of

exchange
Two of these tokens of wealth, the arm-shells and

the necklaces of shell beads, are used for a remvk-
ablc form of trade, called by the natives JTuIa. which
embraces a ring of Islands and archipelagoes lying to

the east and north-east of British New Guinea, in

which these two articles circulate In opposite direc-

tions They are constantly being exchanged, scarrtlv

ever being put to any use, but returning after a fw
years to the same district whence they were originallv

sent out, and then being traded again. The cxc^ngc
Is of a highly formal and ceremonial character, bssed

on mvthofoglcal tradirion, and carried on aosc^ing to

very complex and rigid rules FjXtensivc and daiinc

oversea expHltions In big sea-going canoes are made

year after year, maWv in oider to carry on mm
exchange It Involves a singular form of ownersnW
by which a token of ^wealth nevw remains In tSt

hands of one man for any length of tlnw, Insteaciw

owning one article perman^tly, he

number of articles temporarily As a result of this
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investigation it would appear that chieftainship, km-
shipt and sCKdal organieation in general are intimately

bound up with the economic organisation

In the discussion which followed the reading of the

paper all the speakers emphasised the value and
onginality of the view of primitive culture which Di
Muinowski had formulated m his interesting com-
munication. Prof Seligman asked how tar the

elaborate organisation of garden cultivation depended
upon the einstence of the chieftainship Among the

Southern Massim of New Guinea, for instance, theic

were no chiefs, and the native social organisation wat*

based upon the hamlet Had the elaborate garden
organisation been observed among such peoples?*

Sir James Frazer agreed that the economic aspect

of primitive culture had not been adequately stuaied

It was inter6«>ting to note how the Inbal economics
were saturated with magic, and how the fallacy of

magic etill persisted among pe^le who had developed

a high system of agriculture The mention of torenes

useo by the magician In the ceiemonies led him to

compare the torches to which reference wis made in

the Greek legends of Demcter\ search for Persephone
Was it possible that these torches roprosonled a sur

viva! of a use of torches in early Greek agricultural

ceremonies similar to that to which they w^ere put in

the Trobnands?
Mrs Routledge suggested that an analogous com-

plexity of economic organisation might be found

among the people of East Africa with whom Mr
Routledge and herself had come into contact, whete
ivorv plaved an important part

Mr Rav said that Dr Malinowski had submitted a

new view of ethnological investigation to the institute

Some of the ceremonies described bv him suggested

ceremonies from the other end of Melanesia, nameh,
Tx>valtv Island and New Caledonia, where the agncuU
tural operations were directed bv the chief, who pre-

scribed what ground should be put under cultivation,

the kind of crop, and the like, and received the first

and best of the produce Was It possible that these

comnkx economic systems existed wherever there were
chiefs whose nosition, power, and prerogatives de-

pended upon the fact tnat thev were of extraneous
origin?
The lecturer in his replv stated that although garden

magic was carried out bv the Southern Massim at

Dobu, cultivation was not accompanied bv such a

complex organisation for distribution

The Organisation of Scientific Work in
India

T he Indian Industrial Commission during its tour
through India found that all was not well with

the scientific worker, cspecialTy in connection with the
i^Iication of his work to industrial development
while stating specifically in its report that we do not
propose to deal with the general problems of purt

scientific research,” it adds **We were impressed
by the value of the work which had already been done
in the organised laboratories, and by the absolutely
unanimous opinion which was expressed by ail

scientific officers as to the inadequacy of the staffs in

point of numbers Everywhere we were brought face
to face with unsolved problcm<i, retiring scientific

investigatio» on an extended scale On the one side,

We eaw the results accoctrpHshed bv enthusiastic
sdendsts, which, regarded frotn the purely economic
aspect of the question, have added enormously to the

productive capacity of India, on the other side, we
were told by forest officers, agriculturists and indigo
planters, engineers, and manufacturers, of the hmita-
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tions placed upon the development of their work and
the frequency with which they were brought to a
standstill by a lack of knowledge regarding matters
which could only be ascertained by systematic research
work ” It is clear from these and other passages that
the Industrial Commission desired to direct attention
to the neassUy for the elaboration of some scheme by
which an organised attack might be made on the
large number of problems awaiting solution in con-
nection with the development of industry, and the
conclusion reached is that ” the maintenance of a staff
of suitable technologists and scientific experts is essen.
till to industrial development ”

The Commission then gives its reasons for consider-
ing that it is the dutv of the State to provide the
netessarv facilities, and concludes “We have* thus
no hesit.'ition in recommending a verv subst'intlal
inrrense In the snentific anti technical services as
essentia! to industrial development ” A general dis-
cussion follows as to the relative merits of a system
in which the scienre is the bond, and one In which
the bond is formed bv the application of the sciences
dealt with Tn the first case the Geological Survey is

i?iVen ns nn example, and the Agricultural and Forc^st

Departments are quoted ns examples of the second
But it IS clear that the Commission was fullv alive
to the difference between a service and a clennrtment,
and realised that the differentiation given above was
the same as that between a service and a department,
berause it savs “The constitution of a certain
number of scientific services based on the assumption
that the science itself is a chief link between all

members docs not orevint the foimnlion of depart-
ments either Imperial or piovinrinl where the applica-
tion of various sciences is the chief bond of union ”

The essential difference between the two types of
organisation is Hearlv indicated gi subjoined extracts
from a despatch of the Government of India
The Commission states that its proposals m the

rase of chemistry will have to he submitted to a
special committee, and that it “hesitates to offer sug-
gestions in greater detail regarding the organisation
of the Impenal scientifir set vires for hartenologv,
botnnv, and zoology, as we consider that the best plan
wull be the appointment of special small committees
for the purpose of formulating proposals ” The first

of these, that for chemistry, has now reported '»nd

th^ report is open for disroisston As regards other
sricnccs, it would be best to await the reports of the
other committees before offering anv remarks upon
them
The following extracts from the Government of

India’s dispatch dated Tune a iqro place in a very
dear light the intentions which underlie the recom-
mendations of the Commission —

The Sctenitfic Services

One of the main proposals refers to the constitution
of scientific services and of an industrial service
Commission direct attention to the extreme import-
ance of research under modern Industrial conditions,
and to the e^iedat needs of India, in view of her vast
unexploited resources in raw material and of the
paucity of her scientific workers They criticise the
complete lack of organisation among men of science
employed by the Government, and describe the diffi-

culties, both administrative and technical, to which
this gives rise The Commission recommend as a
remedv the creation of a similar mechanism to that
through which the Central rfhd Local Governments
have hithertb carried out almost all their most im-
portant activities, ewclaily those requiring technical
knowledge, viz all-India services, and th^ ditniss
the basis on which these services should be con-
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stituted The Ccuninisnon propose the creation, not
of scientific d^artznents, but of scientific services

—

an essential distinaion which has been clearly brought
out in the replies of Local Governments, though it

has not been so clearly a^rehended by critics oT the
proposal The Commission contemplate the recruit-
ment of officers Into separate scientific services, such
as a Chemical, Botanical, or Zoological Service, for
employment under Imperial and provincial depart-
ments, such as Forests and Agrictilture, which deal
with the application of a number of separate sciences
They propose that scientific officers in the employ of
the Government, instead of being recruited m small
numbers or single units into the different services
which happen to require them, should be recruited as
experts in their several sciences into scientific ser-

vices, each with its appropriate conditions of qualifica-

tion, pa^, pension, and promotion Although the ser-
vicrs will be distinct entities for the above purposes,
yet the only members of those services that will not
be actually employed under the various departments
that require their services will consist of a central

staff, engaged under such officers, for instance, as
Deputy Chief Chemists, at research centres, in

scientific work This central agency will also serve
as a reservoir to meet the demands that may be put
forward by other departments or by Local Govern-
ments for men to undertake temporary special inves-

tigations, to fill new posts of leave vacancies, or for

the replacement of existing offioerb

The head of each scientific service would thus exer-

cise an influence over tlie members of his service in

matters scientific, by the check of scientific results,

and by the provision of advice and criticism on
sclcntinc work, whether for Local Governments or for

research workers It is not, we understand, pro-

posed by the Commission, nor do wc ourselves con-

template, that he should actually control esearch
work in the sense of ordering definite problems to

be taken up by officeis serving under LtJeal Govern-
ments, or should turn his department into a gang of

hack researchers We rely on constant correspondence
between scientific officers of the same caste and
periodical conferences as sufficient to correlate research
progi ammes

Local Governments and heads of Departments find

the greatest difficulty in forming an opinion of the

work done by men of science employed under them,
o- of the probable value of lines of research proposed
by their officers Should the administrative authority

consider the results obtained by a man of science un^
satisfactory, it is almost impossible to obtain an
authontative opinion on his work or (qualifications

,
or

to say whether he might not do better in another post

,

or to find such a post for him The difficulties aris-

ing from the existence of isolated specialists in a
department are, in fact, notorious

The impossibility of applying any common measure
in determining the respective claims to promotion .of a
botanist, n chemist, an engineer, and a political

economist has been recognised in the existing services

bv the creation of separate Dgsts on a time-scale But
this does not get over the difficulties already indicated,

or supply the proper incentive to the research worker,
or anord scope or prospects for men of more than

average ability The absence of such prospects is

bound to militate against our chances, of obtaining

good recruits, to render our staff oiscontented, and
to prevent our securing the best work from the best

men •

Moreover, so long as students df a particular science

are recruited sporadically on behalf of different

departments as vacancies occur, the Government will

have to accept the men that happen to be left over,

whatever their qualifications, after other and more
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regular demands have been supplied. The prospect
of regular annual recruitment will enable Ithe Govern-
ment of India to fill its future demand for men of
science, as it has hitherto done for engineers, forest
officers, and medical men.
Tho present system, under which the only chemists

employed by the State are scattered through numerous
deparftnents without any organisation that can mar-
shal the chemical forces 01 the country to attack
problems of national importance, can give no help
towards an active hidustrial pohey
We might quote as illustrating the inspiring value

of a central co-ordinating authonty, the work under-
taken by the Munitions Board through its chemical
adviser The report of the conference of chemists
at Lahore shows that even our isolated and scattered
chemists can be moulded into one tcan> for the pur-
pose of suggesting new lines of research and means
for turning the results to practical account without
ovf'rlapping and consequent waste of effoit.
This experience, In the light of the magnificent

results obtained in England by the Research Com-
mittee of the Privy Council, shows clearly how much
may be expected from a system wluch provides a
permanent organic connection between all chemists
in Government employ
The importance of a common system of recruit-

ment and of a common service has recently been
recognised bv the council of the Institute of Chemis-
try in the United Kingdom (vide Proceedings of the
Institute of Chemistry, part iv

, p 14) m a
representation submitted by them to all Government
Departments in which chemists are employed They
state their opinion that **the lime is c^portune for
taking steps to secure for the provision of chemistry
a position corresponding to that occupied by the
learned professions, and they feel that much would
be accomplished towards the attainment of that end
if, in the first place, adequate and uniform conditions
of appointment were accorded to chemtsts directly
engaged in the service of the State The necessity
for a definitely organised chemirnl service (both In
pence and war) for all purposes of the State on which
the science of chemistry has a boanni^ has long been
recognised in the chemical profession ”

Conditional m India render the services of chemists
employed under Government of even greater rela-

tive importance than in England India is far more
deficient than England in the knowledge of its raw
materials and of the appropriate industnal processes,
consulting chemists ana chemists in private employ
are almost entirely absent here, and this deficiency

is not likely soon to be remedied Research institutes

with special reference to a particular Industry in

England, it would seem, will usually be financed and
controlled by the industi7 itself, with a Government
grant-in-aid, whereas in India the position will be
precisely the opposite, and the industry will relv

primarily on State chemists We therefore agtee with
the Commission that the advancement of industries

in India must depend for scientific assistance almost
entirely on State-employed men, and these men will

be far more concerned with the initiation of important
new lines of development and research and far leas

with merely routine work than is the case In England
The need of organisation is the greater in that the

functions of Indian State chemists are more important
to the country, while ^\t greater isolatioif and the

ronseouent absence of a scientific atmosphere furnish

an Additional argument The case for a State

chemical service is thus even stronger in India than

In England.
We are much influenced bv the prospects which ti»

proposed system affords of increasing the num^ of
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Indians in the scientific services An Indian appointed
to an isolated post, or as an assistant to an i^lated
professor in a country where the scientific atmosphere
IS non-ex}5tent, or at the best exceedinj^ly attenuated,
lacks guidance and the stimulus of his fellows in the
pursuit of scientific knowledge His ambitions tend
to become limited to the improvement of his pay and
prospects rather than of his professional attainments
His membership of an all India service, based on the

pursuit of a common science, will increase the pres-

tige of that science in his eyes and in those ot the

Indian public, the existence of the proposed Imperial

nucleus of scientific workers under a distinguished
chief will provide him with an incitement to excel

with assistance in his studies and with opportunity for

training if he desires it.

Ihc Commission piopose that, if the principle of

scientific servires is approved, tommittees should be

appolhled to formulate proposals for the permanent
organisation and the terms of employment of each
such service, and for the location and equipment of

research laboialorles We support this recommenda-
tion, subject to the condition that the terms of refer-

ence to each committee should include a direction 1o

report as to the advisability of constituting alt-India

services for < iih well-defined science

Without anticipating the conclusions of the pro-

posed committees, we think it desirable, In view of

criticisms which have been expressed, to indicate

certain principles in the general administration of

these services which should govern the relations

between the mombeis of the scientific services and
the heads of departments and provincial Govern-
ments, under whom many of them will be employed
Wo do not think that members of scientific services

should be seconded by the method which the Com-
mission propose, vi/ bv deputation for penesds of five

years at a time, but we consider that (as in the case

of other services) an officer, wIkii once placed per-

manently under the orders of a local Government,
should remain with the Government for the rest of

his service, unless the Government under which he
IS serving itself desires hw transfer, or unless his

services are required in a higher post or in a post

requiring special qualifications outside the province, in

which case the local Government will recognise that

the Imperial Government has n claim on them This
Is the system which exists at present in respect of all

similar services

Local Governments would have complete liberty to

appomt, after consulting the head of the service, to

any post m their iiidustrtal or scientific cadre, anv
available member of the lespective services, thev

would also be at liberty, m the special circumstances

arising during the initial stages, to appoint to such

posts men outside the service, but toe subsequent

admission to the all-India service of men so appointed

would be entirely controlled by the Secretary of State

The local Governments universally support the pro-

posed scheme of scientific servifcs, and though the

Governments of the Punjab, the United Provinces,

and Bombay, and the officers and public bodies con-

sulted by them, put forward certain criticisms of the

scheme, espcdalfv with reference to the position of

men of science in the Education Department, these

criticisms are, we think, fuliv met by the foregoing

explanation of the lines on which wc think the pro-

posed cervices should be administered

We desire, however, to add a few remarks with

special reference to the case of science teachers We
fuilv recognise that much Is required of a scientific

professor in a college, outside his scientific woric

He must look on himself ns a member of the body
responsible for the tone of the college and for its
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general bULces!> It will, therefore, we agree, be
most undesirable that such a man should continuously
have in mind tlie possibility of promotion outside his
own department. We think, however, that this
difficulty will be obviated by the general principle Laid
down by us above, vi2 that members of scientific ser-
vices serving under the i>cpartmcnt of Education
should not be removed from that Department, unless
at the lequest of the educational authorities, or for
posts requiring high administrative capacity, or special
scientific qualifications
Ihe advantage to the Education Department of a

system of scientific services will still be vet> con-
siderable In the first place, wc constder that,
though university and college science workers should
be by no means entirely divorced from technical re-
search, their mam sphcie of activity should he among
problems of pure science Ihe proposed central
scientific organisation should alTord a means whereby
such problems arising in the course of technical le-
scarch can be referred to university and college
laborato! les

Such co-ordination, both in respect of puie science
problems and technical problems, can be most rcadilv
effected in cases where the educational researchers
are themselves members of a scientific servicrc This
policy will doubtless stimulate the inten st m research
work taken by students and professors Officeis who
have entered the educational service as teachers may
be in some cases expected to develop as le^Scarch
workers ITie existence of all-1ndia scientific services
will afford a ready means for auommodaling men
whose aims in life have thus been diverted from one
form of work to anothei In the next pi ice, the
piesent system of lecruitmont of men of science into
the Educational Service is capable of improvement,
«ind far better results could be obtnined with the aid
and advice of watchful central adcncies in India
The absence of a scamtific atmos^cic, again, has
been particularly injurious to scKntific officers in the
Educational Service, and has led to groat stagnation
in lespeit of reseaiih work lliis atmosphere will in

future reach individu d officers by the numet ous
channels of communication whnh will be created
between them and the central ageney on tci.hntcal

subjects, whether by wav of c oi respondc ii(x\ confer-
ences, and scientific publitalions, by the central staff’s

tours of inspection, or bv officers spw nding some por-
tion of thcMr vacations at research institutes The
case- of men of science at ptescnl cmplo)od under the
Department of Education will obviously roquiic care-

ful treatment, such men should not be allowed to

join the scientific services as a matter of course, but
each case will have to be considered on its merits,

and there may still be classes of appointments for

which men will have to be recruited independently
hurther, the wffiolc question, so far as it affects the
employment of pfTucrs with scienlific qualifications in

colleges and universiliea, will have to be reviewed in

connection with the proposals of the Calcutta Uni-
versity Commission regarding recruitment

In addition to the opinions expiessed in the letters

received from local Governments, two important con-
ferences of chemists have recently put forward their

views on the Commission’s proposals A record of

their discussions is appended \ full meeting of the

Sectional Conference of \gricuUural Chemists at Pusn
in February passed the allowing resolution —
"That this Conference considers that, in view of

the Intense local knowledge required for effective

work for agricultural improvement by chemical
methods, it is not desirable that the chemists in the

Agricultural Departments should be formed into a
service apart from the ordinary agricultural aervioei

<
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in which the bond of union would be the science
rather than its application On the pther hand, in

addition to agricultural chemistb attached to the Pro^
vincial Departments, this Conference is definitely of
opinion that a strong central body of chemiska should
be maintained by the Impenal Department of Agri-
culture from whom Provincial Departments could
draw for the investigation of special problems **

The main objection taken was, it will be observed,

based on the i^a that men would usually be trans-

ferred after five year periods We have explained
alieady that such idea forms no part of the system
which we contemplate It is also significant that the

same resolution declared the necessity of a strong
central body of chemists for the Department of Agri-

culture, and, it may be added, the same meeting
pointed out the desirability of equipping the agricul-

tural research organisation to deal with certain indus-

trial problems arising out of agricultural research

The sum of these conclusions seems to point to the

desirabiUtv of supplying some agency which can cor-

relate chemical research with agricultural and indus-

trial problems, and of avoiding the needless expense

of creating separate research nuclei for dealing with

each separate class of chemical problems

A conference of chemists was convened in Lahore
In fnnuary, 1918, by the Indian Munitions Board
It included not only Government officers, but also

chemists attached to missionary colleges and em-
ployed under private firms The conference passed

no formal resolution, but strongly supported the pro

pos^ svstem of scientific services

Uniyersit7 and Educational Intelligence.

Cambridge—As stated in our issue of June 24

(P 537)* ^ donation of loooi has been received for the

provision of lectures on tropical agriculture for five

\cars Dr C A Barber has been appointed as

lecturer in tropical agriculture

Dr F W Astoh has been elected to a fellowship in

Inmty College
. ^ ,

In presenting Sir Joseph Fhomson and Sir Joseph

Larmor for honorary degrees at Cambridge recently,

the Public Orator spoke as follows Democritus,

philosophus ille antiquus, ut mundum explicaret,

atomos finxit, sohda rerum pnmordla, non partium

(onventu concihata,

* sed magis aeterna pollentia simphcitati

Sed, ul discipulus illius ait, difficile cst credere 111 rebus

esse quidquam sulido corpore, quod dcmonstravit Pro-

fessor noster Atomum emm ipsum ingressus, partes

discrevit, ordinavit, legibus subjecit Immo ut Greecus

<x ptomo Kwrfio9 eduxit, Anglus in atomum JciS<r^

introduxit hi multa quidem cjusmodi investigavit,

qusD dioere non concedit laitini sermonis egeslas, hoc

saltern conerdit exponere, quanta unJvcrsorum Uetitia

collegto buo Magistrum a Rege impositum nupet

videnmus *’ And “ Adcst alter e burgcnsibus

nostris, idem rei physicae Professor, Isaaci Newton
et Georgli Gabrielis Stokes non indlgnus successor,

Socictatis Regiae olim a sccretis, qui scicntias

innumeras provinclair sibi depoposcit ct illustravlt

Ut carmen quoddam cenatlcum discnpulorum rom-
memoremus

* sthera materiemque electraque cogitat die

aomnia qua possint mentes confruigere nostras
’

Sed quern mundus ut vlnim sollertem ingenioeum
sapientem mlratur, ilium collegium suum amicum
dii^it, providum modeitum Melem Quern si

ompliMlmls honoribus hodle extolUt Acadenua nostra,

hoc muItsB et spud nos et apud exteros faoere

occupaverunt
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Edinburgh.—Her Majesty the Queen has consenbedh
to accept the honorary degree of LL.D. on the occa^
Sion of the impending laj^ng of the foundation-stone
of the new chemistry department

Glasgow.—^The degree of D.Sc was conferred on
June 23 on the following —P A Hilihouse, for his
thesis ** Ship Stability and Trim,'* with other papers,
and D B Meek, for his thesis "Cyclonic Storms in
the Bay of Bengal for a period of thirty years, from
1886 to 1915 inclusive, with special reference to their
Location and Direction of Motion,*’ with other papers
.On the same occasion the following special class

prizes were awarded — Mathematics (Advanced
Honours Class) The Cunnmghame gold medal to

J M’Kinnell. Natural Philosophy (Ordinary Class) ^

The Cleland gold medal to D H Findlay Political

Economy The Alexander Smart memorial prize to
Stewart Mechie Moral Philosophy (Honours Class)
fhe Edward Calrd medal to I W Phillips

On June 24 the degree of LL D was conferred on
Dr J MacIntyre and Sir Robert W Philip

London — \t a meeting of the Senate on June 23
Dr S Russell Wells was re-elected Vice-Chancellor
for the year 1920-21
Communications were received from the University

College Committee and from the Dean of the Unl-
\crsiLy College Hospital Medical School, selting forth
tespectively the teems of the recently publishca offers
made bv the Rockefeller Foundation to present (o) to
the University, on behalf of University College, the
sum* of 370,000/ . and (b) to University College Hos-
pital M^ical School the sum of 835,000/ , for the
.idvancement of medical education and research
Resolutions were adopted expressing the Senate’s
grateful appreciation of the magnificent generorfly
shown by the Trustees of the Foundation *0 the Unf-
versitv and to the Medical School of University Col-
lege Hospital, and accepting the offer made for the
benefit of University College
Mr A E JoIIlffe, tutor in mathematics at Corpus

Christi College, Oxford, was appointed to the
University chair of mathematics tenable at the Royal
Holloway College, Dr B J Collingwoed (professor
of physiology at University College, Dublin) to the
University chair of physiology tenable at St Marv’s
Hospital Medical School; Prof L R Dicksec to the
Sir Ernest Cassel chair of accountancy and business
methods tenable at the London School of Fconomics
and Political Science, Mr H C Gutteridge to the
Sir Ernest Casst’ chair of commercial and industrial
law tenable at the London School of Economics and
Political Science, Mr T E G Gregory to the Sir
Ernest Cassel readership in commerce, with special

reference to foreign trade, tenable at the L^don
School of Economics and Political Science, Mr D
Knoq> to the Sir Ernest Cassel readership in com-
merce, with special reference to the orgaiusatlDn of
indus^ and trade in the United Kin^on^, tenable
at the London School of Economics and Political

Science, Mr H Dalton to the Sir Erpest Cassel
readership in commerce, with special reference to

tariffs and taxation, tenable at the Londbn Sdiool of
Economics and Political Science, Mr LI Rodwell
Jones to the University lectureship in comnjerce, with
special reference to commercial f^graphy, unable at

the London School of Economics and Political Science

,

Mr J D Smith to tfkt University lectureship in comn
meroe, with special reference to business organisation,

tenable at tlW London School of Economics And
Political Science , and Mr T- A Jovnt to the Univer-
sity lectureship in commerce, with special reference to

transport and shipping, tenable at ttM London School
of E^omlcs and Political Science
Grants from ti» Dixon Fund for 192(^-21 were
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bade to Mr A S E Ackeimann for researches into

he physical properties of clay , Mr J T Carter iot

researebra on the minute structure of the teeth of

fossil mammaba Mr L T Ho^ben for researches

on the influence of ductless glands Miss M A
Murray for the study of anthropolgy in Fgypt Dr
1 J North for preparing illustrations for work in

paUeontology I Mr A K Wells for the conduct of

a geological survey of part of Merionethshire ind
Dr C West for researches on the effect of environ

ment factors on the growth of Heli'inthus

The degree of Bachelor of Science m household and
social science for internal students is to be instituted

Mr P j Hartoo Acodem c Registrar of Uk
‘

tTmversity of I ondon his betn appointed Vice

Chinoellor of the University of Dacca Bongil

Dr R E M Whefler has been appointed keeper
of the department of -irchTeologv in the Nit on 1

Museum of Wales and lecturer in irchseology in the

University College of South Wales ind Monmouthshire

With reference to the recent offer by the Govern
ment of a site for the University of London (see

Naturf Miv 27 p 4 4) 1 lirf;, Iv attended meeting
of the council of the University of I ondon Graduitos
Association wis of the ootnion that the offer of
land on the Duke of Bedford s esti e accompin ed
hv an undefined maintenance grint now made bv the
Government is in no sense an equivalent f r the

iccommodation as at present guiranteed bv the
Government and does not comply with the slip ili

t ons laid down by the Senate
Fhb following bequests among ctheis of the late

Dr Rudoff Messcl have recently been published —
5000I to the Royal Institution of Oreit Brita n i x)?

to the Chemical Society aooojf ind his platinum still

m which 1 nrrkd out with W S Squire m>
eapenments in conmclion with the decompobiti 1 of
sulphuric acid to Mr Squir requesting him o i h s

rdcath to kave U to tht Society of Lhcmicil Industry
his plitinum crucible to the Society of Chemical Indis
try and his clectnc Itlephone bj Reis to the In t tu
tion of Flcctncal Engineci s 1 he residue of the propt t>

18 to be divided into five parts four of whi h art to to
the Royil Society md one to the Society of Chem il

Industry the wish being expressed that the fund shill

be kept separate from the funds of the soacty the
c-apitil to DC kept inta t and the whole of the income
expended in the furtherance of scient fic rcieirch ind
other scientific objects and th it no part thereof sh ill

be applied for chintable objects as the granting of
pensions and the like

The first annual conference of the International
federation of University Women will be held it
Bedford College London on July 12-14 The fedeia
tion has been formed to promote und^standmg and
fellowship between educated women of different
nations and to unite them into a league to further
their common interests and to strengthen the found
tions of mtemational sympathy which must form the
baas of the Lea^e of Nations The practical meins
by which the fedmtion seeks to reabse its 11ms are
(1) Ornnisation of a system of exchange of lecturers
Md scholars of different universities (2) Provision
of international scholarships and travelling fellowships
particularly the endowment of postgraduate and re
••arch scbdlatships (3) EsCablishment of club rooms
End hostels for mternational ho^itality in the various

of university bfe (4) Useful co operatKHi with
ww Nattonal Bureaux of l^ucation in the vanous
couRtnes Further information may be obtained fromm acting secretary Miss T Bosanquet Universities
Btwaau of the British Empire 50 Russell Square
Londoi WCi
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Societies and Academies.
* London

AriitoteilaB MkMt, June 7 —Prof \Vildon Carr,
Vice president in the duir —Rev \ h Davies
\nselm s problem of truth and existence 1 be famous
proof of the existence of God is not purely ontological
but rather tht, verihcation of a spccihc mode of expert
ence termed faith In Anselm s words it i!> faith
seeking undersUnding and by faith i!> meant a
mode of immediate apprebens on iwareness of
God Iwo stages are distinguishable in the reason
mg Ihe first seeks to prove thic we must think of
ultimate reality m terms of 4^xistence Here the
ppeal 18 to log cal thought In the second stage
Anselm proves that this ultimate reality is his pv
eonal G<xl Here the appeal is to experience The
argument implies that truth and existence are two
ultimate forms of reality existence is the reality of
things truth the validity of thought contents Hence
truth must be sought m terms of validity Thib is

the logical character of the proof We can only
know as perfectly is possible We know existent
reality only as our thinking is val d ind we cannot
think validly that Gcxl is non existent Botwe n these
two uk mate forms of real ty is presupposed a funda
mental agreement such that the relations of thought
validly lepresent the leal relations of things For
Anselm such agreement has its ground in God A
second implicition is that when thinking is valid it

starts from existence n the same sense that its con
tents are occasioned by i.xistent reality So that
V thout experience we cannot know The ethical
chancier of the basic conception of God proves it to
bo no mere thought product—that is knowledge pre
supposes a mode c f roil iv dissim 1 r from itself

Zoological Soclotjr June 15 Piof h W MicBride
vice president in the chaii — Dr P Ch Imers Mitchell

Report on the additi ns to tht society s mtnageiie
dur ng the month of M iv 1920 —Prof J h Dneroen
rxh bition of and reni rl s up 1 sen s of ostni-h

— Miss Join B Proctor (i) \ oUection of tail

kss litiichitns fr m East Afr c made by Mr A
Lover dge in the years 1914 19 (2) The type speci

men oi Kona Hoi ft Bouknji,tr —R I Pocock The
<xternal and cnnial chirattcrs of the Furopein
bidder (Melos) and the \mer cm badger (Tax de )

Dr R J Tlllyard I ife historv of the dngon flv

with special reference to Australasian forms

Miaoralogkal Society June t< —Dr A F H Futton
past president in the chair r P Menncll Ri c zinc

coppei miner ils from the Rhodes an Brol en Hill

Mine Northern Rhodesia Cooper minenls including

malachite cbessylite copper glance and undetermined
phosphates are of r ire occurrence in the lead zinc ore

of this locality Still rarer are the copper zinc minerals
aurichakite^and veszclyite the latter forms minute
skv blue monoclinu crystals (a ? c i 095)
and differs from the original mineral from Hungarv
m its colour and in containing little or no arsenic —
Prof R Ohashl Note on the plumbiferous barytes

from Shibukuro Prefectuic of Akiti Japan This
mineril which is deposited as 1 white to brownish
vellow crystalline crust in the fissures and near the

orifices of hot springs is similar to the mineral

recently called hokutolite from Taiwan ( For
mosa) U contains a 69 to 17 78 per cent of PbO and
is radio-active —W A RIckiiriion The fibrous

gypsum of Nottinghamshire The relation to the

nodular types of gypsum of the fibrous veins of the

mineral which are associated with every other type

of gypsum deposit in the district and occur at levels
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where there ib no other development of the mineral
{

was considered Most of these veins are regarded as
having been formed shortly after the nodular deposits

1 he fibres grew upwards Jind downwards from a plane
m the marl and were probably deposited by descend
ing solutions being precipitated at planes of tension
m a contracting medium The veins of fibrous
calcium carbonate of beef described by Dr Lang
show simil ir structure and field relations and doubt
less originated under similar conditions —

A

Klchardsoa A new model rotating stage petrological
miciosLope This instrument is intended us a sub
stitute for the larger pre war models which at tbe
present time could be manufactured only at verv high
pnccs It IS piovided with a mechannal stage inter

changeable with a plane stage and a conventional sub
stage and provision is made for rapid change from
parall 1 to convergent polarised light Owing to the
redut tion in s ^ a rotation of 270° onlv c m be pro
vided fo the rotat ng stage—W Barlow Models
illustrating the atomic arrangement in potassium
chloride iinmonium chloride and tartaric acid In
the case of the chlorides the sugg sted structure recon
ciles the X i iy phenomena with the crystillim sym
metrv The arranj^ement proposed foi tartar c acid
agrees with the f:,raphiral formula c f the them sts and
the mohcular groups have the symmetry 'ind relative
dimensions of the crystals

Royal Meteorological Society June 16 —Mr R H
Hooker president in the chair—W H Dlaea fhe
ether dilTerential radiometer This instrument has
been dcs gned to measure the radiation from the sky
after sunset It consists of two ^lass lest tubes
containing air and a few drops cf ether con
nccted by a glass U shaped tule cont lining ether to
serve os a pressure gauge Fach test tube is pro-
vided with a movable shield which protects it from
draughts and allows radiation from one direction only
to fit! upin It It 18 used bv first dire I ng radiation
from the sky upon one of the test tubts ind then
radiation fiom a black bodv at a known tempera
turc The known temperature is adjusted unUl the
change has no effett upon the pressure gauge and
when this is the case it m ly be assumed that the
radiant energy ibsorbcd bv the test tube fiom the
sky is the same as that from the black body whence
the ndntion from the skv is found bv a table The
equivUent radiation temperature of the sky is often
below o® F and a method is shown by which in
this case tin sk ndiation can be found without the
use of fiee/ing m xtures This 19 done bv om
pensating the small radiation from the sky bv the
excess of radiation from a hot bod^ so that neutral
effect IS obtained The method of calculation and of
making ud the results is given Prof S CbapnMi
and E \ MUm The composition lonisabon and
viscosity of the atmosphere at great heights In tiie

stratosphere owing to the absence of large scale
mixing the different constituents of the atmosphere
must tend to separate out bv diffusion so that the
composition vanes with the height in particular
well known calculations have shown that on the usual
assumption of the oresence of free hvdrogen the
atmosphere above iro kih must consist almost en
tirelv of hvdrogen The authors cntlcise this assump
tion an examination of the evidence renders uncertain
the actual existence of this hvdngen atmosphere
and the authors accordingly recalculate the variation

of composition with height on the assumption that
hvdrogen is absent Tn this case helium the next
lu’htest clement is fhc predominating constituent
above too km The results ore then used to make
an estimate of tbe depth to which 0 or y radi«

tion arriving from an extra terrestrial source would
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penetrate the atmosphere It appears that the 1*0^
of a particles would extend down to about do ,

some 20 km below the auroral zone In the casa of

fi and y radiation it is found that the maxin^mi
I

absorption, and consequently the maximum lonisatim
should occur at heights of about 50 km and 25 km
respectively In each case the region of amreciabk
ionisation would be confined to a layer 01 ^ km
thickness and the unexpected result emerges mat the
layers would be comparatively sharply defined at their

under surfaces which practically coincide with tht

positions of the maxima Ihese estimates have an
mterestmg bearing on recent theories of the existence
of lonioeo layers in the atmosphere I astly attention
IS directed to the fact that at great heights, though
the coefficient of viscosity is little altered the density
is so small that the effective viscosity is very high
so that any large scale motion must die down
immediatelv

Royal Mtoroscoplcsl Soctoty, June 16—Mr A N
Disney, vice president m the chair—L 1 Hogbea
Hie problem of synapsis Ihe data of Mcndelian
experiment furiysh the only critical basis for cor
relating genetic phenomena and cell structure, and
recent work on the cytoplasmic inclusions (Duesberg
Gatcnby and others) indicates that these elements
fulfil none of the conditions which would provide 1

satisfactory material foundation for alternating and
in many cases biparcntal inheritance of any sort

Ihe theory of synap&is postulates the conjugation in

the meiotic phase of homologous chromosomes derived
from alb mate parents picparatory to their segregaUon
m tht. reduction division and thus affords an inter

pretation of gametic purity and allelomorphism iho
theory itself rests u^n the assumption of the per

sistent individuality of chromosomes and tbe definitive

organisation of the nuclear reticulum Ihe study of

the mciotic phase raises three questions (a) Is tner^.

an actual conmgation of chromosomes m the pro
phase? iP) Ir so in what manner is it effected

(7) Do the hromosomes which pair m synaj ^
separate in the reducinf;, divimona;' As regirds
first it is pointed out tlwt the parasynaptic and ti

synaptic interpretations for animats are mutua
exclusive the early meiotic phenomena in ptanUr a
animals are probablv very different With respect

the second the question of discovering a mecnanisi
for the interpretation of oartial linkage arises To tl

last question it 19 impossible to provide a defini

answer from tbe av^lable data hence the most val
ible evidence on vnaosis is inferred from the different

szes and shapes of chromosome pairs in premeiottc
mitoses It IS submitted therefore that while tbe

cytolo^iial phenomena of hybridisation and mutation
may vield significant facts a clear recognition of the

relation of the mitotic chromosomes to the organisa
tion of the intcrkinetic reticulum and a fullerTco''

ledge of the svnaptic processes are the most pressing

news for further development of the chromosome
hypothesis -^ir Horace Darwin and W G CeBtai

A universal microtome This instrument, which Is

designed on similar general principles to the Cam
bridge rocking mirrotome cuts sections from objects

embedded in paraffin or oellotdin or from frozen pre

parabons It has the advantage over thf rocking

microtome of cuttinp* flat sections The plane of the

sections is horizontal which facilitates examination
and the orientating d^ect holder is of a novel form
and easy of adjustment The ngiditv of the frame and
object holder and the fact that the knife is rigidly

damped at both ends secures unifoomtv In the sec

tions The microtome has no large wonting surfaces

which must be covered with od hence jiregulanties

due to varying thickness of the oit-film fre elinunated
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Ibe regularity of cutting is unaffected by wear Ihe
rigid connection between hand and otyect and the

smallness of the friction and inertia of the moving
parts make for convenience of manipulation The
tmife'^older is easily adjusted to give a slicing cut

and can also be moved so thit sections can be cut

with new parts of the knife as it becomes blunt or

damaged K simple accessory also enables the clear

ance angle of the knife to be adjusted

Paris

Academy of Sctaacss June 14—M Henri Deslandres
m the chair—Ihe president announced the death of

Prof Auguste Right and g ivc a short account of his

life work —A Rama Maps of the network of elec

maty distribution in h ranee Work of the fechnical
Committee of the Hydrotechnical Soacty of trance
Vn account of the work of the society since its eslib
lishment in 1912 Its object is the study of all ques
tions relating to the regulation and utilisation of
waterfalls The map on tho scale of 1/200000 will

consist of eighty four sheets seventy eight of which
are now submitted to the Academy —C Qnicbard

Determination of the congruences C and the con
gr lences 20 which belong to a linear complex —
Ch Ed GalUaams The action of metallurgical addi
nuns on the anomaly of expansion of the nickel steels

Certain applications of nickel steels render necessary
the addition of other elements—mancanese carbon
chromium tungsten and vanadium A detailed study

of the action of additions of manganese chromium
and carbon has been made and tM results obt 1 ne I

have been summarised m two diagrams—J TUho
The frequency of fogs m the F istern Sahara Dcta led

observations of these drv dust fogs are ncccesary
espeaally in the interest of aerial navigation The
results of three years observations are given classified

as thick medium and light according to the month
The fogs arc relatively rare in the months be
tween August and November—M Ch Riquier wu»
elected a correspondant for the section of ceometry
in succession to the late M Zeuthen and M Picrr
Weiss correspondant for the section of gener il physics
m succession to Sir J j 1 homson elected tore gn
associate —E Cartaa The projective deformation of
surfaces

—

Andrade The speaal right linos of con
tact of general helices —S Procepla The double
refraction and dichroism of the fumes of ammonium
chloride in the electric field The double refriction
and dichroism of ammonium chloride fumes vary with
the time and differently The double refraction vines
very nearly inversely as the souare of the wave length
and the dichroism inverselv as the third power If
the phenomenon predicted by Voigt exists it is

masked—MM La Rosa and A Sellerlo A galvano-
magnetic effect parallel to the lines of force and
normal to the current —G Le Boa Certain
antagonistic properties of various regions of the
spectnim A screen of sine sulphide placed behind a
trough containing a solution of sulphate of quinine
remains unaffect^ , if a trough of ammoniacal copper
sulphate solution is superimposed the zinc sulpnide
screen phosphoresces Sunilar phenomena wore
IjtiHsed for signaling at night during the war

—

The catalytic action of aluminium in the
preparation of the chlorobenzenes Aluminium is

superior to the usual catalyst ^odine in this prepara
tw A weight of aluminium equal to one thousandth
of the benzene gives the best results A detailed
example of the method is given—P Laodrlsa Re
searches on the potyacid salts of the monobasic acids
s^um tribffiaoate—R Blaachafi The Durance
gjader at Siateron —L Caysas The iron minerals
of die Longwy-Brley basin—G MugiMt The
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thundnome of the Vaucheria Further experimental
evidence both on the living plant and on fixed stained
sections in support of the views put forward m an
earlier communiuition and adversely cnticised by M
Oan^^eard —L SalUanl I he sugar beet dunn^ the
war ihe general conclusion is drawn that by using
little manure and especially little nitrogenous
manures the roots are richer tn sugar and easier to

work The totil production of sugar per hectare is

alone affected by this abnormal culture Similar
results have been obtained in Germany—Ch Porchcr

Want of food and the chemical composition of milk
A criticism of th< experiments of I ami toother
with additional work on the same subj ct VVhilc

1 oepting the figures of Lami the author gives them
anotmr interpretation and considers that the varm
tions ( f chemical composition observ« d are due to

the retention of milk and not to starvatu n P
MathUs The structure of the lips of fshes of the

f
enus Chondrostom (family Cyprmidas) —

M

kttre and A Vila The separation of the proteins

of the serum The technique proposed differs con
sidcrablv from the classical methods studied by Hof
metster Starke Michailoff and J K luder as large

quantities of mineral salts are not used The serum
IS exutiv neutriliscd precipitated b\ acetone and the
albuminoids cxtricted with water the last wishings
b ng saturated w th carbon d ox lo 1 he insoluble

proteins free from album n arc left as a grevish white
precipitate—G Bertrand and Mmc RoaenbUtt The
acton of chloropicrin upon some bacterial fermenta
tions Details of experiments on the action of chloro
pi nn it different concentrations on the lactic fer

ment the ammoniacal ferment and the sorbese bar
tenum Chloropicnn was found to exert a strongly
toxic action upon all 1 ving cells and is compaiable
in some cases w th the most oowerful known dis
nfoctants —A Franhi Variations in the f Utv matters
of the tubercle bacillus cultivated on definite medi i in
the presence of earths of the cerium group —

F

ladrcyt Trophic supenctivitv giant cell and cancer
MM Fanii Frealct Gnkysse Magoc and A Mayer

Cutaneous les ons determined by certain vesicant
compounds
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Medical Education*

During the last thirty >ears the feeling has

become increasingly insisitent, both in this

country and in America, that certain radical re-

forms were needed in the methods of education in

medicine But our American colleagues have

been fortunate in having the opportunity and the

means for building new schools of medicine to

meet the new circumstances and for making drastic

changes in their methods of teaching which a

\ariety of circumstances has hitherto prevented us

from attempting in Britain Now that the

Rockefeller Foundation, by Us magnificent

generosity, has made it possible for us to embark

upon the difficult sea of reform, it is particularly

interesting and instructive to study the policy

idopted in the more advanced schools of America

dunng the twenty-seven years since the Johns

Hopkins Medical School gave the study of

medicine in America a new aim and a higher ideal

Though we are a quarter of a century behmd our

American colleagues in making a start, our delay

has given us the advantage that we can profit by

the experiments made on the other side of the

Atlantic.

It IS not generally lecognised here how
thoroughly the leaders of medical education in

America explored every possible method of educa-

tion throughout the world, and how much devo-

tion and thought they have expended on experi-

ments to discover, by truly scientific methods,

how be*t to employ the few years that the medical

student can devote to* the training for his pro-

fession Those who want to understand some-
thing of the spirit and the high ideals that have

K
spired the 4merican leaders in this great reform

ovemeht should read the account of their work
and aims in the volume “ Medical Research and
Education,’* issued by the Science Press m New
Vork in 1913. Briefly expres^d, the matters upon
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5/^
which chief insistence is placed are as follows *

The absolute necessity of (a) an adequate prelim-

inary education and a serious University training

in the basal sciences, physics, chemistry, and
biology, without which foundation it is impossible

for the student really to profit from his training

in medical science, and (b) a method of

practical teaching m all branches of professional

work, whereby the student can, so far as possible,

investigate for himself the facts and Iheones of

each subject under the direction of men who arc

themselves engaged m research work, and not rely

mainly upon lectures and demonstrations to give

him merely the results of other people’s work In

other words, the aim of the reform is to tram the

student in scientific methods rather than to

tram ** him with traditional lore

So impressed were certain American teachers

with the evils of the lecture system of instruction

that the attempt was made to eliminate lectures

altogether On this side of the Atlantic (and in

most American schools also) it is recognised that

some lectures are essential to give the student

guidance and a right perspective in his work, and

that demonstrations arc an invaluable means of

instruction, provided the student can really see

the objects and appreciate the significance of the

experiments No impartial observer will, how-

ever, refuse to admit that in most British schools

an altogether undue amount of the medical

Student’s and his teacher’s time is wasted in the

attendance upon lectures and demonstrations of

a useless or distracting kind Several circum-

stances make it difficult to break with this vicious

system The financial arrangements in most of

our schools are based upon payments for certain

courses of lectures or demonstrations the require-

ments of most institutions and examining boards

arc for attendance at so many lectures * and the

method of awarding the Board of Education

grants for some time helped still further to stereo-

type this system In the American schools the

student pays for his instruction, and the teacher

is free to decide how best the required instruction

i& provided
;
in other words, the method of admin-

istration of the department is so arranged that the

perpetuation of obsolete and vicious methods is

not made compulsory for a teacher who has his

own ideas as to how to educate his students to the

best advantage

The other great reform in American medical

educational practice has been to bring the methods

of teaching and research in the clinical subjects

into line with those of the intermediate subjects

U
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The teachers of medicine, surgery, gynascology,

etc., used to be men practising* their profession

who ga\e up a certain amount of time to teaching

medical students Such men could bring to their

teaching the ripe experience gained not only in

the hospital wards, but also in contact with private

patients
,
and, in addition to teaching the science

and practice of medicine, were supposed to be able

to convey to the student something of the subtle

art popularly known as the ** bedside manner,**

which IS sometimes reputed to be more useful to

the practitioner than either knowledge or skill

But It has long been felt that such teachers, in the

course of their individual careers, would become
more and more strongly tempted to neglect teach-

ing and research as the demands of their practices

became more insistent, and that it was only the

exceptional man who would be sufficiently inter-

ested in investigation and teaching to make the

hnancial and social sacrifice which the cultisation

of his scientific interests would inevitably entail

British medicine, both now and in the past, has

been extraordinarily fortunate in such “ excep-

tional ’* physicians and surgeons, who have de-

Ubcralcly set aside part of their time for scientific

research and teaching But for Ihcir zeal, this

country could not have acquired or maintained

Its deserved!) high reputation for clinical research

Nevertheless, the fact has to bo faced that in some
of the hospitals attached to our schools of medicine

no real research of any kind is being earned on,

and the clinical teaching is of the most perfunctory

order The ob\ lous remedy for this disastrous ten*

dency is to appoint selected men to ln^est]gate the

problems of medicine and surgery and to direct

the education of students, who will devote the

whole of their time to this work, as the professors

of anatomy, physiology, pathology, ana phar-

macology do at present Such a development has,

in fact, become inevitable, for now that a real

science of medicine is beginning to emerge the

investigation of its difficult problems and the direc-

tion of the students* training demand the whole

time and energy of specially selected men with the

necessary technical training and self-denying devo-

tion to science to cope with such tasks

This system has been tried in America with most
encouraging results Acting on the advice of

Sir George Newman, the Board of Education last

autumn ^agreed to provide financial help to enable

certain medical schools to introduce the system of

full-time teachers of medicme and surgery m
England, Of the institutions that availed them-

selves of this offer, the Umversity College Hospital
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Medical School was the only one which adopted

a realty whole-time system; and it was this con;;,

sideration that focussed the interest of the Rocke-

feller Foundation upon the Gower Street School,

for m America the Rockefeller Foundation has

played a large part in encouraging the adoption of

the whole-time professorships of medicine and

surgery Another factor that played some part m
determining its selection was the fact that

University College had made provision in its

Institutes of Physiology and Pharmacology for the

adequate training of students in those subjects, so

as to equip them to make the best use of the new
facilities for clinical study m the medical school,

and further that Prof Starling had agreed to hand

over to the department of anatomy the sub-de-

partment of histolog), which IS vitally important

for the full development of teaching and research

in anatomy

The great development in the science of

anatomy during the last thirty years has been due

mainly to the use of the microscope for the inves-

tigation of the structure of the body and for the

study of embryology British anatomy has been

hampered by the lack of the facilities for teaching

these vital parts of the subject, and has suffered

enormously from the lack of stimulating daily

contact with them In other countries, and especi-

ally in America, the cultivation of histology

and embryology has not only made anatomy one

of the most active branches of medical study and

research, but also br >ught the work of the

department into close touch with physiology, bio-

chemistry, and pathology, to the mutual benefit of

all these subjects, and especially to the student

who has to migrate the information acquired m
the different departments It was the radical re-t

forms effcctet! in the teaching of anatomy by the

late Prof Franklin Mall at the Johns Hopkins*

Medical School in 1893 that played the chief

in starting the great revolution in medical ed4\^-

tion m Amenca The stimulating influence of the

abolition of the methods of medieval scholasticism

in anatomy and the return to the study, of Nature

and to the use of experiment brou£^ aboQt ^
closec co-operation with other departments and a

general quickening of the students* interest in the

real science of mediane.
^ ^

The effects of these developments spread

other American spools, and the Rockefeller Fot^
dation came to th^ hdp and contnbuted'ptrt idj

the cost of the vital reforms. In 1914 it htiftd

the Washington University at St Louis to build

a new medical school arid hospital, with
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professors of the clinical subjects, for the cndoi\-

ment of which it gave 250,000!., a quarter of

the cost In 1917 it ga\c the Chicago Uni-

versity 500,000! , and in ninety days the Univer-

sity collected a further 900,000! to complete the

endowment of full-time clinical chairs In 1918

Yale University raised 650,000! for the same

purpose, of which the Rockefeller Foundation con-

tributed one-quarter In 1919 the Johns Hopkins

Hospital established a full-time teaching staff m
obstetrics and g>nsecoiogy, with an endowment
of 250,000! , of which the Rockefeller Foundation

gave 100,000! It IS rumoured that the same
Foundation, which has also given such vast en-

dowments for medical education in Canada and

China, IS about to excel nil its former efforts by a

new schen^H^or further helping medical education

in the United States With such examples of the

scale on which these things have to be done, surely

England can do more for medical education than

she is doing I

The task of the reformer of medical education is

vastly more difficult m this country than in

America, because on every side there is the hamper-

ing influence of cast-iron conventions, but now that

the Rockefeller boundation has helped us to begin

the urgent reform there can be no doubt as to the

ultimate result.

The Theory and Facts of Colour Vision.

(1) The Physiology of Vtston, with Special Refer-

cnee to Colour Blindness Bv Dr F W
Edridge-Green Pp xii-l-280 (London
G Bell and Sons, Ltd

, 1920 )
Price 12s net

(2) Card Test for Colour Blindness By Dr F W
Edndge-Grecn 24 cards (London . G Bell

and Sons, Ltd
,
n d

)
Price 25J net

{i)'^HE great importance of the subject-matter

1 of the volume under notice and of the card-

t*cst which supplements it is beyond all question

Interest in it is enhanced by the fact that the sub-

ject 1$ admittedly full of difficulties In every dis-

cussion of human sensations and of the organs

which serve as the receivers of stimuli, one is im-

pressed by the uncertainty of much which has been

put fonvard as assured truth It is not long ago
that the mechanism of audition was being dis-

.Nusaed anewi and even now, m spite of the re-

wwetf Examination, the fuiiqfions of various parts

ter are much in debate. Yet in audition

ve liave to deal with purely mechanical stimuli

nrhictl %« might have expect^ to have yielded up
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the secrets of their operation long ago In the

case of light the problem is clearly of a more
recondite order, and it is not so surprising that

little IS actually known with certainty about the

functions of various parts of the eye, and that we
have therefore to fall back upon surmise

The theory of vision most espoused by physi-

cists IS the three-colour theory of Young and
Helmholtz, based upon the facts of colour mix-
ture It IS possible to reproduce any tint what-
ever by mixing together three selected tints in a
suitable proportion This is accepted now by
every school, and it must be taken as the basis

of any theory of colour vision The Young-
Helmholtz theory explains the fact by assuming

that there arc three units in the sensitive ap-

paratus of the eye (either three sorts of nerves

or rods or cones), each of which responds

in a maximum degree to one of the three

primary tints, but also to a less degree to

all (or most) other tints Red, green, and blue

of selected wave-lengths are taken (for reasons

which cannot be given here) as the primary tints

A spectral yellow stimulates both red and green

sensations, so does a mixture of red and green

lights, hence a certain such mixture will produce

the same sensation as does a spectral yellow In

this way the phenomena of colour mixture arc

explained

Unfortunately, there are difficulties in accept-

ing this theory In the first place, there is no
histological evidence of the existence of these

three units This objection, taken alone, is not

fatal It IS conceivable that anatomical difier-

enccs exist which are beyond detection with the

microscope But, in addition, there is a vast

number of phenomena to be explained besides

those of colour mixture, and many of these seem

to be directly in opposition to the theor) Dr
Edridge-Green is well known as one who, after

prolonged study of the question, was compelled

to give up the trichromatic theory The volume

under review summarises the conclusions to which

he has come We can cite only a few of the

experimental facts

In certain cases of defective colour perception

the yellow sensation is diminished, and in others

lost altogether, although the percipient ex-

periences three definite colour -sensations (red,

green, and violet). Why do not the red and green

make yellow in such cases? If the eye be

fatigued with pure spectral yellow light, and be

then turned aside to view a spectrum, this will

appear to have lost its yellow
,

and though

yellowtsh-red or yelluwish-green will appear less

yellow, the terminal red of the spectrum will not

be affected. According to the trichromatic theory,

.
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It should be reduced m intensiU. Again, the eye

may be fatigued with red or green without alter-

ing the hue of spectral yellow.

If the image of a white object be suddenly

formed on a portion of the retina which was pre-

viously occupied by the image of a black object,

this image is surrounded by a red border If,

instead of white, a spectral greenish-yellow

illumination is used, the border is colourless, if

the same greenish-yellow be made up of red and

green, it appears red (BidweU)
Many dichromics have a luminosity curve

similar to the normal, although their colour sensa-

tions arc limited to red and blue at the ends of

the spectrum, with a neutral colour in between
This would not be the case if their blindness were
due to the absence of one of the sensory units

(green).

The theory which Dr Edridge-Grecn has de-

veloped may be outlined as follows —
A ray of light impinging on the retina liberates

the visual purple from the rods, and a “photo-
graph ” is formed.

The ends of the cones are stimulated through
the photochemical decomposition of the visual

purple by light, and a visual impulse is set dp
which IS convened by the optic nerve to the brain

Instead of analysing this impulse into three

components, Dr Edridge-Green r^ards it as an
integral unit the shape of which depends upon the

nature of the hght exciting it

The physicist may be reminded that he himself
has already recognised that if the motions in the
aether corresponding to white light could be seen,
he would not be tempted to speak of them as
periodic, though they are capable of being re-

solved by Fourier’s theorem into monochromatic
components. The gist of Dr Edridge-Green 's

theory is that he deals with the visual impulse as a
unit, but asserts (in effect) that if for convenedee
It is resolved into components, the number of

necessary components is usually large We do not
mean that he says this in so many words, but
this 18, in physical language, what his statements
appear to us to imply His theory is therefore

of greater generality than the restricted Young-
Helmholtz theory which it supplants.

(3) The card test, which is supplementary to the

text-book, consists of twenty-four cards, each con-
taining a large number of irregular, coloured

latches or spots The shapes of these arc pre-
cisely the same on all the cards, so that the
examinee cannot be coached to discriminate by
the form alone. These patches are differently

coloured on all the cards. Each card contains a
number of patches of a selected hue, different

from the qiSktr patches, arranged in the form of
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a letter. The examinee is required to declare

the letter on each card in turn The colours arc

so chosen as to enable the examiner to diacrmi-

inate between the different kinds of colour blind-

ness

We have tested them on numerous individuals

Card 8 is particularly useful in the quick detection

of weakness in the green It contains a green

C and a brown S. To a normal individual the

C IS very prominent, while the S is a difficult

letter to detect One examinee who was quite

unconscious that he was in any way defective

detected the S instantly, while he could not detect ^

the C even when his attention was directed to it.

We have not space to discuss either the book

or the card test fully We congratulate Dr
Edndge-Green on having brought ^fifeether a

wealth of important and Interesting ^IRerial on

the physiology of vision

Hydrographiotl Surveying.

Hydrographtcal Surveying A Desertpiton of

Means and Methods Employed tn Constructing

Marine Charts By the late Rear-Admiral Sir

William J L Wharton Fourth edition, revised

and enlarged by Admiral Sir Most>n Field

Pp XU + 570 (London John Murray, 1920 )

Price 305. net

The fourth edition of this work on hydro-

graphical surveying differs but slightly from

Its predecessor, the main text being practically

untouched, and the only important changes being

the addition of several articles on newer surveying

methods and experimental devices which had been

introduced m the years immediately preceding the

war
Of these the description of a form of “vacuum

tidd-gaugc,” devised by Rear-Admiral H E.

Purey-Cust, a former Hydrographer of the Navy,

is perhaps the most interesting, and it ^ill cer-

tainly appeal to every nautical surveyor who has

bad to fight against the difficulties of observing

the vertical movements of the tide in situations

where direct readings are almost impossible The

addition of a trustworthy self-recorder the in-

strument IS obviously merely a question of time

and experiment, and when it has been perfected

this form of tide-gauge will undoubtedly prov^ an

unmense boon to nautical surveyors Jot use in

those parts of the world where the ordinary

methods of tide rf^ftfhng arje impracticable

It 18 to be regretted that 00 mention has beeo^

made of the extremely useful and convenient form

of current meter known '"a^ the’' “Ekmaft.” This

instrument has been used with conspicuous success
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b) the Admiralty and by the Ministry of Agri-

culture and Fisheries, and is the standard form of

current meter now used by both Departments

In the new chap xx. the ** Douglas-Schflfer ”

sounding traveller is described on pp 434-36, but

as this is the official method of obtaining sound-

ings in H.M surveying vessels, it wo^d have

been more suitably placed at the commencement
of this chapter than among the miscel-

laneous collection of methods which are largclv

experimental

Several new methods connected with sweeping

are now described in the new material of the book,

and all have something to be said in their favour

,

but it IS much to be hoped that the results of

mine-sweeping, which developed into such a

gigantic and well-organised piece of war
machinery, will eventually assist in the devising

of some form of thoroughly effects e sweep for

surveying purposes

This last remark applies similarly to the im-

provement of surveying devices and methods

generally* During the war such enormous pro-

gress was made in so many directions affecting

scientific developments that many surveying

methods must of necessity be entirely, or at least

very drasticaU>, altered to bring them up to date

The remarks under the heading “ Recent Develop-

ments ” on p 470, which deal with this aspect,

arc, howrever, distmctly on the conservative
side, as it is considered that the scrapping of

old systems must be adopted m a very wholesale

manner rather than that attempts should be made
at their modification to conform to the most
modern methods It is perhaps somewhat difficult

to appreciate what an enormous saving of time,

and, therefore, of expense and labour, will even-

tually result from the introduction of many of

these methods into hydrographical surveying, but

a good example will be found in connection with

the use of hydrophones, by the aid of which accu-

rate positions afloat can he obtained in as many
hours instead of days or even weeks, which would

have formerly been rcqmred under the procedure

described under the heading Triangulation by

means of Floating Moored Beacons '* in the new
chap XXI.

The war, in fact, has shown the necessity in

this, as in so many other directions, of revising

the text-books wbrnh deal with technical subjects,

and this is the condition of affairs as regards

hydrographical surveyipg The work under

notice IS Undoubtedly the standard publication on

th^ subject, and has a v^ll-deserv^ and world-

widif'reputation , but it is considered that all such

tandafd works on technical matters, such as that

mw tinder discussion, should be prepared and
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published by the Government Department which
IS directly concerned, and, therefore, in a position

to obtain the fullest information in every possible

direction
, and lastly, but not least in importance,

which IS also in a position to keep such an official

work always up to date b> the periodical publica-

tion of supplements

Forestry, Tree Diseases, and Timbei:;

(i) Our National Forests A Short Popular
Account of the Work of the Umted States

Forest Service on the National Forests, By
Dr Richard II. Douai Boerker Pp lxix + 338.

(New York The Macmillan Co. , London

:

Macmillan and Co
,
Ltd

,
19x8 ) Price 12s 6d.

net

(a) Commercial Forestry m Britain Its Decline

and Pevival, By £ P Stebbing Pp vi + 186

(London John Murray, 1919-) Price 6s net

(3) National Afforestation By A D Webster
Pp 160 (London T Fisher Unwin, Ltd.,

1919 )
Price 6s net

(4) Manual of Tree Diseases By Dr W Howard
Rankin (The Rural Manuals.) Pp xx + 398.

(New York . The Macmillan Co ,
London

Macmillan and Co
,
Ltd

, 1918 ) Price 125 6d

net

(sH®) ^ World (on Mercator's

Projectton)f Having Special Reference to Forest

Regions and the Geographical Distribution of

Timber Trees Timber Map, No 1 North

America Timber Map, No 2 South America

Timber Map, No 3 hurope and Africa

Timber Map, No 4 All prepared by J Hudson
Davies Lath on rollers, sue 40 in by 30 in

(Edinburgh W and A K Johnston, Ltd ,

London Macmillan and Co ,
Ltd

,
n d )

Price

85 net each

(x)pNR BOKRkER'S book is a popular

LJ account of the administration and pro-

tection of the n.UionaI forests of the United Stales,

which now constitute about a third of the timber

lands in that countr> The original forest area was

enormous, being estimated at 850,000,060 acres

Nearl> half of this has been cleared away, as the

land was needed for farms by settlers , but forest

fires, felling for timber, and grazing have shared

largely in the destruction To-day the land under

timber trees is about 500,000,000 acres Private

ownership entailed disappearance of the forests,

as no steps were ever taken to provide for the

growth of a second crop of trees upon the ground.

State intervention became necessary, and nothing

in the political history of the United States ts more

creditable than the legislation of late years enforo*

mg measures to preserve from Are and to manage
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on scientific principles as much of the primeval

woodlands as could be rescued from private owner-

ship, Dr Bocrker sketches the history of this

great movement
The first effective step in conservation was the

passing of an Act in 1^1, which empowered the

President to create forest reserves by proclama-

tion. The first to be proclaimed was the Yellow-

stone Park, and others were added until they

amounted to 100,000,000 acres in 1905 In that

year the Forest Service was constituted as it now
exists, with enlarged powers and increased appro-

priations from public funds In 1907 the “forest

reserves” were re-named “national forests,” to

do away with the impression that the timber was

not to be used until some future time

Dr Boerker gives a list of the national forests,

arranged by States, and showing the acreage of

each and the headquarters of the Forest Super-

visor The national forests are nearly all in the

west, comprising the higher parts of the Rocky

Mountains, the Cascades, the Pacific Coast ranges,

a part of the coast of Alaska, some of the hills in

the Dakotas, eastern Montana, Oklahoma and

Arkansas, and small areas in Minnesota, Michi-

gan, and Florida In March, 1915, there were

i6a national forests in all, with a total area of

163,000,000 acres.

Besides the national forests, set aside out of the

public lands of the west, there are mountain
forests in the cast, in the White Mountains and

southern Appalachians, which have been gradually

acquired by purchase under the Weeks law of

1911 These totalled nearly 2,000,000 acres in

1919 Under the same law the Federal Govern-

ment co-operates with the States in the protection

of forested watersheds, and much has been done
to stop the ravages caused by fire.

In 1910 the Forests Products Laboratory was
established at Madison (Wisconsin), and this great

research institute has since then made signal

advances m almost every phase of wood utilisation,

to the great gam of the nation in times of peace
and during the war. Researches have been made
in wood distillation, the testing and seasoning of

timber, the pulp and paper industries, tapping
pines for turpentine, using wood waste, the pro-
duction of artificial silk from sawdust, etc. In-

vestigations in the industrial uses of woods have
also been earned out The attention paid to suen-
tifio research has been a significant feature of the
U.S Forest Service, as is well shown by the
abundant literature on forestry subjects which haf
been published at Washington during the past ten
years

Dr BoerJeer’s is well illustrated, and
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contains interesting notes on the field wodc in th

national forests, including harvesting seed, mode

of planting, diseases and insect attacks, fire pre

tection, the building of roads, trails, and telephone

lines, and the supervision of felling operations and

grazing The richness of details makes the book

valuable to foresters as well as to general readers

(3) The two small books by Mr E P. Stebbing

and Mr A D Webster narrate in a popular

manner the achievements and hopes of British

forestry, and are in strong contrast to the Ameri-

can treatise just noticed Both authors fail

notably in their historical chapters Mr Stebbing

tries to compress into a few pages the history of

the woodlands and forest policy of Great Britain

from the earliest times until 1885 He bases this

abstract on Nisbet’s disquisition on the subject in

his manual “The Forester ” The fact is that

the history of forestry in Britain cannot be written

until it is taken up seriously, and the public

records and other documents arc studied and made
use of

Mr Stebbing devotes a chapter to the various

Committees and Royal Commissions appointed in

the period 1885-1914 to inquire into and deal with

forestry m this country His favourable opinion

of the activities of the Development Commissioners
will meet with some criticism This body did

useful work frogi 1909 to 1914 in encouraging

forestry education, but made no progress m Great

Britain in the “purchase and planting of land

found after inquiry suitable for afforestation,” one
of the mam objects for which the Commissioners
were appointed. The next chapter treats of the

difficullies in timber supplies during the war
period In the remaining chapters Mr Stebbing

is concerned with the future of British forestry,

and discusses various matters, such as the require-

ments of ti Tiber by Britain, what afforestation

Will do for the people, the connection of forestry

and agriculture, the acquisition of land for plant-

ing by the State, the protection of afforested areas,

etc He IS not content with the recommendations

of the Reconstruction Committee for the planting

of 1,770,000 acres during the next e^hty years

However, we must be satisfied, in the present

state of pubhc finance, with the imitfense progress

that has been made m the appomtment last year

of the Forestry Commission with a defimte income
and an assured prograomfe for the ndkt ten years.

At the end of this period" the problem can be

reconsidered m the light of the experience gained(

in the meantime. ,

(3) Mr Webster’s smaU bpoh begins vyith &

short chapter on the history of British woodlapdt,
whidi contains toq little informa^on be of any
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value His remaining chapters deal briefly with

schemes of aflorestation, financial returns, trees

for planting, the use of the unemployed in forestry

work, the transport of timber, etc There is

nothing novel, and a good deal that is debatable,

in his treatment of these subjects.

(4) Dr. Rankin's “Manual of Tree Diseases ” is

the first American text-book on the subject In-

jurie$ caused by insects or other animals arc not

included. The first four chapters treat of general

diseases, such as many species are liable to, and

those affecting seedlings, leaves, stem and

branches, and roots are successively dealt with

The mam part of the book describes the diseases

which attack various groups of trees, beginning

with alders and ending with willows Chapters

on tree surgery and on spraying conclude the

volume, which is fairly well illustrated Exact

and copious references to the literature of the

subject are a useful feature This manual will

be of considerable use in Great Britain, although

the diseases occurring here and in America arc

often different The account (p 90) of Kctihta

tkufina, a dangerous fungus which has recently

appeared in England and Ireland on the valuable

forest tree, Thuya gigautea, is of considerable

interest In America it is essentially a disease

of seedlings, often killing large numbers of those

less than four years old. Preliminary experi-

ments indicate that soap-Bordeaux mixture

applied every ten days in autumn will greatly

reduce the infection

(sM®) These four maps are attractive in

appearance, and will prove useful to merchants
and teachers, as they show approximately the

districts which yield the more important com-
mercial timbers Their scientific value is

unpaired by the fact that in a considerable

number of species the areas of distribution arc

incorrect, and the names erroneous or confusing

For example, the small map of Old World larch

18 incorrect European larch does not occur, as

depicted, in the Pyrenees, Apennines, Serbia,

Bulgaria, etc. The Siberian larch is wrongly

styled Lanx dahufica, whereas it is L sihirtca

which occupies northern Russia and Siberia west

of Lake Baikal L leptolepts, which is restricted

to Hondo, m Japan, is represented as existing on

Hokkaido, where there is no larch, and in Man*
churia and Korea, where the finest L. dahurica

grows. The small maps might readily convey

more iolormation. Oi\ the one showing Sequoia

amt Taxodium it would be easy to add the dis-

of important thnber trees like Lawson
Thuya giganUa, and Western larch

The author has not tried to explain by notes
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in the margin the pecuharities of popular nomen-
clature, such as the use of the term “boxwood”
for the Venezuelan Casearia praecox (see Kew
BulleUn, 1914, p 214), and the application of

the word “cedar ** to trees so different as Cedrus,

Cedrela, and Juniperus One must acknowledge
that the construction of correct maps of distribu-

tion is very difficult, as accurate information on

some of the tropical woods is difficult to obtain

Our Bookshelf*

The Natural Wealth of Britam Its Ortgtn and
Exploitation By S J Duly (ITie New Teach-
ing Scries) Pp X+319 (I-ondon Hodder
and Stoughton, 1919 )

Price 6s net

The general scheme of this little book is de-

cidedly good, it IS intended to teach >oung people
how the industries and commerce of Great Britain

are conditioned by the geology of our island,

both because the geological structure determines
the sources from which we derive the materials
upon which our national existence depends, and
because it has produced the surface contours
and configuration that have decided the lines along
which our streams of commerce flow to-day The
first portion of the book gives an outline of the

mam principles of structural geology
,

then
follows a section on the fundamental industries

based on geological structure
, and the third part

deals with the geographical and geological rela-

tions of some of our most important industrial

districts

In view of the evident educational value of the
plan of the book, it is all the more to be re-

gretted that Its execution is so defective Jhc
first requisite in a text-book for >oung people is

accuracy, and in this respect the author fails

lamentably A few random examples will illus-

trate the slipshod nature of the work Thus the

author, in describing granite, states that it con-
sists of three constituents—quartz, felspar, and
“the third constituent of granite comprises all the
various metallic compounds ** Agaip, a few pages
further on, he tells his readers that “sapphire,
ruby, aquamarine, and topaz are crystalline

forms of clay
”

The chapters devoted to mining arc by far the
worst, and it is not too much to say that there
IS scarcely a page that is not disfigured by some
inaccuracy of more or less importance It is im-
possible to imagine anyone with any real know-
ledge of mining writing that “the /oof-uioil be-
neath the coal scam is cut away by pick-

axe " fthe italics are the reviewer’s), or that pillars

of coal “ are sometimes left to support the roof “

Were it not for the numerous inaccuracies of the

kind indicated, this would be a most useful text-

book for the general reader, but, as it 15, it is

greatly to be feared that he is as likely to pick up
totally false impressions as to obtain useful in-

formation from Its pages.

H L
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Ammal Heroes Being the Histones of a Cat, ^
Dog, a Pigeon, a Lynx, two Wolves, and a
Remdeer. By Lrnest Thompson Seton. Fourth
impression Pp 363 (London Constable and
Co , Ltd , 1920 ) Pnce 85 6d net.

This lively and generously illustrated book begins
with the story of four of the lives of a “Royal
Analostan " cat—we were a little afraid that there

were to be nine —which, m virtue of considerable

worldly wisdom, got on well against heavy odds
“But m spite of her prosperity, her social posi-

tion, her royal name and f^e pedigree, the great-

est pleasure in her life is to slip out and go
a-slumming in the gloaming, for now, as in her
previous lives, she is at heart, and likely to be,

nothing but a dirty little Slum Cat The second
story tells of the ability of a homing pigeon and of

Its successful education “The hardest of all work
is over the sea, for there is no chance of aid from
landmarks

,
and the hardest of all times at sea is

in fog, for then even the sun is blotted out and
there is nothing whatever for guidance With
memory, sight, and hearing unavailable, the

Homer has one thing left, and herein is his great
strength, the inborn sense of direction There is

only one thing that can destroy this, and that is

fear, hence the necessity of a stout little heart

between these noble wings *’ This is a fair

samfde of the more reflective passages in the book,
and It IS too easy-going There is a stronger note

in the two descriptive studies of wolves, for Mr
Thompson Seton excels in proportion to the wild-

ness of the scenery and of the dratnait^ personae
The other subjects are “The Boy and the Lynx,”
“The History of a Jack-Rabbit,” “The Story of

a Bull-Terrier,” and *‘The White Reindeer ” The
author is an artist in reading the man into the

beast—a great art, but a dangerous one
,
and we

are afraid that some of the book is in the danger
zone But those who recoil from “apsychic”
btolc^ will probably agree that Mr Thompson
Seton’s anthropomorphic faults lean to virtue’s

side

The 1 ear-hook of the Scientific and I earned
Societies of Great Bniatn and Ireland Thuty
sixth Annual Issue Pp Yiii + 33fj (London
C Griffin and Co , Ltd , 1919 )

Price 12s 6d
net.

As IS well known, this invaluable year-book gives

official particulars and records of work not onl>

of scientific societies in the British Isles, but also

of such institutions as the Imperial Institute,

Meteorological Office, National Physical Labora
tory, Rothamsted Experimental Station, etc

Titles arc given of papers read during the session

1918-19, and twenty-«ix new societies have been

added to the comprehensive list of those surveyed

in this volume The work is one which we con-

tinually consult, and it is an essential volume for

the reference library of every newspaper, institu-

tion, college, or club which desires to provide its

staff or members with accurate particulars of the

officers and activities of scientific organisations

throughout the kingdom
'
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Letters to the Editor.

[The Edsiof does not hold htms^f responsible for

opinions expressed by his correifondenis, Neithet

can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

thu or any other part of Nature No notice is

taken of anonymous communications}

Weather Pereeaete and Meteorologyi

Ihk expel lence gamed during the last few ^eors 111

aerial navigation nas hhown, among other things,
that weather turecasis, in these latitudes at any ratt,

arc trustworthy only lor a few hours m advance, and
not always that

If weather foreLUsting were at ull accurate for a
day or two ahead, it would be possible to make a
correct weather-* hart for to-morrow from the informa-
tion icccivcd to-day this has never yet been dont,
and It seems unliktiy that it ever can be done, foi

the simple reason that m latitudes higher than 01

thereabouts tht (onditions of the flow of the air arc
those of the permanent instability whuh charaLterises
a stream exposed to the influence of surface friction

at a velocity greater than that compatible with
lamellar flow

The unstable notion referrtd to consists of eddying
motion superposed on a gemral drift, the eddies them
selves being of all sizes and in all stages of growth
and decay some showing actual rotation, others
being iiKTely distinguishable by diltercnces of velocitv

and direction Eddies, when fornHd, have a certain
individual life, generally of not many hours' duration,
though in some cases there may be maintaining causes
w^hicn will prolong their existence for days The
deviations of their courses (1 e the path of then
centres) from the average direction of the stre«im

depend chiefly on the state and intensity of the othei

eddies in the neighbourhood, and, withm wide limits,

must be treated as a matter of pure chance
Let anyone watch the motes of dust m the air

Illuminati by n beam of sunlight passing through a
slit They may all, on the whole, be drifting in somi
one direction, but combined with the general drift

there will be irregular eddying motions, some quick,
some slow, but 'deviating largely from the average
for the whole Much the same sort of thing on a
large scale takes place in the ntmomhere, and a
weather forecast professes to determine from the
motion over a certain area and at a certain time,

together with the then existing variations, what the
future motions will be
For a time so short that the eddying motions pre-

serve their respective characters this can be done, but
not for longer periods, the causes which alter existing

cddie^ and develop new ones being incalculable

If thi weather prophet makes no observations what-
ever, but is content to say that “to-morrow will be
like to-day," he will be right rather more than sixtv

times out of a hundred With all the lolormation
which can be obtained, bv telegraph or otherwise,

he may add 10 or 15 per cent to his correct predictions

for twenty-four hours ahead
The Meteorological Office, I believe, clainv rather

a better average than this, but its {cn^ets are often

so vague (eg “Wind moderate, ttrong to a gale at

times in places Fair, (but with some cloud and ram
Temperature moderate”) that almost any sort of

wf^tner might be said to fulfil the fmeiUctioo

The proper test of the value of forecasts for a dav
Iq advance would be to prepare a chart for that dsv
and to nublish »t side bv side wilh one formed from
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the actual data i^hen they come to hand \ lom-
panvon of the two would soiai show that wcathci

prediction for more than a few hours aluad was ini-

possibic in pre<>ent conditions

V^ile, however, long forecasts arc, foi the most
part, mere untrustworth> f^ucsswork, ihtrc are inan\

meteor^ogical subjects now nci;lected which might be
investigated with success, but concerning which at

present practically nothing is known Sucli irc the

origin of the variation of electric potential in the air,

the origin of thunderstorms and lightning, the

coalescence or non-coalesccnce of cloud particles, the

origin of hail and the causes which detennine the

shape and size of snow crystals or the volume of rain-

drops, the forms of clouds, and many others Also

there are more gt^neral questions still to be answered
c'oncerning trade winds and the circulation in equ.i-

torial regions All investigations on those subject^*

should include the proper scales of comparison and
attempts to produce c 01 responding phenomena on n

small scale \ M \i i oc k
New Universitv Club, June 28

The Rate of Aeoent of PUot»Balleoiit.

In NATLRli for June 17 Di van BeninKlen directs

attention to the excess rate of using which pilot-

balloons often show in the first few minutes of ihcir

ascent, and refers to two explanations of this pheno
menon which have been put forward These are that

the rapid rising may be due (i) to turbulence in the

lower layers ot air or (2) to the tendency of balloons

to be drawn into rising columns of air and thus to

partake of their upward motion The curves repro-

duced by Dr van Bemmelen, which indicate the rela-

tion between rising velocitv and height under dilTcront

conditions, are of great interest, and show that tlio

effect is not found W'hen working on a small island

in the Java Sea
\s double-theodolite observations o\er a sea exposure

are not numerous, it ma\ bo of interest to rofci to

the results obtained bv Capt C J P Cave and the
present writer in some ascents made from the Stillv

Islands during two winter months, November and
December, some years ago. Particulars have rccenth
been published by the Meteorological Office in

Geophysical Memoir No 14 The mean rate of
ascent of the balloons used was found to be t6o metres
per minute Mean departures from this value for
eadi minute of the ascent measured from the start

^ shown in Fig x Dr van Bemmelen's
uiagrams for the Thousand Islands and Batasia
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(0-3 pm) are also reproduced for comparison
It will be seen at once that the rate of ascent
at Stiil\, like that at the lliousand Islands, shows
no excess above the normal in the first kilometre of
licight, if an\ thing, the effect is slightly the other

way
Ascemts in the Scilly Islands aie of particular interest

in this coniH^ction 1 he area of the islands is so
small that no convection effects due to solar heating
would be expeittKl, at an) tat< in the winter On
the other hand, the group contains a great number of

small islands of a riKkt and hillv nature, ind these

are spread over an area of some ten miles by five

They might nalurall) bo oxpecud to produce some
tuibulcnce in the air passing over them, and such
turbulence is, in fact, shown b\ the records of

the pressure-tube anemometer on St Mary’s, the
largest of the islands If the excess rate of using xo

frcqucnll) noticed in the first kilometre over land is

due to turbulence, as suggested b) W eager, we should
expect to find it in the Scillv ascents, if it is

due to convection currents caused bv solar heating,
\\c should not cxpei t to find it The evidence afforded

bv this example seems clear J S Dines
66 S\dne^ Street, S W June 22

Diamagnatitiii and the Stmotyre of the Hydrogen
Motooido.

In a Idler to Nailiu- of June 24 (p 516) Dr J R.
Vshwoith has pointed out a possible origin of the
diamagnetism of hvdrogon by assuming osculations or
rotations of Bohr’s paramagnetic hydrogen atom or
molecuU (minted that su^ motions lend towards
1 diamagnctii offcci, it is important to examine the

plausibiht\ of such a view in the light of recent

fxpenmcntal data We know that

(1) Tho specific susceptibility (xw) of gotsoiu
hydrogen at 16° C is - 198(2) x lo"’’ ±0-15 x io*%
with a mean erroi of 076 pei cent (Take Son6,
Science RcjKirts, J 6huku, \ol viii

, p 115, 1919)
No vartahon of this, wtihin the hrmts of experiment^
could he detected over a pressure range 0/ i to 68
attnosphi rc^

(2) llu value of \» for li^utd hydrogen at a tem~
Ocrafure less than 25^*^ C ib -27x10-’ (Onnes and
Perrier, Proc Amsterdam Arad, vol xiv

, p lai,

1911)

(^) fhe value of xh for atomic hjdrogt^n in various
Upcb of chemical combination, as deduced from the
additive law of atomic diamagnetism for the hydro-
caibons, is ”305x10-’ (Pascal, Ann dt Cbini et de
Phy\ , vol xix , p 5, iQio)

(4) 1 here is no dc finite evidence that the diamag-
netic susceptibihlv vanes simply with temperature
over a lan#^ 180® C to 20® C Such small varia-
tions as do cKcui nc*ver change the sign of x (except
in the case of tin), and arc attributable to changes of
molecular grouping, e g cr)stuliisation or abrogation
(Ishiw ira, Scicnix* Reports, lAhuku, vol in, p 303,
1914 , A F Oxlev, Phil Trans Roy Sor , vol ccxiv *

A, p 109, 1914)

(5) The theory of molecular rotation developed bv
Honda and Okubo (Scicnoe Reports, Tdhoku, vol vli ,

p 141, 1918), which IS similar to that proposed bv
Dr Ashworth, acK'ounts for the diamagnetism of
hydrogen and helium only if we suppose molecular
rotations of angular velocitv 654X 10“ sec and
3 Sox io”sec -* respectively In the case of the para-
magnetic oxvgen molecule it is necessary to suppose
that there n no rotation whaUoevef in order to wtain
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the hyperbolic susceptibilit) -temperature relationship

for {^atieous oxygen (Tak^ Son6, loc» ett )

(6) If the diamagnetism of hydrogen is attributed to

thermal oscillations or rotations, we might expect that

for the gas at 16^ C would be greater than for

liquid hjdrogcn at —353° C Precisely the reverse

holds, acrording to the above data, and there is cer.

tainlv no Indication that at low temperature x« »
tending to change sign
A vanation ot x* trom —108x10-' to —27x10“’

for a temperature interval of lO® C to "-353® C ,

together with the fact that x« different types of

organic compounds is constant and equal to
“30*5x10“', points to the conclusion that thermal
oscillations and rotations have little to do with the
origin of diamagnetism in molecular hydrogen, and
that the ^hr hydrogen molecule not account
for It

The present writer’s view is that the free hidrogen
atom IS probably paramagnetic , but the structure of
the hydrogen mok'cule must be such that by com-
pensation It IS, a& a whole, diamagnetic A model of

the hvdtogen molecule ^hich satisfies those conditions
w%s suggested in Nat^rx of May 13, 1930 In this

mMol tlK individuality of the hydrogen atom is pre-

served, and this may have some be«inng on the origin
of the primar> and secondary hvdrogon speitra

A E OXLFt
The British Cotton Industry Research

Association, 108 Dean>gate, Man-
chester, June 28

Univarsity Stipenda Md Pemioiia.

All unnersity teachers will thank you for the
leading article In NsruKE of June ty pointing out the
injustice done to them and to university education by
the exclusion of such teachers from the provisions of

the School lenchurs (Superunnuadon) \ct, 1918 On
one point, hotA’ever, the article is misleading It is

stated that <*what complicates matters is the fact

that there exists a contributory pension scheme in the
universities—the federated superannuation scheme

—

which IS thought by some to be superior to the
Teachers Act in certain respects ” It should be
made quite clear, however, that the governing bodies
of university colleges are at liberty to ad^t the
federated scheme or not, and that the governing
bodies of tome collcgos have tx^fused to adopt it, with
llic result that the staffs of these colleges have no
prospect of any pensions whatever The position in

the University of London is, therefore, even more
anomalous than was suggested, since some schools

come within the provisions of the Act, some have con-
tributory pension schemes, and some have none The
Northampton Polytechnic In<ititute and the Imperial
College of Science and Technology have each an
engliMering department the courses in which enable
thSr students to take the B Sc degree of London
University as internal students of the University
The lecturers of each sit side by side on the Faculty
of Engineering and on the various Boards of Studies

of the University The first-named institution Is

included in the Teachers Act, but the last-named is

excluded* I^turers at the former retire at the age of

sixty with a non-contrloutory Government pension,
whilst their confreres at the Imperial College mas
work as long as they are able with no prospect of

anv pension whatever G W O H

Tiibrr is nothing m **G W O H 's” letter to
support his statement that the article Is misleading
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It is true that Ho university or university college it

compelled to join the federated scheme, but It is

equally true that such a scheme exists, and that most
universities and university colleges have adopted It.

The additional particulars which ” G. W O H. ” gives
wore known to us, but obviously in a short article

every varlitv of Illustration could not be included.

—

Ed Naiukb

The Separation of tho lootopoo of OMorino.

In agreement x\ith Prof Soddy, I find myself un-
able to understand how it is possible to separate
Isotopes by the method suggested by Mr D L
Chapman in Naiukk of June 17 Nevertheless, a
itirtain paradox has been brought to light in con-
nection with Kernst's theorem tne solution of which
is not without interest

The paradox to which 1 refer is this Consider the
equilibrium in the gaseous reaction CI,+Cl'aC::::3CICr
If the gases behave as perfect gases, and if CT and
Cl' arc identical or differ onl> very slightly, then it

IS easy to show by probability considerations that the
equiHuriom must be given bv

jcicir„
icy.c.';!

K-4

From this it follows that to convert a gram-molecule
of Cl, plwi u gram-molecule of Cl', into two gram-
molecules of ClCl' at the same temperature and pres-
sure, a will require an amount of available energv
equal lo — RTlog4
Now if the chemual and physical properties of the

isotopes are truly identical, then from this and the
necessar) equalit\ of the vapour pressures it is readily
shown that to convert a gram-mokcule of solid Cl*
plus a gram-mokculo of solid LI', into two gram-
molecules of solid ClCl' also requires — RTIog4 of
available energy Therefore the difference in the
entropies of the two sets of solids is Rlog4, which,
being independent of the temperature, must exist at
the absolute aero

It is, however, unjustifiable to say that tihis con-
tradicts Nernst’s theorem, and to d^uce from this

theorem that K for the gaseous reaction must be i

in order to make the change in the entropy aero For
if there Is a true identitv, then this impli^ that there
are no forces to guide the atoms into any particular
configuration, so thatf even down to the xero of tem-
perature no true reaction is possible, and what occurs
Is really of the nature of mixing That a difference of
entropy OLCurs on mixing, even at the aero, is neces-
sar\, and in no way contradicts Nemst’s th^rem; in

fact, the case of mixtures is explicitly excluded bv
Nemst

If, on the other hand, there Is a real, but small,
difference in the two isotopes, then, as before, K will

very noarlv equal 4 Now, in order to obtain the
difference m the entropies between the solids near the
sero of temperature, let us carry out the cycle
described by Mr Chapman, but In the neighbourhood
of the zero Then, in spite of the fact that the Isotopes
differ very little, it is impossible to say that the vapour
pressures remain equal Thus it is Impossible, so
long as there Is anv difference at* all between the
Isotopes, to argue that l^ause Km4 for the gaseous
reacdon there must be w finite change in entropy at

the absolute zero.

Angus F Coai^
Tho UnWsrslty, Manchester, July 4.

^
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The Island of Stone Statues ^

By Sir Lvfrard im Thi rn K C M G K B F

M rs ROUTLEDGE S account deals uith ht.r

most adventurous yichting crmsr w th htr

husband to Easter Island the easternmost

t e the nearest to the American LO^st of that

Ifreat archipehgo of

innumerable islands ^

which begins off the
,

Australian coast nnd

ends at this islet of

stone images A con

siderable number of

the psges of the book
arc occupied by a vivid

and rather unusually

interesting travellerh

story of places MSited

on the out'wird snd

homeward voyagec s

Patagonia ind the

islands of Juan Ter

n^ndez and Pile 1 rn

among others but it

IS to the much fuller

account of Faster

Island Itself occupy
^

ing one hundied and
^

seventy six

the middle of the

book that we turn

most eagerly

The mystery which

surrounds the history

of Easter Island with

Its great statues ind

Its unique and per

haps for ever mde
cipherablc script un

paralleled elsew her c

h IS from time to time

long attracted the at

tention though very

rarely the visits of

ethnologists but in

the absence of exact

data the mystery has

hitherto nc\ er been

even approximately

solved

Mr and Mrs Rout
ledge in search of

new adventure sailtd

in their own small

yacht the Mana to

the island spent some
fifteen months there (Mr Routledge was away

from the island during a considerable p irt >f the

^me) and have now given us a somewhat full

account of their experiences there The story if

far from completely satisfyini^ at least supplies a

very great deal of miieriil for home staying

ethnologists to study M reover Mrs Routledge

—Ekm or of R«no Raoku luit npotonolnoti htm upcct D Ag Amn» c iV« eh iibow ng pM I OD of

BUM Pom riMMy««r>

t Tim Unbvf of Km If Iihod Tho S^r oT «n ^ ^ ®!fMn SeerMl^ tlittUdg* Pp nx f404 (Uodoa S ftoa Pmid m d

Co LhL nd) Prko 3U ti nt
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holds out hopes of ancthcr volume in prospect

with descriptions and dimensions of some two
hundred and sixty burial places in the island and

thousands of measurements of statues and other

really absorbing matter It is greatly to be
hoped that this further instalment of exact data
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be puhlisbed before the great interest which
has been aroused by the present foretaste has

evaporated
The most interesting points brought out m the

present book are those which serve to throw
partial light on the great stone statues which are

so abundant m the island, and, in connection

with these, on the origin of the Easter Island

f(^. It has hitherto generally been assumed
that these folk were of Polynesian race But
recent research, by Prof Keith and others, seems

between Easter island arts and customs and
those found in certain of the Solomon Islands
serve to illustrate this

Without throwing any doubt on this sugges-
tion, tentatively put forward by Mr. and Mrs
Koutledge, with the strong support of Mr. Balfour
and others, I again venture to put forward
the view that, while Easter Island cul-

ture IS doubtless of very mixed origin, Poly*
ncsian and Melanesian elements being most
strongly represented, there were probably also

other elements—e g some influence,

possibly slight, and only very occa*
sional, from the not far distint
American shore lying to the east-

ward For instance, the script (on
wcxiden plaques), the roi k-carvings,
the featherwork, and the very pecu-

which
seem

Fio d —A hnulitd HM at Aha Ifonca O Orna , oUnn m ibe dtttencf
or EniUr liteoA

to show th^t, in Easter Island, as in so many
of the South Sea Islands, several races with

other than Polynesian culture have from time

to time invaded this remote and isolated islet

Mr. Henry Balfour (m Folklore for December,
1917) has suggested (modestly he disclaims to

have done more) some of the main results to

which Mr and Mrs Routledgc’s experiences

seem to point, and chiefly to the probability that

at some long-distant time a strong wave of
Melanesian influence reached Easter Island.

Certain points of ruriousK strong resemblance

liar form of tnpa (bark cloth'

was used m Easter Island, a1

to me to suggest an Fastern, rather

than a Western, origin

One other suggestion may here be
put forward as a contribution to the

consideration of the EaSter Island

mjstery Mrs Routledge writes of

the well-known “top-pieces** which
are, or were, superimposed on the

statues as “ hats “
,
and Mr Balfour

suggests that these were very prob-

abl> meant to represent not hats,

but hair, and m the number of Folk-

lore above quoted he works this out

m very ingenious detail I venture to

suggest a slight amendment to Mr
Balfour’s proposition—

%

c. that the stone cap-

pieces in question were meant to represent not

actual growing human hair, but wigs, such as

those which were, and still to some extent arc,

commonly used by Fijians—though whether by
those of Polynesian or Melanesian origin I cannot

now sav It would be interesting to know how far

such wigs were Ui^d in other parts of the Pacific

It IS satisfactory to know that a second edition

of Mrs Routledge ’s book is already in course of

preparation, and all ethnologists must hope that

the lull scientific data will also soon be published

From **TSe Myttiry

The Blue Sky and the Optical Properties of Air.^

By the Right Hon

Scattering by SmaU Particles, Polarisation,

The subject chosen for this evening is one
which specially interested my father through-

out his career I shall try to put befo/e you some
of his conclusions, and then pa.s on to more
recent developments, in which I hd\e myself had
a share

Let us begin with one of his experiments which
illustrates the accepted theory of the blue sky.

I Dhtoarn dollMraS lA tfea EsyiU loatliatign M Friday, May y,
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Lord Rayleigh, F R.S

Wc have here a glass tank containing a dilute

solution of sodium thiosulphatev A condensed
beam from the electric arc traverses it and then
falls on A white screen, where it showrs the usual

white colour, 1 now add a sm^l quantity pf
which decomposes the solution wi^ slow pr^pita-
tion of very finely divided particles of sulpmir*

As soon as this preci|h|ation begins you see that

light IS scattered—that is to say, h tt diverted

to every side out of the original direerion of pro^
pagation. Moreover, you will observe that the
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scattered ligist is blue. The transmitted beam is

robbed 'Of its bluer constituents, and tends to
become yellower, as you may see on the screen

The likht scattered laterally is to be compared
to the Mue sky, the yellow transmitted lifrht to
the direct light of the setting sun when it has
ti:aversed a great thickness of air

As the preapitation goes on, the transmitted
light becomes orange, and even red But the

particles of sulphur eventually get bigger, and
then give a less pure blue in the lateral direction

We shall have more than enough to occupy us if

we confine our attention to the earlier stages,

when the particles are small compared with the
waves of light.

A very important properly of the scattered light

IS Its polarisation 1 he vibrations of the scattered

light as you have seen it, viewed laterally in the
horizontsd plane, are almost wholly up and down
No light IS emitted which vibrates in the horizontal

plane It is easy for individual observers to verify

this with a Nicol's prism held to the eye, but
this direct method unfortunately does not lend

Itself to public demonstration
We may, however, use polarised light to begin

with, and you can then observe tliat if the polar-

ising Nicof is set so as to transmit up and down
vibrations, these are abundantly scattered towards
^ou by the small particles As 1 turn the polar-*

ising Nicol through a right angle, you will sec
that the light scattered towards you is extin-

guished
The polarisation of light scattered by the

sulphur particles is one of the most conclusive
reasons for considering it to be an analogue of
the blue light of the sky, for the latter shows 'i

polarisation of exactly the same kind when exam-
ined at right angles to the sun
A cloud of small particles of any kind is capable

of producing these effects, the essential condition
being that the individual particles should be of
small dimensions compared with the wave-length
of light, so that at a given moment the vibration

at a given particle may be regarded as having a
definite phase. In this case it was shown by my
father that the shorter (blue) waves are of neces-
sity more scattered than the longer ones (red),

thus the scattered light is bluer than the original

This conclusion can be lustified in detail whether
we adopt the elastic solid theory, or the electro-

magnetic theory of the nature of light, but it is

also deducible from the general theory of dimen-
sions, without entering upon any details of the
nature of light beyond its characterisation by the
wave4ength.
An alternative theory which still sometimes

shows its head attributes the colour of the sky to
a blueness of the air, r^^rded as an absorptive
medium Such blueness is referred to the presence
of oaftme, and appeal is made to the undoubted
fact that a sufficiently thick layer of oxone shows
a blue colour ^ absorptibn This theoi^ gives
no aooount of why the sky fight is polansed, or
indeed of why there Is any light in die clear sky
at a}L Furtberi its fundamental postulate that the
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air IS blue by transmission is contrary to observa-
tion The setting sun is seen through a greater
thickness of air man the midday sun According
to the theory under discussion, the setting sun
ought to be the bluer of the two, which everyone
knows it is not No doubt the presence of oxone
tends to make the air blue by transmission But
this effect is more than compensated by the lateral

leakage (scattering) of blue light from the beam}
which makes the transmitted light >ellow

Dusty Air and Pure Air,

If It be conceded that the blue sky is due to
scattering by small particles, we are confronted
with the question . Qf what nature are these par*

tides? At the time of my father’s early investiga-

tions (X871) this was left open, though they were
regarded as extraneous to the air itself In 1899
he returned to the subject, and considered the

matter from the point of view of what was lost by
the original beam by lateral leakage (scattering),

which simulates the effect of absorption. He thea
found that the air itself, regarded as an assem-
blage of small partides (molecules of oxygen and
nitrogen), would have an apparent absorbing

power not much less than that actually deuced
by observations of the sun at different altitudes.

The inference was that the air itself was capable

of accounting for much, if not all, of the scatter-

ing which is observed in the blue sky , m fact, that

the molecules of air are the small particles in

question
When a beam of sunlight enters a room through

a small aperture in the shutter, its course is

readily traced by the brightly illuminated motes
m the air Prof. Tyndall, working in this institu-

tion, devoted much attention to the nature of these

motes, and the methods by which they may be

got nd of His results may bt consulted in his

fascinating essay on “ Floating Matter ” One
way of getting rid of the motes is to filter the air

through cotton-wool We have here one of

Tyndall’s own experimental tubes The electric

beam passes axially alonp it, and is concentrated

to a focus about the middle of its length Its

track is conspicuous If now wc displace the air

originally in the tube by filtered air, you see that

the cone of light fades into invisibility

Another of Tyndall’s expenments was merely

to place a spirit lamp or Bunsen burner under the

beam Since most of the dust particles arc com-
bustible, the gases rising from the flame are free

from them As you now sec, dark rifts appear in

the beam where the uprising stream of dust-free

gases traverses it

Tyndall, on the strength of these experiments,

stated without qualification that dust-free air docs

not scatter light, but my father’s views and theory

lead clearly to the conclusion that it does But
when I asked him what he thought about tho feasi-

bility of detecting it by a laboratory experiment,

he was not very sanguine of success It seemed
worth while, however, to make the attempt, and
I came to the conclusion that the difficulty was not
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to much in the faintness of the effect to be looked

for as in the avoidance of stray light which came

into competition with it The essential thine is

to get a perfectly black background against which

the beam (viewed transversely) can be observed

We cannot get this with a vessel like Tyndall's

tube mst used. It is necessary to have what may
be called a black cave, and to view the beam as it

crosses in front of the mouth of the cave, the

latter forming the background. If the cave is

deep enougii, there is no limit to the blackness

attainable The great sensitiveness of the well-

rested eye, or the plhotographic plate, can then

be brought to bear, and the track of the beam
can be well seen, however carefully the dust is

removed.
Some persons have been inclined to question

whether the dust is removed completely in these

experiments As a matter of fact, this is not
where the difficulty lies at all Dust so fine as to

be very difficult of filtration is an arm-chair con-

ception, not encountered in practical experiment-
ing. An enormous multiplication of the length

and tightness of the cotton-wool filter makes no
difference at all, a filter of modest dimensions
doing all there is to do.

The dust particles whfch are originally present

ii\ the air, near the ground or m a room, are
large, being in some cases tndividuallv visible to

the naked eye, thus they do not fulfil the condition

for scattering a preponderance of blue light The
molecules of air are, of course, amply small
enough, and the band of light seen stretching
across the mouth of the dark cave is, to my eyes
at least, of a full blue colour In exhibiting the
effect to individual friends (and unfortunately it is

not bright enough to be shown to an audience), I

have been surprised and somewhat disconcerted
to find that they do not all see it blue as 1 do, but
some, for example, describe it as lavender This
IS undoubtedly due to a peculiarity of colour-vision
where faint ughts are concerned The ultimate
test IS the spectroscope Photographs of the
scattered light taken with this instrument clearly

show that the maximum of intensity is shifted
towards the blue, as compared with the original
exciting light

PDlaft5ation of Light Scattered by Pure Air

A very important point to examine m connection
with the scattered light is its state of polarisation
Visual examination with a Nicol's prism soon
showed that the polarisation was very nearly com-
plete. For closer examination I had recourse to
photography. It may perhaps be thought an
easier and more effective plan to look at a pheno-
menon than to photograph it, and no doubt it is

^ in many cases not, however, where the light
is very faint, but admits of ]on|f exposure It

has long been recognised that phOtograiffis of the
ncbulse win show much more than can be detected
visually by the keenest and most discriminating
eye. In this work on the scattering of light, 1

have found it positively less troubte to take a
photograph than to make a visual observation,
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even when the latter was feasible. time
required to rest the eye in darkness and tUe effort

of attention required in observing a faint effect

cost the experimenter more than the exposure
and development of a plate.

When the scattered beam in pure air is photo-
graphed, with a double image prism of Iceland

spar mounted over the photographic lens, it is

found that the polarisation is nearly complete,
but not absolutely so However carefully the

instrumental adjustments are made and the

air filtered, I have found that there is a
slight residual polarisation mdicatmg vibra-

tions parallel to the direction of the original beam
The intensity of this residual polarisation, in what
may be call^ for convenience the wrong direction,

IS about 4 per cent, of the whole Now, as the
theory shows, there are two causes to which
failure of complete polarisation may be attributed

One, which may dismiss in this case, is that

the particles are not small enough Another is

thdt they arc not spherical—that is to say,

It lb not a matter of indifference which way they
arc presented to the primary beam The latter

alternative may be illustrated by considering an
extreme case—namely, i\hat we may call a necdle-

like molecuL, capable of vibrating only in one
direction fixed within it Evidently such a mole-
cule when obliquely situated will have a com-
ponent vibration parallel to the direction of the

incident light

From the experimental fact that there is such a

component we may infer that the molecules of

air are not in the optical sense spherical Experi-
ments on various gases have shown a character-
istic departure from complete polarisation, differ-

ent for each gas Much effort has been spent on
determining the exact amount for each, and it is

hoped that the numbers obtained will form valu-
able material in the future for investigating the
structure of atoms and molecules

Polansatton of the Night Sky,

We have seen that the polarisation of the day
light sky IS one of the most conclusive proofs that

Its light is due to scattering by small partides
What of the sky at night? Some of you will

perhaps be indined to reply that the sky at night
is dark, and that the question whether its light is

polarised does not arise. It is, however, by no
means the case that the sky on a 'dear hignt is

absolutely dark, as anyone may readily prove by
holding hts hand with outstretched fingers against
the bky The fingers will appear dark against the

sky as a luminous background.
The light is no doubt very faint, bat I thought

It would be practicable to test whether it was
appreciably polarised or not For this purpose
what is called a Savart polanscope ^ivas used

I

Time will not allow us to consider the raUiei

I

complex theory of this apparatus; it must suffice

I

to say that if the lij^t which falls upon it contains

even a small part which is polarised, bands alter

nately bright and dark are projduoed, whidi

I

further show colour due to the composite nature
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of white light These band# are clearest when the

incident light is ccHnpietely polarised, as you now
see them projected on the screen But they can
still be seen when the polarisation is but slight

I will illustrate this by removing the polarising

Nicol which 1 have been using, and substituting

a single glass plate, through which the incident

light passes If I incline this plate so as to

polarise a small fraction of the light, you see the

bands, faint but suffiaently distinct In examin-
ing the hght of the night sky, a photographic
plate IS substituted for the paper screen 1 have
been using to-night, and the apparatus is designed
for the utmost economy of light With two hours’

exposure a definite image of the sky was obtained,

with the stars superposed upon it The Savart
bands could be seen, but tney were very faint

compared with what would have been observed
with an equally good image of the daylight sky
The part of the sky examined was near the pole,

and therefore nearly at right angles to the sun
If, as seemed possible, the night sky derived its

light from an attenuated atmosphere so high ns

to be outside the earth’s shadow, we should expect
it to show the same polarisation as the day 5k\

Since It does not do so, we must attribute the

light at night to some different origin

I was fortunate in being able to interest Prof
Hale in this matter while he was on a visit to

England, and as a result Mr Babcock repeated
the observations in a modified form at the Mount
Wilson Observatory in California The traces of

polarisation which he obtained m that clear atmo-
sphere were even less than what I got in England

Ozone^ and the Limit of the Solar Spectrum

Although, as we have seen, the idea that the

blue colour of the sky is due to any action of ozone
cannot be admitted, yet there arc points of great

optical interest connected with the presence of this

gas in the atmosphere We may now turn to the

consideration of some of these
It IS of course well known that when the solar

spectrum is formed by a prism of quartz or by a

grating, the spectrum can be observed to extend
t^ond Its visible limit in the violet into the region
called ultra-violet. When, however, we examine
the spectrum of an electric arc (and for this

purpose an iron arc is particularly suitable), the

extension is observed to be very much greater
than in the solar spectrum This is not because
the sun does not emit any rays of the kind in

question, but because the earth’s atmosphere will

not allow them to pass through so as to reach us

at the earth’s surface There are many reasons
for feeling sure that this is the true explanation,
but one of the simplest will here suffice When
the sun IS near the horizon, so that the rays pass
obliqudy through the earth's atmosphere, and
coAs^uently have to traverse a thicker absorbing
layer, the extent of tK^ ultra-violet spectrum is

found to be even less thtgi when the sun is high
end less air is traversed by the rays This suffi-

ciently proves the point ^

It nek long been suspected that ozone in the
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atmosphere is the effective cause of this absorption
of the ultra-violet rays The most important con-
stituents of air, oxygen, and nitrogen do not
appreciably absorb at the point where the solar

spectrum ends, nor do the constituents of second-
ary importance, carbonic acid, water-vapour, and
argon We must therefore look to some rare
constituent of air which is very opaque to this

region of the spectrum Ozone possesses this

opacity, as I shall now show you So far as I

know It has not been attempted to show this

before to an audience, but I think you will be able
to see It without difficulty As a source of light an
iron arc is used, and the lenses and prism employed
in forming the spectrum are of quartz I allow
the spectrum to fall on a piece of paper, and you
see the usual succession of colours, red, yellow,
green, blue, and violet, forming a comparatively
narrow rainbow-like band Beyond the violet aU
appears dark, the eye being insensitive to the
ultra-violet rays If now 1 substitute for the

paper a screen of barium platinocyanide ^ (of the
kind used in X-ray work), we sec an immense
extension of the spectrum l^yond the violet The
screen has the property of transforming the ultra-

violet rays, which the eye cannot detect, into

green rays which arc readily visible Thus beyond
the violet region we see green, which is, of course,
in no way to be confus^ with the original green
which was present in the source and appears in

Its normal ^sition in the spectrum, on the other
side of the blue-violet I interpose a thin sheet
of ordinary glass, and the greater part of this

extension of the spectrum which we get on the
fluorescent screen disappears What I want
specially to show you, however, is that a thin

layer of ozone, much too thin to have any per-

ceptible colour, will have the same effect There
is d glass tube, about 6 in long and J in in

diameter, situated between the quartz lantern con-
denser and the slit, when the beam is paiallel,

and the walls of the tube are projected as two
thin transverse lines on the slit, dividing the spec-

trum into thin horizontal strips, one over the

other The light constituting the middle strip

has traversed the tube, but the hght constituting

the upper and lower strip has traversed the open
air above and below the tube A stream of oxygen
passes through a Siemens ozone generator and
enters the middle of the observation tube, stream-

ing out at the two ends While the ozone gener-
ator IS not excited, the middle strip of the spec-

trum IS similar to the companson strips above and
below If the induction coil is turned on so that

ozone passes into the tube, >ou*see that in a few
seconds the greater part of the ultra-violet spec-

trum fades out from the middle strip, which con-

trasts sharply with the upper and lower ones
When the coil is turned off, the ozone is rapidly

blown out by unozonised oxygen, and the original

state of things restored

It must be remembered that the ozone used in

this expenment is extremely dilute, probably only
a fraction of i per cent of the oxygen in the tube

* Kindly lut by Meairt, Wnttoii.
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Yet It interposes an impassable obstacle to the

ultra-violet rays, at least to those of shorter wave-
length than about 2900 angstroms It cuts off

the iron spectrum at about the same point where
the solar Sjpectrum ends Speaking roughly and
generally, it may be said that glass is somewhat
more opaque than ozone—ut that with diminish-

ing wave-length the limit of transmission is

reached somewhat sooner To make a statement
of this kind quite definite the thickness must of

course be specified

Sir William Huggins devoted a great deal of
attention to the spectra of the sun and stars in

the extreme ultra-violet region, using for the pur-
pose a reflecting telescope, and prisms and lenses

made of quartz or Iceland spar In this way the
absorption of a glass objective was avoided He
noticed m 1890 that the spectrum of Sinus showed
a number of bands near the extreme limit of atmo-
spheric transmission, the bands tailing off into
complete absorption

These bands were observed and discussed by
other authors, but no definite conclusion was
reached as to their origin until 1917, when the
matter was taken up by my colleague, Prof
Fowler, and myself Oujf interest was stimulated
by an excellent photograph of the bands, taken
at Edinburgh Observatory under Prof Sampson’s
direction, which I show on the screen We found
that the same bands were present in the solar
spectrum It may seem strange that this had
not been observed long ago, considering how
closely the solar spectrum has been scrutinised
for more than a generation As a matter of fact
this is one of the cases where a powerful instru-
ment is a positive disadvantage The bands arc
diffuse, and under high dispersion they are un-
recognisable In any case, they are less con-
spicuous than in the spectrum of Sinus, because
in the sun numerous metallic lines are superposed
upon them and distract the eye
Now the position and general aspect of these

bands suggested that they were connected with
the absorpUon which terminates the spectrum
This led us to suspect that they were due to ozone,
and the suspicion was readily confirmed by exp^i-
ment Burning magnesium ribbon gives a con-
venient source of continuous spectrum In the
ultra-violet region Interposing a long tube con-
taining ozone between the burning magnesium and
the slit, a senes of bands was photographed which

I

exactly corresponded io those photographed 10 the
’ solar spectrum with the same instrument, as you
will see in the slide shown

1

I

Absence of Ozone near the Ground,

' We are then driven to the conclusion that the

I

absence of short waves from the spectra of the

I

sun and stars is due to absorption b^ terrestrial

I
ozone But it was not thought desirable to let

the matter rest there It is true that many
attempts had been made to determine the (no
doubt very small) quantity of ozone m air by

I

chemical means, but with very conflicting results,

j

because other constituents of arr, such as oxides

of nitre^en, are liable to produce reactions not

unlike those of ozone* It seemed more satisfactory

to test the absoibiiig power of air near the ground
for ultra-violet rays, to which ozone is so opaque

! I used for this purpose a mercury vapour lamp in

a quartz vessel, which is a powerful source of

' ultra-violet rays, and observed its spectrum four

miles away, so that the mass of air intervening

j

was as great as that between the midday summer
sun and the top of the Peak of Teneriffc, from
which observations of the extent of the solar spec-

trum have been made. The result was to show

I

that the mercury lamp spectrum was by no means
stopped when solar spectrum stops, but that

St extended to the region where ozone is most

j

opaque There is a stre^ mercurv line (wave-
length Z536) at about this point which was dis-

tinctly photographed Its intensity was of course

a good deal reduced relative to the visible spec-

trum by atmospheric scattering But there was
no evidence whatever of ozone absorption

What conclusion can we draw? Evidently that

the absorbent layer of ozone in the air is high up,

and that there is little or none near the ground
It may seem at first sight that this thin and in-

accessible layer of ozone, which we haVe learned

of by a chain of reasoning not less conclusive than

direct observation/ is a matter of little importance

to man and his wdfarc There could be no greater

mistake It acts as a screen to protect w from
the ultra-violet rays of the sun, which without

such a protection would probably be fatal to our

eyesight at least if one may judge from the

painful results of even a short exposure to such

rays, which those who have experienced it are not

likely to forget

The Future of the Iron and Steel Industry in Lorraine.

By Prof H C H

During the sprmg <rf last year two Commis-
sions were appointed by the Mimster of

Munitions to visit and report upon certain stecl-

produdng areas in Western Europe One of them
visited the steel works m Lorraine and certain

parts of the Saar Vall^, the other journeying to

the occupied areas of Germany, Luxemburg, and
certain parts of France and Belgium The
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Carpenter, F.R.S

former was under the charge of Sir William

Jones, and included Messrs^ Percy Cooper, Row-
land Harding, and Cosmo Johns, while the latter

was entrusted toJDr. F. H. Hatch, who had
with him Messrs L. Ennis, James Henderson,
and Richard Mather. The Commissions were
absent about three w€eks. >The tetnss Of reference

to them were the same and were to ascertain •

—
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(d) The character and extent of the technical and
otW developments which had taken place during the

war, with special reference to the steps taken for the
developmnt of munitions output

(b) ITm present condition of plant and machinery
(f) The prospects of these areas either as com-

petitors with or markets for British industries

(d) The developments in fuel economy In the steel

trades of these areas

The repiorts furnished by the Commissions were

printed m the first instance as confidential docu-

ments by the Ministry of Munitions, but have

now been made public That of the Commission
which visited Lorraine and the Saar Valley is the

more complete and interesting in that it throws
light on the possibilities of development ot the

iron- and stecf-producing area, which, as a result

of the war and the Peace Treaty, has passed from
German to French ownership
The view of the Commission is that the acquisi-

tion by the French of these areas should be of

advantage to British industries on the whole, and
that while France may become a competitor with
Britain in so far as her surplus steel production is

concerned, taking the place of Germany to some
extent, It will not be until the destroyed works have
been reconstructed and full production has been
reached in a period which it estimates at from
three to five years As a result of the war, hram e

has replaced Germany as the possessor of the

largest iron-ore supplies in huropc, her reserves

having been increased by more than 2,000,000,000
tons, making them now about four times those

of Germany Before the war they were approxi-
mately the same
Whereas France’s production of pig iron in

was about 5,000,000 tons, with her new pos-

sessions m Lorraine and the Saar Valley she is

m a position to produce 11,000,000 tons annually
Prior to the war German steel makers frequently

complained of the difficulty of obtaining adequate
supplies of foreign ores, and this is regarded by
many as one of the chief causes of the war, since

they hoped thereby to obtain possession of

France's ore reserves The Commission slates

that whereas in 1913 Gerniany produced

27.000.

000, and France 21,000,000, tons of iron

ore, It estimates future production to be in the
ratio of Germany 7,000,000 to h ranee 42,000,000
tons It would appear that outside France
Germany can expect to obtain ore only from
Sweden or Spain, but as both these countries
are actively developing their steel mdustries they
will probably not have very much to spare
With regard to coal, however, France’s posi-

tion js by no means so satisfactory Her pre-war
production was about 40,000,000 tons, and her
consumption 60,000,000 tons, the balance being !

obtained from Great Britain, Belgium, and
Germany.
The control by France of the coal of the Saar

Walley area is estitnated to enable her to produce
t^CO the tonnage obtained^ from the Valenciennes
district. This would mean an addition of

17.000.

000 tons to the annual output, which nearly
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meets the deficit The Commission states, how-
ever, that the ideal of the French iron and steel

makers in the Lorraine area at ihe present time
is that means should be devised whereby a re-

ciprocal business may be done with Great Britain
by their supplying basic pig iron in exchange for
furri'icc coke or coking coal If the anticipated
output of oven coke in this country is reidised

there should be some to spare, but the difficulties

of transport, transhipment, etc , and the resultant

breakage are serious factors to be considered
Possibly tiic solution of the present problem may
be found m the erection of coke ovens m Lorraine
tiosc to the furnaces, and in the production of coke
on the spot from a mixtuie of Saar coal and
Durham coking coal The supply of the latter

cannot take place until better and cheaper means
of transport are available

The Commission states that hrince dreads the

present position of dependence upon Germany
for coke supplies, since, although the Peace
Treaty gives her control of the Saar Valley coal-

held for, at any rate, fifteen years, the fact

remains that under existing conditions the works
must hnvc coal or cx>ke from Westphalia for their

blast furnaces The coke obtained from Saar
coal IS apparently unsatisfactory, so that so long
as this position continues hrenrh industry will

remain to a great extent at the mercy of the

Germans, a position the French are, naturally,

most anxious to avoid It is true that Germany
will want iron ore ftom Lorraine, but she will not

be so entirely dependent upon this one source of

supply as the Lorraine work«i*will be upon Ger-

many for coke, unless some means are provided

to enable them to obtain coke from elsewhere or
to produce what they need from Saar coal and
imported coking coal

Various schemes for improved transport are

under contemplation by France The construction

of a canal to Dunkirk from the Bney district

known as the “ Canal du Noid et de PEst” has
been under consideration for a long time This

would lake at least five years to complete, and is

not generally favoured by the French steel makers
in Lorraine owing to the enormous cost of con-

struction and the great difficulties to be overcome
in cutting it through the densely populated indus-

trial areas of Northern France The scheme most
favoured is that known as the canalisation of

the Moselle from Coblenz to ThionviUe and
thence to Metz, coupled with free navigation of

the Rhine to Rotterdam or by canal from the

Rhine to Antwerp vta Maastricht Either of these

schemes, it is considered, would be much cheaper

and more quickly operative than the canal to

Dunkirk Tlie estimate of the cost of the Moselle

Canal scheme would be between 75,000,000! and
20,000,000! ,

and It IS calculated that the con-

struction could be completed in three years Plans

for this scheme are in the hands of the French
authorities The strong feeling in favour of this

scheme to enable reciprocal business to be done
with Great Britain is accentuated by the treatment
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accorded to the Lorraine steel works by Germany
in the matter of coke supplies, since the Germans
have failed to carry out their obligations under
the terms of the Peace Treaty, and have ddivered
only about one-third of the tonnage promised, not-

withstanding the fact that there are large stores

of furnace coke in Westphalia Since Great
Britain has been short of basic pig iron for a long
tune, and there is every prospect of the shortage
continuing, some such reciprocal arrangement as

that put forward might be of advantage to lx)th

countries

The Commission states that there is no dcMibt

that economy in fuel consumption is very fully

effected, owing to the absence of cheap and suit-

able fuel and the dependence of the works upon
Westphalian coke All the waste heat is utilised

at every works The blast-furnace gas is suitat^y

cleaned and fully absorbed The works at Hom^-
court may be cited as an instance Before the
war they were producing 9000 tons of pig iron

and 7000 tons of steel weekly, and they used only
280 tons of coal, all the remaining power being
produced from blast-furnace gas This is quite
typical. The molten metal is taken from the blast

furnaces to the mixers in the adjacent steel works
and the sensible heat thus utilised

A study of the report leaves the impression that
the development of the iron- and st^-producing
areas in Lorraine which have passed from German
to French management presents problems which
will call for patient consideration, dispassionate
counsel, and scientific treatment, if they are to
be surmounted successfully The formidable posi-
tion which Germany had built up between 1871
and 1914 has been lost to her by the war It

remains to be seen what France will make of
the heritage which has passed into her hands

Obituary,
We regret to note that the death of Mb

John W W DRVSDAtE is recorded in the
Engineer for June 35 as having occurred on
June 21 Mr Drysdale was m his seventy-second
year, and was one of the founders of the well-
known Glasgow firm of Drysdale and Co

,
Ltd

He finished his education at Glasgow University
under Prof. Macquorn Rankine, and thereafter
started a small works in conjunction with a fellow-
student, Mr I^ewts J Pirrie, son of Principal
Pirrie of Aberdeen Centrifugal pumps formed
their outstanding speciality from the first, and the
firm has acquired a wide reputation for its pro-
ducts Mr. Drysdale was a member of the In-

stitution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scot-
land

Wb announce with great regret the death, at

the Queen Alexandra Military Hospital, MiUbank,
of Surgbon-Gbnbml W C. Gorgas, of the U S
Army, so well known for his work m combating
yellow fever and malaria.
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The Lord President of the Counal, as preskk .

the Committee of Council for Scientific and Indust

Research, has appointed Dr J S Flett, at present

Assistant to the Director in Scotland, to be Director

of the Geological Survey and Museum Dr. Flett

succeeds Sir Aubrey Strahan, who retires this month
Mr G W Lamplugh, AssUtant to the Director in

England, also rebres

Sir John Caduak, Mr W B Hardy, and Prof. S
Young have been appointed by an Order in Council

members of the Advisory Council to the Committee
of the Privy Council for Scientific and Industrial

Research

It is announced that Sir T Clifford Allbutt it to

be sworn a member of the Pnvy Council

The secretaryship of the Royal Irish Academy,

vacant through the death of Prof J A McClelland,

has been filled by the election of Prof G H
Carpenter

The Barnard medal of Columbia University has

been awarded to Prof Einstein “ in recognition of his

highly original and fruilful development of the funda-

mental concepts 01 ph\sics through the application of

mathematics "

Dr E Solv^y has been elected an honoraiy

member of the American, Chemical Society
*

The Medical Research Council has recently estab-

lished at the Lister Institute of Preventive Medicine

aHiatioaal collection of type cultures from which bio-

logists m general, and baLteriologists in particular,

may obtain authentic strains of recognised bacteria

and protozoa for use in scientific work The scheme
is under the general direction of Dr J C G Ledmg-
ham, while Dr R St John Brooks has been appoint^
to the po&t of curator of the collection and Miss

Mabel Rhodes to that of assistant curator It is

proposed to collect and maintain bacterial strains

from nil departments of babteriology, human,
veterinary, and economic, and already considerable

work has been done towards the formation of a repre-

sentative collection on these lines The efforts of

the staff arc, howo\er, at present pftrbcularly directed

towards the securing of fully authenticate strains

responsible for or associated with disease in man
and animals The bureau proposes to supply cul-

tures on demand to all workers at homeland abroad,

and, as a rule, a ncxntnal charge per culture will be
made to defray postage and media Strains fenfa,for

identification and maintenance should be accompanied
by particulars as to source, date of isolation, efc In

due course a catalogue will be prepared for publica-

tion

In Nature of January i last an account was given

of the Cawthron Institute of New Zealand, founded

for the furtherance of sciecjdfic research in f^tlon
agriculture and other Induhries The scope of the

institute has since been extended by the establish-

ment of a biological departmoit, of which Dr. R J.

TUlvard, the eminent Anstralian entomologist, hitherto
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remrch fellow of Sydney Umversitv. has been ap^

pointed chief. He will^be assisted by Miss K M Curtis

as mycologist and Mr A Philpott as assistant entomo-

tOgist* We understand that members of the guentific

stl^ of the institute will have full freedom as to

reaearch and publication

A CoilMirrsE, composed of the following members,

has been appointed by the Ministry of Health to con-

sider and report on the legislative and adniinistrattve

measures necessary to secure adequate protection for

the health of the people in connection with the

slaughter of animals and tlie distribution of meat for

human consumption in England and Wales —Sir

H C Monro (chairman), Mr W G R Boys, Mr
R B Cross, Mr J Edwards, Dr W J Howarth,
Dr A W J MacFadden, Mr T Mashetcr, Mr
A W Monro, Mr T Paiker, Mr R J Robinson,

and Mr P Taylor Mr H F O Jerram is the

secretary of the Committee, and communications
should he addressed to him at the Ministry of Health,

Whitehall, S W i

It was stated bv Mr Bonar l.aw in the House of

Commons on Monday last, with reference to the

question of scientllic war inventions, that the Loid
President of the Council is about to appoint an
inter-Departmental Committee with the following

terms of reference --(i) To consider the methods of

dealing with invt.ntions made by w^orkcr^ aided or

intaincMl from public funds, wlicthcr such workers
engaged (a) as research workers or (d) in some

other technical capacity, so as to give a fair rewan!
to the inventor and thus encourage fuither effort, to

secure the utilisation in industry of suitable in\€n-
tions, and to protect the national interest, and (2) to

outline a courve of procedure in respect of inventions
arising out of State-aided or supported work, which
shall further these aims and be suitable for adoption
by all Government Departments concerned

A SPECIAL meeting of the Rdntgen Society is to be
held at University College, Gower Street, at q o’clock

00 Thursday evening, July 15, when an address will

be delivered by Dr W D Coolidge, of the Research
Laboratories of the General Electric Co

, Schenectady,
New York An invitation to the meeting is given to

tfie members of other scientific and medical societies

A FREE public lecture on “Oil Storage, Transport,
and Distribution ” is to be delivered by Mr H
Bamngcr at 6 o’clock on July 14 m the Canada
Building, Crystal Palace, under the auspices of the

Institution of Petroleum Technologists. The institu-

tion has also arranged for the delivery of four lec-

tures, as follow, in September, the actual dates for

which will be announo^ later “OH Prospecting,”
Mr, G, Howell, “Petroleum Refining,’' Dr A E
Dunstan, ''Utilisation of Volatile Oils,’* Dr W R
CHmanby, and "Utilisation of Heavy Oils,” Prof

J. S S Bmme.

Tu annual Oxford Ophthstmological Congress will

place in the Department M Human Anatomy in

the University Museum, Oxford, on July 25 and 16

Among the promised communications are the foliow-

hms The Doyne memorial lecture, bv F. R Cross,
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on "The Nerve Paths and Centres concerned with

Sight” A S. Percival, “Light Sense”, Dr Van
der Hoeve, “ Eye Symptoms in Tuberose Sclerosis of

the Brain”, Dr L C Peter and others, “Penmetne
Methods”, M Barton, “Examination of the Eyes
of Pit Pomes, particularly with reference to Miners’

N>:»tagmus”, A H Thompson, ‘Physiological and
Cilaucoma Cups ”

, K D Batten, “ Premonitory

S)Tnptoms of Glaucoma ”
,

and Dr L Sambon,
‘ \ncient Eye Instruments ”

The Research Association for the Silk Industry has

been npptuved by the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research as complying with the conditions

laid down in the Government scheme for the en-

couragement of industrial research The secretary of

the committee engaged In the establishment of this

a!>sociation Is Mr A B Ball, the Silk Association

of Great Bntaln and Ireland, Klngsway House,

Klngsway, W C 2

The jubilee of the American Fisbtries Society

will be celebrated at Ottawa on September 20-^2

next In connection with the meeting prizes will

be ofiered for papers on the following subjects

Advance in practical fish cultural work, biologiral

w^ork connected with fish problems in general
,
and the

solution of problems affecting commercial fisheries

work The lompetitiic essays should be received by,

at latent, August 20 Further information can be

obtained from the executive secretaiy, Prof R C
Osburn, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio

A PROPOsxL IS on foot b> the Swedish Linnean
Society to restore the old botanic garden at

Upsala, together with the house in it, the former

residence of Carl von Linn4 , and subscriptions towards

this objeit are solicited Particulars of the suggested

memorial can be obtained from the General Secretary

of the Linnean Society of London, Burlington House,

W I, and donations •A.nt to him or dluct to the

Swedish Linnean Sotiety at Upsnla

Architrcis, timber men Hants, firms engaged in

the building and furniture trades, railway companies,

and, in fact, all users and consumers of wo^, paper, and
other forest products, should visit the British Empire
limber Exhibition, which is open to the public at the

Holland Park Skating Rink, London, until July 17

Tile exhibition hns been organised to display the forest

wealth of the British Empire Before the war the

greater part of the immense importations of timber

into tho United Kingdom, some io,uoo,ooo tons

annually, came from foreign countries, and many of

these were closed during war This necessitated

a considerable development of the sources of supply

within the Empire and a greater demand on our

home forests The mam object of the exhibition »
a patriotic one, namely, to show that our timber

requirements can be met m great measure from our

Dominions and Colonies, thus extending Imperial

trade The specunens of timber include very many
beautiful, valuable, and useful woods, of which only

a few may be mentioned as examples, such as rose-

wood, satinwood, mahogany and Its various sub-

stitutes, teak, greenheart, jarrah, Ironwood, and the
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numerous cedar woods There is also a complete set

of exhibits demonstrating the various uses to which
timbers are^ put, as floors, panelling, veneers, ply-

wood, furniture, and articles of everyday use* Many
decorative exhibits are of great interest The pre-

paration of paper-pulp from bamboos is also shown
\n exhaustive catalogue of the exhibits has been pre-

pared This gives both the botanical and trade names,
the countries of origin, and names of shippers and
importers Eath wood is fully described os regards

Its general characteristics, tension strength, and other

useful data The information in the catalogue has

been compiled by the vatious Forest Departments of

the Empire, and has a scientific as well as a com-
mercial value

Thk half-yearly report of the Department of Civil

Aviation on the progress of civil aviation from
October, 1919, to March, 1920, contains many
features of general interest A very detailed survey

of the results which have been achieved is given

with regard to activities both in the British

Empire and in foreign countiies Tabulated figures

concerning the operation of air services between
England and the Continent show that a slow

but definite progress has been mflde The importance

of the International Air Convention is emphasised,

and It is satisfactory to note that this Convention

has now been signed by all the Allied Powers The
record of activities in foreign countries shows that

many attempts are being made to develop commercial

flying for both Inland and International trade France

and Italy show the most piomlslng results, and both

are making efforts to exploit the possibilities of com-
mercial aviation in Asia and South America In late

enemy countries many aviation companies have been

formed to develop commercial flying, but no actual

results have yet l^n achieved owing to the economic
conditions prevailing The first paragraph of the con-

clusion of the report is worthy of quotation as an apt

summary of the present position The Controll^-

Gcneral says —“The discovery of a new method of

increasing the speed of inter-communication has in

the past generally indicated a fresh step in the march
of civilisation In aviation a means of transport has

been obtained twice as fast as any other previously

exuting The majority of countries which are im-

bued with the spirit of progress appear to realise

that the future of aviation cannot be neglected, and
by various methods, such as the creation of aviation

departments, research, subsidies, and the conduct of

experimental services, are striving to adapt aviation

to commerce “ Progress may be somewhat slow

under the unsettled conditions which now prevail

throughout the world, but there is little doubt that as

the general economic situation improves, so will the

advance of civil aviation become more rapid

In X910 Or W Max MUller was enabled, through

the liberality of the Carnegie Institution of Washing-
ton, to visit the doomed island of Philae, and to glean

the epigraphlc material left by the Berlin expedition

His immediate purpose was the decipherment of the

famous bilingual inscriptions engraved on the walls

of the large court between the first and the second
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pvlons This was exceedingly difficult, as the snyillt

shallowdengraved signs become distinctly visible only

during the short time of the day when,,they rfcoeive

strong light The Carnegie Institution has noW pub-
lished in a suitable style the result of Dr Max
Muller’s labours He gives complete facsimiles,

transliterations, and transladons of the Inscriptions,

and a learned introduction adequately reviews the

histoncai information thus collect^ The work is in

every way creditable to the learned explorer and the

Camegic Institution

In the University of California Publications in

American Archaeology and Ethnology (vol. xvl., No 6)
Miss Lucilc Hooper gives a valuable account of

Shamanism among the Cahuilla Indians, one of the

largest surviving tribes in Southern California At
one of their fiestas or annual rites the Shaman first

took a dark substance from his breast, then “he
reached into the fire with hit foot and kicked out a
few coals One of these he picked up; it was about
the stse of a dollar He immediately put it Into his

mouth I was only a few feet away, and one of the
sparks from his mouth, as he* blew, fell on my hand,
so 1 can testify that thev were hot The glow from
the coal could be seen on the roof of his mouth He
swallowed It in about a minute He swallowed three

coals in this wav '* The dancing and singing are
part of the rite One man intended to eat the coals,

“but his song had not gone right, he had forgotten

part of it, no doubt due to some disturbing mflueno^
among those watching, or perhaps because of some
spint preventing his success Since his song did not

go right, he could do nothing ” Other marvels of a
similar kind are reported “ Another man saw a dove
walking around

,
he raised his hands and clapped them

together The dove dropped as though dead, and
blood flowed from Its mouth He then picked it up,

threw It into the air, and it flew off as though nothing
had happened ” The report includes a full account
of the religious and domestic rites practised by the

tnbe Their pottery, wWch was of an interesting

type, has now disappeared with the use of mAnufac-
tured articles

An interesting report, bv Mr R S White, on an
outbreak of pellagra amongst Armenian refugees at

Port Said during 1916-17 has been published (Reports

and Notes of the Public Health Laboratories, Cairo,

No 2, 1919) Much controversy has occurred withj
regard to the nature of this disease In the outbreak^
in question the weight of evidence points entirely to

a faulty diet as the ccOisal factor, and the disease Wat
eradicated from the camp by correcting this, all other

conditions remaining tlM same Tliw diet at the

time had an energy-value of about 2000 Calories only,

which IS very low, the protein amounting to but

grams, of which some 90 per sent was deoived

from Vegetable sources and was of -low biological

value Maize had no dlij^ causal relation to the

disease No protosoan or ‘'bacterial causa was dis-

covered, nor could any connection with biting Insects

be found, Hie results of the inquiry are its accord-

ance with the findings of Goldberger in the United
Stater.
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Mr Francis Harper, the assistant biologist of the

Unitjed'^ States Biological Survev, lontributes to

Vo^al History, the journal of the \merican Museum
of Natural History, vol xx , No i, an article of

remarkable interest on the Okehnokee Swamp,
which covers ncarlv seven hundred square miles of

the southeastern part of the State of Georgia **It

has no counterpart an> where m the world." Dram-
age and the " lumber-man '* threaten its existence,

and unless the hand of the destroyer can be sta\ed

It is certain that a considerable number of vanishing

birds and beasts will be swept out of existence, this

awamp being their last stronghold In 1918 a society

nas formed for the purpose of securing the swamp
as an educational and scientific reservation, and it

IS devoutly to be hoped that thib aim will be scLured,

for such areas are of immense value, not only to the

people of America, but also to the world of siience at

large

We have received from the \merican Museum of

Natural Historv a brief prchminarv report on the

zoological collections made under its direction in the

Belgian Congo territory during the years i909-*S
Of mammals, birds, and fishes respectively there are

about 6000 specimens, of reptihs and batrachiuns

neartv 5000, and of invertebrates more than 100,000

Material has been obtained for mounted groups of the

okapi and square-lipped rhinoceros in their natural

surroundings Thert» are also 38ot> specimens illus-

trating anthropology It is anticipated that the

scientific papers on the collection will o(cup\ twelve

\olumes of the Museum Bulletin, and a monograph
of the okapi is being prepared for the Memcars 1 here

w ill also be a Narrative in two volumes and an Ethno-

logical Album in three volumes In consideration of

the generous co-operation of the Belgian Government,
a selection of duplicate specimens will be sent to the

Congo Museum at Tervueren

The Crocker Land Expedition to North-West Green-

land and Grinnell Land covered a district but little visited

previously by naturalists The mollusca obtained on
the expedition bv Dr M C Tanquary and Mr W E
Ekblaw have now been dcsctibcd by Mr F C Baker
(Bu|L Amer Mus Nat Hist , vol xli , 1919, pp 470-

5 i7,^pis 25“a7) No new species are Llaimed, but the

numlMr deternunod exceeds by four those obtained on
the Nar^ Expedition of 1875-7(3, when thirty-four

were enumerated by the late Mr E \ Smith The
more important spedes of Astarte and Buednum have
been fif^red, with the detailed sculpturing of the

shells of the latter, but the chief interest in the col-

kctlon IS the numb^ of species found in high latitudes

and the extension of the northward range of several
of the spedes The same author (totw, at

,

pp 527-

39* fi0S*) also describes a numter of fresh-water
mollusca obtained by Prof brank Smith from various
lakes in Colorado ant) Alberta Fifteen species in al)

are dealt With, of which threb are believed to be new,

' K nxLumm account of the Tasmanian skeleton
of Notptberium, to which we referred in last week’s

(P 559)f read before the Royal Society of
Tasmania on Mav lo by Messrs H. H. Scott and
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C Lord The authors assign tlw spramcn to A'

Mitchell, and consider that it was originallv provided
with a horn on the nose Thev regard the Noto-
thena as the marsupial analogues of the rhinoceroses,
some of them horn^, others hornkss

The atmosoherc that surrounds the Revue de\
quesUons Mteniifique^t which is published at Louvain
for the Soiidtd scicntifique dc Bruxelles, permits of
the most liberal agnosticism in regard to scientific

dogmas Prof Pierre Termier, in his address on
“Les grands dnigmes de la Geologic,” delivered in

the welcome epoch of recovery at Louvain in 1919
(Revue, vol xwii

, p 53, 1920), responds with his
accustomed vigour to the invitation of his northern
colleagues His splendid oratory rings through theve
pages, in which he bnngs us face to face with the
sphinxes that rlsie in the domain of geological inquirv
and raise in the soul of the traveller “dcs pens^s
vertigineuses et des rdves sans fin ” In his desire

to show how much remains truly enigmatic, he mokes
no mention of tentative or even probable explanations,
and his hesitating spirit before the evidences of
organic evolution seems the pose of the lourteuus
guest rather than the free expression of the
prophet For Prof Termier, in his> mere use of

language, is a prophet and a power, and he hopes
vet to see some secrets wrested from the earth as
part of the general movement of hunianitv towards
light and truth On p 149 of the same number of the

Revue M P icilhard de Chardin, who w is present

with the late Mi Dawson at Piltdown, gives an excel-

lent account of the human remains that have excited

so much controversy, and he assures his readers that

when palaeontologists come to an agreement it is

because thev believe loyal nd invincibly thit their

judgment has been based on truth It is evident that

these things stili need saying, even in soetdU:^ seten-

txpques, though we may have advanced some way
from the scene so bitterly depicted by Barabmo in

his 'Colombo doriso ” at the Council of Salamanca

The New York \cadcmy of Sciences has published

two more parts of the results of its scienufic survey

of Porto Rico and the Virgin Islands (vol 1 ,
part a,

and vol 111 ,
part t) Porto Rico is largely and

essentially a heap of volcanic dibm, and Mr Edwin 1
Hodge attempts to unravel its geological history after

making a detailed studv and map of the Coamo-
Guavama district He also adds some useful notes on
Its mineral resources and hot spnngs Ihe lime-

stones mter-stratified with the volcanic tuffs contain

numerous fossil shells, which are, unfortunately, pre-

served only as impresstoos, but clearly represent

several horizons between the Eocene and Miocene
Tertiary The shells are desenbed in detail, with
beautiful illustrations, by Miss Carlotta J Maury,
who makes some interesting remarks on their relation

to the molluscs of existing seas She points out that

most of them ore represented by living species which
are evh itly dteir descendants m the Antillean seas,

but that several of the Tertiary genera have now com-
pletely disappeared from the Caribbean region, and
exist only m the Pacific Ocean The latter must have
spread before the Isthmus of Panama arose, and it is
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difficult to uodorvtAnd why they survived only on the

western side of this barrier of land

Tub Meieorologtcal Magazine for June denis ^ith

the recent disastrous flood at Louth as completely as

po<»sible at the time of press, and adds

somewhat to the account in Nature of June lo

(p 468) The characteristic features are given of the

hot weather expcnenced over England during the last

week of May, which occasioned the development of

numerous thunderstorms A disturbance, cintrod over

the Bristol Channel on the morning of May 29,

traversed the Midlands during the day Little or no

ram fell on May aq south of a line passing through

Plymouth, Reading, and Lowestoft, and none was
obsersed over the centre and west of Scotland* There

was more than an inch of rnin over the greater part

of Lancashire, the West Riding of Yorkshire, Linroln-

bhire, ^nd the east of Nottinghamshire In Lincoln-

shire the rainfall was verv severe At Louth the fall

was only 1 42 in , but at Elkington Hall, three miles

to the west, the fall was 4 69 in , and of this 4 59 in

fell in three hours At Hollington, about two mlleK

south, 4 10 in fell in two hours,
^
when the gauge over-

flowed and the exact total fall was lost Ten miles

further south, at Horncastk, 395 in fell m three

hours The maga/inc states th*tt, according to

the Borough Surveyor, the Lud stream, normally

3 ft wide and 1 it deep, w as swollen to a

width of ^2 \ard8 and n depth of 50 ft It

appears that the stream was temporanlv blocked

with dibrt^, and the flood w^as the result of the sudden

breaking dowm of this obstacle Ihe periodical has a

\erv suggestive and useful article on the ventilation

of instrument shelters bv the Director of Armagh
Observatory The general rainfall for Mav in Eng-
land and Wales was 117 per cent of the average,

in Scotland 164 per cent , and in Ireland 145 per rent
,

The report of the Imperial Wireless felcgtaph

Committee (Cmd 777, price 6d net) contains an in-

teresting review of the capabilities of different

stems of wireless transmission for long-distance

w orking, and forms a stnklng vindication of the

powers of the thermionic valve, which it Is proposed

to employ as the sole means of generating the waves

required for the chain of stations 2000 miles opart

which are recommended Wo admire the courage of

the Committee in putting forward a system which,

in its own words, “departs widely from the general

direction of contemporary practice,’* It admits

that “the objects desired might perhaps be secured

by other and more conventional methods, but by none,

in our opinion, not Involving an immediate capitol ox-

penditure and a heavy annua] loss which the scientific

progress of a few years might well prove to have been

unnecessary ” Discussing the alternitiOe systems, the

Committee dismisses even the latest developments of

the spark system as obsolete The high-frequency

alternator system it characterises as costly, difficult

to repair, and as yet Insufficiently tested in pro-

longed operation ” The arc system U described

as “ pre-eminent at the present moment among
methc^s of long-range wireleM transmission*” Arcs

of greater power than 250 kw,, however, present

elements of uncertainty, and apparently do not deliver'
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to the aerial a greater effective current than those

rated at lower powers Although the valve

cannot show the same degree of accomplished results

as any of the preceding, the Committee has evL
dence of such rapid advances now being made that

it recommends Its adoption without hesitation* It

has already been found that a group of three glass

valves delivering 2^ kw* into the aenal can effect

communication over two thousand miles Silica

valves are now designed b\ means of which, with
suitable grouping, 120 kw\ will, it is hop^, be
delivered into the aerial Owing to the greater purity

of wdvo-form of valve-generated over arc-generated
wa\es, thib arrangement should be considerably mof^
effective than a 250-kw arc, which does not really

deliver more than 120 kw into the aenal There are
several other advantages for valve working claimed
in the report which we have not the space to mention
iicre

Thb deposition of iron by electrolysis Is a method
which has lately been employed to a considerable
extent for the purpose of “ building up ” worn and
under-gauge parts of both aerc^lancs and guns. The
work, however, ha^ not been done under proper scien-

tific control, and not infrequently defects have mani-
fested themselves in use In the iron thus deposited A
paper dealing with some of these was presented by Mr
W E Hughes at the recent meeting of the Iron and
Steel Institute In his capacity as chief research
chemist to the Electrometallurgical Committee of the
Mmisirv of Munitions, Mr Hughes had opportumtlet
of making extended observations upon the structure of <

the electro-deposited metal He found that it was
liable to contain pinholes, lumps, inclusions of foreign

matter, cracks, and ” quasi-cracks,” and that a given

specimen might present very marked differences of

structure He concludes that these defects may
render the uron dangerous and unsuitable ior en-

gineering purposes, but that they arise from causes

which can be largely eliminated bv efficient control of

thr deposition process It is generally assumed that

eltrtrolylic iron is a very pure product, but, as he
shows, this is by no means necessanly the case Fur-

ther, It It usually assumed to be hard, and may ^^deed

be so, though not always Whether the hardness, when
it occurs, is due to included hydrogen Is a question

which has not yet been settled Mr Hughes’s htyeati*-

gallon has proceeded sufficiently far for him to enter**

tuin decided doubts about this explanation.

sRs Dulau and Co , Lid , 34 Marg^reCStreet,

have just issued an important
MRSbRS
W 1, have just issued an important

[No 83) of secondhand books Of scleiHse In the

liepartments of ornithology, entomology, getM#a1

ecology, geology and paleeontology, geography, trayol

and 'topography, botany and l»rdculturc. ^ Of /£b4

1256 works listed many are out of ^int and not

obtainable The catqj^Dgue oan be had free upon

request. ^
^

m

Anothbr of the ueeful catalogues (JJo. 403) of SA
F Edwards, 83 High Street, Marylebome, W,i* has

raached us It consists of descriptions of sonna m/Hp
hundred works relating to Central and South AfMrlaa^

and should be of interest to many readers of
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Our Agronomical Column.

^ COMMXNCBMSNT OF THS ORFAT PeRHHIO SHOHSR OF
MxTBORb —The first Perseids probably appear at the

end of June They have rertainly been observed in^ first week of July The earllebt meteor of this

shower, which has been do^oly observed and the real

path of which has been computed, was seen on July 8,

Mi8, by Mrs Fiammetta Wilson and Miss \ Grace
drok Ihis >ear the moon left the evening skv

about July 6, and the sky should be watched for

traces of oncoming Pors< ids \t this time of the jear
meteors generally increase in numbers, and especially

after the middle of July The Perseids graduall)

become more abundant, anti among the minor displays

the chief ones are

S Aquarids
a Capricornlds
9 Cygnids
a Perseids

a Cygnids

338-”
303-11
292 + 52
48 + 44

3*S + 4S

^Draconids
A, Vndromedids
t; Pegasids

^ (. cpheidii

Lacertids

291 4 bo

332 + 10

The radiant point of the Peiseids niovci N N E as

fdlows —
July 8

lb
9 + 4b
ib ^49
24 + 52

\ufi 1

9
17

33 + 55
43 + 57i

54 1 59

The Expanding Disc 01 Nova AguiLA —Dr Lunt
contributed a paper on this nova to the June meeting
of th^ Royal Astronomical Society whxh contains

some interesting culculatiuns on the rate of expan-
sion It was written before the recent Lick measures,
which indicate a mean annual rate of incrca&c of

diameter of 19^, but he notes that Barnard’s measures

Sve an increase of 2^ m the first six months, so that

? rate may be diminishing
Assuming the displacements of the edges of tlie

bands in tne spectrum to be a itieasure of the rate of

expansion of the nova into a planetary nebula, Di
Lunt found a radial velocity of i^oo km /sec , which
would give a diameter of 1/100 light->ear in a year,

and would imply a distance of the nova of 1000 light-

years
According tG Van Maanen’s parallax of the ring

nelHila In Lyra (the largest nebula on his list), its

diameter u 0*16 light-year The expanding nova
would attain this size in sixteen >ears if the rate w<tc
m^tained.
Dr Lunt notes that in the nova spectrum there arc

fine dark lines close to the normal positions of the

H !L*id K lines of calcium, which indicate a motion
of approach to the sun of 17 km f^ec , exactly the
amount due to the sun’s own motion A similar

future has been noted m several other stars, and
the suggestion made that these lines arise from
clouds of very tenuous calcium vapour at rest in

SMce On this view these lines exist In the spectra

Of most stars, but are hidden by the star’s own lines

unless the latter are shifted b> a large radial motion

The New Minor Planet GM —It will be remem-
bered that last January Seftor Comas Sola, of Barce-

uma, discovered a new minor planet which was much
tbfli^ter than most of those discovered in recent years,

and was taken for a comet by some observers The
Object was very well observed for several months, so

that on acetfrate dctermlnadon of the orbit Is possible,

add thm Is not much fear of its being lost again, as

ihos happened to many of th&e little planets The
ulscGverer has now given it the name ” Alphonsina,**

in double homage, as he says, to Alphonso X of

who was known as “the Savant,” and to the

preoent king, Alphonso XlII
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Annual Visitation of the National Ph]rsical
Laboratory.

ON the occasion of the visitation of the National
Ph> Mi al Laboratory by the Oemral Board on

June 22, a latgc number of distinguished vibitorb

availed theniM.lves of the upporCunit> of inspecting
the laborator> llie visitors were received by the
ihairuian of the bi>.ird (Sir Joseph j i homson) in

the 7-ft wind channel ot tlic new «iei onauticb build-
ing, and afterwards visited the various deparliiients
ot the laburatorv, w here exhibits illustrative of rec*ent
work weie on view

Ihe exhibit in tlie engine<iing dcpaitment was
noticeable for tlie large number ot machines for test-

ing tesisiance to shock and to fatigue Ihe da> is

past when a simple Ust in tension is considered
to Meld sufticiont data foi structural material,
and man> othei forms of test arc now in use One
inichinc, Ut signed by Dr B llaigh, subjects the
sjiecimcn, b> means of an alternating magnetic flux,

to a maximum load of ±075 ton reversed two
thousand times every minute Another mstiuincnt,
designed and constructed in the department, tests the
endurance of slrandtd cables passing over pullcvs
\inong the impact testing maehines, m4in> of which
were designed and made in ihe department, mention
may be made of one in which both hammer and anvil
are swung, by this means it is possible to obtain a
sinking velocity as high as 43 ft per second
Maehini s for nu>asuring Uic clastic limits of materials
at high temperatures and for determining the eflTu lency
of cBnins, gears, etc , wore also among the exhibits

In the aeionautics department vntious wind ihuinnels

were operating, measurements of the performance of
air-scrcws, the effects of aeioplane bodies on screws,
s\nd stability tests on bodies being carried out Ap-
paratus for measuring tlie skin-frution of air passing
a\er thin plates was also exhibited
Amongst the exhibits in the metallurgy dep.irtmcnt

were n number of examples of failuies of steel and
alloy articles which had li-cn sent in for investigation

Photomicrographs illustrating sections from thes^^ as
well ns various sections un&t tlie microscope, were
shown
Ihc representation of the constitution of a senes of

ternary alloys has never been an easy matter
Thr**o models were exhibited which lit. designed
to overcome this diflicultv Tiiev represent parts of
the “diagram” for copper-aluminmm-rinr alloys and
a part of the aluminium-magnesium silicon “dia-
gram ”

Considerable improvement his recently been intro-

duced into the manufacture of thin-walfed refractory

tubing for thermo-couple protection and insulation,

the apparatus with which it is made was shown in

opetntion

Demonstrations of tlie rolling of man^amn, cast
at the laboratory, into rods prior to wire-drawing
were given in the rolling mill Much valuable woifc
has fc^n done, in conjunction with the electricity

department, on this metal, and it is now possible

10 produce manganin wire ecjual to the best pre-war
material which was imported fiom Germany
A modified form of the Shakespeare kathnrometer,

used for measuring the permeability of balloon fabric,

was in operation in the aeronautical chemistry
division

The exhibits in the Froude national tank can be
divided into throe beads The first dealt with tests

on the trim, the longitudinal stabllltv, and the resist-

ance of hulls of flvmg-boats The second was work
which was being famed out for Llov*d’s Register in
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connection ^\ith the design of oil-tankers to determine
the fttrebscs m the bulkl^ds of the oil compartments
when the ship is pitching The effect of varying tlie

frequenev of the pitch was studied Ihiwy^ an
apparatus was shown for testing the effects of a
screw prc^ller working behind a ship If we know
the thrust which the screw must devclt^, and the
veJocity of the water behind the ship where the screw
IS working, relative to the velocity of the ship, then
the ordinal y data can be used to find the dimensions
of screw required for a particular service 'fhe object
of the cxjieriments is to find out these two factors

The heat division of the physics department
exhibited, amongst other things, a method of measur-
ing humiditv based on the property, shown by dry
cotton, of absorbing moisture at a very high rate
Two similar coils oFcotton-covcrcd wire, one of which
IS coated with cellulose, are wound on to a single

bobbin and connected up to the two sides of a
Wheatstone bridge Th^ are dned bv being inserted
into a tube containing PiOm u current being passed
through them at the s^mc time to ensure complete
drving Ihc coils are then drawn out of the dr\ing
tut>c into the atmosphere the humidity of which fs to
hi measured, the cotton on the uncoated wire
absorbs moisture with extreme rapidity, which causes
a rise in temperature of the wire, thus upsetting the
balance of the bridge and deflecting the galvanometer

\nother exhibit consisted of a pointolite lamp for

calibrating optical p>rometers The special feature

of this instrument is that the tungsten disc had n
tung8ten-mol\bdenum couple fused into It, by means of

which It was possible to measure the temperatuic of

the ^sc
In the optics division of the phcsics department

an apparatus was shown for measuring the cocffliient

of expansion of short specimens It has been used
lately for detei mining the coefficient oP expansion of
various glasses, and nas given very interesting n*Hults

Interferometer tests and methods of measuring n frac-

tivc indices were slso shown
One of the most interesting exhibits m the nietio-

logy department was a machine which was con-
structed to measure accuiately to une-millionth of an
inch Stip-gHugcs are now made accurate to

1/100,000 in ,
and to test them It is advisable

to have a machine which can read to one tenth

of this The machine is used as a comparator, 1 e it

measures the different e betwcm the standard gau^
and the one under test The chief feature of the

instrument is the complete absence of a micrometer
head The magnification is obtained partly mechanic
tallv, but mainly by a tilting mirror, which moves
the ima^ of a cross w'lre over a paper scale, giving
a magnineation such that a movement of i in over thi
scale corresponds to a difference in length of

1/100,000 in

Another machine, for comparing end standards
with line Standards, ran be used for lengths up to a
metre An important point about this instrument ix

that the two standards under comparison arc in the

same straight line

\ new tjpt* of micrometer for measuring the
diameter of small balls, rollers, etc , was also shown,
in which the readings arc made on two parallel

circles, one of which drives the other through epu
cychc gearing, tenths and hundredths of an inch are
read on one circle, and thousandths, ten-thousandths,
and, bv estimation, hundred-thousandths on the
other Both sets of readings are in line with each
other, making the instrument very rapid to read The
positron of contact is found bv means of a small
mirror moved bv the tail-stock of the instrument
The list of exhibits in the elcctncitv department was
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large and interesting, but there is only spac^ foi

reference to a very few of them A considMable
number dealt with photometry. Others were con-
cerned with the tem^rature coefficient of manganin,
with the measurement of frequency, effictencr,
amplifying power, and characteristics of electric
valves, and with a selenium-ccll current regulator^

The Carnegie Foundation and Teachers'
Pensions.^

'^bXCHERS* pension controversies arc not con-
* fined to England All our recent discussions of

this subject have their counterparts in the United
States, but there thev are immensely complicated by
the laik of co-ordinauon«between the different States
of the Union Great diversity exists between the
school pension systems which have been adopted or
are under consideration, and no attempt seems to be
made to bring them into relation one with another
The universities and colleges (or such of them as

are admitted into association) are the speaal province
of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teachink, and the fourteenth report of this bod\ con-
tains evidence of work of great value. Beginning in
XQ05 with an initial benefaction of ten million dollars,
the endowment adnynistered by the trustees has been
increased bv later pfts and accumulated interest to
more than twenty millions The object of the founder
was to provide retiring pensions for teachers in uni-
versities, colleges, and technical schools in the United
States, Canada, and Newfoundland ** without regard
to race, sex, creed, or colour*’, but the granting of
pensions does not bv any means represent the whole
of the activities of the trustees To enable them to
discharge effcttivclv the duty laid upon them, they
have felt compelled to conduct many inquiries and,
when necessary, to offer fearless criticisms, and bv
these meins thev have undoubtedly exercised a power-
ful influence on the qiiaUtv of higher education In
Amenca
During the vear iqiS-tq the trustees disbursed

m retiring and widows’ affowances a sum of
more than eight hundred thousand dollars But
in that venr the old plan of granting such allowances
was deflnitelv Tbandened In favour of a scheme under
which the teacher himself is called upon to contribute
towards the orovision for his own retirement It Is

of spotial interest to observe that, at the time when
we in this countrv were adq>t)ng for school-teachers

a nation'll pension system on a non-contrftnitorv
basis, w^hlch manv unlversitv teaihers wish to be
extended to themselves, the Carnegie Foundation had
come to the conclusion, as a result of thirteen vear*
experience, that a free pension *’ could not be a solu-

tion of the problem m a ^mocratic country, but that
the bystem must be contractual and rest upon^ co-

operation of the teacher and hts oolle^ This nwthod,
in the opinion of the trustees, is the only pne that

IS 'just, feasible, and permanent’* To this end they
organised a Teachers’ Insurance and Anniuty Asao-
ciation, in the control of which the teachers them-
selves will have real representation, and Invit^ the
universities and colleges to adopt pension sihemea
based on joint contributions by th^ teacher and Ms
institution and worked means of policies issued

bv the new association. The trustees continue iJmiu

system of free pensions for those Who wore In tM
service of assoaated institutions before a eeictaln date"
but for others will content themselves with the pro-

1 C^unvsU Fomidat^ fer ib» AAvnfiuamt FoartMi^
Anmud H«pon •TUm ciiifarpiM tad ofthtTiMiurw. (N«» Vorh^
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vision of disablement allowances and the guaruni«*e

of a certain rate of interest on policies issued by the

Association
We see» therefore, that, through the administration

of a great pnvate b^efaction, there has been evolved
in America a pension system which m general form
is not dissimilar from the Federated Superannuation
System for Universities and University Colleges
in this country There are, however, important differ-

ences Whereas our federated system is m all essen-
tials applied uniformly tliroughout the institutions

concerned, the rew system in America is subject to

a variety of conditions as to the rate of contribution,

the grades of staff admitted, and other qualifiLations

as to length of service and amount of salary Albo.

whUe some institutions make entrance to the scheme
compulsory on all members of certain grades of staff,

othm leave it entirely to the option of the individuals

So long as this law of uniformity continues, the

simplicity of transfer from one institution to anothir,
so valuable a feature of the English system, can
scarcely be secured It is further to be observed that
the rate of contribution of the American college is

never more than 5 per cent , as (oinparod with the
xo per cent now generally given by the English
universit}^, but against this must be put the fact that

the policies issued by the American Teachers’ Associa-

tion are a little more generous In their terms than
tho*ic of the insurance companies in our federated
system
A particularh useful section of the fourteenth report

of the Foundation is that which deals with current

rsion problems both in America and in this country
is h^e that we are most impressed with the

almost chaotic condition of the pension arrangt-
ments in America as a result of the diversity of thr

State systems , but we are bound, on the other hand,
to confess that our own Fisher scheme, while ad
mitted to be generous, comes m for severe criticism,

etpeclaltv on account of its non-contributory basis

and of the alleged weakness of the arguments used
to support the adoption of a scheme of that character

Indera, throughout the report the virtues of the
contributory plan arc urged repeatedly and with great

Insistence, and we cannot dismiss hghtU the opinions

of an authority occupying the unique pos!t!<m of the

Came^e Foundation Though perhaps not within
the spnere of immediate practical politics, it is legi-

timate to conjecture whether greater advantage
would not result from a contributory system of pen-
sions applied to the whole of our teaching profobsion

than from a non-contnbutory system granted to a part

of It By the former plan we should recognise the

essential unity of a great profession, by the latter

we tend to separate it into parts and hamper the free

interchange of teachers between one institution and
another
Those who are concerned in unravelling the knots

in our own pension systems will find much suggestive

material in this and previous reports of the Camegit
Foundation But it is gratifying to feet that without

.the colossal munificence of a Carnegie wv have vet

reached a position which, with all its weaknesses, is

•till m many ways far In advance of that occupied

bv our Transatlantic cousins Though we may
lost opportunities, w« realise that in a com-

parative sense we are not. so badlv off as wre

thought and w^ nr^ led to nsk ourselves whether,

after all, the scheme inspired by Sir William M’Cor-

mkk'f Committee and designed by our universities

hi co-operation does not reoresent the best thing so

far done in the matter of teachers' pensions

In addition to its achievements in the pensions

Held, a valuable series of educational reports stands

to the ctedit of the Camej^e Foundatiwi Under this
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head the papers contained in the fourteenth report
on current tendencies in education, on legal educa-
tion, and on the training of teachers are w^orthy
of notice, though pirhaps not so much for their dis-

covery of new ideas as for their clear exposition of
accepted principles and ihcir straightforward descrip-
tion of the good and the bad in existing practice

National Food Consumption m the United
States.

uROb R \\ MONO PEARL has coiilubutcd to the^ Proceedings ol the Ameiicun PhilosophimJ
Society (vol Iviii

, 1919, p iSs) an instructive article

upon the lonsuniption ot foodstuifs in America from
1911 to 1918 11c distinguishes between (i) piimatv
louds, sucli as pUat matenals directly consumable b)

man, or animals not nourished upon pnmarj food-
stuffs, and (3) seiundai) foods, whiih covci the cdibic

picxlucts ot .inimals nouiished upon primarv fcKKl-

sLulls The necessary dcductiuns were inudc tor loss

111 storage, transit, etc , and for incHiibU refuse ihe
sutistics are expressed in terms of metric tons ol

proteins, carbohydrates, and fats, and also in terms
of Calories
Broadly speaking, the salient featuie of the anaUsis

1:1 the uniformity of consumption from year to vear
Ihe greatest lelativc advance ^relative, that is, to the

increase of population) was in the consumption of

fat, the least m the consumption of protein, but the

deviations from the hne of increasing population arc
small

turning to the sources, u appears that 47 Txr cent
of the protein is derived from primary, and 53 per
tent from secondary, foods Of fats, 82 per cent
are derived from secondary sources, while 95 per cent

of the carbohvdratcs come fiom primary sources In

tenns of Calories, 61 per cent of the intake is from
primary foodstuffs,

rhese figures art not grentjy different from the

Biitish returns analysed by the Food (War) Committee
of the Royal Societv We derived 42 per cent of our
protein, 02 per cent of our fat, and per cent of

our energy from secondary sources Put otherwise,
\\c get fewer Calories and less protein, but moie fat,

from animal sourns (cxclusivi of fish, which comes
under primary sources in Prof Pearl’s i lasstfication)

than the Americans We should, perhaps, use thi

past tense in this comparison, since the British dat\
do not refer to existing conditions

Thirty-six per cent, of the American intake of pro

tein lb in the form of grain, 26 per rent in meats, and
20 per ^ent in dairv products Of fat, 51 per ivnt

is furnished by meats, 27 per cent bv dairy products,

and 12 per cent bv vegetable oils .md nuts Of carho-

hvdrates, 56 per cent is furnished by grams nnd

26 per cent bv sugars Of total energy, 3S per rent

comes from grains, 22 per cent from meats, per

c'cnt from &irv products, and n cent from
sugars Thfisr four groups contribute 85 per lent of

the total energy value
The effects of the food economy campaign and the

food administration in 1017-18 are of interest The
total consumption of food increased, but not in pro-

portion to the population, the consumption of meat
pnictirallvdid not increase at all, and the consumption

of gram only i per cent The great increases were in

the consumption of vegetables, of oils and nuts, and

of oleomargarine, amounting respectively to 30 per

cent , 2q per cent ,and it6 per cent over the average^

of the preceding six years The Increase In the two

former groups mav have been due to the activltv of
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the Food Administration in urginf{ the consumption of
these commodities to relieve the pressure upon wheat
and animal products Ihe increased consumption of
oleomargarine was no doubt due to a tavourable price
in compfinson with that of butter and laid

Prof Pearl provides a suinmar> of daily consump-
don per ** man," which again brings out the uniformity
from year to year The largest figure Is 4361 Calories
in 1913-14, and the smallest 4211 m 1916-17 Ihc
average figures are 121 gramv of piotein, 169 grams
of fat, and 542 grams of carbohydrate, yielding 4290
Calories Assuming that 5 per cent of protein, 20 per
cent of carbohydrate, and 25 per cent of fat are lost

in the wastaj^e of edible substances, the per capita

average of ingested food becomes —Protein, 114
grams, fat, 127 grams, and carbohvdrate, 433 grams,

y lelding 3424 Calories These final figures are In good
ariord with the results of dietetic studies both in

Ameiira and in Fngland Prof Pearl justly remarks
that ** discussions of the minimum protein, fat, and
carbohvdrato requirements of a nation are in a con-

siderable degree academic if they base themselves upon
net consumption rather than gross consumption A
considerable excess over any agreed-upon minimum
physiological requirements must alwavs be allowed,

because there will inevitably be, in fact, a margin
between actual gross consumption and net physio-

logical ingestion or utilisatiOR

The report is a useful contribution to knowledge
It is to be feared that since the armistice little atten-

tion has been devoted to the study of national dietetics

in this country During the war British physiologists

made valuable experimental and statistical contribu-

tions to the subject, on the statistical side the work
of the late Sir William Thompson, and on the

experimental side that of Prof Cathcart and his

(.ollnborators, deserve special mention It Is to be

regretted that there is little prospect of the founda-

tions then laid being built upon, it will be long

Indeed before the task of feeding the nation ceases

to cause anxiety and to merit scientific elucidation

M G

Engineenng: Research in the U.S.A.

T he problem of co-ordmating[ the interests and
activities of the various en^neerlng institutions

and societies has been subject to much discussion in

this country In America this problem was lar^ly
solved by the establishment in 1904 of the United
Engineering Society, which combined the interest! of

four founders’ societies, namely, the American Society

of Civil Engineers and the American Institutes of

Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, Mechanical

Engineers, and Electrical Engineers The United
Engineering Society now numbers some forty thousand
members, and its administration con^rlses three

pnncipal departments, namely, the library board, the
engineering council, and the engineering foundation*

Tm last-named department is of particular interest,

and is directed to the furtherance of research in

science and engmeering
The engineering foundation was established as a

result of a gift of 200,000 dollars by J/Ir Ambrose
Swasey, dus sum being used as the n ideua of a fund
the income of prhich was to be devoted to research

or for the advancement in any other manner of the

profession of engineering and the good of mankind
This first gift was made in 1914, and in Smtember,
J918, Mr* Swasev added a nirther sum of 100,000
dollars to the endowment
The donor is an engineer and manufacturer, and

president of the Wamer-Swasev Co, of Clev^nd,
Ohio, a firm manufacturing fine tools and astro-
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nomical and other iMtrumgpts of precision Mr.
Swa,^ Is a number of mobt of the American en^
glnocring sodetiei, and of several Bnglish scientific
pieties, including the Royal Astronomical Socie^.
He 19 the author of a number of papers read before
American enginepnng societies,
For all practical purposes the engineering founda-

tion 19 a professional trust organised along the lines
of the Carnegie, Rockefeller, and Sage foun^tions
The faciliues it provides have heretofore been devot^
principally to engineering i exarch, and its most
notable work has been conducted through cooperation
with the National Research Council, which is an
organisation of men of science, engineers, and
educators brought into being by the National Academy
of Science at the request of President Wilson in 1916,
and employed lar^ly in the conduct of scientific
investigations telating to anti-submanne and other
war problems
When the National Research Council was formed

the administfritors of the engineering foundation made
themselves lesponsiblc for Its financial support for a
period of one year, and this brought into successful
co-operation a body of engineering and scientific men
in a ccmprehensive and practical manner

Since July, i9i<), the research work undertaken bv
the foundation has been of a very comprehensive
nature It has included, for example, preliminary
researches on such subjects as a new hardness
testing machine, the elimination of casting defects
from steel, the uses of cadmium, the uses of
alloy steels, Neumann bands in iron and steel,
the heat treatment of carbon steel, electrical
insulation, and substitute deoxidisera A sum of
15,000 dollars a year for a penod of two years has
been voted for the conduct ot research in the fatigue
phenomena of metals m the laboratories of the en-
gineering experiment station of the University of
Illinois From approximately fifty suggested subj^ects,
the engineering foundation has also selected for In-
vestigation (i) The wear of gears, (2) sprav camou-
flage for ships,

(3J
the directive control of wireless

communication, (4) weirs for the measurement of
water, (5) the establishment of a testing station for
large water-wheels and other large hvdraulic equip-
ment, and (6) the mental hygiene of Industiy
These investigations are now all in progress or

have been completed Particular attention has been
given to research relating to mental hy^ene in
industry, the objects of the research being to develop
or discover methods for adapting ps>chopathetic
Individuals to usefulness in industry

Realising, further, that mental hvgiene dealt with
only one of the many elements of t!w industrial ^er-
scnnel problem, the foundation board, in association
with the National Research Council, arranged for
the appointment of a committee representative of
anthropdogy, psycholo^ty, educational relations, indus-
trial relations, engineering, and medicine to ctn^lder
means for furthering the study of the probl^ns o/
industrial employment

Quite apart from such efforts, the engineering
foundation has interested itself in an attempt to co-
ordinate the activities of many of the very numerous
societies and associations, some local, some rtatlonat,

having a bearing on engineering, and to harmonise
their relations and aims. Up to the present, however,
no active investigationar'^ork along these lines has
been undertaken While the foundatkm maintains the
dosest relationship with the divisions of engineering <

of the United Engineering Society and tM Nation^
Research Coundl, It reserves the right to conduct
under its own immediate direction such researehet as
may commend riiemsclves to its membenriilt)*
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The administration of the engineering foundation
is conducted by sixteen members elected by the United
Engineering Society, thirteen of « horn must be
members m the founder societies Mthough Anally
organised only in the early part of 1015, tlK founda-
tion hat become thoroughly established, and ts

carrying on a most admirable work
A P M Fleming

African Soitwooda for Pulp Production.

By A H Unwis,
Late Senior Conservator of horestb, Nigeria

ABOUI the year 1907, ut the instigauon of tlie lati

Sir Alfred Jones, an inquiry addressed to the
West African Colonies uith regard to the softwoods
suitable fur paper or pulp production As a result a
list was compiled for tlK Benin country, v^hich
included some twenty species of whitewood Since
that date little or nothing has bten done tov\ards the

solution of this problem Nevertheless, much gieatcr
knowledge has been obtained of the softwoods of tlic

West African Colonies—ithe Gambia, Sierra I^one,
Gold Coast, Nigeria—and of West Africa gcncialU
Although baobab (Andansotua dtgitaia) has been

suggested as suitable, it is usually found rather remote
from navigable wateiways, and in such scattued
quantities that it is doubtful if its exploitation will

pa\ On the othet hand, the wood of tne cotton-ticc,

Jinodettdron oft/raciuosum and L orientale, has
been adversely reported upon, but it docs not appear
that vciw exhaustive ex{^rimcnts were made with
either of these species The ense of its production,
the raptdilv of its growth, and the softness of its

wood would seem to (omm< nd the cotton-tree foi pulp
production The wood of Bombax bnenoposense ma\
also be of use
Perhaps a more suitable wood will be obtained from

the African maple, Inplochtton Johnsomt and 7

wgcftcwn The woexi of both these species is of

about the same hardness as that of spiuce It is of

a similar colour, and the fibres are long The tree is

very prevalent, its reproduction easy in the proper
locahties, and its growth ranid On average soil

the trees reach pulp-wood size within ten vears, and
there are many specimens even in seven vears

In certain localities the occurrence of
BarUrk is such as to redden the hill-sides wMth
its flowers in March The growth of the tree is ver\

rapid, and the wood is fibrous and porous The tree

will attain pulp-wood size in five veais In suitiblc

localities the natural reproduction from mature trees

is rapldlv filling the whole forest

OtW StercSlae, such as tomentosa rhtnopciala^

and tragacemiha, might be used Of these the last-

named appears to be the most suitable It is also

very prevalent, and grows raoidlv The w»ood of

StercvUia rhtnopetala mav prove to be a little hard,

but With modem means of pulping it may be possible

to use all these species at the same time
The quantity of bamboo on the West Coast of

Africa is negligible, though the area of its distribution

Is gradually widening
The Alblzzias usually produce in their vounger stages

a whitish-yellow softwood Most aperies grow verv

fast, and would yield pulw-wood within ten vears

The wood shows long fibres .Owing to the prevalence

of the tree in the forests, there would be no difficultv

as to the Quantity The wood of Tetminaha snperha

should prove Of value, though its brownish tinge mav
hove to be removed In order to make the best-coloured

pulp It is prevalent and its growth is rapid

Another verv common tree is AUtonia eongensts,
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w hich is often found in the sw amps as ,well as in the
moist forests Its growth is very rapidl and it would
yield pulp-wood in seven vears Owing to its pre-
valence, this softwood with its longish fibre should
prove of value
The wood of Ricmodendron HeudelotU appears to

be suitable, though the colour is dull gtey-brown.
Ihe tree is verv prevalent, and its natural regenera-
tion prolific It reaches pulp-wood size wuhin a
period of seven to ten years Pycanihus hontbo
IS another tree which appears to viekl a suitable
species of timber It is veiv prevalent, the wood
IS soft and fibioiis, and natural n^production is great
Even the much-despised Musan^a SmUhit might on
occasion be used to supplement inadequate supplies of
other pulp-wood timbcis Niar the rivers in some
districts there is a common tree named Otu, which
IS niantod by the natives It yields a soft whitowood
which has a longish fibre

With the grc.it shortage of paper-pulp it appears
that the utilisation of those West African species of
trees should be undei taken as soon as possible
N.iturallv, It will mean a good deil of experimental
work, but with the experience alrcadv gained in
Canada and Norwav and Sweden it should be possible
to produce pulp below existing cost Although Vfnenn
labour is expensive as compared with Indian or
Burman, it has proved itself thoroughly adaptable to
training in the use of complicated machinery such as
that omolovetl in shipbuilding and in oil- and saw -mills
With a population of about sixteen millions of people

in Nigeria alone, it has been found possible gradually
to obtain sufficient men for a new industrv

Effect of Topography on Precipitation In
Japan.

/^ONSlDER\BLE attention has been directed^ recently to the subject of the orographical dis-
tribution of rainfall, and results obtained in different
places are liable to lead to girieral deductions, not
only independent, if not quite lonlradictorv , but also,

on the face of them, improbable We mav inst«uice an
alleged c^onnection between Indian monsoon intensity

and the extent of local water surfaces, and also
M Mathias' cartographical demonstration that the
increase of precipitation with altitude is directly

dependent on the latitude, at any rate in France Mr
Carle Salter’s lecture to the Institution of Water
Fngineers on the relation of rainfall to configuration
gave little ground for suspecting either of these possi-

bilities

At first sight. Prof Terada’s contribution in the

Journal of the College of Science, Tokvo Imperial
University (vol xli , ait 5), appears to be only n
supplement ,to nievious work of rrofs Nakamura and
Fujiwhnra, but one or two compar itively fresh notes

are struck Prof Omori had previously found a cor-

relation between earthquake frequency in some dis-

tricts and precipitation m others This is now
described bv Prof Terada as a case more of

parallelism than of cause and effect, for he prefers

to attribute both phenomena to barometric changes
rather than to associate the instability of the soil with
percolation His main purpose, however, is to study

the effect of the discontinuity of wind veloci^ on
land and sea, and for this purpose ht* divides Japan
into six distdets, three fadng the ocean and three

the Japan Sea, and in each district chooses two or
three stations near the coast

The three "ocean” divisions show a marked increase

In rainfall with decreasing latitude, but on the con-
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tinental side the middle section is the wettest More,
over, taking the divisions in pairs, there is a marked
difference in the comparison In the northern and
central pairs the *' continental ” section is the drier,
while in the remaining pair the difference is greater
and also reversed in sign Prof Terada connects this
anomaly with a possible “centre of action ” controlled
bv the position of the Korean promontory, but it

seems to be quite possible that he has overlooked the
probable effect of the contour of the land Itself A
glance at the map will show that his southernmost
“ocean" division is practically outside the mam
island, ahich includes the northern and central divi-

sions and the greater part of the continental southern
divition, so that we should naturatlv expect some sort

of anomalv In that region, apart from the fact that
the vertebral line of division, which is not far from
a meridian in the north, tends to become more nearly

a parallel in the south
The author has adopted a good plan in using per-

centages instead of totals to prevent undue emphasis
being placed on the wettest periods and places

Economic Entomol<^ in the Philippines.^

A CONSIDERABLE porti6n of the Bulletin before

US is the outcome of work undertaken with the

definitelv economic object of procuring and trans-

porting to the battleheid natural enemies of the beetle

inomata ortetUaltSt which, by reason of the havoc
wrought in the larval stage on the roots of -the sugar-

cane. Is a serious pest in the plantations, and was
causing heavy losses in the Island of Oahu, Hawaii
It 1$ gratifying to learn that the <^st of the entomo.
logisti was entirely successful, and that through their

labors the foe appears to have been vanquished, and
thereby all mankind benefited in the saving of large

quantities of one of our most valuable articles of fooi

The ally which the entomological staff summoned to

the aid of the sugar-planters was the “wasp ” Scolta

tnarUlae It is perhaps prudent here to indicate that

the term "wasp studies" must not be understood to

apply solely to the true Diplopterous wasps, the

VespidsD, It 18 used in this publication as a con-

veni^t term including many families of aculeate

H'/menoptera other than the bees

5coIia tnamlae is a small black and yellow wasp
that occurs abundantly in the Philippines The
females possess the power of detecting the presence of

certain subterranean beetle grubs, and, haWng located

their victim, dig down to it and deposit on its ventral

surface an egg from which there soon emerges a larva

that devours the beetle grub The plan of campaign
was simple At Los Baftos quantities of females of

Scolta tnantlaf were captured and placed in suitable

vessels In which had been placed beetle grubs of

appropriate age, and a sprig 01 foliage moistened with
water and honey for the pmdnal benefit of the wasps
Most of the grubs duly received an egg; those so

favoured were placed In clay cells which were packed
in soil in a tightly closed ^n, and then shipped to

Oahu Here the Scolfas of the next generation

emerged and were liberated They establUhed them-
selves wUh such success and increased so rapldlv

that they are now more abundant near Honolulu than

at their native place, Los Baftos, while the pest

t ^ PUHppb* Watp Psrt I,
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AnonuUa orttntahs is vanishing so satisfactorily as to
cause wonder how the wasp maintains Itself*

The authors describe and figure twenty-six new
species belonging to several different femlUes of
"wasps", and the bionomics of these and otiiprs are
narrated with great detail by Dr Williams His
observations shew that many species of these “ wasps "

are of economic importance in keeping in chedc the
numbers of harmful insects, and suggest that an
important line of research is here open to the field-
naturalist From the purely scientific point of view,
perhaps the most interesting feature of the ^tletin
IS the fremiency with which instincts and briiaviour
that are ctiaracteristic of the most highly de^lmed
social wasps manifest themselves sporadically and in
an incipient fashion among these solitary sp^es So
much is this the case that it becomes almost possible
to construct a gradually ascending series from the
simplest to the most highly specialised Commencing
with species that differ but little in habits fri>m the
Ichneumonidse, stinging and onlj temporarily para-
lysing their victim in order the better to attach their
egg, but constructing no nest or burrow of anv
description, we may pass on to those that dig burrows
or build nests either unaided or in company with a
few other individuals, and reach the climax in the
elaborate domestic arrangements and architecture of
our familiar soc a! wasos and hornets O H L

Climate of the Netherlands

^HE Royal Netherlands Meteorological Insti-^ tute has recently issued, as publication
No 102, "The Climate of the Netherlands with
Respect to Air Temperature," by Dr Ch M A
Hartman Many years have elapsed since any
previous discussion of air temperature in the
Netherlands was undertaken The stations yield-
ing observations only for recent years have been
compared with the stations available for longer
periods, by which, together with the aid of stations
affording hourly observations, special correctlqpg have
been found for each month and for each station
required to secure the true temperature from observa-
tions at the hours of 8, a, and 7 At Zwanenburg,
situated midway between \m8terdam and Haarlem,
there is a series of observations from 1743 to 181^,
and at De Bilt observations are available from 1849
to 1917 The annual vanatlon is ^ven for twenty-four
years from 1894 to 1917 inclusive at twelve stations,
the range of temperature varies with latitude and with
an increased distance from the sea Diurnal varia-
tlon Is much affected by the influence of the tea,

which suggests the difficulty of obtaining a true mean
temperature from a combination of, say, three hours,
8, 2, and 7, and of maintaining the same hours in
winter and in summer, but a change of hofurs is

recognised as not practicable The highest tempera-
tures observed are 99° F and 97*^ F at Maestricht
respectively on August 4, 1857, and July a8, loii,

and 97^ P at OudenboM'h on June 8, 1915. The
lowest readings are -8^ F, at Wintertwijk on
February 7, 1895, end at Katwl}k-on-Rhine on
February 14, 1895 Frequency of different tempera-
tures is given for several stations and for all mimths,
and the occurrences of dlymal variations of tempera#
ture for each degree Centigrade are tabulated* sho
thei diurnal range for each of the twenty-four hours*

One of the many tables shows tlia temperatinss which
occur each month, with the different directions of
the wind.
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The Present Condition of the Abonnines
of Central Australia.

1 NhOKM\riON lately nxeived in thib Lountry dis-* LioMS an appalling condition of aHairb among ilie
aborigines of the interior of Australia ITic whole
population IS thoroughly polluted with disease,
both tubercular and venereal

»
and the north-

eastern tribes are doomed It is anticipated that
another ten years >^11 see the last of such interesting
^bes as the Dieri, Yanntowanta, Ngamcni, and
Nauroworka This is largely due to contact with the
lower elements of European and immigrant Asiatic
civilisation Misdirected kindness, however, is also,
to some extent, responsible A liberal suj^ly of Govern-
ment blankets has been distributed among the tribes,
they wear the blankets when working in the sun, and
then, when thoroughly overheated, sleep on the ground,
pneumonia follows as a natural consequence Another
cause of then diaappearunc'e is due to the difficulties
attendant on food-supplv The game on which they
subsist IS killed off or driven away by the encroach-
ment of civilisation Distress from this cause has
recently been aggravated by severe drought The
extent of the ravages arising from these vanous
causes may be gaugH bv the fact that half a century
ago it was estimated that there wc re 12,000 aborigines
within 180 miles north and 200 miles east of Adelaide,
and now there are not more than about 1 20 in that area
In the early eighties of last ocnlurv Gason stated that
IT steps were not taken, multiplication of the aborigines
would result in the disappearance of the European
population, yet in this same area of which he wrote it

IS now estimated that at the outside there arc not
more than 2000
The deplorable condition of the aboriginal popula-

tion was discovered owing to the fact that during tin
War a number of expeditions were sent out to Central
and North^n Australia in connection with the search
mr minerals for use in munition work Dr Herbert
Basedow, a Protector of Aborigines in the service of
the South Australian Government, who was a member
of several of these expeditions, was then brought into
rioae contact with the tribes On his return to Ade
laldc at the end of the war he endeavoured to arous«»
the public conscience bv a meeting in the 1 own Hall,
•t which he gave an undisguised account of what he
bad seen As a result 500? has been subscribed, and an
equal amount promise by the Government, for theCIsion of medical relief This sum has enabled Dr

to get together n small relief partv HU first
^pedltion on this wrork followed the course of the
Straeledd to Innamlncka, thence along the Cooper,
across the boundary into Queensland Recrossing the
border, the party visited Cordillo, Cadelga, Ringa-
murra, and Blrdsvtlle, thence following the Diamin-
tina to Hergotl Springs One of the severest droughtsm record was raging at the time, the heat was
ternfle—the avera^ temperature was F —
and sand-storms blew for forty-eight hours at a time
No fewer than seven horses were abandoned ex-
hausted along the route from Diamantlna to Hergott
Springs The condition of the aborigines alon/» the
route is de^d-fbed bv Dr Basedow as » shocking "
Dr Basedow has recently started on another exnedi
Hon on which he proooses to oroceed along the head
of the Ausn^ahan Bight as *far as Eucla, along the
Ntillarboi Plains to Port Augusta, thence northwards
to Oodnadattn, and across *thc houndarv to the
McDontiel Ranges
Valuable os is such provision of medical relief ns is

Possible In tbpse exoeditions it is obviously orK a
temporan pallfaHve One of the most effecrive of the
measures adooted for the assistance of the aborigines,

,
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whether dirnil^ under blatc protection or not, in the
neighbouiing btate of Western Australia has been the
establishment by the Government of a regular medical
seiviLC Further, while undesirable Europeans and
Xsiatus aie peimittcd to mingle without control with
the natives, it is inivitable that diseases will continue
thfir ravagLs unchecked A movement, which is

receiving influential support, has been set on foot to
induce the Government of South Australia to proclaim
thi north-west corner of the Slate, including the Mus-
grive, Mann, ami TomkinbOn Ranges, as an absoluU
reservation It is hoped that it mav also be possible
to secure from the Commonwealth and the Western
Australian Governments the proclnmatidn of the ad-
joining ranges of the Not them rerritory and \Vestern
Australia as strict reservations This will probably be
the last chance of preserving the Central Australian
tribes from complete extinction

F N Faii u/f

University and Educational Intelligence.

Canbkidgf -Dr Shiilington Scales has been tip-

pointcd University leiturer in medical radiologv
and ekctrology, and Mi F Lavington, Emmanuel
College, Giiuiers* lecturer in economics Mr J
Chadwick, Oonvilk; and Cuius College, has been
elected to the Clerk Maxwell scholaiship in

experimental physics, Mr H K Holden, St John’s
College, to the Bonn W Levy research studentship
in biochemistr) , and Mr A J B<-amish, of Corpus
C Igisti C olle^, to tlK‘ VAienbury stholnrship in

< conomics
Ihe Marshall hirbirmni, lumprising 2),oou sheets

of British plants contained in dustproof oak cases, has
been bequeathed to the University bv the late Rev £ S
Marshall, a keen and able field botanist, “ unsurpassed
as a collection of the critical flowering plants both in

point of the number of interesting things he found
and the care and industry he showed in selecting and
pressing specimens of them ”

EDiNnuRGH — ihe foundation stone of the new
University buildings wis laid bv the King on Tuesdav
last, and the Quetn accepted the honorary degree of
LLD
Liverpool —1 he King, on tlx recommendation of

the Chancellor and Council of the Duchy of Lan-
caster, has <ontnbut«l 100 guineas to the appeal
fund

Shbiiikld —

D

i WES Turner has been ap-
pointed professor of glass technology, Mr J Husband
professor of civil engineering. Dr Mellanby professor
of pharmacology, and Mr R E Pleasance demon-
strator in pathdogy
Bv an inadvertence these appointments were given

in Nature of June 24 under the heading " Leedt» **

Prof F Francis has been appointed Pio-Vico-
Chanoellor of the University of Bristol in succession

to Prof Lloyd Morgan, who is about to resign the
office

Dr O C Bradixv, piincipal of the Roval (Duk)
Vetfrlnarv College, Edinburgh, has been elected pre-
sident of the Royal Collei^ of Veterinary Surgeons
in succession to Mr J McKlnna
A saiooL of medirino, surgerv, and dentistrv in

connection with the University of Rochester, New
York, has received an endowment of i,8oo,aooZ from
the U S General Education Board and Mr G, F-ast-

ntan, of the Fastman Kodak Co The contribution
of the Board is z,ooo,noof , and that of Mr l^stman
8oo,oool
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Ihe Eugenics Education Sociey has arranged for

the holding of a summer school of eugenics ana civics

at Herne Bay College on July it-Ai^ust 14 The
inaugural address 'will be delivered by Fiof A. Dendy
on 'Evolution In Human Progress,** and there will

be lectures and dtscusslonb on heredity, biology,
eugenics, and soclol^y. The address of the society

IS n Lincoln's Inn Fields, W C a

A bUMMER school of clvics IS to be held, under the
auspices of the Civic Education League, at the
Technical Institute, High Wycombe, Bucks, on
Juiv 31 to August 14 There are to lectures on
maternity and child welfare work, anaUtlcal psycho-
log>, and reconstruction problems, and courses on
civfcs, sex education, local and central government,
and anthropology have been arranged for Further
particulars can be obtained from the Secretary,
Summer School of Civics, Leplay House, 65 Bcigrave
Road, S W I

An important American academic change is an-
nounced in the simultaneous resignations of Dr
G Stanley Hall as president of ClarK University and
of Dr Edmund C Sanford as president of Clark Col-
lege, and the appointment of Dr Wallace W Atwood
as single head of both the University and the college
Dr Atwood has been orofessor of physiography at
Harvard since 1913, and is at present in the West in

(.harge of a field expedition %or the U S Geological
Survev In addition to his executive position, he will

oc.cup\ the chair of regional and phvslcal geograohy at I

Clark University Dr Stanley Hall is retiring m order
that he nrav devote his whole time to the completion
of several books on psychology which he has nad m
hand for a considerable penoa Dr Sanford will take
the chair of psychology at Clark University, which
Dr Stanley Hall Is vacating together with the
president

Wb learn ftom Actence that the following appro-
priations have recently been made by the U S General
Education Board —To the Washington University
Medical School, St Louis For endowment, 250,000! ,

for additional laboratory facilities and equipment,
14,000! To Yale Medical School For endowment
ftowards a total of 6oo,oooZ ), 200,000! To Harvard
Medical School For improved facilities in obstetrics,

bo,ooof , for the development of teaching in

psychiatry, 70,000! To Johns Hopkins Medical
School For development of a new department of
pathology (towards n total of 120,000/ ), 8000I From
the same source we learn that the Rockefeller Founda-
tion has made appropnations as follow —To Dal-
housle University Medical School, Halifax For
buildings and equipment, 8o,ooo!

, for endowments,
20,000! To the Medical Research Foundation of
Elisabeth, Queen of the Belgians, Brussels For
general purposes of medical research, 1,000,000 francs

The frontier between school and university has
recently been the subject of much discussion The
Prime Minister’s Committee on Science recommended
that eighteen shoujd be the normal age of entry from
secondary schools to the universities, and m making
that recommendation it was supported by all the
witnesses who gave evidence on tht subrnt The
Board of Education, bv us efforts to standardise the
Second School Examinations, and by watching the
advanced courses given in schools, has done much to
direct the studies of those who really are in the post-
matriculation stage while at school , and the universi-
ties are faced, more than ever before, by the problem
of how to arrange for students who enter with wide
differences of attainment There is but one solution *

eiasticitv of organisation, both in the matter of
estaminations and in that of prescribed courses
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During the past year a consultative council, on which
were representotivei of seven umverslties and four
associations of school teachers, has heen formed 1^^
the Association of Science Teachers in order to discuss
the overlapping of school and university training. As
a result, a resolution was sent to the various
universities urging them *'to recognise the value of the
post-matriculation work in efficient schools by accepting
the passing in subjects in one of the approved Second
School Examinations as exempting from the corre-

sponding subjects m the Tntennc&ite Examination
and the first Medical Examination of the University,*^

The Association of Science Teachers it to be con-
gratulated on organising the discussions which haveM to this expression of opinion by 0 body well con-
stituted to View the situation from opposite sides

Societies and Academies.

London
Faraday Society, June 14 —Prof A W Porter, vice-

president, in the chair —Dr A Flock and T Wallace

Conduction of elcctnaty through fu!*ed sodium
hydrate The resmtance to the passage of current
through fused caustic soda and its rate ot change with
temperature have been examined by a direct-current

method In viei^ of the difficulties of containing the
soda in a non-conducting non porous vessel, the expen-
ments have been carried out in the centre of a large
mass of soda The decomposition voltage has been
studied and found to be a variable quantiti

,

decreasing at the rate of 2 25 x 10*** volts per degree
Centigra^ nse in temperature This figure differs

from the previously published figure of 3*95 x zo-*
It has been found that when a inzrrent is passed
through fused sodiirm hydrate between two sodium
electrodes the current is always proportional to the
applied E M F —Dr H F Hawortk The measure-
ment of electrolvilc resistances using alternating cur-
rents An electrolytic cell acts like a capaaty in
senes with a resistance If this capacity and resist-

ance be measured at various frequencies, tbe^ will

be found to varv with the frequency If the imped-
ance of the cell IS olotted voctorially with respect to
the resistance for various frequencies, the locus is a
straight line which cuts the resistance axis at Infinite

frequency This givos the true resistance of the elec-

trolyte —J L HtMghtoa The mea«.urement of elec-

trical conductivity m metals and alloys at hi^h tem-
peratureM The study of the electrical conductivity of
alloys has gcnernllv been earned out by measuring
the conductivity of the alloys at room-temperature and
plotting a curve connecting conductivity with com-
position, but much valuable information can be ob-
tained bv plotting the curve connecting the composi-
tion and temperature and using a series of such curves
in the same wav as the ordinary thermal curves The
paper describes a method which ran be emplcytd for

this—N V S Kalbbs and H. PalfnsKO The
theory of electro-chemical chlorate and perchlorate
formation This paper is the outcome of a studv oi

the electrolytic formation of chlorate and perchlorate
based on recent large-scale operations. It aims at a
presentation of the theory of lAie tnechanikm o1

chlorate and perchlorate formation and its aoplicatkw
to their technical production A series of Investiga

tions was undertaken to elucidate a numbss
of doubtful oolnts and to obtain data which were ol

Importance in the technical control of the process —
J B Firth • Sorption of iodine bv oarbem Ttw
scarption of Iodine bv^ carbon was studied over a period
of five years ; the forms of carbon used were tamp-

I

blade, blood carbon, sugar carbon, animal catikoo,
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coconut carbon from and coconut carbon from
fnut. The solvents uW were chloroform and ben-
sene The activity of the carbon vvas shown to depend
on Its previous treatment In all cabes a rapid con-
densation takes place in the tinit few minutes, fol-

lowed by a much slower sorption, w'hich con-
tinue for several years The influence of the mzl of

the carbon particles was also studied —V H Jeffery

Electrolysis of solutions of sodium nitnte usin^; a
copper anode —Dr A M WlUUais The pressure
variation of equilibrium constant in dilute solution
The apparent discrepancy between the exprcsbions of
Planck And Rice rests on a misinterpretation of the
letter’s 8\mbols Another deduction is jjiven —Miss
Nina Hesall Models illustrating crystalline form and
symmetr>

Llnasaa Society, June 17 —Dr A Smith Woodward,
probident, in the chair —(The centenary of the death
of Sir Joseph Banks ^Dr B Daydon Jackson
Banks as a traveller —Dr A B Rtndte Banks as a
patron of science —J Brlttea Banks as a botanut —
Dr A, Smith Woodward Banks as a trustee of the
British Museum of paramount power
June 34 —Dr A Smith Woodward, president, in

the chair—Dr C J F Skott^rg Botanical features
of the Juan Fernandez group of islands —Dr R J
TQIyard The Cawthron Institute This institute is to
be situated in the city of Nelson, N Z \n account was
given of the early life and adventures of the founder,
showing how he rose from a low estate to become
a very wealthy man In his later \oars he busied
himself with philanthropic enterprises, and on hib
death it was found that he had left the greater portion
of his fortune for the put pose of founding an institute
of scientific research After all cLnims had been paid,
the Cawthron Trust was left with a capital of about
3oo,ooof ,w'hich, wisely invested, would yield an income
of about ii,ooof a year. Prof T H Easterficld, of
Wellington, N 2 ,has been apoointed director and chief
of the chemical deoartment, with Mr T H Rigg,
late of Rothamsted, working under him as agncul-
tural chemist In the biological department Miss
K M Curtis has been aopointed mycologist, and Afr
\ Philpott assistant entomologist The library and
museum are under the care of the curator, Mr W C
Davies The activities of the institute will be diretted
towards scientific research, both pure and applied
with the view of benefiting the primary industries of
New Zealand as a whole and of the Nelson Province
In particular

AristotetUn Society, lune ai —Mr \ F Shand in
the chair—Miss Edgelt Memory and conation The
views of three writers approaching the subject from
the different viewpoints of philosoohical psychologv,
blologv, and psychiatry, viz Prof tVard, Dr Semon,
and Dr Freud, were examined with reference to the
question Poes memory require the recognition in
mental life of a speafir function, conation? Analvsi<t
shows that for Prof Ward the activity of the subject
of experience is essential both for the development of
memory and for manv of its manifestations If the
ai^tivltv of the subiect be understood as implying cona-
tion, then the author’s theory of memory does involve
conation Dr SetBon, following Herlng and Butler,
regards nwmory as a function of all organic matter
and its laws as laws of organic life Neverthetes*^ in

dealing with human meipory Semon recognises
••vividness” In imagerv as essential for memory and
asffDciation Vividness Is dtstlncmished from intensltv

and made to denend on attention The relation of
attention to the laws of orcfanlc life Is still c^Mteure,

And attention is treated as if it were an original force

The fdle of conation in the rwychology of Dr Freud i
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lb aii-important It Is the conation of unconsdou
wi&b which IS regarded as explanatoty, if not of th

fact of memory itbetf, at least of many of the pheno
mona of remembering and forgetting in ever) day life

Paris

Academy of Scicaces, June 31 —M Henn Deslandre
in the chair —The President announced the death o
\dolphe Carnot, free number— L lorres Quevede
was eketed correspondant for the section of mechanlci

in succession to the late M Bouivin —P Hamkert
bunctions of the hyperpnraboloid of icvululion am
hvpersphcrital functions —J VUVey The thoice o
the density of filling in th< conception of aviatlor

c\plobion motors — R Jsrry-Dssisges DifTeren

phenomena observed on the planet Mars m thi

present opposition Nix Olimpica was discovered h}

Schiaparelli in 1879, but no measurements ha\e beer

taken since that date Searches without result wen
made in 1881 b> Schiaparelli, and m other obscrva
tions between 1907 and 1916 The concordanof

between the measurements made at Milan in i87<

and those taken at S^tlf in 1930 leave no room foi

doubt that Nix Ohmpica has reappeared -Mme
Pauic CaUst Two inodes of rectificaiion of current’

by galena —£ Berger Some reactions started b^ c

primer The use of a pnmer to start a chemica
reaction instead of an external apoluation of heal

was first used by Goldschmidt, a mixture of bariuir

pcroxick and magnesium powder being employed tc

start the reaction between fenk oxide and pow'deret!

aluminium The new pniiKr proposed by the authoi

consists of 60 per cent potassium nitrate (or sodium
nitrate) and 40 oer cent commercial calcium silicide

This burns with a very high temoerature, and can hi

lit with a match A description is given of the

applications of this method to the production 01

phosphorus and arsenic, the reduction of the sulphate!

of the alkaline earths by phosphorus, and the pre-

S
aration of the fluorides of silicon and boron —

A

[econrs The constitution of the grey lilac « hromium
sulphate —P Jallkols and P Bontler The precipita

tion of mercurii salts bv sulphuretted mdrogen
The authors have applied the aponratus described in

an earlier communication to the study of the reaction

between mercunr chloride and hydro^n sulphide, the

reaction being tamed out with the two reagents in

varying prooortions With excess of sulphuretted

h\<frogen the prccioitate has the composition HgS;
with the mercuric chloride in excess the precipitate

(white) has the comoosition 3HgS,HgClg, and there

was no indication of the existence of anv other inter-

mediate compound —P ^ Chevsnard The thermal
change of the clastic properties of mckel-slecls The
results of experiments on twenty-eight allovs of iron

and nickel arc given graphicallv in two diagrams —
A dc G RocaMlano The catnlvtir decomoosition of

solutions of h\drogen ocroxide b\ rolloidat olatinum
Brcdig and his pupils concluded from their expen-
mental studies of this reaction that it was mono-
molecular The author has used eloctrosols of

platinum as ratalvst, and comes to the conclusion

that the reaction in this case is not monomolecular
or of the first order During the reaction the ratalvst

is changed If some of this altered ratalvst is added
to a fresh quantity of hvdrogen peroxide, the ensuing
reaction Is now monomolecuinr - E HIMt The
hx'drolvsis of the oolvsaccharides Details of further

exDerlments on the use of a mixture of sulphuric

add and sodium henzenesulphonate as a ratalvst

for the hvdrolvsfs of the sugars Glucose and galac-

tose retain their rotatorv and reducing powers un-
changed under the action of this cataUst, nort-

larvulosic sugars, such as lactose and maltose, are
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not hxdrolywd at the ordinar> temperature, whilst

with saccharose and raffinose the lievulose i& com>
plctely split off after sufhcient time at the ordinary
tempei ature or after one hour at 98® C —L CayMx
The secondary t^uarU and the rhombohedral quarts

in the iron minerals of the I^ngwy-Briey basin —
K Abrard Ihe existence of the Aalenian stage in

the massif of Zerhoun and at Djebel Tselfat (Western
Moiocco) —P Rviis I1ie alluvial terraces of Oum
er Kbia (Western Morocco) —L Dsalel Antagonistic

n^actions and the tdle of the pad in grafted puinlH --

K (lollUtrawad The structure of the planUcell

Kepiv to a recent (^mmunlcation of M Dungeard —
M DaagMrd Reply to the preceding note —

E

UcfKt The use of mixtures of formal and chromium
compounds as fixing agents Three formulfle are

given for fixing reagents containing formal, chromic
acid, and uc^tic acid in different proportioiis Al-
thoujgh the use in the same liquid of a powerful
oxidising agent and a reducing substance would
appear to be irrational, long experience has shown
that such mixtures give excellent results —

E

RsHbaad The use of trioxvmethx leno in powder for

the destruction of the larvae of mosquitoes Trioxy-
inethvlenL exerts a specific toxic action on these larvae,

and has advanta/Ks over petroleum and other re-

agents m use Detailed instructions for the best

^plication of the tnoxvmethykne are given —

J

Kagaatta The toxicilv of certain dead heterogeneous
grafts —A Qarto The chemical composition of the
tubercle bacillus A new substance has been obtained
from tubercle bacilli by extraction w'lth chloroform
and subsequent purification bv precipitation from
chloroform solution with ether, the fats remaining in

solution in the ether and the new substance, named
hyalinol, being precipitated* Seven grams were ob-
tamed from 1500 grams of the bucilli An anatysm
and some reactions of the hvalinol are given —

R

Daclaax The formation of asporogenic races of
Baedius anthfocts. The attenuation of its virulence—MM A TriBat and MalMa Experiments on the
transmission of an infectious disease in animals bv
the intermediarv of air Influence of the tetrmra-
ture —MM A Mayer, Oaleysse, Plaiitel#l, and raaid-
Pimlet Pulmonar\ lesions determined bv blistering
compounds Studies on the pulmonarv lesions caused
bv the inhalation of vanorls^ or pulverised dichloro-
ethvl sulphide on the dog, rabbit, and guinea-pig

Books Received.

iechno-Chemical Receipt Book Compiled and
edited by W 1 Brannt and Di W H Wahl
Pp xxxiii+5 x6 (London Hodder and Stoughton,
Ltd

)
I5f. net

PsychOTCuroses of War and Peace By Dr M
Culpin Pp vIl+137 (Cambridge At the Univer-
sity Press ) iw net

Reports of the Department of Conservation and
Dcveiqnnent, State of New Jersey Annual Report
for the Year ending June 30, 1919 ^ 115
(Trenton, N J

)

The Science Reports of the TOhoku Imperial Uni-
versity ist Series (Mathematics, Physics, Chemis-
try ) Vol IX , No a, April (Tekyo Maruaen Co

,

Ltd*

)

Meddelanden fr&n Lunds AstronomiSka Observa-
torium Scrie 11 , Nr aa A Study <rf the Stars of
Spectral Tvpe A By H G Mahnquist* Pp 69
(Lund )

The Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of
Bmfland* VoL Ixzx. Practice with Science Pp
v1ii-^438+cH (London* J Murray) 105
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Diary of Societies.

THUXSPAY^ JufV ft.

RoTiiL Socimr ov UaciiaNa (OknMiici Mid GynMcotogy SvetioaX
M ft.—G Ilmj The PuSology of AoddiiMal Hmnornioao.

J^^RiDAV, JviT®
Wkst London Mbdico^hinCiigicai Seciarv (at th« WtA Leoddn

Ho^pllid), M 5. -Amwal General Meeting

SATl/MDAy, jDiv

pMvsioi oojcAi. SociBTV <at Phyilological laboentory Univeraltri Osferd)*
1 1 4 —J R* LeatJiM mnA H C Broadhom Sraation of Pttoapha^—
J BarmftandP J Houghton i DUftMleii Co-eflkaept of 1 iing.—S. P L.
ndreoND mod E, J Cohn SolaUUCT of Olobniin.—A Kregh RMCCldo
ot BLod Veaoeb to I oeol ScimuiL

TUASMY, July *3.

SoaaiT POB INS Study op Inbuibtv (at iho Medical Sodotf of
Loodool St 4.—A. tCvsaa and Othors Dbenuioa on Akohol and
AloobotiMa in lelatMO 10 Veoercal Dihem

WMDNSSDAY, July 14

Institution op Pstsolbum TBCHNOtoGisTt ^in Canada l5aildlB&

Lryaul PalaceX st 6 —H Barringer Oil Storage, Trantport, attd

UnlnbutHMi (Pree PuMlc Leuurey.

THUMSDAY, July 15

RovAt SociviY OP Ubdicinb (Deraatology SoctwnX at 5
RdHTOBr Socirrv (at UniYevetty CollegeX nt q—Dr W D Coolidge
Addreu (Hperial Open Meeting).
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Medical Research.

** A TEACHING hospital will not be content

solely with making; the best possible pro-

vision for the treatment of injuir and disease and
for imparting knowledge

,
it will recognise as one

of Its most important functions also the increase

of knowledge
“The problems of disease presented by living

patients arc the most difficult and complex in the

whole range of the ph> steal and natural sciences

Much light can be shed on them by investigations

conduct^ in physiological, chemical, pathological,

pharmacological, and bacteriological laboratories,

especially by experimentation on animals
,
but it is

increasingly dear that the scientific study of many
of these problems can be undertaken with the

greatest advantage in well-equipped, special labo-

ratories connect^ with the hospital clinics and
in charge of investigators trained m chemical,

physical, and biological methods, with convenient

access to the material for study and m close touch

with the clinicians
“ The familiar analytical and statistical study of

cases of disease, based on simple clinical observa-

tions, and first extensively and fruitfully applied

by the great French clinicians of the early part of

the last century, has been of immense service to

medicine, and will continue to be of service A
good clinical observation has precisdy the same
scientific value as a fact demonstrated in the labo-

ratory, and, even if more difficult of interpreta-

tion, IS often the safer guide for the action of the

physiaan,
“ It is, however, from the special clinical labora-

tories that wc may reasonably hope for a more
penetrating insight into the causes and nature of

many diseases, an insight which perhaps may arm
physicians with a saving power of prevention and
treatment "of some of the' organic diseases of ad-

vancing life comparable tq inestimaUe gifts

of bacteriological laboratories to the prevention

ond treatment of infectious diseases. We must

welcome the establishment of such laboratories

and the hew directions which they are giving to

yfifdtcal research. When the purposes of such

tab6ratories are made clear, their foundation and
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support should make an especially strong appeal
to public and private philanthropy "

I have quoted these remarks made some thir-

teen years ago by the distinguished leader of

American medicine, Prof William H Welch, of

the Johns Hopkins University, because they ex-

press so precisely the motive and the object of

the reforms to be effected at the University

College Hospital Medical School with the help of

the Rockefeller gift Dr Welch spoke not only

with deep insight and eloquence, but also with

the experience he had gained as the Father of the

Johns Hopkins Hospital and its famous Medical

School

The aim of the reforms of medical education

that were introduced at the Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity m 1893 was ptimarily to educate the

medical student rather than merely to prepare

him for examinations In other words, every en-

couragement was given him to learn by personal

observation and experiment and to rely upon his

own judgment, and he was provided with every

facility in the way of properly equipped labora-

tories and ample material to carry out this scheme

of work Above all, he was given the time, un-

disturbed by multitudes of didactic classes, in

which to cultivate his powers of observation and

acquire knowledge by his own efforts In other

words, the ideal was to make e\ery student and
member of the staff devote himself to original

research and the advancement of knowledge

How fruitful such a method c<in become wc know
from the history of our schools of physiology

The influence of the great reforms introduced at

University College by Prof Sharpey eighty years

ago was earned to Cambridge by Sir Michael

Foster, to Oxford by Sir J Burden Sanderson,

and to the Johns Hopkins University by Prof.

Newell Martin, and the xcsult of these practical

methods of studying physiology has been to con-

vert almost every department of that subject into

an institute of research and a perennial source of

new knowledge

The contrast presented by departments of

anatomy in the English-speaking world, before

1893 m America, but even now in this country, is

profound The remarkable activity of physiology

has been one of the contributory causes
, and the

very circumstance that Sharpev, the reformer of

physiological education, was primarily a professor

of anatomy was one of the factors in sterilising

the spirit of adventure m his own subject. This

paradoxical result was due to the fact that as a
professor of anatomy and physK^ogy Shatpey was

X
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at Lberty to take from the former subject the

more vital and interesting parts with which to

render attractive his own particular hobby,

practical physiology When his disciples carried

the new physiological gospel to Cambridge and

Oxford (thence to English-speaking schools the

world over), histology and embryology were re-

garded as part of the work of the department of

physiology This could not have happened if

anatomy during the last half-century had had any

men like Sharpey, Foster, Burdon Sanderson, or

Gaskell to claim their rights and obtain the neces-

sary laboratories and equipment for real research

m anatomy Instead of this, while most of the

schools of anatom) fell into a condition of

inertia, the gospel taught in the one active and

dominant school was the complete repression of

the saentihc imagination and the crushing of all

research that was not a mere record of facts

Franklin Mall was able to do what he did in

America because he was ndt subject to this para-

lysing influence which was crippling British

anatomy

It IS necessary clearly to appreciate these

historical circumstances in order to understand

the present contrast between the attitude to-

wards research in anatomy in American and
British schools. In many of our departments

no attempt whatever is made to add to

knowledge, in fact, in certain of them there

is not merely apathy, but even active op-

position to original investigation But, for the

historical reasons I have mentioned, there is no

adequate provision in any anatomical department

in this country of the means for carrying on re-

search, even when the staff and student*^ are

anxious to do so Those anatomists who, in spite

of these obstacles, have been keen enough not to

be altogether discouraged by them have in many
cases done excellent research, but only to And, in

not a few instances, that their zeal was regarded

as an obstacle to their professional advancement.

Now that this unfortunate and not very credit-

able chapter in British anatomy is coming to a

close, it is unportant %o get a clear idea of the

aims of such an Institute of Anatomy as the

Rockefeller Foundabon’g gift will enable us to

build up in London.

The /Chief purpose of the new building will be
to provide ample room and equipment to permit

the staff, graduate students, and even under^

graduates, to investigate any aspect of the pro-

bleins of man’s structure and development. There
win be dissccting-rochns and museums for tbe
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study of macroscopc structure, and laboratoxies

and museums for th* investigation of the mani-

fold problems of anthropolc^ and man’s evolu-

tion, but there will also be laboratories for the

practical study of embryology, histology, and

neurology, both human and comparative, and

every necessary kind of equipment for work m
any of these subjects Proper provision is to be

made for research in radiography, with special

reference to the light it throws upon the struc-

ture and functions of the living body and its de-

velopment In other words, the new institute is

intended to provide accommodation and equip-

ment for research in every aspect of anatomy and

anthropology, and the close association which is

to be established with the departments of physi-

ology and vertebrate anatomy and with the

hospital will help to widen the outlook of investi-

gators in anatomy and give them a clearer vision

Special importance is attached to this integrating

aspect of our scheme of work, because it is pro-

posed to create in the institute a department for

the experimental study of the factors that in-

fluence growth and development and the causation

of anomalies of structure and pathological mbn-
strosities Research in experimental embryology

has been one of the most fruitful and significant

fields of work in American anatomy departments

within recent years It is difficult to exaggerate

the importance of the work earned on at the

Carnegie Institute of Embryology by such men
as Drs Streeter and Lewis and their collabora-

tors, by Dr Ross Harrison at Yale, and by Dr.

Stockard at Co nell Medical Scho<^, to mention

only a few out of many
In addition to these fields of investigation, many

of the schools of anatomy in America carry on
experiments in genetics, not so much for the

purpose oi studying Mepdelism as for corrdat-

ing the results of breeding experiments with other

branches of work in anatmny and experimental

embryology.

To carry out a programme of this sort it is our

aim to have a staff numerous enough to give

every member at least half his time free from
teaching to devote to research; for a teacher

who is not actually engaged m investigation is

merely a retailer of second-hand goods

At a time when" tiiis serious attempt is being

made to provide proper fadlities for carrying on
research in anatomy, it » particularly gratifying

to know that the University of CamlMddge has
appointed to its chair of anatomy the most
learned British exponent of the tedmique of
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anatom; and embryology By his extensive and

«xact knowledge of anatomy and his technical

skilly no less than by his personality and sound

judgment, Prof J T Wilson will exert a great

influence in the encouragement of anatomical

research m this country His appointment to

Cambridge inspires the confidence that the dark

days of British anatomy are numbered
G Elliot Smith

Intellectual Stock-taking

^x) iScisnca and Theology Their Common Aims
and Methods By F W Westaway Pp
xai + 346 (London Blackie and Son, Ltd

1920 )
Price 155 net

(a) J?ecent Developments in European Thought
Essays arranged and edited by F S Marvin
(The Unity Series ) Pp 306 (London

Humphrey Milford Oxford University Press

1920 ) Price i 2S 6d net

There seems to be a general disposition at

the present time to take stock of the

achievements of the human race in the generation

which lived before the great cataclysm of the

world-war We feel, as mankind felt a hundred
years ago after the great upheaval of the French
Revolution and the succeeding Napoleonic
struggle, that we are at the beginmng of a new
age If we are to be effective in reconstructing

and directing the new life of humanity, we must
know the nature and extent of the forces in hand
so far as they are under our control The two
books before us attempt this task in a very dif-

ferent manner The first is the effort of a single

worker to gather up and present, m a compact
form and without bias, the definite results of

recent saentific, religious, and philosophical re

search, and where they are conflicting or anti-

thetical to state the case for each The second
book 18 the joint production of several workers,

under the leadership of the author of *'A Century
of Hope,” to express the characteristic features of

the philosophy, religion, science, art, and history

of the last half century, or more precisely of the

period which begins with the Franco-German War
of 1870 and ends with the outbreak of the gre it

war in 1914

(1) Mr Westaway’s work is primarily ad
dressed to students of theology, and intended to

aid them in finding a philosophic basis for their

cienoe Before they caxk have this philosophic

basis, however, they must, he thmka, master the

nuun prmapks of mathematics, of science, and
of scientific method If, the student is told, he

resorts to metaphysical arguments concerning
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the infinite before he has made himself acquamted

with the nature of infinity m mathematics, he is

violating the first principles of common sense The
same is true of physics, biology, and psychology

The student, we are afraid, will think it a hard

saying, but then here is Mr Westaway 's epitome

of the bases of all knowledge offered to him in

tabloid form, compact and neat as in a medicine

chest Every theory that is held by anyone of

authority in the saences and philosophies, or

which can be held, is set forth in abstract terms

and each summary of results is supported by a

formidable list of books of reference The theo

logical student is left without excuse

(a) A very different tone pervades the book

edited by Mr Marvin, for in this the personality

of each of the twelve writers is given full ex-

pression It makes the diversity more interesting

than the unity Perhaps the most telling contrast

lb between the positivistic tone of the general

survey with which Mr Marvin introduces the

course, and the idealistic exuberance with which

Miss Melian Stawcll closes it But surely the

oddest contribution to the volume is Prof

Taylor s estimate of the philosophy of the last half

century It begins with a mystifying line of

istensks, and ends with a ‘ note
** The note

is appended as an apology ” for omitting Berg-

son, or, rather, for refusing to regard that philo

sopher is other than a transient and spent force

The reason given is that his earliest work in its

opening chapter contains *
a couple of elementary

blunders,” and on these the whole of his philcH

sophy is based Ihe note is certainly necessary,

because the other essays in the volume might

easily lead the reader to imagine that the period

had been dominated by the philosophy of Bergson

The meed of honour in philosophy is awarded
by Prof Taylor to Mr Bertrand Russell, mainly

on account of his joint work with Prof Whitehead

m Mathematica Pnncipia He thus agrees

With Mr Westaway in holding the mathematical

theory of infinity to be the basis on which philo-

sophy must build There can be no doubt that

if the award is to be decided in the manner of

the Greeks after the battle of Salamis, Mr
Russell must be acclaimed facile princeps^ for

there is no hving philosopher in regard to whom
such striking unanimity prevails No one agrees

with him, but everyone is anxious to set forth

his reasons for disagreeing Prof Taylor is no
exception He looks in vain for any recognition

by Mr Russell of what he regards as the one

vital and absolute necessity of philosophy, the

attainment of knowledge about the soul and God
For this he refers us to the two eminent Italian
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professorst VariKo and Ahotta, and omits any

reference to their more celebrated contemporaries,

Croce and Gentile. His prayer is “for a Neo-
Thonust who is also a really qualified mathe-

matician ”

All the essays m the volume are interesting^

Principal Jevons writes of religion from the point

ot view of folk-lore study , Mr Gooch has given

an admirable review of the history of historical

research, the science which Croce names **storio-

grafia **
,

while Prof Bragg treats of “ atomic

theories," but is only able to indicate in a note the

new interest aroused by the work of Einstein. Of
this it is too early to take stock H W. C

Petroleum Geology.

Geology of the Mtd-ConUneni Oilfields, Kansas,

Oklahoma, and North Texas By Dr. T. O.
Bosworth Pp XV+314 (New York. The
Macmillan Co , London^* Macmillan and Co ,

Ltd., 1920.) Price 3 dollars

I
N this the latest contnbution to the geology

of the great Mid-Continent oilfields, Dr
Bosworth has content^ himself with summarising

the results of most of the recent work published

by American geologists in the Bulletins of the

United States Geological Survey, and m those of

the Oklahoma and Texas Surveys in particular

His aim throughout has been to present the facts,

leaving deductions to the intelligence of the

reader, since, although he sets out with the

intention of reviewing those facts, he does not

succeed in attaining this end, for his final chapter,

devoted to general conclusions, mainly deduc-

tive, occupies only a little more than five pages

out of a total of 282 of text, and cannot he re-

garded as more than a somewhat hurried and ron-

committal postscript to the preceding sections of

the book

To any keen student of petroleum geology the

anoouncement of a new publication dealing with

one of the world’s greatest oilfields is to be
r^arded with a certain degree of anticipation,

partly with reference to possible new theories of

oil accumulation and development, and partly (in

this case) from a curious desire to see bow far the

teachings of the British geolc^ical school may be
affirmed or modified by association In their own
country with American oil technologists. This
dual antiapation, however, is doomed to disap-

pointment, because there is certainly nothing
stnkingly new in Dr. Bosworth ’s book, and one
further perceives m the work a strong under-
current of bias to prevalent American opinion.

It was to be hoped, for example, that new light
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would be thrown on the structure of the North

and Central Texas fields, which arc of such recen|

development and importance, but, beyond a brief

description of the local "closed dome," “nose,”

and “terrace” structures originally described by

Dorsey Hagar m his paper before the American

Institute of Mining Engineers (1917), httle in-

formation IS forthcoming

Another point on which more information is

desirable is the possibility of the future develop-

ment of the fields to the west The general west-

ward dip of the Palaeozoic rocks tends to shift the

oil horizons of the Pennsylvanian beds deeper and

deeper in that direction, and further prospecting

must inevitably lead to deeper drilling, assummg
the structure to remain uniform But it is by no

means certain that such is the case, and on this

point the author is unable to enlighten ua He
suggests certain possibilities in regard to locatmg

oil m the underlying Mississippian attd in the over-

lying Permian ‘ Red " beds , but in the former case

the great depth to which borings must necessarily

penetratj: wall tend to limit operations, whilst in

the latter the oil occurrences are probably ex-

tremely localised, the conditions obtaining in the

Healdton (Permian) field, which he quotes at some
length, being the exception rather than the rule.

It IS only fair to add, however, that the short-

sighted policy of many of the oil companies in

prohibiting the publication of the results of de-

tailed surveys prevents many workers from doing

full justice to their research, and science, m con-

sequence, must suffer accordingly

It is interesting to note that in his conclusions

the author regards the “vegetable " hypothesis as

^accounting for the origin of the hydrocarbons, and
he further recognises White’s laws of progressive

devolatilisation as applicable to the Mid-Continent

fields, an opinion which is m accordance with

American views

For the rest, the book certainly contains some
useful features, the stratigraphy of the oilfields

and the relations of oil accumulation to structure

in most of the important fields being treated very
concisely. The chemical side is by no means
neglected, and the general charactenstkis of the

Mid-Continental oil and natural gas, and the pro-
duction of gasoline from that gas, are dealt ^th
m some detad Maps, plans, and photogAphs of

the fields are included, togeth^ with a Ubiio-

graphy of the more mkportant works relative to the

area The volume will probably make its stnmgest
appeal to those who wish to gain a tu^oad idea ci
the geology of the otlfielda without having re^

coarse to survey and other technical pubUcatumi.

H. B. MiLiom*
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Fuel Problems.

FubI Productton and UiUizatton By Dr H S

Taylor (Industrial Chemistry ^ries ) Pp
XIV + 397. (London Bailli^re, Tindall, and

Cox, 1930 )
Price lOJ 6d net

This volume IS intended more especially as

a post-graduate book which shall ** sup-

plement academic training with the broad facts

of fuel production and utilisation ” The mam
nources from which the author has drawn his

material are the valuable bulletins issued by the

United States Gcdogical Survey and the Bureau

of Mines, supplemented by other American and

Canadian sources of information Everyone

famibar with fuel problems realises the great

value of these publications, and although many

of the author’s quotations from these and his

other sources are lengthy, his judicious selection

of material has enabled him to compile a volume

which cannot fail to be of value to a much wider

circle than post-graduate students

A great change in the fuel problem has fol-

lowed from the enormous rise in the price of coal,

and It IS difficult to sec what the far-reaching

ultimate effect will be Certain it is that man

Will be driven to consider the utilisation of much

material which has hitherto received but little

attention, and to give closer attention to using the

Last heat unit possible in every ton of coal While

coal was cheap economists preached to deaf ears

,

economic necessity will produce effects which

years of preaching failed to accomplish Dr
j

Taylor’s book should go a long way to help those

who are prepared to take the serious view which

the situation demands of these problems, and it is

of value not only as recording what has been done

in the near past, but also as indicating possibilities

in fuel utilisation in many directions.

One of the features of the book is the broad

outlook of the author on many of the problems

which, whilst at present of very minor importance,

bear evidence of becoming of considerable prac-

tical importance with the great alteration in con-

ditions in the fuel situation The utilisation of

the minor fuels—peat wood, coke for industrial

purposes, and pulverised coal—together with the

many problems associated with the low-tcmpcra-

turc distillation schemes, are more adequately

dealt with by Dr, Taylor than by most writers

of gtnerad books on fuel, the considerable space

' devoted to these problemy being amply justified

by their potential importance

From the scieatific pomt of view the "syn-

th'bUc fuels arc of consideraUe interest In the

future some may become of great importance.

The'merits of alcohol as a fuel arc now very widely
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recognised, and the author gives an excellent

account of this question Closely connected—^in-

deed, part of the problem—is acetylene as fuel,

either directly, for small motor vehicles have been

driven by this gas, or more specifically as a pos-

sible source of alcohol Several processes for the

conversion are referred to, the steps usually in-

volving the formation of aldehyde by absorption in

acids, generally in the presence of mercury salts,

and the conversion of the aldehyde into alcohol

by reduction by Sabatier’s method with hydrogen

in the presence of nickel as a catalyst

Of a similar character is the production of

hexahydrobenzene (hexamethylenc) by the hydro-

genation of benzene The author points out the

advantages of such a fuel of constant composition

and properties, but he docs not refer to the one

great disadvantage of this compound, namely, its

high freezing point (64^ C ) He refers to it as

suitable for aeroplanes, but this high freezing

point obviously entails serious difficulties In ad-

mixture the claim for homogeneous composition

IS gone, and even alone it is difficult to see what
advantages it possesses over benzene, which has

approximately the same freezing point, or even

over commercial “benzol,” which freezes below
o® C and has no greatly varying degree of vola-

tility J S S B,

Hurter and DnfBeld.

A Metncnal Volume contaxmnfr an Account of ihs

Photofrraphic Researches of Ferdinand Hurter
and Vero C Driffield Betng a Reprmt of their

Published Papers, together with a History of
their Early Work and a Bibliography of Later

Work on the Same Subject Fdited by W. B
Ferguson Pp xii + 374 (London The Royal
Photographic Society of Great Britain, n.d

)

Price 355

Dr hurter died twenty-two years ago, and
Mr Driffield afterwards did little or nothing

more m connection with their joint labours than

complete and publish the work that was almost

finished It is possible now, therefore, to regard

their work as a whole, and to see something of

the relationship that it bears to the general pro-*

gress of photography from the scientific point of

view

Hurter and Driffield did two very considerable

things They devised the method of drawing what

they called, and what ts now universally known as,

the “ characteristic curve ” of a developable sensi-

tive surface. This may at first appear a very easy

thing to do, but it is often the things that are easy

to do which are the most difficult to get aS and a|
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the greatest fundamental importance With the

curve are, of oouraci included the units that it

involves and the facts that it represents. As to

its advantages, it is enough to say that it was at

once adopted wherever photography was regarded

as a science, and no better method of expression

has since been suggested

Their second notable achievement was that

they promulgated certam conclusions to which

they had come with on energy and assurance that

stand unique in connection with this, if not

with all scientific subjects Their statements in

their communication of 1890 with regard to some
of the opinions and experiences of others as inter*

ested in the subject as they were, were put in such

vigorous language that they amounted to chal-

lenges Of course, this led to discussion and to

further work, and discussion breeds discussion,

and work breeds work Dr Hurter and Mr
Driffield either separately or jointly were always

ready to take any pains, by reading papers,

often travelling long distances to do so, by writ-

ing articles, or by personal correspondence, to

make clear and to upheld their views They thus

administered a powerful stimulant to scientific

photography
It IS of very secondary interest what these views

were, because the whole subject has received since

then more attention than any two persons could

possibly devote to it, and, indeed, Hurter and
Driffield themselves, in their last important com-
munication on “The Latent Image and its De-
velopment,’* demonstrate by further experiments

the necessity of largely, if not radically, modifying

the statements to which so much exception had
been taken

It must not be supposed that Hurter and
Driffield set out with the intention of doing the

two things that we have endeavoured to describe.

To quote their own words “Our object was to

discover a method of speed determination, and
it was not, as the [photographic] public seemed to

infer, to deal finally and exhaustively with the sub-

ject of development This subject was purely inci-

dental . As everyone knows, they did devise

a method for the estimation of sensitiveness, and,

as mig^t be expected from such capable men, a

method wholly different from any o&er, but, like

all methods, it has its advantages and its disad-

vantages* The sensitiveness a plate is not de-

finite except under definite conditions, and in prac-

tical work the conditions are not uniform.

It id^but a short step from the courteous and
ever kindly Hurter and Driffield to the memorial

volume before us, because Mr. Ferguson has done
his work well and with full sympathy. The
volume begins with Mr. Fei^son’s recent lecture
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on tiieir early work, which is followed by a review

of Dr. Hurter *5 mathematical work by Dr H«

Stanley Allen, and by the patent specifications of

the early actinometer and the actinograph Then
come reprints of all their important communica-

tions to societies and journals Mr* Ferguson has

certainly not erred in the direction of making too

exclusive a selection, though he tells us that there

are many other publications of theirs, chiefly

polemical letters to the photographic Press, which,

if reproduced, would have filled two more volumes

After this there are a bibliography of 717 items,

extending from i88x (Hurter 's actinometer patent)

and 18S8 (the actinograph patent) to 191S, and
name and subject indexes If there should exist

anyone interested in scientific photography who is

so saturated with the work of Hurter and Driffield

that the reprints do not appeal to him, even he
cannot fail to find the bibliography and indexes of

considerable use C J

Our Bookshelf.

Bygone Beiie/j Being a Senes 0/ Excursions m
the Byways of Thought By H. Stanley Red-
grove Pp xvt -(-20^+33 plates (London
William Rider and ^n, Ltd

, 1920 ) Pnee
xos 6d net

This senes of fragmentary discussions extends
over a vast area * Pythagoras and his philosophy,
medicine and magic, bird superstitions, powder
of sympathy, talismans, ceremonial ma^c, archi-
tectural symbolism, the Philosopher’s Stone, the
p^Uic element in alchemical doctrine, Roger
bacon, and the Cambridge Platonists It is in-

evitable that a discussion of such varied subjects
in a hmited space is not likelv to be fruitful, nor
will the author’s interpretations command uni-
versal acceptance Thus we are told that “the
alchemists r^arded the Philosopher’s Stone and
the transmutation of the base metals mto gold as
the consummation of the proof of the doctrines of
mystical theology as applied to chemical pheno-
mena,” though some were influenced by more
material objects The premises from which they
started were “the truth of mystical philosophy,
which asserts that the objects of Nature are
symbols of spiritual verities* There is, I think,
abundant evidence to show that alchenay was a
more or less debberate attempt to apffly, accord-
ing to the principles of analogy, the doctrines of
religious mysticism to chemical and chysical
phenomena ” Of course, it is generally amiltted
that the idea of transmutation had a philosophical
basis such as it was,<4ad that alcben^ to some
extent unified and focussed diemieal etfoit, but it
was, to use Liebig’s words, “never at any time
anything different from chemistry.”

While it Is diflBcult to accept the author’s tran-
scendental interpretations of these and IdiKlred
phenomena, he has collected much curious learn-
ing, for whidi he supfdies wtequate references,*
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4ttKi he gives us a number of curious illustrations,

one of which, however, may ludiciously have been
omitted in a book which claims to be popular

The Propagation of Electric Currents in Tele-

phone and Telegraph Conductors By Prof

J A Fleming. Third edition, revised and ex-

tended Pp XIV + 370 (London Constable

and Co
,
Ltd , 1919 } Price 21s net

In preparing a new edition of his well-known
study ^ the propagation of telegraph and tele-

phone currents, Prof Fleming has taken the

opportunity of bringing it in line with both the

latest theoretical and the latest practical work in

this field The subject presents a very fine ex-

ample of mathematical investigation leading to

results of far-reaching practical utility, and the

author conducts his reader along a logically con-

tinuous path from the point where he introduces

him in the first chapter to hyperbolic functions of

complex angles, to the page near the end where
he pauses to show him a picture of a telephone

cable with loading coils being laid across the

Channel Telegraph and telephone engineers owe
a great debt of gratitude to Prof Fleming for

the way he has, at first in his lectures and then

in the volume now before us, brought together

so much valuable work in this complicated subject,

to which he himself has been no mean contributor

Perhaps the most valuable feature of the treatment

is the way in which he has simplified, so far as

possible, the mathematical results of the original

investigators, while at the same time facilitating

the budding of the bridge from the other end by

providing the material to extend the student’s

mathematical resources in the required direction

Half^ast Twlve Dinner Hour Studies for the

Odd Half-Hours By George W Gough
Pp. VI + 77 (London * Mils, Ltd

, n d )
Price is

There is abundant evidence that much of the

present-day industrial unrest arises from the ready

acceptance of fallacious economic ideas by many
of those engaged in industry The need for sound
teaching in the first prmaples of economics of a

character within the ready understanding of work-
ing men and women, and of all who help to form
puUic opinion, is acute, and Mr Gough has
rendered a valuable service in helping to satisfy

this need.

This inexpensive little book is an attempt to

correct wrong economic ideas and a limited per-

spective by providing a series of talks on familiar

economic topics such as production, capital,

profits, wi^es, the mechanism of exchange, and
the principles of fkxation. The author deals with

these in a brief but extreifiely lucid manner, and

his conclusions, while signiQcantly orthodox, are

atrived at without bias or prejudice. His illustra-

tions are most apt, and will effectively secure the

Interest of his readers. It is to be hoped that this

piddicatioa will be widdy read not only by indus-

trial workers and students, but also by the public

generally. A, P. M F.
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Letters to the Editor.
(THc Editor does not hold himself responstble for opiiuons est^'

pressed by his correspondents PfeilheT can ne undertake ta
return, or to correspond with the writers of, rejected maim
rcWptf intended jor thts or any other ^rt of Nature.
No notice ts taken of anonymous ccmmumcattans^l

The Sefiaration of the Isotopee of Ohiorine.

Proi Soddy (June 24) and Mr Core (July 8) have
in their comments on my letter in Naiurk ot June 17
lai^d several points of interest The former aske
that all the assumptions from which the equation

[crj[cu=[cicrj'

was deducx'd may be given Ihc ashumptions are
(i) The dificrenccs between the vapour prcssuies of

the three varieties of chlorine are negligibly small

i

s) The vapours are almost perfect gases

3) The three varieties of gaseous chlorine are
separable by semi-permcable membranes or other
means, or the equivalent assumption that the thermo-
dynamic potential of a mixtuic of the three varieties
IS the sum of the thermodynamic potentials of the
constituents

(4) The work required to convert reversibly 1 mol
of solid Ci\ and i mol of solid Cl, into 2 mols of
solid ClCl' IS negligible

The three last assumptions lead us to the formula

o-ilog,k+log. ICICI'}*

{LldlCl'^

where the bracket
j ] indicates concentration of

saturated vapour Whence with the aid of assump-
tion (i) we deduce that K»i
Assumption (4) follows from Nernst’s heat theorem

if It be postulated that the energy of the change
considered is almost zero It would appear, there-
fore, that if isotopes are inseparable by processes
similar to that described in m\ first letter, one of the
assumptions made is not valid

Prof Soddy asks whether there is any step in my
argument to prevent its being applied to prove the
possibility of the separation of arbitrarily selected
atoms from a group of completely identical molecules
by chemical means, for, if there is not, then it

follows, as a reducUo ad absurdum, that the equili-

brium equation
[C1M[C1,]=[C1C1T

18 wrong, and it is unnecessary to test its validity by
experiment Concerning this query 1 am in doubt
whether it would be generally admitted that assump-
tion (3) could be made in such a case as that con-
templated by Prof Soddy, and therefore I think it is

desirable that the question of the validity of the
equation should be submitted to the test of experi.
ment—so far as it is possible to do this

Mr Core assumes that the isotopes of chlonne are
inseparable by chemical means, but does not agree
with my conclusion that if such is the case
Nernst^s heat theorem will be difficult to defend
He admits that at finite temperatures the dlf-

ferenro in entropies of the solid reactants and re-

sultants is R log« 4, but he argues that it may become
zero at zero temperature owing to the effects of the
differences in properties of the three solids being more
pronounced at exceedingly low temperatures But
even if it be admitted that m the case of chlorine
the difference between the entropies of the reactants
and resultants ran be nothing at zero temperature
and Rlog,4 at finite temperatures, it has still to be
explained how the same rise in the difference of
entropies from rero to the constant value
could occur for a change of the same type in tlRi cate
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of another clenient which exists in the form of two
isotopes differing much less in their atomic weights
than those of chlorine Furthermore, if we put

if /(f) can be expanded in the analytical
aeries,

/(o)+/./‘(o)+jJ /'(o)+,etc.

and f(o) IS aero as Nernst assumes, then it must be
explained how the senes

/(o) + ^/'(o)+, etc

,

can become almost equal to t K log^ 4 between wide
limits of temperature

In fact, if the isotopes arc inseparable by chemical
means, 1 think that the most natural conclusion to
draw is that the differ^^ncc in the entropies of the
reactants and resultants of a chemical change taking
place at >&cro temperature is a finite quantity which
depends on the tyjx* of the change, and also, of
course, on the number of molecules transformed

Jesus College, Oxford D L Chatman

Antl-Oos Pans.
Owing to iny abb4.ncc fiom home 1 did nut see

Prof Alhiiand's letur in Naiure of June 10 on my
indictment of the War OfliLe until too late to reply

to it last week, but I hope you will now allow me to

put before your readtr^ a lew of the points he has
missed

First, may 1 repeat that 1 had no persona] interest

m the number of fans sent out, since 1 neither asked
for nor would accept payment or icward of any ktfid or

deunptton for their use during the war 1 attnbuted
the suffering and loss of life, which 1 deplore and
Prof Allmaiid denies, even more to the lack of

training, and consequent ignorance of what the fans
could do, than to their scaicily

Fioni this letter 1 gather that his own knowledge
concerning them is of the slightest He seems never
to have heard of the tkaring of trenches with them,
the purpose to whiih they weie principally put, but
he allows that they were * found useful ** for clearing

shelters and dug-outs that would otherwise have
remained dangerous for “hours, or even days,** after

a gas attack Wc ha\e only to picture our men,
after hours of hard fighting, perhaps wounded or
atnady gassed, compelled to remain in the opqp,
whatever tlic weather, with the remains of gas still

there, to realise the vital importance of clearing every
space, dug-out, and shelter the moment it was
possible Yet for a whole year (May, 1915, to May,
1916) the use of the fans with which it could always
have been done in a few minutes was held up by the
wilful obstruction of War Office officials It must be
remembered, too, that at the beginning of that year
the respirators were still quite crude and untrust-
worthy, and that even by the end of it they were very
far from perfect Is it too much to say, then, that
“much suffering and loss of life could have been
avoided '* had the fans been accepted^ and the troops
properly trained to use thbm, nine months earlier, as
they could so well have been? Or this point
Allmand is silent

He says that, later, fires were found to be as
efficacious as, and less fatiguing than, fans They
were Aot as efficacious, but they were certainly less
fahgning, as I have said, when the materials were
ready to hand; and it was perfectly right to use them
when practicabte. But each tune a space was cleaied
by fire, fresh dry wood and paper were required. Now
it is common knowledge that there were wide areas
whldi, over long periods, were so wet that dry wood
for even one clearing would have been bard to find,
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let alone many. Is it an exaggeration to say that
“much suffering and loss of life could have been
avoided ’* if those responsible had remembered thu*
and had provided not only plenty of fans for every
area, but also men trained to use them? On ttds
point also Prof Allmand is silent

“ Working an Ayrton fan, even tn thejnost approved
fa^hton ’*—my 1tabes—he eaya, “ is a tiring task.’^
Prof Allmand will, 1 am sure, be surpnsed to learn
that there are at leaiit three approved fashions, and
that the efficiency of the fans dej^nds almost more on
the ability of the officer in charge to choose the right
m^^thod for the particular space, and to place ai^

I

move his men propcrI>, than on the skill of the
wicldeis, moreover, the approve<l methods are not
less fatiguing than the wrong ones, only infinitdy'
more cfncient This ignorance on the part of an
authority on anti-gas irM'thods is not unique, it is
typical Let me snow how it arises
As soon ds the fans were accepted I warned the

War Office that, if they were to be of any value,
officers and men alike must have two or three days^
piattiuil training in their UbC, and, at the request of
the Ccmmandcr-in Chief, my assistant went to Franco
to shovs how the training 'should be carried out At
first, after he left, it mav have been fairly well done;
but in time these who had scon for themselves what
the fans could do died or btcame scattereil, and after
that the training ctoencrated at best into an hour or
two of exctcise in the stroke for trench-clearing, and
at worst into the mere exhibition and naming of a
fan, while numbers of men never even saw one at all
Major Gillespie, D S O , who practicallv saved his
battery by nkans of the fans, wh<n a howit/er battery
within a hundiid yards of it w'as wiped out, wrote to
the 7 Unev of May 4 “ Even after the introduction

limited quantities, ] nc\cr mot an
officer or man who had boon properly instructed in
thtir use ” This ignorance, for which the War Office
is responsible, extended from the highest to the lowest
officials in the Anti-Gas Service The only men who
did not share it were those officers who were clever
enough and interested enough to make out for them-
selves what could be done with the fans Small
wonder, then, that most officers regard<Hl them simply
as nuisances, and that some of the men treated them
as fuel

This same ignorance and want of imagination led
to the idea that the fans were useless for dealing with
mustaid gas In describing the saving of his battery
Major Gillespie wrote “The gas hung about for
days afterwaids, but by judicious flapping at frequent
^ervals we kept our quarters fairly free from It

**

Tlus IS the evidence of a “fighting soldier" It is
that those other fighting soldiers quoted by Prof.

Allmand should not have thought of this very simple
way of ridding themselves of a vapour that came off
slowly and took some time to reach a dangerous
concentration

rinaiiy, is not Frot Allmand m his last sentence
confuhlttfr scientific methods with the method of
rome scientific men? In directing attention to the
dire effecU of the unscientific methods of the War
Office in connection with anti-gas fans, I was adffing
my quota to the efforts of those are trying to
“ensure the application of scientific itiediods to mili-
tary problems The'fsrt that it was scientific men
who were responsible for those unscientific methods
is surely no reason for condoning them, but rather fbr
censuring them the more sevesely

•
Hextha AYirroN.

41 Norfolk Square, W a, June 22
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rntroversy with Mrs Ayrton. It will suffice to say
that she is writing of things of which her knowledge

naturallyt secoikL-hand^ besides being clearly very
adequate This Is apparent in at least eight separate

points in her letter, of which I will only refer to her
mention of the buccessful use of the fans in what
must obviously have been a very exceptional tvpe of
“mustard-gas” bombardment 1 assure Mrs Ayrton
ffiat she IS mistaken if she imagines that she has in

this matter any considerable body of support amongst
those who knew the facts, from whatever point of
view I hope, in conclusion, that nothing I wrote has
led Mrs Ayrton to suppose that I regard her advocarv
of her fans to be influenced by Questions of “ payment
or reward *’ Nothing was further from mv mind

A J Allmand
King’s College, W C 2, June 30

Prof Allmand, having read neither the spccifii

charges I have made against the War Office nor the

evidence, principally from official documents, with
which I have sustained them, attempts to counter
them with statements unsupported by evidence of an\
kind He finds mo ignorant, for instance, on eight
points, of which the only one he names i<, obvioush
no matter either of mv knowledge or ignonnee, since

It refers simply to a quotation from the letter of t
very able and gallant " fighting soldier ” Had he
read the article he crltiases he would have seen the
whole quotation

1 am ready lo sustain those charges, and to produce
the evidence before anv proper tribunal I repeat
them

I accuse the War Office of having caused gieat loss

of life and much avoidable suffenng bv
(i) Having refused for a whole year to make use

of anti-gas fans, which they were yet (ompciled
finally to adopt owing to their proved efficacy

(a) Never having set up an efficient organisation
for training officers and men m their use, although
I had warned them that this was Indispensable

(3) Having thus deprived the troops of the knovi-
ledge requisite for understanding what could be done
with the fans, and having thereby induujd the idea

that they were useless

(4) Having trusted entirely to fires for clearing dug-
outs of gas, regardless of the fact that in many places

drv wood and paper were often unobtainable

(5) Ranking sandbags and ground-sheets as of cqu d
elncacw with fans for clearing gas

^ Sending out an inadequate supply
The s( lentlfic men implicated in tmse grave charges

have not even made the plain statement with regard
to them that the Editor of Nature considered so

desirable, much less produced any evKlence in refuta-

tion of them Hbrtha Ayrton
July II

Thb continuance of this correspondence in our
columns would not, we think, serve any useful pur-
pose, In a note in Nature of May 13 It was pointed

out that Mrs Ayrtwi’s indictment 6f the War Office

was "not against the military Element, but rather

against the experts who were associated with the Gas
Service ” It is easy to understand the reluctance of

these officers to express their views upon anti-gas

fans, even If tbev were free to do so, and though

Mrs Avrton is anxious to have all the facts jud^d
by a tribunal appointed fof that purpose, we must
confess that the likelihood of a scientific body con-

stituting such a tribunal is verv remote The Inquiry

Is one that the Conjoint Board of Scientific Socictfes

could take up approoriatclv but no satisfactory con-

duiSon could be reached without examining a number
of witnesses, and the resources and powers of the
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Board are scarcely sufficient for such action The only
practicable course, therefore, would seem to be for the
War Office to appoint a Committee to investigate
Mrs Ayrton’s charts, and m the interests of scientific

truth and efficiency wc hope this will be done—

E

d.
Naturjl

The StretoWng of Rubber in Free BaUoont.

In Nafurb of June 10, p 454, in connection with
the attainment ol high levels of the atmosphere by
sounding- or pilot-bailoons, Mr W H Dines con*
Elders that such balloons would burst before reaching
gieat heights, ts thi. rubber of wluch these balloons
are made would be stretched eightfold linearly, and
he remarks that he does not think that any rubber
will stand this treatment

Properlv vulcanivtd soft lubbtr will, however,
stretch to more, than ten times its original length if

in the foim of a ring-shaped test-picce Moieovcr,
the load increases mote rapidly than the elongation
It the late r stages 1 ho remarkable tensile properties
of soft rubber arc not always sufficiently recognised
Ihe breaking sham of a properly vulcanised sample
should be not less than 1500 grams per sq mm cross-

scctjonal area of the oiiginnl trst piece Allowing
for the stretching, which would reduce the cross-
sectional area to one-tenth, the breaking strain would
be 15,000 grams per &q mrn cross-sectional area of
the sample when fully elongated, or nearly 10 tons per
sq in It would not, however, be safe lo rely on these
figures, as the rubber of the balloon would tear at the
neck where it is tied together before the bursting pres-
sure was reached Mr Dines has also failed to take
into consideration the fact that part of the hydrogen
would be lost bv diffusion during the ascent of the
balloon, which would reduce the pressure of the con-
tained gas Hknry P Stevens

15 Boiough High Street, London
Budge, S E I, June 29

Wiiii reference to Mr SUvens’s interesting state-

ments about the stretching of rubber, I think he has
overlooked tht' fact that in a balloon the rubber is

hlreUhcd simultaneously in both directions, whereas
ho refers apparently to one direction onlv

I have cut a strip half an inch wide from a balloon
used at Benson, it sti itched stvenfold before break-
ing, but when extended sixfold its width was reduced
from o in to o 22 in

, instead of being extended
to 3 00 in , as would be the case in actual use Its

unstntched thickness was 0013 in, its thickness at

breaking greater than 0004 in , but when extended
sixfold each way its thickness would only bo
000036 in

The loss of hydrogen by diffusion or leakage Is

equivalent to not giving the balloon so large a free

litt at starting;, and would alone increase m height,
but in practice it sometimes leads to the burstlitf

height not being reached at all because the free lift

has vanished before that noint is reached It has
been found that within fairlv wide limits the maxL
mum height is onlv slightly dependent on the free lift

at starting But diffusion of the hvdrogen outwardo
IS accompanied bv diffusion of air inwaids, and this
increases the sDecific gravitv of the gas and lessens
the height

I did not mention the effect of the tension of the
rubber on the pressure, and therefore on the specific

gravity, of the emlosed gas Taking Mr Stevens’s
figure of a breaking strain of i<,ooo m^ms per
sq mm of unstrctched section, this will raise the
Internal pressure bv quite an aoprcciable amount, ar^
thereby reduce the height at which the balloon burstiu
Benson W H, Dines.
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H9U m Ifct HaMtt 9i Itm TmWrW mf$
6phexap<iUi {MUtogramma) cornea^

Fabrb has given a graphic account of the patient

watch of this parasitic cucicoo-fly at the mouth of the
burrow of a speoes of Bembex, and of its cunning
in seizing the moment when the wasp is halt

withui the burrow to deposit its tiny egg, pregnant
with disaster to the Bembex ottspnng, upon the body
of the insect victim intended ior the larder-nursery

wherein the mother Betnbex’s hopes are laid He
does notf however, appear to have witnessed in the
tragedy a phase that recently came under my notioef

and that is possibly restricted to, or perhaps only
easily observed, in cases where the foster-host carries

its prey along the surface of the ground, or at best
dies only just clear of the ground
On tne afternoon of June 32, when on one of the

heaths in this neighbourhood, 1 caught sight of a
black Fossor, Tachytes umcolor, carrying a paralysed
grasshopper 1 followed, hoping to secure a photo-
graph of its operations at the burrow Soon 1

discovered that 1 was not the only follower, for at a
distance of about four inches there followed a small
Tachinid fly, which Mr J £ Collin has kindly identi-

fied as Sphexapaia conica. The fly followed the
wasp *’ with the utmost accuracy, maintaining its

distance with a precision that suggested a rigid con**

nection between the two insects, If the ** wa^ '* flew,
the fly flew

,
if the wasp ” crawled, or indeed toc^

but a single step, the fly did exactly the same, and
always keeping distance accurately For more than
fourteen yards—and there may have been many more
before I came upon the scene-—did the fly thus follow
in the wake of the wasp,*’ until at length the
burrow was reached The wasp ** at once entered,
leaving the grasshopper lying, belly upwards, at the
burrow’s mouth, but before the owner was out of
sight the fly darted upon the grasshopper, without a
moment’s delay dejmited an egg on its thorax, and
flew off—into my net
Fabre says nothing as to the distance at which the

flv stations itself when keeping watch at the mouth
of the burrow, nor of the interval between each in-
dividual when several ”in a geometrical line” are
awaiting the cntical moment, but the constancy with
whidi the fly kq>t station m the journey across the
heath, and the precision with wfaiim every movement
of the " wasp was copied, suggested that at that
particular distance a dearsr visual image was tecursd
than at anv other Be this as it may, the fhet is
worth consideration in discussing insect vidon.
To this note 1 may appropriately add an observa-

tion made last year while watching an AnttnophUa
sahviosa fitltng In its completely sUx&ed burrow On
a stone dose bv there sat a small fly absolutely
motionless, and apparentlv Intently watching the pro-
ceedings As soon as Ammophila had finished its
work and flown off, the fly leapt from its perch,
and at once began to scratch away the sand and small
stones in an endeavour to get at the larvae In the
subterranean larder Fortunately, Ammophila had
packed Its burrow too well, and the fly flew off de-
feated. This fly closely resmbled Sph€xapaia conica,
but may have been an allied species ,

Sharp (“ Camb Nat Hist vd vu , p 509) men-
tions the fact that Miltogrammo follows Hymenoptcra
carrying prey Oswald H. Latter
Cnarterhouw, Godaiming, July 4

wwa-rvwaiwrs wmfwmtmmm at IflfdM ft,

A SRKRS of 400 aeroplane diservatlons In North-
East France in totS^K) throws some light op the
on^etn of temperature variations In the uoper air
The correlation coefficient between pressure and tern-
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perature at 10,000 ft , taking all the observaUoos
together, is 073, If the seasonal variauooi ars

allowed for by taKing the deviations from Mr. W H.
Dioes’s smoothed monthly means, the coeffident la

o-bp. The former value is higbw, as the annual
variations of temperature and pressure in the

air are m the same phase. Both figures are rather

lower than the value 077 for 3 km. obtained by
Mr Dines from balloon soundings, the 'observa-

tions being grouped in three-monthly pylods The
value 0*69 implies that a proportion v^-Q-dp", or
7a per cent., of the standaid deviation is stUL un-
accounted for The partial correlation coefficient

between the temperature and the southerly component
of the wind velocity 10,000 ft. (allowing for the
pressure) is 0-44, so that the southerly component
accounts for 10 per cent, of the temperature varia-

tions which are independent of the pressure, or 7 per
cent of the total variations The effect of the west
component of the wind velocity is practically negligible

at all seasons
There are strong grounds for believing that a large

proportion of the temperature variations defiends upon
whether the air supply was drawn originally from
the polar basm or the equatorial belt Ihis view is

supported by the humidity observations which were
made at the same time as those for temperature
For reasons set out in a paper which 1 hope
to publish, the original source of the air supply is

not very closely related to the wind velocity at the
place of observation, both polar and equatorial cur.

rents frequently following curved paths This factor

of air supply operates in a very irregular manner,
with the result that the correlation coefficients vary
greatly from month to month The coeffident con-
necting pressure and temperature at 10,000 ft. for

the period January-February, 1919, bas^ on fifty

observations, is as low as In the winter
especially there are large fluctuations of the upper-
air temperature, the changes occasionally exceeding
30° F within forty-eight hours both at 10,000 ft. and
14,000 ft
Mr Dines gives a value to the pressure-

temperature correlation coefficient from 5 km to
8 km , but this accounts for only half the temperature
variaUons G K M. Douglas

hfeteorological Office. Air Ministry, W C 2,

July 8

Tha Brant Valey BM Sanetuary.
Sunday next, July 18, is the two hundredth anni-

versary of the birth of Gilbert White of Selborne, who
did more than anv other of our countiymen to create
an interest In birds The moment Is therefore ripe
for an appeal upon their behalf, and for suggesting
how a fitting memorial to him mav be established
The work which the Selborne Society has done in

the Brent Valley Bird Sanctuary. In tm way of pre-
serving birds and testing nesting-boxes for use else,

where, is well known and has some considerable
value The owners of the freehold wish now to
develcm thdr estate, and if the mOney nedissary to
bu^ the property Is not forthcoming the sanctmry

Matters have been made as easy as possible for
us, and we have been asked only 4500I for twen^r-
two acres of building land which* comes Into the
London postal district

Mav T, na chairman ot the Bird Sanctuary Com-
mittee, invite the help particularlv of those who are
fond of birds and of open soaoes to tate the wood?
Those who have been immediately tnt^esfeed in the
work have subscribed 300 guineas to start the fund,

WxLvaap Mark Wriw.
The Hermitage, Hanwetl, W.7, July 10.
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Researches on Growth of Plants. «

By Sir Jagadis CHirxDER Bose, R S

I —The High Magntficaiton Ctescograph

I
NVESTIGATION on growth is a matter of

much practical importance, since the world’s

food supply is intimately dependent upon vegeta-

tive gro\^. The movements of stems, leaves, and
roots under the action of various forces, such as

li^ht, warmth, and gravity, arc often due to

minute variations in the rate of growth The
discovery of laws relating lo the movement of

growing organs thus depends on the accurate

measurement of normal growth and its changes
The great difficulty of the investigation irises

from the extraordinary slowness of growth, the

average \aliic o*" which per second may be taken

as wave-length ot sodium
light llie “ auxanometers ” usually employed

produce a magnifiLation of about twenty times

Even here several hours must elapse before

growrth becomes perceptible, but during this long

period the external conditions such as warmth
and light would necessarily change, thus vitiating

the results, moreover, autonomous variation of

growth appears during lengthy periods Ihe
elements ot uncertainty can he removed only bv

reducing the period of experiment to a few

minutes, but that would necessitate devising a

method of very high magnification and the auto-

matic record of the magnified rate of growth I

have been successful m this by my device of the

High Magnification Crcscogiaph, consisting of \

system of two levers, the first magnifies a

hundred times, and the •^etond enlarges the first

a hundredfold, the total magnification being

10,000 times The various difficulties connected
with the weight and friction at the bearing have
been fully overcome ^ The further difficulty in

obtaining an accurate record, of growth movement
arising from friction of continuous contact of the

writing point was removed by an oscillating

device by which the smoked glass plate moves to

and fro at regular intervals of tune, say one
second (Fig. i). The record consists of a senes
of dots, the distance between successive dots

tmresenting magnified growth during a second
(FW. sta)

The records may be taken on a stationary plate,

first under normal, and then under changed, ex-

ternal conditions The increase or diminution of

space between sucitessive dots in the two senes
demonstrates the stimulatiiw or depressing nature

erf the changed condition (Fig ad)
; or the record

may be taken on a plate moving at a uniform

rate In the curve thus obtained the ordinate

represents^ growth-dongatioo, the abscissa the

1 Tor A ftin«r Aocowrt tm tb« Mtbor'i*** RjwtirchM on Orowth and l(ov«
MBt to PtoaU hj lUMf of tbs Hlt^ gigBlfloaibw Omofnpb,** Proc
ft«v. 9^, B* vol cx., (Th« duvntti* an laprodactd wltb Uw kind

SSiWiw rfUw Royal Soctoty ) Al«» tbt feUnrhv pvbUiiM r

Mam Lonnaana, O^ta, ud
h” TipmT_ *'Wa« Rt^Mata" (11

K«a,* vato. 1. and H
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Rmmom la lha UTiog
QoOl, ** CoanaraHv* Uectro-

,
*' Life muaaa>apta to

time If a stimulating agent enhances the rate

of growth, this fact is cs^ibited by a flexure in

the curve upwards, a depressing agent, on the

other hand, lessens the slope of the curve

(Fig. 2b)
Precautions against Physical Disturbance —The

effect of vibration may be neutralised by placing
india-rubber sponges under the legs of a heavy
table supporting the apparatus It is preferable

to screw the supporting bracket on a wall I

have, indeed, been able to secure a magnification

of ten million times with my Magnetic Cresco-

graph in public demonstrations in busy London,

Fiu 1 — lha Uifh Magnification Cnfcograph P, plant S, S%
miorooiHar vmr for raiung or lowenug tba plant , C, cIm
work for panodic oaciitatlon of plato , k, cranL W, roUUng
whatl

I

the indication of the instrument being quite un-
affected by the street traffic In Fig ac is given

• the record on a moving plate taken with the High
Magnification Cresepgraph A dead twig bad been

I

sutntituted for the growing plant, and a per-

fectly horizontal record demonstrated the absence
not only of growth, but also of all disturbance

There is an element of physical change in experi-

ments on variation of the rate of growth under
artificially raised temperature In order to deter-

mine its character and extent, a record was taken
with the dead twig of the effect of raismg the

temperature of the plant-chamber through 10* C
i The record shows th«t there was an expanaioa

{
during nse of temperature, whidi, however,
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reached a limit, the record becoming once more
horizontal Ihe obvious precaution to be taken

in the study of variation of grpwth under change

of temperature ih to wait for several minutes for

the ciltainment of steady temperature The
elongation caused by physical change abates in

a short time, whereas the physiological variation

in the rate of growth is persistent

In Fig 2n is given a record of growth of

Sarpus kysoor, the growth per second magnified

ten thousand times is 9 5 mm* The absolute rate

of growth per second is therefore 00009s mm ,

Of 095/Ji, where /* or micron is okx>i mm
Effect of SUmulus on Growth ,—A generalisa-

tion was obtained that oU forms of sttmidt,

mechanical, electrical, or radtaitonal, induce a re-

tardation of the rate of growth, under increasing

intensity or duration of stimulus this retardation

may culminate in an arrest of growth or even in

actual contraction of the organ As regards radia-

tion, all rays of the vast aethereal spectrum (with

rendered possible. We have been using a few
stimulatm^ agents, whereas there are thousands

of the action of which we have no conception

The rule-of-thumb methods often employed in the

application of a few chemical agents and of elec-

tricity have not been uniformly successful The
cause of the anomaly is found in the discovery of

an important factor—namely, the dose of applica-

tion—^which had not hitherto been taken suffi-

ciently into account
The Balanced Crescograph —The high sensi-

tiveness already secured has been very g^atly
enhanced by the employment of the Null MethoJ
or the Method of Balance, where the rate of up-

movement of growing tip IS exactly compensate
by the down-movement of the plant A train of

revolving clock-wheels, actuated by the fall of a
weight, lowers the plant at the required rate The
exact adjustment is obtained by the right- or left-

handed turning of a screw which regulates the
governor In this way the rate of growth becomes

exactly compen-
sated, and the re-

corder now dots a
horizontal line in-

stead of the former
curve of ascent

The turning of the

adjusting screw
also moves an index

against a circular

scale so graduated
that its reading at

once gives the rate

at which the plant
IS growing at the

moment When
balanced, the re-

cording apparatus
is extremely sensi-

tive, the effect of
any change in the environment, however slight,

being at once indicated by the upset of balance
with the up or down movement of the indicator
1 have in this way been able to detect induced
variation in the rate of growth so exceedingly
minute as suDtnJtnnnrff P®** second An illus-

tration of the ddicacy of the method will be
found in the record given in Fig 3, on the
effect of carbonic acid gas on growth, there
is an immediate acc^eration of grow^ (up-
record), which continues for two and a naif

minutes
, this is followed by retardation, as

shown by the down curve With diluted
carbonic acid the aooderalion may persist for a
considerable time As another instance of the
delicacy of the method of balance, I obtained a
decided response of the plant to the light so fleet*

sng as that of a singte electric spark ue duration
of which 18 of the ordei* of Tf^^^seoond
The MagneUc CrescograpK^Thm is a limit

(o the majgnification obtained by .a compound

Fm. I —Cmco^ntphic noordi. c, SaccvtslTtivcords of growth st iprervab oft Moood} X 10.OUO, whh p lUtioiwry pbtc
EfToct of tmnptnuurp A, S, normal rata of Rrowih , C ratardad rata undar cold , H, enhaocod rate aodar warmth
S. racurd on momng plain wnera diminichad tlopo of ctirva danoua raiardni rala u^ar f.old • c, horbontal racord
Mwing abiancc of growth Id daad branch

,
^yilcal axpaimon 00 applioatioa of warmth at arrow fc41owad bjr

bonsoptal racord op attainnMm ataady Umparatura.

the exception of red and yellow rays which cause

photo-synthe&is) arc found to cause response by
modifying the rate of growth of the plant I

have thus been able to obtain records of response

of plants to long asther waves employed in signal-

ling through space (Nature, October 30, 1919.)

Effect 0/ Stto-minimol Stimulus —A very unex-

pected result was obtained under the action of

aub-minimal stimulus, which induced an occelsra-

tion of growth instead of retardation under
moderate intensity This I find to be true of

stimulation as diverse as that caused by electric

s^k, by light, bnd chemical agents. A strik-

ingly practical result was obtained'with certain

pmsons which in normal doses killed the plant,

but which m quantities sulficientl* minute acted

as an extraordinarily efficient agent for stimulat-

ing growth, the treated plants growing far more
vigorously and flowering much earlier It is only

by the discovery of laws of growth that any
quirked advance in scientific agriculture will be
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syitem of levers
; an additional lever increases the

'veiffht and friction. For apecial research and for

public demonstration a stiu higher magnification

IS necessary, and this 1 secured by the invention

of the Magnetic Crescograph, where a fine mag-
netised lever causes by its movement a rotation

Fio. R«oord ^owinit th* eStot of cAiboittG kM gu
Honiontt] IIm at iba baalnolag indtcatat bakoctd
arowth Applkaiioii of carbomc actd fai loduon an
haDotMwat ot crowtlu ihown by up^cturvoi faUowwl by
deprtuloa, «iliibti«d down*curva. SuocMtIva dou
at iattrvalt of tea loeotida.

of a suspended system of astatic needle with its

attached mirror By fifraduated approach of the

suspended needle to the lever the magnification

may be continuously increased from a million to

ten million times. A concrete idea of the stupen-

dous magnification will be obtained if we imagine

the slow pac^of the proverbial snail magnified ten
million times. The i5*in. gun of the Qusen EU§a^
bath throws out 9 shell with a muzzle-velocity of
S360 ft. per sec., but the crescographic snail
would move twenty-four times faster than the
cannon shot The magnification of ten million
times was obtained with a single lever, but a
double lever will enlarge it a hundredfold—^that

IS to say, It will ^ve a total magnification of a
thousand million tunes The importance of this
device for research in other branches of science is

sufficiently obvious For general purposes a mag-
nification of a million times is suflicicnt, with
ordinary precaution the apparatus may be ren-

dered fr^ from mechanical disturbance, and the
zero-keeping quality of the indicating spot of light

IS quite perfect

The following account of an experiment
in demonstration of physiological response in a
growing plant will found interesting. The
normal growth of the plant was indicated by the
excursion of the spot of light through 6 metres
m xo secs On mtroduction of chloroform vapour
to the plant-chamber there was an immediate en-

hancement of the rate of growth, the spot of light

moving three tunes faster. Cemtinued action of
the vapour of chloroform caused, however,
a depression and arrest of growth; finally, there

was a sudden contrac^tion, v^ch proved to be
spa^m of death Similar effects were produced by
vanous poisons Hke the solution of potassium
cyanide,

After this brief account of the very sensitive

metnods for the detection and record of the effect

of stimulus on growth, 1 propose in another article

to describe results which wiU offer an explanation

of the tropic movements in plants induced by
various stimuli of the environment.

Isotopes and Atomic Weights.

By Dr. F. W Aston

I
N the atomic theory put forward by John Dalton

in 1801 the second postulate was .
** Atoms of

the same element are similar to one another and
equal in weight For more than a century this

was regarded by chemists and physicists alike as

an artide of scientific faith The only item among
the immense quantities of knowledge acquired

during that productive period which offered the

faintest sug^stion against its validity was the

incxidicaUe mixture of order and disor^r among
the elementary atomic weights The general state

of opinion at the end of last century may be

gathered from the two following quotations from

Sir William Ramsay's address to the British Asso-

oiatton at Toronto in 1897 •—

There have been almost innumerable attempts to

reduDe the differences between atomic weights to

fe^ilarlty by contriving some formula which will

ezprasS the numbers which represent the atomic

weights sdth all their irregularities Needless to si\,

9UW attempts have in no case been successful Ap-
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parent success is afways attained at the eiqiense of
accurucy, and the numbers reproduced are not those
accepted as the true atomic weights Such attempts,
in my opinion, are futile Still, the human mind aoee
not rest contented In merely chronicling such an
irregularity, it strives to understand why such an
Irregularity should exist The idea . . has been
advanced by Prof Schutzenburger, and later by Mr.
Crookes, that what we term the atomic weight of an
element is a mean; that when we say the atomic
weight of oxygen Is 16, we merely state that the
average atomic weight is 16; and it is not incon-
ceivable that a certain number of molecules have a
weight somewhat higher than 3a, while a certain

number have a lower weight.

This idea was placed on an altogether different

footing some ten years later by the work of Sir

Ernest Rutherford and his colleagues on radio-

active transformations The results of these led

inevitably to the conclusion that there must exist

elements which have chemical properties identical

for all practical purposes, tmt the adorns dl
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which have different weights. ThiA conclusion

has been recently confirmed in a most convincing

manner by the production in quantity of speamens
of lead from radio-active and other sources, which^

though perfectly pure and chemically indistin-

guishable, give atomic weights differing by
amounts quite outside the possible experimental
error Elements differing in mass but chemically

identical and therefore occupying the same posi-

tion in the periodic table have been railed ''iso-

topes " by Prof Soddy
At about the same period as the theory of iso-

topes was being developed by the radio chemibts
at the heavy end of the periodic table an ex-

tremely interesting discovery was made by Sir

J J. Thomson, which earned the attack into the

region of the lighter and non-radio-active

elements This was that, when positive rays from
gases containing the element neon were analysed

by electric and magnetic fields, results were ob-
tained which indicated atomic weights roughly so

and 22 respectively, the accepted atomic weight '

being 30 2 This naturally led to the expectation^

that neon might be a mixture of isotc^s, Lut
the weight 22 might possibly be due to other
causes, and the method of analysis did not give
sufficient accuracy to distinguish between 20 o and
ao a with certainty Attempts were made to effect

partial separation first by fractionation over char-
coal cooled m lu^uid air, the results of which were
absolutely negative, and then by diffusion, which
in 1913 ^ve positive results, an apparent change
in density of o 7 per cent between the lightest

and heainest fractions being attained after many
thousands of operations When the war inter-

rupted the research, it might be said 'that several

independent lines of reasoning pointed to the idea

that neon was a mixture of isotopes, but that

none of them could be said to carry the con-
viction necessary in such an important develop-
ment.
By the time work was started ^in the isotope

theory had been generally accepted so far as tne
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radio-active elements were concerned, and a good
deal of theoretical speculation had b^n made as

to Its applicability to the elements generally. As
separation by dinuston is at the extremely

slow and laborious, attention was again turned

to positive rays in the hope of increasing the

accuracy of measurements to the required degree.

This was done by means of the arrangement
illustrated in Fig, 1 Positive rays are sorted

into an extremely thin ribbon by means of parallel

slits Sj Sy, and are then spread into an electric

spectrum by means of the charged plates P] Pf
A porticm of this spectrum deflected through an
angle 9 is select^ by the diaphragm D and passed

between the circular poles of a powerful electro-

magnet O the field of which is such as to bend

the rays back again through an angle ^ more
than twice as great as d. The result of this is

that rays having a constant mass (or more cor-

rectly constant w/e) will converge to a focus F,

and that if a photo^aphic plate is placed at GF
as indicated, a spectrum de-

pendent on mass alone will be
obtained On account of its

analogy to optical apparatus,

the instrument has been called

H positive-ray spectrograph

and the spectrum produced a
mass-spectrum
Fig a shows a number of

typical mass-spectra obtained

by this means. The number
above the lines indicates the

masses they correspond to on
the scale Oa=i6 It will be
noticed that the displacement

Ho the right with increasing

mass IS roughly linear The
measurements of mass made
are not absolute, but relative

to lines the mass of which is

known Such lines, due to

hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, and their compounds,
are generally present as impurities or purposely
added, for pure gases are not suitable for the
smooth working of the discharge tube The
two principal groups of these reference lines

are the C, group due to C (xa), CH (13), CHt
(14), CHj (15), CH4 or O {16), and the Cj
group 24^-30 containing the very strong line

28 CjH4 or CO In spectrum 1 the presence

of neon is indicated by the lines ao and 2a
situated between these groups Compih^tive
measurements show that these lines arje 2000,
22 00, with an accuracy of one-tenth per cent.,

which removes the last doubt as to the isotopic

nature of neon.

The next element investigated was chloriae ; this

is characterised by four strong Itties 35, 36, 37, 38,
and fainter ones at 39, 40; there is no trace of
a line at 35 46, the accepted atomic weight. From
reasoning which cannot be a^ven here in detail it

seems certain that chkwine u a complex elemenc^
and Consists of Isotopes of atomic w^hta 35 and
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37, with possibly another at 39 The lines at

36 38 are due to the correspondin£f HCl s

Particles with two three or more electronic

charms Will appear as though having half a
thircT etc their real mass The corresponding
lines are called lines of the second third cr
higher order In spectrum 11 the lines of doubly
clmiged chlonne atoms appear at 17 5 and 185
Analyses of argon indicate that this element con
sists almost entirely of atoms of weight 40 but %

faint component 36 is 'iiso visible Spectra v and
VI are taken with this gas present the former
shows the interesting third order 1 ne at 13^
Krypton and xenon give surprisingly complex

method (see PHtl Mag May ipao p 6s 1) some
results of which are given in spectrum vu hydro-
gen is found to be 1 008 which agrees with the
value accepted by chemists This exception from
the whole number rule xs not unexpected as on
the Rutherford nucleus theory the hydrogen
atom is the only one not contaimng any negative
electricity in its nucleus
The results which ha\e so far been obtained

w th eighteen elements make it h ghly probable
that the higher the atomic weight of an element
the more complex it s likely to be and that there
rc more complex elements than simple It must

be noticed that though the uhole n imber rule

r o a Typ

results the former is found to consist of no fewer

than SIX isotopes the latter of five (spectra viii

and IX )
Mercury is certainly a complex element

probably composed of five or six isotopes two of

which have weights 203 and 204 its multiply

charged atoms give the imperfectly resolved

groups which are indicated in several of the

toectra reproduced in Fig a

By far the most important result obtamed from

this work IS the generalisation that with the ex

ceptioo of hydrogen all the atomic weights of all

^dements so far measured are exaray whole

munbert on the scale ©-“iS to the accuracy of

^Icperimeat (x m xooo) By mean*' of a sp^ial
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« nactipac a.

I asserts that a pure element must have a whole
> number atomic weight there is no reason to sup

pose that aU elements having atomic weights closely

approximating to integers arc therefore pure

The very large number of different molecules

possible when mixed elements unite to form com
pounds would appear to make their theoretical

chemistry almost hopelessly compheated but if|

as seems likely the separation of isotopes on any

reasonable sesde is to all intents immssible their

practical chemistry will not be affected while

the whole number rule introduces a very desir

able simplification into the theoretical aspects of

mass
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Obi tuarf.

Major-Gbn. William Crawford GorgaSi

K.C.M.G.

I
N St. Paul's Cathedral on July 9 a very remark-

aUe tribute was paid to one who may fittingly

be termed a Napoleon of Hygiene. On that day

a military funeral was accorded to the remains

erf Major-Gcn William Crawford GorgaSi

Surgeon-General of the United States Army^and
pre^dent of the American Medical Assoaatlon.

^e nnpressive service was attended by a large

concourse, including the Director-General of the

Army M^ical Department, who represented the

King, the Director-General of the Medical Depart-

ment of the Navy, the Presidents of the Royal
Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons, the Presi-

dents of the Royal Soaety of Medicine and the

Royal Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene,

and rraresentatives of other learned societies and
scientific institutions Had the late Gen Goigas
been a British subject such a tribute to his life and
work would have been sufficiently noteworthy, but

that a citizen and soldier of the United States

should be honoured by these funeral ntes is a

unique testimony, not only to the man who fou^^ht

and conquered yellow fever, but also to preventive

inedicine gener^ly

It is nght that it should be so, and to no one
could sud) an honour be more fittingly paid than to

the man who devoted himself heart and soul to

making the tropica healthy and habitable and,

above all others, translated the pioneer scientific

work of Laveran, Manson, Ross, Grassi, Finlay,

and others into action.

Gorgas’s life, one of ceaseless activity in the
cause of science and humanity, began on Oc-
tober 3, 1854, when he was born at Mobile, Ala-

bama, and terminated in the Queen Alexandra
Military Hospital, London, on July 3 Death over-

took him on his way to a new field of work, for

he was taken seriously til m England when en
route to the West Coast erf Africa with the view of

studying the yellow fever problem there, a problem
by no means solved and differing in some respects

from that which presented itself in the New
World.

Gorgas^ was a son of the South, his father being
Geo. Josiah Gorgas, of the Confederate States
Army, and his mother a member erf a Southern
&untly. He received his medical training at the

SouCpem University, Tenness^, where he gradu-
ated A.B., and in 1879 he qualified M D at fhe
Bellevue Hospital Medical Colhg^ of New York
University, thereafter holding a house appointment
in the hospital.

In 1880 Gorgas joined the United States Army
as a surgeon and served in various parts of the
country, first coming into contact with yellow fevar
in Western Texas and himself suffering from an
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attack of the disease His promotion m the service

was rapid, and, his bent being towards the preven-
tive side of medicine, the year 1898 saw him
appointed Chief Sanitary Officer of Havana. At
that time Havana was a hot-bed of yellow fever,

and Surgeon-Major Gorgas found plenty (rf scope
for his energies. Whue his colleagues Rera,
Carroll, Agr^onte, and Lazear established the

rdle of Stegomyta fasetata as the vector of the then
unknown parasite of yellow fever, Gorgas, as soon
as he was certain of the facts, embarked whole-
heartedly on an anti-mosquito campaign which in

a remarkably short space of time freed Havana
from the scourge of “Yellow Jack " It was then
that he first displayed to the full those qualities of
drive, tact, tenacity, firmness, and resolution which
eventually gained for him the proud titles of a
Master-Administrator of tropi^ hygiene " and
of a Hercules of modem hygiene "

Gorgas had a wonderful way of getting at the
heart of things He was essentially practical, and
this practicality, combined with enthusiasm and a
devotion almost religious in character, found a
still greater field in J’anama He was rewarded
for his labours at Havana by being promoted
Colonel and Assistant Surgeon-General in the
United States Army, and it tvas in 1904 that he
was sent to the famous isthmus to report upon the
sanitary condition of the Canal Zone and to be-

come ere loug Chief Health Officer of an area
which for centuries had been notonous for its un-
healthiness, a r^ion devastated by malaria and
yellow fever and a veritable forcing-house for

tropical pathology.

At fiist Gorgas had many difficulties He was
up against the Canal Commissioners, he was at

loggerheads with the engineers
; he found himself

hampered by red-tape and restrictions of all kinds.
Fortunately, the reins of power were at that time
held in the United States by a man of very similar
cidibre to himself, and Theodore Roosevelt, real-

ising all that depended on Gorgas's work, and
having every sympathy with him and none for
hide-bound traditions, swept away the obstacles
from his path, and gave him a free hand and fuB
responaibdity. This was all Gorgas wanted. He
knew, thanlu to the work of Manson, Jloss, and
Finlav m the first place, and to the labours and
sacrifices of his colleagues at Havana m the
second, that be was on sure ground, and, backed
legally by the governor of the Canal Zone, Judge
Magoon, he embarked^ wi^ a worthy band of
hd^rs and abundant sinews of war u]^ a cam*-
paign which speedily routed fhe forces erf disease
and death, rendere*^ Canal Zone not only habit-
able, but also healthy, and which will stand for
time as a monument to yriiat can be done when
science and administrative hy|^ene are gbrm
ample powers.
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The results achieved induced Gorgas to put

forward the theory^ advanced also by ^mbon and
others, that if insanitary conditions are removed

the white man cap not only live and labour in

the tropics, but also propagate his race there, and
that his descendants will be healthy and virile

It IS too early yet to say that this is wholly the

case, but it is interesting to note what Oorgas

said about this important question Speaking of

his work, he wrote.

—

The real scope of tropical sanitation, which has
been almost entirely developed within the last fifteen

or twenty years, 1 believe, will extend far beyond our
work at Panama Everywhere in the tropics to which
the United States has gone m the past fifteen years
it has been shown that the white man can live and
exist in good health. This has occurred in the Philip-

pines, in Cuba, and in Panama, but the demonstra-
tion has been most prominent and spectacular at

Panama, and therefore has attracted tlierc the greatest

world-wide attention. Here among our large force

of labourers we had for ten years some ten thousand
Americans—men, women, and children Most of
these American men did hard manual labour, exposed
to the sun, rain, and weather conditions day in and
day out, yet during that time their health remained
perfectly good, just as good as if they were working
at home. The same remark as to health would apply
to the four thousand women and children who lived

at Panama with their husbands and fathers Both
the women and children remained in as ^ood condi-
tion as they would have been had they lived In the
United States This condition at Panama, I think,
will be generally received as a demonstration that the
white man can live and thrive in the tropics The
amount of wealth which can be produced in the
tropics for a given amount of labour is so much
larger than that which can be produced in the tom-
perate zone by the same amount of labour that the
attraction for the white man to emigrate to the
tropics will be very great when it is appreciated that
he can be made safe as to his health conditions at a
small expense When the great valleys of the Amazon
and of the Congo are occupied by a white population
moi'e food will be produced in these regions than is

now produced in all the rest of the inhabited world

Panama made Grorgas famous
;

the Royal
Society awarded him its Buchanan medal, the
University of Oxford made him an honorary
D Sc ; the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine
presented him with its Maiy Kingsley medal

,
and

he was not forgotten m America. He did not,
however, rest upon his oars In 1913 the Chamber
of Mines at Johannesburg sought his advice as
regards the prevention of pneumonia among
native miners on the Rand, and he proceeded to
South Africa and carn^ out an investigation
which led to useful results. He then turned his
attention to South America, for the dream of his
life—and no vain dream—^was to stamp yellow
fever out of the world He made a survey of
the endemic foci in South America, and then
started to ^obliterate the worst of them at Guaya-
tmil, in Ecuador. Here, again, his efforts and
^se of hi8 assistants were crowned with success,

and It IS a tribute to his tact and discretion that

so much couM be accomplished in one of the
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lands of tnafiana, as some of the Spanish South
American republics may be not inaptly called.

As director of the International Health Board
of the Rockefeller Institute, a post to which he
was appointed on the completion of the Panama
Canal, Gorgas had excellent facilities for travel

and investigation, and he became an apostle, as

well as a priest, of the goddess Hygeia. As
Surgeon-General of the United States Army, he
had to organise the medical service for the Great
War, and during the war he visited both France
and Serbia, retiring, however, from the United

States Army in 1918 under the age-rule

Scarcely had hostilities ceased when his atten-

tion turned again to yellow fever, and along with
Surgeon-Gen Noble and “Dr Guiteras, of

Havana, he was, as stated, on his way to the

African West Coast, when he was stricken down
by what proved to be a fatal illness On his sick

b^ he was visited by the King, who conferred

a K C M G. upon him, and just before he took
ill, when he was in Brussels at the Congress of

the Royal Institute of Public Health, he was pre-

sented with the Harben gold medal, while at the

recent annual meeting of the British Medical
Association the University of Cambridge con-

ferred upon him its honorary LL D

Gorgas died full of honours, if not of years.

His work received its rightful recognition, and
if he died comparatively early it must be remem*
bered that his life was a very strenuous one, spent

to a large extent in hot dimates, and that he
came very near to realising his lifelong ambition.

He was a man of resource and courage, but he
was also a man with a ktndi> heart and a gratify-

ing sense of humour He knew how to handle

those serving under him, and how to get the best

out of them, while he gave credit where credit

was due

It has been said of him, sometimes bluntly,

sometimes even rudely, that, in the strict sense

of the term, he was not a scientific worker, but

the fact remains that Gorgas worked ever on
strictly scientific lines, and that the moment a
scientific truth had been enunciated he was up
and doing in order to apply il for the welfare of

mankind Without men of his stamp the labour

of the microscopists would to a large extent be
futile His art was the natural corollary of the

laboratory, and no more efficient exponent of it

can be imagined

As his coffin, shrouded by “Old Glor>," borne

by stalwart British Guardsmen, flanked by British

medical officers of high rank, and followed by his

widow and a distinguished company, passed up
the aisle of St. Paul's, it was m keeping with his

life’s work that, amongst the wreaths waiting to

be placed upon it, was one sent as a token of

jemembrance and esteem by his friend Sir Patrick

Manson
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Notes.
The exhibits of the Research Department, Wool-

wich, at the Imperial War Museum, Crystal Palace,

illustrate some of the work vital to the war which was

done there, and incidentally our unpreparedness, as

much of It might have been done before Amongst
the specimens shown are the six isomers of T N T ,

isolated whilst devising new processes for the manu-
facture of the symmetncal variety, and for cheaply

eliminating the undesirable isomers—a problem not

yet fully solved There are also specimens of amatol,

which has largely replaced TNT as a shell-filling

,

tetranitromethyl aniline, which is of increasing use as

an initiator of detonation in others, tnnitrobenzenc,

which should have a future, and many others The
exhibits of fragments of shells detonated by picric

acid, TNT, and amatol respectively show bv the

relative numbers of the fragments that picric acid still

remains our most shattering shell explosive, and, by

the minuteness of most, how limited the killing range

of such shells really is The specimen of R D B
cordite illustrates how, when through lack of fore-

sight our supply of acetone failed, our chcrnis^* und
distilleries saved the situation by providing soluble

nitrocellulose and olcohol-ethey to gelatinise it The
sections of games show how the problem of detonating

insensitive shell-fillmgs was solved during the war by

emplo)ing a series of explosives in the detonator, and
accomplishing in several steps what could not be done
with certainty in one The specimens which display

the eroding effect of hot gases on gun-tubes present a
problem to chemists which will probably be solved

by the invention of a new alloy \n excellent senes

of X^ay photographs shows that great progress has
been made in the penetration of metals Internal

flaws in parts are revealed, and also the internal

structure of ammunition—an important matter wlien

captured ammunition has to be examined and dis.

sected* There are many other exhibits of interest

The appeal which the chairman of the Brent Valley

Bird Sanctuary makes in our correspondence columns
for funds with which to buy and endow the reserve

which the Selborne Society has maintained for

eighteen \ears will commend itself to most naturalists

It is as important to rear two useful birds as it is

to make two ears of com grow where there was but
one before, and the sanctuary has done more than
this Not only has it enabled birds to build undisturbed
near London, but its example has been followed else-

where, and in thousands of gardens have birds been
brought up where there were no fledglings previously

This is through the nesting-boxes which the com-
mittee has sent out Such work should go on A
permanent sanctuary within the London area would
be an excellent memorial ^o Gilbert White and crown
the efforts of the Selborne Society. Although the

gift of the purchase money or some substantial con-

tributions would bring the endeavour to an earlier

completion, we imagine that the more subscribers

there are the better pleased would the committee be,

and small amounts would therefore be welcomed

The fifty-seventh annual general meeting of the

British Pharmaceutical Conference will be held at
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Liverpool on July 19-33 under the presidency of Mr.

C A. Hill, managing director of The British Drug

Houses, Ltd, who will deliver his presidential

addiess at the Royal Institution, Liverpool, <m

luesday, July 20 The British Pharmaceutical Con-

ference IS an organisation cstabluhcd In 1863, and

during the fifty-six years of its existence it has made

at its annual meetings a total addition of more than

a thousand original researches to the common stock

of chemical and pharmaceutical knowledge Among
the subjects of the scientillc papers to be read at the

forthcoming meeting are A New Method for the

Estimation of Cincole in Futalyptus Oils, The Deter-

mlnation of Hydrocyanic Acid, of Nitrate in Bismuth

Carbonate, and of Free Acetic Acid in Aoetylsali<ylic

Acid ,
Aconite Alkaloids An Improved Method for

their Estimation, and The Detection of Inorganic

Phosphate in Glycerophosphates

With the view of obtaining further evidence as to

the relationship of the Early Moustenan palseolithic

flint implements to the Glacial Chalky Boulder Clay,

excavations will be earned out shortly at High Lodge,

Mlldenhall, Suffolk, by Prof J E Marr, Mr J Reid

Moir, Mr Reginald Smith, Mr Henry Bury, and
Mr M C Burkitt The owner of the High Lodge
property. Sir Henry Bunbury, Bart , having given

permission for the diggings to be conducted, it Is hoped
that It may be possible to ascertain with certainty

whether the well-known brick-earth of Mousterian
age occurring at this spot is younger or older

than the Boulder Clay with i^hich it is intimately

associated A full account of the excavations and the

conclusions arising therefrom will be published in due
course

The following elections in connection with the

Roval College of Surgeons of England are an-

nounced —PresiderU Sir Anthony A. Bowlby.
Hunlertan Professors Mr C W G Bryan, MrAGP Fisher, Mr VV S Handley, Mr W G
Howarth, Prof A Keith, and Mr H Platt Ams
and Gale Lecturers Mr J F Dobson, Dr F, W.
Edridge-Green, and Mr J H Evans Erasmus
Wdson Lecturer Prof S G Shattock Amott
Demonstrator Prof A Keith Pathological Curator.
Prof S G Shattock Physiological Curator* Mr.
R H Burne Honorary Curator of the Odontologtcal
Collection Sir Frank Colyer Sir D’Arcy Power is

to deliver the next fhomaS Vitary lecture

Thb Very Rev Dr W R Inoe, Dean of St
Paul’s, 18 president for the new session of

^
the

Aristotelian Society which will open in November
next

Tite Sir Alfred Jones Laboratories of the Liverpool
School of Tropical Medicine will be officially opened
by Lord Lcverhulme on Saturday, July 24, at^ 30
The presentation of Mary Kingsle) memorial medals
will also be made »

Sir Robert Jones has been awarded the Cameron
p^ of the University of Edinburgh In recognition
of his work In orthopKdics Earlier recipients of the
prise, which is of the value of about 150!., warn
Pasteur, Lord Lister, and Sir Lauder Brwtm. /
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Db. Skvhour Hadwbn has resigned his position as

Chief Pathologist in charge of the Biological Labora-

toiyt Health of Animals Branch, Canadian Depart-

ment of Agriculture, Ottawa, Canada, and become
Chief Pathologist In the Reindeer Investigations of

the Bureau of Biological Survey, U S Department
of Agriculture

Wb are informed by tlie Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research that the Research Association

for the cutlery industry has been approved by the

Department as complying with the conditions laid

down in the Government scheme for the encourage-
ment of industrial research The secretary of the

Committee engaged in the establishment of this asso.

ciation is Mr, W H Bolton, P O Box 49, Sheffield

The Ro^'al Statistical Society has opened a register

of the names of persons eligible for statistical posts

It has from time to time f^n asked to recommend
qualified statisticians, and has taken this means of

bringing those who have appointments to ofTer into

touch with suitable applicants A list of names and
qualifications is now available, and the secretary

(9 Adelphi Terrace, W C 2) will be glad to furnish
Information accordingly

Wk learn from Science that Prof L H Daiky is

reorganising the American Pomological Sociotv, of

which he is president, and establishing junior branches
in a number of agricultural colleges in the United
States and Canada It is proposi^ under the new
scheme that the society shall give consideration to
such national affairs as touch the growing of fruits,

«

g

legislation, quarantine, export, transportation,
and standardising methods

Capt W J Rutherford has reprinted from “The
History of the Berwickshire Naturalists’ Club “

(vol xxiv ) a paper on “A Border Myth The Stand
ing Stones at Duddo ” The local folklore accounts
for their origin by supposing that the stones are the
petrified bodies of a gang of field-workers who pro-
faned the Sabbath by going into a field singing an<l

thinning a crop of turnips, while the leader was
thrown on his back and lies prostrate to this day
Capt Rutherford compares the legend with that
attached to the “Maidens’* or “Merry Maidens” and
the “ Hurlers ” in Cornwall The story is not un-
common, and it would not be difficult to quote other
parallels

The report of the Felsted School Scientific Societ>
for X918 and 1919 is welcome evidence of the place
given to scientific pursuits In an up-to^ate school

The naturaUhistory notes, which pr^ominate, reach
a high standard and contain many interesting observa-
tions on the local appearance and movements of
ndgratory birds, while the photographs which have
Iwen selected for reproduction say much for the skill

and patience oi the young naturalists The report

ibows how greatly tl^ progress of a school society

lapends upon the guidance of an Enthusiastic master.

It is gratilying to see from the balance-sheet that
I

the governors, by a generous contHbittlon to the

funds of the sod^, give evidence of their belief in

the value of Nature-study, and their faith is well
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founded, for the recording of detailed observations,

whether of rainfall or temperature or migration, is

a sowing of the seeds of the scientific habit and the

love of truth

Under the title **Thc Birds of Eastern Canada,*'

the Canadian Department of Mines has issued a
memoir—No 3 of its Biological Scries—by P A
lavener This has been written “to awal^n and,

where it already exists, to stimulate an interest, both

aesthetic and practical, in the study of Canadian birds

and to suggest the sentimental, scientific, and
economic value of that study; to assist in the identi-

fication of native species, and to furnish the econo-

mist with a ready means of determining bird friend

from bird foe , to present in a readily accessible

form reliable data upon which measures of protective

legislation may be based, to point out some of the

pitfalls that have caught the inexperienced in the past

,

and to suggest methods for their future avoidance ”

To accomplish these desirable ends, the memoir
treats of all the species with which the ordinary ob-

server is likely to meet “between the Atlantic coast

and the Praities north of the International Boundary ”

It is prefaced bv some general remarks on classification,

geographical distribution, migration, and protection,

and by an illustrated key to the characters of the

groups to which the various species belong The main
portion of the work deals with 766 selected birds, and
shortly describes their plumage, haunts, nesting,

economic status, and distribution in Eastern Canada
many of them are depicted in the series of coloured

plates which forms the concluding portion of this

useful memoir

In the interests of commerce itself it is becoming

increasingly plain that where the exploitation of wild

animals is concerned men of science, and not the

captains of industry, must determine the levy which

any given spccaes can stand without endangering its

safety Ihc urgent need for the speedy recognition

of this fart is very emphatically shown in a senes of

able essays published in the form of a bulletin by

the Scripps Institution for Biological Research of the

University of California (No 9) Where all are of

such surpassing excellence it is difficult to select any
one of these essays for special mention But since a
choice must be made, it shall fall upon that of Dr
Evermann, who surveys the present position of the

Northern fur-seal lie throws a lurid light on the

attitude of the non-scientific legislator Even Deport-

ments of State, he shows, for the sake of present

revenue, will adopt covertly hostile methods to sup-

press the findings of scientific men appointed for the

express purpose of investigating the cc^itions of the

sealing industry, if such findings seem to threaten

the earnings of that industry The fact that, unless

wise meth^ of conservation are adopted, the industry

will presently extinguish itself seems entirely to be
lost sight of in the desire to secure immediate
revenue “Take the cash in hand and waive the

rest ” seems to be the motto pursued. Those in-

terested in the salmon fisheries contend that the seals

eat vast quantities of these fish, and are therefore
injurious to the fishing interests. Yet no attempt Has so
far been made to discover what fish really coEstitutes
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the ^staple diet of the fur-teal. This a^tect of the
problem adds to its complexity, since It affects con-
flicting interests. At the same time it emphasises
the need for immediate action, not for academic dis-

cussion.

Thb many friends of the veteran geologist, Mr
Heniy Keeping, who was bom near Milton, on the
Hampshire coast, in iSay, will welcome his simple
and unaffected “ Reminisoenoes,’* published as a
pamphlet by F W. Talbot, Sussex Street, Cambridge
(price IS. 6d post free) A characteristic portrait

appears on the cover Anecdotes of Sedgwick and
of the early days of collecting in Devonshire and the
Isle of Wight form pleasant reading The story of
the plump fanner in the Fenland who checked a
disaster by sitting in the gap of a broken dyke b
told with humorous appreciation

Prop Pibrrx Tkrmikr, In a paper on ** Les Octons
A travers let dges (Rtvu^ Scientifiqu4, May 8, 19S0),

emphasises the differences in structure of the Atlantic

and Pacific Oceans, and regards the deep-water ring
around the central area of the latter as a per-

sistent feature of the crust, liable to disturbances, but
not to elevation as dry land The Indian Ocean,
on the other hand, is post-Jurassic and the Atlantic is

post-Miocene The narrowing of the continents south-
wards b not a primary feature of a tetrahedral earth,

but results from the widening of these comparatively
modem areas of subsidence as they approach the
south

Thx Gtographtcal Review (New York) for March,
1920, contains two articles of especial interest to
British readers The first is by Lieut Leo Walmsiey
on “The Recent Trans-African Flight," with several
photographic inustratlons. The writer's wide know-
ledge of Eastern Africa and hb success as a scientific

observer even when fighting from his aeroplane fully

Justify his remark that "Africa, as seen from the
air, is one of the most wonderful of all countries

A civilised country seen from the air is simply
a gigantic mosaic the airscape of Central Africa
b as untamed and irregular as that of the
moon." The second article b by Mr C R Dryer
on “Mackinder’s 'World Island’ and its American
"Satellite”’ The author cleverly shows, on Moll-
weide’s projection, the American continents as a
“world ring" round about the “world bland," and
pictures the people of that world ring, which has no
barbarous heartland, as ready to come to the aid of
the coastal races that stand for civilisation In the
world isbnd

Stomvhorst College Observatory has recently issued
the results of meteorologicrl and magnetical dbservo.
tions for 1919 with a report and notes by ffie director,

the Rev A L Cortie, S.J, The results with the
report occupy 55 pages, and deUils of the observa-
tioof are given with great precislcm for the several
months and for the year The observatory has long
since been associated with the MeteoKdoglcal Office,

and the Monthly Weather R^iort publbl^ many of
the rasutte* The monthly mean temperature ft
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obtained In two ways, from the mean of the Mgbest

and lowest dally readings and from the mean of ^
readings at 9 am. and 9 p.!n«, ho0% meant being

corrected by Glaither*s tobies. The thermdmeters are

mounted 7 ft. above the ground in a Stevenson screen i

why in this case should not the height above ground

be 4 ft , the normal height for uniformity? Taken

as a whole, 1919 was drier and eoider tiitn^ normal,

and every individual month was cold with the excep-

tion of May and December Bright simshine for the

year was 25 hours less than the normal Rainfall was
nearly 6 in deficient, although the rainy days were

only two fewer than usual. October was r^tively

the driest month, rainfall being only about 50 per Cent,

of the average Magnetic observations and disti^ances

are popularly expblned, and afford considerable In-

formation for obtaining uniformity of results Sun-spot

activity, which had steadily declined since August,

1917, and throughout 191S, revived in 1919. The^

seismograph, which for a time had been thrown out

of action, is said to be now working satisfactorily*

Mr J I Graham, research chemist at the Bentley

Cdlieries, Doncaster, has devbed a very convenient

and portabb apparatus for the estimation of small

quantities of car^n monoxide in the air of mines. It

consists of a vessel containing a known volume of

the sample, which can be introduced by running water

out of the vessel By operating a three-way tap and
blowing water into the vessel the sample may be

passed into iodine pento^de contained in a U-tube
heated to 90^-150^ C In examining air in the mine
the temperature is maintained by hot oil contained

in a thermos flask which kuMps the U-tube within

these limits for several hours. The iodine liberated

from the pentoxide is thus sublimed and driven into

a tube containing a solution of potassium iodide in

which the free Iodine can be titrated and eadmated
in the usual way. The inventor claims that an
analysis can be completed in about five minutes with
an accuracy of 0005 per cent using 100 c.c of air,

or of 00005 per cent, with i litre It is of special

value for estimating small quantities of caihon
monoxide in mine-air, since 02 per cent Is highly
dangerous, and even 002 per cent produces after a
time unpleasant effects As the quality of compressed
oxygen supplied In cylinders Is important in life-

saving operations b mines, Mr Graham has
introduced a simple piece of apparatus for deter-
mining the amount of oxygen by absorbing a known
volume in alkaline pyrogallol. Both pieces of
apparatus can bo purchased from Messrs ReyilqldB
and Branson, Ltd

, Leeds *

In order to obviate the use of the high voltages
required in wireless telegraphy when a trlodo tube ii
operated from a direct-current supply by means of a
mechanical “chopper" which periodically breah^tlM
supply circuit, Mr L M Hull, of (he Bureau of
Standards at Washington, has us^ with great sucotss
an alternating supply from a 24cw, machine ghiAg
5C0 cycles per second at 150 volts, and a sbsrt Acoouni

the Washbg^ Acadamy of Scleticas hr 4« j

The Mnding key li In the ^ternetpr cireidt^endd^
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(filament current and plate potential are both provided

by means of transformers The author finds that,

operated in this wav, the tnode tube gives results

which compare favourably with those obtained with

the usual direct-current method, and that it has the

advantage of not requiring a high-voltage generator

or battery, while over a hmifed distance signals may
be received with a nun-osnllating detector A more
complete account of this work is to appear as a

Scientific Paper of the Bureau

Mr S J Peachkv, lecturer in chemistry at the

College of Technology, Manchester, claims to

have discovered a process for the cold vulcanisation

of rubber This is applicable not onU to rubber in

Its solid forms, but also to solutions The final pro-

duct may be obtained containing no free sulphur

Leather waste, wood-meul, and starch cellulose mav
be mixed with rubber so as to yield cheap, fully

vulcanised products with new properties and great

durability Leather waste jand rubber may be con-

verted into a product resembling leather, and at the

same time waterproof No details of the process are

given beyond the fact that it employs '*two gases

which are by-products of several chemical manufac-
turing processes, and are available at a very low
cost ” Tf these claims can be substantiated, it

appears that the process should be one of verv great

technical interest and importance

Facility of manipulation and precision in adjust-

ment are two ptime features in X-ray tube stands
They appear to have been carefully considered In the

models Mark III and Mark IV which we find In

Bulletin 355 of Messrs Watson and Sons, Ltd In
the screen attachment to the latter model there is an
arrangement whereby the X-ray tube and the screen

move together during vertical examinations We
would suggest that a valuable addition to the illus-

trations of these models would be the protective

devices to be employed with them It is especially

neoessarv during screening examinations to avoid

stray radiation reaching the operator, and the adop-

tion of rigorous protective measures would no doubt
beccmie more general if publicitv were given to this

requirement

In the course of an article on Pelton-wheel con-

struction by Mr Percy Pitman, In Etiginrermg for

June 35, the author describes the method adopted for

Improving the jets, which were unsatisfactory in the

existing turbine Expenmcntal nozxles were made in

fluid-pressed bronxe, and four rustless steel blades,

5 mm thick, were dovetailed Into them so as to lie

in axial planes These blades were ground and highly

polished up to a thin knife-edge A great improve-
ment resulted , the jets were of extraordinary solidity

and transparency, the water for about 3 ft issuing

^almost Hitt a glass rod Those Interested in the

^design of Pelton-wheel budiieta vflll find a good deal

of useful information in this article, there ts but
nttte of practical vahie hi text-books, and the author

l^vek tM complete lay-out of the new buckets, and
tochMlM copies of the woikfng drawings
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Our Astronomical Column.
Easy Mi iiioo 01 Finoinu Latiiudb —^The

Ob^ervaioty for June cuiiuiiiib an article b> N Liapm
on a method of finding latitude vkhich ii» interesting

and u useful exercise lur astionomical students, and
requires iiu other insUument than a waUh Ihe
method consists simply in observing the number of

seconds between first and last contacts of the sun
with the horiaon at sunrise or sunset ihe formula
for solution given by the author is cos* latitude

«

sin” (sun's dec] )+ 4 (sun's radius)”/(time interval)*,

where the radius and time interval must be express^
in the same units ihis formula docs not take
account of the change of sun's decl in the interval,

a correction for this may readily be made
Five act^ual determinations by this method are

given, the resulting latitude being 10' from the truth
While a sea hori/un is preferal%:, an\ straight and
level horixon will serve

INCRBASING THE PhOIOGKAPHIC PoWBR OS TELE-
SCOPES —In the Proceedings of the U S National
Academy of Sciences for March Dr Shapley desenbes
a method of increasing the phoiograpnic power of
laigc reflectors for the purpose of photographing
i.xtremely faint objects The faintest stars at present
I cached by the 60-in reflector are of magnitudes 30
to 31 , and It IS believed that the great I looker tele-

scope will gam about one magnitude over this Dr
Shapley is of the opinion that this is bordering on
the limiting magnitudes in globular clusters, and if

one or two fainter niiignitudes were available for

study, some most important information might be
obtained with regard lo several questions of stellar

and galactic evolution The method employed is

quite simple, consisting essentially in shortening the
effective local length of the telescope by means of a
short focus lens placed betw^een the mirror and the
plate The brightness of the image is thus increased,

though, of course, a reduction ot stale is inevitable

This, however, is immaterial in many sidereal prob-
lems \ trial series of exposures with different inten-

stfiers seems to have Yielded satisfactorv results, and
questions relating to globular clusters, the limits of

the galictic svstem, and similar problems appear to

be more hopeful of solution

A NSW SPBCrROPlRHBIlOllElBK AND SOLAR MeaSURK-
MENTS MADE WITH If —In No 378 of thc Scientific

Papers of the U S Bureau of Standards, recently

issued, Messrs W W Coblentx and H Kahl^ give an
account of a new spectropyrhellometer and measure-
ments of the component radiations from the sun and
from a quartz-mercury vapour lamp The spectro-

pyrheliometcr consists of a quartz spectrograph and
cylindrical condensing lens placed upon an equatorial
mounting, thus eliminating the ultra-violet absorption
produced in heliostat mirrors Thc paper sums up
the data given on the relative components of infra-

red, visible, and ultra-violet radiation from the sun
and from a quartz-mercurv arc lamp, also on
the gas-filled tungsten lamp, the iron arc, and the
carbon arc In the first appendix methods are given
for excluding ultra-violet light from buildings, one of
these being the use of a kind of Venetian blind or
louvre of wide slats, painted buff to reflect the light into
the building, the buff or red paint absorbing tM ultra-
violet, thus protecting the contents of the building
(balloon hangars, etc ) from photochemical action-
The second appendix suggests methods for protecting
projection lantern films from the heat of the lamp,
and a simple method put forward ts to provide the
water-oell with windows of Condng “heat-absorbing*”
glass, which Is verv onaaue to infroi^ped radlMon
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British Associatioii.

SUBJBCTS FOR DlSCUfiSION AT THE CaRDUV MRBTINO
Hb sectional programmcis for the BnUah Assoda-
non meeting at Carditf, August 24-28, are now

taking shape, and some of the principal saentihe
subjects which will be discussed may be indicated.

The Mathematical and Physical Section, under the
presidency of Prof A. S bddington, will be con-
cerned with the Einstein theor>, and will leeelve a
paper on the shift of the Fraunhofer lines with refer-

ence to that theory The Section will also discuss
the examination of materials by X-ra>s, the origin of
spectra, terrestrial magnetism, aurorae, solar disturb,

ance, and various phenomena of the upper atmosphere.
The Geol(^ical Section will, as usual, pay attention
to local geology, and will also, in joint i»c:>8ion with
the Sections ofzoology and Botany, ^scu&s Mendelism
and palseontology with reference to the Mcndelian
interpretation of gradual changes, especially when
new characters ap^ar late m the individual lifc-cycle

The Zoological Section will also consider the need for

the scknufic investigation of the ocean and of
fisheries—a subject m which not only the president of
the Section (Prof J Stanley Gardiner), but also Dr
W A Herdman, president of the Association and
professor of oceanography at Liverpool University, aie

leading authorities

The president of the Geographical Section, Mr J
McFarlane, will deal in his awiess with geogiaphy
and nationality as factors in the formation of the

new Europe, the Section will also discuss the dis-

tribution of population in South Wales, the new
Ordnance Survey maps, the place of geograph> in a
reformed dassical course, and vanous problems (on-

nccted with Abvssmia, Mgeria, Tunisia, Asn Minor,
Finland, and other lands The Engineering Section

18 expecting papers from Sir Arthur Duckhain on the

use of coal and from Mr S F Edge on farm tractors,

and will also deal with a number of metallurgical and
mechanical topics The Anthropological Section will

consider several subjects of Welsh interest, including

Welsh ethnology, the Roman sites at Caerwent and
Abergele, “hilltop” camps, espcaally in North
Cardiganshire, and Welsh folk-music, in this Section

also, among other speakers, Prof Flinders Petrie is

expected to give nn account of recent work in Egypt
The Physiological Section, jointly with its sub-section

of Psychology, will deal with the subject of psycho-
logical memdne m the United States, while the
S<^on will also consider the place of physlol^y in

education, and wiU receive from Prof A D Waller
a demonstration of the “emotive response ” of the

human subject The erection of psychology into the

subiect of a separate section will be brought forward
The Sections of Physiology and Botany jointly will

discuss biochemistry and systematic relationship The
Botanical Section, In addition to other joint meetings,
will join that of Agriculture in dealing with soil and
plant survey work In the Educational Section the

report of a committee will be received upon training

in cltixenshlp, in connection with which Bishop
Viklldon, Sir R Baden-Powell, and Ladv Shaw are
expected to speak The Section, among other sub.

jecte, will discuss the relation of schooiS to life, post-

graduate international education, and the relation of

universities, puhllc schools, training colleges, and
higher technical schools to a national hystem In
connection with the last discussion it is hoped to

receive a communication on universities from the

Right Hon, HAL Fisher A number of oapers

id psychological and educational Interest will be
fpcelved In joint session witii the sub-section of

F^fcbology The Agricultural Section wtl] have
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before it a number of practical subjects concerned wttb
crops and livestock.

In addition to general excursions, several Sections^
including those of Geology, Geography, Engineenng»
Anthropology, Botany, and Education, will ^slt siteB,

works, or mstitutions in Cardiff ano the neighbour-
hood appropriate to their various interests

The subj^s of the evening discourses mven at
general meetings will be “ A Groin of Wheat from the
Field to the Table,*’ by Sir Daniel Hall, of tlie Board
of Agriculture, and "Skme Requirements of Modem
Aircraft,” by Sir Richard Glarrbrook, lately director
of the National Physical T.aboratorv

Museums Association Annual Conference.

thirty-hr&t annual conference of the Museums
^ Association was held in Winchester on July 6-^,

under the presidency of Sii Martin Conway, Director-

General of the Imperial War Museum There weie
present about a hundred delegates from the vanous
museums and art galleries of Great Britain and
Ireland, whde Colonial and foreign institutions were
repiej»ented by Mr Fitzroy Carrington, from the
Bo!»ton Museum of Fine Arts

, Mr E C Chubb,
from Durban Museu n , and Dr G Johansson Karlin,
from the Kulturhistonska Museet, Lund
The meeting marked an epoch in the history of the

association, since it partook of the nature of a joint

conference with the Museums Association of France,
which was represented by Prof Louis Roule, of the
Pans Museum, and Dr Loir, secretary of the French
Museums Association

In his presidential address Sir Martin Conway gave
an account of the formation of the Imperial War
Museum temporanly housed in the Crystal Palace
He explained how the difficulties of the collection and
transport of specimens are being met, and dealt with
qofne of the problems of their storage, especially In

the case of war kinematograph films the preservation
of which at present is both difficult and expensive
Owing to the vast mass of matenal collected and
the targe size of many of the exhibits, the president

pointed out that their permanent home must q| neces-
sity be spacious He suggested that no more fitting

war memorial could bi rai^ than a stately museum
on the Surrey bank of the Thames near the proposed
site of the new Channg Cross bridge Hers the
thousands of specimens connected with and illus-

trating the war period could be housed, and with them
a complete Roll of Honour, with biographical notes,

of every man and woman of the Empire who had
fallen in the mat struggle

Mr E N rallaize read a paper of great interest
and utility to museum curators on “Suggestions for
the Classification of the Subject-matter of Anthropo-
logy.** In consideration of Ae vast field covered by
this subject, he pointed out the necessity for the forma-
tion of a definite plan for its study, sugge^ng a
broad classification of the subject into two iSmm, one
dealing with man as an organism and the other
treating him as a rational being reacting to his en-
vironment For the first, a study of man’s structure
and the functions of his organs is needed. Including
a study of the abnormal, both physical and mentol.j
Having thus established a type, the second hmfingf
falls naturally into two groups ethnology, a study
of man in space, and what may be termed daW
anthropedogy, a study of man in tfme. „tn oddltloot
rnan s nature as shown in the develooment and em.
plovmmt of specifically human fo^ltte sho^ be
studied, not chronologicaUv, but In a lof^col eeqiiyos

NATURE
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Htfvdtng irom prumtive gratification of the aensek to

oum *8^ relation to the unseen.
One of the outstanding problems which a museum

curator has to face is that of the lighting of his

buihUng, and a paper given by Mr. Hurst beeger on
*'Tbe Lighting of Museums and Art Galleries ' wab
particularly instructive on this point. He dealt

especially with the question of reflation in the glass

of pictures and museum-casest and pointed out those

principles of construction whereby such reflections

could he avoided
Mr Lowe explained the Public Libraries Act of

1919, stating thaCi in his opinion, it gave their charter

to the museums and art galleri^ of this country

A discussion as to the desirability of a diploma for

museum curators was opened by Dr Hoyle, who
was of opinion that without some recognised diploma
the status of curators could not be assured In the

course of the discussion Mr Bailey outhned a scheme
suggested by Sir Cedi Harcourt-Smith for the Irain-

11^ of museum curators at the Victoria and Albert
Museum.
A paper on the museum and art gallery of Baroda,

dealing particularly with the difficulty of ^serving
pictures in hot climates, was read by Mr. Dibden
Mr M J Rendall, Headmaster of Winchester

College, ^ave a paper, illustrated by lantern-slides, on
the teamng of art m local museums, emphasising the
Mit playea in such teaching hy good lantern-slides

He demonstrated the vast difference made by the

quality of the slides used, and explained how and
where the best slides could be obtained
Dr A Loir gave an account of the formation of an

Association of Curators of French Museums, and
suggested a joint committee of English and French
curators for international co-operation Papers were
read on “The Winchester City and Westgate
Museum,” by Mr Hooley, “The Winchester College
Museum,” by the Rev S A McDowall; “Selection
of Pictures for Municipal Art Galleries,** by Mr
Howarth, “Biography of the Comte de Lac^p^,**
by Prof Louis Roule, “The Child and the Mummy,*’

^ Mr T Peart ; and “ Sug^stions for a Bureau of
Exchange through the MMium of the Mureumi
/ottTwaf,** by Mr Allcbin
A fdl account of all papers and discussions will be

wblished in the September issue of the
journal

The Unhrersity of Edinburffh.

Nxw ScnMcx Buildings

'T'HE foundation-stone of the new chemical labora-
^ tories of the University of Edinburgh, the first

of what will be known in future as w ** King’s
BuikUngs** of the University, was laid on July 6

^ the Ring, who was accompanied by the Queen and
Pnnoess ySkry These buildings are to be erected as
separate blocks on a site of 115 acres acquired by
the University in November, 1919, mainly for the use
ol the scientific departments They are situated on
the southern outskirts of the city, near the Royal
Observatory on Blackford Hill, and are about two
miles distant from the Old Colkge. Thousands of
peotators assembled, notwithstanding the drenching
rain wMch tell before and throimhout the ceremony
The general lay-out of the* chemical laboratories

) was planned by Prof James Walker, who has worked
In collaboration with Mr A F Balfour Paul, the
architect of the building The building is rectangular
In plan, having a frontage of sao ft and a depth of

3SO ft. Three corridors, one central and one on each
nde, run badewards through the whole length, and
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are connected by a cross-corridor in the front portion,

fhis arrangement permits of indefinite extension by
increasing the depth of the building, ^tween Um
central corridor and the side corridors are situated the
mam laboratories with their stores- and service-rooms,
ab well as the lecture department Each main labora-
tory (of which there are five) measures 70 ft by 45 ft,
and receives north light from a saw-tooth roof
Smaller rooms used in conjunction with the main
laboratories are situated across the outer corridors,
and are lit from the side Ihc whole building is of
one story, except the frontage block and the front
part of the east and west wings, which are two
stones in height In these will be housed administra.
tion, library, special laboratorie*;, and research-rooms
When complete the department will provide places
for about four hundred students working simul-
taneously It IS estimated that the total cost of the
chemical laboratories with fittings and equipment will
be anproximately 350,000!
His Majesty, in replying to the address of the Vice-

Chancellor, Sir Alfred Ewing, expressed the hope that
generous donors would be found able and willing to'
lompletc the plan of extension which had been
sketched with so bold a hand At the conclusion of
the ceremony of laying the foundation-stone the
degree of LL D was conferred on the Queen

Lessons from the Smithsonian.

'pHE report of the secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution for the year ending June 30, 1919, is,

as always, full of interest, and it differs from similar
reports issued in this country m that the points of
interest are clearly brought out and not left to be
deduced ^ the reader from masses of undigested
detail The institution controls the work of the
National Museum, the Bureau of American Ethnology,
the International Exchange Service, the National
Zoological Park, the Astrophysii al Observatory, and
the United States contributions to the International
Catalogue of Scientific Literature. The Astrophysical
Observatory seems a little out of the picture, but the
association of the other bodies tends to co-operation
and the prevention of overlap.
The National Museum itself embraces every form of

museum activity and combines subjects which in London
are distributed among the two sections of the British
Museum, the Victoria and Albert Museum, the Sdmee
Museum, the Museum of Practical Geology, the
National Galleries of Art, and several other collections.
The Washington j^ople are as well satisfied with their
system os we (to judge from perennial complakit) are
dissatisfied with ours The single administraticm, it

IS claimed, “not only ensures greater economy in
management, but permits of a more logical clasrifica-

Hon and arrangement, the elimination of duplication,
and a consequent reduction in the relative amount of
space required."

Those in this country who are advocating the co-
ordination of our museums and allied establtshments
under a single board would be well advised to study
the conditions in Washington The most obvious
danger of such a system is too great rigidity and un-
necessary red-tape It is, however, clear that such
an objection does not apply to the Smithsonian
Institution The constitution of the various bodies
permits of far more flexibility and enterprise than we
are accustomed to in some, at any rate, of the similar

bodies In this country This, it seems to us, is btcauae
the Smithsonian is not a Department of State run bv
politidans or clerks without experience of the varied
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activitiei which they have to direct, but it, from
Secretary Walcott downwards, managed by men who
have received their training in the fim or the labora*
tory or the museum; men who are familiar with t^
needs and difficulties of their assistants, men who
combine high ideals with a dear appreciation of what
is practicalde, and so carry out a consistent policy

A feature of the National Museum, as of other
American museums, is the large amount of exploration
undertaken An expedition, including collectors and
kincmatographers, is now at work in Afiiia Mrs
Purdy Bacon has bequeathed hftv thousand dollars to

establish a travelling scholarship for the study of faunas
outside the United States M'inv other expeditions

are here reported on But we would chteflv emphasise
the policy of sending out the ofliiers of the museum
to study and collect The whole of the geological

staff was thus emplovcd during the field-season of

1918, filling gaps in the collections, obtaining sped-
mens needed for public exhibition, and taking photo-
graphs to illustrate the explanatory labels Many of

the other dennrtments also had members in the field

Among other signs of life and growth, the report

records the inauguration of popular scientific lectures,

and the introduction of a Bill to provide a museum
of history and of the arts as a memorial to Theodore
Roosevelt The building would afford much-needed
space for the rapidlv extending National Gallery of

Art

The Rehgion and Ongin of the Hawaian
People.

T he sixth volume of the Memoirs of tlie Bishop
Museum at Honolulu * continues the publication

of Judge FornanderS literal^ collcctionh Ihc first

portion contains l^^o important papiis by native

writers on the religion of the Hawaians One, by
Kamakau, contiibuled to the collection bv Dr W D
Alexander, describes certain ancient ceremonies of

which the principal are those conni i led with the pre-

natal development of the royal child, the direction of

services to the gods, the catching of the fish opelu,

and the feasts of the >car Ihere are shorter notes

on heathen prayers and the ceremonial ereition of

the heiau or god’s house A much longer paper bv

the Hawaian author, S N Haleole, deals with the

functions of the JCobtina, “the priesthood called the

Ordw of Sortery ” The )^o^U m varying forms

i

tahuna, tahunga, fauna) is used throughout the

Sastera Pacific to denote persons possessed of varying

degrees of wisdom from priesthood to sorcery, but in

the west, in Tonga and Samoa, has become entirely

eculafised, and there (in the form fii/ungo) means
nothing more than a carpenter or skilled workman
The Kahuna in Hawaii was properlv trained for his

office, and gave evidence of his powers by divination

from pebbles, clouds, shadows, and dreams, and bv

his magical effects with the maunat or cast-away por-

tions of nail, hair, tooth, or clothing His services

were In request in times of war and threatened evils,

for house4)uUdlng or loss of lands, in courtship and

medicine The omens of agriculture, canoe-making,

and fishing, with descnptions of the occupations

tlh^selves, arc fully described.

The second part of this volume contains Fer-

nand’s speculations on the '‘Source and Mlgratiws

of the Polynesian Race” This appears somewhat

out of date In the present stage of linguisdc study.

t KMio(nortlMBtrn>c«PwiAia.ndMpMa m^MytmUn Xthnolovr
** Fommndw ColUctlon oftM Natural Hiatory Vol ^ i »nd. Fotnm^ CoWartton of

Rawailm Amiqulitaa aad Fofc-ww ThW ftanai. Parts t, a. Pp sjS.

Hooolalu H T Blibop MaaaMa PnM, 1419.)
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The author regards India as the original home of
the Polynesian people, and supposes that tho Poly*,

ncsian and Aryan language families separated before
the latter had developed their inflected lOAn, and that
traces of Polynesians are found in the Malay Archi-
pelago A majority of the immigrants are thought
to have parsed through Torres Straits to the Loymty
Islands, and thence to Fiji, Samoa, and Tonga.
Fornandcr's so-called evidence is very unsatisfactory.
It IS based mainly on the casual resemblances of
certain Indian words to Polynesian, the Polynesian
meanings being read Into the Indian word or vice
versa,

Ihc theory of an Indian origin of Polynesian may
be seen to underlie the theories of Macmillan Brown,
Perev Smith, Christian, and Churchill, but certainly

lacks the support of sound linguistic evidence
According to this view, everything east of India whidi
agrees with modern Polynesian is borrowed from an
ancient form of Pohnesian speech, though the lan-
guages themselves prove that Polynesia has received
manv of its words from primitive Indonesia, and
that not bv one migration, from one place at one
time, but in several lolonisations from various parts
of the archipelago at different times
The final portion of pirt 2 contains other papers

by Fornandor on Hawaian tradition, history, and
genealogy

nil the native ventings in the first part are in
the original Ha\\'iian with tr.mslatlons, tnev form a
considerable bodv of text which will be useful to the
student of the language, quite apart from their value
in the exposition of TIawainn religion The whole
work js very clearly and tastefully printed and a
rnxlit to the Museum Press Sidney H Ray

Sod Temperatures.*

T he paper by Messrs West, Edlcfscn, and Ewing
referred to below is an attempt td predict the

probable temperature of anv hour of any If the
mean monthly tempeiatures of any place are knowfi
from previous records, it is possible to repiesent them
bv a hourlcr senes of the form

T=a+btos(^— c) tdcos2(^-c)+/cos3(tf-g)+ .

where To temperature at time tf, asmean annual
temperatuie, 6, c, etc t=tonstant8 It is also found for
normal days that the temperature at any given hour
Is a certain percentage of the mean daily temperature,
and that this percentage is practically constant irre-

spective of season The Fourier senes is used to
predict the mean daily temperature, which is then
mullij^lted by the appropriate percentage factor to
obtain the temperature at the given hour An arith-

metical method, avoiding the use of the Fourier
series, is also described The results are fairly trust,
worthy for and regions, but not for humid areas
where storms, etc , are frequent j

In Capt Franklin’s third paper on soil temperatures
(see “ Forecasting Frosts,” Nature, January 1, xqao,

p. 450) the variations in the ratio of teinperature

ranges at the 410 depth and the surface, (^)i

studied under a variety of weather condidons. ^ The
values vary widely, from 0-19 In a very dry soil to
0*85 dunng heavy rams The most common value Is

about 0*40 The influenced of the soil-water on
3 ** DeemnliuttiM of Normal ToamraturM by Moaiw of tbo RqaallM

nmeato Vanatloiw, and 0 WodUM TWemsfanh
N . XdloAM. nd a XarCi# /mtw.

BfT.B.

of tiM SoaioAal Tmai
Fooorrf" BrF UV^ ,

, vot xVlU. F* 499>

»Th« Efftct of WoJ>MrCbontM oa Soil Ttammfmttam.*
FnnUfaii Proe. Rot Son. Bdfaibtfih, voL xL (rgnA R.
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p«r*ture is very marked The downward percolation

of w*nn or cold rain from tho surface to the i^in

depth causes rapid changes in temperature, especially

in sandy soilsi when percolation is rapid After
drainage has ceased a rise in temperature mav enable
it to begin again, owing to the diminishing viscosity

of water with increasing temperature The formation

of a dry surface-mulch reduces the value of

owing to the low conductivity of dry soil But the
actum iempetaiure at the 4-in depth is not greatly

reduced by the poor conductivity of the dry soil This
is attributed to the drv sin face layers reaching a
higher temperature owing to their lehsened specific

heat, and this counteracts the effect of decreased con-
ductivity It IS shown that a strong dry wind causes

the temperature of the surface sod to f»iU considerably

below that of the air The effet t of frost is examined
and a formula given for depth of soil frozen in

terms of mean surface temperature and dutalion of

frost \ very close relation holds between the date

of flowering of coltsfoot and the number of frosts for

the two months previous to the date of flowering on
open soil not covered with deep snow It is shown
also that strong warm west winds—associated with

cyclonic depressions—rapidly raise the temperature of

thd underground layers of soil in spring B A K

Control of Insect Pests.

English tomato-growers in the Lea Valley are
threatened with an annual loss of from

per acre unless special remedial measures are adopted
against the glasshouse tomato moth, PoUa {Hadena)
oUracea L Lloyd (Monthly Circular of the

Lea Valley and District Nurserymen’s and
Growers' Association, Ltd ) finds that !»pra>ing

with lead arsenate for the destruction of the pest

must be supplemented by trapping the caterpillars

and moths and by destruction of the pupae The cater-

pillars can be trapped in old sacks, and ultimately

Killed by boiling water, while the moths are attracted

to wide mouth^ jars containing brown treacle and
ale mixed with 1 per cent of sodium fluoride Emphasis
IS laid on the necessity for ascertaining that each
control measure is effective

Several papers have recently been published dealing
with the control of various "borers” that infest crop
trees Attempts have been made to control the peach-
borer by means of toxic gases derived from poisonous
tubstances distributed on the soil round the base of

the trees, E B Blalreslee (Bull 796, USA Depart
Agric) finds that the more usual toxic agents, viz

carbon bisulphide, carbon tetrachloride, sc^um
cyanide, and naphthalene, are all unsuitable for

various reasons, but that para-dichlorobenaene offers

distinct possibilities for the purpose The surface
crust about the collar of the tree is broken, the
required dose of poison (about i o« per tree from
6-15 years M) distnbuted evenly about the trunk
in a band x-a in wide, and a covering of earth
applied and moulded up It is clauned that by this
method 94 per cent of the larvae can be destroyed
Much damage is wrought in the United States by

the apple-tree borer, which usually takes two or three
years to pass thfough its life^ydbe. It is difficult to
Eattack the larvss by means of poisonous sprays, and
"nwdMnical devices are necessarily resorted to F S
Brooks farmers* Bull 67c, USA Depart Agric

)

maintains that the most effective method of control
Is ^ old-fashioned practice of "worming” with a
kniis and a piece of wire, but recommends the use
of carbon bisulphide when the burrows are obstructed
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and the larvae cannot be reached by the wire Egg-'
laying can be prevented by a thick coat of paint
applied to the bark of the tree, or by means of wrap-
pings of cloth or newspapers applied clobe enough to
exclude the adult female from the bark Ihe b^tle
can be killed by spraying the trees with arsenate of
lead, as by this moans their food is poisoned, but it

is doubtful if this is profitable as a general rule
A most comprehensive account of the toon shoot

and fruit borer {Hyp^ipyla robmta, Moore) is given
by C F C Beeson in the Indian Porest Records
(vol vn

, p irt vii ) The stages of the insect, its life-

historv intl habits, and studies of its seasonal history
are fuH\ dt scribed, and from the information thus
gamed the best methods of control arc elucidated
The loon borer passes through five generations in the
year, the first is spent in the flower, the second in

the developing fruits, and the last three in the young
shoot* of the current season Ihe effect of this habit
is th the first and second broods cause great injurv
to the teed crop, and m bad vears mav hinder seed-
formation entirely, whilst the three later broods mav
completely niillifv the season’s growth m \oung trees,

and, in any case, they lause great delav in the
development of the saplings It is often of little use
to make >oung plantations in the neighbourhood of
old loon trees which are infested with the borer
The voung trees are subject to attack from their

second or third venr onward, hut may be somewhat
protected bv banding the trees broast-hJgh with
sacking, and removing and destroying at intervals

all the larvQ and cocoons found inside tte sack-bands
After the fruits arc npe it is advisable to cut out and
burn all shoots that are ittackcd, and in bad cases a
second pruning should be made during the cold
weather

Scientific and Systematic Pomology.^

I
I may be taken as n sign of the development of
research in truit culture in thi!> country, and of

the interest which has been aroused in connection
therewith among growers of fruit and progressive
horticulturists generally, that the well-known firm of
nurserymen, Messrs George Bunyard and Co , Ltd

,

of Muid&tone, has considered the time ripe for the
issue of a new quarterly journal devoted exclusively
to pomology Ihe editor, Mr F \ Bunyard, a
member or the fiim named, is recognised both as a
piactical grower of wide experience and as one
of the foremost authorities on s>stemalic pomoloi^
and pomological literature Under his guidance the
Journal of Pomology should without difficulty estab-
lish itself as a publication of scu ntific value, mecUng
the needs of a branch of horticulture which has a£
vanced with rapid strides in its importince for the
country economically and physiologically since the day
when the late Mr W E Gladstone advised farmers
to p*ow fruit for jam production as a remedy for

agricultural depresMon, and is at present none too
well catered for in this respect.

The contents of the first two numbers may appear
to suggest that there is scarcely occasion yet for a
periodical intended primarily to serve for scientific

and systematic pomology in this country, some of the
more important artides being reprints or abridgments
of papers previously published in otherJournals Such
articles, however, as those by Miss Sutton on self-

sterility in plums, cherries, and apples, and hf
Brooks and Bailey on silver-leaf dUeasSi are of a

TJk /rtmtMl ^ Kdtktd by Bdwsrd A
Nofi. s Md t (MwditoM 0*0. Bttnwd and Co., .

Qoartarty. Slotk Nm. ^ Sd. , Anmal Snbacrfptton tot.
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degree of intereet to pomolo^ste which justifies

reproduction in a journal more likely to come under
thdr notice than those in which they originally ap-

red. It is improbable, moreover, that witn research
ring on fruit culture in active progress at such

centres as Woburn, Long Ashton, and East Mailing,
as well as at Cambridge and the John Innes Institu.

tion at Merton, there will be any dearth of material
on the scientific side for future numbers
In addition to the articles mentioned, others of

particular interest which have already appeared in

the journal are those on "'Black Currant Varieties,”

by K* G Hatton, ""Seedling Apples,” by the editor

and Edward Laxton, ” Insect Visitors to Fruit
Blossom,** bv C H Hooper, and “The Recognition
of Fruits,’* by H E Durham
Provide that the policy already adopted of the

inclusion of reviews and short summaries of recent

pomological research as well as of original papers
is maintained, those whose interests arc moinlv
centred on fruit culture should find this journal of

much service in keeping them in touch with the

advance of knowledge In the subject—a matter which
has not been casv hitherto owing to the diversity of

the publications in which such work has appeared

University and Educational Intelligence.

BiRMiNGMAii —At a Degree Congregation held on
July 10 the Vioc-Chancdlor (Sir Gilbert Barling,

Bart ) conferred the following degrees —Doctor of
Science Frederick Challenger, Arthur Hubert Cox.,

Harold A&hlcy Daynes, and John Leslie Haughton
Doctor of Medtctne Gladys Mary Cooksey Philo-

^ophiae Doctor (a degree new to this University)

William Hulse, Franck Joseph Meggitt, and
Leonard Johnston Willb M Sc (Official) William
Cramp, Arthur Robert Lli^, Gilbert rhomas Morgan,
Samuel Walter Johnson Smith, and Richard Heniy
Yapp M Sc (ordinary) F H Clews, H J

Collins, H G Evans, A E Goddard, F B Jenkins,

L J Lambourn, E W Mason, K N Moss, A H
Naylor, N A Nicholls, D S Newey, A J Nichol-

son, G N Scott, H J Thompson, E Tyler, and
W R A. Weatherhead Master of Surgery B T
Rose

In addition to these, 107 candidates were admitted
to the degree of B Sc and 16 to the degree of M B
The honoraiy degree of Master of Music was con-

ferred on Sir Tliomas Beecham and Francis Donald
Tovey

Bristol —The resignation of Prof F Francis at
dean of the faculty of science Is announced Prof
A M ^ndatl is to succeed him in the office, with
Mr P Fraser as deputy dean

Prof C Llovd Morgan, on relinquishing his chair,

has been appdnted emeritus professor of psychology
and ethics

Dr C D Broad has been appointed to the chair

of phllosc^hy

Cambridge —Dr T M I-owry, C B E , has been
elected professor of physical chmistry in the Uni-
versity This is a firs* aj^olntment to a newly
creatiM chair

LivRRPOOt —Dr W Mason has been appointed
professor of engineering (strength of materials), Mr,
C, O Bannister orofessor of metallurgy, and MrW H Gilmour professor of dental surgery

London —The King has been pleased to approve
the appointment of Mr Ernest Barker, fellow and
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tutor of New College, Oxford, to the office of Prin-
cipal of King’s Coll^ in succession to the late Dr,
R M Burrows
Applications are invited for the William Julius

Mickle fellowship, which is awarded anriualiy to
the man or woman who, bemg resident in London
and a graduate of the University, has, in the opinion
of the Senate, done most to advance medical art or
science within the preceding five years and shown
conspicuous merit The fellowship is of the value of

at least 20o2. Applications must reach the Principal
Officer of the University by, at latest, the first post
on October i next

Mancuxstbr —

I

1ie King, on the recommendation
of the Chancellor and Council of the Duchy of Lan-
caster, has contributed too guineas to the appeal fund
Ihe Manihestcr correspondent of the ItmeA an-

nounces that Mr Maxwell Garnett, Principal of the
College of Technology, has lesigncd, and is asking
to bo relieved of his duties at the end ot the summer
vacation He adds —‘"Tliere has for some time
past been acute rontrover'sy beti^een the Principal

and the Education Committee legardlng the former’s
jK>licv of raising the educational status of the college,

whlcti constitutes the Department of Icchnologv m
Manchester University Ihc Education Committee
recently decided to limit the number of degree students
and to admit a certain number of senior technical-

school boys as whole-timo students In communi-
cating this decision to candidates for admission to the
degree courses, Mr Gnrnett suggested the possibility

of its re\crsal bv the City Council The Education
Committee published its censure of this letter, and
both the policy of the committee, which was repre-
sented in the debate as an emergency policy for a
single venr, and the censure were endoraied bv the Citv
Council last week ” Under Mr Garnett’s guidance the
educational work of the college has dcvelc^ied greatly,
the number of matriculated students being now more
than six times greater than it was when he became
Principal eight years ago The demand for graduates
from the college is far greater than the supply, and
there has been a ready response to the appeal for
funds for the purpose of extending its highest work

Mr W M CuMMiNc, hitherto of the British Dye-
stuffs Corporation, , has been j^ointed Benior
lecturer m organic chemistry at the Royal Technical
College, Glas^w

Two FrechcvMIe research fellowships, each of the
yearly value of 500/ ,

tenable for one year, and pos-
sibly for a second year, are bciM ofier^ by the
Imperial College of Science and 'mhnology, South
Kensington The fellowships are intended to aid in
carrying out any investigation or research connect^
with mining, mining gecdogv, metallurgy, or the
technology of oil considered by the selection ^com-
mittee to be of sufficient use or promise Applications,
in writing, giving particulars of the jaropMcyi inves.
tigations of candidates, should be made to the Secre-
tary of the College by, at latest, August 31 next

The following bequests, among others, were made
bv the late Mr. T W. Backhouse, whose dcalli was
reported in Nature of May 13 (p 335) —50I to the
British Association; 700I to nls trustees upon trust,
to apply the same as they in their absolute discretion I

may consider expedient towards the carrying on of
the scientific calculations based npon observatkms |UMi
notes made by him in astronomy, tneteon^ogy. or
other branches of science, and towards tlw p^Iljca-
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tion of tbom, any sum remaining over being given

to the Bntuh Anoaation. and his astronomical
t^mals and drawings of Jupiter and Mars to the

British Astronomical Association His trustees are to

complete and publish the star maps for tracing meteor
paths now in process of completion under the cart

and charge of Sir William Peck, of The Observatoi v
Edinburg

A 8UMIIBR meeting of the Asbociation of Technical
Institutions will be ndd at Cambridge on Fnd iy nnd
Saturday, July 2J-24

The protecdings will com
mence on the Fn^y at 10 a m , when the president

the Marquesik of Crewe, will take the chair Papers
will be read on Friday morning by Primipal J C
Maxwell Garnett on a national 8>stem of education
and by Principal C Coles on tht necessity for dost

CO operation between tuhnical colleges and the uni-

versities On baturd ly morning Prim ipal C I

Eclair-Heath will read a paoer on the relations which
should exist between thi day continuation sciiools xml
the central technical (.olkge and Pnncipal L Small
one on adult ediicxtion m relation to tht work of
technical vchools Resolutions dealing with adult

education will be submitted xt the condusion of the 1

reading of Pnncipal Small’s paper

Ws are notihed by the Hoard of Education that the

removal of the mam offices of the Board from the
Victoria and Albert Museum, South Kensington, to

King Charles Street Whitehill, is in progress, and
will. It 18 hoped, be completed by the end of the

present month On and after July 26 the officixl

address of the Board will be Whitehall, S W i It

If requested that only urgent comtnunications shall

be ^nt until after July 24 and that thebe shall be
marked Urgent ** on the outside wrapper Tht
Medical Branch of the Board is at Cleveland House

19 St James's Square, b W i The Pensions Brxmh
18 at the Science Museum, Imperial Institute Roxd
South Kensington, S W 7 The Examinations Section

of the Board is housed at 40 Cromwell Road South
Kensington, SW7 Tl» office of Special Inqumes
and Reports and the Library will remain foi tlK

present at the Victoria and Albert Museum Visitors

whose business solely concerns these branches should
call at the addresses given above

Thk activity of the scientific society of a school

may be taken as a measure of the interest aroused in

scientific subjects and a sign of progressive teaching
Clifton College occupies a high position, judged by
this standard, and its scientific society, founded so
long ago as 1869, continues to foster the inborn
aptitude of many young people for observation and
ekperiment We have before us a list of exhibits at a
conversazione given by the sociotv on July 8, and we
do not hesitate to say that the demonstrations
ai^ratus, speamene, and collections shown would
do credit to any scientific society The demonstrations
included wirewss telegraphy and telephony, the arti-

ficial formation of clo^, the fixation of nitrogen, the

Actional disbllation of petrol from crude petroleum,
and other subjects, and the exhibits illustrated many
Interesting facts and phenomena of biological and
physical saenoe The conversazione was held to

show to parent# and friends the work and resources

of the tcientlfi<^ society, and w« are sure that the

company must hove been impressed by what was
dittlayed Clifton College is renowned among the

pubhe schools for its attention to science, and the

raoent conversazione shows that It is able to main
tain the Mgh place gained for it by men Uke Wilson,
^heairtona, WortMn^on, and Rlntoul
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Societies and Academiea.

London

Royal Society, June 24 —Sir J J Ihomson, presi-

dent, in the chair -bir Rxy Laak^er Some rostro*

c 11 mate flint implcmentb and allied forms A senes
of rostro-carinate fiint implemenlb is described and
figured in this piper from various localities, including
one from the Lower Palaeolilhic gravel of the valley

of the Oibe (1 ranee) It is shown that the form
exhibited b> the Norwich test specimen, ’ with
Ventral plane, dors il plxne or platform, anterior
rostrum, with dot sal canna 01 keel is modified m
some of the sp<(initns here figured b> the flaking
iwav of the \enti xl plane and by the hook like

cut vature of the rostrum \ large Sub Lr ig example
IS described in which onl> one of the ( harxctenstie
U iturts of the tvpc, namely, the great ventrd planc^
IS retained, the iinnkmont serving as a \ery emcicnt
jack-plane The evident e of the nixnufaiture of

these implements b\ i sciics of humanlv dir<ctcd
blows IS indicated by the illustritivc drawings -Lord
Rsykigb A re-cxamination of the light scattered bv
giscs in respect of polxrisition 1 Fxptnmcnts on
the common gases Re determin itjons arc given of
the relative mtensits of the two polarisations m the
light scattered at right ingles bv pure gases
paper is chiefly concerned with developing act urate
experimental methods Ihe values obtnnrd irt, as
follows

c as

lotentity of weak, com
ponent poUnsuion

(Strong component 100 )

H| N, \ir Ot CO| NgO

4 Si 4 74 S68 10 I 124 16 I

\ Mallock Note on the influence of temperature
on the rigidity of metals The exp^iments hero
described were cairied out at the Davy Faraday
Laboratory as a continuation of a sotnewnat similar
set on the temperature-variations of Young’s modulus
(see Proc R S , A, vol xcv

)
1 he method adopted

in the present scries depend^ on the deteimination
of the periods of a torsion balance the rcstitutivc

couple of which was given by the rigidity of a speci-

men of the metal test^ at vanous temperatures The
coeflicicnts of temperature variation found for rigidity

agreed with those for \oung’b modulus in so far

that in both cases the variation diminished as the
melting point of the mctxl increased The chief
vilue, however, of the present experiments -was in

showing th It the natural plasticity or internal friction

of metals (whuh leads to what has sometimes been
called hysteresis) was even more affected by tern

perature than were the coefficient* of elasticity, and
that the value of ngiditv ” obtained from the
observed periods was vciy appreciably affected by the
variation of plasticity For this reason the numerical
results are not given in the paper, but the method of
experiment is d^cribed and the nature of the errors

introduced by the change of plasticity stated —
E F Artutroag and T P HUdlteh A study of
catalytic actions at solid surfaces V The rate of
change conditioned by a nickel catalyst and its bear-

ing on the law of mass action The hydrogenation
of selected simple organic compounds containing one
ethylenic linkage has been studied with reference to-

the indication* of a linear relation between the amount
of hvdrogenation and time which were observed In
the case of mixtures of unsaturated glvoerides fpart 1

of this senes) It is now found that this relaUon, in

the case of methvl and ethyl dnnaniatea safrol, or
anethol (when hydrogenated in tiM liquid state in

presence of nickel at 140^ or 180^ C ), takes a finear
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form for at leabt 60 per cent , and in most cases So to

90 per cent
,
of the whole action The interpretation

of the nieihanism of the action which the .luthors

deduced from the work on unsaturaled jjlyccrides thus

receives cKpcnmental conhrm.ition il Jeffreys

Tidal friction in shallow seas In a recent paper

G I Ta>ior has shown that the fnrtion of the tidal

currents in the Irish Sea over the bottom causes

enough dissipation of enerfjy to account for about
ooe-nftleth of the known empirical secular accelera-

tion of the moon This suggests that other and
larger shallow areas within strong tidal currents will

contribute a still greater amount to the dissipation

of energy, and in the present paper the chief shnllow

seas of the earth are treated separately The greatest

dissipation is found to take place In the Bering Sea,

the Yellow Sea, and the Strait of Malacca Mto-

gether, enough is found to account for about 8o per

cent of the secular acceleration leaving a b lance

to be explained by currents in fjords and along the

open roast — Pi of J C McLewiMi, J F T Yo«Bg,

and H J C Irrtsa Arc spectra in vacuo and spark

spectra m helium of various elements (i) The
vacuum arc spectra of antimony, bismuth, calcium,

magnesium, silver, and copper^ and the spark spectra

in helium of antimony, bismuth, aluminium,
cadmium, lead, magnesium, thallium, and tin, have
been investigated in the region below A«ic^o A U
(a) TTie measurements of the arc spectra of antimony,
bismuth, calcium, and selenium, and the spark

spectra of antimony and lead, aopear to be the first

retorded for these elements in this region (t) The
work with the vacuum grating 8pe<trograph has
resulted in the extension of the vacuum arc spectrum
of copper to about X- 1216 A U —Prof J C
McLenaan and A C ILewli Spark spectra of various

elements in helium in the extreme ultra-violet In
this investigation the spark spectra in helium of the

elements silicon, tellurium, molybdenum, and zir-

conium have been determined for the spectral region

between Awigoo AU and A«t6oo A U —K H
Klagdoa ‘ I ow-voltagc ionisation phenomena in

mcrcurv vapour (i) Bv the use of a magnetic field

experimental proof has been given that when
mercurv-vapour atoms* arc bombai^ed with electrons

possessing volt-velocities greater than 49, the atoms
mav be ionised bv these collisions (a) An attempt
has been made to explain the experimental results of

Davis and Gourher on the basis of the results ob-

tained (3) Arguments are presented for showing
that the production of ions In mcrcurv vapour at this

voltage IS not so definitely at variance with the Bohr
theory as might at first bo thought (4) The experi-

ments go to show that the low.voltage ionisation is

nut due to ionisation by successive impacts, but that

perhaps, in order that a 49-volt collision should pro-

duoe ionisation, the velocity of the impinging electron

must bear some definite orientation wiln regard to
the Dibit of the electron which is to be eiecM from
the atom “Sir Geoige QwwAIII Electrification of
an insulated lens and allied problems treated by the
stream function —C Chree Simultaneous values of
magnetic declination at different British stations A
comparison is made of corresponding diurnal varia-
tions of magnetic declination at £slcdat«nuir and
Kew obseivatorics Mean monthly, daily, and hourly
values of declination at Eskdalemuir, Stonyhurst,
Falmouth, and Kew are compared The results are
also given of the measurements of a large number of
irregular declination chaiiMs at the several stations.
It is found that the dmerenoes between different
statloos Increase with the amount of magnetic dis-

turbance, and that if accurate Information la deslr«l
as to magnetic declination anywhere in the fhdd,
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observations taken on disturbed days should not be
relied on It is thus important that observatory
records should be consulted Mfore the results of field

observations are accepted A number of results are
obtained as to the relative amplitudes of irregular
derhnntiun chanr'cs at the several observatories-—

J Msreer Symmetrisable functions and their expan-
sion in terms of biorthogonal functions The purpose
of this communication is to announce certain results
relative to the expansion of a symmetrisable function
ic(5, /) in terms of a complete system of fundamental
functions corresponding lo k (5, t), regarded as the
kernel of a linear integral equation An expansion
of the function of positive tvpe bv which k(j, f) is

svmmctrisable is obtained and apolied in two im-
nortant cases —W F Sheppard Reduction of error
by linear compounding The paper deals with the
general problem of improving an observed quantity
which contains an unknown error bv adding to It a
linear compound (linear function) of other observed
quantities, called auxiliaries, the coefficients in tiw
added portion being chosen so as to make the mean
square of error of the whole a minimum This is a
gmeralisation of the soecUl problem of finding the
improved value when the auxiliaries are the ffiffer-

ences of suffirientiv high order of a set of quantities
The treatment of the problem Is simplified bv a brief
statement of general theorems, and bv a theory of
coniugste sets of quantities The oblect is to arrive
at fonnula> suitable for numerical calculation —G B
Jtffery Plano stress and plane strain in bipolar co-
ordinates The solution is given for a flat, elastic
plate bounded bv two circles when under stresses
applied over its boundaries Curvilinear roLordlnatea
arc emnloved, for which the co-ordinate curves form
a double set of orthogonal coaxial circles Important
particular rases arc ft) A circular olate with an
eccentric circular hole (3) a semi-infinite plate
bounded hv a straight edge with a circular hole , and
fa) an infinite plate containing two circular holea
The diflerentlal equation of the stress function ii

solved for these co-ordinates, the stress function
Is obtained for given arbitrary stresses applied over
the boundaries, and expressions are deduced for the
stresses and displacements produced at any point of
the plate—R O Sirest The tidal motion In the
Irish Sea Its currents and Its energy. Certain
general relations a-e obtained from the Laplaaan
dynamical theory connecting the form of the tidal
wave and the magnitude of the surface current on a
sea of limited extent rotating with the earth In
continuation of a former paper, these are applied to

'

the recorded data for the Irish Sea, and the agree-
ment IS found to be fairly satisfactory A second
approximation to the hvdrodvnamical prd>lem for a
rotating tidal basin U then effected, and by means of
the relations thus obtained the mean rotes of transfer
of water and of energy across certain vertical sec-
tions placed transverse to the direction of the floo^
stream In the Irish Sea are computed from tho exist-
ing hydrographical data The results s^jdw that
there Is a residual flow of water northwards thnmgh
this region of sudi magnitude that the Irish ^
would empty Itself throui^ the North Channel about
three times a year, while the tlckl flow of eneivy
fixicn all causes which takes place iq(to this area is at
the mean rate of about 6 x 10” ergs per aecond. Thi
result of this estimate of the flqw of energy Into tlw
area b in gmral agreement with an fndependwit OM

recently by Mr G I. Taylor (PM Trans , A,
ccxx , 1919, pp i-qa) If we could assume tli^

this energy b aff dissipated, the result would be abonl
3<o times the vbcous dissipation calculated directih
by the writer In a prerious paper (Roy* Soe. Ptoo,, A
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vol xciii , 1917 pp 348-j^) on the assumption of

smooth laiimrar tidal motion throu£,hout the region
— <jr Psimsf The catalytic activit> of copper
Part 1 Simple apparatus is described for the
measurements by chronograph records of the reaction
vdoctUes at different temperatures of a t>p cal

catalytic action—that of the dt hydrogenation of

alcohol by copper Details are given of the methods
used in preparing a reproducimc contict materi'il

After oxidation and reduction a second time the
copper showed an activity of unchanged value It

IS shown that copper prepared ekctrolyticilly 13 quite
inactive as a catalyst in spite of great variation m
the conditions of its deposition Copper reduced from
its oxide was active at temperatures above 200° C
but this activity depended on the temperature at
which the metal wis reduced from its oxide—

S

Bsmtt The origin of the cyanogen bands (i)Ob
servotions have been made of the spectra of the
flames of a number of gases containing caihon
hydrogen nitrogen and oxygen (2) The cyanogen
bands are strongly deveU ped in the coal gas nitrous
oxide flame ('O Evidence has been obtained that
they are entirely absent from the hydrogen nitrous
oxide flame if all traces of carbe n arc excluded and
it appears to follow that the presence of carbon is

•asential to their reduction (4) The appearance of
the cyanogen bands is under ippropnate conditions
a more delicate test for carbon than that of anv of
the other bands associated with that element On
the other hand this spectrum is not necessarily
developed when both carbon and nitrogen are present

(5) The conclusion of Grutrian and Runge that the
evanogen spectrum is to be attributed to nitrogen i&

shown to rest on assumptions which are not con
firmed m the present investigation (61 Ihe cyanogen
spectrum provides i very delicate test tor the presence
of compounds of nitrogen when admitted in the form
of a gas to hydrocarbon flames burning in air since
elementary nitrogen does not appear m ordinary
circumstances to be effective in producing the
cyanogen bands in such flames (7) The intensity

of the cyanogen bands when carbon compounds are
admitted to the hydrogen^itious oxide name bears
no simple relation to the amount of carbon thus
added—F Hoftsn and Ann C Davies Ihe effects

of electron collisions with atmospheric neon The
critical velocities for electrons in neon were inves
tiMtod by methods similar to those employed with
helium and argon It was found that neon differed

from these gases in showing more than one critical

vriocity both for radiation and for ionisation these
cntical veloaties being detected under conditions such
as to preclude the possibility of any of them being,

due to the displaoement or removal of a second elec

tron from the atom —A G Bsaastt The orcurrenco
of diatoms on the skin of whales With an appendix
by E W Nelson The author states that the skin of
certain fin whales and blue whales captured m sub
Antarctic waters is discoloured bv a superficial film

of a buff colour resembling m tmt the coloured
bands often observed on floating ice Whales thus
affected are nearly always fat Microscopic exaxntna
tkm showed that this film consists of immense
numbers of diatoms Ihe fat individuals are probably
tfaoae which have spent some tune m the far South,
where the supply of whale food is very abundant

,

dunitf the summer There is reason to believe that

the thin individuals are recent arrivals from warmer
water The skin of these thin specimens appears to

bn free from any noticeable film of diatoms their

Itgkt pacts are thus white instead of having the vellow

tiSga which has given nse to the name sulphur
bottohi *** applied the whalers to whales in which
the ^rts kre velloWish The cutaneous film
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of Antarctic sulphur bottoms may be composed of

the same diatoms as those which iorm the colt ured
bands on ice —R W Wood An extension of the

Baimcr senes of hydrogen and spe troscopic pheno
mena of very lonj, vacuum tubes —h W Aston and
T Klknclil Moving stnations in neon and helium
When an induct on oil spark is

}
assed throu{,h a

spectrum tube containing neon and the discharge
observed with a rotating mirror it is seen to consist

of bright striations moving fr m the anode towards
the cathode When first observed the voloc ty was
found to be roughly that of sound in the gas h urther
investigations now show that this is only a limiting

case of a very complex phenomenon The \eIocity is

found to decrease with increase of oressurc and also
to depend on the bore of the tube The effect of

chaof^ of temperature has been investigated and
curves are given showing that at constant volume
th effect IS much greater than the expansion co.

efficient At constant pressure the temperature effect

lomea m onlv at high temperatures when it w
probably due to impurities lib< rated from the tube
Helium IS found to give much the same sort of results

as neon Fxoeiiments with mercury vapour and
other gases ire also described No satisfictory

thccretical conclusions have vet been arrived at and
further experiments are in progress

(leologlcal Society June 23 —Mr R D Oldham,
piesident in the chair O Holtedalil Ihe Scan
dinavian mount in problem A brief a count is given
of the history of resetreh regarding tho Scandinavian
mountain problem which deals with the superposition
of highly metamorphosed often gneissose rocks
upon slightly alter^^ fossihferous Cambro Silurian

siklimentb brom a consideration of the phenomena
in the mountain bell of deformation it is inferred that
the a^e of the displaced materials depends upon the
angle of inclination of the thrust planes and their

depth Though the thrusts have extended downwards
for a considerable distance they have not generally,

in the author s opinion reach^ below the level of
the pre Cambrian plane of denudation and no true
\rchdaan rocks could s a rule have been tapped
In support of these conclusions some of tho tectonic

futures of two districts are indicUed (i) Finmarken
in Northern Norway and (2) the southern part of
the Sparagmito area ne ir Randsfjord in South
Central Scandinavia Brief descriptions are given of
the rock groups in Finmarken and their structural

relations Special attention is directed to the struc

ture of the Alten district where the main tectonic

feature is a highly undulating thrust which does not
intersect the pre Cambrian floor Regarding the
Randsfjord district the onginal order of succession

of the strata is indicated from the Holm i a shale to

the close of the overlying Cambro Silunao sediments
Pressure from the north m Late Silurian time
developed imbricate structure in these sediments but
such dirolaoements are not supposed to have affected

the pre Cambrian floor As investigauon proceeds it

seems to become increasingly evident (i) that the
highly metamorphic sedimentary rocks of the middte
and northern parts of the eastern mountain belt are
mainly of earlier Onlovuian age while those west of

tho Sparagmite region m the south western mountain
district are chieflv of Silurian age and (2) that the

Igneous materials associated with these highly meta
morphosed sediments are younger intrusive rodcs

ArtsteUUaa Ssclety July 5—Prof Wildon Carr ici

the chair —Dr W F Qsine Cebb Mysticism true

and ^se The application of the tertn * mystic to

current psychic phenomena was unwarranted True
mysticism was an immediate apprehension of the oob
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as the good rather than the true
,

it possessed a posi-

ttvCf Mrsonal, uncmestioning quality which is a neces.

sary leature of all mcM'al valuation, and belonged to
the world of the * excessive,'* and therefore was,

beyond logic. All attempts to cociununicate the
mystic oxpenenoe were limited to the use of symbols,
and, therefore, by their very nature doomed to
partial failure Those symbols, however, were not
selected arbitrarily by the conscious mind, but
drawn from the storehouse of the unconscious
Mysticism differs from “extroversion" in that its

supreme interest is in the one who is at once another
and the ground of the mystic's being The truth of
mysticism is implied In the truth of the self as tran-

scendental, a truth without which the empirical self

loses most of its value But mysticism is not
adequately defined as a form of feeling, and what has
led to its being so defined is the fact that not thought,
but love, is the distinguishing function of all true
mystic experiLHce If an air of unreality surrounds
the utterances of mystics, it is only for those who are
strangers to love He who loves eternal beauty holds
Its transitory appearances as of lesser worth. Dante,
for example, at the height of his vision saw love

enthroned, and declared that it was love which moved
the sun and the other stars Before this supreme

;

experience of love it would seem that all discursive
;

thought was foredoomed to silence as a woi ht{^r m
the outer court of reality

DimuN
Royal DabUfl Society, June 22 —Dr F E llackett

in tlw chalt —Prof W Brown and P O'Caliagluut

The change in the rigidity of nickel wire with mag-
netic fielab Iransvei^ magnetic fields, both direct
and alternating, have the reverse effect on the rigidity

of nickel tliat direct or alternating longitudinal mag-
netic fields have, that is, for the former there is an
increase, and for the latter a decrease—Prof G H.
Carpostor Injurious insects observed in Ireland during
the years 191^17-18 The paper contains records or
injury to ap^ fruitlets by capsid bugs, as lecently
notion m England, and also by tmeh weevils
{Orchestes /ogi), as observed by Tbi^ald in Devon-
shire in 1912 There are also accounts of the feeding
of Ptmus tectus in stores of casein and in carpets —
A, G G Looaard and Agnes Browne Some deriva-
tives of nltrotoluidino (4-nitro-a-amido- 1- methyU
benxene) The following compounds obtained by the
diazotisationof n)trotoluialne[NHi Me NO,»i 2 5]
and suitable counlincr have been described Nitro-
inethylp^nyla20-/i-naphthol, bright red needles, m p.
304^ C , mtrofnethylbcnsene<uazoammo*o> toluene,
yellow needles, m p. 1^3^ C ; nitromethylbenzene-
dlazoamino^^toluone, yellow hexagonal plates, m p.
131° C , nitromethylaminobensei^-sufphonic acid,
y^ow amorphous substanoe, m. p 129® C , methyl-
mtrodlasoamino-^-nitrobenxcne, yellow amorphous
powder, m. p 118® C. ; and 2-methyl.5-nitro-3' 4'-

dihydroxyazobenaene, yellow amorphous powder, m p
234^ C —The late Prof McCMlaai and the Rev H V
utD An investigation into the causes of the self*

ignition of ether-air mixtures When a mixture of
ether and air is allowed to expand suddenly Into an
evacuated tube 3 ft loM and of about 3 In. diameter,
it Is found to ignite Tnis ignition is often follovaMl
by an e»losion which may shatter the tube The
autiiors describe experiments made to determine the
temperatures at different parts of the tube when pure
air IS used instead of the mlxturew A thermo-couple
was employed The incteaae of temperature mU
lowlAg on tne inrush of air was found to be a maxL
mum near the closed end of the tube, and to decrease
!r positions further from the end llie length of tiie

tuba has an important effect on the rise or tempera-
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ture. In the case of a tube 3 ft long the temperatun
reached was 193® C From results arrived at by other
methods it appears that this temperature Is sufficient

to cause the ignition of ether-air mixtures Theoretical
considerations were dwelt on. It is proposed to inves-

tigate further oeruln points of interest connected with
this effect

Paris.

Acsdtaiy of Scisaces, June 28 —M Henri Deslandres
in the chair.—L. l>e Launay . 1 he course of the Coal
Measures in the Central Massif and at its edges An
attempt to deduce some general considerations upon
which experimental borings can be placed in the Pans
basin —L. BUquenam and u Oeammy . A case favour-

able to the action of copper on vegetation. A study
of the influence of traoeb of copper salts on the water-
culture of lettuce, peas, and wheat—£m BoarqaeM
and H HSrissey The presence in the melilot and
woodruff of glucoeidcs furnishing coumann under the
hydrolysing acuon of emulsin The fresh plants
{Aieliloiu^ officinalis)^ extracted with boiling water,
gave a solution containing traces only of free

coumann, but the same liquid after treatment with
dilute sulphunc acid gave crystals of coumann on
distillation, proving that the coumann was combined,
probably as a glucoside The plant was shown to
contain an enzyme also capable of hydrolysing the
glucoside hi.nilar results were stained with
Aiperula odorata.—A RlgU Relativity and a scheme
for a decisne experiment—Ch bd Qaillawas

Values of the expansions of standard nickel-steels

In the preparation of nickel-stecN certain amounts of
manganese and carbon are necessarily present For
the standard of reference a nickel-steel containing 0*4per
cent manganese and o i per cent carbon lu^ been
chosen, and the effects of varying amounts of theio
elements upon the expansion have been based on this

osa type The results are condensed in two curves repre-
seating the values of the two coefficients, Oc« and ffs«t

of the equation of expansion —G J RtaMmnfias The
modulus and zeroes of analytical functions —J. Chazy •

The course of the movement m the problem of three
bodies when the time increases indefinitely—£ BsM .

The origin of solar and stellar heat —A V4fwunt
The temperature of formation of a star In an m*
definite homogeneous nebula.—M Oeatasaa • Verifica-

tion of the thermo-electncity of liquid mercui^.
C Benedicks has recently proved expcriirfentally the
existence of a new thermo-electric effect produora in
a honaogeneous metallic drcult by an asymmetrical
distribution of temperatures The results verify and
complete those of M. Benedicks.—-A MMo The
analysis of three galvanomagnctic effects. Confirma-
tion of a new effect —M Aaiaat Contribution to the
study of the critical state of ethyl ether Studies on
the variations of the critical temperatures wHtii the
tube-filling and on the critical opalMcence—

M

Paathsolsr The ratio of the absolute retardations in
the Kerr phenomenon for different wavelengths in the
case of nitrobenzene. Apf^ication of the m^od of
instantaneous charges to carbon bisulphide The ratio
of the absdute retardations in both carbon bisulphide
and nitrobenzene is -2 if the times of charge are
sufficiently short—E. Dawoor The appllcaticyi value
(vaieur d^usage) of combustibles This value Is In-

versely proportional to the weights of two conw
bustibles reared to produce the same thermal effect

in a given furnace Since the efficiency depends on
the nature of the fuel, the application value Is not
measured by the calorific value >alone. ,The temoera-
ture of combustion is an Important fatten’ in deter*
mining the price of a fueL—R. Mbvtay ; The appUca-
tion of a new method of phvsico-chemfeal jmatysle to
the study of double salts. The method is based on
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the measurement of miscibility temperatures with
phenol The misabihty temperatures of certain pairs
of salts follow very nearly an additive rule, other
salts show marked deviations ind for these the exist
once of double salts in solution appears probable—
MM Usptoaa and Baargiisl The production of true
acetylene hydrocarbons starting from epidibromhydnn
Compounds of the type CH* CBr CHaK arc readily
oblhined bv the interaction of o-epidibromhydrin and
a magnesium alkyl detivative and from these by thrc<
simple reactions good uelds of substituted acetylenes
HC C CHsR are produced Full details of the pre
paration of normal pentine (n pr^ylacct) Icnc) by th s
method are given —L Chapat Remarks on the rdle
of dislocations in the tectonic of the Cdte d Or
P Bapoct The movements of the seas at the lim t

of the Permian and the In as 111 the geosynchnals
of Eurasii G M SUaoItvttch Ibe oeropline and
hatl Suggestions for the prevention of hiilstotms bv
aeroplanes —M NoMcoart The anatom cal strutUt
of the tubercles of the Ophrydcce —O Msageoat 1 he
evolution of the chromitophoics nd the chondnome
in the Floridese —P Guiria and Ch Lomud ihe
plasmolytic action of a certain number of vapours—
MM Laplc^M and Brocq Roussea M tine ilgno

as food for the horse An ac junt of an expciimcnt
on two hor<ies in full work 1 be oats in the rat on
mere gradually replaced by seaweed (Lamtnarta flex
aaults) and the horses worked normally for lN%entv
days on food from which oats were ibsent ihen the
horses were put to extra heavy w t1 for three davs
still on hay and seaweed and their condition vas as
good as that of horses doing the simc work rn the
usual food hsL\ straw and oats —M Gaatiez i he
influence of the attitude of the body on respiration—
A d'Arsiaval Remarks on the preceding tommunica
tton — Aour Attitudes of the body and respiration
Walking on the front of the foot h^d thrown back
allows large and deep re^irations Walking on the
heels has a tontrary effect generally harmful to
**he health —R Wnrauer 1 ht action of hlorophyll
on radi itions of different wave lengths A L Hsrrors
Ihe imitation of cells tissues cell div sion and the
Structure of protoplasm with c ilcium fluosil c ite

Confirmation of the researches of MM Gautier and
Clausmann on the biological impoitancc of fluorine
Calcium fluosilicatc produced by the double decompos
tion of an alkaline silicate and potassium bifluondc in

the presence of calcium chloride and water if the
diffusion of the solutions is vciv slow gives remark
able imitations of the structure of protoj^asm natural
oella and thetr d vision Ihese imitations can be
Studied stained and preserved by tht usu il histo
logical processes —C Wrti \ n< w tvpe of Fpicand
RhopaUom uromyzon sub ibdominal parasite of
Ostracotheres spondyh Dragola and M Faari
PrsaUsi Development of the aerial canals md the
histogenesis of the pulmonary epithelium in the sheep
—W R Thampsaa Cyttlka angustifrons parasite of
a terrestrial Isopod Meiaponorthus prutnosus —

P

Thwpm and A Caabas The e«timation of tvrosin and
the dibasic amino acids m the proteids of yeast—
A Mayar H MagM and T Plaatetet The toxic
action of dichloroethvl sulphide »A Basradka An
attempt at the punfication of therapeutic sera —
P Ladreyt Histdogical poljrmorphtsm of certain
epithelial neoelasms and the relations between these
inflammatory neoformations to canrerous tumours

Sydnit
Saelsty af New Saatfc Wales, ^nl 38 —Mr

J JT Fletcher president m the chair—G H VMf
Sfmyms, notes and descriptions of Australian flies

of the fvnXfy Asilidie Ae a result of work done since
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the revision of Australian species of this family by
Miss Ricardo m 1912-ia, it has become possible to
establish the identity of many of the species which
were not identified at the time Ihe present paper
deals almost entirely with the genus Nexotamus Of
the forty seven species usually ^aoed in sub genera of
this genus twenty are dealt with and placed under
twelve species two additional speaes are described as
new —

1

Malr \ new genus of Australian Oelph
aud« (Homoptera) Most if not all of the described
Australian Delphacid^ arc from eastern States Of
the fourteen genera recorded as Australian the author
conaidera onlv one as entogenic Fhe genus described

ab no v in this paper is from King George s Sound
South West Australia and is regarded as entogenic—
Dr C P Alexaailer An undcscribel species of Clyto
osmus Skusc (lioulidde Diptera) The genua Clyto
rosmus was proposed by Skuse in 18^ and has
r mained monotyp r until now the tyoe species being

i Helnui from Kosc i sko A second speaes is here

dcb nbed as new from Ulong on the Domgo table

land
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Aerial Navigation and Meteorology.

Meteorology has teen international ever

since it became a science hrom the first

congress «of directors of meteorological institutes

at Vienna in 1873, meteorologists have been en-

gaged in standardising methods of observation

and exposure of instruments, and in devising

codes for the transmission of observations

by telegraph in order to compress as much

valuable information as possible in the small space

available for transmission at moderate cost So

the introduction of upper-air data, though strongly

recommended by those who wanted to substitute

calculation for “rule of thumb,” had to fight its

way against other useful and more easily acces-

sible information of the older kind. The last

international code, fixed at Rome in 1913 after

long correspondence and discussion, kept the

morning message at four groups of five figures,

and allotted only one figure to upper-air data

—

direction of high cloud— in addition to the cus-

tomary figure for weather or state of the sky

For the benefit of aerial navigation, the results

of pilot-balloon ascents were telegraphed by many
European observatories to the centra} station at

Lindenberg. Funds for the telegraphic distribution

of these data and of those of soundings of the

atmosphere by means of kites or cable balloons

were usually lacking

The great war has changed all this, aerial

navigation demanded quick and detailed informa-

tion, especially about low cloud, visibility, and

wind velocity in free air Many reporting stations

were erected" and connected to central offices by

telephone or wireless. Meteorologists sprang up

from the ground, the observational hours were

multiplied, and no one considered the cost.

The result lies before us in the form of
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Annexe G of the Convention for the Regulation

of Aerial Navigation, t the object of which is to

substitute legal regulation for free international

co-operation The prominent features are —
(1) Regulation of the collection and dissemina-

tion of meteorological information—introduction of

four observational hours instead of two or three;

of short-period (three to four hours) and route

forecasts (six hours) on one hand, and of long-

period forecasts (two or three days) on the other,

besides the normal forecasts (twenty to thirty

hours)

(2) Extension of the number of groups in the

reports from individual stations to a renlral office

from four to six for all stations, and from four to

any number between twelve and forty-four for

stations observing upper-air wind, temperature,

and humidity

(3) Introduction of new codes for the new in-

formation and several of the customary data

Annexe G has been discussed at a meeting an

I undon of members of the pre-war International

Meteorological Committee, and again at the Con-
ference of Directors of Meteorological Institutes at

Pans m October, 1919, but definite resolutions

weie postponed We have reason to think, how-
ever, that the following remarks express the

opinion of a large majority of Continental meteor-

ologists and several of their British colleagues

There is practically no difference of opinion

about the necessity of reorganisation and i cntral-

isation of the collection and dissemination of

meteorological information Standard observa-

tional hours, quick transmission of the reports to

the national centre, exchange of collective reports

between centres with a maximum distance of

1500 km within an hour and a half of the

observation, followed by selections from these

reports sent out over world-wide ranges by

a few high-power wireless stations within

three hours of the observation, is a good, but

not altogether new, scheme Its complete realisa-

tion will be hampered only by the unsatisfactory

state of communication by telegraph or telephone

in some countries Ihc propos^ simultaneous

transmission of several of the national collective

reports may cause the receiving stations to miss

part of them, successive transmission may take

more time than the convention grants; but these

are only technical details the principle is all

right Differentiation ot forecasts also is neces-

sary, but it has to be adapted to local circum-

stances

1 Air Mini«trr Conwitlua oortant RtfgiMMntitloa dt U NAvigMion
A^niw (iq Octobre. 1919). Conv«otioii w tb« kAgiiUbon of AarifJ
Navigation (Oetobor xj. 1919)" Pp. 48. (l^ondon H U StAtlonvy
OAoa. 19*0 ) CbkL 67a PiriM u not.

y
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Appendix III mentionsi m addition to the

observations of physical quantities like wind,

pressure tempemture and humidity, no fewer

than seven kmds of weather phenomena (fog

clouds, precipitation, visibility, etc ), and only

as additional and facultative do we find wind,

temperature, and humidity in the upper iir, «n

spite of the fact that knowledge of the latter

data IS essential for 'i real prediction of weather

phenomena, whereas the most minute description

of present weather does not form a guarantee

agamst sudden changes Some years ago it might

have been urged that sufficiently recent upper

air data were not aviilabte— we have shown how-
ever, in Holland that the aeroplane is an excel

lent substitute for the kite or the c ble balloon in

almost any weither ind hence this excuse is no
longer permissible In this respect Appendix III

almost looks like 'i step backwards
Certainly the multitude of codes introduced

by European meteorological institutes since the

war 18 a nuisance but it may be taken as a

symptom of tho general dislike of the codes
prescribed in Appendix IV These include units

like the millibar unfamiliar to the majority of

Continental meteorologists (unless in purely

scientific work), and change c^es for the trans
mission of the usual elements without any real

gam for practical purposes, and they do not use
sufficient economy with the room available in the

telegrams A few specimens may illustrate this

Wind direction is given m two figtires as usual

but m a scale of i to 73 mstead of i to 12 this

means that an accuracy of 5® is claimed Lvery
meteorologist knows that such accuracy is

imaginary—the exposure of the anemometer the
turbulence of the winds etc cause lirger vana
tions with space ind time No fewer thin four
figures are allotted to pist and present weather
The result is that the observer is puzzled as to the
number he is to choose out of 50 or 100, five or
six numbers applying equally well, or he gets into

the habit of reporting some favourite phenomenon
—the very slightest degree of haze, for instance
The multitude of phenomena reported makes one
lose sight of the distribution of anv particular

class

In our view Appendix IV is a mistake, and
ought to be deleted as soon as possible, jt

may prevent some States from joining the con
ventioa, Article 34 of which allows a minority of
one-fourth or even less to prevent any modifica

tton of the annexes General rules ought to be
given m the convention, details being left

to a competent body like the ComitA Mittor-
dogiqve International, ’ reconstituted at Pans m
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October, 1919, which certainly is fully aware of

the need for reforms and will choose the beat way
to ensure general approval

In the meantime, reforms are not being post-

poned the majority of the Continental countries

have already their wireless collective reports, and

others will soon follow—special route reports for

flying purposes are being exchanged, for example,

between England 1 ranee Belgium and Holland

Meteorologists are thankful for the stimulus

which aerial navigation has given to their weather

services they admire the desire for organisation
,

and centralis ition apparent in the convention,

but they cannot overlook the fact that meteor-

ology h is other important applic itions Theoretic-

ally It might be argued that these may look after

themselves practically it is impossible to mam
tain an independent system of information say

for agucullural purposes In following up the

historical line the Comitd International will try

to serve all purposes equally wrell

b VAN Lveih)ingfn

Child Phjrmology

The Principles of Ante Natal and Posi-Naial

Child Physiology Pure and Apphed ByW M
Feldman Pp xxvii + 694+6 plates (London

Longmans, Green, and Co
, 1920 ) Price 30s

net

Dr FELDMAN S work 15 a notable addition

to the books which deal with physiology

As in them so in this volume the reader is im

pressed by the great change which the past decade

has wrought in the content of physiological

science and especially in the predominance of

physics of mathematics and of chemistry whidl
18 so noticeable Here and there one comes upon
pages occupied almost entirely with mathematical
formulie Dr heldman 5 book has all these char-

acters but It has also another feature, which
is novel It brings to the study of the physiology
of the child (up to puberty) a consideration of the
conditions of life which exist before hirth^ and an
evaluation of the effect which the process of birth

Itself has upon these conditions It has in this

respect and for this reason what one might term
a fructifying novelty It sweeps into the scope
of child physiology not only the vital prdeesses of
foetal bfe which differ merely m details from
those which prevail after birth, but also those of
embryonic bf^e, which are so manifestly uoUke
physiology that we commonly call them embryo-
logy, * as if they were something apart, and tt

travels still fur^r beck towards Ae orpins of
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tliiDgs and brings in the physiology of the germ

or heredity which it requires an effort of the mind

to associate with physiology at all With so

novel an outlook and so enlarged 'i sphere, it

la impossible that everything should be exact and

beyond argument, much must remain for a time

uncertain, and theories will abound, and do

abound, within the cover of this book For

example, the statement that the normal new born

mfant is m a condition resembling acidosis is not

by any means secure sgainst attick, as a research

by Sehom, made so recently as 1919, shows

Dr Feldman does not claim to carry over into

pathology the ideas which this widened outlook

of physiology suggests, and yet indirectly disease

and the abnormal are recognised as lying just

below the horizon in almost every part llius

the peculiarities of the foetal circulation underlie

every statement which one can make regarding

congenital heart disease And the converse is

also true, for the fact that the foetal heart beats

before and even at birth in a foetus possessing

neither brain nor spinal cord throws light upon
the physiology of cardiac action before birth, and
suggests that its rhythm is myogenic, and not

neurogenic, m c^igin Interesting notions spring

up on every page, and the reader can scarcely

escape the stimulation to think out for himself

their application to all sorts of phenomena One
18 well accustomed to apply physiology to the

clarification of the diseases of adult tissues and
organs, but a certain degree of novelty attaches

to the effort to look at the pathological occur
fences m the new born infant in the light supplied

by the special conditions of ante natal physiology

For example, the umbilicus is, so to say, the ‘ one
portal ” by which all things (food supplies, oxygen
for respiration, and the germs ot disease and toxic

substances) reach the unborn mfant—it lives

through its umbilicus, and it may die by its um-
ImUcus—and after birth, whilst it is no longer

nourished by the navel, it may yet for a time be
infected through it, as in cases of septic mischief

round the root erf the cord stump Most text-

books speak with an uncertain sound regarding
the diseases peculiar to the new-born infant—the

neonatal maladies, as they are called, it will ere

long be found that much which is inexplicable in

their characters and causatioi#is made plam by
the study of ante natal physiology as it is affected

by the impact of birth traumatism

The book is abundantly illustrated and admir

ably arranged, and the author is particularly

happy in his choice of the quoutions with which

he u^ers m each chapter For instance, what a

nwge of thought along novel lines is brought
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before the reader s mind by Samuel Butler’s para-

doxical truth with which the work begins ' Birth

IS commonly considered as the point at

which we begin to live More truly it is the

point at which we leave off knowing how to hvc

One IS tempted to turn away from the thought as,

in a sense, mental somersaulting but if one re

sists this inclination and looks fairly and wholly

at It one sees that Nature s ante-natal provision

for the well-being of the unborn child is as near

perfection as can be imagined The feetus, so to

say knows how to live Birth comes as the jolt

due to the changing of the gearing and it is some
time before the new born infant, with all the aid

that doctor nurse, and mother can give him, can

be said to be in harmony with his environment

We should like to follow out other lines of

thought suggested by this volume such as His s

dictum Ihe ultimate aim of embryology is the

mathematical derivation of the adult from the dis-

tribution of growth in the germ , but enough
has been said to send the interested reader to the

book Itself where he will imd fertile fields for the

intellect to viater and in due season to reap

J W B

Forest Research

The Fungal Diseases of the Common Larch By
W E Hiley Pp xi + 304 (Oxford At the

Clarendon Press, 1919) Price t2s 6d net

This volume is the most important contnbu

tion to the scientific literature of forestry

that haa» been made for some >ears Mr Hilcy

was well advised to select the larch as the subject

of his first investigation as Research Officer in the

School of Forestry m Oxford, for it is in many
respects the most important species of tree that

is cultivated in this country Moreover, it is a

tree the health of which has given much concern

to foresters and others for many years past

After an introductory chapter on the general

relationships of host and parasite, and on the

morphology of the larch, Mr Hiley proceeds to

deal with the larch disease, or larch canker in

the specific sense of the term This is due to the

attack of a Discomycetous fungus, which is

usually known in this country under the name of

Dasyscypha calyctna The author does well to

remind us that M J Berkeley was the first to

recognise the furgal character of this disease,

although the work of WiUkomm and of Robert

Hartig 18 more frequently cited Hartig, followed

by Massee, believed that infection could take place

only through a wound, and it must be said that

there is much observational add experimental evi-
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dcncc in support of this contention Probably the

most inteiesting* sectiin of Mr Hikj s \olume is

that in which he supports and clnborates he view

that in the great mnjoritv of cases the stem of

a larch is infected by the mjeel um of D talyctna

which is living saprophytic ill} on the dead

branches This theory is not new but it has

ne\ er before been subjected to so critical an

examination It is a matter of common observa

tion that a branch springs fr^m the ccitre of a

canker and it had generally been assumed that

death of the branch followed invasion of the stem

But Mr Hiley now produces evidence which seems

to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the branch

has alw lys died before the canker has ong nated

and in fact that the dead branch serving as

food for the fungus living s iprophytically has

been the vehicle of infection Such infection

always takes pi ice between the end of one grow
ing season and the beginning ot the next conse

quently the list wood ring in the centre of a
canker spot on a stem is always completely

formed

Another parasite of the larch which receives

exhaustive treatment in the \olumc is Femes
annosus the common cause of heart rot Unlike

D calyctna it is equally common on other coni

fers ind in the aggregate docs a great deal of

damage The same may be said aboi t Armillarta

meUea perhaps the most destructive single fungus
species with which the forester has to contend
The more important leaf and seedling parasites

are also reviewed the \olume finishing \iith on
interest ng general summary and with a useful

biblic^raphy More than seventy illustrations add
greatly to the value of the treatise which is indis

pensabie aid e to the mycologist and the forester

The Absofption of Light by Organic
Compounds

Etudes dt Photochinne By Dr Victor Henn
Pp viH 218 (Pans (jauthier Villars et Cic

1919)

This monograph is the first instalment of a
senes in which are to be presented the

results of sever d years of work of the author and
his collaborators From 1908 to the outbreak of

war Dr Henn devoted his attention to the

experimental study o^ various chemical aspects

of the interaction between radiation and matter
dealing chiefly with the absorption of light in the
infra red and ultra violet regions, with dispersion
in the ultra Molet with chemical reactions
brought about by light and with certain tech
meal and biological aspects of the subject In
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1915 he went to Russia to help in suentific work
in connection with the war and towards the end

of 1917 began to work up the m iss of data

iccumulated m preceding years Very few of his

results had been published scpaiately—papers by

Bieltcki Boll and Wurmscr will however, be

fam Inr to workers m this field

The present volume essentially contains the

results of the author s work on absorption and

dispers on and is of c >nsiderable interest Em
ploying a phr t graph c method carefullv checked

and using a powerful source of ultra v olet light,

worked out by himself and giving a continuous

spectrum he was able to measure quantitatively

the exact form of the absorption curve in the

ultra violet for about 240 organic compounds As

he po I ts out this represents a very considerable

advance previous work being confined to the

mere investigation of Uic positions of the bands

To these measurements are added a scries of de

terminations of dispersion in the ultra violet cm
ploying a spe tally designed apparatus and a

number of absorption measurements in the infra

red The application of formul<£ developed by

Helmholtz and Kettcler Drude Lorentz etc has

enabled him to draw conclusions as to the nature

of the oscillators responsible for the absorption

of light of different wave lengths the damping
(usually very great) to which such oscillators are

subjected etc

The more important results are as follows

(a) The oscillators absorbing in the infra red are of

molecular size are atoms or fractions of atoms in

the mean ultra violet a id electrons in the ex

tremc ultra violet (b) These different oscillator

systems are closely bound up with one another,

and there exist sii iple numerical relations between

the infra red frequency due to a chromophore and
the ultra violet frequencies m molecules contain-

ing such a chromophore This of course, was
previously discovered by Baly to whose work
adequate reference is not made by the author

(c) By the application of simple rules the absorp

tion spectrum of a compound can be calculated

with considerable accuracy from its constitution

and the characteristic infra red frequencies of the

chromophores two simple constants for each

infra red absorption band being necessary

(d) The structure %f a molecule 1$ essentially

mobile The existence of ultra violet absorption

bands is an index of a labile and reactive state

This again is in agreement with Baly s views
Other more speculative conclusions are perhaps

less justified The experimental woric appears to

be of a high order and the other volumes
promised will be looked for with interest
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Our Bookshelf.

Btbhography of Jndustnal Efficiently and Factory
Management (Books, Magazine Articles, cU

)

With many Annotations ind Indexes of Authors
and of Subjects By H G T Cannons
(Efilcicn^ Books) Pp >111+167 (London
George Routledge and Sons Ltd

,
New York

E P Dutton and Co
, 1920 ) Price los 6d net

Can this country pay the interest on the money
borrowed during the war without reducing
large sections of the community to poverty** Ihe
answer to this question ^ppicars to be lh<ft only

by increasing the annual production by 'it least

as much as corresponds to the nccess'iry increase

m taxation cm we provide enough for cvcr\body
Industrial efhciency is thus seen to be of vital

importance Employers md employed alike

should therefore welcome iny book which helps

to improve methods of production It will be

geneially 'igrecd that our m'lnuf'irturcrs hive still

much to learn in this direction

Mr Cannons is to be congr itul itcd on having
collected no fewer than 3^00 rtferenres in this

bibliography It would appear tint more attention

has been given to the subject m Iht Lnitcd Stitts

than in Ore it Britain 1 or example in a list of

thirty two periodicals dealing more or less speci

fically with industrial efficiency and factory i^ian

agement, we notice that twenty three are published

in America
The bibliogr iphy is divided into sixty four sub

sections The titles of a few of these will serve to

indicate the scope of the book Academic study

and teaching, Principles of industn il iflt

ciencyr 1 ictory and workshop management
“Saentific management applied to sptci il

branches of industry, * Fatigue studv Hours
of labour, Personal factor in scientific m inagc

ment, and Safety methods
We wish Mr Cannons had done more to in

dtcate which among the articles referred to are

more likely to be worth careful study Some help

in this direction is, however given in brief notes

of the contents of many of the books and papers

indexed

Ahments Suerds Sttcre*—Mtels Strops—Con
fttures—Sucrenes—Sttc? et Rdghsse Par Dr
F Roux ct Dr C F Muttelet Pp vi + 474
Pans and LiAge Ch B^rangcr, 1914 Price

12 francs

The manual of Drs Roux and Muttelet on the

analysis of foodstuffs of which sugar is an im-

portant constituent is naturally of somewhat re

stricted interest Ihe first part deals with the

general optical and chemical methods of deter-

mining sugars and various other substances, such

as dyes and antiseptics, us^d in confectionery In

the second part these mediods are apphed to the

examination of commeraa^ products such as

koney* sugar, syrups, and preserves The
Fnenck laws and r^idauons dealing with the

sub)^ are given at some length together with

extracts from those of other countries
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Letters to the Editor.

(The Editor does not hold himself responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents Neither
can he undertake to return or to correspond with
the writers of rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Naturx No noUce ts

taken of anonymous communications ]

British and Foreign Senntiflo Apparatus

Il may perhaps be UM^ful it 1 attcmpi to sum up
the tonclusionk th it seem tu me to bo jukUhed from
the bomewhit divergent views that have been ex
jtessed by those who have wiilten upon tins question

It IS sattsi ictory to hnd tliat the m ikcrs aie keenly
desirous of meeting the rtquiuniuits ot the scientific

worker I th nk 1 im coriect m saying th<t the
majoiity of tlicsc piifcr to obtain British lathci than
iuttign goods evtn at a somewhat higher piicc pro
VI kd that the qu'ihly is si fhcicnlly goed Itisheiethat *

the dilheulty sfiows itself It is signiiieant that most
f the makers who h ive written on the matter belong

t> the optical indusUy and it is in tins sc th it

the slate of atfiirs appears tu i>c the le'ist to be com
plained about e\ ept pethaps in the smaller aiots-
sory appal atus such as the object marker icfeired to

ly Mr Dunkerly (Naii re June 3 P 4 5l it

IS chHfly with tegard to glass porcelain and
h mtcals th it experience has been unfortunate
Ihere has undoubtedly bien impiovtimnt but
the impression given is that tlx, makers as a
whole have not iltogethci grasped tlxi necessity
ot putting some of then best men to the work and
that there has been some carelessness in sending out
^oods of infcni 1 quaiit> I have been told of flasks
the nei ks of wh eh di op oft on the draining rack
Jt IS natuial that the users should be ciitieil especi
illv when 1 ince expense in tune and money may
lie incurred by tne breakage of a beakei in the final

stage of 1 process

i he cxhibitK ns ai ranged by the British Scicnex Guild
in 1 and 1019 showed that excellent appiralus can
be piodueed and the diffieultv 1 presumably m the
miin i mitUr of price Glass and poreelain of quite
satisfactorv quality are being made in this countiy,
ind due cicdit should be given to tlK makcis Ihe
Worcester porcelain works, foi example supply ex
cellent crucibles At the same time consumers meet
with the experience that a large orck r r mnot be relied

upon to be of uniform quality It is unfortunate,

though perhaps unavoidable that unsatisfactory

apparatus was put on the market m the early stages
of the supply of BrKish i^lass iiid it was to enable a
greater perfection to be atn ned that I made the sug-
gestion of a subvention (Nature May b p 393) It

IS to be remembered that this is bi mg done through
the research associations of the Department of

S lentific and Industn il Research and it is in the

direction of more scientific investigations that progress
is to be looked for In this connection 1 may direct

attention t) the statement in th leiding article of

Naiirr for June *4 that the profit of sime three or

four Geimin dve making firms in 1)19 was more
than 3 000 ooof as compared with only jy-* oool by
the British Dyestuffs Corporition
The manufacturers want prohibition of import of

foreign apparatus at all events for a tune with the
granting of special licences to import I think
It will be generally agreed that this would not meet
the case owing to the difficulty and delay that would
necessarily be involved They do not wish for a tariff,

and the only alternative seems to bo a grant in some
form When British goods have attained the neoes-
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sary quality and are then put on the market, it appears

that there will not be any great risk of foreign com-
petition in the matter of price Indeed, according to

several correspondents, there is little to be feared at

the present time. But (pinions are not in agreement*
There should be no objecaon to manutacturers*

associations,** provided that their object is to obtain

the advantage of more economical methods of manu-
facture, as by uniformity of standards and large-scale

production, rather than the maintenance ot high
prices

The cost of all research work, whether paid for by
Government grants or otherwise, is greatly increased

by mfenor apparatus At the present prices of mate-
rials, a single biochemical preparation may cost 4/ or

5! or more This may be lost by breakage at the

final stage The question naturally arises whether
economy would not be effected by allowing free im-
port, even at the cost of subventions to British makers
With reference to Mn Watson Baker's statement

^ATURE, June 34, p. 518) that there are 12,000

German binoculars in London, 1 confess that 1 had
chiefly m mind the use of apparatus in teaching and
research 'Ihe sale for general use certainly raises a
difficulty As to losses incurred by work done for

Government Departments during the war, so far as
my information goes payment for these did not err

on the of econoiny Inability for excess-profit

duty surdy implies that the profit has been made
The statement by Mr C Baker (Naiurb, May 20,

P 35h) that capitalists will not put monev into the
Dusuiess raises another question It may well be
that British makers do not find it profitable to

undertake the supply of fine chemicals <ihd special

apparatus used only in small amount, even apart from
foreign competition If so, why not give up the trade
to th(^ who make a profit on the sale ?

The desire of the Bntlsh industry for prohibition
of import appears to rest chiefly on the fear of com-
petition by Germany I am not one of those who
imagine that because an instrument is of German
origin it is necessarily superior to all others Indeed,
I have heard of instruments verified at Charlotten-
burg being found inaccunte It would certainly be
less obstructive than fSSal prohibition if the restric-

tion applied to German goods only But there are
other considerations to be remembered here, such as
the importance of giving an opportunity to that country
to restore its credit However this mav be, the large
profits of Ihelr chemical industries referred to above
raise some doubt as to the real cause of the present
unsatisfactory conditions in Germanv
The point raised by Mr Dunkerly that American

microscopes and lenses are being sold here, although
the rate of exchange is against us, suggests that the
source of the trouble is not the low value of the
German mark This view is confirmed bv other cor-
respondents If It Is correct, there would be no
real gain in a mere prohibition of import Improve- 1

ments in modes of manufacture are needed, and we ’

come back again to the necessity for more scientific
,

research
1 note that the British Optical Instrument

Manufacturers* Association (Nature, Mav 20,

P* 355) considers that a tariff might have the
result of removing the inducement to improve quality,
but I foresee so manv difficulties in the way of
convincing a Government ofRcial that a particular
piece of apparatus could not be obtained in Enj^nd
that 1 am unable to accept the suggestion of import
by permit as a satisfactory alternate If, however,
it were possible for every sdentifle worker to obtain
without difficulty a general i>ennit for the Import of
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any apparatus at any time the situation would be
different

There seems to be much doubt as to whether It is

really possible to obtain fordgn ajwaratus at a pries

much lower than the British Should this be the
case, the payment of a subsidy might be considered
where there is actual underselling The test would
then become one of quality

llie importance of the subject mity, 1 think, serve
as an excuse for this lengthy letter S<^ntific workers
have every desire to assist the development of the

industry, but they feel that they are not justified in

wasting time and money where it could be avoided.
And if this correspondence has brought out the fact
that satisfaction has not yet been given in the matter
of quality, especially in the case of certain goods, it

will have been of some value It is possmle that
users have not sufficiently mode known their difficul-

ties to the mulcets, and have been sometimes content
with the purchase of foreign material when further
mquirv and discussion might have enabled British

goods to be forthcoming W M Bavliss
University College, London

The Separatieii of the Isotopes of Ohiorino.

Mr D L Chapman ’s argument appears essentially

to be similar to that already develc^ed from a ouite
different point of view by Llndemann {PM Mag ,

1919, vol xxxvii
, p 523 , vol xxxvili

, p 173), tlut
because isotopes are (theoreticallv) separable by
physical means, the> must also be c^emicplly separ-
able according to thermo-dvnamical reasoning Tlie
fact that the particular mode of separation by semi-
TOrmeablc membranes (assumption U), Naturo,
July 75, p 611) 15 highly fandfu) neea not obscure
the nature of the argument Lmdemann’s conclusion
that, though isotopes cannot be identical chemically,
the difference mav be reduced to an unmeasurable ono
of the second order of magnitude by suitable assump-
tions as to the “ NuIIpunktenergie,*’ seems to indicate
the more hopeful line of advance The chemical non-
separabihtv of isotcms, of which there Is an accumu-
lated mass of experimental evidence, seems to call for
consequent adjustments in thermo-dynamic theory
rather than the reverse
The following considerations mav throw light on

the matter I stated (Nature, June 24, p 516)
that, on the assumption of the chmical i^ntity of
the isotopes, the distribution given by probability con-
siderations of the two kinds of atoms among the
three kinds of molecules is

Cl. Cl'. Cl Cl' n» (i-n)* 3n(i-«) (i)

where n and (i — n) are the fractional proportions of
the Cl and Cl' atoms respectively This leads to the
equilibrium condition

[ClJ[Cl'.]-i-[ClClT . . (ii)

Now if one applies in the conventional manner thi»
result to the reversible reaction

C\,+C\\z:i2Cl CK,

denoting by fe, and fe, the coefficients of velocity of the-
direct and the inverse reactions, one gets

Of

ki—4>,.

Thw, to say the lean' is unexpected, because if co-
efficients of velocity of reaction have any phyalekl
siipiidMnoe at all, one would expect,them to be the

fof ubstanoes assumed to be efaemlcany Men.
tieal The result is dearly due to a looae method oC

NATURE
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choostfitf the concentrations, for if we re write the

reversible reaction

Cl.+CI ZlCIU +CIC1

It transpires that we have chosen for the concentration

of the resultants because they are the same the sum
of their individual concentrations «.lthough for the

reactants which also are chemically the same the

individual concentrations have been taken It is clear

that It 18 the individual concentcations in both cases

that have to be taken ind therefore that one half of

the Cl Cl concentration is involved Then k k.

ho with any reaction of th s tvpc involving two molt

cules apart from the question of isotopes altogether

the 4 that always appears in the conventional text

book examples is merely a consequence of a loose and
physically unjustitiable mode of representing the con

centrations Writers of future text books might
ponder x little ovei this If the same change in the !

choice of the concentrations is made in the thermo-
dynamical argum nt the difference of entropies

R I0& 4 reduces app irently to R log^ 1 so
1 nave now made some progress in the application

of probability considerations to the kinetics of the

reaction The distribution already given (i) has refer

ence merely to the manner in which the two kinds of

atoms will arrange themselves among the three 1 inds

of molecules assuming promiscuous combmatioi be

tween the two lands the two kinds being identical

But the particular distribution obtained does 1 find

depend upon the kind of recombination assumed \s
regards the dissociation of the molecules into atoms
prior to their recombination the matter ap^ars
straightforward at least so far as 1 have got Thus
whemr one supposes that in x certain tune a certain

fraction of collisions the same on the a erage for

each kind of molecular collision is fruitful in dis

xociating the two molecules into four atoms or one
regards the dissociation xs monomolecular as pre

sumably it would be if light were the dissociatinL

agent one arrives at the sxme result that if x y and
s denote fractional proportions of Cli Cl • and Cl Cl
molecules respectively (x+y+sai) the relative rate

of disappearance of ea^ by dissociation is similarly

denoted By equating this rate of disappearance to the
rate of formation for the three kinds of molecules one
gets tte equilibrium distribution The distribution

given by (1) is got in this way whether (1) all the
atoms of the two kinds recombine promiscuously or
(a) the four atoms formed in a single fruitful col

llsion recon\bine again only among themselves If

a slntllar limitation be applied to a monomolecular
dissociation obviously the reaction cannot afferi the
distribution at all which remains unchanged whatever
die initial distribution But I also found by in

advertently applying the law of promiscuous recom
bmadon separately to each of the nine cases that have
to be taken into account on the collision view—since
there are three tvpes of molecules which mav collide

with my one of the three tvpes—tnstead of to the
sums of each of the two kinds of xtoms produced
that a very extraordinary equilibrium distribution
resulted given by

Cl, Cl', Cl Cl' in(i + an) i(3~3nKr-fi)

which leads to the curious concentration equation

[ci.][ci'j-j(rci ci]*+[a Q'l)
' This to the case n»o^ happeifs to reduce to Mr
Chapman’s relation (1) (Naturb June 17 p 487)
The case, of course has no f^vsical meanuig but

It may serve to show that the equilibrium distribution
Is senmtive to the particular assumptions made as to
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the type of reaction which occurs I do not imagine
1 have exhausted the physical possibihtieb but so far

as 1 can sec my distribution relation (1) covers the
physically conceivable cases and therefore the half,

not the whole concentration of the subbtance under
going a bimoleculxr reaction with itself ought to enter

into the equilibrium equation
h REDBRICK SODDY

SoisiiM in Msdieil Bduoation

iHfc discussion at the Britibh Medical Asboaatum
on July 1 on the pi 100 of preliminary suence in the
medical curriculum seem^ to indicate practical

unanimity on some points, such as the need for a
higher mmimum standard of general education the
raising of the minimum age for the registration of
medic^ students to seventeen years and the neces
stly for the maintenance of a high standard of instruc

tion in physics chemistry ana biology There was
no indication of the desire on the part of any one of
the speakers to reduce the present standard of require

ments m any one of these three fundamental sciences
and several suggestions were put forward for extend
ing the courses of each of them into the later years
of medical study

Particularly welcome to many of the science teachers
who were present were the remarks of Dr Bracken
bury who insisted that a high standard of scientific

education was just as necessary for the general prac
titioner as it is in the case of any speciahst and that
consequently in so far as the preliminary science
courses arc concerned there should be no (uvision of
the courses into x higher ind lower standard for
different classes of mcui al students
On the question of the relegation of the science

courses to the school penod or the student s educa
tion there were some minor points of difference of
opinion and there is need for further consideration
of this matter and for the development of a common
phn of action If bv raising the age of registrauon
to seventeen vears the school period is increased by
in iveragc of one year there will be tune for some
school instruction in the fundamental sciences after
the student has passed a matriculation examination
withe ut science and there can be no doubt that if

this time is profitably used so that the student gains
some knowledge of the elementary fa ts md pnn
ciples of the sciences the courses in the first year
oT study at the universities in be so modified in form
xs to bring home to the st dent much more forcibly

than the courses do at present the relation of pure to
pplied science in medicine The very prevalent idea

that a grext dexl of time is wasted in the first year
xt the university m karninf^ science that has no
application to medicine arises entirely from the fact
that the majority of the students come to the uni
versitv so ignorxnt of elementary sc ence and so un
trained in scientific thought that the time of the
university teachers is wasted m teaching the most
elementary principles that could and should be taught
It school It seemed however to be the general
opinion of those who were orcsent at the meeting
tnat the teaching of chemistry ph\sics and biology
should not cease xt the end of the school period but
be extended into the first year of university study in
a form which would be mere general as regards pnn
aples and more soecixlisel as regards its apf^ication
to the medical sciences The suggestion made bv Prof
Lorrain Smith and other speakers that the teaching
of science should be extended into the later vexrs of
the medical curriculum so that the links that hind
the pure sciences to the medb i1 sciences should be
continuoush presented to the medical student does
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noi «e4*ni to me really practical unless the tunc
required for a tncdkal qualification is increased
The time table of the later years of nKtdical study

18 olrca^ sc overcrowded, there is such urgent
demand for more time for p'ilholog>, for insti action
and practice in the wards, for the study of special
medical subjects, and for some tourso of instruction
in psychology, that it is difTKult to sec how any
more lectures on pure science subjects can be squeezed
in It seems to me that the special need of medical
education at the present lime is a carefully tlioughl out
scheme of post-gradunte studios, m which the tcnchers
of chemistry, physics, and biology would take part,
in all the lar^ medical schools of the country
Manchester SyoKFY J llicksoN

TIm MaohoniOB of the QIaoial Anthiyolone llhistratad
by Exoenment.

In \anous publicationk issued duimg the past
dwade the present wiitcr hus treated liio pi*cultai
air circulation which obtains above n coniinental
glacier A numbei of well-known uiiUis, among
them hir John Murray and Buchan, had 4_arl> pointed
out that essentially anticyclonic conditions obtained
ov^r the Antantic region as a region, but without
reference* to any connection with the cununcntal
glacier, while the late Admiial Peary was the fiist to
note the dominance of centrifugal surface-currents
over the ureenland continental glacier,* which im-
portant observation was the starling point of the
writer's studies

In my writings upon tlie glacial anticyclone 1
have been at much pains to expLun that the domed
suitace of the ue is essential to the development both

Kii
and of the alternating calms and

bli/yards which record its sirophic action In my
Characteiistics of Lusting Glacieu** u is stated

(P m) It IS due to tltc peculiar shield like form
heavier cooled bottom laser

[of air] IS ablc‘ to slide off riduilly as would a film
of oil from a model of similar form Ihe I'entijfugal
nature of this motion tends to produce a vacuumabove^e rentrnl area of the loelmass, and the airmust drawn down fiom the upper laveis of the
atmosphere in ordei to supply the void It is here

anticyclone " Again
(p 266) This anticvclonic circulation of the air is
not determined in any sense by latitudes, but is the
resequence of air refrigeration througli contact with

elevated snow-ite dome, thus causing air toon in all directions along the steepest gradients ”
In mv monograph published m the Proceedings of

ism'*^^**^*
Pmlosophical Society it is stated

(p 188) It IS because the inland-loe masses have

tooled by coriluct to flow outward centnfugallv, and

:x47roSi ^
u realised that a domed surface

t^retically might be con.reived to produce such an antlryclone, but it is theAct y >n Nature

wo«H ‘*£!^** of pyramidwould suffice
, the essential thing is that the*^Burftoe

"auulirhtir<(ir KipuIm OLi5Ilni^/uSSjL,i!S,*^*'’ fS’?" PP-

" Proc Saoond Pun AouHeut
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should have its convexity upwards rather than down-
wards Either over a copcavc surface or about a
one the refrigerating engme caiuiot operate
With the view of demonstrating the relation of the

air circulation above a continentm glacier to the ioe-
donie, 1 have prepared Mme slmpfe devices for ex-
perimentation In the first expentnent water was
used aih the fluid medium to represent air in an
apparatus (Fig 1) which consists of a glass tank
13 in by 6 in by 6 in., containing at the bottom a
copper vestiel of semi-elliptical cross-section to repre-
ivcnt a portion of the domed surface of the glacier
This copper vessel may be filled from below and quite
independent of the tank itself When used for the
experiment the tank iti-elf is filled with distilled
water at room-tempeiature, rendered slightly alkaline
by addition of sodium hydroxide Pbenolphthakin is
then sprinkled over the surface of the water m the
tank It soon develops a dark-red cloudiness whic^
remains near the surface When ioc-water is
introduced into the copper dome the adjacent layer
of water is cooled by contact and slides off to either
side, thus drawing down the coloured water from the
surface so as to simulate the vortex and the outflow
of a glacial anticyclone If Victoria giecn is used tr

l-ic X -^A gUoal anucycItftM Mmubt^ m »ator cnmatB (with um uf
ViLtoTM grten u K colouring dye).

replace phcnolphthalein as a dje, lU crystals must
be supported by a container having a bottom of fine-
mesh^ screen, but m this case ordinary tap.water
may be employed, since it is not necessary to render
the water alkaline
A similar experiment may be earned out using

air as the circulating medium and smoke as the
visible substance which betrays the currente It is*
however, less suited to photographic represenUtion
of the circulation, and the device only is therefore
represented In Fig 2. The device consists a glass

at the top, such as is in common 'Use for
goldfish, within this jar is a metal donw to repre-
sent the domed surface of the glacier This dome
when filled with ice-water at once develops strong
anticyclonic circulation of the air in the jar, and the
circulation can be made visible if a bummg cigarette
u supported on a platf(Mtn near the top of ms Ur
and near its central axis The jar is covered by a
metal plate, the centnd portion of which is separate
and attached to the funnel through which theice-
water is actoitted to tho dome ai« on the stem of
jmteh is the platform that supports the cigaretts.
The funiwl mav almost equally well be dispense with,
and the dome, already filled with loc-water, introduced
into the jar with the hand
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We are here dealing with the constrained motions
of falling bodies corresponding to those shding on
inclined planes all joined it their highest points

Such sliding motions arc subject to the acceleration

of gravityr hence are blow m starting but laUr
attain high velocities Since the falling inxly is nr
which IS displacing wtHner, and hence lighter air

layers m the case of the glacier its motions are

further modified as a result of adiabatic changes
and, since large quantities of moisture are involved
by important transformations of sensible and latent

fieat The source of this moisture is believed to be
largely the Ice needles of the cirn
Tne tendency to produce centrifugal surface air

circulation above the glacier (anticyclonic movement)
IS promoted by quiet conditions of the atmosphere
since the measure of contact cooling of the surfict

layer of air over the ice is a direct function of time
The halting of this circulation or the induction of
any reverse centripetal movement of the surface on
(cyclonic movement) is an inverse function of the
time since it is a direct function of the distance the
air currents descend vertinJIv during their outward

Sio 9 —Dev c* oMd to prodoc« « ticycloDCcr uUton
n air above a cold doi •

movement Each of these movements is, however
modified by the transformations of sensible and latent

heats of fusion and evaporation of the water brought

in in the form of the ice needles of the arn
Fhe beginning of the glacial blizzard slow by

reason of the flattish surface of the ice dome and the

acceleration of gravity, is also retarded by the neces-

sity of fusmg and vaponsing the loe needles high up
in the vortex of the forming anticyclone, which causes

tAstraciion of heat and local displacements of air

whereas heat lai evolved near the end of the blizzard

when fresh snow is preapitated near the glacier sur

face Both these transiormations of sensible and
latent beat will operate so as to add their effect

rather than to counteract that due to cooling or to

adiabatic effect Th^ thus tend to cause blizwds to

develop gradually and to dnd suddenly The halt—the
end of the strdee of the refrigerating glacial engine

—

oonsitt about as soon as the rapid decent of the air

earned out by the bllnard has, through its adiabatic

effect, quite overcome the surface cooling due largely

to the earlier calm The length of the bhzrard if it

NO 2647 VOL 105]

prciipitates ficsh snow should therefore be adjusted
in a measure to the expanse of the glacier surface
over which the currtnis of air must slide before
gaming the two miles of descent on the dome in

addition to that whuh tiles plate m the eye of
the anticyclone Wm H Hobbs
Ann Arbor Michigan USA June 17

The Dfamagnetftm of Hydrogen

The fact quoted by Dr Oxlc) in his letter to
Naiurb of July S th It Ih diamagnctum of hydrogen
becomes less is tlie temperature is laiscd seems to
be in favour of a kinetic h^putli sis of the diamag^
nctism of that gas rather than i^ainst it

If i mq^ntt stirting from icst is male to oscillate
It rem nns p 11 imagnctic until the oscillations on either
bide of tlic position of rest become 130° after which
It behaves as i diimiji^nctu body the diamagnetism
increasing until rotations begin But once in rotation
the diam ignetism dirntm^hes as ih rftitional energy
intrcises and when this cnerj,v is very greit the
magnet is neaily irulifT< rent to a magnet u field and
it appears to bt non magnetic If it is allowable to
treat temperature as a meisure of this energy then
this result me ins th it the diamagnetism should
become less as the tcmpeiature is raised and this is

what has been obsor\cd
Since the param ignetism of a rotating magnet is

found only for osi illations of less than 130° the Kinetic
energy must be compantivelv small and in the case
of hydrogen a change from diamagnetism to para
magnetism can be expected to take place only when
the temperature is v<rv near to the absolute zero
Apart from the 1 inetic hypothesis the fact that

there is onv change at all of the diamagnetism of
hydrogen with temperature is opposed to the accepted
\iew which regards true diamagnetism as independent
of temperature J R Ashworfh

]u1y 14

Oeourrenoe of Ozone m the AtmosphM^

With reference to the lecture of Loid Rayleigh
published m Nature of July 8 on The Blue Shy
and the Optical Properties of Vir the conflicting

lebults obtained b\ ch mical methods in the estima-
tion of atmospheric ozone are recalled 1 beg to
direct attention to my paper on The Occurrence of
Ozone in the Upper Atmosphere (Proc Roy Soc ,

1914 vol xc p ^*04) in which it is shown that
a reagent of ^tassium iodide solution can be made
to provide a basis for the distinction of ozone and
oxms of nitrogen at high dilutions and enable the
approximate estimation of the former By this

method it is shown that m accordance with the con-
clusions of Lord Rayleigh ozone is present m the
upper atmosphere the imount present at an altitude

of 20,000 ft being of the ordei of lo-* parts per
unit volume Wfeasurements made with sounding-
balloons up to altitudes of 20 km also showted t&
presence of definite amounts of ozone, but no detect-

able increase between 4 km and 20 km The view
was put forward that this amount of ozone must be
taken into account in considenng the c^tical pro-

perties of the sky
An extension of these measurements was mode

with greater preasion at the Mosso Laboratory on
Monte Rosa at an altitude of 15,000 ft , where an
average proportion of about i X io-‘ parts per volume
of ozone was found J N Prino
The Victoria University of Manchester,

July 14
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Cnrstal Structure.'

By Prof. W L, Bragg

The arrangement of the atoms in many of the

sim|der crystalline forms has now been
determined by X-ray analysis In 1912 Lane
published bis classical research on the diffraction

of X*rays by crystals, and the investigations thus

initiated have immenmy increased our knowledge
of the nature of X-rays, of crystal structure, and

of the structure of the atom. Several methods
of analysing crystal structure have been used

Laue passed a composite beam of X-rays, con-

sisting of radiations of all wave-lengths over a
continuous range, through a thin plate of crystal,

and he recorded the diffracted beams ^ allowing

them to fall on a photographic plate. The results

he obtained were too complex to admit of ready

interpretation, and a simpler method was realised

in the X-ray spectrometer devised by W H

ture. In potassium chloride each potassium atom
is symmetrically surrounded by six chlorine atoms,
each chlorine atom by six potassium atoms. The
atoms cannot be displaced from their positions

without destroying symmetry of the crystal

structure, they are therefore fixed by symmetry
alone Such a crystal is analysed very simply
We have only to choose between various alterna-

tive arrangements, each quite determinate, in

seeking an explanation of the observed diffraction

effects

When the symmetry docs not fix the exact posi-

tions of the atoms, the analysis is more difficult.

In such cases atoms may occupy any position

along some axis or in some plane of the crystal

structure, and yet be in accord with the symmetry
provided the other atoms of the same kind are

Potaauam diIorU«, KCL Caldun earbonat#, caldu, CaCOt
Fio

Bragg, m which monochromatic X-rays are re-

flected from individual crystal faces. In the

course of a series of expenments m which the

author took part, the structures of a number of

crystals such as rock-salt, the diamond, floor,

zincblende, pyrites, and calcite were determined.

New fields were opened up by the method of

analysis initiated bv Debye and Scherrer, in which
a beam of monochromatic X-rays is passed
through a mass of finely powdered crystalline

material, and the resulting haloes ’* recorded
photographically. Hull has extended this work
to a number of substances unobtainable as large
•ingle totals such as must be used in the X-ray
spectrometer By these methods a wide range of
qrystal forms has been surveyed.
Some crystalline structures possess symmetry of

a high order, examples being potassium chloride
and zincblende, models of which are shown m
Fig. I. In such cases as these every atom occu-
pies a symmetrical position in the crystal stnic-

S Wwofit drilvmd m tU Rural laadtirtloa cm Fhday, Uaj a
HO. 3647, VOL. 105]

Zinc wlpluda, naebUoda, ZnS. AlnauawB oaida, nby, AlgOg.

given corresponding positions In the structure
of the ruby, A],0, (Fig i), the unit of which the
structure is composed consists of a pair of
alumimum atoms surrounded symmetni^y by
three oxygen atoms. The distance apart of the
aluminium atoms along the axis joining .heir
ceotresj and the distance of the oxygen atom from
this axis, are both mdetermmate m so far as the
ciystailine symmetry IS concerned, and their exact
values must be deduced by the X-rsy analysis. It
is these indetemunate parameters which mal^e a
crystalline structure complex
The problem is simphfled by regarding tbe

atoms in a crystal as a set of spheres packed
tightly together. This manner of regard!^ the
structure was proposed in 1907 by Barlow and
Pope, who assigned to the,sphere representing an
atom a volume pnqwrtioim to its valency, and
by i>acking these s^eres together as dc^y as
possible they obtained structures which accounted
for crystal forms. We now know the structure
of the crystals dealt with by Barlow and Pope^
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and we know that it is m many cases not that

E
redicted by the valency volume ” law. The
LW can be modified, however, so as to apply to

the majority of crystals so far analysed It may
be shown that we can assign a definite diameter
to the sphere representing the atom, a diameter
characteristic of the element m question Some
atoms appear to occupy a small domain m a
crystal structure, others a larger space. By find-

ing the distances between the atomic centres in

a number of crystals the diameters represented
in Fig a have b^n calculated This figure sum-
marises an empirical relation, which states that

the distance between neighbouring atomic centres

in a crystal structure is equal to the sum of two
constants, characteristic of the atoms concerned
We can therefore picture the crystal structure as
a set of spheres packed tightly together, just as
Barlow and Pope did

,
but in this case the dimen-

sions of the spheres are those in Fig 2, not those
given by the valency volume law

arran^ments, those of the inert gases, are those
in which,the outer shell has its full complement
of electrons Such forms are very stable; tbqr
are characterised by a weak external field. The
chemical properties of the other elements repre*
sent their tendency to revert to a more atable
electron system
The crystal of potassium chloride, on this point

of viewj consists of alternate potassium and
chlorine 10ns The potassium atom is surrounded
by nineteen electrons when electrically neutral

Eighteen of these electrons complete the three

electron shells, represented, for instance, by the
very stable arrangement of argon The remain-
ing electron has no place in the stable system,
and there is therefore a tendency for the atom
to part with it and become a positively charged
potassium ion, the nucleus with nineteen element-
ary charges being surrounded by eighteen elec-

trons Chlorine similarly tends to gain an elec-

tron The KCl structure maj therefore be re-

Fig a

I

r
'H

S*

The atoms in a crystal are thus packed tof^ether

as if they were inelastic spheres in contact This

IS merely a way of visualising the structure, and
must not be interpreted too literally A ready

explanation of the form of the graph in Fig 2 h>

afforded by that conception of atomic structure

which Stark, Born, Land6, Lewis, and others

have helped to build up, and which has recently

been so brilhantly summarised in a series of

papers by Langmuir. Many independent lines cf

investigation have led to me conception of the

atom as a positive nucleus surrounded by an elec-

tron system, in which the electrons are fixed at,

or oscillate about, certam definite positions in the

atomic structure This is a view which forms a

contrast to the Bohr atomic model, where the

electron orbits enclose the atomic nucleus In

the "fixtxl electron ” atom the electrons are

ami^ed in a series of shells surrounding the

mideus, the numbers which complete the succes-

sive sb^s being 2, 8, 8, x8, x8, and 32. Certain

KO. 2647, VOL. Z05]

,

garded as an assembl igc of argon shells, with
resultant positive and negative charges, which
are held together by their charges, and kept apart
by some force of repulsion which we must sup-

pose to exist between the outer electron systems
I The result is the structure in Fig i where every
ion is surrounded symmetrically by the greatest

possible number—six—of ions of the opposite

sign

In the case of two electro-negative elements

which are chemically combined, both atoms have
a smaller number of electrons than corresponds
to stabihty of the outer shell Stability is attained

by their holding pairs of electrons in common.
In this way Langmuir has succeeded in the most
striking manner in explainmg the complicated
valency of such elements as nitrogen and phos-
phorus.

The structure of calcite (Fig i) is an example
of both types of chemical corobinatioo. The
dum atom, represented by the large sphere, is
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aa ion with a double positive chaise, the CO^
ffroup an ion with a double negative charge
These ions group themselves in the same way in

the caicite and potassium chloride structures^ as
the models show, except that the form of the COg
group distorts the cube into a rhombohedron
Ihe electro-ncgative atoms of carbon and oxygen
hold electrons in common, and form a closely

knitted group, and from their distance apart we
can fmm an estimate of the dimensions of the

outer electron shell , it is the lower limit to which
the diameters tend at the end of each period in

Fig a.

In this an explanation is found of the large

diameters assigned to the electro-positive

elements, and the small diameters assigned to

the clcctro-negntive elements, m Fig 2 The
electro-positive atoms never share electrons with
their neighbours, they are therefore isolated in

the crystal structure, and appear to occupy a
large domain The electro-negative elements,

bound together by common electrons, have to

be represented by small spheres
Comparin|^ two crystals such as sodium fluoride

and magnesium oxide, which have identical struc-

tures, we sec that both may be represented by
alternate electron groups of the Neon type In

the case of magnesium oxide the ions carry a
charge twice as great as the sodium and fluorine

ions, and the consequence is that the MgO struc-

ture, though identical in form with the NaP struc-

ture, has Its dimensions reduced* The side of

the elementary cube has a length of 422 x 10-^ cm
in the case of MgO, a length of 478X 10-* cm n
the case of NaF

In diamond eveiy carbon atom is surrounded
symmetrically by tour other carbon atoms ar-

ranged at the comers of a tetrahedron The
carbon atom has four electrons m its outer shdl,

and, in order to complete the number eight re-

quired for stabihty, it shares a pair of electrons

with each neighbouring atom, 'ne whole crystal

IS thus one continuous molecule, and the apreat

hardness and density receive a simple ex{uana-

tion

I

A crystal of an electro-positive element cannot

I

be bound together by common electrons Here
we must suppose that the crystal consists of 10ns

I

and electrons, the ions representing the stable
I electron systems, and the electrons ^ing present

in sufficient numbers to make the whole assem-
blage electrically neutral From the fact that

,
all crystals of electro-positive elements are con-

ductors of electricity we deduce that the electrons

have no fixed place in the system , they move
I under the influence of an electromotive force

It has been possible only to indicate the manner

[

in which crystal structure helps to elucidate the

structure of the atom, and many generalisations

have been made o which there are exceptions It

is hoped that this discussion will show the in-

terest of the study of crystals In a crystal there

are countless atomic groupings oriented with per-

fect regularity Individually their effect is too
small to observe, but by illuminating the crystal

with X-rays, the wave-length of which is much
less than the distance separating the atoms, we
can make use of their concerted effect on the rays

to enable us to see into the intimate structure of
I matter

Researches on Growth of Plants ^

By Sir Jagadis Chunder Bose, K R S

I!

The General Prtnctple Determining Tropic
Movements

E movements in plants under the stimuli of

the environment—the twining of tendnls, the

effect of temperature variation, the action of light

inducing movements sometimes towards and at

other times away from the stimulus, the diametric-

ally opposite responses of the shoot and the root

to the same stimulus of gravity, the night and dav
positions of organs of plants—present suen
diversities that it must have appears hopeless to

endeavour to discover any fundamental reaction
applicable in all cases. It has, therefore, been
customary to assume different sensibilities espe-

cially e^Ived for the advantage of the plant But
tdeological arg^ument and the use of descnptive
phrasesi like positive and negative tropism, offer

no real eaplanation of the phenomena. I propose
to describe experimental results from which it will

I ContlniMd fima p. 617
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be possible to disco .rer an underlying^ law which
determines the various tropic movements m plants.

Dtnct Effect of SUmidus —In the motile pul*
vinus of Mimosa^ excitation caused by stimulus
causes a sudden dinunution of turgor and con*
traction of the cells. With regard to this fall of
turgor It IS not definitely loiown whether exdta>
tion causes a sudden mminution in the osmotie
strength of cell sap or increase m the penneabilitjr

of the ectoplast. The state of excitation in e
vegetable tissue may, however, be detected, w 1

have shown elsewhere, by the following 4odica<-

dons: (i) diminution of turgor, (a) contraction
and fall of leaf of Mimosa, ^3) electromodfO
change of galvanojnetrie negativity

,
(4I variadon

of e£k8nc resistance, and (5) retardation of the
rate of growth

Continuity of PhysiotoffiM Reaction m Growing
and Non-growing Organt.

In investigations on the effect of'sH modes
of stimulation, mediaidcal, electrical, or ladia*
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tional, I find that they check growth or bring Direct stimulus induces contraction, mdireci

a^iit an **
incipient ** contraction

; when the iti- stimulus causes the opposite effect of expansion
tedsity of stimulus is increased, the effect cul- The same law applies when stimulus acts on
ifimates m an actual contraction— ^
a result exactly parallel to the

^ ^
contraction of the pulvinus under A l j

*

fircct stimulus This would ex- A M
A /

plain the similarity of tropic move- \

ments in pulvinated and growing
jj /

^

^
organs M

'I I I ^
Indited Effect of ^ H ' I

no\el result was discovered under 8 ]

indirect stimulation—that is to sa>, i ^ j
when the stimulus was applied at F 11

some distance from the responding Ai - m

area, tc the puKinus or the grow-
j

I

ing region This caused an increase I
of turgor, an expansion, an en- H
hancement of the rate of growth, fl

and an erectile movement of the
| j

I

leaf of Mimosa, and an electro- ^

motive variation of galvantimctric 00 Cue
nnaifivitv 1 hia It tivmllv Fio 5 ^Effectiofdittcl iiid Wlrtct •Um«lu* a, Stimului applMd dmcilyaiibt vnMtns rtglonpOSlllMTV 1 nis enect is specially ^inducmt or growth or controetion u nofMoiod by dotted boo (Mimofttod

exhibited in tissues which are semi- m thU ud Infolkwng mroM^ u iluulod), i, applied ladiiMUy («t

- r ® some dlfunc* from growlig rogloo) gltoi two to accelorotloii of growth and ojtpiuuhNl,
conductors^ Ol excitation - ihe r. tumu1tuap^tcd»t right ildo oforgmitounw coatnictlon of that tid* and exptMloa «
mntrflstcd effects nf direct and um oppoeltc itdo, tbiu firing rtM to podtive oiryatoro tewaidt itlmahift axcitailMconirastca cnecis OI Uireci anu

to tiw opiSilia ild. cenl^0«ltal^ eacttalioii cati^ by
indirect stimulus are given in the «umttlattoiil«tjniiiinm«dacrM«aDd thtu rt*«ra04 tbo normal cnrvatnre to nrgativo, 1 e

foUowing tabular statement — ...y from

Table I

—

Direct and Indirect Effects of Stimulus \
one side of the origan When stimulus of any

Diminution of turgor,
contraction

Fall of leaf of Mimosa
Diminution of the rate of
growth

Gmvanometric n e g a-

tivity

nega-

Intrease of turgor, ex-

pansion
Erection of the leaf

Enhancement of the rate

of growth
Galvfinometric posi-

tivit\

In Fig 4 is given a record which shows m
the same specimen (i) the acceleration of growth

under indirect, and (2) a retardation of growth

under direct, stimulation

- • I I » I00 c d e
Flo 5 —Effttctt dirtcl ind Indinct lUmsluA a, Stimuiui applMd dmcily at ibt tnMtng rtfkw

inducuig retardttuM of growth or controetion u rtpfOHcaiod ^ dotted hot (Mimolattd
am lit tbU and In fbHothng rapmtntad a* ihadaa) , i, •itmiiiut applied laaiivctiy (nt

sooM diftanen from growing ragloo) glvat tUa to accelvatlon of growth and aitpanuon

.

£. tumuliu applied at right lida oforgan ouniea contraction of that tid* and expaMlon «
tha oppoeltc lida, tbiu firing rtM to podtlve atreatora tewardt itlmoloft , < axcnailtn
irammmrd to too op|Mta ildo caiuol nMiraUiation f, excttalMM caoMd by ImaaH
^limttlattoiilttraniinittedacrMf and thtu revaraaa tha normal enrvatara to nrgativa, if
away from itlmtiiaa

/5/imuiu^ one side of the organ When stimulus of any
— - kind acts od the right side (Fig 5c) the directly

wt stimulated right side contracts, and the indirectly

stimulated opposite, or left side, expands, the

turgor, ex- result being a positive tropic-curvature towards
the stimulus This explains the twining of

leaf
I

tendrils and positive hehotropism
of the rate

|
Negative Hehotropism - When the hjfht is very

strong and long continued, the over-excited plant-
posi-

I organs may begin to turn awav How is this

effected? My experiments show that the strong
excitation percolates into and traverses the organ

L shows m and provokes contraction on the further side, Aus
of growth neutralising their former bending {Fig 5d) The

Ite. of IndtrfM and direct utlmaUtlop ob nowtb (t) shewi eppUcfttbii of

iMUrertetlmnlttt wUh evMeqmt ecchfeHydon er growth ,
of ducct

ttigwlw at ( K) ladttOM csotnctloo And labieqMBt rotercUiIpn of growth.

We thus arrive at the law of effects of direct

and indirect stimulus —
s '* PUnk RMponM, p. jif
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neutralising tneir former bending (Pig 50) ine
organ now places itself at right angles to the
light, and this particular reaction has been

termed dia^hehotropibrn In certain cases
the tran^erse conductivity of the organ is

considerable The result of this is an
enhanced excitation and contraction of the

further side, while the contraction of the
near side is reduced on account of fatigue

caused by over-excitation. The organ thus

bends away from light or exhibits so-called

negative hehotropism (Fig 5^) These
effects are accentuated when one side of the

organ is more excitable than the other
Thus under the continued action of light the

response record shows first a movement
towards light, then neutralisation, and
finally a movement away from light In

this \vn> a continuity of reaction is demon-
strated proving that the assumption of

specific positive and negative heliotropic sensi-

bility IS unjustified

That the application of stimulus on the near
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aide of the organ induces at firbt an increase of

turgor 00 the distal side and that this first effect

may be neutralised and reversed by transverse

conduction of excitation are seen stnkingl) ex-

hibited in the accompanying record (hig 6)^

where a narrow beam of light was applied at a
point of the stem diametrically opposite to the

motile leaf which was to serve as the indicator of

the induced variation of turgor under the unilateral

action of light That this indirect stimulation

caused an enhancement of turgor of the opposite

side was soon demonstrated by the erectile move-
ment of the leaf When the stimulus is moderate
and of short duration, the response is only erectile

or positive But when the stimulation is con-
tinued the excitatory impulse is conducted to the

distal side, giving rise to diminution of turgor,

contraction, and the fall of the leaf

FKm 6.—IncfUMd tdrfor due to indirtec ntimalation inducmK erectioa of Mioumo leaf
pvTiiucnt , erectile roflponio (ihown by dowQ<curve} (btlowed rapiddlafnw of experli

. . ^
Sul (up<cuTv«) due tu itan>v«tie conducuon of exataiivn

Table II —Showing Responsive Effects C ommon
to PulvMi and Growing Organs under Um*
lateral Stimulation

Lflvet of direct klimulattoo oa
proxitniU Hde

Effect of indirect ntinuUtion on
ducnl tide

Diminution of turgor
Contr iction and con-

cavity
Galvanomctnc n e g a-

tivlty

Increase of turgor
Evpantion end convexity

Galvanometric p 0 s i-

tivity

When stimulus is strong or long-continued, the
excitatory effect is conducted to the distal side,
neutralising or reversing the first response

^

Space does not allow my entering into the ques-
tion of Nyctitropism, which will be found fully

explained in the “Life Movements in Plants,”
voi, 11

Geotroptsm .—^No phenomenoo erf tropic rc-

Moose appears to be so inexplicable as the oppo^
site effects of stimulus of gravity on the root and
the shoot As regards the mechanism of the up-
curvtng of a horizontally laid shoot, it may be due

NO. 2647^ VOL 10S3

either to the expansion of the lower side or to a^
active contraction of the other. In order to decide
the question I devised the method of geo-electric

rcjsponse whereby the state of exatatJon (whic^ is

attended by contraction) is independently detected
by the induced electromotive change of galvano-
metric negativity. Displacement of the shoot from
the vertical to the horizontal position is found to

be immediately followed by the clearest electric

indication that the upper is the excited side The
electrical response is found to increase as the
sine of the angle of inclination This excitation
of the upper side involves its contraction and the

resulting geotropic curvature upwards.
Localtsaiton of Geo^perceptwe Layer by Means

of the Elcctrtc Probe —^The new investigation was
carried out by means of my electric probe, which
consists of an exceedingly fine platinum wire en-

closed in a capillary glass tube, the

probe being thus electrically insulated

except at the extreme tip. When the

probe, suitably connected with a gal-

vanometer, IS slowly thrust mto the

stem, so that it enters one side and
corner out at the other, the galvano-

meter deflection shows by its indica-

tion the state of irritation of every

layer of cells throughout the organ
When the stem is iMld m a vertical

position the probe during its passage

shows little or no electric sign of irrita-

tion But when the stem is- displaced

from the vertical to the horizontal

position, the geotrqpically sensitive

layer now perceives the stimulus and
becomes the focus of irritation, and
the probe on reaching this point gives

the maximum deflection of galvano-

metric negativity This electric indication of irrita-

tion disappears as soon as the geotropic stimulus

is removed by restoration of the stem to a vertical

position I was thus able to map out the contour

lines of physiological excitation inside a hvioj

organ The gco-perccptive layer was thus local

ised at the endodermis
In geotropic response the only anomaly that

remained was m r^ard to the response of the

root bemg opposite to that of the shoot Every

cut portion of the growing region of the shoot

responds to the stimulus of gravity by bending
upwards. The growing r^on of the shoot is

therefore both sensitive to stimulus and respopsive

to It Hence geotropic stmnJaticn of the shoot

iS direct But this is not the case with thb root

,

here it is the tip of the root which perceives the
stimulus, the grotropic bending taking place at

some distance from the tip. Frpm the restdto Of
electric mvestigation I find that the root tip be-

comes directly stimulated, while the responding
growing region some ttfstanee from it becomes
indirectly stimulated. Hence geotropic stuhfu-

lus acts indirectly in the tespon^g rejwn
of the root I have shown that the fff^cta of direct

and indirect stimulus on growth are anUtheti^
;
U
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therefore follows that the responses of shoot and
root to the direct and indirect stimulus must be

of^posite signs

The diverse movements of plants arc thus

explained from the establishment of the

general lau that direct stimulus induces

a contraction and indirect stimulus an expan-

sion

1 have shdwn, further, the extraordinary simi-

larity of physiological reaction in the plant and
animal (hriday evening discourse, Royal Institu-

tion, May 29, 1914) The responsive phenomena
in plants must thus form an integral part of vari-

ous problems relating to irritability of all living

tissues, and without such study the investigation

must in future remain incomplete

Popular Natural History ^

(i) 'T'HE best populanscrs, after all, are the
^ masters—it they care to try, and Fabre’s

** Story Book of Science " is a fine illustration It

is very perfect—^fuU of interesting material,

yividly written, stimulating both observation and
reflection. He tells of ants, aphides, long-lived

plants and animalSi procession caterpillars, bees,

spiders, shells, cotton, paper, silk, clouds, thunder,

ram, the sea, and more besides—all as if

it were a pleasure to him to talk, and just
i

the very easiest thing in the world The b^k
must have been fashioned long ago, but so wisely

that there is little that requires dianging, it was
meant for the children of more than a generation
ago, and it would be a joy of a reading-book in

spools to-day, it was written in French, and it

reads as if it had been composed in English The
translator, Mr A T De Mattos, has done fats

work with great skill. Wc confess that we should

not call Hemerobius a dragon-fly, and there must
be something wrong in speaking of the sharp
bones” in the silk-moth's cornea, which Fabre
described as a rasper for filing at the silk threads
of the cocoon But these are pin-pricks

, the book
is past praising, and its pages are very pleasant

to read—pleasant both to the inner and the outer

eye Wc should be having a Fabre centenary

soon.

(2) A translation of Fabre's “Story Book of

Birds and Beasts ” » very welcome The subjects

are for the most part familiar, but the handhng
of them IS masterly in its simplicity, grip, and
vividness. Fabre had a way of taking the reader

into his confidence, and making a sort of partner

of him in his observations. But it is a game that

only a big man can play with success Wc are

int^uced to the cock and the hen, the egg and
tte chicken, the duck and the goose and the

pigeon, the cat and the dog, the sheep and the

ODW, the horse and the donkey, and we get inter-

1 (1) “Th« Story Book of Scimeo ** By J H Fabra. Pp. ^
(Loadoot Hotltkr iwd Stousbtoo, n d.) Prleo jt

Cl) **Tb« Story SookoTBirda ud ByJ H Fakio. Pp*
OMdoai Hodd«aMlStowfatoo,D.d.) PneoyrUlntt.

(|) **Aidmftl Ulb i»3«rWaur** By Dr Fratioia Ward Fp.
platoa. (Loodoo CaOMll and Ccs Ltd., Priotu^ ml

C4) “ Krda in Town and VUlafo. * By W H. Hodaon fp. U<f>74
nSStratod (London aad Toronto T If Done and Soot, Ltd , Now
York & F. Dnttopood Co , ipi9>) PHco leo. 6/ nac.

(1) Book of a Natvrafiau^ By^ H. Hodaoo. Pp. vilid-9^0
(tdMdoal Hoddor and Strahtoo. ii.d.) Pun laa not.

(6^ **Wiiidtn of Inaoee Ijfe DetalU of tbo Hiddta and Strueturo of
iMwa'* tlhMtrated by tbo (TbaNra aad tbo Mlcnaoope. By J H
Oabiroa. ^Pn. viU-fBti+3i idatoa. (London 1 Ooom Kootlodgo and
Soeo,Lil, I rfowYevkt X.1p Dn^aiid Ox, a.d.) Aoaftr not

ho6k\ or, How tbo Cbtldroo StiSM Namn" By L

SSSoSfMTTTS^)
(London Gay and
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ested in them as if they were novelties It is high

art The stories should be used in schools
The book is not without blemishes, of which

we venture to give some samples We do not
know what to call the first part of a hen's

stomach, but we are sure that it cannot be called

“the succenturiate ventricle ** The story of the

making of the shell of the egg is misleading, and
it is not true to say that the hen must have car-

bonate of lime m her food We are rather stag-

gered by some humming-birds “as small as our
large wasps ’’ The account given of “pigeon's
milk ” IS erroneous It should have been noted

that the passenger pigeon, m regard to which
Audubon's account is quot^, has pow ceased to

exist. For the translator's work we have great
admiration, but it might have shown wisdom as

well as piet^ to have got an editorial expert to

look into points such as we have illustrated There
IS no sense in perpetuating mistakes

(3) Dr Francis Ward's book is in great part
an attempt to take the point of view of the animal
under water

Seen from below, the surface of the nater would
appear as an extensive mirror, with the river-bed

ronected upon it Immediately ibove the observer
the reflecting surface is broken bv a arcular hok
or “ window ” Through the surface of the water, in

the area of this “window,” the sky and objects Im-
mediately overhead have their usual appearance, but
in addition surrounding objects above the water level

I
are also seen through the “window” as dwarfed and

I

distorted images, suspended, as it were, in the air

1 above the circumference of the circular hole A ring

of indescent colours separates the “window” from

I

the surrounding reflect.ng surface

Many of Dr. Ward's observations have a direct

I

bearing on the concealment of aquatic animals,

I and deserve careful attention from naturalists.

Let us illustrate The size of the “window"
vanes with the depth of the under-water observer,

I

when birds and fishes on the surface slip out of

the “ window ” they cease to be conspicuous (to

their enemies below) as silhouettes against the

sky Protection under water may be afforded, as

in the case of brown trout, by reflection of the

surrounding coloration White animals, such as

a white sea-anemone, take up a position where

the revealing top light is cut off Hack-plumaged
birds, like the w'ater-hcn, become mirrors under

the water owing to reflection from the air-bubbles

retained in their plumage.
After explaining the sub-aquatic conditions as
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rcffards iliumination, the author discuiset the life We are not eure that e popular bopk, eipedttlljr

and behaviour of a number of types In connec* one with a definite and very interesting juroUem

tion with diving birds, he suggests that the to discuss—animal life under water— the mace
** flashes of reflected light from the moving body for weighing the beneficial and injuHous effects

may attract fishes Under the water the l^ck of of the activities of particdlar birds That ilhould

the Great Northern Diver “simulates a shoal of be done in a severdy scientific and crtt^ way.
small shining fish.** The inordinate appetite of Dr Ward describes, for instance, the contents

diving birds is emphasised; thus a small cor- of the stomachs of thirty black-headed gulls,

morant took from Dr. Ward at one time twenty- which show that these birds were “certainly not
seven herrings of average size It seems to us helping the farmer *' But it is easy to get expert

that the author does not sufficiently appreciate records of thirty cases which show the reverse
The question is to which side the
balance inclines m a particular area

and through the year This enter-

taining and breezy book is copiously

illustrated with very interesting

photographs We appreciate these,

but we may hint at the injudtcious-

ness of putting even a diagrammatic
penguin into a scene on a Highland
loch

(4) Mr Hudson's Birds in Town
and V illage *’

is based on “ Birds in

a Village** (1893), his first book about
bird life, but much of it is new It

IS a continual delight-—a succession of

fine pictures—and it ife very gratifying

that the beautiful text should be so
successfully illustrated Mr E. J«

Detmold’s coloured drawings are alto*

gether charming The time is past
for speaking of the author's style, his

irresistible enthusiasm, his intimate

knowledge of birds, and his pas-

sion for them If more people
read his books there would sbon
be no need for a Plumage (Prohibi-

tion) Bill

*' The robin is greatly distinguished

in a sober-plumaged compaiw by the
vivid tint on his breast He is like

the autumn leaf that catches a ray of

sunlight on its surface, and shines
conspicuously among russet leaves

*’

“ The kin^sber, speeding like

an arrow over a field of buttercups

so close that they were touching,

seemed, with the sunshine full on i%r

to be entirely of a shining, splendid
green , Flying so low above the
flowery level that the swiftly vibrat-

Theotur»l«rm«J Fio* « Animal Life undw Wii« *ng WingS muSt have tOUCbed *%«
yellow petals, he was like a watf from

the good these birds do from the fisherman’s some far tri^ical labdi. The bird was troptca)»

point of view in destroying species which devour but 1 doubt if there exists within the tropics

food-fishes There are two sides to mcl^t indict- anything to compare with a field bf buttercuf^s—
meats of birds such lam and unbroken surfaces bf the most^tuil*

In additbn to the contributions to the theory llant coknir m nature *’ But we Aight aS w^
of concealment of water animals from enemies quote the Whole book. dpl^htfttt “ BiMS of
or from Vwty, the book contains many very a Village,” which forms abolit niyLUw booK^i U
interesting natural history sketches—of the seal, echoed at the end in a story ^ m Jbjhtts tn a
the heron, the kingfisher, various kinds of gulls, Cornish village, and between twer there at<e

and, best of all, the otter Indeed, the story of essay# od exotic birds, for BriUld (we confess
the otter strikes as the finest part of the book to residing introductions withmuw plre}udl|p>»

NO. 2647, VOL 105]
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IbOorBens in Park, the eagle and thfe

cana^ (concerning cages), chanticleer, and
birds of an old ^rden If the birds

knew what Mr Hudson has done for them, they

would sing all the year round

(5) It IS difficult to imagine anything more
delightful than Mr Hudson’s “ Book of a Natural-

ist,” and we wish he had called it vol i Why
should there not be many volumes, when it is so

easy to make one so good ? So easy ! for all

that IS necessary is to have (i) an intimate per-

sonal experience and a deep understanding of the

life and conversation of animals as they live in

more or less wild Nature
;
(a) an artistic or poetic

sense which gives Blake’s “double vision ”
, and

(3) an ear for words that makes the pages of the

book sing The same subjects are often treated

of by many pauiters, and likewise by many
naturalists. Ants and wasps, bats and foxes,

moles and earthworms, snakes and toads, pigs and
potatoes—these are fair samples of Mr Hudson’s
stock in trade, but he is a magician-pedlar, and
the familiar things among his wares turn out to

have most unexpebtedly profound and subtle ex-
cellences Here science and art seem to meet in a
deepening of our appreciation of common things,

ana perhaps this is the biggest service that a man
who sees can do to his day and generation
Mr Hudson wished to call his book ''Diver-

sions of a Naturalist,” but Sir Ray Lankester was
ahead of him We do not think he lost much,
for what he has given us are really “Apprecia-
tions,” as Sir Ray Lankester 's “diversions” were
also The expert biologists get down to the

depths of life in a way that is indispensable and
fundamental, but the field-naturalists, among
whom Mr Hudson stands out as Saul among the

prophets, get at the heights of life in a way that

18^ indispensable and supreme What is con-
tributed in these fascinating essays is a wealth
of first-hand observations, and to this, of course,

there are added the refiections of a highly gifted

intelligence But we submit that riiere ii more

—

that f^ng has a rdls in the interpretation of
Nature, and that sympathetic insight (through
Mtbetic emotion at one pole, and imeer sense of
kinship at the other) opens up one of the rights-

of-wa^ to reality This is too academic in its

phrasing, and unfair to Mr. Hudson, through
whose writings sunlight streams and breezes
blow; but we mean that this is the book of an
expert naturalist and of a man of feeling as well

(6) The entomologist is always discovering new
wonders, and very frequently he has enthusiasm
enough to wish to share his pleasure with others
Mr Crabtree has the entomological enthusiasm
right enough, but we are not sure about all his

wonders In the first place he is too much of
an anthropomoiphist, for he says the study of
msect-life ^'provides a host of^examples and illus-

tratiooa of such noble aims «s 'living for a
purpose/ 'striving for the best,* 'helping one
anomr,^ 'bearing each other*s burdens,” and
' sympathy in sorrow/ ” He has interesting
dblMfiirvitiMs tb describe, and bC tdls his story

Na 3647* VOL. 105]

fairly well , but again there is the false note : he
should not speak of his book selecting “repre*
sentative members of the principal rpectsr/' or
of ”the Pulex family.” It is a pity that an author
who seems to have seen a lot of things for himself
should write like this "The numerous family of
Lice that is parasitic on certain animals is classed

under the common term Haemotopinus ” Why
do not publishers see to it, by utilising readily

available advice, that this sort of thing is not
printed i' It is not good business, for it obscures
the book’s good qualities

Many people see common insects like the lady-

bird, the devil’s coach-horse, the earwig, the frog-

hopper, the green-fly, the may-fly, and the wasp,
and would like to know more about them, esp^^'

cially tf they can get the information not too
learnedly expressed Mr Crabtree’s book is welt

adapted to meet this reasonable demand It deals

pleasantly with about three dozen common insects,

and there is a generous supply of photographic
illustrations But, again, Mr. Crabtree’s reach

too often exceeds his grasp; thus his story of

cuckoo-spit IS far from correct, we do not like

to hear of female Aphides without ovaries, in

which ‘‘multiplication occurs by the process of

gemmation or budding on the individual Aphis ”

We are staggered by the crane-fly, the limbs of

which are merely hooked together, so that a cap-

tured part has only to be hooked off , and we do
not think that a wise approach to a very difficult

problem is made by saying “ It may be said with

sincerity that the development of insttnei in ants
isffluchakin tofsozon in higher mammals” Rut,

forgiving a lapse in biological philosophy, we are

pulled up by errors in grammar, for our eves have
fallen on more than one sentence like this* "To
the thorax, or chest, is attached the flv’s six

limbs ” Why should a scorpion be referred to

as “the dangerous arachnid of the South American
forests,” and why should an author go out of his

way to use an expression like “of that ilk” when
he does not know what the words mean? We
believe in popular natural history, but it should

have a high standard of accuracy, and it should

be written in English worthy of the subject Mr
Crabtree’s studies are interesting , they often

describe observations, they are certainly instruc-

tive, but we arc bound to say that there are too

many flies in the ointment And many of these

flies are gratuitous

(7) Miss Thompson tells in a pleasant way of

corals and seeds, of the work of water and ice,

of springs and seashore animals, and illustrates

her talks with very clever drawings To those

who enjoy talks between a somewhat encydopsedic

Miss Marshall and a number of children who ask
extraordinarily appropriate and searching ques-

tions, the book will be welcome , our own impres-

sion, based on some expenments, is that neither

children nor adults care for the "Sandford and
Merton ” mode of Imparting instruction. The
author has a very skilful pencil nnd a power of

simple exposition, we wish she had chosen the

direct method TAT
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Notes.

Alan A. Campbell Swinton has been elected

chairman of the council of the Royal Society of Arts

for the ensuing year

Dr Edridob-^rbbn, C B E
, has been appointed a

special examiner in colour vision and eyesight by the

Board of Trade

The Civil List Pensions granted during the year

ended March 31 are shown in a White Paper just

issuedf and include the following —Mrs Howell, in

recognition of her late husband’s eminent public ser-

vice in the Geological Survey of Great Britain, 50I ,

Mitt Juliet Hepworth, in recognition of her late

brother’s services to meteorology and oceanography,

50I
p Mrs. K. Macdonald Goring, in recognition of her

hutiMnd’s services to biometrical science, 85I , and

Mrs. Leonard William King, in recognition of her

husband’s services to Assyrian and Babylonian stud\,

8S«

At a public meeting held at the Mansion House in

October, 191 a, the following proposals for com-
memorating the work of Lord Lister were adopted —
The placing of a memorial in Westminster Abbey,

to take the form of a tablet with medallion and
Inscription; the erection of a monument in a public

place in London, and the establishment of an Inter-

national Lister Memorial Fund for the advancement
of surgery, frcm which either grants in aid of re-

searches beating on surgery or awards in recognition

of distingulshi^ contributions to surgical science

should be made, irrespective of nationality A meet-
ing of the general committee was held in the rooms
of the Royal Society on Monday, July 19, to receive

and adopt the report of the executive committee ap-
pointed in 191a. The chairman, Sir Archibald Geikie,

stated that the sums received in respect of subscrip-

tions from the British Empire and foreign countries

amounted to 11,846! 5?, lod. A memorial tablet,

executed by Sir Thomas Brock, was unveiled in West-
minster Abbey on November 1, 1915, and steps are
being taken for the erection of a monument in a public

place in London. In order to carry out the scheme
for the establishment of the International Lister

Memorial Fund for the Advancement of Surgery, it

was resolved that —(o) Out of the general fund a sum
of 500I., together with a bronze medal, be awarded
every three years, Irrespective of nationality, in

recf^nition of distinguished contributions to surgical

science, the recipient being required to give an address
in London under the auspices of the Royal College of
Surgeons of England (b) The award be made by a
committee aonstituted of members nominated by the
Royal Society, Royal College of Surgeons of England,
Royal Colle^ of Surgeons in Ireland, University of
Edinburgh, and University of Glasgow, (c) Any
surplus income of the general fund, after providing
for the erection of a monument and defraying
administrative expenses, be either devoted to the
fnrdwranoe of surreal scienoe by means of grants or
invested to Increase the caj^tal of the fund The
Royal Collego of Surgeons of England has consented
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to become the trustees and administrators of Ai
Lister Fund and to carry out its objects, subject to

the above provisions of the scheme. The subscripdon

list is still open, and the hon. treasurer of the fund

18 Sir Watson Chevne, Bart , to whom donations may
be addressed at the Royal Society, Burlington Housei

London, W i

A marble statue to the memory of Wilbur Wright
was unveiled on July 17 at Le Mans, where twelve

years ago this aviator accomplished a flight of nearly

a mile .We kam from ^ Times that the statue

lb the work of the sculptor Landowski, and typifies

the struggle of man to conquer the air The nude

figure of a man is represented as having scaled a

rugged mountam peak and as stretchmg out Ids arms
to the hitherto unconquered element, air The base

of the monument is carved with bas-relief figures of

Wilbur and Orville Wright and Ldon Boll6e, the

Frenchman who collaborated in the early experiments

The thirty-ninth annual meeting of the Soaety of

Chemical Industry was held at Newcastle-upon-Tyne

on July 13-1(1 The gold medal of the bociety was
presented to M Paul Kestner, president of the Society

of Chemical Industry of France, by Prof Henry Louis,

who read the presidential address of Mr John Gray

Sir William J Pope was elected president for the

ensuing year An invitation to hold the next annual

general nvceting at Montreal was accepted

A Conoress of Philosophy, in which member# of

the Socidte Fran^aise de Philosophie are taking part,

and to which the Amencan Philosophical Assodation

IS sending delegates, Is to take place at Oxford on
September 14-27 Two of the subjects of discussion

are likely to be of especial scientific interest one a
symposium on the principle of relativity, to be opened
bv Prof Eddington, and the other a discussion to be

opened by Dr Head on disorders of symbolic think,

ing due to local lesions of the brain The opening
meeting of the congress will be presided over by
Lord Haldane, and the inaugural address will be by
Prof Bergson Arrangements are under the direction

of Mr A H Smidi, New College, Oxford

TkE Faraday Society and the Physical Society of

London are arranging to have a joint symposium and
general discussion in October next upon the
physics and chemistry of colloids and their

bearing on industrial questions The subject wlU
be introduced by a brief survey of the present
position of colloidal physics and chemistry, and
there will then be discussion on the following sub-
divisions of the subject -—Emulsions and emulsifica-

tioo, physical properties of elastic gds, cataplioresis

and elsctro^endosmose, pnecipitatKMi in disperse sys*
terns, glass and pyrosols, a^ non-aqueous svstems.
In s|^te of the importance of colloidal physics^nd
chemistry in many branches of mattufadw, and of
the interest which the sul^jpct hai fSroQsed ^ In recent
years, much light remains to"be thrown on the'riMute
of the manufacturing process In which cHQUoids play
a part It is heq^ed that the dlseussion^wfll focus
attention on some of these problems, that Itt

result will be to Indicate lines of advan^ and^ *tigfl*t
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further reeearcheb, and that it will be fruitful not

only ui helping to a fuller understanding of the laws

pf the colloidal state but also in suggebtmg new
applications for colloids m the laboratory and in the

works The exact date «ind place of meeting and
further particulars will be announced later In the

meantime anyone desirous of usmg the opportunity

of the discussion to bring forward expenmental matter
or theoretical considerations bearing on the above

mentioned branches of the subject is asked to com
municate as soon as possible with the secretary of the

joint committee, Mr F S Spiers 10 Essex Street

London W ( 3

A SPECIAL meeting* of the Rontgen Society was held

on Jul> 15 in the chemical theatre of Univers tv Col
lege London by kind permission of the authonties
The occasion wns an address by Dr ^ D Coohdge
director of the research laboratories of the General
Electric Co of Schenectad) An audience of more
than 350 people gathered to hear from the inventor

of the X ray tube which bears his name a detailed

account of the processes involved in the manufacture
of the Coolidge tube—or rather we hould say the

Codidge tubes for a number of different types of

tube each suitable for different working condit ons
are the outcome of the investigations earned out under
Dr Coolidge s direction over a number of years Dr
Coolidge in his address laid considerable emphasis
upon the amount of investigation entailed in the use
of tungsten either as a hot fflament or as the turg t

of an X ra> tube fhe welding of this highly brittle

metal and its perfect annealing with copper are
technical triumphs and the details of these processes
in their final stages were of very great interest

While the effort is at present being made by th
General Electric Co to standardise radiographic pri
oedure by communing a high tension outfit which auto-
matically limits the quantity and quality of the X ravs
from the tube, u is reco^iscd that no such procedure
IS possible m radio therapy at the present day The
limitations imposed upon the production of very
short wave length X rays are largely technical ones
and we look with confidence to their production m the
near future for both in medical work and in the
examination of metals and other materials they arc
likely to prove of great value If the production of

these more penetratmg radiations involve new ideas
in the construction of the X raj tubes, those who
beard Dr Codidge s address will feel that such con
•iderations will not be allowed to delay what 1$

becoming a senously felt want
Im a paper read before the Royal Statistical Soaety

m April (Journal 1930 vol Ixzxul part 3, pp x-44)

Dr T H C Stevenson presented the results of an
inquiiy Into the fertility of the various social classes

In England and Wales from the middle of the nine»

teenth oentuiy to 19x1 Child mortalitv vanes
directly and very markedly with die number of
diitdren bom and the rapuSty with which diey
are bom It also varies with the age of the mother
at blrdi If allowance is made for the differences

of matrying age in different classes, fertility Is found
to Increase downwards throughout the social scale
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The difference in fertility beti^een the classes is,

broadly speaking a new phenomenon for it is small

for marriages before 1861 and rapidly increases to a
maatmum for those of 1891-96 That the decline m
the birth rate is due to the artificial restraint of fertility

IS indicated by the following featuies The gradual

spread of the decline throughout society, from above

downwards the exceptionally low fertility of occupied

mothers and the increase in the defect for the higher

social classes with mcrease of duration of mamage
up to twenty five years Ihe lowest fertility rates are

returned for the most purely middle class occupations

—the professions The comparatively low child mor
tality of the less fertile classes goes but a small way
numerically to compensate for their low fertilitv

The classes which are least fertile when married are

likewise those that marry latest in life Ante nuptial

conception leads to great under statement of the

number of marriages of less than twelve months dura^

tion Such under statement is the rule amongst all

classes where the wife s mamage age is under twenty

and becomes less frequent as the wife s age increases

At ages above twenty its frequency vanes with the

social position reaching its maximum amongst un
skilled labourers

Prof E \V MvcBridb contributes to the latest

number of 5ci«nba (vol xxviii No 99 1930) a

ti enchant article on The Method of Evolution Bv
the force of hereditv he savs is meant the

tendeno of the offspnng to resemble the parent It

IS obvious that in some way this force must be

modified as time progresses otherwise evolution could

not take place and tlie manner and means of this

modification arc just whit we mean by the phrase

method of evolution The Darwinian view that

large results may be reached bv the selection of small

individual variations is senously weakened by pure

line expenments The mutationist view of the im
portance of sport variations exhibiting Mendehan
inhentance cannot be accented as more than an acces

sory theory for most mutations are of the nature of

cripples and utterly unlike the differentiating

characters which distinguish allied species There

remains 1 third alternative the inhentance of the

effects of use and disuse This is the method of

evolution the dominating influente which has

moulded the animal world from simple beginnings

into the great f^nc of vaned life which we see

around us ” If we ask for evidence of the trans

mission of somatic modifications we are referred bv

Prof MacBnde to the researches of Kammercr If

we submit that opimon is divided as to the validity of

these we are told to repeat the experiments which
IS of course a fair enough answer In the mean
time we are invited to consider how hactena

modified to perform feats in disniptive chenustrv

of which their ancestors were incapable, hand on

their mdivndually acquired new qualities to their

abundant progeny And if we suggest that this m not

a test case since bacteria have no soma and do not

multiply by germ cells we are told that the distinc

tion between somatoplasm and germolatm is a
Weismannian nightmare ” All this points dearly

to the need for fresh expenments
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Prof Stsphsmson’s paper "On a Collection of Ollgo-

chma from the Lesser-known Parts of India and frm
Eastern Persia ’* (Memoirs Indian Museum^ vol vli )

is very informatiiw The known Ohftochseta, about

150 before 18831 about 1000 species in 1911 To
these Prof Stephenson adds 34 species and 5 varieties,

modestly remarkini; “ It can scarcely be said, how-
ever, t&t the results of the present investigation

j

include anything of the first order of importance, it
;

is now too late to expect It ” One of the new species,

gmakiotemit^ is about one^tenth of an inch long

and one-hundredth of an inch broad, yet m an earlier

paper the author shows this brevit> far outdone by

Annandale’s Chaetoga^Ur spongillae Among very

much larger forms the systematist nia> note that Prof

Stephenson here makes hxs Eutyphoeus Ktmpt a

sxnonym of Eutyphoeus chttiagongianus, Michaelsen,

and t^t author’s bengakensts a synonym of his species

Waltom in the same genus % lately as 1893

'absence of branchiae” was included in the defini-

tion of the Oligochasta Now, not only does

Branchtura Sowerhyt, Beddard, have, as its generic

name implies, gills on the tail end, but Prof Stephen-

son also finds a species of Branchiodnlus, "a Naid
worm with gills remarkably like those of Branchiura,

but on the anterior part of the body ”

The twent> -eighth Report, for the >eflr 1919, on the

I^mcashire Sea-Fisherles Laboratory contains a note

bv Mr A Scott upon a midwinter invasion of the

Barrow Channel by an immense swarm of the

phosphorescent flagellate Noctiluca and the Cteno-

phores Pleurobrachia and Bero8 On December 16,

1919, Scott made one of his routine visits to the

sandy mud-flats between tide marks, and found that

the area—500 yards wide and 1000 )ards long—bc-

tw^een Roa Island and Foulney appeared as if it had
been thickly sprinkled with glasb marbles These were
the Pleurobrachia, many of them of large siee (33 mm
high), and mingled with them were stranded Bero8
At t^ water’s edge was a brick-red, oily-looklng sone
6 in. to vs in wide, and the water in the creeks was
covered by a similar oily layer, which on examination
proved to be composed of Noctiluca Twenty-four
houfca later the area was again examined, but only
one Pleurobrachia was found, and there was no Nocti.

luca in the plankton. It is quite unusual to find an
abundance of Noctiluca and Ctenophores In this area
in midwinter Noctiluca has been abundant on
former occasions along the coasts of North Wales
and Lancashire, but hitherto only in the period between
the beginning of August and the end of September

The "Reports for the Year 1919 on the Science

Museum and on the Geological Survey and the

Museum of PracUca] Geology ” (H M Stationery
OflSce, 3d ) are accompanied by a map
showing the grouping of Institutions devoted to educa-
tion and research in the great quaifrangle between
Cromwell and Prince Consort Roads, South Kensing-
ton The Science Museum has gone into temporary
occupation of part of the eastern blori^ of new build-

ings while this block is being completed, the galleries

thus occupied being left in an unfinished tute until

a second move onward can be made The arrange-
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ment is a testimony to the energetic and neoessary

expansion of the collections, which now include an
aeronautical division The report on the Museum of

'

Practical Geology refers to the congestlorf of its Col-

lections, which have been iar^ly increased by the

groups of materials of economic importance brought
together in recent years. There is no reference, how-
ever, to any scheme of extended buildings The pub-

lication of maps and memoirs has been maintained at

a high level, and it is interesting to note how the

public demand shows an enormous and Intelligent pre-

ference for the "drift” series of colour-printed maps
as against those showing the " solid ” geology only

The Geologlcol Survey of Scotland has issued the

fourth of Its senes of memoirs dealing with the de-

tailed economic geology of the central coalfield of

Scotland, the present volume being devoted to Area
VI , which forms a b](x:k near the centre of the field

and includes the districts of Rutherglcn, Hamilton,

and Wishaw This U naturalh an area of very great

economic importance, and comprises some of the most
productive portions of the Scottish coalfield A valu-

able feature of the publication is the series of sections

obtained from bonngs and sinkings, which have been
printed on separate sheets

, it may perhaps be regretted

that the scale selected is somewhat minute. It need
scarcely be said that the geological relationships of the

coal seams and of the various economic minerals met
with in the field are described in full detail, and that

the memoir, together with the revised maps which it

is intended to accompany, will be 6f the greatest value

to mining engineers whose professional work lies in

that area of the Scottish coalfield

A REPORT on the weather experienced at Falmouth
Observatory has recently been issued by the Observa-
tory Committee of the Royal Cornwall Polytechnic

Sodetv The observatory is closely associated with
the Meteorological Office, and many of the records for

Falmouth appear In the several reports of the Office,

which probably is sufficients reason for the small
amount of work done actually at the observatory

Funds available at the spot are clearly limited, and
the staff Is, consequently, small Pressure, tempera-
ture, and rainfall results in the report are compared
with the means of the fortv-five years 1871 to 1915,

whilst in the Meteorological Office publications the
records are compared with the new normals for thirty-

five years, i88t to 1915 Probably in course of time
general uniformity In this respect will be adopted
The mean air temperature for November was a record

for cold, and its minimum, 26^ F , was the coldest

for the year The total rainfall for the first six morMit •

of the year was 5 89 in. greater than for the lajt six

months, which is a reversal of the ordinary rule

October was a record for dryness, raInMl measuring
1*62 in Bright sunshine had an average record for

the year of 48 hours per dav Octolw had 158*9

hours, which is a record for that month; the extreme
range of the totals for Qgtober is 77-6 hours, not

figpR hours, as stated in dw report, for which resuH

1919 was overlooked. The table of eea traperatureb

fm observations made in the heHxnir and tfw com-
parison with air temperatures Is of considerable

[
interest, but the dlfiereaces from the air of tha
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mum and minimum sea values scarcely seem satis-

factory, Since the observations are not strictly for the

same periods, the sea temperatures boinf^ for fewer

days

Thk Seventh Report of the Industrial Fatigue

Research Board (Textile Senes, No i), dealing with

Individual Differences in Output in the Ckitton

Industr>,” has just been issued It is the result of

researches made by Mr S Wyatt, Investigator

to the Boaid Ihe scope of tlic report repre

sents an attempt to collect inform'ition on the

question of the relative importance of the human and
mechanical factors in various branches of the cotton

industry It is mtended to be suggestive rather than

conclusive in its n tture, to lead on to i careful

collection of facts and thence to mote dctulcd and
uitensivc investigations There is great variety

in the conditions obtaining m various types of

cotton mills, some, for example, in which, as in the

spinning of cotton, the output is almost entirely con

trolled by the m ichine, whereby individu il differences

m Ability are reduced to a minimum ,
whilo jn others,

such as in the process of di awing in by liand th<.re

appe trs to be much more scope for the expression of

inclividual diffciences of ability, and tbcrcfoie of out

put, by the persons concerned Ihus it may be found

possible, where there exist large individual differences

of output—which implies that the mechanic il

factor IS subsidiary—so to modify the human condi

tions of employim nt that incicased efficiency, pros

perity, and comfort may result Ihe inquiry has of

necessity been of considerable difficulty, having
regard to the van ibility of the conditions prevailing

in the course of preparation and manufacture yet

valuable, if inconclusive, results have been reactiui,

which at least show that the various processes in tiie

cotton industry can be classified and gi ided according
to the magnitude of the individual differences which
they produce, wherein lies the relative importance of
the human and mechanical forces Scarcely any
attempt has been made in the mills to determine
efficiency in the various processes, yet the collection

of statistical data would cause the employer and the
manager to take a scientific interest in their work,
stimulate inquiry and investigation, and lead to im-
proved methods We may reasonably ask why the
workers should not be invited to participate m the
research, since it is in their interests also that the best

results should be secured

Thb International Institute of Agriculture at Rome
has issued the following mformation with regard to

the estimated yields of cereals throughout the world
In the United States the area under winter wheat is

considerably smaller than that of last year More
over, the season has been somewhat unfavourable, so

(hat the coming crop is estimated at 13 2 million tons,

which 18 66 per cent of last year's yield and 86 per
cent of the ffve previous years’ average It is, how-
ever, probable that there are considerable stocks of

old wheat still to be exported, and these, together

with the reduced new crop, should make exports

for the conung season equal to those for the year
ooding June, 1920 Drouf^t has considerably affected

the crops m Algeria and m southern Italy, and the
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outlook in Poland is unpromising, especially for rye

In the other countries of the not them hemisf^iere the

condition of the winter cereal crops is normal, while

the recent wlieat crop in British India shows an in-

i rease of 30 per cent over lubt vear s yield The maiae
crop in Argentina ib estimated it 30,000000 quarters,

which is 3s per cent higher than the five previous

vears' average Ihis inrroiscd yield will probably be
an important factor among the cereal resources of the

coming season

Ihe Journal of the British Science (zuild for June
contains a special tribute to 1 ord Sydenham, the redr

mg president, contributed by Sir O Mooie C reagh A
series of six iilulcs tevicws the idmmistrative activi-

ties of the Guild of special interest being the account

of tlie reception by Mi \ J Balfour of the deputation

on Stale awards for scuntihc and medical discovery

Ihe deputation had a sympithetic reception, the

justice of the pnncipk. being generally conceded, but

Mr Balfour suggested as a difficulty the exact alloca-

tion of Liedit to the authors of scientitu discoveries

this problem, it is pointed out by Sir Runild Ross,

his already been dealt with satisfactorily by the Royal
Societx, the Nobel Pti/c Committee, ind other authori-

ties It IS suggested thil pensions and awards might
be included in the Civil I ist It Col W A J

0 Meara writes with experience of the need for the

utilis ttion of science in Government Departments

Vn clement of cunsequenee is the concentration of

power in the hands of the higher division clerks and
the permanent staff, which doubtless militates against

the introduction of new ideas Memoranda by the

Health Committee on the milk question raise a
number of important points in connection with the

punly of supply and the possibility of the com-
munication of diseases thiough milk Sir Ihomas
11 J C Goodwin s Chadwick lectures on Army
Hygiene in the Wai and \fter ’ (see Nature for

June 34, p 532) and Mr J J Robinson s popular

lecture on Knowledge in National Reconstruction,’*

delivered before 1100 members of the Portsmouth

Brotherhood, are summarised The issue is completed

by a list of the officets fellows, and members of the

Guild

Ihf Ministry of Transport has stated that it is

seriously considiimg the organised cleclrilication of the

1 ailways, and the importance of this subject at the

present time can sc irtcly be over-estimated Sir

Philip IXiwson s paper on Fkctric Railway Contact

Systems,’ which was read to the Institution of hlec-

tncal Engineeis on June 30, is, therefore of nnm^
diate interest Before a st indard system of electrifica-

tion can be evolved the question of the relative menta
of collecting the current from an overhead system or

from a third rail must be discussed hrom the data

given in the paper a strong case ran be made out

for overhead collection Ihe flexible method of sus-

pending the overhead collecting wire on the Brighton

Railway has proved thoroughly satisfactory, and the
** double insulation *' used throughout has reduced

breakdowns to a minimum With third-rail systems
It is neoessaiy to pay higher wages to the workmen
employed on the hne owing to the increased danger
The data given bnng out the mteresting fact that
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the wear of the trolley wire is proportional to the

current collected When no current is taken the wear
18 almost neghj^tbly small A cunous anomaly in

the treatment of railways with and without Parlia

mentary powers was pointed out The former rail

ways are not allowed to have more than a 7 volt

drop on their rails whilst the latter have sometimes

more than a xoo volt drop for short periods It seems

to us that *1 careful search should be made m neigh

bounng pipos (tc for electrolytic damage in the

latter case If the damage should prove to be in

appreciable then the limit of 7 volts might be raised

for all railways as this would appreciably lower the

cost of electnficatton

MsbSRs Newton and Wrighi Ltd desiie it to

be known that their business will be earned on hi

future from their works addtess 47i“77 Hornsey

Road N 19 which is nov the head office of the com
pany In furtherance of their policy of restncting

themselves to a wholesale business an arrangement

has been concluded with Messrs Allen and Ilanburvs

Ltd by which this firm becomes selling agents in the

London area for Messrs Newton and Wright and

alio in those parts of the United Kingdom where

the latter is not specialh represented Messrs Allen

and Hanburys are taking over the electro

medical showroom at 72 Wigmore Street W 1 until

recently occupied by Messis Newton and Wright

who will however have free access to these

showrooms and one of their directors will always be

glad to meet country and other customers by appoint

ment who mav not have time to visit the head office

at Hornsey Road The arrangements with Messrs

Allen and Hanburvs are so framed as not to preclude

Messrs Newton and Wright doing business with

other trade houses and the firm will be pleased to

continue supplying their specialities through whatever

trade house a customer may select

The special catalogues of Messrs J Whcldon end

Co ')8 Great Queen Street W C a arc always of

interest and value and the latest (New Series No 90)

iS no exception It is a well-edited classified list of

upwards of laoo books and pamphlets on ornithology

Tile sections arc British Islands Europe Asia Afnra

North America Central and South America Aus
tralasia General Systems etc Economic Ornithology

Miscellanea and Morphology Many scarce works

are included In addition particulars are given of

many complete sets or long runs of scientific journals

The catalogue should be of service to purchasers of

books of science

MsssRa H K Ieww and Co Ltd 136 Gower
Street W C i halve just circulated the quarterly

catalogue of new books and new editions added to

their Medical and Scientific Circulating I ibrary

during the months April-June It is a jseful classified

list of the woilcs in science published in the penod
named and should be found useful even to non
subscribers to the library Messrs Lewis have also

issued a list of second hand and surplus library books

an agriculture, botany chemistry, engineenng geo-

logy physics soology etc Many of the volumes
are offered for sak at greatly reduced prices
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Our Astronomical Column.
A New Comet -The second cometary discovery of

the year was made at Nice by M Sbhaumasse on
July 18 at i3h 37 im G M 1 in R A ih 47111 52s ,

south dec] i° 14 daily motion +3m 246 , S 5^
Mth magnitude
The following positions have been deduced on the

assumption of uniform motion

KA S DecI
h m • D

July 33 I 59 41 * 39
28 a II 43 24

1 he comet is a morning star rising at i ami
summer time It is not very far from fempePs
comet discovered at Kvoto at the end of May but of
which no further observations have come to hand
Later—M Schaumasse now finds that his new comet

18 identical with Tempel s second periodic comet the
previous announcement by Mr ku^ra of Kyoto
being erroneous The time of perihelion now becomes
1920 June 967 a month earlier than the time deduced
from Mr Kudara s announcement
The following is an approximtt ephemera for

Crceiwici midnight

R A
h m

S D«c lo* Lof A

July 15 I 40 4 I 14 0 1402 99674
23 I 59 24 1 2b 0 1488 99623

A
31 a 16 40 * S3 01583 99577

Aug 8 30 52 2 36 0 1693 99522
16 2 42 32 3 33 01805 99467
24 2 50 48 4 47 0 1920 99403

PUBUCATlONb OF THE DOMINION \STKOPHYSICAL
Observatory VicroRiA BC Vol i No i —Ihis
volume contains a full account of the inception of the
scheme of constructing the great 72 in equatorial and
demonstrates the immense imount of careful thou^t
and consultation of experts both optiaans and astro
nomers that preceded the adoj tion of the designs

Before the site wis settled Mr W b Harper
tested tho quality of seeing at a number of staUons tn
different parts of Canada using a 4I in Co<^e pboto-
vtsual telescope Victoria was finally selected owing
to tie excellent seeing at night though there was less
sunshine than at Ottawa the small diurnal range
of temperature also favoured it

The glass discs were cast at St Gobain the optical
work was entrusted to the J A Brashear Co and ffie

mechanical woi k and dome to the Warner and Swasey
Co
The ball beanngs in dustproof cases, prove very

efficient so that it is stated that when the clock is

disconnected a 3} lb weight on a a6-ft arm suffices
to set the telescope in motion, a 4oo4b wei^t is

found sufficient for the driving clock, which is wound
automatically by an electric motor The votuxne con
tains details of the zonal tests applied to the mirror,
the results being very satisfactocy Temperature in-
sulation consisnng of cotton felt u» used round tiie

mirror and with uie small temjperature changes that
take place at Victoria the definition wiU never be
appmciably affected by this cause
The comfort and convemenoe of the obeervors are

studied all the movements being carried out elec
tncally Details are also given of the powerful
spectrograph, which is surrounded by a temperature
case It IS possible to use the Instrument visually
without removing the spectrograph, the image being
displaced laterally by reflecting prisms «

Numerous large scale photnm^hs of the var
parts make It easy to follow the descriptions
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ProgrcM in Science and Pharmacy.*

By Charles Alexander Hill

TWENTY-FOUR years have passed since the

British Pharmaceutical Confexenoe met m this

^eat ci^ of Liverpool On that occasion the late

William Martindale in his presidential address dealt

with the use m medicine of active pnnciples m
sul^titution of the natural i s naturally occurring,

drugs At the same time he described the introduc

tion of synthetic substances into medicine as a
novelty
To-day it is fitting to reflect upon the changes in

pharmacy wrought by progress in science—progress in

chemistrv and Inochemistry m physics in physiology

^and in the science and practice of ntedicine next to

examine the extent to which active pnmiples and
synthetics have replaced natural drugs then tenta

tively to survey the lines upon which future develop
ment may be expected
Of the changes that have occurred the increased use

of syntlKtic drugb is the outstanding though by no
means the only feature It is noteworthy that im
portant discoveries of new vegetable drugs are praC
tically unknown The animal kingdom on the other

hand has furnished us with drugs of the first import
anoo of these the products of the pituitary body the

thyroid gland and the suprarenal gland afford notable

examples *I1ie importance of th^ discoveries is m
nowise diminished if the active principles have been
syntlMSised and can be produced artificially

The use of smthetic remedies in medicine is some
tunes said to date from the introduction of antipvnn
in 1^ but chloroform and chloral hydrate had long

been known and used and synthetic salicylic acid

was freely used in 1877 Hypnone (acetophenone)

followed in 1885 and antifebnn (acetanilide) in 1886

These were succeeded by phenacetm tulphonal

and trional and sinoe then there has been i steady

flow of new synthetic drugs
To day the world s snnual consumption of phen

azone or antipynn may be roughly estimated at

100 tons of phenacetm at 250 tons and of medicinal

salicylates salicylale methyl salicylate

atpmn and salol) at no less than 2500 tons and
thm are a few only out of the multitude of pure
chemical substances used in medicine
Notwithstanding the remarkable extent to which

^thetlc drugs rave come into use and despite the

increased em^oyment of active pnnciples according

as our knowledf^ of these progresses the use of flie

drugs themselves m the form of galenical prepira

tions whether standardised ” or not continues to -x

remarkable And perhaps significant extent Further
more as we shall see signs are not wanting of a
growing recognition of the truth that many t drug
and matw a food mav contain valuable properties not

readlty dkermtned by chemical methods It may be
only slowly that the full value of a drug discovered

empincally can be stated in scientific terms Pars
doKical as it mav seem the tendency todav with
advancing scientific knowledge is to recognise the

failure of the active principle to replace the parent

Inig
When it happens the replacement of a natur'il drug

>y a synthetic substance mav be conceived is pro
jMlng ideally ui four stages First the drug is

. exammed chemlbdly and from it is isolated a pure
^bstance frequently an alkaloid or a giucoside which
upon brinp subiected to physiological tests is found
to have an effect similar to that of the parent drug
* i Trpsi nrwridtnthi mUtmh dtltvtiwd at iha Roral tut mi

Jtttr io at tha fifty tnmnxh aimiud imatlat of tha BrUiah
I CoBfWaara
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such a substance is termed the active pnnaple of
die drug The second stage is to determine the
chemteaT constitution of the isolated active pnndfde

,

this in general is a matter of extreme difficulty,

taxing the resources of our most brilliant oi^anic
chemists which indeed is equally true of the third
stage which consists m effecting the synthesis of
the substance Once the synthesis has bron success
fully accomplished we arrive at the fourth and last
stage which is the manufacture of the substance
upon a commercial scale The case of suprarenal
gland and adrenalin affords an illustration

It does not follow as a matter of course that if

the synthesis of a substance be accomplished the
irtifirial or synthetic article will replace the naturally
occurring one Supposing quinine were to be syn
thesised it 1$ by no means to be assumed that it

would be cheaper to produce it on a large scale in
the laboratory than to get Nature to conduct the
synthesis and then to extract the alkaloid from
in hona bark and afterwards punfv it It ha^ been
amply illustrated n the case of cinchona bark that
it pavs to subsidise Nature and to encourage her to
increase hei yield Intensive culture mav a better
business proposition than laboratory manufacture

SyfUh€ho Drugs

By far the laiger niutber of chemical substances
used in medicine are not the active principles of
natural drugs It would lead me beyond the confines
of my address to attempt even a cursory survey of
what has been accomplished in the limitless field of
synthetic drugs to the enormous onsumption of
whi h I have already made reference or to make
more than the barest mention of the fact that syn
thclic organic substances ire employed as antiseptics,
anaesthetics narcotics hymnotics and amtipyretics.
and in the treatment of mseases, notably those of
parasitic origin
Nor need I remind you of the many attempts made

by chemico i^ysiologists to correlate chemical con
stitution and physiological acticm Much chemical and
physiological work has been done m this fascinating
field of research and certain generalisations have
resulted by deductive reasoning from very numerous
data yet It has to be admitted that really very little

15 known of this borderland subject ihe physical
condition of the substance its Nubility especially
Its relative solub liti**s in different solvents

( partition
coefficient ) its adsorptive power osmotic properties
and other physical properties have as much to do with
its physiological action as has its constitutional
formula

It may indeed be that the purely chemical action
of a drug is destined to play a subordinate rdle in
therapy and that in the past the physical action has
not b<m sufficiently considered
Chemotherapy shows us clearly that the j^ysio

logical action of a substance is not due to one con
stituent only of that compound but that it also
depends lar^v upon the molecular orientation of the
compound and the ratio of adsorpbon whic^ exists
between it and the protein colloidal particles through
which this or that constituent is going to act C«i
sider arsenic for example In the treatment of
disease plain liquor arsemcatis is not so eff^ective as
colloidal arsenic sulphide nor it the latter so effective
as arsenophenylglycine nor the last so e^ctive as
diaminoarsenobenzene They all contain arsenic, but
the last in virtue of its ammo groups is able to be
adsorbed m very large quantities by the protein col
loidal particles conWquently the greatest amount
possible of the element gets taken up So far as can
be seen at present the amino groups are of great
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imporunce in a chemotherapeutic compound, espeaall)

if they can be placed in the ortho posiUon to the

ekment one wishigs to intorporatt

Of fjrealer importance than the group is the mole

cular orientation one needs only to mcnuon the

effect of introducing an aoctyl group to illustrate this

point Compare diorthoaminothioDcnienc with its

acetyl derivative ,
the former is practically a specific

for metallic poisoning while the latter is as inert as

plain colloid'll or sublimed sulphur Even dipara

aminothiobenxcne cannot compare with the wtho

bod\ The addition of an acetvl ^roup to salicvhc

at id results in a new analgesic property while at the

same time the undesirable aftereffects of balicylatcs

aie in some measure ehnunated A similar addition

to phenctidin gives us phenacetin with its v^uabk

antipyretic properties On the other hand tlv addition

of an acetyl group to p irahydroxyphenylethylamme (in

active principle of ergot) results in a loss of activ ty

Ihc introduction of an acetyl group into the ^oline

molecule converts this comparatively inert substance

into a powerful he'irt poison Highly interesting is

the case of aconitine This intensely po sonous

alkaloid is the acetyl derivative of bcnzaconi^, the

Hffcr substance being relat vely non toxic Yet in

introduction of further acetvl groups into the aconi

tine molecule does not increase but diminishes its

toxicity „ _

Recent Advances tn Btochenmiry

Thcoretiuill) every ingredient of a drug or prepara

lion mubt have some effect though it may be so smaU

as to be inappreciable by any known means and

some drugs and foods have constituents ramute in

quantity and therefore long unknown of the very

highcit degree of impoitancc Indeed recent advances

in biochemistry have proved the existence in “^8*
and foods of ph) biologically aaivt subsUnocs which

give a rational expHn ition of facts based upon cxperi

enoe and ebtablished empirically
^

Fresh in the memories i f all of us is the discovery

of the caus4 and euie of ben bcri constituting one oi

the romances of medical science Ben l»n is a

disease of a high mortality which ravaged tropical

countries and eaused much miserv It had long be^
connected in th« minds of the investig^atoi s with the

rico which formed the staple food of the populations

affected by it but it has onl> recently been discovered

that the disease is caused by the refinements of nee

milling brouLht about by the introduction of

maehincry It wis observed bv hijkmann the

medical offioer to a prison m Jav i that the poultry

of th* t estobhshmont suffered from symptoms re

markably like those of ben ben which was common

»n his teol where the inmates were fed on a nw
diet Investigauons showed this observer that the

fowls could be quickly cured by adding to their dirt

the pericarp and embryo of ncc removed dunng the

***From

*

1diis *staning point there was established by

research a complete correlation bet^n the occuirence

of berl ben and the consumption of sham nulled nee

In districts where rice is polished by hand the disease

does not frequently occur because it rarely happens

that the whole of the pericarp and embryo are removed

by hand Fowls fed on polished rice quii^ly suffered

from polyneuritis and birds almott at the p«nt of

death wre quickly rescued, It was found by the

administration of -i watery extract of noe polishings

Thus was ben ben found to be caused bv the absence

from the diet of a substance soluble In water and

present In noe pohshmgs
This water soluble constituent belongs to a class

of accessory food substances which nave some-

what unfortunately nam^ vitamlnes Work on
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the^e vitamiiK^ tan bcarwl) be said to have a
chemital basis since all attempts to iscdate them
htvt failed \t least three have been recogmsed
(i) water soluble B factor which prevents beri ben»
otturs in the seeds of plants and the eggs of anitnalSy

in yeast and liver and gram cereals

Scorbutus or scurvy is a disease which m former

times caused h gh mortality Sailors particularly

were subject to attack this being due to the fact that

they w< re not obtaining another water soluble vita

mine
(
2) the anti scorbuuc factor Ibe disease yields

readily to a diet of potatoes cabbages and most fresh

fruits

Thirdly there is a fat soluble vitamine ,
this is

present in cream 'ind butter and beef fat and affords

us 4 rational expl ination of our mtural piefcrence’

for real butter over vegetable margarine Cod liver

oil which may be regarded as intermediate between

foods ind drugs has knj, enjoyed a deservedly {^eat

reputation as possessing qu hties superior to those

of other oils rhesc qu'ilitics ire due to the fact that

good cod liver o 1 has i high v t-imint content and is

tnerefou mportant n the prevtntion ind ure of

nrkets On the othei hand v gctable ( U such as

1 isocd olive ccttonsced citoiut -ind jalm contain

only mt, g blc 'imounts of this vitamme
Biochemistry shows us the importance of other

a essory substances bes des vitim nes Enzyme
iction has been hown t> be modibed or stimulated

bv the presen e of other substances termed co

enzymes Parallel phenomena have been observed in

the digest ve processes of mammals in the remarkable
activating nature ( f bodies tet med hormones

It woul 1 be beyond the limits of mv address to go
further than these somewhat bnef indications that

naturally occurring dru^s and foods contain substances

that long remain^ unsuspected and still longer un
revealed but quite enough will have been said to

shovi how insafe it is to substitute one thing for

another
Research

It IS not easy to state ton isely what is to be dis

tinguished as pharmaceutical research All will agree
that it means something m rt than an improvement
m processes for the exhibition of drugs m pharma
ccuticdl preparations Dots it mean problems ansing
out of the culuvation of drugs not hitherto grown
within the Empire r the intensive cultivation of in

digenous drugs with a view to mcreased activity or the
chemical investigation of drugs for their active con
stituents or again dots it mean research in organic
chemistry for the production of new synuietic

remedies or does it mean pharmacological expen-
nients or all of these things ’ I would submit to you
the following consideration We have seen that

pharmaceutical preparations of drugs continue to find

employment even after the active principles of those
drugs have >een isolated and are readily available
m a pure state We have seen that drugs and food
drugs are found to have valuable propertied which
cannot be stated in definite terms m the present state
of our knowledge Further than this as OUr know-
ledge of such bodies as vitamines, entymes, and
hormones advances so increases our resp^ for the
natural source of such bodies—they may be glands or

they may be seeds—whether as a food or as a remedial
agent Such may be the fate of many an old
fashioned remedy about which hard words have
been used merely becaobe it wae not fully understood 1

Here then, It seems to me, is presented a most fitting

subject for pharmaceutical research to determine
and control the conditions of dollectldh and prmra.
tion of the parent drug the process of treatment and
manufacture and the conditions of storage, to dIs-
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cover characters and devise tests within the scope of

the skilled, trained pharmaceutical chemist without

involving experiments upon living ammaN, so that the

C
harmaceutioal preparation exhibiting the dtug shall

e both active and uniform

The Futwe
The annual meeting of the British Pharmaceutical

Conference affords a gieat opportunity foi all

pharmacists to meet each other on common ground
and consider their common interests Is nut the

present a petiod in pharmaceutical history at which it

IS fitting that all of us whose lot is cast m phaintaty

should band together for our common i\olfaie/ ih<

demands of the business side of pharinacy are to-da\

so imperious and so obvious that then is a danger
of neglecting what, to m\ mind, is of prinmi y import-

ance if we arc to persist If I am asked what p ith

should be pointed out for pharmacists to pur£>ut in

order that the present londitiun of affairs mav be
improved and the outhniU for the future mad< mon.
bright, then I sav without doubt that the answei lus

in cultivuling assiduoush the scientific side of

pharmacy, in the promotion, cncouragi mcni, and
assistance of pharmaceutical research

,
m the im

provement of pharmaceutical products, and in keep-
ing pharmacy abreast of advances in rhemistrx,
physiology, bacterio]og\ , vaccine-therapy, and other

kindred subjects

Only by giving first place to the professional side

of pharmacy, keeping as distim t as possible the purely

business side and dei lining to mix with phtimaiy
proper business in things so far temoved from drugs
as to be derogatory to the calling of pharmar\—onlv
thus will it be possible to maintain and enhance the

esteem In which pharmacists are held bv their fellow-

men, both medical men and laymen, as well as public

bodies and Government Departments
The British Pharmaceutii al Conference exists for

“the cultivation of pharmaceutical science ** and “to
maintain uncompromisingly the principle of purity in

medicine ” Let pharmacists see to it that the con-
ference receive full and generous supnort, and that

no effoit be spared to enable it to carry out these

worthy objects Thus shall pharmacists prosper and
pharmacy flourish

Medical Science and Education

I
N his wisely eloquent presidential address to the

British Medical Association meeting at Cam-
bridge Sir T Clifford Allbutt struck many a nail on
the head He began with the claim that the universi-

ties, ancient and modern, from Alexandna to Edin-

burgh, have made the professions, and staled the

university ambitions to be building up character,

training in clear thinking, and imparting particular

knowledge and experience He confessed, however,
that the new universities comoare ill with the old in

nourishing the imagination There is need to learn

how to teach, there is need for simplification bv
more blending of details into larger principles, and
there is need to beware of letting our teaching stiffen

into formulas Another point, refreshingly illustrated,

was the debt of other sciences to medicine, for what
impulses have come from medical studies to cytology,
to organia chemistry, to bacteriology, and so on, up

^ philosof^y, as the addrdss itself shows In medical
research, as elsewhere, natural observation is yielding

more and more to artificial experiment as Investiga-
tion penetrates from the more superficial to the deeper
prooestes “The progress of m^icine must in large
part be endogenous ” “ Mere observation—Nature’s
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marih p isi- will not count foi much now
,
and as ta

family histones- well, they vary with «ach historian
"

Once more bir Chlloid \llbuti made a pka for the

study of the c^lciiKnis and pha^ ^ of disiaso in animals
and plants- 1 (oinpiraU\< pathuIog\ tliat would stir

the un igin ition of young \vork4.rs and savL tht wotld
from i wastage as unnecessary as it is inialcutabk
\il no om stMs, save to gvratc 4 aih in his own hltle

ciitle riKrc IS no imagirutliun, no oiganisation of
research, no cross-light fiutn school to school, no
mutual enlightenment itniong invc^itigatois, no big
outlook How blind we ate* ” VfUi a very
8r\»rt. but timely mlitism of ps)choth< rapy—

a

ctitKism which IS nut muked, huwcvci, by an^
Kuk of appreciation of ttu fruitfulness of cxperi-

inintal psychology—Sii CliffuKl Ailbutt closed with
some discussion of the immediate pioblcms of gcqcral
piactKc and preventive medii me TImk is inspira-

tion in the whole address (sco British Med^ical Journal^
No 3105, pp 1-8), not least in its Inial glimt>sc of
th( possibilities before medicine as a social set vice

and inu rn itional bond
At the sami meeting of the British Medical Nssocia-

tion there was m evcecdmgl) impoitant discussion on
the place of ‘preliminary science’* m the medical
curiiculum—a discussion which will lead, we hope, to

some highly dcsnable changes In his intioductory
address Sir George Newman indicated scveial reforms
—a quantitative lightening of the curriculum at both
ends^ a fresh orientation of the preliminary sciences in
relation to the training of medical students, but, above
all, more biology ana mure teal biology “ It is the
biological outlook and soint that is required, the
capacity * to set great truths that touch and handle
little ones ’, foi biology, puie and applied, is the
most educative, germinative, and dynamic subject in

the whole curriculum “ Prof S J Hickson om-
hasiscd the value of biologic il studies in cultivating
abits of verification and piecision, in prcpating the

ground for subst^quent anatomical and physiological
studies, and in introducing the student to prnrticallv

important sets of facts, eitlicr very concrete as in the
case of parasites and their earners, or more
theoretic.d as in the case of hcrcditv lie recom-
mended a reduction in the number of “ types *’ so as
to make room for more impoitant stuciics, better
orientation of what is taught, and more emphasis on
fundamental que^^tions—admittedly difficult ns it is

to handle them well in teaching beginners Prof A
Keith urged that “anatomv could be made a living,

practical part of medicine if onlv the teacher would
ask himself Could this fact help me in diagnosis and
treatment? ” Sir Ernest Rutmrfoid, speaking of
physics, insisted on the necessity for a sound training
in the fundamental methods and pnne iples of the
science before the mcdicnl curriculum is begun, and
for a subsequent professional course oriented in a
judicious w’^ay to future studies in physiology and the
like Prof Tot ram Smith laid empliasis on the
fundamental value of the oreliminary sciences as a
training in method and criticism, but maintained that
the general Introduction at present supplied is waste-
ful m Its disconhnuitv with what follows later It
misves part of its aim because its bearings on more
professional studies are not made clear Prof A
Smithells, speaking of chemistry, indicated some ways
In which more value could be got out of the present
opportunities if there w»ere more adjustment to the
particular ends in view In general, there seemed to
be agreement (see British Medical Journal^ No 1105,
pp 8-21) on two points (i) The need for maUini'
sure of a firmer graso of principles, and (2) the need
for a re-orlentation of the class-teaching in relation to
the particular needs of the medical student.
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First Conference of the International
Federation of UniTersit]r Women

The Internatiooal Federation of Lmvuaity
Women held lu first conference at Bedford

College, London on July is-14, and it has been
interesting to note how thoroughly the Federation
deserves its name If Great Bntam and the United
States were the most numerously represented as they
are the founder nations, there were plenty of other
nationalities to meet them France Spain Italy,

Holland, Belgium the Scandinavian countries Czecho
Slovakia India, and the Overseas Dominions of the

British Empire hid all sent their delegates to par
ticipate m the conference Ihe proceedings opened
on the evening of July 12 when a large audience

listened to speeches W Lord (jrrey of Fallodon Prof
Caroline Spurgeon (Bedford College) Dean Virgimi
Gildcrsloeve (Barnard College New York) and Prof
Winifred Cullis (the London School of Medicine for

Women) Lord Grey emphasised the neccbsity for

intercourse between the peonies of the world and the

women speakers outlin^ the means by which the

International Federation intends to promote this

necessary contact between the women of the
universities of the world Briefly their aims are the
establishment of travelling fellowships and inter

national scholarships the exchanj^ of professors lec

turers and students the establishment of club houses
and other centres of international hospitality and
useful CO operation with the national bureaux of

education in the various countries
On the following days the foundations of the

Federation were established A const tution ind
by laws were freely discussed and considerably
amended before final adoption The effect of these
will be to establish a central office in London for
general mformation which will (^rate in connection
with Committees on International Relations set up
in each country which is a member of the Federa
tion Officers have been elected for the ensuing two
years the president being Prof Spurgeon the vice

president Mrs R F M^illiams, of Winnipeg the
treasurer Mrs Edgerton Parsons of New York and
the secretary Miss T Bosanquet assistant secretary
to the Universities Bureau of the British Empire
50 Russell Square W C i

Informal reports on the position of the higher
educaxion of women in the various countries repre
sented were read ind steps will be taken to correlate
the academic standards in the different universities
The next meeting will be held in the summer of

1922 It IS hoped that in the meantime each branch
association of the Federation will work actively to
further the aims of the Federation m its own country
The British Federation of University Women is losing
no time in getting to work and will initiate a cam
paign for the prograqime of the International Federa
tion in the autumn

Insect Pests

I
N connection with tropical agriculture attention
has been directed to the Question of ^he influence

of the condition of the host plant on infestabon with
sucking insects It is believed that such pests as
thrips on cacao and froghopper blight on sugar cane
can be held fat check by increasing the resistance of
the plant bv improving agncultui^ condibons In
the Agfic^twral News (vol xlx No 464) it 1$ claimed
that the mosquito blight ' of tea (causM by a capsid
bug of the genus Hdopelbs) it affected in a similar
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way, and that the condibmi of mdxvidual tea-bushes
determines the susoepbbihty to attack The distribu-

tion of mosquito blight appears to be connected with
soil conditions and analytical data indicafe that soils

on which the pest is prevalent show siprulanties in

the potash phosphoric acid rabo the addibon of potash
having an appreciable though irregular, action in

reducing the blight Water logging tends to encourage
infestation probably because the vitality of bustes
grown on such areas is lowered draining is the
remedy advised in such cases Acidity and traverty of
soil are other factors which vitiate the health of the
tea bushes so rendering them more liable to attack
The spread of prickly pear in Australia is so rapid

that large areas of land will continue to be thrown out
of cultivation \eir bv vear unless some effective

measure of control can be devised It is estimated
that the pest claims for its own i 000 000 acres of

fresh land oer annum Various methods of eradica
bon have been tred but destruction by mechanical
or chemical means has proved too exoensive for use on
a large scale The near cannot be fed off to stock and
the manufacture of potash and paper from it has not
proved to be commercially successful A fourth line

of attack—destruction by natural enemies—is now
being follovwed up (Sr t wee and Industry vcA 11

No 1) It IB necessary lo find some enemies of the
pnckly pear that w II not attack other vegetation

as the introduction of omnivorous vegetarians
would probably result in serious injury to other forms
of plant life For this reason certain rodents snails

and insects which are known to feed on orickly pea*-

in America and Africa cannot be recommended for

introducbon nto Australia One insect hovever
Coccus tndtcu apoears to feed exclusively on one
form of pear Opuntta monoeantha but unfortunately
it will not feed upon the chief pest O tnermts It

ts recommended that experiments should be corned on
to induce the insects to transfer their attenUon from
one ^cies to the other if necessary bv means of
hybnaising the pears Other insects—bugs flies

moths and beetles—are known to feed upon one or
other species of prickly pear and it is possible that
useful enemies might be introduced from Mexico and
South America
The loss caused by the jointworm flies of the genus

Harmolita (Isosoma) m the United States runs into
millions of dollars per annum the wheat jointworm
(H trtttci) being the greatest devastator W J
Phillips (Bull 808 Professional Paper USA Dept
Agn^ ) has gathered together the available information
and classifM the species into groups that attack grain
crops culbvated grasses and wild grasses The two
first groups cause considerable loss bv the injury they
entail to the croos The membera of the last group,
however may possibly be beneficial in an economic
sense as they provide intermediate hosts for the para
sitic insects which prey upon the genus the more
important parasites being common to the majority of
spMies of Harmohta The life histones of sev^l
species are described together with the way in wlunhi
injury is caused to the plants attacked H ^nitet
causes the most serious losses reducing the /yield of
wheat by as much as so per cent t^ie grains
being somewhat small and shnvelled H grandts
IS also confined to wheat and produces tfwo genera
tions in the year but as it is easily controlled Its
powers of destruction can be kept in cW ck Bre^
mg experiments indicate tha\ each species is pro^bW
confined to a tingle host at it has provdd imposslbte
to induce the more Important forms to attack other
crops than that snth which tbev ate no^rmalty asso-
dated The jointworms are much subject to parasitsc
attacks and for this reason do not often get qt^
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out of hand and destroy an entire crop , but, even so,

they exact a toll of irom i to 5 bushels per aero
unless control measures are adopted Experiments
seem to show that ploughing under the stubble is

the most effective remedy, as wholesale destruction
of the Insects u thus brought about It would bo
necessary to arrange the crop rotation to as to allow
the wheat-stubble to be ploughed up, but if this could
be done it is estimated that millions of dollars could
be saved yearly

Parasites such as lice and mites cause considerable
loss in the poultry industry by reducing cgg-^oduction
and injuring the quantity and quality ofthe flesh of
tile biiw A cheap but effective remedy is thereWc
much to bo desired, and it is now claimed bv F C
Bishep and H P Wood (Farmers’ Bulletin 801,
U,S A Dept Agnc ) that sodium fluoride fulfils those
conditions, and that, if properly used, one application
will completely destroy all the lice present on anv
bird The treatment can be carried out by dusting or
by dipping In the former case pinches of the fluondo
are placed among the feathers close to the skin on
the parts most frequently attacked, dusting with a
shaker is less effective, and also causes more imt^tron
to the nose and throat of the operator In the latter
case oz of commercial siMium fluoride is dis-
solved in a gallon of tepid water, and the birds arc
then dipped for a few seconds The Iicc die more
rapidly in this case than when the dry powder is used
It IS estimated that the cost of treatment works out
to about one farthing per bird, 1 lb of sodium fluoride
sufficing for about a hundred hens

Investigations of the Upper Air.^

The interesting publications referred to below
deal with the investigation of the upper air,

the first two being written in German Dr Ever-
dingen, in Hollana, has e^nenced the same diffi-

culty that has occurred in England and elsewhere in
carrying on the investigation owing to the scarcity
and badness of the necessary matenals, on account
of which the mean height of the kite and captive-
balloon ascents, when compared with that of previous
years, was reduced considerably The two years’
reports contain full particulars of each ascent made,
they are noteworthy as showing the increasing im-
portance of aeroplanes compared with the old method
of kites as a means of observation
The third publication. Geophysical Memoirs,

No 14, gives an account of the pilot-balloon ascents
made in November and December, 1911, by Capt
Cave and Mr J. S Dines in the Scillv Isles Plenty
of information about the relation of the wind to the

surface-pressure gradient up to a few kilometres

height over land is available, but similar information

about the wind over the sea is very scarce The
expedition to the Scilly Isles was planned and earned
out by Capt Cave expressly to meet this want, and
tile results, which contain a large and useful amount
if information, have at last been published

^Thc islands arc noted for their fine formation of

rock, and they are exposed to the full force of the

Atlantic gales, in no part does the surface rise much
«^ve the sea-level, and the whole land area is small,

thus the influence of the. land on the air-currents

must also be small Moreover, except to the south-

wost, readings of the barotneter arc available, and

henoe the isobars on the daily weather charts can be

1 “ Koniol^ H«d«rt»adtcii IUt«roIotiii^ Iiwtllut," No loO.

»SaoBdfa«i •<& not-tatleoH iaiht Iiln of&UIr ‘
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drawn m the neighbourhood of the islands with fair

precision

The balloons were mostly followed by two theodo-
lites at the ends of a base line of 5260 metres, but
on a few occasions, on account of the difficulty of
reaching the distant station, only one was used The
period covered was from November 33 to Decembers
The weather was mostly rough and stormy with a
prevalence of clouds, so that the balloons could seldom
be followed to any great height, but the conditions
were very favourable for the purpose of the observa-
tions The authors found, as they expected, that
the effect of surface-friction is far less at St Mary’s
than inland, and they give the loss of velocity at the
anemometer head at SclUy as 30 per cent , against

35 Ditcham Park
The question of the rate of ascent of pilot balloons

IS considered The same kind of balloon was used
as at Ditcham Park and the same free lift given
The mean rate of ascent was 1606 metres per minute
It has been found inland that balloons show a
tendency to rise faster in the first half kilometre,

but this was not the case at Scilly The rate of
ascent varied considerably from minute to minute,
but no systqniatic difference was found, and hence
the authors conclude that the general results obtained
from single theodolites may be looked upon as quite
trustworthy
The last section deals with the tvpe and height of

the clouds prevalent during each ascent, and some
evidence was found of the motion of the upper clouds

away from the centre o? the depression which
dominated the weather at the time
The whole memoir is very interesting and should be

read by every student of meteorology

Bionomics of OIoMBina pmlpalls.

N O XV 11 of the Reports of the Sleeping Sickness
Commission of the Royal Society (H.BL

Stationery Office, price 4* net), which has recently

been issued, includes the thud, fourth, and fifth

reports on the bionomics of Glo^stna palpaUs on Lake
Victoria bv Dr G D Hale Carpenter, of the Uganda
Medical Service

Inteicsting descriptions are given of the natural

features and ot the fauna nna flora of the thirty-

six islands visited These should be com^ulted in the

onginal by those inteiested hrom a study of the

conditions prevailing in these islands it was deduced
that the conditions for the prevalence of fly above
the average are (i) suitable breeding-grounds, viz

dry sand or gravel ridges renresenting old lake shore
levels, (3) abundant shade combined with open spaces

to permit of the movements of the flv , and (3) absence
of large spiders (PNephila)
The characters of a suitable breeding-ground are

the following (i) Loose soil, {3) dry soil, (3) well-

ventilated soil, {a) adequate shade, and (5) within

ao-30 yards of water Further research will probably

enable us to define these conditions still more precisely

and to decide whether they, as one would expect, are

also the optimum for the development of ouoap

The practical suggestion is made that flv mav be
controlM by constructing artificial shelters with the

characters above defined which would be attractive

to the fly as breeding-grounds, and where the pupae

would be regulady collected and destroyed It might
be possible to add some chemical to the soil in these

shelters which would obviate the necesdtv of collec-

tion and destruction The author has established

fact that flies puoate in these shelters
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The rejkort m an example of the value of the

methodical collection of data Whether the deetruo
tion or control of Glossma, which seemed at first sight

an almost hopeless quest, can be achieved by tnis

method we shall no doubt soon learn

J W W S

Dante and Trepidation*

I
N a note entitled La trepidoilune in Dante? ”

(Atti della R Accad di Torino, vol Hi , p 353)
Sigqor O Z Bianco discusses the novel interpretation

given bv Duliem (“Le S\**t6ine du niondc,’* t iv ,

chup X ) of u well-known in the Paradi^o ”

(xxvii
, 143-48)

Uut ftra that Janiiftry pjis^ to •>princ

lhrou||h thftt wnallliundmlth men nefctect bclov,

lh«M m^iber tpheie- «h»n wi h ioud bwtlowiiifife ria^i

The teropenlfirf«, lh»t leeinml to move m> slow,

ShaJI whirl the poopi where now the prowl we see.

So that the fli et shntl on tt* ri|(ht course gu
,

Amu luUowjiig on t le flower, the true fruit hr
i t*AHAUh0H )

The hrst two lines clearly allude to the difference

between the Julian year and the true value of the

trq;)ical year, which Dante assumed cfqual to 1/100
day, the neglect of which ^^<as gradually making the

spring equinox occur earlier, and would (if the error

A ere not coi reded) eventually imikc the spring begin
in January Duhem suggested that the second half

of the passage alludes to the so^lled trepidation of

the equinoxes According to the theory formulated
by TAbit ben Korra. In the ninth century, the equinoxes
do not move uniformly from east to west, but alter-

natelv advanie and recode in i neriod of more than
four thousand vears This ini<iginarv phenomenon Is

not alluded to bv \l Far^ani, fiom whose text-book

Dante soemn to have denvfxl hh astronomical know-
ledge Signor Bianco rejects Duhem *s suggestion,

which is at \ariance with what Dante says elsewhere
(“ Convito/' II , 0, ** Purgat ,** xi , 108) about the slow
motion of 1° in a hundred years It is surely much
more natural to suppose that the poet simply meant
that long before the spring equinox after some
thousands of vears had moved back into January, great

upheavTis would take place in Italy

Japanese Botanical Work.

T he Journal of the Collie of Science of the

Imperial University of Tokyo, vol xlin , cof-
tslns (article 1) an admirably illustrated monograph

?
n English) of the genus of brown seaweeds, Almrla, by
rof K Yendo The author has studied the various

species on the west coast of Vancouver Island, along
toe coast of the Kurile Islands and of Kamtschatka
as well as in Japan, and also the material in some of

the important European herbaria The dcscnptlve
porfion IS preceded by a general account of the
morphology, structure, and itevelopment The vexed
question of the cryptostomata m the brown seaweeds
is discussed at some length, and the author concludes

that these tufts of hairs, at any rate in the Lamin-
arias, may be regarded as absorptive organs A
fisumi is also glyen of the differing views imd as to

the hfe-hlstory, especially as to evidence on the
manner of renewal of the blades, of Alarta, which,
the author considers, “mav be either gradual or

sudden, according to the conditions of the ^aoe where
the plant grows ** As regards the economic uses of
Alarla, though A esetdenia was extensively used for

^
food in earlier times !n North-West Europe, and this

and other species are still eaten in various sub-Arctic
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areas, the author concludes that the genus has very
little value as human food or for Kelp-ash For
manure it mav be used eauallv well with other brown
seaweeds. Tne species Inhabit the colder northern
seas, the greatest number being found within a range
from about 43^ N up to the Arctic Circle FUte^
species are recognised Of these full descriptions are
given, variations in form and synonymy are du-
cussed, and a list of localities is cited The form
and structure of the species are illustrated in nineteen
excellent double-page plates

The same volume contains a short paper (article 3)
by T Matsushima describing investigations on the
transpiration of cut branches, and an ecological study
(article 3) by Y Yoshii of the Ota dunes—both in
German

In the “ Iconcs Plantarum Formosanarum,”
vol viii , Bunzo Hayata continues his descriptive
woik on the flora of the Island of Foimosu, based
on the study of the collections of the Botanical Survey
of the Government of Formo<!a The present volume
1 ontains descriptions of species and varieties of
flowering plants in various families, and of ferns

,

III new secies and 17 varieties afe included The
total number of speiies of the flora is brought up to

1458, contained in 1174 gf^nera representing i6q fami-
lies The genus Citrus (orange, lemon, etc ) Is treated
at some length, as also are the figs, Ficus, of which
the author recog uses 29 spec les in Formosa In
addition to eightv-eight text-figures, the species are
illustrated bv fifteen excellent full-page plates showing
habit and floral dissections

Researches on Egyptian Cotton.

T UF newly appointed Colton Research Board for
Egypt has issued a Preliminary Report, in

which a sketch is given of the general significance of
the Egyptian cotton crop and the formation and pro-

P
osed operations of the new Board are dcscrib^
Ians of the buildings under construction are shown,

and a few illuminating figures serve to bring homa
to the reader the immense volume of detaiW in-
formation required m the modem study of crops An
outline of the field of work to be undertaken by a
staff of eleven non-Egyptian scientific workers and
twenty Egyptians is given for the botanical, entomo-
logical, chemical, and physical sides, though the Board
IS rightly careful not to bind itself to a definite
prtyramme
Those interested in cotton or in Egypt cannot fall

to be very glad that this Board has at fast coma into
existence, but the matter is of wider interest in that
a move has here been made towards the separation
of administration from research Both functions have
been hampered in the past history of many agricul-
tural services by mutual confusion, and we anticipate
that tbo step taken by Egypt in this matter will be
generally adopted
The only cnticism we would offer on this report Is

upon the reason given for the establishment of the
Board, to wit “Past experience of the dis-

advantages attaching to the investigation of cottoi\^

problems from the point of view of any one branch
of science ” We would rather Rave judged that
Egyptian cotton had been singularly fhrtunate in the
informal and voluntary c^roperation of every branch
of science, the schools of hfiedldne and engineering,
and the departments of survey and geology, as wm
as the agricultural organisations, having givep invahi-

abJe help in all directions We would sug^t that
oast experience showed rather the need for a bodv
(such as this Cotton Research Board) Which wnuld
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cut across departmental boundaries ind f^i\c oOiciil

status and help to the scicntihr cooim ration nhcid^
in existence It is to be hoped thit the Board mav
ultmiateU see its wav so to extend its ranks is to

effect hai^on with bodies outsiof the official I gvptiin
Service \\ 1 aw rbnci Bau

University and Educational Intelligence

Cambkidob — \pplicationb ait invited Ui ih ( eor^t

Henrj Lewts btudcntship m ph\siolot> v due 24^
Candidates must send thiir ipplicitions with par
ttculars of thur qualiftcatioiis ind the subject of their

proposed r* search b\ Jul> 31 to Prof L n^^Uy at

the Ph^slolo4^ Schtol
A further ^ift of 6000I has been received from Mr

and Mrs P \ Moltcno U mot.t the increiscd Kst of

labour and material in the huildin^^ of th< Moltcno
Institute of Pnrasitoloji^v Ihia ivoids the n cd to

reduce the accommodatu n oiiginallv pioposed
Mr R H Vernon Oonville and Cams College has

been ippointed assistant to the professor of chemistn
Honorary dt^ees are bung lonftrred on the Spanish

Ambassador the President of Harvard Lniveisitv

Prof H Lushing and Prof J J Abtl

Glasgow —The following were among the dej^rees

conferred on July 19 —Doctor of Medicine (M D)
( I) With Commendation James Gordon Wilson

—

thesis A History of Influenza and its Vanalions
(II) Ordinary Degrees Albeit Birnes Hughes

—

thesis Puerperal Eclampsia Donald MicKcnzie
MacRae—thesis Ihe l^huanaland Protectorate

Its Petrie and Prevalent Diseases with a special

consideration of the effects of tropical residence and
food in relation to health and disease • and John
Young—thesis Bacillary Dysentery

Londov —Mr Fisher President of the Board of
Education has stated in reply to a question asked in

the House of Commons relating to the offer of the
Bloomsbury site to the Lniversitv of London that

when the time c omes for King s College to move from
the Strand to Bloomsbury iht Govcinmcnt is prepared
to seek authonty to purchase at a fair valuation tht

buildingb at present occupied by King s College in th<

Strand, and the price so paid will be available towards
the cost of the new builaings to be erected for King s
College on the new site

1 SuRFHELD —Dr R B Wheeler has been appointed
to the recently established chair in fuel tecnnologv
and Mr Douglas Knoop to that of economics

Sir Jbssb Boot has made a gift of 50 oool to Uni
varsity College Nottingham in aid of the develop
ment of the scheme for a Universitv of Nottmgh im
aOfOOoZ IS for the building fund and 20 oool for the
foundation of a chair of CMmistrv

Thp council of University College, Swinsca has
made the following appointments to ^adships of de
partments, VIZ —Professor of Metallurgy Prof L ^
Edwards Professor of Chetntstry Dr J E Coates
Professor of Physics Dr £ A Evans Profei or of
Mathemattes* Lt Col A R Richardson I ecturer

m Geology Dr A E Inieman Lecturer in fits

tory Mr E Ernest Hughes

Thr Trustees of the Beit Fellowships for Scientific

Research which were founded and endowed in 1913
by Sir Otto Beit to promote the advancement of
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science by mi ms of research h ive recently elected

Mr M A Hogan to a fellowship Mr Hcgan was
educ ited it the Catholu L niversitv School Dublin,

1907^1^ ind has been a student at the University

Lollegi l>ublin (National Lniversitv of Ireland),

from 1J15 to diU Mr Hcj,an will < irrv out hia

research at tin Imptinl College il South Kensington

lilP Industiial 1 clluwship System for th promo
tion of industiial rest ireh originated by Prof Robert
Kennedy Duncan has been in sicc<ssful upctation m
I he University of Pittsbuij^h Mnte S ptcnilcr iqii

hull particulais cf the sy^Um rc given in a pamphlet
by Mr F LI Humberstoni published by the Board
of Lducatu n 1 he seventh annu il report of the

Mellon Institute founded in the I nivorsitv m 1913,
stites that the tot il funds (ontnbuled by industrial

hrms fer the nine \ears ending March i 19 o was
1213425 dollifs ind th it m the veir 191 > the
number of fellowships was 47 and the number of
fellows 83 the fellowships bcin^, 3^ for individuals and
12 for groups (f workers V list of fellowships m
operation it March i 1920 is publislnd which shows
the great diversity of subjects cf industrial research
to which the scheme his b^n applied Ihc fact thit
the resources of the institute ire fully used and that
applications exceed the available accommodation, if

(onvinctng evidence of the soundness of the principles

on which the system is based The institute ii

idministered b> the dirccti r Dr Raymond b Bacon,
assisted by an asscx:iatt director ind three assistant

directors who prepare schemes of research work,
select the fellows and supervise their investigations

Thb foundation ctom of the new buildings of the
Univeisitv College of Swansea was laid by his
Majesty the King on Monday, Julv i) A m ignih ent
site of forty five icrcs in Singleton P irk on the
shores of bwansta Ba> has been present d to the
college by the Coiporation of Swansea which has also
granted the Umporiry use of Singleton Abbey for

the housing of the faculty of arts and the admniistra
tive offices of the college It should be a matter of
emouragement to the council of the college that the
mam feiturcs of its policv teccived mark d approval
and support in the terms of the King s reply to the
address of wchome <n Saturda) last It is the natural
ambition of Swansea to build up i strong School of
Applied Science imluding a dtpirtment of metallurgy
of the first rank At the same time the educational
ideals of the Welsh people dem ind foi the great popu
lation tf this industrial distiict the fullest provision for
the studjr of the humanities and for the tdvon ement
of learning in the widest sense The authorities of
the college arc fulh alive to the magnitude of their

opportunities and the greatruss of their trust Un
mistakable proofs hive alieadv Uen gi\<n by repre
sentatjves of all classes of dc p interest in the work
of the college and a determination to secuic practical

isststanre The wide publicity afforded by the R<waf
visit and the state smanlike terms of the King s iddress

cannot but serve to widen and strengthen both
enthusiasm and practical support The conctud
mg terms of the King s replv to the iddrcss of wel
come were as follows — Ffhciencv is much but It

is not all We must never forget that education is a
preparation for life md that its true aim is the en
largement of the. human spirit It will be the task
of vour college to send out into the world men and
women fuliv equipped for the matenal work which
awaits them and with minds attuned to high ideals,

opened to the rich and varied interests of mMern life

and St adfasih sot towards the service of their

fellows
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Societies and Academies.

Edinburgh

Society June 7 —Prof h O Bower presi

dent in the chair —D BelcUlk The intrusive rocks

of the Dundee district Fboise belong to two types

Viz diabases and felsites I he former are generally

hne grained dark masses that contain hypersthene

and free quartz which minerals along with mono
clinic pyroxene and abundant plagioclase felspar

(60 per cent anorthite) occur 1 1 a highly fetspathic

ground mass Hornblende biotite iron ores and
apatite occur as accessories the first mentioned how
ever only rarely Occasionally free quartz disappears

the place of hy^rsihene being then taken by olivme

As a type of mivine diabnse may be cited the large

intrusive mass near Newton west from Auchterhouae
station Ihc hypersthene diabases are characteribed

by the presence of acid segregation ve ns that often

show beautiful graphic intergrowth of quartz and
felspar Nearly all these basic rocks are much
sdtered the phenomenon of alb tisation being of

frequent occurrence and typically displayed in the

diabases of Castle Huntly west from Dundee The
pink rocks would probably have been classed by the

older writers as mica ollgoclase porp^r tes which
name stiU sufhciently describes them Reference was
also made to an outcrop of highly solidified ash
occurring it Mill of Mains north of Dundee that
probably mirks the s te of an old volcanic vent In
discussing the age of the intrusions the op nion was
put forvard that these rocks of the Dundee district

should be regarded as belonging to the volcanic cvcle

of I ower Old Red Sandstone t mes —

T

L Httdiceck

An identical relat on conne t ng seven ve tors

June 21 —Prof F O Bower pres dent in the
chair—J Q00I4 The musical scale The author
described a new vav of regarding the genesis of the
musical scale Beginning with the four notes or
with the three perfect fifth intervals determ ned by
the four notes r C G and D the author showed
that the group of four notes a major third above
these and the third group of four notes a major third
below them gaye when reduced to the range of one
octave all the notes of the recognised chromatic
scale Another point emphasised was that all the
notes of the scale had relative freouenc es which
depended on oowers and products ot the numbers
3 gpd 5—J MarsksO A law of force giving stability
to the Rutherford atom It was shown that if the
law of force between a positive nucleus and a nega
tive electron were of the form

a value of n can be found which will preserve the
stability of a group of electrons not exceeding seven
u number Since b is small compaied to the radius
of an atom this law is indistinguishable from the
mverse square law fnr distances large m comparison
with the r^aLus of the atom If in the case of an
atom built up of a senes of nngs of electrons the
tenUtive assumption be made that the inner nngs
act on the individuals of rhe outer nngs as if the
inner set were replaced by an equivalent charge at
the centre the investigation may be generalised to
include such cases also and it is found that for dis
placements perpendicular to the plane of the orbit the
configuration is unsUble when the number of elec
trons in the outer ring exceeds seven This would
•eem to indicate that the atom could be built up of
a series of rings of seven electrons and t^t we
should expect a pcriodlaty in the chemical properties
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of the atoms corresponding to Mendddeff s classifies

tion which was stated by Newlands m 1864
form Hie eighth element starting from a given

element is a kmd of repetition of the first —'Prof

A W C Msaiiss The explanation of an outstand

mg anomaly in the results of meaburement of d»
sociation pressures —Prof J A Qaaa and Dr D G
Marshall Phe harmala alkaloids m malaria

Paris

Academy of Scleaces July 5 —M Henn Deslandres

in the. diair —\ Laersiz An eruption of the

Karthala volcano at Grand Comore in August 1918

Ihib eruption commenced with a quiet Row of lava

a fortnight later explosions commenced with emis-
sion of obhcb reaching a great height The explo

bivc cmibston is coisidered a& being probably due to

the action of superficial water —Em Bsarqaalet and
M Bridsl The biochemical preparation of cane-

sugar starting with gentianose Experiments made
in 19JO ind ated the probability of cane sugar being
one of the products of emuhin on gentianose but the

sugar coulu not be isolated In 1920 us ng emulbin
specially purified from traces of investin. after separa
ton of the glucose 1$ y? mcthylglucostoe saccharose
was obla ned in a pure state —A A Mlchelson 1 he
ipphcat on of interference methods to astronomical
measurements A development of a method described

in the PhtlosophtccU Maga tne m 1896 Measure
ments on Capella made with the 250 cm reflector at

Mount Wilson Observatory gave tM parallax of this

star as slightly under 0050 with ai accuracy of

about i/xoooth of a second of arc Experiments at

Mount W Kon on a larger scale are contemplated —
W KllUn and P Fallot fhe exibtencc of the facies

of varioub Jurassic layers in the province of Tarragon
(Catal nia) —\ RlfiM Observationb concerning a
recent note on M chelson s expe ment ^n adverse
criticism of some calculations by M Villey—

W

Slerplnskt The measurable B ensembles —E Cartas

The projective applicpbiUty of surfaces —E Bergsr

The production of chlorides with a primer—

M

Oedchet The oxidation of coal The experiments
described afford no support to the view recently put
forward that the oxidation of coal results from the
action of bacteria pre existing m the coal —E £
Blaise The action of substituted hydrazines upon
acyclic I 4-diketoiies A study of the reaction
between d propionyletha ic and phenylhydrazine Sub
stituted hydrazines give pyrrol denvatives with
t adiketones—M Deldplas Ethylene sulphide,

CsHaS Previous attempts to prepare the sulphur
analogue of ethylene oxide have been unsuccessful
It can be obtained by the action of sodium sulphide
upon ethylene chlorothiocyanate CH,C1 CHj CNS
and subsrouent distillation in a current of steam
Ethylene thiocvanato CNS CH, CH, CNS can re-
place the chlorothiocyanate in this preparation—
If Bsagaatt and P RsMa ibe iodoamidUnes
Benxamidine with iodine and dilute soda solutio
gives the compound C H.N,! in which the iodine is

attached to a nitrogen atom since it is quantitgttvte
removed by potassium iodide In acid solution T\»
reaction appears to be a general one for amidines -\\

M QasiM A reaction for benzeae aad based on itt

diazotisation its application to toxico^cal dete^oa
of atropine cocaine and stovaine T^e reaction le

based on the production of naphtbolazobenzoic actd«
and will detect readily 0*1 ifWligram of bensoic add
P Mrac Convection currenta in the atmoepbm In
their relation to hovenng flight and certain forms of
douds—P NeCtta The absorptive power ef eartti
for manganese When manganese sdutums are
treated with toil, manganese ie fixed and some Urns
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U found in solution Calcite was proved not to react
with mdnganese salts but lime was dissolved from
aragonite and manganese retained —M QalUod A
race of wallflowers with multiple and hereditary
anomalies—A Marie and L MacAallfle Study of

344 gypsies An anthropometn al comparison with
the hre^h race —E Roabaad ihe mode of action
of powdered tnoxymethylcne on the larvae of \no
pheles further details of the best method of usin^
tnoxymethylene for the destruction of mosquito
larvse—J Datreaoy The excretion of vital colouring,
matters and degenerescence in Ascidims — E Chatton
A morphological and physiological xeno parasiti
complex NereshEimRTta catenata and Frttill irio pel
luetda—R Cembler fh purificat on of sewage by
ictivited sludge —

\

Mayer L Plantefel and \
Tourney The phvsiologic I action of symmett cal
dichlorodimethvl eth r

Cape Town
Royal Society of South Atrica May 19 —Dr \

Young in the chair—J Motr Colour and ch<mic 1

conbiitution Part xi A sislomatic study of the
brominated phenolphth oleins legarding the relation
between positioi and colour Ihe spectra of twenty
three bromuM derivatives of phcnolphthalcin ir

desenbed these being selected from the 6^8 possible
isomers so as to j^ivc clear evidence of the value of
each cf the twelve possible positions for bromin as
regards change of colour These values ai< tabc
latcd whereby inv of the umnvcstigatcd isomtts
should be calculable Phenolphthalem differs from
benzaunne in not having a negative paraj osition
hence the author concludes that tne current chemical
formula for the former is iniorrect and suggests i

new formulation —J R SiitUia The relationship
between cloud and sunshine A brief discuss on of
the observations of sunshine and cloud made during
the twenty years 1900-iq at Kimberley In 1 general
way much sunshine postulates little cloud but the
relation is not intimate and a sunsh ne rc ord r
cannot be regarded as an automatic device for dettr
mining the cloudiness of the sk August gets the
most sunshine and Fobruarv the most cloud —M ss
Ethel M Doldga The haustoria of the genera
Meliola and Irene The fungi belonging to the genus
Meliola are true parasites sending Imustnria into
the cells of the host The most common type is that
which has a fine filament penetrating the cuticle and
a small globular thin walled uninucleate vesicle in
the epidermal cell Certain species penetrate through
l^h^epidermis through sclerenchvma cells if these

into the first chloroohvll containing cells

if me r^<™e»ODhylI The haustona cause a consder

iJ)lo
of the cells into which they

penetrate anM the mycelium completely blocks many
bf the ^tomatfc

/ Sydney

UsMsa poclity af New Soath Wales May 26—Mr
3% j

Fletcher president in the chair—Dr R J
9i>lltyaril The Neuropteroid insects of the Hot Springs
^gion New Zealand in relation to the problem of
^j^food Examination of the contents of trout

(DjiKiachs showed that the most abundant foods were
the green manuka beetle Pyroncta fetttva the larvae
of cMdis files of the family Leptooendae and a small
mollusc Potamopvrgus sp Less abundant were
larvae of dragonflies mayflies stoneflies other
families of caddis-flies etc Since the introduction of
the trout the insert fauna of thb region has been very
greativ reduced the percentage reduction being esti

Otated as follows Mayflies more than 50 stone
flies flo and caddis flies qo In the vlcimtv of a few
itreams to which the trout have no access insects are
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still comparatively very abundant Suggestions for

improving the position are made along two lines

(1) improvement of the food supply and (2) reduction

in the number of trout—Dr R J TUlyscd The
Panorpoid complex Additions to part 3 Additional

evidence is brought foiward from the study of the

pupal tracheation of Morova (Stculodes) subfascuUa
\Valk to support the conclusion that it is unlikely

that any cx sting Heteroneurous type represents even
a clos approxim ition to the or gmal archetype of the

kbc palocera

Washinoion D C
Natloasl Academy ol Sciences (Proceed ngs vol vi

No I January) ^—C Bams Ai eximplo f torsional

viMXius rclr {^rission Obbervatioiib interesting m
llieir bt irin^ on Maxwell s theory of viscosity —
L M Myers in I C Voegtlin I he chemic I isolation

of vitamincs llie method ehm nates puiincs hist

id nc ptotem^ rd aibu noses having a liq iid that

tan be crvstalhscd a id pi obably coi ta is histamine

or histamine hi c sub tancis Ihie physiological action

of the icti\c fi K tic ns resembles that of extracts from
the mucosa of the sm II intestine when the intestinal

and yeast cxtiacts are purihed m llie same manner—
C (j Abbot A mw method cf determining the solar

constant of radiation A method usin^ the pyrano
meter applicable many more days than the old

method and having the advantage that several inde
pendent observations of the solar constant may be
made on a s ngle dav I G Benedict The basal
metabolism of 1 ovs ftom one to thiitecn years of

age A fonmult and a curve 11 c gn«n and it is

shown that although age and stall rc s well as body
weight must be considered 111 predict ng heat output
for adults it is not necessary to consider more than
the body weight m the case of boys—a fact probably
due to the close correlation between the chmges in
aj,c weight and stature for boys R A Datcber

The nature and function of the antineui tic vitimine
A genet al review of the theory w th numerous refer

ences is followed ly a brief sketch of the authors
work suggesting that the hormone supply is depen
dent upon the vit im ne content of the food H F
Oriieni and C C Mook Reconstruction of the
skeleton of the Sauropod Dinosaui Cnmarasaurus
Cope (Morosiurus M irsh) and W K Oregofy

Rcstcrati in of C imarasauius and life model A
restoration both in the articulature and in the
musculature with a bnef statement of the essential

( haractcnstics of each —W D Matthew Plato s

Atlantis in paleeogeography It is suggested that the
present conformation of the Atlantic bottom dates
back in oart at least to the Pal«oroc ora A A
Noyes and D A Maclnnes Ihe ionisation and
activity of latgely ionised substances A general dis-

cussion with considerable bibliography leading to

the conclusion that most of the largely ionised in

organic substances at moderate concentration may be
considered as completely ionised and the decrease in
the conductance ratio wholly attributed to the decrease
of ion mobility and the change in activity coefficient

entirely attributed to some unknown effect of a
physical nature -A C Lana The commutativity of
one parameter transformations in real variables A
proof nreviouslv given by I le and Fngel applicable to
analytic functions is supplanted by a proof assuming
the existence of continuous first partial derivatives

only —D I Wsbster The intensities of X ravs of
the L senes II The critical potentials of the
platinum lines After a discussion of the special

apparatus emploved a discussion of the lines observed
places SIX lines in L six in Lt three in L The
faint lines of Dershem and Oi^m are unasstgned
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Critical points and intensity ratios are discussed —
J B Mar^y The effect of physical agents on the

resistance of mire to cancer The evidence points to

the lymphoid tibsue as an important agent In the

Immunity reaction of transplanting cancer of mice —
H C Sherman The protein requirement of mainten-

ance in man For the maintenance of healthy men and
women an intake of not more than 35“45 grams of

protein per “man" of 70 kg per day Is sufficient

even when the protein Is not especially selected, and

hence the “standard" allowance of i gram of protein

per kg of body-weight per day provides an ample
margin of safety P Cowles The transplanting

of sca-anemoncs by hermit crabs A study or

behaviour with the problems it presents in this par-

ticular case —J A Anderson Spectra of explosions

Discussion of a new method for obtaining intense

spectra of short duration, the new source of light

being of the order of one hundred times the bnlhancv
of the sun —Report of the Autumn Mooting The
report contains items of business, including the award
of medals, the distribution of research grants, and
the list of papers read before the Academy
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A Chemical Senrice for India*

overcoming: the difficulties and deficiencies pointed
out by the Indian Industrial Comnaission^

(a) In the event of the Committee approving
the principle of an all-India service^ to devise
terms of recruitmenti employment and organisa-
tion, to indicate the extent to which chemists
already in Government employ should be included
m that service , and to suggest what should be the
relations of the proposed organisation with the
public and with Departments of the Government
of India and of Local Governments

(3) iti particular to frame proposals for the loca-
tion, scope and organisation of institutions for
chemical research

During his tour Prof, Thorpe became satisfied

that the development of the chemital industries of

India could be adequately realised only through

The constructive proposals put forward in the

Report of the Indian Industrial Commission,

x9x6-x8 ,
presided over by Sir Thomas Holland,

were dependent on the acceptance of two prin-

cifdes
. (1) That in future Government must play

an active part in the if^ustrial development of

the country, with the aim of making India more

self-contained in respect of men and material,

0 (a) that It IS impossible for Government to under-

take that part unless provided wrth adequate ad-

ministrative equipment and fore-armed with trust-

worthy scientific and technical advice.

The Report under consideration ^ is the work of

a Committee which sat in Simla, from February i6

until February aS of this year, after the president

with two members of the Committee had toured

through the provinces The Committee was ap-

pomted "to formubte proposals for the organisa-

Ltlon of a Chemical Service for India and for the

[location and equipment of research laboratories
”

I Prof. J F. Thorpe, professor of organic chem-

istry in the Imperial O^ege of Science and Tech-

nology, London, was president of the Committee

His associates were Dr K S Caldwell, principal

of Patna College, Mr. R. W Davies, district

and SMsions judge, North Arcot, Madras Presi-

dency; Dr. W HarriscKi, Imperial agricultural

cheniist, Research Institute, Pusa; Sir P. C Rfiy,

professor of chemistry, University College of

Science, Calcutta; Dr J L Simemsen, forest

chemist, Forest Research Institute and College,

Hibbra, Dun; Dr. J J. Sudborough, professor

of organic cheimstry, Indian Institute of Science,

^Utgalo^
The terms of reference In the Committee were *

(i) To consider whether an all-India Chemical
S^ice is the best and most suitaUe method of

Stnriot* k«M. (Simla*
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the agency of an efficient Government Chemical

Service Nowhere did he find an effective organ-

isation to co-ordinate the various efforts which

were being made, not one of the provinces had

even formulated a programme of its requirements

or decided what educational methods were neces-

sary to attain the desired ends. To achieve

success the proposed Chemical Service must be

recruited mainly from Indian sources the ques-

tion of an adequate training in Indian universities

IS therefore vital Ihis subject is specially dealt

with by Prof Thorpe in an able introductory

note the Committee expresses itself as la

agreement with his views

The evidence put before the Committee was so

definitely in favour of a Chemical Service that it

came to the conclusion that question No i of its

remit, quoted above, could be best answered by

the formation of a service having as its primary

objective the encouragement of industrial research

and development

The Committee makes thirty-five recommenda-

tions of which the first twelve arc as follows :

—

(2) That a Chemical Service should be con-

stituted

(a) That the service should be called the Indian

Chemical Service

(3) That the service should be controlled by a
Director-General

(4) That a Central Imperial Chemical Researdx

Institute should be erected at Dehra Dun under
the Director-General of the Chemical Service,

as Director, assisted by a number of Deiaxty

Ehrectora.

(5) That each Deputy Du^tor should be m
charge of a separate Department and that, in the

first instance, there shoidd be four Departments,
fa) Inorganic and Physical Chemistry, (o) Organic
Chemistry, (c) Metallurgical Chemistry, (d) Ana-
lytical Chemistry.

(6) That a Provincial Research InstDtute under

Z
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the control of the Local Government should be

erected in each province near the chief seat of

industry in that province and that each Fro-

vtnctal Research Institute should be under a

Director of Researchu

(7^ That the functions of the Central Imperial

Institute should be as follows —
(1) to create new industries and to carry out the

development of new processes up to the
“ semi-large **

scale or further if necessary,
(ft) to investigate those problems of a funda-

mental character, arising from the work of
the Provincial Institutes, which have been
transferred to the CentrdJ Institute by the
Local Director of Research in consultation
with the Director-General Such problems
will be those which have no apparent im-
mediate practical importance but which, in

the opimon of the Director-General and the
Director of Research, are likely to lead to
discoveries of fundamental industrial import-
ance affecting the industries of the country
generally,

(tff) to assist m the co-ordination of tlie work m
progress in the provinces both by means of
personal discussion between the oifacers of the
Central and Provincial Institutes during the
course of the tours made by the Director-
General and the Deputy Directors and by
means of periodical conferences of Provmcial
and Imperial officers,

(to) to carry out such analytical work as may be
required and to correlate the methods of
analysis in general use throughout the
country,

(o) to maintain a Bureau of Information and
Record Office,

(w) to issue such publications as are considered
necessary

(8)

That the functions of the Provincial Re-
search Institutes should be as follows .

—

(0 to maintain dose touch with the works
chemists and with the works generally and to
work out any problems which may be sub-
mitted to them,

(fi) to develop imd jdace on an industrial scale
new industries which have been previously
worked out on the laboratory and “semi-
large ” scale by the Central Imperial Institute,
to carry out such other work as may be
aecessory to estaUish and foster new indus-
tries peculiar to the province,

(fe) to emry out such analytical work of a
chemical character as may be requir^ m the

rrince,

erect and control sub-sthtions m such

(9) That, under
(8J

(i) above, arrangements
sho^ be made by which a firm supplying a prob-
lem should have tlie use of the solution for an
agreed period of time prior to its pidl>lication«

(10) That members of the service should be

NO. 2648, VOL. 105]

lent to private firms os occasion demanded and
should during the period of their service be paid
an agreed sum by the firms ^

(zx) That the Research Institutes should not

undertake manufacture in competition with private

enterprise but that chemical industries developed
in accordance with (8) (t») above should be handed
over to private firms as soon as practicable.

(is) That, whenever necessary, experts shpulc

be employed to establish chemical industnes

based on known processes

Among the other recommendations are that

agricultural chemists should not at present be

included in the service , that a Ministry of Science

should be created as soon as practicable, that a

Chemical Survey of India should be earned oul

at the earbest possible moment; and that the

Government of India should give maintenance

and equipment grants to students, to enable thcix

to undergo the traimng in chemical research re

quired for recruitment

It IS not a little remarkable that the onl)

member of the Committee to take exception to

the creation of an all-lndia Chemical Service is

the one Indian member. Sir P C Rdy A
separate note is appended to the Report in which

he forcibly states his objections. Sir P. C R&y’s

opinion must carry great weight, not only on

account of his long experience and his distinction

as a teacher and investigator but also because

of his familiarity with industrial requirements and

possibibties, he having long been concerned with

the management of a chemical works which he

was instrumental in estabhshmg The present

writer had the opportunity of visiting this works

when in Calcutta in November, 19x4, and was
much struck by the ingenuity displayed m the

construction of the plant, various heavy chemi-

cals were being made, mcludlng sulphuric acid,

in substantial quantities.

Although Sir P. C Rfty considers that the

days of Government services are cfver and that

the development of industries by the agency of a
Government service is not the most soitabLs way
of dealing with the problem, yet he agfees thatit

if a Government service be constituted, the pro*

posals of the Committee represent the beat

method of constituting and carrying on such m
service. His view is that better resets would

be obtained by improving tlw teaching of chem*

istry in the Indiae^ umverrities; by attracting

brilliant young men by the offer of research

schedarshtps ; and by attaChlog tc|!haical mstitutea

to each university

The chrcuxnstanoes of India are so entirely
)
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peculiar that it is impossible to judge the scheme

from an ordmary point of vieu A number of

those who contiibuted to the recent correspond-

ence in Nature appear to fear that the liberty

of the subject engaged in research work may
be improperly interfered with and curtailed by

the institution of a separate Chemical Service

This should not be the case. It is to be supposed

that the studies undertaken will be strictly utih-

tanan m character—the primary objective being

the encouragement of ** industrial research ’* and

to secure the co-operation of science and industry

The fact is, the term ** research ” were better put

aside altogether in the present connection*- it

now has so many meanings, if any meaning in

particular : it should be confined to strictly

original inquiry and regarded as a word of

sacred import Organised scientific inquiry into

industrial problems is what is aimed at by

the promoters of the scheme therefore Centr^
Saentific Institute would be a better title than

Central Research Institute, “Research’* being a

word unknown to the multitude and one for

which it never can have any feeling.

India is a country of vast size and is broken up
into an infinitude of small holdings its problems

are more than numerous the nature and extent

of its raw materials must be surveyed without

loss of time • very little has been done to develop

industries. The one crving need seems to be an

organisation of effort A service is required if

only in protection of the workers

Perhaps the chief objection to be taken to the

scheme is its magmtude and therefore its costli-

ness ; It Involves the simultaneous establish-

ment of so many district institutes, to satisfy the

desire of the several provinces to exerase ad-

ministrative control in their own areas The real

difficulty will be to find men who are competent

to act as directors—men who are not only tech-

nically competent but also sufficiently imagina-

tive and broad m outlook, ahU to hold ihetr ouon

Moeiatty and to manage men Such men have been

In constant demand here of late and too rarely

forthcoming. Indeed, the complaint is frequent

that, thout^ thosS entering technical careers may
be demists by training, they lack initiative and

are unable to shoulder responsibility Saence

does not «t present attract the right type of tn-

,

telligence to its ranks. Dp not let u$ ddude our-

sdv^ into thinking that we can repair our past

artort and become a scientific nation at will—by
admitting large numbers to the schools and creat-

^in^ numerous new posts . without acumen and

NO. 36^, VOL. XO5]

expcnencc, nothing can be done The success

of the Indian scheme will depend largely on the

man first chosen to fill the post of Director of the

Central Institute he must be gifted with a

liberal spirit and with ideas, his time must not

be unduly taken up in attending to administra-

tive details
,
he must himself be a skilled saentific

worker Only such a man will be able to assist

the work of the universities and be a generous

and capable critic of the men they educate for the

purposes of industry and the State service.

Sir P C RAy would in all cases start industries

by means of technical experts imported from

abroad and would not attempt to work them up

locally with the aid of the Research Institutes, as

proposed by the Committee He is unquestion-

ably right in so far as large industries, well estab-

lished elsewhere, are concerned ,
and as a matter

of fact the Committee advises that this course

should be taken m all such cases.. The proposals

of the Committee apply specially to small-scale

mdustries in which it is desirable to encourage

native activity; the work done by Sir Alfred

Chatterton in Madras in developing the use of

aluminium may be quoted in illustration The

Indian is eminently conservative and is not

easily persuaded to do new things—but he can

often be led by ocular demonstrations, it will

be the function oi the provincial institutes to

give these

In Its reference to the exploitation of forest

products, the Committee mentions matoh-makmg

as an industry which it understands the Forest

Department has under contemplation and seems

to give its approval Here Sir P C RAy’s

criticism IS to the point Match-making is so

thoroughly understood that it seems undesirable

that academic workers should take it in hand:

in such a case, it were better at once to call in

the expert The suitability of various fibres for

paper-making is quite another question it is

clearly desirable that these should be first tested

on the spot, so that the many variations to which

the raw material would ht subject could be

taken into account

The great value of the Report lies in the

recommendation of an all-India scientific service

—the directions in which the service can be made

of most avail will be gradually discovered as the

service comes into operation That the industrial

future of India can be secured only with the Aid

of the saentific inquirer and by plaang industry

on a scientific footing is beyond all question.

Thanks are due to Prof Thorpp and hit col*
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leagues for the able way m which they have

dealt with their onerous task.

Mr Howard, Imperial economic botanist to the

Government of India, directed attention recently,

at the Royal Society of Arts, to the future of

economic totany m India and to the many com-

plex problems awaiting solution after asking what

IS the best method of gettmg such work done

—

whether we should rely on organisation or trust

to the individual—he expressed the opuiion that

individual action is to be preferred But surely

the competent individual should be able to influ-

ence a receptive though unimaginative multitude

Increase in knowledge is of little value if it do

dot give us an increase of power to use our know-
ledge—we know that it does During the war,

much organised team work was accomplished by

scientifically trained workers under the influence

of a few guiding minds The men who are doing

research work in the various schools are for the

most part unconsaous members of a service act-

ing under the inspiration of a few leaders there

IS no reason why the system should not be carried

from academic life into the public service We
are ahve to the faults by which a public system is

likely to be affected and should be able to guard

against them Henry E Armstrong

Tycho Brahe.

Tychonis Brahe Dam Opera Omma. Edidit

I L. E. Drcycr. Tomus vi. Pp v + 375.
(Haunim: Librana Gyldendahana, 1919-) Price

19 kr.

Mr HAGEMANN, who is bearing the ex*

pense, and Dr Dreyer, who has under-

taken the IdKiur of editing the works of Tycho
Brahe, arc alike to be congratulated on the ap-

pearance of this elegant edition of the first

book—the only one ever published—of the ” Epis-

toltt Astronomicse " The frontispiece consists of

a handsome portrait of Tycho Brahe, dated 1586,

reproduced from the first edition, which appear^
in 1596 Here the portrait is enclosed in an arch
ornamented with sixteen coats-of-arms, either, we
may conjecture, his sixteen quartermgs, or at

least the arms of his own and fifteen kmdred
families The English reader will note with
special interest the arms of Rosenkrans and Gul*

denstereo, and we have not far to seek for bearers

of those arms. In Dt. Dreyer*s “Tycho Brahe “

(xSgd) jOrgen RosenkrandS is frequently mentioned
as a patron of Tycho. He was Governor of Jut-

lMi4 ond in 1588 was made one of the Council

^ llq|;[ency for the youi^ King Christian IV, of

KO. 2648^^ol. 105]
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Denmark. Axel Guldeostern appears m
letters in the present volume dated 159a, where he

18 described as a kinsman of Tjrcbo and Governor

of Norway
The letters contained in the present volume

range m date from 1585 to 1595. They comprise

the correspondence of Tycho Brahe with Wilhelm,

Landgrave of Hesse-Cassel, his son and successor

Montz, and his “ mathematicus ” Rothmann. The

letters are partly in Latin and partly in Gennan,

but the German letters are always accompanied

by a Latin translation. Their contents are well

exploited in Dr Drcycr's “Tycho Brahe,” men-

tioned above, and m his “History of the Planetary

Systems” (1906) Perhaps the most generally

interesting part of the present collection is the

description of Tycho’s observatory at Hveen and

of his instruments, which occupies pp 250-95 of

this volume Tycho’s attitude to astronomy

and astronomers is well illustrated by the

selection of eight, whose portraits adorned the

crypt of his observatory—^Timochans, Hipparchus,

Ptolemy, Albategnius, Alfonso, Copernicus,

Tycho Brahe, and Tychonides, with the pithy

distichs in which T}cho sums up the importance

of each (pp 274, 375)

The correspondence with Rothmann will remain

famous for the clearness with which Rothmann
grasped the implications of the Copemican system,

and maintained them against Tycho’s futile objec-

tions, which, to men brought up to believe m a

stationary earth, appeared so cogent It is some-

what pathetic that idiis record of the ancient con-

troversy should have appeared only a few weeks

before the triumphant vindication of a new theory

which renders the difference between Copernicus

and Tycho meaningless

Tycho was the first of modern astronomers to

make more than occasional observations, and it

was therefore natural that the work of the anaent
observers, particularly Timochans, Hippardius,

and Ptolemy, should possess a living interest for

him and his correspondents instefid of having, as
to nearly all modem astronomers, a purely anti^

quartan importance. Rothmann (p. xi5)>^ade one
unhappy suggestion about Ptolemy vthtch can
scaredy have been intended for publication. Cer-

tainly the author can never have dreamed of the

way in which it was to be extended The sug-

gestion is that the places of the fixdi stars In

Ptolemy were not observed by him, but merely

transcribed from iRppardius. Rothmann show^
quite correctly, that the ladtode whidi Ptolemy
professes to have observed for Reguhis is inoop*

sistent with the longitude and decllnadon which
he also professes to hive observed; his ow«
observation, he says, are not iooonsisthnt
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tbei accuracy of Ptolemy's latitude and longitude,

therefore it must be the declination that was m
error; this, he thinks, was extrapolated from the

decimations observed by Timocharis and Hippar-

chus, and he concludes that Ptolemy observed no
dedmations at all, but merely deduced them from

Timocharis and Hipparchus This probably sug-

gested to Tycho Brahe the more sweeping charge,

adumbrated in his “ Progymnasmata ” (“Opera,”

11., 151), and stated clearly m the introduction to

his Catalogue (“Opera,” in., 335), that the whole

of Ptolemy’s Catalogue was merely a reproduction

of the Catalogue of Hipparchus, reduced to

Ptolemy’s epoch by means of a constant correction

to the star places This charge has had a wide

currency, but has been refuted by Laplace and
Ideler, and finally by Dr Dreyer m his paper,

“On the Origin of Ptedemy’s Catalogue of Stars,”

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical

Soaety, Ixxvni. (1918), pp 343-49 The absurdity

erf Rothmaon’s ongmal charge may be shown by

a computation of the position of Regulus for the

epoch of Ptolemy’s tables Ptolemy’s declination,

as It happens, is correct, but his latitude i& in

error, and his longitude is greatly in error, doubt-

less because his tables gave a false longitude to

the suQ, with which Regulus was compared

J, K. Fotherikgham

Psychological Tests in Industry.

Employment Psychology The Applicaiton of

Scientific Methods to the Selection, Training,

and Grading of Employees By Dr Henry C
Link Pp X114-440. (New York The Mac-
millan Co , London * Macmillan and Co , Ltd ,

1919 ) Price 105 . 6d net

Experimental psychologists m this country

have always been keenly interested in re-

search into individual mental differences, but to

Amenca we must turn for the first attempts to

apply psychological tests to vocational selection

and guidance. As might have been expected, an

ateemative method has arisen which claims to

judge special abdities, aptitudes, and characters

by the methods of phrenol(^, the colour of

the hair and eyes, the texture of the skin, the

slope of the handwriting, the squareness or round-

ness of the face, the shape of the chin, etc. As

Dr. Link points out, attempts have been made

to transform this methpd into “a reliable and

Stimtt6c method of character analysis . . . This

totalled scSenoe has rec^ved wide publicity and

hte^been accepted [both m America and in this

eoontry] fay many prominent and hard-headed

bmfaesi men. It attempts to {dace observation

KO. 3648, VOL. 105]

on a scientific basis by assuming that certain ob-

servable physical characteristics are identified with

certain definite mental qualities, and by asserting

as a corollary that a visual observation and
measurement of the physical characteristics enable

the observer to gauge a person’s mental, moral,

and emotional qualities The smattering of scien-

tific phraseolc^y m the presentation of this

method is just sufficient to impress those who have
only a superficial knowledge of the scientific facts

involved . The fundamental assumption on
which the so-called science of observation rests

IS an assumption entirely unwarranted by the

facts ” (pp 240, 241)

Contrast with this the methods of industrial

psychology The psychologist first “finds, by

means of an experimental process, what the rele-

vant activities in an occupation or an operation

are ” This he does by means of tests which are

tried out on workers whose ability is known and

with whose work success in the tests can be com-

pared and correlated In this process he also dis-

covers the standard which ought to be reached in

the significant tests by those who wish to succeed

at the kind of work in question He then stand-

ardises the manner in which these tests should be

used, so that every applicant for a particular kind

of work will be examined m exactly the same
way, and his ability determined according to the

same formula (p 249)

As Prof Thorndike indicates in his mtroduc-

bon, “Dr Link’s book is unportant because it

gives an honest impartial account of the use of

psychological tests under i^orking conditions in

a representative industry He has the great merit

of writing as a man of science assessing his own
work, not as an enthusiast eager to make a

market for psychology with business men In-

deed the story of his experiments is distinctly

conservabve ” (p x) They included the test-

ing of girls and men, of clerks, stenographers,

typists, and “comptometnsts,” of machine

operators, apprentice tool-makers, etc They show
what a wealth of valuatrfe information for voca-

bonal guidance they can afford, and how excellent

a corrective they are to the vague, inaccurate know-
ledge too often possessed by the foreman of the

relative abilities of those who work under him
The tests used are fully given m an appendix to

the book The volume clearly indicates the im-

portance of employment psychology, alike to the

employer who “wishes tp obtain the best pos-

sible kind of human material,” and to Labour if

It “wishes to carry out collective bargainmg, if it

wishes to base its claims for individuals on the

I

sound basis of ability and training ” (p. 389)
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Cultiratton of the Vine in America.

Manual o/ Atneftcan Grape-growing By U. P
Hedrick (The Rural Manuals

)
Pp xiii+

458 + xxxii plates. (New York The Macmillan

Co. , London * Macmillan and Co
,
Ltd , 1919 )

Price Z5S. net

This book ts one of the series of rural manuals

edited by Prof L H. Bailey, and it should

prove great use to both commercial and amateur

grape-growers The opening chapter, dealing

with the “Domestication of the Grape/’ is espe-

cially interesting. There are about fifty named

species of the grape, most of them found in tem-

perate countries Of the Old World grapes only

one species, Vit%s vintfera, is cultivated for fruit,

but of all grapes this is of greatest economic

importance Vitis vtmfera is the grape of anaent

and modem agriculture, and is the chief agri-

cultural crop of Southern Europe and of vast

regions in other parts of the world The written

records of its cultivation go back five or six thou-

sand years, while the ancient Egyptians are

known to have grown the vine for wine-making,

the methods and processes of domestication,

however, are now unknown The records of the

New World yield information on the cultivation

of wild species of grapes, and the author describes

the domestication process of the four species now
extensively cultivated.

The author states that “few other agricultural

ijdustries are more definitely determined by en-

vironment than the grape industry,” and he de-

scribes the grape regions of America, discussing

the factors which determine the suitability of a

region for grape-growing. Climate is the chief

of these factors, and is dealt with in detail Other

factors treated of are soil, insects and fungi,

accessibihty to markets, etc.

Full information is given on propagation, fer-

tilisers, breeding, etc ,
as well as a chapter on

the various operations involved in transferring

the grapes from garden to market, together with

advice on the carrying out of these operations.

The important sub)ect of grape pests and their

control is dealt with, the life-histories of the

several pests being given in so far as they bear

on the control methods.

A particularly interesting chapter is that on
“Stocks and Resistant Vines,” where we are

given an account ctf the root4ouse Phylloxera.

This pest made its appearance in France in 1861,

and increased so rapidly that by 1874 the whole
vine industry of Europe was threatened with ruin.

The situation was saved by the realisation of the

fact that Amencan grapes did not suffer from

MO. 3648, VOL. 105]

Phylloxera attacks, hence the Eurqfiean viies

were saved by grafting them on the PhyUoxera^

resistant roots of Amencan graphs.

The chapter on grape botany gives the general

botany of the vine and also includes a detailed

account of the American grape species, while 10

the chapter on varieties of grapes descriptions art

given ctf a large number of different types with

their respective characteristics and advantages, the

varieties described being those which will appeal

to the amateur as well as to the commercial
grower The book is well supplied with illustra-

tions and figures V G. Jackson

Our Bookshelf.

Ministry of PubUc Works, E^pt Zoological
Service Hand-hst of the Birds of Egypt. By
M J Nicoll. (Publication No 2^) ^ xii+
119+ 31 plates (Cairo Government Press^

19*9.) Price P T 15 (35. 6d.).

An up-to-date treatise on the avifauna of Egypt
has for som'* tune past been a desideratum m
ormthological literature It is now forty-eight
years since the late Capt Shelley’s well-known
book, hitherto the foremost on the subject, ap-
peared, and much has been added to the know-
ledge of the subject in the meantime. This want
1$ well supplied in an epitomised form by Mr.
Nicoil’s book
The author, a well-known omitholi^st, has

resided in the country for thirteen years, and
during the whole of this period has specially
devoted himself to the study of its avifauna The
result of his labours is highly to be commended
to the bird-loving visitor to Egypt, and to aU
who are interested in Paliearctic ornithology, to
whom, indeed, it is indispensable The onus of
the “ Land of the Pharaohs ’’ is not only nch in
Its numbers—Mr Nicoll treats of as many as
436 forms—^but also of great interest, since its

native birds, though Palcearctic in the mam, com-
prise a number of Ethiopian representatives.
Another notable feature is presented by the birds
of passage, vast numbers of which bi-annually
traverse the country, especially the Nile valley,
en route to northern summer haunts m spring,
and again in autumn on their return to trar
accustomed tropical, equatorial, and South African
winter quarters. >

Among the native birds the ostrich became ex*
tinct seventy years ago, and it is aid to learn
that the characteristic and beautiful Egyptian
plover has practically ceased to exist. On the
other hand, several once decUmng sped^, among
them the buff-backed heron, are increasing in
numbers as the direct result of protectioa. In
addition to giving dm status of me spedes and
sub-apeoies Imown to occur m Egypt, and p«iv
ticnlays on the dates of the coming gra going d
tte migimting birds, tte author ium furnished t

jAort and useful diagnosis of each bird.
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The book it illustrated by a series of thirty-one

jpUtes, eight of them m colour and devote to

figures of the protected species, while the rest

sure black-and-white fibres showing the differ-

ences between the various species of chats, and
certain warblers and wagtails, occurring m the
country.

InvesUgaitons m the Theory of Hypenon. By
Dr J. Woltjcr, jun, Pp 111+71. (Leyden
E. J BrUl, 1918.)

Thb motion of Hyperion, the seventh satellite of
Saturn, is of special interest from the commen-
surability of its period with that of Titan, the

two being in the ratio of 4 to 3 The late Prof.

Newcomb wrote an important paper, **On the

Motion of Hyperion . a New Case in Celestial

Mechanics ” ^e present work carries the in-

vestigation some steps further The differential

equations are broken up into partial systems,
giving the inequalities proportional to the succes-

sive powers of s' the eccentricity of Titan’s orbit

Newcomb had regarded this development as im-

practicable, but Sie present work demonstrates
the contrary. The development is at present

carried only to the first power of e^ which suffices

to give a close approximation to the observed
inequalities. For example, the ratio of masses of

Saturn and Titan is deduced as 3986, which is

close to the values 417a, 4ia5 found by Eichel-

berger and Santer respectively Incidentally, we
may note that the mass of Titan is about twice

that of the moon, and two-thirds that of Mercury
Also the coefficient of the large inequality that

depends on Titan’s eccentricity is found as 12 96%
not differing much from the value 140® found by
H Struve from observation
The researches made by Dr Woltjcr form a

useful step in the attainment of a complete theory

of H^perioa’s motion, and it is to be hoped that

he wui Kunself continue the work, carrying it far

enough to include all sensible terms.

A C D Crommelin

A Field and Laboratory Guide in Physical Nature-
study By Prof EUiot R Downing (The Uni-

versity of Chicago Nature-study Senes

)

Pp. 109. (Chicam, Illinois The University of

Chicago Press, London The Cambridge Uni-

rersity Press, 1920 )
Price 1 dollar net

At first sight it is difficult to deade whether the

book was written for children or for adults—in

its assumption of previous knowledge it is hope-

itsAy above the one; in its treatment it is far

beneath the other. Tlie preface exp^ins that it

is meant for pupil teachers. Directions are given

for die making of model aeroplanes, the spinning

of tops, etc. I But if a youth has missed these

ddights in his childhood, it is of little use for him
to try to find them later on In training a student

to teach^children there is no need to treat him as

a child himself. Neverthetess, the book is full of

mod ideas, and many wfio would find it almost
' inrtdleraUe to use as a laboratory manual would

be'^ wen repaid for time spent in reading it

through.
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Letten to the Editor.
ITS# Editor do«i not hoU Mnurlf tupontWo for opinions
ompruiiA br hU eorroiponAonU Nriiktr con ho nmdortokc to
fOtnrn, or to cortaponA vHtk tiM wUUn of, tcfccfcA month
tertpu McnAcA for tkU or ony other port of MATVBa.
noUoo it loStfn of ononrmcm coNtmwiieaNoiit ]

Qomra and tpsoiss.

When Linn^ introduced the practice of giving a

reric and specific name to each Uving organism
probably diid not anticipate that the nuxnber of

names required would run into millions, and with the
multiplication of genera <ind species now encouraged
by naturalists some other system of distinction seems
desirable

Of tbe five or six thousand stars visible to the
naked eye only a few have been name<), and the rest
have to be content with identification by their con-
stellations and by a letter or number
Something of the same sort might be done for the

organic world. The conspicuous and typical examples
might retain their names, while both to these and to

the remainder a letter or number might be allotted.

If the numbers followed the chronological order in

which the species were discovered or first properly
described, a catalogue formed on these lines would in

Itself convey valuable information
Identification by number or symbol would act as a

check to the coming of many barbarous words, and also

to the annoying repetition of the same specific names
in different genera All true classification should be
genealogical—that is, it should depend on the ancestry
of the organism classified Existing knowledge is in-

sufficient to achieve such an idem result, but any
system not founded on pedigree is open to the objec-

tion of not being natural ’’

There are often great doubts as to where varieties

end and species begin, and where such doubt exists

It would, in generm, be safer to assume that differ-

ences are varietal until it has been found by trial that

continued interbreeding tends to produce sterility

I am informed by authorities well acquainted with
the West Indies that this is what happens when half-

breed 18 crossed with half-breed, but not when half-

breed mates with white (or better, with black) So
far as this evidenoe goes, it points to something
approaching a specific difference between the white
and the negro, and many species have been deter-

mined on a worse foundation
Books on special branches of natural history, while

giving some sort of description of the various genera
and species, do not (there arc a few honourable excep-
tions) Indicate, or indicate very imperfectly, the
grounds on which the generic ot oth^ distinctions

rest, and it is not uncommon to find differences

between admitted varieties of the same species ex-
ceeding those between species reputed to be separate
To find tbe reasons for these apparent anomalies

by consulting the original papers involves the expendi-
ture of much time and trouble, but the information
might be compressed Into a small space If properly
tabulated A MALtocK
9 Bating Crescent, Exeter, July 17

The Ohister Pfaw.

Ptnui pinaster was probably introduced into Madeira
about ihirtv years before tbe beginning of the nine-
teenth century—a hundred years loo late to save frtwn

wanton extinction the forests of mountain laurel,

Cerasus, Persea. juniper, and many a species exefu-
sivky Madeiran
There ii a settled method of cultivation. The steep

hillsides, ridge, and valiev, after the yearkr autumn
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adMt are made ready to receive Uie teed which in

November and i>eoember it tcauered broaOcatt,

mUed With wheat and lightly covered over alter heavy
min. The green teedhngs a|»pear in a lew weckt,
hut there it no tangible cievelopment until the wheat
IS taken away and the decaying ttaJkt have become
available at plant-foodi ana perhaps advantageously
helped by a tnin turfaoe-dres&ing 01 sawdust.
A Pinaster plantation soon becomes productive^

yielding in the first >«ars tubstantial bedding for

cattle and, mixed with dned gorse bushes, exoeUent
material for the ovens in the village bakehouses* In
four or five years the crop will yield abundantly
supporting stakes, ft long, lor the climbing
beans on which the Madeira peasant so largely

depends for his winter food, and, yearly aiterwurds,
sturdy poles In ever-increosing dimensions for the con-

struction of the fascinating trellises in the famous
vineyards at a lower level In twelve or fifteen years

trees have attained the stage of firewood, and,
with the exception of a few sdected pines left for

Umber, the ground is onoc more clearea for planting
afresh The tree-stumps are mostly grubbed up, but
those left quickly decay In the ground, and the

Pinaster throws up no fresh shoots after cutting

The young Pinaster has a distinct tap-root, but the
roots of the mature tree spread m a superficial mat,
twining fantastically along the surface among the
protruding rocks In digging the foundations of a
lofty tower 1 met with no roots deeper than 4 ft

No attempt has hitherto been made to deal with
the abundant store of turpentine and resin with which
in this region the Pinaster is endowed , and up to the
present tune tbe plantations liave not suffer^ from
the blights and diseases to which the species is sub-
ject elsewhere.
Much Pinaster seed Is imported from Portugal, as

less costly than collecting locally, but the full-bodied,

dehcately winged seed from a mature tree is in every
lyav preferable, and to procure It a young, suppl^
limoed mountaineer will not hesitate over the perilous
ascent of tbe huge trunk, bare of branches 70-do ft

from the grouna A frail ladder made of ivy-stalk
serves bis purpose, pegged by segments into the
crevices of the rough bark, and on reaching the first

horizontal branch tne intrepid fellow will pass down
a string to a companion and draw up a long pine
sapling, and with this, clambering out upon tiie

branch, be will beat down the cone Uusters with their
prolific crop. Once in three or four years sufficient

cooes have developed to tempt the dimber to this

giddy and blood-curdling enterprise, and the seeds are
beaten out in a few days when the sunshine has
sufficiently ^>etied the cones. The seeds then become
tbe property of the pine ste«>lejack, the handsome,
cinnamon-coloured cones, with the substantial resl.

duum of unextracted seeds, remaining with the land-
owner.
Pinaster timber of mature growth is a handsome

and useful wood, though more difficult to work than
tbe Imported de^s from Amerioa and Norway. I

possess some substantial floors wtuch show no signs
of decay after thirty years* service.

For ^neral purposes Pinaster Is far the most ser-
viceable conifer vet seen In Madeira, and its quick

artb, its prolific yield of cones and seeds, and its

y nature and easy cultivatloii have given the

*£h^
a popular preomlaenoe whidi Is well estab-

Thlrtlr vears ago I Introduced Pinus insigms and
made important plantations. One

*

or two of these
trees, now twsntv-seven vears old, stand more than
100 ft high, with a sturdy corresponding bulk, enn-
stituting. with their longer, softer, fight green, three-
sheathed needles, a handsomer and more attractive
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form than seen In the I’kiaster. Bat though of eytehy
rapid growth, the cultivation requires more core tMai
the Pinaster, neither is the tortuous.fibred wadi
regarded with favour by the workkig carpenter.

P ^naster, P. canonsnm, and P instgms all h(dd
their cones for indefinite periods, but the Himalaynh
P. longifMa sheds all its produce in Septeniber,
Ing nc^ing but the embryonic promise of next year^
crop, the substantial development of the laxM cooea
with their resinous, club-ended bracts occupymg only
seven months

I cannot close this account without a reference to
Cupressus mactocorpa and C govenuma as recent
sections of groat promise to the Madeira show of
conifers, and some mention Is also due to the
Douglas fir, Taxodium sempervirens, etc , stately

examples of which adorn our mountain-gardens.
Ma^ira, June 39 Michael Grabhau.

/ The IVaMng of Praotleal Intomologlsts.

The increasing demand for fully trained economic
entomologists was, I think, evident to all who followed
the proceedings ot the recent Imperial Entomological
Conlerence held in Burlington House. We are laced
with the difiiculty of ensuring an adequate supply of
keen .ind experionoed young men fitted for service in

India, the Soudan, and other of the British dominions
wherever the requuements may be greatest The
solution of economic problems in entomology Is far
more difficult than is commonly supposed, and only
men of the broadest biological training, coupled with
the gift of Imagination, are likely to achieve results

of lasting value to the community Under present
conditions they are frequently called upon to tue up
responsible positions after inadequate training and
with only a modicum of practical experience, in the
irammg of an economic entomologist two obvious
pitfalls have to be avoided one is a too excludvely
academic or laboratory experience, while the other is

a too specialised training in economic entomology at

the expense of the necessary prelinunary grounding
in general biology

majonty ot practical entomologists become at-

tached to an agricultural department, a smaller number
enter a forestry department, and it is evident, there-
fore, that they need to acquire some knowMge of
the principles and practice of either agriculture or
forestry. The tin^ at a student's dispo^ is an Im-
portant factor, and the majority of men can usually
only devote four years to training prior to turning
out and earning their living Let us twe, for example,
the course of a student at Cambridge If he poasesses
good abilities, he should be able to take Part L of
the Tripos at the end of the second year and obtain his
preliminary grounding in biology and diemist^, and 1

would surest that the remaining two years should be
devoted to entomology plut agriculture The diploma
course in agriculture well be modified to suit
sudi students, allGrwinjg tlmtn to devote as ihuth time
as possible to entomology, and confining dte agiicaU
tural training, so far as may bo feasible, to a kitow^
ledge of the soil and crop cultNmtioa, daitting the
greater part of the course dealing wirii stoM^ mi
aahnal nutrition. In so far as entomology is eon-
cemed, 1 would advocate the ^t year (or the stu-
dents third year) being devoted endray to what migr
bo termed the scientific side of the subject. The
second year (or the 4^dent*s last year) should bo
given to as full a trtinlng as possible In economic
entomedogy wiffi the neceesary fidtf work. He sbosM
bo given wvevy opportunity foe obsentmtf dm coaBinan
posts in the field and the methods of ttesHag with
mm. I strongly advocate every student also bflM
gUm an independent fdeco of Bfe-Ustery ysofk ft>
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out» In order to acquire method* of accurate
qMneatiQn and tecbni^e* This work tbouJd be
imtten up and modelled in the form of a scientific

paper, and illustrated so far as may be desirable^ By
means of such an essay the student will become fami-

liar with the elementary procedure in research work,
be will acquire some power of independent observa-
tion, and learn how to deal with entomological litera-

ture, thus gaming some idea of the sources where he
1HII find first-hand infcnmation.
Furthermore, 1 would also Insist upon the student

forming a small but thoroughly representative col-

lection of insects, so proving that he has had some
field practice in collecting, and is able to refer them
to thdr families ,and genera. By means of such a
course as 1 have outlin^, it should be possible to train

good, all-round entomologists, capable of tackling a
pre^ttn unaided when out in the wilds of Africa or

the plains of India
If the student can spare a fifth year, It would be all

to his advantage, and the time would be most profitably

spent in prosecuting some line of independent entomo-
logical research A D. luMS

Institute of Plant Pathology, Rothamsled
Experimental Station, Harpenden

any
this

TM fteparation el the Itetop— of OMorIne.

In order to prevent confusion of issues, instead of

Cl and Cr let us write A and B Then when we say

that A and B are identical, we mean that all the

properties of A and B are the same except that of

position occupied Ihus wc are enabled to divide

the atoms into two groups, the A group and the B
group, in spite of their identity of properties Ibeo

U 18 quite certam that if tlie atoms exist as mole-

cules A,, Bi, and AB, m equilibrium by the reversible

reaction A,+ Bg— aAB, the
,
equilibrium is given by

* m]«K«4
_ jiowing considerations will, 1 think, meet

difficulties that have been rais^ m reconciling

reaction with Nernst's heat theorem In the case

of complete identity, if we convert the solids A, and

Bi into the solid AB by evaporation to the gases

A,, B„ transformation into the gas AB, and con-

densation to the solid AB, we obtain an increase of

entropy of Rlog4 But this solid is really a solid

sbluooa or mixture, since, as we assumed that the

vapour pressure over it is equal to the pressure over

,tii^ solios A, or Ba, we must assume that the mole-

cules condense on its surface with ** lon^tudinal in-

difierenoe ” The solid, then, is a solution of the
* mnlfii||ilsii AB in BA
" Now the entroi^ of a body consists of two parts,

one d^i^nding on the distribution of velocities, the

ether on the disl^butlon of the co-ordinates of post-

tioo. The first term cannot give rise to any change

of entropy when the solids arc transformed, irrespec-

tive of Nemst's theorem, but the second term is a

constant, and accounts for the change of Rlog4
It may, in fact, be calculated directly by statistical

methods.
If we assume that the gas AB condenses to the

solid AB (or BA) instead of into the solid solution,

then we must take the pressure over this solid ns

double that over A, or B„ and not equal to them;

brause, consistently with the assumption of the

formation of the pure solid AB, we must assume that

the solids rejects half the. mokcules which strike its

sprfw^; that is to say, the molecules AB condense,

not tile molecules BA. -

TWs double vapour pressure will make the entropy

of the two gram-moloeules of AB (or BA) equal to

tte entropy of one gram-molecule of A, plus one

.gram-molecule of Bf
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No essential difference in the argument Is made
when Ag differs slightly from B,,

Prof. Soddy throws out a suggestion for the
removal of the term Rlog4 which surely must be
erroneous He seetns to Agree to the dbtnbution of
molecules given by [AB]*/[A,][BJ «i4 (which must
result whatever kinetic process be assumed), but Ke
considers It wrong to write 4 as the equilibrium con-
stant of the reaction Ai+B,:;::r3AB, as this gives for
the coefficients of the reaction vtioaties He
therefore would write the reaction At+B,«AB+AB,
and then, taking half the concentiation of AB, write

14AB][4AB]/ faJ[B.] -K^ 1 Therefore fe,=fc.

To write this reaction in this form is unjustifiable.
In the first place, that in no way contradicts
the assumption of the id^tity of A and B For the
velocity coefficients do not cU^pend only on the pro-
perties of the atoms or molecules involved, coo*
tain a factor depending on the statistics of the re-
actions In this respMt the ditect and reverse re-

actions may be different This is better seen by com-
paring the two reversible reactions 3A»A, and
B+CssBC, where A, B, and C are identical atoms
The two reverse coefficients are equal, but the
two direct coefficients are not equal, for fei“4k/*
This IS because n atoms B, together with n atoms C,
give twice os many B— C collisions as n atoms of
A give A-A collisions If wc write the reaction

I

A+A— and take half the concentration of A, we
I

still do not find h,ah/, but
In the second place, to wnlo th(» reaction

Aj +B,—AB+AB suggests that we ran divide the
molecules AB into two equal sets, and that a signi-

ficant collision only occurs when an AB molecule from
the first set collides with an AB molecule from the
second set Finalh, Ihe scmi-permeable membrane
that mav be used in calculating tiie change of entropy
due to the gaseous reaction must be assumed perme-
able to all or none of the molecules AD, thus giving
an entropv change Rlog4 So that by no con-
siderations whatever are we Justified in taking half
the concentration of the AB molecules when cal-

culating the change of entropy Angus F Cork
The University, Manchester, July 34-

Antlsyslofies.

Prof Hobbs in Naiurk for July 22 gives some
experimental reasons for contending that over ImM
ice-covered areas, such as exist in Greenland and the
Antarctic continent, the cooled lower layer of air

moves outwards in all directions from the centre of
the K'e-covered area Under the infiuenoe of the
earth’s rotation the air thus set in motion ss regarded
as circulating as in normal anticyclones, and Prof
Hobbs on that account speaks of such areas as being
anticvclonic He remaiks "The centrifugal nature
of this motion tends to produce a vacuum above tire

central area of the ice mass, and the air must be
drawn down from the upper layers of the atmosphere
in order to simply the void. It is here that is located
the ‘eye ’ of the anticyclone " He thus postulates an
anticyclone with a low^ressure centre

With the physics of Prof Hobbs’s tireory there
.need be Uttle criticism The point really seems to be *

Are the conditions described by him as eidsting over
an ioe-cap anticvdonic? An anticyclone has a high-
pressure centre, and a cvclone a low-pressure oeittre,

the surface air moving outwards in the former and
inwards in the latter, whereas the conditions

described bv Prof Hobbs are an outward flow and
a low^witee centre Would it not be well to
designate such conditions by some other word?

R. M Dixlby.
Tintagel, Kew Gardens Road, Surrey, Jttfy 13
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VarlatiM ud the Weather
By Dil C« G. Abbot, Director, Smithtonian Astropbyiical Obtervatory.

N early a century am three pioneers, Sir .

John Herschel, PouiUet, and Forbes, laid the !

foundations of the measurement of solar radiation

Ea^ devisml an instrument for measuring the

heatup effect oil the solar rays and used it dili- .

gently. PouiUet and Forbes availed themselves '

of the law of extmction of light, which had been
indepen«totly discovered Bbout 1760 by Bouguer
and Lambert, to calculate the intensity of the solar

rays, as they would be outside our atmosphere.

Forbes's researches in the Alps proved that this

law IS not strictly applicable to the sun's rays as

a whc^e, and he was led to believe that the value

of the so-called solar constant of radiation was as

high as 2 85 calories per sq. cm. per
^

mm
Pouillet’s value, based on the assumed validity of

the Bouguer-Lambert law, was i 76 calories

As pointed out by Radau, the problem of esti-

mating the intensity of the solar heat outside our
atmosphere requires the study of the various spec-

trum rays separately, because their transmission

through the atmosphere is unequal. Langley in-

vented the spectro-bolometer about xSSo, and
immediately applied it to the problem as analysed

by Radau. In the famous Mount Whitney ck-

pration of 1881 Langley carried on spettro-bolo-

metric and pyrhehometnc measurements simul-

taneously at an altitude of is,000 ft Misled by
certain theoretical coasicterations, however, these

ei^rimcnts seemed to him to yidd the value 3 07
caries per sq. cm per mm. as the most probable

value of the solar constant of radiation A correct

reduction, which he also gave in his report, yielded

a 32 calories Later experiments made on Mount
Whitney and on Teneriffe indicate that while the

spectro-bolometnc work was good, Langley's

pyrhebometric determinations were too high, so

that the true result should have been 1 9 calories.

Up to that time no fully satisfactory mstrutnent
for measuring the intensity of solar heat at t^e

earth's surface had been perfected About 1893
Prof Knut Angstrom's highly ingenious electric
compensation pyrhdiometer fixed the scale of solar

radiation measurements surdy within 5 per cent.

In recent years the accuracy of the Angstrdm pyr-

bdiometer has readied to a per cent or better.

In 19x3 three independent senes of determbations
at tte Smithsonian Institution fixed the standard
scale of radiation measurements now generally

adopted The Angstrom scale as corrected by
A. K. AttfstrOm lies x 8 per cent, lower.

At WaAington, under Langby’s direction, the
spectro-bolometer, which at the tune 6f the Mount
Whitney exMditiem was almost unmanageable,
was penected in the decade 1890-1900 into a tract-

able, trustworthy instrument, and made to trace
photographically an autc^fraphic solar spectrum
energy curve extending from wave-lenj^ 0-3

micron to 3-0 microns wiuin 10 minutes.
In the autumn of 1907 experiments were b^n
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in Washington to fix a standard procedure for
solar constant observations Omitting minor
details, the process which resulted is as follows

:

Beginning when the sun is near 15^ above the
honson, about six solar spectrum energy curves,

and simultaneously pyxheliometnc measurements,
are made, ending wnen the sun’s altitude has
reached about 6^. These curves are measured
at about forty points corresponding to known
wave-lengths from far in the ultra-violet to far in

the infra-red Takii^ each wave4ength by itself,

these intensities on the six separate curves fedlow
the Bouguer-Lambert law of extinction. Hence
plotting the Ic^rithms of measured intensities

as ordinates aj^ corresponding values of the
secants of the solar zenith distances as abscissae,

each group of six points determines a straight

hne. Produang this line to zero of absassse

—

that IS, to the hne corresponding to no atmosphere
at ali--v{e read there the k^anthms of the in-

tensity for tlic various wave-lengths, as the energy
curve would be found outside our atmosphere—on
the moon, for instance The scale of energy in

calories per square centimetre per minute comes
by comparing the total area included under the
spectro-bolometnc curves with pyrheliometer read-
ings taken sunultaneously. Suc^, m brief, is the
process

Determinations were begun at Washington in

October, 190a In the springtime of 1903 a large
drop amounting to nearly 10 per cent, was found
in Uie values after the end of March The dbanged
values persisted so steadily that we were led to

entertain the hypothesis that the solar radiatioa
had actually diminished. A comparison was made
between solar heat and terrestnal temperatures.
It actually appeared that just after the apparent
drop in solar raiiation there occurred a general
drop m terrestnal temperatures for all available

stations of the north temperate zone This led

us to the long campaign of solar radiation obflfrva-

tions which I shall now describe.

In 1905 we b^n sending yeariy expeditions
to observe solar ^lation at Mount Wilson, Cali-

fornia, also the seat of the famous Mount Wilson
Solar Observatory of the Carnegie Institutiion.

I am happy to acknowladgo the great assistanoe
and enthusiastic interest which Dr. Haleiand Ivs
colleagues have at all times jpven our work there.

From the first the Mount Wilson valdes, though
fer more eocurate than WasMngton values, owing
to the clearer and more uniform sky conditions of
Cahfofnia, showed on tbdr face a variab^ty over
an extreme rann of to per cent in the emission
of solar radiatira. The aun appeared to be a
v^iable star havingSh' twofold of varielloo

:

First, a fluctuation vdth the manm of years ah^>
ii^ ebaages la solar activity as by spn*
spots, faohbs, prontinencea, etc. ; secondly, a
tuation running its courses ip a few days, wasks.
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or months. Both types of variation are highly

irregular. The longer-period type appears to

reach 4 per cent for 100 Wolf suta-itpot numbers.

The shorter-period ch$inges are larger, and

often amount to 3 or even
^

per cent in a
week or a fortnight Sometunes they reach

xo per cent.

In order to test the validity of these apparent

solar changes, we secured nearly simultaneous

observations at Washington (sea-level) and Mount
Wilson (1730 metres) Also m 1909 and 1910 at

Mount Wilson and Moimt Whitney (4440 metres)

dose agreement of results was founds Then in

19x1 and 1912 we observed nearly simultaneously

for several months at both Mount Wilson and

Bassour, Algeria (1x60 metre^ Both Mount
Wilson and Bassour indicated a range cf solar

variation of nearly 10 per cent The coefficient of

correlation bet^^een their indica-

tions in 1913, according to Mr
Knox Shaw’s determination, is

H- 58 ± 7 9 per cent Thus our view

<rf the sun’s short-period irregular

variation was confirmed by the

agreement of these results from

tvfo stations separated by onc-

third of the earth’s c i r c u m -

ference

Since then we have confirmed

the solar variability m many
ways Most convincing, perhaps,

is the \armtion we have found in

the distribution of radiation over

the sun’s disc attending changes

in the solar radiation. As is well

known, the sun’s centre is

brighter than its edges We find

that the contrast of centre to edge

changes from day to day and from

year to year These twofold

changes run in opposite senses

with respect to increased solar

radiation, and seem to indicate

that the cause of the solar varia-

tion of lone period is the hotter

sunsattending increased circula- ,

tion at sun-spot maximum, while the short-interval

changes are caused by changes of transparency of

the sun’s outer layers.

In 1918 the Smithsonian Institution established

a station at Calama, Chile, supposed to be one

of the earth’s most doudlcsa regions We have

been disappointed in the degree of cloudlessness,

but our young men have observed the “ solar con-

stant ” there on ^bout 75 per cent of all days
sihee July 37, 1918 Cbmpartsons with Mount
Wilson m 19x8 gave a "probable error" for one
determination at a single station of o<oixx calorie,

or about 06 per cent The Calama values have
ranged from 1 884 to 2 028 calories, or 7 per

cent

Mr. H. H Clayton, chief forecaster of the
Arfs^entme Meteorological Service, has compared
all the Mount Wilson and Calama solar observa-
tions, 1905 to 1920 inclusive, with the tempera-
tures and rainfall of Argentina He finds a hi^
degree of correlation between them The stu^
joined table shows Clayton’s comparison of the

average marches of temperature m Buenos Aires

for the years 1913, X914, 19x5, and 1918 (19x6
and 1917 were not available to him), corres^nd-
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mg to all the occasions when the solar constant

viuues observed at Mount Wilson fell between

the stated limits. The deviations of temperature

arc expressed in tenths of degrees Centigrade,

and range from +2<P to -15® C from the

normal The extreme and mean results arc given

alto, translated into Fahrenheit, m Fig r.
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It is very strildog tbst the solar changes pro-

duce such large and prolonged temperature

effects. On the tenth and seventeenth days after

event the average temperature following

solar constants of a<oo calories differs by more
than 6** F. from that following solar constants

of 1-90 calories

The temperatures following minimum “solar

constant*’ values are generaUy lower than the

normal from the third to the nineteenth day,
tb^ are above the normal before the third day,
while those following high values are above the
normal from the sixth to the nineteenth day, they

are below the normal before the sixth day, and
those corresponding to mean “solar constant”
values differ by little from the normal through
the whole interval

The latter state of affairs is probably decidedly

modified at other times of the year, for Mr
Clayton finds the following correlation coefficients

connecting the temperature departures at Buenos
Aires eight to nine days after the event with the

solar radiation variations observed at Calama
from August, 1918, to May, 1919.

p«b. lUrcfa April M.r
-0-49 -o*so +0-18 +0 J3 +033 —

Auc Oou Not.
— +oao +0*26 -023 -0-29 "O33

Taking these figu.es with the figures given
above, we are to conclude that while on the
first three or four days after the event h^h
solar radiation tends to produce high tem'^

peraliifes in Buenos Atres from October to
February, the opposite tendency governs March
to Septanber.

NO 2648, VOL. 105]

These reversals of solar variation effects with
the tune of the year are paralleled by reversals

with geografrfucal position, according to Clayton,

who was at first 1^ to regard these geographical

reversals as zonaL But it now seems more prob-

able to him, I think, as well as to Nansen, that
they are associated with the great atmosphenc-
action centres rather than with the earth’s zones.

As these action centres change place from time
to tune, It seems possiUe that the geographical
and secular reversals merge as effects of one
general cause While it may seem extraordinary
at first sight that the past winter has been excep-
tionally severe (at least in Eastern United States),

though solar constant values have been steadily

exceptionally high from early in October to Fet^
niary, this may be compared with the known fact

that when there are many sun-spots high solar

radiation and low temperatures
also occur together Unusual
cloudiness or prevailing polar
winds may well account for

low temperatures associated

with high radiation

Clayton's studies have led

him to a system of forecast-

ing in which telegraphic reports
of daily solar constant values
as ot^ined by Smithsonian
observers at Calama, Chile,

take a prominent part He
claims d^ided and valuable
success for both temperature
and preapitation forecasts

If these pioneer results should
be confirmed it seems highly

desirable to establish several
other solar cemstant observa-
tories in the most doudless
far-separated r^ons of the
earth By telegraphic commu-
nication ail their results would
be available for daily forecasts
all over the world The cost
of such stations fully equipped

need not exceed 25,000 dollars for the most mac-
cessiUe The yearty cost of maintenance need
not exceed 10,000 dollars It is now merely tte
complete lack of funds for the purpose which
wHMiolds the Smithsonian Institution from estab-
lishing them.
Fig a shows the march of “tdar constant”

results from June i, 1919, to March 24, i^ao. la
no other period since 1903 l^as therjp tmn ob-
served tbr^ consecutive months of values so high
as those of the winter of 1919-20. The foUowing
rapidly falling values accompanied the extra-
ormnary solar and torrestrial phendmenm df
March 22, 1920^

—

t

Solar Radiation Veduas of Manik, xgaa
UmA

Dm* ivtoir il 19 M *1 ^ >1 93 94
VdtiB l^OlS ipj4 r940 l-«i 1941 1-927 1-866 1*90$
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The Eerllest Known Land Flora.^

By Prop F O

The ve^table kingdom is made up of plants

of most varied size» character, and habitat

Comparing those various types, the view becomes
ever more insistent that dependence on water is

the master-factor determining their existence. As
range their diverse forms according to prob-

able sequences oi descent, those which we regard
as the most primitive according to their structure

and mode of reproduction are those which are

habitually the most dependent upon constant

Water suppW It is the same. with the animal
kingdom These broad results were summed up
by Weismann some forty years ago in the state-

ment that the birth-place of all animal and plant

life lay m the sea. If this be true, it follows that

all life on exposed land-surfaces has been second-

ary, and derivative.

Geoh^ists tell us that from the remote past

land-surfaces have stood exposed above the level

of the ocean The continents and islands may
have differed from time to time in their outline

and area from those of the present day But we
may believe that from a very early period land-

surfaces have had a continuous existence, so that

life upon land may itself have been continuous
from the time when living organisms first emerged
from their natal waters Such beliefs throw back
to the very remote past the possible origin of

life upon dry land But still the probabili^ re-

mains that aquatic life antedated that event These
considerations lead inevitably to the questions

When was dry land first invaded from the water?
What were the first land-living plants and animals
like? And how did they rank as compared with
modem life?

Leaving zoologists to solve these questions for

their own bran<£, we botanists are to-day in a
better position than ever before to answer them
with regard to plants. Though still far from being
able to visualise the beginning of the story, recent

discoveries have made (t possible to see clearly and
In detail the nature of the earliest known land

flora, which is that of a period older than the

Upper Devonian During recent years fossil

pl^ts of early Devonian age have been

found in Sweden and in Scotland m greater

prerfusion than ever before, while the Scot-

nsh specimens are so well preserved that

they are now almost as well known in structural

detail as plants of the present day Already in

this room repeated lectures have been given on
the Palflsozotc flora Many plants ol the Carboni-
ferous Period have been described here in mlcro-

soopic detail, and they are mostly referable to

affinity ^th such livlng'typea as ferns, club-mosses

and horsetails. Some, auch as the Sphenophylls

and Pteridosperms, r^resent classes which have
died out But, speaking generally, the flora

of the coal is composed of plants comparable with

S OinoviM tfa* SoyBl iMUtutkn on fridaf, April ja,
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the lower vascular plants now living. They pos-

sessed stems, leaves, roots, and sporangia Some
even product seeds like modern Gymnosperms
Passing back from the Carboniferous period to

the Upper Devonian, the flora, though more re-

stricted, may still be described in terms applicable

to the living vegetation The plants include

among others the gigantic fern-like ArchMoptens
hibemtea, from Kiltorkan, co. Kilkenny , the large

Lycopod Bothrodendron, from the same source;

and the large-leaved Pseudobornia, from Bear
Island Flat leaf-expansions are here seen, and
the plants named have been referred in their

general characters respectively to affinity with the

ferns, club-mosses, and horsetails But between
the Upper Devonian and the strata that he
below geologists tell us that a vast period

of time intervened The evidence of the

plant remains supports this. The earlier

Devonian fossils so far known are meagre
m number of forms. In their characters they
differ more markedly from the plants of the

present day than any of their successors. They
were rootless, and there appears to be a com{flete

absence of large, flattened leaf-expansions. It is

upon them that the new discovenes have shed so
interesting a light Conversely, that light is re-

flected back by comparison upon the more recent

forms In fact, a new chapter has been opened
in plant-morohology, and a new class of vascular

plants, the rsilophytales, has been established to
receive these representatives of the oldest known
land flora The study of them Is leading to new
interpretations of the form shown by plants of

later periods, and ultimately of the present day.
Until 1913 the plants of the early Devonian

rocks were very imperfectly known. Their recog-

nised characters were chiefly negative. There was
no evidence of broad leaf-surfaces, nor was It

clear whether or not they bore leaves as distinct

from stems. The existence of true roots was also

doubtful The best known plants were con-
structed of approximately cylindrical stalks bear-
ing lateral spines These stalks arose from a
branched and creeping base Some of them
showed crozier-hke curves when young, and
sporangium-like bodies were sometimes found
upon them The most distinctive of these plants

were grouped by Dawson in his genus Psilo-

phyton, and he published a reconstruction of the

species P pnneeps It was, however, the subject

of adverse criticism by bis contemporaries, and
the validity of the genus was questioned

It was upon a field so open as this that light

has now shed From fresh-water depomts
of early Devonian age round Lake Rfiragen,

on the frontier between Norway and Sweden, Dr,
Halle collected many specimens of fossil plants

But they were mostly impressiemt, and showed
only imperfect preservation of tbdr microscopic
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structure He distinguished several genera of

plants with iN^anchcd cylindrical steins bearing
small thom-like appendages, and some of them
distal sporangia Many of his specimens were
referred to P^iiophyton pnneeps, and bore out
in the main the reconstruction of Dawson Halle
was able to confirm the existence of a central

vascular strand in Psilophyton, consisting of

tracheides, a fact which ranks it with certainty

among vascular plants of the land But the most
distinctive novelty which Halle discovered in the
Kdragen beds was a fossil which he called Sporo*
gonites. It consisted of a simple stalk bearing
a terminal capsule. From its form, and the char-
acter of its contents, he held it to be a sporo-
gonium comparable with that of the Bryophytes,
but a generalised type, not referable to any exist-

ing group of them. An alternative suggestion
was that Sporogonites may represent only the
upper part of a more highly developed sporo-
phyte, perhaps op the line of descent of the
Ptendophytes. Thus the presence of Sporogonites
does not actually prove the existence of Bryo-
pAytes as we now know them tn the early
Devonian rocks. But nevertheless it has a
pecuhar interest. Hitherto there has been no
certain record of the existence of any mo8s-)ike
type in the Palceozotc period. The demonstration
of so moss4ike a sporangium as Sporogonites is
certainly the most thriUing of the facts brought
forward by Dr. Halle

In 1013, three years before Dr. Halle’s pubLca-
tion of these discoveries at RCragen, the first of
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the new observations of early Devonian plants

in Scotland was recorded. Dr Mackie, of Elgin,

found at Rhyme, in Aberdeenshire, certain iso-

lated blocks of chert containing plant remains.
A little later the source of these blocks was-^

traced to a bed of chert, older than the Up^ier
Devoman, found tn rtiu by the Scottish

lo|:ical Survey. Its origin appears to have been
this An exposed land-surface existed there in

Middle or Lower Devonian time, subject to in-

tervals of inundation It became periodically

covered by vegetation By decay of its stems and
underground parts a bed of peat would be formed.
The peat was then flooded, and loose sand de-

posit^ over It Again the vegetation was re-

peated* and so successive bands were formed to

some 8 ft m thickness Then followed water
with sibca in solu-

tion, supplied from
some fumarole or

geyser The peat-

bed was thus sealed

up, and the plants

preserved with as-

tonishing perfection

From this bed of

chert four distinct

vascular plants have
been recognised, and
described m the

mmutest detail by
Dr- Kidston and
Prof. Lang Theyi
are all essentially

similar m type»

though sufficiently

different to be placed

in three genera^

named respectively

Rhynia (two secies),
Homea, and Astero-

xylon. Rhynia and
Hornea are leafless,

and rootless, while

Asteroxylon is also

rootless, but it heart
leaves of a simple
type. The plants

thus clearly indicate
a primitive state prevalent at that period They
conform in general features to the type of Psilo-
phyton as described by Dawson, and as retogni^ed
in greater detail by Halle But here in the Wiynia
chert the structural details arc so wcH preserved
that these earliest of all known vascular plants caa
be examined and described almost as well as any
modem living plants Some have even been
found standing erect as in life^ Through untold
ages, like the legendary Knights of the Round
Table, they have thus awaited the revivifying
touch of modem science.
Of the four plants so far described from the

Rhyme chert, Homea Ltgnieri is relatively simple.,
From a distended snd lobed protoconnous base
rosb the stems, whicb bifurcated. I^eae bore
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distal sporangia, which represent their trans-

formed tips, &>metimes the sporangia were them-
selves forked The protocorm was bedded m the

peat, and parenchymatous, with many rhizoids

(Fig t) The cylindrical stems stood upright

from it, and were about a mm. in diameter. They
were traversed by a simple stele with a solid core

of tracheides, surround^ by phloem The stele

forked at the dichotomies of the stem, but stopped

short at the base of the sterile columella, which
ran upwards into the flat-topped, and apparently

indehiscent, sporangium Ine latter ap^ars as

a transformation of the end of the stalk, which

IS simply an ordinary branch of the plant The
spores are tetrahedral, as they are m all of these

plants of the chert. The general aspect of Hornea
I IS such as to provoke comparison with the Bryo-

phytes, notwithstanding certain strongly diver-

gent characters. This may have some real sig-

PhpU\ [Dr A'iiTi/m

( to j -^Atrul timrn of ma/jr levn tii inuisvsm teccion ( x .0)

nificance m view of its smaU size, and relatively

sinmle structure

Shynta major is larger and better preserved,

but $till It also IS structurally simple It had a
less distended rhizome, from which

^

the robust

cylindrical stems arose These consisted, as in

Hornea, of a central stele with solid xylem-core

and investing phloem, Surrounded by a massive

cortex, of which the inner region appears to have
been photosynthetic Outside was a well-marked
cpidemus with stomata These and the vascular

tissue prove the aerial habit of the plant (Fig 2)

The stems ended in solitary massive sporangia, as

much as iS' mm in lengthy without a columella,

land filled- with tetrahedral spores (Fig. 3)

Neither of the species described bore any appen-

dages on its stems But Ekyma Gwynne-
Vaughom, though smaller than R, major

j

shows a

feature oi morphological advance towards some-
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thing m the nature of appendages The upright
stems bifurcate as before, taring distal sporangia
similar to, but smaller than, those of R» major*
But near to their base there are ** hemispherical
projections,” apparently of superficial origin
Some of these gave origin to tufts of hair, but
others produced adventitious branches, which,
having narrow bases, were easily detached, and
served as means of vegetative propagation.
Though these organs arc not easily ranked with
those of living plants, they are something in ad-
vance of what is seen in Hornea and R* major*
The sporangia are relatively small, and there is

no clear evidence of their dehiscence.

The largest, as it is also the most complex, of

these plants is Asteroxylon Macktet* Its base

Fic. 3 >-Sporuciuin of Rkymia mmjrr fillMl with ^potck (xsi),

consisted of branched rhizomes, which burrowed

after the manner of Stigmanan rootlets, and each

was traversed by a vascular strand with undiffer-

entiated xylem; but curiously enough rhizoids are

absent These rhizomes passed over into upright

aerial stems, which attained a diameter of as

much as a centimetre, and had a complex struc-

ture. They forked, and bore externally small and
simple leaves The stele had a stellate xylem
very like some Lycopods From its rays issued

strands passing to the bases of the leaves, but not

entering them. As in Lyoc^xMOum, more than one

vertical series of leaf-traces may issue fron:^ e^ch
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niy of the stellate xylem, m fact that confirms cortex of stem and rhizome often contain fungal >

the Lycopod comparison (Fig 4). Longitudinal hyphte It is possiUe that in the rhizome these

[iM iTtAUm,

Fm. 4.—Lwgi MMi of Aicmqrloa cat tranmiMir J»t Mow • dichotOMy, «Ad tbowing Urntm ottacbod •jrt«taall)r<X»b9nt lo)

sectloos show the relations of epidermis, cortex,

phloem and xylem, and the way in which the inner

/Mb} ii>r JKMMk
Fn.

^
JVwiMfn mfiMo vitfr(x«ieV
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form An endodernia has been seen delimiting

the cylindrical stele, and mesarch protoxylem is

found in the xylem>ravs. The leaves are paren

chymatous, the vascular strands stopping’ sliciA^

at their bases. The epidermis has ^n found^
to bear very perfect stomata (Fig. 5). The
essential points of structure of the plant are thu«

fully known.
In certain blocks sporangia have been found

attached to profusely dichotomising stsQn of

simpler structure than the mam stems oi Asler^
xylon, and not definitely attached to tiiem. Th
are associated, however, with stains of Astel

xylon, while those of Homes and Rhynia, fra

which they are structurally dbtinc^, are aba'ent

from the blocks. The associatioa makes it pn jV
able that these peculiarly forked Jirancbes andV
sporangia really bdong to Asteroxyloo. The
sporangia are rdatlvd^lmall and pear>Bhuie&^
and they had a distal dehiscence. -iZhej^pniofe

plant of Asteroxyloo was thus more advanced in

vaiious respects Oiao any of the other three plants

of the chert.

(To bo eonUnuodJ^
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Obituarv.

Dr. Robert MunroWE regret to record the death, on July i8, of

Dr Robert Munro, the well-known Scottish

archeeolc^ist Dr Munro was born on July ai,

1835, end was thus within three days of complet-

ing his eightv-fiftb year By his death prehistoric

archaeology loses one of its foremost exponents

in this country; but his work will not readily be
forgotten.

Munro was educated at Tam Royal Academy
Wnd at Edinburgh University After practising

medicine for some years at Kilmarnock, of which
town his wife was a native, his increasing interest

in archsec^ogy led him to retire in 1886, in order

to devote himself entirely to research in this

branch of science. His name will always be asso-

aated in particular with the study of prehistoric

lake and pile dwellings, a subject to which his

attention was first directed in 1878, while on a

visit to Zurich, when he took the opportunity of

examining the prehistoric lake dwellings in the

neighbourhood Shortly after his return, the dis-

covery of two canoes and wrought wood by work-
men engaged in drainage work on the estate of

the Duke of Portland at Locklee, Tarbolton, Ayr-
shire, suggested the possibility of fruitful results

to be obtained from investigations on analogous

aites in Scotland
At the instigation of Mr R, W Cochran-

Patrick, Munro undertook the exploration

of this site, and in the two following years he
investigated similar sites at Friar’s Carse, Loch-
spouts, and Buston, all in the south-west of

Soitiand Accounts of these investigations were
published from time to time in the collections of

the Ayrshire and Wigtownshire Archceological

Assocution, and a report on the excavation of the

crannog at Friar's Carse appeared in the Pro-

^dix^s of the Society of Antiquanes of Scot-

land, of which bo^ Munro had been elected a

fellow m 1879. The results were afterwards

embodied in Ancient Scottish Lake Dwellings,”

published in i88a, a book which, as the author

said in his preface, sought *'to place before the

general reader a record of some remarkable dis-

coveries recently made in the south-west of

Scotland in a department of archaeology hitherto

tittle known.” In addition to giving the results

of his own excavations, he summarised the some-

what scen^ accounts of previous investigators in

this Add in Scotland, and the work of Boyd
Dawddns and others in England.

After the appearance of this work, Munro ’s

interest turned in an increasing degree to Conti-

nental prehistoric sites Aliyays a great lover of

travd-^ considered it his only form of recrea-

be visited most of important sites in

nrope. Papers dealing with pr^istonc remains

in Holland, Denmark, Italy, Carmthia, and dse-

wbere appeanng in the Proceedings of the

Sodety M Antiquaries of Scotland and in other

piddiedttons m Oh early ’eighties, and a book
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describing a journey m Bosnia, Herzegovina, and
Dalmatia published in 1895, bear witness to the
extent of his travels and investigations The
publications of the earlier years were, howe\cr,
merely a by-product while he was collecting the
material for his most important work, ” The Lake
Dwellings of Europe," published in 1890, of which
the substance had been given in his Rhind
Lectures, delivered in 1888 In this book Munro
made a complete survey of the subject, dealing in

particular with the problems of the Swiss mke
dwellings and the terramare settlements of Italy

In 1907, seventeen years after its publication,

M Salomon Reinach, in a preface to Modestov’s
“Introduction k Thistoire romaine,” said of it

”1] n*y a qu’un livre recent sur les stations

lacustres et les terramares de i'ltalie, il a ^t^

dent en anglais par un Ecossais A French
edition appeared in 1908
The results of subsequent discoveries, and in

particular of discoveries on the terramare of

Emilia, were embodied in the second part of
“ Palaiohthic Man and Tcrramare Sites of
Europe,” published in 1912 This matter had
formed the Dalrymple Lectures on Archaeology
in the University of Glasgow in 1911, while the
first part, which summarised our knowledge of

palaeolithic man at that date, had been delivered

as the Munro Lectures in Anthropology in 1913,
being the first course after the institution of the
lectureship by the University of Edinburgh In
addition to the works already mentioned, Munro
was the author of several other books, including

“Prehistoric Problems” (1897), “Prehistoric
Scotland and its Place in European Civilisation”

(1899L “Archaeology and False Antiquities”

(1905), “Prehistoric Britain” (1914), a popular
summary, and a number of papers which appeared
at various dates m the Proceedings of learned
societies and elsewhere

In x8S6 Munro’s freedom from professional

duties enabled him to undertake the secretaryship

of the ^iety of Antiquanes of Scotland, an
office which he held until 1899 In 1893 he was
president of the Anthropological Section of the
British Association for the

^

Advancement of

Science, and m 1903 he delivered one of the
evening discourses at the meeting of the

association at Southport This discourse was pub-
lished in 1904 under the title “Man as Artist and
Sportsman in the Pal80olithic Period ” In 1894
he was appointed chairman of the research com-
nuttee instituted in that year to conduct excava-
tions on the site of the lake viUage at Glastonbury,
other members of the committee being Sir John
Evans, Gen Pitt-Rivcrs, and Prof W Boyd
Dawkins More fm'tunate than two of his famous
colleagues, Munro lived to see the completion

of this ixnportant work m 1907, and continued to

act as chairman when the committee’s investiga-

tions were turned to the Meare lake yilla« He
was part author of the monograph describing the
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results of the investigations at Glastonbury, which

was published m 1911*12.

The importance of Munro's researches was
widely recognised He was a fellow of th^ Royal
Society of Edinburgh, and an honorary member
of the Royal Irish Academy, of the Royal Society

of Antiquaries of Ireland, and of the more im-

portant anthropological and archscological socie-

ties of the Continent
Munro*s work as an archseologist was marked

by a cautious reserve and a great sanity in judg-

ment Yet, on occasion, none could bt quicker

than he in arriving at a conclusion, which further

investigation usually proved to be well within the

limits of accuracy It was characteristic of him
that he rarely accepted the results of others

without personal investigation, and the great mass
of information which he digested and summarised
in his published works had been largely tested and
checked by his own observations His thorough
mastery of his subject as a practical investigator

was suggested even in such a trifle as the way in

which he handled a stone implement.
E. N Fallaizb

Irish education has sustained a severe loss by
the death of the Rt Hon W J M Starkie,
Resident Commissioner of National Education
For the past twenty-two years Dr Starkie guided
the rather cranky ship of Irish primary education
through the troubled sea of clerical management
After a brilliant school career, he obtained the
highest classical distinctions at Cambridge Uni-
versity and Tnhity College, Dublin, including the
fellowship of the latter college In 1897 he was
appointed president of Queen's College, Galway,
but after a brief period of office became
Resident Commissioner and ex-officto chairman of

the Board of National Education As a member
of the Viceregal Commission on manual and
practical mstrucUon, he played an important part
in framing the scheme of reformation of the aims
and methods of Irish education, which later he
was called upon to administer Upon his

shoulders rested in large measure the responsi-
bility of effecting the change from a mechanical
system of payment by results to an inspection
system with a broader view of the functions
a school Knowing the ma^itude of the forces

closed to change, he displayed conspicuous
courage m carrying far-reaching reforms to
successful issue His address on “Recent Re-
forms m Irish Education “ at the Belfast meeting
of the British Association In 1902 was^a strenuous
and courageous exposure of the weaknesses of
Insh etfication, it aroused much bitter criticism

from the clerical managers
Dr. Starkie was also chairman of the Board of

Intermediate Education, and thus occupied a
unique posibon in Irish education, which probably
owes more to him than to any one man during Uie
last half-century. He was a bnlliant essayist and
one of the first (ireck scholars of his time.
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Notes.
\n important statement on the development of the

synthetic dye industry wa$ made by the chairman of

the Colour Users* Association at Manchester on
July 30. Mr. Vernon Clay referred to two very

urgent reasons why the dye industry in England
should be developed to the very utmost, one being
the real necessity that existed from the com-
mercial and Industrial side, and the other the

necessity from the point of view of national

security Only a country possessing a large dye-

making plant which could alternatively be used for

the production of the various organic chemical sub-

stances employed in war could hope to be in a proper

position in any future struggle, for the next war
would be essentially a ch^ists* war, and start

on a very large scale The Government has recog-

nised that for national security It is essential that

synthetic dye factories equal to those of any other

possible hostile nation shall be in existence, and to

further this object the President of the Board of

Trade has stated that the pledge to the synthetic

dye industry, that the importation of synthetic dyes

shall be permitted only under licence, will be given

effect to in legislation as quickly possible

Although the British output of dyes already exceeds

the pre-war importation from Germany, there are

several important dyes which are not yet manufac-

tured in this country, and a licensing scheme such
a<i is promised appears to be the only proper n>ean8

of fostering the industry and of encouraging manu-
facturers gradually to extend their range until the

country is absolutely self-contained as regards Bs
production of d>es and the necessary intermediate

products

The question of tlie universities and the excess

profits duty was the subject of debate in th» House
of Lords on July 31. By the concession, already pro-

posed by the Chancellor of the Exchequer the position

is roughly this .—While the excess profits duty will

be charged at 60 per cent , the State, as a matter of

fact, wiM bear 13 per cent of any charitable contribu-

tions made by a business firm Earl Grey, however, In

the hope of inducing private benefactors to make larger

subscriptions, wished the Government to show more
liberalltv and to consider the total remission of the

duty so far as it affected the universities. On behalf

of the Government the Earl of Crawford could not
grant the further concession, but, in the course ol

his reply, made an important announcement re^rdlng
university grants-ln-aid He stated that the Chan-
cellor of Exchequer was prepared to submit te

Parliament an Increase of the present vote of
r,ooo,oool to 1,500,0001 in the Estimates for the
year 1931-32, and, In addition, to consiHer tha

advisability of proposing to Parlfament a further

non-recurrent sum toi ^
assist the universities hk

meeting the gnevanoe of those of their aenloir

members who were precluded from profitfiijg to
the full by the benefits of the federated supei^

anauation scheme of the universities No pledge waji
glvdn in either case, and both proposals are 8i^}eo^
to the overriding necessities of national finiuiodl
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Apparehtly the coiuidcratlon of any supplemeniary

brant within the present financial year is not con-

bmplatfcL While it is reassunng to find that the

Chanoellor of the Exchequer recognises thf clamant
needs of the universities, there will be no little dis-

appointment that provision more appropriate to the

present needs, especially in the matter of superannua-

tion, is not made.

On July 21 the King received at Buckingham
Palaqe the prmcipal members of the Bntish Empire
Forestry Conference, which sat in London during the

preceding fortnight. The members included dele-

gates from Great Britain and Ireland, India, and
the various Dominions and Colonies Lord Lovat, presi-

dent of the conference and chairman of the Forestry

Commission of the United Kingdom, presented the

delegates separately to his Majesty, and Mr H R
Mackay, Forest Commissioner, Victoria, and repre-

sentative of the Commonwealth of Australia, read an
address to the King, who in his reply congratulated
the Home Forest Authority on its joining hands so
soon with foresters in other parts of the Empire He
referred to the work of universities and colleges and to

the exfierience gained in the Crown woods and private

plantations as having laid a foundation on which it

is incumbent to build The King pointed out the
peculiar difficulty of forestry work, which demands,
perhaps, more imagination, more patience, and more
foresi^t than any other industry, and considered it

I
an immense advantage that the experience of all

parts of the Empire should be brought mto a common
stock and made available for all Fwestry, directed
as It IS to checkmg reckless consumption of the world’s
supply of timber and to teaching and eilcouraging

thrifty use and prudent replacement, represents a
great work for the common good The conference
will result both in practical improvements in the opera-
tions of the Forestry Services at home and overseas,
and in a truer and wider appreciation of their value
to the Empire at large

With the advice and assistance of the U S National
Research Council, a co-operative body of scientific

^experts on injurious insects and plant diseases and
of manufacturers of insecticides, fungicides, and
general chemicals and apparatus used m fighting the

enemies of field and orchard crops has just been
organised under the name of the Plant Protection

Institute The purpose of the institute is to promote
the general welfare by supporting and directing

scientific research on Uie pests of drops, shade trees,

and ornamental pfants and on the methods of their

control, and by furthering co-operation -between the

acientific investigators and the manufacturers of

chemicals and appliances, especially for the sake of

effecting standardisation and economy m the produc-
tion 'and use of the means fighting pests Also It

expects td aid in the dhsendnation of sCieiitifically

rorrect Information re^ar&g the control of injurious

insects and plsnt disuses Much excellent work along

this Hoe is now being done by Goveniment and State

oifanlsatims, but a further advance can be made by
bifroducin^ a wider oo-ordihation and cb-operation of

the efforts of both^the scientific men hnd the manu*
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facturers of control devices It is in thib general

direction of co-operative work that the Plant Pro-

tection Institute expects to be most active

Two general excursions, both on Saturday,

\ugust 28, have been arranged m connection with

the Cardiff meeting of the British Association One
party will drive through the Wye Valley to Tintiern,

where lunch will be taken , thence to Llanover, where

they will be the guests of Lord Treowen for tea (price

of ticket 198 )
The other party will cross the

Channel to Weston-super-Mare, and drive to Cheddar,

Wells, and Glastonbury, returning to Cardiff by boat

in the evening (price of ticket 2is ) Owing to the

difficulty of arranging transport, the local secretaries

will be much obliged if members intending to join

either of these excursions will kindly signify their

intention of doing so as soon as possible Both these

are whole-day excursions, and it will be impossible

for members to be brought back to Cardiff until rather

late in the evening Letters should be addressed to

the Local Secretaries, British Association, City Hall,

C ardiff

The eighteenth annual meeting of the general com-

mittee of the Imperial Cancer Research Fund, held

on July 22, of which we publish an account m another

column, shows that the Fund has returned to full

activity after the interruptions of the war. We arc

glad to note that our premier organisation for cancer

research mainly concerns itself with the purely

scientific aspects of the problem The detailed study

of ccll-metabohsm now in progress, as foreshadowed

in the Director’s report, should, if energetically

pursued, lead to advances in general biology of per-

manent value, apart from llieir application to tho

special problems of cancer It is gratifying to find,

that the Fund is again playing its part as a central

organisation of international collaboration m cancer

research

The one hundred and first annual meeting of the

Socidt6 Helvdtique des Sciences Naturcllcs will be

held at Neuchfitel on August 29rSeptember i The
following are among the papers to be presented —

aciers au nickel dans Thprlogerle," C F Guil-

laume, “Die Vegetation des Diluviums in dor

Schweiz,*’ Prof 11 ,
Brockmann-Jerosch

,
“ Ueber das

Kropfproblem,” Prof Hedinger, “Los fouilles de la

Grotte de Cotcncher,’’ Prof A Dubois, and “Die
Gesteinsassoclationcn und ihre Entstehung,” Pi of P
Niggli. Particulars of ihc meeting may be obtained

from Prof O Fuhrmann, University, Neuchfitel, or

Prof E Piguet, rue de la Serre 2, NcmhAtel

The Rayleigh Memorial Committee has decided

that the memonal to the late Lord Rayleigh m West-

minster Abbey shall take the form of a mural tablet

to be erected near the memorials to Sir Humphry
Davy and Dr. Thomas Young The execution of the

tablet will be entrusted to Mr. Derwent Wood It

Is expected that after all expenses are met there will

be a balance remaimng, and this the committee pro^

poses shall be used to establish a library fund at the

Cavendish Laboratory, Candiridge, with which Lord

Rayleigh was closely associated.
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Tus autumn meeting of the Iron and Steel Insti-

tute will be held at Cardiff on September 21*241 under

the presidency of Dr J E. Stead An influential

eoeption conunittee» of which the Right Hon the

Earl of Plymouth has consented to act as chalrmant

Mr E Steer, vice-president of the South Wales Insd-

tutft of Engineers, as deputy chairman, and Mr. D £
Roberts as honorary secretary, has been formed to

carry out the necessary arrangements

Soon after the signing of the armistice in 1918 the

United States Government sent a Commission to

France to investigate the war developments in mining

and metallurgy aiid to observe the methods taken to

re-establlA the collieries and steel works destroyed

by the enemy Mr. G S Rice, chief mining engineer

of the Bureau of Mines, was a member of this Com-
mission, and a valuable account of his observations

was communicated to the Franklin Institute last

December, and is published in the June issue of the

Journal of the institute The descriptions of the

mines and the methods adopted in working them are

confined mainly to the Pas-de-Calais district, and
many views of the destroyed surface works are given

The author is of opinion that the most satisfactory

way of reconstructing the mines is to cut up and
remove the tangled ironwork at the top of the shafts,

which are almost all badly cratered by explosives,

and to reline the shafts themselves at those points

where they pass through water-bearing strata and
where they had in consequence been blasted by the

enemy in order to drown the mines He believes

this method will be less costly than smking new
shafts He has every confidence in the ability of the

French engineers to deal successfully with the

problem

In his report submitted to the joint session of the

Oriental Societies at Paris Sir George Grierson

describes the progress which has been made m the

Linguistic Survey of India What may be called the

Cadastral Survey of these languages is now com-

plete except for the Deccan and for Burma, of which
a separate survey is in contemplation Tbe work so

far done includes 179^ languages and 544 dialects

The account of the solcalM gipsy languages, many
of which are secret dialects, is ready for the press.

That dealing with the Eranian languages contains

much interesting matter, particularly the account of

Ormuri, a tongue with Dardic affinities, spoken by
a small tribe settled In the heart of the Afghan
country. At present Sir George Grierson is engaged
upon a oooiparative vocabulary, representing xfi8

words^numerals, pronouns, common nouns, and
declensional and conjugational forms—giving all the

equivalents In all languages which have been studied

in the oourse of the Survey, with a few words in

some non-Indian language, such as Japanese,

Chinese, Manchu, Turk!, Arabic, Avesta, and Per-

sian. As a supplement to the Survey a number of

gramoidMMie records Illustrating the pronunciation of

various Indian languages is In course of preparation,

and these ora being distributed to institutions where
they will be av^ible for students The progress

made In this great work is thus most important
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Am interesting eeriee of lectures was delivers^
recently at the London School of Bconondcs ai^
Political Science by Dr B« Malioowsky,a*yoa.g PdisH^
anthropologist, who, as a member of the Robert
Mond Ethnognq^iic Expedition, spent a considerable

time among the people of eastern New Guinea, m
particulsr in the Trobriand Archipelago Dr. Mali-

nowsky’s investigations throw fmsh and welcome
light on primitive economics. Trade is organised by

the Influence of the chief, assodated with a magician

in charge of each department of communal actlvi^

“Primitive economics, aS exemplified by the Tro-

brianders, present a fdeturo different from, and more
complex than, that usually assumed National economy,!

at a system of free exchange based on untrammelM
competition, where value is determined by the play of

supply and demand, does not exist But a system of

production, exchange, and consumption does exist,

socially organised and subject to definite customary

rules In addition to activities connected with the

quest for food, there are many others, such as circular

trading and ceremonial enterprise, in which the

natives perform organised work, controlled by their

conceptions of wealth and value, and therefore dis-

tinctly economic In all these activities there is an

interplay of chieftainship, kinship, and soda! organisa-

tion. ^remonial life, magic, myth, and tribal taw

control and are controlled by economic elements “

Anthropologists will await with interest a full account

of this remarkable economic and social organisation.

Part of the evidence is summarised In a paper by
Mallnowsky, *'Rula The Circulating Exchange ot

Valuables in the Archipelagoes of Eastern New
Guinea,” published in the July issue of Afan.

Whilst the Crocker Land Expedition explored to

the north-west of Greenland, t^ CanadUm Arctic

Expedition of 1913*18 investigated the <Ustrict lying

east and west of tbe Mackenxto River The moUusca
the Canadians brought back have now been studied

and described by Dr W H Dali (Report Canad
Arctic Etped , 1913*18, ved vUl

,
part A, 19^19, pp 29,

3 plates) This collection is of special interest,

because, save for a partial exploration about 186^
Mr R. Macfatiane, of the Hudson Bay Co.t tbr
fauna to the eastward of tbe Mackenzie River delta

has remained entirely unknown It was thought that

prpbablv the great outpour of fresh water from the

river might have proved a barrier to the passage of
marine species from the western Arche Ooaan, and
that the eastward fauna would shew a conri|imbie
infutimi of . Greenlandic forms. The result of the

study of the collection proved otherwise, fh* of the
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figwMd. A few freih-water forma 'were met with,

iiictuding a new apeciea of Phyaa, which is of interest

aa bdng the most northern species of the genua

StBlf It should be noted that the doselv allied Aplexta

hfpnemm, of cfroumpolar distribution, occurs with it.

The LimnMS proved extremely puzzling, and Dr

Dali is Indkied to consider that both the form known

as captfota. Say, and the vahU of Beck may be only

boreal mutations of the well-known Lirwuseo palus^

ins, Mdller Full lists of all the species collect at

the several etations and from Pleistocene deposits are

also included in this important paper

Mr W Wybbrgh has brought forward evidence,

including that of marine mollusca, to show that the

coastal limestones of the Cape Province (Trans Geol

Soc S Africa, vol xxu , p 46, 1920) are by no

means entirely due to the cementation of recent dunes

The well-known dune limestone seems to have been

formed over and against a more ordinary and shelly

marine limestone, which constitutes the true Bredas-

dorp formation, and is of late Pliocene or Pleistocene

Paprrs on the Crown Colony of Sierra Leone are

comparatively rare Mr F DIxey (Trans Geol Soc

S Africa, vol xxii
, p 1x2, 1920) describes evidences

of Pleistocene movements of elevation, with the

formation of a coastal plain along nearly the whole

coast of the peninsula or Colony proper, merging on

the east into low ground that extends far into the

Protectorate Parallel raised beaches show that the

uplift was intermittent. The highest beach is some
300 ft above the sea Four photographic views

accompany the paper

The question of the persistence of gen<ra is raised

by Dr C D Walcott in describing a remarkable

scries of floating cyanophyceous algae from the

Middle Cambnan Burgess Shale of British Columbia
(Smithsonian Miscell Coll , vol Ixvii , No 5, 1910)

Morania, one of his new genera, so closely anticipates

the structure of the modem Nostoc that only a feeling

that they cannot have been fully identical leads the

author to propose a new generic name The itlus*

trations are pnesumably from photographs of speci-

mens coloured by band before reproduction, but they
are, to say fhe least, surprising

Mr Louis Rbnouf, of the Bute Mu^um, Rothesay,
writing In the Museums Journal for April-May on
vtrioue tedimcal methods, including the mounting of

wet specimens under watch^lasses and petri dishes,

remaxks on the difficulty of obtaining such glasses

with even edges, and niedy finished plates on which
to mount them The difficulty led to the discoverv

that there was “ no glast^pUning plant in the whole
of Great Britain.'* If be so, the discovery
^accounts for a good deal that scientific workers have
had to contend with in obtaming glass apparatus (at

whatever prfbe) from British* firms.

**TlDi Rainfall in the Island^ of Formosa *’ hat re.

eent^^been Issued by the GovemmentJGeneral of For-
iwessi with a summary of meteordogicai observations
at 'Diiihoku and five other observatories. Since the
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meteorological service was established in 1896 rain-

fall stations have been added as available firom

year to year. There were only 28 at the end of

1903, and there are now 135 Every 106 square miles

of Formosa has, on the average, one station Most
of them are attached to various Government Depart-

ments. At 83 out of the 135 stations records are

available for ten years or more The average annual
rainfall over the island is 2486 mm ,

the greatest

fall, 7176 mm , being at Kashorvo, situated on a

mountain slope at the head of a valley open to the

north-east a few miles south of Kelung, this spot it

said to be probably the most rainy in the Far East.

The minimum annual rainfall for Formosa is 1050mm
at Rochikuto, m Talchu, on the west coast There are

two rainy seasons, one during winter along the extreme

north coast associated with the north-east monsoon, the

other in summer on the mountain districts in South

Formosa, largely due to typhoons and thunderstorms

Typhoons occasion a considerable variation In the

rainfall according to their track and proximity, the

track being usually from south-east to north-west

The heaviest rainfall in tuentv-four hours in

Formosa Is given as 1034 mm at Funkiko on
\ugust 31, loix. which IS the same dav as that of the

flo^ in Taihoku shown in the frontispiece of the

publication under notice The heaviest of the exces-

sive mins in different parts of the world, quoted for

comparison, are rharra Ponjee, India, 1036 mm.,
June 14, 1876, and Baguio, Philippines, ti68 mm ,

July 14, 1911 Comprehensive tables and maps are

given showing the monthly and seasonal mean rain-

fall and the number of rainv davs, also the five-day

menn rainfall at six observatories from the results for

twenty-two \ears, and the diurnal range, intensity,

and duration of ram

Wf have received copies of the second biennial Hurtcr

and Dnflfiekl memorial lecture dclivcped by Prof Akx
Findlav before the Royal Photographic Society on
May II, and the Hurter memoiial lecture recently

delivered bv Mr F F Renwick before the Liverpool

Section of the Society of Chemical Industry Prof

Findlav discoursed on the prqierttes of colloids in

general, and espenallv with reference to photographic
processes and materials He savs “ In the produc-

tion of the photographic plate, from the

moment of mixing the solutions to the final stage of

ripening of the emulsion, we have a complex series of

changes taking place In a delicately balanced and
complex colloidal system, in which coagulation,

peptisation, solution, and adsorption doubtless all take
part - In the production of the latent image

It seems probable that we are again dealing

with phenomena of adsorption ** Mr Renwick deals

with three characteristics of the latent image
"(j) The possibility of physically developing an image
on a fixed and washed plate, (2) the possibility of
transferring and subsequently developing (both
physically and chemically) latent images from the
silver salt in which they are formed to another, by
changing the former clxmically Into a less sduUe
silver salt, and (3) the destnictibility of the latent

image by the further action of light Itsdf under
certain conditions** He gives the details of aome
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very interesting experiments of his own, and con-

cludes that In the '‘most highly sensitive photo-

graphic i^tes we are dealing with crystalline silver

bromide in which, besides gelaHne, some highly un-

stable form of colloidal silver exists in solid solution,

and that xt u this dissolved sdifer which first under-

goes change on exposure to light ” He finds a

reasonable explanation of solansation **by assuming

A pepdsing action on the part of the later-formed

chemical products of light action (bromine, hydro-

bromic acid, etc )
with fbrtnation of a photohalide

relatively nch in dissolved silver, but almost un-

developable
’*

A NEW radio call signal used by the Post Office is

described by Major Shaugbnessy in the Etedncal

Review for July 16 Until recently one of the draw-

backs to radio reception was that it was always neces-

sary for an operator to be listening, as there was no

method of making the received signals operate a loud

calling device. There are many outlying small radio

stations in this country In islands and lightships the

number of calls on which is so small that it would

not justify the expense of having an curator always

in attendance The Post Office, by using a simple

valve amplifier, a Turner thermionic relay, and a

retardation device in senes, has successfully em-

ployed the weak radio currents to nng a bell In

order to call the station a long “dash** of 15 seconds

duration is sent During thib time a condenser at

the receiving station is slowly charged through a

3-fneg<^im lesistanoe After about twelve seconds

the condenser is practically fully charged, so that

when the signal ceases and the tongue of the relay

moves back to the spacmg stop the discharge of the

condenser defletts a second relay, and this causes a

bell to ring This condenser device has been used by

the Post Office for several years on land lines to call

the operators, and is found to be very efficient. Trials

of the set have proved that it Is practically Impossible

for “jammuig” or atmospheric disturbances to

actuate the apparatus It has been fitted on the

P O cable ship Monarch, and even with heavy

“jamming** has proved successful up to a hundred

miles. T^b calling device can be api^ied for sending

the distress signal at sea known as the S O S signal.

It will obviously extend the use oi radio communica-

tion to much smaller ships than at present, as the

saving of operators’ wages considerably reduces the

cost of maintenance.

Two recent articles in the Engineer (July a and 9)

describe at some length the hydro-electric power works
at the Great Lake, Tasnuuiia, which is situated

iqiproximately at the geographical centre of the Island

at an altitude of 3350 P. above sea-level. From the

southern end of the lake tiw River Shannon finds an
outlet some two miles west of the bed of the River
Ouse, and the two streams flow In fairly parallel

courses for some distance. But the fall of the River

Ouse is much more rapid tiian that of the River
Shannon, with the result that, vdille at a point
Qppodte the middle of the lake the Ouse has an
^evation of iso ft above it, a few miles south the
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Ouse has fallen to cMskkrably more than xooo ft.

below die Shatitaon A*riloH connection between the

two rivers at this point enables a very high head of ^

water to be obtain^ For the mitial installadon Oidy
the water from the Great Lake catchment area

been utilised, but it is now in contem^tion to divert

the head-waters of the Ouse into the lake, and by
this means a total capacity of 70,009 h p wlQ be

available at the turbine shafts The daio across the

southern end of the Great Lake, which at present

impounds the water to a height of xi ft above the

sill, will be raised to give an effective height of 40 ft

The existing power station at Waddamana contains

two 5000-h p, and two 8ooo-h p turbid all of

the Bovmg type, three more 8ooo-hp. machines

^

are under construction, and will shortly be installed.

In order to develop the total fall a second station

will be formed at a higher level, where a head oi

250 ft is available and a serviceable capacity of

12,000 h p is at present running to waste

Wr notice that, in consequence of the continued

increased cost of production, the published price to

non-fellows of the society of the Journal of the Royal
Society of Arts has been raised to 15

Messrs R and J Beck, Ltd , bS Comhill, London,
E C 3, inform us that they have obtained a supply of

mounted specimens of the scales of the Test Podura,
Leptdocyrtxs curvtcoUis, which is recognised as being

one of the best tests of high-power microscope object-

glasses These scales have been for long unobtain.iJ

able, and the new supply will be welcomed by many ^

microscopists

The research on automobile «itecls earned out bv
the research committee of the Institution of Auto-
mobile Engineers has now been brought to a sutess-
ful conclusion It is hoped that the report, which
was approved at a meeting held on July ax, will be
ready for issue by about the end of Au^st, whw a
further announcement In regard to price, etc., will

be made

The “Rough List ” (No 359) of books on natural
history just Issued by Messrs. Bernard Quarltch^
Ltd , 11 Grafton Street, W i, will be of interest

to collectors of first and rare editions, for among the
thousand or so volumes offered for sale are xnat^
treasures There is also a good sprinkling of ordlnaty
editions listed at low prices Practically the whole
ground of natural history is covered by the oata-
logue, there are, be^des, sectitms on matbehiatiGS,
tnlneralogy, paleontology, and physics.

A BULurriN issued by the Department of lodustrbs,
Madras, entitled “The Manufacture of Glue la the
Tropics from Tannery Refuse,** was notjoed la
NATuat of February 5 last, p 6xu The director fifi

the Department now infomis us that die pamphlet

^

baa been placed on the iharket so that the InIbrauM
tion contained In it may be wkkly known. ^T»
pamphlet la priced at i rupee, and eofhe can ba pae*
chaaed from tbe Superintendeiu, Goveramaot Vvam
Mount Road Branch, Madras.
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Our Aitronoinical Column.
|

The Empire Timber Exhibition.

1*111 Oats of Easter —It teems a curious

imachroaim that our calendar in the twentieth

oantury should still be largely influenced by the

huMr chmology which pamed out of direct use

nearly two thousand years ago That was the most
Obvious system to employ at the dawn of astronomy,

the moon’s rapid motion and the ease of locating its

pc^tlon In the heavens making it far superior to the

sun as a tune-measurer But as time went on the

inconven^oe of having a variable number of months
In the year, and of having events like the equinoxes

sofstioes occurring on variable dates, caused the

qrstem to be abandoned and a purely solar calendar

1 substituted

The Passover was, of course, on a fixed date of the

Itmar calendar, the fourteenth day of the first month,
and, owing to the close association of this feast with

tto events commemorated at Easter, an attempt has
been made to follow the ancient system of Axing its

date That this is mainly the result of sentiment is

shown by the fact that Christmas and other feasts

are kept on fixed days of the solar year, moreover,

the coincidenoe with the ancient method is not per-

fect, since Easter is tied to one day of the week,
which was not the case with the Passover This
fact alone may produce a deviation of six days, so
that it IS obvious that no serious principle could be
involved in mcreasing the deviation to a fortnight or

thereabouts, which is all that a fixed date dei^nds
Many unofficial ecclesiastical pronouncements have
shown that there Is no strong hostility to such a
change Lord Desborough Drought the matter
forward in a letter to the Tinuf on July ao,

* and in the House of Lords on the following

day, pointing out the inconvenience felt by the

schools, universities, law terms, etc , through the

variable date The Earl of Onslow did not give

much hope of Government action, but this is clearly

a matter for International, not merely national, ar-

ranMment The Astronomical Union in its session
at Brussels last July appointed a Committee on
Calendar Reform, with Cardinal Merder as chair-

man, and it Is understood that the date of Easter
was one of the subjects of reference The present
time, when so much is in the melting-pot, would
seem to be a particularly hopeful one for promoting
tilts and similar reforms

Astronomy in Town Planning—It is a sign of
yiwakening public interest in astronomy that a paper
shoukl be read before the Ottawa centre of the
R,A,S. of Canada on the importance of considering
practical questions of inadence of sunlight in planning
out new towns The author, Mr H L. Seymour,
refers to the action of sunlight on bacteria and to the
importance of letting all rooms get their share of
sunlight, which Is best secured by making the comers
of toe houses point to the four cardinal points, which
means that the streets should run from N E to
S W and from NW to S E He quotes Mr Horace
Bushnell as having put forward |be same idea in

1864; but, nevertheless, the tendency has been rather
to make the streetil run N.-S and E -W,, with tiie

msult that northward walls get no sunshine at all

tOr more than half the year In the planning of
garden dtks, yvhere the house? are not contiguous,
it Is also important to place them so that the shadow
tV^ooe bouse may not fall on another, or at least to
tnfnlmfee such Incidence The heights of buildings
idkNiM afao be so regulated that those opposite them
ttvf not in perpetual Window.
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By Alrxander L. Howard.

^pHE Overseas Trade Department ol the Board of
^ Irade some tune ago Conceived the idea of

organising an exhibition which should be a representa-

tive collection of those timbers which form the forest

wealth of the countries which constitute the British

Empire I his excellent scheme, possibly the direct

outcome of the experiences of the war, was cordially

and unanimously supported by the representatives of

the Governments overseas
Among the many lessons learned as a result of the

war none was of greater importance than the know-
ledge t^t was brought home to us of our great

dependence upon the products of the forest for the

making and building up of every possible kind of

offensive and defensive engine of warfare as well as for

the maintenance of the daily requirements of ordinary
life hrem the tune when the proposals of the Board
of Irade were first considered every effort was made

^ the representatives of the different States of the

Empire and by the officials at home to see that not a
stone was left unturned to show conclusively what it

was possible to achieve in the matter of timber pro-
duction from every source By a happy chance the
date for the exhibition was fixed to coincide with
that of the British Empire Forestry Conference, which
bropght together representatives of the Forest ^vioes
throughout the Empire, and there can be no doubt
that such an exhibition must form the best possible

opportunity for the forest man to gauge the value of

the work upon which he is engag^
The countries of the world may be classed into

three grades one which possesses a competent
scientific forest service with practical work in full

operation
, a second which also possesses such a forest

system, but lacks the practical a^^Hcacion of theory;
and a third which possesses neither scientific nor prac-
tical forestiy It is regrettable that until a very recent
date the United Kin^om must have been classed in

the last category, and, although much has been dona
in the past few years to ren^y the situation, it is

ooubtful whether the great national importance of the
subject has yet been fully realised
Tne Empite Timber Exhibition entailed an enormous

amount of continuous hard work and persistent

ener^ which eventually lesulted in bringing together
a collection of many hundreds of timbers from every
part of the Empire, and certainly the majority of those
of any commercial importance A collection of this
kind 18 not easy to gather together, and it is doubtful
whether such an opportunity is likely to be again
available for a very long time
The following are a few of the more noteworthy of

the exhibits of the various countries
Brittsh East Africa—^Thc considerable forest re-

sources of this country arc practically unknown
and their exploitation is yet in its inhnev The
most important timber Is pencil cedar {Jtimperus
procera)^ which is slightly harder and more brittle

than the American variety (/ virginumc)^ So far it

has not been much appreciated by British manufac-
turers, althou]^ its importance mav be gauged from
the fact that In iqio '^i,ooo lotfs of this timber were
Imported into Germany from was then German
East Africa As the majority of the lead pencils
used in this country before the war were of German
manufacture, the importance of this supply Is obvious
Tha GcUd Coart —Supplies of the timbers of the

Gold Coast have already been seen In this country,

I

but this exhibit showed manv which are unknown
(
here, though, as with other countries, much confusion
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Anws from tho vai^ng vernacular namea. The
various species of Khaya, the African mahogiokSi

play the most important part* for this wood, which is

generally of fine teature and good quality, has been in

vary large demand, and extraordinary prices have been
realised for it Another valuable wood is that labelled

<Muai {Chicrophora exceUa), which has also been
imported as Iroko, sometiines falsely termed African

teaK While it is in itself of great value, and likely

to be more so In the future, it possesses none of the
qualities of tesik with the exception of a superfiaal
resemblance in colour The wood labelled Kaku, also

calldd Karkoo (Lo^htfa ptoceta), is generally known
in England as African oak , it possesses unique
qualities of strength and durability, and it is to be
regretted that supplies seem to be scarce.

Jfig0rta,—^From Nigeria also Lophtra proeeta is

available, though here it Is known as Eki, it is a
strong wood, and is reported as being both termlte-

and teredo-proof Other heavy constructional woods
which resist the white ant und show good promise for

the future are Sasswood {Erythtophloeuin gumeense)^
the gamboge-coloured Opepe {Sarcocephalu^ esculeiu

fur), Agbom (Ptpiadenta afneana), and Apa (^Afzeha

afrtcanai A particularly fine ebony of large siac and
beautifinly variegated colour is that suiown as
Kawraw {Dtospyroi meAptUformis) First and fore-

,

most amongst the woods from this region, however,
|

are the mahoganies, which form the bulk of the
^

supplies This exhibit was in charge of Mr Lauchlan
Western AusttaHta —^The depiction of the forests in

the past has reduced the volume of the timber avail-

able, but their yc-afforestation is now in the charge
of M** C E Lane-Poole, and supplies will probablv

be assured for the future One of the chief factors in

the great value of the timbers of Western Australia is

their durability Jarrah (Eucalyptus dsverstcolor) and
karri (£ marginata) sleepers, for instance, 4i in

by 9i m., on the Great Western Railway remined
90UM in the ground for twenty years, and appear to

be good for another twenty years, while the trenail

has remained in position during the whole period

It should be remembered also that a jarrah or karri

sleeper 4^ in. by 9^ in. is better than one 5 in. by 10 in

of any other wood Jarrah is also shown in the form
of fioonng, and provides a smooth, hard-wearmg sur-

face equal to that of anv otlier hardwood. Telegraph

arms In karn were exhibited; these have been exten-

sively used and much appreciated by the G.P O
for many years. These hardwoods take premier place

for such work as piling, wharf^anking, and bnoge-
building, and, though more costly m their iniaal

outlay than many timbers, prove the most economical

ultimately As a furniture wood jarrah is also excel-

Wnt, the chairs, tables, and panelling which were
exhibited illustrate its value for this purpose.

Canada^At the Canadian exhibit, xhich was in

charM of Mr Stokes, were shown two InterestiM

modds of wooden houses made of Douglas fir

(PseudoUuga Douglastfi Some sixty-nine timbers

w<sm shown, of which about twenty-five are of com-
mercial interest, the remainder forming a valuable

reserve for future use Two of the outstanding

timbers ate the Sitka or silver spruce (Ptesa

sitchsfiiis), which might be called the aluminium of

timbers, and veneer of basswood (THia americana)^

which is used in the making of safety matches.

The bv-products of the Canadian forests include tur-

pentine, artificial sUk and surgical cotton made from
sulphide pulp, and the ground-wood pulp which is

used In the manufacture of the paper on which the

Daily MttU is printed.

Bfitish Gkfaaa—The timbers produced from thli

country, the exhifdt of which was in charge of Mr
Herbert Stone, are of very great Importance, and
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provide a source of supply which has never yet been
prqierly realised. Wim the exception of greenbaiat
{Nectandra RodtosO, no import into the Umiied Kbifr
aom worth mentioning has occurred^ This fact la
evidenoe of the lack of enterprise which this couAtn
displays, because from Dutch Gtuana (SurinaniQ
similar woods have been known and appreciated fior

many years in Holland, France, and GermafV,
Among the practically unknown timbers which should
be in demand are purpleheart (Copatferm pubiJUrM^
the rich and brilliant colour of which stanos out
remarkably even amongst the many brilliantly

coloured woods of South America, mora (Ditnof*
phandra Mora), a wonderfully durable wood suitable
for constructional work and for sleepers , wana
(Nectandra Wema), brownbeart (Atidira msrtfiis)

^18 wood, which is called Surinam teak by the
Uutch, was named partridge wood by Laslett);

locust (Hymenoea coufharU), and crabwood (Caro^
guianeti.su) All these are fine durable woods suitable

Tor construction in buildings which arc required to
last for generations.
Indian Empire —^The remarkable exhibit of the

timbers of the Indian Empire, both in the raw state

and manufactured into furniture and so forth, was the
more noteworthy when it is renMmbered that pra^
tically none of these timbers of India had ever before
been seen in this country Even those who were
acquainted with the forest wealth of India have not
hitherto lealised the extent of its commercial value
in Europe Amongst the exhibits were two halls and
staircases made respectively m Indian silver grey-
wood and padauk [Pterocarpus dalbergiotdes), a
dining-room panelled in gurjun (Dtpterocarpus tur~

hiruUus) and furnished in laurel wood, a drawing-
room in aissoo (Dalbergm 5uroo), a bedroom in Indian
black walnut with panels of walnut burr (Juglans

a biUiard-room furnished entirely in

padauk and panelled in laurel wood The great

possibilities of the Indian timbers were, perhaps,
most strikingly shown m the railway coach omit by
the Great J^stem Railway Co The constructional

portion was entirely of Indian wood, the decoratiolti of

the first-class carnage being in Indian stlvergreywood
and that of the third-class in padauk pre-

sented such an excellent appearance mat their

increasing use in this direction is certain

In adoition to these larger exhibits were shown
chairs, mirrors, and numerous small articles which
serve tt> illustrate the many and varied uses to

which the woods may be put No trouble has been
spared to demonstrate the fact that for every purpoa^
for which wood is required the products of the In^n
fwests can meet the demand Some two hundred
small specimens tiiowed the wide range of colour and
texture which is available Among tint Urge coL-

lection of timbers the following are partiMlarly
worthy of the most careful attention ot those kk
teresm in timbers for decorative and constructional
work Gurjun (Dipterocarpus farbmatia), a paU
brown-c<dourM wood with a delicate aromatic soeat^

is an attractive medium for penelUngr and one oi
the best hardwoods for flooring which It is possttdt
to obtain It Is available in large sites of superUtive
quality, and at a price which brings it wdthin the
range of even the most eronomical kinds of uses.
Padauk Is a wood which Is unique jn Its brilUaot red
to maroon colour It is exceedingly firm and durabk^
stands well without shrinking or warping, and Is.

one of the strongest woods it is possible to bbtaioA
During the war immense quantities of padauk were
used foe saddle-trees and gun-carriages, for Which
purposes it is difficult to find its equal It was slaw
used for the felloes of some exceptional^ hurga whads
for heavy guns for use in Rustip. The produce of a
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itfttiTcr of Qmarjum, which hat been termed Indian

#hh» nmboganyi it likely to take an unportant place

m futuie it U a tmooth, even-grained wood
vth&di will be available at a very reasonable price

lUldu {Adma conlt/oka) is a bright canary-coloured

wood notable for the smooth and even regularity of

die grain It is possible to carve Jt in any direction

Without t(ditting-^ striking quality which pves it a
particular value Perhaps the finest carving wood
whi^ it is possible to obtain, however, is Indian red

pear {Bursera rerroia), which possestes the above
qualities m a unique degree Other woods which arc

chiefly notable for their decorative qualities are Indian

red sebra-wood {M^lanorrhoea tutfahi), Indian pnma-
vera, yellowhcart {Fagra^a ftagraiu)^ and the hand-

some striped and mottled ebony known as Andaman
ma^lewood (Diospyros liTursti) it becomes abun-
dimtiy clear that the only thing necessary for these

timers of India to take the important position which
their merits deserve is that tlie representatives of the

Gkwemment m India should contmue to provide

regular and certain supplies, and to this end exten-

sive arrangements are now being made
The l/nSsd K\ngdoin—^About seventy varieties of

timbers grown In the United Kingdom were shown,
and these included such importations as the silver

wattle of Australia and the black walnut C/uglatu
nigra) of America Floorings in >cw {^axu^ baicatdU
cherry {Prunus Avtum), and beech {Fagus sylvattcau

amongst others, illustrated a little-known use for these

woo^ The d^rativc eiTect of English brown oak
{Quercus Robur) was shown m various articles Other
exhibits, such as the gondola of an aeroplane made in

English ash (Fraxtnus excelstor)^ called to mind the
large part played in the war bv the native timbers
Other countries showing interesting exhibits, of

which space forbids mention, were British Honduras,
Cevlon, Fin, Newfoundland, New South Wales, New
Zealand, Union of South Africa, Tasmania, and
Trinidad

The Education Act, 1918.

London County Council Draft Scheme

T he Education Act of 1918, which among Us pro-
visions requires that ^aft schemes for giving

effect to them shall be submitted by the local ^uca-
tion authorities, has resulted in a remarkably interest-

ing document just issued by the Education Committee
of the London County Council, in which is set forth

^
not only a scheme for the administration of the Act
withu the county, but also a most informing sum-
mary of the history of education in London dunng the
nineteenth century and of the various legislative enact-
ments passed from time to time, notably those of 1870
and 190a. to increase the facilities and improve the
quality of educadon especially for the large population
immediately within its area, now amounting to up-
wards of 4i millions The report further makes clear
the present activities of the Committee with its 951
separate elenMitary schools, in which 695,197 pupils
are enrolled, with an average attendance of 590,033,
from which figures it would appear that moia than
100,000 children are constantly absent The schools
art staffed by so,000 teachers (Jess than one-third are
iMn), of whom only 300 are uncertificateiL In addU
tiofl to tbe^ordhuuy elementary echoeds there was
.ocifaiiieed ki 19x0 a system sif central schools to the
>awnhar of 51, distributed inore^ lem evenW through-

vaaosd course of training of four years
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The Council, as the local education authority, is

concerned not only with the mental well-beuig of the

child, but also with its physical and social welfare

Having regard to the fact stated by Sir George New-
man in a recent report, that there were more than
one million children in attendance at public elementary
schools in England and Wales who were unable by
reason of (diysicai or mental defects to take effective

advantage of the instruction offered, no feature of the

pai>t and future work of the Council can be regarded

as of gfeater importance than the effort to raise and
maintmn the standard of bodily health and mtellectual

vigour uf the children of Lopdon The statutory

midical inspection in the schools is carried out by

57 a<isiatant medical officers and a staff of ao8 nurses

under the Medical Officer of Health of the county

Ihc county is divided into five areas, each under a
diMSional medical officer, a superintendent of nurses,

«

tioatment organiser, and a childicn*s work director.

During 1919 169,200 cases of %arious kinds were
tivated, aM for 1920-21 provision is to be made for

40,000 cases more A fee of i& required in each
case where the parents can afford it, otherwise the

treatment is fiee

There is special provision for anaemic and sub-
normal children, for those with speech defect, of

whom there arc about 1200 in the schools who need
treatment, and for blind and deaf children, of whom
there arc 317 and 693 of the elementary-school class

respectively, whilst there are also 659 partly blind

ana 117 partly deaf London children

All these measures denote a seriously important and
beneficial advance upon the almost cntiie neglect of
child-life in the nineteenth century The provision of
higher education within the county mcludes 23 schools

piuvided and maintained by the authority and attended
by 8702 pupils, 31 schools with 11,808 pupils aided by
the authority, 47 other public sccondarv schools with
16,462 pupils, ^ schools conducted by religious bodies
with 5170 pupils, and, lastly, 421 pnvate schools with

27,295 pupils The last two groups are regarded as
preparatory rather than as secondary There is thus
a total of 562 schools in the county area with 68,807

^ pupils under instruction, much of which, it is not un-
reasonable to say in respect of the great majontv of
the pnvute schools, can scarcely be efficient cither in

!

subject or in quality The Council maintains five

training colics for teachers, one of which is a
school of the Universitv of London, and makes main-
tenance grants to three recognised training coUeges
within Its area for domestic-economy teachers

The provision of technical education within the
county binoe the passing of the Technical Instruction
Acts of 1889 and i8ji comes under review, and
marked by three penods of development The first

covers <!he years 18S9-1904, and embraces the woric
of the Technical Education Board established in 1893

,

the second from 1904 to 1909, which followed me
tradftkms and policy ot the Board , and the third from
1909 to the present time, which has aimed at a pro^
^ressive delnnltation of the functions of rival institu-
tions and at a general endeavour to co-ordinate all

forms of education

In 1892 a general survey was made of the needs of
London as a preliminary to the operations of the
Technical Education Board, and, as a result, the
Board made direct giants m aid of polytechnics and
other institations for their maintenance and equip-
ment and for the extension of their work. There were
26 technical institutions so aided in 1903, some of
which were under the direct control of the Council,
and grants were also made to itie extent of 33,oooL
in aid of science and language teaching in the
sacoralary schools. A system of scholar^ps was
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ettabiUbed in aid of boys and girls of ability to obtain
an aducadon beyond tm primary stages, and to anist
adults in their studies m art, sdmoe, and techntdogical

subjects in day and evening institudons, and the
Boud, having regard to the Importance of educating
the future leaders of industry and commerce, not only
aided in the establishment of the London School of

Economics, but also made grants of 17,0001 a year in

IM3-4 to insdtutions and schools of the University

of London This policy has been gready developed
since 190^ when the Council became the local

authority lor all forms of education Some measure
of the expansion of ^the work undertaken in the

polytechnics may be *seen on a comparison of the

etudent-hours worked in the departments of engineer-

ing, mathematics, physics, and chemistry in 1900-1

and m 1919 (Novemb^), from which it appears that

the hours in 1900-1 were 268,344 ^9*9
79S.oa>
The growth of expenditure m polytechnics, technical

institutes, schools ox art, science, art, and commercial
centres, and in ordinary evening classes is indicated

by the following figures 1004 the expenditure
was 369,400? ,

and in 1919-20 (estimated) 822,514!

Twenty-six special institutions for art, technical, and
domestic subjects are now wholly maintained by the

Council, and twenty-nine others are aided by annual
grants Twelve polytechnics and collets receive

annual subsidies ranging from 400I. to 350» , amount-
ing m the aggregate to 23,250! . whilst the block
grant made to ten polytechnics and colleges m 1911-12

Of 86,381! was increased in 1919-20 to 139,950!

,

exclusive of 60,000! m respect of war bonus and
Improved salory scales In 1919-30 an equipment

f
ront was also made to these institutions of 13,900!

he Council m 1918 introduced a new scale of

salaries for principals and other teachers in technical

Institutions, whereby the minimum salary for prin-

dpais in the lowest group was fixed at 4^ and the

oiaximum in the highest group at 1250! The
salaries for heads of departments range from 440!
to 840! (men) and from 340I to 640!. (women), and
whole-time lecturers’ salaries are fixed from 225! to

iM (men) and from 180I to 340I. (women) The
Council works in close association with the University

of London, to which it gives annual grants-m-anf,

which at the present time amount to al^t 47,000!
This includes provision for nineteen professorial chairs

in languages and literature, matmmatics, science,

education, and economics The Council also main-
tains a schooi of the University, the London Diy
Training College, at an annual cost of 10,000! , and
is tpendmg in 1919-20 about 13,000? m aid of uni-
vmity students, mainly in London, Oxford, and
CUun&klge, which alto^ther brings up the annual
expenditure in support of univeifity education to

about ta,ooo! Capital grants have further been made
at various times in aid of certain schools of the Uni-
versity for the erection and improvement of buildings
Thus fflrants were made to University Ccdlege and to
Bedfom College each of 30,000! l^nd of the value

of 66,700!- was also assigned at a peppercorn rent for

the new building of the London Senool of Economics.
The grant to tne Imperial College of Science and
Technology has been increased mm goocH in 190S-9
to 13,000# in 1918-19

Many of the reforms foreshadowed by the Educa-
tion Act, 1918, have already been anticipated, such,
for example, as the reduction in the sise of classes,

the establishment of central schools, tiie promotion
of physical training, and the provisioD of mratenanoe
allowanoes. The ralring of the school age to fburteen
fUu and the reduction aforesaid will necessitate ilbm

provision of school-plaoes for 120,000 children, 32,000
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of which have been alreatfy provided, and witt aataS
the appointment of 200 new teachers each year for MA
years. Niaeteen per cent., or simie 14^000 ddldreB
between eleven and twelve years of^ags, are fitted

for some ipecial type of schM, and the Council haa
therefore decxled to Increase the number of central
schools already provided from 60 to 100, and to

lengthen the course in such schools to five years.
Thus some 80 per cent of the children remain to be
dealt with until they reach the limits of the compulsory
age, and measures are being taken to ensure the most
enlightened treatment of such children in regard to
both their physical and intellectual trainmg such as
prevails in the secondary schools The attendance at the
secondary schools in London ranges from 1 3 per 1000
in Shorc^tch to 188 per 1000 in Lewisham Addi-
tional accommodation is urgently needed, and the
Council proposes therefore to build four entirely new
schools and to rebuild or enlarge seventeen more

It is anticipated that the new scholarship scheme
of the Council and the better conditions of service will

attract more candidates to the teaching profession
The report of the Board of Education for 1918 shows
that in England onlv 150 men and 4000 women com-
pleted courses of training as teachers, whereas In 191^
the corresponding figures were about 2000 men ana
3600 women Ine annual requirements of London
alone will in the near future be at least 1200,

and with the view of meeting in part this

demand the Council proposes to build tnree new
training colleges for 750 students, which proposal will

Involve a cartel expenditure of some 6<>o,o!x>? The
Council aims ultimately at securing a university course

for all teachers A much enlarge scheme of main-
tenance Rcholarships is submitted, the ultimate gross
cost of which, induding the cost of examinations, is

estimated to reach about 1,178,000! in 1031, made up
of 730,000! for education and 448,000! for main-
tenance
The day accommodation in the present polytechnics,

in the various institutes, and in schools for special

trades is about 2500, and it is proposed to increase it

to 5600. A large amount of original research has
been undertaken in the institutions both before and
during the war in the domains of chemistry, physics,

and engineering, and notably m the industries of
photo-engraving, hthc^raphy, and tanning. This has
led the Counai to provide additional faduties to meet
the requirements of research. Close consideration has
been given to problems arising out of the powers and
duties imposed by the Act in respect of adolescents
engaged in empfoyincnt Provision is to be madef'
next October for about 15,000 young persons, and an
equal number will then be added to the total enrol-
ment each succeeding three months for a penod of
two years The nunmer will then be 120,000, and In

1938, when those aged from sixteen to eighteen come
under the Act, the number will be doubled Mean-
while, It Is proposed to estabhsh as a first provision
twenty-two day continuation schools at a scott on
capital account of 131,000!. and of 116,500! for main-
tenance The scheme when fully matuiM IS estimated
to cost for the two age-groups 14-15 and 15-16
1,000,000!. annually, and when five years later the
^-group 16-18 is dealt with the cost may be doubled
The movement of adult education* by the WIE.A. hag
the full sympathy of the Counci],^ which proposes id
support it throu^ the. University of London
Pending the re-orgmisation of the University <

London, the system of annui^ grants, which
to 46,81^ to tiie University and aon4noocporated cOl«
legM, wifi temairt as at praaeht. B/ Act of toxS
local education authorltiM mav sftd any InWfcsttgaittDn
lor the advancement of koocriodge in or W coancctida
with an educational institution. Loodom/by reason of
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Sk Uffge scale of its operations, offers the mobt pro-

itWiig field in the world for research* in the domain
yf i^utatkm, whKh Is the **kejr’' to all original in-

setdgation, scientific or industnal, and in connection

the national movement for reconstruction It

Itioiudes the study of the mental development of the

Individuals to be educated and the study of the

teaching methods most effective in secunng that end
It IS therefore proposed to encourage and aid extended

educational research The total estimated expenditure

yf the Education Committee of the Council for 1930-31 is

estimated at 1 1*71 1*3791*1 being for elementary educa-

tion 91351*3941 and for higher education 3,360,085! , of

which sum. 5,514,3061 is rased from rates, or a rate of

as 5d« in the pound A forecast is given of the addf~

ttonal expenditure In Lx>ndon arising out of the re-

quirements of the Education Act, 1918, which will in

xpsc^x amount to ii6,oool ,
and gradually increase until

in 1930-31 it is estimated that it will be 3,037,500! ,of

whim sum taxation will bear half the cost, the other

h^f teing raised by an additional rate of Sd In the

pound on the present assessment The report extends

to 100 pages, and is abundantly illustrated by diagrams,

maps, tables, and illustrations of buildings

The Society of Chemical Industry.

The Society of Chemical Industry held its thirty-

ninth axuiual general meeting at Newcastle-upon-
Tyne on July J3-ib, this being the fourth occasion

upon which the society has selected Newcastle as its

meeting place Appropriately enough, a senes of

papers dealing with the manufacture of coke was
read and discussed at the first business meeting,

whilst <he second was devoted to wpers dealing mainly
with miscellaneous metallurgical questions Simul-

taneously the Chemical Engineering Group of the

society mid a conference devoted to problems con-

nected with filtrabon and allied methods of separating

bquids from solids

Among the first day’s papers two dealt with coke-

oven construction Mr W A Ward discussed

** Modern By-product Coke-oven Construction” from
the point of view both of the best type to be adopted
in different circumstances and of the details of

design of the oven itself Mr Ward pointed out that

the generally acoepted view that the regenerative oven
is more efficient tnan the non-regenerative oven is not
strictly correct, and that*in either case ”tho surplus

Miergy is the same, because the amount of heat neces-

sary to coke the coal is the same. • • The difference

Um simply m the manner in which the surplus heat
is made use of” He showed that it is true that
the former type can generally produce a larger amount
of power available tor use outside the ceding plant,

but that this is due to the fact that the former uses

the more efficient form of power generation, namely*
the gas engine as compared with the steam engine
Mr. ward remarked also that there is no reason
why any one of the various types of modem coke-oven
should give better results thin any other He pro-

ceeded to ^ve much useful information on details of

construction, for example, he held strongly with the
advantages to be gained in most cases by compressing
tile coaC but admeated the use of the modm elec-

teically driven top«charglng machine instead of the
machine malting a comprised cake of coal, which is

thea pushed into the oven, ana he gave short descrip-

tioDi of the modem methods for quenching, screening,
and loadlntf tile coke
Mr W. 7. Rees contributed a paper on ”The Cor-

fotion of Coke-oven Walla,” which he attributed
mainly to the sodic chloride and sodlc sulphate in the
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coat, and polhted out that hot, moist air carryhig tolt'

vapour has a highly cotVosive action on fireclay brid^,^
much more, in fact, than on other refractory bricks

In the salt glazing of bricks the sahne Vapour is

allowed to come in contact with the brick only at a
temperature of about i 3oo^ C , at which the cHiMnical
action IS rapid, in the coke-oven, on the contrary,
the walls of the oven never attain this temperature*
with the result that the salt vapour penetrates Into

the interior of the brick and turns it into a weak,
spongy mass, easily broken away It would appear
that the best brick for ovens carbonising salty coal
18 a good silica bnck
Mr Harold E Wright, in his paper “Coke-oven

Gas for Town Supply,” showed that illuminating gas
can be produced more economically in the coke-oven
than In the gas retort, and that, wherever circum-
stances permit of its adopbon, the regenerative coke-
oven producing metallurgical coke can supply better
and cneaper gas to the town consumer than can the
ordina^ process of gas manufacture.
Dr E W. Smith, in “By-products from Coke-oven

Gas,” dealt with a similar subject from a somewhat
different point of view, but came to the same con-
clusion, stating that it is onlv necessary to remove
sulphuretted hydrogen from coke-oven gas in order
to make it suitable for town supply, and that experi-
ence at Birmingham has shown that the yields m by-
products from coke-ovens were jus^ as good as from
horizontal gas retorts

Messrs G W Henson and S H Fowlos con-
tributed a paper on “The More Economical Utilisa-
tion of the Coke-oven and Blast-furnace Gases for
Heating and Power ” They added numerous data
and calculations to support the view which has been
repeatedly put forward within recent years, that with
regenerative coke-ovens built near the blast furnaces
and steelworks, and with pi oper cleaning of the blast-
furnace eases (for which they apnarently prefer the
Halberg-Beth method), better results arc obtained in
iron and steel manufacture and a large surplus of
power can be generated by means of gas engines,
which can supply all the power required by a modern
Iron and steel plant, whilst a considerable proportion
of the coke-oven gas can be utilised m the melting
furnace They also suggest that a certain proportion
of the electricity generated can be applied* to the
finishing of the steel manufacture in the ekctric fur-
nace, which they consider has no competitor as an
appliance for refining steel

Amon^t the metallurgical papers was one on
f Some Properties of 60-^ Brass ” by Prof C H
Desch Such brass contains two constituents, the
a solid solution containing 70 per cent of copper and
and fi solid solution with 535 per cent of copper;
this latter constituent Js plastic at high temperatures,
and enables the metal to be hot rolled, worked, or
extruded. It was found in practice, however, that
such brass varied greatly in the ease with which It
crald be machined, and the present paper deals vdtht^ reasons for such variation, whidi was traced to
differences of structure A fine fibrous structure was
found to give the best results, and this can bo obtained
by using brass containing as nearlv as possible 40 per
cent of zinc, extruded at a moderate temperature in
very powerful presses
Mr. D W Jones, in a paper on “Chemical Sheet.

Lead,*' showed the importance of using the purest
pontble lead in connection with add plant, but Aat
in case of need copper wilt to some axtent counteract
the Injurious effect of andmonv and Usmutb
Mr D P Campbell described “Recent Develop-

ments of the Electric Pumaoe in Great Britain," and
showed the progress that had been made in this branch.
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of metaUurgy In 1914 the quantity of energy uaed
in electric tumaces in &itaini excluding those used
for aluminium, was probably less than 6000 h p » but
on the day of the armistice the total capacity was in

excess of 150,000 h p ” The author held that fur-

naces of more thon 25 tons or above 3000-kw
oqiadty ore not advantageous, and that the arc fur-

nace has practically displaced the induction furnace

He pointed out the various existing applications of the

electric furnace, and indicated the probable future

^velopmcnt of this valuable appliance

Dr £ F Armstrong read a paper on ‘‘CuUlytic
Chemical Reactions and the Law of Mass Action,*' in

which he reviewed the present state of our knowledge
of catalytic reactions, particularly as applied to the

hydrogenation of certain oils He held ^ut the curve

01 catalytic action It linear and not logarithmic, and
that the latter curve has been obtainea by a number
of observers owing to the fact that they had been
working on substances in which some poison formed
part of the substance to be hydrogenated, which
destroyed the catalysts and thus gave the curve a
logarithmic form Ho further claimed that catalytic

action is not a purely physical phenomenon, but is

due to the formation of loose additive chemical com-
pounds, of t^ existence of which he produced some
evidence
At the conference of the Chemical Engineering

Group the theory of filtration was discussed in two
papers, **llie Principles of fechnical Filtration," bv
Dr E Hatschek, and “The Design of Mechanical
Filters," by Mr Balfour Bramwoll, whilst the filtra-

tion of gases was dealt with by Mr J M Brown
Mr E A Mhott contributed a paper on * Recessed
Plate and Platc-and-Frame T\pcs of Filter Press
Their Construction and Use," in which he compared
the two types and the details of their construction,

he albo disiussed various methods of feeding, the
selection of filter-cloths, and other important ^mts
in the use of filter presses, and gave data as to the
results obtained in certain typical examples
Throe poperb dealt with centrifugal machines,

namely, “The Sturgeon Automatic Self Discharging
Centrifuge for beparating Solids from Liquids," b> Mr
R A Sturgeon ,

* The harpies Super-Centnfuge,” by
Mr S H Men/ies, and "A New Process for Centri-

fugal Filtration," bv Mr W J Gee The last-named
appliance differs from most centrifugal machines in

that It makes use of a filtering screen, so that it

does really perform a process of nitration Dr W R
Ormandy in his paocr, "The Filtration of Colloids,"

showed the effect of el«tro-osmotir action on colloids

and susptnsoids, and illustrated these by a senes of

experiments with a suspension of clav

Imperial Cancer Research Fund.

T he eighteenth annual meeting of the imperial
Cancer Research Fund was held on July 23, the

Duke of Bedford presiding Sir William Church, in

moving the adoption of the report, gave a summary
of the investigations during the past year, in this

be stated that the Director had continued the auto-

logous grafting experiments, m which by transplant-

ing an animars own tumour to a part of its body
away frcrni the site of the primary growth an artificial

secondary growth is established The formation of

secondary growths is the most certain evidenoe of

the cancerous nature of a growth. It it to be hoped,

therefore, that this method will be more widely
applied as a control in the experiments on the pro-

duction of cancer by chronic Irritants which are being

undertaken tn so many laboratories throughout the

w^d In these experimenu the most definite proof

of malignancy Is essential to progress.
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Dr. Cramer has examuied the acdon of a pumhar
of inorganic substances on cancer orils. The first sinpj^

m these investigations is to expose emulidons oi a
transplantable tumour to the reagent' in the test-tube

and hnd out by inoculating the treated emulsioa into
susceptible animals the amount of damage produced.
Salts of cerium were found to be the most active of
those tested Manganese and uranium salts were less

potent, and the other elements experimented with
were without effect in strengths which could be
tolerated by the expenmental animals. None of these
iiubstances, however, had any influence on growing
tumours—a failure probably due to the irregularity

of the circulation in the tumours, which delays tbe
access of the reagents to the cells, coupled with their

rapid elimination by the kidneys and bowels. This is
,

one of the difi^ulties constantly met with in direct

therapeutic experiments on cancer The cancer cell

is so like the normal cells of the body that agencies
which destroy it are also dangerous to life

Before we can plan a rational method of treatment
It will be necessary to know more of the vital pro-
cesses in cancer cells and the nature of the very
delicate differences between them and the normal
A beginning has been made with the study of celU
resptrai.ion Respiration is essentially a combustion
process, oxy^n being token in and carbon dioxide
iven off These are only the first and last terms,
owever, of a scries of chemical equations, so that

there is room for great variety in the intermediate
st^es, even if the final result should be the same
Ur Drew has approached the problem by studying

the rate of decolonsation of dilute methylene-Dlue
solution by normal and cancer cells With this

method there is a wide difference between the two.
decolonsation being much more rapid with normar
cells Dr Russell and Dr Gye have suspended the

tissue emulsions in fully oxygenated defibnnated blood
and measured the rate at which oxygen is abstracted

on incubation at body-temperature By this second
method the differences are much less pronounced,
and tt IS found that the more rapidly growing tumours,
with significant exceptions, absorb more oxygen than
those which grow slowly The investigations are
being continued, and give promise of interesting light

on this fundamental feature of the life of cancer cells

The Duke of Bedford, in moving a vote of thanks
to the executive committee and to others who have
assisted in tbe work of the Fund dunng the past
year, referred to the wide range of investigation,
covering such important revearrlKS as those relating
to (1) expenmental induction of cancer; (a) respiration
in normal tissues, which is a fresh line of researcli

in connection with cancer, and (3) experiments on
the action of chemical substances on cancer cells in
the test-tube and in the body

; and to the very technical
investigation of the Director on grafting

, and noticed
with satisfaction that the Fund is again in a position
to assist investigators at home and abroad with
tumour material for experimental purposes >

Liverpool School of Trojrfcal Medicine.
'T^HE Sir Alfred Jones Laboratories of the Liven*
A pool School of Trcnical Medidne were formafl^
opened by Lord Leverhulme on Saturday, July 34, w
Francis Danson, chairman of the School, presiding.
Prof J W W Stephens announced (he award 5f

the Manr Kinsley medal to the following dlatin.
guished scientific workers
Da A, G Baoshawx, C M.G., well known for hit

researches on sleeping sickness in Uganda. Shoe
rqo8 Dr Bagshawe has been director of the Trpptcd
Diseases Bureau and general editor of the Trofgoal
Diseases Bulletin This pnhlicatkin occupies a tunque
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poiidm in tbo world, it is of the utmost value to all

Iwhricers in troi>ical medicine, and its success is due
to the tireless devotion of lU editor
Dr Anorbw Balfour, C B , C M.G • dircctor-in-

chief of the Wellcome Bureau of Scientific Research,
London Dr Balfour was director of the Wellcome
Tropical Research Laboratories, Khartum, from
1903-13 His knowledge of the theory and practice
of tropical Sanitation is unsurpass^ His intellectual

activioes also overflow into literary channels, and he
Is known as the author of novels and talcs of
adventure
Prof R T, Lbiper, helminthologist to the London

School of Tropical Medicine since 1905 Prof Leiper
has establishea a world-wide reputation for his know-
ledge of those parasitic worms that affect man, more
esp^ally in tropical lands His recent elucidation of
the part plaj^ by fresh-water snails in the transmis-
sion of the Bilharzia disease of Egypt is of the greatest
scientific and economic importance
Major E £ Austin, D S O , assistant m the

British Museum (Natural History) Author of
numerous monographs on flies Especially well
known to students of tropical medicine mr hts mono-
gr^h on the t^tse-flits

Dr A L Guillauub Brodbn, director of the State
School of Tropical Medicine, Brussels Formerlv
director of the Bacteriological Laboratory at Leopold-
ville, Belgian Congo Has published numerous works
on tiTpanosome diseases of man and domestic stock
Mrs Albert Chalmers, in recognition of the work

of the late Dr A J Chalmers, who succeeded Dr
Balfour as director of the Wellcome Tropical Research
Laboratories, Khartum Dr Chalmers was joint

author with Dr Castellan! of a most comprehensive
text-book of tropical medicine
Prof B Grassi, professor of comparative anitomy.

University of Rome Distinguished as a zoologist
Played a leading part in Italy in demonstrating the
transmission of malarm by Anopheline mosquitoes
Dr F Mesnil, professor at the Institut Pasteur,

Pans Joint author with Prof Laveran of the
standard work on trypanosomiasis
Dr* Edmond Sbroknt, director of the Institut

Pasteur, Algeria Dr Sergent is the elder of two
brothers greatly distinguished for their researches in

tiwical nmieme
DR C W Stiles, professor of zoology, United

States Public Health and Marine Hospital Service,
scientific secretary of the Rockefeller Sanitary Com-
mission for the Eradication of Hookworm Disease—

a

^ disease which was responsible for widespread mental
and physical deterioration in the Southern States of

America
Dr T Zammit, who made a fundamental observa-

tion which led to the discovery that goat's milk was
the source from which man contracted undulant fever

His archseotoglcal researches on the megalithic
remains of Malta arc well known, and the University
of Oxford has recently shown its appreciation of his

'#oric bv conferrinff on him an honorary degree
After the ceremony the laboratories were Inspected

by the large, distinguished gathering of scientific and
influential people, and general admiration was ex-
pressed for the completeness of the building and Us
equipment The well-fumished library and the

tfittseum, which already contains many interesting

exMbits, attrCtcted considera*blo notice, while the

lighting and spaciousness of the main laboratory were
much commended

The occasion was marked bv the issue of an
httettating illustrated “Historical Record,” tracing

tSti progress of the School from its foundation in

to the present tune
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At a banquet held in the evening Sir Francis
Danson appealed for a sum of ioo,ooc3. to meet the
increased cost of maintenance of the Liverpool Labora-
tories and of the new Sir Alfred Jones Tropical
Laborato^, now m course of erection at Sierra
Leone Sir Francis Danson himself contributed to
the fund a sum of loool

,

^in memory of his son who
fell m the war

Central Headquarters for British Chemiste-

Al a dinner held in honour of Lord Moulton on
July 31

,
Sir William Pope announced that a

public appeal was about to be made for funds for

the erection of central headquarters for Biitish
chemistry None of the chemical bodies has the
accommodation for a meeting of more than two
hundred persons, or adequate library space llie
Chemical Sociew conducts its business at Burlington
House, Piccadilly, in rooms provided by the Govern-
ment nearly fifty years ago, when the membership
was about one-fifth of what it is to-day The Insti-

tute of Chemistry possesses a good building m Russell
Square, completed during the first year of the war,
but it is barely adequate for the present activities of
the institute, which has to look to iolleges for hos-
pitality for any general meeting of unusual interest

and for lectures The Society of Chemical Industry
and the Society of Public Analysts hdd their meetings
at the Chemical Society 's rooms Neither of these bodies
nor any other which is concerned with chemistry, such
as the British Association of Chemical Manufacturers,
the Faraday Society, the Biochemical Society, and
those devot^ to the various branches of technology

—

brewing, dyes, glass, ceramics, iron and steel, non-
ferrous metals, leather, concrete, petroleum, and so
forth—possesses accommodation to compare with the
spacious halls and headquarters of the Institutions

of the Civil, the Mcchianiral, and the Elertncal
Engineers, and of the Royal Society of Medicine
The appeal, which will be made by the Federal

Council for Pure and Applied Chemistry, on which
practically all the chemical Interests of the country
are represented, has the cordial supp<wt of I ord
Moulton, who, ns Director-General of Explosives
Supplies, Ministry of Munitions, rcoeatedly acknow-
ledged the service** rendered during the war bv these
scientific, technical, and industrial bodies

The scheme, which aims at providing under one
roof, so far as is practicable, a common meeting-
place, library, and editorial facilities for technical

journals, IS hlghlv desirable, and indeed imperative,

as a matter of supreme importance to the welfare of

the whole country in relation to questions of defence
and the maintenance and development of all branches
of industry and commerce which depend on the

applications of chemistry The sum required for

building is estimated at 350,000! • n similar sum Is

required for establishing a chemical library and to

provide for the comnilation and production of woiks
of reference in the English language

UalTersitp aod Educational Intelligence.

Lrbds —Owing to the unavoidable growth of the
expenditure necessary for the maintenance of the

efficiency of Its work, the council has come to the

conclusion that an increasp must be made in the

scale of fees charged to students for tuition and
examination The increase has been kept at low as
possible, in no case being more than about 17) per
cent
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The coundi hat instituted an Appointmenta Board
ior ^ purpose of supplying students at the end of
their University career with Information about vacant
appointments Mr W R Grist has been appointed
the first secretary of the board.

Mr. G C Steward has been appointed assistant
lecturer in applied mathematics

London.—Mr V H Mottram has been appointed
as from September 1, 1930, to the University chair
of physiolo^ tenable at King’s College for Women
Housuiokl and Social Science Department He is

at the present time bead of the Animal Nutrition
Laboratory at Messrs Lever Bros
Dr W S Lazarus-Barlow has been appomted to

the University chair of experimenbsl patWogy at
Middlesex Hosffital Medical School Since 1903 he
has been director of the Cancer Research Laboratories
at Middlesex Hospital

Dr* J C Drummond, lecturer in physiological
chemistty at University College, has been appomted
as from September i, 1930, to the University rea^r*
hip in that subject
The followuig doctorates have been conferred by

the Senate Sc m Botany Miss Kate Barratt,
an internal student of the Imperial College, Royal
College of Science, for a thesis entitled “ A Contri^-
rion to our Knowledge of the Vascular System of the
Genus Equisetmn ” D Sc vn ChtmUiry Mr* E, E
Tuwr, an internal student of East London and
Gommlths' Colleges, for work carried out for
British Dyes, Ltd , and the Ministry of MunitionsD 5c in Expertntenial Psychology Mr G E
Phiulps, an internal student of University College, for
a thesis entitled “Mental Fatigue.” D.Sc m Idathe^
mffttes Mr G B Jeffery, an internal student of

a portion of a thesis Part il

,

..XS?,
Wohon of a Viscous Fluid,” and part lu

,
^^ittaker*s Solution of Laplace’s Equation ” D.Scm ^nysies Mr G D West, an internal student of

East London College, for a thesis entitled “TheFo^ Ex^fd on Surfaces Exposed to Radiation ”
DSc F, J Wyeth, an internal
studem of King^s College, for a tmsis entitled “ On
tfie Development of the Auditory Apparatus m
Sphonodon pwteiatus ”
At the last meeting of the Senate of the University

tte question of the acoeptanoe of the Government^
offer to provide a site at Bloomsbury was again under
mscussion A letter was considered from the Presi-
dent of the Board of Education stating that the
Government was prepared to Continue to be
responsible for maintenance, rates, etc , in respect
of the new University headquarters buildings, and
alto, when the time comes for King’s CoUege to
^cate the existing premises in the Strand, to ask
Parliament for authority to purchaae the buildings
at a fair valuation The Senate was, however, un-
able to make a similar offer In respect of the buikUng
at present occupied by the University at l^uth
Kensington, whidi (unlike the King’s Cc^ge build-
ing) was not erected from funds raised by the Unl-
writy. Eventually the Senate resolved —“That,
while recognising and welcoming the dedte of the
Government to assist the XJnivsra^, the Senate, in
view of the Important issues involved and the un-
oer^lnty as to the nature of the offer in many respects,
dmre ttme for further consideration and consultetlon
with the Government; and that the Government be
requested to keep their offer open to allow time for
such further consideration.”
The following appointments have been made at

Kng’t College.—Dr J. A Howitt, lecturer and
demonstrator in idiysiplom; Dr O inebley, lecturer
in pharmacology; Mr. J. E Hadfi^, lecturer In
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psychology; Mr. C. S Salmon, lecturer in physical
cHmistry, Mr H W. Cremer, lecturer in inorganic^
chemistry, Mr W Partridge, lectuser in chenustry
(Public Health); Mr. H . T Flint, lecturer In
physics; Miss C W M Sheriff, assistant lecturer in

mathematics; and Mr. L D« Stamp, demonstrator
in geology

Mr j. Higham, senior physics master at the
Durham Johnston School, been appointed lec-

turer in physics and electrical engineering in the
University of Manchester

Mr E Rawson, head of the engineering depart-
ment of the Portsmouth Municipal College, has Men
app<^nted principal of the Municipal Tec&iical Insti-f

tute, West Bromwich

Mr. S Manqham, lecturer in botany at Armstrong
College, Newcastle^upon-Tyne, has be^ appointed to
the ^air of botany at the University College of
Southampton

In Pamphlet No 8 just issued by the Bureau of
Education, India, Mr L T Watkins dealt with
“ Libraries in Indian High Schools ” The pamphlet
gives a useful list of selected books, and providet
excellent suggestions as to the principles which should
govern the^oice and classification of volumes for
8cho(^ libraries Its usefulness should not be limited
to India , libranans of schools In the United Kingdom
and in other parts of the Empire would find it well
worth reading The pamphlet Is published by the
Superintendent, Government Printing, Calcutta, and
the price is four annas

^ ^

Tub address of Sir £ Sharpey Schafer, of Edin-
burgh University, on “The University Problem,”
delivered at Carmff in Januaty last, and now issu^
in pamphlet form, deals with a question of grave
importance to the educational, and therefore to the
social, productive, and political well-being of the
nation Sir Sharpey Schafer pleads for a wider out-
look and a clearer vision of the needs of high^ ^uca-
tlon of the university type He deprecates iht idea
that universities must and their location in large
cities, and pleads for the open air and the country-
side as involving far less expense in both sites and
buildings, which latter he would ^n so as to be of
not more than one or two stoiM in hel^t. In
support of his contention he cites the cases or London
and Edinburgh, to which may be added thoae of odbar'
dties in the North of England The ideal environ-
ment for a university, he claims, is an academia,
a place for undisturbed work whence the sights and
sounds of the dty are excluded He alludes to the
campus surrounding many an American univmity^
extending from a hundt^ acrea to space to be
reckoned in square miles, which often constitutes one
of the most beautiful features of the dty In l^hich |S
Is situate Why should not London with Its seven
mlllioii residents have as manv universHy centres
as Scotland, Sweden, Ireland, or Yorieshke with far

populations? The unlversltlet ought to find
their financial support In the State, since the educa-
tion they give is essential to its welfare and^n asset
of first-rate value There should^ be no restriedon
to the entrance of the f|enulne. well-quaUfied student*
no matter whence he comes Original researdi thouM
^fostered, and only teadiers tapaMo.o! it appointed*
The pursuit of new knowle^ Is essential. The
an^ments set forth in furtherance ot the efa^a of
university teachers and the statements adduced Ip
their supf^ are worthy of serioua attenGon at tbt
present crltloal time. 4. ^
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SocletiM> and Academiea.

Acaitny •! SctoacM, July 12 —M, Henri Deslandres

in the chair—L. UMqmamt and £ DMMUsy ihc
catal3rtic action of copper salts on the oxidation by air

of ferrous compounds Copper salts accelerate the

oxidation of ferrous salts by air, even in dilutions so

£t^t as o 2 zngr of copper per 100 c c of solution

The amount ol oxidation depends on the nature of

the acid present, and Is in direct relation with the

d^ree of hydrolytic dissociation —P A Dangeard

Vacuome, plastioome, and spheroxne in Asparagus
vafltctllaita.—F, Widal, P Abraad, and M N
laacevesco« The possibility of promotmg the hsemo-
clasic crisis by the intravenous injection of portal

blo^ collected during the digestive period The
action of the liver on the proteids of incomplete dis-

integration arising from digestion and carrM by the

portal vein An experimental proof that the gastro-

intestinal mucous membrane absorbs not only amino-
acids, but also compounds in which the proteolvsis is

incohiplete These products are present in the portal

vein for about two hours and a half after a meal, and
their Injurious action upon the general circulation is

pfeventM by the liver—H ds Chardeoiiet The
influence of the American rocking-chair upon the

respiration—J A\ L Waddell The economical use
of special alloy steels in the construction of bridges

The higher elastic limit of a special steel compared
with that of an ordinary carbon steel may more than
compensate for the increased price Some detailed

examples are given —C E Gnlusaflie The anomaly
of elasticity o? the nickel steels The realisation of

an elinvar and its application to chronometry The
limitations of nickel steel watch- 9pnngs are discussed,
and a new ternary nkkel-chromium steel alloy sug-
gested, containing chromium with small quantities of

manganese, tungsten, and carbon equivalent to la per
cent, of chromium The results with springs of this

material used with a balance-wheel made of a si^le
metal have proved extremely satisfactory Tne
diange of temperature from cr C to 30® C with a
watcii fitted with one of these springs was two seconds
in twenty-four hours, and the rate was practicalW a
linear function of the temperature —G Fabtol • Pro-
jectively ap^icable surfaces —L E J Brouwer
Enumeration of the classes of representations of a 1

surface on another surface—M Qaibnu The ap- !

plication of the equations of elasticity to the deforma-
i

tlons of a helical spring.—P CbSToaard Study of the
elasticity of torsion of nickel steels with a high pro-
portion of chromium A study of three series of ferro-

nfekefs containing approximately 5, 10, and per
cent of chromium The results arejtfven graphically
In three diagrams—E Jeugaet Remarks on the
laws of red&noe of fluids

—

G Ssgaae The two
•tmultaneous mechanics and their real connections —
M Paattarisr Study of the ratio of the absolute
ratartfations in carbon bisulphide for increasing dura-
toft* of diarge The appearance of electro-sAction
When the duration of the charge of the Kerr con-
denser much exceeds a millionth of a second, the ratio
of the retardations fn carbon bisulphide is no longer
equal to -2 The contraction of the liquid under the
mnuence of the electric field, electro-striction, com-

S
lleates the "fesults; when ^ dme of change is

seconds, the effect of electro-stii^on
oiacdv compensates the double refraction for the
llbratkms perpendicular to Gie field—C Ptsrisssa •

The gulena-metal contact rectifier Artificial increase
of sSnstdvaness—H Welsi’: The constituents formed
iff redprocgl penetration of xinc aftd copper at a
tetftpsrature where one of the two metuls and all
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their alloys are in the solid state. The constant tern-
perature required for these experiments was secured
by the use of a sulphur vapour bath under a reduced
pressure, the temperature thus obtained varying only
at most from 410° C Micrographic methods
were used for studying the resulting alloys, and two
photographs illustrating the results are reproduced —
MM L^lesa and uarrean The phenylpropines
ihe reaction between benzyl chloride and the mono-
sodium derivative of acetylene failed to give benxyl-
acctylene, the isomer phcnylmethylaoetylene being the
only product The tkume substance was obtained by
starting with epidibromobydnn and phoiylmagneslum
bromioc and treating the resulting compound,
C«li««CH,*CBrXH„ with alcoholic potash A yield
of 40 per cent of the desired benxylacetylcne was
obtained by the interaction of phcnylmagnesium
biomidc and propylene tribromidc —& Mlgaouc The
catalytic hydrogenation of nitriles mechanism of the
formation of secondary and tertiary amines The
best explanation of the secondary reduction pioducts
arising from the reduction of benzonitnle by hydrogen
in presence of nickel and working in an anhydrous
liquid is that the primary reduction product is

benzaldlmine, C«H,*CH!NH This can give benzyl-
amine by direct reduction and benzalbenzylamine by
condensation, and the latter compound has been
isolated tn quantity *—<7 2eU The proportional con-
stant relating seismic frequency With lainfall —R.
Abrsrd The geological constitution of Diebel Tselfat,
Western Morocco—G Anuad A bacterial disease of
ivv, Hedera heltx —C Porcber Milk and apthous
fever Comparisons of the quantity and quality of the
milk from apthous teats of a cow when the milk is

retaim'd and drawn of! —

\

Vandel Reproduction of
the Planaria and the meaning of impregnation in these
animals—M 4e taraqaette Analog!^ and differ-

ences of biological action of the various parts of the
solar spectrum —C P4re* A new Cryptoniscian,
Enihylacus trvumetus^ an intrapallcal parasite of a
Sacculina A case of oarasitism of the third degree

—

J

Dragoia and M Fsurf-Freariet Histogenesis aiui

tune of appearance of different pulmonary tissues in
the sheep Bertrand and Mme Rosmlatt Does
rhloroptcrin act upon soluble ferments? From ex-
periments earned out with sucrase (from yeast and
from Aspergdlu^ mger), amvgdahnasc, urease, cata-

lase, zymase, laccase, and tvrosmase, it was found
that chloropicrin exerts only a feeble inhibiting action
on soluble ferments, and some other explanation must
be found for its highly toxic action upon living cells

Cape Town
Royal Society of Soatfe Africa, June 16 —Dr A Ogg,

vice-president, in the chair —L Plriagnoy Note on a
recent disrovetv of stone implements of Palaeolithic

type throwing fight on the method of manufacture in

South Africa The author described a collection of
Palnolithic stone implements from the Montagu
Caves, and showed that the completed implement is

flattened, rounded at one end and tapehng to a point

at the other, and being chipped to a sharp ed^ alt

the way round From this* demonstration it is now
possible to pronounce that many of the Imfgement*
so far known which are blunt at one part or another
are unfinished or damaged specimeijs Further, It la

shown that a large block was chipped down in order
to form a relativelv small delioately worked imple-
ment, and the very large chioped stones that have
sometimes been found are seen to be initial stages in

the manufacture—

A

JeHy The reflex times in
Xenoptu laevts The author described his ntethod of
measuring exactly the reflex times in the reflexes from
the limbs of the South African clawed frog or toad.
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mad gave a note of the times asoertaiiMd in the
\

eenhrate anhnal—C. L, HenHu; Notes on the
|

Platana of the Cape Peninsula llie marked diffes-

enoe in the shouider-girdle of the Platana of the Caae
Peninsula from tlut described and figured by
Boulcnjger as appertaining to X^mopus loeou was
pointea out The importance of the shoulder-girdle
as a basis for systematic classification was relerrcd

to, and the probability of this Platana being a primi-
tive form was suggested The formation of the
external nasals was described, and attention directed

to the homy epidermal fold on the superior half of
the nasals which gives it rigidity The synchronous
contractiems of the nasals and the movement of the
premaxilla and maxiUa were described and their

nature was discussed It was suggested that this occurs
in all the Xenopus, and the wtw was expressed that
this remarkable phenomenon, now described for the
first tune, should be looked for m the case of water-
frogs generally — R Sattsa A possible lunar
Influence upon the velocity of the wind at Kimberley
Isecond paper^ In this paper the author continues
the investigation dcscribea in a previous paper under
the same title A table and a diagram are given
showing the deviations of wind-speed at the times of
perigee from the monthly means, arranged m hours
of the lunar day The ranges of velocity deduced are
somewhat greater than those previously found for the
average of all lunar distances The noon and m!d
night perigee curves are remarkable, and suggest that
the wind-ipeed deviations attributable to the moon are
largely due to the superimpositxon of the lunar air-
tide upon the diurnal variations of wind velocity.

Thus no two different places could be expected to
have quite the same velocity deviation curves
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University Grants.

A FhW weeks ago (June 17, p 477) reference

was made in these columns to the financial

position of the Universities and institutions of

University rank, and a plea was put forward for

more adequate Government financial support We
are not unmindful that the Government has

already recognised that it has responsibilities in

this respect^ but we greatly doubt whether it has

fully realised their extent The majority of these in-

stitutions are of comparatively recent foundation,

and from the first have led a precarious existence

,

restricted resources and even poverty have almost

uniformly been their lot Nevertheless, they have

ministered to the needs of higher education in a

truly remarkable way, they have helped this

country to hold its own in the face of world

competition, and materially ccmtributed to its

success ID the Great War This being so, one

would think that the encouragement and develop-

ment of higher education would be among the

first and primary cares of the Government While

we believe that this really is the intention, yet, if

we may judge from certain proposals recently

made, the Government does not fully appreciate

the present state of affairs m the Universities

Apart from the question of new and additional

accommodation due to the great influx of students,

and altogether apart from the necessities of in-

ternal development which are yearly becoming

more and more insistent, there stand out the

dominant facts that the great body of University

teachers are quite inadequately remunerated, and

that there are no really practicable sources which

c%a be tapped to provide proper and adequate

emoluments 'for them It ib within our knowledge

, tiiiat the present economic position 11 pressmgmost

severely upon a large number of University

teachers, and that the financial position of many
Unlversitiei is precarious.

If there is one thing more than another which
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has been insistently pressed upon the University

Grants Committee on its visitations—and, we are

glad to say, has uniformly received a sympathetic

hearing—it is this question of inadequate re-

muneration A University is essentially a corpora-

tion of men and women, and if the teaching side

of this corporation is dissatisfied or labours under

a sense of injustice, its work loses its spontaneity

and efficiency, and the interests of higher educa-

tion, and with them those of the nation,

wuU suffer in consequence Obviously this is a

truism which need not be laboured When men
and women have to eke out inadequate stipends

by extraneous work the effects, though almost

imperceptiUe at first, are bound to be serious in

the long run But this is not all Inadequate

remuneration reacts unfavourably upon the supply

of efficient teachers Talented young students will

look elsewhere for their life’s work Already, as

we have indicated on a previous occasion, the

financial inducements of industry have depleted

the Universities of some of their ablest teachers,

and there are no uncertain indications that this

depletion is likely to become more serious stilL

Now, the Chancellor of the Exchequer recog-

nises that the Government must do more, and

he proposes to ask Parliament to increase the

Treasury grant-in>aid from i ,ooo,oooI. to

1,500,000! in the Estimates for 1921-23 He
does not propose to ask for any supplementary

grant this year We respectfully submit that this

proposal is totally inadequate As a matter of

fact, we would point out that Parliament is not

to be asked for a larger sum than is given this

year, what is proposed is simply to make the

non-recurrent 500,000! recurrent We repeat

that such a sum is totally inadequate for present

needs A recent statistical inquiry instituted by

the Association of University Teachers has elicited

the fact that the average salary at present paid

to an assistant lecturer is 250! , to a lecturer,

366! , and to a professor, 800I ,
from which, of

course, must be deducted the superannuation

premiums of 5 per cent, or so When we con-

sider the largely increased salaries paid to teachers

in other branches of the profession, let alone the

inducements offered in industry, it is obvious that

such average salaries will not attract the right

type of teacher to the University in the future

We repeat that the proposed grant-in-aid is abso-

lutely inadequate under present economic con-

ditions, and would respectfully urge upon the

Chancellor of the Exchequer to reconsider the

whole question

If this is the case regarding the general financial

A A
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position, what mtist be said about the question of

superannuation? A short tune ago a deputation

consisting of representatives of the governing

bodies of the Universities and institutions of Uni-

versity rank in England and Wales, together with

representatives of the Association of University

Teachers, waited upon the Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer to put before him certain proposals re-

garding the present unsatisfactory state of super-

annuation in the Universities Briefly these pro-

posals were to the effect that the Government

should grant University teachers the same, or

similar, superannuation benefits as already granted

to other branches of the profession under the

School Teachers (Superannuation) Act, 1918,

certain other benefits which the University

teachers were prepared to pay for themselves by

an annual premium on their salaries The deputa-

tion was a most representative one and absolutely

unanimous in its proposals We now understand

that the Chancellor is “prepared to consider the^

advisabihty of proposing to Parliament a further

non-recurrent sum to assist the Universities in

meeting the grievance of those senior members
who arc precluded from profiting to the full by
the benefits of the University Superannuation

Scheme At the same time, it is announced that

the Council of the Federated Superannuation

System of the Universities has undertaken to

obtain the informaliun upon which the proposed

non-recurrent grant will be made
In all this there is not a word about giving Uni-

versity teachers the same, or similar, privileges

that school teachers have m Iheir non-contributory

Government scheme Not a word about facilitat-

ing the transference of teachers from the schools

to the Universities or from the Universities to the

schools, so that there would be no loss of super-

annuation benefits on the transference Not a

word about full retrospective benefits, irrespective

of whether the service has been in schools or in

Universities Not a word about the consequent

unity of the teaching profession. It would seem
that the policy is to make such transference as

difficult as possible. Now, obviously such a policy

cannot be in the interests of educahon It may
be that we have placed too narrow an interpreta-

tion upon the words quoted above. We hope so

For, unless wc arc profoundly mistaken, the great

bulk of the University teachers will be bitterly

disappointed if the Government does not at least

grant them benefits equivalent to those already

granted to 95 per cent, of the teaching profession

tn the country*
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Tanka and Sdendfie Warfare.

Tanks m tha Great Waf, 1914-1918 By Brevet-

Col J F C Fuller. Pp. Aiv + 331 + vii

/ plates (London • John Murray, 1920 ) Price

r ais net

This remarkable book is a clear and straight-

forward history of how the British Army
learnt to use the most revolutionary weapon the

great war produced It is written by a con-

firmed believer in that weapon, whose belief prob-

ably became more and more complete as the Tank

Corps gradually grasped a few of the principles

involved m its use. It is somewhat of a pity that

the author does not devote a chapter to the

process by which the Tank Corps arrived at the

tactics which eventually proved so successful It

took something like two years to overcome the

prejudices raised against tapks in official quarters,

and this: in war-time, when progress is relatively

rapid compared with that in peace It is there-

fore to be hoped that the principles so ably set

forth by Col Fuller, and so well proved in the

late war, will never again be overlooked

It IS only natural that it took many months for

the Tank Corps to evolve anything like effective

tank tactics Many methods had to be tested in

battle before being discarded, and it is not un-

usual, but rather a matter for congratulation, if

the tactics evolved for the battle of Hamel were

primarily suggested by the Australians, for it

serves to show the close co-operation obtained,

and the openmindedness of those in the Tank
Corps to adopt the suggestions of others

The history of tank tactics 13 an instance of

how an effective weapon may be entirely wasted

unless Its use is understood As to how much
blame attaches to the Tank Corps for the use of

tanks in the Ypres salient and similar misuses up

to the first battle of Cambrai the author is silent,

nor does it matter much, except that it serves to

show how necessary it is for the expert on the new
weapon to have some say in such matters. How-
ever, if, as Col Fuller says on p 58, the follow-

ing lessons were learnt as the result of the first

use of tanks on the Somme in 1916, esjieaally

No. a, then the later tank actions need a lot of

explanation.

The battle of Cambrai, although it demonstrated

what tanks in numl^rs over good grotind

and without a preliminary bombardment c8uld do,

yet would have been a far greater success had
the tank tactics as tfiially adopted at the battle

of Hamel been m use. There is no question that

the town of Cambrai itself would have been taken
on the first day of the attack had proper co-
operation with the infaqtrv been maiutained. The
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hold up of tanks at Flesquiires (p 149) would

not have takep i^ce had the infantry been follow-

ing the tanks closely, and could also have been

got over by the tank crews getting out of their

machines and stalking the field-gunner as in

fantry The infantry on this occasion were

seveial hundred yards behind *

This book makes one hope that someone will

write the history of tanks from the civilian point

of view Read in conjunction with this excellent

work some of the more obvious mist ikes in the

past might thus be avoided in the future It is

now common knowledge thit neither the War
Office nor G H Q welcomed tanks ilthough it

might be inferred from this book that they did so

The t ink was fathered by U e N avy and h id

reached success before it was handed over Its

history was briefly as follows and it is illumint

ing how little the Army contributed

In Mr Winston Churchill s letter to the Prime

Minister of January 1915 he remirls It is

extraordinary that the Army in the field and the

War Office should have allowed nearly three

months of warfare to progress without iddress

ing their minds to its speci il problems It v if

extraordinary and more so when they turned

down any proposals made to them for breaking

down the trench warfare into which both

armies had settled Mr Winston Churchill made
direct reference in this letter to irmoured cattr

pillars and the wiy m which they should be

employed

There were many schemes put forward for

cajrymg out this suggestion but the successful

one was produced by Major W G Wilson who
was then a lieutenant, R N V R in the Royal

Naval Armoured Cars Working in conjunction

with Mr (now Sir) William Tritton at the works
of Messrs Foster of Lincoln, the machine was
constructed and afterwards demonstrated at Hat
field The designers called for a statement from
the Army as to the width of tiench to be crossed

height of parapet to be dimbed, etc
,
and this was

drawn up by Col Swinton, who stands out at this

time as practically the only champion tanks had
in the Army
Although the Navy fathered the production of

the first tank, it was equally fortunate that after

Its success had been demonstrated at Hatfield to

representatives from the War Office and G H Q
France, the future of tanks was entrusted to

Sir Albert Stern It was he who, when the first

order for tanks was cancelled by the War Office

refused to cancel the order said he would, if

necessary, pay for them himself

Again, fate was kind to them on their first

venture at the battle of the Somme On Sep-
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tember 15, 1916, two companies, each consisting

of twenty eight tanks, went into action The
company commanded by Major Summers got

twenty two machines into action but only two of

the other company crossed into No man s Land
It IS more than likely that but for the efforts of

Summers and his technical officer, Knothe tanks

would have been voted a failure and never given

another trial It is worth noting that both these

officers were prior to the war civilians

Again It seems never to have been pointed out

how the Army authorities filled to grtsp the full

importance of other proposals of the tank tribe

In 1916 the need of the moment was such pro-

tection agunst the machine gun but the eatly

pioneers of the tank movement siw far greater

possibilities in the caterpillar track It w is

evident that roads ind railways were the senous

limiting factors to oui armies Ml supplies had

to go by rail and ro id and as these could be

destroyed by the enemy s long range artillery

the obvious need was for an alternative—some
thing thit could do without road or rails and

cross ploughed fields shelled areas hedges and

small rivers The e itcrpill ir track as used on tanks

had been pioved to be cipiblc of doing this

Rightly or wrongly the first attempt was made
to design a caterpillar guncirrngc thit would

take a 5 in gun or a 6 in howitzer or alterna

tively could be used to eirry a hrge number of

rounds of ammunit on for either of these guns It

was designed so that the gun could be trained and

fired from this movable platform and the whole

be capable of crossing shell holes and trenches like

the tank The machine was U sted at Shoebury

ness, the gun being hred and trained with

case Its value was never realised and the scheme

was allowed to drop True fifty machines of the

first type were built, but nothing was ever made
of the generic idea, and a second improved type,

in which the faults of the first had been over-

come was allowed to lapse

In the autumn of 1918 the value of a cross-

country tractor was realised to the extent that

many thousands were ordered here and in the

U b A
, but again realisation came too late,

and none materialised

As already stated the Tank Corps insisted in

mterfering with design, with the result that pro

gress and output were adversely affected In

numerous cases its wishes were followed

such as the change over from the Hotchkiss to

the Lewis gun, the lengthening of the Mk V by

6 ft
,

the turning down of the G C Mk II

and the Mk IX machine built to its require

ments and the results were, to say the least,

senous
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However, Col l*uller makes no comment on

these points, but doubtless he would agree that

in the future the Tank Corps in the field should

confine itself to the problem of fighting the

m'lchine most effectively, and to giving the fullest

possible information to the Headquarters Staff on

which It may base its tactical requirements

for the future classes of machines, these re-

quirements to be conveyed to the designing de-

partment How far such requirements can be met
IS for the designing and production departments

to decide

Much has been said about the use of tanka in

small numbers at the battle of the Somme, and
Col Fuller is evidently of opinion that, had we
held them back until large numbers were avail

able the element of surprise would have been so

great as to have led to an overwhelming victory

The same might be said of the German use of

gas for the first time against the Canadians Per-

sonally, the present writer does not hold this view
A new weapon that is going to produce an over-

whelming effect requires not only its use on a
large scale, but also close co operation with all

other arms This requires time and elaborate

trainmg, and training without the experience of

actual battle is apt to be very misleading

Mk IV tanks successfully took part in the
decisive battles of the summer and autumn of

1918 It was this mark of machme that in 1917
the Tank Corps refused to accept, considenng
It useless A httle training m the proper way
to fight with the new weapon had made all the
difference It was the Mk IV tank which
earned out the brilliant operations with the
Canadians in crossing the Canal du Nord in Sep-
tember, 1918 (see pp 368-69) The officer in

command oi the Canadians after the battle sent
for the officer in charge of these tanks and com-
plimented him on the handling of the new ’ ^ype
of tank and on the way in which all objectives

were reached , the officer was silent, for they were
the old Mk IV machines The Mk V machine
was a very great advance on the Mk IV

, but
the greatest improvement of all was the realisation

of how to use the new weapon m co operation
with the infantry

Col Puller’s book naturally deals chiefly with
the fighting tank, and he clearly sets forth the
claims of armour propelled by petrol as a pro-
tection and means of transport 'or the infantry
against the machine-gun, but, as the author
also points out, the German offensive of March,
19x8, came to an end not so much on account of
our resistance as because of the impossi-
bility of bringing up artillery and supplies fast

enough by the limited roads The army of the
NO 2649, VOL. 105]

future will be independent of roads and rails Its

artillery, suppbes of shells, food, ambulances,

etc ,
wdl be moved by petrol and caterpillar

tracks
'

The chapter on scientific warfare makes interest-

ing reading It might lead one to suppose that

the wars of the future will be waged between

small but highly trained armies, and that aviltans

will be carefully evacuated and safeguarded

The lesson of the late war seems to show that

It will be impossible to protect civilians and

increasingly difficult to discriminate between

the trained warrior and women and children The

use of gas over large areas, of explosive dropped

by aircraft, of huge tanks and tractors dashing

over hill and dale, in their course passing over

hamlets and villages, seems to make the lot of

the non-combatant an unenviable one Possibly

this IS all for the best, and certainly so if it acts

as a deterrent to future wars

In conclusion, one must say that the book is

most excellent reading and remarkably free from

controversy 01 axe-gnoding It has been said

that the indication of the object of a war book

can be got from the frontispiece Many have a

portrait of the writer, but this starts with a picture

the weapon which had such an effect on

history, and the book is a valuable tribute to it

(see p 48)

Physiology of Farm Animals

Physiology of Farm Antmals By T B Wood
and Dr F H A Marshall Part 1 General

By Dr F H A Marshall Pp xii+ ao4

(Cambridge At the University Press 1920

)

Price 165 net

S
uccess m the rearing and feeding of animals

depends to a large extent upon the practical

apphcation of the principles of physiology Yet,

although the breeding of farm animals and the

production of meat and milk are of such great

economic importance, the study of the physiology

of farm animals has received comparativdy httle

attention The appearance of this text-brok is,

therefore, welcome The reputation of the writers

IS hkely to secure a wide use of the book tn agn
cultural teaching centres

The first volume deals with the general pnn
ciples of physiology It is luadly written, and
the illustrations are well choaen The parts of

the subject most fully treated a^e those whidi

are of speaal praebcal importance, via the

digestive system, the organs of locomotion, and
the organs of reproducUon A dear account is

given of the digestive system 'fbe chapter on
the organs of locomotion contains a very useful
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description of the feet and leg^ of the horse

and the nature and causes of certain common ail

ments are indicated The last two chapters deal

ingf with reproduction, are the best in the book

In addition to giving* in a small compass and in an

easily understood form all that is known of prac

tical importance they contain many suggestions

that should be of great value to the breeder A
chapter on heredity would have added to the

value of the boc^
The other pnrts of the subject are dealt with

more briefly, yet in suflicicnt detail to give the

student of agriculture a working knowledge of the

subject for ^11 practical purposes

In a few instances too little attention has been

given to recent literature The use of the term

amides as covering the non protein nitrogen

ous substance of feeding stuffs is unfortunate

Although the term was used in this sense by

certain of the older writers it is no longer appro

pnate since it is now known that the greater part

of the non protein nitrogenous substances consist

if ammo acids, which instead of being of little

importance as constituents of food are as valu

ible as protein The views put forwird with

tegard to the metabolism of creatine and ereitin

me which are largely those advanced by Mellanby

some yeirs ago take no account of the work
that has been done dur ng the past ten or fftcen

years There is now no doubt that muscle and

not liver is the chief seat of metabolism of both

creatine and creatinine and there is no expcri

mental evidence in support of the view that

creatine is formed from creatinine I he stite

ment that creatine is found in the urine tnly in

pathological conditions is si^arcelj correct at least

for farm animals Creatine is found in the urine

of the fowl where it replaces cieatinine and it is

a normal constituent of the urine of ruminants

These however are points of minor import

anee so far as the sludml of agriculture is eon

cerned They are likel> o be treited more fully

in the second volume dealing with nutrition

Chemical Text books

(i) laboratory Manual of Lletnentary CoUotd

Chemistry By Emil Hatschek Pp 135

(London J and A Churchill 1930 )
Price

65 6d
(a) Chemistry for Public Health Students By
E Gabriel Jones Pp ix + 244 (London

Methuen and Co Ltd
, 1920 ) Price 6s net

(3) Mlementary Practical Chemistry For Medical

and other Students By Dr J E Myers and

J B Firth Second edition revised (Griffin s

Scientific Text books )
Pp viii+ 194 (London
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Charles Griffin and Co Ltd
, 1920 ) Price

45 6d

(4) Qualitative Analysts m Fheory and Practice

By Prof P W Robertson ind D H Burleigh

Pp 63 (London Edward Arnold 1920

)

Price 45 6d net

(s) PracUcal Science for Girls As Applied to

Domestic Subjects By Evelyn E Jardine

Pp X111+112 (London Methuen ind Co
Ltd 1920 ) Price 35

(6) Acids Al^lts and Salts By G H J Adlam
(Pitman s Common Commodities and Indus-

tries
)

Pp IX +112 (London Sir Isaac Pit

man and Sons Ltd n d )
Price 2S bd net

(i) ^^RAHAM S pioneer work on colloids is

xJI bearing rich fruit to day and colloid

chemistry is becrming more and more important

in theory and in practice There are of course

sever il text books dealing with the subject gencr

illy and giving descriptions of methods used in

preparing colloidal substances Mr Hatschek
himself IS known is the author of one of these

and as the annotator of another besides being

the writer of a notable series of articles on

colloids I here ts however no laborator\ manual

similar to the present work To expound the

theory of the matter lectures are good things

and books necessary but the labor ilory remains

dways the forerouit of the temple of colloid

philosophy It IS t nly there that the student gains

real familiarity with the ch iractcnstic properties

of colloidal substances \nd m the 1 ilxiratory a

well devised series of practical exercises is in

V iluable for oconomisinj, the w rker s lime spar

mg his temper and leading him to good results

Ihc authors om has therefore been to give

accurate ind vciy detuled directions for carry-

ing out the fundament il operations He is quali

fled to write a m inu il based upon personal c\

perienee of the spcci il difficulties met with in the

practice of this branch of chemistry and he has

done It verj well Both students and te lehcrs

have re ison to be grateful to him

(2) Ihis also IS essentially a laboratory guide

It IS intended for students reading for the diplom i

in public he ilth and is therefore coneemed gener

ally with foodstuffs water alcoholic beverages

sewage effluents air and disinfectants After

two introductory chapters expl lining the principles

of gravimetric and volumetric analysis the im
portant foodstuffs milk butter, and margarme are

dealt with Farts as to the chemical composition

of these are given and the legal enactments relat

tng to the sale of them together with the usual

methods of analysis adopted Then follow chapters

on the other articles mentioned Naturally m •
book of onh 240 pages some of the subjects
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cannot be treated very fully The information

given, however, is accurate, and, whilst the book

IS readable, it is by no means superficial Indeed,

for a work of its scope it is substantial, and the

reviewer has formed a very favourable opinion of

It One of the best sections is the chapter on air,

but an are good A number of examination ques-

tions are included.

(3) Dr Myers and Mr Firth’s little book has

be^me favourably known as a convenient intro-

ductory work on practical chemistry The ground

covered is elementary qualitative and quantitative

analysis, including an outline of simple gas

analysis, with methods for making "preparations
”

and for identifying the commoner organic com-

pounds It gives the requisite information con-

cisely, and can be recommended as a suitable

initiatory book for medical and pharmaceutical

students >

(4) Messrs Robertson and Burleigh’s book is

of a more advanced type than the foregoing It

treats of iqualitative analysis only, but aims at

giving the indent a thorough grounding m this

subject The authors rightly hold that qualitative

chemical analysis, mtelHgendy taught, is of great

value in laying a good foundation for a knowledge

of the general chemistry of the metals and in

illustrating the more important types of chemical

reactions Their method is to familiarise the

student with these types (replacement, decomposi-

tion, oxidation, and reduction), and thus to enable

him to sec how they are applied to the problems

of systematic analysis They discard ‘^dry ” tests

(apart from flame reactions) as being “tedious,

often ambiguous, and misleading *’ They look

with disfavour upon the practice of describing in

detail, with equations, the individual reactions of

the metals T^e practice, they contend, is per-

nicious and demoralising “
, and the student, in

the end, " simply copies into his notes what he sees

in his text-book ’’ It is by no means clear why
this should be so Surely it is the part of a

capable teacher to find out, by a few suitable

questions, whether a student really understands

what the equations signify? If this is done there

appears to be no particular objection to describing

the individual reactions, and such a course simpli-

fies the work of explanation But be that as it

may, there is no doubt that the student who works
intdiigently through the book under notice should
obtain a g^ grasp of the matter The questions

propounded at the end of the sections will search

out his weak points.

(5) This little book contains instructions for per-

forming a senes of sunple exercises m physics,

chemistry, and bacteriology As occasion offers,

the principles under discussion are applied to, or
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exemplified by, domestic subjects. Thus, having

learned various methods of determining specific

gravity, the student uses some of them to find the

density of milk In connection with Giermometry

she learns how to use a dinical thermometer In

the chemistry exercises she is taught how to make
soap, how to remove stains from calico, and so on

The exercises are carefuUy graduated, and, on

the whole, are well calculated to stimulate the

pupil’s interest Here and there the text needs a

little revision Thus the experiment (3) on p 45
is meaningless as it stands. A weighed quantity

of household ’*b1ue “ is mixed with water, the

mixture evaporated to dryness, and weighed The
student is then asked to state the percentage of

“ blue ” dissolved ! Again (p 59), permanently

“hard '* water is directed to be made by dissolving

common salt in distilled water Then, after the

naive remark that “we have used salt because it

is convenient,” the pupil is taught how to
“ soften ” (such) permanently hard water, by

means of washing-soda These exercises should

be revised, they do not bring out the essential

fact that It IS the soluble salts of calcium and

magnesium, not those of sodium, that cause per-

manent hardness “Of the nitrogenous foods

there are protein, water, and salts ” (p 70) is a

cryptic saying, and It is not the only one The
impression given is that the author occasionally

gets a little out of her depth , but the book as a

whole will be found quite useful and convenient

(6)

At first sight the title “Acids, Alkalis, and
Salts” appears rather unattractive—except per-

haps to the chemist, who knows these products

already Mr. Adlam, however, manages to make
quite a readable httle volume on the subject.

Many valuable wo ks will, alas ! always and neces-

sarily be classed with the “books that arc no
boerfts,” since they must give the dry bones off

facts, and no space is available for investing these’

facts with even a bare minimum of literary cover-

mg. This book, however, aims at being not only-

instructive, but also interesting. Though stalling

with little or no knowledge of chemistry, the
general reader will have no difficulty in under-
standing the text, and will find in it a stbre of
information concerning the acids and^ alkalis

which is none the less trustworthy because it is

easily and pleasantly acquired The book may,
in fact, be looked upon as a simple introduction to
the subfect of industrial chemistry Incidentally,

it may help to prevent other people foilowing the
example of the man mentioned by the author, who
took his son to the Royal School of Mines to

“learn copper,” and not to waste fiis time over
other parts of chemistry, because "they would
be of no use to him.” C S
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Our BookshelL

Dt# Glt§4€Tung d9r Ausitabschen Sfraciun Geo
graphuche, bibltographtsehe ItnguisUschc

Grundmuge der Erfotsckung dtr ausirahschcn

Sprachen By P W Schmidt Pp rvi + 299
(St Gabriel M6dbng bet Wien Anthropo^

1919)

In this reprint from Anthropos Father Schmidt
discusses the structure and classification of the

Austratiau languages Of these he distinguishes

two mam divisions, the South Australian and the

North Australian The former comprises the

languages of the southern halves of Western and
South Australia of Victoria and New South

Wales nnd the greater fsouthem) part of

Queensland The North Austr ilian occupies

North west and Central Australia the Northern
Territory and Cape York Peninsula The
southern languiges are subdivided into twelve

groups the northern into three

Ihe establishment of the South Australian s

based mainly on the likeness of grammar ind the

occurrence in the languages of similar words for

names of parts of the body and personal pio

nouns ihe differences m the various subdivisions

are found to run p iraJlel with the sociological

groiming fhey consist chiefly in the character of

the finals which are vocalic where the purely two
dass system and mother right prevail In the

west north east and centre the fan ils I r? r irc

found with the four class system and the two
class system m the *'outh-cast is found where the

languages have final explosives and double coi
sonants
The northern languages are similarly grouped

according to their fin il consonants In the north

west and north consonantal finals are common
around Carpentaria I n and r are found as finals

and vocahe endings arc common in Central Aus
tralia and Cape York Peninsula But isolated

members of the groups are found all over

northern Australia

Father Schmidt s work is a valuable summary
and exposition of the tangle of Australi m lingu

istics But the nature of the material is so vn
certain that there will always be a doubt as 10

whether the similarities of the South Australian

languages here formulated mav not be due to

their geographical contiguity one language bor

rowing vocabulary from others and all alike

gradually assuming the same morphological form
S H Rsv

A First Book of School Celehrations By Dr
r H Hayward Pp 167 (London P S
King and Son Ltd 1920 ) Price 55

This is a sequel to The Spiritual Foundations

of Reconstruction and shows in further detail

bow some of the suggestions of that interesting

book wiD work out m practice It may be recalled

that the authors—Dr Hayward and Mr I reeman
there insisted on the obviously sound idea

that in school education more should be made
of the emottonalj artistic dramatic and social
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approach They believe indeed m soentific

and historical wall-charts, the gist of which
seeps in to the mind through the eye they believe

in lessons that appeal to the reason—the lessons

which bear so little fruit that many of us are
often inchned to disbelieve in them but their

hope IS m a vast extension of the pnnaple already
embodied in Lmpire Day Shakespeare Day, and
St David s Day celebrations Dr Hayward
looks forward in the present book to a national

school liturgy of the Bible literature music
and ceremonial 1 he ceremonials would be
predominantly oral rather than visual con
sisling largely of reading and recitation song and
story they will be memondl expository seasonal

and ethical It must not be supposed that the

author s suggestions depreciate the appeal to

reason or propose to codify the emotions what
IS suggest^ IS wise and well thought out We
know a little about schools and our conviction is

that the methods suggested would grip in a way
that nothing except the teacher s personal mflu
ence has hitherto done They would grip because
they are psychologically sound Ihe celebrations

outlined are skilfully devised but individual

teachers would of course vary them They deal

with Shakespeare the League of Nations Demo
cracy St Paul bards and seers world con
querors Samson eugenics temperance com
mcrce summer flying Chaucer Spenser The
author has made a notable contribution to the
experimental study of education To test the

value of this contribution is an urgent duty for

the school is not very perfect as it is

New Zealand Plants and their Story By Dr L
Cockayne Second edition rewritten and cn
larged (New Zealand Board of Science ind
Art Manual No i) Ip xv + 248 (Welling
ton N Z Dominion Museum 1919 )

Price
7s 6d

Ihe earlier edit on of this book published in 1910
was described as the first attempt to deal with the
plant life of the New Zealand biolo|,ical region on
ecological lines The second ed tion is virtually

a new book As an instance the number of
photographs which form so hclpf il an addition to
the text has been increased to ninety nine and
fifty of these did not appear in the original work
But the author and his subject irc the same and
no one is so well qual fled to describe New Zealand
plant ecology as Dr Cockayne
An introductory chapter gives an account of the

history of the botanical exploration of the islands
from the first visit of Banks and Solander in 1769
Successive chapters are devoted to the various
phases of vegctation—the sea co ist the forests
the grass lands high mountains and others—and
a brief account of the vegetation of the outlying
islands is given Fhe author discusses the changes
which have taken place in the vegetaticm since
the advent of the British and strongly opposes
the idea that the original New Zealand flora is in
danger of being crushed out by European immi
grants On the contrary practically no truly
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primitive plant formation is desecrated by a singfle

foreign invader * The concluding chapters deal

with the division of the islands into botanical dis-

tricts and the affinities, origin and history of the

flora As regards the latter Dr Cockayne admits
the necessity of great land extension in the Ant-
arctic direction

Annual Reports on the Progress of Chemistry for

1919 Issued by the Chemical Society

Vol XVI Pp ix + 234 (London Gurney and
Jackson 1920 ) Pnee 4^ 6d net

One of the most useful of the publications issued

by the Chemical Society is the annu il volume
summarising the progress made each year in the

various main branches of chemistry With this

bird s eye view of the year s 'ichievements at com
mand a worker is readily able to survey in some
thing like proper perspective the advances made
in other divisions of the science as well as in his

own
The period covered by the present volume

synchronises with the return of many scientific

workers from occupations connected more or less

directly with the conduct of war to conditions

which m due time will no doubt lead to 1 full

resumption of scientific investtgation for its own
sake Meanwhile it ts too early to expect

accounts of many such researches I or the

moment the aftermath of war work is being
shown in papers dealing with technical problems
on which chemists have worked during the last

few years There is nevertheless a fair amount
of purely scientific research work recorded
Rutherford s investig itions on atomic disintegra

tion are of fundamental importance if the results

tre eventually confirmed and other notable pieces

of work are the studies on the poisoning of

palladium as a catalyst by hydrogen sulphide on
the origin of alkaloids from amino acids and on
fermentation In the crystallography section

it may be noted a good description is given with
figures of the principles underlying X ray
methods of exploring crystal structure

Ihe Ascent of Man A Handbook to the Cases
tUustrating ihe Structure of Man and the Great
Apes (London County Council

)
Pp 74

(London The Horniman Museum ind Library
n d )

Price bd

This little handbook by Dr H S Harrison
curator of the Horniman Museum is written in

simple language and admirably suited to stimu
lite interest in the recent remarkable progress in

our knowledge of the ancestry of man The biUio
graphy with which it concludes will also be helpful

to those who wish to pursue the subject further

Dr Harrison emphasi es the fact that man must
be traced bick to small arboreal mammals, and
well observes It is scarcely too much to say
that if the earth had borne no trees there would
have been no men Hts anatomical descriptions
are made readable and interesting by his frequent
references to habits and modes of life

A S W
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Letters to the Editor*

crito BdUPf 4o€$ not hou meofUtM* for eMutOfU
tmensMtd be fctf corrtieondenti SHiker cm lU imUfUiu to
ftftKfm Of to eorrcMPond lollh the wrttcra of rfIfoM momi
scripts intended for UUs or emv other pert of IfATVWI So
notice is token of anemmoue communieeMone 1

ReMfvity mi RealHy.

No one would wish to strain at a gnat If the
relativist finds it convenient to make the tune-azes of

his four dimensional mediufii the pure imaginary
direction by writing that would appear to

be a mattei of inmflcrenoe so long as for each co
ordinate a single line or axis still suffices to indicate

the values that x y e and r cm bear But the

matter becomes complicatet^ as soon as we project in

oblique directions Thus take the equations of the

restricted relativity theory

X fi(x ut) t=P{t ux) )3— (i-tt*) *

which upon substitution become

xxzp{x — lur)

and these can be written

X X osO sin$ Tsxx sin 0-fr cos 0

if tan 0=iu
Thus \x t) {x^ r ) arc co ordinates of the same point

projected uron different axes but not m any real

direction According to this system A can grasp B s

scheme of space time only when he generalises his

own X y B T so that each of them stands for an un
restricts complex virnble But such u removal of
restriction cannot be pictured without allotting a
whole plane to each vanable and that means doubling
our* whole apparatus of representation and a ^scrip
tion if events in terms of not fewer than eight real
dimensions Surely no phys cist can be expected to
tike the system ser ously

Ihc mathematician does not seem to be aware that
he is asking one to swallow a camel Ihus in Prof
rdd ngton s recent book Sjrace Time and Gravita
t on we lead (p 48) The observer s separation
of this continuum into space and time consists in
slicing it in some direction clearly the slice

may be taken in anv dire tion there is no question
of a true separation md a fictitious separation
But there 19 the qualification which surely deserves
mcihon that every real direction must be excluded
since the 'inKle B is necessanlv imaginary beriuso

P which 18 greater than unity is its cosine The
original passage from (x t) to (x f) Is real and we
get back to reality bv slicing in in imaginary direc
tion with respect to an imaginary axis The device
should be classed with the focoids those two imaginary
points at infinity where any two concentric circles
touch They recall to the mathematician s mind
certain algebraic forms but have no other actuality
whatever The point I would mike however is this
Tf this inalogy is dropped the idea of time as a
fourth dimension is not In any way advanced bv the
interpretation of the equations above from the position
it has occupied since the days of Lagrange

R A SAVPsOV
Rovil Observatory Edinburgh Julv 26

An AttM^ to Detoit ffoot In an jPeatroii

Without m any way touching the theoretical
aspect of the case it aaams worth while to put on
record the null result of an experiment to see whether
the Pueau effect was present in the case of a b«un
of light passing along a rapidlv moving stream of
electrons

A pair of Jamm plates giving a separabon of the
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interfering beams of 3^ mm was set up so as to

produce achromatic fringes from the fight of a

mercury-vapour lamp
Iwo tub^ each about 100 cm long with worked

glass plates cemented on the ends were placed

parallel, one in each of the interfering beams Each
tube was evacuated but one contained a glowing
cathode and a cylindrical anode which were connected
to an alternating source of potential capable of

delivering about 20 miUiampei es at 100 000 volts, or

iltematively 200 miUiampeies at 5000 volts these

two potentials corresponduig to electron velocities

of about 2 X ro * cm /sec and 4 x lo" cm /sec respec

The method of experiment was to produce wide
fringes in the observing tclesiopc and hv means of

two tapping switches to turn on first the filament

heating current and then the applied potential In

no cas( was any shift or ccitain broadening of the
fringes observed
The main difliculty in the experiment was the fre

quent fracture of the neccbsanly small glass tube

employed as the ixbult of the great heat dissipated

inside R Whiddinoton
The Physics Laboratories The Univeisity

Leeds

PlantMift m Oheddar Oaves

W iiitB recently visiting the famous caves at (. heddar
I noticed sm ill patches of moss like vegetation grow
ing near the electric lamps used to illuminate the
caves The caves extend a long way into the hill

side, and, as the entrances are but small daylight
penetrates into them to 1 very short distance only
They are lighted by wire filament electric lamps of

which some are hung from the roof, but many are
laid upon their sides in the <kep natural recesses

and, in order better to illuminate the formation ^nd
bring up the beautiful loiourmg and folding of the

stalactites are provided with reflectors It was close

against some of those lamps that 1 noticed the patches
of vegetation and they looked so strange that I asked
the attendant if they had been plac^ there as an
experiment His answer was that they had not and
that he himself had noticed them growing near the
lamps

It seems to me to be curious that this vegetation
should be flounshing under such absolutely artificial

conditions where there is no trace of daylight How
the spores got so far in is also an interesting point
but possibly they were introduced bv dirty spades us< d
when the workmen were digging out the latest exten
Sion of the caves

I should be glad to know if this curious ptienomonnn
his been observed before ind what kinds of plant
life succeed in these unnatural conditions As one of

the excursions during the forthcoming meeting of the
British Assoaation at Cardiff will be to the Cheddar
Caves perhaps a botanical visitor will identify the
growth and communicate his conclusions to Naturl

Lough Pbndrfd

The Onma^Mtisiii of Hydrogon

In a letter to Nature of July 22 (p 645) Dr ^sh
worth discussex the atomic diamagmtism of liquid

and gaseous hydre^en ofl the hypothesis that diamag
netism ongingtes from rotations or oscillations of the
paramagnetic atom or molecule He ignores how
ever, the case of atomic hydrogen in normally
saturated hydrocarbons given m my letter of Julv 8
(p 581) "the atomic susceptibility of hydrogen in
these compounds is constmU and equal to — 30 10-’

at room~tempera$me Onnes and Pemcr (Proc
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Amsterdam Acad , vol xiv , p 115, 1911) have shown
that the specific susoeptibili^ of liquid hydrogen is

27x10"* with a probable error of 10 per cent so
that there is little difference between this value for

hydrogen at a temperature less than -*253*^ C and
that <fenvcd from the hydrocarbons at room tempera-
ture According to the kinetic hypothesis of Dr
\shworth the paramagnetic atom will impear dta
magnetic only if its osallations exceed 130^ on either

side of the position of rest and oscillations of this

nature for complete rotations) must be common to all

the hyorq^ atoms in any normally saturated com
poundf This I think Dr Ashworth will scarcely

admit IS plausible
Moreover consider the general case of crvstalhsa

tion of a diamagnetic substance Ihe specific sus
ceptibility of the liquid mav be less than or greater
than that of the crystals but each is diamagnetic
(Ishiwara Science Reports Tfihoku vol 111 p 303,
1914 Oxley Phil Trans Roy Soc vol icxiv A,

p 109 19x4) *1 herefore the oscillations of the atoms
which appear diamagnetic must be at least 130*^ on
either side of the position of rest, even m crystals—

a

conclusion which is scarcely consistent with the view
that crystalline symmetry is in part determined by the
electronic configuration of the atom

A E OxiFY
The British Cotton Industry Research

Association ro8 IVansgate Man
Chester Julv 29

Lou of FrognuMO of Musk Plants

It lb important to ascertain whether the loss of
s ent which has been noticed litelv in the musk plant
(Mtmmtdus moschatus) m certain areas is of general
occurrence throughout the country

1 heie IS no doubt th it in many cases the dcscen
duUb of musk plants whi h used to fuim such
frigrant inhabit ints <f o colt^g< windows hav< lost

the power of producing the peculiar musk like scent
\n important character has dropped out of the musk
plant’s hcrcditaiw equipment and it becomes a matter
of intenst to know to what extent and in ivhat
manner this has come about

If any plants can be found wl irh still let in th
old scent int< rcro sing bctvvtH n these and the scent
less viriLly wiuld probably givt gem tic lesuUs of
interest C J Bond
Femshiw Springfield Road Leicester

Julv 26

Meteorotogioal Oonditiont af an loa-Oap
In Natirf of July 29 Mr R M Deek> (ntieiseb

Prof Hobbs s terminology in describing the meteoro
logical conditions of an ire cap as anticyclonic He
irnves at the conclusion from Prof Hobbs s state

ments that low pressure exists at the centre This is

scarcely necessary
The high pressure of an anticyclone m temperate

regions is maintained by the dt scent of air in the
centr-^ driwn from the upper atmosphere this com
pensates for the surface outflow due to the disturbing
of the geocyclostrophic equihbnum by surface friction

Ihe same conditions 1 e the surface outflow and the
central descent of air exist in Prof Hobbs’s polar
tee cap anticyclone the only difference is the physical
orimn

In stating th it the outflow of air over an loe cap
produced a vacuum which was filled by inflowing air
from above Prof Hobbs was only describing in
separate detail what is really a continuous process,
no vacuum e\<r actually existing

K F T Granger
I^nton Fields Nottingham Julv 30
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The Rtscarcb department, Woolwich

By Sir Robert Robbrtson, K B E., F.R S

1 .

Exflo$%v$s StrlHm
^

E Re«earch Department at Woolwich has

been in existence under various titles since

1900 Prior to 1914 the staff was small; thus

for the seven years preceding^ the war the chem-
ical branch had a staff of eleven chemists only,

and the metallurgical branch of four

The subjects occupying the chemical staff before

the war were ccmnected with the stability of ex-

ji^ives, the investigation of new explosives (such

as tetryl, for which a manufacturing process was
workeo out and issued to a Government factory),

and research on the properties of explosives and
on the means of mltiating them in Service com-
ponents. These researches proved

to have a double importance, in

that they not only enabled im-

mediate answers to be given to

many questions that arosa early

la the war, when there was no
time for prolonged research, but

also afforded the staff the train-

ing necessary to meet the de-

mands which became urgent on
the outbreak of hostilities

After the beginning of the war
the increase tn work imperatively

demanded a larger staff, and
more chemists were appointed,

until at the beginning of 1917,

the home supply having failed,

permission was obtained to with-

draw from France members of

the Special Brigade, R £ ,
of

whom more than thirty were
transferred to the Department
Finally, the chemical staff nunw
bered 107 chemists and physi-

cists distributed 10 an oi^anisa-

tmn which bad been gradually evolved, comprising
sections for dealing with the different classes of

work, such as organic chemistry, physical chem-
istry, analytical and general chraislry, phyidcal

investigation, calorimetry, stability, pyrotechny,
applications of high explosives, fuse design, and
records.

With increasing work and staff, new buildings
for explosives investigation became necessary, and
new laboratories were erected, induduig a wetl-

appoiated bmlding (Fig. i) for physico-chemical
research, embodying many of the ideas of Prof
Donnan, and a new range of factory buildings and
houses for a variety of specialised work CRmatic
huts for storage trials under dry and moist con-
ditions, which have always been an important
feature of the Department, were increased in

number. In the explosives section the laboratories
occupy a space of 04*373 sq ft , and the buildings

HO. J649, VOL. 105] ,

for expenmental woilc on a larget scale 38,170
sq ft The Department's facimies for tesd^
processes evolved in the laboratory on the %etxS-

manufacturing scale have proved of the utmost
value, affoidi^ confidence as to the practicahility

of processes on the full scale

The Research Department acted as a central

bureau for explosives research required by the
Navy, Army, the Air Service, and the Mmistty
of Munitions. Many subjects were refereed to it

by the Ordnance Committee. Its work is em-
bodied in official minutes and in collected re-

searches termed R D Reports
Trtmtrotolmne —One of the first subjects

undertaken after the outbreak of war was the
provision of an efficient and rapid process for the

manufacture of T N T ,
especially without the use

of oleum From the results of a large senes of

nitrations in the laboratory, a process was
evolved characterised by several novel features,

and this was put to the proof on the semi-mdus-
trial scale, a plant being designed and erected in

the Department (Fig z) for the nitration on the
quarter-ton scale, with appropriate arrang^enients

for the mixing and concentration of aqids This
small plant substantiated in a remarkable manner
the process evolved from the laboratory work,
and from the start turned out TNT. of good
quaKty. The scheme of tetnpcrature-rlse, the
composition of the acid mixture, the nitration in

cycles, the process ^ ^‘detoluatioo,” and other
futures of the process found imme^te apphea-
tion in the large Govenuaent factorieB that were
designed and erected by Mr QdiHm, and uho
in numerous private worics budt at this time.

1 10 I —A pbydco-cfaciaicml UbonUory
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These features have been little altered by later

experience Chemists were trained on this srtiall

jdant for the purpose of startings Government

T 2 SfiuU t of ant itododmn «ft «lNTp

and private factories and for a time 'i few tons

a week of the product were purihed by -ilcohol

benxene in another pluit erected m the Depart
ment to supplv the Service with high grade
TNT for exploders
A study of 1 N T in all its aspects wis under

j

taken Much attention was given to the chem
istry of T N T the proportions in which the

isomers occur in the crude product being detei

mined by thermal analysis and investigations

made on their interactioi s stability sensitive

ness, heat values ind explosive properties

Amatol —^As it soon became evident th it the

supply of the high explosives m use lyddite and
TNT would not suffice the Department put
forward mixtures of nm nonium nitrate and
TNT the amatols as a result of study of their

properties and of the violence they exhibited in

shell bursting trials Gun trials substantiated the

trials at rest and their adoption quickly followed

Various methods of filling these mixti^es into

shell vk ere at this time worked out many of wl ich

have since been applied on the very largest scale

It was found that 8o/ao amatol (80 parts of

ammonium nitrate to ao of T N T ) was less easy
to brmg to detonation than lyddite or T N T and
required special arrangements in the tram of

initiation of detonation These were successfully

devised, and good and trustworthy detonation of

our shell was secured An illustration is here

given (Fig a) of the fragmentation of an i8-pr

shell fiued with 80/20 amatol

As 80/jo amatol is practically smokeless the

constituents being arranged for complete com
bustion, mixtures producing a white smoke for

indicating the point of burst were worked out for

inclusion m the shell filling Ultimately, amatol

VfO 2649, VOL tos]

became practically the onW explosive for land aad
aerial warfare and justmd its choice based on
the early estimate of its properties and caps

biliues In 1917 the production
was at the rate of about 4000
tons a week It is economioal in

that it makes use of a cheap In

gradient and has explosive pro*
perties that render it very suit

able for the purposes for which
t IS used
The Department continued the

study of amatol especially with
regard to its chemical stability

and compatibility with the various
materials with which it came into

contact Certain impurities in

immonmm nitrate were dis

covered to be objectionable and
investigation of this led to an im
pro\ement in the purity of the
immonium nitrate supplied

R D B Corditi —VVhen the
available quantity of acetone be-

came quite inadequate for the
cordite required the Department
brought forward a new type of

cordite (Research Department
B or R D B cordite) as a result of experimental

incorporations with ingredients chosen to give the

same ballistics as ordinary cordite It could be

Y Q •% ^rragatotat on oT it pr UnH b| So io u»tol

made with no alteratioti in the plant required
for the manufacture 0^ propellants. Instt^ of
acetone, the solvent et^poyM Wm ttheMfed^
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and instead of guncotton, a lower nitrate of cellu-

lose was used The great facto^ at Gretna, also

built by Mr. Quinan, manufactured R.D.B
cordite exclusively, and this soon became the cmly

propellant made in this country for the Land
oervtoe It was produced both by Government
and by private firms in enormous quantities

The need for ether and alcohol for this propel-

lant led to the restrictions imposed on alcohol

lie recovery of the new solvent presented new
problems, and investigations on these were under-

taken, which have mcreased our knowledge of the

principles underlying the absorption of vapours
As difficulties arose in the gelatinisation of the

special nitrocellulose required for this powder, the

Department continued its studies on the viscosity

of cellulose and nitrocellulose with important
results, which formed the groundwork of the pro-

cedure adopted in supply for obtaming umformity
m the cotton used in the nitration, and a dimin-

ished usage of solvent in the incorporation

Other Explosives —Many other explosives for

special naval and land purposes were put forward
by the Department and adopted by the Service

auer their properties had undergone investigation

Design of Ammunitton —A feature of the work
IS the dose connection between mechanisms con-
nected with ammunition and the utilisation in them
of explosives the properties of which have been
found specially suitable The Department was
fortunate m the success which has attended its

percussioq fuse (No io6), which played such
an important part in the war

Pyrotechnics —New demands occasioned b> the
war led to the study of compositions for pyro-
technic and incendiary purposes and to chemical
investigations on the compatibility of the ingre-

dients used Many new compositioni were de
vised and adopted for signals, stars, and inoen

diary shell

Study of the Theory of Explosives —^The study
of the chemical constitution of nitro-compounds
has been referred to, but a large amount of in-

formation the usefulness of which has been re-

flected on Service requirements has accrued from
the development of systematic work on such
subjects as the calorimetry of explosives, for

which new methods and apparatus have been

devised, their sensitiveness, their rates of

decomposition and of detonation, and the

pressure of the blow they develop The last was
an exteiision of the work of the late Prof B
Hopkinson, and has been fruitful in advanang
knowledge of theory as well as m providing in-

struments for quantitative registration of the

effects of explosives contained in Service com
ponents

General —Ihe high quality and eflicicncy of

our ammunition, in spite of shortage and the need
for providing substitutes, have been obtained as

a result of the continuous application of chemical

and physical research The research initiated

and earned out provided in numerous cases

methods for the production of explosives, and
demonstrated the conditions for their safe em-
ployment, principles of fundamental importance
were discovered which were utilised in the design-

ing of ammunitton, causes of failure at earh
stages were discovered, thus avoiding unsatis-

factory issues of material , and substitutes and
alternatives, without which some of our great war
manufactures could not have been carried on,

were sought and discovered
(To he continued

)

The Earliest Known Land Flora. ^

By Prof F i

IL

COMPARfSpN of these four fossil species Trom
Rhyme wim other fossils already known

from the early Dqyoman period shows th4t a very
homogeneous flora existed at that time, consisting

chiefly of leafless and rootless land-hvmg plants
T^se and other characters, such ns their large,

distal, sometimes solitary, and often forked
sporangia, stamp these plants as exceptionally
primitive Apiong living plants the nearest of
km to them are dearly the Psilotaceee, a family
which has long presented a problem in morpho-
lep and classifi^tion It comprises two living
genera, Psilotum and TmesipterU Both genera
are rootless Their imperfect morphological

,

differentiation is shown by the fact that botanists '

are not yet agreed whjcther their lateral appen-
,

dages are to be held as truly foliar or not Psilo-
turn is native throughout the tropics, and is repre-
» OboQttrM d«li««r«d m* th« R .ya] liHiUiackw on Frldny, April

*

Cooiiniuri from p OBf.
r- ir-
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Bower, F R S

sented by two well-marked species The com-
monest, P triquetrum, has upright and shrubby
aerial shools, with radial construction and fre-

quent bifurcations These spring from leafless

I

underground rhizomes, profusdy bifurcated Thc>
' are covered with rhizoids, and contain a mycc-

^

rhizic fuhgus On the lower part <rf the aerial

shoots simple spine-like leaves are borne, but
towards the distal ends these are repl^c^ by
forked spurs, between the prongs of which a
svnangium, usually with three loculi, is seated
The aerial shoot is traversed by a vascular strand
consisting of xylem in the form of a hollow many-
rayed star, with sclerotic cor^and branch-strands
run out to the appendages. The whole is covered
b^ epidermis with stomata, and the cortex pro-
vides the photosynthetic tissue Tmesipteris is

represented by only one species, limited to Aus-
tralasia. It grows usually among the massed
roots that cover the stems of tree-ferns, but some-
times upon the ground Its general form is like
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thftt of Psdotunif but the underground rhizomes
are longer and the appendages larger while only
two loculi are usually present m each synangium
Clearly the form and vascular structure of these

S
lants are generally like th sc of the Rhyme
ora

Until quite recently the Psilotaccae remained the
only living Pteridophytes of which the life cycle
was still incompletely known In all the other
^oups the regular alternation of two generations
had been demonstrated one is the prothallus
which is sexual, and the other the cst'iblishcd
plant, which is non sexual In the Psilotnccdc also
the plant as above described is the non sexual
generation but hitherto the form or even the exist
ence of the sexual i^encration remained problem
atical Since 1914 the proth lli of both generi of
the PsilotacedL have been discovered nd their
structure h is been demonstrated by D irnell

Smith I awson and Holloway and so the very
last of these life histones has now been completed
It turns out that the prothallus of the Psilotacede
IS similar in its general characters to those of
other archaic Pteridophytes being olourless ind
living in humus by means of fungal nourishment
In fact these plants conform in their life cycle to
what IS seen in the Lycopods and in the pnmit vc
i erns \n ilogy with the living Psilot iceos m kes
It highly probable that these carlv Devonian pi ints
also showed alternation Thouf,h this has not
been demonstrated for them thur preserv ition is

so perfect that even the delicate prothallus mny
yet be revealed as the reward of further search
The interest of the recent work on the modern

Psilotace® centres not so much in the details of
the prothallus as in their embryology It has been
shown by Holloway that the embryo of Tmrsi
ptens IS rootless from the first This suggests that

the rootlessness is primitive and not the result of
reduction Since the Dc\onnn plants were
rootless also it seems probable that this state was
charactenstic of such early plants of the land
Further, the existence of Sporogocites and the
very moss like structure of its sporangium to
gether with its similarity to the sporangia of
Rhynia and Homea seem to link up the latter

naturally with the Bryophytes which are also
rootless In fact we see before us a flora of
rootless plants which raises afresh the question
of the first establishment of the neutral genera
tion as an independent, soil growing organism
It originates m every case within the tissue of
the sexual plant and is at first dependent upon
It This condition is seen in the embryo of
Tmesipteris with details not unlike those of the
Anthoceroteae How then did it first establish
itself independently upon the soil?

This question was first raised long ago by Dr
Treub the brilliant director of the Botamc Gar
dans at Buitenzorg He suggested that in the
evolution of landJiving plants a rootless phase
would naturally precede the full establishment of
the sporophyte m the soil He saw this reflected

la the embryonic state of certain Lycopods, where
a parenchymatous tuber precedes the establish
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meat of the rooted plant It is attached to the
soil by rhizoids and contains a mycorhizic fungus
This tuber Treub styled the protocorm He
regarded it as a general precursor of the estab-
lished leafy plant in descent During the war
new examples of this protocorm stage were
described by Holloway which show the condition
in Its most pronounced form In Lycopodium
laterale it constitutes the whole plant body for
the first season It bears numerous protophylls,
and may even branch and reproduce itself v^c-
tatively It is only later that the leafy shoot and
lastly the root are formed The fact that Homea
shows a similar tuberous swelling at the base of
the rootless plant and ret tins it even in the adult
state brings the added inteiest that a perm ment
protocorm figures in the c irliest known land flora
Its antiquity is thus undoi bled But the
Devonian plants do not all show it m a distended
form The tuberous swelling is not conspicuous
11 Rhynia or in Asltroxylon and it is significant
that in the living Tmesipteris the rhizome is

cylindric 1 These facts indicate that the dis
tended protocorm is neither an obligatory nor a
const int feature

It will not be necessary to do more than refer
briefly to the controversy whether the ippendages
of the Psilot ceoe are truly leaves or br inches
Ihe fact suffices that the question has been in

debate and that similar questions arise in rcla

lion to these fossils of the Devonian period In
them it IS impossible to assign the name leaf to
any definite part in the full sense in which it is

used in the higher vascular plants The diffi-

culties of their morphological analysis and their

rootlessness are in themselves evidence of the
primitive state of these fossils We are, in fact,

m the presence of what evolutionists call syn
thctic types —that is, such is link together
^oups which have diverged The early

Devonian plants and the Psilotaceae show us just

those forms which might have been anticipated

as a consequence of comparative study, and some
of their characters were actually forecast by Dr
Treub
Though it may be difficult to place the parts of

these synthetic types in the categories of stem,
leaf and root, as those terms are applied to more
advanced forms still they will serve to illuminate

the probable origin of these parts The rhizomes
of Asteroxylon suggest an ongin of roots from
branched, leafless rhizomes its leaves sug
p^est a relation with the leaves of I ycopods but
Its most significant feature is the branch svstem
ascribed to Asteroxylon bearing the distal

sporangia which is so like that already described
for the enigmitical Carboniferous fossil Stauro
ptens This comparison has already been
pointed out by Kidston and Lang On the other
hand approaching the question from the side of
the living Ferns I indicated m 1917 that ‘the
distal and marginal position of a sorus often
monangial is prevalent among pnmitive Ferns
and that more complex son arc n^erable *n ongin
to it ’ Comparison of the distal sporangia of
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the Psilophytalcft with those of Stauroptens,

Botryopteris, the Ophioglossaceae, Osmunda, and

the Schizseacese, gives a sequence which sketches

in broad lines, though not monophyletically, a

probable origin of marginal sporangia for the

Ferns It is accompanied by reduction of size and

spore-number in tne later and derivative types,

which IS continued on to the most advanced of

living Ferns A reduction of the distal branchlels

to a single plane, and the webbing of them laterally

together, would give a type of sporophyll and

fructification known in certain primitive herns

But if this were the real course of their evolution,

the sporophyll so constructed would be a different

thing from the “leaves” seen in Asteroxjrlon

This was the vision of the prophetic Lignier, who
has not lived to sec his ideas tested by these new
discoveries But such comparisons still leave in

doubt the origin of the axis in fcrn-like types It

is not clear vet how near the truth for them my
suggestion of 1884 may be that “the stem and
leaf would have originated simultaneously by
differentiation of a uniform branch-system into

members of two categoric*! ” Nevertheless, the

important new fact, which now gi\es reality to

this theory, is that a uniform branch-system has
been shown to have existed in these early vasculai

plants A sympodial development of nt, after the

manner shown m the leaves of living herns, would
provide at least one tvpe of foliar appendage,
which would bear a relation to the axis similar

to that of the pinnae to the phyllopodium or Pnchis

of the leaf *

On the other hand, comparison of the Bryo-
phytes will leave little doubt that the sporangium
of the Psilophytalcs and the sporogonium are

kindred structures If this be so, then we shall

sec linked together by comparison with these new
fossils, not only the sporogonia of Bryophytes and
the sporangia of Ferns, but even the poIlen-sa<s

and ovules of Flowering Plants I^ng ago it was
remarked that the widest gap in the sequence of

?
lants was that between the Bryophytes and the
^tendophytes It is within this gap thrt the

newly discovered fossils take their natural place,

acting as synthetic hnks, and drawing together
more closely the whole sequence of land-living,

sporangium-beanng plants We still await with
interest the considered comparisons of the authors
of these notable memoirs, though they have
already pointed out several fertile lines But
thoee who have been deeply engaged in compara-
tive morphology may be excused for stating how
these new facts strike them Clearly the morpho-
logy of land-living plants is again in the melting-

pot It will emetge strengthened by new and
positive facts, and refined by comparisons which
can now be based upon solid data, and less than
before on mere surmise
The new facts arc thus seen to link the Bryo-

phytes and the Pteridophytes more closely to-

gether than ever before It may be that these
two great phyla of land-living plants have them-
selves divei^:^ from some common source still

PhlL l>iiM , 1884, p 5115.
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unknown. But that source is reflected more
nearly m these early Devoman plants than m any
other known forms. If that be so, whence may
these still more primitive plants have sprung?
The view has always been entertained ttmt the

Algee preceded land-livmg plants For long the

fresh-water green Alg«e were believed to have
provided the source Latterly from the Continent,

but notably also here at home, at the instance of

Lang and of Church, the belief has swung round
towards marine forms Highly specialised Algse

flourish on every rocky shore Some of these show
alternation AU are rootless Some have a dif-

ferentiation of their branch-system which pre-

figures the relation of leaf and axis Not a few
of the Red Seaweeds have spore-tetrads borne
internally, and located in the ends of specialised

branches called stichidia These arc not alto-

gether unlike sporogonia, or the large sporangia

of the early Devonian plants W c may well

regard it as improbable that any direct transition

of suih specialised t^pes to a land-habit took
place, though this has been hinted at more than
once But at least corresponding features of ex-

ternal differentiation and of sporc-production arc
present in both Homoplasy may be the real

explanation of the likeness, but still the similarity

exists
1* rom what has been said it is clear that during

the years of war plant morphology <.niercd

upon a new phase Hie problems of origin of

root and axis and leaf and sporangium have been
propounded afresh in terms of the ntw dis-

coveries 1 he day is past of that vague surmise
on these points which bulked so largely in

the discussions of recent decades It was thr

paucity of facts that kept opinion in suspense
hovering between rival arguments rather thai

settling on assured data Liking back upon th<

history of that branch of botanical science whici

is called comparative morphology, there is onh
one period that can rival the years from 1913 ti

igao in point of positive advance It is the penot.
which led up to the great generalisations of Hof-
meister sixty years ago In the glories of that
work Britain had no direct share, though it

was earned out at the very lime when Lycll,

Darwin, Wallace, Hooker, and Huxley were lay-

ing the theoretical foundations which gave their

real si^ificance to the discovcncs then made by
Hofmcistcr In the words of Sachs “When
Darwin’s theory was given to the v^rld—the
theory of Descent had only to accept what genetic
morphology had already brought to view ”

Science, it is true, is cosmopolitan, and should
always be held as such But still we in Britain
may feci a legitimate satisfaction that m these
recent discoveries, which have transformed the
problems of mon^logy, the material, the con-

servations, and the arguments based upon them
arc mainly of British origin. The channel of
puUication of the results, so largely derived by
Scottish workers from Scottish material has
naturally been the Transactions of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh.
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Meteoroloi^cal Influences of the Sun and the Atlantic.*

By pROh J W GRl(OK^, FRS
'T''HE prospects of long-penod wtathcr foiecast-
^ mg and the explanation of major variations

of climate appear to lest on two lines of investiga-

tion The effort of the first is to tonnut changes
in the weather with those in occinic c iicuLition

,

the second attributes the changes to vaiiations in

the heat supply of the sun icting through the

atmospheric cm ulation I* ach ihtorj has its own
a prion prohabiht> 1 he oceanic control of t limate

has the attraction that each occ'm is .1 potential

refrigerator, since it is a reservoii of almost ice-

cold water, whu h, it raised to the surface, must
chill the air, disturb the winds, and 1 nable polar

ice to dnit further into the temperate stas

Hence Meinardus, for example, connected rhe

range of ice in the Icelandic seas and harvests in

Germany with variations in the surface waters
of the North Atlantic Ihc alternative thcorv

has the recommendation that, since the earth re-

ceives its heat supply from the sun, variation in

solar activity is the natural c.iuse of ehmatte change
The oceanic theory must be true in part Ibc

abnormal character of some coastal climates is

clearly due to the upwelhng of cold water under

the influence of off-shoie winds Moreovci, un-

usual spells of weather on some of the toasts and
islands of the Atlantic follow changes lu the

quality of its surface water, as proved bv Ui
H N Dickson for North-western Furopt, inci

by Prof H H Hildebrandsson’s demonstration
that for fifteen years there has been constant co-

incidence between rainfall in British Columbia
and the weather in the following autumn in the

Azores The alternative theory that the main
factor in controlling the temperature of the earth

IS the varying heat from the sun acting through
changes of wind and atmospheric pressure has
been mainlv advanced by the work of Sir Norman
and Dr W J S Ixickyer and of Prof Frank
Bigelow

,
they are now strongly reinforced by Dr

B Helland-Hansen, the director of the biological

Station at Bergen, and Dr N msen, who remark
that these views have hitherto received but little

support
The important memoir hv these Norwegian

oceanc^raphers is based on a detailed siudv of

variations in the temperatures of the air and
surface waters along the steamer route from the

English Channel to New York Their detailed

discussion of the results and associated problems
is accompanied bv a valuable senes of tempera-
ture charts of the North Atlantic for the months
of February and Manh from 1898 to 1910 The
data arc often uncertain and the inconvenience of

the Centigrade thermometer with its zero at freez-

ing point IS illustrated by records of water tCin-

perature of C and -4* C , which have to

be rejected Drs Helland-Hansen and Nansen,
1 Bjara HvlUnd-HaiHcn and Fridtjof Naimn, "Tamprratura Vanattom

In tKa North Atfautne Oraan and In the Atmo^phare ' Introductory SludwaM tha Caoaa of OlmmtolovIcBl VariatIon« SmltltMnlao MUcallanaotu
Cdtectlona, lax , Pabliratten 0537 1900 Pp. riH+408+4S plaios.
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atlcr discussion of the theory of oceanic control,

reject it as quite inadequate Ihus the chilling

effect of the drift of rc into the North Atlantic
they estimate as ‘ vanishingly small " in com-
parison with the heal transported h} the *iir, or
even b) ocean currents They consider that,

though not yet full^ established, the vaiiations of
the air temperature preceded, and were therefore
not the result of, those of the water temperature
Ihey hold that the variations of temperature re-

quire some much g re iter ind more general cause
than oceanic variations

haith in the meteoiological influence ol oreanic
circulation was greatl} favoured by the exagger-
ated eslimatis .itlaehcd to what the authors refer

to as “the so-called Gulf Stream ” Ihus the

warmth of the water off the Norwegian coast was
attributed to that current even bv Pettersson and
Meinardus, this conclusion the authors describe

as surprising because the evidence of salinity

shows that the Norwegian waters are coastal and
quite cliffen nt from those of the mid-Atlantic*

J his sound intKism of the Swedish md Munster
oceanographers renders it the more remarkable
that iheic is no reference, either in the long his-

torical discussion or in the bibliography, to the

pioneer woik on this subject in the earlier papers

bv Dr H \ Dickson, or to his obseivations as to
the seasonal entrimi oi the Atlintic water into

the North Sea I he authors agree with Schott
in terminating the Gulf Stream west of New-
foundland, «ind calling the current off Western
Europe the “Atlantic current,” for which
Dickson’s name of “ Furopean current” is more
descriptive and definite The Atlantic is a large

mass, and has a whole system of currents, of

which the so-called Atlantic current is by no
means the largest

Dis Helland-Hansen and Nansen, after reject-

ing the oceanic theorv, acvept as firmlv established

the dependence of variations in the earth’s tem-
peratures on the solvr variations proved bv sun-
spots, the numbers of solar prominences, and ter-

restrial magnetic disturbances They point out

that the influence of the sun on the weather of any
area on the earth depends upon so complex a

senes of factors that the results at first sight

appear inconsistent The crude expectation that an
increase of heat supplv from the sun would raise

the temperature of the whole earth was early

dismissed, for the greater evaporation would
lower the temperature on the coastlands bv in-

creased clouds, ram, md snow Blanford pointed

out, for example, the sec-saw' of oceanic md con-
tinental conditions , but thoup^h his view has not

been fully confirmed, his principle is supported

by the proof that regions are oppositely affected

bv changes in the heat supply from the sun
Bigelow has divided the world into three groups
of regions in the “ direct ” group the tempera-
ture conditions vary directly with the sun

; in the
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indirect group the variations agree in tunei

but are opposite in character in the third, the

indifferent group, there is no regular corre-

spondence Sir Nornian and Dr W J S
Lockyer h ivc shown that a region may for years

belong to the direct group, then suddenly

become indirect, and later return to the

direct group Drs Helland Hansen and
Ninsen accept this frequent inversion and also

their explanation of the phenomenon
The authors instructive study of North Atlantic

temperatures therefore strengthens the case for

{AuGUsr 5, 1930

solar variations acting through the atmospheric
arculation as the mmn cause of meteorological

changes To what extent the ocean helps by
regu&ting the air temperature and circulation the

authors do not discuss in the present memoir,
that and other questions are to be dealt with after

further investigations in a series of memoirs to

which the present is mtroductory The useful-

ness of the promised memoirs would be increased

(should they have as many appendices and sup
plementary notes as the present) if each ^\ere

provided with an index

The Thermionic Vaive in Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony ^

By Prof J A Fleming IRS

T HI il crniionic v live is in invention which h is

\ istl) increased the powers ind range of

wireless ttlegi iphy I ike m iny other inventions

the telephone for inst nee it is simple in its

cssenti 1 c nstruction It consists of a little ek
trie lamp comprising a gl iss bulb very highly

exhausted of its air containing a hlament of

cirbon 01 better tungsten which c in be rendered

incandescent by in electiu tirrent vVithin the

bulb ind around the hi iment are fixed certain

metal plates or cylinders uid it miy bo spirals

of vire 01 metal networks called the grid To
explain its origin in its simplest form I shall h ivc

to take \ou bark in thought to the days when
the ph^ steal eftects taking place in incandescent

electric lamps were first b^inning to be con
sidcred carefully In 1883 Mr I dison for some
purpose placed in the glass bulb of one of his

carbm filament limps a metal plate which wis
ca ntd on a platinum wire seded through the

gliss A\hen the filament was rendered mean
descent by a current from i battery be found
th it if the plate was connected by a wire external

to the lamp with the positive terminal of the

hi iment a small electric current flowed through
it but it connect^ to the negative terminal no
curnnt or at most i very feeble current flowed
This new and interesting effect became known as

th Ldison effect in glow limps but Mr
Ld SDH gave no explanation of it and made no
prietical application of it

Fdison suppbed some lamps with plates in the

bulb to the late Sir William Prcece and the litter

found that the current called the bdison effect

current increased very rapidly as the filament was
healed to higher and higher temperatures and
that the collecting plate could be placed a long
way from the filament even it the end of a side

tibe without altogether causing it to vanish At
1 little later date I took up the ubject and one
of the first things discovered was that the Fdison
effect w IS greatly reduced if that side of the
carbon loop filament in connection with the nega
tive pole of the battery was enclosed in a glass

or metal tube or if a sheet of mica was inter

posed between the filament and the collecting

plate This seemed to indicate that the effect was
1 f iwn • dlBooar«« d«llv«r«d td ibe Roykl lost ut on on Friday Moy ii
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due to some material emission from the hot fill

ment
Another f ict I observed very soon was that the

filament was giving off torrents of negative elec

tricity and could discharge a positively electrified

conductor connected to the plate but not one
negatively chirgcd furthermore I found that
the vacuous pace between the filament and the
plate possessed a curious unilatcril electric con
ductivily for low voltage direct electric cui rents

and that even a single cell of a battery could p iss

a current from the hot filament to the collecting

plate if the negative pole of the battery was in

connection with the hot filament but not m the

opposite direction This fact h id however been
previously noticed m another manner by W
Hittorf These experiments were made m 1888 or

1889 and at that time were not satisfactorily ex
plained

It was not until nearly ten years later that your
distinguished professor of natural philosophy, Sir

Joseph Fhomson published accounts of tus epoch
making and important researches in whic^ he
proved that the agency we call negative electricity

is atomic in structure and exists in indivisible

units now named electrons which carry a certain
electric charge and have a certain mass These
negative electrons are constituents of all chemical
atoms An electrically neutral atom which has
lost one or more electrons is called a positive ion,

and neutral atoms which h ive lost or gamed elec

trons arc said to be ionised There are arguments
in favour of the view that the majority of the
atoms in metals and other good conductors of
electriaty are in a state of intermittent lofusation,

and that inlermingled with the atoms or positive

10ns say in a wire of copper tungsten or car-
bon there are electrons which are jumping from
atom to atom with great velocity If we apply
to the wire an electromotive force, this causes a
drift of these electrons at the instant they are
free in the oppositQ^ direction to the force (on
usual convenuons) arid this drift or unidirectional

motion IS superimposed on the iriegular motion,
and constitutes an electric current The drift

velocity may be verv slow compared with the
velocity of the irregular motion The drift motion
of the electrons superimposed on the irregular
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motion may be compared with that of a swarm of
bees in which each insect is flying’ hither and
thither rapidly, whilst the whole swarm is being
b^own by a gentle brecac slowly down a road If

the electrons merely surge to and fro, it gives
rise to a form of current we descnl^ as an
alternating current, and if they execute this

motion very rapidly we call it an electric oscilla

tion

The reason an electric current produces heat in a
conductor is because the drift energy of the electrons
19 then being continually converted into additional
irregular motion energy in the free electrons and
ahxns by collisions of electrons with the atoms of the
conductor If, then the temperature becomes very
high—that 1* if the irregular electronic motion
becomes ver> great-—certain electrons m ly acquire
such velocities that they are flung out from the surface
of the wire even against the attraction of the positive
atomic 10ns left b^ind If there is no el^tric forte
tending to make the electrons move away from the
neighbourhood of the hot wire these electrons con
stitute a charge around it, and the repulsion
they exercise on each other tends to keep other elec
trons from ^tting out into the spice Suppose how
ever that the incandescent wire is placed in the ixis
of a highly exhausted glabs tube, and is surrounded
by a metal cylinder which is kept positively elcctnfled
the electrons move to it and others then make their
exit from the v. ire Such a tub* with incandc s ent
wire cathode and cold metal plate anode is now called
a thertmontc tube I he steady emission of electron^
u called a thsttmoruc current In the case cf i

tuf^sten wire brilliantly incandescent m vacuo and
under suflUaent electric force this current mav
amount to as much as an ampere per square centi
metre of surface This means that electrons are being
flung or pulled out at the rate of millions of billions
per second per square centimetre So soon as Sir Joseph
1 homson had proved bv experiment that th s clc
tronic emission was taking place the explanation of .

the effects observed in incandescent electric lamps
by Edison Precce and myself became clear For
in the Edison experiment we have a slow drift of
electrons through the carbon filament superimposed
on a ver\ lapid and crritic motion and multitudes
of these electrons are escaping from the filament on
all sides—just like steam escaping from a porous or
leakv canvas steam pipe If the plate m the bulb

S
t connected to the positive pole of the filament
eatini^ battery it is positively electrified and it

attracts these escaped electrons and they enter it and
drift through the external wire forming the observed
Edison current
Suppose then, that we connect the collecting plate

by a wire external to the bulb with the negative ter

minal of the filament and that we insert in this

circuit a battery of a number of lUIs which can be
altered so as to varv the potential of the plate the

said battery havina its negitivc terminal connected
to the filament ue then find that a thermionic cur

rent flotv s which can be me isurod by an amperemeter
Inserted in the circuit If we varv the voltage from
»ero upwards we shall find that the thermionic cur

rent increases but not indefinitely It soon reaches

a value at wh <h no further incren«»e of vdtnge raises

the current The reason the current does not increase

indefimtelv is because for nach particular tempera
ture of the filament there a certain maximum
possible rate of electronu emission The electrons are

drawn awav from the filament at a rate which in

creates with the ootential of the plate up to that

point at which the maximum emission rate is reached
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Ihe thermionic current then becomes stationary and
IS said to be saiurated

It IS remarkable that although this emission of
eLectncitv from incandescent substances had been
studied for more than a quarter of a century, none
of them made any practical application of it prior to

1904 At that date I was so fortunate as to discover
a tot illy unexpected application of this thermionic
emission in wireless telegraphy Before 1904 only
three kinds of detector wore in practical use in wire
less telegraphy vir the coherer or metallic filings

detector the m ignetic wire detector and the elec

trolytic detector The coherer and the electrolytic

detectors were both rather troublesome to work with
on account of the frequent adjustments required

The magnetic detector was far more satisfactory and
m the form given to it b> Senator Marconi is still

used It IS not however very sensitive and it

requires attention at frequent intervals to wind up the

clockwork which drives the moving iron wire band
In or about 1904 many wireless telegraphists were

seeking for new and improved detectors 1 was
anxious to find one which while more sensitive and
less capricious than the coherer, could be used to

record the signals by optical means Our electrical

instrum4‘nts for detectin feeble direct or unidirec-

tional cu rents aie vastly more sensitive than any we
have for detecting alternaung currents Hence it

seemed to me that we should gain a great advantage
if we could convert the feeble alternating currents m
a wireless aerial into unidirectional currents which
coukl then affect a mirror galvanometer or the more
sensitive Kinthoven galvanometer There were
ilready in existence ippliances for effecting this con-

version when the alternations or frcaucncy was low,

namely, one hundred or a few hundred per second
After trying numerous devices my old experiments on
the Edison effect came to mind and the question

arose whether a lamp with incandescent filament and
metal collecting plate would not provide what 'was

required even for extra high frequency currents, in

virtue of the fact that the tncrmionic emission would
discharge the collecting plate instantly when post

lively but not when negatively electnfied Accord

ingly 1 appealed to the arbitrament of expenment and
the following arrangement was tried

Two coils of wire were placed at a distance, and
in one of them electric oscillations were created by

the discharge of a Leyden jar The other coil had
one terminm connected to the filament of a lamp, and
the collecting plate to one terminal of a galvano-

meter die second terminal of the latter befog co^
nected to the second terminal of the coil I found,

to mv delight that my anticipations were correcL

and that eWtric oscillations created in the second

coil by induction from the first were rectified or

converted into unidirectional gushes of electndtv

which acted upon and deflected the galvanometer

I therefore named such a lamp with collecting

metal plate used for the above purpose an o^ctUafton

valve because it acts towards electric currents as a
valve in a water pip« acts towards a current of water

T soon found th it for the purposes of wireless tele-

graphy quite a small low voltage lamp with a metal

cvlmder placed round a carbon or metal loop filament

was a verv effective rectifier and could be used for

converting the feeble alternating currents in a wire

less receiving aerial into unidirertional currents

capable of affectini# a telephone or galvanometer It

wras almost immediately adooted in practical wireless

telegraphy as a simple and easily managed detector

and the intermittent rectified currents were passed

through a teleohone Some lime after the introduc-

tion of this oscillation valve I found that another
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method of employing it as a detector wag as
follows

If we connect the plate of the valve with the nega-
tive terminal of the filament-heating battery, and
insert in that circuit a battery for i reating a
thermionic current, we can delineate a characteristic
curve, as already described, by varying the E M F
of the plate circuit battery That curve has genera!l\
some places In it at which the slope changes rather
quickly If we adjust the E M F of the plate battcrv
to work at that point, and then by means of a trans-
former superimpose a feeble oscillatorv F M F
derived from a wireless receiving aeriat, the thermionic
current will oscillate from one value to another, and
it IS easy to see from the concave form of the charac-
teristic curve that the mean value of this varying
thermionic current is greater than the value of the
steady thermionic current when the oscillations are
not superimposed on the steady or batferv voltage
This mode ot usage in the case of valves with a
certain degree of exhaustion in the bulb gives very
great sensitiveness in the detection of radio-signals

It IS commonly rnlled the potentiometer method
because the extra steady voltage required in itn plate
circuit IS derived by emploving a fraction of the
voltage of the battcr\ used for incandescing the fila-

ment bv means of a potentiometer resistance

TTus IS, perhaps, the plaie to refer to another view
of the mode in which mv Valve acts even when no
addiHonil F M F is placed in the plate circuit The
characteristic curve of a valve is found not to start

exactly from the point of rero voltage, but from a
point on the negative side about ^ lo i volt TThis

means that if the niate is connected to the negative
terminal of a filament bsiterv bv a wire, there is

found to be in It i small negative electric current
flowing from the pi ite through the external ciicuit

to the negative terminal The reason probably is that

the electrons are shot out of the filament with a
certain velocitv and irruniulate round the plate

The result is a tendency for tlum to diffuse back
through the external circuit, creating a feeble electron

current which cm be stopped only bv introducing a
small counter F M F into that c irruit Hence the
chamrtcilstir curw starts from n negative point on
the voltigp axis \t the place where it ciosscs the

zero voltage point that curve is concave upwards,
and hence, for the reason just explained, the intro-

duction into the external thermionic circuit of n feeble

alternating high frequence electromotive force will result

in an increase in the mean 01 average thermionic
current Hence the valve is sensitive to feeble elec-

tric oscilhtions and rectifies them, not bv quite sup-

pressing all current in one direction, but because the
thermion ir current Is greater for a given E M F
applied in one direction in the theimionic current than
when that F M h is applied in llie opposite direction,

whilst the me an v ilue of the thermionic current
throughout the complete cvcie is greater than its

value when tlR alternating EMF is not applied

We must now turn to consider an improvcmei.t
which was Introduted in icjcyy into the thermionic
valve, for which credit must he given to Dr Lee de
Forest He placed n grid oi ng/ag of wire carried

on a separate leading-in wire between the olale and
the filament of mv valve, and thcreSv made what is

now called a three-elf»( trode vilve fFig t>

In modem thermionic devices the gnd takes the
form of cither a spiral wire or else a metallic gause
cylinder, which surrounds the filament without touch-

ing it, and is In turn surrounded bv the ijiate or

cylinder which does not touch the grid ThU addi-

tion enables the valve to act as an amolifier of electric

osciitatiofiB as follows
Suppose wv insert in the externa! plate circuit a
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battery B« (see Fig. i) giving an £ M,F , say« of
100 volts, and also a current-measuring instrument
If the battery has its ^itive terminal connected to
the plate, the stream of electrons emitted by the fila*

ment will be drawn to the pUte and give a thermionic
< urrent of three or four imUiamperes if the valve ia

highly exhausted This stream or electrons will reach
the plate by shooting through the holes or inter-

spaces in the mesh or spiral gnd G
Li t us now nupposc that we give the grid a small

negative charge by a battery B, This will cause the
electrons coming out of the filament to be partly
repelled, and therefore the thermion it current in the
plate circuit will be reduced perhaps even to rero.

\gain, let us gi\e tlie grid G 1 small positive (harge.
This will ittrirt the t nutted rlcitions, and they will

shoot through the grkl with incrcaw»d velocity

Therefore the Ihotmtomc riincnt will be intreased
The important point to notice is that, owing to the
small elerlriral of th*' gnd, and also owing
to the high voltage niting m the plate circuit, a very
small expenditure of power on the grid cirtuit wmiI

vary or modulate n much larger amount of power In

the plate ciicuit Just as the pressure of a thildV
finger on the switch mav start or stop an electric

motor of several horse-power, or a feeble current \
passing through a telegraph relay start or stop a large

current, so tno three-electrode valve acts as a relay
If we plot a curve delineating the vanation of

thermionic current with varying gnd voltage or
potential for such a three-electrode vmve, we find that
curve over wide limits to be nearly a straight iine

This means that the change in plate current is pro-
portional to the change in grio voltage However
rapidly the gnd voltage may change, so nimble are
thi»e httle electrons that the mermionit current
copies on a magnified scale the changes of grid
potential Hence the 'irrangcment is cnlloa a
thermionic amplifier

We can. however, advance farther If we cause
the plate current of one valve to pa^s through the
primary coil of a transformer, and then connect the
terminals of the secondary coif of the latter respec-

tively to the grid and filament of a second valve, we
find that the fluctuations in the plate current of the
first valve can be made to generate etalM potential
variations of the second valve, and this again to
create magnified variations of the plate current of the
second valve This mode of connection is not limited
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to two valves t we can thus employ three, four, or
more valves m cModt, as it is called, and each one
multipiieb or amplifies the effect of the one before It

is this use of three-electrode valves m cascade that
has given us recently such vastly increased powers
of detecting wireless waves 1 lie or final

amplifying valve may be made to operate a detecting

or rectifying valve, or perhaps a crystal detector

But there is an additional veiy valuable power pus-

sessed by the thermionic valve, viz that it can
generate electric oscillations as well as detect thtni

We have already seen that the fundamental property
of this valve that variations of ginl potential crLate

similar variations of plate or thermionic current
Supposing, then, that this latter cuirent is passed
through a coil over which is wound another second

m

coil connecting the grid and filament (Fig 2)

It is possible so to mike the tonncclions th it

increase in the plate luirent will give the grid a
negative charge and so immediately reduct the pi \U

current Converseh, anv reduction of plait turient

will give the gnd a positive chirgc which will igain

increase the plate current Hent< the oner 1 lions m
the plate current when onre started will bo main-
tained, the energy required Ixing drawn ftoni the

battcrv B (**ee Fig a) in the pi ite rirciut The nttion

Fio 9 —CoaiMrlions for j^tnvalor vaWa

resemblcb that in the well-known experiment called
the singing telephone
The discovery of the oscillation-producing power of

the valve was of great importance, because it at once
wt it in our power to conduct wifeless telephony with
simple, easily managed apparatus The principles of
radio-telephony are briefly as follows At the trans-
mitting station we have to establish in the sending
•erlal undamped or persistent osnllations and to
radiate continuous waves Bv means of a carbon
microphone we have then to modulate the amplitude
or intensity of these waves in accordance with the
wave-form of the speaking voice
The arrangements for a wireless telephone trans-

mitter are, then, as follows Bv meana of a
thermionic valve, with its plate and grid circuit indue-
Hvely coupled, we set up, as already explained, per-
sistent electric oscillations in the plate circuit, and
these are transferred by induction to an am 'll wire
properly tuned to sympathetic vibration High fre-
ouenry electric currents, therefore, flow up and down
ttic aeriat These produce magnetic and electric

effects in surrounding space which are propagated
outwards as an elertromagndtir wave We have in

the next place to vary the amplitude of these radiated
electfomagnetic waves bv a speaking microphone, and
this Is done bv means of a control valve This latter
valve has Its grM circuit Inductively connected bv a
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transformer with a circuit containing a battery and a
tUephoHL traobmitter
Hence, when iipcech is made to the mouthpiece of

the carbon microphone, this vanes the electric current
through It, and therefore the potential of the giid, in

aciordancc with the wave-fotiii of the speech bound
Ihc plate cifLUit of this contiul valve is joined In
parallel with that of the generating or power valve,

and the result is tliat speaking to tlio carbon trans-

mitter modulates th^ amplitude of the aerial lurrent,
ind theiefore lh< ainphludL of the ladiated Wci\Cb,

in aciordance with the speech wave-foim
\t the icLLiving station these ckittoinagnetu waves

impinge on the receiving aerial and create in it very
feeble alternating turrents, whiih an a u>p\ on a
reduced scale of those in the tiansmittmg aenal
ThcbC are then amplified by valveb m cascade,
rectified, and sent through a Bell receiving telephone
The result is that the latter emits sounds v^ich closely

imitate the speech sounds made to the distant trans-

mitter We require very high h. M F to cieate a
themiionic current of suflicicnt strength for wireless

telephony Ihis is now obtained by rectifying a high-

\oltage low-frequenc) alternating current by a
blcniing tW'O-elccttodc v^lve

1 he whok of Ihi applninres arc usuallv contmned
III I smoU (. ibiiKt V t idio-ti Icphonc set as
made by the Marconi C o will woik ovot -icmi milos and
transmit speech pufcctl) More powerful arrange-
ments on the 'cime principle hast telephoned fiom
Chelmsford to Rome

I or aircraft radio-tclephonv it is usual to provide
a sm ill high-tension dinamo driven b\ a win<l screw

to give the requisite duect high pH to voltagi The
filamc nt-henting cm rents uc provided from small
(loscxl storage cells The aeiii! wire is a long trailing

wiie about 250 ft in length, which ts unwound when
required from a drum Iht actual v live apparatus
mav be placed at inv convenient place in liie aero-

plane body and vet be lonli oiled bv the pilot or

observer from his scat The mere 'ttt of taking
hold of the microphone tnnsmitter cloves a switch
which lights up the valves and throws ovc r the aerial

wire into connection with the transmitting valve

Such aircraft radio-telephonos will operate over a dis-

tince of fifty miles or more So sensitive are these

c'lsraded valve detectors that it is not even necessary

to use a long aerial wire at all A very few turns of

insuI'Ued wire wound on a wooden frame, called a
frame aerial, connected to the receiver suffice to col-

lect and detect the electric yvave signals

Experiments were conducted in March, igig, by
the Marconi Co to ascertain the minimum power
required to transmit hv these valve generators

articulate speech atros«* the Atlantic dunng davllght

hours The transmitting plant consisted of two three-

electrode generating valves, with a third control valve

for sweeh modulation A small alternator of 2 s kw
power supplied an alternating current which was
stepped up in potential to 12,000 volts nnd rectified by
a two-cleetrode or Fleming valve The reception was
bv a series of six valves in cascade, with final

detector valve The speech transmission w'ls per.

fectlv good and dear across the Atlantic, and so loud

at Chelmsford , five hundred miles awax from Ballv-

hunnion, To Kerrv, that it could be heard on i simple

frame aernl
Before leaving the subject of radio-telephonv it mav

be remarked that, both in connection with it and with

the even dnv uses of rarlio-telegraijh\ in m.'ritimo inter-

communication, there is n great demand for an effec-

tive wireless call-bell 1 have recently devised a form
of cali-bel! which depends upon the use of a new tvpe

of four-electrode valve made as follows \ higWv
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exhausted glass bulb contains a straight filament of
tungsten, which is rendered incandescent by a (vvolt
battery Arount} the filament are arranged four
narrow curved metal plates having their curved bides
facing the filament and very near lo it £ach of these
plates 18 carried on a wire sealed through the glass
bulb Xhc plates are arranged round the filament, as
shown in Fig 3
Two of these plates on opposite sides of the fila-

ment, viz. 3 and 4 (see Fig 3), are called the potential
plates, and the other two the collecting plates The
collecting plates are joined together outside the bulb
and connected to the positive terminal of the filament-
heating battery, and a galvanometer G or telegraphic
relay is inserts in that circuit The electronic emis-
sion from the filament then creates a current which
flows through the galvanometer or the relay, as In the
Edison experiment If the two other plates have a
small potential difference made between them, either
of constant direction or else a high frequency alter-
nating diflcronce, this suddenly reduces the thermionic
current The potential difference of the potential
plates Introduces a new electric force into the field

which deflects awav the electrons proceeding from the
filament and prevents them from reaching the collecting

fie, Fleming four anode valv« i and a mn ih**
^ccting

j and 4 nre the poteniial or
deflactinK platai B u the hlament hoatiaf battery,

central dot li tb« eiid<on view of ino
Mraigbi nirtiaant G m a relay or Balvanomtter

If* then, v;e connect the potential plates to the
en^ of a resistance of about i$,ooo or 20,000 0.1ms,
and include this resistance m the plate circuit of an
o^naiT three-electrode valve, the thermionic current
of the latter flowing through the resistance will create
a terminal potential difference which arrests the
thermionic current of my new valve Hence the relay
does not operate If, however, we give an extremely
small negative potential to the grid of the three-
electrode valve, then this reduces the thermionu cur-
rent of the latter and increases that of the other valv<

,

which again in turn causes the relay to close contact,
and it mav be caused thereby to ring a bell The
negative grid potential can be denvod from the oscil-
lations in an aerial wire as above desenbed Tn this
manner I have constructed an arranrterfient by which
the ordinarv feeble antenna oscillations can be em-
ployed to ring a call-bell The operator can then
sudteh over the aerial to an ordinal valve receiving
set and listen to the telephone

It remains to sav a few words on the methods
by which the thermionic valve is empim'ed in the
reception of signals made by undamped or continuous
v/BVts By far the best method of receiving signals
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by these waves is by the so-called beat-reception If

two sets of waves of bhghtly diflerent wave-length
are superimposed, no matter what sort of waves they
may L«, the result is to produce a compound wave
with periodically increasing and decreasing amplitude
These augmentations are called the bifou

If a continuous electric wave falls on an aerial it

creates on it continuous oscillations. Suppose, then,
that we generate also by some local means in the
aerial wire undamped oscillations diflering in fre-

quency, say by 1000, from the Incident waves. The
result will be to produce in the aenal electrical beats
having a frequency of 1000 These act to a receiver

just as do ^mp^ trains of waves with a train

trequenc> of 1000 They can be rectified atkl detected
by a valve and telephone, as already explained It Is

now quite easy lo produce high-frequency oscilUitions

of any required periodicity by couplmg a three-

clecirode valve to the aenal and then coupling the

grid and plate circuits of the valve Sometimes a
separate threeelcctrode valve is uwed to rectify and
detect the beats Capt H J Round has, however,
invented in^nious methods by which one and the

same thermionic valve can be used simultaneously to

generate and to detect the beats

We must, in the last place, glance at the uses of

the thermionic valve in connection with ordinary tele-

phony with wires When the rapidly fluctuating elec-

tric currents which are propagate when a speaKer at

one ond of a long line converses bv telephone with

an auditor at the other flow along a c<^per telephone

line, two effects take place which militate against

cliar and audible speech transmission First, the

current generally is enfeebled as it flows, and this Is

called the ntunualion Secondly, the different har-

monic constituent currents which go to make up the

complex wave-form which corresponds to each articu-

late sound arc differently enfeebled.

The vibrations of high pitch are more enfeebled

than those of lower pitcn The first effect reduces the

loudness of the speech received, and the second its

articulate dearness or quality The cause of the

general cnfeeblement is the resistance of the line,

which fritters away the energy of the speech electric

currents Until lately the onlv known method of

overcoming It was by putting sufficient copper into

the line, but this, of course, means cost

The ^rmionic valve is, however, able to make a
very large economy in copper It has already been
explained that the three-clectrode valve can act as
an amplifier Suppose, then, that we cut a long
telephone line in Uie middle and insert on one side a
transformer, the secondary terminals of which are

connected to the grid and filament of a valve, whilst

the plate dreuit also contains a battery and a trans-

former of which the secondary circuit Is In connection

with the continuation of the Une Feeble telephonic

currents arriving at the valve would vary the potential

of the grid^ and this, as Just explained, would fluctuate

In nice manner, but with increased energy, the plate

current The transformer in the plate circuit would
then re-transmit the speech current, but with exalted

amplitude The valve can thus be used to counteract

the eflfect of resistance on the line In practice, how-
ever, the arrangements are a little more complicated,
because a telephone line has to be used in both
directions

If our trunk telephone line system in Great Britain
had to be laid over a;^, it is perfectly certain that
a very great economy in copper could be made by a
widespread uae of the thermionic valve as a repeater
and relay It repeats so pcrfectlv that we may oer-

tainlv say It has completelv outclassed all previoutly
invented forms of microphonic relay
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Obituary
Prof J C 1 Guvo\

The death of Prof Jean Castnir F^hx Gu>on
at the end of his eighty ninth year removes

the last of three famous Pans specialists in

genito-unnary surgery of these Civile was much
the senior, whereas Albarr'in (i860 1912) was
Guyon s brilliant pupil and succeeded him in the

professorial chair so far back as i8q6 Gu>on
though naturally little known to the younger
generation of British surgeons ranks with the

late Sir Henry Thompson (1820 1904) with whom
professionally he may be compared Both these

pioneers adopted and improved the eminent Amen
can surgeon Bigelow s practice of litholapax)

or the complete removal of all the fragments
of a crushed calculus from the urinary bladder it

one sitting Guyon was recognised as a great

teacher in his speciality and for years attracted

students from all parts of the world to his clinic at

the Necker Hospital
Guyon was born on July 21 18^1 at St Denis

in the island of Reunion and it may be ment oned
IS a rather curious coincidence that his famous
successor Joaquin Albarran w is also born abroad
namely in Cuba Guyon worked first at Nantes
and then at Pans where he was mternc in 18^4
and prosector to the faculty in 18^8 His
graduation thesis on Fibroid Tumours of the

Uterus bears the date i860 in 1862 he

became surgeon to the Pans hospitals in 186-^

agr4g6 and professor in 1877 His two chief

works Le9on5 clintques sur Ics maladies des

voies urinaires (1881)—which passed into i

second edition m and a third in two volumes
in 1894-96—and Lemons chniques sur les affee

tions chirurgicoles dc la vcssie et dc la prost tc

(i886)~cdited by his former resident Dr F P
Guiard—embodied his teaching at the Nccker
Hospital and were both translated into German

ind into Russian Though famous as a genito
urinary specialist Guyon took i broad view of sur
gery adopted Lister s methods as early as 1876
ind was the author of a work of 672 pages on
general surgery dealing with diagnosis and

I
operations in general entitled Elfments de
chirurgie clmique Although now somewhat
forgotten from his great age and the interval of

ilmost a quarter of a century since he quitted the

chair of genito urinary surgery Guyon received

the honours due to his work and position he was
a Commander of the Legion of Honour a member
of the Institute (Academy of Sciences) and of the

Ac idemy of Mcdiane and on August 3 1900 his

f >rmcr pupils ^f whom I ucas Champicnnurc was
the senior presented him with a medal executed
by Bolt^ as a mark of their affection and admira
tion

Mr Alexander James Montgomekie Bell
who die 1 on July 3 aged seventy four was a
fellow of the Geological Society who devoted his

leisure for many }ears to the study of the deposits
in southern England in which palaeolithic flint

implements occur His researches on the gravels
and associated deposits at Wolvcrcote near
Oxford were especially valuable and were de
scribed in a paper published in the Geological
Society s Journal in 1904 He regarded certain

disturbed layers as ice drifts and emphasised
the importance of distinguishing rainwash drifts

from regular deposits From an examination of

the fossil remains of plants and beetles he con
eluded that ir late Pleistocene times the climate of

j

the Thames valley w is more continent ti than it is

It present It is understood that Mr Bell left

\ general summ iry of the results of his researches
in manuscript which we hope may be found in

< form suitable for publ ation

N otea

Dr G C SuiPsON F R S Meteorologist t tl e

Government of India hat been appointed Director of

the Meteorological Office as successor to Sir Napier

bhaw who retires on reaching the age limit after

brilliant pioneer service Dr Simpson was meteoro

legist and physicist to the Bntish Antarctic Expedi

tion, 1910-13 and served on the Indian Mun tions

Board from 1917 to 1919 In 1905 he was appo nted

a Scientific Assistant m the Meteorological Office and

in 1906 joined the staff of the Indian Meteorological

Department He is tfie author of a number of papers

of scientific importance Including one on the elec

tricitv of ram and its origin in thunderstorms pub

lished in the Pbil Trans m 1909 Only last year

Dr Simpson completed an elaborate discussion of the

meteorol^cal work of the Bntish Antarctic Expedi

tion, 1910-13 As successor to Sir Napier Shaw his

appointment promises a continuation of progress along
lines which will advance meteorological science and
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naintain the high position wh h the British Meteoro
1 igicdl OfTce no V occupies through its work in recent

vears

Dr I V Kino has been appo nUd Macdonald
professor of physics at the Macdonald PhysiLs Build
ing McGill University Ihe chair has be<n held m
succession by Prof H L Callendar Sir Ernest
Rutherford Dr H T Barnes Prof H \ Wilson
ind by the present director Dr \ S I \< Prof
King was born at Toronto Ontario in 1886 In

1905 he graduated B \ at McGill Umversity with
first class honours and gold medal m mathematics and
physics He was elected scholar of Chnst s College

Cambridge in 1906 and appointed lecturer in physics
at McGill University in 1910 assistant professor m
1913 and assoaate professor m 1915 when he also
was awarded the D Sc degree of McGill University
In 1915 Prof King began investigations on sub
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marine acoustics for the Electrical and Submarine !

Committee of the British Board of Inventions He
|

has been engaged for some time on important re- !

searches on the efficiency of fog-signal machinery and
on the measurement and distribution of sound.

In an illuminating article in the Ttmts of July ig

Dr. Herbert Levinstein explains the close cooperation

of the German Government and the combine of the

German aniline dye manufacturers known as the
** Interesscn Gemeinschaft ” or the “1 G which

enabled the German General Staff to provide large

quantities of high explosives and poison gases when
the need arose after the Battle of the Marne Until

then the aniline dye factories had not been mobilised,

they had contlnu^ their ordinary vocation of manu-

facturing dves because the great accumulation of high

explosives by the Germans had been expected to over-

whelm the French in a short time After the Mamc,
however, there was un actual shortage of munitions

in Germany, and the vast resources oj the dye fac-

tories were then requisitioned for the production of

further quantities of high explosives and of poison

gases Whilst the varied collection of dye-making

plant in Germany could be immediat**ly adapted for

this purpose, the special plant erected in this country

cannot so easily be utilised in the reverse direction,

and It is vitally necestary that we should possess

extensive plants for the manufacture of dyes compar-

able with those of the “ I G so that not only can

the necessary provision be made for any future war,

but also facilities for chemical research, which, in

chemical warfare and in the d>e industry, can be

supporte<l only by the industry itself, may be pro-

vkled to enable us to maintain a premier position

Wb have now had an opportunity of examining at the

London office of Messrs Barr and Stroud, Ltd (15 Vic-

toria Street, S W i), the latest form of that remark-

able instrument devised by Dr E E Fournier d’Albc

and perfected by Prof Archibald Barr by which It Is

possible for a blind man to read ordinary pnnt by

listening to sounds in a telephone receiver The ap-

paratus, which is called the optophone, was fully

described bv the inventor in an ortule in Naturx of

May 6 last, where the way in which, by the use

of selenium cells, a series of distinctive sounds is

produced as the “eye " of the instrument passes over

the letters was explained To anyone who has not

tested the instrument it is difficult to believe In the

possibility of making the sound combinations suffi-

ciently distinctive for even a trained operator, blind or

otherwise, to recognise the different letters easily A
few minutes’ expenmenting, however, is sufficient

to dispel all such doubts After realising the prin-

ciples of the action, the present writer was, in one
or two cases, actually able to name correctly the

9im(>ier letters at a first attempt, ard there is no doubt
that a blind person could be trained to read with the
apparatus more easily than he could become expert In

picking up a wireless message in Morse The way
in which the letter “w,” for example, is represented
by beaut!fuHUttle descending and ascending arpeggioe
sung softly 1h one’s ear, or a single harmonious chord
denotes an “i,” is quite fascinating. The adjustments
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of the apparatus, although delicate* are not bejrood

the t>owers of a blind reader of iatelligenoe, and we
feel sure that the institutions (including St. Dupstan’s

and others) which have already acquli^ these Instru*

ments will find them appreciated by the sightless

readers whom they train We have not the space to

direct further attention to the numerous Iftde

mechanical details which contribute so much to the

success of the instrument It must suffice to say that

they are largely the result of long personal attention

by Prof Barr himself, who had at his disposal the

unnvalled resources of the well-known firm of range-

findor manufacturers.

Major W E Simnrtt has retired from the direction

and editorship of the Technical Review on his ap-

pointment to direct the Intelligence Branch of the

Ministry of Iransport

Thb Harveian oration of the Royal College of

Physicians will be delivered by Sir Frederick Andrewes
on St Luke’s Day, October i8; the Horace Dobell
lecture by Sir William Leishman on November a , the

Bradshaw lecture bv Dr R C B Wall on Novem-
ber 4, and the FitrPatrlck lectures on the History of

Medicine by D** E G Browne on November 9 and ii

According to a notice appearing in La Technique
Modetne for May, a French committee Is now engaged
m the cstabiihhment of an institute for chemical re-

a^earch as applied to industry The idea is to create,

on the model of the Pasteur Institute and the large

American research institutes, a powerful scientific

organisation at which all kinds of researches of in-

terest to Industry may be carried out In addition to

founding the research institute at Pans, the committee
Intends to provide the means to make grants on a
liberal scale to those workers who wish to carry out
their work in private laboratories Missions will alto
be sent abroad for the purpose of studying conditions

there

The use of the different species of woods and the
preference accord^ to the various kinds in industry

are determined mainly by experience In France
especially no methodical investigations have hitherto

been earned out on the various timbers grown In the

'

country This want is now to be filled by the enter-
prise of the Administration des Eaux et Forets. A
scries of researches will be undertaken by that Depart-
ment in consultation with the Technical Section of
the Aeronautics Department, dealing with the pro-
perties of native wo(^ from the point of view of their

utilisation The first-named Department will collect

samples of wood of known origin, and tlMe will be
subjected to suitable mechanical tests the Aero-
nautics Department The results of the tests, together
with the specimens, will be sent to the research station
of the Nancy Forestry School

An Important discussion on “The Present Position
of Vitamines in Cllqipal Medicine ” was opened by
Prof F, Gowland Hq>ldns the eighty-eighth
annual meeting of the British Mbdlcal Aasodation at
Cambridge A full report of the proceedings wffl be
found in the British Medteal Journal for July 31.
Prof Hopkins said that be deplored the scepticism
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Goocerning the whole question of vitamines which has

been dis^yed hy certam members of the medical

|k(oftisU3A» and ({ave definite expertxnent'il evidence

of the effects of d^cient diets llie remamder of the

paper was devoted to the principal forms of disease

which are now recognised as associated with the

absence, to a greater or less degree, of one or more

of the vitanunes from a dietary The diseases men
tlon^ were scurvy, beri ben the xerophthalmia of

expmmental animats, and rickets During the dis

CussKMi which followed further evidence of the im
portance of vitamines in a normal diet was gL\en by
vanous contributors

Wb have received from Messrs Flatters and

Garnett, Oxford Road Manchester, a catalogue of

mounted microscopical preparations which the> arc

able to suppl) Ihe list is a very comprehensive one

ranging from numbers of protozoa worms, insects

and other invertebrates to vertebrate tissues and

structures Dotantcal preparations bacteria diatoms

petrological specimens, and textile fibres are included

and the firm is also prepared to supply botanical

material and pond life for class purposes The prices

appear very moderate

In Medical Stience Ahstracls and Reviews for Julv

(voL u No 4) one of tho reviews is devoted to the

subject of diabetes and some interesting particulart*

are given In the years immediately preceding the

war the deaths from diabetes remained constant

whereas dunng the four years 1916^19 they declined

from 444 pre war to 20a The male sex showed a

greater decline than the female and ^he percentage

mortalitv among children sank as low as in adults

No case of diaWes was observed as the result of

cerebral concussion These ficts give no support to

the nervous hypothesis of the causation of diabetes

It IS stated that there was a similar diminution

m diabetes dunng the siege of Pans in 1870-71 and
durmg the German occupation of Lille m the late w ir

many of the less severe diabetic casts improved or

recovered—probably as a result of the food scarcity

A Chadwick lecture on Health Conditions in

Eastern Europe Typhus a Seiious Menace* wis
given by Dr Norman White (Medical Commissioner
Typhus Commission league of Nations) on July 15

at the Surveyors Institution Wej»ftninster, S W i

The countnes considered were Latvia, Eslhon a

Lithuania Poland and the Ukraine Pc^and through
which pats the mom lines of communication with

Ruma has suffered more than her smaller nci^h

hours Sanitary conditions in this portion of Europe
are in a deplorably backward condition and soap

fuel, and otlier facilities for cleanltnesb arc unobtain

able in many districts while louse infestation among
the poorer classes is almost universal \ large

portion of the lecture was devoted to the consider!

don of typhus fever the part played by the louse in

the con\eyance of the disease bemg desenbed

Emphaut was laid on the danger to other countnes

anting from the pereutence of this focus of epidemic

dlaeate The essential requirements for the inti

^hus campaign were outlined, and the point was
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made that every countrv m the world has a very
real concern in the existing health conditions ^
Pastern Europe apart from humanitarian considera

lions

Dr W Crooks m the Journal of the Royal Anthro-
pological Institute (vol xlix July--December, 19x9)

discusses the question of Nudity in India in Custom
and Ritual Ihe present Hindus like all Onentals
wear scanty clothing but the rules of decency are

generally observed There aie or were until recently,

several deforces of habitual nudity The earliest stage
of clothing seems to have been that of bark tnd this

and draperv made of sedge and other leaves ore still

in use in pirts of the country Nudity appears in

\anous magical riles like ram making while in the

cise of sonu asctlics it implies the renunciation of all

family and social obligations Ihis condition, in the

case of rites connected with ma^ic and witchcraft is

fully iHusti ited is well as the sctiological legends

which have been invented to explain the custom

In the Journal of the Rova] Anthropological Insti

lute (vol xlix July-December, 1919) Mr Harold

Peake discusses Ihe Finnic Question and some
Baltic Problems Until recent years it was generally

supposed that the Finns hke the I appsand Samoyeds
were an Asiatic people with Mongoloid affinities On
the other hand Ripley supposes the Finns to be of

the Nordic race or closely allied to them while

Ruggeri believes that Proto Nonius Proto Finnt» and
Proto Mediterraneans arc branches of a common
stock which origin Ited on the confines of Europe and
Asia Mr Peake s conclusion after a careful review

of the evidence from physical anthropology and cul-

lure seems to be that towards the Inter half of the

third millennium a periol of drought occurred in the

steppe lands of the northern hemisphi re md caused

the Nordic steppe folk to disperse in various directions

It may be th it lo this d ito we must ittributc the retreat

to the Volga basin which resulted in the hybrid tvpc

known as the Rid Finns but tlie mun b^v seems
to have crossed or pissed lound the plain of North
Gkrmmy to Denmaik where perhaps they met and
coalesced with the people of the kitclnn middens,
they afterwards pissed across the Danish islands to

Sweden as the men of IIk passaj^c graves driving

before them the Mongoloid aborifjines who had now
reached the stage of Arctic culture

lua lighting of picture galleries md museums pre

sents problems th it have nut yet been solved in

practice and cspeci illv is this the case with reflections

from glass In the July issue of the Museums
Journal Mr Hurst Seager sets f rth the suentific

pnnciplcs that are necessary for success At the

recent conference of the Museums ^ssoiiation he
gave a brilliant demonstration of their application and
an account of this appears m the August number of

the journal All museum directors should study Mr
Seager s advice of w hich the correctness has been

proved by a gallery at Wanganui N Z With the

July number the Museums Journal opened a new
volume with the August number its price is raised

to 21
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Wi have received from the British Association Com-
mittee on Zoolo^cal Bibliography and Pubhcation

recommendations as to the way in which an author

should introduce references to previous wCM*k quoted

by him Footnotes are condemned The committee

recommends that, at all events in the case of longer

articles containing many references, a '*liat of works
referred to,” arranged with the names of authors in

alphabetical order, should be printed at the beginning

or end of each article In these lists the title of the

paper, name of the journal, date, number of senes and
volume and the pages should be given It would
then, in the text of the article, be necessary to quote

only the author’s name and the date, with the addi-

tion of a page-number where required The committee

also discusses additions to the rules which should

be followed when introducing new genera or species

in zoological publications

In the Report of the Amencan Museum of Natural

History for 1919 President H F Osborn continues

hi9 vigorous beating of the educational drum The
museum, he writes, 'Ms actually going backward ”

Want of space and want of funds prevent the orderly

arrangement of the material already accumulated

When the dinosaur rubs shoulders with the mammoth,
small wonder that newspaper science represents them
as contemporaries The harmonious development of

exhibition galleries is at a standstill African, Asiatic,

Polar, and Oceanic Halls are lacking, for lack of

halls of fishes, of reptiles, and of birds of the eastern

hemisphere these animals are untruthfully arranged

And the remedy? Extension of the museum on the

plan originally intended, partly as a memorial to

Theodore Roosevelt, whose connection with zoology is

a great asset for more than one museum, and partly

by separating the tax rolls and assessments for educa-

tional purposes from the general municipal rates and
starting a direct poll-tax for education— tax which
would have a basis ten times as broad and would be

more willingly paid It must not be inferred that Dr
Osborn overlooks the rcseatch work of the museum,
which is the necessary foundation of its educational

activities The team-work on fossil vertebrates aicom-

phshed under his guidance by Dr W D Matthew
and an accomplished staff is a brilliant witness to the

contrary, and the report records a long list of re-

searches and publications in various branches of

science But m New York, as in this country, it is

through an appeal to the public on educational grounds
that funds can most readily be raised

5ctem;e and Industry for March, the official journal

of the Australian institute of Science and Industry,

contains a detailed account of the results of investiga.

dons in New South Wales on the extraction of

tannins from wattle-bark, which are of great import-

ance to the Australian leather industry For manv
years the bark used has been obtained from two
species, the golden wattle of South Australia {Acacta

Pycnaniha) and the black or green wattle (A dscur-

rem) and its varieties As a result of the gradual
destruction of wattle-trees the Australian sup^y has
been largd^ supplemented by wattle-bark imported
from Natal, plantations grown from Australian
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seed have been formed A valuable tsn-bark is also

yielded by the mallet {Eucafyptus oeeidankdii) of

Western Australia The faulty methods adopted for

the extraction of tannins are criticised, and an im-
proved process is suggested

In his presidential address to the Llnnean Society

of New South Wales (abstract of Proceedings,

March 31, 1920) Mr J J. Fletcher referred to the

morphology of the so-called phyllodes characteristic

of many of the Australian acadas According to the

definition in text-books, these are the flattened leaf-

stalks of bipinnate leaves which have lost their

blades, whereas they really represent the primary

axes of bipinnate leaves which have lost their pinnse

Accordingly the name ''euphyllode,” as implying
something more than merely flattened petioles, 1 s

proposed for them The president also referred to

the recent costly visitation of drought, and pointed

out the need for a handbook or manual setting forth

the theoretical complementary side of the practical

activities of the man on the land, especially in rela-

tion to drought problems A synopsis indicating the

scope and contents of such a handbook was offered

for discussion

Mr. F DEBkNHAM, who accompanied Capt Scott on
his last Antarctic expedition, puts forward (Quart

Joum Geol Soc , vol Ixxv , p 51, 1920) an ingenious

suggestion to explain the transfer of marine deposits

from the sea-floor to the surface of glacier ice, and
so Anally to the land when glaciers melt away A
massive glacier protruding seaward may pick up such
material by accreting loe along its bait Successive

accretions from the freezing sea raise this lower layer

until Anally it comes to the surface, where ablation Is

active during summer It may then be transported to

some point impinged on by the ice The interesting

occurrence of sodium sulphate, as mirabihte, in the ice

IS held to be due to concentration of sea-water in cold

sub-glacial lagoons, the water of which haa furnished

loe, enclosing the separated salt The case of the

Great Salt Lake of Utah, in which sodium sulphate

separates when ihe temperature falls below about
20® F (—7® C ), is cited as an illustration

A MBUORANDUM regarding the probable amount of

monsoon rainfall m 1920 by Dr Gilbert T Walker
has recently been issued Data of importance are

given showing how the monsoon rainfall in India is

affected by previous weather conditions over vanous
parts of the earth In summing up the effects of the

vanous factors it is mentioned that the prejudicial

effect of snowfall from Persia to the Hixnalayas is

exerted when at the beginning of June the accumu-
lations extend over a larger area than usual. The
great excess of snow reported this year is ctmflrmed

by the low temperatures in the Punjab Heavy rain-

fall in South Ceylon, Zanzibar, East A^frlca, and
Seychelles is prejudicial, but data for this year show
a moderate ^fleit or normal conditions A close

relationship exists between heavy rain in Java from
October to March and low barometric pressure in

Bombay in the succeeding six months; in Java the

rainfall was nearly normal and its elfect Is negligible

High barometric pressure in Argentina and Chile ts
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ft layourable condition, but this y^ar pressure is in

sli|(ht delect It is stated that the conditions indicate

'that In North West India the monsoon is likely to be

weak, at any rate in the earlier part of tht season,

and for the rainfall of the Peninsula North East

India and Burma the indications are not sufhcientlv

definite to justify a forecast

Thb Italian Laboratory of Practical Optics and

Mechanics of Precision, which wai> founded in

Florence last year on the suggestion of the Minister

of Public Instruction to spread a knowledge of recent

advances in instrument making amongst those engaged

in the industry in the country has undertaken the

issue of a monthly Revitw of Optics and Mechanic

of Precision The number for March and April con

|sists of a little more than thirty quarto pages I he

firiit seven arc devoted to i continuation of a repot t

by Prof 1 Silbcrstein on the quantum the 01 v of

spectra Ibe improvements which Sommerfcid has

introduced into the theory by ascribing two degrees

of freedom to the electron instead of the one degree

of Bohr s theory are dealt with Constructional optics

ts represeifted by articles on the calcul ition of

achromatic objectives and on objectives for aenal
photognphy Metrology gets an article of sixteen

pages on measurements of precision in the mechanics
workshop bv Mr V I N Williams of Armstrong
Whitworth s Manchester There appears to be no
publication in English which serves the same purpose
for our own industries that this review docs for those

cf Italy

I Ihe July issue of Science Progress contuns a

by Mr S C Bradford of the theory of the

constitution of the atom propounded by Langmuir
in the June issue of the Journal of the American
( hemical Society last >car Unlike the sun and
planets ’ theory which has been so successfully

developed by Bohr the new theory assumes the elec
tron# which surround the positive nucleus to be at

rest They form shells around the nucleus the
number in each shell being twice the square of the

number of the shell counted from the nucleus When
the number of electrons is insufficient to fill a number
of shells It 18 the outer shell whuh is incomplete Tn
rthesc outer shells there is a tendency for tlie electrons
to form groups of eight or ‘octets either amongst
themselves or by association with the electrons of
other atoms The chemical properties of the itom
<tepcnd mainlv on the numb^ of electrons in the
outer shell not associated together in octets The
propertlof of hydrogen, helium neon lithium carbon
nitrogen, oxygen and fluorine the similarity in the
behaviour of CO, and N,0 of CO and N and the
difficulties which compounds of nitrogen raise on the
usual theory of valenc) are all explained in a simple
^ay bv the new theory

In Nature of July 8 we gave an account of the
stork done recently at the National Physical Labora

^ The appearance of the report of the laboratory
For the year 1919 enables ut to supplement that
account by some information as to the progress of
the institution as a Government establishment With
regard to buddings, the new control appears to
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involve exceptional <lela> Extensions contemplated ui

1918 and urgently needed have been approved b\

the Research Department but not yet authonsed

by the Trcasur\ In consequence apparatus alread>

delivered cannot be housed and utili&ed The number
of posts in each grade of st iff h is been fixed and the

conditions of service ipproximate to those in the Civil

Service In special cases however promotion by

length of service may be departed from, subject to

the approval of the Kese irch Department Industty

appears to be claiming many of the btaff who have

Iv then past work added maUnally to the reputation

of the Laboratory, and it is of the utmost importance

that the most promising of the younger members of

the staff should be retained by sufficiently attractive

po«^ts The Research Depirtment has decided that

commercial testing is not in future to be a fun tion

of iIk Laboratory

A RFPORT by Prof J C Mclennin on sources of

helium in the British Empire has rcccnllv been issued

by the Department of Mines Canada (Bulletin No 31)

An investigation of the helium content of natuial gas

supplies was undertaken at the requesb cf the Boaid
of Invention and Research (I ondon) in 191^ and the

report embodies the rest Its which are now published

ly permission of the Admir Ity It ippeirs ihat

certain natural gases m Canada form the lirgest

source of supply of helium at present known within

the Empire The percentage of helium present was
found to range from zero in gases from the Toronto
ind British Columbia regi ms up to about o 33 per

(ont m gases from the Blickheath (Ontario) ind

Bow Island (Alberti) aieas Two methods wore used

for isolating the helium (i) Combustion of the gas

With oxygen the resulting water and caibon dioxide

be ng removed by suitable reagents and the nitrogen

nd remaining traces of other g iS4*s by means of coco-

nut charcoal cooled in liquid air and (2) condensa
tion of the hydror irbonb and othei cc nstituonts having
higher boiling points than helium in a condenser un
mersed in liquid iir the residue being then purified

bv means of charcoal as before Fij^ures oi the

apparatus employed are given Methods based upon
th( se processes are indicated for the large scale manu
facturc of helium ind it is considered that com
mercial production of the gas is almost certim to be

undertaken

Prom the Central Scientific Co Chicago we have

received a copy of its catalogue of apparatus used in

chemical bacteriologu al biological industrial and
soil testing laboratories The catalogue is very com
plete, and it indicates the thorough manner m which
American manufacturers have developed the produc

tion of scientific apparatus Practically all the articles

described are stat^ to be American made the only

important item of foreign manufacture being English

(Whatman) filter paoer Among other matters of

interest we note the new ''ham analytical balance

in which the use of a rider and small weights is

dispensed with The finer weighings are obtained b\

varying the length of a small gold chain attached at

one end to the beam of the balance, and at the other

to a vernier which slides on a graduated vertical
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cohimn, and u operated by a miUed bead outside the

tatoi^case It is dslmed that in this way the

mpldit) and accuracy of weighing are mueh increased.

Among the papers read at the annual irMotlng of

the British Pharmaceutical Conference recently held

in Liverpool was one by Messrs Bernard F Howard

and Oliver Chick upon “Some Recent Samples of

•Grey ’ Cinchona Bark ” A "parcel ” consisting of

138 bales of South American cinchona bark received

In March, 1920. and analysed by the authors, was

found to lontain 6302 per cent of total alkaloid, the

bulk being cinchonine, the figure for which was

549 per cent The bark contained only 0-027 per

cent of quinine Mr. E M Holnaes, curator of the

Pharmaceutical Society's Museum, has examined the

bark, and has expressed the opinion that ii is the

product of one, or possibly mote forms of Ctnchona

peruviana, Howard The large percentage of cin-

chonine found in the bark is probably due to the

elevation at which the trees grow, as this factor, and

the accompanying ditTercnces of heat and moisture,

are known to influence the character of the alkaloids

present

At the recent annual meeting *of the British Pharma^

ceutical Conference a paper entitled "Cresmeor* was

contributed bv Mr T lusting Cocking, who showed

that when oil of eucalyptus and octho-crcsol are

mixed heat is evolved, and on cooling a mass of

glistening crystals, consisting of an equunolacular

combination of clneoie and ortho-eresol, is formed

This IS a new compound, which has been named

"cresineol" It may be reco»talliscd from various

solvents, and forms beautiful white, transparent

pnsmatic crystals, melting at 552° C and boiling

at 185® C Cresincol Is volatile, and possesses

a pleasant camphoraceous odour It is not

caustic in its action on the skin, and yet contains

41 per lent of crcsol Having high germicidal pro-

perties, It is likely to prove of great value as an anti-

septic for both internal and external application

TJ'c fact that a solid compound is formed when oil of

eucalyptus and ortho-cresol arc mixed can be made
use of as a means of determining the amount of

cineolo in oil of eucalyptus The method Is bailed

on the determination of the freezing point of a mix-

ture of the oil with ortho-cresol, having observed

this point, one may read off directly from a curve

given bv the author the percentage of cineole con-

tained in the oil

MubSRb W Hkffbr and Sons, Ltd , Cambridge,

have m the press a book by Dr. A Harkcr entitled

"Notes on Geological Map Reading,” the cb\ect of

which is to teach the student to visualise a geological

map as in three dimensions, and to show that the

questions which present themselves fo the field-

geologist reduce to exercises in very elementary

geometry This simplicity is gained by reckoning all

slopes and dips as gradients, thus enabling trigono-

metrj? and the protractor to be dispensed with The
amount of dip, the thickness of a formation, the

throw of a fault, etc , are measured directly upon a

contoured gedogkal map by the uae of the scale

slant.
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Ovr AitfonoiBkal Column.

Thb Hill OittUiVATQKy, Siduoctr—The
of this observatory has just bsued its annual
for the year ending June, 1930, and it is satisfactory

to note that alt instruments and other equipment are
in good condition and that the observatory is now
in full working order again The chief wont under*
taken consists in phott^raphmg the spectra of stars

down to magnitude 530 and classifying them accord-
ing to Sir Norman Lockyer's scheme of increasuig
and decreasing temperatures Spectra are also photo-
grafted of nebulas and other spedat objects An
interesting addition has recently been made to the
regular work of the observatory in the form of a line

of investigation suggested by Prof. W S Adams
Prof Adams has found that the relative mtensitias of
certain lines in stellar spectra vary with the absd-
luie magnitude of the star, and thus, provided the
apparent magnitudes are known, a fairly simple
method is available for the determination of stelUrir

parallaxes The line intensities referred to are
measured by means of a wedge of dark glass specially

made for the purpose, the position of the wedge being
noted at which the lines are just obliterated Some
encouraging results have been obtained from pre-
liminary work A porty of members of the British
Association visited tm observatory at the close of the
Bournemouth meeting The party included several
eminent astronomers, some of wh^ have consented
to form a research ronrunittee, intended to act as an
advisory body on all matters connected with the
research wotk of the observatory

The Infra-red Arc Spectra ot Seven Elements —
No 373 of the Scienbflc Papers of tlie U S Bureau
of Standards gives the results of an investigation on
the wave-lengths longer than 5500 A in the art spect^*

'

of seven elements made by Messrs C C Kless andW F Meggers The yellow, red, and infra-red

regions of the arc spectrum of titanium, vanadium,
chromium, manganese, molybdenum, tungsten, and
uranium were photogr^hed with a large concave
grating spectrograph The photographs were made
on plates sensitised to these spectraT regions by. maans
of pinacyanol and dicyanin dyes The wave-lengths
of more than 2500 spectral lines were measured,
extending from the grOen at 5500A into the infra-
red beyond 9700 A So far as is known, impurity
lines and spurious lines have been eliminated from the

wave-lengtD tables Frequency differences which
suspected of being constant have been found In

of the spectra Those who are specially intertstaiji

in this work mnv obtain a copy of the paper
applying to the Bureau of Standards, Wasmi^on
New Solar Radiation SiArioN in .Arizona—

A

n
anonymous benefactor has given funds to the Smith-
sonian Institution for the establishment of a new
solar observing sution in the HaqUa Hala ^moun-
tains in the Arizona desert The site was choien as
** being prcAably the most consistently ckmdi^ss region
in the United States ” Dr. C G Abbot hat gone to

set up this station, which will duplicate the work
that has been done for some years at Calama, Chile;
It is ptated that the results obtained there are of

assistance in predicting the weathe^ and temperature
in Argentina As is well known. Dr Abbot cotislderi

that, besklet the ii-yeaf*irariatloa, there are irregtilM

changes in the solar radiation from day to

amounting to as much as 5 per cent , whi& he
gests may be due either to altemticms in the drcuBI
tion In the dun and consequent variation In the amoiml
of hotter matter brought from the Intertor. or to

changes in the tranapareacy of the solar envelt^**
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T he •|>pm1 of th« monograph before us, which »
one of the Professional Papers Issued under the

mg\s of the United States Geological Survey, will
probably be of duect interest only to a coniparatively
small section of scientific workers Althougn there is

much CO attract the general reader, it Is obvious
that the work was not imtiated with this end In

view. It is worthy of note and a sign of the times
that the data supplied by the bactedologists should
be used as a senoua weapon of offence in attacking
a geological problem.

MUiny changes, due to biological Influences, take
place on the earth’s surface which profoundly modify

f the constitution of the material which Is destined
to become the geological strata of the future A
•tudy of these changes wil| obviously throw light on
the causes which have operated in the past to bring
the earth’s crust into being We find in Mr Harder’s
paper by far the most comprehensive treatment
which we have yet teen of the activities of bacteria
in effecting chemical changes in various iron com-
pounds which come within tM scope of their influence

He has undertaken the task of bringing together in

the form of a critical survey the salient facts of
our knowledge of the iron bacteria This subject
occupies the first half of the monograph, andf is

tream by the author with a masterly regard for

essentials, and in it is included the results of some
of his own observations and experiments on these
interesting micro-organisms It is interesting to note
that the same iron bacteria are found In America as
In Europe, although there are slight differences in

their distribution and numbers Inus SptrophyUum
\fifrugtnMutn appears to possess a wider distribution
than Is the case In this country

In the preface, which is written bv Mr F L
Ransome, especial attention is directed to the results

of Mr. Harder’s inquiry into the physiology of the
iron bacteria Hitherto each investigator has assumed
that the results claimed by him as a result of his

research on the physiology of some particular species
held good for all the iron bacteria Mr Harder, how-
ever, concludes that there are three principal groups
of iron-depositing bacteria (i) A group the members
of which precipitate feme hydroxide from eolutions
of ferrous bicarbonate (2) A second group of iron
bacteria that does not require ferrous bicarbonate for

its vital processes (3) A third group that attacks
iron salts of organic acids, using the organic acid
radicles as food and leaving ferric hydroxide, or basic

ferric salts that gradually diange to ferric hydroxide
We must confess to a scepticism as to the existence
of such deep-seated differencesamong these organisms,
and incline to the opinion that the phenomenon of

iron-deposition on micro-organisms shows the work-
ing of a simple physiological law which operates on
all In the same manner In support we would
advance the fact that Spirophyllum and Leptothnx
are so closely allied diat some have regarded them
as pleiomorohic varieties of one ana the same
ofganlsm. They live in the same waters, they repro-
duce alike, ana are in every way elmilar except in

external form; and yet Spirophyllum Is stated to be

an example of the first group, whilst Lqitothrix is

rdegeted to the second group A more cogent ground
for sceptlcUfn lies in the fact that other organisms,

^‘induding some of the a1g» and the protozoa, possess

the some attraction for Iron compounds. Possibly a
cloeer Investigation of the chendco-itritahiUiy of

mlcnMHgaAisms will throw some light on the

questton,
1 ** Iron dmdtliis BMUrU aad tbtir 0«olosk a«lftklem By XSinmd
C HftrSw UskttdStattt Osblofiaa Bunr«r Protaioiuil Pi^tr ii>
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We can recommend the second half of the mono-
gr^b to all who wish concise mformation from an
authoritative source of the iron deposits of the world
and of the factors which influence the formation and
determine the mode of deposition of the iron precipita-
tions that are taking place at the present day. With
one exception iron Is the most abundant element in
the earth’s crust Iron salts are being constandy
decomposed, and the genesis of the active agents
which bring about their decomposition is given to
detail A consideration of these agents brings home
to us the necessity of studying the hfe-historlea of
various micro-organisms in order to understand how
the present deposits came into being To give one
example The most important of the iron deposits
IS feme hydroxide, and a study of tho conditions of
Its formation centres largely round the fact that
ferrous compounds are soluble in water containing
CO, In excess Now, In particular, ferrous bicarbonate
percolates upwards in solution, and when it reaches
the surface becomes subject to the interplay of forces,

both chemical and biological, which determine its

subsequent fate We must refer the reader to the
work itself for more precise information regarding
the manner in which this fate is determined
We are also given a very complete account of the

various tvpes of ferruginous sedimentary ores, and
in each case the intervention of biological agencies,
either to the primary or in the secondary rdU, as
factors in the determination of the final deposition is

explained m a comprehensive and accurate manner
Of greatest interp<»t of all is, we consider, the
examination of the conditions which determine the
formation of bog-iron ore Thene are undoubtedly
mainlv of a biological nature, and deserve more con-
sideration than they have hitherto received The interest

in this ore is enhanced on account of its formation
being a possible stepping-stone to the development of

limanites and haematites, although Mr Harder him-
self has not raised the point In his reference to the
ferrous carbonate deposits he does well to speak with
reticence of the factors which have brought about
their formation , enough evidence, however, is

advanced to give pause to those who would eliminate
altogether the activities of micro-organisms from the
list of active agents which have brought these deposits

into being Again, Mr Harder makes out a clear

caso for the \ Intervention of micro-organisms in the

formation of some, at any rate, of the iron sulphide
<Ieposits Sulphuretted hydrogen Is evdved as a result

of the decomposition of animal and vegetable matter
bv the saprophytic bacteria Tho formation of sul-

phides with iron compounds is the next step, and It Is

of great interest that we eee the process at work at

the oresent day in the develonment of the “blue mud*’
of the ocean bottom
Both biologists and geologists will be grateful to

Mr Harder for the work w hich he h is done in the

preparation of this monograph David Eli is

The AsncUtiofi of Technical Inshtutions.

^HE Association of Technical Institutions opened
^ its summer meeting at the Unlversi^ of Cam-
bridge on July 23, with the Marquess of Crewe, the

present, In the chair The meeting was extmled
over the following dav, when the chairman of

the coundi, Mr Dan Irving, M P
,

presided

Papers were submitted on “A National System
of Education,” by Principal J C M Garnett
(Manchester) , on ” The Necessity for Close Co-opera-
tion between Technical College and the Unlverdtias,”
by Principal C Coles (Catwff), on “Continuation
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Schools and their Relation to 1 ethnical Institutes

and Colleges,
'
' by Principal C L Eclair-Heath

(Ncwcabtlc-upon-l>ne), and on ** Local Colleges and
Adult Education," by Principal L Small (Bootle)

The suggestions of Mr uamett for the ts^blish-

ment of a national system of education in England
during the next ten ><,ars arc embodied in a pamphlet
presented to a meeting of the newly formed Federal

Council of Lancashire and Cheshire Teachers’ Asso-

ciations in January last It is accompanied by an
elaborate flow *’ diagram showing graphically m
colour the various types of scholastic institutions sug-
gested, of which as many as sixteen are depicted,

ranging from the elementary school upwaras to

the uiuversity, and dealing with school and univer-

sity life up to the twenty-fifth year It is declared

that * it IS the main business of all education to

form in the mind of every person a single wide
interest centred in a supreme purpOMs," and
that it IS the suboidinate business of education to

train >oung people so that thc> shall be able to realise

their central purpose in some particuW form of

service to their fellows For example, the particular

form of service for which technical and comimrcial
education prepares is that of providmg the material

wealth without which no community—so different m
this respect from an individual—can make much pro-

gress towards the fulfilment of high spintpal pur-
poses The pamphlet proceeds to divide those who
are to occupy the various positions in industry, com-
merce, and other departments of national life into four
classes I^eaders in thought and action, about 3 per
rent

,
skilled managers am assistants, about 17 per

cent
,

skilled wage-earners, about 40 per cent
,
and

unskilled labourers and repetition workers, about

40 per cent
The scheme suggested received the attention of

a meeting, held in June last, of the headmasters
of secondary schools in Lancashire, Cheshire, Cumber,
land, and Westmorland, who expressed strong dis-

approval of Its proposals, which they thought too
mechanical, and of the suggestion that there should
be lower and higher secondary schools They were not
persuaded that it was desirable to prevent tlie indi-

vidual growth and development of each school, and
that whilst transference and change of grade seemed
to be Its keynote, the headmasters believed in elas-

ticity, growth, and continuous development
The purpose of Mr Coles’s paper is to set forth

the present unsatisfactory position of technical institu-

tions in this countr> , and to propose remedies therefor
in respect alike of llic development of higher edu-’a-

tion in technical institutions and of the administration
thereof, so as to bnng them into closer relation with
the work of the universities Mr Coles advocates the
institution of faculties of technology and commerce
in connection therewith, and suggests that an in-

vestigation should be set up, as in into the
condition of higher technological education in the
United Kingdom
Mr Small’s paper, accompanied bv notes bv Prin-

cipal J- F Hudson (Huddersfield), deals with local

colleges and adult education The authors advocate
the development of the technical institute into “the
local collej^,** an official term appearing for the
first time in the revised regulations for continuation
technical, and art courses issued by the Board of
Education m Februarv, 1917, so that It shah include
not only the training of workers in commerce and in
spedfto Industries, but also their continued ^iucatlon
as dttasns by the introduction of humanistic studies,
and to provide generally for non-vocatlonal subjects of
a literary, scientific, and recreative character, together
with fadlities for the studv bv adult workers of ques-
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dons calculated to promote a better understanding
of the character and problems of social hfe. Already v
with this end m view the Huddersfield Technical Cob
lege has entered into close relations with the Yorlq
shire District Council of the Workers' Educadraal
Association

{Mr Eclair-Heath in his paper declares that the
idea of continuation schools is not new, and instances
the excellent example of the Royal Dockyard Schools
at Deptford and elsewhere He says that early voca-
tional education is undesirable, and that the schools
should be held apart from works He favours mixed
schools and the introduction of religious instruction,
and suggests that there should be set up a system of
selecuon whereby only suitable students should be
allowed the privilege of continued education up to
eighteen years of age

Resolutions were adopted welcoming a large
development of humane studies in the constituent
institutions of the association in connection especially
with adult education —''That the association accept^
the desc nption of the work of a * local c^lege ' con.
tamed in Appendix III of the Draft Regulations of
the Board of Education for continuation, technical,
and art courses in England and Wales**, and “That
each local college should be the recognis^ centre fur
the organisation of educational courses for adults In its

area and for the supply of qualified lecturers and class
tutors and adequate library and other facilities “ It
was resolved to refer to the council the question that
the Boarfl of Education should be asked to accept as
“recognised service** the services of teachers engaged
in organisation, supervision, and inspection wift the
view of qualifying such persons for pension un^r the
recent Superannuation Ait, and that the Board should
furnl&h to every teacher of fortv-five years of age and
upwards a statement of his position as to the periocW
of “recogniMHl service “ and *' qualifying service” at
present placed -against his name for the purpose of
pension

Toe Asiatic Origin of ManA
author of the speculative paper referred to* below IS an evangelist of the gospel of evedu.

tion according to Dr W. D Matthew The idea of
the Asiatic origin of the dominant orders
mammals, in its soux:e as old as Bufion, was m 19I3
placed on a firm basis by Matthew in his pape-*
“Climate and Evolution ” This idea Dr Griffith
Taylw now takes up and applies to the case of manL-
Penck s fourfold subdivision of the Ice Age is regardM*
as applying generallv, and the development of the pre-
historic races in Asia Is presumed to occur In the
successive mild periods as follows

Chelllan and Acheulian Pliocene
Mo^rian Gun*.Mlnd«l
Aurignadan, Sohitrcan,
and Magdalenian
Azillan and Neolithic
Bronze using Races
Mongolians and

Mindel-Riss.
Riss-Wfirm.
Post-Gladal
Late Post-Gladal

Historic.

In each case and In post-
Gladal limes the progressive desiccation of Asia are.
pre^med to huve caused migration from the homeJ

poripheral continents The mlgrstio^
are thus fairly well timed to enable the remecti#
races to keep their appointments tn Europe, witP,
pe^ps, the exception of the Chdl!aiis,.AcbeulJsns,
end Mousterlans, who are too early, if we msiy judge

crf.uiT^ c-
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Penck’s placini; of these ^ture stages, which,
however, rests only on indirect evidenoo*
Taking as his criteria of evolutionary advance four

characters, namely, (i) cephalic index, (a) orbital
index, (3) hair section, and, m a moihfiM degree,

(4) skin colour. Dr GrifHth Taylor then attempts an
analysis of the exisbng races of mankind, aM, so
far as the available data permit him, shows that the
more primitive races, or those with low cephalic and
orbital indices and relativelv flattened hair section
(generally associated with depth of skin colouring),
ruve be^ thrust to the more distant parts, from a
migrant’s point of view, of the outlying continents
Closer in to the centre of distribution come races
with successively higher indices, roun^, straighter
hdir, and reduce colouring, passing through brown,
olive, and white to the vcllow, brachycephalic, and
excessively etraight-kalred Mongolians, who are the
last development of all So far this is Dr W D
Matthew elaborated A new element Is now, how-
ever, introduced Into the discussion, for an attempt ts

made to correlate the living with the prehistoric races
One remembers SSollas’s tentative comparisons in

1911 (“Ancient Hunters”), viz Tasmanian with
Eolithlc or Early Palseolithic, Australian with Mous-
terian, Bushman with Aurignacian, and Eskimo with
Magdatenian The author now postulates direct
descent for these and manv other races too numerous
to mention here
To bring out the nature of the climatic impulse

that Is supposed to have Initiated the successive waves
of migration from the homeland in Asia, the author
employs the analogy of the seasonal oscfllatfon of the
belts of tropical rains, desert, and polar rams in Aus-
tralia As he effect!velv remarks, Nature has placed
Australia like a blackboard, on which are recorded
the results of the mobile but very regular and law-

, abiding climatic rones of the southed hemisphere
He brings forward evidence to show that these rones
underwent an analogous migration during the
climatic oscillatigns of the Ice age
The analysis outlined above forms parts \ -di of

the paper The general exposition of the argument
Is crude, and, were it not for the explicitness of the
diagrams, would be difficult to follow This tabu-
lating and precise definition of material largely
speculative gives an Illusory impression of the state
of the subject, but, if the reader is not misled bv it,

it certainly ccmduces to clearness The adroit

handling of a subject so as to distinguish fact and
legitimate inference from mere speculation is the last

art of the soentifle writer
The remainder of the paj^r Is devoted to geological

peculations of less interest Part iv is an exposi-
tion of Chamberlin’s theory of cyclic change Cham-
berlin’s writings (1897^1901) on the subj^ are not,

however, quoted, the pnmipal authority relied on
being Schuchert (1914) In this section a table of
rcnxmy approximate temperatures is given for the
perkids from the Tnasdc to the present That this

type of tabulated ^>eculatton is dangerous is Instanced
by the fact ^t both zoological and botanical evidence
•how that tSi temperature of Europe in the Neolithic
period was several degrees higher than it is at the

present day, instead of 7® F lower, as stated
Part V is an estimate of geological time based on

various authorities The statement is made that
“ Joty quotes similar figures, indicating about
300,000,000 as the time interval since the same epoch ”

(the Cambrigh) It is difficult to conceive the author’s

jnotive, If any, for tills implicit mUrepresentation of

the works cit^, for It matters not a strq|v to his

theory whether the interval since the Cambrian is

>,000,000 or less than 100,000,000 years, as concluded
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Part VI is a suggestion, on astronomical lines, of
rhythmic osallations of climate, etc It is on a par
with many former theories of the Ice age In assign-
ing a cause which there is no indepen&nt evidence
to show was ever operative

Papers such as this which deal in giddy speculation
have for some time past been looked at askance by
the more puritanically minded of our elder geologists
We are not sure that they deserve the contempt
with which they are treated In this matter,
however, there is a golden mean, and we should have
preferred to see the present paper made less com-
prehensive, and the leading suoject-mattcr of human
migt.itions more thoroughK dealt i\ith It is of no
use trving to straighten out the universe in an articleW B Wright

Long-range Forecasting m Java.

P UbLiiUAiiON No 5, 1919, ot tne Royal Obberva-
cory ol tiatavia, entiUod Aunospneric Varia-

tions ot dhurt and L.ong Ouration m the Malay .Vrehu

pelago and Neighbouring Regions, and the Po8&ibiUt>

lu horeuckl Ihem,’ by Or c braaic, embodicb the

results ot a long investigation into the sequence ot

rainlall in the equatorial icgionb east of the Indian
Ocean 1 hree kinds of variation are studied

(1) with period of one or more years up to and
including the sun-spot period, (2) secular variations,

and (3) with periods less than a month, comparable
with Abbot’s short-period solar fluctuations Ihe
vanations, the period of which is intermediate between
(I) and (j) above, are treated us distuibances of (1)

Dr Braak lays much stress on a three-yeai penod,
of the persistence of which he gives plausible, though
not quite convincing, examples He classifies three

groups of years, of high barometer, low barometer,

and transition (from high to low), but naturally finds

a proportion of years not strictly true to any of

these Wpes It is scaicely surpiising that he finds m
general a correlation between barometric pressure and
rainfall For the east monsoon he finds birong poM
live correlation between high pressure and drought,

and weaker between low pressure and excess of ram
For the west monsoon he finds, with soim. local

exceptions, excess of lain with high barometer, and
deficit with low barometer His problem is thus reduced

to the intensity of the correlation and the chances of

a correct forecast of the barometer variation Hi»

next step takes into account temperature changes

which may be ex[>ccted to modify pressure conditions,

but his result is disappointing He obtains rules, but

their application is so far a failure that thc> appear

to break down most thoroughly m years of drought

—

that IS, when, if correct, they would be most valuable

Turning to secular variations, he finds no evidence

of progressive change m Batavian rainfall, in fact,

the onfy progressive change on which he lays stress is

in Batavian air-temperature Comparison with stations

In India, Australia, and other places in the same
quarter of the globe provides other tvpc^ of change,

but none agreeing with Batavia, and the question is

left unsolv^ ,

There remain the short-period pressure waves The
equatorial manifestations of these he attubutes to a

kind of surge, caused by the great disturbances in

higher latitudes, exercising a sucking influence or Its

converse, with slight variation* of the rainfall, l«8

than 10 per cent of the normal, the effect of which

is to compensate the pressure difference by cooling

or heating air probably above thi 3(xx>-metre level

O^er variations of rainfall, humidity, and cloudi-

ness he considers to be local, and, on the whole, rejects
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the possibility of forecasting any short-period varia-

tions in the rainfall. Inasmuch as we are bound to

regard the tropics as the first stage In the translation

of solar variation into weather, it seems a pi^ that

the result obtained ui what is probably the best known
region of the tropics in regard to meteorological

etadstics should appear so meagre and wanting in

definiteness Similar work m temperate regions may
well be discouraged, but there is still an enormous
mass of data W W B

Insects of Arctic Canada,

The insects of various orders—as well as a few
fapklcrs, mites, and centipedes—collected by

members of the recent Canadian Arctic Expedition

0913"!8) have been recorded and described in vol 111

of the Report (Ottawa, 1919-20) The lists contain

much information of value to students of zoological

geography Among the Lepidoptera (described by
Arthur Gibson) it is interesting to see varieties of

such well-known British butterflies as Pferi5 napt,

Paftlio machaon, and Vanessa anttopa^ Most of the
Coleoptera (by J M Swaine, H C Fall, C W
Leng, and J D Sherman) belong to species already
known in North America, and the same remark
applies to the bees described by F W 1-. Staden,
who points out that bumble-bocs are “particularly well

ad^ted to Arctic conditions,** and records the capture
of five nearly fult-fed Bombus larvae on Mdvlllc Island

i

75® N ]at ) on June 21, 1916 The sawflies, dcsctibed
ly A G MacGilUvray, are mostly new spcucs. and,
as might have been exj^cted, willow feeders Among
the Diptera (by C P Alexander, H G Dyar, and

J

f. R Malloch) there are some interesting details of
arvas as well as descriptions and records of flies,

which are relatively numerous In species The occur-
rence of larvae of Oedemaftena farawdi—the warble-
fly of the European Reindeer—in Barren-ground
Caribou at Bernard Harbour is noteworthy Mosquitoes
of a couple of species of the genus if^es were
observed (and felt) in swarms As regards wingless
parasites. Prof G H F Nuttall records that head-
iloe (Peduulus caputs) from the Copoer Eskimo of
Coronation Gulf show no varietal distinction from
members of the species found elsewhere Dr J W
Folsom enumerates a dozen species < f sprlngtalls
(Cotlembola) , two onlv of these arc new but his
figures of structural details, drawn carefully from
Arctic specimens of common and widesnread northern
forms, will be welcome to students of this ordtr

G H C

Earthquake Wares and the Elasticity of
the Earth.

pVR. C G KNOTT delivwnl a lecture on “Eanh-
quake Waves and the Elasticity of the Earth *'

bofcre the Geolofjlcat Society on June 9 He pointed
•wt that tMismoftraph records of the earth-movements
due to distant earthquakes proves that ih earthquake
is the source of two tvpes of wave.motlon which past
thfouah the body of the earth, and a third type which
passes round the surface of the earth Before earth-
quake records were Obtained, mathematicians had
thtwn that theae three types of wave-motion existed
In and over a sphere consistinf; of elastic solid
material Manv volcanic phenomena, hosvever, sutc-

Itast the quite different ronception of a molten Interior
tiiidariyina the solid crust At first statement these
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viawt aaem to ba antagooiatk* but thm la no difficulty

la reconciling thevn* ^Whatpver be the nature of the
material lying inunedlaldy below the accessible erspt,;

it must become at a certain depth a highly heated
fairly homogeneous substance behaving like an elastk
solid, with two kinds of elastiaty idvfng rise to what
are called the compresslonal and distcraonal waves.
Tile velocities of these waves are markedly different,

being at every depth nearly in the ratio of 18 to 1.

Both increase steadily within the first thousand miles

of descent towards the earth's centre, the compres-
slonal wave-velocity ranging from 4 5 xnlles per scNxmd
at the surface to 8 miles per second at depths of

1000 miles and more, the corresponding velocities of

the distorlional wave are 25 and 43 ot the surface

and at the 1000-mile depth respectively At greater

depths these high velocities seem to fall off slT|^tly,

but the records fail to give us clear information as to

velocities at depths greater than about 2500 miles

Down to this depth the earth behaves towards these

waves as a highly elastic solid* The elastic constants,

which at first increase with depth more rapidly than

the density, become proportional to the density, for

the velocity of propagation becomes practically steadv

About half-wav down, however, the material seems to

lose its iigidity (in the elastic sense of the term), and

viscos IV possibly takes its place, so that the distor-

Honal nave disappears In other words, there Is a

nucleus of about 1600 miles radius which cannot

transmit dlsto* lional waves This nucleus is enclosed

bv a shell of highlv elastic material transmitting both

compresslonal 'ind distortional naves exactly like an

elastic solid

UniversitT and Educational Intelligence.

Aberobfn —Dr R D Lockhart has been appointed

a lecturer In anatomy
It has been detided to institute a full-time lecture-

ship in bacteriology in the department of pathology

Birminohaw —It has been decided that the fees

payable by new students entering the University next

session snail be increased by 25 per cent The
reasons given for the increase are (n The great rise

in the cost of administration, matertafs, maintenance,
taxation, and the wages of employees, and (a) the

neoesblty for improving the payment of the acadmic,
particularly the non-professonal, staff

The Virc-Chanrellor (Sir Gilbert Barling, according

to the Birmmg’ham Post, states that “ It is absoluteU

nccessarv to increase the stipends of the staff for two
reasons the present salanes are quite inadequate

to maintain the teachers in a reasonable state of com-
fort; and secondly, because wlthput such Increase

they will be attracted to other places where stipends

are more commensurate with their capacity and
worth ”

Cambridge —The Balfour Memorial Fund student-
ship will be vacant on October 1 ncsxt, AfwUcatkms
are Invited for It Candidates should appK by, at
latest, September 15 to Prof } Stanley Garffiner,
Zoological Laboratory, Cambridge.
On July 20 the honorary degree of Doctor of Law

was conferred upon Dr A L. IwOwctl, president of
Harvard University; Prof J f Abel, professor of
pharmacology, Johns Hopkins University, and Prof
H Cushing, professor of surgerv at Harvard Uni-
versitv

Oxford —The fear expressed In some quarters that
the applfcatlon bv the University for a Government
Mnt would check the liberaHtv Of private benefactors
has proved to be groundless ill at least one oon»
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apicucms iAstanoe Mr Walter Morrison, of Balliol

lUoUege, has )ust paid to Bodky's librarian the sum
of fojoool. ^or the capital account of the lihranf No
furthei conditions are annexed to the ^ft« This is

not the only benefaction for which the University is

indebted to Mr. Morrison, for some ei|^t years aao
he gave xo,oooi to each of three funds-^one for tine

rea&rship In Egyptology, another for the promotion
of the study of agriculture, and a third towards the

establishment of a professors' pension fund

Thi Cairo correspondent of the Times announces
that the American Prcs^terlan Board propoMs to

establish a universi^ at Cairo, and has wr< based a
^ne site for the bunding The new University will

tbe composed of five colfeges, namely, arts, Oriental

knguages, teachers, commerce, and agriculture It

Is stated that the first of these will oe opened in

October

Notice is given that, provided sufticient merit be
shown, an election to a fellowship in experimental

e
iysics or ph>sical chemistry at Tnnitv College,

ubhn, will take place in Mav, iq21 Candidates
must submit papers or theses (published or unpub
lished) on or before March 35 next Further par-
ticulars may be obtained from the Registrar, 1 nnit\

College, Dublin

On the occasion of the meeting of the British
Association at Cardiff on August 24-2S the Universiiv
of Wales will confer the honorary degree of D Sc
upon the following —Dr H F Osborn, president
of the American Museum of Natural History, or, if

he IS unable to attend, Prof C V Kofoid, l^niver-

slty of California, Prof O Gilson, University of
Louvain, or, if he cannot attend, Dr C H Ostenfeld,

lUniversitv of Copenhagen, Don Gullermo Joaquin de
Osma, Madrid, and Prof Yves-Guyot, Pans
The following subjects of wide educational interest

are to be discussed at meetings of the Old Students*
Association of the Royal College of Science, London,
in the autumn —September 14, Pre-Kensington His-
tory of the Royal College of Science and the Univer-
sity Problem in London, Prof H E Armstrong,
October la, The Proposed University of Science and
Technology • Can a Useful and Worthy University
be based on Pure and Applied Science?, Mr J W
Williamson, and NovemDer q, Tbe Nationalisation
of Universities, Viscount Haldane
Dr R S. Clay, principal of the Nix-thern Poly-

technic Institute, Holloway, London, N.y, informs us
that the governors are re-establishing in September
the school of rubber technology at this Polytechnic,
and that the schend will in future be under the
directorship of Dr P Shidrowitz, well known by his
researches and publications on the chemistry and
technolo^ of rubber There will be a dav course
open only to students who have had a thorough
training in chemistry—preferably at one of the uni-
verslties-nand evening classes for those already in

the industry The school will be in close touch with
the industry, as it will be under an advisorv com-
mittee composed of representatives of the manufac-
turers, grovms, dealers, rubber engineers, etc , and
wuJ, thmfore, afford a sound theoretical and practical
training for those proposing to enter a rubber factory

Tm Mav issue of School Lff$, issued by the U S
,

Bureau of Education, shows Aiat there has been a large

inmastt in the demand for collegiate education during
tbe ten years between 1905-6 and 191^^16 The period
shows an advance, especially In public institutions,

from 058*603 in 1905-6 to 387,106 In X915-16, being an
Increase in tbe case of men of 40*1 per cent , and in

that of women of 70 per cent The number of
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teachers engaged has also risen from 03,950 to 31,3x0*
The total income of these institutions has grown
during this period from 60,499,931 dollsrs to
i31«bJ7,9ii dollars, or 113 per cent, made up of
students' fees 36,133,969 dollars, productive funds
18,^3,868 dollars, United States Government 6,258,931
doliani, State or city ^,004,111 dollars, private
factions 30^1^,006 dollars, and other sources 91850,306
dollars The endowment fund increased from
348,430,394 dollars in 1905-6 to 425,045,070 dollars in

191C-16, or 71 a per cent A further table shows that
during the last three \cars there has been a general
met ease of attendance of 05 per cent at these
institutions

iiiB activities of the US Deportment of the
Interior (Bureau of Education) include the bi-monthlv
issue of a journal entitled School Life, lhat of May
last is concerned largcl> with the question of the
supply and rcmuneiation of teachers, a problem
appal ently even more acute in America than in this

country, ab is instanced by the fact that on a given
day in May the School Board Seivice Division ot the
Bureau of Education received 436 requests for teachers,

with only seven teachers applying for posts 1 he chief

of the Division reports that a year ago there were
14,000 registrations from tcacbers willing to take
positions A recent canvass of this list showed only
about 4000 now available for service Ihe maximum
average annual salary of teachers for any State is

1600 dollars, whilst the minimum 1$ 93 dollars The
journal further deals with the payrnent of university

teachers, and asks the question Docs it pay to be a
college professor? Ihe result of a recent inquiry

circular vent out by the Bureau, to which more than
two thirds of the colleges and universities returned
detailed and accurate answers, was that in piivately

supported institutions full professors are receiving on
the average 3304 dollars j^r annum, while assistant
professors and instructors draw salaries of about
1800 dollars and 1300 dollars respectively The
salaries of professors at State institutions average
3136 dollars, of assist'int professors 2100 dollars, and
of instructors 1400 dollars There is an interesting

table comparing the salaries in 1019 of professors,

assistant professors, and instructors with those of

artisans and labourers, much to the advantage of the

latter in some cases

The development of social activities in the country
districts is a problem of the first importance, and m
the May issue of the Journal of the Ministry of
A^cvXture there is a most interesting paper entitled
‘ Social Service in Rural Areas ” fne authoi. Sir

Henry Rew, points out that if we aio to maintain
our agricultural output we must provide for the
recreauon of our farm labourers and their families*

Ihe coaditions of village life, and, indeed, the whole
psychology of the village people, have undergone
great changes m tlic last few years The young men
returning from the Army to their native village! have
found expression, the economic status of the farm,
worker is improved

,
and, above all, there now exists

a definite organisation of the farm-workers These
men are essentially a practical race, their ambilions
are not restricted to increased wa^, they simply
make a reasonable claim that life shall not be merely
a weary monotony of toll, but that there shall be
opportunities for enjoyment—more 'than arc afforded
by the village alehouse The demand is universal,

and must be met without delay In the Report of
the Adult Education Committee it Is suggests that
every village should be provided with an institute

under full public control This iosHtute should he the
centre of all communal activity, educadonal, social,

and recreational
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Societiet and Academies.

Sydnby

Ro>«l Society •! New Smitk Weleii June 2—Mr.

Jame» (^resident, in the chair—H, G Nh
and \ K PealeM The manufacture of thvmo!,

menthone, and menthol from eucalyptus <^l8 Work
was undertaken In order to deternune the molecular

btructurc of piperitone, the peppennmt ketone of

eucalyptus oils Piperitonc is a menthenone with the

carbonyl group in the 3 position When oxkliaed with
f^ic chloiide in the ordinary way as per cent of

thymol was produced By reducing piperitone with
hydrogen in the presence of a nickel catalyst an
almost quanUtatkVti yield of menthone was obtained*

which on further reduction with sodium in aqueous
ether produced menthol Ihe abundance of piperitone

obtainable from huc€ilyptus dives makes this ketone
probably the best source for the manufacture of
ihvmol ^nd menthone '--R H Csaibsge A new
sfiecles of Queensland ironbark This new eucalyptus
lomes fiom about lao miles westerly from Cairns, in

tropical Queensland, and fut nishes n good, red timber
It was found growing on ignite formation in open
forest country, and resembles E rrehra in bark and
timber, but differs In the shape of buds and fruits,

which latter are hemispherical with exserted valves
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Progress!

The word “ progress ” primarily signifies “ a

stepping forwards ”—forwards not in rela-

tion to some real or imaginary goal the arrival

at which we assume to be desirable, but merely
in regard to the individual moving—in fact, a

stepping “frontwards” as opposed to standing

8^1 or to stepping “ backwards In the course

df the past few centuries it has, however, acquired

a definite secondary linulation—that of the move-
ment or development of human society towards a
desirable goal—namely, earthly felicity, happi-

ness, even perfection—or towards the attainment
of perfect happiness in a future state of existence

The measure of “progress ” thus necessarily has
varied according to the conception of happiness

—

about which there have always been divergent

opinions, and never an accepted definition The
philosophers of antiquity were pessimists they
did not entertain a belief in progress, but, on the

contrary, held (with the notable exception of the

Epicureans) that we arc receding from a long-

past golden age of happme&s
Tlie notion of earthly progress was opposed

by die Christian Church, which endeavoured to

6k men’s mmds on a future state of rewards and
punishments. A belief in the distribution of these

by its intervention was the chief basis of the

autibonty and power of the Church The spirit

of the Renaissance—the challenge to the

authority of the ancients and of the Church, the

^teuutcipation of the natural man in the fields of

wtt and of literature, and, later, in the sphere of

pUloaophical thought—was accompanied by the

devdopment of rim idea of progress. Ramus, a

NO. 3650,
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mathematician, unites in the year 1569 “In one

I

century we have seen a greater progress in men
and works of learning than our ancestors had

seen in the whole course of the previous fourteen

centuries ” The h renoh historian, Jean Bodin,

about the same time, reviewing the history of the

world, was the first definitely to deny the de-

generation of man, and comes (as Prof Bury tells

us in the fascinating book which we have used^

as the text of this article) nearer to the idea of

progress than anyone before him “He is,” says

Prof Bury, “on the threshold ” And then Prof

Bury proceeds to trace through the writings of

successive generations of later philosophers and

historians—such as Le Roy, Francis Bacon, Des-

cartes, the founders of the Royal Society, and

others, such as Leibnitz, Fontenelle, dc Saint

Pierre, Montesquieu, Voltaire, Turgot, Rousseau,

Condorcet, Saint Simon, and Comte—the various

forms which this idea of “progress” assumed,

Its expansions and restrictions, its rejection and

its defence, until we come to the Great Exhibition

of 1851, and, later still, to the new aspect given

to the idea of progress by the doctrine of

evolution and the theories of Darwin and of

Spencer

These chapters provide the reader with a vtilu*

able history of an important line of human

thought But the most interesting part to many

of us must be the closing pages in which tlie

actual state of the idea of progress as it appears

in the light of evolution is sketched, and the ques-

tions arc raised, which it has not been Prof Bury'g

purpose to di&cuss, viz Granted that there has

been progress, in what docs it consist? Is it

likely to continue? Does the doctrine of evolu-

tion, now so firmly established, lead us to sup-

pose that “prepress” will continue, and, if so,

what will be its character? Or is it (however vre

define it) coming to an end? Will stagnation, or

will decay and degeneration, as some suppose,

necessarily follow? Or is “progress” (whatever

one may mean by that word) a law of human
nature?

The doctrine of the gradual evolution of the

inorganic universe had already gained wide

acceptance before the epoch when Darwin's
“ Origin of Species ” brought man into the area

of evolution, and established the accepted belief

m the “progress ” of man from an animal

ancestry to the present phase of the more
1 **Th« Id^of PfMTwr An Itoqiitrr ImeiuOristn Mid Offowth.'' %

PiuT J a Buty Pp. av+377 (Lw»dom Uncwinm ud Ok, U4.,
lOao.) Prim lAT net.

RB
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avUised races. It does not follow as a matter

of course that such a development means the

movement of man to a desirable goal. But (as

Prof Bury reminds us) Darwin, after pointing

to the fact that all the living forms of life are

lineal descendants of those which lived long

before the Silurian epoch, ai^es that we may
look with smne conhdence to a secure future of

equally unmeasurable length, and, further, that,

as natural selection works solely by and for the

good of each being, all corporeal and mental en-

dowments will tend to progress towards perfec-

tion Darwin was a convinced optimist

Equally so was Spencer. According to him,

change is the law of all things, and man is no

exception to it Humanity is indelimtely variable,

and perfectibility is possible All evil results from

the non-adaptation of the organism to its con-

ditions In the present state of the world men
suffer many evils, and this shows that their char-

acters are not yet adjusted to the social state

Now the qualihcation requisite for the social state

18 that each individual shall have such desires only

as may fully be satisfied without trenching upon
the ability of others to obtain similar satisfaction

This qualification is not yet fulfilled, because

civilised man retains some of the characteristics

which were suitable for the conditions of his

earher predatory life He needed one moral con-

stitution for his primibve state , he requires quite

another for his present state The result is a
process o/ adaptatton which has been going on for

a long tune, and will go on for a long time to

come Civilisation represents the adaptations

which have already been accomplished Progress

means the successive steps of the process (There

we have the scientific definition of human pr >gres8

according to the apostle of evolution
)

The ulti-

mate development of the ideal man by this process

(says Spencer) is logically certain—as certain as

any conclusion m which we place the most implicit

faith; for mstance, that men will all die. Pro-

gress IS thus held by Spencer to be not an acci*

drat, but a necessity In order that the human
race should enjoy the greatest amount of happi-

ness, each member of the race should possess

faculties enabling him to experience the highest

enjoyment of life, yet in such a way as not to

dimmish the power of others to receive like

satisfaction.

Let me say, in order to avoid misapprehension,

that follows I am not citmg Prof. Bury,
but staldn^ my own opinions and suggestions.

’ NO aficn voT tricl

It has been urged in opposition to the optiinistic

doctrine of Darwin and Spencer that it is a pro*

minent fact of history that every grbat dvilisation

of the past progressed to a pomt at which, instead

of advanang further, it stood still and declined.

Arrest, decadence, decay, it is urged, have been

the rule This, however, is but the superficial

view of the historian who limits his vision to the

last four or five thousand years of man’s develop-

ment It is not confirmed when we trace man
from the flint-chippcrs of 500,000 years ago to

the present day.

Naturalists are familiar with the phenomenon

of degeneration m animal descent. Higher, more

elaborate forms have sometimes given rise to

simplified, dwindled lines of descent, specialised

and suited to their peculiar environments. The

occasional occurrence of such development in the

direction of simplification and inferiority, and

even the extinction of whole groups or branches

of the genealogical tree of organisms, endowed

with highly developed structural adaptations, and

the survival of groups of extreme simplicity of

structure, does not invalidate the truth of the con-

clusion as to a vast and predominating evolution

—^with increase of structure and capacity—of the

whole stock of animal and vegetable organisms.

A similar line of argument applies to the long

and extended history of mankind

The conclusion adverse to the reality of the

evolutional prepress of mankind which is held by

those who declare that the ancient Greeks and

other products of human evolution of hit age had

developed a d^ree of artistic execution and feel-

ing, of devotion to intellectual veracity and ideal

justice, to which more modern civihsation has not

attained, is a fanciful exaggeration in which it

pleases some enthusiasts to indulge. But aa

examination of the facts makes it abundantly clear

that the conclusion is altogether erroneous.

Another attempt to discredit the belief in pro*

gross consists m an ambiguous use of the word
’’happiness” when it is declared that jthe teem-

ing millions of China or even the herds of sheep

browsing on our hill-sides are ” happier” tbao

the dvilised peoples of Europe and America.

Spencer’s definition of the gpal of human progreAa

as determined by the general laws of organic

evolution should Irad in this discussion either t

the abandonment oF the use of the vague ^tem

“happiness,” or to a critical exAnuoation ctf the

state of feehng iirhich it implies, &nd of the catisra

to which they. are specifically rela^.
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When we ask whether the conditions which

Ibave been the essential factors in human evolution

and progress are still m operation and likely to

operate for an indefinite period in the same direc-

tion, there is, it seems, in spite of the view as to

their permanence held both by Spencer and by

Darwin, room for doubt and for re-examination

of the situation.

The struggle for existence, the natural selec-

tion thereby of favoured variations, and their

transmission by physical heredity from parent to

offspring, suffice to explain the evolution of man’s

bodily structure from that of preceding ape like

animals, and even to account for the development

of man’s brain to greatly increased size and effi-

ciency. But a startling and most definite fact tn

this connectiem has to be considered and its sig-

nificance appreciated The fact to which I refer

is that since prehistoric man, some hundred thou-

sand years ago, attained the bodily structure which

man to-day possesses, there has been no further

development of that structure—measurable and of

•such quality as separates the animals nearest to

man from one another Yet man has shown enor-

mous “progress” since that remote epoch The
brain and the mental faculties connected with it

have become the dominant and only progressive,

'“evolving,” attribute of man And even in regard

to the brain there is, since the inception of the

new phase of development which we have now
to consider, no mcrease of si/e, though were we
aUe to compare the ultimate microscopic struc-

ture of the brains of earlier and later man we
should almost certainly find an increased com-

idexity in the minute structure of the later brain

It seems to be the fact that—when once man
had acquired and developed the power of com-

municating and receiving thought, by speech with

hit fellow-man (so as to establish, as it were,

mental co-operation), and yet further of recording

mU human thought for the common use of both

present and future generations, by drawing and

writing (to be followed by printing)—a totally new
factor in human evolution came into operation

'Of such overwhelming power and efficiency as to

supersede entirely the action of natural sdection

^ favoured bodily variations of structure in the

struggle for existence Language provided the

nH^chamsnl of thought Recorded language—pre-

served and handed on from ^neration to genera-

tion as a thing external to man’s body—became

am ever-increasing gigantic heritage, independent

of the mechanism of variation and of the survival
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of favoured variations which had hitherto deter-

mmed, the organic evolution of man as of his an-

cestry The observation, thought, and tradition of

humanity, thus independently accumulated, con-

tinually revised, and extended, have given to later

men that directing impulse which we call the

moral sense, that still, small voice of conscience,

the voice of his father-men, as well as that know-

ledge and skill which we call science and art

These things are, and have been, of far greater

service to man in his struggles with the destruc-

tive forces of Nature and with competitors of his

own race than has been his strength of limb

and jaw Yet they are not “ inborn ” in man.

The young of mankind enter upon the world with

a mind which is a blank sheet of “educable”

quality, upon which, by the care of his elders or

by the direction of his own effort, more or less of

the long results of time embodied in the Great

Record, the chief heritage of humanity, may be

inscribed From this point of view it becomes

clear that knowledge of “that which is,” and

primarily, knowledge of the Great Record, must
be the most important factor m the future “Pro-

gress of Mankind ” Thus one of the greatest

services which man can render to his fellows is to

add to the common heritage by making new
knowledge of “that which is,” whilst a no less

important task is that of sifting truth from error, of

establishing an unfailing devotion to veracity, and

of promoting the prosperity of present and future

generations of his race by facilitating, so far as

lies within human power, the assimilation by all

men of the chief treasures of human experience

and thought

The laws of this later “progress" arc not, it

would seem, those of man’s earlier evolution.

What they are, how this new progress is to be

made more general and its continuance assured,

what are the obstacles to it and how they are to

be removed, arc matters which have not yet been

adequatdy studied The infant science of psycho-

logy must eventually help us to a better under-

standing. Not only the reasoning intelligence,

but also the driving power of emotion must be

given due consideration. “ Education ” not only

of the youth, but also of the babe and of the

adult, must become the all-commanding interest

of the cxHnmunity. Progress will cease, to a
large extent, to be a blind outcome of natural

selection, it will acquire new characteristics at

the conscious purpose of rational man
B. Ray Lankestbk.
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Complex Elements in Geometiy.

The Theory of the Imagttmry tn Geometry^

iogeiher with the Trigonometry of the Imagin-

ary By Prof J L S Hatton Pp \ii + 2i5.

(Cambridge. At the University Press, 1920.)

Price 185. net

WHEN we interpret y)«=o, y)=o as

the point-equations of two loci, wc are

bound to consider any values which satisfy

both equations as the co-ordinates of a point

common to both curves The simplest case is

when ^ arc polynomials with ordinary integral

coefficients, here the values (r., yi) are determin-

ate, and can be calculated, either exactly or to

any desired degree of approximation Abstractly,

y<) are a perfectly definite set of couples of

algebraic num^rs A couple (xi, yi) may be real,

and then corresponds to a real point, but it may
be^ and often is, comidex. What is the most

appropriate and fruitful way, from a geometrical

point of view, of interpreting these complex solu-

tions of the given pair of equations? This is one

of tbe fundamental problems of analytical geo-

metry, and there are two ways in which it may
be attacked Suppose that the coefficients of ^
are real, complex intersections {xi, y^ fall

^

into

conjugate pairs. The usual analytical formula

gives a real line as the join of two conjugate

points, and we may call this a common chord of

the two loci The visible result of combining
^aro, may be said to be a certain number
of real intersections and a certain number of real

lines which, from an algebraical point of view, arc

to be r^arded as common chords The most
familiar case is that of two circles and their

radical axis, and here we have a geometrical

defimtion of the radical axis which api^ies whether
it meets the two circles or not We can cotistruct

a definition of a common chord of two conics by
analogy, whether it meets them in two real or

two conjugate complex points; but the procedure

is artificial^ and there it no obvious way of extend-

ing It to higher curves.

The other way is to try to fiod^ as the image or

representative of (x, y), when x, y are not both

real, some definite constructible geometrical entity

to which we can give the name of “point’* mih-
out molaimg the axioms of projectwe geometry
— it must still be true that any two points

determine a line, and so on. This, of course,

invohros an appropriate definition of a complex
line

It is to von Staudt that we owe an absolutely

perfect sd^oa of this diflicult problem. Its basic

idea is thn : Given a real conic, and a real line

which does not cut it (in the ordinary sense), there ^
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is on the line an elliptic involution of pairs

points conjugate to the conk. With this elUpftid

involution we can associate either of two opposim
“ senses *’ (or directions}, and we can interpret tha

involution, with either sense, as a complex point.

These complex points are distinct, and coajugatt

in a sense analogous to the algebraic one This
geometrical distinction of conjugate complex

points appears to have been tbe one thing with

which von Staudt had the greatest difficulty; it

must be remembered that he was trying to find a
theory applicable to three dimensions as well as
to two, and that he wanted to define the line jorn**

iDg any two points in space whether real or com-
plex, and this by purely projective considerations.

The “join ” of two non-conjugate complex points

m space is von Staudt ’s “line of the second kind,**

and the most difficult to realise of all his concepts.

What we may call a metrical, or Cartesian,

image of a complex point (a+b», c+di) is a seg^

ment OP drawn from the real point {a^c) to the

real point (a+b, c+d). the conjugate pomt is

represented by a segment OP^ » — OP, and thass

two conjugate points are on the real line PP^.

Poncelet, following that Will-o’-the-Wisp, tbe

“prmciple of continuity,” very nearly bit upos
this representation, for if we consider

x~b(b>a), we have as the interse6ti&nt

(h, which, in this representation, arc

the principal ordinates of tbe real byperbok
x*-y*=:a*.

Prof Hatton practically adopts this metrical

defimtion, but in doing so, as it seems to us, i&r

troduces unnecessary vagueness, and oocauenaUy
wabbles between the two points of view. Ek
begins by an “axiom ” whi^ von Staudt breaks

up into two definitions, and, so far as we cap

see, Ignores it in all his algebraical “verifications)

There is no such thing as an algebraical verifici^

tion in the true theory The algebra is taken fbr

granted, and we have to show that our geo-

metrical definitions and postulates and axioms
agree with ordinary complex algebra. In tlto

Cartesian representation a point whicl/ we Piay

call (OP), or more simply (OP), corresponds to von

Staudt’s representation (O ooPP') ,where O bisects

PP^ and 00 is the point at infinity on the real

line POP'
So long as we keep to von Staudt’s projective

definition, the quelfisons of such things as “ dis-

tance,
” “angle,” etc., do not arise, ^ Sense

^

and “order” are essential, the^latter espedhHjr

when we oonskkr von Staudt’s theory of *^castr”

and cross-ratioB

It is in connection with tbe Caitasiao imageiy
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dMt nvt coofronted with questions about dis-

taooes, angles, and so on. We are bound to inter-

pret the distance (8) between the points (a + bt,

c+ dt) and (a' + b'i, c' + d'i) as given by

Si- {(a - rf') +(^ - •+ o+ (d- d')/} •

and there are corresponding theorems about

nngles.

On the whole, we think Prof Hatton’s book

will be most useful in suggesting ways m which

the Cartesian way of regarding complex points

(and lines) is brought into line (without sacrificing

logic) with the projective theory. What we may
call the complex point (OP), meaning the involu-

ten (with a definite sense) of which O is the

centre, and —OP* the invariant (OQ OQ^ cr — CP*),

is a perfectly definite idea, and is a special case

of von Standt’s representation of any complex

pout in the harmonic form (OooPPO or (OooP'P)

wifii the initial point O.

Von Staueft’s theory is purely projective, apart

from the discussion of improper casts The
Cartesian theory is bound to deal with metrical

quantities, such as distance and angle, and simply

because these notions are derivative, it offers a

ficfkl of research of a more complicated character

It may be asserted with some confidence that any

ttal extension of von Staudt's theory will be of a

metncal kind, and that, if it is worth anything,

it win be applicable to three dunensions (or more)

as well as to two G B MArHEws

P S—Since the above was written, I have had

time to reflect further upon Prof Hatton’s book,

and have read Prof G. H. Hardy ’s^ review of it

ia a recent number of the MaihemaUcal Gatiette

I do not wholly i^ree with Prof Hardy’s attitude,

because 1 stiQ think that there are geometrical

notions not reducible to arithmetic—still less to

formal logic But I do agree with him that

Prof, Hatton’s book has no theoretical value,

and, disagreeable as it is, I thmk it is my duty to

any so, especially as I have been informed that

another reviewer has praised the book m absurdly

emggerated terms. G B. M.

Mottott Study and the Maminl Woiicer,

Motion 5tttdy /or tha HoHdteappod. By Frank B
Gilbreth and Dr. Lillian Moller Gilbreth,

(SlBcien^ Books.) Pp xvi+z65. (London.

Geoig^ "Routledge a^ Sons, Ltd., 1920.)

Priced. 6d. net.

The work of Mr Frank B Gilbreth upon
apfdied motion study and fatigue study is well

known, and the present volume describes various

yrtefcafaps and sdditioM tohisprevkHisly recorded
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methods, csp^ially with the intention of assist-

ing men who are handicapped by the loss of a
limb or of their eyesight In Mr Gilbreth ’s latest

scheme the manual worker whose movements are

being studied has a small electric light attached

to the hand or other working member of the

body, and thereby the path of the motions made
can be determined in detail if a series of photo-

graphs IS taken by kinematograph Other photo-

graphs arc taken with a stereoscopic camera, and
by this means the path of the motion in three

dimensions is ascertained It is then possible to

construct wire models showing exactly the path of

a given motion, and buch models are found to be
very useful for instruction purposes Senes of

models are exhibited at the Smithsonian Institu-

tion, Washingiim, and elsewhere, so that skdied

mechanics are able to see for themselves what
arc considered to be the best methods oi per-

forming certain motions, and to determine if they

themselves fall short of the ideal

Again, Mr. Gilbreth represents on diagrams,

termed ’Simultaneous-motion cycle charts,” the

results of his studies on mtcro-moUon. Such charts,

when read downwards, present in chronolc^^cal

sequence the various activities performed by any
member of the body, the posture taken daring

the action, and the time consumed If read

across, the charts give a record of aU the work-
ing members of the body at any one time, and
they enable one to see which parts of the body
are working most and which are being delayed

It IS maintained that this chart system enables

the workmen to visualise their efforts graphicafly,

and thereby to lessen waste and increase efficiency.

The great ingenuity of Mr Gilbreth ’s methods
will be admitted by everyone, but it is more im-

portant for us to determine their practical value

Mr Gilbreth photographs ebampHons playing base-

ball, champion typists, skilled surgeons when
operating, in addition to skilled tradesmen, and
he believes that the skill shown is in every

case based on one common set of fundamental
pnnciplea, the principles of economy of effort and
rhythm of motion The application of this hypo-
thesis to practical ends is, however, very far dis-

tant. Tht concrete instances quoted of the em-
ployment of micro-motion study in actual prac-

tice are very few and not very striking, but doubt-

less It will take a good deal of time before they

can be adequately tested and applied.

The portton of the book devoted spedally to the

handicapped describes several us^l methods,
though It strikes the unmiBated that they could
have been evolved equally well without eUhorate
micro-motion study and motiop-cyde charts. The
one-armed typist U supfflted with a typevtriter
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which has a magaame of paper lasting him a

week, and he is enabled to type four copies at

once by means of ribbons instead of carbon paper.

The blind man is trained by visuahsation, and is

taught to use a cross-sectioned visuaksing board,

on which the tools and equipment he is using are

placed at fixed points Thereby great waste of

tune and effort is saved The importance of find-

ing work that cripples can do, and of teaching

them to do the work, is insisted on Not only

have the war cnpples to be considered, but also

the very numerous workers crippled as the result

of industrial accidents H M, V

Our Booksheifl

EngroM Amendements Produits anUcfypto-

gamtqiAes et Insectictdes Par Dr. £
Demoussy. Pp xi + aqy Pans and Li^e:
Ch. B^ranger, 1919. Price 15 francs

Dr Dcmoussy's manual on the analysis of fer-

tilisers IS written for the trained chemist, it is

founded on the methods laid down in 1897 by the

Comit^ des stations agronomi^es, but unofficial

methods in use in the principal French laboratories

are also described After a short introduction on
the laws regulating the sale of fertilisers, the

author deals in the first two chapters with the

collection of samples and their qualitative exam-
ination The following fonr chapters treat of

the determination of nitrogen, phosphoric acid,

potash^ and manganese, the arrangement being
according to the substance to be determined, and
not the material in which it is found The
methods are for the most part well known in this

country, and call for only a few remarks. The
longest section is that devoted to nitrogen The
official method for nitrates is that of Schloesing,

and no mention is made of the zinc-copper couple,

while for organic nitrogen the Kjeldahl and sc^a-

lime processes are both recommended The latter

has fallen into almost complete disuse in tflis

country, and probably few (demists here would
agree with the opinion that it is the more econ-
omical in time when many samples are to be
examined. Where a purd^ chemical analysis

would be of little value, as in the case of dried

blood, drawings of the materials as seen under
the microscope are given. The value of these

would have been greatly increased if the mi^ifi-
catlon had been stated Under the head of potash
no reference is made to flue-dust

; in this case the
official methods would have to be slightly modified
to ensure complete removal of silicic acid

The second and third parts a the book deal
with materials such as lime and with fungiades
and insectiades. Tables for the calculation of
results are added, and the appendix contains the
French laws and regulations dealing with the sale
of fertilisers.

The book is well arranged and dearly wntten,
and its vatu# is added to by notes on the form
in which tfMt various material# are put upon tbt
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market and the adulterations to which tb^ ar»
liable. It should prove very useful in analytical

laboratories in this country as well as in France*
Donald J. Matthews

Flora of Jamaica, ConUantng Descfipttons of thor

\
Flowering Plants known from iha Island* By
William Fawcett and Dr, Alfred Barton Rendle.
Vol. iv

,
Dicotylsdimr . Famdtsr Lsgumtnosao'

to CaUitrtchaceae Pp. xv+ 369 (London

:

British Museum (Natural History), 1920 ) Price

The fourth volume of this admirable tropical flora

has lately appeared, and contains the Dicotyledon#
from Leguminosso to Callitnchacese (on the
Englenan system) It maintains the high
standard of its pr^ecessors, and shows a great
advance upon some well-known tropical floras in

being illustrated by excellent text figures, and not
by a series of separate plates^ which are usually
troublesome to consult The index is also con-
venient in being only a single list of both scien-

tific and popular names and synonyms Turmng
to the contents of the book, which have been
worked up ^'ith much care and after consulta-
tion of all the older authors and collections,,

an interesting feature that may be noticed is the
extraordinary generic similarity of the flora to
that of other islands, even at immense distances
from Jamaica In the Leguminosse, for example^
the first family in the volume, iiB Jamaica species,
or 80 per cent

,
belong to genera that also occur

in Ceylon, 74 per cent to genera occurring jn
Formosa, and even m the case of so far distant
an island as New Caledonia 63 per cent of the
Jamaica species belong to common genera It

IS clear that the islands on the whole contain the
older genera, which have been able to reach them.
Of the Jamaica genera of Leguminosaa 70 per cent
are cosmotropical, and only 14 per cent are con-
fined to the New World Again, one notices that
the proportion of endemic species is small in

L^uminosK, and larger in Euphorbiaces and
some of the other families, just as in other floras.

It would appear ^ promising piece of work to
make a careful statistical study of numbers and
promrtJons of endemics m many countries, for it

evidently follows definite, if perhaps recondite, laws*

fiutter and Cheese, ^ C. W, Walker Tisdale
and Jean Jones (Pitman's Common Com-
modities and Industries.) Pp, ix-hX42.
(London- Sir Isaac Pitman and Sonf, Ltd.»
n.d

)
Price as, 6d, net.

,

The writers of this book have succeeded in giving
to the general reader a*very good account of the
essential facts in connection^ with the dairyii^
industry As was to be expected, it w^ neces-*
sary to treat the subject on what are generally
termed popular linear but certain of the chapters
are written m a particularly dear manner and
with full regard to the essential technical polota*.

Not only »the chief branches of the^dalry indnstiy
-*<heese«maklng and butter-mi^ngi-^are deatt^
with, but also me prodvetioa of inilki the matboda
ot and tt* judging of daby produea am
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touched upon. In connection with the production I

of milk it would have been useful to include a

-short account of the practice of milk-recording,

for the general reader haa but little idea of the

system and the benefits it confers

The methods emplo>ed in separating cream
snd preparing it for churning are fully d^t with,

and the chief machinery, such as the separator,

the cream npener, the regenerative heater, and
the pasteuriser are described.

Cheese-making is dealt with by taking Cheddar
cheese as a type, and the principles and practice

Are fully explained, as arc also the essential points

in the maturing and marketing of the produce.
Notes on judging cheese and also butter are

^iven, and should prove helpful, whilst attention

18 directed to the advantages which have followed
the control of butter in Denmark and cheese in

New Zealand Ihe reproach still to be heard
that a lot of home produce is not of the quality

that might reasonably be expected is probably
warranted, but a great deal is being done to teach
proper methods, and an improvement in quality

may be expected throughout the country in the

near future.

Elgte^s Weather Book For the General Reader
By Jdseph H Llgie Pp xti + 251 (London
The Wireless Press, Ltd

, 1920 ) Price 5s net

This work is essentially for the uninitiated in

weather study The author presupposes no
technical knowledge, and has throughout avoided
mathematics and formulsc A rough survey is

taken of elementary meteoiology in a way which
must commend itself to all who take an interest

in ordmary weather changes In the opening
sentences the author appeals to boy or man, he
might also as well apical to the other sex, who
are now taking a keen interest in all branches of

science.

The book is divided into fifteen chapters, which
separate the subject into well-rccogniscd divisions

A wreather vocabulary is given at the end which
the reader will find hdpful, and m this, as well as
in the general text, the latest official and recog-
nised publications have been consulted, which is

an immense advantage, as meteorology at present

is making rapid strides in its advance
Weather and health are doubtless intimately

associated, and in this respect reference is made
to the close relationship between rainfall and
<liphtheria, as shown by Sir A^ur Newsholme,
me disease varying inversely with the amount of

rain. There are few points in the book with
which a meteorologist could find fault, and the

aathor certainly imparts a large amount of useful

knowledge.
*

SeUoUd l^tudies tn Elementary Physics A Hand-
hack for the Wireless Student and Amateur,

‘ ^ Blake. Pp vni+i^. (London. The
WirdesB Press, Ltd., i9aa} Price 5s.

Ws have here something of a short cut to know-
kdfe which occupies a peculiar position in sden-

1^ literature. Addressed to those already
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familiar with the phenomena of wireless tel^fraphy,
It assumes some knowledge of electrical matters
on the part of the reader, a little mathematics,
but an almost complete ignorance of the physical
and chemical properties of matter We do not
say that this attitude is necessarily unsound, as
there must be many ** amateurs *’ who have tned
to run in pursuit of electrical subjects before they
could walk, and it is praisewortriy to endeavour
to teach them to walk by a quick method, as they
are not likely to possess the time or the tempera-
ment to plod through more laborious courses.

Granted, then, that there is a justification for pre-

senting the elements of physics and chemistry m
such a severely compressed form, the author dis-

plays skill in dealing with his difficult task,

although there are some inconsistencies in the
degree of knowledge that he assumes his reader
to possess We like, among other things, the
way in which the author encourages the student to

think in vectors early in his career, and to keep
continually in mind dimensions of the quanti-

ties that he is considering If the reader is en-
abled, by taking advantage of the guidance
offered, to form scientific habits of thought which
he would not have acquired otherwise, the book
will be a success

The Coolidge Tube Its Scientific AppUcaitons*
Medical and Industrial By H Pilon Author-
ised translation Pp. v+ 95 (London. Bail-

lifcrc, Tindall, and Cox, 1920 ) Price ys 6d
net.

M. PiLON has not been so careful in selecting a
translator for his little book on the Coolidge tube
as he was in the original material The French
version was excellent, both from the practical

point of view and the judicious selection of data
bearing upon recent developments in radiography.
Curiously enough, passages which tn the original

present no difiiculty to the reader now lack that
clearness which any translator should carefuQy
preserve We select a paragraph which explains
the first figure in the text ^'This rising part,

denoted by b, is on account of the elections, by
traversing from one electrode to the other under
the influence of a large potential difference,

acquiring such a speed that on encountering gas
molecules, they split up ” Again, on p, 17,
in describing the radiator type of tube, we read

:

“The limiting power it is capable of bearing osdl-
lates between 500 and 600 watts ”

We notice liiat the letterpress of many of the
diagrams remains in the French language The
developments of the Coolidge tube and the uses
to which it may be put will doubtless necessitate

a further edition by M Pilon, and we trust that
he will then give the English edition more careful

consideration

Techno-Chemteal Receipt Book Compiled and
edited by W T. Brannt and Dr. W H Wahl.
Pp XXX111 + 516 (London Hodder and
Stoughton, Ltd , 1919 ) Price 15s. net

This book contains a very large number of Jtedpoe
covering an amazing field. As might be ex|iected,
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many of these are of questionable value, either on
aocount of the methods having been replaced by
more up-to-date processes or because the materials

specalied, which were by-products of long-vanished

^ustries, cannot now ht obtamed Apart from
thiA defect, which is inherent m all books of this

type, there ts no doubt that the present volume
wiU be of great service to workers tn laboratories

as well as to those engaged in industry The
authors state that ** the matenais have been
principally derived from German technical litera-

ture, which 18 especially rich in receipts and pro-

cesses which are to be relied on From the

impossible nature of several of the processes, one
might have guessed this * British workers are
familiar with the “reliable" character of some
German specifications.

Photography and its Apphcaiions By Wilbam
Gamble fPitman’s Common Commodities and
Industries] Pp X11+X32 (London Sir Isaac

Pitman and Sons, Ltd
, n d ) Price as 6d net.

Ma Gamble^ having had a lifelong experience in

connection with technical photc^aphic processes

and their applications, speaks with Authority on
these matters But the very limited scope afforded

by so small a volume as this, and the innumerable
applications that have to be dealt with, give him
only a poor opportunity of presenting the subject

to his readers The short summary often passes

into a mere catalogue of operations, and this into

a mere dictionary-like mention A little more care
might well have been bestowed on the revision of

the text Working instructions are not given.

We can recommend the book to those who wish
to get in a small compass a general, but super-

knowledge of the character of photography
and Its applications

The Chemists* Year Book, 1920 Edited by
F W. Atack, assisted by L Whinyates
Vol 1., pp vi-»-423,vol 11 , pp vii-viii + 423^
XI 36 (London and Manchester* Sherratt and
Hughes, 1920

)

SuccBBDiNG editions of this handy laboratory
manual are increasingly useful present
volumes supply the ne^ formerly satisfied by the
“Cbemiker JKalender”, English chemists have
now no necessity to go outside their own country
for such books. A valuable feature of “The
Chemists’ Year Bfx>k’* is the series of articles

written by specialists, such as that on “Alkaloids”
by Dr. E Hope Tht tables and numerical data
are vciy complete.

Jotu, Electrons, and Icmsing Radiations. By
Dr. |. A. Crowther. Pp xn + sTf^L (London:
Edward Arnold, X9X9O Price 12s. 6d. net.

Thb subjects dealt with include gaseous conduc-
tion, thermionic emission, photo-electricity, X-
rays, radium rays, and the dectrem theory The
treatfn«it involves a knowledge of elementary
matbeoMitics, and the work forms a useful appen-
dix to the ordinary text-book of physics. A dear
sod very readable account is given of the “quan-
tum " theory of radiation.

M0^li|65O, VOL. lOSl

X^etten to the Editor.

[The Editor does not hold himself reeponsiU^ /br

opitdone expressed by Ms sorrespendents. NeiUier
can he un^tdke to feturn, or to correspond with

the writers of, rejected manusenpU tt^ended far

Mi or any other port of Natuikb. No notice ii

taken of anonymous cotntmmtcaliOfu.]

Ufilvsrslty Qrmts.

Tiu article on university grants in Natukk of

August 5 is opportune, and does not overstate the
gravity of the situation 1 he proposed recurrent half-

million IS welcome, but quite inadequate Ihe annual
grant to the universities of the United Kingdom
should be at least three millions

We have been rigidly economical in our expenditure.
There is no question of the value of the work which
has been done Everyone agrees that vigorous and
well-found universities are indispensabie to the

national welfare, but they are hampered at nearly
every point by insulhciency of income Lar^
numbers of their teachers are very seriously under-
paid Many depaitments arc’^undermann^ Ad-
vanced studies ami research are lamentably curtailed

Libraries are stinted of necessary books
Before prices rose the universities had not the

financial resources which their work required Since
the change in the value of monev their position has
become critical, of them are threatened with
disaster In Leeds we have done everything in our
power to raise salaries in order to meet the increased
cost of liying The emergency was so grave that we
decided to run a groat risk We have ncurred
obligations which will entail an annual deficit of

25,000/ Even this expenditure falls far short of

what should be incurred if the high standard of uni-

versity teaching is to be maintained permanently It

will be impossiole for us to continue the present rato

of expenditure unless large new grants are forth-

coming In the absence of further aid from the
Government 1 see nothing for it but the abandon-
ment of work which is now well done, indispensable,
and nationally advantageous We need an additional

income of about 6c ,000/ a vear In order to maintain
the supply of teachers of the right type The annual
grant from the Government to the universities of the
United Kingdom should be three times as large as
what IS given this year M E Sadlbr
The University, Leeds, August 9

The Oarryliq; Pewar of Sparaa and PlanMita^in
Daaii Oavea.

My sister and 1 observed a similar growth of^yegeta-
tion to that which Mr Lough. Pendred desenbes in

thd Cheddar Caves in Naiure of August x, p, 709*
We were on a knapsack-walking tour toget^ in the
Harts Mbuntains in 1900, and saw this effect in the
beautiful, great, deep Ritbelnnd Caves. These were
then lit up by both oil and electric lamps pfacfdi as in
the Cheddar Caves, in recesses 01^ on the ttoor sp
as to illuminate the stalactites and bone remains.
were told that the ex-HqUer had ordered the electite

illumination, not being content with the nrevlous
oQ lamps, but both kinds of lighting were stm tbsre.

It was very noticeable that the vegetation spread
out fan-likd m front of the ^ectric lamps to a tnudt

greeter extant than twbind Uiem^ or than near the
ofl temps, and yet tbs electricity must have bsgm
diat date, of falriy recent wpply. Jt ts true that the
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otl lamps are more likely to have had an indefinite

poaition, as they must be handled to fillj but they

KmI protiably been much lon^ close 10 the situations

In which we saw them The kbs ve^tative gp'owth

round them and the shadow effect behind the electric

lamps would seem to show that it was the shorter

UgbUwaves which were requisite for this plant4ife

rather than contact-warmth or longei* heat and reddish

regard to the transport of the spores to the

dmtha of the caves, some experiments by Profs

ZeWy and McKeehan are of interest At the Winni-
peg meeting of the British Association in 1909 thov

read a paper, followed b> a discussion, on exmri-
mental ven&^tions of Stokes’s law for the fall of

r' encal bodies m a viscous fluid They deduced a
rc^nev between theory and experiment which

would seriously affect the cloud estimate of gaseous
ionisation. A fuller^ paper and further expenments
were published in Phystkaltsche Zeitschrift for

F^niaiy, 1910, in which they showed that while a

cloud of minute smooth parainn spheres or mercur\
droplets obeyed Stokes’s law, yet similar expeiiments
wltn the spores of Ltcoperdon, Polytricium, and L\co-
podium (all nearly spt^ricai) gave only about half

the terminal velocities rcquir^ b\ matbematKal
theory In Nature of January 6, 1910, 1 offered an
explanation of the apparent discrepancy shown bv
their results Bv using a large-aperture niurosropu
c^jective with oblique illumination and spectrum-
sifted blue solar light, the spores can be seen, tust

within the limits of visibilitv, to be coated with a

mass of very fine hairs more than a radius in length

Substituting in Stokes’s formula for th< Jj^rminol
v^oc4y

9 M

where a is the radius, tlie air vi**cositv, and d the

density of the spores, the effective diameter comes
out to be just double that of the measured diameter
os seen m an ordinary microscope This nurcase of

effective diameter is what should be expected if a

mass of air be entangled with the spore, or a tail of

eddies formed Hence the physical measurement of

the terminal velocity of fall confirms the microscopic

obaervation of the hirsute coating in all the three sets

of cases where spores were used The spores are

enabled to be wafted great distances, therefore, much
as arc the *Meds of a dandelion No Brownian motion
or rotation was observed, and this also suggests the

coating of hairs Since the spore-walls are not abso-

hitaW spheres or smooth in the sense that surface

tension makes the droplets, some Brownian motion
would have been expected if the external au- molecules

ooitld strike directly on the spore-wall The air en-

tangled in the chevaux de fnse of hairs will, howe\er,
soften down the average result of individual impacts

of external air molecules bv making the effect slower,

and therefore the resultant average smoother
Yet another indication of this coating of long hairs

is the difflcultv of wetting Lycopodium dust until it

has lain on the water long enough to get water-
(bgged, vis long enough, probablv, for the entangled

air to be dissolim out while the air is so entangled
the effective density Is more' nearly one-eighth than a
Httfe above unity as meainjred by Profs Zeleny

MtReehan
'Ihat this hairy coating provides these spores with a

apedai mechanism which enables them to be carried

great distances, is onlv to make them resemble manv
ether wind4x>me fruits, and the fact is tbcref6re

likdy from general considerations.
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The method of verifying a difficult, almost ultra-

miuroscopic, observation in botany by measunng the
terminal velocity, as of a small fmimg body in a
viscous fluid, is perhaps not common

Edith A Stoney
Kmg*s College for Women, London

Ourioua Parmatien of lea.

In Nature of December u, 1912, was published a
letter wherein 1 described a cutious formation of ice
in the hope that some of your readers would be able
to explain the cause, but there was no reply After
five years the formation occurred again in similar
circumstances, and 1 submit a partial explanation
which occurred to me on seeing this second example
of the phenomenon The icc was again formed on
water in u rough hole or pond (about a ft by i ft )m the garden m clay soil It ivan observed at

3 30 p
m on January 13, 1918 Thci ‘dark, sinuous

lints*’ in this case were about J in wick, and again
rail ’’about parallel to the. major axis ” of the small
pond These dark lines were again due to the ndges
of ice on the under-side of the ice covering the water,
but were closer together than before, being about

in apart The c ross-scction of the ndges was
again of “dovetail” shajie, the attachment being at
the smaller end of the ‘ dovetail ”

The partial explanation appears to be as follows
A unifotm layer of icc about i in thick forms over
the whole surface of the wntoi The w iter slowly
leaks out of the pond llie ue sags in the middle,
keeping in contact with the water over its central
area, but, owing to the support of the sides of the
pond, the edges do sag, and an air-space forms
under the ice round its margin 'Iho vertical cross-
section of this air-spare is a long, narrow tnangle
lying on one long side (the free surface of th^ water),
the under-side of the ue forms the other Icxig side,
and the mud bank of the pond the shoit sm \t
night, or at any other time when the tempeialure again
falls below freezing point, the water at the margin
(where the ic'e and surface of the water motl at an
«icute angle) freezes to the slab of ice and forms a
ridgi* on the under-side of the ite The water
leaking slowly from the pond all the while would help
the formation of the riclge The next day, or when
the temperature is again slightlv above freezing, the
water, continuing to leak away, allow s a further sH/^t
sagging of the ice and the enlargement of the air-

space, thus giving the space between the ndges of
ice The next freezing forms the second ridge, and
so on
This explanation appears to account for the ridges,

their spacing, and their being roughly parallel to the
major axis of the pond, but it does not account for
the beautifully sharp, rcgulai

, and symmetrical
formation of the cross-se« tion of the ridges On©
expects an asymmetrical cross-section inst^ of
symmetrical “dovetail ” It has been suggested to
me that the “dovetail” shape is due to the ndg©
being partly melted (where- it is joined to the top slab
of ice) during the penod when the temperature is

above fteezing In the romparativelv warm top surface
of the water This seems to be a possible explana-
tion If the cross-section of the ridge when first formed
is rectangular

I hope that with this as a basis someone will ba
able to complete or modify the explanation of' the
curious formation of ire observed

Alfred S E Ackbrmsnn.
35 Victoria Street, Westminster, London,

SiW.ii August 3.
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Bms ud tke SevItt-RiniMr Bmm.
Darwin directed attention to the slight asymmetry

in the petal growth of the scarlet-runner bean,
Phastolu^ mtdtviofus, that offered advantage to the

bee for more easily reaching the nectar on that side

of the flower where fertilisation would be helped by
the visiting insect i remember some years ago many
times satisfactoiily confirming the recorded fact by
observation, but this )edr 1 am surprised to note
quite a different practice m respect to insect visits

to these flowers
The humble-bees follow the habit they have long

acquired in rifling the tubular flower of the msmine
of Its honev . that of gnawing a hole near the base
of the corolla, through which the proboscis can reach
and extract the nectar A similar plan is now adopted
with the flower of the scarlet-runner been The bee
no longer dive** into the more open side of the bloom,
where It would brush against the protruding anthers
and stigma m an endeavour to reach the nectaries at
their l^se, but on abghttng moves immediately to
underneath the blossom and, if not alreai^ done,
gnaws through the calyx and sheath of filaments
close to the nectaries, which are then easily reached
and emptied The honey-bees follow, and this season
1 have observed no instance of an insect attempting
to reach the honev in the way fhe development ot
the flower suggests as that of leciprocal advantage
The asymmetrv of the bloom is due to the pecu-

liarly coiM shape that the carina or keel part of the
papUionaoeous corolla develops This causes the
stamens and pistil to take a spiral form as they
grow through and protrude together from the
extremity of the enveloping canna, and exposes them
between the more separated left wing and standard
petals

Though perfectly adapted to self-fertilisation, the
flower, bv the change of habit of the bees, would
appear to lose the occasional advantage of rross-
poilinatlon, and the injury done bv the gnawing of
the bloom apparently causes a diminution In the
amount of pollen formed and a quicker fading and
falling of tile bloom, with the probable consequence
of fewer pods "setting ” Harpord J Lowr
The Museum, Torquay

Tlie Oendftioii of Koiit'a Oavoni.
SlNCR a recent visit to Kent’s Cavern 1 have been

wondering if it v'ould be possible for something tp
be done by which anv important finds that ma^ be
made there could be brought to the notice of those
interested m ancient man The cave now seems to
be one of the sights of Torquay which any curious
visitor can see, just as he visits the caves elsewhere
when on a holiday There is a well-informed man
who shows the sights to visitors, and he slated to a
party, of which 1 was one, that quite recently a jaw
of a human being had been found, and that this was
In die possession of a local collector A human tooth
has also been found It seems highly desirable that

Uw should be examined by a competent authority
Dunnif the famous excavations which were ma^
some years since a jaw was found, but this was
examined and descrlbra only a year or two ago, ahd
althoui^ Prof Keith thouj^t that it r^reMnted the
N«in<lerthal tvpe in this country, 1 belief Dr Duck-
worth pronounced that it did not differ from modem
races If this further jaw were examined the question
might be settled, and It would be of great Interest
If % vmre found that, after all, the race was actual^
repiwuited in this country

» Edward A Martin
2$$ HolmeadM Road, South Nonvood, S E as,

* July iQ.
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OaioidRtiaw al Vapaar PaasitiM.

When determining vapour deniiUea 1 believe Ihmt
many, if not most, experimenters go throu^ three
processes, vis (1) Correct the observed vaume to
that at N T,P ,

(a) And the moss of hydrogen whlc^
would occupy this latter volume, and divide this

mass of h^rogen into that of the suratance used,
whence density d on the hydrogen standard is found.
Now if ise evaluate the constant R in the gas equa-

tion ^scKl, using nun of mercury-column as units
of pressure p, and taking v as the gram^nolecule 1^
litres —which on the oxygen standard at N.T P, Is

324 htres—we get the figure 6336
Ihen, for flnding density, the equation becomes

dmm^T
2pV *

where m is the moss in grams and v is in litres

To quote an example 05 gram of Iodine expelled
50 c c of 4ir at 17^ C and 750 mm from V Meyer’s
apparatus Was the temperature to which the \odinm
had been subjected high enough to cause dissociation?
This problem, if done by the three processes,”

takes some time, and gives <2=31196, which now
requires to be multiplied by i 008 if wc wish to com-
pare it with published figures for atomic weights
(119 6x I 008s i''0 56)
Using the single equation given above,

rf=.£i>i^J|6 iL222-,30 5
3 X 7 50 X o 05

^

The answer to the problem is evident Shght dis-

sociation had occurred, since d foi I, demands 1369
1 venture on these remarks because R is seldom, if

ever, given in the above-mentioned units It js ex-
pressed usually in such units as are suitable for
solving energy problems This number, 63 36, is an
‘equator” of the four steps which themsdves, no
doubt, are valuable from an educational point of view.
Readers of Nature who are engaged in science teach-
ing may find the “equator ” of some service

Reginald G Durrant
Rosetree, Marlborough, July 31

Use of pumnfr Unaa In NavlgRtiaii.

Capt Tizard’s reference to my book entitled "The
Sumner Line,” etc (Nature. July i, vcA cv , p 553),
contains an error which should be corrected. His
statement regarding what he calls the zenith point,
“which spot is named by Mr Comstock the sub-
polar pomt,” seems to imply that I have introduced
a new name not approved in the criticism that
follows In fact, I have nowhere used the obnoxious
term "sub-polar point,” but have employed in tills

connection a well-known phrase, " the sub-solar
point,” for which 1 can claim no authorship. Saa
Young, "General Astronomy,” 1898 edition Muir,
"Navigation,” 1918, et al, G C. Cousroex.
Washburn Ob^vatory, University of Wis-

consin, Mad[ison, July ao.

I REGRET that I inadvertently wrote "sub-pol^ ” for

"sub-lolar" in my remarks on Pjrof G. C. C<hin
stock’s book on Sumner lines, but this lapse maJees
no difference really to ttoe statement that tite proper
deacription diould be aenlth point, fnd not euaawar
n^nc (see p vl of preface and pp a, 3, 3, ME.).
SutMOwr reien to the sun only, and not MOto<
serily indude sut^Mdlar or suMunar, but wnith point
is eommoa to all T. H Tmm,
33 Geneve Road, Rlngston-4Mi*TlMiniee, ,

Auguet 5
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The Research Department, Woolwich*

By Sir Robert Robertson, K B E 1* R S

II

Metallurgical Branch

The metillurgical branch of the Research De-
partment had been established for some

years before the war, the staff consisting of

four metallurgists As work increased, addi

tions became imperative, ind before the armis
tice the scientiflc staff numbered thirty seven of

vdiom a number were women At the tnd of 1916
the branch temoved into 1 new building 120 ft

long and 55 ft wide, divided into labor itories well

equipped for mech inical testing of ill kinds
chemical analysis microscopy and photomicro
graphy, expcnmcnlil heat trcitmcnt, the thermal
study of aliovs and other

branches of physical met illurgv

Figs 4 and s show two of these

lamiratories The machine shops

of the ^•'TOpArtment on vhi h

metallurgical work made gieat
demands, wore much extended
and improved
During the war the met \\

lurgxcal branch was mainly occu

E
ied with a great variety of prob
*ms connected with the metallic

materials of warlike stores used

by the Navy, Army, and Air

Force The work was carried

out in close association with the

Ordnance Committee and other
Departments concerned It is

possible to mention here only a

very few of the specific problems
attacked

Before the war the manufac
ture of gun forgings was m the

hands of a few armament firms

of long experience, but with
the great increase m output
which took place from 1915 onwards a wider

source of supply was drawn upon The heat treat

ment appli^ was not always the most suitable,

and sometimes caused serious irregularity of pro

perties throughout the forgings Much was done

to define the temperature limits appropriate to the

different steels employed and to secure their

application, thus eliminating those weaker tubes

which were so frequently found among those

which failed by stretching, choke, or expansion

The inspection tests were improved especially in

the determination of the yield point, a matter of

great importance in a highly stressed structure

sack as a gun
The extreme brittleness of some gun foigtngs

put forward for test directed attention to the

occurrence of “ temper bnttleness ” in nickel-

diromtum steel, and made investigation an urgent
1 CoMhiMSIrom p fit
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necessity Slow cooling m the furnace after

tempering was idtntihcd is the m un cause of

this form of brittleness which is detected by the

notched bar impact test, ind was iccordiogly for-

bidden by spccificatton Examination of samples
represent ilivc of forgings in current supply made
at the beginning of 191b and at the end of 1918
showed that the notched bar impact figure of the

aver ige nickel chromium steel forging h id very

grtatly improved with no detriment to the otner

mechanic il properties The slud^ of the notched-

bai test was continued in issue iition with tne

British Fnginecnng Standards Committee and
much knowledge was gained as to its significincc

ind conditions of application

Much lime has been given to the study of the
elastic properties of steels and of the effect of
overstrain aid recox cry i subject of importance
m connection with the stiength of guns and their

construction by methods involving the use of in-

ternal pressure

Erosion, wear, and the development and exten
Sion of cracks in the bore have been studied in

rifle and machine gun barrels, as well as in guns
Many questions were solved m connection with
the design and manufacture of bullet envelopes
and the cores of armour piercing bullets

A method of applying the Brincll hardness teat

for the individual testing of H F shells which
for one reason or another were xn question as to
their strength was developed, and resulted m the
successful utilisation of very large numbers of
shells which might otherwise have been reiected
The numerous components of ammunition and

(04 on oT leal tcit laborttory
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fuzes were the subject of many investigations. As
an example may be mentioned the hammer of the

No. 106 fuze. This was liable to failure at a

time of great output until the causes of difficulty

were ascertained and sound methods of manufac-
ture established The introduction of a simple

form of heat-treatment rendered possible the use

of a rapid and economical stamping, method which
greatly assisted supply
An investigation earned out upon brass small

arm cartridge cases gave very complete informa-

tion connecting the behaviour of the case in the

rifle with Its properties, and especially with its

hardness The hardness is chiefly dependent on
the degree of cold-work received in the final draw-
ing operation, and manufacturers were assisted by
information as to the requisite hardness at dif-

ferent parts of the case and the dimensions of the

necessary tools for producing it The measure-

ments to ensure exact control of the hardness have

been made possible by the use (rf a small machine
designed in the Research Department shortly

before the war for the determination of the hard-

ness of very thm specimens in this machine,

which has proved useful in many unexpected

ways, dtt Brinell test may be made on samples

otHMundredth of an inch or even less in thickness,

with hjdls as sowll as oS nun. in diameter

A thorough investigation of the phenomenon
of “aeason<rackuig" in brass and its prevention

by low-temperature annealing has iiad a useful

appbcation ui the removal of mterngl stress from
oartn^^e cases.

Methods of casting brass ingots have been much
improved The long, narrow moulds formerly

empia^ for ingots to be used m the manufac-

ture of rod were productive of troublesome defects

in the finished article.

iThe occurrence of tkc ^‘extrusion defect,” a
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central core of unsound material, m brass rod
used for fuzes led to an extenc|ed study of the

'

extrusion process, in which the flow of the hot
brass is hable to form mternal defects in a roi*

markable and characteristic way, A method ol
controlling the plastic flow to produce entirely

sound rod has been devised

The necessities of the war demanded that fiiat

consideration should be ^ven to the solution of
immediate practical problems. The use of sub*
stitutes and alternative methods of manufacture
when supplies ran short, the easing of specifica-

tions to increase output with safety, the adapta-
tion and introduction of inspection tests to nmet
changing conditions, the examination of enemy
material, the tracing of causes of failure and the
discovery and application of remedies, provided a
large field for investigation Work on the funda-
mental properties of metals and alloys, which is

so necessary if research m ap-
plied metallurgy is to continue
to be fruitful, was, however,
continued throughout the war,
and IS now being further

developed

Rodtologtcol Branch

In the beginning of 1916 the

question of the penetration of

metals by X-rays was first con-
sidered by the Research Depart-
ment After experiments with
various types of apparatus under
different conditions, it was
found possible to {^etrate a
block of steel half an indi m
thickness and show internal

flaws The Department at once
realised the possibilities in-

volved in this new use of X-myt
as applied to Service require-

ments, and took steps with the

best apj;>aratus available to

evolve a technique for applying
the new method as widely as possible, not only

for detecting flaws m steel, but also for the exam*
mation of various articles, such as unknown
enemy ammunitxm, where for reasons of eaf^
it was desirable to know the mternal construction
before breaking down. X-rays were also w^cd
to many Scrvi^ stores for the purpose^findir
eating defective assembly, and for diacovenog'
faults sach as blow-holes and internal flaws in

metals.

As research progressed at became af^Mrent that
in ^der to obtain the best results the wltt4e

subject of radiology needed careful study so tibat

its methods might be modified and adapt^ to tUa
new use More powerful tubes and hu^-ponoir
electrical machinery were esaienlTel, andm phei^
graphic aide of the aubject requir^ sypedalitreAU
ment K general schem of reseafeh on the tub*
ject of radiolqffy as applied to tfaeiexaminatkuDi of .

Service matemls was coos^oently undei^telcen^
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t this included the construction, m the Depart
meat, special apparatus and high-tension elec

tncal machinery, research was also undertaken
on such associated subjects as the detection of

feeble radiation ind the measurement of its in

tensity

Certain progress has been made, with the result

that X-rays are being used to a much greater

extent as research proceeds X riy ex imin ition

of welds IS the only method by which their sound
ness can be demonstrated, and it is now possible

to penetrate more than 2^ in of steel to show
internal fliws I ig 6 shows part of one inst \lh

tion m the Research Department for the ex imina

tton of materials

Proof ani I xperimeutal Branch
All guns are tested to i pressure in excess ol

their working pressures and the bdhstics of all

lots of propellants are ascertained by firing 11 to

sand butts Carnages, recuperators, and manv
small stores are also similarly proved before

acceptance
Velocities are measured by means of Boulangc

chronographs and pressures by means of copper

crushers in piston gauges I lat headed shot are

used, to keep the penetration into the sand butts

as as possible

Experimental firing which principally consists

in the determination of the weights of propellant

necessary to give specified ballistics under > arious

conditions, is also undertaken and for this pur
pose the proof butts staff work in coUaborUion
with the internal ballistic branch by which the

preliminary calculations are made
Considerate expansion of personnel and

nuUSrtel was necessary during the war to cope
with the vast amount of proof and experiments
At the armistice the staff had increased to nearly

ten tunes its pre-war figure and included a
number of women who were most efficiently per

forming their trying duties on the firing batteries

Internal BaUtsUc Branch
Starting with a staff of two m the early part of

the war the branch numbered at the armistiLC

more than twenty members who dealt with all

problems relating to the internal ballistics of pro

pellanta and the internal design of guns for all

the Services Newer and more powerful apparatus

has been devised for determining the burning

eharactenstics of explosives, and a great improve

mdnt has taken place in methods of analysing

data This is esproially noticeable as regards the

ballistic design cii ordnance The old system of

i^alculation in use prior to the war was based on

trial and error, and involved a senes of laborious

lengthy operations It had the added dis-

aovanta^ oi restricting the calculator to working

oat ^s result with one definite set of initial con-

dimns tisiy. and consequently no certain predic

doa# ooidd be made as to whether the best com
jbmAoa of d^fge weight propellant size cham
Waptdty, etc , had Men employ

It WM fr^uently found that the finished

fmWM not auitaUe for the onginal purpose in

^ HO 2650, VOL IO$]

View Research into the thermodynamical pro-
perties of propellants led to the construction of
a more accurate theory on which to base design,
and apart from the econom} effected in the labour
of calculation it became possible to select with
consider ible accuriey the best and most econo-
mical combination for any billistic requirements
Also by an application of the calculus of van 1

tions the c ilcul itor is now enabled to predict with
consider ible iccur icv the probable deviation 11

the ballistics from round to round a valuable

criterion of the practical utility of a design
The application of this new theory effected con

sidtral^e changes m design Tor example it was
found that large reductions could be effected in

the ihamber ripacities of several guns with

I r Po t or gu og ca laborm o y

corresponding reductions in the chaige weights,

without affecting the ballistics Ihis modification

had the result of materially increasing the life of

the guns, and the reduction in charge weight
effected an appreciat^e economy in the finanaal

cost of each round a serious consideration in

view of the magnitude of the scale on which
operations were conducted

Since the armistice the ballistic branch has been

to a large extent occupied in digesting and inter

preting the data amassed during the war the

results being published in the form of R D
R^its
A pre^ramme has been drawn up for future

research and good progress is being made in all

branches of the science and its ipplications^
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The Romance of Bird »

Mr ARIHUR BROOK has made a welcome
addition to (he British Birds Photo

graphic Senes he deals skilfully with the buazard

at home and gives us twelve fine pictures ^

During the last three or four years the buzzard

has increased markedly in central Wales It

builds upon trees and in cliffs or even amongst
heather and rushes and an in^iccessible nest is

PKi I •^Tlw b«a bnnard a ght ng at tW vmt F o« Tba Ihura d at

the exception rather than the rule The one
studied 1^ Mr Brook was on a Jiff where with
some difficulty a hiding place was built for the
observer There were two young butls about a
week old and when observations began the nest

contained several mice one frog one mole half

a dozen castings and a quantity of fresh leaves

t9M)

at
8«ki.> Pp
K iNt

M Bv Art
1+ t pUtaa
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Artbt Btw* ( BruhBIrli
(Leadoa W iharbr and Co

of the mouQtam ash The cock did all the hunt
ing usually bringing his booty to the hen who
sat on a ImoU near the nest She earned the
food to the young ones m her beak or talons
Occasionallv the cock brought the food to the
nest himself The ben decorated the nest daily
with fresh leaves and she also brought tufts of
mountain grass on which the young ones cleaned

their beaks One day the booty m
eluded four young wild ducks,
about two days old and one of
these was swallowed whole If

food IS scarce the stronger of the
two young buzzards will kill its

weaker companion The observer
saw the young birds practising
flight and playing with the food
He captured one that flew off too
soon and replaced it in the nest
whence in the afternoon of (he
same day it took wing succesafuUy
The buzzard is said to be a
Coward but when the cock bird
discovered Mr Brook leaving the

hide It showed great courage
making disconcerting swoops at a
high velocity and following him
closely for quite two miles

With an inexpensive kttle

kodak and often in bad weather
conditions Miss Hilda Terras has
managed to give us a score of very
presentable and interesting pictures

of various events in the history of

a cuckoo s egg in a heo«
sparrow s nest * She bad uis
good luck however that the

cuckoo was obhgtng enough to put
the egg in question into a nest

almost on the doorstep of the ob
server s home Only a true ama
tcur—we use the word very dis

cnnunatingly—could have such
luck The hedge sparrow made
for the prospecting cuckoo like a
little demon nesting birds have a
highly developed sense of tern
tory or is there more-^of home
stead ? The cuckoo paraisted

there was a cessation of hostilittes

It an urgent moment circum
stances were opportune die

i uckoo flew on to the hedge
from the nest and looked
nervous cunqing way ^ I

swear it was saying to itself

No--4bank

about 2

about in

could almost
anxiously Are Aey bokmg?
goodness I ve done Ibem at wf And tbeOft

without any hesitation it hopped straght labo

the hedge and disaf^ieared from view For about

tWV??U RMt
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A minute it wet there then it ctme out and flew

Bunung widi curiosity I hurried nto the

tod eagerly parting the branches of the

_ loojbed nto the nest—and lo

and behold there lying m Henrietta s

dear little cup shaped softly lined

cradle I saw the cuckoo s egg One
of my sisters had watched the whole
affair with me and once more we
were amaaed at the posit vely uncanny
sagacity of the bird The wnole th ng
teemecf so extraordinarily intell gent

end So mean
The observer noticed that the

cuckoo had not her egg in her bill and
concluded that it was in its mouth out

pf sight But might not the cuckoo
lay the egg m the nest? The hedge
sparrow laid four eggs and when the

young cuckoo was hatched the usual
tragedv occurred For the first two
days his shiny naked little body was
lark fawny pink n colour bat by the

fourth day he had gone almost
Mack and his eyes covered over
with blue black skin looked dispro
portionately laige From the moment
that his eyes opened he showed
Signs of surprising vtaousoess when
ever I put my hand an3rwhere near the

nest When the young cudcoo was
a fortnight old more than filling the
nest the foster mother was seen brood
mg uncomfortably crouched on top
of his broad and ample bade It was
rather like a pigeon trying to brood a
ben Whenever ttther of the foster

parents approached the young cuckoo
made a ^strange little tinkling noise

just like a tiny tinkling silver

bdl The menu consisted of

grubs daddy long legs butterflies

caterpillars and small insects and
the number collected and consumed

a day was amasing The in

defatigabte foster parents continued to feed the

ctidcoo for more than a week after it had left

the nest

Miss Terras tdls her story to a very attractive
way We do not know whether she has dooh
this by mst net or by art but we know we have

r« Htiy tptrrow fctSlMg m yomu cmkito tfm TbtSio y oCaCataWf SiSK

had a most deligbtfid hour Wa raeonuacml tiM
book ytry atroofIjr to joiuag people and lo t^Moe
who would renew their joatfi

HeUum lt« Productloa and Uies.*

By Pnor J C McLnotAN P R S

I
N 1868 Janssen (Compt rtni 1866 vol txvii

p 8^ directed ettentioa to the existence of

certain unee htthertc unobaerved 10 the solar

fttectrum aduch are now haoir are given by the

bment helium In the aeme year Frankiand

add Locskyer* (Proc Roy Soe x868 vol xvti

jA pr). fr^ tibdr obeervatlofta on these spectral

Bes avere lad to aflneunoe fba axtstence of an

*
s

OliwIrBi SwkiyWJw y

MO 4650, yoL 105]

dement in the aun which up to that time bad not
been found on the earth To this element they
gave the name helium

In i88a the discovciy was made by Pabnieri
(GeeMtto t88a vol xif p 556) that the hilinih

•pectrum ccmU be dhtaiaeo from rpdm aod lavas
taken from Vesuvtua ^

In Ow United Stetea of Amerioe HiBiWaod m
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from the miuerel urafuntte, which from chenucal
and apectroscofiic testa he concluded was mtrof^
This ^aa, we now know, was, in fact, hehum

Finally, in 1895, ^ Wtlham Ramsay [Chetn
Ntmu, 1895, vol Ixxi

, p 151) discovered that a
gaui could be obtained from the mineral cleveite

This gas he purified, and, on examining its

nectnim, he found it to be the long^ng^t for

dement hehum From 1895 up to the present

investigation has shown that nehum is widdy
diffused throughout the earth It can be obtained

from many types of rocks, minerals, and earths

and it IS present in varying amounts in practically

all natural gases and spring waters Ft is present

too) m the atmosphere of the earth to the extent

of about four parts in one million by volume
Tltf gases Ufoa. some springs m trance have

to consider it to be not so precioaa as bentolbre.

It may be, however, that such vyst and vitaOy

important directions will suddenly be opened up
m which hcfinm can be utilised that the oonserva

tion of the gas, while it is still avadaUe to os,

will become a matter of the first importance
Shwtly after the commencement of the war m

1914, ft became evident that if hehum were avail*

aide m sufficient quantities to replace hydrogen
ID naval and mthtary airahips, losaes m life and
equmment would be very greatly leasened

Tne fact thathdium IS both non ipflammable and

The gases fr<»n some springs m trance have
been slmwn to contain as much as 5 per cent of

hehum In the Western States of America
especially m Texas, natural gases exist which
contain frdm 1 to a per dent of hdium but within

the Bhtish Empire no natural gases which have
examined show a hdium content as hlg^ as

0-5 per Cent

Until tlK spring of 1918 not more than 3 or 4
cubic metres of hehum had m the aggregate
been collected, and its market price, though
variable, was about 300I per cubic foot

The pnnapd characterwtics of helium are

(1) Its extreme lightness It iS’ only twice as
hsaty as hyckogen, the lightest element ai yet

ispiated

(a) Its absdute inertness Alt attempts to

^ect combinations of hefium and die rare guses,
neon argon, krypton, and xenon as wdl, with
other elmenti have as yet failed

(3) Its dose approximation to an ideal or
perfect gas It is monatomic and is liquefiable

at a temperature below that of liquid hydrogen
By cauaiiw liquid hditun to evaporate m n
vacuum, Onnea (.Proe K Akad Wetensch
Amsterdam, i9>3i vd ^1 p 403) has sue
ceeded in reawng a temperature within t* or a*

of die absdute aero

(4) Its low tpatkuig potential Electric dis-

chargea can be passed tbroi^ hdium more easily

than through moat other ymtoa
No demwt bat had a more romantic history

than hdium, and none it of greater interest to
men of sdence than la thia gas at the present
tune fts formhtioa as a dismtegration product
of die ^io*aettve deihenti, add the identity of
die huclei of hdium atoms wttih a rays, give it a
umque positioa ambng the elements
^idmole mterest has neen aroused by Sir Ernest
’'Mmerford s recent disoqvery that ih the nudei
oflmiffn atoms m the form of a-rays we have a
powtffd and effhetive agent for disintegratug and
amqdi^llpg the nudei m atoms genermy Thu

. diaoove^ the wity fo stiff fnliter pSogteSSi
Md tfae|(id:,heKmB hss been eoosidefed a rare
land psededs gaa To day it u being produced

n^SfEag^ fbnnira to use thia gas m plaw
of ^progta is a^ffBmg* for aiedupi^ ode is apt

able filling tor airship envelopes ny tne use 01

hdium uic engines of airships can be placed

S
tbin the env^pe if desired A further advan
pr possessed by hehum over hydrogen is that

tba hpoyan^ may be increased or decreased at

^ heating oc coolmg the gas by dectric or

other means whidi fact may possibly tepd to con
siderable modifications in the technique of airship

manoeuvring and navigation Moreover, the loss

of gas from diFusion through the envdope u less

With hehum than with hydrogen to the extent of

About 30 per cent
Although there are indications that pry^ioaals

had been put forward during the war 1^ men of

science m Allied and enemy countries, as wdl as

in the British Empire regiming the devdopment
of Supplies of hdium for aeronautical purposes, it

should be stated that the movement that led up to

the investigation which it was my privilege to

undertake was mitiated by Sir Riward Thrwdl
The existence in America of supplies of natural

gas containing hehum in varying amounts was
knowA to bun and others and prdinunary calcu

lationa as to the cost of production, transports

turn, ^ , which he made led him to bdieve that

there was substantial ground for thinking that
hehum could be obtsHoed m large quantities at a
coat which would not be prohibitive

Sir Richard s proposds were laid before the

Board of Invention and Research of the Brit^
Admuralty, and m the autumn of 1915 the author
was asked by that Board to determine the hehum
content of the supplies of naturd gas in Canada,
and later on of those within the iraipire to efirry

ofit a senes of experiments on a semi commercial
scale witb the helium supplies whidi were avail

able and also to work out all techmeal detfilb la
connection with the production of helium m quan
tity, as wdl as those rdating to the re>puflBcatiqo,

on a large scale, of sudi sup^ies at ought be
delivered and beDome contaminatwl widi air lu

service The present paper anus at giving^ brief

account of thia mveat^bon «

CoaiponMn of tk* Nkfttnt Go$»$ JnoosttfoM

I9 ctufinaocuig die havUttgattok a sucvc^'WMf'
made of aO the natnfel gasesi ovauaUw m
or soiallar liuandfies wittbn the Bmpife vnth 1
vietr cf aacartaintiy N^Mel
gaaee froia Ont^ and A}becb, Caiffida, Him «

foood t» be the tMbeat ta hriowt, tad
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f^ouro^s, It WM found, could supply from
lo^oooyooo to 13 ,000,000 cubic feet of nehum per
year. The following is a summary kA the results

obtained from the analyses of a number of the

gases investigated. They include, it will be seen,

g few sample from outside the Empire For a
oomplete account of this part of the investigation,

Uie reader is referred to Bulletin No. 31 of the
Mines Branch, Department of Mines, Canada,
tgaa

f (a) Oniarto Gases,—^Thc analysis made by
Profs Elhs, Bam, and Ardagh (Report of Bureau
pf Mines of Ontario, 1914) of the natural gases
wupfdied to the experimental station, initially set

at Hamilton, Ontario (Blackheath System), is

as follows —
Methane
Ethane
Nitrogen

80 per cent
la
8 „

It was found, however, on operating with this gas
that the percentage assigned to methane really

included a considerable proportion of gasohne,
pmitane, and butane as well The helium content
of the gas was found to be 0*34 per cent

(b^ Alberta Gases —Gas taken from the mams
leading from the Bow Island supply to Calgary
was found to be quite free from the heavier hydro-
^carbona At times it contained slight amounts of

nter vapour and occasionally a trace of carbon
^moxide as well Its approximate composition is

given under I.

e
tliuxn

ethane
Ethane
Nitrogen
Carbon dioxide
Water vapour

1.

o 33 per cent
87-6 „
09

II 2

trace

trace

II

0 36 per cent

1 9
6 14 „
trace

trice

well in particular, namely. No 35 Barnwell,
which has recently been driven, and now supplies
gas to the system, was found to have a product

p the comj^ition II

^c) New Brunswick Gases —Some natural gases
obtiuned from wells struck near Moncton, New
Brunswick, Canada, were examined, and found
to have the following composition :

Methane
' Ethane

/ Carbon dioxide
^ Oxygen ...

,
Nitrogen
HeUi^ .1

.. 800 percent
72 ,,

None
•*. None

, 138 per cent
0*064 »

New Zealand Gases —^A senes of samples
t the natural gases from the Hanmer, Kotuka,
Veber, Blaifiogie, and Rotorua surahs in New
Sealadd was forwarded by Mr J. S. McLaunn,
l^qcmaion Analyst of WeUiogton, New Zealand,

eaaminatipo, but was fow^ to have an msig-
sg helium content, the richest contaming not

rUtasr Chon per cent.

v/|(pKa» Gases Pure.— satope of the

] 4pao brought by pt]ge to the city of Pisa,

in Italy, was examined, and found to have the
foUovnng composition

:

Methane 80 0 per cent
Ethane 40 „
Carbon dioxide •• 3 5 n
Nitrogen
Oxygen 06 „
Helium None

(/) Miscellaneous Analyses —An analysis of the
natural gas supply from Heathfield, Sussex,
England, showed it to have a helium content of

butaai percent llie gas from the King Spring,
Bath, England, was found to contain o 16 per cent

of helium, and analyses of natural gases obtained
from Trinidad and from Peru showed their helium
content to be negligible An interesting observa-

tion was made in connection with natural gases
obtained from Pitt Meadows, Fraser River Valley,

and Pender Island, in the Gulf of Georgia, British

Columbia Both these gases were found to have
a nitrogen content of more than 99 per cent

Pfehminary Experiments

Soon after taking up the investigation, it was
found, as mentioned a^ve, that large supplies of

helium were available m the natural gas fields of

Southern Alberta, and that a small supply could

be obtained frinn a gas field situated about twenty*
five miles to the south-west of the citj of Hamil-
ton, in Ontario In 1917 the Board of Invention
and Research deaded to endeavour to exploit

these sources of supply, and operations were
begun by setting up, as already stated, a small
experimental station near the city of Hamilton
At this station efforts were directed towards

constructing a machine which would efficiently

and economically separate out the helium from the

other constituents present in the natural gas The
carrying out of this work expeditiously was made
possible through the hearty co-opcration of L'Air

Liquide Soci5d of Pans and Toronto, which
generously lent, free of cost, a Claude oxygen
column and the necessary auxiliary liquefying

equipment for the investigation

By making suitable additions to, and modifica-

tions in, this oxygen rectifying column, it was
ascertained that the problem of separating, on a

commercial scale, the helium whi<^ was present

in this crude gas to the extent of only 0*33 per

cent was one capable of satisfactory solution

Early in 19*8 it was found possible to raise the

percentage of helium in the gas to 5>o by passing

it through the special rectifying column once only,

and as the gas obtained in this way consisted of

nitrogen and hehum with a small percentage of

methane, it became therefore a comparatively

simple matter to obtain hehum of a high degree

of purity In one particular set of experiments

on this final rectification, helium of 87 per cent

punty was obtained

Experimental station at Calgary^ Alberta

In order to operate on the natural gas of the

Bow Island system in Southern Alberta, an experL
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mental atatioa was established at Calgary in the

autumn of 19x8, and, starting with the knowledge
acquired through the preliminary operationa at

Hamilton, rapid progress was made in developing

a rectificatioo and purifying ccd^n, t^^ether

with the requisite auxiliary equipment, which
would efficiently and cheaply separate the helium
from the natural gas

Developmsnt of tho R^ctificaUon Columtu

In proceeding to devdop an equipment for

separating the helium from the other constituents

of natural gas, three lines of attack appeared to

be open» namriy, (a) bv producing the refrigera-*

tion necessary to hauefy all the gases except the
helium by the cold obtainable from the natural gas
Itself, (&} by using external refrigeration entirely,

such as that obtainable with ammonia, carbon
dioxide, liquid air, liquid nitr<^en, etc , and (c)

by combining methods (a) and (b)

The last method had been successfully used for

the production of helium by the naval authorities

of the United States in thq Texas field, but from
the information supphed it did not appear that

this process could be considered to an eco-

nomical one
The preliminary experiments at Hamilton,

Ontario, made it abund^tly clear that method (a)

was very promising and hray to be both eflioeat

and economical This method was therefore

adopted It was evident from the start

that to produce an efficient method the

main diffiwty to overcome would be the

securing of a proper balance between the

heat cxchai^jrera, the liquefier, the vaporisers,

and the rectmcation portions of the machine A
machine was therefore designed, constructed, and
supplied with piping which possessed g>«at flexi-

bility, and, in its general scheme, ft^wed the

lines of the Claude oxygen-produciog columa. It

IS unneceiaary to go into details regarding the

operation of this nwchine. It will twee to say
that It was tested under a variety of cooditiocui

Notes were taken of the temperatures reached at

different points in the machine under equilibrium

conditions when the gas was passed through it in

various ways. As a result of this procedure, it

was soon found what parts of the machine could
be diminated and what parts could be modified

widi advantage. When those changes were made
whkh seemed desirable m the light of the ex-

perience gained, It was found that a machine had
been evdved which would give highly satisfactory

results.

In operating with this madiinq, it was found
that helium d 87 to 90 per ceut. purity could be
regularly and continuously product.

Oporahons

The experimental machine just described was
used continuously for a series of trial runs from
December x, 1919, to April 17, 1920. In making
a run, about 500,000 cubic feet were passM
through the machine, and from this axnoutit up-
trards of 20,000 cubic feet of the gas, containing

HO. 3650, VOt. 105]

S to 6 per cent, of helium, wece obtuo^d.
io««ffrade product warn uwde it «ai ttomC m Hvilo««grade product •warn uwde it «ai ttoiinf m
large ballooa, and die reddual gaa ««i pawjgd ‘

bade into the mains for use in the Oty at -i

The 5 to 6 per cent, product tras oompresaed W

I

from so to ^o atmospheres, and thn ptMdj j

through vaporisers. Tm amount of finalpmi^
of 87 to 90 per cent. puriQr, obtained in eadi ran
rose steadily in the courro oi the pperadons from
about 300 cubic feet to more than 700 cutte fMy,
per run From this it wifi be seen dud d|v
efficiency obtained with each of the two operadoog

'

was about 67 per cent. In special runs msuH
under excepdonally good oonditioiis a sdll Ugtier^
efficiency was obtained. One of the curves pven
IQ Fig. 1 shows that the punty of the high-grade^
final product was steadily maintained in the seriei^

HtUUM fmfS AT G4l6My

Ouo mmOtN
FiOi

« ^
1 f

of runs, and the other curve exhibits the

increase made in the produedoo of h^nni of

grade purity. >

,

Htgh'grada Purifioahon.^

When it was seen that the highest ponqr oBUii^
able with.die experimental mechiae under addil
ninoing conditions was about 90 per cent, jMpp
were taken to design and ^nstrast aH einafif |
piece of apparatus for rdsid^ diepurity of Wr
gas up to 99 per dipt or hi|^.
ee constructed could be uptd,ee constructed cow be
obtakdng • product of Uri
but alio for earifying hdium
taminated wnh air tw use in !

Through nmnerons^dMiM
iiig iWuvety of tohrag,livery of tohrag,
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tbb purifyuig^ apparatus has not been given any
more tbao a prwniinary tnal. Froin Siis, how-
lArcr, it is quite evident that it will prove satis*

tmeto^ in operation. For the purpose of carrying

iCXLt this sweme of high-grade punficationi a
tiquid-air plant was inst^ed by the University of

Toronto. Motors and an electric current supply
were furnished by the Hydro-Electric Commission
of Ontario, and a speaal finanaal ^rant was made
by the Honors^ Advisory Councu for Scientific

and Industrial Research of Canada to supplement
that made by the Admiralty and the Air Board of
Great Bntain

Fmol Design oj Heltunv-extracUng Apparatus

Every step in the production of high-grade
helium has been carefully examined and tested
From the experience gained, we have been able
to draw up speafications for^a commercial plant
which will enable one to treat the whole of the
natural gas of the Bow Island supply in Alberta
The unit proposed will deal with ateut 1600 cubic
metres or 56,500 cubic feet of gas per hour at

normal pressure and temperature At the altitude

of Calgary, this would be equivalent to 62,200
cubic feet per hour The machine would easily

cope with ^,000 cubic feet per hour or 1 100 cubic

feet per minute Of these machines, six would
deal with 9,500,000 cubic feet of gas per day, and
would thus take about the average daily sup{dy

available from the field, as based on records of

the average yearly consumption. In order to have
sufiteient machines to operate regularly to c^a*
city, It would probaUy be advisable to have eight

helium columns included 10 the plant.

The cost of a commercial plant suitaUe for

treating the whole of the supply of the Alberta

field would probably be less than X50,oool. The
amount of helium of upwards of 97 per cent

purity obtainable per year from the fidd would be

about 10,500,000 cubic feet This is based on the

assumption of an efficiency of 80 per cent., which

expenence has shown is obtainable As to operat-

ing costs, our experience has shown that, allowing

for interest on the investment, a ten years
’

amortisation, salaries, supplies, and running

charges, helium can be pr^uced at the Alberta

field for consideraUy less than loL per 1000 cuUc
feet This sum does not, of course, mclude the

cost of purchasing cylinders or of transporting

them from and to works. Neither does it

mclude any compensation to the owners of the

field for the supply of gas

(To be continued.)

Obituary.
Prop John Perry, F R S

'^HE death of Prof. John Perry on August 4, at
A the age of seventy, leaves a blank in our
scientific cirde which cannot well be filled. A man
of original mind and origmal manner, a warm-
hearted Protestant Irishman, impulsive and en-

tbuslastio in whatever cause he might engage,
simple-minded to a degree and a thorough-going
optunisty one of the most delightful of com-
panions, he was of the class of lovaUe men and
fjppular accordingly

, he will be much missed, par-
^tcularlv at meetings of the British Association, of

which he had been the general treasurer of late

years
Perry was educated in Belfast, finally at

Queen ^s College, where he came under
Andrews, one of the ablest and most original
men of his day, it was from Andrews that

he imbibed his fe^ng for chemistry, unusual in

the engineer and mathematician at least, he
learnt to appreciate the part played by the electro-

1^ in chemical interchanges—as he once told me,
through havi^ fused out the bottom Of

Andrews’s platinum cruaUe by bcatiog potash in

It* Later he was an assistant to William
ThoaiBOo (J^rd Kelvml. .^Under the influence of

auch naen his genius could not but unfold
Pettry began bis career at CUfton Cdlege. I

first met hun at Chftoo, at a dmner, where, of

pourse^ he out-talked everyone: I can well re-

dtittset how be amused us and how he called Sir

^Wldter Scott an upholsterer. He was always

It Mepdoue ftovemader and remembered what he
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bad read in an extraordinary way. On the occa*

sion of the British Asaoaation visit to Winnipeg'i

he often astonished his travelhng companions by
his local knowledge, as be identified spot after

spot widi Fenimore Cooper’s characters.

From Clifton, Perry went to Glasgow to

assist Thomson, I imagine on Andrews's
recommendation In 1875 he went to Japan and
was one of the band who gave the Juwnese their

first lessons m science—to be cast off when done

with; bke Ayrton and Divers, however, he was
an ultra-enthusiastic Japanophile In japan he

became associated with Ayrton and a constant

flow of communications, mainly on electrical sub-

jects, to the Royal and other societies was the

consequence of the partnership In those days
what Ayrton and Perry did not know or do or

claim to have done was not worth knowing, doing

or claiming, no two men, m the exuberance of

their youth, were ever better satisfied with them-

sdves They were m remarkable contrast* en-

tirely diverse yet complementary natures, each

cognisant and respectiul of the other’s spedal

ability. Ayrton was the worldly, practical member
of the firm. Perry the dreamer. Ayrton always
had a sense of what was wanted and what would
pay: he, I believe, usually set the problem.
Perry worked out a solution, which Ayrton then
criticised and referred back to Perry for develop-

ment. In the same manner, I bdieve, he co-

operated, during the war, with the mechanical
genius of Sidney Brown—Ae husband of his idece

—in the devdopment of the gyrostatfe compass.
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The partnership with Ayrton was continued
several years alter Aetr return to England in

1879* 'Iney were in the van of electrical progresSi
in some respects before tbeir tune—as in the case
of Telpherage, which they developed in associa-

tion with Fleeming Jenkin lliose were wonderful
days , we were Just learning to know and use
electricity. A litue later, Perry’s house was often

the scene of most stimulating debates, especinllv

when Larmor and Lodge forgathered there witn
Fitzgerald, whom Perry adored
Pe^’s best work was done at the Fins-

bury Technical College. Ayrton and I were called

on to lav the foundations of the work of the City

and Guilds Institute for the Advancement of Tech-
nical Education in October, 1879, we began in

teihporary quarters in Cowper Street, Finsbury
I found not only that plans were prepared for a

separate chemic^ laboratory but also that steps

had already been taken towards the erection of the
building 1 took exception to the scheme on the
ground that more than a mere knowledge of
chemistry would be required ot the technical

chemist of the future : that he must know some-
thing of the fundamentals of mathematics, of

physics—especially electricity—and of engineering
—drawing in particular My view prevailed and
we set to work to excogitate a practical pro-
gramme and design a building In 1871 we roped
in Perry to our aid our trio always fought like

tfueves over every detail but remained as one man
throughout The outcome was the present Fins-

bury Technical College and the original Finsbury
scheme . I say ** original ” because our successors
were never whole-hearted followers of our con-

victions and aspirations This much I may assert

as the last of the Finsbury Mohicans—we were m
advance of our tune and our fate has been the

usual fate of pioneers and prophets We cut the

college adrift from all external examinations We
imposed an entrance -examination on applicants

Not only was the course comprehensive but also

the methods were special, practical and advisedly

educative rather than informative, our students

were young and their period of training was
short but at its close, although they did not know
a great deal, thev had learnt to think for them-
selves and to do hy themselves, so that they were
mentally prepared to continue learning when left

totbeirown devices. Now the ediege is to experi-

ence the fate of our scheme
; it is said that it wilt

be closed next year. When established it was the

most original school in the country and it has
been a remarkaUe success. We are a strange
people : we seem rever to know^when we have
Jioli of a good thing and canaof Ic^ maintain
a consistent p<dicy. In abandoning Finsbury the
City and Guilds Institute signs its own death-

warrant; but it has long been practically defunct,

the men of {magkiadoa and outlook who founded
it having bred nb successors.

Perrv not leave Finsbury uadi x8g6,
when beaKune professor of matbemadcs and
iMchanicrin the Royal College of Science, South
Kensiagton, He bad the advantage of being a
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practical engmeer by training
|
this, added to his**

ma^emadcal genius and his intunate knowledge
of electrical science, not forgetting bis Itterarir

procUvities, made him a man of unusual b^m
and sanity of oudook. No special scientific ^

achievement is to be associated with his name;
his real interest lay m the work of education and
he will go down to fame as an original and con-

btructivc teacher who laid the foundation of a
new era He made mathematical teaching prac-

tical and taught many who could never nave
mi&tcrcd the abstract subject to use such know-
ledge and aUhty as they had with effect As
examiner in mathematics to the Science and Art
Department he exercised a wide and beneficent in-

fluence on the teaching of this subject His
methods were not everywhere popular, but this

was mainly because of the special demands their

practice made on the intelligence of the teacher

As he more than onSe remarked to me, few really

understood him. Still, the written wot^ remams
Peri^ has left much on record which will be of

service to a future, more appreciative generation.

Prof Perry’s love of research and restless spirit

of inquiry have inspired the lives of innumerable
students who came under his influence Who can
measure what the nation owes to Perry for the

mtellectual gifts he distnbuted so freely to so

many men? Who can measure the boundaries to

which his influence will reach through the lives

and activities of his students? The man who
inspires is in time forgotten, but those whom he
stimulates inspire others, so that his influence in-

creases as time goes on An engineering work
like a fine bridge can be seen of all, and the

builder is applauded and rewarded The scientific

spirit is apprehended by few, and those who
possess It and spend their lives m the true service

of the nation by cherishing it and by passing it

on to others are unknown and unrewarded by
authority, but are held in respect and affection

by those who receive from them what so few are

able to give. Perry gave lavishly, and his

students responded with enthusiastic affectioo.

He ranged wide in the r^ons of saence. In

Japan he and his friend and colleague Ayrton ex-

perimented funously Paper after paper came
red-hot from their intellectual fom until even
Lord Kelvin said that the pole of scifuatific re-

search had shifted to Japan
Finsbury Technical CoUqjfe was fotmded to do

something in technical education vriiidi had not
been done before. Perry and his ooUeagues,
Apton and Armstrong, launched tl^ coUegev
They made it a pion^r in technical education*
They made it wodd-famous. Everyth^ whm
these men did vmf new, Unorthodox, stimulati^,

'

and vastly interesting to the keeo youf^ menvrfio
flodeed from the woricsbop to ti|e qpUege to haa^
and often to hdp them. Perry was unorthotioo^

of the uAortiK>dox. He taught his stud^ts to
mlstrast authority and to try thingfs out^ ihatil<*

selves.
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Perry will probably be chiefly remembered by
^engineers as the man who broke through the
formal defences of mathematics and taught them
matfaematicfl through what they knew of

machinery. Hss bmk on “ Practical Matbe-
laatics/’ originating in his Finsbury coursci has
been translated mto many languages, and many

S
derations in many lands will therefore benefit

Hn Perry's determination to teach his own
students the fundamental truths of mathematics
so well that they could use their knowledge as

easily as the^ could use their mother tongue
Perry continued hts work as professor of mathe-

matics and mechanics at the Royal College of

Science, leaving Finsbury in 1896 In those days
the professors at the Finsbury Techmeal College
were expected to run an arduous day course, and
m addition an evening course as well His relief

at the escape from this double duty was great
In more recent years he guided the fortunes of

the British Association for the Advancement of

Science as its general treasurer Perry has done
a great work, and his work will live after himWED

Paop Augusto Rigki, For.Mem R S

Prof Augusto Righi, who died suddenly on
June 8 at seventy years of age, is said to have
been appointed assistant to the professor of

physics in the University of Bologna—his native

city—at the age of twenty-one In 1877 he was
'libaro and m x88o was appointed
ordmary professor at Padua, whence after a few
years Ke returned to Bologna as head of the

^ysics department
Righi was a skilled experimenter and an indus-

trious worker His original investigations lay

Chiefly in the domain of electricity, magnetism,
wad light. IOne of his discoveries was the varia-

tion of the resistance of bismuth m a magnetic
^fleid, a phenomenon on which an instrument for

measuring the intensity of a field has been based
4{e wasiled totthis discovery by an examination of

tbetHdU effect in different metals m the year 1883
fflbtTesults were puUished in the Jotmtal de
tPhynque (2), 18^3, p. 5x2, and inidie Comptes
fmvdms, vol xevu., p 672, as well as m Italian,

most fully m Bologna Acad Sci Mem., vol v ,

pp. io3-a6 An abstract was ^iven in

Natuw, vol xxx,, p 569.

'Rigfbi’s earliest papers appeared m 1873, and
dealt with a variety of topics, many of them con-

oectsd with electrostatic problems and voltaic

eleetrietty. One o£the suMects on vdiich at one time

JWilaid stress vwaa the dilatation of the glass or

qimts of a Leyden jar, and of insulators in

general, ijnder electric jtress 'what he called

".gahraoic ' dilatation
"

see, for instance,

Xiomptu rtadus, voL Ixxxviit., 1879, p. iz€a

’He also examined the changes of length

due to magnetisation, and discussed the

^Uieaomena of permanent steel magnets.

$Oiont 1880 Righi b^;an a long senes of n-
Phar^ps on electric discharge m eaciio and in air,
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and pursued the subject in vanous forms to the

end of his life. He was much interested in photo-
electric effects, and contributed some new facts to

the discharge of electrified bodies by ultra-violet

light He failed to discover electrons, but he
knew that earners of negative electricity were
liberated, and took steps to observe their tra-

jectory in a magnetic field, thus exhibiting the

phenomenon as a variety of cathode rays. He
also found that the discharge could be stopped
by an electric charge of inverse sign, constant

in density for a given metal
Righi was keenly interested in the work of

Hertz, and corresponded with the present writer

on the subject of electric waves A special form
of Hertz oscillator, known as Right's pattern, con-
sisting of a couple of spheres with adjacent faces

immersed in oil and charged at the back from
two other spheres, was used by some people, and
IS depicted as a form appropriate to wireless tele-

graphy in Mr Marconi’s first patent, though the

connection of the outer spheres to an ele-

vated plate and to ground respectively—

a

plan efficiently introduced by Mr Marconi
for practical purposes—really converted the

spherical oscillator into nothing but a senes of

spark gaps It is understood that Mr Marconi
had visited Rial’s laboratory and seen his .ex-

periments on Hertzian waves, but was not one of

his students Righi, in his correspondence, fre-

quently expressed surprise at the novelty attri-

buted to the invention m its very early days by
Sir WiUiam Preece and other English officials

In the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences of

the Institute of Bologna, Right expounded many
of the new discoveries as they were being made
in physics—among others an excellent and semi-
mathematical exposition of the Zeeman pheno-
menon (see vol VIII , ser 5, pp 5^-90, December,

1899) He also wrote on the equations of Hertz
and their solution, in vol ix of the Memoirs of

the same Academy, pp 3-28 (February, iqax),

and, again, on the electromagnetic mass of elec-

trons in vol 111 , scr 6, pp 71-84 (Februa^,
1906) These papers show that though chiefly

an experimental physicist, he had a sound grasp
of general theory, and must have bad considerable

mfluence in making known the work of British

and other physicists to his countrymen A memoir
on the theory of relativity was contributed by

to the Institute of Bologna so recently as
April 18 last (vol VII , scr 7, pp 70-82),

An experimental paper of Righi ’5 on the pos-

sible existence of ma^etic rays, dated May 17,

1908, vol V ,
ser 6, of the same Memoirs,

PP 95-^50, deserves mention, because of the

catho^ ray inquiry there described and the
speculation based upon it The subject is con-
tinued in vol VI,, pp 45-^, and in vol, x ,

pp 79*103, also in vol i , scr 7, pp 3-36, where
results are described for many different gases.

It is taken up again, after a discussion of the
paths of electrons in magnetic fields, m voL i!.»

7, pp 11-^41

Right describes further experiments in vGl. Ui.|
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pp* 33-42, and be baa a paper on ionisation in a

magnetic field in vd. iv., ser. 7, pp, 37-44.

chief work, in wbicb be summarises these and
olber results, is entitled “1 fenomeni elettro-

atomia sotto Tazione del magnetismo,” a work
which met with a very cordial reception among
Italian physicists, who must, indeed, have been

indebted to Righi’s activity and clearness of ex-

position for much of their knowledge of contem-
porary physics

Students adequately familiar with Italian—as

the writer cannot claim to be—speak of Right’s

writings as marked by extraordinary clearness

and simpLcity of style, so that they can be read

people of average culture, at least m their

non-mathemalical portions

Numerous honours were conferred upon Righi,

among others a 10,000 lira prize of the Accddemia
del Lincci, and the Hughes medal of the Royal

Society The Royal Society also selected him as

a foreign member, and he succeeded Lord Kelvin

as foreign member of the Royal Academy of

Sciences at Upsala In 1905 he was elected

Senator of the Italian Parliament.

By Right’s death Italy probably feels that she
has lost her foremost physicist He was anxiou^
up to the last, for information about every new
discovery, and showed himself capable of appre-

ciating results m many departments of physics.

He was well known by reputation in this country

as a thinker and worker of exceptional keenness
and width of outlook Oliver Lodge.

A Reuter message from Stockholm announces
the death, at seventy-seven years of age, of
Admiral A L Palander, who was in command
of Baron Nordenskibld’s vessel, the Vega, which
completed the navigation of the North-Last passage
from the Atlantic to the Pacific along the north
coast of Asia (1878-79) Admiral Palander was
an honorary corresponding member of the Royal
Geographical Society and of manv other scientific

societies both in Sweden and abroad

Notes.

A MOVEMENT set oti foot m the early part of last

year for the founding of an instituUon or society

the membership of which should be open to those

particularly interested in problems connected with the

fields of administration and organisation in relation

to industrial enterprises was brought to a head at a

public meeting held on April 26 last at the Central

Hall, Westminste , by the appointment of a pro-

visional organising committee which was instiuctcd

to prepare a draft constitution for such an institution,

to be named the Institute of Industrial Administra-

tion This committee presented its report, accom-
panied by a draft constitution embodying (i) a

schedule of objects, (2) the conditions of member-
ship, and (3) the form of government, at a public

meeting held at the above-named half on July 15

This draft constitution was, with slight amendments,
adopted on the date last mention^, and the tirst

board of management, consisting of eighteen mem-
bers representing a variety of industries, was elected

on the same occasion The objects of the institute

as set out in the draft constitution are briefly as
follows —To promote the general advancement of

knowledge relative to tho principles of industrial

administration and their applications; to facilitate

the exchange of information and ideas regarding ^le

principles and practice of industrial administration;
to collect and publish information and proposals

bearing on any aspect of industrial adminlstrabon

,

and to co-operato with professional, industrial, or
educational societies, organisations, or authorities in

pursuance of these obje^. The government of the
institute is to be vested in an advisory council com-
posed of honorary members and a board of manage-
ment representing the various classes of membership
of the Institute Mr E. T Etboume was elected
hon secre^ of the institute, the offices of which
ate tsmporlray located at no Victoria Street, West-
nmW, SW.i.
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The U S National Research Council, with head,

quarters at Washington, ha^ elected the following

chairmen of Its vanous divisions for the year beginning

July I, 1920 —Division of Foreign Relations George
£ Hale, director. Mount Wilson Observatory, Car-
negie Institution of Washington Government Divi-

sion Charles D Walcdtt, secretary of the Smith-
sonian Institution and president of the National
Academy of Sciences Division of States Relations

John C Memam, professor of palaeontology, Uni-
versity of California, and presidentelect of the Car-
negie Institution of Washington Division of Educa-
tional Relations Vernon Kellogg, professor of
entomology, Stanford University, and permanent
secretary of the National Research Council Division
of Industn&l Relations * Harrison £ Howe. Research
Information Service Robert M Yerkes Division
of Ph3rsical Sciences Augustus Trowbridge, pro-
fessor of physics, Princeton University. Divlalon of
Engineering • Comfort A Adams, Lawrence professor

1
of engineering, Harvard University Division of
Chemistry and Chemical Technology: Frederick G.
Cottrell, director of tho Bureau of Mines Division
of Geology and Geographv , E B Mathews, professor
of mineralogy and petrography, Johns Hepkins Unf-
versity. Division of Medical Sciences Georgo W
McCoy, director of the U.S Hygienic Laboratory
since 1915 Division of Biology and Agriculture ’

C E McClung, professor of soology, University of
Pennsylvania Division of Anthropology md Psj^o-
logy Clark Wissler, curator of anthropology,
American Museum of Natural Histofy, New York.

Tri Department of Scientific and Industrial >

Research has established four Sub-Conunttleei tn
assist the Radio Research Board io the Investlgatlail,
of oerudn problems In connection udth tile work 6F
the Board The constitution of tbs Board atid ta
Skib-Committees ft at pieaent as fblloWri^^ddits'
SesHtfch Soofd: Admiral ol tiie Fhet Sk jBl
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jFadcion (chairman), Comdr. JSC Salmond (repte*

•Miring the Admiralty), Lt.-Col A G T Cusuis

^representing the War Office), Wing Comdr. A. D
Warrington Morris (representing the Air Ministry),

Mr E H. Shaughnessy (representing the General Post

Office), Sir J E Petavel (presenting the National

Pbysicd Laboratory), Sir Ernest Rutherford, and

Prof. J. S E Townsend Sub-Commtttet A on the

Fro^gafion of Wireless Waves Dr E H Rayner

^chairman). Prof E H Barton, Major J R Erskine-

Murray, Prof H M MacDonald, and Prof J. W
Nicholson Stib^Committee B on Atmospherics Col

H. G Lyons (chairman), Mr A A Campbell Swin-

ton, Prof S Chapman, Major H P T Lefrov, Mr
G L. Taylor, Mr R A Watson Watt, and Mr
C T. R Wilson Sub-Comnuttee C on Directional

Wireless Mr. F E Smith (chairman), Mr M P
Hinton, Capt. C T Hughes, and Capt J Robinson

Sub^Committee D 'on Thermtonic Valves Prof

O W. Richardson (chairman), Mr E V Appleton,

Capt S Brydon, Capt H L Crowther, Prof C L
Fortescue, Mr B Hodgson, Prof F Horton, Major

A G Lee, Mr H Morris Airey, Mr R L Smith-

Rose, and Prof R Whiddington

The following appointments have been made in

connection with the Royal College of Physicians of

London —Dr F. Paikes Weber, Mitchell lecturer,

19a I, Dr. G Graham, Goulstonian lecturer, 1921,

Dr. T. Lewis, Oliver Sharpey lecturer, 1921; Dr A
Whitfield, Lumkian lecturer, 1921, Dr K O Moon,
FitsPatrick lecturer, 1921, and Dr G M Holmes,

Croonian lecturer, 1922

It was resolved in the House of Commons on

August 9 to provide a sum not exceeding ioo,oooi

Jis a guarantee against loss resulting from the

holding of a Bntish Empite Exhibition m London
next year The grant is conditional on the provision

nf a further sum of 500,000! by the promoters of the

enterprise

Wb learn from the FrtUsh Medical Journal th<it the

second International Congress of Comparabve Patho-

logy will be held at Rome in the spring of 1921 under

the presidency of Prof Perroncito Communications
should be sent to the secretary, Prof Mario Tevi

Delia Vida, Via Palermo 58, Roma.

With the view of populansing scientific knowledge

Ip Spain, a weekly periodical bearing the title of

Ibirica has recently made its appearance The
Journal contains current notes on scientific matters

In Spain and Latin-Amenca, general notes, and

abstracts of important foreign scientific papers written

io a manner that will appeal to the popular reader

of average education Each number also includes a

monograph or an instalment of a monograph on

some popular scientific subject written by a leading

authority, the contents conclude with a bibliography

4>("eutrent scientific literature and meteorological

loformetion. The wericly is published by the Observe*

Igrio dsl Ebro, Tortosa.

^Wji are glad to see that the British Museum
amhoriths have begun to issue additions, naturally

ailWhr pcesent conditions of publication in a less
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attractive form, to the valuable series of Handbooks,

such as those provided before the war for the

Assyrian, Babylonian, Egyptian, and Ethnographic

Galleries The latest is an account by Sir

E A Wallis Budge of the Egyptian **Book of the

Dead ” This is a vague title now commonly given

to the first collection of funerary texts which the

ancient Egyptian scribes composed for the benefit of

the dead, consisting of spells and incantations, hymns
and litanies, magical formulse and names, words of

power and prayers, which are found cut or painted on
the walls of pyramids and tombs, and engraved on
coffins, sarcophagi, and rolls of pmpyrus The
pamphlet, which is well supplied with illustrations,

provides for the use of students and visitors to the

galleries an admirable introduction to the study of

the death rites and theories of the soul current among
the ancient Egyptians

Under the title of “The Medical History of Ishi,”

by Mr Saxton T Pope, the University of California

has published in its American Archaeological and
Ethnological Senes a remarkable study of human
pathology The subject of the monograph, Ishi, was
the last Yahi Indian, who was brought to the Uni-
versity Hospital after his capture in 1911, and died
from tuberculosis in 1916 *We see him first as the
gaunt, hunted wild man, his hnir burnt shoit, bis

body lean and sinewy, but his legs strong and capable
of great endurance He sugge[»ts the cc^ote in this

character At first civilisation agreed with him, but
then came a giadual change “His energy waned.
He no longer was keen to shoot at targets with a
bow His skin became darker “ Then he contracted
another cold and his malady increased This mono-
graph 18 supplied wJtli full statistics of his case and
excellent photographs and illustrations—most valuable
for the study of the lifc-history of u Californian
Indian, the last of his race

A REMARKABLE stonc bowl HOW deposited m the
Museo Arqueoldgu (), Madrid, is described in the July
issue of Man{ by Mr B Glanvill Corney It was
obtained in 1775 at Tahiti by Mdxuno Rodriguez, a
creole of lama, and it wob brought to that city in a
Spanish shlp-of-war, being finally sent to Spain in

1788 It is made of the haid, compact, black stone

of which adze blades and pestles for crushing taro and
bread-fruit of the Society Islands were formed, and
which was quarri^ onl> in the 1 emote island called

Maurua It Is not quite certain for what purpose
this bowl was used The local chiefs believe it to

ha^ been a eacred potion bowl, in which herbal

draughts were prepar^ by trituration and infusion

by tlM medico-sacerdotal functionaries Others sup-

pose that the function of the bow! was to receive

viscera of victims sacrificed, and possibly it was used
for some form of augury by inspection of the entrails

of sacrificial victims The bowl thus suggests

interesting problems which, it may be hoped, further

research will enable us to solve

The Medual Record for March 27 contains an
interesting paper by Dr C. B. Davenport on the
influence of the male on the production of twins.

It is well known that twins may be Uovulate or
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unknrulftto, the letter type heving a aln^ chorion«

and it is found that about i per oent. of all human
Mrtlfe are j^ural births. But in the relatives of

mothers who have repeated twins this propordon

rise» to 4 5 per cent , indicating the inheritance of

twinnihg in the strain Twinning is, however, almost

equally ftequent (42 per cent) in the near relatives

of the fathers of twins The tendency to repetition

of identical twins is even higher than when both

types are considered together Double ovulation is

far commoner (frequency 5*10 per cent.) than twin

births, and here the male factor comes in, for it has

now to be recognised that human germ-cclls fre-

quently contain lethal factors which arrest develop-

ment at an early stage, or mav even prevent more

than one egg being fertilised In relation to this is

the fact that highly fecund families more frequently

have twins Human beings thus possess the biovulate

type of twinning found in carnivora, herbivora, and

rodentla, and also the uniovulate type found in the

armadillo, which regularly produces four young of

the same sox at a birth by budding from the )Oung

embryo

That the Philippine hawksblll turtle (hremorhehs

imhrtcata) Is in dire need of stringent protcrlion is

evident from the account of this species given in the

Philippine Journal of Science (vol xvi ,
No 2) bv Mr

E H Taylor, of the Bureau of Scienic, Manila

Practically all the Philippine tortoiseshell is brought

into the market by the native fishermen, who are so

eager to secure their prises tlwit they wait for

davs for the ar i\al of the female to lav her eggs

on the beach Often she is speared before a single

egg is laid Should thp% have patiemc enough to

allow her to fill the “nest'* the end is the same, for

every egg is eaten Obvioush it will not be long

before this source of revenue is lost for ever

The August number of Conquest, a magazine

devoted to the popularisation of science, is a model
of what mich magazines should be, for not only are

its contents designed to appeal to a 'ivide arcle of

readers, but also every article is lucidh wntter and
well illustrated. Taking subjects at random—for it

would be difficult to make a deliberate choice—one
may mention the esiav by Mr R I Pocock on the

common animals of the bea-shore, that on wild {^Ite
clover hy Mr J J Ward, and the article on the
Davon micnMetescopc bv Mr F Talbot Besides

these are not less fascinating talks on the ships of the

future by Mr W Horsnailt, on seaside meteorolggy
by Mr Joseph Elgle, and on the sands of the sea-

shore by Mr C Cams Wjlson

Ttac attention of those who ore interested in the

campaign against rats mav be direned to the second
edlUbn of Mr M A*. C Hinton’s pamphlet (67 pp ,

a plates and 6 texUfigures) which has been recently

Ismted by the BritiiAi Museum (Natural History).

Tlda work contains an earelient summary of
'characters, habits, and economic importance of rats,

and of the relation of rate to the spread of disease in

man and aoUnaliu In this edition addltknal details
are f/pmi 00 the rate of lopreaae of rate, and mfen-
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ence is made to the occurrefice in the rat of

i^haeta fcterohaemorrhagfme, the organim of

chsetal jaundice (Weil *s disease) la man* After

emphasinng the urgent need for action agidnst Dsa

large rat population of Great Britain, Mr. Hinton

gives a concise account of the chief represrive

meebuias Banum carbonate is recommended ns tbi

safest poison, mixed in the proportion of one past

with eight parts of oatmeal, and made up with a
little water into a stiff dough Among other methods
to which attention Is directed are trapjdng, which
should be continuous and systematic, and plaang^ in

the run-ways of the rats birdlinte trays with an attract

tive bait m the centre—a method which has given

good results in Liverpool, London, and elsewhere

Itauan biologists are to be congratulated on tb^
enterprise in founding, in difficult circumstances, a

now biological publication, Remsta dt Btologta^ whkh
IS published bimonthly in Rome, and is edited by
Profs Gustavo Brunelli and Osvaldo Polunanti

The review is to be devoted largely to the conslderak

tion of problems of general biological interest, but its

pages are also open to record the results of researches

in special subjects Six fascicles, forming the first

volume of 744 pages, have recentlv reached us PrOf
BiunelU contributes to the first fascicle a vigorous
artick on the place which science, and especially

biologv, should occupy m the national life of Italy

He fjoints out that the future of Italy is essentially

hound up with agriculture and problems of the land,

and that in the economic dcvelopnwsnt of the nation
biology must therefore take a leading art He pleads
also for more attention to h^drobiology, and for a
closer co-operation between medical practitioners and
biologists—for instance, in anti-malarial measures
and m social hjgienc generally Among the spedal
irticles two may be briefly referred to the first

by Prof Plerantoni on physiological symbiosis, with
special reference to the part plaved by symbiotic
organisms m light-production in luminous organs, and
the second by Prol Enriques on the results of experi-
ments in breeding blow-flies (CaUiphora etythro*
cephala)^ m which he shows that while some of tlia

pairings give rise to a high propartiem of living

offspring, other pairings produce larv» about oon*
fourth of which, although k^t under optimum
tions, cease to feed afw two or three days and die.

Prof Enriques does not consider that the explanation
of Morgan, in his Important work on lethal facton
in Drosophila, holds for Calhphora. The Rtvirta
will not only fulfil its object in stimulating, and an*
couraging bic^ogjcal research in Italy, but will ahn
afford workers m other countries a ready meant of
keeping in touch with the chief "lines of reieaith M
Italian biologists, and we cordially wish it sucoen*

Da. R, Ruooxjes Gates has given (Proc. Roy Sfid
London, B, vol. xd , x^so, pp 2x6^3) a preliminary
account of the meiotlc p^omana in tbs pKitt*d

mother^oeUt and tapatnm of lettuce. In wl:dcb>ssrvaMl
matters of general bearing o» ovtologlGiil ocmcaptiteis
and on problems of genetics are oensidemd. Xbe
chromaun ol the nuclei of the tapctel ceils, cutftitu*
lariy of the blnudeate oellt, exhUtite/the ayinaf&tecd
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iMrib oth«r aftpearsnces which have hitherto been

oblinttd only in spore inother*^ls of plants and in

primary spermatocvtes and oocyte* of animals

Im lettuce, therefore, there is the unusual condition

efi all trai^tiont between tapetal and germinal oelU

Or« Gates's material also affords, in the earlier stage**

of foonation of the diaidnetic chromosomes, a good

esample of dnasfnatypy—the cro8sing*over of two

members of a pair of chromoaon>e*—which has not

Utheiio been definitely described In plaats, though it

is now well known in certain animals, eg in the

fruit-fly, Drosophila, in which the phenomenon has

> beeiL interpreted by Morgan and his collaborators

as the probable basis of the crossing-over of factors

Another observation of much interest on the meiotic

iduomosomcs of lettuce is the tendency for one or two

pairs of the bivalent chromosomes to coalesce more

or less completely on the equatorial plate of the

heterotypic spindle There is no evidence that such

coalesced chromosome pairs pass over bodily to one

pole of the spindle, rather they will both split in the

usual way, but the manner of their previous

coalescence will determine the nature of their dis-

tribution—whether, for instance, the paterml halves

of each chr<miosonie will go to the same pole or to

(^poslte poles of the spindle There is here a possible

basis for the phenomena of partial coupling and repul-

sion, apart altogether from the cro^amg-over fheno-

mena, which latter are based on relations between the

two members of a pair of chromosomes in their earlier

poit-synaptic stages

In vol xvil , No 4 (October-DecembcT, igiq), of

the Bulletin of the Imperial Institute Mr W Bevan,

Director of Agiirulture in Cyptus, continues his

account of the agricultural industries of the island

Among the more interesting products disiussed bv

Mr ^van arc fodders and f«^ing-stuffs (Including

the carob bean), essential oils and perfumes, oils and
oilseeds, fibres (including cotton and silk), drugs, and
tobacco Certain minor agricultural industries arc

alko described The reports of recent investigations

St the institute have reference to fibres from India,

Africa, and the West Indies, the utilisation of New
Zealand hemp-waste, Pappea seeds from South \frtca

n a source of oil, Cvprus castor-seed, and distillation

tiials with taih wood (Acacta Seyal) from the Sudan
The general articles include an account of the present

position of Pam rubber-seed as a source of oil and
feeding-cake, in which it is pointed out that the

possibility of exploitation very largely depends upon
the cost of colle^ing the seed on the plantations A
further article deals with cassava as a source of indus-

trtol starch and alcohol As usual, much useful

taformation is recorded as notes and in the section

dMofted to recent progress In agriculture and the

7 4mlefunent of natural resouroea We observe that

the Prkioe of Wales has arranged for a

plectioa of the presenta and addreqges received during

Ulh visit to Ctoada to be exhibited at the Imperial
^Im^tute. An index to vol. xvll. of the Bulletin is

Ihtiudad. in tbk oart

Iff many respects we pay too little attention to our
Wsst Indian Possessions. The present difficulties of
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communication tunder visits from our own men of

science, and it is natural that thoM of the neigh-

bouring United States should undertake tasks that we
regietfullv leave undone fhus we learn from the

Report of the zVmerican Museum of Natural History

that towards the end of last year Mr H E Anthony,
who had previously secured many interesting huuru
malian remains from the caves of Cuba and Porto
Rico, extended his researches to Jamaica, whence the

skull of a manne mammnl was the only example
knoun His hunt was successful, but the collections

remain to be worked out They are certain to throw
light on the nature of former connection with the

mainland That we are not altogether idle may, how-
ever, be gathered from the fact that a coliection of

fossil sea-urchins from Antigua and Anguilla, made bv
Prof J. W Gregory some years ago, was reported on
by Dr J. Lambert, of Troyes, during the war, and is

now iieing ananged in tlic geological department of

the British Museum lhat department has also been
presented by Or C T Irechmann with an excellent

dried specimen of the recent cnnoid Holopus, rare

because at grows under ledges of reef-rock and so

e*u:apcs tho dredge, instructive because of its adapta-
tion in form to that peculiar position This individual

conies from Barbados, on which Island Di Irech-
mann has recently spent some months investigating

the taiscd roefs and collecting their fossils None
the less, the Uest Indies still present a laige field for

research, and British labourers are all too few

The Agncuitural AVtev of May 29 has an article

on camphor-growing in the British Empire, based on
a contribution by Prof P Carmod), formerly Direo
tot of Agriculture in Tiinidad, to the Times Trade
SupplemcfU flio chief source of commercial cam-
phor is Formosa, and tho Japancx* monopoly has
led to an enormous increase in puce in recent years

Vnrious, but *0 far not commercially successful,

attempts have been made in camphor cultivation

within the Empire, nameh, in Ceylon, the Federated
Malay States, Mauntius, and the West Indies, in

some rases distillation tests have shown a satisfactory

vield, but in Mauritius and tho West Indies the

prunings mav yield only oil and no solid camphor
Experimenting in Tnnidad, Prof Carmody found
that trees grown m the Botanic Garden m^e very
poor growth, but when transplanted to better soil

the growth^ was satisfactoi}', and a normal yield of

solid camphor jHf obtained It is suggested that,

owing to their 4!^ihy, evergreen habit, camphor-trees
might be used as a windbreak in cacao cultivation

The successful cultivation of camphor within tho
Empire is no longer doubtful if a few necessary pre-

i cautions are adopted Seeds or seedlings from trees

that yield no solid camphor must not be used, stiff

clay soil must be avdded, in good average soil not
more than 300 trees to the acre should be grown , and
a sufficient area should be cultivated for economical
distillation When the trees are four or five years Old
they can be clipped, and thereafter three or four times
a year The same journal directs attention ta the
development of other sources of camphor, namely,
rosemary in Spain, species of Artemisia, and tile

swamp-bay (Persea ^bsseem) in California.
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Mktborological observations made at secondary

stations in Netherlands East India have recently been

published for 1917. Since the publication of the

previous volume a well-equipped meteorological station

has been started at the aerodrome at Sockamiskin

Cloud observations have been almost wholly discon-

tinued, and sunshine records are substituted, the

cloud estimations (o-io) arc said not to be trustworthy

—which IS scarcely burpnsing, since it is stated that

the lower half of the sky was not taken into account,

and that density had its say Sunshine observations

are from Jordan recorders, but the Campbell Stokes I

recorder would give lesults more comparable with

European observations In addition to the ordinary

detailed observations of rainfall, tables under the head.

Ing of “cloud-bursts” are given practically for all

stations, which show the individual instances of rain-

fall of 1 mm and more per minute, the minimum
duration being* five minutes At Batavia the maxi-

mum mean monthly atr-prcssure occurred in August,

and the minimum in April July was the warmest
month and December the coldest The mean relative

humidity, saturation being expressed as 1000,

ranged from 879 in February to 793 in August
The percentage of bright sunshine was greatest

in August and least In January By far the

greatest amount of ram falls in the winter months,
January being the wettest, whilst May and June
are the driest months Wind icsults are given at only

a few stations, but the observations clearly indicate a
diurnal range in direction and velocity A more com-
plete discussion of winds would be of value for aero-

nautics, whilst the movement and, if practicable, the

height and speed of clouds would add much to a
better knowledge of the upper air

The BullcUn de la itoctM d'Encouraguncnt pour

rIndustrie Nationale for March-April gives a full

report of the work of M Martial Entat on the

destructive effect of light on certain materials such

as textiles, dopes, and rubberised fabrics It is diffi-

cult, if not impossible, m these climates to make
quantitative measurements of the effect in the case

of sunbght, and M Entat accordingly used ultra-violet

light from a mercury-vapour lamp m his experiments

lie found that the mercury lamp was twenty times

as effective as full sunlight in its destructive action

on such materials ^s is now well knos%i, consider-

able protection may be afforded by the use of various

dyes for absorbing the ultra-violet light M Entat ’s

experiments indicate that the dyes commonly em-
ployed in aviation for protecting the fabric of aircraft

have a “coefficient of protection” of from 50-75 per

cent y
the moat efficient being the red dye from quino-

line. A fpectrographic measurement of the absorption

of the ultra-violet light placed the various dyes in

the lame order as the tensile tests on the dve-

protected fabrics which had been exposed to the rays

Experiments similar to those of M. Entat were earned

out during the war at the Royal Aircraft Establish-

ment at Famborough An account of the work was
given by Dr. Aston to the Royal Aeronautical Society

last year.
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No 4 of AbstracU of Papers in Sdendfic Tran^
actions and Periodicals, published as a supplement tO

the minutes of the Proofings of the Institution of ^

Civil Engineers, contains a large number of brief

abstracts taken from papers and periodicals published

outside the United Kingdom. These are classlded

under the main headings of (1) measurement,

measuring, and recording instruments, (s) engineer-

ing materials, (3} structures, (4) transformation,

transmission,'- and distribution of energy, (5)

mechanical processes, appliances, and apparatus;

(6) specialised engineering practice; (7) economics,

etc There are several subdivisions to each of

these main headings It is not easy to produce

abstracts which shall contain the information re-

quired and thus obviate the necessity for those

interested having to consult the original papers, we
note that these abstracts are satisfactory in this

respect, and therefore provide a mine of Information

which we trust will l^ available to engineers who
are ou^^side the ranks of the Institution of Civil

Engineers and would gladly purchase the Abstracts.

The editing is somewhat loose occasionally, thus we
note on p 16 .hat an acceleration has been stated

as “slightly more than a ft pei sec,” A slip of this

kind would have to pay a penalty at the institution

examinations

Tub special requirements in dental radiography are

met by the radiator dental Ivpe of Coolidge tube,

obtainable from the Bntish Thomson-Houston Co

,

Ltd This embodies the original features of the

radiator type of tube whereby a large portion of the

heat generated is conducted aw ay by a copper radiator,

but, in addition, the now tube allows greater proximity

of the anode to the part under exposure The cathode-

arm extends 2 in from the bulb at right angles to

the anodc-arm, this method of construction secures

the emission of the X-ray s m a line with the axU of

the anode The cathode circuit is earthed, so that
there is only one high-tension wire, which is con-

nected to the part of the tube most remote from
the subject under exposure; this allows a minimum
distance between the dental film and the focal spot,

with consequent reduction in the time of exposure.
The tube is self-rectifying within the limits of ita

allowable energy output, and is designed for an input
not exceeding 10 mitliamperes at an alternative spark-
gap of about 3 in The tube being designed to run only
under specified electrical conditions, the manipulations
are reduced to a minimum, and the only varia))le left

in the hands of the operator is the time for which the
him 19 to be exposed In dental radiography this

attempt at standardisation and simplification of pro-
cedure is likclv to meet wrlth considerable success

Mr. a Thorborn, whose sumptuous vohimeiL
“British Birds” and “A Naturalist’s Sketdi
have been so well received, is bringing out throilgii

Messrs Longmans and Co. a companion work
entitled “Bntish Mammals.” It will be in tm
volumes and contain fifty plates In colour and nUDAy
Illustrations in black-and-white. Vol. i is pttiaAticd
for the coming autumn, and vol, U for the eprii^l of
next year
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Our Astronomical Column.

An iNTtRUTiNO Mbtboritb Vol Ivil of the Pro-

06edingB of the United States National Museum con-

tataa an analysis by Mr G P. Memll of a meteorite

was seen to fall at Cumberland Fells, Kentucky,
on April 9, 1919 It is btated that if the object had
not seen to fall, its meteoric character i^ould

not have been suspected. It is a “meteoric breccia

composed of fragments of two quite dissimilar stones
“

Tbe lighter-coloured portion contained 55 per cent

silica, 39 per cent magnesia, 3 per cent ferrous oxide,

with traces of some seventeen other compounds The
tericer jxwtion, whuh more closeU resembles other

analysed meteors, contains 43 per cent silica, 9 per
cent ferrous oaide, 38 per cent magnesia, 12 per
cent iron, etc “ Apparently the admixture of the two
kin^ of fragments took place prior to the evident
compression ’*

Tik author conjectures that it is evidence of the
destruction of some preexisting planet, but the sug-
Mstion seems more reasonable that it is an earth-
born meteor expelled in a might> eruption in long-

past ages Sir Robert Ball was a strong advocate
of the terrestrial origin of meteors, and it appears
tenable in cases where the relative velocity is not
very high A lunar origin was suggested bv Prof
Sampson, this also is preferable to the postulate of
some purely hypothetical planet

Tm Union Observatory, Johannesburg —Circular
No. 47 of this observatory contains a search for proper
motions bv the blink method on two plates takt n at
Pans in 1087 and 1914 Ihe region is K A i8h 3cm ,

N, dec! 31® 10' ihe plates have already been
measured at Pans, and the region is included in the
Greenwich 1910 Catalogue, so the research was m-
tended as a test of the comparative efficiency of the
biink method. The result shows that it is undoubtedlv
the most rapid way of detecting all the displacements,
but, of course, the method is purely differential, and
absolute motions can be found only by using meiidian
observations of the reference stars on the plate In
the present case companson with the Greenwich cata-
ICMBTue shows that the stellar background is moving
3-8' per century towards 113®, to that the blink results
are referred to an ongm moving in this manner It

is found that each of the three methods of examining
the r^on has revealed some motions not shown
by the others, so that they all have their use Mr
Innes gives the following summary of his results ^
Two stars moving more than 20* per century, eight
lietween ao' and in', seven between 10*^ and 8',

twenty-seven between 8' and 6', and forty-nine
(probably incomplete) below 6'

Galactic Conz»nsation.— The results of an
soebmination of stellar density at different galactic
tadtudes, derived from plates taken at Sydney, are
^van In Circular No 47 of the Union Observatory,
Jtdianiiesburg The plates are fairly ccmiplete down
to maMltude 15 , there are venr few of these faintest
stars m the regions remote frcrni the galaxy, the
aklactlc condensation of the fainter stars is greater
iMtf that deduced at Gronuigen Incidentally, Mr
lattes criticises Prof EddingtoiTs statement in ** Stellar
l§dvements ” that the depth of* the stellar system is

a&qiit Area times as great towards the galaxy as
flteiyarav ks poles, and also that the stellar density in

^ tSiree to one; in other words, the stellar system
tttora spoerical than previously stated.
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Tbe British Empire Forestry Conference

'T"HE Forestry Commission, constituted in Novem-
^ ber, 1919, has not been long in bringing about
what promises to be one of the most important events
in the history of forestry in the British Empire We
allude to the Bntish Empire Forestry Conference
which, with intervals for visits to certain selected

forest areas in England and Scotland, held its sittings

m London on July 7-22 under the chairmanship of
I ord Lovat The delegates included representatives

from the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, India,
Newfoundland, New Zealand, South Africa, the
Sudan, and most of the Crown Colonies Tbe
main objects of the conference were to bring
together such information as exists at present tcgar£
ing the forest resouices of the Empire, and to d^lse
means of forming a more accurate estimate of these
resources and of developing them to the utmost, to
focus attention on the necessity for a more rational

forest policy m the various paits of the Emoire, to
bring to h^ht some of the more salient problems con-
noctw with technical forestry ,

and to consider
certain important questions relating to forestry educa-
tion and research
No more opportune time could have been selected

for such a conference Of the manv forcible lessons

taught us bv the Great War there arc few which
require to be taken more to heart than the lesson

taught us in regard to the maintenance of our timber
supplies The view once held, that the timber
resources of the Empire are inexhaustible, is no longer
tenable, for we ore alrcadv fared with a probable
world-shortai?e of timber whuh will become more and
more acute if steps are not taken to 01 event reckless

waste and to ensure that production keeps nac^ with
exploitation In the affairs of our Empire the
sciontifir aspect of forestry has been too long relegated
to the background, largely owing to misapprehension
IS to its true aims For forestry, no less than agri-
culture, is an industry based on the productive
capacity of the land, with this important difference
that whereas agricultural crons are harvested within
a year, forest crops may take a centurv or more to
mature Hence in forestry, fai more than in agri-

culture, the State must tnko a direct interest in the
glowing of the crops concerned for the success of

which continuity of management based on scientific

principles is the keinote
Among the most important pioposals approved of

bv the conference was that relating to the formation
of an Imperial Forestry Bureau to be located in

T.ondon This Bureau, constituted somewhat on the
lines of the Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau,
would act as a clearing-house of information on all

subjects connected with forestry and forest products
It would undertake to collect, co ordinate, and dis-

seminate information on forest edt cation, rcsearrh,
poHcv and administration, and the resources, utilisa-

tion, consumption, and requirements of timber and
other forest products In this way the Bureau
cannot fail to prove a valuable link in forest matters
between the various parts of the Emoire
Among the more important specific questions which

it is hoi^ the Bureau will lose no time in taklne up
are the standardisation of technical terms used in
forestry and the correct Identification of timbers In

commercial use with the standardisation of their

trade names so far as this is possible.

The question of forest research work was fully

considered The conference held that this work, for

various reasons, is primarily the concern of the State.
Speaking ga^raltyi forest research is dlvldble into

two main branches (1) that dealing with the orow-
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ing of forest cropSi and (2) that dealing with the

umisadon of timber and other forest products. Each
of these two main branches can be considered from
two pomts of view, namely, the general and the local,

the former being conoernra with the principles and
method govemmg research work, and the latter with

the application m principles to a linuted range of

condiuont. General research may, consequently, be

conducted at one centre for very wide areas, while

local research must be conducted on the spot.

Althou^ the two mam branches of research are

intimately connected, from their nature they cannot

always be conducted at the same institution, it Is,

hc^rever, impossible to lay down any hard-and-fabt

rule in the matter, and, provKled adequate coordina-

tion is secured, there is no reason why the two
branches of research may not be conducted success-

fully either together or apart, os circumstances may
dictate Most of the research problems of outstanding

importance fall under the head of svlvicultural, iitatis-

tical (that IS, the collection and collation of data

dealing with rate of growth and production), or

technological The conference recorded the opinion

that in no part of the Empire is sufficient attention

paid to the investigation of sylvicultural and statis-

tical problems, considering their great importance in

connection with the future mamtenanee and c onomic
working of the forests, accordingly it recommended

that each pait of the Empire should include in its

losest service at least one tesearch officer, and that

jKiequate funds should be placed at bis disposal to

ensure progress m these branches of research

Specihc proposals were made in respect of forest

research work in different parts of the Empire, and
it may be of interest to note the views of the con-

ference m regard to the organisation of work m the

United Kingdom It was held that requirement
would be mot by the establishment of (1) a research

institute to deaf with problems connected with the

growing of forest crops, and (a) a research organisa-

tion which should include a central institute to deal

with problems ccmnected with the utUisauon of forest

products It was proposed that the latter should be

governed by a research board composed of official

and non-official members, the board being an execu-

tive boefy similar to the research boards esta^jilisbed

^ the Department of Scientific and Industrial

Hesearrh Such a board, which would have definite

sums allotted to it for research on forest products,

would dec^ where any particular problem should

be Investigated, and distribute the funds at ts dis-

posal accordingly.

The question of forestry education in its various

a^wets was fully discussed, and although this ques-

tion presented numerous difficulties the conference

succeeded in clearing the ground to a considerable

extent. In apfroaebing this question sufficient die-

cviminatlon is not always shown between the training

ef forest officers for service in different parts of the

Empire and the training In forestry of owners and

nunoifers of fMrivate woodlands and others who do not

desire to take the course of instruction required for

the venous forest services In the United Kingdom
the training of owners and managers of private wood-
lands is a matter of great importance in view of the

large proportion of such woodlands existmg In the

British Isles Such training, however, must be

carried out on somewhat different lines from the

training of forest officers for the various parts of the

Bo^ire So far as concerns the latter, the cociferenoe

beid that one snatitutlon should be 4Mrtabli8hed in

BHtabi foe the trabilag •f forest officers for the

United Kingdom and for those parts of the Empfre
wUl^, far dUnailc or other reasons, may be unable
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to establish such an institution of their owAf 0i

dealre to send students to BHtain for tralninf

.

Students would be mlected from graduaiet who httg
taken honours in science at any recognised unieemUy.
An integral part of the work of the Institution wowd
be to arrange supplementary courses at suitable
centres for students requiring special qualificadona,
and albo special courses for forest officers from aire
part of the Empire, whether at the inatitutiM itacH
or at centres of training in other parts of the wesHkL
A department of researoi into the formation, tendit^
and protection of forests would be associated wltii m
training institution

In view of the success of the conference just held,
and of the far-reaching resuhs likely to follow, ft le
proposed that this should be onlv the first of a seriip
of similar forestry conferences to be held at Internals
of a few years in different parts of the Empim.
Such conferences cannot fail to stimulate puk^
opinion in regard to what is a very important national
question or to advance the cause of scientific and
eoonomfc forestry, which has hitherto been too nnicfa
neglect^ by the Empire at large

CoUoidid Electrolytes.

C OLLOIDAL electrolytes are defined as solutions
of salts in which one ion has been replaced by

a heavily hydrated multivalent ** micelle,” or cluster
of ions, carrying an electrical charge equal to the sum
of the charges of the constituent 10ns, and (by reason
of Its reduced resistance to movement throqgh the
fluid) serving as an excellent conductor of electricity-
This new class of electrolytes probably includes most
organic compounds, containing more than eight car-
bon atoms, which are capable of forming ions—

g
roteins, dyes, indicators, sulphonales, and soape;
; may also include inorganic compounds, sudi ns
chromium salts, tungstates, silicates, etc., which have
a marked teaden^ to form highly complex iooa.
Work on this subj^ has been in progress in tlw
laboratory of physical chemutry at tke univer^ nf
Bn*itol during a period of several years, and the results
of the investigation have recently bem piiKlishad by
Prof J W McBain in miers communicated to Cm

S.® » ^
the Chemical Scoiety (Trans CS , 191^ 115,
1300), and to the American Chemical Sodety.
The earlier experiments at Bristol showed that

soap sohitimis possess a high degree of electiioal
conductivity, not in dilute, but also in ooooeiK
trated, volutions. This electrical conductivity oouM
not be attributed to hydrolyids, since £tm absence of all
but mere traces of free alkali could be detnonsttmted
by measurements both of rate of catalysis and of
eteptro-motiye force The high oondueSvity of llie

solution must therefore be due to the aosp todf.
Esperimsnte on the draresdon of the freeiingipoint
of soap solutions, and later esperkneffti on ffi*

lowering of vapour-pressure, showed that, whQst tlM|

salts of the simpl^ fat^ adds have an osmotte
activity diminishing steadily as the oonoeotratiflu
increases, salts of the high^ hontologues (from C,,,

upwards) have an osmofic activity vMdi aaiepl
through a minimum and then fhrotim a metimdai
before finally dimlnltldng to a low* vimie In die tttete

conoentreted solutloqf. The hij^ osmodc acdvffy Of
the eoaps in concentrated soluti^a, coupled vrith fto
rmnarkable electrical cofuluctivlfy of mm odutiMb
Is exi^ned movt satisfaeteritv oy^*^ tfaebnf mJte
Ionic micelle. In its siaufiest fertn wm mIoHle tiMiit

be merely a polyiner of the negative fodtw^ m o
stmi^lSydrigied coodMon,W It la
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pttibtStMf that the micelle catmet, ccndeitfed on its

ilar^soei not only « considerable proportion of the

•olmti Imt also mudi of the undissoaated solute

In refenence to the ^{eneral aspects of this work two
oommenU may be made In the first plaoc Prof

McBatn in attempting to determine the real oharnctei

of soap sdudons ha^ tackled one of the big out

standing problems that called most urgently for a clear

aolation the wx years which he has devoted to this

work have theiefore been used far more advan

taiipmusly than in scdving the hosts of minor prob

Wms whtrh app^ so strongly to workers who irt

anxious for immediate publication of results In the

•soond plaoe the eluadation of the nature of soap

sbhations by die theory of the ionic micelle is perhaps

the biggest advance that has been made in tno

ttieory of eleotrolytic dissociation since the early work
of Arriienius and van t Hoff Other workers

sspsciallv in phvsiologv have made use of similar

kmf but in no previous case has the experimental

•vidanre been so complete or the theory established

on so Arm a basis as in the case of the soao solutions

tnmttgated in the Bristol laboratory T M L

^
Plant Culture m Denmark

I
N Denmaric during the past twenty years there

have been great 4dvances in the development of

die various branches of plant culture The organisa

tibn and aims of this work are described by Prof

F Kolpin Ravn in a recent number of the Scottish

Journal of Agnadtura (vol lu , No 2 April 1930)

The first Danish experiments on plant culture were
commenced in i860 by B S Jorgensen who too%

Rothamsted as his model I ater development f

towed various hnes but one of the most famn
Oioneers was P Nielson who in 1886 became direc t ir

of the first State experiment station and laid

ibn foundation of the extensive State experimental

work earned on at the present day In 1893 the root

experitnents which had previously been instituted

^ Ac Society for the Imorovement of Cultivat d
Aants were placed under the control of the Stat

expenment stations, and in i >03 the same thing hap
MHMid with the wheat and malt barley expenments of

tne Royal Agncultural Society

Ottrmg the dosing years of the nineteenth century
miouf agricultural soeietief became keenly interested

in plant^nilture eoepersments and by means of special

ODcnsmtteea on plant induvtty a large amount of useful

work has been earned out Since 1905 an increasing

ituinben of field experiments have been started by the

smallholders* societies the members of which have
tilcea up this experimental work with great en
fHttSiasm All this work is earned out either by the

Stete Itself or by institutions with the aid of Govern
meat subsidies the State contnbuting annually about
3$tQoo2 for the development of plant culture Tliore

aiw deven State experiment stations eight of which
i|»eoudise m agncultural oroblems and die other three

10 htirticuhural problems Field expenments and
lalamtory work are included while vanous sub
departments carry out investigations on weeds on
plant diseases and on chemical phy^cal and bac.

MologicaJ problems The State stations deal with
those problems requiring lengthy and very accurate
eKparwneatSt while the agncultural societies conduct
^Manments dsaigned to throw light on matters of

Mekati and of loeal interest. The majonty of these

mpOltmmta deal with the use of fertilisers and hints

asvto ^ final results appear in a very short time
Another section of experimental work is that of plant

bModngt wMoh is practised both bv public and by
private- inscttutlons This work is supported by the
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State eiqieriment stations in that all novelties ap-
pearing on the market are accurately tested by variety
and strain experiments without reganl to the person
or institution by whom they have been grown In
this way a competition open to all seed growers and
plant breeders is formed, and this excites great
interest since the results of the expenments <&ter
mine the muket pnte of the seed

Prof Ravn points out that although the work
appears to be very much scattered yet the vanous
institutions keep in close touch with each other by
joint meetings etc when tlie general lines of work
are discussed and common methods decided upon It
IS thought that this type of organisation is most
favourable to the development of initiative and to the
proper testing of new Kleis and nrodiicts

Short penod Meteorolog^ical Variations.

102 of the Publications of the Royal Nether
^ * lands Meteorological Institute contains Dr
h van Kiickevorsel s eleventh communication on the
subiect of secondary maxima and minima The
luthor nuuntams that if sufficient vears be taken to
mask the long penod variations and mean values for
an elcmer^t such as temperature or barometnc pres-
sure be set down for each day in the year tha result
ing figures for any station will show a senes of waves
of an average period of between ten and eleven daya^
so that thirty five maxima appear in the annual curve

Ihe present lontnbulion is devoted pnncipally to a
comparison of the barometer values for thirty three
stations from periods varying from forty three years
at Haparanda to only four years at Honolulu and St
Vincent with thooe obtained m the long series of
seventy two vears {1838 to 1909) at Christiania The
Christiania d Ua are nalysed more thoroughly as the
whole aeries la divided into two thirty six year penods
A and B and also the first twenty four years of A
the last twelve vears of B and the first six years of B
an. treated sep irately Moreover the data from
Chnstiania Nertch nsk and Innsbr ick have been
specially examined the means from an equal number
of years of maximum and minitnum sun spots having
hi n taken for e ich if the threo stations Innsbruck
IS not one of the th riv three st tions whuh are them
selves grouped ac ording to latitude the mean latitude

of the grouos being 67® ^2® 42® and 21® respectively

They are fairlv well distnbutcd in longjtud* Dia*
grams are given of twelve pulsations the groups
being separated and the stations in each gro^
arranged in order of longitude and an attempt is

made to ndintc a sort of svstematic variation in the
agreement between the several curves

A final diagi tm gives aoparentlv ideal curves of
temperature and orossiir through the year showing
the subsid arv oenod onlv affected bv some annual
vanatidn wh ch flattens the waves at the equinoxes
compared w th actual valies from fifteen vears* data
at Bucharest Dr van Riid.evorsel has devoted him
self for many years to this oartirular investigation

but it does not seem to have enlisted much supoort

up to the nresont time W W B

UtaiTermtr and Educabonal Intelligence.

Cambridgp —Prof S J Hickson of Manchester
has been elected an honorary fellow of Downing
College Mr A J Berry has been re-clcctcd to a
fellowship

Glasgow —Dr A J Ballantvne has been apeomted
lecturer in ophdiolmology iit succession to Dr M
Ramsay
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LivtRPOOL.-^A contribution of io,oool in support

of the University Appeal Fund has been made by the
Uunard Steamship Co • Ltd.
The Pacific Steam Navi|{ation Co »

Liverpool, has
made a contribution of toooi to the same fund

Tkk directors of Messrs Brunner, Mond, and Co.
vvere authorised at an extraordinary meeting held at

Liverpool on August 4 to distribute ioo,oom out of

the investment surplus reserve account to universities

or other scientific institutions in the United Kingdom
for the furtherance of scientific education and re-

search. Proposals for the allocation of this grant
are under consideration, but no scheme has yet been
adopUd by the directors

An examination for the Aitchison memorial scholar-

ship, of the value of 30! , and tenable in the full-

bme day courses in technical optics at the Northamp-
ton Institute, Clerkenwell, will be held in September
next The scholarship is open to candidates of both
sexes between sixteen and nineteen years of age The
compulsory su^ects are English and elementarv
matnematics The optional subjects, of which only
two must be taken, are additional elementarv mathe-
matics, physics (heat, h^ht, and sound), chemistry,
electricity, and magnetic Full particulars are
given in a leaflet which can be obtained fron. hon
secretary and treasurer, Mr Henry F Purser,

35 Charles Street, Hatton Garden, L^don, E C 1

News has just reached us that Prof A T De Lury
was appoints home months ago to be head of the
department of mathematic^ in the University of

Toronto by the Board of Governors on the recom-
mendation of the pre!»ident of the University, Sir

R A, Falconer. Ihe Staff, Council, and Senate have
nothing to do with appointments, and the only check
upon Uie action of the president and the Board of
Govcrnorii is public opinion Prof De Lury has been
a member of the teaching staff of the Univervitv for

many years, and is the author of a number of mathe-
matical text-books which have done service in the
schools of the province of Ont ino He possesses
high teaching abibty, but has not been associated with
the research activities which it should be the essential

function of a university »o create and foster Without
men engaged in the production of new knowledge the
work of a university differs little from that of a
secondary school preparing students for examinations
Toronto has won much distinction by the scientific

investigations of such men as Profs Macallum,
McLennan, and Brodie, and it was hoped that the
chair of mathematics would have been filled by some-
one who possesses the highest research qualinrations
in mathematics that Canada could produce If Prof
I>e Lurv ran and will build up a strong research staff

under him, he will be doing the best service to his
University and extend the stimulating atmosphere
which some of his sctentific colleagues nave given to
the institution by their work
Among the recent bulletins issued by the U S

Bureau of Education, Washington, is one (No 61)
entitled ** Public Discussion and Information Service
of University Extension ” It comprises some fifty
pages ocUvo, and deals with the extra-mural activities
of the numerous universities and library commissions
of the various States The bulletin submits that
unlversltv extension should not only offer the oppor-
tunity of self-directed study for the great mass of
persons who wish to continue systematically their
preparation for persona! ndvanerment, but should also
provide the indispensable connection between scientific
knowkdgo and the everyday oractice necessary for
sound ^community development, between the facts
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accumulated throu^ research and thdir ap|Acptiatt

to the practical problems which must be mot to
individual communities in a democratic sodety. Uoi-
versity education is not merely educational in tiii

limitra sense , it attempts to make facts, knowlOdM
and truth optative in the daily life of the pec^ue.

The scope of university extension so interpreted hw
eludes bureaux of information, lecture scbemes^-club
study and library service—assistance in debates and
m other forms of public discussion, together with a
novel institution known as the packageJibrary ser-

vice, by which is meant the*com(Hlation by spedallstl

at each university or library centre of information oi

pamphlets, bulletins, clippings from articles in maga-
zines and othee sources on subjects and questions

of interest to the public, which are sent on
application to individuals or organisations in dis-

tricts, however remote, within the State Wisconsin,
for example, had in 1918-19 more than 1000 subjects,

and the Texas bureau 550, represented in their

package-library collections, the contents of each oi

which are chan^d from time to time They cover
the whole domain of ciric, economic, and State activi-

ties The bulletin gives full particulars of the cost,

methods, nnd organisation of the service, which ml^t
with much advantage be intn^uced Into tins country.
The information bureaux were made much use of,

since nearly 180,000 requests for information were
received in fourteen States, and In twenty-four Statei
the lectures arranged were attended by upwards Ol

2,000,000 persons

Societies and Academies.
Paris

Academy of Sckuicet, July 19 —M Henri Deslandrei
in the chair—F. E Fournier The resistance of 1

fluid to the horizontal translation of a spindle-sha^
or spherical body with deep immerbion —^A Bimsi

and Mme Ramart-I.ncas Bromohydrins and dibromo.
derivatives obtained from the alkylallylacetophenones

C.H,*C0*CHR-CH.-CH:CH. and
c.h,-co-crr/ch,'Ch:ch,.

Compounds of the latter type give bromohydrins oc

treatment with bromine, under the same conditioili

niethylallylaoetophenone gives a stable dibrocnide

C.H.-CO*CH(CH,) CHrCHBr-CH.Br. —F WkW
P Abruti, and N laocovesco Proof of digestiw
hmmoclasia m the study of hepatic insufficiency

has been shown in an earlier communication that f04

some time after a nitrogenous meal incompletely dia
integrated proteids passlnto the portal vein from tin

intestine, and that these substances are preveotm
from passing into the general circulation by thi

normal action of the liver This has now beei

applied clinically after a meal of aoo grams of mill

or of meat and eggs No symptoms of hamoclarii
are given by healuty subjects or by subiects soffarini

from various illness provided the liver is in a norma
condition, but with the liver diseased a similar mea
Is followed b> a hmmoclasic crisis, with alterqtioni

in the number of white corpuscles, arterial presaurs
coagulability of the blood, and refractometyli

indeA of the serum These symptoms havtt prove)
capable of detecting latent disease of the live

when the usual sigiu are wanting—E. Am
The determination last of the three
lions which defines the equation of stAts of etbto.-i
G FVbM Autooiorphic functions —G. J
The modulus and zeroes of AnalytidU iunei$o«»a4-

A Pstst The soherical representation of surfaces
the corremndenoe by pvallel tangent pfgrtis{.*-M3
Brahit* Remarks on tM compressjpn of aamrese
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SaulB. The propagation of suttained
[fiactricai oaclUatlons in water and the dteiectric

constant of water Oscillatlotis with wave-lengths
in air of 444 cm. and 343 cm gave 73 as the
<tkiectric constant of distill^ water—a little lower
than the usually accepted figure, 80 —C Zcaghellt

New researches on the action of gases in a very fine

state of division A continuation of eaperiments
described in a previous paper on the same subject

Prom a mixture of hydrogen and carbon dioxide,

fbmialdehyde and its condensation products were
identified The reduction was favoured by light,

especially by the ultra-violet rays.—J Cournot The
annealing of electrolytic iron Ihc removal of
hydrogen from electrolytic iron by anncolis^ tan be
effected by beating for two hours at 950*^ C or one
hour at 1050^ C Ac 850^ C or lower temperatures
micrographlc study and hardness determinations

e
roved the annealing to be incomplete even after sIk

ours’ heating —L Galliot Some new researches on
Special brasses Studies of brasses containing cobalt,

ctiromium, silver, and gold —G Giro The oxidation
of arsenious anhydride in alkaline medium in presence
of ferrous sulphate —G DsulgAs Iodic acid as a
microchemicat reagent characteristic of gaseous am-
monia A 10 per cent solution of iodic acid gives
characteristic crystals of ammonium iodate on
exposure to gaseous ammonia As little as
0*1 milligram of ammonia can be detected bv
this means—A Desgrex and J Meunler The
incineration of organic matter with the view of
determining its mineral constituents, application to

blood analysis <-A SerexyosU, W MrexlosU, and
W* Vlilaa New cotalvtic elements for the trans-

formation of dlazo-compounds Salts of cobalt and
nickel may replaoe copper salts in certain applica-

tions of Sandmeyer's reaction —J, Maillasc and
O JDMritr A new intUgo colouring matter, e-[dioxy-
a

:
4-pyrlmkUne}-a.indoliiidigo Habert . New con-

tact phenomena of the diabases in Western French
Africa ^A ds Poymaly A new small green alga,
ProMla Uprosa —^A PaUtot The CEnocytoides and
Teracyt68.--A Dshonu Atypical characters in

somatic mitosis in Coffsthra plwmcorms —13

GaMthaatt The presenoe of copper in plants, ,tnd

particularly in food of vegetable ongin. Copper was
pcasent in forty-four materials of vegetable origin

(vegetables, seeds, and fruits) in amounts votring
between 9 and ^ milligrams per kilogram of dried

•ubstanoe.»A Xnaipl The last phases of the

development of the endodermic metamerised organs
of the larvae of Anthozoa and the formation of the

phaf7nx.-^E Cliatfea Palisporogenesis a mode of
reproduction special to certain parasite Fla^llae—
J Peytwd Young colonies of the luminous Termite
-*-A Ch BsBaads and P Vsralsr Cocobactllus tnsec-

toftim, var mdlaco^oniae, a pathogenic bpcillus of the
bfood of the caterpillar, Malacosoma castrensts

Philadblphu

Amerieu PfclUMfUcal Society, April 23 —Prof
W. B. Scott, president. In the chair —Dr L M
Vmp*: Beach-protection works—Prof D W
Massa . Geographic aspects of the Adriatic problem
—^ G. Mayor: The reefs of Tutuila> Samoa, in

their relation to coral-reef theonos—Prof H F
noM ; Distribution of land and water on the earth

cono^on of the land, of the earth as being a
dm^ dlssecled and loosely, joined together mass,
jsdoL its centre about half-way between the equator
md the poles, explains nearly ell the charactenstica
Pi m diitribution of land and water, such as the
Mrttipodsl relation, the concentration of land about

ttorGi Pole and of water about the South Pole,
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etc—Prof £ C Ksadall • Thyroxin*—Dn S J*
Meltur The dualistic conception of the processes
of hfe llie duuhstic conception of the life-processes

ma^ be presented as follows Irritability Is a charac-
teristic property of all living tissues Irrlta^ity
means the property of the tissues to react with a
change in each state to a proper stimulus Tlw
change may consist in an excitation—an mcrease in

activity, or an inhibition—a decrease in activity
Each und every state of hic of the plain tissues or
of the complex functions is a resultant from the com-
bination of the two antagonistic factors, excitation
and inhibition —Dr F G. Blake The relation of
the BactUus influenzae to influenza The experiments
described establish the etiological relationship of
Bocdfiis influenzae to the type of bronchopneumonia
with which the otganism has been found constantly
associated in man They also piove that B tnflueneae
can initiate an infection of the upper respiratory
tract and produce a disease that closely resembles
mfluenxa and is associated with the same com-
plications as influenza They do not prove that
B tnflueneae is the primary cause of influenza, how-
ever, since it IS impossible to detennlne whether the
disease produced in monkevs by inoculation with
B influenctie was actually identical with pandemic
influenza —Dr. W E Daady X-ravs of the brain
after injection of air into the ventricles of the brain
and into the spinal canal —Prof J D Prtece Cdt
and Slav Slavs and Celts are strikingly similar to

each other in habits of mind and expression, although
far removed ge(^raphicaU> The Russians, Poles.

Czecho-Slovaks, &rbo-Croatian5, and Bulgarians, all

speaking Slavonic idioms, although racially very

various, have certain marked traits in common which
they all share with the Celts, viz the Irish, Scottish,

and Manx Gaels, the Armorican Bretons of France,

the Welsh, still Celtic-speaking, and the Cornish,
whose Celtic language is now extinct The similarity

between Slavs and Celts is twofold, viz tempenu
mental discontent and morbid jov in sorrow As a
concomitant of this discontent goes the spirit of quest

after the unattainable, which is manifest in both
Slavonic and Celtic trends of thought The sun of

common sense has never risen on dther the Slav or
the Celt, and it is doubtful whether the Slavs can
exist very long without the guiding hand of strangers,

*

The charm of the Celt and Slav is great and durable,

but it IS charm and not character, feeling and senti-

ment rather than thought and reasoning, which
dominate the ea^t and west of Europe alike— Prof*

R B Dlxea A new theory of Polynesian origins,

ITie question of the racial origins of the Pdyncrian
peoples has long attracted the attention of anthropo-
logists Previous studies have dealt mainly with
small portions of the area, and have not satisfactorily

correlated the various factors characterising physical

types, or the Polynesian types with those of the rest

of Oceania The present stud\ seeks to secure more
satisfactory results by including the whole of Oceania
and Eastern Asia in its scope Following a method
differing from those previously employed, a number
of fundamental phvsical types are defined, and their

distribution and that of their derivatives traced. One
of these fundamental types unexpectedly proves to be
Negrito, the other two most Important ones being
Negroid and Malavoid The Negrito and Negroid
types, being marginal in thoir distribution, are
probably the older—fProf A V W Jackswi The
Zoroastrian doctrine of the freedom of the will The
purpose of this paper wns to show the simuficanoe
of the doctrine of the freedom of the will In the

duali&tlr creed of Zoroaster more than 2500 years
aeo—Prof M Jaitrsw, Jun • The Hittlte civilisa-

tion The Hittites seem to have been composed of a
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cofif^boitienitlan of various ethnic elements, and about
1500 BkC a stronf; Hitute empire was located in
northern Asia Minor which was powerful enough to
threaten both Egypt on one aioe and Babylonia and
Assyria on the other These HUtitrs, moving along
the historical highway across Asia Minor, left their
rode monuments and their fortresves as traces of the
power and civilisation which they developed Their
contact with Assyria appears to have been particularly
close, nnd it is not impossible that the earliest rulers
were actually Hittites The “ sons of Heth " asso*
dated in tiMition with Abraham are Hittites, and
there were Ilittfte generals in th< nrm\ of the lewlsh
kings—Prof M BleemOeld The decipherment of the
Hittitc languages —Prof P HMpt The beginning
of the Fourth Gospel John 1 1 should be trans-
lated " In the beginning was reason " Greek “ logos ”

denotes both “word” and “reason" Logic is the
science of reasoning According to the Stoics, reason
(Greek " logos *’) was the active principle in the
formation of the universe

Books Received
Scottish National Antarctic Expedition Report on

the Scientihc Results of the Voyage of S Y Scotta
during the Yeari* 1902, 1903, and 1904 Bv Dr W S
Bruce Vol vil , Zoology Parts 1-13, Inv< ^lebratcs

^ VU1+323+1C plaieii (Fdinburgh Scottish
Ocvanogruphiral Laboratory

) 50s
Radium Interpretation et Enseignements de

la Radioactivity Bv Prof F Soddy Traduit de
PAiiglnls par A I^pape Pp iuf^75' (Pans Fdix
Alcnn

) 4 90 francs
Tracks and Tracking A Book for Boy Scouts, Girl

Guides, and Every Lover of Wotxlcrafl Bv H M
Batten Pp 95 (London and Edinburgh W and
R Chambers) 2s net

Criticism of the Nile Projects Submitted bv the
Commission of Egyptian Engineers to the Nile Pro-
jects Comniiss'on, iqao Pp 36 (Cairo

)

Zidm wci Observ'itorv Atlas of the Tracks of
6ao Typhoons, i8q'^-n)t8 Bv I ouis Froc, S J
Pp 4+ charts (Zt-ka-wei

)

^

Records of the Indian Museum Vol xvu , June
C'atalogue of Oriental and South Asiatic Ncmocera
Bv F Brunette Pp 300 (Calcutta Zoological
Survey

) 5 rupees
Reroids of the Indian Museum Vol xx , June

A Monograph of the South Asian, Papuan, Melanesian,
and Australian Frogs of the Genus Rana Bv Dr
G A Boulenger Pp 326 (Calcutta Zoological
Survey ) 6 rupees
Western Australia Artrographic Catalogue, iqooo

Perth Section, Dec -31° to -41° From photo-
graphs taken ond measured at the Perth Olwervatorv
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The Control of Water Resources

I
N June* 1918, a Committee, with Sir John Snell

as chairman, was appointed by the Board

of Trade and the Ministry of Reconstruction “to

examine and report upon the water-power

resources of the United Kingdom and the extent

to which they can be made available for industrial

purposes Ihe Committee issued an Interim

Report early m 1919, directing attention to nine

large sources of water-power in Scotland which

could be developed at once so as to supply elec-

trical energy at economic rates. It was no doubt

while investigating the conditions of water-power

that the complexity of the general problem of the

use of natural water was appreciated by the

Committee, for in October, 1919, the terms of

reference were extended by the Board of Trade

to “ consider what steps should be taken to

ensure that the water resources of the country

are properly conserved and fully and system-

atically utilised for all purposes/’ At the same

time the Committee was strengthened by the

addition of two officials of the Ministry of Health

and three eminent water engineers The enlarged

Committee has issued a Report^ dealing with the

special subject of the new reference It should

be remembered that water for potable supplies

^ must be delivered in a high state of purity, so that

it cannot be collected from the surface in urban

or agricultural areas. Water subject to organic

Impurities may, indeed, rendered potable by

1 Boiird«l'Tnd«. Swond Intvrlm lUiport of ilitWiitor P(Hnra«sQttreM
CoiMlhtio IVfontod to Pivtliiiiofit bv Cobmm] of HI*
Pp. si Cwd. 774. (London t H M Suttonory Ofleo, xpsa) Prict 4J.
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chemical and bacteriological means, as Sir

Alexander Houston has demonstrated on the

citizens of Greater London But many commu-
nities demand a natural and untreated supply, and
this, in default of deep wells, can be obtained only

from uncultivated moorlands, most of which in

England and Wales have already been appro-

priated

The present method of allocating supplies is for

a local authority to select a suitable gathering

ground and then to promote a private Bill m Parba-

ment The proposed scheme, after being found

to conform to Standing Orders, is examined in

turn by a Committee of each House, the members
of which may or may not have some knowledge

of water supply and of parliamentary usage An
able counsel urges the necessity and perfection of

the scheme on the Committee and brings forward

experts to prove that the selected area can yield

enough water and no more than is required

Certain Government Departments, have the right

to report upon the Hill, e g the Ministry of

Health with regard to the quality of the supply

and the needs of the population, the Ministry of

Agriculture and Fisheries with regard to land

drainage and possible damage to fish, and the

Board of Trade or Ministry of Iransport with

regard to any possible effect on navigation If the

promoters succeed in arriving at an arrangement

with the public bodies and private persons who
appear as opponents, their scheme is likely to be

passed by the Committee without any very critical

inquiry, and it may be that broad national aspects

of the case are never considered at all

In Scotland there is in most cases an alternative

to the promotion of a private Bill, by obtaining

a provisional Order from the Scottish Office after

an inquiry by a joint Committee of both Houses

of Parliament sitting m the locality, and not at

Westminster In the absence of opposition the

Order is confirmed by Parliament without further

examination A multitude of public and private

opponents have a iocus siandt with regard to a

Water Bill, but the fundamental idea appears to

be that opposition is a matter for individual

interests, and that it is not the business of any

impartial authority to ascertain the facts of any

particular case in the public interest alone. Selfish

opposition often makes the passage of a Water
Supply BiU difficult, and in the case of water-

power the difficulty is much greater, as alternative

sources of power are merely a matter of price.

The Repoit before us gives the considered

C C
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opinion of the Committee on the question of the

most desirable mechanism of control for the whole

water resources of the country, and it is evident

that s^me diversity of opinion had to be reconciled

in arriving at it. One member, Mr, W A Tait,

of Edinburgh, submits a Minority Report in which

he considers that all the reforms required can be

secured by improving the present system, both by

assimilating the law of England to that of

Scotland and by making certain simplifications in ,

procedure He holds that there is no justification i

for n new cenlnil water authoiity One membei ’

signs the Majority Report with a reservation in
,

which he deprecates the creation of a Water Com-

mission, on the ground that the Ministry of

Health, if strengthened, can deal adequately with

the matter Another signs with the rcscrv«ition

that he would hd\e preferred a Central Depart-

ment to deal with all water interests The remain-

ing seventeen members found the terms of the

Majority Report sufficiently comprehensive and

guarded to express their views

One might imagine that the easiest wa> to

simplify the confusion of contending w.iler

interests would be to create a Central Department

for the United Kingdom to which all existing

Departments should transfer their duties as regards

water, and in which any additional powers which

might be required should be vested By the con-

stitution of the Committee the water problem in

Ireland was referred to a special Irish Sub-
committee, and recent events naturail) confirm

the policy of keeping Irish interests by them-

selves But the Committee has not found it pos-

sible or expedient even to recommend the reten-

tion of Great Britain as a unit, and the scheme
outlined refers m its entirely to England and
Wales, Scottish interests being left to the Scottish

Office.

It seems unfortunate, in the present state of
j

puUic feeling, that a rearrangement of duties
|

could not have been suggested which should avoid

adding to the present number of officials
,
but, on

the other hand, it is necessary to bear in mind
that the Committee set itself to devise a practic-

able scheme which could be got to work with the

miAimam disturbance of exisUng Departments.
Viewed as a workable compromise, the plan sug-
gested by the Committee has sound qualities

which probably compensate its obvious theoretical

deficiencies.

The Committee points out that nine previous
Royal Commissions and Select Committees which
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had considered water problems between 1866 and

1910 had concurred m recommending the creation

of a central water authority to control the alloca-

tion of water, to act as an advisory body to Par-

liament, and to collect information as to water

resources Much fresh evidence was called by

the Committee, and the final scheme for control

j>ut forward in this Report is as follows

The allocation of sources of water m England

and Wales should be entrusted to a body of four

Commissioners appointed by the Minister of

Health, to whom their responsibility should be

direct The chairman of the Commission should

be a Civil Servant or lawyer having ripe experience

of administration and legislation The other three

should be technical members, all to be paid and to

devote their whole time to the work An Inter-

departmental Committee representing the multi-

plicity of interests to be reconciled ” and including

I

representatives of various scientific services should

be set up by statute to assist the Commissioners.

I

In order that the Commission may perform its

duty of allocating water, its first concern is held

to be to acquire all necessary information on the

subject This should be obtained from the Depart-

ments already engaged in collecting such data,

particularly the Ordnance Survey, the Geolt^ical

Surrey, and the Meteorological Office, but as

these do not cover the whole ground the Commis-
sion should be empowered to set up a Hydro-

metric Survey The Commission should consult

with the Scottish and Irish authcu-ities with a view

to the compilation of all records on a uniform

system

It IS recommended that every proposal to take

water from the surface or from underground, except

for private domestic use, should be submitted to

the Commission for Us licence If the Commission

sees cause to withhold its consent, the promoters

can still proceed by means of a private Bill; but

if a licence is issued, they need apply only to the '

Department dealing with the particular use of

water, and this Department should be empowered

to grant an Order which, if unopposed, should

take effect without confirmation by Parliament.

Existing Departments are empowered to deal with

a]] uses of water except water-power, and it is^

proposed to create either in the Board of Trade^
or under the Etectricity Commissioners a new
Department for the study, control, and mxHirage-

meat of the use of wates-power m Great Britain.

EncouragemetU should iadude tbe grant of tem^

I

porary financial assistance to promising power
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schemes This subject is to have fuller treat-

ment in the final Report of the Committee.
In addition to new allocations the Water Com-

mission should have power to revise existing' allo-

cations, including the compensation water already

prescribed by Act of Parliament Another duty
would be the setting-up of local Rivers Boards
control individual rivers as a whole
One further safeguard 15 suggested, namely,

the appointment by the Commission of an
advisory committee, or committees, consisting of

'^representatives of water undertakings and scien-

tific institutions, consulting engineers, and other

qualified persons.'* Presumably the services of

these specialists are to be solicited gratuitously,

for the Commission " also ” ask to be empower^
" to obtain and pay for professional advice in con-

nectiod with their investigations *’

Perhaps one might be inclined to doubt whether

the Comfqittee has always kept clearly in mind the

essential distinction between scientific and tech-

nical advice , but in one respect at least the Report

will be welcome to scientifically minded people It

places in the forefront of the duties of the Water
Commissioners the investigation by scientific

study of the actual water resources of the country

and the strengthening of existing agencies by the

creation of a hydrometric survey of rivers One
cannot help regretting that the various survey

bodies are not united under one scientific Depart-

ment, for it would be a natural development if the

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research

were to add to the care of the Geological Survey

that of the Ordnance Survey, the Meteorological

Ofiioe, and the proposed Hydrometric Survey. In

these matters, however, simplification comes
slowly, and it is a great matter to find a clear

statement of the truth, which is not self-evident

to aH our legislators, that one must first ascertain

what our resources arc before we proceed to

distnbute them.

We have endeavoured to state the conclusions

as briefly and simply as possible, but the Report

goes into much detail and requires careful reading

The system suggested is, we bcheve, as simple

and efficient as it could be made, bearing in mind

the initial determination to work so far as possible

through existing agencies. But it is open to doubt

the wisdom of that determination and to ask

whether the creation of a Central Department

deafing with all water questioas, and with water

questions only, might not, after all, be a simpler,

cheaper, and more efficient solution of the problem.
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The Mathematician as Anatomist.
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Study of the Long Bones of the EngUsh
Skeleton By Karl Pearson and Julia Bell.
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I
F in the rapid increase of knowledge at the

present time there is a tendency for men to

limit their labours more and more to one narrow

field of investigation, there is also, we are glad

to note, an opposite tendency leading men who
have become eminent m their own particular

subject to cross professional frontiers and to

carry war, seldom peace, into neighbouring or

even distant specialities In the present two great

pubhcations, devoted chiefly to the human thigh-

bone, containing more than a quarter of a million

words, with tables which give the results of at

least 70,000 measurements, and illustrated by 105

anatomical plates, we find Prof. Karl Pearson, the

mathematician, definitely settling himself m the

front bench of speculative anatomists. He cannot

have expected a warm welcome m his new
quarters, for there are few British anatomists who
do not ^ar the mark of at least one of those

biometrical brickbats at the throwing of which

Pr6f Pearson has manifested very considerable

skill. They did not hurt any the less because they

were meant kmdly ! In spite of all their scars,

however, British anatomists—nay, anatomists

of every country—^wbo study these volumes will

forget their past sores and be glad to welcome
him to their membership for the great service he

has rendered to their subject, not only m this, but

also m previous memoirs.
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To understand artght what has been accomplished

in the memoir now under review one has to go back

twenty-five years to 1895, when Prof Pearson,

then the occupant of the chair of applied mathe*

mattes at University College » London, showed how
the mathematical theory of statistics could and

should be applied to all the manifestations of life

He was the only man then in England to perceive

that Francis Galton was a really great man, and
that if the knowledge relating to man and to living

things was to be placed on a sound foundation,

it must be laid by an application and an ampli-

fication of the Galtonian methods Anatomists
had made a survey of the human body and re-

corded their experience by giving accurate descrip-

tions of what they had seen and broad general-
isations as to what they thought Prof Pearson
realised, as Galton had done before him, that no
progress could be made in our knowledge of popu-
lations, races, or species until accurate standard
methods of measurements had been applied to
great numbers of individuals, and hence the first

task which faced him, in building up a biometrical
school, was the gathering of data to which
statistical methods could be applied hortunately
hir George Ihane, when professor of anatomy at
University College, had had the foresight to store
in his department great assemblages of human
bones recovered from burial grounds in the East
End of London—presumably remains of seven-
teenth-century Londoners who had died of the
plague This material became a treasure trove
for the growing biometrical school.

Prof Pearson's methods were applied to the
skulls by the late Dr W. R Macdonald, and for
the first time we had given to us standard data
relating to the skull of the Englishman Skulls
have always been a favourite means for the * tudy
of racial characters, but Prof Pearson wished to
show that other bones had also their racial values,
and by 1907 he was in a position, with the assist-
ance of Miss Juba Bell, to commence his investi-

gation of the thigh-bone

Prof Pearson had in the East London collection

about 800 examples of this bone—each of which
was examined, and in almost every instance
measurements were ipade and estimates formed
relating to eighty characters—m some examples to
as many as a hundred—in Qrde« to estabbsh the
prevailing features of the thigh-bone of Enghsh
men and women. He had to standardise old

methods of making measurements and indices and
to lAvent many new ones In the course of his
work he has brought to light many important
facta which are new to anatomists From this

first phase of his investigatioa he was led, very
naturally, tw a second—to see how the English
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thigh-bone compared with that of Continental

peoples He had to search foreign records, and
found them almost as barren of accurate details

as those at home, but we cannot help noting his

leniency towards the shortcomings of anatomists

who live beyond the shores of England Then
followed in due course a third step—a comparison

8f the thigh-bone of the European with that of

other races of the world—and a fourth—a com-

parison of the thigh-bone of modern man
with that of ancient and extinct races of mankind

A fifth extension of his original aim was a com-

parison of the human femur with that of Ahcr
members of the Primate class—the gorilla, the

chimpanzee, the orang (the great anthropoids),

the gibbon (or small anthropoid), the monkeys of

the Old and of the New Worlds, and lastly with

the lowest of Primate forms—the Lcmuroids,

including Tarsius Then came a sixth Vxten-

sion—a study and comparison of the thigh-bones

of extinct apes and Lemuroids Finally, on the

evidence he had thus accumulated from an inten-

sive study of the thigh-bone, we have the

construction of a pedigree or lineage of their

owners—a pedigree which gives us the conception

he has formed of man’s evolutionary history and

of man’s relationship to the higher members of

the animal kingdom
By this natural sequence of inquiries the pro-

fessor of mathematics has become an exponent of

human ph} logenetics Setting out in 1907 with

the intention of examining the femur of the

Londoner, he ended in 1919 with a survey of the

world of Primates

Those who have had experience in arranging

the members of a group of plants or animals

—

in conformity with their natural affinities—in a

scheme which will express their evolutionary rela-

tionships arc well aware that diversie, even con-

tradictory, results are obtained, according to the

system of parts used m framing the scheme of

classification If we arrange the Primates by

grouping them according to the anatomical char-

acters of their teeth, we get one result, *if by

their brains and nervous system, a second and
very different grouping; if by their digestive

system, a third , if by their reproductive system, a
fourth, and so on All the systems have to be
taken into account, and to some, such as the

brain, much more weight must be given than to

others. In the most perfect scheme of dassifica-

tion there are always blemishes, the evidence of

one system will be found to contradict or be at

variance with that of another.

There need be no surprise at this variance of

evidence, it should be $0 if heredity w*orks in

a Mendelian way. If we confine our attention, in
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framing a pedigree, to the parts of one system

more particularly to a single element of one

system as Prof Pearson has done there is a

great risk of obtaining i purely artificial scheme

of arrangement If we use the thigh bom. done

our classihcation of the Primates will serve to

show only the evolution of their locomi toi\

systems

We arc not forgetful that the disro\cry of a

single fossil thigh bone m ly be the sole basis on
which we have to reconstruct an extinct form ^f

man or npe In such in event this memoir would

be|^valuable for it gives us for the first t me
the bisis on which a rational prophet) (sn bt

framed Ihere is t case in point ^\hich is \ery

elaborately dealt with by Prof I: earson—the thigh

bone of Pithecanthropus He has applied more
accurate and more eliboritc tests to the anato

micil ch iracters of this bone than has hitherto

been the case and comes to the conclus on as the

majority of anatomists have already done that

in no essential point does it differ from that of

modern man And yet the skull issigned to this

primitive hum inoid form is almost as much that

of an ape ns of a man Prof Pearson is too

cautious a man of science to deny the p ss bd ty

of 1 being having it the same time in almost

perfect hum in femur and a skull and brain which
arc non human but he is clearly mori than

sceptic il for in his scheme of classihc ition I thee

inthropUs must be given a place amongst rices

of modern man Fven when he has given us is

he has promised—and it is sincerely to be hoped
he will be able to c irry it out his progr imme of

research—the correlationship of the thigh bone to

all the other bones of the body and their correl i

tionships to the jaws and cranium—there will still

remain the infinitely more difficult task of stating

in mathematical terms the correlationship of one

system to another such as that of the nerve us to

the digestive system or of the respiratory to the

reproductive circulatory and other systems 1 or

some time it is dear we must depend as in the

past on the somewhat crude methods of

anatomical appreciation and analysis

We have already told how the pnncip il author

of this monograph was led during the latter part

of the twelve years he devoted to a study of the

femur to ascertain what light his results shed on

the evolutionary histones of mankind the anthro

poid ap^j monkeys, anfl lemurs It is true that

hts methe^ of comparison sometimes leads him to

quite surprising situations—of the humour of

which he is perfectly aware—as when man and the

pig find themselves the dosest of allies as regards

the diameters of their femoral shafts, or when the

Old World monkeys find themsdves cheek by jowl
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with man because of the equality of length m
their femoral condyles But on the whole his

results and deductions must be regarded as

helpful and trustworthy It so happens that

the writer of this review has, these thirty years

past been collecting data from all the systems of

the Primate body (see Nature 1911 vol Ixxxv ,

p 508) ind his from time to time issorted his

observations to see how far a scheme of Primate

evolution could be framed which would give a

c jherent explanation of the distribution of anato

mical characters such as s now seen in the bodies

if mm the inthropoid ipes ind the mt nkeys

>f the Old and New Worlds Iht results

uhich have been reached by Prof 1 1 irson nd

the reviewer arc in the mam in h irmon> Ihe
m ithematicai anatomist insists up in in anthropoid

or troglodytic link in man s lineage he

claims to have rcinstited the grcit anthropoid

or troglodyte as a necessary st ige in m in s

ancestry but he will hnd that very few

anatomists who have given this problem due

thought have dismissed the anthropo d ipes from

the pi ICC given to them by Huxley I dI Pe irson

gives larsius a remote pi ire in Its scheme of

human evolution lie is rght too in dismissing

the present day gibhen from nuns family tree

but iltogether wring if he supposes that the

hylobatian stock fr m whi h the modern gibbon

(highly specialised s> far is limbs arc ccnccrned)

irose pliys no part in mins lineage He is

light too in concluding thit the gibbon his no

claim to bi br g ded with llu great iithropoids

the gonlli chimpanzee nd or mg In their

essential structure the gibbons form 1 separate

group one whuh serves to link together—or at

least to bridge the gips between—the monkeys
of the Old and New Worlds md the great anthro

poids They iie the cssintiil link between

monkeys and i ithropoids The ftm or il characters

of the gibbon give a somewhat misleading indi

cation of Its true pi ice m the phylum of the

higher Primates

As a common ancestor of the human and great

anthropoid group—the pre tioglodytc in mans
lineage—Prof Pearson postulitcs a Piutsimio

human Prim ite form which he believes will turn

out to be more human than anthropoid a mathc

mattcal deduction with which few naturJists will

agree On he other hand certain inferences

made regarding the status and relationship of

early races of man in Furope founded entirely on

the characters of their thigh bones, are particu

larly worthy of attention There has been much
speculation regarding the existence of nqgrotds m
southern Furope in late Pleistocene times, foutided

on the discovery of remains of two Grimaldi mdi*
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vtduals in a cave near Mentone From a study

of their skulls the reviewer came to the conclusion

that they had nothing of the African negro in

them, but that they were of the Cromagnon race,

a condusion whi^ Prof Pearson has reached

independently from a study of their thigh-bones

He IS uncertain of the relationship of Neanderthal

and of Cromagnon man to modern races of

mankind—uncertain as to whether these two

types of anaent Europeans should figure as

stages, or links, in the chain of modem man’s

evolution, or whether they really represent

branches which have sprung from that stem The
evidence of their skulls and teeth leaves modem
anatomists in little doubt as to their true relation-

ships, Neanderthal man represents the tcririnal

stage of a side branch, whereas Cromagnon man
IS but one of the numerous varieties of modern
man One other point is to be noted in surveying

the evolutionary evidence yidded by a single bone

the same discordant array of indications is found

ns when all the systems of the body are studied,

the final result has to be obtained by an exercise

of judgment on the part of the dassifier

It IS a matter of everyday observation that no
two people walk exactly alike , there is the same
infinite variety m the human gait as is found in

the human face Women have their own par-

ticular kind of progression, not one of us uses

the right limb in exactly the same way as the left

,

the left foot is more frequently mtumed to a
greater degree than is the right If, as medical

men believe, bone-cells are peculiarly sensitive

and responsive to the muscular and other stresses

which arc brought to bear on them, then there

ought to be just that range of vanation of form
in the thigh-bone which this monograph
demonstrates to exist A functional explanation

of the structural variation of the femur is one

which Prof Pearson is not prepared to entertain,

and unfortunately medical men have as yet neg-

lected, or almost neglected, the study of the living

femur, and are therefore unable to say whether
or not the anatomical forms of the femur are

correlated to certain peculiarities of*gatt. The
improvement in our means of examining the

anatomy of the thigh-bone m the Ining by the

aid of X-rays is likely to fill up this blank in our
knowledge, and at the same time to offer a rational

explanation of many puzzling features noted and
estimated by Prof Pearson and his collaborator

A study of the manner of progression of anthro-

poids m their natural habitats will help to show
how doseiy form and function are corr^ted. In
the orang, for instance, the hind limbs are reduced
to mere grasping organs ; in it and in the gibbon
the swinpag arms are the chief organs of progres-
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Sion In the reviewer’s opinion all measurements

and calculations should be made, so far as is

practicable, not only to indicate the degree and

kind of racial characteristics, but also to express

degrees and kinds of function Indices should

be of such a nature as to convey to the student

a precise conception of the degree and kind of

function

This great memoir opens up a prospect which

may well appal the heart of the stoutest anatomist

Here we have two parts, running to 539 pages,

each page containing on an average more than

500 words, devoted to the subject which

authors speak of as femoralogy and the spfflal

students of which are called femoralogists, with

the promise of a third part When the

examination of the human skeleton is com-

pleted on a corresponding scale we shall have

an immense library We may not like the pro-

spect, but is there any option if our knowledge

of mankind is to be based on a foundation which

will last? Tlie reviewer does not think there is

any other way, and feels sure that the time will

certainly come, if it has not already come, when
anatomists the world over will acknowledge the

courage, industry, and prescience of the English

school of biometrics and of its founder It would

be a set-back to the progress of our knowledge of

mankind were Prof Pearson’s projected pro-

gramme to be in any way curtailed by a lack of

financial assistance A Kcitu

The Theoretic Basis of Psychotherapy.

The Neiv Psychology and its Relation to Life,

By A G Tansley Pp 283 (London
George Allen and Unwin, Ltd

, X920 ) Price

JOS, 6d net

About fifteen years ago Prof Scripture, of

Yale, published his book upon “The New
Psychology “ The psychology which was “ new ”

then was experimental psychology
, now the new

psycholc^y is something very different—the study
of the non-rational processes of the human mind.
Most of the matcri^ of Mr Tansley *s bqpk con-
sists in theories which are contained in the works
of Prof Freud, of Vienna, of Dr 'Jung, of

Zunch
, and of Mr Wilbam McDougall, who is

just now leaving Oxford to settle at Harvard.
The work of these three researchers has 'achieved
world-wide renown ; Mr Tansley has done a good
service in presenting some important eldinents of

them in a compact and readable form Ms
McDougall’s books are accessible qpough, but the
views of the two Continental savants are scat-

tered through various publications in a way which
IS rather baffling to the Bnglisb rekder. With
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the help of Mr Tansley anyone can now make
himself acquainted with the mam points at issue

The work of Freud and Jung deals mainly with

the sub-conscious, that mysterious twilight

region of the mmd whence spring most of our

deepest and strongest motives The key which

Fieud has used to unlock its secrets is sex He
lays stress upon the immature sex-experiencc of

young children and upon the repressed sexual

desires of adult life which show thcmscKes in

dreams and in lapses of memory and behaviour

In this way he explains not merely the unusual

pmnomcna of hysteria, but also the mental strains

and stresses which trouble the peace of ordinary

sane men Dr Jung, on the other hand, takes

a wider view , he argues that not only sex, but also

every strong natural human interest - the desire for

self-preservation, for example may be the cause

of mental conflicts and nervous disorders His

view has been strikingly confirmed by the expert

cnce of the physicians who have treated the com-

plicated war-neuroses which arc familiar to the

public under the term of ‘‘shell-shock It is

another side of the sub-conscious that has engaged

the attention of Mr McDougall He has written

more upon our instinctive life and shown how
much of the experience which seems to us dis-

tinctively human is really based upon tendencies

that are shared with the animals below us He has

done a great work in analysing our various in-

stincts and in showing how they infiuencc our

conduct and our emotional life

The mam reason why the new psychology has

so greatly impressed popular imagination is that

most excellent results have been produced by it

in the treatment of nervous disorders The early

workers in this field were men who were either

practising physicians, or closely in touch with

medicine As soon as they formed a theory

they proceeded at once to put it to the test of

practice Extraordinary cures have been per-

formed by working upon the assumption that the

trouble in the patient is of mental origin, and

that the bodily symptoms are mcrelv the physical

expression of mental strain In psychotherapy,

as m medicine generally, our knowledge of detail

and of derivative facts far exceeds our knowledge

of fundamental principles We know, for ex-

ample, that if the physician is able to discover the

nature of a hidden mental conflict which is

troublihg the patient, ‘ and can talk and reason

with him about it, the aymptoms are usually re-

lieved This process is technically termed “ab-

reaction," and the real efficacy of it is attested

by scores of incontestable cures

This bemg so, it is easy to explain why Mr
Tansley’s book is most satisfactory when he is
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dealing with such matters as the interpretation of

dreams, the “rationalisations" by whidh men try

to justify conduct which is really prompted by non-

rationa! motives, and the great psychic complexes

which correspond to the main instincts of man.

And we can explain why the book is less satisfac-

tory in the general theoretical chapters with which

It opens Mr Tansley has done his best to combine
“new” psychological theories from Freud, Jung,

and McDougall into a consistent whole The result

IS not very clear or convincing But perhaps in

the present state of our knowledge wc could

scarcely look for greater success H S

Industrial Research.

The Ofgamsaiton of Industrial Scientific Re~
search By Dr C K Kenneth Mecs
l*p IX 175 (New York and London
M< Graw-IIill Book Co

,
Ini

, 1920 ) Price

THK author of this book is a distinguished

worker m the branch of science with which

he IS associated, and his experience as the director

of a large industrial research organisation has

been such as to warrant careful consideration of

his views The book is mainly intended for manu-

facturers who, while convinced of the need for

research in their industries, have had no occasion

to consider in detail the planning and administra-

tion of a works research department Many
scientific workers will also welcome an opportunity

of acquainting themselves further with the broad

questions of research policy and organisation m
industry, which the indiMdual engaged on a spieci-

fic task often fails to sec in correct perspective

The scope of the book and the sequence of

chapters are admirable Consideration is given

to various types of research laboratories, to the

development of co-operative research, and particu-

larly to the internal organisation and staffing of

the works research laboratory, together with Us

relation to the other parts of the factory Some
general details are also given relating to the

design an^ equipment of the laboratory, and a

comprehensive bibliography is attached

The classification of research laboratories

largely resolves itself into a list of the various

agencies by which the laboratories are financially

maintained To avoid the obvious disadvantages

of such a groupmg, the author distinguishes

between “convergent” and “divergent" labora-

tories, depending on whether varied prohkms and

phenomena converging on a common object are

studied, such, for instance, as at the pottery

school at Stoke-on-Trent or at the laboratory for

glass technology at Sheffield, or whether a wider

field is covered having no partkular common
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feature, such as at the National Physical Labora-

tory or at a laboratory serving the interests of a

group of works producing many kinds of manu-
factured articles.

Criticising the research associations developed

in this country, the author deprecates the d^ee
of control remaining in the hands of the Research

Department, the character of the personnel of the

Advisory Council and its committees, and the

policy of secrecy which is fostered by a research

association comprising a group of manufacturers
in one industry, and considers the difficulty of

determining the choice of researches and the dis-

posal of results to be serious Many people, how-
ever, will not display any particular enthusiasm
for the author’s alternative proposal, a co-opera-
tive laboratory conducted by an association of
users It may be admitted that users have a
common interest, but this is less clearly defined

and much more difficult to focus on one line of
research than that of an association of producers
Users also have leks experience in the production
of the material they employ, and in industry it is

highly desirable to make use of existing know-
ledge as a basis for research The author may not
be aware that, in some cases at least, British re-

search associations are dual in character, compris-
ing both producers and consumers, this probably
being an ideal combination

It is important to note that the author considers
it undesirable to divorce a works research depart-
ment from works problems, and the success of
notable instances to the contrary should not
obscure the principle

Many readers will doubtless wish that the
author had gone further into detail than is the
case in many chapters The economic and social
benefits of research should perhaps not have been
taken for granted, and the question of the co-
ordmatbn of research and the collection and dis-
tribution of scientific intelligence could have been
dealt with to advantage In general, however,
the book bears the marks of experience through-
out, and will well repay perusal •

A P M Fleming

Science and Crime.
Legal Chemistry and Sctenitfic Criminal InvesUga-^

tton. By A Lucas. Pp viii-hi8i (London-
Edward Arnold, 1930.) Price loj 6d net

There are numerous text-books on the subject
of forensic medicine, but, with the excep-

tion of^orks on toxicology, there arc very few
which deal with analogous problems to the in-
stigation of which chemistry is applicable This
little book makes no pretension to bemg a com-
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plete treatise on forensic chemistry, and to this

extent its title is misleading, for it consists largely

of notes on the cases which have come within the

author’s experience, together with a few general

remarks on the methods of dealing with exhibits

and presenting the evidence in such cases.

As director of the Government laboratory in a

country such as Egypt, where frauds of all kinds

appear to be exceptionally numerous, the author

has had the advantage of applying the methods

described in various journals in a great number
of cases, and of noting their deficiencies, and he

gi\es particulars of these cases arranged alpha-

betically under the headings of the diffcient sub-

jects.

As a rule, original methods have not been
devised, but some of the sections give interesting

details of the author’s investigation in connection

with special subjects. For example, referring to

human hair, he shows that it is doubtful whether
the alleged cnange in the colour of the hair to

red has ever been caused by the Egyptian method
of embalming Another novel point of chemical
interest is that in no instance has pitch or bitumen
been found m the pitch-like material used in pre-

serving human mummies, the material examined
invariably consisting of resins or gums which
have become naturally blackened by age
From the point of view of the practiced chemist,

the most useful section is that dealing with the

examination of documents, m which questions

connected with the composition of paper and inks

arc dealt with at some length In one land case it

was found that out of 168 d(M:uments no fewer
than 163 were forgeries, the frauds ranging from
simple alterations of names to the elaborate

fabrication of documents by joining parts of other
documents, and concealing mutilations by partly

scorching the paper In this connection the

author lays stress upon the importance of know-
ing the dates of changes in the methods of manu-
facturing paper and the like

As carbon ink is still frequently used in Egypt
for title deeds of land, the author has had the
exceptional opportunity of studying modern docu-
ments written in ink similar to that used prior to
the invention of iron gall inks, and he gives in-

teresting particulars of his observauons Con-
trary to the commonly accepted belief, the carbon
inks on several of the older Arabic documents
between a d 1677 wid 1871 were partly brown,
and the same thing was noted on still earlier
manuscripts dating back to a.en ^623. Hence the
conclusion is drawn that it must be regarded as
proved that carbon inks which were originally
black may become brown with age
The questions of secret writiiMr and its
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ment, f seal impressions, the

forgery of pottage stamps, and the exammation

of handwtiLing nrr briefly touched upon in

this section, whilst there is a cognate section upon
the detection of robbery from letters and parcels

in transit

Other subjects which are discussed include the

examination of dust and stains, the development

erf flnger-prints, the in\ estigation of the cause of

fires and of damage to crops, and the examination

of fibres, ropes, and clothing In each case refer-

ences to literature on the subject are appended,

and illustrative cases usually given

Regarded as a v^hole, the book should be \%tl-

comed by every chemist whose work is likely to

include any problems in which legal questions are t

involved^ and it might well be made the nucleus of

a more comprehensive work on forensic chem-

istry It IS sometimes urged against the publica-

tion of details of scientific methods as applied to

the detection of crime, such as are given here,

that It IS dangerous lo provide prospective

criminals with information in a convenient form

for reference , but this objection applies with more
cogency to the publication of the scientific methods

of combating the adulteration of food The
adulterator is frequently waiting to be made ac-

quainted with the scientific drawbacks of his

methods, whereas the persons who commit other

forms of fraud are nearly always without scientific

training and, if they were to attempt to avoid one

scientific pitfall, would be almost certain to fall

into another CAM

Our Bookshelf.

Optical Projection By I-cwis Wright hifth

edition, rewritten and brought up to datt by
Russell S Wright (In two parts

)
P.irt i ,

The Projection of Lantern Slides Pp vui f 87

i

l^ndon Longmans, Green, and Co
, 1920 )

*nce 45 net

This completely revised edition of Mr Lewis
Wnght's book 15 very welcome We are glad to

see &at the oil-lantern, which is so handy m small

class-rooms and in the huts of camps, is still re-

garded as a possible projector It may be men-
tioned that if this lantern is filled for each occa-

sion, and set up lighted in an adjacent room, or,

bett^ still, in the school-yard, for forty minutes

or so before the lecture, all risk of producing
offensive fumes will be avoided In regard to

•creens'Tor such clas$->x^ms, may we add that a

square of mounted diagram-paper, which 1$ made

5 ft, wide, gives an excellent surface, and can

be kept foUra up and fixed with large drawing-

^ns as required? Lastly, when Mr, R S Wright
gives sug^tions as to flash-signals, should he

even tolerate the “next slide** system of com-
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munication with the operator? The recently intro-

duced Silent wave of the pointer has escaped
menbon in this useful treatise G A J C.

Elementary Agrtadiural Chemistry A Handbook
for Junior AgrU'ultural Students and Farmers
By Herbert Ingle Third edition, revised.

(Griflin's Technological Handbooks ) Pp ix

+ 350 (London Charles Griffin and Co
,
Ltd ,

1920 )
Price 55

There are no essential diflerenrcs between this

and the second edition of Mr Ingle's book The
volume provides an excellent introduction to its

subject in a form which should be intelligible to

the practical agriculturist as well as to the scien-

tific student It contains a number of interesting

and useful tables, and on account of its very

reasonable price it should be popular with students

of agriculture Although described on the cover

as “A Practical Handbook,^* it contains no
account of experiments nr methods of analysis,

but these would no doubt have increased the size

of the book beyond the limits desired

Luck, or Cunning, as the Mam Means of Organic
Modification? An Attempt to Throw Addt^
twnal Light upon Darwin's Theory of Natural
Selection By Samuel Butler Second edition,

re-set, with author's corrections and additions

to index Pp 2S2 (London A C Fificld,

1920 )
Price 8a (nl net

Tins is a reprint of the first edition pub-
lished in 1886 Ihc only important changes
are in the index, which nas been considerably

enlarged by additions made from notes by the

author in a copy of the first edition As is an-

nounced in the introduction, the book is written

round Samuel Butkr's favourite theories, “the

substantial identity between heredity and
memory," and “the re-introduction of design into

organic development ”

Notes on Chemual Research An Account of
Certain Conditions which apply to Original

Investigation By W P Dreaper Second
edition (Text-books of Chemical Research and

Engineering )
Pp xv+ 195 (London , J and

A Churchill, 1920 )
Price 7s 6d net

The first edition of this stimulating work was
reviewed in Nature for February 6, 191-^ The
new edition is divided into two portions, the first

dealing with \he history and method of research,

and the second with modern works practice. A
chapter in the latter portion is given up to the

consideration of the training desirable for a re-

search student An index would have been
helpful

Spiritual PluraUsfn and Recent Philosophy By
C A Richardson Pp xxi + 3a5 ^Cambridge
At the University Press, 1919 ) Pnee 145 net.

TSb author examines the Wcber-Fechner law of
sensation and shows that “unperceived sense-

data,*' such as are sometimes deduced from it, are
not logically admissible He expresses spiritual
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pluralism as the assumption that our sense-per-

ceptions are due to other “ subjects of experience **

of a non-material nature, and akin to our own
subjective self Guided by this principle, he dis-

cusses determinism and immortality, the relation

of mind and body, and certain abnormal pheno-

mena usually called ''spiritualistic
"

Unconsetous Memory By Samuel Butler Third
edition, entirely reset

,
with an Introduction and

Postscript by Prof Marcus Hartog Pp xxxix

+ 186 (London A C Fi6eld, 1920) Price

Ss 6d net

The first edition of this work was reviewed in

Nature for January 27, 1881 The second
edition, noticed in Nature for No\ ember 3, 1910,

contained an introduction by Prof Marcus
Hartc^, giving an outline of Samuel Butler’s

works and discussing their value to science In

the present edition Prof Hartog has appended to

his introduction a postscript in which ho sets

forth, briefly, the piosition of Samuel Butler’s bio-

logical works in modern science

Wild Fruits and How to Know Them By Dr
S C Johnson Pp xH-132 (London Holden
and Hardingham, Ltd , n d ) Price 15 net

A BRIEF description of most of the trees and shrubs

found on the English countryside is given, special

attention being paid to the forms of inflorescences

and fruits Identification of specimens is greatly

simplified by the large number of sketches,

showing both foliage and fruit, which are

included The last chapter is devoted to the

commoner plants and weeds which have con-

spicuous fruits

Silver Its Intimate Association with the Daily
Life of Man, By Benjamin White (Pitman's
Common Commodities and Industries

) Pp xi

+ 144. (London Sir Isaac Pitman and ^ns,
Ltd , n.d.) Price 25 6d net

This volume is more concerned with the statistics

and economics of silver than with technology,
although an interesting account of the extraction,

purification, and utilisation of silver is given
There are many useful tables An interesting

chapter deals with " The Evolution of British

Coinage.” The book is addressed to the general
reader, but contains much of service to teachers
and students.

The Identification of Organic Compounds By
the late Dr G B Neave and Prof I M
Heilbron Second edition Pp viii + 88

t

London ; Constable and Co
,

Ltd , 1920 )

^rlce 4s 6d net

The second edition of this useful manual has
undergone practically no alteration It is one of
the best books of its kind, and contains a large
amount of information in a handy and compact
form. We have no doubt that it will continue
to find favour amof^ students and teachers of
chemistry.
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Gold Its Place m the Economy of Mankinds By
Benjamin White (Pitman’s Common Com-
modities and Industries) Pp. xi-l-i30.

(London Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd.,

n d
)

Price 31. net

The steps by which gold has acquired its high
value, and its past history with r^^ard to pro-

duction and uses, are described. The last portion

of the book is devoted to a review of the gold
stocks in the world and their movements before

and during the Great War A number of tables is

included, showing the amount and value of gold

in use in various countries , these should be of

interest to students of commercial geography and
economics

Pastimes for the Nature Lover By Dr S. C.

Johnson Pp 136 (London Holden and
Hardingham, Ltd

,
n d

)
Price is net

Some of the plants and smaller animals commonly
found in this country arc described, and methods
of preserving them or of studying their habits,

as the case may be, are given bilkworms and
Nature photography are also mentioned The
book would be of use to young collectors.

Letters to the Editor.

[The Editor doei not hold himself responsible for

opimons expressed by hts correspondents. Neither

can he undertake to return, or to correspond witf

the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended fo\

this or any other part of Nature No noUce i

taken of anonymous commumcaUons ]

University Qrants.

1 AGREE With Sir Michael Sadler in thinking that

the article on university grants in Nature of August^
L ver> opportune, and 1 concur completely in all tha
he says on the ...ubject in the issue for August 12

It IS not necessary for me to repeat the argument!
and the statements so briefly and emphatu^Iy ex
pressed by the Vice-Chancellor of the University o’

Leeds, because I feel sure that everyone with a com
potent knowied^ of the situation In the moderr
universities would agree that Sir Michael Sadler has
by no meann understated the gravity of the crisii

with which the universities are fiiccd

At Birmingham, as at Leeds, we have been rigid]}
economical m our expenditure We know that w<
are doing work the value of which is appimatcd bj
our students and the community of the Midlanm
whom we endeavour to serve But unless large new
grants are forthcoming it will be impossible for ui
not only to continue to meet those needs, but also U
maintain the standard of work in the various depart
ments ,

To what Sir Michael Sadler hps said I would add
only two points

(0 Unless the sttoends of the non-professorUI
staffs of the vniversltm are {daced on something Ukc
equality with those obtalnmg for ddlled Intellectiial
work elsewhere, e,g in the Oovemiwent service or In
the servke of the great municipalities, it wrill be im
possible to obtain or tetaln the men and women
with the requisite qualifications for university work;
and it is from the members of the ndn«pit>fessoriaj
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itafft, when they have been trained in the universities,

that the univertitios must later look for filling

the professorships A decreoM, therefore, in the
number and the quality of the non-profetibonal staffs

of the universities means ultimately a decrease in the
number and quality of the profcssois throughout the
country University teachers, partuularly of prufes-

sonal status, cannot be improvised or pro\ideu at a
moment’s notice Competent professors are the result
of attracting the requisite ability to the sirvicc of the
universities in the junior grades and providing those
junior grades with the opportunities for training in

teaching and in research until they have reached the
standard expected for professorial purposes Unless,
therefore, the universities are ptoperly &tafTt*d, in a
few years’ time the whole standard of teaching and of
research and of knowledge throughout the universities

will inevitably drop, and it is ctesirable to rernemlxT
that on the maintenance of the standards of the pro-
fessoriate the training of the non-professoi lal stiff

lat^v depends
Serious as is the situation to-day, its full moaning

will not be apparent until some >ears hence, and it

will then be impossible to make good whni can be
made good now, if wc are not penny wise and {Xiund
foolish

(a) Inadequate staffs, madcouate teaching, and
overworked professors mean a ciiop in the qmlitx of

the students turned out b> the universities It is to

the university.trained studoqt that the (jovemment,
the municipalities, the schools, and the whole com-
merce and industi^ of the country must look for its

petzonntl If the universities are not doing their

work up to the standard required, it is not tl^ uni-
versities ultimately which will suffer most, but the
whole nation We shall be beaten as a nation bee ause
we shall be mfenor as a nation
The policy of the Government and of the local

education authorities at present is to encourage, and
rightly to encourage, tht extension and the cUwation
01 secondary schools m order to incnast both
the number of boys and girls to be kept on until

they are eighteen years of age, and the number of

boys and gins who will be fit to profit by t university

education What is the use of spending millions on
adding to and improving the second nv schools

throughout the country if ifie universities, which ate

the ajKX of this educational system, are to be starved?

The secondary schools will be pouring out students

which Uw universities will not be able to take, or, if

they do take them, will not be able to give them a
pmper university education under proper teacliers

Because you refuse to spend thrcjc millions, you will

waste twenty or thirty millions

Research m the universities, owing to the present

congestion and inadequacy in numbers of the staff,

is at present at a siandslill ,
and unless steps an,

taken now to provide compelc^nt researcheis, as well

as A proper organisation and opportunities for ic-

search, the advancement of knowledge in Great

Britain will come to an end Organised lesenrch

cannot be carried on anywhere except in a propeilv

equipped university, and where industrial firms are

can^g it on in a few specialised branches of Indus

trial ircience from their own resources, they relv upon
being provided from the universities with men and
women fit to do the rescarth required It is not the

business of; nor is it possible for, great firms to do
work of the univcrrities in all the departments of

The Government and the nation must make up
tbelr minds not so much as to whether the universi-

ties are to continue as to seeing that the uni-

versities are really universities and doing university
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work The funds cannot be provided from the
tuition fees of the students Seventy-five per cent
of the cost of maintaining a university must be pro*
vided from other sources than those of fees 1 agree,
therefore, with Sir Michael Sadler that while we
welcome the additional half-milhon promised twelve
months hence, another million and a naif at least are
required in order that the universities may be main-
tained on an adequate basis

^t Birmingham, as at Leeds, we need another
60,000/ a year in intome in order to meet absolutely
necessary expenditure C Grant Robratson
The L nlversity, Birmingham, August 13

Aerial Navigatkm and Meteorology.

Prof van Evbroinoln’s outspoken criticism in
Naturu of July 22, p &37, of the meteorological
arrangements outlined in Annexe G of the Convention
for international Air Navigation is very welcome
Prior to the war the International Meteorological
Committee met every thiee years in friendly gather-
ings for social intercourse and the transaction of
business Broadly speaking, the difficulties of the
members were in obtaining sufficient funds to
enable them, in their respective services, to
achieve the ends upon which tliey were agreed
rather than in securing agteement on the desiderata
for international exchange Now that tlie former
difficulties have been largcU met as a result of the
achievements of meteorology m the war, it would be
calamitous if meteorologists faikd to overtome the
latter, and disturbed the unity of European meteoro-
logy at a time when their efforts ought to be directed
to achieving unity in world-meteorology

I am convinced that the scheme of Annexe G is a
good one, and that 0 frank discussion of the details

with the Continental meteorologists who were not
present at the Peace Cunferenic in Pans in M^,
1919, would lead to the general adoption of the
sclicme with the slight modifications which cxpenenc^e
of Its working has indicated

Prof van Evcrdingen states that Annexe G was
discussed at the meeting in London of membersi of the
!c-war International Meteorologa al Committee He
as been misinformed Permission to pul Annexe G

before that meeting was definitely refused If such
a discussion had been pprmis*-ible, it would probabl)
have removed many mis ipprehensions
lo take some examples from Prof van Evcrdingen ’s

article

(i) He objects thfit in Appendix III (apparently a
misprint for Appendix I ) lie finds “wind, temperature,
and humidity in the upfior air ns additional and
facultative ” By “facultative “ ho means “optional *’

But Annexe G neither sa\s nor implies that such
reports are “optional ” The exact words arc
"Reports will give information on [wind, etc], and
also on upper air-cnirrent** and upper air-temperature
and humidity from stations where facilities are avail-

able for observation ’’ All standard meteorological

stations arc able to report wind, pressure, tem^ra-
lure, and weather phenomena throe or four times dally

all tlie year round , but only spociallv equipped stations

can report upper air-currents, temperature, and
humidity, and no station could in iqiq, or can now,
report upper-air information wdth the same frequency
and regularity as standard stations report surface
observations

(a) Prof van Fverdingen slates that the use

of the telegraphic scale 1*^2 means that an
accuracy of s® is claimed for surface wind
direction. That is not so In the past a
scale of i>-32 has been nomlnallv used (actually the
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odd nuniberb are ubually not utilised), but no one
thuikb thit an accuracy of ib thereby clauned,

and everyone knows thu the exposure of the anemo-
meter and the turbulence of the wind cause larger

vanationb with space and tune than Ihe scale

x-73 was adopted for the following reabons Nearly
all the observauons of wind in the ui^;>er air arc made
by theodolites graduated in degrees and read to tenths

of a degree (or exceptionally to minutes) Ihe direc

tion of the upper wind is obtained m degrees Dm
Sion of the number so obtained by 5 leads to the

scale 1^3 It IS much simpler than cUvuion by ii^,

which would lead to the bcale 1 3a Moreover the
variation of wind direction with height cannot be
indicated with sufficient precision by a scale 1-32

Also the general practice m scientific work is to

specify directions in dt grees, and the practice is

extending both at sea and in the atr The scale 1-72

IS the most precise two fit^urc scale which is readily

converted into degrees
Whatever meth^ is used for obtaining wind direc

tion at the surf ice, the result can be tSegraphed in

the scale 1 7a without difficulty, if only the eight

principal directions (N , N F £ , etc ) are used,

then only the corresponding numbers of the scale

(72 9 18 etc ) will be used

(3)

Prof van Everdingcn objects to the use of

two figure^ for reporting we'ither * Ihe need
for an extension of the existing one figure code
has been app'trent for a long tune A meteoro-
logist at h^dquarterb requires from a reporting
station sufficient information to enable him to

say with precision and certainty what the weather
was at toe station it the time of report With
the prewar code for inUrnitionil exchange this was
not done A few drops of rain or a htUe dnzzte
were reported by the simt figure as the most torren

tial downpour A few flakes of snow or some fine tee

crystals were reported by the same figure as the

heaviest snowstorm No figure was provided for hail

or slert and no indication given of the thickness of
a fog (in past weather) A sky nearly covered with
thin, white clouds at 20000 ft or 30,000 ft was
described by the same figure ns the darlce^t, gloomiest
day of the year All this w is due to the restriction

of the pre war code to one figure It was not due
to failure on the part of pre-war meteorologists to

recognise the phenomena which ought to be recorded
and the need for differentiation of intensity Pror
itcally the whole of the phenomena for whtch prom
Sion ts made tn the ninety five figwes of the code of
Annexe G are included tn ihe hydrometeors for
which provtston was made m Appendix I of the

fourth meeting of the Internakiofial Meteoroiogteat
Congress at Vienna tn 1874 Annexe G merely makes
provision for reporting by telegram, at the time when
It is of direct use Uie information which the Con
gross at Vienna arranged should be written down
and reported m monthly returns for later scientific

investigation As to the observer being puzxled, there
will alwavs be some occasions when he is required
to use intelligence in deading which number to
select, whether the single figure pre war code Is in

use or the fuller two-figure code The difficulty is

minimised for him in Annexe G by arranging that all

occasions on which precipitation occurs shall be
reported by \ number greater than 50 We have
not found in actual practice the trouble which Prof
van Everdlngen fears

The severest criticism is directed against the in

elusion of detailed codes in the Convention Holland
signed the International Convention for the Safety of
life at Sea in 1914 • that Convention included detailed
codes for meteorological reports Meteorology is
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m^'e vital to the safet> of life in the atr than even
toe reports to the safety of life at sea Ihe latter

Were made obligatory in 1914
No one questions the competence of the Inter-

national Meteorolo^cal Committee to hx the defaiU
of a code That Committee must be in substantial

agreement on the details of any code before it can
be made generally obligatory But at present the
urgent need is for the trial of a scheme b> the
nations of Western Luiope which ib capable of being
extended to the whole globe The scheme of Annexe u
13 the only one in the held which provides both the
general forms for meteorological messages and the
det iiled specifications necessary for reports to be made
and interpreted in the confidence thit their meaning
IS clear and definite and that the inform ition which
they contain nie< ts the present m eds of in organised
meteorological service E Gold
8 Hurst C lose N W 4 Julv 2;,

(1) Col CiOLD is not too welt informed about the
history of the Internation il Meteorological Com
mittee Ihe introduction of improvements in the
reports and codes has often ^iv<n rise to immated
discussions, for cximpk wh n barotiKiru tendency
was introduced It is tru< that the oppomnts re

inained frier ds and that the minority luoperitcd m
canying out the resolutions but that w is 1 reason
not to insist upon the introduction of 1 resolution
which had been idopted bv 7 vutis igiinst 0

(2) There is at pfiscnl no unity in I uropean
meteorology it is no use to quirrtl about who dis

turbed It discussion of xarwu sysUm\ by a com
petent body is the only wav to restore it I am very
glad that the Uiitish weather reports for aerial naviga
lion have modified ilieadv p irt of the codes of
\nne\e G This a.rtainl\ is 1 sUn tewtrds rcconctha
tion

(3) "The minutes of th meeting of memlxrs of the
prewir International Metcorol igu al Comm tUe held
in London in July 1919 it which both Col Gold
ind I were present contain 1 collection of codes
almost identical with that of Ann< \c G Col Gold is

right when he says that Annexe G was not di<»u&sed
then but that make< very little difference

(4) Every standard station can report cloud motion
or pilot balloon observations I m glad to state th it

cloud motion has now been introduced m regular
British reports

(5) The reading of the theodolite is accurate enough,
but the direttion of upper wind derived from the
results 18 in general not icc urate to less thin 10®

A scale 1-36 is used in Holland and elsewhere For
scientific use a more accurate indication may be
useful for practical purposes it is useless

(6) I only object to the way in which the two
figures are combined for repotting weather exten-
sion of the space for description of weather is wel-
come

(7) My remarks referring to numbeft to be used
by observers in reporting phenomena are based on
the practice we actually have had with the British
reports

(8) Annexe G can have its trial at the preitent moment
if the Powers who signed it cate There are several
other systems and codes being tried by various coun-
ties and when the^e havd had their course we shall
be in a better position to decide what the present
needs of an organised meteorological pervice are and
how they can be met E EvKRDtNOBN
Roninklijk Nederlandsch Meteorologisch

^nstituut, De Bilt August 9
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Qrowfh of WavM.
Thsrb has always been some difficulty in accounting

for the growth ot waves under the action of wind
Do the individual waves grow in length, or does tlie

whld raise waves of all kngths which separate m
virtue of the dependence of wave-velocity on wave-
length / 1 he late Lord Rayleigh was in favour of tlie

latter hypothesis, but 1 believe that the true explana-
tion is that the waves do not increase m length unit ss

they are breaking
Ihe excess of ener^ supplied b> tht wind to the

water be>ond that wnich can be curried in an un-
broken wave IS expended ]>artly in causing local tui-

bulence (ultimately converted into heat) and partly in

producing n surface current m the direction of the

travel of the wave In effeti, this surface cuircnt
increases fhe wavo-velocitv

,
and since the addition

to the current by each wave depends on the lime for

which that waw has been in existence, the waves fiist

formed will, after the lapse of time, be iravclling

faster than the more retcntly formed waves whuh
follow Thus if waves arc sot up by wind on a

preVioush calm wat< i -surface, tlw wave-length
will continuously increase from windw<ird to lee-

ward
I have made some tougli ob^rvations on a pond

something like icxxi ft in length, and found thit in

1 brisk breeze tlie waves foimcd at tin windward end
showed as ripples of a ftw mches from crest to lusl,
while at oi neai the Icewaid margin tin; wave-length
was about 2 ft If it is assumed ih it llie wave-
length increases regulaily, tlicre would be about a

thousand crests in the length of tlie pond, and the

gain in length from wave to wave would Ik nbout
i/ioooth of the mean wave-length All the waves fiom
the least to the greatest vveie in i breaking condition

Ihe ripples did not show anv fo mi at thi n cm sis,

but It was clear from their shape that tlav wen
actually breaking
There is no satisfactory theorv of iIh shapes

assumed bv breaking waves Stokes, 111 one of his

earlier papers, showed that the irrotational form of

wave cannot have an angle of less than 120*^ at the

crest (the coi responding limit for the troihoidal wwe,
I « for the cvcloid, is o®), but lie considers that the

wave will break before 120® limit is reached

In the problem presented b> breaking waves- as.

Indeed, in most problems relating to the actual pheno-
mena exhibited bv fluids in motion—the simple

assumptions on which the hvdrodvnamical theorv of

text-h^ks lests are insufficient, and expcrimcnth ate

required
It would be quite possible to trv (sav at the Froude

tank at the National Phvsual Lnboialorv) the effect

of a steady artifidal wind on n length of several

hundred feet of water, and to observe and record the

fcMin, length, and velocity of the waves throughout
the length of the channel It would probably be

found that the waves were started bv the instability

due to the discontinuous motion at the boundary of

two fluids and that these waves increased In amplitude

onW until they began to break, but that after the

breaking state was reached the wave-length, as well

M the amplitude, Increased until there was some ap-

proach to equality between the velocity of the w'ind

and the wave
I have worked out the results for various assump-

tions as to the rate at which the wind can transfer

enettfv to the water, but In* the absence of experi-

mental data the conduslons arc scarcely worth pub-
llcatkm A Mallock

9 Baring Crescent, Exeter, August 10
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The Antarotlo Antioyeleiie.

In hib letter entitled "The Mechanics of the Glacial
Anticyclone Illustrated by Experiment ’* published in
Naiurs for July 22, Prof Hobbs remarks "In all

niy wn tings upon the glacial anticyclone 1 have been
at much to explain that the domed surface of
the ice IS essential to the development both of the
anticyclone and of the alternating calms and blizzards
which reiord its strophii action”* \s, however, ohe
goes on to read the letter one finds that Prof, Hobbs's
explanation demands another ‘ essential,” namelv,
that the domed surface must be cooler than the air
in contact with it Remove this defect of tempera-
ture, and the mechanism ceases to act, reverse it,

ind the mechanism w^orks in the revet se direction,
producing a c><I«ne instead of an anticyclone
Assuming that the Antarctic continent has the

domed form postulated by Prof Hobbs, one might be
led to accept his conclusions so far as the winter
months are concerned, but what about the summer
months? During the summer, with its continuous
Insolation, the surface of the dome must 1^ at a
higher temperature than the adjacent air, for there
IS plenty of evidence that the temperature of a snow
sutfacc IS vorv susceptible to solar radiation The
mean amplitude of the dailv vination of air-tempera-
turc over the Barner during Novi mber, December,
and Januarj was found by Scott’s bxpedition to be
115® F, while lietwecn November 1^22, 1911, the
average amplitude was 20® F , and this with the sun
oscillating onlv between 10® ind 35® above the horizon I

If Prof Hobbs’s theory weie (orroct the Antarctic
would have a pronounced monsoon climate, while we
know from observations that anticvi Ionic conditions
list throughout iht \cir G C Simpson
London

Tnehodynamios

iHB present writer has had interesting associations
sini'C 1015 in various ways with piojocts for industrial

research in tlx rollon industiv and with its actual
conduct In all these the need for a word which
would define and describe the held of research peculiar

to the textile industiics has been intermittently

obvious, especi illv with respect to the pioiesaes of

spinning and weaving
In consequence of this I proposed, in the course

of the discussion on industrial research at the
tenth International Confetence held in Zurich In

June last, that the wor<l ” tnehodvn iniic s ” should
^ adopted m order to effect this generalisation,

together with the reliUd term “Irichostatics ” The
analogy with aerodynamics is obvious, and hence
also my fustification for suggesting the word The
word Itself is open to question, since, if used in the
literal sense, it includes onlv the hair textiles, eg
wool and cotton, but the significance intended is akin
to that of tlx* word "caplllnrv,” w»huh now conveys a
definite meaning Independent!v of actual hairs
The chemical and colloidal constitution of textile

raw materials, thoir biology, and the engineering
nsi'octs of their utilisition are fields of study not
strictly necuHar to the textile industry On the other
hand, the movements and mutual contacts of at-

tenmted filaments and the changes which take place

in their arrangement ns they pass from the tangle
of the raw material to their orderly sequence in yam
or cloth, which the proposed names would cover,

form a well-defined field of a peculiar kind which
awaits physical investigation

W Lawrxncb Balls
Edale, Derbyshire, August it.

I
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Helium I Its Production and Uses.*

By Prof J C McLennan, F R S

II. Th$ Uses of Heltum

Miscellaneous InvesitgaUons
^

I
N the course of the investigation on the de- .

vclopment of a machine for extracting helium

from natural gas, supplies of hehum of varying

degrees of purity became available These
were highly purified, and used for the investiga- i

tion of certain collateral problems which de-

manded solution \2n0ng the results obtained, it i

was found that for aeronautical putposes hydrogen I

could be mixed with helium to the extent of 15
'

per cent, without the mixture becoming inflam- >

mable or explosive in air Mixtures containing

even as much as 20 per cent, of hydrogen could '

be burnt or exploded only when treated in an ex-

ceptional manner The permeability of rubbered
balloon fabrics for helium was shown to be about
0*71 of Its value for hydrogen For skin-lined

fabrics, the pcrmeabili^ to hydrogen and heltum
|

was at^ut the same ^in soap films were found
to be about one hundred times more permeable
to hydrogen and helium than rubbered balloon
fabrics, but untreated cotton fabrics when wetted
with distilled water were but feebly permeable to

these gases It was found that rapid estimations
of the amount of helium in a gas mixture could

be made with a pivoted silica balance, a Shakspear
katharometer, or a Jamin interferometer

The latent heats of methane and ethane have
been determined, as has also the composition of

the vapour and liquid phases of the system
methane-nitrogen It has also been shown that

,

hehum containing as much as 20 per cent of air,

oxygen, or nitrogen ran be highly purified in large

quantities by simply passing it at slightly above
atmospheric pressure through a few tubes of
coconut charcoal kept at the icnipcrature of liquid

air In the spectroscopy of the ultra-violet helium
has been found to be exceptionally useful Arcs
in helium between tungsten terminals can be easily

'

established and maintained In a particular inves-

tigation with a vacuum grating spectrograph, it

was found that by the use of arcs in helium under
'

30 cm pressure illumination could be maintained
j

continuously for hours, and with such arcs spectra

could easily be obtained extending to nelow
1000 A U.
Although It IS known that free electrons can

exist in highly punfied helium to an amount easily

measurable, it was found that pure helium undet 1

a pressure of more than So atmospheres did not '

exhibit anything in the nature of metallic conduc-
|

tion Moreover, the mobilities of both positive I

and negative ions formed by a-rays m helium
under this high pressure were found to have about '

one-third the value expected on the basis of an I

inverse pressure law 1

^ ’ if?" ;
tUUwwd bdbn th* Chmicd Sect«ir «* tf I

CoauBMd ifom p. 731;. 1
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The investigation into the problem of producing
hehum in large quantities was originally under-
taken with a view to the utilisaticm of the gas m
aeronautical warfare The investigation has shown
that It can be produced at a cost which is not
excessive, but it has ^so been shown that from
the sources in the Empire which are knpwn and
have been examined the supply of helium cannot
be greater than about 12,000,000 cubic feet per
year. This quantity clearly would be sufficient to
keep only a very few of our airships of the larger

type in commission, even if the gas were diluted

to the extent of 15 per cent, with hydrogen This
amount would, however, suffice to ke^ a number
of the smaller aircraft supplied Moreover, it

might be used to fill fireproof compartments ad-
jacent to the engines if it were ever decided to

install these within the envelopes of our larger

airships

Since it has been demonstrated that helium can
be produced m quantity, one is led naturally to
consider in what directions one can hope to use
the gas other than that originally intended In
industry it may be used as a filling for thermionic
amplifying valves of the ionisation type It may
also used for filling tungsten incandescent
filament lamps, especially for signalling purposes
where rapid dimming is an essential, and for pro-

ducing gas arc lamps in which tungsten terminals
are used, as m the *‘Pointolite ” type Both
these varieties of lamp possess the defect, how-
ever, of soon becoming dull owing to the ease with
which incandescent tungsten volatilises in helium
and deposits on the surface of the enclosing glass
bulbs As regards illumination, helium arc lamp<;

possess an ad/antage over mercury arc lamps
in that the radiation emitted has strong inten-

sities in the red and yellow portions of the
spectrum

It has been shown by Nutting (Electnaan,
March, 1912) that Geissler tubes filled with hehum
are eminently suitable, under certain conditions,

for light standards in spectrophotometry, but the

amount of the gas which could be used in this way
IS very small

In spectroscopy, especially for mvestij^atioos in

the ultra-violet region, helium is invaluable

Doubtless Its use in this field will be rapidly

extended The use of the ^as in physical labora-

tories generally, and especially where certain in-

vestigations on the properties of matter ^are carried

out, will also be greatly increased

It has recently been proposed to use hehum in

place of oil for shrrounding the switches and
circuit-breakers of high-tension electric transihis-

slon lines. If the gas should prove suitable for
this purpose/ large quantities coud be utilised, but
It has yet to be demonstrated (and it is pot dear
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hat It can be) thnt in this field helium pcsscsses

my advantage over the oils now used
It has been suggested by Flihu Fhomson and

others that if divers were supplied with a mixture
of oxygen and helium the rate of expulsion of

carbon dioxide from the lungs might be increased

and the period of submergence as a consequence
be considerablv lengthened

It IS probable however th it in the field of low
temperature research helium will immediately find

Its widest ipphcation For this work helium is

unique in that, when liquefied and possibly solidi

fied It enables one to reach the lowest tempera
tures attainable Every tffort should bt exerted

towards the exploit'll ion of its use in this

direction

One point th it is imp rtinl and should not be
overlooked is that the supplits of naturi] from
which helium cin he extr u ted are bt mg rapidh
used up When our n Uur il g-is fields in. depleted

It would ippe-ir th^t oi i mam source of supply of

helium will hnyt dis'ippt 'ired C ireful tonsidern

tion should therefore be given to the problem cf

producing helium in large quantities while it is

still afhinble, nnd of storing it up for future ust

As already stated, it may that in the future it

will be of paramount importance to h i\ c c\ en a
moderate supply of the gas available

A Cryogente laboratory

To chemists and physicists cspemlly the dis

rovery that helium c m be pioduced in quintilv 'll

i moderate cost opens up i vista m the re dm f

low temper iture rcseirch of surpassing ntercst

By means of liquid oxjgcn the properties of sub
stances cm be studied down lo a tompci dure of

-i8a C I iquid nitrogen provides us with i

temper Iture of 191?® ( and hydr gen whi h

w\s originallv liquefied in 1898 by Sir J mes
Dewar cnanles us to rca h -s ^
a few years since Onnts iftcr prolci ged effort

secured sufficient helium to enible him lo Iiqucfv

this gas too In a brilliantly conceived research
he succeeded in accomplishing this feat in 190^
and m doing it reached a temperature with n

approximately i® or 2" C of the absolute ^ero

The amount if liquid helium which Onnes ob
tamed in his investigation was small but it

sufficed to enable him to show that a number f

the elements possessed a rem irkable super on
ductivity * at this k w temperature Mcrcur\ in

particular it the temperature of liquid hel um
possessed in electric il conductivity ten million

times greater than at ordinary room temperature
and currents started b> induction in i oil of lead

wire at the temperature of liquid helium main
tamed their intensity for more than an hour with

but little diminution in magnitude
The results obtained by Onnes although limited

in number are of great importance for they show
that if liquid helium were rendered available in

quantity fundamental information of the greatest

value on such problems as those connected with

electrical and thermal conduction with specific and
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atomic heats with magnetism and the magnetic
properties of substances with phosphorescence
with the origin of radiation and with atomic
structure, could be obtained

In spectroscopy supplies of liquid helium would
enable us lo extend our knowledge of the fine

structure of spectr il lines and thereby en ible us
to obtain clearer ideas rcgirding the electronic
orbits existing in the atoms of the simpler
elements This would lead natunll} to cleirer
views on the subject of atomic structure generally

In other fields too important information could
be obtained by the use of temperatures between
that of liquid hydrogen and that of liquid helium
What of radio irtivity? Would this property be
l.>st by uranium thorium radium and other
similar elements t temperatures attainable with
liquid helium'* Would all chemical ictu n ctase it

these temperatures'* Would photo chemical iction

disappear c )mplctcly -* \\ ould photo electric iction

coast or be m amt lined it such low temperatures^
In the fields of biological ind botanical research,

information on problems pressing for solution

could be gained tlso Vor example would all life

n spores and bacteria be extinguished bv subject-

ng them to temperatures in the neighbourhood of
bsolute zero?
1 he list of problems rendered cap ible of attack

by thi use of liquid helium might be e isily ex
tended but those cited alrt idj will serve to show
that the fit Id is large ind tnat it is well worth
while for us to make i special effort to secure
idequatc hnanci il support for the equipment and
m iintenan e of 1 crvogenit laboratory within
the T mpire

It is probibly bejond the ordinary resources of

i IV university to equip and maintain such a 1 ibo

rator} but the pioject is one which merits
natimil nil prob bJv Inpciial suppoi t It

si mid ippc il to pri\alc bench ence as well foi it

IS a project di erving strong ind s^mpathctlc
1 elp

A pr>peil\ equippe I ciyogenic lab'iritor) should
include

(i) A liquid air pi mt of large capacity

('’) A liquid hydrogen plant of moderate t ipacity

(3) A liquid helium plant of small c ipacitv

(4) Machine tools cyl ndtrs gliss apparitus
measuring instruments etc

Such in equipment w >u!d probiblj cost more
than 10 oooZ

For building puiposes prfbabl\ an iddit onal

10 000/ or 15 oooi would be required

The staff should include one or two skilled

glass blowers two or three mechanics and instru

ment makers and two or three helpers for run
ning the machinery To provide this staff and
meet charges for light heat and power probably
3000Z a year at least would be needed
lor an administntive and technic d staff

probably 2^00! would be necessary
In addition to the above special provision

would have to be made to secure an adequate
supply of helium If industnal uses can be found
for helium ind a works were estabhsl cd m
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Alberta for the production of hdium on a lai^
scale, the problem of supply would be solved, for

the amount of the gas which would be required

for low-temperature research would probaUy not

be more than 20,000 or 30,000 cubic feet a year

In default of a production-works on a large scale

being established, it would be necessary to install

a small plant at Calgary for the spcciBc purpose

of supplying the cryogenic laboratory with ’

helium This could easily be done at the present

tunc, as the experimental plant is still tn sttu

It would require from 3000I to 4000I to make
the changes in the plant which experience has

shown are necessary, and to provide the additional
i

auxiliarv machinery, tools, etc
,
required '

If this plant were run for three or four months
each year, an adequate supply of helium could
be obtained The expense of running the plant

under these conditions w'ould be high, and it
'

would probably be found that it would require

from 2000Z to 3000I to operate it for a period
of three or four months each year This amount
would, of course, have to cover charges for salary

of staff, compensation to the owners of the

natural gas, light, pow^r, miscellaneous supplies,

freight charges on cylinders, etc

From the above it will be seen that a scheme '

such as that outlined would require in the aggre-
|

gate a capital expenditure of about 30,000! for

buildings and plant, and the interest on an endow

ment of about 125,000! for operating and main-
I taming the cryogenic laboratory, together with
’ the supply station

If a cryogenic laboratory, with its auxiliary

supply station, were established along the lines

indicated, it would probably be found to be more
economical to run the supply staticm continuously
for a number of years, and to store for future use
the helium accumulated. In this connection it

should be stated that the experimental plant as
It exists would probably not produce more than
100,000 cubic feet of helium per year The plant

could, however, be easily manifolded, and the
Governments of Great Britain and Canada might,
from the point of view of national safety, legiti-

mately be asked to assume responsibility for
operating it

Much of our knowledge acquired in the field

of low-temperature research we owe to the

brilliant work of such distinguished men as
Andrews, Davy, baraday, and Dewar. The dis-

oo\ery of the rare gases, helium, neon, argon,
krypton, rind xenon, we owe to I-ock>er, Rayleigh,

Ramsay, and Dewar How could we more fit-

tingly perpetuate the work of these great men
than by establishing on a permanent basis a cryo-

genic laboratory for the purpose of making still

further progress in the field of low-temperature
research—a field in which British men of science

have made such brilliant and notable advances?

The Cardiff Meeting of

I
T IS twenty-nine years since the Association met

in Cardiff It is safe to say that any members
who may have been present on that occasion will

not now he able to recognise the city, fo^ there can
scarcely be any other town in the country which
has not merely growm, but also altered, so much
in that period In 1891 there was on the north
side of what is now one of the mam streets a large

tract of finely timbered ground called Cathays
Park, adjacent to Cardiff Castle and its pa k, and
also the properly of the Marquess of Bute In

Cathays Park now stand a number of large and
handsome public buildings, including the City

Hall, Law Courts, University College, Technical

College, and the National Museum of Wales
These are the buildings in which the meetings
of the Association will take place, and not one
of them was in existence at the time of the former
meeting
As usual, It 18 difficult to estimate the probable

success of the meeting from the point of view pf

numbers, but locally every effort is being made
to ensure it, and a good average meeting is ex-

pected. It IS certain that the Association can
never have been better provided in the matter of
meeting rooms and lecture halls. The local ar-

rangements are now almost complete. The hous-
ing shortage, particularly serious in Cardiff, and
the fact that this is the holiday season have made
the task of the rooms and hospitality committees
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the British Association

rather trying, but it has been aicomplished, and
ample accommodation will be available

The reception room, general offices, post office,

and luncheon and lea room are situated m the City

Hall, Sections A, b, H, and L meet jn the Uni-
versity College, Section G has the use of the
South Wales institute of Engineers close by , and
all the other sections are accommodated in the
Technical College In the Technical College also

there is an assembly hall for special meetings
The inaugural general meeting, evening dis-

courses, and citizens' lectures take place in the

Park Hall, which is near^one comer of Cathays
Park.
Regarding the programmes of the individual

sections, little can be added to the account of them
published in Nature of July 15. The^joumal of

sectional and other proceedings will be ready on
the first day of the meeting, but has lost its right

to the name, for it will not be puUisbed daily as
hitherto Members should therefore retain their

copies throughout the meeting^ Any^ alterations

m the sectional programmes will be shown from
day to day on the notice board in the reception

room
The inaugural general meeting will take place

on Tuesday, August 2^ in Park HaS, at

8 pm,, when the president, Prof. W» A. Herd-
man, will deliver tiis address. On Wednesday
there will be a reoeption by the L.ord Mayor ot
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Cardiff at the University College at 8 p m The
evening discourses by Sir R f. Glazebrook and
Sir Daniel Hall will be delivered in the Park Hall
at 8 p m on Thursday and Friday respectively.

The conference of delegates of corresponding
societies will be held at a p m. on Wednesday and
on Friday in the assembly hall of the Technical
College
Three atizens* lectures will be delivered in the

Park Hall at 8 p m on Monday, Wednesday, and
Saturday, the lecturers being respectively Prof J
Lloyd Williams (“Light and Life “), Prof A. W.
KirW ildy (“ Present Industrial Conditions **), and i

Dr Vaughan Cornish (“The Geographical Posi- I

tion of the British Empire”) Members of the
|

Association as such are not admitted to these lec-
j

tures The distribution of tickets, which arc free,

IS in the hands of the Workers* Educational Asso-
ciation. and they may be obt lined at the reception

offace during the meeting
The programme of excursions is a \arjed ont

The geologists are visiting Cefn On and Caci-
philly on Tuesday, Penylan on Wtdnesd.iv* the
Barry Coast on Ihursdav, ind I avernot k on
Fndav Section h ((jeographv) will explore the

i

Vale of Glamoigan on Wednesday, and the laH
and Rhondda ^^^lIeys on 1 hiii sday Tht engineers
will he shown over iVe Bute Dorks on lucsdaj,
the Melingrifhth Tinplate W<jrks on Wednesday,
the Dowlais Steelworks on Thursda} and the
Great Western Colliery on hriday Seclton 11 ‘

(\nthropology) will investigate the Roman remains
j

at Caerwent (between Newport and C hepsfow) on
Wednesday

,

A bolanual expedition to VStnvoc

takes place on Ihursday The Section of Educa-

tion will inspect the summer school at Barry on
Friday One or two demonstrations have also

I

been arranged On Wednesday Section 1 will be

shown the new physiological laboratories of the

University College, where a new < Icctrokymo-

graph will be demonstrated On Ihursday after-

noon members of the Asso( lation, particularly

those of Sections B, A, and 1
,
arc invited to the

chemical laboratories of tht Cardiff City Mental

Hospital, where demonstrations will be given of

some new chemical and physiological methods,

and also of a modern high-powered X-ray installa-

tion equipped with auto-transformer and Coolidge

tube All these sectional excursions and

demonstrations take place in the afternoons

On Saturday, August 28, two general excur-

sions of the Associatum will be made One party

will drive through the \\>c Valley, taking lunch

at Tintcin and c.alhng at Llanover, ne.ir Aber-

gaxtnnv, at the invitation ol Lord Treowen, to

take lea on tlu rctiun journey The other party

will cioss tlu Bristol C hannel and visit the famous
C heddar cavts, Wills Cathidr.il, and Glastonbury

\bbe^ I lie numbtrs in tluse excursions (and

also M many of the siitional expeditions already

mentioned) arc limited Membtis are requested

to signity lh( ir intention of taking part in any of

tlwm as soon as possible alter the h* ginning of

the meeting By so doini*- thex \m 11 not only

ensure their own participation, but <ilso lighten

the work of those responsible for organising the

excursions, for m the present local conditions the

difficulties of arranging transport irc considerable

Obituar

Str Herman Xochscr, /.IR.S*

The death of Sii Noiman Lockyei on
Monday last deprives the world of a gieat

astronomer, and the nation ol^ a force which it

can ill afford to lose 1 hough It had been know n

for several months that Sir Norman was m i

feel^e state of health, his many Iriends cheiishcd

the hope that the vigour which was characteristic

of him would revive, and that the devoted atten-

tion of his wife and daughter would preserve him
to us for a few more years, but this was not to

be The alert mind and acute understanding

which influenced so many men and advanced so

much scientific work over a period of sixty years

or so arc now at rest, yet there remains to us a

recollection which will not soon be effaced, and
there stands in the archives of science a record

of his achievement which will command admira-

tion so long as the pursuit of knowledge is re-

garded as^ worthy huniaa« endeavour.

In the jubilee issue of Nature in November

last Dr Deslandres, Sir ^Archibald Getkie, Sir

Ray Liimkester, and other distinguished men of

science paid tribute to the work and influence of.

the founder of this journal, the volumes of which

form an enduring monument to hts memory
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Sii Noimun u.is not only a pioneir worker in

the helds of scietuc, but also an advotatc of the

claims of scienct to recognition in modern polity,

and this rare iombination w is us<d to further

scicntihi interests as well as to secure the piogress

of knowledge Ht was the embodiment of mental
ai livity, and never relinquished a task to which he

had put his hand Until a short time ago he wa<5

as eager to learn of developments and discoveries

m astronomical work, and as ready to suggest new
lines of research, as a man in the prime of life,

and It IS difficult to realise that this fund of

energy is now no longer ava lable to those of us

who derived benefit from it When Goethe wrote

“The quickening power of science only he can

know from whose soul it gushes free,” he must

have had in mind a researcher of the type of him
whose loss we now mourn

Sir Norman Lockycr was born at Rugby on
May 17, 1836 He was educated at various

private schools, and m 1857 received an appoint-

ment at the War Office His work there was so
much appreciated that in 1865 he was entrusted

with the editorship of the Army Regulations.

In 1870 he was appointed secretary of thc^ Duke
of Devonshire’s Royal Commission on scientific
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instruction and the advancement of science The
reports of this Commission are most valuable

records of the position and needs of science, and
if the recommendations had been put into force

this country could easily have been in advance of

all others as regards scientific development*
When the work of the Commission was com-
pleted in 1875 Sir Norman was transferred to

the Science and Art Department He afterwards

became professor of astronomical physics m the

Royal College of Science, and was director of

the Solar Physics Observatory at South Ken-
sington from 1885 to 1913 He was elected a
fellow of the Ro>al Society in 18^19, was Rede
lecturer to the University of Cambridge in 1871,

and Bakerinn lecturer to the Rojal Society in

1874, in which year he received the Rumford
medal of the society In 187s the Paris Academy
of Sciences elected him a corresponding member
in the seitioii of astronom> He was a corre-

sponding meml>er of numerous national scientific

societies, and honorary member of many others

He received honorary degrees from the Universi-

ties of bxford, Cambridge, (ilasgow, Kdinburgh,
and Aberdeen, ind the Older of Knight Com-
mander of the Bath was conferred upon him by
the King in 1897

Sir Norman Lockycr’s early spectroscopic work
w'Hs devoted to the sun His first observations

were directed to a st rutiny of the spectrum of sun-

spots as compared with that of the general

surface In the course of the paper in which
these observations were described, read before

the Royal Society on November 15, 1866, he
remarked “May not the spectroscope aflFord

us evidence of the existcnenp of the ‘ red flames
*

which total eclipses have revealed to us in the

sun's atmosphere, although they escape all other

modes of examination at other times’" The
spectroscope he then employed proved to be of

insufficient dispersive power for his rcsearthes,

but by the aid of the Government Grant Com-
mittee of the Royal Society an instrument of

greater power, though not quite complete, was
obtained on October 16, 1868 Four days later

his efforts were crowned by the defection of a
solar prominence by means of the bright lines

exhibited in its spectrum An account of this

discovery was immediately communicated to the

Royal i^ciely and lo the Pans Academy of

fvciences Meanwhile had occurred the total solar

eclipse of August 18, and Dr Janssen, who had
observed with eminent success the spectrum of

the prominences during the eclipse, came to the

conclusion that the same mode of observation

might enable one to detect them at any time,

and he saw them in this manner the next day
The first account of the discovery, which was
sent b\ post, reached the Pans Academy a few
days after the communication of Sir Norman
Lockver's observation of October 20, and, as was
described in Naturb of May 20 last, a medal was
struck in honour of the joint discovery

This notable application of the spectroscope re-

sealed the prominences as local disturbances in
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the continuous luminous layer which Sir Norman
Lockyer called the chromosphere, and from the
field of research opened by his discovery rich

harvests have since been reaped The gas, named
by him helium, commonly occurring in solar pro-
minences, was not isolated on the earth until

twenty-seven ^ears later, when Sir William Ram-
say extracted it from the mineral cliveitc Now, as
Prof McLennan has described in these columns, it

IS possible to obtain millions of cubic feet of helium
per day from natural gas in Alberta, and there

IS every reason to believe that this supply will

become of immense scientific and industrial value

It IS beyond the bounds of this general record

of Sir Norman Lockycr’s scientific serv^iccs to

venture into the field of astronomical physics

which ht made particularly his own An apprecia-

tive account of that work will be contributed to

a later issue by a spc( trostopist famihinr v\ith its

special significance and \alue Here wc need
only remark that Sir Norman's meteoritic hypo-

thesis of celestial evolution is chiefly responsible

for the change of view which has taken place as

to the nature of ncbulm and the existence of stars

of increasing as well as of decreasing tempera-

tures Dark nebula‘s sheets or streams of non-

luminous cosmic dust—are no longer considered

hypothetical, but are as real ns dark stars, and
the incipient luminosity of nebulae in general

represents the visible portion only of vastly more
extensive congeries of invisible cosmi< matter
Some of the most noteworthy discoveries of

astronomical science in recent vears arc, indeed,

those which suggest or demonstrate that spate

may include as much dark matter as bright, and
they largely owe their origin to Sir Norman
Lockyer 's meteoritic hvpothesis and the classifica-

tion of stellar types based upon it#

In his work and conclusions upon the subject

of dissociation, Sir Norman I-,ockycr was like-

wise much in advance of his limes Fifty >ears

ago he was convinced by his spectroscopic

observations tnat the view that each chemical

clement had only one line spectrum was errone-

ous, and that the various terrestrial and solar

phenomena were produced by a senes of sim-

plifications brought about by each highei tem-

perature employed In his studies of dissocia-

tion he was really collecting facts concerning the

evolution of the chemicS elements, and he
pointed out especially that the first steps m this

evolution were probably best determined by
observations of stellar spectra

Sir Norman Lockyer was the chief of eight

British Government solar eclipse expieditions,

and or^nised the programmes of several others

while director of the Solar Physics Observatory
Hts use of the slitless spectroscope during the

eclipses from 1871 onwards provided a wealth of

information for study From the photographs
obtained during the total sokir eclipse of 1893
the wave-lengths of many chromospheric and
coronal, lines were determined, and* a very com-
plete series of pictures and spectra of the corona
and chromosphere was obtained during the
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ccbpae of the true wave length of the chief
corona line facing then determined as S3037
Further knowledge was secured from the eclipses
of 1898. 1900, and 1905, and it was all brought
into relationship with the laboratory work and
discussions of stellar types earned on at the Sol ir

Physics Observatory
When the first Solar Physics Committee was

appointed m 1879, reference was mide to the
desirability of \n inquiry into the possible eflcct
of solar conditions on meteorological phenomen i

but It was not until 1898 that Sir Norman
Lockyer undertook, with his son, Major J S
Lockyer, a definite and scirching inquiry into the
most trustworthy meteorological records with
the view of discovenng indic lUons of solir influ
enct on weather f itlors It was esHblishtd ih it

the oscillations of innual pressure in St uth
Amenc i ire tlistK rcliUd to those of Iht Jnd in
Ocean but invtrsi in chiricUr high prtssuic
years in India being represented by lou pressurt
ye irs in Cordobi this seesaw plunumenon
was found to hold good for numerous oti tr
districts md its imporiance for U ng period fore
casting is now being recognised Drs Helland
Hansen and Nansen lefer paiticularly to the work
of Sir Norman and M ijor Lockyer upon this
subject in their v du ible memoir n ii cd in
Nature of August 5 p 715
A reputt on the work ot the Solir PhysKs

Observatory duiing the period 1889-1909 w is

issued by Sir Normin Lockyer when the Solir
Physics Committee wis dissolved md the
observatory trinsfcrrcd t j C imbridgc This
abrupt break in his life s work w is Tculcly felt

by Sir Norman and he nc ver re ilU rci overed
from Its effects though he w is is keen is e\ti
upon progress m istrophysics What he desired
particularly was that the obsercitorN sh uld be
transferred to a site which would permit intreastd
opportunity for obser\Ttion md when to his
^at disappointment the institution to which In
nTd devoted so many utivc yeirs was summ'iiily
reorganised without ( onsideralion for his intcrcsls
in it, and placed in a position little iKitcr than
that which it had long occupied under his
directorship, his hope for the dc\ clopmcnt of
astrophysical researches slirlcd it the observi
tory recei\cd n sudden md pithetic chcik

Obstacles were however ilwiys used bv Su
Norman Lockver is opportunities Wl«n hi

Solar Physics Obser\ itorv was tikcn from South
Kensington to Cambridge in 191^ md his olhci il

connection with the observatory ceased, he dc
voted himself to erecting i new observttor\ it

Salcombe Regis Sidmouth where h spent his
declining years later the Hill Obscrv itorv

Corporation was formed to promote the develop
meat of this observatory and to carry on its work
piermanendy Sir Norman and I ady I ockyer
gave the site of seven aqd a half acres upon
which stand the present buildings and there is

ample room for extension, while the position of
the observatory is as fine as could possibly be
desired Thanks chiefiy to Sir Norman s gifts
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of instruments and to the generosity of Lt Col
1 r ink MeClein, Mr Kober Mond, md
othcrii, the observatory is dready one of the
best equipped in the eountry ind it could become
one of the best m the world it wealthy benefactors
here were as mueh interested in the promotion of

astronomical science ib they are m the United
States where the most notable woik is now being
done in astrophysics No memorial to Sir

Norman lockyer could have 1 more appropriate
objeit thin that of providing meins to increise

the staff and develop the work of the Hill

Obscrv itory

Sir Norm in Loci ver s irtha.ological obscrv i

tions are not so well known is they should be,

lor most of them belong to the first rink In con
tinuation of his work on the istronomical uses
of Lgypti in temples he turned his iltcntion to

some of the stone circles and other stone monu
ments in this country and he was ible to establish

the conclusion that sui h monuments were built

to observe md mark the using and setting ot

the sun md other hcivinh Ixxlies at diffeient

timC'* ol the yeir Iht d ite of constiuction of

Stonehenge was thus found to be between about
1900 and 1 soo b c md it appe ired that a thou

sand years before circles were built in Cornwall
commencing about 2400 B c ivenues weie
erected in other p iris of Brit iin

When president of the British Association in

1903-4 Sir Normm lockyer delivered at the

Southport meeting a notable iddress on The
Inffuence of Brain power on History This
iddrcss altricted wide attention but the n ition

w IS not then ready to learn the lesson taught by
it ind It has taken the gre itcst w 11 ol ill time
to ivv tken nitionil consci msiitss to its signifi

i mcc A strong pie i was nndc to prepare by
intellect u d effort for the struggles of peace md
of VC ir and it w is idded Such in effort

seems to me to be the hrst thing any nilional

Ol Impend s lentdu organisition should en

deivour to bring about Sir N 01min Lock)er
hoped that the British Asscciation would exp ind

one of its existing functions and become the

ictive missionary body idumbr itcd in his addicss

but his apped did not meet with the active

suppirt hi expected fr im tl i cc lined most of the

numbers of wl uh wtrt moic inti rested m seten-

Ufit woik Itself than m i ilmn d aspects of it

With char ictcristic cncigv howevti Sir \ itmm
set himself the task ot est iblishing in organisa

tion whiih would bring home to dl classes of the

community the lucessitv of nuking the scientific

spirit i ndiond chiraitcristii to inspire progress

md determine policy in iff urs of all kinds and
as a result the Hiitish Siiciuc (mild was
founded m 1903
Ihroughout his cireei Sir Norman Lockver s

public activities mide contact with national life

at many points and the British Science Guild
is an institutional representation of them which
remains to ittain the objects at which he con
sistently aimed The purpose of the Guild is to

stimulate not so much the acquisition of know-



ledge the appreciation of its value, and the I

advantage of applying the methods of scientific I

inquiry m affairs of every kind Such methods
are not less applicaUe to the problems which con-
front the statesmani the administrator, the
merchant, the manufacturer, the soldier, and the
schoolmaster than to those of the scientific

worker These were the convictions of Sir Norman
Lockyer, and he had the satisfaction in recent

years of hearing them proclaimed from the house-
tops, while the Guild itself stands as a monument
of their power and his prescience

In 1904 a large and infiuential deputation urged
upon Mr Balfour, then Prime Minister, the need
for further assistance to university education and
research, and in announcing that the grant would
at once be doubled, as well as redoubled in the
following >enr, Mr Balfour stated that the in-

crease, which represented a capital sum of

3,000,000/ at per cent
,
was given as the

result of the appeal made in IQ03 by Sir Norman
I^kyer in his presidential address to the British

Association at Southport This represents one
result onl} of his ceaseless activity on behalf of
science and higher education

,
the pages of

NAfuRt throughout its existence afford ample
testimony of the use of the same zeal for progress

“There must,’* he once said, “be only one kind
of education— the lHst--and that is to be given
to everybody “ He expected the best work from
everybodv associated with him, and would not
tolerate anv lower standard for either individual
or national aims His fingers ha\e now’ loosed
their grasp upon the torch of science which he
held aloft for so many vears, but the light still

burns on the bank of the dark river he has
crossed; and in admiration, hope, and reverence
It will be borne onwards by workers whom he
inspired His body will be laid to rest on Satur-
day morning at Salcombc Regis Church, Sid-
mouth, but his spirit will remain in the observa-
tory on the hill-top near-by to stimulate others
to reach out and touch the^ sky

Sir Fdward Brabrook wrrites —
Among the manv who have been honoured by

the friendship of Sir Norman Lockyer and are in

sorrow at his death I count mysdf, as having
had opportunities of being associated with him
m more than one capacity I was one of those
members of the Civil Service whom he invited to
join with him in a welcome to Mowatt, of the
Treasury, on the occasion of his election as a
member of the Atheneeum In the year when
Sir Norman presided over the British Asso-
ciation, I was one of the sectional presidents,
and was nominal bv him -as a member
of the council I warmly sympathised with the
wishes he then entertained for the extension of
the functions ot the assodation, and when these
were seen to be nci realisable in the form in

which he desired them, 1 accepted his invitation

to join in the formation of Ae British Science
Guild Others will be better able than I to tell

the story of his labours for that institution, and

of the success that has attended them ; but 1 may
say a few words on another aspect of his untiring

intellectual work, viz. his contitbutions to archeo-
logy In this respect he ivas an example of the

interdependence that exists between the sciences,

for It was the pursuit of his favourite science of

a&tronomy that gave the direction to his studies

of ancient civilisation In the temples of Egypt and
in the stone circles of our own country he found
evidence of th^ astronomical knowledge and pur-

pose with which they were erected, and his own
profound acquaintance with the problems they
presented to him from that point of view led him
to conclusions which, as in the case of fixing the

date of Stonehenge, were closely verified by the

evidence afterwards derived from excavations on
the spot

Agricultural chemistry has lost a distin-

f
:uiiihed exponent by the death of Prof Edward
kiNCH on August 6 at the age of seventy-one.

Prof Kinch was educated at the Grammar
School, Henley-on Thames, and the Royal College

of Chemistry, and successively occupied the follow-

ing positions — Chief assistant to the professor of

chemistry (the late Sir Arthur Church) at the

Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, 1869-73

,

on chemical staff of Royal School of Mines,

1873-75 »
superintendent of minerals, India

Museum, 1875-76, professor of chemistry, Im-
perial College of Agriculture, Tokyo, 1876-81

,

professor of chemistry, Cirencester, 1881-1915,
when the Royal Agricultural College closed on
account of the war He published many tech-

nical papers on agricultural chemistry, in which
he was a leading authority, always distinguished

by the soundness of his judgment As a teacher

Prof Kmch did much for his subject both in this

country and in Japan, and he will be remembered
with respect and s^ection by many generations of

students and n jmerous former colleagues His life

was saddened by the premature death of his yojung

wife (a daughter of the late Rev Geo Hunting-
ton), whom he married in 1889, and after this

he led a somewhat retired life Those privileged

to be his intimate friends will not easily forget his

many sterling qualities and quiet sense of humour
J. R A -D

Wb regret to note that the death of John
Kirkaldy is announced in Engineenng for

August 13, Mr. Kirkaldy was born m 1853, and
was head of the well-known London firm of John
Kirkaldy, Ltd. Quite ^rly in life he took over

the management of his father’s business, and
under his direction the firm played an important
part in introduang fresh-water dtstiQing apparatus
for use 00 board 'ship* Plant of this kind was
also designed for use in the Ashanti campaign^
and in 1883 and 1885 in connectipn witii the
Egyptian campaigns Mr 'Kirkaldy was a member
of the institution of pivU En^neers, and also of

the Institution of Msraanical Engineers.
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Notes.
\RCiLBOU>oisTs wiU fully appreciate the announce-

lYteot that one of the first ofiitial acts of the new
High ComralMioncr of Palestine has been the estab-

Ushment of a Departnient of \nflquities An Inter-

national Board will advise the director on technical

matters. Provision Is made for an inspector, for a

museum, and for the custodv of the historical monu-
ments. The museum starts with more than 100 cases

of jintlquitles collected by the Palestine Exploration

Fund and other bodies before the war On August 9
the new British School of Archasologv was formallv

opened at Jerusalem bv Sir Herbeit Samuel

At the council meeting of the National Assoimiion

of Industrial Chemists, held at Sheffield on August 7,

the hon vecrtlar> reported that a number of fiiTps

had given n definite undertaking to consult the

officials of the association m all matters relating to

chemists, their appointment, salaries, and conditions

of employment On the whole, the salaries paid to

members of the association were fairly satisfactory,

in this connection a report had been issued giving a

schedule of minimum salaries and this would be

circulated shortly The hon secretarv took a gloomy

view of the future before industrial chemists He
stated that the number of unemployed was increasing

rapldlv, and theie was everv indication of n coming

great slump In the engineering and allied industries

in which their members were emploved It was more
than ever Imperilive for industrial chemists to unite

to preserve their interests Mr A B Scarle (Shef-

field) was unanimously elected president for the

coming year, and Mr J W Merchant appointed

secretary 1 he proposal to appoint an organising

secretary for propaganda work was also cam<*d

A MPMORiAL hit been nre^nted to the German
National Assemblv urging the fonnation of an

Imperial ChcmuotothniLal Test Lalmratory, which it

Is recommended should be formed from the Military

Test Bureau which existed during the war Accord-

ing to a report in the Zevis des Feremes deuUcher
/ngSHMiira for Mav 29, It is suggested that the

functions of the new laboratory should be, fnfer oZia,

the execution of scientific and technical investigations

relative to raw materials, and particularly (1) the

production of materials of imoortance to the public,

a.^. spint from wood and acetylene instead of from
potatoes, and of fatty acids from the products of

cotd- or ligmte-tar or paraffin, and the utilisation

and improvement not only of cellulose as a substitute

lor cotton, but abo of ammonium nitrate obtained

synBietlcany In targe quantities as a fertiliser,

%nA (a) the determination of substitutes for

chemical and metallurgical products not avail-

able ht the country or of which therq^ Is a

shortage^ substitutes for paraffin, camphor, and

g^yoertae; for substances used Jn the preservatl^ of

laatbor*^ metals, also suhmtutes for lubricants,

iWher, gutta-percha, etc. In addition, the pro-

fMed new institute would carry out researches

« taterest, t.g. on iru,fci|)revefltion andM eofi'oaioit of matela, on the d^rmination of

/SOjaesi.voi. 105]

stresses in intemal-comhustion engines, on the effect

of wmter cold and upper-air temperatures on imple-

ments and raw materials, and on the testing and im-

provenimt of aeroplane and airship fabrics It is

also suggested that scientific and technical investiga-

tions should be carried out dealing with the preven-

tion of accidents and the protc^ctlon of worlcem m a
number of important industries.

Thk autumn meeting of the Institute of Metals will

be held at Barrow-in-Fumess on September 15-16,

under the presidency of Sir George Goodwin

Wk have received the quarterly report of the

Research Defence Society containing an account of

the annual general meeting The Jenner Society has

become affiliated to the society, and Its hon secretary,

Dr. Drurv, hns joined tlie committee At the close

of the meeting Col Me Tarnwn gave an address on
** Vitamines,” an abstract of which is published in

the report

Medical Science Abstracts and Reviews for August
(vol ii., No 5) contains a review of recent work and
articles upon "lethargic encephalitis" (see Natubs,
January i, p 452), a disease which appeared In this

country at the commencement of 1918 Cases have
been reported in almost every European country and
in Africa, India, the Unit^ States, and Canada.
Netter points out that descriptions of a similar disease

are given by Hippocrates, Aretseus, ind Csslius

Aurelianus, and the works of Celsus contain a chapter

on "lethargic fever Svdenham in the seventeenth

century also gave p description of the same kind of

disease under the name of "comatose fever " It

appears reasonable to suppose, therefore, that this

disease is not new, but has been in abeyance for

seventy years or more No causative organism has
yet been discovered

0\ the occasion of the opening of the third labora-

tory of the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine on

July 24 (see Nature, July aq, p 6^) the Uverpool
ITnlversitv Press issued a volume (103 pp , 37 plates)

giving an account of the inception of the School and
Its history from that time up to the present. In
addition to the records of the important contributions

of the School to the advance of our knowledge of

tropical diseases, the volume records the bene-

factions which hav» enabled the School to develop

and to perform Its functions so successfully Among
recent developments may be mentioned the estab-

lishment of research laboratories it Mandos and at

Sierra Leone, where continuous investigations into

the diseases of these localities can be carried on
We Join in the confident hope expressed that the city

of Liverpool and those " whom destiny binds m diverse

ways to tropical lands ” will continue to support the
School.

Tm Research Defence Society has Issued a paper
by Major-Gen. Sir David Bruce on the prevention of

tetanus during the Great War by the of antitetanic

serum Sir David Bruce states in Ids Introduction
that the object of this paper is to controvert the
assertkms of the supporters of anU-vivisectlon In
regard to tetanus, and to prove thait antlCet|n!c senuti
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Is of Ibe greatest use In preventing the onset of the

disease, a^ if not successful in ^s, in mitigating

the severity of the symptoms and lessening the death-

rate. Statistics of the incidence of tetanus among the

wounded sent home, about 1,342,000, are given, there

were among them 1458 cases of tetanus, a ratio of

about X per 1000. In September, 1914, 6000 wounded
men were landed in England, and 54 men wounded in

that month were attacked by tetanus, a ratio of 9 per

1000 In November, 1914, there was a sudden drop

to a ratio of 23 per xooo, and the ratio nevei after-

wards exceeded about 37, and was frequently less

This sudden drop coincides with the systematic inocula-

tion of ail the wounded with antitetanic serum The
case-mortality per (vnt of those who developed tetanus

535 among those unprotected with antiutamc
serum, and 330 among those who received a preven-

tive iniection of the scrum The use of antitetanic

serum also markedly lengthened the incubation period

of the disease, and the longer the incubation period,

the milder does the disease tend to be With a long
incubation period the disease frequently assumes a
localised form in the neighbourhood of the wound,
and while in 1914 the percentage of cases of the acute

and generalised form was 989 and of the local form
1 1, m 1918 the respective ftgures were 835 and 165
Sir David Bruce concludes, therefore, that by the
preventive use of antitetanic serum (i) the incidence

of the disease is lowered ten to twelve times, (3) the

incubation period is lengthened four or five times;

(3) the disease becomes milder, many of the cases

showing only local manifestations , and (4) the death-

rate is lowered fourfold

Four specimens of Gephyrea were taken from the

stomachs of fish at two widely separated stations by
the Canadian Arctic Expedition, 1913-18 These are

referred by Mr R. V. Chamberlin (Report of the
Expedition, vol ix , Part D, 1930) to the widespread
northern Prtafulus humanus A short account is

given of other Canadian Gephyrea, which represent

six species—the Priapuius already mentioned and five

SIpunculids, one of which is a new species of Phas-
colosoma. The author appends a useful, but tiot

quite complete, bibliography of the Geph3rea con-

tainincr the titles of about 430 works

Tkb remarkable habits of the sage grouse form the

subject of a brief but valuable essay by Mr. Bruce
Horsfall in Zoologica (vol iL, No 10), the organ of
the New York Zoological Society One of the most
striking features of tii^ displays described is the use of
the wi^s in thrusting forward the inflated alr-pouch^

which plays a prominent part in the performance.
The authw contends that these displays are not

** courtship** antics, because no noti^ was taken of

one pr two females which meandered through the
throf^ ** while the performance wa^ iti full swing
But since the breeding season seems only Just to have
beguPf one feels inclined to doubt the validity pf this

interpretation A number of unusually good text-

figVH%s and a coloured plate add greatly to the va^
of this most welcome addition to our knowledge of
the ecology of the aaga grouse

NO. i6$l, vot, 105]

Thx neidng of the boMater in Socrtlaiid is m
event in me annals of Brlti^ ornithology wbicb^
Is indeed worthy of record, and^we are greatly

indebted to Mr J. Kirice Nash for his carefully kept

notes thereon which he publishes In British Btrds for

August A pair of these birds were first seen on
June 3 perch^ on a wire fence surmounting a Sand-

bank of the River Esk, near Musselburgh. VTfiSn

discovered they were engaged in catching flies, after

the fashion of the flycatcher On June 7 they were
found entering and leaving a hole in the bank, and
as the male was seen feeding his mate it was dear
that they were nesting On Juno 13, however, the

female fell a victim to the stupidity of a gardener,

who captured it, placed it in a greenhouse, and **fied
’’

it on breadcrumbs Needless to say, it died within

two days, after laying an egg. A few days later the

unfortunate survivor was caught and killed by a cat.

Dr B H Ransom contributes to the Proceedings of

the Lnited States National Museum (vol. Ivil.,

PP 5'*7^3* 33 * 1930) a synopsis of the Trcma-

t(^e family Heterophyidn, with descriptions of a

new genus and five new species. This family is com-
posed of a number of genera of small Trematodes,

usually not more than 2 mm. long, parasitic in the

intestine of mammals and birds, usually fish-eaters.

Two of these flukes, Hetsrophyes het^rofhyss and

Meiagommus Yokogawai, occur in the small intes-

tine of man—the former in Egypt, China, and Japan,

and the latter in Formosa, Japan, and Korea These

occur also in the dog and cat, and five other flukes

of this family have been recorded from these animals.

The author gives a key to the characters of the nine

genera which he recognises as valid, and also supplies

the necessary keys to the species

Thr first annual report of the Industrial Fatigue

Research Board (H M Stationery Office) cpntains an

interesting record of work comj^eted or in progress

Of the four reports already issued that Of Dr. Vernon

dealing with thr influence of hours of work and

ventilation on output in the tinplate industry is the

most extensive, while the report by Mr Major Green-

wood and Mist Hilda Woc^ upon the incidence of

industrial accidents (the statistical theory of this

investigation has been further developed in a paper

by Messrs Greenwood and Yule publlshe4 hi the

March, 1930, Issue of the Journal of the Royal Statis-

tical Society) suggested some Important probleme

which the Board proposes to study further Mrs.

Osborne’s paper on the output of female^muni^on
workers and Dr C. S Myers’s analysis of the results

obtained in a factory after the idtro&ctifih of motion .

study are also of Interest Amongst Investigatioas

not yet completed, that on the relatiw between length

of shift and fatigue in the Um and 8te4 indoltty*

entrusttal to Dr. H. M Vernon, iMbnost ready for pntK

lication, and progrem^bas been made wifh iaqolris

into special conditio^ affecting the cotton, boot am
shoe, and sUk industries The^Board ha^ a Img
number ol tatiks in hand, and it ia^yst too

decide which ate llkeljr to be mast t

Is, however, clear carefol thought h** hfA
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4«tot6d to the organuation of research and we have

no doubt that the outcome will be of the greatest

bonefit to both employers and employed

Conte of new editions of several pamphlets in the

Bconosmc Series published by the Natural History

Museum have come to hand No i on the house fly

{Musca dofn4st%ca) by Major Austen is in its third

edition and has been enlarged and almost entirely

cewrlhen It deals with tht house fly under normal

conditions in the British Isles those who desire

further information including Army requiremer cs

should consult the larger pamphlet No ia in the

same series The illustrations are exceedingly clear

and several of these along with the letterpress will

help to distinguish the commoner house frequent ng flies

from the true house fly which they clo&ely resemble

Musca autumnalis is a ca^ in point it frequently

«nt)ers houses etc nml hibernates therein during the

winter giving nse to the popular belief that the

winter habits of Af domesUca are well known The
latter feature however is one concerning wh ch wo
need much more extensive obseivation than has been

accorded to it in the past 1 he breeding habits of the

house fly are also dealt with and simple remedial and
preventive measures against this pest are enumerated

No 3 by Mr J Waterston deals with fleis and

their relation to man ird donvestic animals It is

noteworthy that eleven species have up to the pre!»ent

proved capable of transmitting plague Five of them
are common in Britain while the plague flea par

axceUanta (Xenopsylla cheopu) is occasionally intro

duoed No 4 on mosquitoes is written by a recog

nised student of the family Mr P W Edwards
The relation of these insects to disease and the control

measures m vogue are clearly explained No 6 by
Mr H Hirst deals with scorpions mites ticks

spiders and centipedes in so far as they may be in

Junous to man Nos 3 and 6 are reprints without

alterations of their processors and No 4 diflers

fhim Its original edition only m a few small addi

tions to the letterpress

An interesting account of the development of the

mioa industry m Eastern Transvaal dunng the last

ten years Is given by Mr A L H*ill in Memoir 13

of the Geological Survey of the Union of South Africa

(1990) The books * of mica that are of economic
value occur as constituents of coarse grained pegma
tltM which cut the older granite of the Pictersburg

<Hstrict The memoir gives a review of the uses of

hlica and of the qualities and occasional def-^th that

tnutt be considered from a cCHiunercial point of view

Ma Smaad Tajsoi has pubbshed a com^^te snd>
tthictural and petrographical of the island volcano

of Oshlma the largest of the Seven Islands group
OM[th>arest of the Bay of Tbkyo (Joum Coll of

Sd, Ipop Uittv lokyo vol Mfty lo 1920)

faddentAyt be introdiioee method for the deter

mUunton «• ttMfly m poeeible of the maximum and
vninlf^uffl renactiva Iniboee of imnenda represented

tqi, minnte cry^ grains, by using a large number of

Iminmed bi vanoue liquids above a NigoI

>10. 2651, VOL IQ5]

1 he great crater nng formed by ancient ejecta is

now dominated by the tecent central cone of Miha
ra) ama which is still act ve The author is not

afraid of technical terms and conasely describes the

volcano as consisting of double honiates—a somma
and a central one and as built ip of numerous
la ers alternately accumulated of rheumatit la and
lasmatica of basaltic nature

Mr H Vaibntin» Davis sends us a copy of his

1 ttle Book about Snowdon published by him at

WistasCon Crewe This is illustrated with sketches

sketch maps and sections drawn to the same vertical

ind horizontal scale which should do much to interest

the visitor to Llanbcris n the many features of scientific

interest that are so well displayed on Snowdon It

Si a foreru iner of larger j^uide book and hence

only the LUnberib pith is treated as a route to

V VVjddf Without lenf, ddaetc Mr Davis intro

duces the r ght touches at the right points and gives

just enough to mal e the reader th nk 1 be section

show ng the descent of tl c erratic macn d ur arddu

from the back of the wm contains a lot of glacial

lore and mi^ht well be enlarged as a typical diagram
of cirque formation for the class room This alone is

worth the sevenpento har(,ed (8d post free) for this

unassum ng but eflective little pamphU t Will Mr
Dav h consider in the quiet of Nod Ifa whether

he or his pr nlcrs arc responsible for Gnb Goih
(regul rlv repeated) ffviion and carreg ?

Ihb lat St issue of the Journal of the Roval Stalls

tical Society (vol Ixxx ii part in ) contains an
interesting paper by Mr M S Birkett statistical

ofltc^er of the National federation of Iron and Steel

Manufacturers on The Iron and Steel Trades
dunng the War which bnngs out very clearly

the efforts made bv th s industry to produce the

enormous supply of munitions of w ir that were
needed for the great struggle The author makes
It clear that it was the character rather than

the quanuty of material produced that had to be
modified 1 hus in 1913 the total production of

pig iron was about 10 250 000 tons which had fallen

in 1914 to just under 9 000 000 tons and remained
approximately stationary t that figure throughout the

war The classes of pi|. iron used essentially for

steel making naniel> ha.matitc and basic had how
ever risen from 58 per cent to 72 per cent of the

total by far the biggest increase being in the latter

class the output of which in 1918 was 50 per cent

above that of 1914 There was a corresponding in

crease in the output of steel which reach^ 9 500 000
tons in 1918 an increase of i 700 000 tons over 191^
the bulk of the increase igain being in basic steel

of which there was abose 50 per cent more made in

1918 than in 1914 It is interest ng lo note that there
were employed on the blast furnaces 39 aoo men in

July 1914 as against 54 900 in July, 1919 so that
the effideni^ of the men employed had gone down very
conuderably The total numbers employed in the
industry at those two dates svere 304 ooo and 37^300
respectively, or, deducting those employed 00 bieet
fumaoes, Ironfoundflng, and di^Uto ttannfactan,
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which are given separately. 178,400 and ^35,700

respectively, an increase of neari> one-tbird; by tar

the larger number of these were undoubtedly engaged

in steel manufacture The paper dealt also with the

production of iron and steel m France and in the

United States, and includes an interesting table of

the production and export of iron and steel an the chief

iron-producing countries of the world, w^ich shows
strikingly the amount of loss that the ^ar has inflicted

upon the German non and steel mdustnes

Hono-Kono Roval Ob^rvatory has recently issued

Its report for the vear 19x9, under the directorship

of Mr T F Claxton The report deals mainlv with
meteorologv, but It Includes in a general ^ay the

magnetic elements and time services, with the neces-

sary astronomical observations for the latter In the

description of the various meteorological instruments

in use a doubt is thrown on the relation between the

temperatures In the thermograph shelter and the

hourly readings by the rotation thermometers, and it

IS stated that the difference Is not constant throughout
the day. Details of the ctrtnpanson would be useful

and Interesting In addition to the automatic records,

eye observations of the tame elements are said to be

made each hour, perhaps less frequent eye observa-

tions would be sufficient, and time thus saved might
with advantage be devoted to a discussion of clouds,

the character and direction of which are said to be

observed every three hours Attention is directed to

the large departures from normal from month to

month in atmosphcnc pressure, temperature, and
wind A tvphoon on August 32 occasioned a squall

at the rate of 84 m p h , although the centre of the dis-

turbance passed about 150 miles to the south-west of

Hong-Kong The greatest rainfall in twenty-four hours

was 480 in on July 4, and the greatest in one hour

was 1 3S in between 5 and 6am on October x

The total rainfall for the year at the observatory was

7614 in , of which 409a in fell in June, July, and

August; and in these months, in the heaviest rains

occasioning floods, 3879 in fell in 186 hours Sevqptv-

one per cent of the dailv weather forecasts a e said

to have beet) completely successful Meteorological

logs were received from cighty-one ships operating In

the Far East, representing 2487 doys’ observations

It would be a valuable asset for aeronautics if

observers could be encouraged to give especial atten-

tion to cloud observations, marine and aeronautic

meteorology are becoming closely interlocked

Th8 June Issue of Ttrresifial Magnetism and

Atmespheme Electricity contains Capt J. P Ault's

preliminary results o| the magnetic observations

taktjn on Che United States Magnetic Survey ship

Camegte during her voyage from Buenos Aires to St

Helena In February and March last According to

the new measurements, the deviation of the compass

and the dip as ^ven on the most recent British

Admiralty Chart No. 3775 are m many cases out
in die deviatictfi and 2^ or 3^ out in the dip. The
most serious dUforences are to be found In the region
betareen 45^ south latitude 329^ east longitude, and
36® fputh 334* east, where the pritlsh chart

so. 3651, VOL. 105]
^

the deviation to the west too small by about 1®;

while over the region 33® south 3® east to x6® south
80 east the dip is given between 2® and 3® too small.

The horizontal intensity c^ven on the chart is every-

where too large by about one unit in the second
decimal place of the value in C G S units.

Thk Journal of the Torquay Natural History

Society, vol ii , No 6, has just reached us. Among
other interesting papers is one on the scientific cor-

respondence of Charles Kingsley and William
Pengelly An account of the Hfe of Charles Kingsley

IS given, together with extracts from letters written

by him between 1867 and 1870 to William Pengelly

Points of natural history, mostly of a geological

nature, were raised in these letters Another paper
of interest is “Mendelism and Selection *’ The
results of recent experiments by Prof Castle are dis-

cussed m terms of germ-plasm with the view of recon-

ciling Mendelism with selection In yet another paper
some account is given by Mr. H G Lowe of the

ongm of the needle . its history is traced back
through three needle-like implements which have
been found while excavating in Kent's Cavern The
view taken is that the discovery of the needle marked
the first step in man’s struggle from a purely animal
state of existence

Messrs Gauthirr-Viixars, of Pans, are pub-

lishing a series of works of great men of science

entitled “Los Matties de la Pensde Sdenttfique,"
with the object of making the original works known
to sdentifit students We have received four volumes
iontaining writings of Lavoisier, Huygens, and
Spallanrani, each including a short biographical note

on its author “M6mdres sur la Restoration et la

Transpiration dcs Animauz,” by Lavoisier, is a col.

lection of four papers read to the AcOddmie des

Sciences between 1777 and 1790 The text is taken
from the Mdmolrer of the society for the appropriate

years “Trait6 de la Lumifere/' by Huygens, h re-

printed from the original work published in 1690,

with some necessary fdtorations in spelling and punc-
tuation The two volumes entitled “Observations et

Experiences faites sur leg Animalcules des Infusions,'^

by Spallanzani, are copies of a translation of the

original work by Jean Scnebler published at

Geneva in 1786 The diagrams included in the trans-

lation are not reproduced When the aeries is com-
pleted it will serve as a ready means of access to the

worics of men prominent In the history of iJ^knoe, and
it should be fmrtlcularly valuable to the student

giving him an qiportunity of learning at first hand tbe

methods and arguments by which s^entific kiVowledge

has been advanced
^ ^

Mxssrs SinoN, PiuBD, ak6 Co., Lm, promise

for the autumn fiqiblishing season an Ulustra«^

volume by Miu Gardner lUng og the present copdian"

of the inhabitants of the Fi]i Islafi^, based upon thlQ

authoris estperienoes among them^ sltortly befote the

war. Miss King lived much among die natives m
their own honii^ pud should th^lcm have aa

interesting story to telh
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Our Astronomical Column.
TsiiPi^'s CoMBT —M Fayct haa given a very

probable explanation of the discordance of the Kudara
obeervation of this comet on May 35 He finds that

ha true R A on that day was exactly 2h great* r

than the Kudara one, the declination being correct

Hence the alteration of a single figure in the announce

-

mentf which may have been set down wrong by mad
vertence in preparing the message for telegraphic trans-
mission, will make everything accordant, and furtlioi

explidn the fact that whereas Mr Kudara stated that

the comet was"* visible in a small tele^tope, many
lEuropeon observers searched in vain round the posf-

tion indicated The calculated daily motion on May 2^
i* +3m 34s , N 8', which agrees fairly well with the
observed value +3111 4s , N 8', the latter was prob
ably deduced from observations extending over an
hour or two The following positions have been
annovutced

Ct M T Appi R A App ^ dccl OhMrvcr Plmrdh in lum iL a t H
iUy*s 7 10 o 31 55 70 4 53 o Kudara Kyoto
July 30 14 56 2 5s 49 48 I 17 07 Mtchkovitch MarseiIIf<;

at 13 55 4 I 55 1444 I 18585
31 13 12*9 I 55 8*60 X 1843 Handler KnniKstuhl
33 14 35 o X 57 37 5 1 3 I 1 Putit Barcelona
>4 13 40 7 3 2 10 63 1 26 5 8 Mundler Konigstuhl

The first R A is conjecturally increased by ih
The following is a continuation of the ephemeiis

for Greenwich midnight

R A

Aug 30
km s

3 48 26
3 53 36

38 a 5^ I

Sept I 358 38
S • 3 0 38

9 3 1 29

S P«l« Log r I .il

3 SS
429

0 1866 c|t)4(>()

5 S
544

019S7 <)<)42S

6 34

7 5

0 2113 99400

M Michkovltch noted that the coma appe'irtd
round, the diameter exceeding There w.is c woll-
deflned nucleus of magnitude 98 I> Palisa nolod
that this was eccentrically placed in the coma

Stomyuurst Observations in 1919 —The annual
volume of the results obtained at Stonyhurst Obiierva-
ory last year contains an interesting summary b\
Re director, the Rev A L Cortie, of the solar

-Jeeervatioiie The mean spot areas for J917-18--19
rere lai, 79, and 8-4 respectively, while the mean
daily magnetic dethnation ramies m the same years
am US', 124', and 12/. The year 1919 probably
Kpresentg the hump on me downward curve, which is

mmtentW shown both in sun-spots and variable stars
PaUier Cortie associates the delayed maximum of
magnetic—*>as compared with sun-spot—activity with
the declining mean latitude of sun-spots, which in-
creases their magnetic efficiency, since it makes them
cross Che sun more centrally.

The most remarkable spot group of 19x9 was a
tHple group which was on the disc from August 13
to 25 (central about August 19) A very violent mag-
netic storm occurred on August ir-ta; if this was
cofioectod with the spot group the discharge must
have been directed tangentfUlv* not radially, from the

1^. The spot grow penisted through four rotations,

last aeen on December 7*

The report also gives the xesult of a comparison
bbtweeti the drawings of facuke and the photographs

bf oMum flocculi. A close correspondence in posi-

tloa Is ftmnd, so that every prominent flocculus has

4tiv acedtepanytog foculg,

A raseaffh Is also In progress with the view of

wo. 3651 , VOL. 105]

tracing the flow of faculse in regions of long-* ontinued
spot activity it is anticipate that this flow will

prove to be connected with the cyclonic movements
that produce the magnetic field in sun-spots

Thk Struciurb of the UM\bR&fi—Science for

July 23 contains a lecture on this subject by Prof*
W D MacMillan , of the University of Chicago*
Prof MacMillan dwells on the numerous analogies
between the microcosm of atoms and electrons and
the stellar universe For example, he shows the
close analogy betwe* n the two electrons of the
hydrogen atom and the sun-Neptune system, the
relation between their diameters and mutual distance

being about the same He gives th* number of atoms
in the solar system as 6x10**, and the volume of the
sun's domain in the stellar universe as so cubic
parsecs, or 6x 10“ c c So that, on the average, there
IS I atom to 10 c < ,

which would put the atoms
about as far apart rdailvtlv to then diameter as the
stars

It will be remembered that Prof Eddington and
others have recently made tlve suggestion that the

annihilation of atoms through collision and the con-
sequent release of their stores of eneigy may be going
on in the hottest stars, and thus add enormous^ to

the duration of their output of light and heat Prof
MacMillan endorses these speculations, and adds the
suggestion that the radiant heat of the stars in its

passage through space may perform the lonverso
transformation and build up m itttr once more from
the pioducts of such atomic collisions, restoring to

them the property of mass which they had lost He
claims as a result of these agencies to have con-
structed a universe that is infinite, eternal, and un-
changeable Hut he can sc 1reel \ claim that this con-
clusion IS based exclusive!) on known facts Mam
of his postulates arc doubtful, and rest on analogy
only

Textile Industries and Technical Education
in Canada and the United States*

PROF ALFRED F BARKER, of the Textile
Industries Department of the University of

Leeds, has written un interesting report ‘ of nearh
130 pages of text, accompanied by numerous photo-
grapmc illustiations, of a visit paid in the summer of

1910 to Canada and the United Matts In the course
of the report he discusses, among other matters, the
vast resources irrwater-power of Canada, which, used
directly or in the development of electrical energy,
render to m.inufai luring industrv an immense scr*

vice, and also education and eduration<d institutions,

housing, woik and wages, and industrial enterprise as
they came under his oUsorvation in both Canada and
the States , and ho offers mterytsting rompariKona with
the conditions which prevail in the United Kingdom
Prof Barker is, however, chleflv concerned with the

extent, variety, and progress of textile manufacture
connected with the production of cotton, wool, and
«»ilk goods He was everywhere jgiven the fullest

facilities for his inquiries and investigations, with the
result that hit observations cannot fail to be of the
highest Interest and value to producers and merchants
engaged in these industries

Almost all the cotton mills in the Dominion are
in the province of Quebec, attributable, Prof Barker
observes, possibly to climatic conditions, to the mani-
pulative skill and cheap labour of the French Cana-
dian, or to some combination of all these causes with

Tsstik DhtHcta of Camida ond
Bttlwr Pp

% ** A Suttmrr Totir (1919) throoch iIm
tilt United Stat**." By Pfof A. r
Printed fey Jovttl mdSowrrt Ltd

, B.d.)
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of education and educational Inititutlone aHko In
Canada and in the States In the provihce of Quaibte
there U to be found weU^u^yed agricultural e^NNila

Many
cotton nulls are quite extensive m their buildings and
equipment and almost without exception ate con

Fitt I —Th# Arl ngtoa mitli cauun ng mo o 0 lb of fftoiy «oo p«r diiy

trollpd by Bnttsh or British Canadian managers md agricultural research stations designed to serve
some of whom received their training in I ancashire the farming interests whilst in Montreal the
textile schools or in those of the States It is a city of Canada dominattd bv industry and commerce,
unique feature of Cmadian mills as distinguished there is the splendid Mtlnll I niversity vwitb Its
from those of 1 ancashire and York
shire that every operation from the

yarn to the finished cloth even in

eluding the dyeing and printing, is

carried out in om, and the same
factory which obviously makes it

much more interesting to visit than
that \of a similar works in this

country The woollen industry u
mainly centred in Ontario, and is

far less %e\l organised than that of

cotton, but the luMiery mills are in

evidence in every textile district of
the I>ominion and a great future
lies before the industry since the
equipment and staff of workers nre

of the most effluent character

(Fir I)

Referring to textile manufacture
In the States, Prof Barker remarks
that ffne wool yams are now spun
there which cannot be beaten in

any Purc^iean country but that

neither m Can ida nor in the Stateh
did he see a fine cotton yam ap»
proaching that produced by Lancn
shtre mills On the other hand he
visited a mill m New Jersey which
produced ffner and b^ter finished

dress fabrics than Bradford and In

Nser York he was shown worsted fabnet impossible
to exceed In beauty of texture and colour

Mudi ^paoe is given In the leport to the subject

NO 36SI»V0L lOSl
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notod to \tM strong Faculty of Applied Sctoioe,

Add not less !s the ciw celebrated for its nne Technical

Wgh School, wherein Industries and Industrial pro*

cpjsses are made to serve the highest educational pur-

poses for Its three thousand day students At night

dM schiMd Is attended by sis thousand apprentices in

the various trades the equipment covers In short,

Catlada, in pnmortion to Its population, is well pro-

vided with institutions of university rank, and in the

near future she will have educational facilities second

to no ether country in the world* Prof Barker is also

not less loud in his praise of the educational activities

and Institutions of the States, especialtv of the
Jdissachusetts Institute of Technology, in many

irtspects one of the finest Institutions In the world
'woerdn nothing is spared to make the courses good
and experimental and research work so efficient

that it cannot be left out of the industrial sequence,
with the result that the Institution Is simply flooded

with students who arc In^lred with the posdbilities
of discovery. He speaks highly of the provision for

tyxtile training and education, and especially of the
fine school at Lowell (Fig 2), which represents for

(he textile industries what the Institute of Technology
of Boston rraresents for mining and engineering The

Is full of apt observation upon Mucational and
Industrial aims and methods

Sunshine in the United States.^

United States Monthly Wtaihtr Review for
A January, 1920, contains a discussion on **Sun-

E in the United States ” by Mr J. B Kincer,
urologist attached to the Weather Bureau,
dngton, from observationb mostly for the tvicnty

years from 1895 to 1914
Data are given showing the actual amount of sun-

shine in hours and tenths and the percental of the
possible amount, both methods having their special

advantages Charts and diagrams sh^ow the mean
solar tmiA of sunrise and sunset, and the average
length of day, sunnse to sunset The seasonal and
annual distributions of sunshine are given in per-
oentages of the possible amount, and a table shows
for each month and for the year the percentage of
possible amount of sunshine for all stations where
records are made
Some dissatisfacUon is expressed at the records of

the automatic instruments available, as they In no
way indicate the different degrees of eunshlne Inten-

siQ^n anomaly shared by all other countries In
'd^ierlblngJJiree forms of sunshine recorders in use, the

pampb^rStokesttbe Jordan, and the electrical thermo-
metffc recorder, which Is said now to be in general

use by the Weathwr Bureau, the Review states “The
Cffmi^ll-Stokes burning recorder, consisting of a lens

dV hmlng^lass which scorches, during bright eun-

Shio^, a trace on a strip of cardboard placed at the

pi€^ focal <Bstanoe and adjusted by clockwork to

with the sun”; this description seems open

ion, as the card is stationary, and the sun
! Imping its Image on the card bearing the

Litian of sundhine with geographical position

Weated* For the year as a whole the least

of sunshine occurs along the North Pacific

it is only 40 per cent, of the daylight

tmudmvtn amoSm In the United States

\ In A etfuth-west; la the Lower Cdorado
valtev to dufratiort of sunshine Is qo per cent

' df to total number of hours from sunrise to sunset*

Ittly is to monA of maximum amount in nearly one-

ot lu»twr, T»1^, ivm yoI. JtWH

,

MowSAw. 1010. vA slnL, pp. 794*0$.
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half of the country, including all the northern
dis^cti

Data are given showing the average annual per-
centage of days dear, partly cloudy, and cloudy
Dealing with diurnal varfatlons in sunshine, it is

stated that the amount is least during the early
morning hours, with a secondary minimum in the late
afternoon The greatest amount occurs near midday

Prof R de C Ward, of the Harvard University,
contributed an article to the U S Monthly Weather
Review for November, 1919, bearing the title “ Biblio-
graphic Note on Sunshine in the United States
Foreseeing the issue of a series of new sunshine charts
for the United States, a brief account is given of
previous sunshine charts Issued

Reference is made to work done by van Bebber In
i8q6 and by Glaser in 1913, and it is mentioned that
“ the available material was confessedly very in-
adequate ” In charts prepared bv Prof A J Henry In
i8qS the percentages of sunshine were obtained bv
subtracting the mean annual cloudiness from too, and
a map of normal annua! sunshine compiled from
observations at the Weather Bureau stations from
1871 to 1908 inclusive seems to have been obtained in
the same wav The system seems open to eerlous
objection, and is far less satisfactory than using the
records of the automatic sunshine instrument

r H

The Peat Resources of Ireland.

The Fuel Research Board has issued as a Special
Report (No 3) a lecture on the above subject

delivered by Prof P F Purcell before the Royal
Dublin Society last year The Importance of using
the lower grade fuels has been greatly enhanced by
the enormous rise in the price of our highir grade
staple fuel, coal, and Sir George Beilby. in his intro-

ductory remarks to the Report, ascribes the revival

of interest in peat as a fuel not only to the general
scarcity of fuel, but also lo the great and apparently
permanent increase in the cost of coal

Ihe peat resources of Ireland arc of paramount
interest In that country, where the bogs cover onc-
seventh of the area, and Prof Purcell estimates that
the peat reserves In these bogs are more than ten times
those of the proved coal reserves of that country The
estimated “anhydrous peat*' is s«7oo,ooo,ooo tons,
equivalent to 5,000,000,000 tons of average air-dried

peat Sixtv-two per cent of the farmsteads arc
entirely dependent upon peat fuel, and It Is estimated
that the annual consumption is between 6,000,000 and
8,000,000 tons
The problem of the utilisation of peat is, -as is well

known, one of the economical removal of excess
water, the averatfe content of which Is about oo per
cent. The effect of watet; Is, porh^p^^, best emphasised
when It Is stated that "with 80 cent present, the
II per cent of drv peat will just be sufficient to
evaporate the 80 per cent of water ** In the natural
process of air-drring pent, difficulties of n practical

and economic nature are met with; thus the drying
season Is only from five to six months In winter,
water freezing in the blocks causes their breaking
down, and the whole year’s supply has to be won In

the limited dry season of the vear " It thus happens
that a great number of hands arc required for a
fM>rtion of the vear, and few for the remainder,” and
thw considerations furnish a very Strom? Incentive

to the invention of economical methods of artificial

drving
In Prof Purcell’t otdnlon. In spite of the many

methods which have been tried to the removal of
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Unhrersltar and Educational Intelligence.

Caubiudoi Last woek the large theatre of the
School of Anatomy wae the eoene of an interesting

S

ireacntation to Dr, W L H. Duckworth, fellow of

esus College and senior demonstrator in anatomy,
on the completion of twenty-one >ear8 of devoted
service to the University as lecturer in physical anthro-
pology This remartcable tnbute to the esteem and
affectlon in which he » held was the spontaneous
desire of every demonstrator, assistant, and student
to contribute some token of appreoation of Dr
Duckworth’s unfailing courtesy and ever-ready help
His sympathy and charm of manner have made him
ona of the most approachable of teachers, and en-
deared him to all who have come in contact with him
during bis period of service A fine inscribed silver

aalver was presented to Dr Duckworth, together with
a book containing the signatures of two hundred and
twenty subscribers, by Dr D Reid on August 13 in
the presence of the stafif and students of the anatomy
department Jn addition to hts brilliant acadomc
qualities. Dr Duckworth has shown great capacity
for organisation, especially dunng tlM past year, when
the chair of anatomy has been vacant and the entire
control of the anatomy department has devolved upon
him

Thb Dr. Jessie Maegregor prue of the Royal Col-
lege of Physicians, Ecunburgh, has been awarded to
Mbs Lucy Davis Cripps for her work on tetiyl

Tm following free illustrated lectures are to be
delivered in the Canada Building, Crystal Palace, at

6 pm., under the auspices of the Institution of
Petroleum Technologists Oil ProspecUng,” G
Howell (September i), ‘^Petndeum Refining,” Dr
A E. Dunstan (September 8); “Utilisation of Vola-
'tile Olb,“ Dr. W. R Ormandy (September 15), and
“UtUiaation of Heavy Oils,” Prof. J S S Brame
(S^aember as).

A pRosracTUs of the faculty of engineering of the
University of Brist<a, which is promed and main-
tained 1^ the Society of Merchant Venturers in the
Merchant Venturers*’ Techsdeal College, has just
reached us Courses of study are available at the
college for persons intended to engage m civil,

mechanical, electrical, or automobile engineering, and
particulars of them courses are given in the prosp^
tut. The ordinances and regulations relating to
degrees and certifioates In en^eenng subjects are
Induded, and some particulars of the Bristol sandwich
^tem of training en^neers are also given The
prospectus can be obtained from the Registrar of the
University, Tyndall’s Park, Bristol.

Tna Bureau of Education, Catcutta, India, has
issued its Report on Education in ^Itlsh India
for i9iS»ia, abundantly Illustrated with phctogriphs
The terrible epidemic of influenza which broke out at
the dose of the year 1918 and carried off millions of
people throughout India, together with' the widespread
failure of the crops, caused grave dislpcatiofis in the
schools and coHegei, enough it called^ fdrth all that
was In the life and ^nt of many of these Institu-
tions. The number of pupils and students in the
public fchoots and colUges on March 31, 1918, was

and in prlvalw institutions 597*914^ (otsl

of 7i93ft5;7i OP 3*25 per of tbs total population
of upwat^ of 341,006^ tn British India alone, Whlcb
pen^tage is near^ ooe^third that of Russia, prdwblv
tha most backward country in Europe The number of
pwilf under Instruction has risen from 300^000 In
1866 to nearly 9,000,006 In iqso, and tite ttqpendlture

HO, *651, VOL. 105]

haa advanced from 3oo,ciabl. to upwatda of ,,ooa^!MiiiI.

Within the same period. In 1918-^ 140,6001.

granted for agricultural educaoon and do^oool. tor

technical education of a pressing nature Pjmdiag tfiS

Indian Industrial Commission’s report. The sAdofe
and colleges now number 163,330. One of the prin-

cipal recommendations of the Calcutta Unmirri^
Commission, viz the transfer of intermediate dassef
to the school system, has been carried out at the Patna
College Many developments show that the univefri-

ties are alive to the necessity of assbting in the cons-

mercial and Industrial revival. Schools of economics
have been established m the Universities of Madras,
Bombay, Allahabad, and the Punjab, whilst the
Benares Hindu University Is opening a college of

mechanical and electrical englnemng Proposaus for

new universities at Rango<») and Nagpur are being
completed, and sites have been acquirM. A Bill was
intTMuced in 1910 for a unitary university at pacca.
New outlying colkges have been opened or proposed
in Bombav, Bengal, and the Punjab. Many jof the

colleges are said to be overcrowded with youths un-
fitted for an academic career, which is also borne out
in the report of the Calcutta Unlversttv Cmmnlsston
There is immense work for educadm yet to be
accomplished In India

Societies sad Academies.

Paris

Acadewy si Sciences, July 26— Henri Deriandres
In the chair —The presklMt announced the death ol

Dr Guyon —G Blgeardsn An economical means of

utilising the energy of tides —Ch Dsfiist ; An
attempt at the general chronolo^cal co-ordination of
j^atemoiv tune—L. Mafssass and E Bisissagf

:

The toxicity of Iron (towards plants) and ths anti-

toxic properties of copper m presence of ferrous salts

~F wlW, P Abraal, and N laacsvsses . The proof
of digestive hasmodasia and latent bepatism Adewop-
ment of the method of detecting liver trouble ^jlescrih^

in an earlier communication After the absorption of
a glass of milk it Is only necessary to determine the
fall in the arterial pressure, the lowering of the num-
ber of white corpusdes, the inversion of the leucocydc
coeffident, and other phenomena easily detsermined
in the laborato^ to diKOver the functional working
of the liver, munerous examples of the appllcaddn
are f^ven, with especial reference to the diaturhsnees
caused by the administration of arsenic compounds
in syt^imlc cases.—A Psist - Comparison of the
wave-lengths of a line of the cyanogsn «band^ in the
light of the sun and that of a terrestrial source. TbS
•dar wave-length is greater ffian the ferreStrlal mve-
length, jheir diffetmee ki relative vehie oalcig

(3a3±o*io).io-* Thb difference b reduced by a
correction for the descending movement of the ab-
sorbing centres to (i*6±o<3) The digurs oab
culated fjrom Einstein's ffisory of generalued rw
tivitv is between the oomebed and unodrfeefed
numbers.—A. Schanusss: Dboovery and ObsennS*
tions of the comet 1930b (Schaumatse). This corfiett

was discovered on Tuly iff at thqiNioe Observatosy.
ilc is about the iith lAagnitgde, and appears off

diffuse nebulority of diameter. It
^

second periodk comet of TempeL-nC.
identity of die 19306 conwt (ScnaumMs^i
second pqrtodfe oomet-P,
of the peffixBc comet Tempsl II. (Schsumaase) fmkh

eQuatciriaJi Xpreo postticina cat juiT
The CQii>et wu « ahort tb» itS WhffASii C,
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jMttttam- The Uothems inliiie neighbourhood of the
cnticAl itate. The adiabatic expansiot^of saturated

Deagksr* The point-crystal m point-metal
<uto-detector telephone receiver—F BMcliaad The

Ltoirespocidiefloe of bodies in the solid state—A PicUt

[and P. Catlaa Ulucosam* Gluco^ane was readii>

obtained in a pure state by heating glucose under a

resure of 15 mm to a temperature of 150-155^ C
Study of Its chemical reactions leads to the con<

elusion that it probably has a composition analogous
with ethylene oxide— \ MsUIm 1 he catalytic hydra-
Hon of nitriles If a mixture of steam and benzo-
nitrile vapour Is passed over thoria at a2o^ C , benzotr

|actd is omuced by the h>drolv!iU of the nitrile The
'generality of the reaction ha^ Uen proved by applving
R to seven nitnles—G DaboU fhe discovery of a
fossiUbearing layer in the h landers clay at Watten
(Nord) The fauna found in this layer confirms the
strati^aphical identity of London clay, Cuisc s«indst
and T^anders clay — Csrpeatler ^ Some mIiccous
fossil pJantb from the neighbourhood of Sainte-Mune-
aux-Mlfies (Alsace) - L Blaringli« fhe heredity
and nature of pelorla in Dtgvtalts purpurea —

R

SMbgss The embryogeny of the Compositae The
first stages of tho development of the embryo sn
Senecto vulgan^ —F Cklfllot The gum-beanng
secreting canals of the roots of the Cveadnrese, and
more particularly those of 5fangefta paradoxa —Em
Ferret Biological notes on the Acacias producing
gum, known a^um arabic, in the Egyptian Sudan —
H Rlsem Tiic action of gravity on plants —
L. Embifger Cytologiral study of the Selaginella —
A* OaUUsnaead New cytological observations on
Saproiegnia —^ Traffsat and N Beusexof Com-
parative study of the microflora and the amount of
nitrogen in soils partly sterilised by calcium sul-
phide —A, IfaMlte Ate vUonilnes necessary to the
devdopment of plants? It is generally admitted that
vltamines are necessary to the growth of plants
The author, whilst admitting the accuracy of the
experiments on which this view is based, constders
that the experimental results have been misinter-
preted Fresh veast, rich in vltamines and rapidlv
curing polyneuritic troubles in pigeons, after heating
to 1^5® C for one hour, completely loses all its anti-
scorbutic properties, but still serves for the prepara
tion of culture fluids, giving good development of
fungi Even after heating to incipient carbonisation
to sse^ C these extracts retain tiieir fertilising pro-
peitM —A H, and P Olraid The effects of
electrical osmosis on cancerous tumours of rats—
M. FMdOkeMM, J Dragda, and Mile Du Vivler
M StiMl ; The growth of the foetal lung in the sheep
apd the concomitant variations in its composition —
R laisras* Culture of the tubercle bacillus on a
medium of autolvsed veaft It has been proved that
both human and bovine tuberrle bacilli will grow
homially on this medium, the detailed preparation of
which Is given, Tt contains, in addition to autolvsed
yMMk < rent of common salt and 4 per cent of

glyperoi —J Kagsetts • Osteogenesis in grafts of dead
Tritat*' The influence of the presence of

wlwloaiflud traces of nutritive substances in alr-

ismletuft on contagion

' PkULADtlPHlA
PblisaipMcal S^kty, April 23 ^Dr A A

Noygs, vice-president. In the- chair,—Dr D T,
' Ma>0omu * The components ahd coUddal behaviour

protjmam The living matter of plants is com-
ppa^ tmffy of mudiam and albuminous com-
.popinds In varying proporiMmt mixed In the form ofm MhotUan or aa a jelly. The molecules of solid

Hto group., whidi .1.0 include
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a number of molecules of water Growth consists of
the ab:.orplion of additional i^ater to these groups,
with more solid material being added at the same
time, the process being tcrmid ‘ h\dration " Ihe
resultant Increase may be detected by detei iniiutmn
of incrcaj.ed dry weight or measured as intre.iH* m
length, thickness, or volume More exact studies In

growth have become possible by the establishment
of Ihe fact that mixtures of 25-50 per cent mucilage
und 50-75 per cent albumin show the hydration re-

actions of cell-masses of plants It is also found
that certain amino-compounds, such as histidine,

glycocoll, aUinino, and phenylalanine, which are known
to promote growth, also increase the hydration of
the **biocolloids,*' as the above mixtures are called —
Pi of W J V Ostsrhtat Respiration A simple
method of measuung respiration has been <kv< loped
w hen bv delcrminations can be made at frequent
intervals (us often as onc< eveiy three minutes) The
appliLution of tht^ nicthcxl to the studv of amesthrsia
shows the incorrectness of the theory of Verworn,
according to which anaesUicsia is a kind of asphyxia,
due to the inhibition of rcsmration by the anaesthetic

--Prof B M DavU (1) The behaviour of the 5u/-

phurca character in crosses with Oenothera hiennis and
with Oenothera fram.tscana (2) Oenothera /um/oha,
a peculiar new mutant from Oenothera Lamatcktana
—Prof G H Shall. A third dupluation of genetic

factors in shepherd ’s-purse In the third generation

of a cross between a wild biotype of the common
shepherd *s-purse {Bursa bursa^pastons) from Wales
and Heeger’s shepherdVpurst (B Heegert) there

appeared a small number of plants of unique type,

having a more coriaceous textuie than in the plants

of either of the two original strains Involved in the

cross This new type has been designated cortaesa

—Prof E M East Some effects of double fertilisa-

tion in maize —Dr T B Osborne The chemistry of

the cell —Prof G A Hilett The relation of oxygen
to charcoal —Prof C E Mniros Products of

detonation of T N T It is known that among the

products are considerable quantities of carbon
monoxide, hydrogen, and some hydrocarbons, such

as methane, together with free carbon in a soot-Hke

form Hence 1 N T is not suitable for use in under-

ground work or close places, because the gas evolved

15 poisonous and inflammable, and can form explosive

mixtures with the atmosphere m these close places —
Prof J W Harshbergsr A new map of the vegeta-

tlon of North America —Prof A G Wabstsr The
vibrations of rifle-barrels (Dr H L Carson,

vice-president, in the chair )—Dr L Wltoisr Svm-

r
sium on p^chology in war and education —Dr,

McK Catieu Methods Ihc speaker reviewed the

development of experimental and quantitative methods
in psychology, and especially the transfer^ of its main
concern from introspection to the study of individual

differences in behaviour By co-operation with other

sciences it is possible for psychology to change the

environment, and behaviour can be controlled more
effectively by a change in the environment than by a
change Jn the constitution of the individual —Dr,

R M Terkes Psycholc^ical examining and classifica.

tion In the United States Armv The initial purpose

of examining was the discovery and prompt segrega-

tion or elimination of nKn of markedly inferior intcl-

ligcmoe The uses which w*ere actually made of

results of psychological examinations were extremely

varied, and covered the classification of men to facili-

tate military training, the selection of men of superior

ability for training as officers or for special tasks,

the segregation and special aoplgnnvent of men wtiove
Intelligence was inadequate to the demands of regular

RilUtary training, and, finally, the etimtaation of the
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low-grade mental defective —Prof R Dedft , The
l-^l j.1.^

supporting fccientific societies elect representatives who
compose the several divisions of the Council, and
these in turn, comprising, as a rule, about twenty
men selected for tnelr eminence In their particular

branch of work, come toother and determine the
special needs and opportunities for the improvement
of research in their own fields Special attention is

paid to the possibilities of bringing about effective
co-operation among resenrih men and research
agencies Scientific investigation has hitherto been
largely Individualistic, and the most pressing need
at the present moment is not so much the expansion
of research agencies, although this is desirable, as
the more effective employment of those already in

existence Dr B Hail P^chologica! methods In
business and Industry —Prof A J ^e«M The
individual in education —Prof R W Weed In-
visible light in tvar and peace

Hobart
Royal Society ol Tumaala, June 8 —Mr L Rodway,

vice-pnesident, in the chair —G H Hardy Aus-
tralian Stradiomiidas The paj>er included a description
of new species —H H Jkstt and C Lord * Studies of
Tasmanian mammals, living and extinct Part ii

The paper was divided Into two sections, and dealt
mainlv with the skeleton of Notothenum MttchelU
recently obtained from the north-west coast of Tas-
mania The first section gave a rdsmifd of the his-
tory of the genus, and the second dealt with the
osteology of the cervical vertebrae The authors
desire to show that the species was one essentially
adapted for aggressive warfare They point out that
whereas the skulls of N M^tckelh and N ta&mamcum
at least (with the possibility of other species) are
equally large and weighty, yet their cervical vertebrae
show marked differeni-es one being an exaggeration
of the standard of the modern wombat m about the
same ratio of power (N ta%mamcufn\ while the
other shows an additional power with intersplnal
muscles and paddings, suitable to the resisting of
great shocks in the long axis of the head and
vertebrae

Books Received.
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The Porthcominff Census

The Census Act of igao will have one

great advantage over previous Census

Acts—that It will be a permanent measure,

and not, as they have been, limited to

the operation of taking the one census that

was at the time in contemplation We have

travelled far from the days when the numbering

*of the people was considered to be an offence that

would provoke Divine anger, and it is quite time

that the old hesitating policy of p*issing a new
enactment and creating a new staff and machinery

every ten years, which doubtless had its origin in

consideration^ for those superstitious scruples,

should be detoitely abandoned The system had

one indirect advantage while it lasted For the

eleven deccnniums since z8oi the eleven stparate

Acts that have had to be passed have been gradu-

ally strengthened and made more workable, as

experience has shown what improvements it has

been possible to introduce into the practice, ind

thus have ripened into the materials for a per

mRoent statute All the same, the necessity for

organising a scratch staff of new men every ten

years, and dismissing it as soon as the census

work was over, has been a great drawback to the

ettcieiK^ of thp Department, and it is to be hoped

that one result of the new Act will be to enable

the Census Office so to distribute its work over

^e whole decennium as usefully to retain the

services of an experienced and coftipetent staff of

peruMent oficuds Much credit is due to the

SWtesstve poatft)IIers of tbe census for the good

have done undc^ Ail disadvantages, and

It Is ho disparagement to t‘£em to say that they

hiave been hampered by ctreumatanoee

The Act ocatenq^aieat but does not require, a
census It enacts tiiat no census

WhlV ho nqwred to bs taken in any part of Great
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Britain in any year unless at the b^inning of that

year at least five years have dapsed since the

beginning of the year in which a census was last

taken in that part of Great Britain
, *Sut it leaves

to the King in Council to fix the date on which
each successive census is to be taken There can
be no doubt that for some statistical purposes th^
interval of ten years is too long, and that not

infrequently in the course of that interval events

arise that materially aifett the applicability of

averages drawn between censuses distant ten

>ears from each other With careful organisation

a quinquennial census might be made the rule,

but the Act leaves this question entirely open
It allows, however, of a special local census being

made, independent of the date of the last previous

census, upon the ipplic ition of a local authority

through the Minister of Health to his Majesty

in Council for the purpose of facilitating the due
performance by the authority of its statutory

duties

An important provision of the Act is that which

prohibits inquiry at a census into any particulars

other than those specified in the schedule to the

proposed enactment These arc —Name, sex,

age, occupation, profession, trade or employ-

ment, nationality, birthplace, race, language,

place of abode and character of dwelling, educa

tion , infirmity or disability , condition as to mar-

riage, relation to head of family, parentage, issue

,

and “any other matters with respect to which it

IS desirable to obtain statistical information with

a view to ascertaining the social or civil condition

of the population “ The generality of this last

Item would no doubt be controlled by the episdem

generis pnnciple of interpretation, and there need

be little fear that any Order m Council would

authorise an undesiraUe extension of it ,
but care

would still have to be taken against the use of

the census for indirect or partisan motives It

mav be stated as a general pnnciple that the

more >ou increase the number of items of in

formation that you demand, the more you dimm-
ish the probability that the information you

actually obtain will be accurate A wise invCib-

gatof, therefore, while naturally anxious to get

all the sound information that he can, will care-

fully disti^aguislll between that which is essential

and venfiaUe, and that which cannot be relied

upon

Much light may be expected to be derived from

the census returns upon subjects that have re-

cently been prominently before the pub$c, such as

the donation in tiie birth rate, the extendi to

nn
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which It has prevailed among the various strata

of the community, the results of the war as affect-

ing population and health, the effect of the short-

age in housing on the general welfare, and other

questions to which the events of the decade have

given a new urgency, but in all these matters

the prinaple we have just indicated of judging

information, not by the number of details you are

able to amass, but by the weight of accuracy and

authenticity th^t they bear—non numero, sed

pondere—will have to be borne in mind The

experience of the Registrar-General, backed by

the enlightened enthusiasm of the Ministry of

Health, will have ample exerase in these respects

The Act is intituled “An Act to make provision

for the taking from time to time of a census for

Great Britain or any area therein and for other-

wise obtaining statistical information with respect

to the population of Great Britain “ The Regis-

trar-General, tn addition to his formal Reports

on the Census Returns, is to have power to

supply local authorities and others concerned with

statistical information derived from the census

returns The second branch of the title is pro-

vided for by section 5, which enables him also

to publish statistics of the number and condition

of the population derived from other sources, and

for that purpose to enter into relations with other

Government Departments so as to further the

supply and provide for the better co-ordination of

such mformation If he were enabled to enter

into similar relations with other countries as well,

the very excellent object of obtaining uniformity

in the statistics of the several nationalities might

be materially promoted.

Prof. Alexander’s Gifford Lectures.

Space, Time, and Deity The Gifford Lectures at

Glasgow, 1916-18, By Prof S Alexander

(In two volumes) Vcd. 1, Pp xvi -1-347.

Vol. 11 Pp xiii + 437 (London Macmillan
and Co , Ltd , 1920 ) Price 365 net

PROF, ALEXANDER has written a book
which requires more than cursory reading.

It deserves careful study For it embodies a

thoroughly modem exposition of New Realism
in full detail. Moreover, these ^ two volumes
are not merely the outcome of a sustained effort

at accurate investigation. They are distinguished

by th^r admirable tone and temper. The author
is throughout anxious to understand and to repre-

sent faithfully the views of those with whom he Is

id^controversy. His reading of what has been
wi^tten by the great thinkers of other sdiocds has
been doser and more intelligent than |^t of
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most New Realists, and he displays no traces of

arrogance. He*has done all he coqld to appredate

the materials furnished, not merely by mathe-

matical and physical science, but by biology and

psychology ;
highly important fields for hts

inquiry.

These very merits of Prof Alexander's method

have, however, produced their drawbacks. They
have driven him beyond the current conceptions

of the New Realist type into others which are not

always easy to reconcile with them In the second

volume, particularly, where the author is chiefly

concerned with such problems as those of the

nature of the tertiary qualities of reality, of value,

and of deity, the treatment leaves the impression

that the subject-matter passes beyond the limits

which alone are for the method legitimate. None
the less, the effort made to be consistent is a

notable one But under this head I must refer

the reader to the book, for the only aspect of the

doctrine in 1^ with which space allows me to

concern myself is its cardinal principle as applied

to physical knowledge.

To begin with, it is necessary to be clear as to

what is peculiar to himself and his school in Prof.

,

Alexander's teaching It is not sufficiently realised

that to-day the New Realists comprise a variety of

groups divided by differences that are of far-reach-

ing importance These differences relate to the

nature attributed to mmd For some of the mbst
prominent of the American New RcaKsts mind has

no characteristic at all that distinguishes it from
its objective content Seeing means colours occur,

ring, hearing means sounds occurring, thinking

means thoughts occurnng. Mind is itself just a
casual selection oul of the field of^consciousness,

and has no nature distinct from that field When
we speak of a mmd, the grouping arises out of

relations possessed by the objective elements

themselves, relations which exist quite independ-

ently of our own action in perceiving. Mmdg are

thus subordinate groups m a larget* universe of

being which includes them, and which would be
unaltered if minds disappeared from it Conaaous-
ness is thus merely a demonstrative ap{AlIatiop,

Now for Prof. Alexander, and, I thuOc, for most ^

of the English New Realists, mmd has a reality

independent of its object With the latter, what*
ever it is, it is “compresent " .The act of perceiving

is one reality, the object perceived is another.

Left to itself, the .activity whi^ we call mind
reveals the object, mtis its rdj^tions (whldi may
be universale) just as they exist Ipdependently of
it. But^ the activity is a Separafh PeaHty^ which
does not belong to the ordinary object worU, but
reveals itself in oonseioosness, in yvUch % is said

by Prof. Alexander to be **enjoyed.** Here
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vtf liave duatism, a dualism -which he gets over

Myrnerring the origin of the activity of mind
aq ythe object with which it is compresent, alike,

I //A final reality which is the foundation of both,

kA ultimate space-time continuum. This, inas-

mudh as the flow of time enters into its very

essence. Is not static, but dynamic The activ.iy

which we are conscious of (m the form, not of

perception, which is of objects, but of self-enjoy-

ment) is therefore in its turn dynamic, and its

character is that of a conation

I am not sure that the Americans, notwith-

standing their boldness, are not here on safer

ground. They project everything, thought, feel-

ing, and tertiary qualities, such as goodness and

beauty, into what they call a non-mental world

Prof Alexander is more cautious With him the

native hue of resolution is, at times at least, as

he pr<^e8ses in his enterprise, sicklied o’er with

the pale cast of thought He seems to feel that

he must retain something for a mental world

Starting with space and time as having no reality

apart from one another, but as mere abstractions

from aspects or attributes of the foundational

reality, which is space-time or motion, the stuff

of which all existcnts are composed,** he has to

account for our actual experience His founda-

tionally existent activity breaks itself up into the

complexes of which we are aware, and which

possess, as belonging to their nature, certain

fundamental aryd all-pcrvasive features which wc
reoognile as categories There result also quali-

ties which appear m our experience. These form

hierarchy, the quahty of each level of existence

being identical wi& a certain complexity or col-

location of elements on the next lower level The

a
uality performs to its equivalent lower existence

lie office which mind performs to its neural basis

Mind and body do but exemplify, therefore, a rcla-

loa which holds universally Accordingly, time

S die mind of space, and any quahty the mind of

ti body I or, to speak more accurately, mind and
ay other quality are the different distinctive com-
hwties of time which exist as qualities. As
iiateots within space-time, minds enter into rela-

'^s of a perfectly general character with other

tbinn axfd with one another These account for

dic&niliar features of mental life; knowing free-

d^f values, and the like In the hierarchy of

qualities the next higher quality to the highest

attsinqd is deity. God is the whole universe

engaged in process towards the emergence of this

new quality, and religion, is the sentiment m us

thatr wa are drawn towards him, and caught in

the mdvement of the world towards a higher level

xlettoee.”

lave given the general result of his inquiry

nuaed up in the author’s own words, those
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used by him m excluding his final chapter But
It would be unfair to suggest that the nature of

this result can be appreciated from any isolated

quotation The whole book must be read It is

admirable alike in thoroughness of method and in

command of material Still, it is obvious that the

entire edifice depends for its stability on its

foundation, and that the author's conception of the

ultimately real as being space-time, a continuum

of point-instants or pure events entirely inde-

pendent of mind, IS the crucial point in his reason-

ing If he IS right, it must Ik in terms of this

existent that all else must be capat4e of expres-

sion, and it cannot itself be expressed in terms of

anything beyond itself Of course, Prof Alex-

ander does not dispute that when we speak of

space and time as of this character we are going
beyond what we learn through sense, or in-

tuitively, and are employing constructions of re-

flection He IS quite entitled to do this if a non-

mental world can include universals, as he insists,

irf common with all New Realists Our simplest

experience is, as he says, **fu^of our ideas *' The
question is whether they belong to mind or to what
IS not mind We shall see presently to what path

this conclusion conducts

At this stage we have to put before us the

author's analysis of the relation of space to time,

an analysis that seems to me altogether admirable

Space taken in abstraction from time has no dis-

tinction of parts Time in so far as it is purely

temporal is a mere now To find a continuum we
must find distinguishable elements Without
space there would be no connection m time

Without time there would be no {ioints to connect.

There is therefore no instant of time apart from

a position in space, and no point of space except

in an instant of time The point occurs at an
instant, and the instant occupies a point The
ultimate stuff of the' universe is thus of the char-

acter of point-mstants or pure events, and it is

so that we get our continuum The correspond-

ence IS, however, not a one-to-one, but a many-
one, correspondence For one point may occur

at more than one instant, and one instant may,

analogously, occupy several points

Prof. Alexander thinks that he is here in full

accord with Minkowski’s well-known conception

of an absolute world of four dimensions, of which

ordinary geometry omits the fourth, the time

element When he wrote his book Einstein's

doctrine of relativity was only fully known m its

first form, the “special” theory, and Prof. Alex-

ander believes that his view of the character of the

space-time continuum has left him free to accept

the so-called principle of relativity in this form
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For It sug[gests really no more than the unification

of the observations of two sets of observers who
may be observing an absolute world in space-time,

by means of formulas of transformation in which

the observations of observers with one system of

co-ordinates can be rendered in terms of the co-

ordinates of observers with a difTerent system. It

may be, he says, that the formulas are not really

independent, inasmuch as they are ultimately

numerical, and numbers may be wholly dependent

on an absolute space and time system Thus it

would be an absolutely identical set of relations

which was observed from the two systems of

reference, moving rectilinearly with n relative velo-

city which remained uniform

But can this be accepted in the fresh light cast

by the general theory of relativity, of which the

special theory is now shown by Einstein to be a

mere special case? Here metaphysicians have to

look over a fence into ground at present mainly

occupied by the mathematician But not exclu-

sively so occupied The ground is in truth a

borderland where mathematics and epistemology

trench on each other, and the fence is not of

barbed wire Wc are, indeed, compelled to try

to do the best we can with unfamiliar topics if we
would get at the truth about the nature of realit>

The relativity doctrine now extends to ac-

celerating motion It has also, apparently, been

demonstrated that a pnnciplc of equivalence ob-

tains according to which any changes which an

observer takes to be due to what he supposes to

be attracticm within a gravitational field would be
perceived by him in precisely the same way if

the observer’s system of reference were moving
with the acceleration which was characteristic of

the gravitation at the observer’s point of observa-

tion The combination of these pnnaples gives

us relativity of measurement in actual experi'*nde

without restriction The gravitational principle

IS, in addition, here based, not on a supposed
elementary law of gravitational force, whatever
that means, which would leave us in metaphysical

perplexities about action at a distance, but on
elementary laws of the motton of bodies relatively

to each other in a so-called gravitational field.

There is no decision either for or against

Euclidean geometry as a possible special case

But there is a decision that space, as a physical

thing with unvarying geometrical properties, is

to be banished, just for the same sort of reasons

as the aether was banished before it Only observ-

able things are to be recognised as real m the

new system of modern physicists

It IS therefore assert by Emstein that, all

motions and accelerations being relative to the

system of reference of the observer, neither space
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nor time has physically independent objectivity

They are not measurable in themselves* Thej

mean only the framework in which* the minds o)

th^ observers arrange physical events, according!

to the conditions under which observation takes

place. We may choose such frameworks as we
please, but m point of fact we naturally choose

so that the application of our method isr the one

that appears best adapted to the character of what
we observe The standard used will give thetr

physical significances to our '* geodetic hoes*’’

The apparent order in space and time has no
independent existence. It manifests itself only in

the events that present themselves as so ordered*

But the revolution in conception does not stop

here As so-called gravitational fields *’ are

everywhere present, the old special theory of rela-

tivity IS nowhere an accurate account of pheno-

mena The velocity of light, for instance, cannot

really be constant under all conditions. It Is the

things we observe in space and time that give tc

these their defi.ute structure, and the relations if^

them of the things depend on the system ot i !

servation To get at the fundamental law of the

change which takes place in the space-time con-

tinuum we must look for the principle which

governs the motion of a point in it as of the form

of a differential law for the motion of such a
point, not merely m a straight line m the Euchd-
ean sense, but in a geodetic line which will be

relative to any possible form of motion and ac-

celeration in a gravitational field. If wc can reach

such a differential law under the aspect of an
equation sufficiently elastic in its variaMes, we
shall be able to fit into it mathematical expressions

based on actual observation which give the “gravi-

tational potentials ’* required for the application

of the law The form of the differential equation

which expresses the law must therefore be such

as to be applicable whatever may be the four co-

ordinates of reference of the observer of motion

m any conceivable gravitational field. The prin

ciple of equivalence necessitates this, and we ge

as the result a science of motion depending on th

relativity of every kind of motion. All that ,i»

required is that the co-ordinates which \re the

variables in the equation of motion of a point-

mass moving uniformly and rectilmearly should

be so expressed as to be capable of tranfcforma-

tion into the co-ordinates, whatever thek shape,

of any system of reference which moves in any
path and has any adBslerated mo^on whatsoever

This appears to have been done .completely.^ The
result IS intelligible to the episteoiplogist/ '

can even do no more than kS>k acttiss

lioundary fence. The mathematical detaih

scaffolding he may be ivlioUy unaWe ^ eppfv
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But not the less does he feel compelled to take

yit his bat reverently before the shades of Gauss

uu} Riemaon, and before those who have been

tble to wield the mighty sword with which these

j;reat thinkers cut the knots that held physicists

back from the unrestricted calculus of to-day,

pufiiied as it now is from the old assumptions

Now the importance of this thorough-going

Application of the principle of the relativity of the

[character of the point-event continuum to the

observer is obvious It means relativity in signih-

cance for intelligence As Prof Eddington has

recently remarked in a notable article in Mind,

the intervention of mind in the laws of Nature is

more far-reaching than is usually supposed by

physicists He develops this conclusion m a

fashion which is impressive Freundlich and Schick

m their recent books insist on the same thesis

But what does the word ‘*mind*' mean when
used thus? Not a substance in spare-time, as

Prof Alexander would have it To start with,

such an assumption would involve either the rejec-

tion of the modern doctrine of relativity as the

school of Einstein has put it forward as dependent

on interpretation, or something tending towards

solipsism. Nor can mind mean substance m
another aspect, that in which Berkeley and the

Mentalists have sought to display it Few com-
petent students of the history of thought look on
philosophy as shut up to such a vicn, the view
which New Realism seeks to bind into the “ego-
centric predicament ”

There is another interpretation of the meaning
of mind in which it signifies neither any of these

things nor yet an Absolute Mind apart from that

of man, but just our own experience interpreted

as being in every stage relative in its presentation,

and not so merdy m the relation of measurement
For Einstem’s doctrine seems to be only a frag-

tneot of a yet larger and even more striking view

W reality. Relativity is surely not to be confined

V judgments based on the co-ordinates we employ

measui^ent. It may equally arise in other

IkiataAces from the uncritical applications of con-

ceptions concerned with quality as much as with

quantity. From such a point of view reality,

tnduding human experience, is what it is only

because we are ever unconsciously, under the

influence of practical ends to be attained, limiting

oof systems of reference, interpreted in even a

;wider seoseT than that of Eipstdn These may be

limiting ends imposed on us by the mere fact that

wb arc human beings with a particular position in

Nature. The relativity of knowledge will thus

assume the form of relativity of the real to

gitfkieral points of view, and will result in a prin-

ciple of degrees extending through all knowledge

^
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and reality alike, which fall short of ideal comple-

tion It is an old principle, as old as Greek

thought If it IS true, it solves many problems and

gets rid of the distinction between mental and
non-mental, between idealism and realism, be-

tween mind and its object hor il accepts the

“that,** and confines the legitimate problem to

the “what ’* It also gets nd of the perplexing

idea of an Absolute Mind as something to be con-

ceived as apart from us while working in us

The ulc.i and the method, recurring as they do
in ancient and modern philosophy, arc worth
study by those who feel the stimulus of the new
atmosphere which Einstein has provided They
may hnd i convenient .'inalogue to the special

principle of lelativity in Kant’s “Critique of Pure
Reason," with its investigation of the general con-

ditions which are required in order to render any
individual experience possible If they seek for an
analogue to Einstein’s general principle, t!hey

may look cither in the “ Metaphysics “ of Aristotle

or m the “ Logic “ of Hegel The greatest thinkers

have presented resembling conclusions in \arying
language

This path IS one that is not easy to tread It

IS as hard to enter on as is that of the meta-
physician who has to trj to understand the mean-
ing for philosophy of the absolute differential

equations which Einstein employs Prof
Alexander, howevtr, knows the direction, if he
docs not now look that way And it may be that

the difficulties wilh which the new principle of

general physical nlativity seems to threaten New
Realism, with its non-mental and sialic reality,

may lo id him, with his openness of mind,
to consider once again whether he should not

wend his step*, afresh towards the wickct-gatc

for a further pilgtim.ige But whatever the direc-

tion in which he is looking, his new book is full

of stimulating nuiterial, even as it stands

HaI DANE

Principles and Practice of Surveying.

Surveying By W Norman Thomas Pp
viii + 536 (With Answers) (London
Edward Arnold, 1920 ) Price 311. 6d net

All British surveyors will give the heartiest

welcome to this excellent book. We have
become accustomed to American and German
survey literature, and have relied too much upon
It The author has gone far to relieve us of this

necessity. He succeeds admirably in emphasising
the importance of a due appreciation of the errors

involved, and his mathematical investigations and
notes on the accuracy of each method are,clear

and convincing.
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The matter sequence is curious Wc start with

chain surveyings and do not reach triangfulation

until p 377 Surveys for purely eng’ineenng' ends

are often limited In extent, but none the less each

method has suffered from being considered on its

own merits and not as part of a whole Geodesy

and topographical surveying arc barely mentioned

We start with the field work, plotting, and area

computing of* chain surveys The subject is

clearly put, and the investigations of errors and

of the accuracy of linear measurement are particu-

larly valuable It is curious to find reference in

this chapter to British war maps, which owed

none of their characteristics to chaining The

chapter on optics and on magnetism is welcome,

though It might with advantage have gone further

After a description of instruments of minor im-

portance and of the vernier and micrometer micro-

scope, the author deals with theodolites, omitting

mention, unfortunately, of Messrs Watts and

Co ’s latest patterns, which embody many im-

provements Adjustments are fully described, and

are followed by a few pages on the accuracy of

angular measurements and on geodetic results

Having already dealt with linear measurement,

the author confines his description of traverses

mostly to angular measurement by compass, dial,

or theodolite The investigation of errors of closure

IS valuable and includes an interesting mathe-

matical analysis of Bowditch’s rule The surveyor

who traverses between stations of an existing tri-

angulation will find little help, however, for

the problems which then arise arc prac-

tically ignored Tvio consecutive chapters

deal with levels, levelling, contouring, trigono-

metrical levelling, and various relative and abso-

lute methods of determining altitude Mention is

made of the Zeiss patterns of level in use on the

Ordnance Survey, but there is no mention of the

“ water level ” for contouring purposes As usual,

the student will have no excuse for failing to

understand the relative values of different levelling

methods There is a brief mention of precise

levelling generally, including a note on the new
geodetic levelling of Great Britain. Tacheometry

is thoroughly d^lt with, the optics and attainable

results beii^ lucidly described, and leads on to

range-finders, with special reference to the “ Barr

and Stroud.*' The chapter on pitoe-tabhng is not

so convincing as the rest, and is all too short

The plane-table has been used with success m
climates as difficult as our own, and is an indis-

pensable method of survey

Chapters on curve ranging, earthwork calcula-

tions, and hydrographic surveying contain well-

arranged Information rarely to be met with else-

where. It is under hydrographic surveying,
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curiously enough, that one finds a description oi

instrumental resection As a spbject it djservei

more attention than it gets, and should not be

confined to a solution from three pomts. Tn-
angulation and base measurement are well dealt

with and illustrated by historical references. The
experienced surveyor will find httle fresh informa-

tion on astronomical surveying (except an inter

esting note on Driencourt’s prismatic astrolabe),

but will relish the simple and yet thorough way in

which the theory is put
The concluding chapter, on photogrammetry,

deals with the photo-theodolite and contains a bncf
reference to stereophotogrammetry and to aero-

plane photography The get-up, printing, and

paper arc a pleasure to see All surveyors should

possess a copy of this book
H S VVlNTEHBOTHAM

Australian Hardwoods.
The Hardwoods of Australia and thetr Economics^
By Richard T Baker (Technological Museum,
New South Wales Technical Education Series,

No 23 ) Pp XVI + 522 + plates (Sydney The
Technological Museum, 1919.)

The author states in the preface to this work
that his object is to make known to Austra-

lians and the world generally the diversity of the

hardwoods with which Nature has endowed the
vast Australian continent Such a book can
scarcely have been introduced at a more opportune
time, when the problem of how to provide sufiBcient

timber for the world's growing needs has become
increasingly acute since the war It is a remark
able fact that, while Australia has probably the

largest variety of hardwoods in the world, cover-

ing hundreds of thousands of square miles, th<

number of species they represent is comparatively

few—probably less than 500. Moreover, nearh

half of these belong to the genus Eucalyptus
which covers at least two-thirds of the whoL
surface, and supplies the bulk of hardwoods re

quired for commercial purposes.

The book IS divided into three maiip sections

Part 1. deals with the physical properties 0

timber, colour, grain, taste, odour, structure

weight, durability, combuatibihty, and othe

features. The author emphasises the great ai<

afforded by colour in the identificatioii of Austra

ban woods, and the fine series of chromatic plkte

scattered through^ the Volume, illustrating tlx

newly planed surface of all the important timbci'^

shows in a very striking manner the great beaui

and variety of these woods. The writer of th

notice has had qp opportoiity^ of compare >

a number of these plates witti qiecUnens to tl
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fine collection of Australian woods at the Im-

perial Institute, and can vouch for their accuracy

as regards both colour and dehneation Every

timber has a distinct colour, though at times this

is far from easy to describe in the absence of any

standard colour nomenclature ,
in such cases

coloured plates are a great help Some of the

colour terms seem to be used in a rather loose

sense. The author employs eight types—(i) dark

red, (a) red, (3) pink, (4) grey, {5) chocolate,

(6) yellow, (7) pale, (8) white—but on comparing

some of the plates we find it hard to draw the

line between the types pink and pale, while some
of the timbers described under the heading of

white would be more correctly termed buff-

coloured The illustrations m Uack-and-white

showing wood anatomy should also be a material

aid to identification

In part ii we have a description of each species

m botanical sequence, followed by a list of timbers

arranged in grades of hardncs^i Part iii. contains

technical articles on (i) the determination of <ipecific

timbers, (11) nomenclature, (iii) the seasoning of

timber, (iv) the preservation of limbers, conclud-

ing with an account of the economic uses of the

woods The book contains a \ast amount of

information useful to both foresters and students

The typographical arrangement is somewhat
open to criticism The use of unnecessarily large

types for specific names and authorities, with a

wide margin, entails a great waste of space, and
makes the book rather cumbersome On the other

hand, the systematic portion of the work might
with advantage have been in larger type These

minor defects, however, do not detract from the

general excellence of the book
Mr. Baker is to be congratulated upon a valu-

able addition to the literature of Australian

forestry, which should bring home to Australian^;

the importance of preserving these many valuable

woods from the extinction which threatens them

by a weJl-dcvised and vigorous scheme of re-

afforestation A B J

The Columbian Tradition

The Columbian Tradtiton on the Discovery of

America and of the Pari Played thefem by the

Astronomer Toscanelli A Memoir addressed to

the Profs. Hermann JVagner, of the University

of Gottingen, and Carlo Errera, of Bologna

By Bl/snry Vignaud. . Pp. 6a. (Oxford At the

Clarendon Press, 1920 j
Price 35. 6i net

I
N various publications, especially in his

**
1115-

toire de ta Grande Entrepnse de Chnstophe

Cotomb” {Pans, 1911, a vols
),
Mr Vignaud has

endeavour^ to upset the traditional view of the
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discovery of America According to that view,

Columbus set out in 149a, not to discover un-

known lands, but to reach the eastern parts of

Asia by sailing westward across the Atlantic,

having already in 1474 been encouraged to do so

by the well-known astronomer loscanelli of Flor-

ence In this pamphlet Mr Vignaud has again

summed up the results of his studies and defended,

them against the attacks of his two principal

opponents

All we know about Columbus and the object of

his first voyage comes from himself or his son or

his blind admirer. Las Casas, and not one of these

is a trustworthy witness, as the exposure of

various falsehoods told about the family and early

history of Columbus has proved No trace exists

of Columbus ever having spoken of going to

Eastern Asia before he returned from his great

discovery, but that idea is spoken of in a letter

to the “Catholic Kings,” which Las Casas placed

as a preface to the log-book of the first \oyage

Ihis letter is, however, neither found nor alluded

to elsewhere, and bears no date In the log-book

Columbus says that his sole object las Indtas,

but that book was edited by Las Casas, and in

the days when he wrote, this expression only

meant the Antilles and neighbouring lands, and
never the Fast Indies Columbus, when leaving

Palos, did not sail straight across the Atlantic, as

would have been natural if his goal had been

“Cipangu” (Japan), or ”Catha> ” (China), he

first went down to the Canaries and then sailed

straight westward along Iht 28th parallel At
700 or 7SO leagues west ol the Canaries he fully

expected to find land, and was greatly disturbed

when n®ne was seen, so that he must have had
some private reason to believe that there were
islands near that spot, and the discovery of these

would seem to have been the sole object of the

voyage It has been objected to this that

Columbus (according to Las Casas) carried with

him credential letters for the “Great Khan ” But

it IS known that his partner, Pm/on, had some
idea of going in scan h of Cipangii Mr Vignaud
suggests that It was to sec ure the indispensable

co-operation of Pinzon that Columbus included

the visit to Cipangu in his plan, but that when
he only found land much further west than he

had expected, he believed that what he had found

was Cipangu, a belief which he kept to his dying

day
With regard to the alleged letter and map of

1474, attributed to Toscanelli, these were never

alluded to by Columbus himself, and the copy of

the letter found at Seville in 1871 was probably

not written by him, but by his brother The in-

formation in the letter (the mao is tost) is such
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as a rli^linguished savant would have scorned to

supply, while it Is quite in accordance with

Columbus’s own gfeographical ideas derived from

the antiquated “ Imago Mundi " of Cardinal d’Ailly

The letter was probably fabricated by the family

of Columbus after his death to disprove the

rumour that he owed his success, not to his studies

‘in cosmography, but to some information about

unknown islands privately obtained The true

glory of Columbus is that he found what he ^ent

out to 6nd—a New World J L E D

Our Bookshelf.

Electncity Its Production and Appltcaltons By
Reg E Neale (Pitman’s Common Commodi-
ties and Industries ) Pp V111+136 ^London
Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd

,
n d.) Price

as 6d, net

The author addresses himself to the general

reader who desires to understand something of

the way in which electricity is produced and is

utilised in present-day industries The generation,

distribution, and storage of electric power arc

first explained briefly, and then the author passes

on to deal successively with lighting, heating,

electric driving of machinery, traction, haulage,

etc Further chapters skim lightly over the lead-

ing features of electrochemistry, electrometal-

lurgy, electric welding and cutting, telegraphy

and telephony, and medical applications So
large a held can be covered in a little volume like

this only by limitation to the barest essentials,

but It is remarkable how complete and accurate

IS the information given The reader is, however,
burned on unpleasantly fast, and is never allowed
to pause where his interest is aroused We arc
not as a rule over-fond of '* tabloid ” education,

but the ubiquitous use of electricity in industry

and daily life makes it desirable for everyone to

know something of its nature and scope It will

be an advantage to many to have at their dis-

posal so well compiled a summary of the subject
rather than to rely on the loose statements too
often made in conversation and in the non-tech-
nical Press

The Nature-study of Plants tn Theory and Prac-
tice for the Hohby-BotaniSt I^ T A Dymes
Pp XV111+ 173 (I^ndon S P C K , New
York • The Macmillan Co , 1930 )

Price 6^. net.

The first part of this book is devoted to an ex-
planation of the meaning of the phenomena of

plant life and its interdepcndeiit functions
Wherever possible, comparisons are drawn with
human life, and, m consequence, chapters are
given curious titles, such as “ Marriage ” and
Settling Down for I ife ” The second portion

of the book IS a detailed account of the life-

history of the Herb Robert and its relatives

Tables are appended showing the separation of
the sexes in time, the mode of pollination, and
the method of seed dispersal of British species of
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Cranesbills and StorksbiUs. The book should be

a stimulus to intelligent and intensive Nature
study

Eugenics, Ctvtcs, and Ethics A lecture dehvered
to the Summer School of Fugemes, Ctvtcs, ana
Ethics on August 8, 19x9, m the Arts School^

Cambridge By Sir Charles Walston (Wald
stem). Pp 56 (Cambridge At the University

Press, 1920 )
Price 45 net

A STRONG plea is made in this lecture for the

organisation and development of the study of

ethics, or, ns the author prefers to call it, etho-

logy The intei'depcndence of eugenics and civics,

and the foundation of both in ethics, are discussed,

and warning is given against striving to produce
the perfect physical specimen of man wiUiout due
consideration of character and mental attributes

Towards the end of the lecture the progressive
nature of ethical codes is made clear, and great
stress IS laid on the importance of the establish-

ment of our ideal of ^e perfect man and the

tc tching of such practical ethics in both schools

and homes

A Second Boo^, of School Celebrations By Dr
F H Hayward Pp 133 (London P S
King and Son, Ltd « 1920 ) Price 5^ net

“A First Book of School Ceifbratiovs ” was
reviewed in Nature for August 5 The
new volume contains a further senes of celebra-

tions dealing with the military conflicts in Pales-

tine, toleration, Alfred the Great, Pasteur and
Lister, Sir Philip Sidney, G F Watts, Empire
Day, political parties, s^ool leaving day, work,
and five of a new type, termed by the author
“homage celebratiwis,” which deal with the artist,

the martyr, the musician, Ireland, and Poland

Stones for the Nature Hour Compiled by
Ada M Skinner and Eleanor L Skinner
Pp 253 (London • George G* Harrap and Co ,

Ltd
, 1920 ) Pr ce 55 net

A NUMBFR of short stories from the pens of many
authors have been collected in this volume. Hans
Andersen, Ruskm, and Charles Lamb are repre-
sented, and the compilers themselves have sup-
plied eight legends Ibe book should be useful
to the teacher giving lessons on natural history
subjects to small children, and should also make
interesting reading for older children.

A Manual of Elementary Zoology, By >JL. A.
Borradailc Third edition Pp xviii + 6i6-hxxi
plates (London Henry Fro#de, and Hodder
and Stoughton, 1920.) Price 185

The last edition of this work was reviewed m
Nature for April 3, 1919. The only important
change made in the new edition is the indution
of twenty-one large plates, most of which are
particularly valuable for ' laboratory work.
Plate xii, showing various breeds of British sheep,
IS crude, and seems unworthy of a place in a book
which is otherwise remarkable for its clear dia-

grams and realistic illustrations.
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Ltf Radtum Interprdtaiton et Ensetgnefnent de hi

RadioacitvtU* Par Prof Fr. Soddy Traduit
de rAnglais par A l^pnpe (Nouvelle Col-
lection scientifique ) Pp 111 + 375 (Pans
F41ix Alcan, 1919 ) Price 4 90 francs

Thk third edition of Prof Soddy *s book, “The
Interpretation of Radium, “ which was reviewed in

Nature for February jo, 1913) is the original

from which this translation was made The trans-

lator has added an appendix in which the work
of the period 1914-19 is described, and consequent
modifications of theory are indicated

Gretsses and Rushes aud Hotv to Identify Them
By J H Crabtree Pp 04 (London The
Epworth Press, n d

) Price 15 9d net

This little book is a catalogue of all the glasses

and rushes of the English counti>side A brief

description, accompanied h\ an illustration, is

given of each plant mentioned The book should

be of value to both farmers and students

Expenments with Plants A First School-book of
Science By J B Philip Pp 205 (Oxford
At the Clarendon Press, 1919 ) Price 35 net

Most of this book is devoted to the expeumental
study of the elementary physiology of seeds and
plants An account of the reproductive process is

included, and the elementary physics and
chemistry of sods are briefly indicated In the

appendices a sketch is given of the scientdic prin-

ciples which are necessary to a study of botany

An index would have been a useful addition to the

book

Alumintum Its Manufacture, Mampulation, and
Marketing By G Mortimer (Pitman’s

Common Commodities and Industries ) Pp viii

+ 152 (London Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons,

Ltd
, n.d ) Price as 6d net

This interesting book gives a particularly good
account of the numerous applications which alu-

minium now finds in modern industry The
technical processes for the extraction of aluminium

and Its adaptaUon, both in the pure state and in

the form of alloys, to industry arc carefully and

fully described The book is well illustrated, and

cannot fail to be of interest to chemists, engineers,

and the general reader.

Chemical Theory and Ccdculattons An Elemen-

tary Text-Book By Prof F J Wilson and

Prof, I M Hcilbron Second edition Pp vii

+ 14^ (London Constable and Co ,
Ltd ,

193^ Price 4s 6d net

This is an admirable collection of problems cover-

ing a wide range, and including many of an

advanced character A pleasing feature is the

brief bUt^ucid account of chemical theory, includ-

ing a short section on atomic numbers The book

^ould prove of great service to teachers and to

students preparing for degree examinations It

Is distinctly better than most books on chemical

arithmetic, since it aims at a higher standard
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Letters to the Editor.

[The Editor does not hold htmself responsible for
o^inion^ expressed by hts correspondents Setther
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature No notice ts

taken of anonymous communications ]

University Grants.

1 AM glad to fce<; that the very uigt*nt neceshily for
tile provwion of intieabod LnivciMiy grants which
w as so ibly stated in your leading artu le of Vuguftt 5
has kd to tlic position in LecUs and Bumiiighani
being bi ought lorward so cleaiiy b> Sir Michael
Sadkt aiKl Principal Oiunt Robertson m Naiurk of
\ugust 12 and ly Iherc can be no doubt lhai every
univcrsil) m the luuntiy is feeling the need of largely
iiici eased financial assistame, without whuh it will
h( imposhiblo to I airy on cfticieiuly, if at all, depart-
mints such as those of science, which must always
b< a source of large expenditure and financial loss to
an^ univet sity

It IS probably geneially true that the higher the
tUiiiency of a departnunt, the gicatcr is its cost of
maintcnanc'e, and, consequentK, the greater the
financial loss to the university 1 herefore, so long as
reasonable economy in administration is practised, the
expenditure of money on a successful depat tment
should be welcomed and encouraged, and every effort
made to piovide funds so that its work may have free
scope and not be hampered in any w.iy Only under
conditions of proper equipment as tegards both staff

and material and ftecdom from financial worry can
a department be e\|)CLted to develop to its fullest
extent and to produce knowledge

In the limes of \ugust 18 Prof Soddy and
I directed attention to the cntical condition of
science at Oxford, and poinkd out that there
is actualh no propci accommodation here even for
the teaching of physical and inorganic chemistry
ihe antiquated buildings which are now used for the
purpose are quite out of dut< , besides being far too
small to cope with the large number of stik^ts who
are presenting themselves for the honours degree
The case of organic chemistiy is also very senous

because, although the laboratory which was built four
years ago, largely owing to the generosity of Dr
( W Dyson Perrins, is modern and well equipped, it

IS far too small
A now extension is m course of construction, but

the funds necessary to pay for it are not available,

and must be borrowed, and there is, moreover, no
adequate endowment to provide for upkeep when the
buildings are completed A similar stale of things
i!* to be found in tonnection with the new chair of
biochemistry recently endowed through the generositv
of Mr Edword Whitlev Ihere arc no laboratories

associated with this chair, and In the meantime
accommodation must be provided in the already over-
crowded phvsiologicul laboratories A careful estimate
of the cost of urgently required new buildings shows that

at least 250,000!, as well as an endowment bnnging
in io,oool per annum, must be forthcoming if the
studv of themistry is to be placed on a firm basis in

this University
1 have dealt more particularly with chemistry

because it Is generally admitted that the most
pressing need in this University is that chemistry
shall be placed on such a footing that teaching and
research may be done under conditions very different

from those which prevail at the present time But
the other branches of physical science are also urgentN
m need of finamial assistance, partly for new build-
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mgs and partly to provide funds sufficient to maintain
aim work tbe^
There are dearly only two sources from which

the very large sums required by the universities can
be obtained, and those are (1) Treasury grants and
(a) private benefactions
You have pointed out that the proposed Treasury

grant of 1,500,000! included in the Estimates for

lui-aa IS quite inadequate, and it is obvious that

this must be the case It is, therefore, to be hoped
that careful inquiry into the needs of the universities

by the Treasui^ will result in this sum being sub*
Btantiallv augmented With regard to private bene*
faction, 1 think we may look forward with confkienGe
to very liberal response in the near future from
generous individuals, and more particularly from
wealthy firms interested in the progress of science and
education The action of Messrs Brunner, Mond, and
Co in setting aside 100,000! as a contribution to the
universities is an example which will certainly be
followed by other firms who owe much of their success
to the work of chemists, engineers, and others sent to

them from the universities

If it were to become a recognised practice for firms
who can afford to do so to set aside yearly some com-
paratively small sum as a contribution to the uni-

versities, the combined effort would go far to solve the
difficulties in which we find ourselves at the present
time W H pRRKiN
The Itnivcrsity Museum, Oxfotd, August 22

Use of •umner UtM In Navlgstioii.

May I venture to point out, in the interests of

navigational science, that although the article by
Capt lizard in Nature of July n under the above
title IS an admirably clear and concise account of the

a{^ljcation of Sumner lines in navigation at the date
given in his examples, it is scarcely descriptive of the

best practice of to-day?
Of the two methods of drawing the lines described

by Capt Tizard, the first, or “original Sumner
method," is now merely of academic interest, and is

seldom practised outside schools and examination-
rooms Its defects are, first, that each sight has to

be worked out twice (once for each of the two assumed
latitudes), and, secondly, that it is inapplicable to

sights taken near the meridian It may also be
remarked that unless the two assumed latitudes are

very close together, the true circle of position may
dil^ considerably from the straight line joining 'tl^

two points found on the Mercator chart

The second method described by Capt Tizard,
usually known as the “chronometer method,” is still

used to some extent It avoids the double working
out of each sight, but gives good results only for

observations taken on large bearings , it is inapplicable

to sights taken near the meridian
For observations near the meridian what is called

the ”«z-meridian method ” may be used to draw the
position-lines In this method the longitude is

assumed, and the sight is worked out as a latitude

obwrvation ; the position-line is then drawn, at right
angles to the bearing, through the point where the
meridian of the assumed longitude Is cut by the
parallel of the observed latitude This method gives
good results for sights near the meridian, but falls

on large bearings
A combination of the last two methods is some-

times ^ployed, the sights near the meridian being
worked out by the *Vx-merldian method,” and thoec
on large bearings by the “chronometer method ”

This combined procedure has been advocated bv
•everal writers, e^iedally by Capt. Blackburne, who
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undertook the immenee labour of computing tables

specially adapted for the purpose. Tbs main objec-

tion to it is that the procedure is not uniform for all

sights. f

A much better method of drawing the Sumner lines

than any of the* above, and one which seems destined
to replace alt others, being now in extensive use by
navigators of all nations and recognised as the
standard method in the Roval Navy, is known as the
Marco Saint-Hilaire method, or “new naviga-
tion ” It consista m assuming a dead-reckoning
position in both latitude and longitude, and then
linding how much the observed zemth-distanoe of a
heavenly body differs from that calculated^ on the
assumption that the dead-retkonlng position was cor-

rect The difference between the observed and cal-

culated zenith-distances is laid off from the assumed

f

iosition in a direction to or from the observed object
according as the observed zenith-distance is less or
greater than the calculated one), and the position-line

IS then drawn through the point so found at right
angles to the bearing Thb great advantage of this

method is that it is perfectly general , it gives equally
good results whatever the bearing 01 the object
sighted

lliough called the "new navigation,” the Marcq
Salnt-Hilatre method of drawing the Sumner lines
is by no means a recent invention, having been used
in the French Na\y for more than forty years Its

advantages were advocated so long ago as 1888 by
that indefatigable worker for the advancement of
navigation, the Rev William Hall, R N , and have
sinte been frequently pointed out by other Eng-
lish writers on navigation Its superiorilv over all

other methods for drawing the Sumner lines or
position lines being indubitable, there is a little

difficulty in underbtanding itb comparative neglect by
British navigators up to lecenl times One reason,
no doubt, IS conservatism, the British seaman
usually prefers to use time-honoured methods with
which he is familiar rather than to adopt ncw-fangled
notions, and fears to nsk his ship by the possibilUy
of making a mistake in a process with which ho has
not been made acquainted dunng his early training
Another reason which operat^ powerfully unul
within the last twenty jears or so was the absence
of any tables for facilitating the calculation of alti-

tudes compartdilc in scope wiih the tables of Davis
and Burdwood, which so greatly helped in the rapdd
reduction of sights by the “chronometer method”
This last difficulty was removed by the publication of
the excellent “Altitude Tables ” of my namesake, the
Rev F Ball, M A , of the Roval Navy, and at the
present time it is just as simple a matter to work
out sights by the “new navigation,” with the aid of
these tables, as it w^as to work the old* ” chropometer
method ” with the help of Burdwood and Davis.

Until within the last decade it was seldom worth
while to attempt to fix a ship's position at sea
within a mile or two, because so long as^^thc longi-
tude, whether found by Sumner lines or by'^any othtn*

method, was dependent entirely on the Greenwich
time at found bv the transport of chronometers over
long distances, it was usually impossible to be sure
of the longitude within that amount, no matter how
accurately star observations were made* ^ This diffi-

cultv affected the hydrographic survevor as well as the
navigator, and, indeed, it provides the explanation
whv so many charted longitudes—down the Red Sea,
for instanoe-^re in error by a. mile or more But
nowodavs, when wireless tinie-rignals enable the error
of a sipp's chronometer to be founds daily with an
accuracy of a few tenths of a second anywhere on the
seas, there is no reason why the longitude tfiould
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«v«r be uncertain by so much as the tenth of a mile*

provided only that sights can be taken with a corre-

sponding degree of accurac). Thus the advent of

wireless telegraphy, by removing at one stroke the

most serious of all pre-existing limitations to pre-
cision in the results, has mode it worth while to

improve the methods of po:iiuon-finding at sea

Simultaneously progress has been made in the con-
struction of charts and mstruments adapted for

navigation, giving to the navigator another stimulus

towards attaining that refinement of method by
which alone he may hope to steer his ship fiom port
to port not only in safety, but also with that economy
of time and fuel which is demanded by modern
competition
As regards the number of position-linrs required

to determine a ship’s position, it is ubviuus that if

only two sights aie taken, no mailer how favourable
the angle at which the position-lines lut each other,

the position found will be correct only if the observa-
tions are free from irfttruniental and othtT errors,

and If dip and refraction are correctly allowed fot

With only two sights a large unknown centring error

in the sextant employed, or abnormal refraction, or
a mistake m one of the sights, may render the position

found quite false, and there is no means of detecting
the error If the two sights are not simultaneous
or nearly so, there will, of course, be an added un-
iertainty in the position due to the difficulty in

accurately estimating the ship’s run in the interval

If ihfpe sights are taken constant errors tan be
eliminated, but accidental errors cannot he readily
detected If four sights are taken, however, as nearly
as possible simultaneously, on bearings differing by
approximately 90°, not only will a constant cnor of
even two or three minutes in the mcasuied altitudes,

or in the allowance for dip, be without influcnie on
the accuracy of the result, but if a mistake has been
made in one of the sights the fact can readily be
detected This is a powerful argument for making
the astronomical defermination of a ship’s position

depend, whenever possible, on at least four Sumner
lines or position-lines deduced from obscr\ations of
four stars differing by approximately 90° in bearing

It can easily be proved geometriially that when
the altitudes of three or more stars h ive been o^uallv
accurately observed, the most probable position is the
centre of that circle which most nearly touches all

the pasition-lines, and in which the directions of the

stars from the points of contact are either all towards
or all away from the centre, also, that the radius
of the circle gives the amount of anv constant error
in the observed altitudes, whether duo to errors of
the sextant employed or to error in the assumed dip
of the horizon or refraction If with moie than three

sights no circle can be drawn satisfying the condition
of approximately touching all the position-lines, while
at the same time having the star-directions from the
points of contact pointing either all towards or

all away from its centre, then It is certain that

a mistake has occurred in one or more of the observa-
tions , either an altitude or a time has been wrongly
recorded or one of the stars wrongly identified, or
else there has been a mistake In the calculation for

one or more of the sights

The importance of considering the directions of

the stars, as well as the position-lines t^mselves, is

weir illustrated by reference to the first of the
examples given by Capt Tfzard If the non-lnter-

aectien of the three pdsitlon lines in his Pig, t is

due to a constant error in all the altitudes, caused
either by instrumental error or by error in the tabula*^

allowance for dip or refraction (as will usually be the
case in sights taken bv a practised observer), then
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the true position is not, as might at first be thought,
within the little triangle formed by the crossing of the
lines, but outride tt, and the true longitude is not

145^ 4', as Capt lizard concludes, but 145'’ 5' For,

as Will be seen by Fig 1, on which 1 have indicated
the star-directions by arrows, no other circle than the
one shown can be describe so as to touch all

three position-lines, while the three star-directions

from the points of contact point either all towards or
all away from its centre

So gieat IS the importance of ac<uracy in the fixing

of the ship’s position at sea in modem navigation,
and so well is the ''new navigation” with four
positlon-hncs crossing at about 90° adapted to secaire

this accuracy, that at the recent International Hydro-
graphic Conference in London it was proposed ^ an
eminent authority, Comdr Alessio, of the Royal
Italian Navy, that it would be desirable for the con-
ference to prescribe as a fundamental rule of naviga-
tion that "the normal astronomical determination of
a ship at sea must be made with the method of four
Sumner lines by observing four stars the position-

lines of which cut at approximately ” It was
decided that the prescribing of rules for navigation
^did not fall within the scope of the 1919 Conference,

and consequently the matter was not further dis-

cussed But there can be no doubt that if navigators

of all nations could be persuaded to follow so excel-

lent a rule as that suggested by Comdr Alcssio, it

would odd greatly to the safety of shipping Ihe
method is so simple, and affords such security against
error, that if it were once systematically tau^t in

schools of navigation and included in the Board of
Trade requirements for masters’ certificates. It would
probably by its own merits displace all other processes
tor fixing positions at sea under normol conditions

It woulo, of course, still be advisable to retam the
ordinary meridian or ex-meridian sights for latitude

and the morning or afternoon sights for longitude as
a stand-by aj^inst the possibility of clouds or fog
Interfering with the twilight observations of stars,

but whenever the suggested rule could possibly be
followed it could be trusted to give far more accurate
results than any observations of the sun
A word may perhaps be added as to the manner of

calculating the altitudes in the "new navigation**
Comdr. Alessio (Report of the International Hydro-
graphic Conference, London, iqip, p 330) recom-
mends logarithmic calculation with five-place tables.
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usin^ a formula which permits of a ready check
ThU only takes about five minutes for each sight,

and is, no doubt, the best way, in fact, it is the

only safe wny where a very Lonsiderable degree of

precision is aimed at But most navigators prefer to

avoid computation so far as possible by the use of

tables, and In ordinary circumstances the altitude

tables used in the Royal Navy will give sufficiently

Accurate results Ihe great defect of the tabular

method IS that one hab to round og the dead-

reckoning latitude to the nearest degree for the

assumed position in order to enter the tables, and
consoquentlv the positlon-ltnes may extend ovet so

groat a distance on the chart that their c*urvaturc

•cannot properlv be neglected With logarithmic

calculation, on the other hand, the actual dcad-

reckoning position can be taken as the assumed
position, and the position lines will then be so short

that tbcir curvature can be neglected without any per-

ceptible loss of accuracy
It may not be out of place to remark in conclusion

that the utility of the Sumner line or position-line

principle is not confined to position-fixing with a

sextant at sea I have shown in two recently pub-

lished papers (“Notes on the Working of the New
Navigation,’* Cairo, iqi8, and “The Prismatic Astrd-

labc,” Geographical Journal, July, 1019, P 37)
the “new navigation is capable of useful applica-

tion on land in conjunction with theodolite observa-

tions and wirckss time-signals, and that determina-

tions of geographical position of very considerable

accuraev tna\ be made in this way Tne method has
since been put Into practice bv Dr Hamilton Rice on
exploratory land surveys in South America (see the

Geographical Journal for July, p 59) with satisfac-

tory results John Baii

Survey of Egypt, Cairo, July 24

Retativtty and HnMrboHo Spaee.

OasERVAnoN tells us that while gravitation

dommates the history of a lump of matter moving in

the vast ocean of free aether, it has practically no
effect on the history of a pulse of light in similar

circumstances Since lost mail 1 have investigated

the bearings of space being hyperbolic on light-rays

The central-projection map of the space, used
before, in which rstanh e, where r is the radius

vector of the map and H e the radius vector m the

space, will be called a gnomonic map; planes ^re
mapp^ as planes If the projection used be given
by f"*2tanh le, the map will be called stereographic,
small regions are mapped in correct shape, sfmeres
and planes as spheres, and the two sheets of

a pseudo-sphere as two spheres Intersecting and
making equal angles with the sphere repre^

senting the median plane, in a circle lying on the

absolute, (A pseudo-sphere is the locus of a
point at a given distance from a given plane, called
its median plane. The characteristic of the map-
apbete which represents a plane is that it cuts the
almlute r«ia orthogonally.) A point (x, y, s) on the
gnom(m|e m*p becoitws l*/(i+Jr*), yKt+h*),
s/(i + !>*)] on the stereographic map

Tile behaviour of a ray of light it fully described
by saying that its oa^ on the gnomonic map may
be put m the form **/o?+y*»i, where a is less
than I, and that the eccentric angle Is t/R, where t is

co-ordinate time. This ellipse really represents the
two branches of a pseudo-cirde , the ray goes out
to infinity (in the space) along pne branch and returns
along the other, the complete circuit having the
period sirR The median line of the pseudo-drcle
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passes through the origin—that is, through the
observer

If from a given point rays start In all directions
there will be a definite wave-front. For a fhute time
before t attain^ the value of a quarter-period, IsK,
this front will form the suigle sheet of a true sphere
the centre of which recedes to inffnity, whereupon the
front develops the two sheets of a pseudo-sphere, the
one proceeding in the same direction as before, and
the other, together with the median plane, returning
from mffmty, having been reflectea back by the
absolute By the tlim fc=iirR the median plane h^
just reached the origin, and the reflected sheet is

chasing both the other sheet and the median plane
back on the way to miiniiy. In the next quarter-
period these motions arc reversed in order of time, in

direction of motion, and in position relative to the
ongin At the time tssxR the front has contracted
down to a point focus situated on the opposite si^
of the origin from the radiant point at a distant'e
equal to that of the point • At tW time tasirR the
original circumstances recur, and everything is about
to be repeated \ ray always moves normal to the
front, although tlie centre of fhe true sphere and
the median plane of the p^M^udo-sphere themselves
move from and I0 infinity in a finite time

All these motions can be exactly imitated in
Euclidean space Let, at a given point in such a
space, the velocity of light be i+r''/4R*, the same in
all directions, and let the sphere r=2R be a perfect
reflector Then light will in this medium Mhavo
exactly as does the light m the stereographic map
(when the scale of that map is increased in the ratio
of R to 1) Indeed, this <^eems the easiest method to
get the differential equation of the path of a point

in the hyperbolic spare, for which fdt is stationary

I may remark, however, that when the equation is

obtained, later ivork is much simplified by changing
the dependent to a form corresponding lo the
gnomonic map

111 the stcroographii map the rays after an even
number of reflections, by the absolute, form a system
of coaxial circles through the radiant point and that
point on the opposite side of the ongin which is

inverse to the OThere r=»2 (For radiant point let

o-x-a=y»a Then for the second point mentioned
it IS meant that o*»x+4/a»^y«s Ordinary inverse
point would be o«x-4/a=y=c ) After an odd
number of reflections they are similarly related to the
focus mentioned above The fronts are the spheres
cutting these coaxial circles orthogonally

Alex McAulav
University of Tasmania, June 10

The Antaratio AntleyclaM.

In Nature for August 5 Mr K F. T. Granger
remarks . “The same concUtions, 1 a the surface 6ut«
flow and the central descent of air, exist In Prof
Hobbs’s polat ice-cap anticyclone; the only difference
is the physical origin ” ^

In the case of the ice-cap there are other differences
as well , the temperature is lower in the case of an
ice-cap than in an anticyclone The ice-cap condldons
which resemble those of an anticyclone ard! as Mr
Granger says, “surface outflow and the oentrid
descent of dir ” The ^erences are low temperature,
low pressure, and dM^rent physical origin My
suggestion was that these differences made It lt»-

adidsable to call them both anticyclones.

«« • « ^ R. M. Dmxv.
Tintagel, Kew Gardens Road, Surrey,

August 18



A Method of Reaching Extreme Altitudes.

By Robert H. Goddard, Professor of Physics, Clark College, Worcester, Mass

I
T is the purpose of the present article to state

the general principles and possibilities of the

method of reaching great altitudes with multiple

il^rge rockets, from which the exploded gases
are ejected with high efficiency

Fundamental Principle^

The basic idea of the method, briefly stated in

general terms, is this Given a mass of explosive

material of as great energy content as possible,

what height can be reached if a large fraction of

this material is shot downwards, on exploding,

with as high a speed as possible? It is evident,

intuitively, that the height will be great if the

fraction of material that remains is small and
the velocity of ejection of the gases is high.

A theoretical treatment of the subject shows
that, provided the speed of ejection of the gases
IS high, and the proportion of propellant is large,

the initial masses necessary to raise a given mass
to great heights are surprisingly small, but are

enormously laige if these conditions are not

satisfied.

Ptmafles to be Applied in Practice

(x) In order to apply practically the general

principle above stated, there are three conditions

that must be realised experimentally First, the

gases produced by the explosion must be ejected

downwards with the greatest efficiency possible

This requirement must be met by burning the

exi^sive in a strong combustion chamber, to

which a tapered noxzTe is attached, in order to

obtain the work of expansion of the gases
The apparatus used in the first experiments is

shown in Fig. i, in which P is the charge of

dense smokeless powder, and B is the wadding
Three steel plugs were used, to vary the size of

the powder chamber The velocity of the gases

highest velocity being nearly 8000 ft -sec
,
pro-

duced by the chamber shown in Fig a, whereas

Fir I -Cta»tnbtr OMd In «irly experimenta

t.M tQuaured by supporting' the chamber in a

Dallistip bendulunit add ‘observing the motion of

die rocotk ^

It was found, by expenment, that the energy

>f motion of the ejected gases as compared with

the Imt energy of the powder could be increased

rety greatly over that for ordinary rockets, the
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Pig a —Chuibur bf which wd kbwi ww Kiwn a velocity of
nearly 8000 ft pet mc

for ordinary rockets the velocity is but looo ft -

sec lncidentdll>, the energy of motion of tlie

gases in the case under discus-

sion is more than 64 per cent of
the heat energy of the powder,
whereas for oidinary rockets the
efficiency thus defined is but 2

per cent

An interesting way of empha-
sising the magnitude of the velo-

city, 8000 ft -sec
,
IS to compare

It with the “ velocity of

escape, ” or the “ parabolic

velocity ” of planets This
velocity of escape is the velo-

4?itv a body would require, pro-

jected upwards from a planet, in order to escape

to infinity, and is a perfectly definite velocity,

depending only upon the mass and diameter of

the planet For the moon the velocity is 1

5

miles per second, and for the planet Mars 30
miles per second Thus if the chamber shosin In

Fig. 2 were placed upon the surface of the moon
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and fired mo«t of tho gates wmd escape from
the moon s atiroctton 'nc h ghest veloc ty gases

would w thout doubt ($ nee 8000 ft sec s only

the average veloaty) escape from Mars f the

planet had o atmosphere
It should be remarked that as shown by exper

mental results the best form of noxzle has not

yet been made so that even 8000 ft sec can be

exceeded by further research

(3) The heavy chamber as mentoned above
wh le perm tt ng h gl veloc t es of the ejected

gases to be obta ned would be an actual d sad

vantige f s ngle charge were to be fired

necessary that one or more rockets really oq^tes

n xn n ature of the larger pr mat^ rocket should
be used f the most extreme alt tudes are to bo
reached n order that the abdfre fraction wiO at
no t me dur ng the ascent become small

Sun maty of Resuits to Date

The theoret cal work done at Princeton

Un vers ty n igia was not followed by oxper
mental tests unt 1 1915 at Clark Un vers ty The
work has s nee been cont nued at Clark Un
vers tv n the magnet c laboratory at the

Wo ce^tter Folytechn c Inst tutc and at the

i it

m

r 0 3 •^buib h d n K ppo Dfln n •
th pfopnk a ft rock

because of the la ^e we ght It s necessary hen
that some means should be employed whereby
charges may be fed successively mto the same
combusUon chamber If th s s done t s ev dent

that most of the rocket can cont st of propellant

wh ch s one of the cond t ons necessary for the
atta nment of great alt tudes

(3) When the magaz ne coota n ng the charges
just mentioned u nearly empty it s eas ly seen
that the propellant s no longer a large fraction

of the eat re mass ot the apparatus Hence in
order that the fracton shall renmtn lafge it is
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fs 4 rpttfttevlnchdkftmbtrwftfta sd ft ftnkftshftMkidloB ow
pfts 1m gMct aio lag ft ft BlftrpaAaadl pfadbyArotte

Mount W Ison Observatory n Cal foriKa—tcf tbe
greater part of the t me under a g^ant from the
Sffl thson an Inst tut on
The results of th s work have shown first that

most of tbe heat energy of even so powerful a
propellant as dense n tn^lycer ne SflMkeless
powder can be converted eto kpetc energy of
the ejected gaief They have deppnstrated
secondly that a Inultple charge rockf^ can k
made arhich will fire several chag:cs in supctftnoit

s light and s mple and (nvds ftmiglit
In order to demonstrate whether or not ftie

rocket depended for pn^ulsmn upon thp {keseace
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of air, ^ large number of experiments were per-
* formed in whioh the chamber, Fig i, was held

m a supporti^ Fig 3, and fired m a 3-m pipe, P,

on a large tank, Fig 4, exh'iusted to a low
pressure Ihese experiments demonstrated that

the presence of the air was not necessary for

reaction and that the recoil ts produced by re

aciton front the high leloctty gases that are

ejected The operation of the jet in nacuo need

not appear mysterious if one thinks of the ejected

^ases as a charge of fine shot moving uith a

very high velocity Obvlou^ly the ch imber will

react, or “kick, when this charge is fired

?I0 Si^Tlwki I v^ch thtguMiitnicki coi] ofwrt fane ng

exactly as a shot-gun kicks when firing a
diarge of ordinary shot

Toe gases were prevented from rebounding

from tlw bottom of the tank, tig 4, by the form
of the tank, the gases moving in a circular path

uattf stopped by friction Another tank, Fig 5,

was also used, in which rebound was preventra

by the gases striking a large coil d J in mesh
Wlre>ferk:ii9 The results with both tanks

agreed down to the lowest pressure employed,

»5 mm of mercury, which is probably the

pressure that exists at a height of thirty

mdeS
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j{ll

The figures given m the Smithsonian pubhea-
tion regardmg the initial masses necessary to
propel 1 lb to various heights, such as 123 lb
for 430 miles, and 438 lb for an infinite

”

altitude (for the most favourable conditions, tn so
far as they are set forth m that publtcaiton)^ do
not assume a larger velocity of ejection of the
gases than has been obtained experimentally, but
do assume a greater lightness than has so far
been obtained No attempt has, however, been,
made to reduce any put of the appiratus to the
minimum weight possible, and it is believed that
with further research such lightness as is assumed.
IS realisaUe

At the present time, the work thit is being
done is the developing of a rocket, of small size,,

for employing a large number of cartndges, or
chaiges, and this is being done on the remainder
of the original grant from the Smithsonian
Institution

AppUcaiion of the Method

Ihe most important of the immediate applica-

tions of the method is in the providing of a simple
and, when sufficiently developed, inexpensive
means of obtaming meteorological data at the
10 kilometre level It is well recognised that this

IS the most important level for studying pressure,

temperature, humidity, and wind velocity, and
any means of sending recording instruments
rapidly into this region, and of obt\ining data
soon after the ascent has been made, is certain

to be of value in weather forecastmg
At greater elevations the study of temperature,

pressure, wind velocity and composition of the

itmosphere is of scientific importance, and also the

study of the aurora, during the day as well as at

night, and the radiations Irom the sun that are

otherwise absorbed by the atmosphere
A further ipplication of much general mterest

is the possibility of sending a miss beyond the

predominating gravitational field of the earth

Concerning the possibility of demonstrating this

point bv hitting the moon with a rocket, it can
be said apart from the questions of uming ind

of correcting the flight that the ignition of but
a few pounds of flash powder should be visible

m a powerful telescope, provided, of course that

the conditions of ignition were substantially the

same as those in certun experiments described

in a recent Smithsonian publication, in which
I /20 of a grain fired tn zacuo was observed at a
distance of 2^ miles

Regarding these questions, as well as others

which naturally follow, the writer believes that

detailed discussion before one has checked up
matters completely by experiment, is unwise, for

this merely precipitates a flood of useless argu
ment, to which reply, in some form, must be
made The ideal method, which unfortunately

IS not always possible, is to solve a problem
completely, as was done with the tests of the jet

tn trocuo and then to state the results
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New Aspects in the Assosment of PhTsicsl Fitness. .

By Dr F. G, Hobsom, Department of Pathology, University of Oxford

k Phystaan tn a great etty seems to be the mete
faythtf^ of Fortune; h$s degree of reputation t$ for

the mo^tpart casual; they that employ hem know not

excellence, they that reject ntm know not hu
defieUnce.^jMVKL Johnson

These words might, with truth, have been

written of Dr. John Hutchinson, one time

physiaan to the Brompton Hospital for Diseases

of the Chest His earlier years devoted to the

study of engineering, he later turned to medicine,

and earned with him intq his profession that

enthusiasm for the accurate expression of scien-

tific data which must have been engendered by
his early training. In 1846 he published a paMr

the Capacity of the Lungs and on the Re-

spiratory Functions " (1)^, in which he showed
tmt he possessed the inspiration which is ever

the mark of true genius, combined with the ability

for accurate observation and the patient ooliecticm

of data He made the parliest investigations into

the physiological effects of ** forced breathing”,
by means of a mercurial manometer he examined
“expiratory force”, but interest lies for the

special ends of the present subject in the exten- <

sive series of observations which he made upon
the “vital capacity”* of more than 3000 persons
covering a wide range of body size, occupation,

and mc^e of life.

Dr Hutchinson claimed that he had shown that
“vital capacity” increases in simple arithmetical

progression with increasing height, and believed

that he had disproved any relationship between
“vital capacity” and body weight, trunk length,

or circumference of the chest The fact that his

conclusions might be open to criticism, and that
the fundament^ principles underlying his investi-

gation might yet have eluded his grasp, was
present in his mind, and he concluded his treatise

with the following remarkable sentences, which
could well be taken as a model by any scientific

worker —
The matter of this communication is founded upon

a vast number of facts—immutable truths which are
infinitely beyond my comprehension The deductions
which I have ventured to draw therefrom 1 wish ta
advance with modesty, because time, with its muta-
tions. may so unfold science as to crush these deduc.
tions and demonstrate them as unsound

Nevertheless, the facts tbonselves can never alter
nor deviate in their bearing upon respiration, one of
the most important functions of the animal economy.

This prediction ha?, with the passage of time,
been ftilfilled

^
Prof. G Dreyer, of Oxford University, has

made an extensive re-investigation of the whole
subject, drawing upon Hutchinson *s data as
as upon his own records. In a biilkant analysis
MEb# Afum u bndnti rOhr Id Om BtbUofnWliy M tb« end of the

” U^ M bdicate maxiwm vaoint oT
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of this considerable body of observations, he has
conclusively proved the existence of physiological

laws whicui escaped the mind of tte pioneer

Hutchmsoo. On practically wery point do thess

laws refute the conclusions reached by
Hutchinson

Prof. Dreyer (a) has shown that definite rela^

tionships do exist between ” vital capacity ” and
body surface, body weight, trunk length, and
the circumference of the chest, while no true re*

lationship can be traced when “ vital capacity
”

IS regarded as a simple function of the standing
he^ht, as claimed by Hutchinson.

Hutdiinson’s misconception of the facts may be
attributed in part to faulty mathematical analysis,

in part to the fact that his observations were
made upon subjects covenng an insuffiaently wide
range of weight and size. It is ^obvious that

physiological laws, if such exist, must be applic-

able over the entire period of growth of the fndi*

vidual, anu must be madeq^uate if they can be
established only over a limited range of varia-

tions of sex, stature, *body weight, etc.

The scicntite world is now familiar with the

conception that certain physical, physiological, and
anatomical attributes of the living organism are

functions of the surface, and not of the volume,
of that organism Heat loss offers possibly the

most familiar example, being relatively greater
for the small body than for the large, by virtue

of the relatively greater surface area presented
by the small body for a given volume.
How can the surface of an anunal be deter-

mined? It 18 simply necessary in this brief artide
to state that the surface can be determined in-

directly from the body weight, of which it is e
constant function. For justification of this pro-

cedure refereice should be made to the original

artides which describe the methods by which this

relationship was determined (3 and 4).

Prof. Dreyer has in recent years shown that

the blood volume (4), the cross-section of the
aorta (5), and the croas-section of the trachea (6]
are “suiface functions” of the warfB-bloo<tad

mammals, and not simply related to the body
weight, as has often been maintained. It comes,
therefore, as no surprise when he finds that “vital

capacity” is also a “surface functiooif' sinqp this

must represent, m one direction, the limit of the
capacity possessed by the otganiscrTfor oxygeiud-

its blood and discharging the waste pr^ucts
or Its metabohsm, and consequently be a ]^ysh>*
logical expression of one^ most Impgirtant ai^ect
of respiration. It follows that this measureMiill
gives ui an in^ex of the “vitality” of the or-

ganism, Ls. Its nility to meet the various stralo#

and stresses of its life.

If the “vital capacity ” is a ^surface fuftetlog,”

there* is the further difficulty to be faced : VVhstr^
(Confymted on p
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Oceanography and the Sea Fisheries *

By \\1LL1\M A HERDMAN, CBL DSc ScD LED FRS
Pr fessor of Oetano^ripky in the University of Liverpool Presidtnt

r has been mstotnary when occasion required for

the president to offer a brief tribute to ibt memory
of dtsunguibhed memberb of the Vsbociation lost to

yoenoe during the preceding year ihcbe, for the

most part have been men of advanced years and high
reputation who had completed their life work and
•erved w ell in their day the Association and the

Giencea which it represents Such irc our late

general treasurer, Prof Perry and our p t picsident

Sir Norman Lockyer of whom the retiring president

has just bpoken have this year no other such

losses to record but it seems titung on the pre>ent

occdbton to pause for a moment and devote a
grateful thought to that glorious bind of fine voung
men of lugh promise in science who in the years

since our Australian meeting in 1914 it may
he in brief days and months of saerhee gieitei

service to humanity and the advance of civilisation

than would have he^ possible in years of norm il time

and work \ few names stand out already known
and highW honoured—Moseley Jenkinson Geoffrey

Smith, Keith Lucas Gregory and more recently

Limnard Doncaster—all grievous losses but there are

also others younger members of our Assoc ation who
had not yet had opportunity for showing accomplished

work but who equally gave up all for a great ideal

1 prefer to offer a collective rather than nn individual

tribute Other young men of science w tl ansc and
carry on their worl but the gap in our ranks

remains Let their^successors remember that it serves

as a reminder of a great example and of high en
dpavour worthy of our f^ratitude and of permanent
record m the annals of science

At the last Cardiff meeting of the British Associa

tion in 1 8)1 you had as your president the eminent
astronomer Sir William Hug^ns who discoursed

upon the then recent jjiscovenes of the ^spectro^cc^w in

relation to the chemical nature density temperature
pressure and even the motions of the stars From
the sky to the sea is a long drop but the sciences tf

both have this in common that they deal with funda
mental principles and with v'ist numbers More than

three hundred years Spenser in the Faerie

Queene compfued tne seas abundant progeny

with the starres on hy and recent investij^ations

•bow that a litre of sea water may contain more thin

a hundred times as many living organisms as there ire

stars visible to the eye on a clear night

During the pist quarter of a century great advances
have b«n made in the science of the sea ind the

aspects and prospects of sea ftsheries ro<!enr h have

undergone changes which encourage the hope thit a

combination of the work now carried on bv hydro

ahers and biologists in most civilised countrios on
amental probl^s of the ocean miy result in a

more rational exploitation and administration of the

ffdiyntf industries

And yet even at vour former Cnrdiff meeting thirtv

years ago there were at lent three papers of oceano*

ploc Interest—one bv Prof Osborne Reynolds on
of waves and currents another by Dr

.liR on seasbnid varlirioo In the temperature

sme and estuone^ and the third by our honorary
iecretary for w present meeting Dr Evans
e on a deep sea tow net capable of beinjr opened

__ dosed under water bv the electric current

ft wet a potable meeting in several other respects

^ V PratldniUl mMnm dfSwsd •( d>« Ordlff meet ng of the Br tuk
jewditfiow tto Ansoai *4
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Of which I shall merely mention two In Section A
Sir Oliver I odge gave the histone address in which
he expounded tht, urgent need in the interests of both
science and the industries of a national institution
for the promotion of phybica! research on a large scale
I od(^e 8 pregnant idea put fon^ard at this Cardiff
meeting supported and still further elaborated by Sir
Doij^las Gallon as president of the Association at
Ipbwich has since borne notable fruit in the esUd)
hshment and rapid development of the National
Physical Laborator\ The other outstanding event of
that meeting is that you then appointed a committee
of eminent geologists and naturalists to conslto a
project for boring through a coral reef and that led
during following years to the succ ssive expeditions to
the atoll of Funafuti in the Central Pacific the results
of whirh reported upon eventi illy by the Roytd
Sotielv were of great inteiest aid c to geologists
biologists ind oceanogriphc rs

Dr Huggins on taking the chair in 1891 remarked
thit it W1S more than thirtv years since the Associa
tion had honoured astronomy in the election of its

president It might be said that the case of oooano
graphy is harder is the Association has never had
an oceinognpher as president ind the Association
might well reply Because until very recent years
thw has been no oceanographer to have * If astro
nomv is tlie oldest of the sciences ooeanographv is
probably the \oungest Depending as it does upon
the methods ind results of other sciences it was not
until our knowledge of physics chemistry ind biology
WI8 rtlitivelv far idvanccd thit it became possible
to apolv thit 1 nowledgc to the investigation and
cxplmiton of the phenomeni of the crean No one
min has done more to apply such knowledge clenv^
from various other subiects ind to organise the results
as 1 definite bnneh of science than the late Sir John
Murray who miv therefore be regarded as the founder
of modem cx'e inographv

It is to me a matter of regret that Sir John Murray
W1S never president of the British Association I am
revelling no secret when T tell you that he might
hive been On more than one occasion he was invit^
bv the council to dcoeot nommabon and he derlixied
for reisons that were good and romminded our
respe t He felt that the necessary duties of this post
would interfere with what he regarded as his primary
life work — oceanognphical explorations already
planned ind the list of which he actuallv earned
out in the North Atlantic in iqia when above seventy
veirs of ige In the Norwegian steamer Mtehael San
along with his fnond Dr Tohan Hiort
Anyone considenng the subject matter of this new

science must be struck bv its wide range overlapping
as it docs the borderlands of several other soences
and making use of their methods and facts in the
solubon of its problems It is not only world wi<ik
in Its scope but it ilso extends bevond our glo^ and
includes astronomicil data in their relation to tidal
and certain other oceanographical ohenomena No
man in his work or even thought can attempt tb
cover the whole ground although Sir John MufCav
in his remarkably compfebensive Summary *voluines
of the Chdllen^or Expkhtion and other writings went
far towards doing sc He in hu comblnabon of
physicist chemist geologist and biologist wab
the nearest approach we have had t» an allround
oceanographer The International Research Couned
probably acted wisely at the recent Brussels CTonfar.
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«noo m recommending the institutioa of two Inter-

natkmal Section* in our eubject, one of phyckal and
die other of biological ooeano^i^yy although the

two overlap and are ao interdependent that no invet-

tigator on one side can afford to neglect the other '

On the present occasion 1 must restrict myself
almost whMly to the latter division of the subject,

and be content, after brief reference to the founders
and pioneers or our science, to outiine a few of those
investigations and pre^iems which have appeared to

me to be of fundamental importance, of economic
value, or of genera] interest
Although the name ''ooeanc^aphy " was only given

to this branch of ecienoe by Sir Jc^ Murray in 1880,
and although, acoorduig to that veteran oceanographer
Mr. J. Y Buchanan, the last surviving member of
the civilian staff of the ChaUen^r, the science of
oceanography was bom at eca on February 15, 1873/
when at the first official drec^i^ station of the
expedition, to the westward 01 l^neriffe, at 1525
fathoms, everything that came up in the dredge was
new, and led to hmdamental discoveries as to the
deposits forming on the fioor of the ocean, still it

may be claimed that the foundations of the science
were laid by various explorm of the ocean at much
earlier dates. Aristotle, who took all knowledge for
his province, was an early oceanographer on the shores
of Asia Minor When Pytiieas passed between the
Pillars of Hercules into the unknown Atlantic and
penetrated to British seas in the fourth century a c ,

and brought back reports of Ultima Thule and of a
sea to the north thick and sluggish like a jellyfish,

he may have been recording an early planktonic
observation But passing over all such and many
otbet early records of mienomena of the sea, we
come to surer ground in claiming as founders of
oceanography Count MarsiH, an early investigator of
ttie Mediterranean, and that truly scientific navigator
Capt. James Cook, who sailed to the South Pacific
on a Transit of Venus expedition in 1769, with Sir
Joseph Banks as naturalist, and by afterwards cir-

cumnavigating the South Sea about latitude 60°
finally disproved the existence of a great southern
continent, and Sir James Clark Ross, who, with Sir
Joseph Hooker as naturalist, first dredged the
Antarctic in i8m
The use of the naturalist's dredge (introduced by

Ofc F Miiller, the Dane, in 1799) for exploring the
sea-bottom was brought into pnmilnence almost
simultaneou^y in several countries of North-West
Eurtme—bv Henri Milne-Edwards In France ki

^ Michael Sars In Norway in 1835, and by our own
Edward Forbes about 1832.
The last-mentioned genial and many-sided genius

was a notable figure in several sections of the Britl^
Association from about 1836 onwards, and mav fairly
be claimed as a pioneer of oceanography In 1839
he and hi* friend the anatomist, John Goodsir, were
dredging In the Shetland seas, with results which
Forbes made known to the meeting of the British
Assoclalion at Birmingham that summer, with such
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good effect that a Dredging Committee ” * ^ the
Aseociatlcw was formed to continue the good wosk.
Valuable r^orts on the discoveries of that committee
appear in our volumes at intervals' during the f6l-'

lowing twenty-five years.

It has happened over and over again m history '

that the Bntm Association, by means of one of it*

research committees, has M the way in some ins-

portant new research or devdopment of scienos, and
shown the Government or an industry what wants
doing and how it can be done We mav fairly claim
that the British Associatkm has inspirea and fosteied

that exploration of British seas which through marine
biological invesdgaCions and deep-sea expeditions has
ted on to modern oceanography Edward Forbes and
the British Association Dredging Committee, Wyville
Thomson, Carpenter, Gwyn Jeffreys, Norman, and
other naturalists of tl^ pre-Cbmlst^er days—-all these

men in the quarter-century from 18^ onwards worked
under reseat committees of the mitish Association,

bringing their results before successive meetings, and
some of our older volumes enshrine classic reports

on dredging by Forbes, McAndrew, Norman, Brady,
Aider, and other notable naturalists of that day
These local researches paved the way for the Cbol-
Un^ and other national deep-sea expeditions. Here,
as m otner cases, it requii^ private enterprise to
precede and stimulate Government action

It IS probable that Forbes and his fellow-workers
on this ** Dredging Committee” in their marine
explorations did not fully realise that they were
opening up a most comprehensive and important
department of knowledge But it is also true that in

all his expeditions—in the British seas from the

Channel Islands to the Shetlands, in Norway, and in

the Mediterranean as far as the iEgean Sea—nis broad
outlook on the problems of Nature was that of the
modern oceanographer, and he was the spiritual

ancestor of men like Sir Wyville Thomson, of the
ChaU^nger Expedition, and J<^ Murray, whose
accidental death a few years ago, whilst still in the

midst of active work, was a gi^vous loss to this

new and rapidly advancing scief^oe of the sea
Forbes m these marine investigations worked at

border4in« problems, dealing, for example, with the
relations of geology to xoology and the effect of the
past history of the lard and sea upon the distnbution
of plants and animate at the present day, and in these
respects he was an eariy oceanographer For the
essence of that new subject is that It mso investigates

border-line problems, and is based upon and makes
use of all the older fundamental sciences—physics,

chemistry, and biology—and shows, for exampte, how
variations In the great ocean-currents may account for

the ofiovemcnts aM abundance of the migratorv fishes,

and how periodic changes in the physiccMrbemIcal
j characters of the tea, such as variations In ^e
hydrogen-ion and hydroxyUon concentration, are cor-

related with the dlstributhm at the different seasons of

I

the all-important microscopic organisms tf)pt render
our oceanic waters as prolific a source of food as the
pastures of the land.

Another pioneer of the nineteenth centurv who, 1

sometimes think, has not vet received sufficient en^lt
for his fbreslght and Initiative is Sr Wyville Thom-
son, whose name ouf^t to go down throu|gi the ages
as the leader of the sdentfftc ustaff on the famous
ChaffsMgSf Deeo^Ste Exploring Expeditioi It hi

due chi^ to hhnwid to his friend. Dr. W. B.
S **ybr W3>aScfcW tfa* dtwlw, with to tW imSillfStaiB «r

SMaih or tS* VWitotiMo pirloS ^ noilor Ihr wuMnotiraoriKio oC Wn Otev.

ii*nor
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Cwpenibr, that the Briti^ Goveroment, through the
of the Koyal hocieQr» was uHluoed to place

at itim gltpOMl ot a oomnuttee of scientittc experts,
Arst the small surveying steamer laghintng in i80g,
and then the more emcieni steamer iforcu^n^ m the
two sucoeedlng years, for the purpose of exploring the
<j|iee|i Water ot the Atlantic frcmi the Faroes m the
north to Gibraltar and beyond in the south, in the
course of which expeditions they got successful hauls
from the then unprecedented depm of 3435 fathoms,
nearly three statute miks

It will be retoembered that Edward Forbes, from
his observations in the Mediterranean (an abnormal
sea in some respects), regarded depths of more than
300 fathoms as an aaoic zone it was the work of
Wyviile lliomson and hu colleagues, Carpenter and
Gwyn Jeffreys, on these successive dredging expedi-
tions to prove conclusively what was beguining to be
suspected by naturalists, that there is no azoic zone
in the sea. but that abundant life belonging to many
groups 01 animals extends down to the greatest
depths of from four to five thousand fathoms—nearly
fix statute miles from the surface.

These pioneering expeditions in the Lightning and
Porcuf^ne—the results of which are not even yet fully

made known to science—^were epoch-making, inas-

much as they not only opened up this new re^on to

the systematic marine biologist, but also gave ^mpses
of world-wide problems m connection with the physics,
the cbeimstiy, and the biology of the sea which are
only now being adequately investigated by the modern
ooegjiographer. Ih^ results, which aroused intense
intemst amongst the leading scientidc men of the
time, were so rapidly surpassed and oversha<k>wed
by toe sttU greater achievements of the ChtUUng^r
and other nadonal explonng expeditions that followed
in the eeventies and eighHes of last century, that
there Is tome danger of their real importance being
lost s^t of, but it ought never to be forgotten that

they first deraonstratea the abundance of life of a
varied nature in depths formerly supposed to be azoic,

and, moreover, that some of the new deep-sea animals
obtained. were related to extinct forms belonging to
the Jurassic, Cr^oeous, and Tertiary penods

It Is biteresting to recall that our Association played
its nut La j^omotmg the mouement that led to the
Ch^tnger Expedition Our general committee at
the Edinburgh meeting of 1871 recommended that the

prssKlent and council be authorised to coKiperate with
tha Royal Society in promoting a circumnavigation
ei^edltion, specially fitted out to carry the physical

and bii^Of^aJ exploration of the deep sea into all the

great oosanlc areas and our council later ai^nted
a i^mmittM consistuig of Dr Carpenter, Prof
Huxley, and others to co-operate witn the Royal
Sodety in carrying out these oMects

It has been said that the ChaiUnger Expedition
will rank in history with the voyages of Vasco da
Gama, Cdumbut, Magellan, and Cook Like these,

it aMed new rsfrions of the globe to our knowledge,
and the wide expanses thus opened up for the first

Hma, the floors of the oceans, though less accessible,

ais vaster than the discoveries of mnv previous

mcploration Has not the time come lor a new
CMsfuMr expedidon?

Sir ^Uus Thomsoo, although leader of the «x^
did not Uvs to a^ the comyletod results, and

Sir John MiarrSy will be remembered in the history

of mAtnoa as the Chdlengar naturalist who brought
to a sttcoessiul Issue the inw^gadoo of the enornioiis

ooBsadofts and the publication of the adentlflc rasuks

of tibat memorable vovage; these two Scots share the

baOsut o# havkiir guiM the destinies of what is sdfl

Ij^groatsst oosanograpMc ei^oratiaD of all time

In addition to taking his part m the general work
of the expedition, Murray devoted spe^ attention
to throe subjects of primary hnportanoa in the sdsnoe
of the sea, viz. (i; The plankton or floating life of
the oceans, (a) m depots formmg on the sea*
bottoms, sod (3) the origin and mode of formation of
coral-reefs and islands It was charactensdc of bis
broad and synthetic outlook on Nature that, in place
of working at the speaography and anatomy of some
group of organisms, however novel, interesting, and
attractive to the naturalist the do^i-sea organisms
might Msm to be, he took up wide-reaching general
pri^lems with economic and geological as well as
biological applications
Each of the three main hnes of Investigation-^

deposits, plankton, and coral-reefs—which Murray
underto^ on board the ChaUengtr has been most
fruitful of results both in hu own hands ami in those
of others His plankton work has led on to those
modern planktonic researches which are closely bound
up with the scientific investigation of our sea-nsheiies
His work on the deposits accumulating on the floor

of the ocean resulted, after years of study m tte
laboratory as well as in the field, in collaboration with
the Abbe Rsnard, of the Brussels Museum, after-

wards professor at GhenL in the production of the
monumental '^Deqi-Sea Deposits volume, one ol
the ChdUngar reports, which first revealed to the
saentific world the detailed nature and distribution of
the varied submarine deposits of the globe and their
relation to the rocks forwng the crust of the earth.
These studies Wd, moreover, to one of the romances

of science which dreply Influenced Murray’s future
life and work. In accumulating material front all

parts of the world and all de^-aea exploring expedi-
tions for companson with the Challenger serm, some
ten years later, Murray found that a sample of rode
from Christmas Island, in the Indian Oo^, which
had been sent to hun by Comdr (now Admiral)
Aldrich, of H M S Egeria, was composed of a valu-
able phosphatic mater»I This discovery m Murray’s
hands gave nse to a profitable commercial unov-
taking, and he was able to show that some years OM
the British Treasury hod already received in royaltSs
and taxes from the island considerably more than tbs
total cost of the ChaUenger Expedition
That first British droumnavigating expedition on

the ChaUenger was followed by otl%r national sot-

p^tlons (the American Tuscarora and Albatross, the
French TravaUleur, the German Gauss, Naliond, and
Valdivia, the Italian Vettor Ptsam the Dutch
the Danish Thor, and others) and by almost equwy
celebrated and important woik bv unoffidal ooeano-
graphers such as Alexander Agassiz, Sir Jdm Murray
witn Pr. Hlort in the Michael Sars, and the Prince
of Monaco in his magnificent ocean-going yacht, and
by much other good work by many investigators U
«maller and humbler vessels One of these supple,
mentary expeditions 1 must refer to briefly bei^use
of its connection with sea-fisheries Tbe Trtkm,
under Tizsjrd and Murray in i8Ss, while exploring
the cold and warm areas of the Faroe Chaotid
separated by the Wwllle Thomson ridge, incidentally

discovered the famous Dubh-Artach fishing-grounds,
which have been worked bv British trawm ever
since.

Notwithstanding all this activity during the last
forty years since oreanogmpby became a sdenoe,
much has still to be Investigated in all seas la all

branches of the subject On pursuing any Ikia oi

investigatibn one vary soon comas up against a wall
of the unknoam or a mate of ccrntroverity Psculiaf
dlfllcultici surround tha mihiect. The mactars Invaa
tigsted are often remote jaofi almost iaaooMnlbh Uja<
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known factors may enter mto every problem Ihe
samples required may be at the othiw end of a rope
or a wire eight to ten miles long, and the oceano-
grapher may have to grope for them literally in the
dark and under other difiicult conditions which make
It unoertam whether his samples when obtained are
adequate and representative, and whether they have
undergone any change since leaving their natural en-
vironment It is not surprising, then, that m the

progress of knowledge mistakes nave b^n made and
corrected, and that views have been held on what
seemed gqod scientific grounds which later on were
proved to be erroneous h or example, lulward
Forbes, in his division of life m the sea into zones
on what then seemed to be sufhciently good observe
tions m the ^gean, but which we now know to be
exceptional, placed the hmit of life at 300 fathoms
while Wyville Ihomson and his fellow workers on the

Porcuptne and the Challenger showed that there is no
azoic /one even in the great abysses
Or again take the celebrated myth of Bathybius

In the sixties of last centuiy samples of Atlantic

mud, taken when surveying the bottom for the hrst

telegraph cables and preserved in alcohol, ^ere found
when examined by Huxley, llae kel, and others to

contain what seemed to he an exceedingly primitive

protoplasmic organism, which was suppos^ on good
evidence to be extends widely over the floor of the

ocean The discovery of this Bath>bius was <>aid

to solve the problem of how the deep sea animal**
were nourished m the absence ot seaweeds Here
was a widespread protoplasmic meadow upon which
other organisms could graze Belief in Bathybius
^med to be confirmed and established by WyviUe
Ihomson 9 results in the Parcuptru Exp^tion of

1869 but was exploded by the naturalists on the
Challenger some hve >ears later Buchanan in his

recently published Accounts Rendered tells us how
he and his cdleague Murray were keenly on the look
out for hours at a tune on all possible occasions for

traces of this organism and how they Anally proved
in the spring ot 1875 on the voyage between Hong
Kong and Yokoh ima that the all pervading substance
like coagulated mucus was an amorphous precipitate

of sutplute of lime thrown down from the sea witer
in the mud on the addition of a certain proportion
of alcohol He wrote to this effect from Japan to

Prof Crum Brown, and it is m evidence that after

receiving this letter Crum Brown interested his friends

m Edinburgh by showing them how tc make Bath\
bius in tM chemical laboratory Huxley at the
Sheffield meeting of the British Association in 1879
handsomely admitted that he had been mistaken, and
it is sikI that he characterised Bathybius as not
having fulfilled the promise of its >outh Will any
of our present oceanographic beliefs share the fate of
Bathybius in the future? Some mav but even if thev
do fhey may well have been useful steps in the pro
gress of science Mthough, like Bathymus, they fna\
not have fulfilled the promise of their 3^utlK yet we
may add they will not have lived in the minds of
man in vmn
Many of the phenomena we encounter in ooeand

graphic investigat’ons are so complex, are or may be
affected by so many diverse faciors that it is difficult,

if indeed possible, to be sure that we ate unravelling
them aright and see the real causes of what we
obt^^
Some few things ^ know approximately, notinng

coomktely We know that the j^Teetest depths of the
ocean, al^t six mQes, are a little greater than the
higtatfe mountams on land* and Sir John Mutray has
wcidated that if all the land were washed down intA
the seaHiQ whede globe would be covered by an ocean
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averaging about two mUes in depth ^ We know tha
distribution of temperatures and salinities over a great
part of the surface and a good daai of the bottom of

the oceans, and some of the more important oceanic
currents have been charted and their periodic varia-
tions, such as those of the Crulf Stream, are being
studied We know a good deal about the organism^
floaUng or swimmmg in the burfaoe waters (the epi-

plankton), and also those brought up by our dredj^
and trawls from the bottom in many parts of tno
world, although every expedition still makes large
additions to knowledge Ihe region that is least

known to us, both in its physical conditions and m
Its inhabitants, is the vast zone of intermediate waters
lying between the upper few hundred fathoms and
the bottom That is the region that Alexander
Agassiz, from his observations with closing tow-nets
on the Blake Expedition supposed to be destitute of
life or at least, as modified by his later observations
on the Albatross to be relatively destitute compared
with the surface and the bottom in opposition to the
contention of Murray and other oceanographers that
an abundant meso^lankton present, and that
certain groups of animats such is the Challengenda
anJ some kinds of Medusae, were characteristic of

these deeper zones 1 believe that as sometimes
happens in scientific controven»ieb, both sides were
ngnt up to a point and both could support their views
i pun observations from particular regions of the ocean
in certain circumstances
But much still remains unknown or only imper

fectly known even in matters that have long been
studied and where practical applications of grant value
are obtained— such as the investigation ana prediction
of tidal phenomena We are now told that theones
require reinvestigation and that published tables ar
not tufficienlly accurate lo take another practicil
application of oceanogi aphic work the ultimate causes
of variations in the abundance in the sizes, in the
movements and in the qualities of the fishes of out
coastal industries are still to seek and, notwithstand
ng volumes of investigation and a still greater volum<
of discussion, no man who knows anything of the
matter is satisfied with our present knowledge of even
the best-known and economically most important of

our fishes such as the herring the cod, the plaice
and the salmon
Take the case of our common fresh water eel as an

example of how little we know and at the same turn
of how much has been discovered All the eels of
our streams and lakes of North West Europe hve and
feed and jgrow under our eyes without reproducing
their kind, nO spawning eel has ever b^n seen
After living for years in immatuntv at last near the
end of their lives the large male and female yellow
eels undergo a change in appearance and in nature
They acquire a silvery colour and their eves enlarge
and in this bndal attire they commence the kmg
joumev which ends in maturity reprqfluction and
death From all the fresh waters they migrate m the
autumn to the coast from the inslt^ seas to the
open ocean and still westward and south to the mid
Atlantic and we know not how much further, for
the exact locality and manner of spawning havs etill

to be discovered The youngest known stages of thr
Leptooephalut, the larwl stw of eeb, have been
found by the Dane, Dr Johannes Schmidt, to the
west of the AzoAg, where the watw ts more thin
2000 fathmns in depth Theee were about one-thiid
of an inch in leni^t and weih probably not kmg
hatotied I cannot now Vefer to ml the able Inves-
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tigatorft--Grassl, Hjort, an<l others—who have dis-

Obverod and traced the stages of growth of the Lepto-
cephalus and its metamorphosis into the * elvers" or
ymtng eeU which are earned by the North Atlantic
drift pack to the coasts of Europe and ascend our
rivers in spring m countless myruids, but no man
has been more indefatigable and successful in the
quest than Dr Schmidt, who in the various expedi-
tions of the Danish investigation steamer 2 hor from
1904 onwards found successively vounger and younger
stasis, and is during the present summer engaged
in a traverse of the Atlantic to the West Indies in the
hope of finding the missing link m the chain, the
actual spawning fresh water eel in the intermediate
waters somewhere above the abysses of the open
ocean.*
Again, take the case of an interesting oceanographic

observation which, if established, may be found to

explain the variadons m time and amount uf im-
portant fisheries Otto Pettersson in 1910 discovered
by his observations in the Gullmar Fjord the presence

01 periodic submatme waves of deeper sailer water
in the Kattegat and the fjords of the west coast of
Sweden, which draw in with them from the Jutland
banks vast shoals of the herrings which congiegate
there in autumn The deeper Ia>er consists of * bank-
water ” of salinity 32 to 34 per thousand, and as this

rolls in along the bottom as a sciies of huge undula-
tions it forces out the overlying fresher water, and
so the herrings living m the "bunkwatei *’ outside irc

sucked into the Kattegat and neighbouring fjords

and give nse to important local fisheries Pettersson
connects the crests of the submarine waves with the

phases of the moon Iwo great waves of salter

water which reached up to the surface took place in

November, 1910, one near the time of full moon and
the other about new moon, and the latter was at the

time when the shoals of herring appeared inshore and
provided a profitable fishery The coincidence of the

oceanic phenomena with the lunar phases is not, how-
ever. very exact, and doubts have been expressed as
to tnc connection, yet, if established, and even if

found to be due, not to the moon, but to prevalent

winds or the influence of ocean currents, this would
be a case of the migration of fishes depending upon
mechanical causes, while in other cases it is known
that migrations are due to spawning needs or for the

purpose of feeding, as in the case of the cod and the

herring In the west and north of Norway and m the

Barents Sea
Then, turning to a very fundamental matter of

purely scientific investigation, we do not know with

any certainty what causes the great and all-important

seasonal variations in the plankton {or floating minute
life of the sea) as seen, for example, in our own home
seas, where there is a sudden awakening of micro-

scopic plant-Iife, the Diatoms, in early spring when
the water is at its coldest In the course of a few

days the upper layers of the sea mav become so tilled

with organisms that a small silk net towed for a few

minutes may capture hundreds of millions of irdi-

viduaU And these m^a48 of microscopic forms,

after persisting for a few weeks, may disappear as

suddenly as they came, to be fcfllowed by swarms of

Cppepoda and many other kinds of minute animals,

atvi these again may rive place in the autumn to a
second tfiaximum of Diatoms or of the closely related

Peri^iales Of coufise, there are theories m to all

these more or less periodic changes in the plankton,

such as Lid^lg*ff **taw of the mlnUnum,” which limits

the production of an organism by the amount of

S Asocwdlag 10 Schnkli* multL ite Bwop««n i

propMM*. • dvfth of u tow 500 ftjbomi

of UttB H ^ tMapmtnn of aor* thwi
:
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that necessity of existence which is present in least

quantiw, it may be nitrogen or silicon or phosphorus
According to Raben, it is the accumulation of silicic

acid in uie sea-water that determines the great in-

crease of Diatoms in spring and agam in autumn
Some wnters have considered these variations in the
plankton to be caused largely by changes in tempera-
ture supplemented, according to Ostwald, by the
resulting changes in the viscosity of the water, but
Murray and others are more probably cotrect in

attributing the spring development of phyto-plankton
to the iiicreasmg power of iht sunlight and its value
in photosynthesis

Let us take next the fact—if it be i fact—that the
genial, warm waters of the tropics support a less

abundant plankton than the cold polar seas llx
statement has been made and supported by some
investigators and disputed by others, both on a certain
amount of evidence 1 his is possibly a case like some
other scientific controversies where both sides are
partly m the right or right under certain conditions
At any rate, there are marked exceptions to the
generalisation The German Plankton Expedition in

1889 showed in its results that much larger hauls of
plankton per unit-volume of water were obtained in
the temperate North and South Atlantic than in the
tropirs between, and that the warm Sargasso Sea
had a remarkably scanty microflora Other inves-
tigators have since reported more or less similar
results Lohmann found the Mediterranean plankton
to be less abundant than that of the Baltic

,
gatherings

brought back from tropioil seas are frequently very
scanty, and enormous hauls, on the other hand, have
been recorded from Arctic and Antarctic seas There
is no doubt about the large gatherings obtained in

northern waters I have myself in a few minutes*
haul of a small horizontal net in the noith of Norway
collected a mass of the laige Copepod, Calanus fin-

marchtcus, sufficient to be cooked ond eaten like

potted shrimps by half a dozen of the yacht’s com-
pany, and 1 ha\e obtained similar large hauls in the
cold Labrador current near Newfoundland On the
other hand, Kofoid and Alexander Agassiz have re-

corded large hauls of plankton in the Humboldt cur-
rent off the west coast of America, and during the
Challenger Expedition some of the largest quantities
of plankton were found in the equatorial Pacific

Moreover, it is common knfnviedgp that on occasions
vast swarms of some planktonic organism may be
seen in tropical waters The vellow alga, Tneho-
desmium, which is said to have given its name to the
Red Sea, and has been familiarly known as “sea-
sawdust ” since the davs of Cook’s first voyage,* may
cover the entire surface over considerablo areas of
the Indian and South Atlantic Oceans, and some
pelagic animals, such as Salpae, Medusae, and Cteno-
phores, are also commonh present in abundance in

the tropics Then, again, American biologists ' have
pointed out that the warm waters of the West Indies
and Florida may be noted for the richness of their

floating life for periods of years, while at other times
the pelagic organisms become rare and the region is

almost a desert sea
It is probable, on the whole, that the distribution

and variations of oceanic currents have more than
latitude or temperature alone to do with any observed
scantiness of tropical plankton These mighty rivers

of the ocean in places teem with animal- and plant-

life, and mav sweep abundance of food from one
region to another in the open sea
But even if It be a fact that there Is this alleged

deficiency in tropical plankton, there is by no means
• ** Jonmiil ** of Sir Buntci. Tbto tod whor twanm wots

«]»o notKM by Dmnrla daring th* voyat* of tho Btttgit
1 A. Agtuut A Q Maytr, and H R Blgotov
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vgraement as to the cause thereof. Brainlt first

attributed the poverty of the plankton ai the tropics

to the destruction of nitrates in the sea as a result

of the greater intensity of the metabolism of de^

nitrifying bactena in the warmer water, and various

writers since then have more or less agreed that

the presence of these denitrifying bactena. by
keeping down to a minimum the nitrogen concentra-
tion in tropical waters, may account for the relative

scarcity of the phyto-plankton, and, conseqiMntly, of

the zoo-plankton, that has been observed. But Gran,
Ifathansohn, Murray, Hjort, and others have shown
that such bacteria are rare or absent ui the open
sea, that their action must be negligible, and that

Brandt 's hypothesis is untenable. It seems clear,

moreover, that the plankton does not vary directly

with the temperature of the water Furthermore,
Nathansohn hta shown the influence of the vertical

circulation in the water upon the nourishment of the
phyto-plankton—by rising currents bringing up neces-

sary nutnent materials, and especially cari^ dioxide,

from the bottom layers, and also possibly by convey-
ing the producU of the drainage of trc^cal lands to

more polar seas so as to maintam the more abundant
life in the colder water

Putter’s view is that the increased metabolism In

the wanner water causes all the available food
materials to be used up rapidly, and so puts a check
to the reproduction of the plankton
According to van’t Hofi’s law in chemistry, the

rate at which a reaction takes place is increas^ by
raising the temperature, and this probably holds good
for all biochemical phenomena, aM therefore for the

meti^ollsm of animals and plants m the sea This
has been verified experimentally in some cases b>

I Loeb The contrast between the plankton of Arctic

and Antarctic zones, conskting of large numbers of

small crustaceans belonging to comparatively few
^>ectet, and that of tropica] containing a great
many more species geiwally of smmler size and fewer
in number of individuals, is to be accounted for,

according to Sir John Murray and others, by the rate

of metabolism in the organisms The assemblages
captured in cold polar waters ore of difierent ages ^id
stages, young and adults of several generations oc-

curring together in profusion,* and it is supposed that

the adults *'inay be ten, twenty, or more years of

age ” At the low temperature the action of putre-

factive bacteria and of enzymes is very slow or in

abeyance, and the vital actions of the Crustacea take

g
aoe more slowly and the individual lives are longer
n the other hand, in the warmer waters of the

tropics the actibn of the bactena is more rapid, meta-
bolism m general is more active, and the vanous
stages in ttw life-history are passed through more
rapidly, so that the smaller organisms of equatonal
seas i^obably live only for days or weeks in place of
years
This explanation may account also for the much

greater quantity ol living organisms which has been
found so often on the sea-floor in polar waters It

is a curious fact that the development of the polar

marine animals Is, in general, direct*’ without
larval pelagic stages, the result being that the young
settle down on the floor of the ocean in the neigh-
bourhood of the parent forms, so tiiat there come to
be enormous congregations of the same kind of animal
within a limited area, and the dredge edil in a par.
tkular haul come up filled with huodieds* It may be,
of an Erhlnoderm, a Sponge, a Crustaoean, a
Biaohiopod, or an Asddian ; whereas in warmer seas
the yoti^ pass through a pria^ 'Mage and so become

,
• Whsiter, bowtvw tH* l««r m^f set mko muM riissdse-

ttoo b worthy of oomldonawa.
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' more widely distributed over the floor ol the oceanic
ihe Chaiimgsf Expedition found in the Antartoc
certain Echmoderms. for example, which had young
m various stages of devefepment attached to sodw
part of the body of the parents, whereas in temperate
or tropical regions the same elm of aniotals set fm
their oggs and the development proceeds in the open
water quite independently of, and it may be far oistant
from, tne parent
Another characteristic result of the difference hi

temperature is that the secretion of carbonate lima
in the form of shells and skeletons proceeds room
rapidly In warm than in cold water The massive
shells of molluscs, the vast dqimts of carbonate of/
lime formed b> coraU and by caicaneoub seaweeds, are
characteristic of the tropics, whereas in polar seas,
while the animals may be large, they are for the most
part soft-bodied and destitute of calcareous secretions
The calcareous pelagic Foraminifera are characteristic
of tropical and sub-tropicat plankton, and few, if

any, arc found in polar waters Ulobigenna ooae, a
calcareoub deposit, is abundant in equatorial seas,
while in the Antarctic the characteristic deposit Is

siliceous Diatomaoeous ooze
The part played by babtena In the metabolism of

the sea is very important and probably of wide-
reaching cfTect, out we still know very Uttle about it.

A most promising young Cambridge biol(»ist, the
late Mr (jr Harold Drew, now unfortunate^ lost to

science, had alrea^ done notable work at Jamaica
and at lorUigas, Florida, on the effects produced b\
a bacillus which is found in the surface waters of
these shaUow tropical seas and in the mud at the
bottom, and whuji denitrifies nitrates and nitrites,

giving off free nitrogen He found that this BactlUu
cedets dho caubed the precipitation of soluble caidum
salts in the form of calcium carbonate ('* drewite ”)

on a large scale in the warm shallow waters Drew’s
observations tend to show that the great cafeareous
deposits of Florida and the Bahamas previously known
as ” coral muds ” are not, as was supposed by Murray
and others, derived from broken-up corals, shells,

nuUipores, etc , but are minute particles of carbonate
of lime which have been precipitated by the actioo oi
these bacteria *

The bearing of these observations upon the forma-
tion of oolitic limestones and the fine-grained un-
fossiliforous Lower Palssozou. limestorkes of New
York State, recently studied in this connection by
R M Field,’* must be of peculiar interest to geo-
logists, and forms a notable Instance of the annectent
cb^cter of oceanography, bringing the metabolism
of living organisms in the inodm sea into rdation
with palsBOZoic rodcs
The work of marine biologists on the plankton has

been In the main qnaltMm, the idontifleation of

species, the observation of structure, and the tradng
of iife-histories The oceanographer adds to that the
quantttathre aspect when he attempts to estimate
numbers and masses per unit-vohmie of wteer or of
area Let me lay before you a few thoughts tn regM
to some such attempts, mainlv for tnec^purpOie of 1

showing the difficulties of the Invesdgatioo. Modem
quantitative methods owe their origin to the Ingenlona
and laborious work of Victor Hensen, followed by
Brandt, Apsteln, Lehmann, and others o|vtbe KM
school of quantitative planktoiogist** We mav take
their weli^oown esdmations of la the
North Sea as an exatj^ of the method
The floating eggs anaembrvos ofour mere liMortaoe

fbod-fisbes may oocur fn quantities jn rim pbakton
during certain months In i^ng, and'Heosen and
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Aptlein have made tome notable calculationt based
oa ^ occurrence of these in certain hauls taken at

bktM^ls across the North Sea, which led them to the

OKtduSioa ^that, taking six of our most abundant fish,

attdl as the cod and some of the fiat-fish, the

present were probably produced by about 1,100,000,000
MWtters. enabling them to calculate that the total

flm population of the North Sea (of these six species)

at that time (the spring of 1895) amounted to about
10,000,000,000 Further calculations led them to the
reault that the fishermen's catch of these fishes

amounted to about onc-quarter of the total popula-
Honu Now all this is not only of scientific interest,

but also of great practical importance if we could be
sure that the samples upon which the calculations are
based were adequate and representative, but it will be

' noted that these samples represent only 1 square metre
In 3>4d5,968,354 Hensen's statement, repeated in

various works in slightly differing words, is to the
effect that, using a net of which the constants are
known hauled vertically through a column of water
from a certain depth to Uie surface, he can cahulatc
the volume of water filtered by the net and so estimate
the quantity of plankton under ^^ach square metre of the
surface , and his whole results depen<l upon the assutiip-

tion, which he consldeis justified, that the plankton is

evenly distributed over large areas of water which
are under similar conditions In these calculations in

regard to the fish-eggb he takes the whole of the
North Sea as being an area under similar conditions,
but we have known since the davfc of P T Clcve and
from the observations of Hensen^s own colleagues that
this is not the rase, and they have publish^ chart-
diagrams showing that at least three different kinds
of water under different conditions are found m the
North Sea, and that <it least five different planktonic
areas may be encountered in making a traverse from
Germany to the British Isles If the argument be
used that wherever the plankton is found to vary
there the conditions cannot be uniform, then few
areas of the ocean of any considerable size remain as
cases suitable for populutiort computation from
random samples It may be doubted whether even
the Sargasso Sea, which is an area of more than
usually uniform character, has a sufficiently evenly
distributed plankton to be treated by Hensen's method
of estimation of the population

In the German Plankton Expedition of 1889 Schutt
reports that m the Sargasso Sea, with its relatively

high temperature, the twenty-four catches obtained
fWere uniformly small In quantity His anal>&is of
the volumes of these catches shows that the average
waa 3 33 c c , but the individual catcht s ranged from
1 5 c,c to 6*5 c c , and the divergence from the

average may be as great as +32 c c
;

and, after

deduimng ao per cent of the divergence as due to

error* ot the experiment, Schlitt estimates the mean
variation of the plankton at about 16 per cent above
or below. This does not seem to me to indicate the

uniformity that might be expected in this “ hallstatic "

aree occupying the centre of the North Atlantic Gulf
Stream circulation Hensen also made almost simul-
taneous hauls with the same net in quick succession
to test the amount of variation, and found that the
average error was about 13 per cent
As aq miu^i depends in all work at sea upon the

weather, the conditions qnder which the ship is

.worfdn^, ^nd the care taken <n the experiment, with
Ithe view of getting furtherv evidence under known
conditions I carried out similar experiments at Port
Brin on four occasions during wH April and on
4 further occasion a month later, choosing favour-

aUt weyther end conditions of tida and wind so as
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to be able to maintain an approximate position On
each of four days in April the Nansen net, with
No 20 silk, was hauled six times from the same
depth (on two occasions 8 fatlioms and on two occa-

sions 20 fathoms), the hauls being taken in rapid
succession and the catches emptira from the net
into bottles of 5 per tent formaline, in which they

remained until examined microsiopically

The results were of interest, for although they

showed considerable uniformity in the amount of the
catch—for example, six sutcebsive hauls from
8 fathoms being all of them 0*2 c c , and four out of
five from 20 fathoms being 0*0 c c —the volume was
made up rather differently in the swcessive hauls.

The same organisms occur for the most part in

each haul, and the chief groups of organisms are

present in much the same proportion tor example,
in a senes where the Cop^eda average about 100,

the Dinoflagt Hates average about 300 and the Diatoms
about 8000, but the percentage deviation of individual

hauls from the average may be as much us plus or

tnmtu 50 The numbers for each organism (about 40)
in each of the twenty-six hauls haveheen worked out,

and the details will be published elsewhere, but the
conclusion 1 come to is that if on each occasion one
haul only in place of six had been taken, and if one
had used that haul to estimate the abundance of any
one organism m that sea-area, one might have been
about 50 per cent wrong in either direction

Successive improvements and additions to Hensen 's

methods in collecting plankton have been made by
Lohmann, Apstein, (Iran, and others, such as pumf^
ing up water of different layers through a hose-pi^
and filtering it through felt, filter-paper, and other
matonals \^]ch retain much of the micro-plankton
that escapes through the meshes of the finest silk

Use has even been made of the extraordmanly minute
and beautifully regular natural filter spun by the
pelagic animal Appendiculana for the capture of its

own food This gnd-like trap, when dih^cted out
and examined under the microscope, reveals a sur-
prising assemblage of the smallest protozoa and proto-
phyta, less than 30 micro-millinictrcs in diameter*
which would all pass easilv through the meshes ot
our finest silk nets
The latest rcfiiiLinent in lapturing th< minutest-

known organisms of the plankton (excepting the bac-
teria) is a culture method devised by Dr E J Allen,
director of the Plymouth Laboratory ** By diluting
half a cubic centimetre of the sea-watoi with a con-
siderable amount (1500 c c ) of sterilised water treated
with a nutrient solution, and distributing that over a
large number (70) of small flasks in which after an
interval of some days the number of different kinds
of organisms whuh had developed in each ffa^k was
lounted, he calculates that the sea contains 464,000 of
such organisms per litre, and he gives reasons why
his cultivations must be regarded as minimum results,

and Slates that the total per litre i av well be something
like a million Thus e\erv new method devised seems
to multiply many times the probable total population
of the sea As further results of the quantitative
method, it may be recorded that Brandt found about
200 Diatoms per drop of water in Kiel Bay, and
Hensen estimated that there are several hundred
millions of Diatoms under each square metre of the
North Sea or the Baltic It has been calculated that
there is approximately one Copepod In each cubic
inch of Baltic water, that the annual consumption
of these Copepoda by herring Is about a thmieand
billion, and that in thiB sixteen square miles of a cer-
tain Baltic fishery there is Copepod food for more than
530,000,000 herring of an average weight of 60 grams.

>1 Jooro. Mir Btol Asms., vol xb
, |l r, July, lyis,
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There are many other problems of the plankton In

addition to quantitative estimates—probably some
that we have not yet recognl^—and various interest*

ing conclusions may be drawn from recent planktonic
oMcrvations. Here is a case of the introduction and
rapid spread of a form new to. British seas.

B^mphia is arpr exotic Diatom which,
according to Ostenfeld, made its appearance at the
mouth of the Elbe in 1903, and spread during suc-

cessive years in several mrections It appeared sud*
denly in our plankton gathenngs at Port Erin in

November, 1909, and has been present in abundance
each year since Ostenfeld in 1908, when tracing its

spread in the North Sea, found that the migration to

the north along the coast of Denmark to Norway
corresponded with the rate of flow of the Jutland
current to the Skager Rak, viz about 17 cm per

second—na case of plankton di&tnbution throwing light

on hydrography—and he predicted that it would soon
be found in the English Channel Dr Marie Lebour,
who recently examined the store of plankton gather-

ings at the Plymouth Laboratory, nnds that, as a
matter of fact, this form did appear in abundance in

the collections of October, 1909, within a month of the

time when, according to our records, it reached Port
Erin Whether or not this is an Indo>Pacific species

brought accidentally by a ship from the Far East, or

whether It is possibly a new mutation which appeared
suddenly In our seas, there is no doubt that it was
not present in our Irish Sea plankton gathenngs
previous to 1909, but has been abundant since that

year, and has completely adopted the habits of its

English relations, appearing with B mobiliensts in

late autumn, persisting dunng the winter, reaching

a maximum in spring, and dying out before summer
The Nauphub and Cypns sta^s of Balanus in the

plankton form an interesting study The adult

narnacles are present in enormous abundance on the

rocks round the coast, and they reproduce in winter
at the beginning of the year The newly emitted
young are sometimes so abundant as to make the

water in the shore-pools and in the sea dose to the

shore appear muddy The Nauplii first appeared at

Port Enn in 1907 in the bay gatherings on Februarv 23

(tn 1908 on February 13), and increased with ups and
downs to then maximum on April and then de-

creased until their disappearance on April 26 None
w*ere taken at anv other lime of the year The Cypns
stage follows on after the Nauplius It was first

tal«n in the bav on April 6, rose to its maximum
^
on

the same day with the Nauplii, and was last taught
on Mav 24 Throughout the Cypris curve keep*!

below that of the Nauplius, the maxima being 1740
and 10,500 respectively Probably the diffciicnce

between the two curves represents the death-rate of

Balanus during the Nauplius stage That conclusion

I think we are justified in drawing, but I would not

venture to use the result of any haul, or the average

of n number of hauls, to mulnply by the number of

square yards in a rone round our coast in order to

^tain an estimate of the number of young barnacles

or of the old barnacles that produced them, the

irregulandes are too great
To mv mind it seems clear that there must be

three factors making for itrcgulari^y !n the distribu-

tion of a plankton organism

(0 The sequence of stages in its life-history, such
as the Nauplius and Cypris stages of Balanus

(a) The results of interaction with other organisms,
as when a swarm of Calanus is pursued and devoured
fay a shoal of herring

<3) Abnormalities in time or abundance due to the

phyrical environment, as in favourable or unfavour-
abtft seasons
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And these factors must be at work fai tbs cpsiH
ocean as well as in coastal waters.
In ma^ ooeanc^raphical inquiries there is a douMs

object There Is the scientific interest and thM fa

the practical utility—the interestf for eauunple, of
tracing a particular swarm of a Copepod like CfalamiSy
and of making out why it is Where it is at a particular
time, tracing it back to its place of origin, finding
that it has come with a particular body of water, and
perhaps that it is feeding upon a particular assem*
bla^ of Diatoms, endeavouring to give a scientific

explanation of every stage in its progress Tim
there is the utility—the demonstration that the migra-
tion of the Calanus has determined the presence of a
shoal of hernng or mackerel that are fe^ng upon It,

and so have been brought within the range of t]^
fisherman and have constituted a comment!/
fishery. '

We have evidence that pelagic fish which congre-
gate in shoals, such as hernng and mackerel, reed
upon the Crustacea of the plankton, and esp^lally
upon Copepoda A few >ears ago when the summer
herring fishery off the south end of the Isle Of Man
was unusually near the land, the fishermen found
large red patches m the sea where the fish were
specially abundant Some of the red stuff browht
ashore by the men was examined at the Port E?in
Laboratory, and found to be swarms of the Copepod,
Temora longtcomt^, and the stomachs of the herring
caught at the same time were engorged with the same
organism It Is not possible to msubt that during
these weeks of the herring fishery in the Irish Sea tiie

fish were feeding mainly upon this species of Copep^
home ten years ago Dr k J Allen and Mr G E
Bullen published**^ some interesting work from the
Pi)mouth Marine Laboratorv demonstrating the con-
nection between mackerel and Cc^poda and sunshine
in the English Channel , and rarran “ states that
in the spring fishery on the West of Ireland the food
of the mackerel is mainly composed of Calanus
Then again, at the height of the summer mackerel

fishery in the Hebrides in 1913, we found the fish

feeding upon the large Cc^repod, Calanus fintnorchf-

cus, v^ich was caught in the tow-net at tne rate of
about 6000 in a five minutes* haul, and 6000 was also
the average number found in the stomachs of the fish

ca^ht at the same time
liiese were carss where the fish were feeding upon

the organism that was present in swarms—a mono-
tonic ^anktpn—but in other cases the fish are dearly
selective in their diet If the sardine of the Frcncn
coast can pick out from the micro-plankton the minute
Pendiniales in preference to the equally minute
Diatoms which are present in the sea at the sanre
time, there seems no reason why the herring and the
mackerel should not be able to select particular species
of Copepoda or other large cfi'ganisma from tire macro-
plankton, and we have evkienre that they do Nearly
thirty years ago the late Mr Isaac fTbomps^. a con-
<itant supporter of the Zoological Section of ffils Asso-
ciation and one of the honorary local secretaries for
the last Liverpool meeting, showed me JR 1893 that
young plaice at Port Enn were selecting one particular
Copej^, a species of Jonesidla, out of many others
caught In our tow-nets at the time. H. Blegved ^
showed In 1916 that young fooa-fishes, and llso small
hore-ftshes, pick out certain siledes of Copepoda
(such as Harpacticokk^ and catch them individuiuly-*-

either lying In wait or searching jfor them. A couple

u Tosm Wwr Bkt. Antei*
, vol vltt figeeVpik

J! '“*«T** Tfhnwtr , iooSST^ Hlnwottlqn,'' p,. tg^

.
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of yeart later Dr, Marie Lebour published a detailed
account of her work at Plymouth on the food of young
Sahas, proving that certain Ssh undoubtedly do prefer
oertain planktonic food
These Crustacea of the plankton feed upon smaller

and simpler organismwthe Diatoms, the Peridmians,
and the Flagellates—and the Ssh themselves in their
youngest post-larval stages are nourished by the same
minute forms of the plankton Thus it appears that
our sca-ljsheries ultimately depend upon the living

E
lankton, which no doubt, m its turn, is affected by
ydrographic conditions A correlation seems to be

establish^ between the Cornish pilchard fisheries and
periodic variations in the physical charaikts (probabt)
the salinity) of the water of the English Channel
between Pl^outh end Jersey ” Apparently a
diminished intensity in the Atlantic current corre-

sponds with a diminished fishery m the following
summer Possibly the connection in these cases is

through an organism of the plankton
It it only a comparatively small number of different

kinds of organisms—both plants and animals—that
make up the bulk of the plankton that is of real

importance to fish One can select about half a dozen
species of Copepoda which constitute the greater part
of the summer zoo-plankton suitable as foSd for larval

or adult fishes, and about the ^me number of generic
types of Diatoms which similarly make up the bulk
of the available spring phyto-plankton year after \eai
This fact gives great economic importance to tlie

attempt to determine with as much precision as pos-
sible the times and conditions of occurrence of these
dominant factors of the plankton in an average year
An obvious further extension of this investigation is

an mquiry into the degree of coincidence between the

timea of appearance in the sea of the plankton
o^anisms and of the young fish, and the possible

tMCt of any marked absence of correlation m time
and quantity

Just before the war the International Council for

the Exploration of the Sea *• arrived at the conclusion

that fishery investigations indicated the probability

that the great periodic fluctuations m the fl«<hcrics ate

connected with the fish-larvae being developed in gieat

quantities only in certain years ConsequentW they
Mvised that plankton wurk slinuld be dnected
primarily to the question whether these fluctuations

d^nd upon differences m the plankton production in

different years It was then prc^>osed to begin sys-

tematic investigation of the fistwarvee and the plankton

in apring and to determine more definitely the food

of the larval fish at various stages

About the same time Dr Hiort made the interest-

ing suggestion that possibly tke great fluctuations in

number of young fish observ^ from year to year

may not depend wh^Iy upon the number of eggs pro-

duced, but also upon Uie relation m time between the

hatching of these eggs and the appearance in the

water of the enormous quantity of Diatoms and other

plant plankton upon which the larval fish, after the

absorption of their ydk, depend for food He points

out that if even a brief interval occurs between the

time wheq the larvs first require extraneous nounsh-
ment and that when such food is available, it is

higUy probable that an enormous mortality would
result. In that case even a nch spawning season

mtj^t yield but a poor result in fish in the commercial
fisb^iefr of successive years for some time to come
So that, Ui fact, the numbers of a year-claSs mav
dbp«nd not '•0 much updn a favourable spawning
season as upon a coinddence between the hatching of

C Jm,
IS HftppwU ec Five. V*rb., vd
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the larvsB and the presence of abundance of phyto*
plankton available as food **

The curve for the spiing maximum of Diatoms cor-
responds in a general way with the curve representuig
the occurrence of pelagic fi^h-eggs in our seas But
IS the correspondence sufficiently exact and constant
to meet the neei^ of the case/ The phyto-plankton
may still be relatively small in amount during February
and pait of March in some years, and it is not easy
to determine exactly when, in the open sea, the fish-
eggs have hatched out m quantity and the larvae have
absorbed their food-volk and started feeding on
Diatoms

If, however, wc take the case of one unportant fish
—the plaice—WG can get some data from our hatching
experiments at the Port Erin Biological Station, which
have now been carried on for a period of seventeen
years An examinodion of the hatchet y records for
these years in com^nson with the plankton recoids
of the neighbouring sea, which have been kept sys-
tematically for the fourteen years from 1907 to 1930
inclusive, shows that in most of these years tl>t

Diatoms were present in abundance m the sea a few
davs at lea^t before the rihh-larv.e from the hatchery
were set free, and that it was onlv in four years
(iQob, 1909, 1913, and 1914) that mere was apparently
some risk of the larvae finding no phyto-plankton foo5
or very little 1 he evidence so far seems to show that
if flsh-larvse arc set free in the sea so Inte us March ao
they are fairly sure of finding suitable food **

; but if

they are hatched so curly as February they run some
chance of being starved
But this does not exhaust the risks to the future

fishery C G Joh Petersen and Boysen-Jensen m
their valuation of the Limfjord** have shown that in
the case not only of some fish, but also of the larger
invertebrates on which they feed, there are marked
fluctuations in the number of young produced in
different seasons, and that it is only at intervals of
years that a lenlty large stock of young is added to
the population
The prospoits of a year’s fishery may, therefore,

depend primarily ujpon the rate of spawning of the
flsh, affected, no cfoubt, by hydrographic and other
environmental conditions , secondanly, upon the
presence of a sufficient supply of phyto-pltinkton in

the surface layers of the sea at the tune when the
fish-larvie are hatched, and that, in its turn, depends
upon photosynthesis and physico-chemical chan^ in

the water, and, finally, upon the reproduction of the
stock of molluscs or worms at the bottom which con-
stitute the fish-food at later stages of growth and
development
The question has been raised in recent years Is

there enough plankton in the sea to provide sufficient

nourishment tor the larger animals, and especially

for those fixed forms, such as sponges, that are sup-
posed to feed bv drawing currents of plankton-lad^
water through the bodv^ In a scries of remarkable
papers from 1907 onwards Piittcr and his followers

put forward the views (i) that the carbon require-

ments of such animals couW not be met bv the

amount of plankton in the volume of water that could

be passed through the body in a given time, and
(a) that sea-water contained a large amount of dis-

solved organic carbon compounds which constitute

the chief, if not the onlv, food of a large number of

marine, animals These views have given rise to

W For the purpoee of thh erninent we may mUude lo phyto
plankton * ch« vanoun aronpn of Flsf^ellata and 1 dm mionte erganunm
whtch may be pment with the Thatoms

Si All data and «tateaiante an to occnrr«nc« refar to Irkh rotmd
thi eotith eiMl of Uw Ida of Mao For farther detalk eee Keport Lance
Sm FihK Lab for i9i9>
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much oootrover^f and have been ueeful in etimu-
iatinft further research, but I believe it is now ad*
mittM that Putter’s samples of water from the Bay
of Naples and at Kiel were probably polluted, that
bis figures were erroneous, and that his conclusions
must oe nMected, or at least gready modified Hts
estimates of the f^enkton were minimum ones, while
it seems pit^bk that his fibres for the organic
carbon present represent a variable amount of organic
matter ansii^ from one of the reagents used in the
analyses ** The later capermk^ntal work of Hense,
of kaben, and of Moore snows that the organic carbon
dissolved in sea-water is an exceedingly minute
quantity, well within the limits of experimental error
Moore puts it at the most at one-millionth part, or
X mgm. in a litre At the Dundee meeting of the
Association in 1913 a discussion on this sub^t took
place, at which Putter still adhered to a modified
form of his hypothesis of the* inadequacy of the
plankton and the nutrition of lower marine animats
bv the direct absorption of dissdved organic matter
I^urther work at Port Erin since has shown that,

while the plankton supply as found generally dls>

tributed would prove sufficient for the nutntion of
such sedentary animals as Sponges and Ascidians,
which require to filter only about fifteen times their
own volume of water per hour. It ts quite inadequate
for active animals such as crustaceans and fishes

These latter are, however, able to seek out and cap-
ture their food, and are not dependent on what they
mav filter or absorb from the sea-water This result
accords well with recorded observations on the ir-

regularity in the distribution of the plankton and
with the variations in the occurrence of the migra-
tory fishes which may be regarded as following and
feeding upon the swarms of planktonic organisms
This, tnen, like most of the subjects I am dealing

with, IS still a matter of controversy, still not com-
pletely understood. Our need, then, is research, more
research, and ttiU more research
Our Imowledge of the relations between plankton

productivity and variation and the physicochemical
environment is sdll m its Infancy, but gives promise
of great results in the hands 01 the biochemist and
the physical chemist
Recent papers by Sorensen, Palitrsch, Witting,

Moore, and others have made clear that the amount
of hydrogen-ion concentration as indicated by the
relativo £gree of alkalinity and addlty In the sea-

water mav undergo local and periodic variations, and
that these have an effect upon the living omnisms In
the water and can be correlated with their presence
and abundance To take an example from our own
seas. Prof Benjamin Moore and his assiftants In their

work at the Port Erin Biological Station in succes-

sive years from iqia onwards have shown that the
sea around the Isle of Man is a good deal more alka
line in spring (sav April) than it is in summer (say

Tuly) The alkalinitv, which gets low in summer,
increases somewhat in autumn, and then decreases
rapidlv, to disappear during the winter; and then
once more, afk^ several months of a minimum,
begins to come into evidence again in March, and
lai^dlv rises to its maximum lf\ April or May. This
[>eriodic change in alkalinity Mil be seen to ceirespond
roughly with the changes in the living microscopic
stents of the sea represented bv the phyto-plankton
uinual curve, and the connection between the two will

!>6 seen wlm we realise that the alkalinity of the
sea is due to the relative absence of carbon dioxide
In early spring, then, the developing myriads of

W Sw Msen, fie, aii«*CAm /mtsl, voI yi , & a#S, toit.
M **I>tie(5*vAtb»tic PhtnoiMBf ta Sff water, U>Jpoft

Soc , iixb , p. •», i9ty
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Diatoms ki their metabolic proosssM graduallj uaa
up the store of carbon diQXMe accumulated during
the winter or derived from bicarbonates of calchun
and magnesium, and so uibrease the alkalinity of the
water until tht maximum of alkalinity, due to the
fixation of the carbon and the reduction in amouat
of carbon dioxide, correi^Kinds with the crest of the
phyto-plankton curve in, say, April. Moore has cab
cuuitec that the annual turnover in the form of
carbon which is used up or converted from the in-

organic into an organic form probably amounts to
something of the order of ao,000-^,000 tons of
carbon per cubic mUe of sea-water, or, say, over an
area of the Irish Sea measuring 16 square miles and
a depth of 50 fathoms, and this probably means a
production each season of about two tons of dry
organic matter, comsponding to at least ten tons of
moist vegetation, per acre—which suggests that we
may still be very far from getting from our seas any-
thing like the amount of possible food-matters that
are produced annually
Testing the alkalinity of the sea-water may there-

fore be said merely to m ascertaining and measuring
the results of the photosynthctic activity of the great
phytCMilankton nse in siMng due to the dally increase
of sunlight
The maruie biologlsU of the Carnegie Insdtutloa,

Washington, have made a recent contribution to the
subject in certain observations on the alkalinity of the
sea (as determined by hydrogen-ton conoontratlon),
during which they found in tropical mid-Pacific a
sudden change to acidity in a current runxung east-
wards Now in the Atlantic the Gulf Stream and
tropical Atlantic waters generally are much more
alkaline than the colder coastal water running south
from the Gulf of St Lawrence—that is, the colder
Arctic water has more carbon dioxide This suggests
that the Pacific easterly set may be due to Mper
water, containing more carbon dioxide (>° acidity),

coming to the surface at that point The alkalinity
of the sea-water can be determined rapidly by mixing
the <iample with a few drops of an Indicator and
observing the change in colour, and this method of
detecting ocean currents by observing the hydrogen-
ion concentration of the water ml^t be usefuLMto
navigators as showing the time m entrance to a
known current.

Oceanography has many practical applications,
chiefiy, but by no means wholly, on the biological

side. The great fishing industries of the world deal
with living organisms, of which all the vital activities

and the Inter-relations with the environment are
matters of scientific investigation Aqulculture is as
susceptible of scientific treatment as agriculture can
be, and the fisherman, who has been in the past too
much the nomad and the hunter^if not, indM, the
devastating raider—must become in the ^ture the
settled fanner of the sea if his harvest is to be less
precarious Perhaps the nearest approach to cultiva-

tion of a marine product, and of the fisherman regp^
ing what he has actually sown, is eeen In the case
of the oyster and mussel industries on the west xomtt
of France, In Hdland, America, and, to a less extent,
on our own coast Much has been done by scientific

men for these and other similar coastal fisheries slnoe
the days when Prof Coste in France in 1S59 ixtHts.

ducod oysters from the Scottish ojrstenheds to start
the great Industry at Arcachon ana eleewbere* Now
we buy beck the desoendantiW our own qyeters from
the French oetrdcalturists to reptentsh oup deplete^
beds

It Is no small matter to have IntnMuced A new and
Important food-fish to the markets of the world. The
remerkabte deep-water *' new to mietioa and
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idMCribed m LophoiaUiut cluuHaeUontMps, was dia*

<;ovifited in 1879 by one of the United States tishiog

acbocmers to the south of Nantucket, near the

ioo4athom Une. Several thousand pounds’ weight
wat caught, and the matter was duly Investigated by
the United States Fish Comniission For a couple of

3f«ari after that the fish was brought to market m
quantity, and then something unusual happened at

the bottom of the sea, and in 1883 nullions of dead
tile-fish were found floating on the surface over an
area of thousands of square miles The schooner
//ovormo sailed for two days and a night through at
leaet xm miles of sea thickly covered, so far the
eyt could reach, with dead fish, estimated at 356,000 to

the square mile The Fish Commission sent a vessel

to fish mtematically over the grounds known as the
‘'Gulf Stream slope,” where the tile-fish had been
eb abundant during the two previous years, but she
did not catch a single fish, and the associated sub-
tropical invertebrate fauna was also practically

obliterated.

This wholesale destruction was attributed by the
American oceanographers to a sudden change m the
temperature of the water at the bottom, due in all

probability to a withdrawal southwards of the warm
Gulf Stream water and a flooding of the area by the
cold Labrador current.

1 «m indebted to Dr C H Townsend, director of

the celebrated New York Aquarium, for the latest

iafonnadon in regard to the reappearance m quantity
of this valuable fish upon the old fishing-grounds of
Nantucket and Long Island, at about 100 miles from
the coast to the east and south^st of New York
It IS believed that the tlle-fi^ is now abundant
ttiough to maintain an important fishery, which will

odd an excellent foocLfish to the markets of the United
States It is easily caught with lines at all seasons
of the year, smd reaches a length of more than 3 ft

and a weight of 40-50 lb During July, 1915, the
product of the fisb^ was about 2,500,000 lb weight,
valued at 55,000 dollars, and in the first few months
of 1917 the catch was 4,500,000 lb ,

for which the
fishermen received 247,000 dollars

We can scarcely hope in European seas to add new
food-fishes to our markets, but much may be done
through the co-operation of scientific investigators of
the ocean with the administrative departments to

bring about a more rational conservation and exploita-

tion of the national fi&benes
Eaiiier in this address I referred to the pioneer work

Oi the distinguished Manx naturalist. Prof Edward
Forbes There are many of his writings and of his

lectures to which 1 have no space to refer which have
polats of oceanographic interest Take this, for

example, in reference to our national sea-fistwies

We find him In 1847 writing to a friend “ On Friday
night 1 lectured at the Royal Institution The sub-
]oct was the bearing of submarine researches and dis-

tHbutioci matters on the fishery question 1 pitched

into Government mismanagement pretty strong, and
ma^ a fair case of it It seems to me that at a time
when half the country is starving we are utterly neg-
lectlng or grosriy mismanaging great sources of

VebltS and food. Were 1 a nch man I would
make the subject a hobby for the good of the country
and for the better proving that the true interests of
Governmime are those linked with and insurable
from Sci«^.*' We must Mil cordially approve of

these last words, while recogqjsing thet our Govem-
meat Dtquurtnient of Fisheries Is now being organised

on better lines, is itself carrying on saentific work of

'^national fn^iortanoe, and is, I am happy to think, In

eonqrieto sympathy wkh the work or independent
* investigators of the eea and desirous of rioter
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co-operation with university laboratories and biological

stations

During recent years one of the most important and
most frequently discussed of apphcations of fisheries

investigation h^ been the productivity of the trawling
ground, and especially those of the North Sea. It

has been generally agreed that the enormous increase

of fishing power during the last forty years or so has
reduced the number of large plaice, so that the

average size of that fish caught in our home waters
has tecome smaller, although the total number of
plaice landed had continued to increaae up to the year
of the outbreak of war Since then, from 1914 to

1919, there has of necessity been what may be
described as the most gigantic experiment ever seen
in the closing of extensive fishing-grounds It is still

too early to say with any certainty exactly what the
results of that experiment have imn, although some
indications of an increase of the fish population In

certain areas have been recorded For example, the

Danes, A C Johansen and Kirstme Smith, find that
large plaice landed in Denmark are now more abun-
dant, and they attribute this to a reversal of the pre-

war tendency, due to less intensive fishing But Dr
James Johnstone has pointed out that there is some
evideni^ of a natural periodicity in abundance of such
fish, and that the results noticed may represent phases
in a cyclic charl^ If the periodicity noted in Liver-
pool Bay** holds good for other grounds, it will be
necessary in any comparison of pre-war and post-war
statistics to take this natural vanation in abundance
into very careful consideration

In the application of oceanographic investigaticias

to sea-fisheries problems one ulumate aim, whether
frankly admitted or not, must be to obtain some kind
of a rough apptoximation to a census or valuation
of the sea—of the fishes that form the food of man,
of the lower ammals of the sea-bottom on which many
of the fishes feed, and of the planktonic contents of
the upper waters which form the ultimate organised
food ot the sea—and many attempts have been made
in different ways to attain the desired end
Our knowledge of the number of animals living in

different n^ions of the sea is for the most part rela-

tive only. We know that one haul of the dredge is

larger than another, or that one locality seems ncher
than another, but we have very little information
as to the actual numbers of any kind of animal per
square foot or per acre in the sea Hensen, as we
have seen, attempted to estimate the number of food-
fishes in the North Sea from the number of their

eggs caught in a comparatively small senes of hauls
of the tow net, bqt the data were probably quite in-

sufficient and the conclusions may be erroneous It is

an interesting speculation to which we cannot attach
any economic importance Heincke says of it “ This
method appears theoretically feasible, but presents in

practice so many serious difficulties that no positive

results of real value have as yet been obtains ”

All biologists must agree that to determine even
approximately the number of individuals of any par-
ticular species living in a known area is a contribution
to knowWge which may be of great economic value
in the cate of the edible fishes, but it may be doubted
whether Hensen’a methods, even with gveatfy in-

creased data, will ever give us the required informa-
tion Petersen’s method, of setting free marked plaice
and then assuming that the proportion of these re-

caught is to the total number marked at the fisher,

men’s catch in the sqme district is to the total popula-
tion, will hold good only in circumscribed areas
where there it practically no migration and the fish

w 8m JolMBtm Export Lam SM-Stik Ufc, tm mi*
IDufal, lUport for 1919, p, 51.
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are fairly evenly distributed This method giveb us
what has been called **the fishing coefficient,’* and
this has been estimated for the North Sea to have a
probable value of about 033 for those sizes of fish

which are caught by the trawl Heincke,*^ from an
actual examination of samples of the stock on the

ground obtained by experimental trawlmg ( * the catch
coefficient "), supplemented by the marlwt returns of

the various countries, estunates the adult plaice at

about 1,500,000,000, of which about 500,000,000 arc
caught or destroyed by the fishermen annually
4tis difficult to imagine any further method which

iajl^nable us to estimate any such case as, say, the

iflHier of plaice in the North Sea, whore the indi-

VMtials are so far beyond our direct observation and
are liable to change their positions at any moment
But a bejginning can be made on more accessible

ground wuh more sedentary animals, and Dr C G
Job Petersen, of the Danish Biological Station, has
for some years been pursuing the subject m a series

of interesting reports on ''The Evaluation of the

Sea”*" He uses a bottom-sampler or grab, which
can be lowered down open and then closed on the

bottom so as to bnng up a sample square foot or

square metre (or in deep wa^er one-tenth of a sauare
metre) of the sand or mud and itb inhabitants With
this apparatus, modified in size and weight for

different depths and bottoms, Petersen and his fellow-

workers havq made a very thorough examination of

the Danish waters, and especially o7 the Kattegat and
the Limfjord, have desenbed a scries of "animal
communities ” characteristic of different zones and
regions of shallow water, and have arrived at certain

numerical results as to the quantity of animals in

the Kattegat expressed in ions—such as 5000 tons of

plaice requiring as food 50,000 tons of "useful
animals ** (moTiusca and polychaet worms], and
25,000 tons of starfish using up 200,000 tons 01 useful

animals which might otherwise serve as food for

fishes, and the d^ndence of all these animals
directly or indirectly upon the great Beds of Zostera,

which make up 24,000.000 tons In the Kattegat Such
estimates ore obviously of great biological interest,

and, even if only rough approximations, are a valu-

able contnbution to our understanding of the meta-
bolism of the sea and of the possibility of increasing

the yield of local fisheries

But on studying these Danish results m the light

of what we know of our own marine fauna, although
none of our scaT have been examined in the same
detail by the bottom-sampler method, it seems orob-

able that the animal communities as defined by
Petersen are not exactly applicable on our coasts, and
that the estimates of relative and Asolute abundance
may be very different in different seas under different

conditions The work will have to be done in each
great area, such as the North Sea, the English
Channel, and the Irish Sea, independently This Is

a necessary investigation, both biological and physical,

which lies before the oceanographers of the future,

upon the results of which the futuie preservation and
further cultivation of our national sea-fisheries may
depend

It has been shown by Jehnstone and others that the

common edible animals of the shore miv exist in such
abundance that an area of the sea may be more pro-

ductive of food for man than a similar area of pasture
or crops on land A Lancashire mustel-bed has been
shown to have as many as 16,000 young mussels per
square foot, and it is estimate that in the shallow

M r, B*Tnck«, Com Ptr Intormt Sxplor d« b Mar, '* Invoatlfetlom
on tiM Tbtea. ' Copentatfan, 1013.
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waters of Liveipool Bay there are from ao to soo
animals of sizes varying from an amptdpod to a
plaice on each square metre of the bottom ^
From these and similar data which can be readily,

obtained it is not difficult to calculate totals by esti-
mating the number of square yards in areas Of
similar character between tide-marks or in shallow
water And from weighings of samples some ap-
proximation to the nunmer of tons of available food
may be computed But one must not go too far
Let all the figures be based upon actual observation*
Imagination is necessary In science, but In calculating
a population of even a very limited area it is best to
believe only what one can see and measure
Countings and weighings, however, do not give us

all the information we need It is something to know
even approximately the number of millions of animals
on a mile of shore and the number of millions of
tons of possible food In a sea area, but that is not
sufficient Ail food-fishes are not equally nourishing
to man, and all plankton and bottom invertebrata are
not equally nourishing to a fish At this point the
biologist requires the assistance of the physictogist
and the biochemist We want to know next the
value of our food-matters In proteids, carbohydrates,
and fats, and the resulting Calories Dr Johnstone,
of the oceanography department of the University of
Liverpool, has already shown us how mark^fy a
fat summer herring differs in essential constitution
from the ordinal y white fish, such as the cod, which
is almost destitute of fat

Prof Brandt at Kiel, Prof Benjamin Moore at
Port Enn, and others have similarly shown that
plankton gatherings may vary greatly in their nutrient
value according as they are composed mainly of
Diatoms, of Dinoflagellates, or of Copepoda And, no
doubt, the animals of the "benthos," the common
invertebrates of our shores, will show similar differ-

ences in analysis ” It is obvious that some contain
more solid flesh, others more water in their tissues,

others more calcareous matter in the exoskeleton, and
that therefore, weight for weight, we may be sure
that some are more nutritious than others

,
and

thib is probably at least one cause of that preference
we see in some of our bottom-feeding fish far certain

kinds of food, such as polychset worms, in which there
is relatively little waste, and thin-shelM lamelhbronch
molluscs, such as ' oung mussels, which have a highly

nutrient body in a comparatively thm and brittle shelf

My object in referring to these still incomplete
mvestiganons is to direct attention to what seems a
natural and useful extension of faunistic work for

the purpose of obtaining some approximation to a
quantitative estimate of the more important animals
of our shores and shallow water and their relative

values as either the immediate or the Ultimate iood
of marketable fishes. ^

Each such fish has Its food-chain ” or series of

alternative chains, leading back from the food of man
to the invertebrates upon which it preys, and then to

the food of these, and so down to the smallest and
simplest organisms In the sea, aftd each**%uch chain

must have all its links fully worked out as to seasonal
and quantitative occurrence bedc to the Diatoms end
Fli^lates, which depend upon physical conditions*

and take us beyond the range of biology? but not

beyond that of oceanography The Diatoms and the

Flagellates are preUmy mors important Ihin the

more obvious seaweeM'not only as food, but alao in

M **Con4)Hoii« ol LHS in tfat SM,"CMibrldn U« Vmm,
M Msom «oS olbwihaM mad* aoiUsiw* Shl «ic., U lb*
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kupplying to the water the oxygen neceesary for the

rei^xatioa of living protopl^m Our object must be

to ^gtimate the rate of prcMuction and rate of destruc-

tion of all organic substances m the sea

To attain to an approximate census and valuation of

the sea—remote though it may seem—is a great aim,
but it is not sufficient We want not only to observe

and to count natural objects, but also to under-

stand them We require to know not merely what
an organism is—in the fullest detail of btiudure
and wivclopment and affinities—where it occurs

—^gain in full detail—and in uhat abiindnnK. m
different circumstances, but also how it lives and
what all Its relations are to both its i)h>sical and its

biological environment, and that Is whete the physio-

iogirt, and especially the biochemist, can help us

In the best interests of biological progress the day of

the naturalist who merely collects, Uie day of the

anatomist and histologist who merely desciibe, is

over, and the future is with the obserwr and the

experimenter animated by a divine curiosity to enter

into the life of the organism and understand how it

lives and moves and has its being “ Happy indeed

is he who has been able to discover the causes of

things *’

Cardiff IS a seaport, and a great seaport, and the

Bristol Channel is a notable sea-fishcries centre of

growing importance The explorers and merchant
venhirqys of the south west of England arc celebrated

in history What arc you doing now m C^irdiff to

advance our knowledge of the ocean / You have here

an important university centre and a great modem

national museum, and either or both of these homes
of research might do well to establish an ocean»
graphical department, which would be an added glory
to your city and of practical utility to the country,
Hus 18 the obvious centre in Wales for a sea-ffsheiies

institute for both research and education Many
important local movements have arisen from Britlsb
Association meetings, and if such a notable scientific

,
development were to result from the Cardiff meeting

I

of i9;io, all who value the advance of knowledge and
I the application of knowledge to industry would

I

applaud your enlightened action ,

In a wider sense, it is nut to the peopla^f

I

Cardiff alone that I appeal, but to the whole pcgHhih

I

tion of these islands, a muritime people who^m^
everything to the sea 1 urge them to become better
infoimcd in regaid to our national se i-fislieries and to
take a more enJightoncd intcn si m Uie basal piinciples

that underlie a latumal regulation and exploitation
of these important industries National efficiency

depends to a very great extent upon the degree in
which scientific results and methods are appreciated
by the people and scicntihc investigation is promoted
by the Government and other administrative authori-
ties The principles and discoveries of science apply
to aquiculture no less than to agriculture To in-

I

crease the harvest of the sea the fisheries must be
continuously investigated, and such cultivation as is

possible must be applied, and all this is clearly a
natuntl application of the biological and h}dro-
graphnal work now united under the science of

I
oceanography

Summaries of Addresses of Presidents

Msthematioal and Physioal Soienoe

Prof Eddingion’s presidential address to Section \

deals with the investigation of the inlet nal conditions

of Ihe Stars Most of the naked-eye stars have densi-

ties so low that they may be treated as spheres of

perfect gas (giant stars) In familiar hot bodies the

energy existing in the aether (ladiant licat) is ex

tremdy small compared with that associated with the

matter (molecular mouons), conditions might exist in

which this disproportion was reversed, but tlie stars

are of just such a mass that the two kinds of energy

are roughly equal it is thought that this balance

cannot oe a comcidence, but determines why the

masses of the stars are always close to a particular

value From astronomical data as to the masses and
radiation of the stars it is possible to determine the

opacity of stellar material to the radiation traversing

it. The opacity turns out to be very high and of the

same order of magnitude as that found for X-rays m
the laboratory. (At the high temperatures in the stars

the radiation consists mainly of soft X-rays )
A

rather surprising result Is that the opacity varies very

little with the temperature of the star or wave-length

of the radiation The discussion leads to many
astronomical results which appear to be generally con-

firmed by observation; in particular, it fixes within

fairly narrow limits the period of a mechanical pulsa

don of any star, and this agrees in all known Cepheid

variables with the observed period of light-pulsation

The question of the source of a star’s beat is raised in

an adts form by these mvesdgations It appears that

the eswrgy of gravitational contraction is quite in-

adequate The recent experimental results of Aston

and Rutherford seem to throw some new light on the

often.discussed question whether sub-atomic energy

can be made available In the stars The address con-

eludes with some obeervadons on the legitimate ^ce
epeculatiao in tdendfic research
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of Sections of the Bntisb Association

Qhemistry.

Mr C T Hc)ccKk deals in his presidential addtess
to Section B with the manner in which our present
lather detailed knowledge of metillic alloys hub been
acquired, btarting from the sparse mfonnation which
was available thirty or forty years ago, and sketches
briefly the picsent position of the subject He
considers chiefly the non-ferrous alloys, not because
any essential difference in L\pe exists between these
and ferrous allovs, but because tlu. whole field pre-
scnt<.d by the chemistry of the metals and their alloys
IS too vast to be covereni in an aUdrcbb of reasonable
length Though R6aumut m 172a employed the micro-
scope to examine the fiuclurcd surfatts of white and
grey cast non and steel, dnd Widmanstatten in 1808
pohshed and etched sections from meteorites, the
foundc r of modern metallography is undoubtedly
H C Soiby, whose methods of polishing and etching
alloys and of vertical illuminalion aie used to-da) by
all w ho work at this subjec t 1 he first important clue
to what occurs on cooling n fused mixtuic of metals
was given by Guthrie’s experiments on cryohvdntes,
and these rcscarche-*, with those of Sorbv, undertaken
as they were for the sake of investigating natural
phenomena, are remarkable example's of how purely
scientific experiment can lead to most important prac-
tical results Raoult’s work on the depression of the
freering point of solvents due to the addition of dis-
solved substances led to the establishment bv van’t
Hoff of a general theorv appl unable to all solutions
Later expenments est.iblished the suiiilanty between
the behaviour of metallic solutions or allovs and that
of aqueous and other solutions of organic compounds
in organic solvents, and in i«q7 Neville and Hevcock
determined the complete free/ing-point curve of the
copper-tin alloys, confirming and extending the work
of Roberts- \usten, StansMd, and La Chatelier,
These were probably the first of the binary alloys on
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which an attempt was made to determine the changes
which take place in passing from one pure constUucht
to the qfher; and without a working theory of solu*

tion the inteipretation of the results would nave been
impossible. Many difhcultks are encountered m the
examination of binary alloys, but they are enormously
increased in the investigation of ternary allovs, and
with quaternary alloys they seem almost insurmount-
able, in the case of steels containing always six, and
usually more, constituents, information can be obtained
at present by purely empirical methods onlv

Qaalocy.

1a discussing the relations of palseontology to

Othinr brunches of biolo^ in his presidential ad-
dress to Section C, Dr ^ A Bather emphastscii the
influence of the time-concept, which gives paleeonto-

logy a fourth dimension and necessitates a new
method of classification The known facts of suc-
cession, while upsetting some rush speculations, do
not, umUded, prove descent Recapitulation, however,
does furnish the desired proof Ihe *‘llne-upoii-line'*

method of research is the only sure one, and this

has brought out a continuous transition in develop-

ment, and definite directions leading to a senation of

forms But this appearance of scriation, though it

may be sometimes due to determinate variation, m
no way implies determination

,
and still less do the

facts warrant the belief ki predetermination so
generally held by palaiontologisis After rebutting
tne various arguments for predestination, counter-
adaptive degeneration, and momentum in evolution.

Dr Bather shows how light is thrown on the

supposed instances by the study of adaptive form and
of habitat The varying rite of evolution, the recur-

rent cycles of structure, and the birth and death of

races, all are dependent on the secular changes of

•environment To correlate the succession of living

forms with those changes is the task of the
paUeontologist When completed, our geological

^sterns wul express truly the rhythm of evolution
But if there Is no Inevitable law of progres»s for

any living creature, neither is» there a law of
decadence, and man, by controlling his environment
and adapting his race through conscious selection,

has but to aim at a high mark in order to prolong
and hasten his ascent

Zoology.

Prof Stanley Gardiner m his presidential ad-
dress to Section D asks the. consideration of

the public to the claintf of zoology to suppert,

and of the professional students of the science

to the comparative stenlity of much of their

tieaching and research The chief claim of zoology
lies in Its broad applicability to human life Harveys
researches on circulation and embryology apply
directly to medicine and human growth Malaria,
typhus, dysentery, trench fever, and now, perhaps,
cancer, are un(ler«itandable only by the studies of the

pure zoologist on insects and on the physiology of uni-

oellular organisms Mendel’s work giv^ hopes of the

understanding of the laws governing human heredity

and of eatablishing immunity to many diseases.

Economic entomolo^ is found^ on the seventeenth-

century study of insect life-histories, and now we
struggle for knowledge of the enemies or parasites

•of inssets wherewith to destroy them by natural

means Curiosity as to the possmOitfes of fife in the
de^ tea fed to the opening up of great banks, with-
out wtddi our fishing Indt^try woiud still be a small
thing. River-eels migrate thousands of miles to broad,

mod mackerel migraOMs are correlated with sunUght

:

iht Swedish hwnng fisheries depend on cydes of
«ua-spots and longer cyefes of lunar elumgas.
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Great as are such results, they approach the limit
of what can be attained from theM zoological stiadfes
of anatomy, distribution and devolopmeat The
future lies in the study of the Hvlog motoplasm. its

universal association with water, the effects of acidity
or alkalinity on reproduction and growth, the poa*
sibilities of dissolved food substances and perli^s of
vitamines In water, and, finally, reproduction without
the help of the male Yet zoolo^ is in danger, tor
Its results are seldom immediately applicable to
industry, and economic spedallsts are trying to make
their t»tu<ients btudy their spcaalities wltheut having
a sufficiently broad scientific education to be abfe
to consider what life really is The old naturalists
were largely cataloguers, but what they sought was
the understanding of life Then came in succesdon
the anatomists, the embryologists, and the evolu-
tionists, the last clearly seen to-day in that the
subject as taught in many schools is merely history.
Zoology must emancipate itself from Its dry bones,
and recognise that Its museums and Instltutioni are
means onlv for the study of life Itself

Oeofraphy.

In his presidential address to Section £ Mr J
MtParlane discusses the principfei upon which the
territorial rearrongemenf of Europe has been based
He considers that the promise of stability is greatest
in those cases where geographical and ethnical conffi-

tions are most in harmony, and least where undue
weight has been given to considerations whicA are
neither geographical nor ethnical The transfer of
Alsace-Lorraine to France must be defended, if at
all, on the ground that its inhabitants are inoce
attached to France than to Germany The loss of
territory which Germany has sustained both m the
east and in the west is aggravated by the fact that
from the regions lost she rias in the past obtamed
much of her coal and iron-ore Senous at her posi-
tion IS, however, her economic stability is not oeces-
saniy threatened The position of Poland is geo-
graphically weak, partly because the surface features
are such that the land has no welUnarked indi-
viduality, and partly because there are no natural
boundaries to prevent mvasion or to restrain the
Poles from wandering beyond the ethnic limits of
their State On the other hand, the population Js
«iuftich*ntly large ani the Polish element within it

suffidentlv strong to justify its independence on
ethnical grounds.

C^erho-Slovakia, in various ways the most interest-
ing country m the reconstructs Europe, is alike
goographic^y and ethnically marked by some features
of great strength and by others of great weakness,
Bohemia possesses geographical inmvidualitv,
Slovakia is at least strategically strong, but
Slovakia as a whole does not possess geo^pMcal unity,
and ts, in a sense, strategically weak, since Moravi^
which unites Boh^ia aM Slovakia, lies acroas the
great route from the Adriatic to the plains of Nevthem
Europe Rumama has sacrifioed unity of .piditfeal

outlook and ethnic homogeneity by the annexation of
Tran^lvanfa, while her posttfem on the Hungarian
plain 18 likely sooner or later to involve her in rurlmer
trouble with the Magyars Indeed, the treattuent of
the Hungarian plain is the most u^atisfactory part
of the wb(fie Peace seitlement In mat great natund
region the Magyar elenfept is ihe strongest, and to
dmde It as has been done is to indupe a poMon of
unstable equiUbrium which Is likely to iMd to itoafalo

in the future «
The troubfes of Austria are due to the feet th^ sb#

haa daHed So rtsitse that an em^oa eudh aa hirp daa
be permanently rctakiad wSiy on a hesfe «f comfion
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poilttail Md economic interest At present she has
no pUos in the reconstructed Kurope, and a complete

leonentatlon will be necessary if she i& to

successfully from her present trials

The pre-war frontier of Italy in the east is un-
eatisfactory, because It assigns to Austria the essentially

Italten region of the Lower Isonzo But beyond that
region and a position on the neighbouring highlands
for strategic purposes, Ital^ has no claim except what
•be can establish on ethnic grounds Ihe su-calkd
Wilson line " meets her requirements fairly well

loanomlo Sofenoo and SUtlstiot.

Dr J H Clapham’s presidential address to Section h
contams a comparison and contrast between the ccuno>
mic condition of Western Europe alter the Napoleonic
wars and its economic condition to-day Figures tor

the total losses of h ranee and for the debt accumu.
lated by Great Bntain during the former period go to

prove that if warfare in those days lacked inunsiu.
It made up in duration As in 1918, h ranee w is short
of men, and her means of communication had suf-

fered • her rapid recoveiy illusliatcs the essential dif-

ference between the two periods a hundred years ago
few men were demobilised in either France or Gii-
many, and these wore readily absorbed in an agiicul-

tural community In 1816 the harvest was bad, and
Western Europe approached starvation, the situation

was saved only by the excellent harvest of the fol-

lowing year Economic organisation was primitivi

,

but dastic \ modern parallel is Set bn, whiih
has improved wonderfully since the bountiful hai-
vest of 1919 Germany suffered rather longer owing
to the lack of u strong central Government, tlx. St«ites

which have risen from the wtecka^ of the \ustro

Hungarian Empire are now in a similar plight Cm at

Brit£un was partly indu«(tiial, and rccovcty was dclnvcd
by mismanagement of supplies, taxation, and dt

mobilisation Stocks of (''olonial goods had auumii-
lated with which home markets weic flooded, and a
commercial and mdustiial crisis followed A siniilai

situation exists now in the United States, she is a
creditor nation with a big export trade, but she will

not permit indiscriminate exchange Modern flnancinl

methods are staving off suih a crisis as follow txl th<

Napoleonic wars The central problem is When will

the Inability of war.dainag< d countries to pav foi th<

matferiat they require to restart their industries be felt

by the nations supplying them? If trade b.ilan^s re

adjusted, the post-war slump will become a slow
dedme, otherwise, a crisis must occur when inter-

national ohligations cannot be met Another ftature

of the fituation In the carlv part of the ninLteeiuh
oentuiy was the rapid growth in population observtd

ewywhere Official fibres indicate the possibilitv

of a repetition of this phenomenon

Prof C F. jenkin in his pres^ndal address

to Section G suggests that the time has come
for an extensive revision of the theory of the

itrengtb of materials as used by engineers The
mathematical tbeoiy needs to be extended to cover

anisotropic materiafs, such as timber, and to enable

concentrations of stress such as occur at all changes
of aection to be calculated Our knowledge of the

physicat premrBes of materials requires to be ex-

beiMed eo that their suitability for all engineering

porpoees ikiay be known The need for the wider

meorf and for more research^lnto the properties of

matenals b illustrated by examples of the problems
Whkeh occurred in aerofrfane construction during the

Mr. The first material dealt with by the Air

^[endpe was timber How was the stren^ of such
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matenal to be calculated? It wab bhown that the
components of the tensile stress in three principal

directions must nut exceed the tensile strengths ui
those directions Curves limiting the stress at any
angle to the gram have been dtuwn for spiuc'e, ash,
walnut, and mahogany bor plywood, **spliUoff”
veneers were recommended in place of ' cut-ofi**

wood The method used fot the determination of
Young’s modulus foi wood neglects the effect of shear,
and is Uiereforc inaccurate As an example of an
isotropic subsUmcc steel is discussed Fatigue limit
IS suggested as a measure of sUength, in samples
examined it w.is found to be slightly less than half
the ultimate strength Research is necessary to deter-
mine thi effects of the spis^d of testing, rest and heat
treatment, and pixvious testing bor this improved
methods are required, Stromever’s method would be
useful if modified foi Lommerciul use Present
methods of testing in toision arc unsatisfactory, ind
knowkdjrc of the internal mechanism of fatigu<i

failure is icquiied bor members of btructuros sub-
jected to sic ad V loads <1 picxif-lo'id s|>ecification which
limits tlic pirmanent set 10 i per cent or J per cent
IS suggested If fatigue limit is the basis for engine-
strength ralculntion, the distribution of stresses in
iiiegul irly shaped parts of tht m ifhine must be inves-
tigated Prof Coke I ’s optical method has bc*en
applied to this end, but A \ Cinftiih’s calculations
on the eff<its of grcxjvcs and polishing have not been
tested Wood and steel are the onI\ materials about
whicii trustworlli> data have been collected

Anthropology.
Prof Karl Pearson in his presidential address to

Section H uigcs tile import mcc ot anthrt^logy, the
true study ot mankind ’* Science should be studied,
not foi Itself, but tor the sake ot man bor this reason
iheie lb no use for the collection of meusuremenU of
height, span, size of h*ad, etc Ihc important char-
actcnstics aie the psy t ho-physica! and psycho-physio-
logical factors, rcactiun-timc , ment il age, and pulse-
tiacmg Body me isurement li is no connection with
“ vigorimctry ” and psychometry, for no pure “ line

in man has been traced Moreovtr, present methods
an entirely qualitatne, thov mu-^t be made quantita-
tive Ihree things are urged essential to ihe

lecognitinn of anthropologv a useful science birst,

folk-psychology as well as individuol psychology should
be studied as a means to determine race efficiency.

For this purpose, the ancestry of man must be investi-

gated in Older that w« inavaknovv which is liktlv

to have the greati r influence on his future, Natuio or

nurture Secondly, institutes for the study of anthro-
polcigv ought to be established m at least three of our
universities There the workers would be m touch
with ailicd sciences, they would have a wide field open
for mcasurcmc nts, and would be able to tench as well

as to research on the subject In this way men
could be fitted for important ** extra-State ” work as
diplomatic agents, traders, etc , in foreign lands
Another section of the work should be devoted to a
study of the population at large; the schools, the
factories, and the prisons must all be investigated, so
that the present wasteful organisation of society may
be remediod When its value to the State has been
proved, anthropologv can ask for adequate support as
Its right The thira pomt urged is the adoption of a
new technique Lomcal accuraev and mathematical
exactness must be introduced; training should start

with anBiropometry in its broadest sense, advancing
later to ethnology, sociology, prehistory, acKi the
evolution of man Only bv devotion to prc^lems of
real use can anthropology achieve her true posltkm at
“Queen of the Sciences.*’
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* Phyiiotoiy.

Mr Joseph Barcroft In his presidential address to

Section 1 deals particularly with anoxmiia—by de-

rivation a deficient quantity of oay^n m the blood

—

which ia used to cover a larger &ld embracing all

those conditions m which the supply of oxygen to the

tissues is inadequate The statement has been made
that anoxfiemia not only stops, but also wrecks,
the machine An inquiry into this statement
cannot be made without first specifying whether the

anoxsemia is sudden and profound, as m drowning,
poisoning with mine gas, etc , or is of long duration
but trivial in degree In the former case the stop-

page of the macnine may be almost complete, as in

the case of persons rendered unconscious by carbon
monoxide, bv stoppage of the cerebral circulation, or
by Attaining an altitude in the air at which the oxygen
pressure is too low In such cases the permanent
damage to the machinery is very slight On the other
hand, mild anoxccmia continued over weeks and
months, as in sufferers from gas-poisoning, shallow
respiration, and defiiient ventilation of portions of

the lung, IS stated bv Haldane, Mcakins, and Pncstlov
to produce far-reaching effects on the central nervous
system Anoxaemia mav be classified as consisting

of throe categories They are tabulated ns follows,

with examples *

Anoxjbmia

lip-
’

1 Anoxic
'

1 1 Anaemic 111 Stagnant

ChvMter
UttCA

Too little oxytm
prcwuiG aod too

much reduced
hMmoglobin in

4rtet lal blood
which ti loo dirk
in oolour

Too little OX}
1

hsmoglofain Si t

normal oxygen
preteure in a te

Mftl blood, which
IS bright unlcM
diwolMrtd by
some Abnormal
pigment

Aiienal blood nor
mal in OAVgena
tton but tiTood

flow too slow

EmnplM Mountain nickiMu,
pacttOKnimt etc

Anauaia
CO poisoning

1
MetluBmofk^in

pMtoning

Shock
Back pressuro

For a given defic lency of oxygen carried to the tissue

in unit time the first type is the most serious, and the

last least so The anoxic type Is measured by the per-

centage saturation of the arterial blood , the anEemic
by tiw quantity of oxvhasmoglobm in it, and the

stagnant by the “minute volume

Botany.

Miss £ R Saunders in her presidential address
to Section K deals with the subiect of Heredity
In the bnef historical introduction attention is

directed to the fundamental opposition between the
earlier statistioal methods of r^resenting the here-
ditary process and the Mendelian conception which
has its foundation in the act of sexual reproduction
Various complex relations which have proved capable
of elucklation through the application of MenMllan
principles are iltustrated, and evidence la adduced in

proof of the applicability of these principles to the
case of specific hybrids Certain cases are described
where the unit for which the Mendelfan factor stands
appears to be a particular state of physiological equili-
brium, and where lack of conformity of phenotypic
appearance to genotvpic constitution can oe reaililv

induced by a change in environmental conditions. The
assumptions and difficulties involved in the explana-
tions offered bv the reduplication thec^ and the
chromosome view respectivdy are discussed, together
with the bearing of the evidence to date upon the
question whether the fame end-result, vie, segr^a-
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tion, may not be effected by a different mechaoittai
or at a different phase of the Ufe-cyde, in diffeteilt

types As a practical outconie greater cooperMion
IS pleaded for between cytologi^, physiologlstSi

chemists, and breeders In attacking geneticai probkmisu

Bdueatfeiial Balsnoe.

Sir Robert Blair in his presxlential address to
Section L directs attention to two of the wider
aspects of present educational activities The first part
of the address is devoted to a general statement of the
lines of adv,ince and the success obtained In the
application of psychology to the problems of educa-
tion The president, however, desires that education
should become something more than applied psycho-
logy The science of education *‘must be built up,
not out of the speculations of theorists or from the
deductions of psychologists, but by direct, definite, ad
hoc inquiiies concentrated upon the problems of the
class-room by teachers themselves When by theii

own lesearches teachets have demonstrated that their

art IS, in fact, a science, then, and not till then,

will the public allow them the moral, social, and
economic status which it accords to other profes-

sions ” The second part of the addre&fc consists of an
appeal to all voluntaiy effort to associate itself

dircctlv with the work 01 the local education authontv
Sir Robert Blnir thinks that our system of education
will become national only when such national institu-

tions as the public schools, the endowed grammat
schools, and the univei shies have joined forces with
the local education authorities and t<tke a direct share

in the solution of their problems He seeks a foim
of association which will retain all the Advantages of

the older traditions

ApItuitHr..

Prof F W Keeble's presidential address to

Section M is devoted to the subject of intensive cul-

tivation Commencing with a review of the work done
by horticulturists dunng the war, it passes on to

consider the prospects ot success of any large develop-
ment of intensive cultivation which may be umw-
taken It insists on the great need for organisation in

research, education, and administration, and describes

the organisation which the author established dunng
his tenure of the ofiioe of Controller of Horticulture
in the Ministry of Agriculture In this connection
the important question of the relation of the “ expert

“

and the “administrator” is considered, and the con
elusion reached that “If the work of a Government
office is to be and remain purely administrative, no
creative capaaty Is required, and it may be left to the

sure and safe and able hands of the trained adminis-
trator, but if the work is to be creative it must be
under the direction of minds turned, as only research
can turn them, in the direction of creativeness/' The
consideration of our imports, of the reduced acreage
under fruit, and of the contmuous rise in tha standard
of living throughout the world suggests that the
acreage under fruit might be increasnio by a good
many thousand acres wi&qut fear of ovcf-productien.
After illustrating by a series of striking esuuneles the
effect which the practice of intensive cukivauon has
on bringing about the colonlsadon of the oeuntryslde,
the address reaches the conclusion that it is the duty
of the State to help the intensive cultivator to hold
his own against wond-competltion by perfecting the
organisation of horticulture, and,, above by pi^
vlding a thorough and practical system of hortlculturat
education The measure of success which btensKa
cultivation will achieve w!l! depend ulthtuitdy on the
quality and kind of education wbldi the oukivatoiia
are able to obtain.
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II to be taken as the normal weight of the ammal»
if we are to determine its surface from its weight ^

This fundamental question has hitherto defied solu
tiCMi» but IS now brought into the realms of exact
sdeoce, since the work of Prof Dreyer and
Dr Atnley Walker (2 and 7) has shown that in

animals and man definite relationships exist

between the trunk length, chest circumference, and
body weight of individuals in health, while no
accurate relationship, as has long been realised by
those famihar with the subject, can be traced
between standing height and body weight
The value of these measurements is enhanced

by the fact that, as anatomical data they will be
practically immune from change in disc iscs which
may be cuxx>mpanied by a loss of weight and
further that as they bear a constant rdation to
the body weight, so must they bear a constant
relation to the surface area of that animal
The relationships which have definitely been

shown to exist t^tween vital capacity body
weight trunk length and the circumference of the
chest can be expressed by the following

formulae (8) —
(1) *=Ki where the power n is approximately

1, though more accurately o 72
Xn

(n)
y

•K.j, where the power h is approximately

2, though more accurately in males 2 26 in

females 23,
Ch"

(ill) •Kj where the power n is approximately

2, though more accurately in males 1 97 in

females 254,

while the relationships between body weight
trunk length and circumference of the chest,

respectively, can be expressed as follows —
(iv)

^
mKi where the power w is approximately

i

f,
though more accurately in males 0319, m

emales 0313

(v) o«K„ where the power ft is approximately

i

r, though more accurately in males 036^ m
dcnales 0-284
In ail the above formula W net body veight

m grams, trunk length in centimUres

CfaMcircumference of the chest in centimetres, and
V C vital capacity in cubic centimetres

The procedures for taking the above mentioned

measuremeots, briefly described, arc as follows —
{i) Body weight« net weight, without clothes,

In grams
(n) Trunk length in centimetres is taken by

the subject sit on a level floor with the

knees flexed, tm os sacnim, spine and occiput

being in contact with an upright measuring

standard
(ill) Circumference of the chest is taken at the
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nipple level in males, and just under the breasts

m females, the subject being encouraged to talk

and breathe naturally while the measurement is

being taken
(iv) Ihe vital capacity in cubic centimetres

IS obtained by taking five consecutive readings
with a suitable spirometer The subject 1$ in-

structed patiently and carefully how to proceed
and encouraged to make the maximum effort, the

highest reading of the five measurements iMing
recorded as the vital capacity

The relationships established by Prof Dreyer,
by the examination of individuals in perfect health,

provide standards with which an individual or
gnaups of individuals can be compared as regards
two fundamental attributes namely physique
and physical fitness 1 hese two attributes have
hitherto been subject to the widest possible in

dividual interpretation, and even in the judgment
of one individual are liable to undergo montmy, if

not diurnal variations dependent upon humour
and an infinity of changeable circumstances in

observer and observed
Applying the stand irds determined for in-

dividuals in perfect health, it is found as might
have been expected that different persons exhibit

considerable deviations from these standards par
ticularly in respect to their vital capacity,

dependent upon their occupation and mode of life

Ihus persons living a healthy outdoor life exhibit

a greater vital capacity than persons following

a sedentary occupation, and when this defiriency

is not due to fundamental bodily defects it can
be remedied by properly regulated training and
outdoor life

Critical examination of the available data has

enabled Prof Dreyer to i^rade the community, for

all practicil purposes, into ibiee classes \ B,

and C, representing conditions of perfect medium
and poor physical htness A classihcation on such
lines IS essential when any degree of accuracy is

required in the determination of the aberrations

from normal met with in disease It would obvi

ously be unjustifiable in disease (9) to *»pply A
class standards to the individual who, by reason

of his occupation and mode of life, belongs m
normal health to C class The consideration of

this aspect of the question however need not

detain us longer, as t^ing outside the scope of the

present article

It IS extremely difficult in so brief an account to

do full justice to the immense significance and the

great possibilities which he behind this recent

work of Prof Dreyer s, but sufficient it is hoped

has been said to show that by svstematic measure-

ment of vital capacity and the body measures

herein discussed m adults and adolescents, it

should be possible to ascertain what detrimental

or beneficial effects environment and occuoation

exert upon the development and health of the in

dividual Further, it is cleat that most important

information, from the point of view of national

health should become available in connection with

the methods employed to ameliorate the conditioas
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of those ^ho show dcficienaes from the standards

obtatmog* in conditions of perfect health.
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The British Association at CardifT.

'^HE eighty-eighth annual meeting of the
^ British Association opened at Cardiff on Tues-

day morning, in the very unfortunate circum-

stances of a general strike of tramwaymen and

some other sections of the city workmen. It is to

be feared that as, unfortunately, paragraphs about

this found their way into the Sunday newspapers,

this local troul^e has had the effect of diminishing

the attendance at the meeting Members and in-

tending members might have rested assured that

the city of Cardiff would rise to the occasion

The local secretaries immediately arranged a

British Association motor service for the use of

members, but it appears that no inconvenience

was felt by those who are attending the meeting,

and most of the services have now been with-

drawn
It IS not possible at the moment of wnting to

give exact ^ures of the membership, but it ex-

ceeded laoo on Tuesday morning, so that a fair

average meeting was even then certain, in spite

of the strike weather, always inclined to be

wet in this part of the country, and particularly

atrocious during the present summer, has taken

a turn for the better, and the visitors have had
the opportunity of seeing the sun in Cardiff, when
the residents had almost forgotten its existence.

The citizens' lecture on ” Light and Life,” by

Prof. J. Uoyd Williams, of University College,

Aberystwyth, in the Park Hall, on Monday even-

ing, attracted a targe audience, notwithstanding

that many ct those present had to face a long

walk home.
At th& inaugural general meeting on Tuesday

evening, ^ben Prof* Herdman ddivei’ed the illu-

minating address published in full elsewhere tn

this issue, the retiring president, Sir Charles

Parsons, read a message which the council had
sent to the offering, at this meeting in

Waks, the grateful oongratulatioos of the ^so-
datioa for the ins|driiig work done for the Empire
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by the Prince of Wales during his Australasian

tour. Sir Charles Parsons read also mduages of

condolence sent to relatives of Prof J P^rry and
Sir Norman Lockyer at the lo«is sustained by the

recent deaths of these two distinguished repre-

sentatives ot British science—one of whom was
general treasurer of the Association from 1904
until hts death, while the other was president m
1903-4
At the meeting of the general committee on

Tuesday, the report of the council was adopted

nominating Sir Edward Thorpe as president of

the Association for the meeting next year in Edin-

burgh, and Sir Charles Parsons as a perma-

nent trustee, m succession to the late Lord

Rayleigh

The whole of the presidential addresses are this

year published m \olumc form under .the title

“The Advancement of Science, 1920,” at the price

of or 4s 6d to members at the meeting The
volume makes 'a valuable record of the progress

and position of many departments of science, and

of authoritative conclusions concerning them
Whilst the meeting is not likely to rank as a

“record,” the members present are very keen,

and everything possible to ensure its success is

being done by the city authorities and local Press*

The palatial apat;tments of (he City Hall are

being used for the reception rooin and other

ofEccs, wdiilst in the University Collie anH Tech^
meal College near by all the sections are provided

with excellent accommodation. The P^vk Hall,

in which the president's address, the evening dis-

courses, and the citizens' lectures are delivered,

has a seating capacity of well above aoBo, and
everyone present has an unintcifupted view and
bearing. \
The numerous sectional and the^ two generi^

excursions have not been iaterfere<ihw|th by the

strike, as Jthey rely chiefly on i;oa^ op rattwey

transport. R. V« S«
“ «•
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Sir Nomun Lockyer's Contributioiis to Astrophysics.

By Prof A Fowler, F R S

By the death of Sir Norman Lockyer the

science of astrophysics has lost the ener-

^sing' and stimulating influence of the last of the

great pioneers whose labours opened the way to

so vast an extension of our knowledge of the

universe The science of celestial chemistry and

physics had its real beginning in 1859, when
Kischhoff*s famous experiment on the reversal of

spectral lines furnished the key to the interpreta-

tion of the dark lines of the solar spectrum, and
thence to the determination of the composition of

the sun and stars During the earlier years the

outstanding features in the development of the

new science were the brilliant investigations of

Huggins on the spectra of stars and nebulce, and
those of Rutherfurd and Secchi on the spectro-

scopic classification of the stars Curiously

enough, the sun had received hut little attention

during this period, and Lockyer was practically

entering a virgin field when, in 1866, he attached

a small spectroscope to the modest 6-in equa-
torial of his private observatory, and observed the

spectrum of a sun-spot independently of the rest

of the solar surface Simple as it may now seem,
this process of

*4aking the sun to bits,*’ as Sir

Norman used to call it, was an advanc'e of funda-

mental importance It not only gave an imme-
diate and decisive answer to the question as to the

cause of the darkness of sun-spots which was then

under vigorous discussion in England and France,

but also very soon led to the famous discovery

of the method of observing solar prominences
without an eclipse, with which 1 ockyer*s name,
in a>njunction with that of Janssen, will for ever

be associated. The story of this epoch-making
observation has been told too often to need repeti-

tion, but it should not be forgotten that the pnn-

cudc of the method had been clearly recognised

by Lockyer two years before he succeeded in

ODtaining a spectroscope suitaUc for the purpose

in view.
Those who have become famihar with the beau-

tiful solar phenomena presented by this method of

observation will best understand the enthusiasm
and delight with which Lockyer continued his

observattons whenever the sun was visible On
the first day of observation—October ao, 1868

—

he had identified the C and F lines of hydrogen,
and a yeOow line near D, in the spectra of the

prominences, and on November 5 he discovered

that the prominences were but lo^ upheavals of

an eovedope entirely surrounding the photosphere,*
to which he gave the name of the chrotnosphere,

as being the region m Which most of the variously

q^ured effects are seea during total eclipses of

<M sun. Tl^e peculiarities of the bright F line

kt once suggested to his fertile mind that the

spectroaoQpe m^bt disclose the physical state, as
wdl as the chemical composition of the chromo^
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sphere and prominences, through the medium of
laboratory experiments, and from this beginning
the close association of the laboratory with the
observatory became the dominant note in his life’s

work His first experiments were made m coL
laboration with his friend Frankland, and it was
shown that the widening of the F line at the base
of the chromosphere was to be accounted for by
an increase of pressure These experiments
further demonstrated that the yellow line of the
chromosphere, which had been named Ds, was
quite distinct from hydrogen, and the then un-
known gas to which it was to be attributed was
given the now well-known name of helium Up
to the year 1873, however, Lockyer’s work was
earned on almost entirely in his private observa-
tory, and in the laboratory which he had estab-
lished in his house at Hampstead He not only
continued his solar observations with conspicuous
success, but also commenced his well-known ** Re-
searches on Spectrum Analysis in Connection with
the Spectrum of the Sun,’* m which he developed
experimental methods which afterwards became
common practice

On his transfer to South Kensington,
with which his connection continued for forty
years, the facilities at Lockyer’s disposal for re-

search were at first very meagre, but additions to
equipment and staff were made from time to time,

and in the later years the observatories and
laboratories were well ad.ipted for their speaal
purposes Lockyer’s dream of becoming director

of a permanent astrophysical observatory, com-
parable with those established by Governments in

other countries, however, was never realised, and
his work throughout was carried on in temporary
buildings, and for the greater part of the time
with modest grants in aid from year to year In
1913, on the transfer of the Solar Physics
Observatory to the control of the University of

Cambridge, Lockyer, in spite of his weight of

years, courageously set about the erection of a
new observatory at Sidmouth, and continued his

work on stellar spectra almost to the close of hts

life It 18 a lamentable fact that much of hu
time and energy was almost continually taken up
with a struggle to obtain adequate means to carry
on his researches

The contributions to astrophysics made by
Lockyer during nearly sixty years of strenuous
endeavour in its various fields of investigation

form the subject-matter of more than 200 papers
and memoirs, and it is only possible here to refer

to some of the larger questions tn which he was
specially interested His work, both m the labora-

tory and in the observatory^ was largelv guided
by bold speculatioos, which he was usually careAfl

to regard as working hypotheses, and from tbae
to tune the main points were broiyht together
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in approfinate sequence in the form of books,

among which are *' The Chemistry of the Sun ”

(1887), “The Metcoritic Hypothesis” (1890), and
“ Inorganic Evolution ” (1900) His observations

and his views on their significance were thus made
widely known, and the trend of his work could

be the more readily followed. It was especially

his desire to impress upon chemists and physicists

the importance of the sun and stars as a means of

mvestigating the behaviour of matter at high

temperatures, and as possibly throwing light upon
the nature of atoms and molecules

Among the researches which have had the most
potent mfluence, and have led to very definite

advances, were those which dealt with the changes
in the spectrum of the same element under dif-

ferent conditions of experiment. Lockyer was
early led by his solar observations to a compara-
tive study of the flame, arc, and spark spectra

of some of the metalhc elements, and one of his

first successes was to show that some of the lines

most characteristic of solar prominences, other

than those of hydrogen and helium, were produced
only under high temperature conditions, while

some of those prominently affected in sun-spots

were produced at a low temperature With these

and other observations as a basis he put forward,
in 1873, well-known dissociation ^pothesis,
which became the subject of much discussion

The hypothesis supposed that at successively

higher temperatures the “molecular groupings”
which existed at lower stages were broken up
into finer forms of matter, or possibly into new
elements, producing different spectral lines, and
on this view it was shown that a multitude of solar

observations which had seemed to be wholly inex-

plicable on the ground of previous laboratory ex-
perience became easy of explanation. Thus his

view of the construction of the solar atmosphere
was that if we could observe a section of it we
should see it divided into a number of layers, each
with its appropriate spectrum, and the spectrum
would be simpler the nearer the layer was to the
photosphere The metalhc elements, instead 6f
existing as such in a reversing layer, were con-
sidered to be entirely broken up m the vicinity of
the photosphere, and their germs distributed

throughout the atmosphere, the molecular group-
ings becoming more com^tx as they Mcame
further removed from the source of heat. The
theory doubtless calls for some re-statement in the
light of modem views as to the structure of atoms
and the origin of spectra, but it was a valuable
guide to observation, and Lockyer anticipated the

conclusion reached by St John in recent years,
that the complete absorption of any one element
in the solar spectrum is the integration of lines

special to various levels in the solar atmosphere
Lockyer himself seems to have been convinced
that the ultimate products of dissociation were
hydrc^en and helium; but although this is so
closely in accord with recent work on the structure
of atomic nudei, it does not seem probable that
the phenomena studied by Lockyer were directly
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related to those investigated by Rutherford. The
writer well remembers numerous attempts to pro-

duce the Imes of hydrogen or of heUuni by the

passage of powerful con^nsed discharges between
metallic el^rodes, all of which, however, were
unsuccessful.

Work on the varying spectra of the elements

was vigorously resumed by Lockyer in connection

with the interpretauon of the pliotographs of the

chromospheric spectrum which had b^n taken
under his direction during the solar eclipses of

1893 and 1896, and of a senes of photographs of

stellar spectra which he had commenced at Ken-
sington about 1890. Several elements were in-

vestigated over a long range of spectrum, and
numerous additional lines were found to be in-

tensified on passing from the arc to the spark
^ctrum, or which only appeared m the Sfmrk.

l^ese were designated “enhanced lines,” and the

work at once led to the definite assignment of

on^fins to many chromospheric and stellar lines

which had previously resisted explanation* But
this was not all; the enhanced lines were shown
to belong to a special class which were only fully

developed at high temperatures, so that the^ gave
valuable evidence of physical conditions in the

atmospheres of the sun and stars as well as of
their chemical constitutions It would scarcely

be too much to claim that this further work on
enhanced lines introducecf a new principle mto
astronomical spectroscopy, inasmuch as it justi-

fied the chemical identification of celestial spectra

which could not be completely reproduced in the
laboratory The only assumption it was necessary
to make was that the senes of changes indicated

in the flame, arc, and spark would be continued
if still more powerful means of excitation were
available, so that at sufficiently high temperatures
the enhanced lines would be the sole survivors.

Ir accordance with his views on dissociation, and
for convenience of reference, the enhanced lines

were designated “proto-metallic” lines, and
attributed to “proto-metals,” which were re-

garded as simplified forms of the vapours which
yielded the arc hnes.

Apart from any special views as to the cause of
their appearance, however, the discovery of en-

hanced lines has proved to be of the first inqport-

ance in astrophysical inquiries, and the tables of
such lines which were compiled at South Kensing-
ton have been much utilised by astronomers
throughout the world Among other apfdibationa,
as Lockyer was the first to snow, the interpreta-

tion of the spectra new stars m their early

stages is almost entirely dependent upon a know-
ledge of the enhanced lines of iron, titanium, and
*other elements In collaboration with hh assist-

ants, Lockyer showed later that enhanced linhs

were also developed^^ynder the action of strong
electrical dischar^s in non-metalhc dements, in-

I

eluding silicon, carbon, sulphur, and nitregeb,'

and the tines observed m these experimental have
also led to kaportant cdestkl identifieaticns.

I There can be little doiUH that the continuation of
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these investigattuns, as in Fowler’s experiments

on helium and oxygen, and Merton’s further work
on carbon, wiU yield results of high value in the

interpretation of the spectra of stars at the highest

stages of temperature, and possibly also of the

nebulae

Another of the chief subjects which attracted

Lockyer during <i great part ot his life was the

classihcation of stellar spectra, and the order of

celestial evolution which might be inferred He
was at hrst mainlv dct^endent upon stellar observa-

tions made by others, but he soon saw the neces-

sity for first-hand data, and, following Pickt ring’s

remarkable success with the objective prism, he
adopted this form of instrument in most of his

work at Kensington, and afterwards at Sicf-

mouth He earl> adopted the suggestion made
by Tait that in nebulae and comets the luminosity

may be due to solids heated by impact, as w'cll

as to heated ga^ generated by the impacts, and
about 1887 developed it into his ‘meteontic
h>pothesis ” The fundamental idea is that all self-

luminous celestial hridies arc composed either ol

swarms of meteorites, or of masses of meteontic
vapour produced bv heat, the heat being developed
by condensation due to gravity, and the v«»pour

being finally condensed into a solid globe The
classification of stellar spectra which be based
upon this theory has undergone modifications in

detail, chiefly in the direction of subdivision and
more complete definition of the criteria for the

various stellar groups, but the essential idia has
remained unchanged throughout In common with
other astronomers, Lotkvir adopted the view that

the spectroscopic difftTeiue-^ bolwten tht various
classes of stars are mainl) due to diHeremes of

temperature, but, unlike most of them, ht in-

sist^ that in place of a single line of evolu
tion from hot (white) to cool (led) stars the pro-

gression must be from cool to hot stars and back
again to cooL stars That is, in accordance with
the theory of condensing swarms of meteorites or
masses of gas, the classification made a distinc-

tion between stars of increasing temper iture and
those which are on the down-grade towards the

extinction of luminosit>

Some of the earlier evidence for the separation
of the stars on the two branches of the tempera-
ture curve ” which Lockyer pictured may be of
doubtful validit), but the valuable photographic
data accumulati^ Inter, in combination with
laboratory researches, placed his classification on
a much firmer basis It was found, for example,
that when stars at any given stage of tempera-
ture were brought together by reference to the

relative intensities of enhanced and arc lines, they
were definitely divisible into two groups, showing
that the spectra were dependent m part upon
physical oondittons other than those imposed by
temperature alone This difference was attributed

to differences in the state of condensation, one
group being less condensed than the other, and
tbertfore to be considered as bei^ in an earlier

stage of evolution, notwithstanding equality of

temperature The Harvard classification, which
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has been adopted by most astronomers, is along

one line of temperature only, and accordingly dis-

regards this difference It is clearly of great
import ante, however, that the difference should
be taken into account in questions relating to

stellar distribution -ind other matters connected
with the structure of the sidereal universe, and it

was a /tource of profound regret to la>ckyer that
greater attention was not given to it In the case
of the helium stars, however, Lockyer *s classifica-

tion has received substantial corroboration from
a discussion by Ilcrassimovitch of their radial

velocities and absolute magnitudes, in which the

catalogues of Lockyer were utilised Among the

results It was shown that the stars which 1 ockyer
had located on the ascending branch of the tem-
pi ratu re (urve were brighter than those on the
descending branch, and, assuming the average
masses to be equal, it would follow that the

former were of greater volume and lower density
than the latter, in accordance with Lockyer *s

hypothesis
Ihe theory of stellar evolution put forward a

few years ago by Prof H N Russell resembles
that of Lockyer in its mam outlines, though based
mainly on deductions as to the densities and abso-
lute magnitudes of the stars The criteria arc
thus somewhat different in the two cases, but
there can be little doubt that m one form or other
the recognition of an ascending, as well as of a
descending, line of stellar temperatures will take
an important pi icc u\ the astronomy c f the
future

Ihe observation of total eclipses of the sun also
occupied much of I ockyer’s attention He per-

sonaih took part in nine eclipse expeditions, and
was responsible for several others m which the
obscivations were undertaken by his assistants

On several occasions, when H M ships were de-

tailed to assist the expeditions, his exceptional
organising ability enabled him effectively to utilise

the services of officers and men so as to cover the
widest possible range of observations The out-

standing feature of his work in this c'onnection,

however, was the introduction and use, first of a
visual spectroscope without slit or collimator, and
afterwards, when photographic methods could be
adopted, of the prismatic camera With instru-

ments of this type he was able clearly to differ-

entiate between the coronal and chromospheric
radiations, and, besides detecting several new
coronal lines, he obtained splendid records of the
“ flash ” spectrum He was thus able to determine
the various heights to which the different vapours
extended, and he identified a multitude of the
bright lines with enhanced lines which he had so
diligently investigated in the laboratory

Lockyer would have been the last to claim that
his work was wholly free from errors, but it was
almost invariably of a stimulating character, and
has played a leading part in the development of
the science of astrophysics practically from its very
beginning. Much of his work will have an endur-
ing place in the history of the science to which he
devoted his great gifts
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^ Notes.
Ths triennial competition for the best original

contribution to the scientific advance or the

technical progress of electricity, known as the Fonda>*

tion George Monteflore Pnae, and administered by a

committee of the Association of Elertricai Engineers

from the Montefiore Technical Institute of Li6ge,

which had lapsed during the war, is now to be revived,

and the competition which would have been held in

1917 is now announced for 1931 The priee will

amount to 20,000 francs* Competitors must send in

their work by April 30, 1921, and ail particulars can

be obtained from the Secretary, Fondation George

Montefiore, rue SaintXilles 31, Li^ge, Belgium

Contributions may be in English or French, and if

successful are published In French in the Bulletin de

VAssoexaHon dee Ingdnxtufs EUcifxctens sofUs de

VlnsUtui Technique Montefiore

Nkla Resi*arch Laroraiory was organised m 1908

under the diiTCh’»rship of Dr Edward P Hyde as the

physical laboratoiy of the National Electric Lamp
Association Ihe name wus changed to Nela Re-

search Laboratory in 1913, when the National Elec-

tric Lamp Association became the National Lamp
Works of the General Flectnc Co For some vears

the laboratory was devoted exclusively to the develop-

ment of those sciences on which the art of lighting has

its foundation, but in 1914 the functions of the labora-

tory were extended by the addition of a small section

of applied science which had an immediate practical

objective The section of applied science is now
being largely extended as a separate laboratory of

applied science under the immediate direction of Mr,
M Luckiesh, who becomes director of applied science,

and a new building is b»-mg constructed to house this

branch of the work Dr Ernest Fox Nichols, for-

merly president of Dartmouth College, and more
recently professor of physics at Yale University, has
accept^ an invitation to assume the immediate direc-

tion of the laboratory of pure science under the title of

director of pure science The work of this labora-

tory, which will be continued in the present biijlding,

will be somewhat further extended under the new
organisation The taborotory of pure science and the

laboratory of applied science will together constitute

the Ncia Research Laboratories, and will be co-

ordinated under the general direction of Dr Hyde,
who becomes director of research

The Public Health Department of the Ports-

mouth Town Council, having evidently investigated

thoroughly the scientific evidence submitted to it on
practicability of preventing the infection of

n^ereal disease by the use of a disinfectant imme-
diately after expo«iure to risk, has recently Issued

two descriptive kaflets giving Uie information neces

sary to carry out the disinfectant process efiectuatly.

We understand that about a doeen other Health
Departments are taking, or about to take, similar

measures The leaflets, entlUed ‘*Wbat Every Man
should Know,** embody in clear words the asoertfiified

knowledge on tMs matter wbkh has been acquired by
observation and experiment, and contain a succinct
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and useful summing-up of the multiform evils of
venereal disease The council states that it has
come to the conclusion that, in view of the terrible

eflects of this disease on national and family

life, it is Its bounden duty to make public a know-
ledge of the means by which this scourge can be

prevented These leaflets pay due regard to both the

social and scientific aspects of the much-dlscussed

subject of prompt self-disinfection after incurring the

risk of infection The Portsmouth Public Health
Department deserves to be congratulated on Us action

in this seriously Important matter of sanitation

Epidemic stupors’* are often referred to in early

records (seventeenth and eighteenth centuries) as

occurring in times of influenza prevalence, and In

this country encephalitis kthargica made its appear*

ance immediately before and during the influenza

epidemic of I9i£ki9 It is of interest, therefore, to

record the occurrence of the same disease in Karachi

at the end of 1919 during an epidemic of influenza

A full description of the outbreak, consisting of

seventeen rabes, is given by Capts Malone and Maltra

In the Indian Journal of Medical Research (vol vii

,

No 3)

In the Journal of the Royal Society of \rts (vol Ixvtii

,

No 3533, August, 1920) we have a report of the Sh

George Birdwood memorial lecture on ** The Enduring

Power of Hinduism ’* by Sir Valentine Chirol Sir

Valentine admits that he writes '*not as a student,

but merely as a layman ’* He has, however, been n

diligent student, and his wide knowledge of contem-

porary politics and his experience of personal visits to

many of the most important sites where archeological

investigation is being conducted by Sir John Marshall

have enabled him to construct a graphic picture of the

historical development of India in relation to

Hinduism Ibis keture is thus of considerable im-

portance, and it is rendered more attractive by the

picturesqueness of the author’s style He has

not followed so completely the trend of modem
studies as to grasp the fact that the survival of

Hinduism, in spite of the rise of Buddhism and the^

cataclysm of the Mohammedan invasion, 1$ due to Its*

amorphous character. Its eclectism, and its capacity

for adapting itself to novel conditions But with

these reservations the lecture gives an admirable

account of the development of Jlinduism

The character of the prehistoric culture of the

people of the Malay Peninsula has as yet received

ina^quate attention, but much good work is being

done in continuation of that summarised in “The
Pagan Races*' by Messrs Skeat and Blagden. Thus
we find in the Journal of the Federated Malay States

Museum (vol ix
,
port 1, January, 1920) an excellent

account by Mr 1 H N. Eyans of the q^ploratloo of

a rock shelter in the Batu Kurau Parish, Perak, with

a description of the flint-weapon industry. In morw
recent times the hlfluence of Islam has been pre-^

dominant, but it has absorbed ai>d asslinllated much
of the indigenous animistic belief In this conneo*

tion, in the same issue of the journal, Mr. R. O
Wlnstedt refers to some curious anato^ki between
the local customs and those of the of South
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India, which point to the widespread influence of

Hinduism in the peninsula prior to the establishment

of Islam as the dominant faith

Mr Hbnry Balfour has reprinted his interesting

presidential address from the Proceedings of the

Somersetshire Arclueological and Natural History

Society (vol Ixv , 1919, pp xxiii sqq ) He claims

connection with Somersetshire on the ground that his

late colleague. Sir E B Tvlor, was a Somersetshire

man by birth, and that Mr H St G Gray, no^
curator of the Taunton Museum, was his own
assistant at Oxford In his address Mr Balfour

crosses the county border to Rushmore and Cranbome
Chase, on the border of Wilts and Dorset, the home
of a gteat archaeologist and ethnologist, Col Pitt

Rivers. He closes his review of this notable man with

the remark that '* he has left his own record of diligent

and broad-minded leseurch, and the example afforded

by his enthusiasm, LharaclerisliLallv tempered with

caution, should have the effect both of stimulating

and of restraining the work not onl) of this genet a-

tiun, but of generations to come

The Quarterly Summary for Jul) issuisl by tlic

Royal Botanic hocictv of London contains notes on

some plants of interest m the garikns The gigantic

floating leaves of the Vtctona regta wate^'-lily aie now

7 ft. in diameter, and, as each new leaf at this time

ol year exceeds its predecessor, il seema» likel) that

they will reach the maximum of 84 ft by the end of

August As the sunlight becomes less the new leaves

get smaller, until the plant dies dowm in Oaobei
One of the earliest accounts of this remarkable tropical

American water-hl> was that given by Lindley in the

Proceedings of the society m iSjg (vol i ) The plant

was discovered by Robert Schomburgk, the tiavelkr,

on the River Bernice, in Guiana, and the detailed

desiription which he sent home was sufficient to en
able Lindley to recognise it as a distinct genus of

water-lilies, which was, b> permission, dedicated to

the young Queen Efforts to grow the plant at Kew
were at first unsuccessful, but in 1849 some fifty

plants were successfully raised from seed and dis-

tributed to \atious gaidcns Ihe fine specimen grow-
ing at Kew IS one of the most popular attractions of

the Royal Gardens Another interesting plant in the

same tank at the Botanic Gardens is the Lotus,
Nthunbtum speL$osufnt which has flowered profusely

this yvar Its large salver-shaped leaves and tall pink
flowers rising from the water present a striking ap-
pearance The plant was held in esteem by many
ancient peoples in the East, in Egypt paintings of

it decorate the temples, and it is still associated

with temples in India, where the long, fleshy

roots are eaten as well as the oval, nut-like seeds

The society has also been making experimental
growths of the soya bean, with the view of ascer-

tairllng the most suitable variety for cultivation in this

country .
"

AkONG the recently issued '’reports of the Canadian
Arctic Expedition, 1913-18, are two on the Crustacea,
Which form part of vol vii An account of the

inline Copepoda is given by Prof. Arthur Willey (in
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Part K) and of the Cladocera by Dr Chanoey Juday

(in Part H) Cladocera have been examined previously

from Greenland and from Alaska, but not from the

intervening region of Arctic America Seven fresh-

water and two marine species are recorded, all of

which are well known and have a wide geographical

range The fresh-water species belong to the genera

Daphnia (pulex and longts^na), Bosmina, Eurycercus,

Alona, Ch>dorus, and Polyphemus, and the marine

species to Podon and Evadne respectively The
common Daphnia pulex is also recorded from Polaris

Ba\, Greenland, about 82° N latitude, where it was
collected by the United States North Polar Expedi-

tion on August 1, 1872 Ihis seems to be the most
nprtherlv record for any of the Cladoccia The
material of this species from Polaris Bay consists of

sevetal hundred specimens, the great majority being

females with ephippia The specimens of Daphma
pulex in the various catches of the Canadian Expedi-

tion show that the winter eggs in the ephippia prob-

ably hatch during the latter half of June, that females

tieanng parlhenogenetic 01 summer eggs appear

about the first >\eek in July, and that moles and
ephippial females make their appearance in late July
and in August The s<*ason ib therefore a relatively

short one

V NOTLwoKiii\ fontnbution to the study of that

fascinating group of insects, tlie parasitic aculeate

Hymenoptera, is made bv Prof W M Wheeler in the

Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society

(vol Ivili
, 1919, No i) Prof Wheeler gives a compre-

hensive summary of the subject, iiting and criticising a
long array of hteiatun , and discussing the evolution of

the parasitic habit I k is disposed to regard the aculeate

parasites as originating directly or indirectly from
the insects which veive as their hosts “The object

of the parasite is to secure IIk* provisions accumulated
by the host for its own progmy This involves- a
destruction of the egg or young larva of the host ”

But a higher specialisation ts reached by the social

insects which foster the host-brood so that their own
young mav be icired and feil

Anaiouical details of some morphulugual import-
ance are elucidated hv Prof G H Carpenter and
Mr F J S Pollard in a lecont paper (Proc R Irish

Acad , B, vol xxxiv , No 4) on the presence of

lateral spiracles m tiK* larvae of warble-flies (Hypo-
derma) Six pairs of these vestigial structures, sug-
gesting a primitive penpneustic condition of the
respi^atorv system, aie recognisable in the ripe

warble-maggot, connected with the outer lateral

tracheee bv fine, thread-like, solidified air-tubes

Dr E H Pascof, of the Geological Survey of
India, revived at a meeting of the Geological Society
of l.ondon in March, 1919, in a new form the
question of the relations of the Indus, the Btahma-
putra, and the Ganges (Quart Journ Geol Soc

,

vol Ixxv
, p 138, igao) He traces back the now

divided svstem to a river, the Indobrahm, the head-
waters of which were In, or soon cut back into, the
Brahmaputra region of Assam, while the mouth was
in the Indus region of the Arabian Sea TMs nver
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orifclnated in the beginning of the Stwalik epoch,

when the deprestion at the foot of the Himalayas

ceased to be the scene of conflicting tagoon and

terrestrial conditions, and became finidly silted up«

The great river was guided along this depression

westward, while a contemporaneous river ran on the

Tibetan side of the range, of which the alluvium re-

mains from Pemakol, north-east of the Bay of Bengal,

to Gilgit, north of the great Indus bend This river

joined the Oxus, or reached the Arabian Sea by an

independent course It is urged that the Indobrahm

captured the upper waters of the northern river by

cutting back into them along its tributaries at suc-

cessive points in the recesses of the range from

which the Indus now runs south-westward The
speakers in the discussion of the paper, including Mr
R D Oldham, approved the main geographical con-

tentions, but laid more stress than the author on

earth-movements in determining the diversions and
the courses of the tributaries through the hills

Simultaneously with the investigations of Dr
Pascoe, Dr G E Pilgrim, of the G«'ologicul Surv< v of

India, put forward his suggestion of a great Plioune
rWer running on the south side of the Himalayas from

Assam to the Indus course Dr Pilgrim's jiaper

and maps (Joum Asiatic Soc of Bengal, vol xv
,

p 81, 1919) appeared, indeed, before the printing of

Dr Pascoe’s work, and, as that author points out,

the argument based on the direction from which the

tributaries meet their pnmaries in the mountam-belt
originated with Dr Pilgrim The two papers should

be read together, and they form a great addition to

our conceptions of the past geography of India Dr
Pilgrim gives prominence to earth-movements as

promoting the dislocation of the Assam-Punjab or
Siwahk River His maps of Western Asia in Eocene,
Miocene, and Phooene times arc highly useful

The “ Fossils from the Miura Peninsula and its

Immediate North " form the subject of an important
memoir by Prof M Yokoyama (Journ Coll Sci ,

Tokyo Imp Univ , vo! xxxix
,
art 6, pp 193, 20 pis )

The geological formations of the peninsula aro in part
undoubtedly Pliocene, and in part either Pliocene or

Pleistocene, those of the plain are divisible into an
upper, stib-aerial, and a lower marine series several

hundred feet in thickness The sub-aenal senes is

made up of a brown loam, an altered volcanic ash,

wholly devoid of stratification and organic remains
The manne senes, which the author names the

Musathino formation, is divisible into an upper and
a lower series. In the upper, remains of EUphas
namadteus, talc and Caut , arc not uncommon, and

ore perhaps the most important of the fossil contents

The Lower Musathino beds are prqvisionally divided

by th^ author into six zones Frum the whole senes,

232 species of Mollusca and 6 of Brachionoda are

recorded, 91 of the former and 2 of the latter being
described as new, the whole are well illustrated, but
the nomenclature, as, alasl too generally the case m
papers of this class, lags behin<l the times The
number of forms not known to be h\ ing is 88, or about
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37 per cent of the whole fauna, and 7 spedet have

not yet been found m Japanese waters. The author

therefore classes these Musa^inu beds as Pliocene of

about the same age as the English Red Crag of ^ew-
bournex^Austelien of the NetherLandv

The Geologische Retchsanstalt of Vienna, which

was able in Imperial limes to sptcad the influence

of a great school of geology over Polish, Transyl-

vanian, and Dalmatian lands, has been forced to

adopt, from the opening of 1920, the restricted title of

Geologische Staatsanstalt Dr Emil Tietze, the

director, retires after long and honourable service,

recognising in the " gcschicktc Diplomatic dcs Kdnigs

Eduard von England the prime cause of the

restriction of his olHcial field The Verhandlungen
for 1919 indicate many changes on the staff, some
workers whose names are familiar having become
aliens through territorial readjustments We must
hope that their common science will maintain the

federal spirit shown in the la<t publications of the

Retchsanstalt Many of the papcis deal with moun-
tain structure Dr F Hentsch claims that the dis-

covery of tabulate corals in the supposed Mesozoic

mantle of the Hohe Tauern disposes of the Idea that

the mass has been imported by overfolding, and we
mav be prepared for continued criticism in Austria

of the th^ry of recumbent folds in general Dr O
Ampferer, who becomes one of the Chefgeologen and
also a Borgrat, contributes a paper in his lucid and
systematic manner on the very considerable Influence

that deep notches {Kerhen) cut by erosion may have
on tectonic features when a region comes under pro-

cesses of crust-folding

Chemical as well as geological workers will wel-

come a new and enlarged edition of W F Hille-

brand't ** Analysis of Silicate and Carbonate Rocks*'
(Bull 700, U S Geological Survey, 1919), The
accurate methods desenbod are obviously of service

in the analysts of potassium silicates and refractories

for commercial use, as well as in the refined dis-

cnn^nation of types of natural rock The importance
of the estimation of small quantities of unusual or

commonly overlodced constituents is here pointed

out At the same time this may be quite unnecessary
in many cases of ordinary practice, and for these a
system of condensed analysis " Is charitoblv

described in the concluding pages

An interesting example of the applications of sooal

palaeontology Is afford by Messrs F. L. Kitdiln
and J Pringle, who show {Geol v6l Ivii ,

pp 4, 52, and 100, 1920) that g mass pf Gault and
Cenomanian strata at Shenley, near Ldghton Buz-
zard, 250 yards long and 150 yards wide, has been
inverted on Lower Greensand The fossils provkie

the due, being in inverse succession to fhose In the
undisturbed beds of the neighboOrhood As a boulder
pushed by ice, this Resents some parallel wldi the
famous block desertbra by Mr R G Carruthers In

the heart of Caithness (Nature, vd Ixxxix , p 229),

in which a quarry has been opaied 160 yards in

length*
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Trb occurrence of barytes in the upper parts of

lodes containin metallic sulphides is probably well

recoyipil&ed, and postulates an Infiltration of barium

chloride upwards during the formation of the lode

or downwards to meet the sulphates that nre in solu-

tion. Mr H W Greenwood suggests (Proc Liver-

pool Geol Soc ,
vol xii

,
part 4, p 355, 1920) that

the barytes which is common in the English Tnassic

strata, and mainly found in the upper beds,

was derived from overlying Jurassic strata The
source of an exceptional qunntitv of barium in the

Jurassic seas is not indicated Might it not have

been brought Into the Tnassic pan-deposits from the

denudation of our Armoncan lodc-formations?

In a general “Review of the Reptilian Fauna of

the Karroo S>stem ” (Trans Geol Soc S Africa,

vol xxil , p 13, iQ2o) Mr S H Haughton concludes

that the preservation of complete skeletons of Pareia-

saurians in the beds south of Prince Albert Road
station was determined by a rapid deposiMon of fioe

mud or silt In the discussion on this paper (Pioc

(bid , p xli ) Dr van Iloepcn supported, by his

personal obsorvallcns on the skeletons of vanous
genera, the view of entombment in swampv lakes

rather than, as Mr Watson had suggested, in wind-

bome sand Dr du Toit stated that h<' \cos un-

willing to return to the old supposition of a general

Karroo lake in Ixiwer Beaufort times, but he pic-

tured a surface “that became periodlealiv inundated

and, at certain stages, semi-arid in climate

The present summer has so far exnonenred some

disturbing weather anomalies, the abnorm d features

being chiefly the persistent low temper ituics and the

frequent heavy rains Some improvement has bcei

generally experienced dunng the present month owing
to the greater prevalence of anticvc Ionic conditions

A disturbance, how’cvcr, traversed the north of Ire-

land and the southern portion of Scotland on the

night of August 17 and the early part of August 18

The storm area followed a track fairly due oast, and

was preceded arid accompanied by a hoav\ downpour
of ram which occasioi^ considerable dam igc in

Edinburgh and the surrounding neighbourhood The
rainfall at Edinburgh for the twentv-four hours to

Wednesday morning was 3 1 in , and in twcKe houis

the fall amounted to 2 in At Leith the fall in lwcnt\-

four hours was 2 84 in , and at Renfrew 3 80 in \

subsidtqry disturbance occasioned heavy ram tn the
j

south of England, and at Falmouth the fall was
3 31 in between Sam and 7 pm on August 18

Very cool northerly winds spread over the countr\ in

the rear of these disturbances On the morning of

August 30 frost occurred on the ground in the open

in Scotland and in parts of England, whilst in plates

the thermometer ^ the screen fell to 36® \t Green-

wich the exposed thermometer registered 33® and m the

shade 41®, which was only 3P above the lowest figuto

reached In August since 1841,^ 38® being rccoidtd in

18641. when the exposed thermometer fell to 27® \i

Kew it was the coldest August night since i8qx, and

at Falmouth it was as cold as anv time in \ugusL

durif^ the last half-century
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Among recent pamphlets issued officially by the

Meteorological Office under the heading of Profes-

sional Notes is one by Ml J S Dines entitled

“ Methods of Computation for Pilot-balloon Ascents ”

Without claiming to he exhaust iw, this gives some
account of, at any rate, the better-known methods of

detennining wind vdotitns at diffotent heights

Part 1 deals with the most practised smglc-thoodolitc

iscents, and nine methods arc described, including

those m general use bv the military Meteorologual
Servict's of Fiance, Italy, and the United States, partly

graphic.il «ind partly depending upon n special slide-

1
rule Thi» ideal method for opt,n-air work discards the

graphic 'll method so fai as possible Pait 11 ,
dealing

with double-thecxiolito ascents, gives six methexis of

deihng with these, including, as does put i, the

Mete orologiL i! Office method, whu h depends entirely

on tlu slide-rule Pait in ,
on billoon-tail, gi\es two

gi'iphical methods besides the M* teoi ologtcol Office

slide rule plan Perhaps more interesting tlian anv of

these IS the np|)endi\ dealing with various methods of

obtaining velocities at heights when cloud-sheets pre-

vent the observation of pilot-b illoons The smoke from
anli-airciaft shells set to explode at a given height

tan be observed through a comparatively small brf^ak

m the cloud, and even wlien the cloud-sheet is quite

unbroken the position of bomb-byrsts can be deh r-

mincd bv soiind-ianging from nie ground or hv
observation fiom an aeroplane

Ir was scarcely likely that proposals so far reaching
in effect and importance as those put forward by the

Egyptian Ministry of Public Works for the extensive

development of the cultivable atca of the valley of

the Nile by the construction of a dam and other irriga-

tion works should escape a large measure of hostile

ciiticism, and wc have on several occasions alluded

to the attacks made bv Sir Willinin Willrocks on the

validity and trustworthiness of the data on which
the scheme is founded These attacks, it will be
lecalled, led to the appointment of a Special Inter-

national Commission of Inquirv, which has had the

projects under review We have now received a copy
of a brochure issued bv an independent Commission
of Native Egyptian Engineers, who take up an atti-

tude of strong and uncompromising opposition to the

official proposals on tht. grounds that theic are

obvious inconsistencies in the fundamental calcula-

tions, and an evident tendency on the part of the

t rechnical Adviser to the Egyptian Government to

“adapt” his data to the requirements of the case

The objectors state that they fear that any attempt
to cut off or decrease the supply of water and silt to

Egypt from the Blue Nile will be fraught with disas-

trous consequences, and they set out their arguments
in a series of sixteen ctitictsms of the official scheme
\n addendum by Dr Mahgoub Sabitt, professor of

medical jurisprudence and toxicology at the Egyptian
University, advances reasons for considering the con-
struction of the proposed dam likely to prove detri-

mental to public health A protest if. also entered
against the alleged secrecy in which the proposals
were prepared and formulated, and finally a call is

I

made for n mixed committee of native and foreign

NATURE
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engineers, "free from all bias,” to investigate the

matter thoroughly on account of its vital importance

to the welfare of the whole country.

The paper by W. L Cheney on the measurement
of hysteresis values when using* high nugnetising
forces, which has just been published by the U S
Bureau of Standards (Paper No 383), will be of in-

terest to all engaged tn magnetic research When
employing ordinary methods it is extremely difficult to

get the accurate values of the remanent induction and

the coercive force owing to what has been called mag-
netic viscosity This probably also slightly affects the

author's resiUts flis method is a modification of the

isthmus method, and consists essentially of a du Bois

electromagnet with flat pole-pieces separated by an air-

gap and pierced coaxially so that a rod may be inserted

The magnetic force and the induction are measured

by suitable coaxial test coiU Magnetic forces up to

3500 gausses were employed Quenching eutcctoid

steel (085 per cint carbon) in oil lowered the remanent

induction, but considerably increased the coeravc

force Experiments were made on the K S magnet

steel prepared by Prof Honda, and the high coercive

force of 200 gausses was obtained when the specimen

had been magnetised with 800 gaus«ses

An uncommon
^
piece of work Is destiibed in

Engineering for August 13 in the form of a long

wooden jib fur a derrick crane designed and con-

structed for the Admiralty during the war by the

Imbcr Court Engineering Works, Thames Ditton,

Surrey The crane, with a 50-ft post, had to be

capable of raising a 3-ton load up to a platform

loo ft high The jib was 135 ft long from the

centre of the bottom pm to the centre of the ropc-

uheel, and the wooden construction adopted resulted

in a jib being produced of one-third the weight and

having a higher factor of safety than steel would
have given Including the ri^-whecl and end casings,

the jib complete weighed only a tons 13 cwt The
Jib was built up of four corner.posts, each post being

made of nine laminations of Oregon pine glued

together with waterproof glue The jlb was divided

into panels by struts, also of Oregon pine, and each

panel had diagonal bracing, both longitudinal and
transverse, these braangs were compost of stranded

piano-wire The struts were fixed to the corner-posts

by welded steel clamping boxes, to which the diagonal

braces were also connected b> means of bolts on which
the wire was wound The bolt-heads were formed

with teeth, with which two spring pawls engaged, so

that turning the bolt tightened the wires and slacking

back wa^ prevented by the pawls

The concluding volume—the sixth—of the Scientific

Papers of the late Lord Rayleigh is to be published

by the Cambridge University Pres! in the spring of

next year It will range over the period 1911-30

Among the odter forthcoming publications of the Cam-
bridge University Press is ‘*Tbe Spectrum of Nova
Gemlnorum II by F, J M. Stratton It will con-
stitute vol iv

,
part 1 , of the Annals of the Solar

Physics Observatory, and Is promised for the end of
the present year.
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Our Astronomical Column.

Discovery of a Nova in Cvonus.—Mr W. F
Denning, of Bristol, writes that on the evening of

August 30 he observed a star previously unknown to
him in the northern re^on of Cygnus Ho has made
it a practice dunng tM last few years of carefully

searching for these objects while he has been watching
for meteors The object when discerned on August 30
was of about 3^ magnitude, and Its rough position
was in R A i9h 56m and declination 53!^ N« It

formed a little triangle with the stars ^ and d fao)

Sii On referring tn star-charts, etc , Mr Denning
failed to identify the object In question, and

fore concluded it to be a new star

The position of the nova in the Milky Way is in

accordance with past experience, for nearly all past
novee have been in the Milky Way or on its borders
Mr Denning saw the present object again on

August 31 in the openings between swiftly passing
clotus, and it appeared of about the same brightness
as on the previous night, but only hurried glimpses
were obtainable
On August 33 the brightness was estimated =>3 8

mag , and on August 23, 3 2 mag , so that its light is

increasing

Parallax of the B-typb Star Boss 1517 —Mr. J
VoClte recently announced a large parallax and proper
motion for this star Mr A J Roy showed, how'-
ever, that the true proper motion in R A was only
one-tenth of Mr VoOte's value, being ’-0'033*, that
in declination is +0*1 29' Mr Vodte lias recomputed
the parallax with this value, and finds 0*048', which
IS in good accord with Kapteyn’s hypothetical valut
o-om' f

Inc star is one of the nearest of the B stars, being
at about the same distance as Achernar Its chict

interest lies m u& surpnsingly low absolute magni-
tude for a B-type star, its aj^rent visual magni^e
being 59 According to Mr R E Wilson, of the
D O Mills Observatory, the radial velocity is

+ 103 km /sec , or +83 corrected for the sun’s motion
fhe position for 1910 is K A. 6h om 59436s ,

south
decl 33" 10' 1091'

Publications of the Astronomical Laboratory at
Groningen, No 29 —This is a further instalment of

Prof J C, Kapteyn’s valuable researches on the

stellar 8>stem He summonses the large amount of

new material that has become available sinoc he lirsft
,

took up the subject, and shows that the tune is

appropriate for a fresh investigation of the secular
parallaxes of stars of different magnitudes and spec-
tral classes The secular parallax is defined as the
angle subtended at the star by the unforeshortened
annual motion of the sun Assuming its speed to be

km /sec , then annual parallax» sec. par.xo*343
The following values are found for the variation of
parallax with galactic latitude . From latitude 90® to

40®, parallaxsi 17 of mean; from 40® to so®, 0*96 of
mean, and from 20® to o®, o-ffy of m^n.
Many investigators have found discordant values of

the declination of the solar apex as derived from star^
of different magnitudes Prof Kapteyn Is Inclined to

attribute this to imperfect, elimination of magni-
tude equation in declination frotti the catalogues
emp1o>^, since be makes the discordance very
small. V

^ \

Prof Kapteyn 'Emphasises the importance of
separating stars of different spectral tvpe in
these investigations In view of the great
range of absolute magnitude according to tvoe,
he says that the grouping of all tvM is like
making a single statisticid investigat(on of thE
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whole animal kingdom, from the elephant to the

flea, instead of dividing them into species

Tte following table gives the mean secular paraU
laxea for different magnitudes and spectral types, the

former being visual on the Harvatd scale

Mas &stan Attars

to <yi3^ 0*253

30 0*0921 0*170

30 oofoa 0*115

4*0 00422 0*0780

00285 00526
00 00193 0^0355

70 00130 0*0240
8*0 00087 00161

90 00059 o-oioq

F iiari G fttan K >tari M ^ur^

0*591
0

0*627 0362 <yiy2

0*392 0*422 0 241 0*116

0267 0285 0*163 0 0786
0*182 0*192 0*110 00537

0 03610 123 0*129 00749
00827 0 0876 0*0506 002^
00560 00599 0*0342 0*0103

00379 0*0403 0*0231 0 0108

00254 0*0271 00156 00073

The small values near the end of the final column
idiow that these distant M stars are giants nearly
equivalent to the B stars in absolute magnitude On
tm other hand, the M stars mentioned on page vii

as being 17^ magnitudes fainter than the B stars arc

dwarfs

UniTersities, Research, and Brain Waste

T his is the subject of a presidential address by
Prof J C Fields to the Royal Canadian Insti-

tute, Toronto, on November 8, 1919 It contains a
review of the relations which must subsist between
universities and research and between research and
the progress of tlie world in avilisation, and it opens
up so many aspects of these questions which arc

debatable that for that very leason it ought to be

read extensivclj 1 hough, on the whole, Prof
FieldsN views arc consolatory to us in the Mother
Country, they also show how much has yet to be

done in England, as in other countnes, to prevent or

reduce the waste of potential brain power in the

generations to come Conditions are now grcatlv

unproved whereby the educational net is able to select

out of the masses of population tlie individuals whose
mental ^ui^tios deserve and, in the interest of the

community, require due cultivation, but for the full

benefit we must wait a generation or two
It is premature to m^e comparisons betwtHm the

different races and nations in respect to mtellcitual

qualities, but it seems to bi incontestable that the

Oemians have for generations been distin^ished by
their respect for learning and intellectual achiovement,
and this is illustrated by the way in which during the

war their highly trained men were preserved from too

much risk The Allies, on the other hand, took no
special care to protect and preserve such men as

Moseley, who was allowed to sacrifice his life in

Gallipoli Such waste is, as Prof Fields says, a
tragedy of the first order But there is similar waste
going on every day In the neglect to give every boy
of promise an open road to the university and the

rigm kmd of teaching when he gets there

It is a question open to discussion whether the

opportunity to do research lies only in a university

career Toe successive great discoverers at the Royal
Ir^titution in London, from Davy and Faraday
onwards, and men like Joule, who was a brewer, and
others unconnected with educational Institutions, nse

et once to mind But it certainly is true that in the

uftlwn^dties example, the methods, and the spirit

of research should be found associated with the

teaching in every faculty and in every department
Prof Fields was severe on the constitution and

government of the American universities, but whtle it

appears to be true that most of the professors there
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are overworked and that the standard of attainment
among the graduates is inferior to those of the uni-
versities of Europe, the work that has been done at
Johns Hopkins, Baltimore, and Harvard Universities
mubt not be forgotten Probably the next generation
on both sides ot the Atlantic will profit by the inter-

change of visits by ropiesentntives of the higher educa-
tional institutions and by the opportunities for ex-
change of students, both graduate and undergraduate
It is probable also that there is still great ignorance,
especially among the masses of the people in all

countries, of the fact that the most potent factor in
bringing the world out of barbarism to its present
belter condition of life has been \ctence “Is it not,”
Prof Fields savs, “of the first importance that every
boy and girl should be made aware of this fact?

’’

With that object In view modern history requites to
be taught by teat liers better qualified than in the
p«ist

The Sun as a Weather Prophet

C20ME foity >earb ago Prof Langley, while engaged^ on hib early bolometnc work on the bun, grabped
thi principle Lliat, inasmuch as solar radiation is the
governing factoi m world meteorology, it should ulti-

mately become possible to forecobt weatlier changes,
so soon as sutiicient information had been obtained
in regard to the nKchanism of the radiation effect, by
continuous observation of the intensity of radiation
Uradufil improvement in instruments and moUiods has
enabled his successois to state positively that the so-

called “solar constant’’ is subject to variations of long
and short period, and of late >ears determined
attempts have been made, chiefly by the Smithsonian
observe! s, to truce the meteorological changes that
may fairly he attributed to these variations It is clear
that there aie, from time to time, disturbing factors
of apparently terrestrial origin— for instance, Uie erup-
tion of Mount Katmui, in Alaska, m 1912, brought a
promising summer to an abrupt and chilly close in

mid-July, but it is becoming mote and more probable
that the Smithsonian investigation Is on tiW right
lines, and will give definite aid to forecasting, at any
rato in tropical and sub-tropical regions

Publication No 2544 of the Smithsonian Miscel-
laneous Collections (vol Ixxi , No 3) is devoted to a
full slattment of the case as regards Argentina, Chile,
and Brazil in connection with regular observations of
solar radiation at the new solar obsorvatorv at Calama,
in Chile Clear evidence is provided by the tempera-
tures found at Buenos Aires that high values of solar

radiation are followed by maximum values of tempera-
ture at an interval of nearly eleven days The In-

terval IS not the same for lower maxima of radiation,
and the amount of lag appears to bo connected with
tho latitude of outbreaks on the sun, but more
remains to be explained than the solar rotation will

rowr The lag is also not the same for all stations

considered Twenty <»ueh wore chosen in the countnes
mentioned, and differences are noted in the intensities

as well as m the intervals, and also between the effect

of longer and shorter waves The observations do not
cover every dav, so that the correlation is probabh
not so good as It would be if complete data could be
provided The change due to a variation of i per
cent in the solar radiation appear* to range between
02° C and 0*8® C in the tropics, in the temperate
iBones the effect, though less direct, is greater, even
exceeding 2® C at some stations
Having thus obtained ^satisfactory evidence that,

with the exception of the diurnal and annual varla-
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tions du« to the rotation and revolution of the earth,
[

ail weather chanj^es are caused chieflv by variation
|

of solar radiation I the next step was clearly to bring
it into practice for forecasting* This has now been
done for Central Argentina with promising results,

but ihe ideal of daily measures of solar radiation is

not yet attainable, bemuse more stations are required
Even at Calama, which is nearly cloudless, good
observations are not always possible on account of
haze
The concluding paragraph of the reoort states i

“The ideal arrangement for this solar work would '

be to carry It on In co-operation with the Smithsonian
Asti ophvsical Observatory If the work at several

widely separated obs^«rvatones could be directed b\

one capable institution, so that the methods could

be uniform and the lesuUs comparable, and then If it

could be collected and weighted at the central office .

before cabling to the vanous weather surfaces of the
;

world, probably a complete and reliable dav-to-day <

record of the solar changes could be obtained which i

would be of the greatest value to practical meteoro- i

logv If the Smithsonian Institution is unable or un-* i

willinp to do this work, then it is hotxHi that observa-

tories will be established bv several countries and some
direct method of exchange instituted ” W W B

Cotton Industry Research*

T I-fE British Cotton Industiy Research Association,

which was incorporated in June, iqi^, has just

issued its first annual report Tlie association is com-
prised of 1408 individual members representative of all

branches of the cotton industry, and its council in-

cludes not only members of the great fiims engaged
in the Industry, but also those representing the various

associations of operatives \

The association has appointed as its director

of research Dr A W Crossley, who took up I

his duties last Easter A large mansion some
I

five miles from ihe Manchester Exchange, stand-

ing In 13J acres of ground, has been bought
for the purposes of the association, to^ which It

IS proposed to add extensive buildings, for which it

la intended to raise a special fund of 250,000! , to

accommodate the various departments of chemistry,

physics, colloids, botany, and technology, and to

appoint as heads of those departments highlv qualified

men of science In order to brlnj^ to the notice of

the members all available information of work done

in the past, Dr J C Withers, of London, has been

appointed to direct the abstracting and indexing of

scientific and technical matters in connection with the

Records Bureau, and the counal, in co-operation with

the Textile Institute, has arranged for the publica-

tion of abstracts from English and foreign papers

dealing with matters relevant to the textile industries

It is proposed to establish an extensive library of

standard scientific works of reference and of scientific

and technical journals A schema "of education falls

within the scope of the association, and already cer-

tain Oldham and other mills have arranged to provide

scholarships in some branch of sdenoe for students

who are ^slrous of becoming members of the staff

of the association The plan of research is intended

to cover the qualities of the cotton cuticle and the

influence thereon of diffensnt reagents employed In

merccrlsation, bleaching, etc ; the effect of repgents

on the strength and elasticity of the fibre, yam, and
fabric; the diaracter of the change due to meroerlsa-

tion; the nature of tendering In tibe various types of

fibre ; the variation in the physical properties of sized
|
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yam with change in the colloid properties of the
material used , the action of the dyqmg process, witlx

critical regard to the established purity of matenals:
the nature of the dye solution, and the chemical
change in the latter during the dyeing process, finally,

the <kvibing of methods for obtaining exact informa-
tion as to tm length of staple, the bwaviour of fibres

under stress and strain, the degree of variation in
counts and in the diameter of yarn, relative twist,
the degree of resistance of yam to weavuig friction,
etc Arrangements have been made for co-operation
with the Empire Cotton-Growing Committee (Board
of Trade), and in co-operation therewith tha
Research Association has made a grant of aco!
fur iq19-30 to a student of botany at Oxford
in aid of botanical research in the subject of
cotton-growing The joint committee has likewise
arranged for two other students to take up like work
in the ensuing session The income or the asso-
ciation is detived from a call upon the members to
the extent of about 9000/ and a Government grant
from the Department of Scientific and Industrial Re-
search of 7000! The Department has shown the
greatest interest and given all possible help in the
furtherance of the objects of the British Cotton
Industry Research Association

Sugar Cultivation in India.

'T'llE existing world-shortage of sugar lends special
A interest to all expenmental work direct^
towards any advance in the quantity and quality of
this essential crop Sugar-growing and its improve-
ment are attracting an increasing amount of attention
in India, the area under sugor-cane having risen from
2,184,801 acres in 1^09-10 to 2,808,204 acres in

1917-18, while m addition the date-palm and palmyra-
palm occupied 182,412 acres in the latter period
(“Agric. Statistics for India,** 1917-18, vol 1 ) More
than half the sugar-cane is grown m the United
Provinces, rhiefl> Agra, and the Punjab accounts for

about one-fifth Palm-sugur, on the other hand, is

chiefly associated with Madras, Bengal, and Upper
Burma, little being produced elsewhere The output
of sugar for IC1&-19 was 2,337,000 tons (Report on
Progress of Apiculture in India for 1918-19), but, as

this was insufficient to meet home requirements, a
large quantity had to be imported Before the war
India was able to produce a surplus of sugar for

export, but as this can no longer be done the Govern-
ment is investigating the possibilitv of teorgamttng
and develc^ng the sugar industry of the country, and
a strong committee has been apjMinted to determine
future policy in this direction Dr. Barber, who has
worked much on the problem, considers that a case

has been made out for the foundation of an Imperial
Sugar Bureau, of which the ** whole duty sHU be to col-

lect and collate the results obtained in various direc-

tions, and thus be In a position to assBt the isolated

efforts in different parts of the country with sound
advice, baseff on experience gained bv a general survey

of the work done in India now and in the past and
that accompHdied In other cduntries (Annual Report

of the Board of Scientific Advlee for liMla, 1918-19)

Throughout India much work is being done on
the improvement of the iUgar-cane and on the seSec-

tfon and breeding of varieties suitable for iffffetent

conditions and localities At the cane-breedIng etation

at Cohnbators, under the directidh of Dr. Barber, a

large number of hybrids have been rtdeed and are

under Observation, some of the, seedlings proHng very

resistant to red rot and smut, two of the fUOit serious
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<llseafes of sugar-^ane As a result of this work it

lu^ b«en possiole to pass out a number of st.edlingb
for further testing on a large scale in dilTetcnt places
The trial of new varieties is also carried out in
Madras and the United Provinces, for the old ones
which have hitherto been grown aie rapidly losing
favour with the cultivators, and it is neccss.iry to tind
new and improved varieties to replace them When
imported canes are used it is necessary constantly to
renew the stock from the country of origin Soil and
climate have a marked effect on the eancs, and
varieties that are markedly superior m one aica often
deteriorate rapidly in quality if transferred elsewhere,
and, consequently, experience gained from experi-
mental work in one pait of the canc-growing tract is

often of doubtful value for another area Ihis fact
makes a strong airgument for an increase m the
number of sugar research stations in order that the
most suitable stocks may be detet mined for tho
various localities

Newly broken up land docs not give vor\ sntisfar-
to^ results, but it should be left for at least a vear
before planting If a proper rotation of ciops is used,
an increase of as much as 5 tons of cane per acio
can be obtained Manunal experiments in \ss mi
have shown that the use of phospliatic fertilisers gives
an average increase of 2-'\ tons per acre, 4ind in Pusa
it is found tlwt rape-cakc, farmyard manure, and
nitrate of sooa can alt be utilised with piofit In
Madras it Is estimated that careful manuting will

raise the crop from 25 to 30 tons per acre, which is

probably the limit for that particular climate
Apart from the actual selection and Lultnntion,

special attention is being devoted to the handling of
the sugar-cane in order to avoid damage and deteriora-
tion Canes arc often stored bv windrow mg, and
tests made over a period of seveial months show that
this does not lead to any appreciable decreas< in the
quality or amount of sugar obtainable fiom equal
weights of the original and the wandrowed cine, but
that after a certain time has elapsed deterioration
sets in Experiments suggest that Hus deterioration

is not dependent upon the length of storage, but that
the falling off of the qunlitv is probably due to a
seasonol rather than a biological factor

Special methods have been devised at Coimbatore
(Agnc, /ourn., India, xv , part 11 ) for the transport
of cane for short distances and overseas In the
latter case it is advised that tho pieces of cane be
pickled m Bordeaux mixtuio for a short time in order
to avoid the introduction of disease from one localita'

to another Charcoal-dust, teak sawdust, and wood-
shavings all make satisfactory packing mateiials

Attention is now being directed to the use of the
palmvra-palm as a sugar producer {Agnc Journ ,

India, XV
,
part 1 ) Toddy is made in Bihar from

the sweet juice of this palm, but as less than 10 per
cent, of the trees are tapped it is probable that the

manufacture of sugar would pav The piocess of
tipping ne«ds special care to obtain the best results

The tips of the flowering stalks are cut off after the

male and female inflorescences have been squeezed or

otherwise injured to Irritate them in^to producing a
good flow of sweet sap The insides of the collecting

pots are coated with lime to preserve the juice and pre-

vent fermentation. The crude sugar obtained from this

juice contains lime, which is removed by passing a
current of carbon dioxide through the sugar soluuon
until all the lime is precipitated, and a cheap white
sugar can then be prepared It is suggested that as
th« production of sugar froefl the wild datc-pnim has
so far been satisfactory, it would be well worth while

to the palmyra-palm industry a fair trialW E Brenchley
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University and Educational Intelligence.

Lixerpooi —The title of emeritus professor of
cnginoiiing has btt,n conferred upon Pi of II S Hek-
Shaw

Mr R S Glennie, of the BaUersc«i Polytechnic,
has been appoinlod chief lecturer in phurmaccutics at
the Ko\al lechnical College, Glasgow

I HE treasury has made to the University College at
Swansea a grant of 5000I in a lump sum towards
e\p<ms(s, and also an annual grant ot another 5000!

RriBRENCB has alieady been m.ide in these columns
to tho establishment of a new Department of Aero-
nautics at the imperial College at South Kensington
This addition to the work of the college was inUiated
by the generous action of Sir Basil Z.ihaioiT, who
endowed the University of London chair of aviation
known as the Zaharofl chan, tenable at the college, to
which Sir Richard Glazcbrook was appointed wiui lha
duty of directing the new department \ yoniprehcn-
sive scheme of instruction and training, mainly post-
graduate in character, has been at ranged fur next
session, beginning in October, including special sec-

tions 111 aeronautical cngineeiing, meteorology, and
navigation, and with the valuable co opetation of the
Vir Ministry the services of a distinguished staff of

4 \pc\ ts have been engaged. Apart from the director

with his groat experience of this work at tho National
Physical •Laboratory, Sir Napier Shaw will be pro-

fessor of meteorology and Mr Leonard Ban stow pro-

fessor of aetodvnanius, Mr A J Sutton Pippard
will deal with the strurlure and strength of aircraft,

and Mr A T Fvans with aircraft engines Courses
of lectures will also be given dealing nspc^ctivclv with
airships and with navigation, while arrnngi ments arc
in hand for special instruction in air-cooled engines,
high-compresslon engines, dopes, instruments, wnre-
kss tekgraphy, ancT similar subjects Subject to

cei tain necessary restrictions, it has also been arranged
that students of tho department will carry out part
of their practical training in cine or other of the
Government esl ibhshmcnts concerned with aero-
nautics

liiR Bureau of Education at Washington has just

issued a Bulktin (No ii) giving statistics relating

to school systems in tlie United btaUs foi the year
1917-18 Ihc bulletin is concerned with ekmentary
and secondary education only, and is in elaborate

document covenng 153 pages entavo, accompanied by

62 tabks of statistics and by 49 maps and diagrams
illustrative of the various aspects and conditions of

piimary and higher education, other than university

and piofcssionni, in the several States From the

figures set forth it would appf.ar that th<* total popula-

tion of the States has iiicrcased from 382 millions

in 1870 to 1054 millions in iqi8, and that the children

of school age between five and eighteen h.ive increased

from 12 to 272 millions, and the school enrolment

from nearly 7 to nearlv 21 millions, whilst the

pupils In the high schools, who numbered 80,000 In

1871, were about 1,700,000 in iqiS The number of

teaihcn employed was 650,709, being 105,194 men
and 545,515 women, whose average solarv in 1918
wat 635 &Uars, as compared with 189 dollars in

1870 The percentage of scholars enroll^ of school

age between five and eighteen was 7^ in 1918 and

57 in 1870, largely due to better teaching and super-

vision, a more suitable course of study, transportatiorv

of pupils, and improved economic and general condU
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tipns The total value of school buildings, sites, and
equipment Is stated to be of the vast total of nearlv

,

000,000,000 ddUan The school dollar income Is spent
as follows 33 cents on ^neral control, 58 a on
instruction, 155 on new buildings and grounds, and
33 miscellaneous The avera^ length of the school
year is stated to be t(h> days, mough the cities usually

provide a school tertn of nine months More than

,

000,000 children attend school, on an average, lea#

than five months in each year Great diversity exists

throughout the States, due to climatic conditions, the
scattered nature of much of the population, racial'

differences, and varying educational legislation, which
largely accounts for me striking dinercnces which
prevail The bulletin is well worthv the close atten-

tion of educational authorities in this country*

Societies and Aesdemies,
London

Physfctl Sackty, June 25 —Sir W, H Bragg, presi-

dent* in the chair—Dr J H Vlaceat origin
of the elements The atomic weights are regarded
as the weighted mean values of the atomic weights
of the ibotopei of the elements, but It is assumed
that, ab> a rule, the atomic weight is near that of
bome one isotope Figures and tabkb are drawn up
showing how this accounts for the values of a large
number of atomic weights, if one also assumes that
the weights and positions In the periodic table of any
isotope afe conditioned by taws similar to tt^e hol^
Ing in the recognised radio-active familils The
elements are all supposed to be derived from parent
elements by processes known to occur in actively
radiating families, but their radi(«uUvity is not, in
general, detectable by the usual means owing to the
velodly of expulsion of the particles being low The
posdbflity of the reversibiliiy of some radio-active pro-
cesses is regarded favourably i he various difficultieb
m connection with the views advocated are dis-
cussed, and some suggestions for experunents made
Finally, the theory is used to explain the so-called
laws of the atomic weights of elements of low atomic
w^ht, and the shape of the curve obtained when
the atomic weights are plotted against Moseley’s
numbers—W H Wilson and Miss T D Epps The
construction of thermo-couples by electro-d^osition
The method, which was devised to overcome the diffi-

culty of making satisfactory soldered joints between
the elements of thermopiles having a large number
of closely packed junctions, consists in uliing a con
tlnuous wire of one of the elements and coating those
parts of it which have to form the other element with
an electrolytic deposit of another metal If the con-
ductivity of the latter is considerably greater than that
of the former, and a fairly thick sheath is deposited,
a thermo-couple is product which is not appreciably
impaired In mclency by the short-circuiting effect of
the core Constantan wires coated with either copper
or silver sheaths were found to be suitable for most
purposes.— <Wli • The use of vacuum arcs for inter-
ferometry The paper discusses the relative merits
of short and long mercury arcs for this work, and
points out that Uk defect of the former is due to the
broadening of the spectrum lines consequent on the
high vapour pressure within the lamp It is shown
that by attaching a condensing bulb to the lamp, so
as to prevent excessive rise of vapour pressure, the
short lamp can be made practically as good as the
toM qne as regards sharpness of lines, while still

being of much greater intrinsic brightness.—S. Batter-
wsdb. The maintenance of a vibrating system by

of a trlode valve This paper gives a mathe-
analysls of the arrangement, previoualv
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described by Eecles, whereby the vibrations of
tuning-fork are maintained by means of a triodO,

PlULAXnLnUA^

AxMrieaa Fhllssephkal SecMy, April 2i.-*-Dr. G. E.
Hale, vice-president, in the chair.-—Frof. £. W.*
Brewa The problem of the evolutkin of the aolar
system.>-W H Wright * Certain aspects of maoeat'
spectroscopic observations of the ^seous nelnite
which appear to establish the relatumship between
them and the stars. The paper summarises in ncm-
technical terms the evidence afforded by a study of
the stellar condensations In the planetary or email
gaseous siebulae which are shorn to be qiectro-
soopically identical with stars of the Wolf-Rayet group
(Pickering’s Class O) A brief account is given of
some of the present-day conceptions of stellar evolu-
tion for the purpose of indicating the somewhat
criUcal nature with respect to th^e ideas of the
relationship indicated—Prof E P Adaau The Ein-
stein theoo The extension of ihe principle of rela-

tivity and the resulting revision of the concepts of
space and time led to Einstein’s interpretation of
gravitation as a property of space itself when
modifiGd bv the presence of matter—Dr L A Baasf *

Ihc results of geophysical observations during the
solar eclipse of May 29, 19x9, and the|c bearing upon
the Einstein deflection of light Th^present paper
gives the results of a special study of the cause of the
non radial effects of the light deflections observed by
the British expedition at Sobral, Brazil It is shown
that these non-rad lal effects may be completely
accounted for by incomplete elimination of differential

refraction effects in the earth’s atmosphere The
same cause mav apparently also explain why the
observed radial defl^xtions of light exceeded, on the
average, by about 14 per cent the amounts predicted

on the basis of the Einstein law of gravitation.

—

Prof J B Wldtebsad The high-voltage corona in

atr The paper describes the nature of the corona
and recent studies of the laws governing its appear-
ance in high-voltage circuits Its influence as a limit-

ing factor in long-distance transmission occurs throu^
deterioration of insulation and a leakage loss of power
between the high-voltage lines The appearance of

corona on a clean round wire is v«y shamy marked,
and may be used for the measurement of nigh alter-

nating voltages to a degree of accuracy not heretofore

possibie —Prof D C. MIBsr The velocity of ex-
plosive sounds Most of the experiments were made
In connection with lo-ln and 12-ln rifles, thouj^a
few were made with 6-ln and 8-in guns The
amount of powder charge and the value of the in-

ternal pressure developed In the gun are taken Into

account The sounds were recrived by means qt

specially constructed carbon-granule microphones,
tnose for use near the gun being of unusually rugflsd

construction, while others were of a very sensiDva
type The records were made by a specially ipn-

structed moving-film camera in connection witn a
string-galvanometer capable of recording from rix

stations simultaneously, of the type used by the U S.

Army for sound-ranging. Meteorological wservetioiiS

were made by special observers in the distant sCntlonl

and on the field near the guns at the time o4 the

experiments, and continuous records pwe made at
the Proving Ground Headquarters and at the United
States Weather Bureau Stfiltion These observattOfis

covered temperature, barometric height, hurnkSty,
wind velocity, and wind direction. Measutementa
were also made of die velodtv of the spuad at a
series of stations located on a line at right anglM to

the line of fire and on.a line at to one elde cl

line of fire. Heretofore there has been a tfsadnl
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' ttiloa that eaploiive soundfl travel much farther
1 do ordinary bounds, the velocity being, perhaps,

nd times the normal velocity Ihese experiments
sr conclusively that the velocicy at a distance of

< ft from a iMn gun is about 1340 tt per second,
per cent above normal, at aoo ft from the

i4 the velocity is only about 5 per cent above
totlm For all distanoet above 500 ft from the

4 the velocity of the explosive sound from the

I igSSt-siaed gun is practically normal —Dr H C
Edyts . The u S Navy MV-type of hydrophone as
in aid and safeguard to navigation —Dr A £
(MMttj The transient process of establishing a
iteady alternating electric current on a long line from
aboratofv measurements on an artificial Tine It is

cnown that the current and voltage do not build jup

iteadily and continuously, but udvun(^e by little jumps
vhich occur at regular short intervals of time, accom*
lanylng successive reflections of electromflugnetic waves
Tom one end of the line to the other There is pre*
ented in this paper a number of observations which
ave been securiKl photographically of the nse of
oltage and current on a long artifiLiat electric power
^aofmission line in the labotatur>, and have corn-
ered the observed rates of growth with those which
e indicated by theory with a fairly satisfactory

Xeement —N W A&lMff 1 he strcphoscopo —
*of R S Dagaa New features in the eclipsing
ariable U Cephei (prof W B Scott, presi-

jent, in the chair )— Prof E N Karvsy Animal
umJnescenoe and stimulation The production of
ight by animals is due to the burning or oxidation
H a substance called luciferin in the presence of an
nxyme or catalyst called luciferase Light produc-
yn by animals differs from light produced by com-
istlon in that the oxidt^ion product of lucifcrin,
ivtuclferln, can be easily reduc^ to lucifenn, which

fill again oxidise with light production The reaction
reversible, aniL^ppears to be of this nature

dferin+0~oxv!inferin+H,0 The difference be-
•cn luciferin and oxylucifenn lies probably in this
at the luciferin possesses two atoms of h>droj^,
hlch is removed to form H,0 when the lucifenn
oxidised The Hs must be added to re-form luci-

rin. Not only is it most efficient so far as the
idiation (being all light) it produces is concerned,
Is also most economical so far as its chemical pro.

t'sses are concerned The above reactions can be
monstrated in a test tube with a mixture of oxv-
dferin, lucifera^, and ammonium sulphide The
imonlum sulphide is probably represented in living
11s by reducing enzymes or reductases If such a
tt-tube is allowed to stand, oxyluciferin Is reduced
luciferin, which will luminesce only at the surface
the fluid In the test-tube In contact with air

nen the tube is aj^tated so as to dissolve more
^^^en of the air, the liquid glows throughout Even
gentle knock or ** stimulus " to the tube is sufficient
cause enough oxygen to dissolve to give a momen-
ty flash of light which Is stnkinglv similar to the
fh of light ^ven by luminous animals themselves

^

stimulatton This suggests that when we agitate
luminous animal, or when the luminous gland-cells

f a flaeflv are stimulated through nerves, with the
vukant flash of light, in each case the stimulus acts
increasing the permeabilUy of the surface-layer of

^ cells to oxygen. This then upsets an equilibrium
ivoMng thd ludforin, luciferase, oxvluciferln, oxygen,

iitd reductase within the cell, with the production
if light and the formation of more oxyluciferin.
lO as the luminous cell it resting and unstimu.
AML the tendency Is for reduction pnmsses to occur

tectferin to be formed. It must be pointed out
hdt not iU aorts of stimulatton can be explained in

MO. 2652, yoL. losT

this way^ as the stimulation of muscles or nerve-fibres

may take place m the complete absence of oxygen —
Prof Cl H Parlier The phosphorescence of Kenilla
During the day Renllla cannot be excited to phOh-
phoresce, but at night on btimulation it can be made
to glow with a beautiful gatden-groen light The
light IS produced in wave-like ripples that spread out
from the spot stimulated and run over the upper
sunace of the animal They travel at a relatively

sloqf rate that agrees with that at which the nervous
impulses of the animal travel Hence it is concluded
tiSt the phosphorescence of Rem 11a is under the con-
trol of the nerve-net of the animal, which apparently

rvades the whole colony —Prof W M Wheeler and
W BsUey Feeding habits of Pseudomyrmine ants

Examination of the mouth of the larva reveals a singu-
lar hitherto undescribed organ, evidently used for rodui-

ing the food-pellet to such a finely divkled state that

it can, when acted upon by the digestive juices of the
stomach, yield a certain amount of nutriment which
the worker-ant could not extract from it while it

was in the infrabuccal pocket This larval organ may
b^ called the trophorhinlum In all Pseudomyrmine
larvse, and in many larvae of the other sub families,

except the Dorylinse and Cerapachylnee, the tropho-
rhinlum IS beautifully developt^, although in manv
ants (Ponerinae) it must be us^ for comminuting
parts of insects given directly to the larvne by the

workers In its development the trophorhinium bears
a strange resemblance to the stridulatory organs of

the petiole and post-petiolc of m.inv adult ants —Dr
A £ Ortaunn Correlation of shape and station m
fresh-water mussels It has been found that for

certain species more swollen specimens are found
down-stream in the larger rivers and more compressed
specimens more up-stream, and that in the inter-

iT^iate stretches of a river these extremes ore con-
nected by gradual transitions —Prof H F Osbom
Fvolution principles deduced from a study of the
even-toed Ungulates known as Titanothercs —Prof
W B Scott The Astropotheria —B F Howell, jun
The Middle Cambrian beds at Manuels, Newfound-
land, and their relations These beds are of special

scientific interest because they contain large numbers
of unusually well preserved fossils, which prove that
the creatures that swarmed in the waters then cover-

ing much of what is now New England, south-eastern
Canada, and south-eastern Newfoundland were of

practically the same sort as those living in the seas
which at the same period washed over many parts of

Scandinavia and the British Isles North America
has probablv been loined to Furooo in this wav several

times in the geological nast, so that the animats living

in the coastal waters could spread from one hemi-
snhere to the other —Prof W IT Hobbs (i) The
Michufan meteor of November 26 iqrq (3) The
glacial anticyclone and the hllrsprd in relation to the
domed surface of continental glaciers

Roup
Roolo Accadsito M tiacol, March 7 —A Rditi, vice-

president, in the chair—Q Majorus Gravitation,
viii —O CWstal Analjrtic representation of the fold

of g surface by a series of fractional powers of two
variables —U Clsottt Integration of the equation
of wave motion in a deep canal, il The equation of
the free surface is determined —O Oalccsen New-
tonian fields in the neighbourhood of a given vectonal
field An application of Levi Civita’s notion of
harmonics in the neighbourhood of an assigned func-
tion The author deduces the lamellar and solenoldal
magnetisation which gives rise to a iflven magnetic
field, and applies the result to deal witti the eadstfnee
and unique nature of the magnetisation in soft Iron.
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—L. Twottt Reiearcbes on primitive functions, in

•>*V. Setatlnl Leucitic lavas of the vokat^ of Koc-
camonfina This deals mainly with the composition
of the spurs, and particularly with the presence of

leucite—B Psyronu A parasite of the lupin,

B\tp)woi^pOfCL ierrestm In December, 1^19, plants

of lupin were received infected with this parasite
from Pantano and Pratolongu, near the Lake^pf

RcgiUo It appears to kill tlw plants, compIdMy
destroying the tubercles of thr loots The que^on
i\ raisW as to whether the parasite is of AtnerRW
origin, but the author •consideis it probably an
(hgenous type that has rccentlv become destructive -
I Lsvl-Cmti Harmonics in the neighbourhood of an
assigned funt tion 1 he problem is reduced to the
<iGtermination of the Newtonian function having the
given function is its density—R Perottl Nitrogen
of the cyanic group in manures \ conlnbuUon to

the determination of the merhanism of action of
<\anir nitrogen in vegetable nutrition and the condi-
tions for its utilisation —M Ascoll and A Faglnoll

Sub-epidcrmic pbarmacodynamie experiences, 11 The
action of pituitrin is discussed The limit of leactlvitv

m nomiaf subjccpi fliutuat^s about a dilution of 500
— L Cattolica ^pbituar\ notice of O Dnlla Vedo\a,
professor of gefttjraphv in the Univcrsit\ of Rome —
Sig BagUoak The life and work of the Hte Luigi
LuLiani, professor of pathology at Parma from 187*;

to 1880, and afterwards professor of physiology at
Siena, Floience, and Rome in succession

M'lrch 31 —F D’Ovidio, president, in the chair—
Q Milefasa Oravitation, i\ Gravitation may be
partly absorbed by matter, and this absorption may
give rise to hi at Bodies will llvn have two kinds
of mass, appatint and real, and the real density of
the sun will llien be ihiee times its apjxiient or
astronomical density \n expenmentai test is being
arranged at Tunn fot studying the action of
loo quintals of lead on a small central mass, - O
Chltiiu Contact of curves of diramation for an
algebraic function of two varnblcs —M De Angelk
Crystalline forms of nitrodichloi oacetamlidc 1 his sub-
stance IS dimotphic, nuxlifications a and both being
monoclinic and prismatic, the foimor with o b c*«

I 1507 I I 1348 and 23', the latter with the
values 15792 1 10952 and bj® 235' The second
form IS dtcidedlv unstable, and when iefi in the
mother-solution, or even dried, it transfoimi in time
into an aggicgate of crystals of the stauie phase—
R PsroM Measure of the ammomaling power of
sods The best conditions for emploving the method
of solutions are 10 c c solution of peptone of 1 5 pe
cent in test-tubes, adding 5 c c of a mixture formed
of 50 grams of earth in 500 grams of watei

,
cultiva-

tion for four days in a thermostat at 20^-25® C , and
determination of ammonia bv distillation on oxide of
magnesia t-M Ascoll and A Fagtaoll Sub^pidermic
pharmacodynamic experiences, 111 Certain alkaloids,

such as atropine, pilocarpine, muscarine, physo-
stigmine, morphine, esenne, nicotine, cocaine, and
scopolamine, which offer a* cutaneous reaction of
oedematogenous type, are referred to
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Brylin ki (E ) The Transport of Flectrical Fnergy to Great
D st inces 347

Buchanan (Capt A ) Wild I ifc in ( amda 426
Budge (Sir E A Wallis) Ihe Book of the Dead * 755
Buffer (Prof A H R ) E says on Whe it 724
Bulloik (I ) The Compilation of Bibliographies 116
Bumstnd (Prof H K) elected Chairman of the US

Nit ml Rtseirih Council ^26
Burke (E T) The Venereal ProbUm 343
Burnet (A )

Conjunction of Mercury with c Gen inorum,
370

Burnside (Dr W ) awarded the Hopkins Prize of the
Cambridge Philosophical Society 440 Cyclical Octo
section 473

Burrow (F J ) The Ancient Entrenchments and Camps of
Gloucestershire 128

Burrofts (Principal R M) [obMuary arliclel 364
Burstnll (Prof F W ) elected Dean of the Faculty of

Science of Birmingham University
Bury (H ) MortI ikes as a Cause of River windings 391
Bury (Prof J B ) The Idea of Progress An Inquiry into

Its Ongi and Ctrowth 733
Butler (Sir Geoffrey) appointed Secretary of the Board

of Research Stud es in Cambridge University 345
Butler (S ) Luijc, or Cunning as the Main Means of

Organic Modification? An Attempt to Throw Addi
tional I Ight upon Darwin’s Theory of Natural Selec
tion SertMid edition 773 Unoonscious Memory
Third edit! n 774

ButterwcH th (S ) The Maintenance of a Vibrating System
by means of a Triode Valve 84a

Cadman (Sir John) Impending Resignation of the Chair
of Mining in the Universitv of Birmingham, 409W B Hardy and Prof S Young appointed Members

of the Advisory Council to the Committee of the Pnvy
Council for Scientific and lDdu«trial Research,

590
Cahen (E ) and W O Wootton The Mineralogy of the

Rarer Metals a Handbook for Prospectors Sec<^
edition, revised by E Cahen 259

Caillas (A
)
The Search for Inverttn m Pure Honey, as8

Cam (Dr J C ) The Chemistry and Technolo^ of the
Diazo-Compounds Second Mition 449 The Manu
facture of Intermediate Products for Dyes Second
edition, 260

Cajal (S R y) elected a Foreign As«ociate of the US
Nation d Academy of Sciinces 463

Combage (R H ), A New Species of Queensland Ironbark

73»
Camichel (C ) The Permanent Regime in Water-chambers, 1

3M
Campbell (A ) The Magnetic Properties of Silicon Iron

(Stalloy) in Alternating Magnetic Fields of Low Value,

473
Campbell (D F ), Recent Developments of the Electric

Furnace in Great Bntain, 695
Campbell (Prof D H ) Derivation of the Flora of Hawaii,

217
Campbell (R F ) Distribution I ife History, andi Measures

of Control of Bnichfis ra/imanirx Boh 310
Campbell (Prof W W) and J H Moore Researches on

Nebulae 490
Cannon (H G ), Production and Transmission of an

Envifonmct't 1 Effect in Simon phaluK veiulvs <38
Cmnons (H G T) Bibliography of Industrial Efficiency

and Fartorv Management 641
Carmody (Prof P ) Camphor growing in the British

Empire 737
Carnot (A ) fobituarvl 333
Camwath (Dr) Influtnra 131

Carpenter (Dr GDH)Th Bo 10 nics of Glofstna pat .

pabx on I ake Victoria 663
'

Carpenter (Prof G H ) elected Secretary of the Royal Irish

Ac 1 mv 390 Injurious Insects observed in Ireland

during the years 1916 i8 634 and F J S Poltard

Presence rf f atfral Spiracles in the Larvae of Warble
fl es 833

Carptn! r fProf H C H) The Future of the Iron and

Steel Industry in I orraine 388 and Prof G C CuHis
Report on rhe World s Production f f Silver 73

Carr (Prof H Wlla ) B haviounsm 312
Cirruthers (D ) The Heart of a Continent 330
Case (Prof F C ) The Fnvironment of Vertebrate Life

tn the I ate Paleozoic in North America 223

C melh and Co T td (C F ) C al ilogue of Meteorological

Instruments 20
Cassel (Sir Frnest) Educational Trust Gifts to tht Univer

sitv of T ondon 23
Cattell (Dr J McK ) Method* 703 ^

Cave (Capt Q T P ) A Peruliar Halo 171 Weather
Notes of Fvelvn Pepys and Swift in Relation to

British Climate 303 and J S Dines Soundings

with Pilot Balloonii in the Isles of Srilly 663

Cayeux (I ) The Hettanglan Iron Miner ds of Burgundy

Cellerfer (M ) The Verification of Strew Gauges 184

Cesiro (Prof O ) Minerals from Monte Somma and

Vesuvius 464
Chadwick fj ) ehrted to Ihe Clerk Maxwell Scholarship In

Experimental Phywes in Cambndge University 601

Chalmers (Mrs A J ) awarded a Mary Klngstey Medal, 697

Chalmers (Dr A T ) [obituary arliclel 271

Chalmers (Dr A K ) appointed Head of the Health De
partment of Glasgow, 19

Chalmers (T W ) Paper making and its Machinery in-

cluding Chapters on the Tub-sizing of Paper the Coat

ing and Finishing of Art Paper and the Coating of

Photographic Paper 480
Chamberlin (R V ) PHaPulus humattua 786
Chamberlin (Prof T C ) awarded the Ha>den Memorial

Meda! of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Plnla-

delphla 390
Chapman (D t ) The Separation of the Isottpea of

Chlorine 4^, 61

1
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OfUpman (F), awarded the David Syme Prixe and Medal

^ 496
Cha^an (Prof S ), ihe Effects of Lunar Tides on the

Earth's Atmosphere, 506, and F A Milnc» Ihc Com
position, lonisition, and Viscosity of the Atmosphere
at Great Heights ^70

Chardin ^ 1 de) The Piltdown Remains, <03
Charpy (G ), The Minute Fissures in Steel Ingots, ay
Chdtelier (H I le) elected an Honorary Member of the

Royal Irish Academy, 111

Chaudron (G ) Rtversiblt Reactions of Water on Tungsten
and the Oxides of Tungsten, 411

Cheney (W L) J he Measurement of Hystertsis Values
when using High Magnetising Forces, 83S

Cherry (Major T ) Th- Origin of Agrit ultun 474
Chevalier (A ) Plans for the Reorg inisation and F\tension

of Scientific Scrvict!* m French Indo China 401
Chevenard (P ) The Fhsticity rf Torsion of Nickel Steels

With a High Proportion of Chromium, 600 The
Therm il Change of the Elasiu Properties of Nickrl
Steels, 603

Chick (Dr Harnfitc) awarded the Stewart Prize of thi

British Medical Association, 43a
Chinnery (A W P ) awarded the Cuthbc rt Peek Grint

of the Rovil Geognphual Stiuty 112
Chiml (Sir Valentine) Ihe Fnduring Power of Hinduism

834
Chisholm (G G ) I>r J G Bartholomew 238 Fr J G

Bartholomew and the Laver System of Contour Colour
ing, 328

ChofaiOet (P ) Observations of the Periodic Comet lempel
II (Schaumasse) iqaoa, 7q4

Chree (Dr C) A Mignetic Storm on Mirth 4 and 3 36
Simultaneous V dues of Mi^,netir Detlinifion at

Different British Stations 632 Tht Magni hr Storm of

March 2a-*23 and Associattd Pluntmtna 136
Church (Major A G ) Applied Scieon ind Industrial Re

search 423 347 Fxpenses of Snenlifn Work yj
Set ntific Direction of Industml Rt si arch 40

Church (A H) Flementary Notes on Stnii final Botiny
Elementary Notts on the Rt production of Angiosp rms>

16a •

Church (Sir William) investigations of the Imperial Canctr
Rese in h Fund fiqfi

Cisotti (U ) Integration of the Fquaiion of Wave motion in

a Deep Cana! 11 843
Clapham (Dr J H ) Prrsidentnl Address to Section F

of the British Assoiiation 827
Clark (H L) Distribution of I literal Iihinodermb of the

West Indies 270
Clark (J n ), The Surrey H nlstorm of July 16 1018 281

and H B Ad imes Report on the Phenologital Observa-
tjonc for 1919 442

Clarke (G A ), An An ilysis of Cloud Distribution at Aber-
deen during the vean 1916 18

Clay (Dr R S ), plea for an Ampler Provision of Stholar

shipi, 23
Clay (V ) Devtlopment of the Synthetic Dye Industry, 686

Clayton (C H J ), land Drimage from the Fngineering

Pofnt of View 49
Cleland (Dr J B ) appointed Professor of Pathology in

Adelaide University, a 17

Clerk (Sir Dugald), The Conservation of Fuel 406
Clodd (F ), The Prevalence of Occultism, 433
Clough (Miss B A), appointed Primipil of Newnham

College, Cambridge 337
Coates (Dr J E ), appointed Professor of Chemistry at

University College Swmsea, 663

Cobb (Prof J W) Fuel Research, 330

Cobbold (E S ) The Cambrian Horizons of Comley (Shrop-

shire) and their Brachiopoda, etc 314
Coblent* (W W ), and H Kahler A New Spn tropyr-

hehometer and Solar MeasuremenU made with it,

635
Cockayne (Dr L ), New ZealaniT Plants and their Story,

Second edition, 707
Cockerell (Prof T D A ) Eye Colour in Bees, 518

Cocking (T T), “ Creslneol,*’ 7*6
Coffin (Dr J G ) The Attainment of High 1 eveU in the

Atmosphere, 437

Cohen (Prof J B ), A Ciass book uf Oiganic Chemistry,
Vol 11 , 195

Cohen Kysper (A) Rucklaufige Diff* renzicrung und
Entwieklung, 1(14

Cole (J II), Systematic Frror in Spirit Levelling, 409
Coles (Principal C) Ihe Neiessit\ for Close Co operation

lx. tween Ifthniiil ( olUgt s md the Universities, 738
Colin (H ) The Piastitic Hydrolysis of Inulin, 3S0
Collie (Prof J N ) Kivptun and Xenon, ^41
Colhnge (Pr W I ) Si i Birds Iheir Relation to the

1 isheries ind Agruulture 173 Ihe Plumage Bill and
Bird Protection iqO

Collingwood (Dr B J) ippoinlid Piofessor of Physio
logv at St M iry s H(spitil Mfdicil S hool 568

Collins (W H ) Replaoemcnt of Sands and Gravels by
Siliia, 343

Compton (R 11), Thp Bot inv of N w Cibdoma 122

Comrie (L J) Onultition of a Stai by Saturn 33

Comstock (prof G C ), The Sumner 1 in or T me of

Position as an Aid to N uigitum 55 C st of Sumner
Lims in N ivigation, 742

Connaught (Duke of) idmitlf 1 an Hon rny 1 How of

the Roy il Colkg of Surg ons of Fngl ind 336
Connaught (Print \rll ui of) \nd clhr^rs Ih Sthemi for

the bxtrnsion of the f nginc ring I ibtntoiifs of

ITnivcrsity College T ondon 114
Conwiy (Sii Martin) The hormiiion of the Imperial War

Musf um 626
Cook (Dr MI) Applied 1 ronomir Bot m\ Based upon

Actual Agricultural md fiirdening Projects 34
Cook (O F) Commere I d P ii isitism in tlu Cotton In

dustrv 348
Cooke (H C) The Gabbros of Fast Sooke 4^4
Coolidgt (Dr W r>) The Manufacture of lire Coolidge

Tube 633
Cope (Miss I ) Calcnlirs f the Ind ms Noith of Mexico,

71
Corbrtt (Sir T S) History if the Great ir bisid on

Offiriil Dorum nts By direct on of the Histomal
Section of the ( omenittc of I npenal Defen e Naval
Opcritions Vol 1 34!

Core (A F ) Ihe S pintion cf the Isotopes f Chlorine

582 677
Oirni \ (B G ) A Ki m irk iblc Ston Bi wl in the Museo

ArqueoMgico M ulrid 7^3
Corniibert (R ) The Constitution of sorii< Di dkylrycfe

hexanonts^''-,
Cortie (Rev V'T ) Report and N tes on th^ '^tonyhurst

College Obs rvitiry r34 Sionvhuist Ohs tv nt ions it

iqiq 780 Ihe Magn tii. Storm >f Mirch '*3 md
Associatid Phfnomrm 137

Cottrell (Dr F G) iwiided the Willard Gilhs Mr dal of

the Chicago Se ton of the Amnirin Chtmiial Soiiety

33b nnminilrd is Director of the U S Burt au of

Mim s 432
C oupm (H ) Seedlings whirh turn fir tn n thf Dirk 411

Cournot (J ) The Anm almg of f k ctrolMu lion "63

O^urstv (P R) Gltphonv without Wilts 3

Coward (T A ) The Birds of the British Isles and thrir

Eggs Fust Sines 132

Cowles (R P) The Tnnspl mting of Sea anemones tv

Hermit Cribs 66S

Cox (Dr A n ), ^ Report on Magnetic Disturbances in

Northamptori'.hii e ind f eutstershir and their Rtla

tions to the Geological Structure 173 and A K
Wells The Lower Piloeozou Rotks of thr Arthog

Dolgelly District 133 , ,

Crabtree (J H ) Grasses and Rush s ind ITow to Identify

Them 803 Wondfrs tf Tnseit life Details of the

Habits and Structure of Inserts, b3i

Craib (W G ) appointed Professor of Botany in the \ ni

versity of Aberdeen 130

Ci anworth (Capt the I ord) Profit and Sport in British

Fast Africa being i Setond Fdition cf vised and rn

larged, of ** A Colony m the Making ” 39^

Craster (I t Col J E E )
Estimating River Flow from

Rainfall Records 42

Cr«ak (Capt E W) Tdeathl, 178 [obituary artirle), 300

Cremer (H W L appointed I erturer in Inorganic Chemistry

at King's College London fioS
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Crewe (Merqueet el), The Imperial Colleffe of Science and
Tfl^nology, tSi ( The Working of the Education Act
of X018, aa

CrfpM (Min L. D), awarded the Dr Jeaaie Macgregor
nrlae of the R<^al College of Phystetane, Edlnourgh,

794
Crommelin (Dr A« C D ), Calendar Reform, 105 , Deflec-

tion of Light during a Solar EcUpae, 8, The Elnatein
Deflection of Light, 33; Wedtjer’a Inveatlgatlone in

the Theorr of Hypeite, 675
Crooke (Dr w ), Nudity in India In Cuatom and Ritual,

733 , to receive the Honorary Degree of D Lltt from
the Univeralty of Dublin, 89

Croaal^ (Dr A, W ), The C^atitutlon and Methoda of
the Brltlah Cotton Induatiy Reaearch Aaaodatlon, 379

Crofthwaite (P M ), Earthworka and Retaining Walla, 87
Crowther (Dr, J A ), Ions, Electrons, and loniaing Radia-

tions, 740
CuUia (Prof C E ), Matrices and Determlnoidt, Vol 11

,

^ >9*

Cumming (Dr AC) and Dr S A Kay, A Text-book of

Quantitative Chemical Anatyaia, Third edition, 33
Gumming (W M ), appointed f^for Lecturer In Orf^lc

Chemistry at the Royal Tethntcal College, Glasgow,
630

Cunard Steamship Co , Ltd , Gift to Liverpool University,

3 »3 , »

Cunningham (Dr Brysson), Rainfall and Land Dndnage,

Cunningham (E ), Relativity nnd Geometry, 350
Cunnington (Mrs M E ), A Curious Stone Mould found

on the Worms* Head, Glamorganshire, 407
Curtis (A H ), Manganese Ores, 1Q3
Curtis (Dr H D ), appointed Director of the Allegheny

Observatonr, so6 Researches on Nebulae, 480
Curtis (Miss K M ), The Life History and Cytology of

Synehytrium endohiotieum (Schilb ), Perc , the Cause
of Wart Disease in Potato, 346

Cushing (Prof H ), The Honorary Degree of Doctor of

Law conferred upon, by Cambridge University, 710
Cushman (J A ), Recent Foraminifera from off New

Zealand, 143
Cuthbertson (C and Maude), The Refraction and Disper-

sion of Carbon Dioxide, Carbon Monoxide, and
Methane, qS

Cvijic (Prof J ), awarded the Patron's Medal of the Royal
Geographical Society, 113

Czaplickn (Miirs), asiarded the Murchivm Grant of the

Roval Geographical Society, xia

D (F V ), The M6le Cricket. 194
D (T S ), Sea and Sky at Sunset, 358
D,i Fano (C ), Method for the Demonstration of the Golgi

Apparatus in Nervous and other Tissues 340
Dakin (Prof Wj J ), appointed Derby Professor of Zoology

in the Universltv of Liverpool 437
Dalby (Prof W E), The Elastic Properties and the

Plastic Extension of Metals, 377
Date (Prof J B ), Some Methods of Approximate Integra-

tion and of Clouting Areas, 138
Dali (Dr W H ), The Moltusca Obtained bv the Crocker

Land Expedition, 688
Dalton (H ), appoint^ Reader in Commerce at the London

School of Economics and Political Science, 468
Damouf (E,), The Application Value (oMeur d'luagc) of

CombusHMes, 634
Dangeard fP A ), Structure of the Plant Cell and Its

MeVabolism, 351
Daniel (A ), A New Race of Asphodelus Obtained by tbr

Action of a Marine Climate, 406
Dai win (C G), Lagrangian Methoda for High-speed

Motion, 379
Darwin (Sir Horace) and W G, Collina, A Unlveraal

Microtome, ^
Davenport (Dr C B ). Influence of the Male on the Pro-

duction of Twhia, 744
Daffdaon (tha late Sir J Mackenrie), Proposed Memoriat

•0. 50

USA
Davies (Rev. A E ), Anselm’s Problem of Truth

Exlatmce,
Davies (G M ), Tin Orea» 193 „
Davies Q H ), A Mm of the World (SA MarciM’a Fro*

jectim), having Special RefVrepca to Forest RmUnw
and tm Geographical Distribution of Timbsr Trseit
Umber Maps, Nos. x, a, 3, 4, 577

Davis (H V), Uttle Book about Snowdon,” 787
Davis (l^f w M,), The Smalt Islands of Almoet-AtpUs»

spa
Davtm (Dr C ), Differentlat Calculus for Coltegas and

Secondary Schools, 6<
Dawson (B H ), Detemunatlon of the Orbit of p Erldani«

^ \
Dawson (Dr H M), appointed Professor of PhyriCsl

Chemistry in the Univmity of Leeds, 409
Dawson (Sir Philip), Electric Railway Contact Systemt,

657
Dawson of Penn t^^ord), presented with the Medal of

Honour of the Univerrity of Brussels, 440
Oaynes (H A ), The Process of Diffusion through a Rubber

Membrane, tsa , The Theory of the Katharomater, laa

De Angelis (M ), Crystalline Forms of Nitrodichloroaoet-
anilidc, Eh

Debenham (P), The Transftf of Manne Deposits from the

Sea-floor to the Surface of Glacier Ice, 734
De Candoile (A P ), [obituaiy], 364
Dee (A A), appomted an Assistant Lecturer in Physics

in Birmlngnam University, lao
Deetey (R. M), / ntlcyclones, 677, The Antarctic Anti-

cyclme, 808
Defant (Dr A ), Tides In landlocked and Border Seas,

Bays, and Channels, 466
De Launay (L ), The Course of the Coal Measures In the

Central Massif and at its Fdges, 634
Deldpine (M), Ethylene Sulphide, C.H^S, 666, and L

ville, The Chloride of Bromine its Combination srith

Fthylene. 539
Dellpine (Prof S ), The Problem of Clean and Safe Milk,

385
De Lury (Prof AT), The Appointment of, in the Univer-

sity of Toronto, ^
Demousty (Dr E ), cngrais Amendements Produits anti-

cryptogamiques et Inseiticides, 738
Dendv (Pyof A ), The Plumage Bill and Bird Protection,

169
Dfnlg^i (G ), Iodic Acid as a Microchemlcal Reagent

Characteristic of Gaseous Ammonia, ^3 , Iodic Acid
as a Microchemlcal Reagent for Caldum, Strontium,
and Barium, 379

Denning (W F ), D*scmery of a Nova In (>gnus, 838,
Fireball of February 4, ro5 , The Great Spot on
Jupiter, 433 ,

Wasps, 338
Dends (LG), Canadian Water-power Development, 311
Dennis (T ), An Arithmetic (or Preparatory Schools, with

Answers, Second edition, 67
Desch (Prof C H ), "Some Properties of 60-40 Brass, 69^
Descolas and Prdtet* The Macrographic Study of the Pro-

pagation of Cooling in the interior of a^ Steel Ingot
Starting from Its Solldiflcation, 411

Detmold (E J ), Twenty-four Nature Pictures, 35s

Devsux (H ) and H B^ygues. The Usefulness of Sodium
Fluoride employed as an Antiseptic for the Preserva-

tion of Railway-sleepers, 370 9
Dewar ^Ir James), elected a Corresponding Member Of

the French Academy of Sciences, 80
Dewey (H ), Arsenic and Antimony Ores, 338 ;

Flat-based

Celts from Rent, Hampshire, and Dorset, 153
Dey (ML), Fireball of February 4, loj

Dickie (R S ). Economics of the Petroleum Industry, 369
Dicksee (Prof L R ), appdntad Professor of Aocoixntancv

‘

and Business at the London Schdbl of Economics atm
Pdltlcel Sfleoce, 46R1V

Dines (J S >, Methods Computation for PUot-bano<m

Ascenta, ^7; The Rate of Ascent of pilot-kallooUs. 481

Dines (W H.), Attainment of High Levds in the Atipo^

sphere, *454< The Ether Differmtiol lUalosBetwi sf^t
The Stretching of Rubber in Free Ballots, 613

Diaev (F), PtelsteeeM Ubvemenu o( Elevutten !a SmM
Leone, 689
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Fernbacb (A ) and M Schoen, New Obaenratloae on tbe
Biochemical ProductUm of Pyruvic Add, 151

Ferraria’ ** Dio{>trlc Inatrumeob *'
. Bdnff an Etementary

Bzpoeltion of Gauss* Thidry and its Apfdicatfons
Translated by Dr O Faber from Prof F Lipp2ch *8

German Translation of Prof G. Ferraria* “ The
Fundamental Properties of Dioptric Instruments,** 54s

Ferry (£ S ), O. W SDvct, G W Sherman, }tm , and
D C Duncan, A Handbook of Physics Measurements,
S vote , Mfl

Fewkes (J W), Prehistoric Villages, Castles, and Towers
of South-Western COIoradQ, 367

Fields (Prof J C ), Universities, Research, and Brain
Waste, 839

Fllon (Prof L N G ), Science and the New Army, 133
Findlay (Prof A ), llie Hurter and DriflSeld Memorial

Lecture, 689
Firth (I B ), Swption of Iodine by Carbon, 60a
Firth (Sir R H ), Musings of an Idle Man, 100
Fisher (H A L ), elected a Fellow of the Royal Sodety,

SSd, The Government Offer of a Site for the Univer-
sity of London, 404

Fisher (Lord), Memories, 95
Fisher (R A ), Kenyon and I ovltt*s Mathematics for

Collegiate Students of Agriculture and General Science,
Rsvl^ edition, 131

Flammarion (C ), Reform of the Calendar, as, 105
Fleck (Dr, A ) and T Wallace, Conduction of Electricity

through Fused Sodium Hydrate, 60s
Fleming (A P M ), Engineeimg Research In the USA,

598 , Industrial Research, 771
Fleming (Prof J A ), The Propagation of Electric Cur-

rents In Telephone and Telegraph Conductors, Third
edition, 61 1 , The Thermionic Valve in Wireless Tele-
mphy and Telephony, 716

Fletdier (J J ), Preddential Address to the Llnnean Sodety
of N S W

, 7^4
^

Fletcher (Sir Walter), The Work of the Medical Research
Committee, 400

Flett (Dr J S ), appointed Director of the Geological

Survey and Museum,
Flint (G E), The Whole Truth about Alcohol, 386
Flint (H T), appointed I^erturer in Physics at KJng*s

College, London, 698
Florentin (M ), The French Experience of German Gas

Warfare, 434
Forbes (Dr HO), The Doctor of Philosophy in England,

*54
Forcrand (Prof R de), Court de Chimie b 1 'usage des

Etudiants PCN etSPCN, tMeux ddidon, Tome
i et Tome li , 63

Forder (H G ), Gravitational Deflection of Hlgh-soeed
Pardcles, 138

Pomander (Judg^, Source and Mlgratlone of the Poly

nesian Race, 6s8
Forrest (H E ), A Handbook to the Vertebrate Fauna of

North Wales, 396
Forsyth (Prof A R), Solutions of the Ezamplet in a

TreaHse on Differential Equations, 160, The Central

Differential Equation In the Relativity Theory of Gravi-

tation, 186

Fotherliiv^am (Dr J K ), Tycho Brahe, 67a

Fournier d'AIbe (Dr E E ), The Optopl^ An Instru-

ment for Reading by Ear, spsj and Prof A Barr,

FoumWs^^S?^*^tiUrotta ^of the Water-power of the

Rhone, 466 * . . .

Fowler (Prof A ), elected a Correspon<Lng Member ^ tto

Paris Academy of Sdence^ ^3 , Sir Norman Lockyer's

Contributions to Astrophysics, 831

J ), Sdentiftc Woric Ttt Spirit and Re-

T), The Dynamics of Shell FHght, 440; The
Differential Geometry of Plana Curves, 3SI

,

^ V., C N H Lock, and^H W Richmond,

Tbe Aerodynamics of a Spinning adl, 377 ^
Frands (P^of F ), ap^ted Pro-Vlce-Chaiioenor of Bristol

University, 601 . . . ^ , * **
AMoooNe (ief E), Meteorological Obeerratloas at $t

^tavler’s College, Cdculta, Part L, 55

Fowler (Dr.^

Fowler
ElecnenF

B. C,

Franklin (Capt. T B ), Effact of Weather Changes on Soil
TeoiMratures, s8a, 6i8 ^

Fraser (Dr A. M ), The Prevention of Venereal Diseases,

Fraser (P), appointed Deputy Dean of the Faculty of
Science of Bristol Unlvm^, 630

Fraser (Sir James G), electro a Fellow of the Royal
Sod^, {$6

Frederiksen (J D ), The Story of Milk, 339
Freeman (W G ) and others, Cultivation of the Avocaoo

or AUlgator Pear, 40S
Fremont (Ch), The Reslitance of Steels to Cutting by

Tools, 187 ,
Work Done in Sawing l>y Hand,

SSI
Freundlich (Dr E), The Foundations of Einstein's Theory

of Gravitarion, Trandated by H L Broae, 350
Frledel (Prof G ), Opening Address on the InstsUation of

the Chair of Mineralogy at the University of Stras-
bourg, 368

Pullarton (Dr J H ), (obituaryl 365
Puller (Brevet-Col J F C ), Tanks In the Great War,

1914-1918, 703
Fulton (A R ), Earthworks and Retainlag Walts, 88

Gadow (H ), appointed Reader In the Morphology of Verte-
brates in Cambridge University, 345

Gallenkamp and Co , Ltd , List of (Graduated instruments
for Volumetric Analysis, 306

Gamble (J S ), Flora of the Presidency of Madras, Part
111 > 36 , C^snlsatlon of Scientific Work, 6

Gambia ^ }, Photoftrraphy and its Applications; 740
Gardiner (Prd J Stanley), Museums and the State, loi.

Presidential Address to Section D of the British Amo-
ciatlon, 836, to Undertake the Temporary Direction
of the Scientific Work of tiie Fisheries Department of

the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, 53
Garner TW B ), An Electronic Theory of Isomeriim, 171
Garner (W W ) and H A Ailard, Light and Plant-growth,
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Universihr Teachers, 537
Stuart (H Akrovd), Claim for Recognition as a Pioneer

Inventor of Oil-englne Cycles, ago

Stuart (Sir Thomas P Anderson), [obituary article], 111

Sullivan (I R ), The Pvgmv Races of Man, 367
Sulman (A E ), Australian Wild Flowers Second senes.

34 ; Some Familiar Wild Flowers, 34

Sulman (F ), A Popular Guide to the Wild Flosyers of New
South Wales. Vol II , 34

SumiTMfs (A L ), Asbestos and the Ashestos Industry the

World’s Most Wonderful Mineral and other Fireproof

Materials. 193 . ^ ^ ,

Sutton and Sons, Experiments in Seed Electnfication, 337
Sutton G R ), A Possible I unar Influence upon the Velo-

city of the Wind at Kimberljj, 700 , Overgrowths on
Diamond, 307 Statistics of Thunder and Llrttning at

Kimberley, 307 The Relationship between Cloud and

Sunshine, 687
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Swlnton (A A Campbell), elected Chairman of the Council

of the Ro^ral Scmt> of Arts, 654 , Life and Letters of

SUvanus P Thompeon 44£t Receipt of

Meisages from Pant and Slough while Lecturing, 80
S\denham (Lord), Science and the Nation, 46S
^%kG* (Maj -Grn Sir f rrderlr II ), Imperial Air Routes,

359
(Miw EUa), and Brig -Gen Sir Percy Svke<*, Ihrough

Deserts nnd Oa^ of Central A^in, -^30

I'incock (E O ), The Element** of Descriptive Astronomy
Second edition. 131

Tanner (Dr F W ), Bacteriokigv and Mycology of Foods,

00
Fanret (G ), Pellrtierene and M* th^ Ipelletlerene, 442*

Tanslev (A fi ), The New Ps\cholog\ nnd its Relation ro

Life, 770
Tarleton (f> F K) [death!, ^2^ robitunr\ artirlel, 4^4
TntteriaH (Or W M ), Lifi^historv of the Peiiwinkle, 373,

Museum** and the Stnte, 102

Tavener fP \ ), “The Birds of Fastern Ctnnda ** 623
Tavlor (F H ), Need for the Protection of the Philippine

Hawksbill Turtle, 7<6
Ta\lor (Dr OrlfRth) Aci icultur il Climatology of Aus-

1

trahn 442 , Climatic Cycles and Fvolution, 728 I

Taylor fH J ), Day Continuation ^ihools, 23
|

Tn\lor (fir H S Furl Production and lUilisation, 600
Taylor (Dr Monica), Aquarium Cultuies for Biologlcnl

|

Teaching, 232
Tavlor (Sedlev), fobifuarv arfak! 143
Taylor fW ), Scientific App irrtfus nnd laboratory VitHngN

*^57

Tavlor (W T ), CsUulntion of FWtric Conductors, aaq
Tfinpleton f| ), appoint* d I^iturrr in Botan> in FdinburgTi '

UniversUv, 120
Irrndn (Prof), Fffect of Topograph> on Proilpitation in

Japan 500
Terhune fA P ) I-ad n Dog, 48a

Termler (Prof P )
'* T cs Grands Fnlgmcs do la G^ologi»»,**

q03 " Les Oceans ^ travers le* Ages,** 624
Terras fH ), The Stoi^ of a CiukeoS Fgg ‘•46

Thaxter (Prof R) elected n Forngn Member of the

LInman Society, 366
Thomas (H Hnmshaw) Ain nift Photo*naphv In the

Service of Srienre 437 Petrogripbiral Notes on Rocks
from Deception Island and Roberts Tslnnd, etc , a8a

re-appointed Curator of the Cambridge Univer-Ity

Botanical Museum 313 , and F G Radley Certain
\cnolithic Tertnrv Minor Intrusions in the Island m
Mull. 473

Thomas (| S G ), A Dinctionnl Ilot-uire Anemometfr,
142

Thomas (T ). Revision Arithmetic, Txigarlthms, Slide Rule
Mensuration, Specific Gravity, and Density Second
edition. 220

'

Thoma* (W \ ), Surveying 8ot
Thompson (Prof n*Ar<\ \V) Ihdmgrnphical Studies,

ISO, Poetry nnd Medicine, 414
Thompson (Dr F C.), awarded the Sorbv Research Fel

lowship, 377
Thompson (& J M*f>^nn), New Stelar Facts and their

Bearing on Stelar Theories for the Ferns, 230
Thompson (J S ) and H G Thomoaon, Sllvanua Phillips

Thoeapaon, D Sc , LL D , F R S
, his Life and

Letters, 448
Thompaott (L Beatrice), Just Look ! or How the ChiUren

Studied Nature, 651
Thomsen (TO, Memorandum on Solid Xubricants. 372
Thomson (D H ), A New Alignment Diagram for Engin-

eers, it6 ,

Thomson (Sir Joseph), elected a Felhw of the Royal
Danish Society of Science, aoq La Thdorie Atomlque,
Tradait par Prof M C Moureu Nouveau Tiroge,

36, Oration in Presentation of an Honorary Degree
to, 568

Thomson (W ), and H S Newman, Behaviour of Amal-
gamate Aluminium Wire, qo; Further Notes on the

Filamentous Growths from Aluminium Amalgams, 506

Ihotne (P C L )f Chetnistr} from the Industrial Stan^
point, 227

Thorpe (Prof. Jocelyn), The Indian Chemical Service,

Thorn (Sir T E ), Lewes and Hrame*b Service Chemlstlfy
Fifth edition. 287, Monument to Charles GerbartR.

436
Thring (L G P ), appointed Superintendent of the En-

gineering Drawing Office of Cambridge Unlveraity.

Thurn (Sir Kverard im). The Island of Stone Statues, 583
filho (J ), The Frequency of Fogs in the Eastern Sahara,

57* _
Tiltvard (Dr R J ), The Cawthron Institute, 603, The

Neuroptertdd Insects of the Hot Springs Region, N Z ,

in relaUon to the Problem of Trout-food, 667 , The
Panorpold Complex Additions to part 3, 067

Tlminaaen (Prof C A ), [obituary article], 430
Ting (SIh Ling), Electron Emission from Hot Bodies, 441
Tinkler (Dr C K ), and Helen Masters, Applied (Thewi*

Istrv Vol i
, Water, Detfigint< Textiles, FueU etc ,

227
Tisdaie (C W W ), and J Jones, Putter and Cheese, 738
Tirard (Capt T H ), Use of Sumner 1 me* in Navigation,

^ 55*1 74a
Tomc»s (Sir Charles) Gift of MurnsjODKal Preoarntions to

the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons of
Fngland, 457

Tonell* (I ), Primitive Functions, 241
Tom (Prof G B de). elected n Foieign Mfmher of the

IJnnean Socleii, 3^6
Toporesru (M ), The Lime and Magnesia earned down bv

Precipitates of Feme Ovide, ^74
Torrance (W ), Observations on Soil Erosion 434
Tost«vin (Fng -Tomdi H B) The Use of Mechanical

R.edurtion Gears hetwnn the Tirblncs mrt the Pro-
peller in the Roval Nsvv 148

Trafton (G H ), The Teaching of Snenre m the Ele-
mentary School, 420

Trniers (Dr M W) Soirntifle Research nnd the GIsss
Industry In the United States, q . The Indian rhemlcal
Service, 354

Treihminn (Dr C T ), A Dmd Sprtimen of Holopus
from Bsrbadoa, 747

Treuh (Prof H ), [death]. 208
Tnllat (A ) and M Mallein, The Pioiertion nf Micio

organisms into the Air, 474
Ti otter (A ) The SuonosH Pnrthenor-irpv of the Haiel-

nut and its Possible Chnrnctrrs (II > 241
Trowbridge (Prof A), Sound ranging as Pi utised hv the

US Armv duilng the War, u6
Trueman (Dr A F ). nnpoinfed T ei turrr in Geologv at

Ifniversity College Swansea, 664
Tsuboi (S) Oahima 787
Turner (Major C C ), The Struggle in the Air 1014*18,

22q
Turner (Prof H H ) The Cost of Scientific Publication*,

326 and othen. Papers on Astronomy published dunng
iqi4-Tq. 407

Turner (Dr W F S ) aonnlnted Professor of Gtaiw
Technologv in Sheffield Unlveraltv, 601

Turrell (Dr W T ) The HUtorr of Electro-Therapy. 81
Ttirrlll (W B ), l^tanlcal Exploration In Chile and Argen-

tina, 433
Tutton (Dr- A K H ) Monoclmlr Double Selenatea of the*

Cop^ Group. 438
Tychonis Brahe Dan I Opera Omnia Edidit I L R

Dreyff Tomus vl , 67a * ^
Tyndall (Prof AM), appointed Dean of the Faculty of

Science of Briftol Univerdty, 630

Unwin (A H ), African Softwoods for JPulp Production, ^
Urich (F W ), and other®, Artificial vermt Natural

Method* of Control ol Insect Pert*. 403
Uitber (W A. E ), loWtSify], 144

Vol! (T N L [obituary], 9p *

Vonghettl (Dr. 0.), awarded the Rfberf Price, 557
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Van tthijn (P J lotal Light of the htart, 54
Vaughan (1 W), Ihe Aineric<u] Tertiary Pleistocene,

and Recent Cwal reefs, 401
Vaughan Williams (Capt ), Uiscovery of suppostd Saxon

Kemains m Windsor Great Park, sop
Vcfoon (R H )i appointed Assistant to the Professor of

Chemistry in the University of Cambridge, 665
Verschaffelt U E ) and R Crombez, Ano naluus Dis

persion of Methyl violet, etc
, 559

Veil (Mile S ) Alloys of O^des, 347
Very (Prof h W ), The Wasting of Stellar Substance 376
Vtgnaud (H ) Ihe Columbian iiadition on the Di&covery

of America and of the patt pla>ed tlicrein by the
Astronomer loecanelh, 803

Vignon (I ), The Risistincc of lissu s to Light and
Ultra violet Rays, 506

Villey (J ) Might at High Altitudes, 346
Vincent (Dr J H ), Further FxMnments on the Varii

tion of Wavelength of the Oscillations (nniritid by
an Ionic Valve due to Change* in I ilame it ( u rent

lai The Origin of the Pliments R43
Violie (H ) Milk and Haemolysis 411
V'lrville (Ad Davy dt) Comparative Geographical Distribu

tion of Prtmula offtctnalt^ P Krandtftora and P
elaitor in the west of France, 411

Vlis (b ) Study of Absorption bised on the Properliw of

the Nitrophenols so6 Ultra violet Spectrophotumetr
of the Nitrophenols 47^

Vleuten (Mis^ A vnn) Thi Possibility of amount ng for

the Daily Vanitibns of the Farth s Magnetic Field 401
Vournoros (AC) A new Series of Com| Ux Combina

tinns the Antimony Oxyiodtde^ 47s
Voilte (J ) and othfrs Painllix < f ih Rtypf Stir Boss

1^17 838

\Naddell (J A I ) The Fconomical Lse of Spfcnl Allov
Steels m the Construction of Bridges 699

Wagur flA O) Museums and the State 70
Wakeford (the late F K) Canonicil bornis 3(9
Vi^alooCt (Dr C D) The Ptrsistenr of (tcnrii f8i
Wales (the Prince oO nominated is sn l!cnorar\ Fell w

of the Rovil Society of Fdinburgh 31S pitron of

the British School of Archie logv in J lusalem 33
Walker (Or C ) appointed Associate Professor in Cviologv

and I pcturrr in Histology in I iverpool University 376
Walker (Dr O 1 ) The Probable Amount rf Monsiun

Rjinfnll in 1930 734
Walker (G W ) A Dyn imical Specification of the Motion

of Mercury *98
Walker (Pr*of J ) Introduction to Ph>sif il Chemistry

Fighth edition 129

Wall (Dr R C B) to Dilivrr the Bradshaw lecture 722
Wallas (Prof Graham) gift to I n yersitv Cc liege I ondon

Waller (Di A D) The apparfnt Growth tf Plants

(and of Inanimate M iteri ils) aid of their appaient
“ Contractility ” 410

Wallis (T F ) The I vcopodium Method of Quantitative

Microscopy 249
Walmtley (I t L )

* The Recent Trans African Flight
*

6*4
Walsh (Prof J J) Mfdieval Medicine 137 Science and

^holasticism, ^47
Walshe (Dr F M R) The Pathology and Symptom

atolo^ of Beri beri 341

Walston (Sir Charles) Eugenics Civics and Ethics 804

Waltenberg (R G ), and W W CoblcnU The Spectral

Reflective Properties of Allovs of Aluminium, etc , a 13

Waran (H P ) The Effect of a Magnetic Field on the

Intensity of Spectral Lines 379
Ward (Miss F V) The Fvolution of the Hastings Coast

line, 8a

Ward (Di' F), Animal Ufa sinder Water 6iii

Ward (W A ), Modem By product Coke-oven Construction

6ac

WatTM (S H ), A Natural ** Eolith ’* Factory beneath the

Thanet Sand 378 ^ ^
Watersoa (T) Fleas and their relation to Man and

Domestic Animals, 787

\\ itkins (L 1 ) I ibi irub in Indian High Schools, 698
Waison (f rof J B) Fs)Lhokgv from the Standpoint of

a Behayiorist, 51a
WaiMin (J S ) DtvUopment of the Gem rating Stations of

thf Newc istle upon lyne Electric Supply Co, 369
\\ irt (Sir George) Cun ^low iij^ in the British Empire,

1U4 to d liver I lu cs Indi in Forest trees at
Fdinburgh Lmversitv, lao

\V itt (Dr H J ) 1 h 1 ou id itio is of Music, 98
W iltb (Sir Irmciv) Ir pic il Departmenu of Agncultufierr

with Spciial Reference 10 the West Indies 344
Watts (Prof W V\ ) Ihe Fvolution of the Bicycle, 435
W n (Sr Aston) \ tiue of Snenie md Scientific Research

to Medicine and Surgery, 304
Webb (W M) Ih Brcif Valiev Bidsintfuiry (14
Weber (Dr F Pirkcs) appoint d Mitchell Lecturer of tho

Koval College of Phvstcians ol I ondon 1931 755W bsttr (\ D) National Afforestation, 377
Wc}«>ter (D I ), The Intensities of \ rays of the L seneS

11 657
Wcddirburn (Di I M ) Th Impoituuc of Meteorology

in Gunnery 49a
W dmorc (F H) Ihe Impoit mi cf Cocperative Scientific

Resf arch 339
Wtisb (H ) Ihe C onstitu its f imed b\ Recipiocal Pene

trition of /inr and Coppir at a Temperatuie where
One of the fwo Metals and All their Alloys are in

the Solid State 699
Wills (Prof H I ), Chiminl ( alculation Tabbs fo*

1 ul^iritoiy Use Seiond edition 33
Wells (Dr S Russell) londu Degree in Commeu 440

rr-4lfcltd \irp(hm(ell i if 1 ondon University,

Wells and Southcombe The Ihiory and Practice of
I ubncatic n 21

W rtheimer (Pr>f T) ^ 1 d n„ 1 1 Oflficeis ftr Atudy at

L niv rsities 41

W St (F I ) N F 1 n f I d ^ 1 w m* IXtermina
II 1 cf Nonna! Tfmp rituns bv Me ms of the Equa-
ti n of Ih S void Jcmpiiturc V yri itions etc,

628
W (G D) \ Mcdifi-d Ih <f lie Crookes Radio-

leter 4“*3 1 he Forces A ting on Heated Metal-fWl

Surfm s in Raref d Gases laa

W St (Dr S H ) [obituary] 30
Westnviv (f W ) Sc 11 c inri T ht lo^y Ihnr Common

Aims md Methods bo** Snentifip Method its Phflo-

sophv and its Practice 5
Wharton (the 1 tt Rt nr Admir vl Sir W J I ) Hvdro-

grajhieal Sirveying Fourth edition revised and m-
liig I hv Adml Sii Mostyn field ^76

Wh il n (Dr) M t rniiv and ( hild Welfare 141

Wheel r (Or R B ) appointed Piofcssor f Fuel

1 hn lci,y in Sheffi Id I niyers ty C6-^

Wheeler (Dr R F M ) appointed Keeper of the Depart-

ment of Ar hvilogv in the Nation il Museum of Walea

and I ecturer In Aicheologj in the Univtrsiiv of South

Wal s and Monmouthshire ^69

Wheel r (Pi of W M) I he P ramtic Aculeate Hvmen-
optera 833 and I W Bailey Feeding Habita of

Pseudomvr ninp Ants 843
Whiddington (Prof R ) An Attempt to Detect the Fixeau

Fffect in an Llectron Stieim *d8 Science and the

New Armv 133

Whipple (Pi of G C) Vital Statistics An IntroduiUon to

the Siipnie of Demography 131

Whipple (R S ) Electneal Methods of Measuring Bodr
Temp* ratures 338

White (B ) Gold Its Place m the Economy of Mankind,

r
r4 SiUer Its Inumate Association with the Dmif
iff of Man 774 „ ^

White (Dr N ) Health Conditions in Eastern Europe *

lyphus a Serious Menace 733
White (R S ) Report on Outbreak of Pellagra amongrt

Armenian Refukec* it Port ^id 393

Whitehead (Prof A N ), An Enquiry Concenring the

Principles of Natural Knowledge 446
Whitehead (Prof J B )

The High vdta^e Corona tn Air,

843 , ^

Whitfield (Dr A) appointed Lumleian Lecturer of the

Roval College of Phvsieians of London tgai, W
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Whitley (£)| GUt for the Endowment of a ProfeMorehip
in Biocliemietry in Oxford Unlverelty, 311

Widal <P ), P Ahnunl, and N lanooiveKxs Tm Proof of
Di^tlve HeBmoclaaia and Latent Hepatitm, 79a

,

Proof of Oigeetlve Hmnodatia in the Study of He^t^
Insufficiency, jj^ , The Possibility of Promoting the
Hsemoclastc Crisis by the Intravenous Injection of

Portal Blood Coflected during the Digestive Period, 699
Wild (L J ), Soils and Manures In New Zealand, 130
Williams <Dr A M), llie Pressure Variation of Equili-

brium Constant In Dilute Solution, ben
Williams (W R ), fobitusu’y], 76
Williamson (} W ), Science and Industrial

Research, 387, 518, Remuneration and SuMranuation
of the Scienti^ Workers of Research Associations, 37s

Wilson ip T R 1 , award^ the Hopkins Prise of the
Cambridge Philosophical Society, 440, Investmations
on Lightning Discharges and on the Electric I^td of
Thund^ttorms, 377

Wilson (Prof F J 1, and Prof I M Heilbron, Chemical
Theory and Cmculations Second edition, 805

Wilson {Prof J ), Application of the Food unit System to
the Fattening of Sheep, a8a

Wilson (J S ), and G A Garfltt, Map of the E}am Moor
Circle in Derbyshire, 180

Wilson (Prof J T ), elected Professor of Anatomy in Cam-
bridge University, 439

Wilson (iL E ), Researches on Nebulss, 491
WUson (W H ), and Miss T D Epps, Construction of

Thermo-couples by Llectro-depositlm, 84s
Wilson-Barker (Sir David), The ** FUght '* of Flying-fish,

455
Wilton ^ R ), appointed Lecturer in Dock and Harbour

Enpneering m Liverpool University, 505
Wimmer (Prof L. F A ), [obituary], 365
Wlnitedt (R O) Analomes between the Local Customs of

the Malay PenInsuUi and those of the Brahmans of

South India, 834
Winterbothara -Col H S L ), awarded the Victoria

Medal of the I^iyftl Oeogiaphical Society, iia, Prln-
aples and Prauiice of Surveying, Sot

Witx (Prof A^ Heat Economy, aia
Wohlgemuth (Dr A), Pleasure—Unpleasure An Experi-

mental Investigation on the Feeling-elements, 3
Wolf (Prof), A Nova in a Spiral Nebula, 313
Woltjer, jun, (Dr J ), Investigations In the Theory of

Hyperion, 675
Wood Bros Glass Co , Ltd

,
Catalogue of English Chemi-

cal Glassware, 43c
U ood (Miss J F ), Hr8tor> of Popular Education since the

Act of 1870, ai3
WooNf (T B ), and Dr F H A Marshall, Plwsiol^ of

Farm Animals Part i , General, Dr F M A
Marshall, 704

Woodland (Prof W N F ), The “ Fli^t ” of Flylng-ftsh,

4SS . The *' Renal Portal ” System (Renal Venous Mesh-
work) and Kldnpv Fxcretion In Vertebrata, xio

Woodward (Dr A Smith), re-elected President of the
Llnnean Society, 496

Wordie (J M ), awar^ the Back Grant of the Royal
GcoMphkal Society, ixa

WorsdelT (W), [obituary]. 339
Wright (C S ), Science and the New Anmy, 391
Wright (H E ), Coke^iven Gas for Town Supj^y, 695
MVight (Lewis), Optical Projection Fifth editlco, re-

written and brought up to date by R S Wright (In

two parts) Part 1 , The Projection of Lantern Slides,

775
Wn^t (Wilbur), Unveiling u Statue to the Memory of,

Wright (W B ). An Analvtis of the Palmosoic Floor of

Nortn-Eait Ireland, with Predictions as to Concealed
Coalfields, 368, The Asiatic Origin of Man, 738

Wright (W H ), Certain Atpecu of Recent Spectroscopic

Observations of the Gaseous Nebulse, 84a
,

Infra-red

Spectra of Nebulm, 149 ,
Researches on Nelwisb, 49s

Wyatt (R B H ), appoint^ Lecturer in Bactpnology in

Birmingham Unlveril^, 154
Wyatt (S ), Individual Differences in Output in the Cotton

Industry, 657
Wybergh (W ), The Coastal Limestones of the Cape

Province, 689
Wyeth (F J ), Development of the Auditory Apparatus in

Sphenoion punclattu, 26

X Y Z ,
International Council for Fishery InvestlgatioAS,

Xanthoudides (M ), Excavations in Crete, 375

Yamasaki (E), The Chemical Kinetics of Catalase, xoa

Yeatman (M E ), British and Metric Systems of Weights
and Measures, 355

Yendo (Prof K ), The Genub of Brown Seawcedi, Alaria,

6^
Yerkes fDr R M ), Psychological Examining and Classi-

fication in the U S Army, 795
Yolo^ama (Prof M ), Fossils from the Mima Peninsula

and Its Immediate North, 836
Young (J ), The Royal Mlllta^ Academy, 487
Youf^usband (Lt -Col Sir Francis), Plea for a Wider

Outiook in Geography, 465
Yule (G, U ), reappointed University I^turer in Statutlcs

in Cambridge University, 88

Zananit (Prof T ), awarded a Mar> Kingsley Medal, 697

,

conferment upon, of the Honorary Degree of Doctor of

Letters by Oxford University, 440
Zan^ells (C), A New View of the Nascent State,

New Researches on the Action of Gases In a very Fine
State oi Division, 763, and B P^oonstantioOu,
Colloidal Rhodium 41 1 , The Acceleration of the De-
composition of Hydi ogen Peroxide by Colloidal

Rhodhim, 443

TITLE INDEX,

Aberdeen University W G Craib appointed Professor of
Botany In, tso; Gift to, by Sir liiomas Jaffny, Con-
ferment of an Honorary Degree upon Sir lagadis
Chandra Bose, 154; Dr R D Lc^bart appolntad a
Lecturer in Anatotwy. 930

Aborigines of Central AustraBa, The Present Condition of

FaQaise, 601 *

Absoraflwi Based on the Properties of the Nitrophendls,

S06, Light by Elements in the State of

Vapour, Sir James Dobble and J J Pox, 538
Abstracts of Papers tn Soentific Transactions and Periodi-

cals, 94S
Academic Research amt Indubtrlal Abdication, 449
AcadAmle Royals de Belgique, Sir W J Pope electsd an

Asspetats of the, 463

Academy, The Royal, 300
^

Acarina of the Intertidal Zone, J N Halbert, 474
Acetone, Preparation of, by the Fetmentatioh of Surchy

Material, J. RsUIy, and others, 4/M
Acstylefie Hyihocarbons, The Production of True, starting

fkom Epidlbrornhydrin, Lespleau and Boutguel. 63s
Ackk, Alkalte and Salts, O. H J • Adlam, 703 8
AemofyU paneh^H, niger, Structqire and Affinities of,

B Sahni, 346
Actinometers of Arago fpd BelUnI, The, L, Besson, 183
AnUcetImtnes, C Moureu and G. Mlgnonec, 539
Adbtal^ Unhrtfsi^, Dr. J E Cleland^ointed ProfeiAor

of Pathology u>, sit ^
Admlrafty^ F e. Smlm appointed Director of Sdantifit

f RsssatYh to the, 345
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hMmn Council to the Conunlttee of the Priv^ Council for
Scuntiiic and Industrial Research, hir John Cadman,
W. B. Hanfy, and Prof S Young appointed

* Aieinberf of the, 590
Aerial Navigation and Meteorology, Li -CoL £ Gold, 775

,

Prof £ van Everdingen, 637 776
Aerodynanuca, Applied, L Bairstow, 93 , of a bpmning

SM4 The, K. H Fowler, E, C Gallop, C N H
Lock, and H W Richmond, 377

Abrogri^diy, The Principles of, Prm A McAdie, 479
Aeronautical Research, 93, 343
Aeroaauttca Education and Research m, Report of the

Committee on, 15 , Lecturer on, at the Imperial College
of Science and fechnology. Sir Ktchaid GlasebrooiC,

214 , Research In, The Relationship of Education to, 14

,

Report of the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics for

the year 191S-19, 561
Aaroplane Flight along Africa from North to South, Col

van Ryneveld and Capt. Brand, 113, From Cairo to

the Om Failure of the, iS, Height Flight, Record,
Major R W Schroeder, 18

Aeroplanes, Wireless Telephony in, Major C E Prince,

55
Afforestation, National, A. D Webster, 577
African Art, H V Hall, 180, Softwoods for Pulp Produc-

tion, A H Unwin, 599
Agricultural Development In the West Indies, 344, Re-

search, American, 310
Agriculture and the Forming Business, O li Benson

and G H Betts, 35; Basic Slag and its Uses in. Dr
E J Russell, and others, 183 , The Origin of. Major
T Cherry, 474

Aircraft in Peace and the Law, Dr J M Spalght, ^

,

Photography in the Service of Science, H Hamshaw
Thomas, 457

Air Miaist]7 Convention for the Regulation of Aerial

Navigatm (October 13, 1919), C37 ,
Routes, Imperial,

Mat -Gen Sir Frederic H Sykes,J59 ,
Service, Science

and Research In the, 14a , The CJptIcal Properties of,

the Blue Sky, and, Lord Rayleigh, 584 ,
The Struggle

in tbe, 1914-18, Major C C Turner, 339

Alarm, Prof K Yendo, 664
j^ska, Exploration and Illustration of, 147

Alchemy and Chemistry among the Chinese, Dr J A. R
Henderson, 474

Alcohol The Supposed Dynomogenic Power of,

J Athanasiu, 351, The whole Truth About, G E
Flint, 3S6

Alcohols, o-Ketonlc Tertiary, The Synthesis of, D Gauthier,

37
Algebra, Projective Vector, An Algebra of Vectors Inde-

penAmt of tbe Axioms of Congruence and of Parallels,

Dr L. Silberstein, 65
Alignment Diagram for Engineers, A New, D H Thomson,

116 ^ _

Aliments Suerds Sucres—MIela—Siropi—Confitures

—
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